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A Good Thing
For the Pocket

The Elgin Watch is a good thing for the pocket of the
dealer because it is a good thing for the pocket of his
customer.

Elgin Watches
make profitable customers because they hold trade. A
thirty=five year record of accuracy and durability and an ab=
solute guarantee against original imperfection is behind every
Elgin Watch.

See Jobber's list for prices or write the Company. Every dealer should send for the Elgin
book, "Timeinakers and Timekeepers," giving a history of the development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A. General Offices, 76 Monroe Street, CHICA(iO.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny Street.
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THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
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A Good Thing
For the Pocket

The Elgin Watch is a good thing for the pocket of the
dealer because it is a good thing for the pocket of his
customer.

Elgin Watches
make profitable customers because they hold trade. A
thirty=five year record of accuracy and durability and an ab=
solute guarantee against original imperfection is behind every
Elgin Watch.

See Jobber's list for prices or write the Company. Every dealer should send for the Elgin
book, "Timemakers and Timekeepers," giving a history of the development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A. General Offices, 76 Monroe Street, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 2o6 Kearny Street.
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NOTHER revolution just completed, and with the
1—k New Year we hold up the mirror of the past in which
is reflected the future—a safe guide for the buyer of artistic
Gold Jewelry—displaying our usual endless assortment—
Rings, Brooches, Link Buttons, Scarf Pins, Lockets, Fobs,
Neck Chains, Lorgnette Chains and Tie Clasps.

THE KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.

.64 Nassau St., New York.

Factory, 8 Lum St., Newark, N. J. Telephone, 3270 John.

FILLING UP THE HOLES.
We have filled up all the
holes in our stock, made by
The Trade in this busiest
Christmas we ever had—
now let us fill up the holes
in your stock. . . . We
have all the staples, as well
as all the fancy things, in

Watches *Chains
and are prepared to re-stock
you most satisfactorily in
all you may need in our
line. If you want to see
styles before making your
selection, send to us for
a memorandum package.
Start right in 1904 by
buying " Right Goods at
Right Prices," of
The Non - Retailing Company,
Jobbers in Watches and Chains,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Loose an
Mounted

AONDs
Diamonds purchased by us in the rough " in London and cut by skilled artisans in Amsterdam have now arrived. We

are thereby enabled to offer these WELL=CUT Diamonds at prices and terms which will prove attractive and advantageous

to all retail jewelers, whose orders we solicit.

2

'Nap Straat,

Amsterdam,

Established z866.

Loose or Mounted Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry sent on selection to responsible Jewelers.

12
Maiden Lane,

P. 0. Box 1635,

New York.
Our goods are insured while In transit.



is now with us, and with her we offer Lathe and Lathe
Attachments in large variety at the lowest possible prices. Every
Lathe is sold with an ironclad guarantee that it is perfect and true,
and we make it a strong point that each purchaser be satisfied with
his purchase. Send us your order, or write us if further particulars
are wanted.

Swing Foot =Wheel.

Each, $5.15 net.

Foot-Wheel No. I.
Each, $2.15 net.

Countershaft No. Q.

N.P., each, $2.58.

Countershaft No. 12.

N. P., each, 94c.

Moseley Lathe No. 2.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe.

1113111111
tieneva Lathe.

tiem Lathe.

PRICES:

With 10 chucks .
17 1.4

CI 32 41

$37.00
. 41.00

. 51.00

Write for cash discount.

PRICES:

With 10 chucks . . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . . 40.25

" 32 " . . . . 51.50

Write for cash discount.

Complete as illustrated,

$15.00 net cash.

Best quality and the

best low-priced lathe

sold.

Complete outfit as illus-

trated,

$22.15 net cash.

Our Illustrated Catalogue sent free on request with card.

E. (Q,JJo Swkgmcot,
Cnroycknnaa, Ohko.

5

IM© d1 fbn the
Tuahlie

of time, our plan of handling the Old
Gold, Old Silver and Sweeps of the
jewelry trade has not been found
wanting, but rather it is growing in
popularity with the years, as our con-
stantly increasing and expanding busi-
ness shows.

This old, tried and true plan
of ours is this : You send us
your Sweeps and Old Gold and
Old Silver. We send you a
check immediately. If our offer
is not satisfactory, send hack the
check and we will re-
turn your shipment,
without cost to you. In
doing this you take no
chances, as it is no sale
until we hear from you.

Goldsmith Bios.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners

and Assayers,

63 Whll©u Oto

Chficzgo, 1111,
We pay 4 cents per karat for
Old Gold and market price

for Old Silver.

wavamminisvamisssysiumonmusuriauwayamot#
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33am:Year Record of
ucc s ful

laufactur

There's
SECURITY

for
You and Your

Patrons

On January i , 1904, we completed the thirty-third year of our
career as chainmakers. We started 'way back in '7 1, with a dual
purpose—to build up a reputation and business second to none and
to make the trade-mark

known to every Jeweler in the land as the symbol of highest per-
fection in chains. Time and experience tell in chainmaking. Every
year of the thirty-three—every day, in fact—meant a measure of
progress towards the desired end. Every succeeding New Year
witnessed an expansion in our business, an improvement in our
machinery and methods, a betterment of our product. To-day, as
you know, the "L. S. & Co." chains are the recognized standard in
quality, the safest and most profitable to handle. They hold the
place of honor in the chain stock of the leading jewelers and have
the record for best returns. More "L. S. & Co." chains were sold last
year than ever before, and our new line for Spring trade is the largest
and most attractive yet offered. Don't fail to see it, if you desire to
make money at chain-selling.

Chainmakers and Silversmiths,

L.HAMMEL. 4.W. RIG LAN DER.

e

M M RIGLAN DER,

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS.
attieWl PARI5,14 RUE OE CHABROL

RANFOR 3 BOCKENNEIFIER CHAUSSiL
CABLE ADDRESS.

HAMMEL NEWYORK.
LIEBER'S CODE USED.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

P.0.80X 1063.

DolAttrill.January 1st -94.,

To the Trade:

For a number of years we have advertised

various articles in Watchmakers' Tools, Materials

and Optical Goods, all of which have met with such

pronounced success that we take this means of

thanking both the Retail and Jobbing Trade for their

unqualified support.

As it will be our policy to introduce new and

useful articles from time to time, we hope for a

continuance of this patronage; which, if prompt

service, good quality and the largest stock in

America count for anything, we will try to deserve.

While we do not deal with the Retail Trade,

it will be our aim to make prices which will be

an incentive to using our specialties and general

line liberally.

Very truly yours,

eilfauczetite

Lemaire Opera and Field Glasses. (Blank Patent.)

Premier Opera and Field Classes.

Vendome Opera and Field Classes.

Blank's Patent Triple Strap Eyeglass Mountings.

Blank's Patent Rimless Readers.

Hopkins Lathes.

7

Some of our

Specialties.

V. T. F. Watch Glasses.

Longeval Mainsprings.

U. S. R. Mainsprings.
True Blue Mainsprings.

Gra vier Mainsprings.

National Staking Tools.

National Watch Glass Cases.

National Screwdrivers.

National Universal Jewelry Holder.

Mascot Pivot Drills.

Facility Jewel Chucks.

E. F. B. Guaranteed Gravers.

E. F. B. Guaranteed Graver Handles.

E. F. B. Calipers.

E. F. B. Universal Movement Holder.

Eclipse Graver Sharpener.

Lancaster Dial Foot Tools.

L. C. R. Calipers.

Double Base Engraving Block.

King Bee Engraving Block.

National Engraving Block.

Acme Engraving Block.

Keystone Engraving Block.

Junior Engraving Block.

Doll's Patent Ring Sticks.

Boettger's Demagnetizers.

Parker's Tweezers.

Parker's Roller Removers.

Parker's Glass Cutters.

Parker's Repair Clamp.

Victor Repair Clamp.

Allen's Movement Adjuster.

Imperial Blow Lamp.

Favorene and Klenzene.

Spherical Lamps.

Peer Mainspring Gage.

Ball Base Caliper.

Brown's Stone Setting Cutter.

Nilson '5 Patent Rivet Extractor.

M. & H. Hairspring Collet Tweezers.

Koch's Improved Pin Vise.

Grobet Files.

Vautier Files.

Vautier Gravers.

Ball-Bearing Lathes.

American Material Co.'s Screws and Material.

Excelsior American Screw Combinations.

Excelsior American Jewel Combinations.

Excelsior American Balance Staff Combinations.

As well as a large and complete stock of Watchmakers' Tools, Materials and 
Optical Goods.



Perfection in Motor Lathes!!
Send for list of
reliable unsolicited
testimonials.

For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Dentists, 
Silversmiths, Machinists, and for all trades.

Worthy of Your Attention.
Great Labor an Time-Saving.

"Nothing better can be made; absolutely dust-pro
of, air and water tight,

and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last, in 
constant use, for ten years.

(Speed, 2300 to 3000 revolutions per minute.)

The W. Green 0 Co. No. 4 " IMPROVED"

Combination Noiseless, Polishing, Buffing,

Grinding and Drilling Electric Lathe Motors.

(4 Lathes in one.) _ - -

Price of

Horse 
Direct

Voltage. Power. 
Current.

52 to 110 1-5, including 5 new-style adjustable clut,cks   $30.00

115 to 220 1.5, 4 1 11 5 11   35.00

52 to 110 1-4 and 1-3, heavy, with extra long adjustable spindles  
 47.50

115 to 220 1-4 " 1-3 " " " " 
11 
  52.00

62 to 110 1-2 " 3-4, " 
11 14 11 11 41 67.00

115 to 220 1-2 " 3-4, " 
11 4 4 4 4   72.00

500 1-4 " 1-3, " 
4 1 4 1 11 41 62.50

500 1-2 " 3-4, " 
11 14 11 11 

  84.00

Price of
Alternating
Current.
$ 42.00
47.00
82.50
90.00
115.00
126.00

Extras. For 1.5 h.p. For 1-4 to 3-4

Special Adjustable Single Motor Pulley with screw attachment,
 for Watch- Price. Price.

maker's Lathe, Dynamo, Fan, etc.   $1.75 $2.25

Three (3) Cone Pulley  
 4.00 5.00

Adjustable Chuck for use with emery paper, inside of rings, etc.  
 1.50 2.25

Extra Burr or Adjustable Drill Chuck, with screw attachment  
 3.00 4.00

Spare Chucks, with screw attachment  
 1.50 2.50

NOTE.-We supply a specially prepared compound for use as a 
lubricator on the W. Green & Co.'.

No. 4 Motors. One filling of the grease cups will last for 5 mo
nths. " Do not use vaseline." Price,

50c. per can.

ORDERS
FOR

Watch
Materials,
Tools,
Jewelers'

AND

Engravers
Supplies

FILLED
FROM ANY
CATALOGUE

--------

WITH electric power circuit now in almost every community the trade have an opportunity to use, 
much to their advantage, an electric motor, for grinding, buffing, polishing, et

c. They will con-

oinehreestetl 
machine

 thaeomdottioiers here illustrated, which are specially 
made .for this purpose and fully warranted in every respect. in the construc

tion of the motors all possible precautions

for  the durabilityseen   
be

protection of the operator have been taken. Th
e wearing parts are well made and are interchangeable. The chucks are held

 by a lock nut, which is quickly

adjusted. Automatic lubrication is provided for. The motor 
consumes under average working conditions about as much current as o

ne 16-candle power lamp. The direct-current motors are supplie
d

for any voltage from 6 to 250; while the alternat
ing-current motors for any voltage from 52 to 220, and for any frequency from 6 to 125 cycles per second.

NOTE.-In ordering be sure and state horse power, c
urrent, voltage, and cycles required. All our alternating-current motors are self starting. Alternating-current motors

are only made with one speed, but we supply a Three 
(3) Cone Pulley for variable speeds, specially adapted to our No. 4 

Alternating Motors for attachments to Lathes, DynamosI 

Fans, etc., where more than one speed is required. SPECIAL, NOTE.

The strength of our direct-current motors can be 
instantly reduced by aid of the adjustable switch or regulator attached

 to the motor to any reasonable power desired. They can be

attached in one minute to any ordinary electric-light socket
, and are absolutely guaranteed, therefore do not hesitate 

to place your order. " Our motors are always ready for immediat
e use,

no further adjustment being required."
With all direct-current motors, we include a starting box 

or regulator, no extra charge. The 1-5 h. p. motors have
 starting box or regulator attached to the motor, while the 1-4 to

3-4 h. p. motors have separate starting boxes or regulators which 
can be placed anywhere convenient to motor.

We supply either light or heavy chucks and spindles for our 1-5 
h. p. motors. The heavy chucks, etc., are best for general use, 

excepting for Dental work.

Our 1-5 h. p. motors are powerful enough for the work of any
 ordinary size workshop, and the 1-4, 1-3, 1-2 and 3-4 h

. p. for the largest and heaviest work usually required-such as, large

Silver Water Pitchers, Waiters, Tea Service, etc. ; also for heavy 
grinding and drilling.

Showing Motor with Drilling Attachment. Showing Alternating Motor
with Grinding Attachment.

Showing Motor with Pulley Attachment.

.)1(40-(rti

IC GREEN & CO.
(" We handle everything known to the trade and

solicit correspondence.")

Importers, Exporters, Jobbers, manufacturers, WATCH MATERIALS, TOOLS, J
EWELERS, ENGRAVERS' AND OPTICIANS' SUPPLIES.

A Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Perfection in
THE

'IMPERIAL'
"Nothing better can be

made."

We send gratis our Solid Oak,Wal-
nut or Cherry Cabinet of 20 Drawers
with an order of (I) one gross,
and with an order of (4) four gross
our 42 Drawer Solid Oak Cabinet,
with nickel-plated patent snap lock, and

a complete set of glass screw-top bottles.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
With a first order for one gross of " imperial "

American or Swiss Mainsprings we send gratis

our 20 Drawer, or w ith an order for four gross
our 42 Drawer improved, handsome, polished.
rubbed finish, Solid Hard Wood Mainspring
Cabinet, as shown in cut. These cabinets are
splendidly made, cabinet finished and dove-tailed
throughout ; are the ()lily cabinets made which
properly arrange, sytematize and keep in thorough
order the many American or Swiss Mainsprings
necessary for constant use at the present time, and
will be greatly appreciated by all first-class watch-
makers. 13esides being very useful they make a
handsome appearance. The drawers have fancy
knobs, brass trimmed, and the tops arranged in
grooves for screw-top bottles for various watch,
jobbing and other materials.

The 12 Drawer will hold 5 gross and the
42 Drawer Cabinet 15 gross of " Imperial"
American or Swiss Mainsprings. We also
hiclude a set of perforated gummed labels, with
the name, number and size of springs, to enable
the drawer to be numbered as desired. These
numbers correspond to an up-to-date directory of
all the American Mainsprings made, which direc-
tory accompanies the cabinet, It shows the cor-
rect style, width, strength and number by the
genuine Dennison's Standard Gage, and the
correct number and names for ordering.

WORTHY OF ATTENTION.
The following letters are samples of

a few unsolicited testimonials daily re-
ceived from most reliable sources in
every State of the Union:

Utica, N. Y., Sept. 15.
MESSRS. W. GREEN & Co., New York City,

N. Y.
Gentlemen :-Please send us the follow-

ing mainsprings:
1 dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5043.
3 " 2703. 1 " 2220.
2 " 5053. 1 " 2209.
2 " 5046. 1 " 2210.

Be sure and send your " Imperial "
mainsprings, as will not accept any others,
having had the best possible success with
them. We consider them far superior to
any other mainsprings in the market, and
your service is all we could desire.

e Yours very truly, EVANS & SONS.
Greenville, 

N. C. Oct. 19.
MESSRS. W GREEN & CO.: New York City:

Gentlemen :-Please send us one dozen
6 size N. Y. Standard mainsprings with
Plain end stamped " Imperial."

Respectfully yours, W. I.. Itvs•r.
P. S.-I have not a single " Imperial"

mainspring to replace, and have been using
them for twelve months.

Fac-
simile

of

Fac-
simile
01of

Mainsprings!1

$1 2 .00

Per Gross.

Are the BEST, the MOST

RELIABLE, have QUALITY,

FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEM-

PER, STRENGTH and DUR-

ABILITY, are COILED and

TAGGED, arranged in the

MOST CONVENIENT man-

ner, and "GUARANTEED."

$190 
Per Dozen.
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The Cabinets are far superior than represented by cut. The 20-
Drawer Cabinet (capacity of which is 5 gross) is worth $6.00,
and the 42-Drawer (capacity of which is 15 gross) $15.00.

Elgin
5043

Hampden
5056

Illinois
5061

" IMPERIAL " AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.

None genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark,
IN shown in cut.

An assortment of " IMPERIAL " SWISS SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.

None genuine unless markeil " Imperial " and hearing our Registered Trade-Mark,
as StIONVII ill rut,

W. GREEN 0 CO., 
6 Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
(" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence.")

ORDERS
FOR

Watch
Materials,
Tools,
Jewelers'

AND

Engravers
Supplies

FILLED
FROM ANY
CATALOGUE

N. B.-We carry in
stock 175 different
styles and sizes of

"Imperial"
American and 450
sizes of

"Imperial'
Swiss Mainsprings.

Importers, Watch Materials, Tools,
Exporters,
Jobbers, Jewelers', Engravers' and

Manufacturers, t Opticians' Supplies.
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Swartchild & Company 134-136 Wabash Ave.,Jewelers' Building, 
Chicago,

The Oldest and Only Exclusive

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Supply House in the United States.

Established 1870.

1904.

SAMUEL SWARTCHILD,
J. U. SWARTCHILD,
E. O. SWARTCHILD,
WM. G. SWARTCHILD.

OUR 4' PERFECT" NEW WATCH BENCH CABINET.

For Watch Material and Jewelers Findings. Made of, Bolid Oak Wood.

No. E224. Price, $4.50.
Cabinet contains 21 drawers and 56 bottles with corks as shown.

Dimensions of Drawers-4 2 incheslong, 3 inches wide, 1 inch deep.
Dimensions of Cabinet-17"th, 22% inches • width, 5 inches ; height, 534 fiches.

This Cabinet is made to e placed in back of any curtain or plain top bench ; will In no way interfere

with the watchmaker's work and leaves ample room for staking tool and countershaft ; only such space is

occupied by this cabinet as is otherwise never utilized.
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OUR "PERFECT" PLAIN TOP BENCH.
Lade In solid oak and finished same as the curtain top benches.

No. E227. Bench with our Perfect Cabinet,
as shown. Price   $17.25.

No. E228. Bench without Cabinet 
Price   12.75.

With Curtain Top. Our exclusive 111114111-
facture. Our own designs.

No. E225. Price with our Perfect Bench
Cabinet, as shown  $26.50.

No. E226. Price without Cabinet   22.00.

We have in stock a line of

used

Chronometers

in good condition, averag-

ing in price $115.00 to
$140.00.

No. E231.

PERFECT" JEWELRY REPAIR CASE.
Cabinet, 30 inches long, 23 inches high, 9 inches deep.
Drawer 4% inches wide, 3 inches deep, 7% inches long.
Lower drawer, 26 inches long, 8 inches deep, 734 inches wide.

Price of Cabinet, 21 Drawers, $6.50.

This addition to " Our Perfect " line of novelties is a handsome Cabinet of s
olid golden oak, piano finished,

destined to hold conveniently Jewelry and Optical Repairs of almost 
any size, which may come to a Jeweler for

repairs. Each of the twenty drawers is provided with a neat letter in alphabetical order
. The large lower drawer

will be found a handy addition fur tugs, envelopes, etc.

No more mistakes possible I Every job in its proper place I No time wasted looking for it I

DIMENSIONS:

4(322

II

Send for

c al yi e.
JewelrySelection

(E) ulkr andspe a.

Package.

Gustave Fox Co.
Manufactures

Fine Diamond
and Emblem

Jewelry,
Also Special Order Work

for the Trade.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ring Out the Old,
Ring In the New,

1—We size and keep alt
sets, except diamonds,
in our Rings, free of
charge for two years
after you have sold
them.

2—We exchange any
unsalable Rings, bought
of us, for other styles
of stone-set Rings, at
any time.

and latest styles of Rings by

becoming one of our customers,

which gives you the privilege of

exchanging old Rings for new

ones.

WRITE TO-DAY for a memo-

randum package and be convinced

We carry 1 000 different styles

of I 0 K. Solid Gold Stone-Set

Rings. We pay express charges

both ways and give July 1, 1904,

terms on all goods selected.

Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Corner Ellicott and

South Division Streets, Buffalo, N.Y.

BENCH
GAS FURNACE
For melting Gold or Silver in

any quantity up to 6 lbs. Size of
crucible, 2( inches by 4 inches.
Operated by draft ; requires no
attention after lighting. Burns
illuminating gas, gasoline gas
or natural gas.

Price, $16.00.
This is only one of the numerous
appliances of interest to Jewelers
illustrated in our catalogue B-k.
May we mail you a copy?

Buffalo Denial Mfg. Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

tiots,joIng j_llaaile
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and k% iii:

perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to lite minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work,
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

When writing to advertisers, please mention The Keystone.
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"916.0 STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU
We are making and SELLING carloads of

Why? Because quality and prices are right and we don't
sell department stores or price-cutters.
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LIQUID AMBER
Clentinir Imptd
And Pallet Jew
CENUFtP1IY.
ORILL1A,CANAD

USE

Liquid Amber
THE BEST CEMENT
ON THE MARKET.

SOLD BY EVERY MATERIAL DEALER
IN AMERICA.

Price, 25 Cents.

L. LELONG d BROTHER

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets,

Gold and Silver Refiners,
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED,
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express.

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty.

Pat'd Feb. 4, 1903.

The Higgins Watch=Cleaning Machine.
Saves watches, saves time,
Makes money, makes reputation.

J. J. HIGGINS,
Du Quoin, Ill.

, 01.,6111k Ai.,
4....g-- m ACM,GM'l ..., ., ,. W 0 0 D, AND

c'OrIP'0HOTO-ENGRAVING'i t., FORREST ea) l LDI G '
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TOME 'AN I:1
Fl NE COLOR WORK 

'\ 119 So.FOU RTH ST- f('
1)1 

I‘JEWELRY C UTS PHILDELPHIrk•
A SPECIALTY

OUR "800" GRADE

Not too costly to be popular.

But not so cheap as to be unsuitable for good trade.

Just neat, durable, sensible steel spectacles that will

please the careful buyer and yield him the best
possible value for his money.

We might (Her the trade a line more expensively

finished, but with all our 30 years' experience we

would be unable to make a grade of spectacles

that would be better in essential details.

The Pcx. and Dcx. styles can be furnished in " I "

and "0 " eye sizes. Plano cx. styles in "I" eye

size. Frames are made with screw and pin joint

and lenses will interchange with standard ground

lenses generally carried in stock by the trade.

A copy of our new catalogue sent On application or send 20 cents
in stamps and we will mail samples qf straight temple and riding-
bow styles, " 800" grade. After receiving- samples, ask your
jobber to quote prices.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
Manufacturing Opticians,

READING, PA.

S.;
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To the Jobbers:
We open the New Year NVitil an increased line of

1904

WATCH CASE MATERIALS AND
JEWELERS' FINDINGS

and the same New Year resolution we have made for the past nineteen years: To make
our goods as we represent them. Our increased trade from year to year demon-
strates how we keep our resolutions.

To the Retailer:
Bows. 14 K.1/10.

18 Size American. Per dozen, $5.00.

MADE IN ALL SIZES.

Seamless Gold Filled and Stiffened.
Superior Finish and Guaranteed to Fit.

18 Size Antique. Per dozen, $5.00.

Write your jobber for prices on other sizes.

A Straight Talk to the Retailer.
Gold cannot be bought below market value. When you are offered bows for almost nothing, ask the

question, " What stock are they ? " Our 14 K. Bows are stamped 14 K. /io on card. They are not a
bargain, but actual value for your money.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

Registered

Trade-Mark

WE SELL JOBBERS ONLY.

THE LEDOS MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF 34-36 PEARL ST., NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
WATCH CASE MATERIALS AND JEWELERS' FINDINGS.

Rivett Lathe No. 2,
for Watchmakers.

The

Rivett Lathes
will be made in 2 styles

After January ist, 1904-
The Rivett Lathe has always been made with a
Steel Bed, at a greatly increased cost.

The New Lathe will have a Cast Iron Bed.
cone will be keyed on, but the flange will be replaced by a ring for indexing the same as all

other makers use. It will have a Tip-Over T-est, Improved Bearings and everything else exactly
like the regular "RIVETT." In fact it will be a "RIVETT " lathe and will be marked
"RIVETT LATHE." This lathe will have more value than any other American-made lathe.

Ask Your Dealer for It.
We shall continue to make the regular "RIVETT" lathe, "Steel Bed " as heretofore at the regular price.
We have been asked by a great many dealers to make a cheaper lathe, but our answer has always been,
that \rye believe our success is due to our policy of making only the best, and we want to deal only with
people who want good tools. It is for you to ask for them. Send for Catalog.

1 Brighton,

fr

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

4
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TheW B & C
WATCH GLASSES

Glasses

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches.

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior
sold by the
of the United
lows:

W B & C glasses
iw than other and
tV brands, and are
4'1 leading jobbers

States as fol-

Genevas   per gross $2.75
Mi-Concaves   " " 3.25
Extra thick Mi-Concaves " " 6.75
Patent Genevas   " 5.50
Extra thick Parallels   " 5.50
Flat Concaves, thick   41 

" ZO 50
Lentilles for Bascine Cases AI 

" 10.50
The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B&C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826.
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make

them so that the leading Jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They

used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS I I If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't he deceived by bluffing and humbug-

ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never
hear, from afterwarde. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C.
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With Christmas over and the New Year ahead, the time is
just right for your cc house-cleaning." We offer our service to
that purpose, and suggest that you gather up all your Old Gold
and Silver and forward it to us. You'll be sure, then, to get the
exact value of the stuff, less only one charge—r-for "we do the
work." You'll be sure, too, to get your money at once no wait-
ing on other folks to report to as ; and you can wait for our valu-
ation before you sell to us, if you like, and ask us to return your
metal if it doesn't seem enough. We will try to please you in
every way, with the hest equipped refining plant to back our under-
takings. May we help in your house-cleaning?

Works:
Riverside,
N. J.

T. B. HAGSTOZ CO., Ltd.
Smelters, Assayers and Refiners.

Office:
709 Sansorn St.,

Phila.

ASK

YOUR JOBBER

FOR

Wightman &
Hough Co.

We Claim
That our goods have given general satis-
faction and that our designs are original.

The watchmakers throughout the world have kept us
busy because they are well pleased with our goods.
Better look up our product before purchasing elsewhere.

New Trefoil
Houghton Face Plate.

LOCKETS
HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGD. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

The
Celebrated Dale Chucks

IrVea ‘.64)
tELNEij

•q .4d/

vi,te/

to the
order o,

ari) FIRST NATIONAL lIANK‘

ja 38999

(12)

I.
9̀ 0Q-O

DOLLARS..

WHEN YOU RECEIVE ONE OF OUR DRAFTS
the amount will represent the actual cash value of the Old Gold and Silver consigned to us. We can give it because
we are not in the refining business exclusively.

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments. We handle without
additional expense and use in our own factories all Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.

The difference in the value of old gold (before refining) and new gold (after refining) is our profit, which is
much smaller than it would have to be if we conducted a separate refining business with expenses and refining costs
ranging from 05 to zo per cent. of the value of the old metal received. We remit the same day consignments are
received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay). Consignments returned express prepaid in exactly
the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
24c. per dwt. for 6-karat 3643. per dwt. for 9-karat 480. per dwt. for 12-karat 60c. per dwt. for 15-karatI
280. 0 0 '' 7 0 40c. 0 0 0 10 0 52c. " " " 13 .6 04e. " " " 16 0

320.  ' 0 8 0 44c. 0 0 0 11 " 56c. 0 " 0 14 0 fl8c. " " " 17 "
"

Highest market value paid for OLD SILVER and PLATINUM 
72c. " " " 18

rolishings, Crucibles, Bench and Floor Sweeps economically handled and proceeds promptly remitted

DON'T PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to us for full cash value and pay your bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of

the firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any means of ascertaining its
exact value, but depend on others, who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY,
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

93, 95 and 97 William Street, New York. Established 21 Years.

lirnotowvu own, n./".■ wrtn*.rtinnivIn All

Acknowledged everywhere to he the

Look for Trade-Mark:

tfitiffa

Arnernmoff;

57 Washington Street, Chicago.

• 1/6. 1.399. •

STANDARD 

ARTICLE. 

It stands alone for excellet ce and utility.
New Style, with trefoil peep holes, $8.00
Old Style, if in stock, - = 7.00
Trefoil peep holes put in old style, 2.00

Send for prices for remounting and
renickeling old plates.

Send for Catalogue No. 5.

The Dale Chuck came to the front because
it was true. It was claimed to be true enough
for stall work and has been proven to be 80.

Certain changes were made in catalogues,
as other makers did not always claim their
chucks were good elm(' gh for stall work.

Better buy the Dale.

Price, each, 70 cents.

Send for Illustrated Booklet.
Hardinge Bros.

1034=1036 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

"To THE .TATIoNAL PARK BANK,1,
N'EN.v Volt;s •,

- DOLLARS.

V- at-

sisal.ru'■-fu .1,1,V% ■n■vsn.,:nrw Vs", /111.(l, ra .Ad ?VI Of. Xl.na■ 1d,r1;i/V1.;,..;....11



FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES.

No. 240.
Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 232. i,mline Lag lo Claw. No. 234.

No. 231.
Genuine Eagle Claw.

No. 56. Lapel Button.

I■eemi

No. 57.
Lapel Button.

Genuine
Eagle Claw.

No, 58.
Lapel Button.

No. No. No. 237. Seal. No. O. Lapel Button.

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F.0. E. and B. P. 0. E.
Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when not
busy on special order work.

If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidious
customer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-
ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

'WENDELL & CO., 9j,zashaing:toWnilslitarn, CHICAGO. YORK. We sell these goods only
to Retail Jewelers.

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER.

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. 276. No. 277.

N.

GENUINE ELK TEETH.

No. 299. No, 245. No. 291. No. 249. No. 289. No. 262. No. 298. No. 2913.

English Case us 11eccive1. As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.

Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.

Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.
Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.

Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

II
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen

and gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to

fifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two eats ellen Fiat and Round Releher Rings
os reeeived, with el.", bedly worn off •nd too low to

permil resetting stone• poem.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25

" " " eight " " 
" " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher Tooth and rings of ev
ery description, to cost

from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on 
setting.

These tole show he eame rine. with new, high claws,
etenee securely reset and entire rings refinished like new.

111111101
tialiti glove on with ,,,,„ 93, 95 &97 William St. 57 Washington St.

clew at each end holding set. NEW YORK CHICAGO

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 60e.
Four " " " " " 75C.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

fem.° glove Hog with four
claw. at eo rrrrr holding Yet.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

Vireg

AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWIN
G.

  Nien.
•a,e

AS DELIVERED.

Gold ChalraL4 Refilled, Renevved and 
Repaired.

Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Cloocil Work. Low Prices. Prompt Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL 

JEWELRY TRADE

NEV YORK TWO WONDER- C1IICA00

93, 95 & 97 William Street 
FVL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 21 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BEFORE.

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the same as new.

AF'fKit

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93. 95 ea 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street. Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our

business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)

that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers

perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase

your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.



To the Jobbing Trade 

Caution to Watchmakers.
Our " U. S." MAINSPRINGS are acknowledged by watch-

makers thronhout the United States to be the best springs in
point or finish and quality, for the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore call your attention to the fact that an
imitation spring resembling the " U. S." has been offereti for sale,
and in some instances, we are informed, has even been placed in
" U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost caution in makihg your purchases,
and insist that that the trade-mark " U. S," appear engraved upon
each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.
Solid Nickel
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Metal

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and

double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to
dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most
perfect tool of its kind in the market.

Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or
large opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra
plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller
remover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use;
the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve
to fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the
jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and put
another in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

1101111 NEM & Co.
Importers of Watch Material,

4Z Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Chains a Specialty.

F. C. Jorgeson 0 Company
208-210 W. Lake Street, Chicago.

"THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING."

MANUFACTURERS

Special High-Grade

SHOW CASES
and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small ROSEWOOD Moulding
STEEL-LINED CASE.

We challenge the world to produce a better case.

F

50 cents

IT
Is LA)
9/10

LABOR
SAVING

TRY a bottle and you will not do

without it, and if you do not find it a labor saver

will refund your money.

By Mail.

A. Levytansky, Victoria, Texas.

Are Your Special Orders and Repairs
Being Done to Your Satisfaction

 IF NOT, WHY NOT
We are satisfying 5oo retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other days besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
tends to Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

A. P. CRAFT & CO.
312 Stevenson Building,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
OUR PRICES WILL CAUSE MORE SATISFACTION. Send for stickers.

KNOW OUR

MATERIAL DEPARTMENT IN 1904
21

(I"4

T will add to your income by saving you Money- add to your content by the knowledge
M that you will get. your orders filled Promptly, and you vi 11 get them filled Right.
We take pride in the assertion that we have the best equipped Material Department
in the East. We have the men " who know how," to fill your orders promptly and accurately.

Let us offer a suggestion—make the test—give us a chance to substantiate our claims. We do

not offer to do Something for nothing, but we do offer to save you time, trouble and money.

Send us your Material Orders—we'll do the rest.

:;,.../VING FLAT BASE

The Keystone Engraving Block,

With 24 Pins and Pad.
$7.25, net cash.

Half the price of others and just as good.

OUR OWN
Ring Soldering Pad.

For convenience and simplicity, the

best ever offered.

25 cents each, net cash.

Adjustable
Movement Holder.

Quickly adjusted and firmly holds all
makes of movements.

go cents each, net cash.

We are headquarters for Genuine BOLEY Lathes, Staking Tools,
Countershafts, Tweezers, Vises, etc. Write us for prices.

Dealers in
Everything
For the Trade

726 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia.
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Price, $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Oros.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 °roes.

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
Is given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings.

High-Quality,

Low-Price

Material 
WATCH MATERIAL an  WATCH GLASSES

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

dr-
Height 6.

Height 7.

e_
Height 8.

PRICE-LIST {

Pao-Simile of Our Label.

denevas, . . . $2.00 per gross.
Thick Mi-Concaves, . 2.75 " "
Parallels, . . . 4.50 " "
Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than gross will be charged at dozen price.

4111111111111011111111.1
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

,001111111111NammlIMOniallaiN

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

.41 111111..11=1.01111111111111111.4.6

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Patent Genevas, . . $4.50 per gross.
Extra Thick Mi-Concaves, 5.50
Lentilles, . . 7.50 " "
High Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION.

CASH DISCOUNT, 6 PER CENT.

Price. .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

)4
"

Price,
'' $7.750 (Dit;oz:t

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers.

Cross 0 Beg'uelin, Watches, Diamonds. Jewelry, 17 Maiden Lane, New York.Silver-Plated Ware, Etc..

3r:
liralch Oil.
lkatsGennints

_41ra.r.r. 11151■1...q.mbe
'Cr AaI

THE STANDARD

OF THE

WORLD

FOR

EIGHTY YEARS

WATCH

Toir EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co.,
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America.

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London.

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, .JEWELS,
PINGS, BADGES
4, AND ,A.e/

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

AND

'001. fiktIO‘

Ceanufl acturineJewelers

.BraxmarGo.

N910 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES &MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
F

MILITARY

ATHLETIC.

4.4sHooriNos,*
%IA Gm va to."

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND ey

OTHER e„14,

.C/04 BY

1904
No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality

and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

TRADE MARK.
M. B. BRYANT & CO.,

7 Maiden Lane, .INVV YORK.

"South ling" Magnetizers

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,

ORIMSHAW Sc BAXTER,
29 Ooswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Platingand
Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes I

We Repair any article in the Silverware l
ine, making new parts to match the old ones,

broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate Old article 
you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Sil

ver,

Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes
, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429
CHICAGO.

Wabash Ave.,

A. N. SPERRY, Manager.

SWEEPS
Now is the time to consider who will

pay you the most for your sweeps,

• polishings and filings. Give us a trial

lot and you will be readily convinced.

Old Gold
Wanted.

Don't you know that most of the firms who buy Old Go
ld,

Silver and Platinum simply sell it to a refiner ? Why not

sell it direct and save their profit? We remit same day 
as

received, and if remittance is not satisfactory package is

returned the same as received at our expense.

SCHWITTER & KENNEDY,
Sweep Smelters and Assayers, 25 John Street, New York.

Works : 28-32 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.



Did You Give or Receive

SILVERWARE

You should be prepared to
furnish your share of the
"additional pieces."

41447/?0CERS @Rae

lilt hears the stamp
1847 ROG E RS BROS:.

It can he used with the assurance that you have the hest that moneycan- procure. Best in design, finish and wear,-"Rilver Plate that Wears."You will be so pleased you will surely desire
Spoons,
Knives,

Forks, etc.,
Stamped

-1847,
ROGERS
BROS."
Remember
"1847"

Additional Pieces
of the same design and grade which your dealer

can supply.
—Ctrig NOTE OUR TRADE MARKS HERE SHOWN Aral°
and see that each piece you purchase bears our stamp,which has for over half a century been recognized as the
standard of the world. Write for catalogue "66E," whichwill he an aid in making selections.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.
(International Silver Co.. Sneeiiiiiiiir.)

NE1V YORK. HAMILTON, CANADA. CHICAGO

Tea Sets,
Candelabra,
Trays, etc.,
Stamped
MADE AND

GUARANTEED BY

Our
New Catalogue
JUST ISSUED, filled with many beautiful examples in
"Silver Plate that Wears"

IS FREE, if you give the name of the jeweler you ordi-
narily patronize. In addition to other important and
interesting facts regarding silverware in general and

.. 
IN ALL LEADING

10r FEBRUARY MAGAZINES

1847 ROGERS BROS."
in particular ; it illustrates the progress of Spoon making
since the year ROGERS BROS. were established-1847—to the
present time, and shows the old patterns made over half
a century ago, remembered by your grandparents and
used by them in their earlier days.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE " 66 K,"
issued by the successors to the original Rogers Bros.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.
(International Silver Co., Sio

Branches:
New 1 OHS CHICAGO HAMILTON, CANADA

Better post yourself by send-
ing for the catalogue that your
customers will receive.

— • .
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HE subscribers who have written us
asking information in regard to a con-

cern entitled the " Retailers' Co-operative
Supply Co., of Jersey City, N. J.," will find
the result of our inquiries on page 32 of
this issue.

The Keystone and Its Constituency

IN taking leave of the old year and wel-
coming the new we cannot refrain from

saying a word in regard to the unique relations
existing between THE KEYSTONE and the
trade. One achievement in which we take
special pride is the fact that we began the
year with a subscription list which may be
truthfully described as covering practically
the entire jewelry and optical trades of the
United States. This achievement is, we
believe, without a parallel in trade journalism,

and is no less creditable to the jewelers and
opticians than to 'NE KEYSTONE itself. The
subscription is the one form of appreciation
which we prize most highly, as it is the only
conclusive evidence of a satisfied reader. Our
present all-embracing subscription list is the
reward for which we labored so earnestly and
incessantly for a full score of years, and we
consider ourselves well repaid for the effort
and expense involved. We think our readers
will readily concede that we have spared
neither labor nor money to make our journal
indispensable to every member of the trade.

Each year has seen some widening of our

field, some development of our usefulness,

some addition to our staff, some evolution

towards greater perfection in the form and

matter of our journal. Nor have we limited

ourselves to home talent, for the countries of
the Old World have been searched for those
whose qualifications and writings would

enhance the value of our journal to its
readers. The most important fruits of our

foreign quest of the past year is the addition

to our technical staff of the Grossmanns,

Jules and Hermann, fiere el fils, the eminent

Swiss horologists, as told on pages 30 and

31 of this issue. This continuous improve-

ment, this strenuous striving after a higher

ideal, has cost more of effort and money than

Our readers could well realize, yet we have

made no advance in our subscription price.
'The revenues derived from other sources we
have liberally shared with our readers who
can have our journal to-day at the same price
as when the cost of compilation was only a
fraction of the present figure. That they
appreciate both our journal and our liberality
is evidenced, as before said, in the present
comprehensive subscription list which has
fully established THE KEYSTONE'S right to
the distinction ' Organ of the Jewelry and
Optical Trades."

DEVELOPMENT of the past year was
the much greater use our subscribers

are making of us as consulting adviser. Each
daily mail brings us an array of questions as
notable for their variety as their number.
Information is asked on every conceivable
matter related in any way to the jewelry and
optical business, and on many matters that
have no connection whatever with THE
KEYSTONE specialties. Some of our sub-

scribers seem to regard us as the fountain of
all information, but we are too conscious of

our limitations to relish the compliment.

"Give the South a remedy for boll weevils,"

writes J. Porter Bolding, of Terrell, Texas,
"and you will have added another jewel to
your crown." Would that we were enough

of an entomologist to accomplish the feat,

especially while cotton brings its present
prices, but our humble sphere is horology,
optics and kindred arts and sciences, and to

these we shall continue to remain faithful.

We would enjoin similar fidelity on the part
of our readers, and would request them to

confine their questions to such subjects as

come within the scope of our journal.

During the past year a much greater

number of jewelers than previously favored

us with their individual views for publication,

and so interesting have these communications

proved that we extend a general invitation to

our readers to send us their opinions on any

subject, technical or mercantile, of interest to

their brethren, and will endeavor to find

space for them in our " Letters from the
Trade" department. We wish to make this

department a valuable clearing house of

trade ideas, and will allow liberal latitude of
reputable discussion.
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Invention and Discovery in 1903

THE year just closed has been unusually
prolific in invention and discovery. The

wonderful element radium seems to have
created a veritable fever of scientific research,
and the opinion prevails that the present year
will be signalized by some marvelous dis-
coveries in regard to the origin or, at least,
the evolution of matter. Already some of
the great scientists feel like conceding the
dream of the alchemists, the transmutation of
metals, the very possibility of which is too
startling for belief.

The award of the Nobel prizes for 1903
reveals some wonderful triumphs in various
fields of human endeavor. As our readers
are doubtless aware Alfred Nobel, the great
Swedish inventor of high-power explosives,
left his money to a board of trustees, with
directions to award five prizes of $40,000 in
each year to the persons who had performed
the most distinguished services in promoting
peace and human welfare in the departments
of physics, chemistry, medicine, literature
and politics. Those to whom the prizes were
awarded in 1903 are M. and Mme. Curie,
the discoverers of radium and its properties
described in the November KEYSTONE ;
M. Becquerel, the discoverer of the rays which
bear his name, and which hastened the dis-
covery of radium ; Dr. Finsen, of Copen-
hagen, who successfully treated the dread
disease, lupus, by means of electric rays.
Arrhenius, the Swedish chemist, was awarded
a prize for propounding the theory of ions,
Bjornstjrne Bjornson, the Norwegian, carried
off the prize for literature, and a Mr. Cremer,
of London, secretary of the International
Arbitration League, secured the prize for
activity in the cause of universal peace. It
is noteworthy that since 1901, when the
Nobel prizes were first distributed, no Amer-
ican has attained the honor. The roll contains
the names of four Germans, five Frenchmen,
three Scandinavians, three Netherlanders,
two Britons, one Russian and one Swiss.
Our people are famous for invention and the
utilization of discoveries rather than for
original research, but when they take to the
latter the patient plodders of the old world
may look to their laurels.

Wonderful Growth in Banks and
Deposits

CONCLUSIVE evidence of the healthy
condition of the country is found in the

annual report of the Comptroller of the
Currency on the condition of the national
banks. From this official report we learn
that during the year ended October 31, 1903,
there were organized 553 banks with a capital
of $34,335,500, and in addition to the aug-
mentation of capital resulting from new orga-
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nizations, there was an increase in the capital
stock of previously existing associations to
the amount of $52,412,900 ; banks to the
number of 187 increasing their capital stock.
It is noteworthy that the greatest number of
these new banks have been organized in the
Middle Western States, namely, 547, with a
total capital of $31,666,000.

Pr HE notable increase in the number of.11- our banks is grandly justified by the
almost incredible growth in deposits. In an
address before the bankers' convention in
San Francisco, the comptroller gave the
following remarkable figures: " The deposits
of all the banks in the United States have
increased since 1895 from $4,900,000,000 to
$9,525,000,000, almost double. Deposits of
all banks in Texas for this same period have
increased from $35,00°,000 to over $80,-
000,000, about 128 per cent. In Iowa the in-
crease was from $78,000 000 to $211,000,000,
over 170 per cent. ; in Kansas from $33,-
000,000 to $84,000,000. over 154 per cent.;
in Nebraska from $35, 000, 000 to $80,000,000,
or 134 per cent.; in California from $200,-
000,000 to $406,000,000, or 103 per cent.
In Oklahoma and Indian Territory, where
in 1895 the total deposits were considerably
under $2,000,000, there are over $27,000,000
on deposit. Aggregate deposits west of the
Mississippi have increased from $701,000,000
in 1895 to $1,7oo,000,000 in 1903, or 142

P er cent. The three States, Minnesota, Iowa
and Missouri, have more bank deposits now
than eleven of the States west of the Missis-
sippi in 1890, and Washington, Oregon and
California have $40,000,000 more deposits
than all other States west of the Mississippi
in 1890." This is an extraordinary story of
material progress, and is sufficient in itself to
eliminate any feeling of pessimism which the
natural post-holiday lull may create.

New Record in our Foreign Commerce

SSTATISTICS, as a rule, are uninviting,
yet at times they may be very effective

as a tonic to our confidence. This is notably
true of the figures dealing with our foreign
commerce during .the past year. It is grati-
fying to learn that the foreign trade of the
United States for 1903 was the largest in the
history of the country, the aggregate amount-
ing to $2,445,860,916, as against $1,714,-
066,116 in 1893, $1,547,020,316 in 1883 and
$1,164,616,132 in 1873. When we separate
the exports and imports the record is still
more gratifying. The custom house author-
ities report their estimate of the total of our
exports for the year at a little under $1,500,-
000,000, whereas, the imports will probably
be a little under one billion dollars. There-
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fore we shall have an international trade
balance of approximately $500,000,000 in
our favor.

The growth of our foreign commerce in
the past decade has been unprecedented.
The exports from the United States to Africa
have grown from $5,196,480 in 1893 to
$38,436,853 in 1903, being more than seven
times as much in 1903 as in 1893 ; while to
Asia and Oceanica our exports grew from
$28,064,038 in 1893 to $95,827,528 in 1903;
to South America, from $32,639,077 in 1893
to $41,137,872 in 1903; to North America,
other than the United States, from $119,-
788,889 in 1893 to $215,482,769 in 1903;
and to Europe, from $661,976,710 in 1893
to $1,029,256,657 in 1903,

Wonderful Transportation Projects
view of the extraordinary transporta-

Lion projects now under way or in con-
templation, it would seem as if the end of
the present century ixould find little isolation
among the nations or peoples of the earth.
The certainty that the Panama canal will be
one of the achievements of the early future
has directed renewed attention to the world-
wide activity in railroad building, the result
of which will be the final opening up to
civilization and commerce of the few remain-
ing isolated portions of our planet. Already
the great Siberian railway traversing the vast
breadth of Northern Asia in its most deserted
and unknown parts, has put that most popu-
lous continent in touch Ivith the commercial
world, and this main line will, we under-
stand, be but the backbone for a railroad
system that will ramify the densely inhabited
countries of the vast Orient.

Only a few years ago " darkest " was the
only adjective which could fittingly describe
the greater part of the vast continent of
Africa, but great railroads will soon traverse
its very core. The Cape-to-Cairo railroad is
rapidly becoming a fact. The Rhodesian
lines are being pushed northward vigorously,
and in the north the track is gradually creep-
ing down from Egypt. Traffic is already
passing over half of the 6000 miles of route.
France is even now planning to connect her
African possessions by a railroad which will
PSS right through the great desert of Sahara.
Verily, Africa is the coming continent with
her vast wealth of minerals from diamonds
to coal.

ON the commonwealth of Australia the
Government is throwing a line across

the continent from the cities in its south to
Port Darwin in the extreme north. Over
one-half of this road is in operation. For
the construction of the remainder, which it
is estimated will cost $25,000,000, the Gov-
vernment proposes to give a private corpo-
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ration 79,000,000 acres of land. It is stipu-
lated that the connection across the continent
must be complete in eight years. On our
own continent, under the patronage of the
various Canadian Governments, a new line is
being pushed across the far north from the
castern provinces, past Hudson's Bay,
through Saskatchewan and Athabasca to
Alaska. South of us, among the possibili-
ties of the early future, is the Pan-American
railroad, which will be the longest it is possi-
ble to build on earth, crossing both the tem-
perate zones and both the tropics, and
traversing eleven countries in its stretch from
the cities of North America to Buenos
Ayres. Even now a United States commis-
sioner by President Roosevelt's appointment
is investigating the traffic possibilities, and it
may be believed with confidence that, with
the canal matter once settled, the Pan-Amen -
can railroad scheme will take early shape
and be pushed rapidly to realization.

AMONG other railroad enterprises in the
earlier stages are the •Bagdad railway,

which will be constructed from Constanti-
nople to the Persian Gulf as soon as the
Powers can agree as to its ownership ; the
Indian system's extensions across Persia to
connect with the Bagdad line, on the north,
and across Burmah, down the Malay Penin-
sula, on the south. When these lines are
completed it will be possible to leave Charing
Cross, London, spend a few hours on a chan-
nel boat and speed almost in a straight line
overland to Singapore ; to take there a fast
ferry through the Java Sea to Port Darwin
and resume the journey by rail to Adelaide
and Melbourne, thus reducing the time
necessary to travel from London to Australia
from two months to probably two weeks.

Another certain achievement of the not
distant future is a Behring's Strait tunnel con-
necting America and Asia. In fact, the
Trans-Alaska-Siberian Company has been
already organized for this purpose. From
Cape Prince of Wales, in Alaska, to East
Cape, Siberia, it is barely thirty-six miles.
Midway lie the three Diomede Islands. The
water is nowhere more than 250 feet deep.
In fact, it would be no more difficult to tun-
nel Behring's Strait than to go under the
Hudson River. Already Alaska and British
Columbia are being opened up by railroad,
steamship and telegraph.

It will be a very little, but a very in-
teresting world that will greet the man who
lives in the next century. The railroad, the
ocean flyer, the wireless telegraph, ocean
telephony and, mayhap, the airship, will
have done their work, and it requires no gift
of prophecy to name the country and people
who at that time will overshadow the earth.

EVS lr ONE

Business Shortcomings and Their
Remedy

AS this is the season for retrospection and
the reckoning of the old year's profits,

no less than for the formulation of plans for
the year whose threshold we have just
crossed, THE KEYSTONE avails itself of the
opportunity to express the hope that the
year 1903 has been fruitful in all that makes
for the progress and permanency of the
retail jeweler, and that the present year will
bring a prosperty no less abundant and
material.

THE past is irrevocably gone and is use-
ful only in its lessons. Looking over

the year's transactions and comparing actual
possibilities with actual results, there will
doubtless appear in the methods of every
dealer something capable of improvement.
In trade, a great deal of reasoning from
effect to cause has to be done, and conse-
quently the present is an opportune time to
trace the origin of every loss or disappoint-
ment experienced during the twelve months
that have just passed into history.

Some sage has said that " a small leak
will sink a great ship," and the annals of
business furnish abundant confirmation of
the trite maxim. Leaks occur in every
business ; if not an unchecked, accidental
waste, at least a waste that is just as real,
arising it may be from want of discrimination
in stock selection, loose credit system, laxity
in discounting bills, continuance of ineffec-
tive advertising, neglected display facilities,
slovenly salesmanship and awkward store
system, tarnished goods, accumulation of
left-overs or in numerous other things which
influence the net profit of the year's activities.

As we have stated, there is always a
certain percentage of loss, and there must
always continue to be as long as business
systems partake of the imperfection of all
things mundane, but the problem is to stem
its tide by a rigid and constant corrective
scheme, by anticipating and locating leaks,
and by promptly stanching every leak as
soon as it has been discovered ; in a word,
obviating loss by removing the causes from
which it proceeds.

HE merchant may have done a first-class
business with some profit, and his books

may show a logical disbursement of funds,

yet he finds that the profits are not in the

proper ratio to the business done. He has

gone carefully over the books and submitted

each item of expense to a careful scrutiny,

but without finding any point on which to

hang a reasonable doubt, yet somewhere

there is a leak ; he knows it, but cannot

remedy it. bne reason the average mer-
chant cannot find the holes through which
his profits leak, is because he expects to find
a few large holes which probably do not
exist, and entirely overlooks tiny leaks that
make up in number what they lose in size.

It is not the large leaks that a merchant
need be afraid of, for they can readily be
discovered and remedied. It is the little
losses, trifling separately, which taken in
aggregate make a startling total. Nor are
these little leakages to be found often upon
the books, for they are distributed over so
many accounts in different departments that
they are altogether lost.

THE experience of a grocer, who has for
years conducted a large establishment,

doing an extensive business, is of interest in
considering this question. He became con-
vinced that there was something wrong about
his business and determined to get at the
root of the trouble. As there was practically
no loss from bad accounts, he went to work
to locate the leakages in the store and per-
sonally inspected the departments in detail.
In this way he brought to light a few un-
necessary losses, but not enough to satisfy
him. Most of the leakages he had discov-
ered were brought to light by closely ques-
tioning his clerks, and this suggested to him
a scheme which he adopted with very satis-
factory results.

As there is a large number of clerks
and other employees in his store he sent to
each, omitting no one, a circular in which he
called attention to the leakages already dis-
covered, and made the following offer : To
any employee discovering an unnecessary
source of loss, and submitting a practical
remedy for the same, shall be paid such sum
as shall have been saved at the end of six
months through the suggested improvement.
The proprietor of the business undertook
personally to judge of the merits of plans
suggested and furnished employees with any
necessary information relative to operating
or other expenses.

HE result was that the employees were
constantly on the lookout, and several

developed plans which proved of real value
to the management, while others were able
to make smaller suggestions that made a
total saving of a considerable sum. In
speaking of his plan, the merchant said that
he had paid out a considerable amount in
rewards for suggestions, but that he did not
consider them as costing him a cent, from
the fact that the money spent had been made
entirely through the suggestions and without
them would have been lost.
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Diamonds
and

Dthmond
Jewelry.

It is
our
wish

E. Howard

Co.
frFatches.

that your sales of Diamond jewelry should
this year surpass all previous records.

It is our conviction that this will be
possible if you will even more frequently call
upon us to assist in consummating sales.

It is our intention, as heretofore, to
always keep our stock so complete in range
of prices and variety of patterns that your
every want can be filled—promptly and
satisfactorily.

The new model Howard watch is one we
are especially recommending. It combines every
detail that makes for watch pelfection,and fitted
into our hand-made cases—choice in design and
workmanship—there can be nothing finer in the
way of a pocket timepiece.

Hayden frrheekr i Co.
2 Mai den Lane, New York. Telephone, 8 Cortlandt.

TWO THOUGHTS AT THE

Loyalty

A New Year's Word to the Store Employee.

THE first qualification which is required of every employee by
i the successful merchant is LOYALTY.

1 Loyalty does not mean fawning ; it does not imply the curry-
ing of favor by sinking all your own dignities ; yet it means more
than simply doing your specified work well. It means faithful
service /5/us a whole-hearted, personal allegiance.

Loyalty in the employee is necessary to the merchant's
getting-on ; but it is just as necessary to the employee himself.
You cannot rise far nor fast if you do not have fervent faith
in the " boss " ; and if you lack that faith, change your boss.

I
Otherwise, you will be stunted in your business growth at the
very beginning of your career ; you will be deprived of a

. stimulating incentive.. You must be loyal, or you cannot last ;
so you must be surrounded by conditions which will inspire
that loyalty.

If the " boss " is not honest with his customers, or if he juggles
with the truth, or if he offends your sense of justice and right, you
cannot be loyal to him and retain your own self-respect. You must
get out and find another, for your self's sake ; for you must be
loyal, for that same self's sake.

The loyal employee does not sacrifice his own opinions, nor the
right to express them ; but he will choose to express them face to
face with the " boss." If it is a good criticism, it may carry
weight and will then be appreciated ; but if the criticism is not
worth while, is not worth making to him face to face, the loyal
subordinate will certainly not babble it to the other hands, or to his
outside friends, or at home.

Nor will you listen to the babbling of others concerning your
employer, except to answer them then and there with a protest.
You will defend him any time, any where, with the same spirit as if
your father, or yourself, was the subject of the babbling.

The loyal employee stands up for his own opinions before his
employer, and stands up for his employer's opinions before the
world.

Loyalty in the employee counts for much in helping the good
impression which the store attempts to make upon the public at
large. If the hands show lack of enthusiasm for the store, the
customer will soon show lack of confidence ; for are not these
hands " right next," and do they not know? On the other
hand, if you show in your manner and words that you believe
the store is " the real thing,'' the contagion of that belief will
spread to the customers and must influence favorable opinion
for the store.

Loyalty is the secret of success in all organizations. It explains
the continuous dominance of even so vulnerable an institution as
Tammany Hall ; it is the whole secret of successful political " ma-
chines." It is the vital element of strength in all fraternal, religious
and social orders ; and the fabric of the financial and commercial
" trusts " rises from this foundation. And just as the whole pros-
pers from the common loyalty, so each part prospers with it. The
rule holds with the small store as with the great organiza-
tion ; you are concerned in the results of your loyal allegiance
to the " boss " as much as he is concerned. The practice of
loyalty brings with it faithfulness, zeal, industry and good conduct.
It makes obedience a joy and honest effort a pleasure. It accepts
discipline in the spirit of the desire to do better. It finds motives
for good in the rules which the disloyal interpret as hardships, and
gladly yields to the higher judgment which conflicts with its own
shallow conclusions. And while the loyalty of the employee helps
the man above, its generous reaction thus helps the man below,
and rounds out the fullest measure of good to both.
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YEAR'S BEGINNING.

Praise

A New Year's Word to the Jeweler.

IN the preceding column we have urged upon the employee theduty of loyalty ; but the starting-point of loyalty in your
subordinates, the impulse of the resolve to be true to you, is in
yourself

Some natures are inherently loyal, as is a beaten dog ; but
more are made so by conditions in their environment. How, then,
shall you foster this quqlity of loyalty ? What is your part in the
creation of this loyalty in your help which can do so much for your
success?

Good general treatment, of course—which means consideration
for inexperience, leniency for accidents, sympathy in ills and bad
fortune, and adequate pay. But there is something further that is
very helpful, foo, and the tonic properties of which are not generally
valued at their full worth : Judicious and discriminating PRAISE.

Make no mistake : Praising can easily be overdone. The
danger is in the very ease of giving it, and the certainty that it
brings pleasure ; and the kindly nature is apt to lavish it instead of
portioning it discreetly and fittingly. When it is not sincere it
runs into flattery ; and when it is actuated only by self-interest it is
hypocrisy and base deceit. Again : It must be tempered to the
capacity of him who is to receive it. Sometimes it creates a self-
satisfaction which is content with present attainments—true kind-
ness, in such cases, would prompt the withholding of praise.
Sometimes it stimulates vanity—and so debases character.

But to one young person who is hurt by unwise or excessive
praise there are a hundred who are starved of a just measure of it.
The total of injury from overpraise of employees is as nothing
compared to the vast loss in efficiencies which results from the with-
holding of deserved praise.

The majority of employees try to please—but how few the num-
ber who can look outside of the wage-increase for evidence that
they do please ? Do not forget that these young men appreciate
approval and are more susceptible to praise than your hardtned
self ; their nerves are all a-tingle with pleasure when it comes, and
then and there their zeal, their capacity and their loyalty are fresh:
ened newly. It means more to many of them than increased pay :
they hunger for recognition of their good work and a pleasant word
of praise lights up their whole day and quickens their powers for
further improvement. They resolve to increasingly deserve
your good opinion ; their enthusiasms are excited, their faith
and pride in the store is strengthened, their loyalty to you is
more firmly anchored. They gain courage, cheerfulness, hope
and zeal ; but you gain all the efficiency that grows out of these
gains to them, plus the consciousness of having done the right thing.

Praise is a part of your intangible capital that pays a dividend
without an investment. It is the most profitable stock in your
mental warehouse ; it costs nothing, not even effort, and it gives
immediate returns. As Portia said of mercy, so of praise : " It
blesseth him that gives and him that takes." Then do not with-
hold just praise, be discriminating in the use of it, studying the
individual instance in each case—but be not too stingy ; there's
greater danger in withholding too much than in giving in excess.
Keep in mind that some of these subordinates lead rather dismal
lives at home and that much of the warmth that gets into their
hearts must come from the sunshine which you have stored for
them, if you are just and generous. It is always better to err on
the safe side, when you must risk a doubt ; and there is warrant
for over-kindness, in every judgment of the considerate observer.
Give praise when you can ; and you will be amazed to see its
beneficent results on your business and the genuine joy which it
gives to those that deserve it.
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The World - Famed Horologists
Jules an Hermann Grossmann

Joint Authors of the Greatest Treatise on Horology

Ever Compiled -To be Translated and Pub-

lished by THE KEYSTONE—A New

Era in Horological Study

..1111111 I

F the many improveintAlts planned
for THE KEYSTONE ill 1904 the most
important and far-reaching is the
publication in our 'columns of an

authorized translation of the great treatise on
horology by Professors Jules and Hermann
Grossmann, two of the most eminent horolo-
gists in the world. Jules Grossmann is Director
of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzer-
land, and Hermann Grossmann, his son, is
Director of the Horological and and Electro-
Mechanical School of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Some years ago an investigation was made of
the various systems of horology taught in the
schools of that country, and decided that it
would be to the advantage of the industry to
establish one uniform system which would be
thorough and perfect. The work of devising
and compiling bilis system was intrusted to
the able hands of Jules and Herrmann Gross-
mann, whose well-known scientific attain-
ments and teaching experience had peculiarly
fitted them for the task. They set to work
with energy and enthusiasm, and the result
is a system of horology that surpasses in
scope, clearness of treatment and scientific
worth any previous treatise on the subject.
It is this invaluable work which THE KEY-
STONE is privileged to place at the service of
the English-speaking craft ; and the opening
of the serial will be found on pages 8r and
83 of this issue. As our readers will be
interested in knowing something of the lives
and labors of the eminent men who have
devoted years to the careful compilation of
the work, we take pleasure in publishing the
following interesting biographies :

Jules Grossmann
The evolution of modern horology may

be said to have been co-temporaneous with
the career of Jules Grossmann, who was
Director of the Horological School, of Lode,
Switzerland, from June r, 1868, to January r,
1902.. He was born at Eberswalde, near
Berlin, on July 28, 1829. He attended
school in his native town and early manifested
a taste for the sciences. He began his horo-
logical career when fifteen years old by
becoming an apprentice to a watchmaker in
his town. The principal work he had to do
at this time was repairing clocks from the
Black Forest and some cylinder and lever
watches. Besides these repairs he made
three complete clock movements, one of
which had a striking train. After serving an
apprenticeship of four years he journeyed to
Berlin, where he had an opportunity to
increase his practical knowledge. He here
conceived the idea of going to Switzerland,
but as the Universal Exposition was being
held in London at the time he proceeded to
England, subsequently traveling through
England, Scotland and Ireland, at the same
time increasing his knowledge of horology
and learning the English language. He
finally arrived in Switzerland in 1853 after a
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short stay in Paris. Reaching Chaux-de-
Fonds he commenced work, planting cylinder
escapements, which was then a well-paid
class of work.

Since it was not Jules Gross-
Settled at mann's purpose to remain

a planter of cylinder escape-
ments, he left Chaux-de-

Fonds the end of December, 1853, to estab-
lish himself in Lode, where he employed
himself on lever and chronometer escapements,
and in refinishing simple and complicated
watches. ' He afterwards devoted himself
more especially to adjusting watches and
fitting Breguet and cylindrical hairsprings.
During the year 1858 he filled the position
of inspector for a firm in Lode dealing in
watches. Afterwards he devoted himself
entirely to adjusting. About this time they
commenced to adjust the compensation for
the effects of temperature and " flat " and
" hanging."

As his skill increased the insufficiency of
theoretical knowledge became more and

Locle in 1853

more apparent. The works on the subject
were incomplete, and information often erro-
neous ; thus the need of an accurate theory,
based on a purely mathematical analysis,
became more and more necessary. It was
at this time, 1E62, that he married Miss
Cecile Jeanjaquet, of Lode, x‘ lib whom he
has the good fortune to be still living happy
and in good health. It was also about this
time that Ed. Phillips, a mining engineer and
Professor at the Polytechnic School of Paris,
published his treatise on the " Regulating
Spring."

Jules Grossmann studied the
Study of the conclusions, and understood
Terminal Curve the method of drawing a

theoretical terminal curve.
He made an instrument to prove practically
whether or not the curve used corresponded
to the graphical construction, and could
establish the perfect harmony between theory
and practice. These springs developed con-
centrically. This was a ray of light, and this
proof gave him the idea of studying mathe-
matics, which he proceeded to do.

In making drawings of these curves and
then reducing them to the natural size, he
noted the inconvenience and even difficulty
of using the measures employed in horology,
whose basis was the " Paris line." It was
then that his namesake, Moritz Grossmann,
of Glasshiitte in Saxe, who became later his
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friend, published his remarkable treatise on
the lever escapement. In the eyes of Jules
Grossmann this work had, among other
advantages, the fundamental one of employ-
ing the metric system in all the drawings and
calculations.

About this time, also, the observatory
of Neuchatel was established by the govern-
ment for the purpose, principally, of coming
to the aid of the watchmakers by furnishing
them with the exact time, thus enabling them
to verify exactly the running of their watches.
Since 186o this institution has contributed in
a large degree to the constant progress of
horology. The time was sent electrically,
each day, to the principal industrial localities
of the region. Some watch manufacturers
began to send watches to the observatory,
and Jules Grossmann scored many successes
with the chronometers which he had adjusted.

Thus provided with better
Study of Applied means of observation he
Mathematics could go on with his mathe-

matical studies, which he
applied constantly to the process of adjusting,
and whose data, even the most minute, he
verified himself practically. Working along
these lines was the safest and most certain
road to progress, and the.final results always
responded to his efforts—often very long and
patient. To point out all of his researches
would be too much for the space which we
can use ; it will suffice us to indicate the
following fact, which will show the observing
character of this modest seeker. A defect
which had greatly interested him was that
which produced differences between the
timing of the fine vertical positions, even
when the center of gravity of the balance was
found exactly on the axis and the spring
developed concentrically. He recognized
the impossibility of correcting this defect by
changing the equilibrium of the balance.

The following incident enabled him to
discover the cause of this defect. One day
he had to adjust two pocket chronometers of
very fine quality and exactly alike in their
construction. One was, however, regulated
to the " flat and hanging " positions within
about one second ; the other lost seven sec-
onds hanging by comparision with the flat
position. From whence could this difference
arise ? On taking down the two balances
and comparing them, he perceived that there
was a difference in the position of the point
where the spring started from the collet, and
this difference was exactly a half turn. He
then cut a half turn from the center of the
spring which gave a loss hanging and, after
having modified the weight of the balance,
the watch was found to be regulated.

The theory of the " point of
The " Point of pinning " found its origin in
Pinning " this simple act, and this

knowledge in time became
a powerful aid to the adjuster who uses it
constantly. The study of this subject brought
on that of the " interior curve " of the flat
spring, having for its object the placing of
the center of gravity of the coils on the axis
of the balance.

All these researches did not make him
neglect his scientific studies, the constant
purpose of which was to succeed in making
theory regularly coincide with fact. When
this coincidence was not immediately estab-
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lished, he recognized each time that the
theory applied was too simple, and that he
could not omit introducing factors which
played a certain part in practice, but which
the theory of general mechanics commonly
left out.

In 1867 Jules Grossmann, although a
foreigner in Switzerland, was selected by the
Council of State, of the Canton of Neuchatel,
as delegate to the Universal Exposition at
Paris in order to study there horological
questions. In the autumn of the same year,
the Communal Council, of Lode, appointed
a special committee to prepare the plans for
the establishment of a horological school, and
appointed Mr. Grossmann a member of this
committee. The position of director was
then thrown open to competition, and the
candidates for this position underwent an
examination before the committee. Since
none of the applicants possessed the requisite
knowledge the committee, greatly embar-
rassed, requested Jules Grossmann to be kind
enough to accept the position. He thus
became director of the new establishment,
which commenced its activity June 1, 1868.
From then he had to lay aside, temporarily,
his studies in adjusting, and directed his
attention to the general theory of the watch
and instruments for measuring time, com-
mencing with the motive forces, the theory
of wheel work, that of gearing, including the
important study of the friction of the pivots,
and the teeth ranges and, finally, the various
systems of escapements.

These studies once completed he could
occupy himself again with the regulating
parts. Since during this time his mathe-
matical knowledge had increased, he had
more and more the pleasure of finding per-
fect agreement between theory and practice.

In 1873 the Universal Exposition of
Vienna, Austria, was held, and he again had
the honor of being sent as delegate by the
Council of State. He received there a bronze
medal as collaborator. It was at this time
that the idea occurred to him of having
bureaus of observation, and these were later
on added to the horological schools for the
purpose of regulating the city clocks, whose
time though naturally of an inferior degree of
accuracy to that of the observatory, yet
sufficiently correct for this quality of clock,
thus received an official sanction. It was at
Vienna, also, that he conceived the idea of
replacing the Graham escapement, gener-
ally used in clocks, by a lever escapement
similar to that which is used in pocket
watches ; for the purpose of giving greater
freedom to the pendulum, and of placing the
movement with the dial below the pendulum,
thus allowing the suspension of a tall clock
without having the dial too high. Such a
clock was constructed at the school and
exhibited at Geneva in 1896. This time-
piece has always had an excellent rate, but
the idea has not generally been adopted by
manufacturers.

A life so active and full as
Writings on was that of Jules Grossmann
Horology could not leave him much

time to attend to the publi-
cation of his works in the technical reviews.
However, in 1881 and 1882 he published an
exhaustive treatise in the Allgemehies Journal
der Uhrmacherkunst appearing at Leipsic.
In this work he studied out the transmission
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of the force from the wheel to the anchor.
In 1882 and 1883 he published in the Deutsche
Uhrmacher Zeitung, of Berlin, another trea-
tise on adjusting. These treatises have been
translated into French by L. Lossier, then
director of the horological school of Besangon
France.

In 1878 the school took part in the
Universal Exposition of Paris and obtained a
silver medal. For the third time the Council
of State did him the honor of sending him as
official delegate to the exposition.

In 188o he was made a
He was member of the jury for an

exposition of horological
tools at Geneva. In 188 t

the school received a bronze medal at a horn-
logical exposition at Chaux-de-Fonds. In
1883 the school made an exhibit at the
National Exposition of Zurich, where it was
hors concours. For this occasion they had
constructed an astronomical clock beating
seconds with a compensated mercurial pen-
dulum. In 1889 the school again took part

Greatly Honored

in the Universal Exposition at Paris, where
the Swiss horologiCal schools obtained, col-
lectively, the Grand Prix, and where Jules
Grossmann obtained a silver medal diploma
as collaborator.

Aside from the various works of the
pupils, these expositions were each time an
occasion for Jules Grossmann to exhibit some
special work studied out by himself and con-
structed under his direction at the school.
Thus it is that the collection of the school is
enriched by an electrical clock beating half
seconds, Hipp system, with gridiron pen-
dulum; a half-second regulator with Graham
escapement, the rod made of nickel-steel and

the pendulum bob composed of two brass
cylinders.

In 1898 the town of Lode had a new

tower clock made for the church. Since the
changes of temperature are very sudden in

this mountainous region the best clock, even

with compensated pendulum, could not mark

the time with an exactness that a horological

center required. Jules Grossmann then had

the idea of connecting the clock in the tower
electrically with the master clock at the
school. This master clock, being set every

day by means of the observatory, the first

beat of the quarters is always exact to within

a very small fraction of a second. This tower

clock with four dials gives general satisfaction

in winter as well as in summer.
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The first of January, 1902, Jules Gross-
mann, seventy-two and half years old, gave
up the technical direction of the school after
the long and laborious career which we have
outlined. Since then he takes part in the
interior administration of the school. His
theoretical work has been taken up by his son,
Hermann Grossmann, who was his pupil.

Hermann Grossmann
Hermann Grossmann was born in Lode,

in the Canton of Neuchatel, Switzerland,
April 4, 1863. He attended the public
schools of the neighborhood, passing through
them all—including the highest grade. At
the age of sixteen he becane a pupil at the
horological school directed by his father.
He remained there five years, occupying
himself principally with horology of precision,
marine chronometer adjusting, etc. He also
followed with success' all the courses of theory
and drawing of the higher division of this
school. Some months after leaving this
school Hermann Grossmann employed him-
self for several months in adjusting pocket
watches, then left for Vienna, Austria, where
he worked as repairer for two years in the
house of Khinak Bros., chronometer makers
for the Imperial and Royal Austrian Marine.
. In 1886 he returned to Switzerland and
employed his time for several months in the
study of complicated watches, repeaters,
chronographs, etc. The position of director
in the horological school of the city of Neu-
chatel having in the meantime become vacant,
Hermann Grossmann had the honor of being
called to this post after having undergone a
very strict examination before a committee of
practical workmen and academic authorities.

He was not yet twenty-five years old
when he entered upon the discharge of his
duties, January r, 1888. The young director
immediately applied himself to the develop-
ment of the instruction in theoretical and
practical horology, especially along the lines
of horology of precision, and thus succeeded
in making of his pupils good technologists
who were appreciated eventually by the
watchmaking world at home and abroad.
The school of Neuchatel developed little by
little, and took an honorable position among
its sister institutions of the other Swiss towns.
It attracted attention first at the Universal
Exposition at Paris in 1889, where the col-
lective exhibit of the Swiss horological schools
received the Grand Prix, and the director of
the school of Neuchatel the diploma of silver
medalists as collaborator ; then at the Expo-
sition of Professional Schools, at Basle, in
1892, and again at the Swiss Nation l Expo-
sition, at Geneva, in 1896. In 1900 Hermann
Grossmann was sent by the Department of
Industry to the Universal Exposition, in Paris,
to study especially the professional instruction
of horology.

From the year 1890 the question of the
preparation of a hand-book on theoretical
horology, intended principally for instruction,
engrossed him. Possessing in a large part the
important works of his father it was necessary
to arrange, complete and rewrite them, to
render them, in a word, more accessible to the
technical horological public. This was an
immense work, but a labor of love, and the
result is the magnificent work, the publication
of which is begun. in this issue.
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A Mysterious Jewelers' Supply
Company
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E have received a number of commu-

nications from subscribers requesting

information in regard to a concern

entitled the " Retailers' Co-operative Supply

Co., of Jersey City, N. J." The alleged

purpose of this company is to furnish goods

at what is indefinitely described as " factory

prices " to all jewelers who subscribe to its

stock. The company's own statement of its

plans and purposes is found in the following

application blank for shares, a copy of which

has been sent us by a Western jeweler :
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Among the list of such companies were men-

tioned the Waltham, Elgin and Hamilton

watch companies ; the Keystone and Cres-

cent watch case companies ; R. F. Simmons

Company and S. 0. Bigney & Co. By way

of procuring the information desired by our

subscribers, we communicated with these

companies, and all emphatically denied any

relations with or endorsement of the " Retail-

ers' Co-operative Supply Co." Their letters

are as follows :

CHICAGO, ILL., December 28, 1903.

THE KEYSTONE :—We have never heard of
any such concern as the Retailers' Co-operative
Supply Company of New Jersey, and we certainly
have not authorized them to instruct their sales-

Application for the 6 Per Cent. Preferred Stock of the

Retailers' Co=Operative Supply Co.,
of Jersey City, New Jersey

The preferred stock is full paid and non-assessable, and has a prior

claim to both the assets and profits of the Company before the common

stock participates.
Dividends are six per cent. per annum, are cumulative, and payable

three per cent. semi-annually.
I hereby make application for two (2) shares, at the par value of

$100 each, of the preferred stock of the Retailers' Co-operative Supply

Company, of Jersey City, New Jersey, and agree to pay for the same in

cash, yi in six months, 3 in nine months, in twelve months and M. in

fifteen months from the date of subscription, making the payments through

the Chicago Title and Trust Company, at Chicago, Ill. , who are hereby

authorized to deliver such payments to the Retailers' Co-operative Supply

Company only upon receipt of an affidavit to the effect that the company

will furnish rolled gold plate, gold front and gold filled jewelry of its manu-

facture to subscribers at factory prices, said affidavit to be signed by the

President, and by .the Secretary, and sealed with the corporate seal of the

Retailers' Co-operative Supply Company.
Should the affidavit above mentioned not be made within one year

from the date thereof, all monies paid hereon shall be returned to the

subscriber and his application becomes null and void.
Receipts for partial payments as above stated, are to be issued to me

at the time of payment, and as soon as the subscription has been paid in

full, these receipts will be accepted as payment for the preferred stock for

the full amount.

Dale  

Town 

Salesman

Slate

County

We are also informed by our subscribers

that the representatives of the company who

are visiting the trade soliciting subscriptions

for the stock, allege that eleven of the lead-

ing jewelry manufacturing companies have

endorsed and will co-operate with the con-

cern, and that three of the leading watch

manufacturing companies are going to join

them when they have 25,000 subscribers.

men that we
them.

are in any way whatsoever backing
Yours truly,

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

WALTHAM, MASS., December 29, 1903.

THE KEYSTONE :—Replying to your inquiry,
we beg to say that we have never before
heard of the Retailers' Co-operative Supply Co. of
Jersey City, and they have no authority to use our
name in connection with their enterprise.

Yours truly,
AMERICAN WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY.

PHILADELPHIA, December 21, 1903.

THE KEYSTONE :—We have no knowledge
whatever of the Retailers' Co-operative Supply
Co., and any use of our name in connection with
it is entirely unauthorized. Under no circumstances
would we have anything to do with a scheme of
this character.

Yours truly,
THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.

NEW YORK, December 29, 1903.

THE KEYSTONE :—In regard to your inquiry
about the Retailers Co-operative Supply Corn-
pany, we beg to say that we have never before
heard of this concern and would not under any
circumstances become identified in any way with a
scheme of that kind.

Very truly yours,
THE CRESCENT WATCH CASE COMPANY.

LANCASTER PA., December 28, 1903.

THE KEYSTONE :—Your inquiry was the first
intimation we have had of the existence of the
Retailers' Co-operative Supply Co. It has no
authority to use our name in any way.

Yours truly,
HAMILTON WATCH CO.

ATTLEBORO, MASS, December 23, 1903.
THE KEYSTONE.

Gentlemen..—Your letter of the 19th inst. re-
ceived, and in reply will say that we know nothing
whatever about the Retailers' Co-operative Supply
Co. We have had several communications re-
ferring to this concern, but have nothing to do with
it in any way, shape or fashion. Furthermore, we
would enter into no such proposition under any
circumstances. Yours truly,

S. 0. BIGNEV & CO.

ATTLEBORO, MASS., December 21, 1903.

THE KEYSTONE.
Gentlemen:—We have your letter of the i9th

and beg to state that we shall be very glad to have
you give all the publicity possible to the fact, that
we are in no way connected with the movement
you speak of, and any use of our name in connec-
tion therewith is entirely without our authority.
The matter has recently been brought to our atten-
tion, several jobbers and retailers in the West
having written us with reference to same and we
are making some inquiries regarding the person-
nel and responsibility of this company. If we can
co-operate with you in any way in an endeavor to
obtain the desired information we shall be pleased
to do so. You are, of course, aware that there
have appeared from time to time houses making
the proposition that we understand this Retailers'
Co-operative Supply Co. is making, who have
always succeeded in getting a few dealers to come
into the scheme to their ultimate sorrow ; in fact,
we have received two communications from deal-
ers within the past year who had agreed to some
such proposition, and after they had received the
goods, which were evidently of the very cheapest
grade, desired to withdraw. The contracts they
sign, however, are usually so carefully drawn up
that there is no alternative for them but to meet
the financial obligation involved and charge the
amount off to experience. We shall be obliged to
you if you if will indicate to us any further details
you have regarding the scheme in question.

Very truly yours,
R. F. SIMMONS CO.

The above letters from companies of
national reputation are worthy of the consid-

eration of those jewelers to whom the plans
and purposes of the Retailers' Co-operative
Supply Co. have been presented. The letters

imply such a disapproval of the co-operative
idea, as far as this new company is concerned,
that it is advisable for the trade to use discre-
tion and judgment in any action they may
take in relation to it.

The demmnd for

conanuee, uncm:bmthed.
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E are this season forced to do away with our annual

January shut-down for repairs, etc., and will con-

tinue to operate our factory to its fullest capacity in the

effort to satisfy our customers' demands.

Our line for next season will be fully up to the high

standard reached during the season just ended, with such

betterments as the experiences and new productions of

the past season suggested.

Our endeavor will be to maintain the position achieved

by our wares as "the best all-around line in the market."

Chficalzo,
Sinversumivahs9

he 0

Pah%

Finely illustrated 80-page catalogue for the asking.

Electrotypes free to customers.

Very sincerely,

0 eT igen  
Office and Thm_D%-fc(cDoLonl%

38 Mulnozy aCcEoeeq,
NEW YORE 
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We wish all who see this a very Happy New Year and a good business during the next
twelve months.

The pieces illustrated show two new patterns now ready ; also a New Star (patents pending)
which is the most brilliant and attractive in design we have ever brought out.

Yours truly,
PITKIN & BROOKS.

No. 672, Cut 181 ' Fatima."

Round Dish, 12 inch.

The Standard of the

Straus American Cut Glass,
its reputation for quality, (workmanship and finish, will always be maintained.
Every piece bearing this trade-mark, sISAU,s, regardless of cutting or price, carries
our guarantee for finest quality.

vP GtY

ORIGINALITY—our aim.
QUALITY—our effort.

MODERATE PRICES—our rule.
POPULARITY—the result.

NEW PATTERNS FOR SPRING TRADE IN PREPARATION.

L. STRAUS SONS,, glanufacturers,
Factory, Fifty-ninth St. and North River, New York. 42-46 Warren Street, 8■1EW YORK.



THE A. L. BLACKMER CO.
(E.sttiblished 1892-)

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

TAYLOR BROS. •fk COMPANY,

-\\

Our Claims :
New and Original Patterns,

Superior

Moderate Prices.,
Promptness in SI-tipping.

No. 285.
Ice Cream Set—Zephyr.

18-inch Tray. 7-Inch Plates.

A large ancl well conceived
line articularly adapted for

YOUR TA T Y IT.

tb4e6Ød 
e/ 4 -ri.c).

" Look through the world,
'Tis ne'er met with elsewhere."

ITH IN the last few years Cut Glass has ceased to be a luxury and has become one of
the necessities in household equipment.
This fact must be apparent to you. If it is not, consider for a moment that common

glassware no longer meets the requirements of the cultured home; that Cut Glass is now made at
prices which place it on the table of the thrifty artisan as well as the man of wealth ; that it has a
beauty Nvhich is necessary to the comfort of prosperous people; and that it possesses sanitary qualifica-
tions not possessed by any other kind of table service.

These are facts and they support our statement.
Is there any risk in carrying good stocks of ware which are necessary to your customers?
The Clark line covers a wide range of style and design suited to the varying tastes of your many

patrons. The line still maintains its record for progress, and is superior in 1904 to the efforts of
former years ; the limit may be reached some day, but it is not yet.

T. B. CLARK O. CO., Inc.
HONESDALE, PA.

J4 " Footed Punch Bowl, Bellevue.

Boston Salesroom:
157 Summer Street.

Baltimore Salesroom:
Maryland Natl. Bank Bldg.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Mcb Cut alass
AND DESIGNERS OF

the Colonial
tbge.

The Bellevue pattern with the
Colonial Edge is the latest and rich-
est design on the market. The
Colonial Edge is strictly a new idea
and has met with great success.
Write for information.

Our Glass is noted for its
SUPERIOR FINISH and
BRILLIANT POLISH.

Factory and Main Office:

968 Franklin St., Philadelphia, Pa. 18" Ice Cream Tray, 11(.11uvue.

Glass for "My Lady's Dresser."
Glass for the Cabinet.
Glass for the Mantel.
Glass for "the Den."
Glass for the Table.
Glass in Endless

Variety.

44-7

No. 31.

Alford logic—Winsome Glass
will win some money for you.

WHAT GLASS?

The 4>BD Glass, of course.
A TONIC FOR YOUR STOCK.

A PROFIT-WINNER FOR

YOUR POCKET.

Faithfully yours,

Now at work on
New Catalogue for 1904.

Factory : Honesdale, Pa.

I 92 Broadway

Ncw York.
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barter Cenfurtj Silverware
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ManufacturerL4 of

Qum Gaualreaneeede
TRADE I MARK

We are working on new patterns

for 1904. See our NEW LINES

before placing orders elsewhere.

Gunrarrkeed for 2.5 Years Wears a Life Time

Factory, BOWLING GREEN, OHIO.
New York Scile.sroorti,

66 Wt 1-3roadvvay.
Iiitigo Sale.sroom,

Si Iver.sni itl

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION

Rich
Cut
Glass

New Bedford, Mass.

The true tel Of all =ilverware
is the life of the silver. You

cannot go by appearance alone —
thinly plated ware can be made to look •

as well as the best.
But when you buy M. S. B. QUARTER

CENTURY PLATE you are safe. We positively guar-
antee it for twenty-five years.

Write Io-da) fir our fpee booklet on " The Use and Care of Silverware."

AIL S. EIENE;DICT MANURACTURI1NC1 O.
109-1 11 Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI. ESTABLismED 18133. Factories: East Syracuse, N. Y.

Photograph
Books
of our

Complete
Line

Loaned to
the

Trade
for

Inspection.

JEWELERS, NOTICE!
THIS is the nearest perfect and most economical coffee pot on the market

to-day.
Polecl, because it makes a most delicious beverage instantaneously, and

always the same clear, pure coffee every day in the year.
Economical, because it requires less coffee to obtain same results, obtainable

from any other pot ; also because its clearness and pureness are not obtained by
use of eggs, or other ingredients.

In fact, this is the only one of its kind made that is especially adapted to the
jewelry trade.

The retail price is no more than any good silver-plated coffee pot made by
reliable manufacturers without this attachment.

Superior

Silver
Plate

T HE " EXCERPTA " is made in two sizes (2 -pint and 4-pint),
of pure britannia metal, heavily quadruple silver plated and very

finely finished. It is artistic in design and an ornament to the best-
appointed table, and is withal a beautiful coffee fiot in which to make
and from which to serve.

Write for descrifitive circular and prices.

BRANCHES:
38 Murray Street,

New York City.
zzo Sutter Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Temple Building,
Montreal, P. Q.

Manufactured exclusively by

M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Co.
Main Office and Works : Salesrooms :

East Syracuse, N. Y. to9-111 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Western Factory : 409 Broadway, New York.

Ottawa, Ill. 86 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

No. 1033. 14 IN. VASE, " LILAC." No. 378. SIVINO KETTLE.
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NO ITS ABOVT

THE KEYSTONE

NEW YEAR BELLS, TO

PLEASE THE EAR WITH THEIR

CHIME, SHOULD BRING TIDINGS

OF A PLEASANT YEAR TO COME,

AND RECOLLECTIONS OF A GOOD ONE

PAST. WE TRUST THAT THE LATTER

WAS THE FORTUNE OF ALL OUR

CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS, AND

EXTEND OUR VERY BEST WISHES

FOR THE FORMER.

Highest-Quality Silver-Plated Ware.

WE ARE NOT IN
THE TRUST.

Warranted to strip

as much silver as

any Rogers Brand

on the market.

-

Simeon L. eP George H. Rogers Company, Hartford, Conn.

Our patterns are new
In design.25

And we stake our

reputation on the
High Quality of our
wares.

You can guarantee
them to the con-
sumer every time.

P. 0. Box 1205. Factories, Hartford and Wallingford, Conn.

Geneva Optical Company, Chicago, announce

that the following gentlemen will look after their

interests on the road during 1904 : Harry G. Smith

in the larger towns and cities of the West ; John

G. Hodgens in the Northwest ; A. J. Fairbairn in

Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota, and W. J.

Rowley in the Southwest.

C. W. Barker, Wisconsin and Southern Minne-

sota traveler for Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, who

was seriously injured in the cyclone at St. Charles,

Minn., while selling goods to Jeweler L. Sheridan

in the latter's store at that place, has been able to

resume his regular trips the last month. Mr. Barker

was confined to the hospital in Chicago nearly two

months from his injuries and considers himself

mighty fortunate that he came through his terrible

experience with his life.

G. T. Dutcher, for several years past on the

road for Chambers, Inskeep & Co., has resigned

and accepted a position with the J. M. & A. C.

Johnston Co., Chicago, and will represent them in

his old territory during the new year.

Swartchild & Company, of Chicago, announce

the following force of travelers for 1904 in the

territories named : Eugene Tewels in the North-

west ; Joe Block in the Southwest ; Ed. Swartchild

in the Middle Western States, with Will. Swart-

child making occasional trips, alternating with his

brother Ed.
E. S. Luther is a new traveler with Wm. Loeb

& Co., of Providence, having for his territories the

South and far West. Mr. Luther is a capable and

energetic salesman and has had wide experience.

The Waterbury Clock Company, Chicago

office, will be represented on the road during 1904

4 by the following 'commercial travelers : C. A.

Kreich, in Indiana, Illinois and Iowa ; F. R. Wall,

in Minnesota, Wisconsin and the Dakotas, and

Fred. L. Pattee in the larger cities of the West.

H. G. Pfordresher succeeds G. E. Trebing as

the Chicago and Western representative of Geo.

L. Brown & Co., chainmakers, Attleboro, and

will cover the Western jobbing trade for this house.

R. N. Blair, formerly with the M. A. Lombard

Company, Des Moines, Iowa, but latterly with

J. W. Forsinger, the Chicago watch jobber, has

accepted a position with Norris, Alister & Co., of

Chicago, and will cover Western territory for them.

Fred. H. Carpenter, well known in the trade

for his former connection with the R. F. Simmons

Company and Fuller, Carpenter & Co., is now

Eastern representative of the D. Gruen & Sons

Company, with headquarters in New York.

George Goldberg will handle the J. J. Som-

mers & Co.'s line among the Western wholesale

trade during the new year.
Fred. R. Sheridan will still continue to keep

the firm of Arnold & Steere, the well-known ring

makers, before the wholesale trade in the West for

another year, with headquarters in Chicago.

1
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Charles Willimen, the well-known manufac-

turer's agent, who has been looking after the

T. G. Frothingham & Co. gold line in New York

City and the Eastern States, will handle the West-

ern trade for this firm during the new year.

S. R. King, for several years past with M. F.

Barger & Co., Chicago, in Iowa, Nebraska, Min-

nesota and South Dakota territory, has gone with

C. H. Knights & Co. and will travel in his old

territory.

Despres, Bridges & Noel, of Chicago, an-

nounce that there will be no change in their

traveling force for the new year. All three mem-

bers of the firm will do more or less traveling

during the year, and Ed. Gallagher will continue

in his old territory.

D. A. Wilkins, the well-known representative

of the Ostby & Barton Company in the Western

territory for a number of years past, will continue

to represent this firm during 1904 in his old terri-

tory. He will also be in charge of the firm's

Chicago office as heretofore.

Sproehnle & Company, of Chicago, will have

their interests looked after on the road during 1904

by P. Ff. Winterberg in the larger cities of the

West ; A. E. Madsen, in Northwestern territory ;

J. H. Donnelly, in the Middle Western States;

C. L. Caliger, in Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin ;

J. B. Ashton, in the far West, and Sol. H. Hess

will call on the Chicago city trade as usual.

Seth Thomas Clock Company, Chicago office,

have completed their traveling force for 1904 as

follows : Geo. W. Payson, Walter Buckley and

Z. E. Chambers, who will travel in their old terri-

tories. D. P. Butler will look after Chicago city

trade and nearby towns.

The gentleman whose portrait appears in this

column is George N. Steere, of Geo. L. Brown &

Co., chain manufacturers, Attleboro, Mass., and

New York and Middle States representative of the

house. Mr. Steere has
been calling on the
wholesale trade from
New York to the Mis-

souri River for sev-

eral years past and

his success and popu-

larity as a salesman

is well known. He
first became identi-

fied with the jewelry

business in 1895, en-

tering the field at that

time as traveler for

Ellis, Livsey & Brown, remaining with them until

1898, when this concern was succeeded by Mr.

Brown under the style of Geo. L. Brown & Co.

Here Mr. Steere has remained ever since his

advancement, continuing right along with the

rapid rise of his firm until he now enjoys a very

desirable position. It takes but a brief conversa-

tion with him for one to discover that he knows

much about the manufacture of chains. His

hobby is watch chains, and he is thoroughly

attached to it. Mr. Steere is just in the prime of

his activity and is sure to obtain greater popularity

and success.

Harry E. Farquharson, for the past three years

Western representative of the Bliss Bros, Com-

pany, maunfacturers, Attleboro, Mass., with head-

quarters in Chicago, resigned his position last

month .and will hereafter operate in the Western

territory as an Eastern manufacturers' agent, with

headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Farquharson has

already completed arrangements with E. D. Gil-

George N. Sieere
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more, manufacturer of gold jewelry, Attleboro,

and Leach & Miller, makers of gold-plated jewelry,

also of Attleboro, to show their lines among the

Western jobbing trade. He is already out on " the

circuit " with his new lines doing a nice business.

Mr. Farquharson will continue to have his head-

quarters in Chicago, with an office on the sixth

floor of the Columbus Memorial Building.

The accompanying portrait is a likeness of

K. Lucius Taylor, who represents the widely-known

and successful jewelry manufacturing firm of Riley,

French & Heffron, Attleboro, Mass., in the Western

and Southern territory
among the wholesale
trade. He hails from
Georgia, where he was
born. His first expe-
rience in the jewelry
business was at Atlanta

in his native State, where
he was connected with a

wholesale tool and mate-
rial house for several

, years. From Atlanta he

K. Luciwi Taylor went to New York City,

where he accepted a po-

sition with a jobbing house to travel in the South.

About three years ago he went with Riley, French

& Heffron and ever since has been a success with

their extensive line. Mr. Taylor is a dignified

gentleman, quite unassuming in his manner and

having the happy faculty of making friends. He

is courteous, kind and affable and has a way of

saying things that impresses his hearers with the

idea that what he says he means. He is a thorough-

going salesman, a capable, brisk young fellow whose

success we are glad to note.

The following commercial travelers will repre-

sent their respective houses, calling upon the retail

jewelry trade upon the Pacific Coast for 1904:

M. Schussler & Co.—M. Mayer, A. R. Cooper,

M. Levy. A. I. Hall & Son—A. G. Prouty, E. V.

Saunders, L. H. Smith. Alphonse Judis Co.—

Sidney Weinshenk, Roland Jacobs. Nordman

Bros.—E. S. Davis, Al. Cantor. Phelps & Adams—

F. S. Dorrance. Rothschild & Hadenfeldt—H. L.

Rothschild, H. D. Hadenfeldt, Geo. Hilgarloh.

California Jewelry Co.—L. Plomondon, A. Felden-

heimer. A. Eisenberg & Co.—Jos. Leudan, F. C.

Feige. J. S. Lehrberger &,Co.—J. C. Wise, J. S.

I-ehrberger, R. Jacoby. Armer & Weinshenk—

J. M. Sinclair, Ed. Willis.

Minimizing the Pain

"What's that watch worth?" asked Mr. Kloce,
pointing to one in the show case. "Ten dollars,"
replied the jeweler. " I'll take it, said the custo-
mer, and after paying for it he went out.

The next day he came round again. "This
watch doesn't exactly suit me," he said. "What's
that one worth?" pointing to another. "Fifteen
dollars," was the reply. " I'll take that one instead

of this one."
A day or two later he came again. " How good

a watch have you got for twenty-five dollars?" he
inquired. " Well, twenty-five dollars will get a

pretty good timepiece. Here's one with a gold

filled case, and full jeweled," said the jeweler, as he

handed one out. " I'll take it," said the customer.

He paid the difference and went away.

After the lapse of a few days he made his ap-

pearance once more. " Have you got a first-class

watch with a solid gold case that you can sell for
fifty dollars?" he said. " Yes, sir, here it is," re-

plied the merchant. " Well, I'll take it," said Mr.

Kloce. " Here's the other watch and twenty-five
dollars. That's the one I really wanted at first, but

I hated to pay out all that money at once."
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Father Time's
Supreme Test

In extending to our patrons the
felicitations of the season, we feel
that it is due us on this occasion to
pay a special tribute to our good
friend, Father Time. During the
past year he furnished us with the
greatest opportunity in our history
for proving our capability to serve
the trade.

The overwhelming demand of
the past few months was the supreme test of our facilities and it
was besides a wonderful manifestation of trade confidence. We
are gratified to know from the jewelers themselves that we have
again sustained our reputation for being equal to all emergencies.

The dawn of 1904 finds us better equipped than ever to
serve you. This is the result of months of intelligent planning.
Our new stocks have been bought with an especial view to
giving our customers an excellent opportunity of beginning
the new year well; and a good beginning is half the victory.
Diamonds to suit your patronage are here aplenty. Watches
likewise. The same prompt service; the same solicitude to
give satisfaction await your pleasure.

.0e r

2-1 Maiden Lane

./VewYortic.

New York Letter

Reduced Railroad
Rates for Spring
Buying Season

The Merchant's Association, of

New York, has announced that

the Trunk Line and Central

Passenger Associations have

granted its applications for re-.
duced rates for the spring buying season. The

special fares will be in effect from the territory of

the Central Passenger Association on February

6th to loth, inclusive, and February 27th to March

1st, inclusive, with a 30-day return limit, while

Trunk Line Association rates will be operative on

February 27th, March 1st, inclusive, and March i9th

to 22d, inclusive, with a return limit of 15 days. The

reduced rate will, as usual, be one and one-third

for the round trip, tickets to be sold on the certifi-

cate plan. The Trunk Line Association territory

extends from the New York-New England border

west to Buffalo, N. Y.; Pittsburg and Erie, Pa.;

Wheeling and Parkersburg, W. Va., south to the

Potomac River and the line of the Chesapeake &

Ohio Railroad. The Central Passenger Associa-

tion has jurisdiction over the railroads in the terri-

tory west from the points named to the Mississippi

River, including the cities of Chicago, St. Louis

and Louisville, south to the Ohio River. The

request for concessions from the Southwestern

Excursion Bureau, roughly described as the

State of Texas, Indian and Oklahoma Territories

and the State of Missouri south of the Missouri

River, is still pending, the organization named not

having been able to take action thereon until the

Eastern and Western roads had agreed to concur

in rates to New York. Efforts are now being made

to have the general passenger agents of the South-

western Bureau take an early vote on the proposi-

tion. The Merchants' Association will shortly begin

to circulate throughout the country a large amount

of literature pointing out the advantages of the

New York market, as also naming the dates when

and conditions under which merchants can take

advantage of the rates.
For the first time in several

years the annual convention of

Convene Here the National Credit Men's Asso-
ciation will be held in New York

City. The meeting will take place in the month of

June, and will open on a date to be announced

later. The convening of the credit men in this city

will be an event of unusual mercantile interest,

and one which will afford metropolitan houses a

favorable opportunity of commending to out-of-

town merchants the many advantages of New York

as a business center. A sum of Sio,000 is neces-

sary to defray the expenses of the gathering, and

this amount will, no doubt, be promptly sub-

scribed. The Credit Men's Association has now a

membership of upwards of s000 leading merchants,

of which number the New York branch contributes
550. This branch, by the way, will place several

measures of commercial interest before the coming
session of the New York Legislature. The activi-
ties of the credit men's organization, and especially
of its New York wing, are chiefly directed towards

the improvement of bankruptcy legislation, the

Credit Men to

bulk-sales law and such other enactments as may

be amended with a view to a more perfect legal

regulation of commercial affairs. Three days will

be given over to the entertainment of the hundreds

of delegates and their wives who will attend the

convention, and it is contemplated to hold an ex-

cursion up the Hudson, during which the business

of the convention would proceed without any in-

terruption other than that necessitated by the re-

moval from the committee rooms to the parlors of

the steamboat, in which latter apartments business

may be resumed.

Death of 
Robert B. Lester, who died at

his home in South Hadley,

Mass., recently, was well-known

in the jewelry trade of this city.

After learning the business with L. S. Stowe & Co.,

Springfield, Mass., he came to New York and

entered the services of Aikin, Lambert & Co.,

with whom he remained twenty years. He then

went to Andrew K. Shiebler & Son, and after a

year's connection with that firm he went to Charles

S. Crossman & Co., and subsequently to William

Smith & Co. He opened business for himself as a

broker in jewelry and diamonds about a year ago,

but owing to the demise of his father he was called

home a few months later. He remained in South

Hadley, and his health began to fail rapidly until

the end came some weeks ago. He was fifty-one

years old and is survived by a widow and one son.
Geo. B. Coleman, surviving
partner of Mills & Coleman,

George B. Coleman 672 Madison Avenue, died
some weeks ago at his resi-

dence, 25 E. Sixty-first Street, at the age of fifty-

five. Deceased was the son of the late Mrs. M. A.

Mills, whose death occurred in July, 1903. He

was a native of Ireland and came to this country

at the age of fifteen. He became engaged in his

mother's store and after a few years was admitted

to partnership in the concern, which then became

known as that of Mills & Coleman, the location

being 589 Grand Street. A move was subse-

quently made to the Madison Avenue location,

where the business was continued. Deceased is

survived by two sisters. The funeral services were

held at St. Patrick's Cathedral.
The Mutual Aid Society of

the Ansonia Clock Co.'s em-

ployees held its twelfth annual
entertainment and ball on

Thanksgiving Eve., the scene

of the festivity being Prospect Hall, Brooklyn. It

was a notable function in many respects, particu-

larly from the numerical standpoint, there being

no less than 3000 persons in attendance. The

Actors' Protective Union furnished an interesting

entertainment during the first portion of the

evening, and this was followed by the ball. The

event passed off under very pleasant conditions,

and its success was very creditable to those who

had charge of the arrangements. The following

are the officers of the society : James H. Straun,

president ; P. Toomey, vice-president ; J. W.

Wildman, recording secretary ; G. Bernhardt,

financial secretary ; T. A. Smith, treasurer, and

C. McIntyre, chairman relief committee.
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Robert B. Lester

Death of

Ansonia's Clock
Co.'s Employees
Hold Entertainment

A movement for the organiza-

Importers' Orga- tion of American importers has
mzation Projected been quietly progressing for

some time past and promises to

take practical shape in the formation of the Im-

porters' National Association. The object of this

proposed body will be to obtain prompt and

equitable administration of the customs laws for

every person and firm engaged in the importing

business regardless of political affiliations. Another

feature of the organization will be the dissemination

of market intelligence regarding values and proper

rates of duty upon imported merchandise. A fee

of fifty dollars per annum will be charged. Pros-

pects for the permanent organization of this body

are very favorable and already the movement has

received the approval of a number of jewelry firms

and kindred establishments.
The silver service presented in

London last month to Sir
Thomas Lipton by Ambassa-

dor Choate, on behalf of the
American people, is a beautiful

work of art. It was made by Tiffany & Co., of

this city, and consists principally of a handsome

oval centerpiece from which rises a group corn-

posed of an American bison and an Indian. The

base is ornamented with ivy leaves, emblematic of

friendship, and with cotton blossoms of Indian

corn, typical American products and with the rose

of England, the thistle of Scotland, and the sham-

rock of Ireland. In a large medallion on the base

are the entwined initials T. J. L., supported by the

American eagle and draped with the American and

English flags. Around the base is the inscription:

From the people of the United States of
America to Sir Thomas J. Lipton, Bart. K. C. V. 0.,
who, by his good-tempered sportsmanship, his
generosity to families of our soldiers and his hos-
pitality to Americans at home and abroad, has
done much toward promoting Anglo-American
friendship.

The service also includes two imposing can-

delabra, four compotiers and twelve other pieces,

all ornamented in keeping with the centerpiece.

The entire service was fitted in two handsome

oak cases.

The Silver
Service Presented
to Lipton

Seeks Damages
for Involuntary
Removal

Otto Lindwall has brought an

action for $5000 damages in

Part i of the Supreme Court,

Brooklyn, against Jos. H. May,

David Michel, Julius Strauss

and Samuel Charig, alleging that through negli-

gence the defendants named forced him to vacate

the building at 346 Fulton Street. In his complaint

Jeweler Windwall states that he leased the build-

ing from the defendants, and that owing to their

failure to properly secure the structure while

another was being erected next door, it fell in

February last and he was obliged to leave it,

although his lease did not expire until May t, 5903.

The defendants claim, in their answer, that the

plaintiff abandoned the building.

Herman Abraham, of S. Cohn & Co., the

Maiden Lane diamond firm, sailed on the American

line steamship Philadelphia(  caled 

on

o: 

page 

e  5  Saturday,  December

5th, for the diamond markets of Europe.



Advertise Your Diamond Business.

We have a book which is called " Few Hints to Purchasers of Diamonds and Precious Stones." This book is

intended to be a catalogue for any retail jeweler. It is full of information about diamonds and precious stones. It has

helpful hints to prospective diamond purchasers. It will help to increase the diamond business of any jeweler.

It is a thirty-six page book, illustrating Diamond Rings, Brooches, Scarf Pins, etc. It also contains illustrations

showing different sizes of diamonds, rubies, emeralds, sapphires, pearls, turquoises and opals. These are shown in

natural colors, showing the different weights and prices of each. It also contains a series of articles giving useful infor-

mation on precious stones, and dealers would find this a handy book for reference.

( This is one of the cuts shown in this catalogue.)

We will furnish these catalogues to you in quantities of one hundred for 5 cents each, and print your name and

address on the front cover. This will make an excellent advertisement for you. Ask us to send you a copy.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., g Maiden Lane, New York.

C. Dorflinger & Sons

FINE GLASSWARE

No. 600 STEMWARE.
CUT STEM AND STAR FOOT.

36 Murray Street, New York.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

OCHE & 001181113
CiENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER in

014 E R 0 4,

eolvsTAtti-
TRADE-MARK.

Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, se.
3 Maiden Lane, New York
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In response to numerous corn-

Merchants' A„o-
plaints from merchants both in

ciation Starts War and out of this city, the Mer-

on Trading Stamps chants' Association will inaugu-

rate a campaign for the eradi-

cation of the trading stamp evil. The association

believes that the issuance of trading stamps results

in injury to the merchant as well as to the con
-

sumer through the artificial stimulus which it

imparts to business, and also for the reason that 
it

constitutes a discrimination against the retailer

who is unable to procure the stamps. An effor
t

will be made at the next session of the New York

State Legislature to have the trading stamp prac-

tice prohibited by law. Financial aid is required

to prosecute this movement, and in order to obtain

it the association has issued a circular letter settin
g

forth its object and soliciting contributions. A cop
y

of this communication has been sent to every large

concern in New York City and State, and a move-

ment will also be made to organize the business

men of the metropolis in support of the campaign

with the hope of obtaining the support of the

assemblymen and senators. Circulars and petitions

will be distributed in every county, each separate

distribution of which will cost from $600 to $700;

and this, together with the expense of special visits

of the association's agents to the leading towns o
f

the State, will probably necessitate an outlay o
f

about $10,000.

An assistant has been appointed

New Assistant to General George W. Mindil,

Jewelry Examiner jewelry examiner at the Ap-

Well-Known in praisers' Stores of the port of
the Trade New York, in the person of

William B. Treadwell. The

appointee has spent twenty-nine years in the

diamond business and is very well known to the

trade in this city and throughout the country a
s

well. He is forty-three years old and began wit
h

Tiffany & Co. at an early age. He attained to 
a

responsible position with this concern, and after a

fourteen years' connection with it, entered the

services of Hodenpyl & Sons, 170 Broadway, in

whose interest he traveled throughout the United

States. He also traveled for Smith, Patterson &

Co., of Boston, and has been employed as di
amond

man by a number of retail houses in the metropolis
.

Mr. Treadwell is a brother of Col. H. H. Tread
-

well, head of Tiffany's diamond department and 
a

director of that firm. William B. Treadwell, Jr.,

traveler for Hodenpyl & Sons, is a son of the newly-

appointed assistant examiner.

Death of 

William Wise, head of William

Wise & Son, the well-known

retail firm, of Brooklyn, passed
away last month at the patri-

archal age of eighty-nine. For about a year prior

to his demise he was confined to his house. He

was a native of England and came to America with

his parents at an early age. His first connection

with the jewelry business was established with

Samuel Smith, at one time the only jeweler in

Brooklyn. Deceased succeeded to this business,

which was then conducted at 79 Fulton Street.

He subsequently erected a building at 239 Fulton

Street, to which he removed, and coincidently with

the physical evolution of Brooklyn he effected a

number of other removals, always with a view t
o

keeping in the business section, the present locatio
n

being to Flatbush Avenue. In the meantime his

son, Alfred F. Wise, had been admitted to the

William Wise
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firm, and it was then that the name William Wise
& Son was adopted. Identified, as he was, for so

many years with the mercantile growth of Brooklyn,

deceased was consequently well-known by all the

old residents of that city. In the jewelry trade of

the metropolis and of Newark he was one of the

most venerable and highly-esteemed personages.

Two sons and eight granchildren survive him.

The regular monthly meeting of

Jewelers' Security the executive committee of the

Jewelers' Security Alliance was

held on Friday, December i ith,

the following members being present : Chairman

Butts, President Sloan,Vice-Presidents Champenois

and Wood, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and

Messrs. Alford, Bowden, Brown and Stern of the

committee. The following were admitted to

membership:

Alliance

Benjamin & Co., Baltimore,
Maryland.

D. C. Corroll, Spartansburg,
South Carolina.

Wm. H. Fink, Seattle, Wash.
L. U. Cupple, Letts, Iowa.
Victor M. Lorch, Louisville,

Kentucky.
H. C. Stevens, High Springs,

Florida.
William G. Strauss, Balti-

more, Md.
S. A. Asquith & Bro., Water-

loo, Iowa.
Frank H. Bowers & Co.,

Taunton, Mass.
D. Copeland, Marshall, Texas.
D. Copeland, Palestine Texas.
J. H. Fuoss, Brookfield, Mo.
AL L. Gibson, Linneus, Mo.

F. P. Huyck, Swanton, Ohio.
C. A. Kline, Whatcom, Vash.
Hermann, Newport, It. I.
Otto E. Loven, Oak Park, Ill.
Nilson- Crawford Co., Deni-

son, Texas.
Eugene Parker,Durand,Mich.
J. F. Bruns Greenville, S. C.
Ben. C. Bow,den, Mayfield, Ky.
M. Miesch, Jr., & Co., Musko-

gee, Ind. Ter.
Heron & Smith, Webster City,

Iowa.
E. A. Koetsch, North Tona-

wanda, N. Y.
Buchanan & Ladson, Wash-

ington, D. C.
Vahlman & Jacobs, East St.

Louis, Ill.
J. L. Whisler, Marlon, Ind.

A well-dressed stranger called

Detective Upsets at Tiffany's last month, and

stating that his daughter was

fond of uncut gems, requested

one of the clerks to let him see some. The stranger

looked critically at the gems and asked the cost of

one. The clerk answered $11,200. The man liked

a better one and was shown a $29,000 gem. "I'd

like to take it," said the visitor condescendingly,

and he spoke as though he meant it. " Now that

one there," pointing to a brilliant in the case. The

clerk bent over and the man glanced around. The

benign smile he wore changed into a bitter expres-

sion. He had seen some one he knew. Detective

Sergeant Pepperted saw him, too. The stranger

bolted for the door, knocking over women and

children in a wild effort to escape. Pepperted

seized his coat tail just in time. He was taken to

police headquarters and searched, but nothing was

found. According to the police he is William

Mestayer, professional swindler, who has served

two terms in Sing Sing.

From this distance it looks as if

the precious stone importations

for 1903 will fall short of the

quantity for the preceding year.

This is almost certain to be the

case unless the December importations reach an

unusually high standard. The quantity of pearls

and precious stones imported in November, 
1903,

sw,mounted to $1,837,135.72, made up of $1,223,487.90

worth of cut and $613,647.82 worth of uncut stones.

The largest volume of November importations

on record was that of 1902, when the total wa
s

greater by $108,363.45 than last November. The

second largest was in 1900, when the value o
f

importations exceeded those for the corresponding

period of 1903 by $30,297.42. The appended tabl
e

shows the figures for the past five years.

Game of Thief

Falling Off in
Precious Stone
Importations

Tear.

1903 • • $1,223,487.90
1902 . 1,307,306.39
1901 . 1,092,592.82
1900 . . 205,691•34
1899. . 611,625.13

Uncut.

$613,647.82
638,192.78
687,508.91
962,041.80
264,774.51

Total.

$1,837,135.72
1,945,499.17
1,780,099.73
1,867,733.14
1,076,399.64

Alfred Krower
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Alfred Krower, of Albert

Donates to Charity Lorsch & Co., recently re-
ceived $500 from the United

States Goverment as part of the reward for

the recovery of the split pearls and opals, valued

at $2700, stolen from the appraisers' stores in

July last. This reward has been donated by

Mr. Krower to the following charitable pur-

poses : Police Pension Fund, Montefiore Home,

Presbyterian Hospital, United Charities and the

Educational Alliance, each of which received Poo.
The other $500, which made up the total reward
of $t000, was equitably divided between Detectives

Dowling and Nugent, and Win. Bray, retail jeweler,
who aided in the recovery of the goods.

At the regular monthly meeting
of the Jewelers' Association and
Board of Trade of New York
held in the board rooms, 170
Broadway, December ioth, a
committee which had been ap-

pointed to consider the making of some changes
in the prescribed conditions for admission to

membership in the association made its report.
This report was unanimously adopted by the

directors, and the secretary was directed to prepare
the amendments to the by-laws necessary to carry
the report into effect for submission to members at
the annual meeting to be held on January 28th.
The action of the board in appointing a committee
with such a function was prompted by the constant
and growing accretions to the membership of the

association, which at this time amounts to 410.
The committee's report is as follows:

Gentlemen :—Your committee beg leave to
make the following report and recommend suitable
alterations in the by-laws on membership to make
effective the report, if the same is approved by the
board.

After the initiation has reached 450 an initiation
fee of $50.00 will be charged all applicants approved
by the membership committee and elected by the
directors, the fee to be paid by applicant upon
notice of their election as members. Initiation fee
not to be refunded on withdrawal of member.
This rule to apply in all cases after the number of
membersThe 

membership
hasonce reachto bed4e 5o

limited to a total of
500, after which the membership committee may
choose from a waiting list names of applicants for
membership to fill vacancies that may occur.

Any present member resigning his membership
and making application for reinstatement, will be
subject to all the conditions provided for the
admTisshieonamofonuenwts

mreecmedbiveers. as initiation fees shall
be invested by the finance committee, and the
income of such investment shall be subject to
appropriation by said committee for the general
purposilescoonftrtahcetsaosf sociation

.
A 

membership shall be made so
that they shall continue in force for a period of one
year from the first day of January next following the
date of admission of said member to membership.

FREDERICK H. LARTER,
C. G. ALFORD,
GEO. W. STREET.

The jewelry, precious metals and precious
stones belonging to the estate of Isidor Michelson,

who became bankrupt some months ago, were

sold on November 3oth, by public auction, at 37

Maiden Lane under the supervision of Albert
Lorsch, trustee in bankruptcy. A large number of

manufacturers and wholesale dealers were in

attenTdhae 
Mrs. rs. T. Lynch Co., which is practically

the business successor of the late Mrs. Theresa

Lynch, was recently incorporated at Albany, with

a capital of $25o,000. The object of the company

is to conduct a jewelry store in this city and the

following are theandt,i.:ed odirectors pags :Fe .47B) B. Parks, G. H.
Hayman and L. G. Tkancke.

w 

Jewelers' Asso-
ciation and
Board of Trade to
Limit Membership



Another Convenience
for Men.

On January 1st we will place on the

market a complete line of Larter

Vest Buttons with fine Mother-of-

pearl tops and plated backs. Every

feature of the Larter Vest Button

Back is retained in this production,

and the workmanship and wearing

qualities equal our 14 K. Gold

Buttons.

Like the Larter Shirt Stud, this but-

ton can be inserted or removed in a

second, is secure when in the vest

and has no parts to lose. Uncon-

ditionally guaranteed. To be had

from all leading Jobbers.

Larter, Elcox 0 Co.,
21-23 Maiden Lane,

New York City.
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Princess
Ring
Pocket
Catalogue

r
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pRINCES

, .
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N2 6263
$12.00

SECOND
EDITION

Please order
these goods at
once from your
Jobber

The Word
PRINCESS
is the Trade
Mark for
Initial or
Emblem
Rings

6403

N26402

N26401

N2 5648

pRINCEs

N° 6573

05708 I4KFINE

Have you received the PRINCESS
Pocket Catalogue?

Write for it to

Princess Ring Manufacturers,
Hays Building,

21 and 23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

(SINNOCK & SHERRILL)
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A young man went into Henry

Thief Snatched C. F. Nockin's jewelry store at
Tray of Jewelry 667Columbus Avenue, Wednes-

day afternoon, December 9th,

and asked to see some diamond jewelry. He said

that he was the private secretary of a bank presi-

dent who lived in Central Park West and had been

sent around to price some jewelry. The jeweler

showed him some and the stranger said he would

consult with his boss and return later. He came

back at 8 P. M. and, in the absence of the proprietor,

Harry Aders, the bookkeeper, waited on him.

Aders spread many trays of jewelry on the counter

and was putting out more when the young man

grabbed one in which were $1400 worth of diamond

jewelry and ran out the front door. He stopped

long enough to shove a piece of wood between the

double doors to prevent the bookkeeper from

getting out. Aders, however, " yanked " the door

open and chased the thief to Ninety-third Street,

yelling at the top of his voice. A crowd joined in

the chase, among whom was Policeman James

Horan of the West One Hundredth Street Station.

Meanwhile the young man had thrown the tray of

jewelry into the street. The crowd searched for

diamonds and turned their findings over to the

bookkeeper. After the search had been com-

pleted all the jewelry had been recovered with the

exception of one ring valued at sixty dollars.

Policeman Horan took his prisoner to the West

One Hundredth Street Station, where the young

man said he was Walter Jones, twenty-three years

old, of 26 Montgomery Street, Jersey City.

Upon advices received by In-
spector McClusky, head of the
detective bureau, from the chief
of police at Hamilton, Ber-
muda, two negroes were arrested
upon the recent arrival here of

the steamship Pretoria from that island. When

the ship tied up two detectives bounded up the gang

plank and hunted up Charles Ross, steward and

purser of the ship. Ross handed the detectives a long

letter from Duncan M. Doe, a jeweler at 39 Front

Street, Hamilton. The letter said that Doe's store

had been broken into some nights previously and
that everything in the front window except a small

gold ring had been taken. He enclosed a list of
the stolen jewelry. Mr. Doe put the value of the
stolen stuff at something more than $10,0oo. The
letter ended in a short paragraph asking New
York's chief detective to keep his eye out for any
jewelry answering the description he gave. The
detectives noticed two gaudily attired negroes, who
traveled on saloon tickets and who, according to
the purser, had partaken of nothing but the finest
eatables and beverages on board. They were
promptly arrested and when compelled to disrobe
in the stateroom it was found that yards of bandage
cloth were wound about their legs, and beneath
this was a quantity of cotton batting, concealed in
which was jewelry answering to the description
given in Jeweler Doe's letter. The negroes gave
their names as James Watkins and William
Lambert. When arranged before Commissioner
Shields the following day they said that a white
man, who called himself Col. Alexander T.Walker,
gave the stolen jewelry to them to bring into this
country. They went to Bermuda twenty-five days
previously, they said, to visit their parents, who
lived about twenty-four miles out of Hamilton.
They often saw " Col. Walker " about the island,

Negroes Bring
$10,000 Worth of
Jewelry
from Bermuda
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and on the day they were to sail he asked them to
take the jewelry to America. The robbery was
committed two days before the negroes left
Bermuda. The negroes were held in $2500 bail.

The British government, through Consul-General
Sir Percy Sanderson, has demanded the extradition
of the men on the charge of twice robbing the
jewelry store of Duncan M. Doe at Hamilton.

The death of Thomas G. Brown,
Death of which occurred on December
Thomas G. Brown 2d at the residence of his

youngest son at Chicopee, Mass.,
removes a man who at one time was one of the
most conspicuous personages in the jewelry trade
of New York City and Newark. Deceased was
the senior member of the jewelry manufacturing
firm of Thomas G. Brown & Sons, of this city.
He was a nonegenarian at the time of his death,
and the major portion of his ninety active years

was devoted to the jewelry business. His con-
nection with the trade dates back to the days when
he was a boy, and continued unbroken until he
retired eleven years ago, after a career no less
notable for its activity than for its progress. He
was born in New York City and began his business
life with a firm named Platt & Bro., which did a
gold and silver refining and jewelry jobbing busi-

ness. He traveled on the road for several years,

and afterwards opened a manufocturing business

at ro Cortlandt Street, this city, in partnership with

James A. Dwight. After five years progress,

Stephen H. Palmer was admitted to the firm, the

name of which then became Brown, Palmer &
Dwight. The business was then removed to
premises which stood on the present site of the

Broadway-Maiden Lane Building. In subsequent

years Mr. Brown severed his connection with the
firm and became a member of one known as

Baldwin & Co., from which Mr. Baldwin retired in

1865, owing to impaired health, disposing of his

interest to Mr. Brown, who after continuing it for

eighteen years under his own name, admitted his

two sons, Thomas B. and William A. Brown, to

partnership. The name of this business was then

altered to that of Thomas G. Brown & Sons.

Deceased continued as senior partner in the house

for fifteen years and then retired. The wide range

of his business experience, his long record of corn-

mercial integrity and superior qualities of mind

and heart won him the esteem and confidence of a

legion of friends.

The famous belt presented in

John L.'s Valuable 1887 to John L. Sullivan, quon-
Belt Sold dam champion pugilist, was

recently sold at auction by

J. Rosenthal for $29oo. This trophy is said to have

cost $ro,000. Both sides of a solid gold plate are

set with diamonds, large and small, and the plate

itself bears an engraved inscription. Some of the

diamonds originally on the belt are, however, said

to be missing.
The Julius King Optical Co. was incorporated

at Albany, December 7th, with a capital of $roo,000.

The incorporators of the company are Julius King,

president ; W. G. King, vice-president ; B. W.

King, secretary, and Leo. Wormser, treasurer.

The firm-name of Silbermann & Co., of 87

Maiden Lane, has been changed to that of Silber-

mann, Kohn & Wallenstein, the altered nomen-

clature dating from January 1st. The membership

of the concern remains as heretofore.
Sherman A. Waterbury, for the past ten years

in the employ of Oliver M. Farrand, dealer in

jewelry and watches, 3 Maiden Lane, recently

opened a business of his own in an office which he

occupies conjointly with Monroe Engelsman,

diamond importer, at z. Maiden Lane. Mr. Engels-

man, who had not been engaged in active business
for some time owing to impaired health, has fully
recovered and resumed business.

The Ohio Cut Glass Company has removed its
New York salesroom from 33 Murray Street to 66
West Broadway, corner of Murray Street. Thomas
G. Edge is now the New York representative of
this company.

The Schimper Co. was recently incorporated
at Trenton, N. J., with a capital of $35,000. The
object of this company is to manufacture novelties
in glass, porcelain, metal and ceiluloid, the principal
office of the company will be in Newark, N. J., and
the incorporators are Frederick E. Croitois, David
T. Howell and Edward W. Schimper.

Hayden W. Wheeler, of Hayden W. Wheeler
& Co., wholesale dealers in watches and jewelry,

170 Broadway, was the recipient of many felicita-
tions upon the recent celebration of his fiftieth year
in the jewelry business.

The Knickerbocker Jewelry Co. recently
opened a handsome store at Sixth Avenue and
Sixteenth Street. The structure occupied by this
firm was in course of construction for several
months. The main floor is given over to diamonds,
watches and gold articles ; the second floor to

silverware ; the third floor to cut glass and bric-a-
brac, while the basement is devoted to art goods.
Elevators communicate with all departments.

H. B. Peters & Co., material dealers, 177
Broadway, have just issued a new price-list for
1904, which jewelers will find very convenient as a
means of reference.

The Eaton & Glover Company and the
National Steel Plate Engraving Co. are now lo-
cated in their new quarters in the Biglow Building,
106-108 Sixth Avenue, near Eighth Street. They
occupy two floors of the building and have twice
as much space as in their old quarters. This gives

them greatly increased facilities for their rapidly
expanding business.

Alfred H. Smith & Co., 170 Broadway, re-
cently issued a beautifully compiled booklet enti-
tled "Rare Jewels." A cut of the building in

which this concern is located forms the frontis-

piece, and the next page is devoted to a tabulation
of the name, date and address of the concern at
various stages in its history. The type and illus-

trations are highly artistic, and form a pleasing

departure from conventional styles. A feature of

the booklet is several folding pages of rich illus-

trations. The reading matter is in an engaging

vein, and harmonizes in every respect with the

general excellence of this compilation.
Upon learning of the death of M. Immisch,

eminent horologist, of London, the Watchmakers'

Society of New York, at its last monthly meeting,

passed a number of resolutions expressing its con-

dolence and its sense of the loss sustained by

horological science through the passing of so nota-

ble an artificer
J. H. Brouwer, the Grand Street jeweler, was

an active participant in the formalities attending

the recent opening of the new bridge across the

East River. Mounted on horseback, Jeweler

Brouwer rode in front of the Eastern District con-

tingent from their headquarters, and headed the

civic parade which followed behind the militia. It

is also worthy of note that Peter Holler, another

well-known jeweler, was chairman of the bridge-

opening celebration. Jeweler Brouwer is president

of the Grand Street Board of Trade.

"I consider The Keystone fierfect."—Hal.
Sanders, Jeweler, Cayucos, California.
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A good, old-fashioned Happy

New Year to every man who has

anything to do with Watches—we

feel as though we knew every one

of you.

We would like to shake your

strong right hand and thank you per-

sonally for any share of your trade

that came our way the past year. We

remember and appreciate it. To be

sure, you got the best we had in the

shop and we tried our best to please

and treat you right. In i9o4 we will

do still better. We promise you that,

trusting to your good will, good judg-

ment and good business practices for

a continued generous support.

We again wish you most heartily

the compliments of the season and

gently remind you that we are always

ready to serve you to the best of

our ability. Command us from either

office.

J. W. FORSINGER
Wholesale Watches,
eite.„104) Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. eterjr.0.4

4' Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane, New York. @--ters—ON I

anuary, 1904 THE KEYSTONE

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Room 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO, DECEMBER 26, 1903.

A good feeling prevails in

Trade Conditions the jewelry and optical trades
in Chicago. This may be said
to be a general condition in

most parts of the West, South, Southwest and
Northwest. There are exceptions to this state-

ment to be sure, for the large stores in the larger
towns and cities have hardly done so well this
December as they did during the same period last
season. Then there are some localities, like
Denver, Salt Lake City and Butte and Texas, that
are off this year on account of local conditions.
But the holiday business all over the West and
South is, if anything, better than last season.
Reordering by the interior dealers and liberal calls
for re-assortment of goods from the retail trade
showed that a good Christmas trade has been
transacted and confirms this statement. Trade at
points like Cincinnati, Louisville, Memphis, New
Orleans, St. Louis and Kansas City has been a
record breaker, both among wholesalers and re-
tailers. Here in Chicago most houses are glad
if they have kept up with last December's high
record. Cotton has recently made its generous
contribution to the welfare of the South. The
rise in this staple has flooded the South with rich
new money. The West, it may be truthfully re-
marked, on account of its fine crops, shares in this
comfortable standing up to its due proportion.
The kind of buying that has occurred during the
holiday season just closed shows that the condi-
tion of the average citizen has remained pros-
perous, after all, throughout Chicago's territory.
One feature has been that very little change in the
standard of goods consumed, notwithstanding ex-
pectations that the trade would take cheaper
grades largely in view of the fear of hard times.
It is generally true that diamonds and fine
jewelry have not had the call that they had last
season. Notwithstanding all this, judging from
the reports we have been able to get, we are justi-
fied in saying that the volume of sales in this
city's territory for the present month will foot up
practically as good as December, 19o2, and that
the year taken as a whole will come out ahead.

Five million dollars a day is
a snug sum for the people of
a single country to realize as
the sale of the products of their

farms, factories, forests, fisheries and mines. The
exports of domestic products of the United States
In the month of October, 19o3, averaged more than
$5,000,000 for every day in the month. The

and Results.

A Prosperity
Story.

total exports of the month, as shown by the
figures of the Department of Commerce and
Labor, through the Bureau of Statistics, amounted
to $160,370,059, which would average more than
$5,000,000 for every day in the month and practi-

cally $6,000,000 for every business day in the
month. From the port of New York alone the
exports of the month were $51,867,942, or nearly
$2,000,000 for each business day of the month.

According to the annual re-
port of Gov. Ferguson, of
Oklahoma, that Territory's
present population is 650,000
and the actual value of its

taxable property is $400,000,000, although only
$84,000,000 is returned by the assessors for 1903.
The Territory's debt is $462,000. This is a very
good showing for our Southwestern neighbor.
The probability is that the population figures are
placed a little too high here, but even putting it
at 600,000 the total is very imposing. None of
the Territories at the time of their admission to
Statehood had anything like this number of in-
habitants. As the Indian Territory is also grow-
ing with great rapidity there is a strong prob-
ability that the two at this time have an aggregate
population in the neighborhood of ijoo,000,
united—and they will be united, of course, when
admitted to Statehood—they would stand pretty
high in the population scale. They would rank
twenty-sixth or twenty-seventh on the roll of the
forty-five. Nebraska would be a little way above
them, but at their present rate of growth they
would soon overtake that State. That Oklahoma-
Indian Territory has a brilliant future as a com-
munity there can be no doubt. Each section, the
Indian Territory with its rich mineral lands and
Oklahoma with its vast capabilities in all lines of
agriculture, supplies something which the other
lacks. There is a strong probability that these
twin Territories will be admitted to Statehood as
a single State before the winter is over.

The following reports from
Holiday Business jewelers in different sections

of the West tell of the main
features of the holiday season

just closed. They give some interesting informa-
tion as to the conditions which exist in the
various States mentioned. These advices are
from thoroughly representative retail jewelers
who are relating their own experience during the
holiday rush and who are good judges of the state
of things in their communities. These opinions
were brought out by inquiry not only as to the
outlook in general but especially as to whether

A Country
with a Brilliant
Future.

in the West.
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there is any falling off in trade when compared
with last December. It is gratifying to observe
that on the whole the reports reflect satisfactory
conditions and a hopeful feeling for the new year.

From Jewelers in Illinois.
Our trade has been larger than any previous

year up to the 20th of December. We have sold
a great many nice goods, but not expensive pieces.
Medium-priced goods had the call. Our watch
trade the last few days has been very good, but
mostly in medium grades. Our diamond business
has been unusually good in all grades. Our trade
opened earlier than any previous season. Our
only complaint is that the last two Saturdays have
been the worst for weather that we ever experi-
enced in holiday times. These two days we fell
about 20 per cent. short, but all other days in De-
cember have been very much larger than in pre-
vious years. The next four days no doubt will
be record breakers as the weather has now settled.
All that remains now is the weather to bring us
out in fine shape.

Another dealer reports : Our watch and
diamond business will foot up about the same as
last year, which was very satisfactory. The
medium-price goods are more in demand with us
than expensive or cheaper grades. Trade started
in earlier this year than ever before with us, and
if we sell as much as anticipated this week our
sales will exceed last year's business 12 to 35 per
cent.

From Jewelers in Kansas.
Our sales during the first three weeks of this

month are about 15 per cent. in advance of last
year. From what I can learn the jewelry trade in
general in this section is about on a par with last
year. Watches are not selling as well as usual
and range in price from $40 apiece down.
Diamonds have sold very well indeed, and con-
sist of fine large stones, of which we have sold
quite a number. Medium- price goods in our line
are going very slow. Toilet articles do not seem
to be in favor. Cut glass and hand-painted china
are called for frequently, as are also the fobs for
ladies and gentlemen. Trade began a little earlier
in the month than usual this year, but there has
been no very great rush at any time during the
month. Low-priced articles, $1 to $5, are being
sought after quite largely. Sales of silver-plated
hollowware have been scarce. Souvenir spoons
are going rapidly.

Says another dealer : My trade, up to Decem-
ber 20th, this year, is 31 per cent. ahead of last
year. Demand for watches, jewelry, silverware,
etc., about as usual, if any different, buying better
goods. My increase is due more to diamonds
sold than any other line, yet a general increase.
Trade conditions generally not so good as last
year.

A leading jeweler in the Capitol City reports:
Business, up to date, the same as last year, but
prospects are not so good for the remaining days.
Think we will fall behind last year. Watches are
good sellers. Loose diamonds selling pretty well,
mounted diamonds very slow up to date, with
poor prospects. No special run on any particular
line. Purchases seem to be of less value than last
year. No large sales in sight compared with last
season. People seem to be cutting down their
list of presents. Saturday ,was a good day. Think
it will lessen the days to come. Business in
general with other lines not crowded as last year.
The next few days may change the present pros-
pects, but can hardly expect as good trade as last
year.

(Continued on Pages,.)
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Another prominent Kansas jeweler said: The

holiday trade this year in this section of the

country was excellent, commencing two weeks

sooner than it did for years before, and trade is

much better than for several years. The demand

for watches has been very good, indeed, and we

sold more diamonds than we have sold for several

years past. The medium-priced watches are those

that sell the best. I think our trade will run 35

per cent. better than last year.

From a Leading Minnesota Jeweler.

November very poor ; December also, up to a

week ago. Think the holiday season will wind

up better than the opening indicated. We ha
ve

not so many buyers as a year ago, not as 
much

activity, but our volume of trade is larger.

Watches are not selling as good as last year. We

have sold more of better quality however. The
re

is an element of uncertainty in trade, I thi
nk

simply a reflection of conditions in the East.

There is no reason why business should not co
n-

tinue good in this section for some time.

From a Missouri Jeweler.

My sales up to the 20th of December about

the same as last year. General feeling not so

good. Watch sales slightly below last year, and

fine jewelry runs the same. Medium jewelry sold

better. Diamonds less in demand than last ye
ar.

Think my December trade will be less than l
ast

year, but from talks with dealers in other 
lines I

find I am nearer previous years than they. I 
am

optimistic as to general results individually.

From a Nebraska Jeweler.

The first three weeks in December, 1903, ran

VA per cent. behind the first three weeks in De-

cember, 1902, a difference not worth mentioning.

We sold a general line, evenly distributed; 
no

large diamond sales or high-priced fine jewelry.

Watches sold about as well as last year, mostly

medium and low grades. Christmas buying

opened up slow and gradual. Every merchant

complains of decrease in trade, particularly in

November. My trade in November fell off 22 per

cent. Outlook not very promising. Reason, short

wheat crops and depressed hog market. We

people are conservative and don't buy freely.

At the present time Chicago

Merger of Whole- as a market for optical goods

sale Optical Firms. and as a center for optical

manufacturing is excelled by

no other city in this country. In fact, its leader-

ship as a distributing center in the optical line is

one of the many notable features of its wonderful

growth. Credit for such leadership is, of course,

due to the pioneer and now large houses in the

wholesale and manufacturing business, and the

name of F. A. Hardy & Company will readily

occur to our readers as the one that most truly

typifies in the optical line the wonderful growth

of the great Western metropolis. Their career

has been one continued story of progress and pros-

perity. Their position in the front rank has been

won by a steadfast adherence to the best business

methods, and reflects credit upon the integrity

and ability of the members of the firm. Year by

year, since 1883, their business has increased, until

to-day they stand first in the whole world as a

wholesale and manufacturing optical firm.

Constant progress is the watchword of this

house, so that when it was announced the early

part of December that the wholesale and manu-

facturing firm of Chambers, Inskeep & Co., at co
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Wabash avenue, would be amalgamated with that

of F. A. Hardy & Company after January 1,

1904, the announcement evoked a large amount of

favorable comment in the trade and the success

of the merger was predicted on all sides. Charles

Chambers Inskeep enters the company as an

active officer, having been elected secretary in

place of E. B. Morse, who becomes treasurer of

the company. David Chambers and E. A. Inskeep

personally connect themselves with the company.

The ear, nose and throat surgical instrument de-

partment will be carried on as heretofore by L.

R. Kratzmueller as manager of the department.

It is a bit of history that in 1888 Messrs.

David Chambers, Charles C. Inskeep, E. A. Cham-

bers and Carey Inskeep (the latter two being

silent partners) formed the firm of Chambers,

Inskeep & Co., at Ottumwa, Iowa, and shortly

afterward moved to Chicago. Later Mr. E. A.

Inskeep entered the firm as an active partner. By

close attention to business and conscientious deal-

ings the firm built up a successful and profitable

business. About a year ago it became apparent

that the silent partners would before long retire

from the business, and Mr. C. C. Inskeep con-

ceived the idea of an amalgamation of their firm

and F. A. Hardy & Company. The very large

business and magnificent organization of the latter

concern would amply accommodate the trade of

the former, and by adding to it the increase in re-

sponsible personnel which his firm would supply,

there appeared to be an opportunity to enlarge

his own sphere of activity, besides increasing the

usefulness of the older company.

After prolonged negotiations he was success-

ful in carrying out his project on terms which

were honorable and satisfactory to all concerned.

This amalgamation is not in the remotest degree

similar to a trust. It is simply the union of the

two houses in such a way as to combine the ad-

vantages of both and increase their usefulness to

the trade. The business of F. A. Hardy & Com-

pany was probably as large as that of any other

optical jobbing establishment in the world, and

this move undoubtedly gives it a business larger

than that of any other, besides adding to its equip-

ment and personnel so as to make it an ideal

source of supply to the retail optician or oculist.

The business of Chambers, Inskeep & Co.

will be transferred to F. A. Hardy & Com-

pany's establishment January 1st, and as soon as

possible thereafter they will add materially to

their floor space, so as to afford facilities for the

best possible attention to the wants of the trade,

and so as to accommodate the large increase in

their business which the development of the opti-

cal trade justifies them in expecting. F. A.

Hardy & Company are incorporated under the

laws of the State of Illinois, with an authorized

capital of $300,000. In woo they purchased the

Carlton Optical Co., at Atlanta, Ga. They are

now operating in that city a successful branch

business, together with a branch at Denver, Colo.,

with a full equipment. The officers of the com-

pany are F. A. Hardy, President ; John H. Hardin,

Vice-President; Charles Chambers Inskeep, Sec-

retary; Edward B. Morse, Treasurer, and Mat-

thew McVey, Superintendent.

Personal Mention.

H. G. Pfordresher, for the last twelve years

in charge of the watch department at Moore &

Evans, has severed his connection with this firm

and has accepted the position of Chicago and

Western representative of Geo. L. Brown & Co.,

the Attleboro chain makers, succeeding G. E.

Trebing. Mr. Pfordresher is now in charge of

the firm's Chicago office at 6ot Columbus

Memorial Building, and early in January will start

out on his first trip to make his bow to the jobbing

trade of the "Western Circuit." The trade will

find in Mr. Pfordresher a quiet, unassuming

gentleman who is business all the time and a

mighty pleasant man to meet.

M. H. Van Bergh, of the Van Bergh Silver-

Plate Company, spent a few days in the city the

early part of the month on a visit to the Chicago

office of the company.
F. W. Stewart, for several years past a mem-

ber of the traveling force of the Chicago branch

of the Julius King Optical Company, leaves the

employ of this firm to embark in another line in

partnership with a brother.
R. J. Hillinger, of R. J. Hillinger & Co., has

just returned from a ten days' trip among the

Eastern manufacturing centers.

Charles H. Higbee, Chicago and Western

representative of H. F. Barrows & Co., the Attle-

boro manufacturers, severs his connection with

this firm January 1st, and is now in the East

negotiating for another connection.

George Hunter, consulting superintendent of

the Elgin National Watch Company, left the early

part of the week for San Francisco to embark for

the Sandwich Islands, where he will spend the

winter.
The J. M. & A. C. Johnston Company, whole-

sale and manufacturing opticians, announce that

they have secured A. T. Smith, for several years

past connected with the optical department at C.

D. Peacock's, to represent them in the Western

territory. Paul H. Johnson will continue to call

on the trade in the larger cities East and West

showing the specialties manufactured by this

house.
Will Manheimer, of Louis Manheimer &

Brother, returned recently from an extended trip

through Eastern territory in the interest of his

firm.
W. H. Kinna, San Francisco and Pacific

Coast agent of the Elgin National Watch Com-

pany, arrived in town Tuesday and will spend a

week at headquarters. Mr. Kinna looks well and

says be is enjoying splendid health. He also re-

ports that the holiday business on the coast has

been fully up to expectations in most cases and

occasionally ahead. Mr. Kinna says that trade

conditions are promising in his territory and that

the outlook for next year's business is quite en-

couraging.
J. W. Forsinger, the watch jobber, returned

the early part of the week from a ten days' trip to

New York, where he was looking over the busi-

ness of his New York office. Mr. Forsinger re-

ports that he had a fine trip and that he enjoyed

every minute while he was away.
A. W. Gore, of Kelsey & Gore, retail opticians

in the Stewart Building, has sold out his interests

in the firm and is now connected with Almer Coe,

the State Street optician.
C. S. Raymond, the former well-known retail

jeweler of Omaha, has been employed at C. D.
Peacock's during the holiday rush.

The disappearance of William George Frail,
secretary of the Elgin National Watch Company,
is still as great a mystery as ever. Up to this
date not a clue has been discovered as to his
whereabouts. It will be remembered that Mr.
Prall disappeared from the Chicago offices of the
company in the Silversmiths' Building on the
morning of November 28th, and as an expert ex-
amination of his books and private accounts re-
vealed no irregularities the theory has been ad-
vanced that his action was taken under temporary

(Continued on pages3.)
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In returning thanks for
the generous patronage

bestowed upon us the

past year, we sincerely

extend our best wishes
to all for

M.A.Mead& Company,
Watch Jobbers,

Columbus Memorial Bldg.,

Chicago.
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mental aberration. The officers of the company

with which he was connected are unanimous in

declaring that there is not the shadow of a sus-

picion as to Mr. Prall's integrity.
J. A. Limbach, for the past ten years Western

and Southern traveler for the Theodore W.

Foster & Brother Company, the widely known
Providence manufacturers, with headquarters in

Chicago, has been advised by his physician to dis-
continue traveling, and at the request of his firm

Mr. Limbach will stay in Chicago permanently,

while his brother-in-law, Richard Kleckner, will
cover his territory, which extends to the Pacific
Coast and through the entire South. Mr. Lim-
bach has notified his friends in the trade through-
out the country of the change.

President Ellbogen, of the Chicago Jewelers'
Association, informs us that the banquet com-
mittee have decided that the twenty-seventh an-
nual dinner and banquet of the association will
be held on the evening of January 14th at the
Sherman House. Heretofore the annual banquet
of the association has always been held at Kins-
ley's, but it was decided that this hosterly could
not comfortably accommodate the number of
guests expected at the coming event. The func-
tion promises to eclipse all previous occasions
of the kind in attendance, interest and brilliancy,
as the committee are bending every effort in that
direction, and they are noted for the splendid
way they do things.

Floyd S. Neely, with the diamond house of
Alfred H. Smith & Company, spent several days
early in the month at the firm's local office.

Gus Weinfeld, of the traveling force of the
Stein & Ellbogen Company, was married last week
to Miss Edythe Catherine Shellabarger, of De-
catur, Ill., at the bride's home in that city. Mr.
and Mrs. Weinfeld have gone to Florida on their
wedding trip.

Richmond Mead, son of M. A. Mead, of M.
A. Mead & Co., who is a student at the University
of Michigan, is spending the holiday season at the
home of his parents in Evanston.

Ed. C. Jamison, a former well-known and
popular traveler for J. W. Forsinger, but for the
past year in charge of Mr. Forsinger's New York
office, has been spending the past week in Chicago,
greeting his old friends and combining some busi-
ness with pleasure.

Ben Sandfelder, Chicago and Western repre-
sentative of McRae & Keeler, the Attleboro manu-
facturers, is out again after being confined to his
home for three weeks with an injured limb caused
by a fall.

W. J. Johnston, head of the well-known
Pittsburg jobbing house of W. J. Johnston &
Company, was a welcome caller at KEYSTONE
headquarters to-day.

Among the Western representatives of East-
ern houses who have recently made application
for membership in the Jewelers' Club, of Chicago,
are M. H. Shiman, of Shiman Brothers, New
York, and M. Rosenberg, of A. Wallach & Co.,
New York.

The business of F. S. Boyden & Co. has been
incorporated with $fot000 capital, to do a manu-
facturing jewelry business. R. A. Griefen is the
new man in the firm, and the new concern will be
known as the Griefen-Boyden Company, and will
do business in the Inter-Ocean Building.

George M. Wallace, formerly manager of the
Chicago office of the R. Wallace & Sons Manu-
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facturing Company, spent a few days in town re-
cently greeting his old friends in the trade and
looking over trade conditions and demands in the
West.

James A. White, of the traveling force of
factory "E," International Silver Company, is
spending the holiday season at his home in this
city.

Anton Schneider, until recently located at
Oakfield, Wis., has established himself in the re-
tail jewelry business at 1635 Fifty-first Street, this
city.

We take pleasure in presenting to THE KEY-
STONE audience the portrait of Miss Edith Bow-

1 yer, daughter of
Jeweler E. G. Bow-
yer, of Algona,
Iowa. Miss Bow-
yer is now a resi-
dent of Chicago
and is a pianist of
some renown, as
well as an expert
organist. She has
been recently ap-
pointed a member
of the faculty of a
leading local musi-
cal college. Miss
Bowyer plays for
the congregation

of the People's Church. She received the appoint-
ment for her skill and her thorough knowledge
of piano music. Her father is justly proud of her
progress and that she has won recognition from
some of our foremost musicians.

R. Sims, traveler for C. H. Knights & Co.,
has resigned his position on account of the illness
of his wife, and they will return to their former
home at Waco, Texas, where Mr. Sims is en-
gaged in the retail business.

E. F. Strickland, the well-known clock sales-
man has resigned his position as traveler with the
American Clock Company and is now on the look-
out for a new connection.

Dr. Earl J. Brown, of the Geneva Optical
Company, has returned from an extended trip to
the Pacific Coast in the interests of his house.
Dr. Brown tells us that he had a most successful
and enjoyable trip and that he found trade condi-
tions excellent in California, with good prospects
for continued prosperity through another year.

Steve R. King, for several years past traveler
for M. F. Barger & Company has accepted a road
position with C. H. Knights & Co. and will cover
his old territory.

Out-of-Town Visitors.

H. P. Hall, head of the H. P. Hall Jewelry
and Music Company, Carthage, Mo., was a visit-
ing buyer in this market the early part of Decem-
ber in search of novelties for his firm's holiday
demands.

Ingersoll & Shepard, the well-known pioneer
jewelers of Carbondale, Ill., were represented in
this market the early part of December by Col.
Ingersoll, who was here on the lookout for new
things for their Christmas trade.

C. E. Prouty, of Braidford, Ill., was a late
holiday buyer in this market selecting goods for
his Christmas trade.

Jeweler 0. P. Noisom, of South Bend, Ind.,
paid this market a hurried visit the early part of
the month in search of late holiday novelties.

R. E. Brackett, of Lansing, Mich., dropped in
upon our wholesale and manufacturing people the
early part of the month on the lookout for late
things for his Christmas trade.

E. A. Neubauer, of Iron Mountain, Mich.,
was in Chicago on a holiday purchasing trip the
early part of December.

C. A. McGregor, of Pontiac, Ill., was a wel-
come visiting buyer here the early part of the
month on the lookout for new things for his
Christmas trade.

Dr. John P. Ellis, the well-known optician of
South Bend, Ind., was a welcome caller upon his
Chicago friends the early part of the month.

Miss Edith Bowyer.
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News from the Trade.

C. 0. Stevenson, of Holland, Mich., has re-
decorated and made other improvements that
have added greatly to the appearance of his store.

Jeweler James B. Hayden, wife and daughter,
of Topeka, Kans., expects to leave early in Feb-
ruary for a trip to the Pacific Coast. They will
remain in Southern California the remainder of
the winter.

Chris. Arveson, of Sleepy Eye, Minn., used a
clever trade-bringing idea to help along his
Christmas trade. He gave a small china plate,
with pictures of the different churches in that
town in the center of the plate. The idea worked
out finely and was an unqualified success.

Geo. B. Ludy, of Ludy & Taylor, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, was so seriously ill in early Decem-
ber that he was confined to his home for ten days.

W. Z. Searle, of Petoskey, Mich., made some
neat improvements in his store just before the
holiday season set in.

J. K. Genie, for some time past watchmaker
for W. Z. Searle, Petoskey, Mich., embarked in
business for himself December isth at Boyne
Falls, Mich.

C. D. Gardner, of Manistee, Mich.
' 

made
some improvements in his store in time for the
holiday season by repainting and redecorating it.
He reports a good holiday trade.

The firm of Roser & Company, Wellington,
Kans., has been dissolved. Mr. E. B. Roser has
purchased all the interests in the firm not hereto-
fore owned by himself, and is now sole proprietor.
The business will be continued under the firm
name of E. B. Roser. The dissolution of this
firm causes several changes in the jewelry trade
at Wellington. Five business firms in that city
are affected by it, three of which are the leading
jewelers of that place. Mr. Roser has purchased
a business building, which he is reconstructing
and remodeling by putting in a new modern front
and a finely decorated steel ceiling in addition to
new plate glass mahogany fixtures and other im-
provements. This building has been occupied for
several years past by Frank Six, the jeweler, who
moves across the street into the room now oc-
cupied by F. W. Sellars another jeweler, while
Mr. Sellars moves into the building formerly oc-
cupied by Mr. Roser. It is easy to be seen that
there will be a lively stirring up of the jewelry
trade and the other two firms in other lines doing
business in the same room are also obliged to
move on account of the dissolution of Rosen &
Company. These removals will necessitate all of
the above having their merchandise out on the
street at one and the same time. But these firms
will, of course, agree on the same moving day
and the event will be quite notable in jewelry
circles at Wellington.

H. A. Hamilton, of St. Joseph, Mich., fitted
up his store in handsome style in time for the
holiday season. Travelers who have recently
called on Mr. Hamilton inform us that he now
has one of the most attractive stores in the State.

N. R. Heath, who removed from Winfield,
Iowa, last spring to Neodesha Kans., reports that
he is doing well in his new location. He made

trade.
improvem .its in his store for the holiday

A. Krautheim, of Muskegon, Mich., has re-
cently added new fixtures to improve the appear-
ance of his store. He reports about the same
holiday business as last year.

Dr. Will Lewis, optician for Jeweler James
B. Hayden, Topeka, Kans., believes in keeping
abreast of the times in his profession by finding
use for the latest optical apparatus and appliances.
Dr. Lewis is always ambitious to be up to date in
his work.

Jeweler C. W. Teetzel, of Benton Harbor,
Mich , greatly improved his store in time for the
holiday trade by adding new fixtures and re-
decorating. He reports a satisfactory December
business.

Frank Earl, of Barnum & Earl, Traverse
City, Mich., will have the sympathy of the entire
trade in the loss of his wife, whose death oc-
curred December 13th.

J. W. Talbot, of Nevada, Mo., has moved the
drug stock which he purchased last August into
his jewelry store and now has an up-to-date com-
bination store. Mr. Talbot reports both lines of
trade satisfactory for the month of December.
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RINGSET COMPANY, Boston, Mass.,
MANUFACTURERS

Ring Molds for Production of Any Ring Herein Shown,
and Many Others.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. You can save money by using our molds. Rings of superiorquality may be made in our molds.
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The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from 00 to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizesdesired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstitch machines inassorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for ordersto be mailed, and always send re.
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

e.tablisned ittoo. JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.
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Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

The beginning of the new year
Good

ddaayt 
City finds Kansas City just as it has

always been, and that means

with stronger capabilities as a center of many com-
mercial interests. Probably there will never be
such a blow dealt to Kansas City commerce as it
suffered in the flood, which, although it occurred
last June, has had its effect, in a measure, upon all
branches of trade. But even with this drawback,
Kansas City finds that the year of 1903 has marked

a substantial growth in many branches of trade.

In building the greatest progress has been recorded.
The close of the year 1903 shows that it was the
heaviest in building operations that Kansas City
has ever experienced, and it naturally becomes a
question whether the present year will be a repeti-
tion of past prosperity. Two of the most import-
ant factors having weight on this are the cost of
materials and the cost of labor. If these two items
are increased or decreased the effect will be felt on
the amount of building undertaken.

From the East comes the report
Good Reports that both have increased there,

and that a further increase is
looked for. Local builders do

not believe that the cost of labor will be higher
while all concur in the opinion that building mate-
rial will be lower the present year than in the past.
In some materials prices have already been
reduced, but so far the cost of building materials
has shown no indication of a decided decrease.
Labor leaders, while not all willing to agree with
those who say they look for a reduction in wages
as well as in the price of materials, do generally
believe that the scale of wages will remain about
the same. They do not hold to the belief that less
building will of necessity create less demand for
workmen and cause wages to drop. Several large
office buildings, which were started last summer,
are in progress, and will be ready for occupancy
before the spring trade opens. One of these is the
Gumbel Building, which was planned to meet the
needs of wholesale jewelers. It will be the home
of several of the largest wholesale jewelry con-
cerns in the city. Edwards & Sloane were among
the first to engage quarters and expected to occupy
them by January 1st. The building has progressed
more slowly than was anticipated, however, and if
it is anywhere near ready by the first of February
work will have to be rushed.

The holiday trade in the Kansas
High-Class Goods City jewelry stores was what it
in Demand always has been. Everybody

bought readily and generously,
and the purchases were mostly confined to ex-
pensive goods. The retail stores have been
crowded with the usual throngs since the first of
December, and the holiday rush has been in
advance of that of previous years. Never in
Kansas City has there been such an artistic series
of window displays for the holidays. Several firms
planned elaborate exterior decorations, and the
show windows were all beautiful with the finest
goods that manufacturers could turn out. The
manufacturing jewelers have had the usual busy
time, but as Kansas City has grown to be quite a
manufacturing center this branch of the trade has
always enjoyed a holiday business all of the year
around. Most of the traveling men of the big
wholesale houses are in now and go out the first
of this year. They have been making themselves
generally useful at headquarters, helping out with
holiday business. Fewer visitors than usual came to

from the East

the wholesale houses last month, for each jeweler
in the smaller towns tributary to Kansas City has
been busy attending to his own holiday sales.
The country round about, from all reports, is in a
flourishing condition, and it seems that Kansas City
and the great Southwest has never had better
prospects for a new year than are indicated by the
opening of 1904.

Pottery Men Elect Officers and Hold
Merry Feast

The annual meeting of the Pottery, Glass and
Brass Salesmen's Association was held at the rooms
of the Crockery Board of Trade on December
21st. Considerable interest centered upon the
election of some of the officers and directors for the
ensuing year, and after a close contest, the follow-
ing were chosen : President, Henry Endemann ;
vice-president, Chas. H. Taylor ; secretary, L. E.
Tree ; treasurer, Edward Butler, Sr.. the " Grand
Old Man of the Crockery District ; " directors,
J. F. O'Gorman, John Nixon, Geo. F. Mackey,
Jas. B. Booth and Henry P. Meyrheid.

The twelfth annual banquet of this association
was held at Mouquin's, 149 Fulton Street, New
York City, on Tuesday, December 29th. The
committee on arrangements had planned to
make it the most successful affair of its kind ever
held by the association, and their expectations
were not disappointed. Apart from the con-
viviality that belongs to all social gatherings, a
reunion of traveling men is a function of peculiar
interest. Famed as are the drummer fraternity for
their unfailing vivacity under various conditions, it
is only at the festive board, surrounded by a host

President Henry Endentann.

of kindred spirits, that the traveling man finds
fullest scope for the display of his unctuous drollery
and spontaneous wit.

The pervading merriment, the whole-souled
fraternizations of old friends and the easy familiar-
ity of the guests with one another, combined to
give to the gathering a human touch that mani-
fested itself with pleasing subtlety all through the
proceedings. Volubility is one of the proverbial
possessions of the traveling man. He is nothing
if not a talker, and although the subject of his
business dissertations is not always susceptible of
metaphorical embellishment, he is usually able to
invest it with considerable interest. It is not
surprising, therefore, that his elocutionary prowess
should appear to such advantage at social reunions,
where the prosaic and the merely practical are
tabooed for the nonce, and only questions of a
humorous or sentimental character are in order.
During the progress of this feast speeches were
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delivered at timely intervals. They were brimful
of original sentiments admirably expressed, and
the rounds of hearty applause which they evoked
showed that they struck an appreciative cord
among the auditors. The series of tempting
dishes which constituted the feast itself were a
tribute to modern culinary science.

The banquet opened at about 6.30 P. rd., and
thereafter one feature followed another with regu-
larity and precision. The musical renditions and
floral decorations were on an elegant scale. Lib-
eral praise is due to the committee who had charge
of the arrangements. It was composed of Joseph
F. O'Gorman, Henry Endemann, John Nixon,
Chas. H. Taylor and Warren H. Dunn. They
showed themselves to be adepts in the art of enter-
taining, and are also to be congratulated upon the
clever manner in which the banquet was advertised.

Announcement Extraordinary.
Hormkel's Engravers' Modern Text Book.

" SHOP EDITION," Price $5.00,

\\ ill be placed on the
market February 13,
1904. It is a reproduc-
tion of the Engravers'
Modern Text Book
(copper-plate edition),
which is now selling for
fifteen dollars.

The "Shop Edition"
of the Engravers' Mod-
em Text Book is repro-
duced by lithographic
process, showing all de-

tails of the hand-engraved designs perfectly, sharp,
clear and distinct, and is pronounced by engravers
who have seen the book the best reproduction of
engraved designs by lithography.

The book contains all styles of monograms,
such as plain and fancy ribbon ; open-lined, orna-
mental and leaf cypher monograms in round, oval,
running and dropping styles. Also a great variety
of block monograms, single and display initials,
inscriptions done in script, old English, block and
fancy letter style ; a variety of alphabets, some of
which are very modern.

Special attention has been given to meet the
requirements and tastes of all customers. All
specimens are practical and designed for the jewelry
trade exclusively by a practical designer and en-
graver of twenty-five years' workshop and jewelry
store experience. If you wish to increase your
sales, satisfy your customers or do advanced, up-
to-date lettering, monograming, inscriptions and
etchings, you cannot afford to be without the book.
It is the standard text book, and will be so for
many years. The designs are useful on all kinds
of silverware, trays, tea sets, flatware, hollowware,
toilet articles, watches, lockets, match and cigarette
cases. The book contains about fifty-five pages, ten
pages of which are devoted to silver etched inscrip-
tions and designs for foot ball, base ball, golf players
and many other athletic figures useful on athletic
prize cups and trophies ; also inscriptions for pre-
presentation cups. Six pages showing a great va-
riety of different styles of monograms for watches;
also inscriptions for watch caps.

Judging from the sales of the copper-plate edi-
tion of the Engravers' Modern Text Book (itoo
copies having been sold in eleven months), the
" Shop Edition " should become even more popular,
on account of its low price. To introduce the " Shop
Edition " of the Engravers' Modern Text Book, Mr.
1101 nikel will make this special inducement : All
those who will send their subscription before Feb-
ruary 3, '904, can purchase the book for$4.00. Money
must be sent with each order and all orders directed
to EMIL F. HORN1KEL, author, designer and pub-
lisher of the " Shop Edition " of the Engravers'
Modern Text Book. Aftur February, 1904, the price
of the book will be $3.00, and can be purchased after
above-named date from all first-class jobbing and
publishing houses and THE KEYSTONE.

The price of the copper plate edition is as before $15.00,
and can be purchased in sections : First section, consisting of
Folios 1, 2, 8, for $4.50. Second section, consisting of Folios 4
5, 6, for 14.50, and Section three, consisting of Folios 7, 8. 04
for 15.00. You can order this edition front your jobb
EMIL F. DommtEL, 705 Masonic Temple, Chicago. — •



Ring Molds for Production of Any Ring Herein Shown,
and Many Others.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. You can save money by using our molds. Rings of si
quality may be made in our molds.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon=Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from 00 to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizesdesired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstitch machines inassorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
;LSO per gross. Printed on both
sides, Si .75 per gross. Add toe.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re•
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established loo. JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

The beginning of the new year

Good 
Holiday Business

Kansas City just as it has
oliddaayt 

Kansas
Bu sinescs 

City
always been, and that means

with stronger capabilities as a center of many corn-

mercial interests. Probably there will never be

such a blow dealt to Kansas City commerce as it

suffered in the flood, which, although it occurred

last June, has had its effect, in a measure, upon all

branches of trade. But even with this drawback,

Kansas City finds that the year of 1903 has marked

a substantial growth in many branches of trade.

In building the greatest progress has been recorded.

The close of the year 1903 shows that it was the

heaviest in building operations that Kansas City

has ever experienced, and it naturally becomes a

question whether the present year will be a repeti-

tion of past prosperity. Two of the most import-

ant factors having weight on this are the cost of

materials and the cost of labor. If these two items

are increased or decreased the effect will be felt on

the amount of building undertaken.
From the East comes the report

Good Reports that both have increased there,
from the East and that a further increase is

looked for. Local builders do

not believe that the cost of labor will be higher

while all concur in the opinion that building mate-

rial will be lower the present year than in the past.

In some materials prices have already been

reduced, but so far the cost of building materials

has shown no indication of a decided decrease.

Labor leaders, while not all willing to agree with

those who say they look for a reduction in wages

as well as in the price of materials, do generally

believe that the scale of wages will remain about

the same. They do not hold to the belief that less

building will of necessity create less demand for

workmen and cause wages to drop. Several large

office buildings, which were started last summer,

are in progress, and will be ready for occupancy

before the spring trade opens. One of these is the

Gumbel Building, which was planned to meet the

needs of wholesale jewelers. It will be the home

of several of the largest wholesale jewelry con-

cerns in the city. Edwards & Sloane were among

the first to engage quarters and expected to occupy

them by January 1st. The building has progressed

more slowly than was anticipated, however, and if

it is anywhere near ready by the first of February

work will have to be rushed.
The holiday trade in the Kansas

High-Class Goods City jewelry stores was what it
In Demand always has been. Everybody

bought readily and generously,

and the purchases were mostly confined to ex-

pensive goods. The retail stores have been

crowded with the usual throngs since the first of

December, and the holiday rush has been in

advance of that of previous years. Never in

Kansas City has there been such an artistic series

of window displays for the holidays. Several firms

planned elaborate exterior decorations, and the

show windows were all beautiful with the finest

goods that manufacturers could turn out. The

manufacturing jewelers have had the usual busy

time, but as Kansas City has grown to be quite a

manufacturing center this branch of the trade has

always enjoyed a holiday business all of the year

around. Most of the traveling men of the big

wholesale houses are in now and go out the first

of this year. They have been making themselves

generally useful at headquarters, helping out with

holiday business. Fewer visitors than usual came to

the wholesale houses last month, for each jeweler
in the smaller towns tributary to Kansas City has
been busy attending to his own holiday sales.
The country round about, from all reports, is in a
flourishing condition, and it seems that Kansas City
and the great Southwest has never had better
prospects for a new year than are indicated by the
opening of 1904.

Pottery Men Elect Officers and Hold
Merry Feast

The annual meeting of the Pottery, Glass and
Brass Salesmen's Association was held at the rooms
of the Crockery Board of Trade on December
21st. Considerable interest centered upon the
election of some of the officers and directors for the
ensuing year, and after a close contest, the follow-
ing were chosen : President, Henry Endemann;
vice-president, Chas. H. Taylor ; secretary, L. E.
Tree ; treasurer, Edward Butler, Sr.. the " Grand

Old Man of the Crockery District ; " directors,
J. F. O'Gorman, John Nixon, Geo. F. Mackey,
Jas. B. Booth and Henry P. Meyrheid.

The twelfth annual banquet of this association
was held at Mouquin's, 149 Fulton Street, New

York City, on Tuesday. December 29th. The
committee on arrangements had planned to

make it the most successful affair of its kind ever

held by the association, and their expectations

were not disappointed. Apart from the con-

viviality that belongs to all social gatherings, a

reunion of traveling men is a function of peculiar

interest. Famed as are the drummer fraternity for

their unfailing vivacity under various conditions, it

is only at the festive board, surrounded by a host

Pre,,ident lien ry Endemann.

of kindred spirits, that the traveling man finds

fullest scope for the display of his unctuous drollery

and spontaneous wit.
The pervading merriment, the whole-souled

fraternizations of old friends and the easy familiar-

ity of the guests with one another, combined to

give to the gathering a human touch that mani-

fested itself with pleasing subtlety all through the

proceedings. Volubility is one of the proverbial

possessions of the traveling man. He is nothing

if not a talker, and although the subject of his

business dissertations is not always susceptible of

metaphorical embellishment, he is usually able to

invest it with considerable interest. It is not

surprising, therefore, that his elocutionary prowess

should appear to such advantage at social reunions,

where the prosaic and the merely practical are

tabooed for the nonce, and only questions of a

humorous or sentimental character are in order.

During the progress of this feast speeches were

delivered at timely intervals. They were brimful
of original sentiments admirably expressed, and
the rounds of hearty applause which they evoked
showed that they struck an appreciative cord
among the auditors. The series of tempting
dishes which constituted the feast itself were a
tribute to modern culinary science.

The banquet opened at about 6.30 P. M., and
thereafter one feature followed another with regu-
larity and precision. The musical renditions and
floral decorations were on an elegant scale. Lib-
eral praise is due to the committee who had charge
of the arrangements. It was composed of Joseph
F. O'Gorman, Henry Endemann, John Nixon,
Chas. H. Taylor and Warren H. Dunn. They
showed themselves to be adepts in the art of enter-
taining, and are also to be congratulated upon the
clever manner in which the banquet was advertised.

Announcement Extraordinary.

Hornikel's Engravers' Modern Text Book.

"SHOP EDITION," Price $5.00.

Will be placed on the
market February 15,
1904. It is a reproduc-
tion of the Engravers'
Modern Text Book
(copper-plate edition),
which is now selling for
fifteen dollars.

45 The "Shop Edition"
of the Engravers' Mod-
em Text Book is repro-
duced by lithographic
process, showing all de-

tails of the hand-engraved designs perfectly, sharp,
clear and distinct, and is pronounced by engravers
who have seen the book the best reproduction of
engraved designs by lithography.

The book contains all styles of monograms,
such as plain and fancy ribbon ; open-lined, orna-
mental and leaf cypher monograms in round, oval,
running and dropping styles. Also a great variety
of block monograms, single and display initials,
inscriptions done in script, old English, block and
fancy letter style ; a variety of alphabets, some of

rnh.as been given to meet the
which    are 
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requirements and tastes of all customers. All
specimens are practical and designed for the jewelry
trade exclusively by a practical designer and en-
graver of twenty-five years' workshop and jewelry
store experience. If you wish to increase your
sales, satisfy your customers or do advanced, up-
to-date lettering, monograming, inscriptions and
etchings, you cannot afford to be without the book.
It is the standard text book, and will be so for
many years. The designs are useful on all kinds
of silverware, trays, tea sets, flatware, hollowware,
toilet articles, watches, lockets, match and cigarette
cases. The book contains about fifty-five pages, ten
pages of which are devoted to silver etched inscrip-
tions and designs for foot ball, base ball, golf players
and many other athletic figures useful on athletic
prize cups and trophies ; also inscriptions for pre-
presentation cups. Six pages showing a great va-
riety of different styles of monograms for watches;
also inscriptions for watch caps.

Judging from the sales of the copper-plate edi-
tion of the Engravers' Modern Text Book ( ioo
copies having been sold in eleven months), the
"Shop Edition " should become even more popular,
on account of its low price. To introduce the " Shop
Edition " of the Engravers' Modern Text Book, Mr.
Hornikel will make this special inducement : All
those who will send their subscription before Feb-
ruarys, 19o4, can purchase the book for$4. oo. Money
must be sent with each order and all orders directed
to Emu. F. HORNIKEL, author, designer and pub-
lisher of the " Shop Edition " of the Engravers'
Modern Text Book. After February, 1904, the price
of the book will be $5.00, and can be purchased after
above-named date from all first-class jobbing and
publishing houses and THE KEYSTONE.

The price of the copper plate edition is as before, $15.00,
and can be purchased in sections : First section, consisting of
Folios 1, 2, 3, for $4.50. Second section, consisting of Folios 4,
5, 6, for $4.50, and Section three, consisting of Folios 7, 8, 9, 10,
for $6.00. You can order this edition from your Jobber or
Emu, F. HORNIKEL, 705 Masonic Temple, Chicago. —Adv.
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1.DICAL departures in all of the great classes of machinery will be
illustrated by distinct novelties in Machinery Hall at the Universal
Exposition of 1904. Gas engines of great power, steam turbines,
enormous machine tools, automatic machinery, practical elimina-

tion of the line shaft and pulleys and the substitution of directly connected
motors in machine shop practice, high pressures and superheated steam in
engine and boiler practice, the generation of gas for distinctly power
purposes will perhaps constitute the newest and, to the engineer, the most
interesting and instructive features ; but the great standards and the stand-
bys which have been evolved by the master minds of the engineering world
will not be lost sight of or ignored. The machinery department has been
fortunate enough to engage the co-operation and active, cordial and hearty
support of the machinery industries both at home and abroad.

It has been possible to arrange for the collection here of
Greatest Power the greatest power plant that the world has ever seen,
Plant in the World and further, to assemble a collection of machinery for

making machinery which will adequately picture the
condition of that most important industry. The offerings have been so
many and so notable as to necessitate a very careful selection of the exhibits
for which space will be allotted. There is a motive, a harmony, a picture
present in exposition work quite as much as in the art of the musician or
painter or sculptor, and he who merely collects a heterogeneous mass of
exhibits, however worthy individually, yet without relation or sequence or
logic, fails. And so, in the machinery department the effort has been not
so much to gather together a collection, as to gather together a collection
of masterpieces, each representing. the best thought in each particular line
of endeavor, yet each having its relation to the other elements and the total
making a complete, coherent, effective and instructive picture. It is hoped
that this motive will live in history in contradistinction to the remembrances
of the machinery departments in former expositions, where the recollection
of only one or two great items has survived.

In the foreground, and centrally located, the great power
A Total of 50,000 plant of the exposition will properly claim the first atten-

tion. This remarkable collection will include a total of
about 50,000 horse-power in steam and gas engines, and

will occupy the entire westerly half of Machinery Hall, or an area of some-
thing over 200,000 square feet, about the size of an ordinary city block.
There will be installed on this space three great lines of prime movers.
The northern line will consist of steam engines exhibited by the foremost
builders in England, France, Sweden and Germany, as well as by the
great establishments of this country. The southern line will consist of gas
and oil engines. The central line
between these two will he made
up of mammoth steam and gas
engines. It would be erroneous
to consider any one of these lines
as more important than either of
the other two, but the character
of Machinery Hall renders it
necessary to install the highest
and most massive engine units
in the central bay of the building.
Each line is ioo feet wide and
about 600 feet long, and each
will be full of engines in operation.

The great gas engine from
the works of John Cockerill, of
Seraing, Belgium, will cover an
area eighty-two feet long by forty-
three feet wide. The engine
with its electric generator weighs
over 400 tons ; it has five times
the power of anysas engine ever
exhibited in any exposition ; it
hss three times the power of any
gas engine on the Western Hemi-
sphere, and twice the power of
any gas engine operating in
Europe, and it is fifty per cent.

Horse-Power

greater than any gas engine ever designed and now in process of construc.
tion. It will exemplify the highest type and the greatest might yet seen, or
likely for many years to be seen, in the development of the gas engine. It
introduces a new factor for consideration in the planning of great railway
and lighting power plants.

Another new factor is the steam turbine or steam turbo-generator. This
illustrates the long-sought but until very recently never realized, the rotary
steam engine. The largest engine of this type will be one of 3000 horse-
power, from the General Electric Company, of Schenectady. It has the
advantage of being extremely economical in the space required for its
installation and operation, very inexpensive foundations and remarkable
efficiency. It is stated that orders for engines to a total of over 500,000
horse-power are now held in abeyance, pending the determination of the
practical success of the steam turbine. From this it should not be under-
stood that turbo-generating sets are still in the experimental stage, for
nothing of unproven worth or efficiency will be shown in our exposition
power plant, but investors like to see what they are to pay for—to see is too
believe—and not one person in half a million has ever seen a high-power
steam turbine in operation.

In reciprocating steam engines the most powerful shown
Reciprocating will be from the Allis-Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee
Steam Engines and Chicago. This is a vertical and horizontal compound

engine of the type which furnishes power for the Man-
hattan Elevated Railway, in New York. The engine to be exhibited here
towers over thirty-five feet above the floor level, it covers about 1700 square
feet of floor space, and with its generator (built by the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company, of Cincinnati) it weighs over 600 tons, that is,
thirty average car loads.

Each of the engines in the power plant will be directly connected to its
electric generator ; for the distribution of energy throughout the entire expo-
sition will be electrical, and all artificial light, all cascade or fountain work,
and all motion wherever found in the exposition will have its source in the
power plant in Machinery Hall and the Steam, Gas and Fuels Building
which is an annex to Machinery Hall.

A noteworthy feature of the power plant installation will be the illustra-
tion of the elimination of space by the exactness of method and expression
which now obtains among engineers the world over. Taking one installation
for example, one element is being built in San Francisco, Cal., another in
Jeanesville, Pa., another in Ampere, N. J., another in Providence, R. I.,
and still another in Boston, Mass. Still the five will be assembled here and,
without question, they will all fit the one to the other and operate as if built

in one shop. The same is true
of another installation ; one ele-
ment of which is being con-
structed in Seraing, Belgium,
another in Manchester, England,
a third in Schenectady, N. Y.,
and a fourth in Milwaukee,
Wis. For the most part it is
improbable that any one of these
engineers has ever seen any one
of the others. Certainly, no
builder of one part has seen the
progress of the work on the other
parts, yet engineering has become
such an exact science, both in it-
self and in its expression, that the
perfect operation of the complete
machine when assembled cannot
be reasonably questioned.

The Steam, Gas and Fuels
Building, which covers an area
of about ioo,000 square feet, is
in effect an annex to Machinery
Hall. In this building will be
found great hoppers for storing
the 4000 tons reserve supply of
coal and mechanical means for
automatically conveying it.Entrance to Machinery Hall, St. Louis Expositiuu
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LEAF,' AND THE LIGHT OF AN-
OTHER YEAR FADES AWAY INTO

THE PAST, WE PAUSE-BEFORE THE
MATCH IS STRUCK THAW WILL ILLUM-
INATE THE NEW PAGE OF 1904-TO RE-
QUEST OF OUR PATRONS THE ACCEPT-
ANCE OF A HEARTY APPRECIATION FOR
THEIR KIND CONSIDERATION DURING
THE YEARS THAT HAVE GONE BEFORE.
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THE RIGHT TIME
FOR "THINKING IT OVER."

I.

Here's another First of the Year—how short
the time since we greeted that baby Year which
was laid yesterday in an old man's grave !

The First of the Year is the fitting time for
" thinking things over " ; for looking back and
forward ; for studying one's past tendencies and
determining one's future going ; for resolving on
better ways and means.

Are you one of those forehand jewelers who
have already thought out the Filled Case question
and solved it in the wise way ? If not, there
never was better time than right now, at the
year's beginning, to give some profitable minutes
to serious thinking on it ; bringing to its con-
sideration an open and candid mind in order
that your conclusions may be rational, reason-
able, right.

Before you, in your mind's eye, are six or
eight different makes of 14 Karat Filled cases.
All are alike guaranteed for 25 years' wear.
What good reason is there for your selecting
any one make for your stock and sticking to
that one ?

If you are the kind of jeweler that takes the
responsibilities of trade seriously—if you constantly
keep in mind your getting-on in future years, and
want to keep good faith with present customers—
you'll come to a conclusion based on these unde-
niable facts:

i.—The Boss Case, made uninterruptedly for
fifty years, has been tried and proved as has
no other.

2.—No Case but the Boss is old enough to
justify a positive guarantee that it will wear
25 years. No other kind has been worn 25 years.
There are records of over a thousand Boss Cases

still being carried after continuous service of from

30 to 49 years.

3.—The long experience of the makers of the

Boss Case has shown them how much gold must

be put into a Filled Case to justify guaranteeing

it for 25 years' wear. A Filled Case with less

gold in it than the Boss will not wear 25 years.

4.—The cost of gold is fixed; to all makers

alike. The much-the-largest product of the Key-

stone factory reduces the cost of the mechanical

processes to the lowest figure possible in the

industry. Hence, if any 25-year Filled Case is

sold for less than the Boss 14 Karat, the difference

in price is taken out of the gold in tlw case. And

taking gold out of the case shortens its life.

5.—The guarantees on Boss Cases are made

good instantly—a new case goes back to the

jeweler by first mail or express for any of the few

returned because of bad wear.

6.—This guarantee is supported by the larg-

est and strongest concern in the Watch Case

making business—a corporation with a diversified

ownership, consisting of several hundred stock-

holders ; not a " family" affair whose policy may

change, or whose existence may even cease, with

the death of the dominant head, thus imperiling

the security of then-holders of its guarantees.

Seven Filled Case concerns have died since the

Boss Case was born. The charter of the Keystone

Company is perpetual.

What conclusion must the sane, thrifty and

honest jeweler come to, after serious consideration

of the foregoing demonstrable facts? What is the

logic of the situation? What Filled Case should

you resolve to handle, .to the exclusion of all

others, in determining TO-DAY upon your busi-

ness policy for i904?

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.

19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.
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I have found your Clocks excellent timekeeperF, and my customers highly esteem the advantages of a Clock that runs
month out, without any attention, constantly telling the correct time. GEO. Hy. axis, Afeayord, Wis. . . . Our Mr.
a "Standard" Electric Clock that ran two years without renewal of battery. C. F. GREENWOOD & BRO., Natio Va.

day and night, month in and
C. F. Greenwood has in use

'Standard
Electric
Clock

is
declared
Lo be the
very best

by hundreds
of jewelers
who have
used and
sold them.

No. io.
49 inches high, 12-inch dial.

Closing-out price,

$15.00, net.
(Also furnished with Seconds
hand, or with either Indepen-
dent or Sweep Seconds hand)

Here are two of the four
styles that are left in stock.
No more will be made
when these are gone, as
we need the room to in-
crease our Watch product.

No. 42.
50 inches high, 12-inch dial.

Closing-out price,

$15.00, net.
(Also furnished xvithota Sec-
onds hand, or with either In-
dependent or Sweep Seconds
hand.)
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Mr. E. A. MAI:Hi, General Superintendent of the Waltham 'Watch Co., was so
much pleased with the running of a " Standard " Electric Clock in his house
for the past five years that he recently ordered three more for his personal use.

We are closing out these Clocks DIRECT to the Retail Jeweler,
at the greatly-reduced price. Write to the factory,

'row/swim/ "op Awl:gm:4f Nrixxv.1 .1no spop uottin tualsam atp paiaplo put: sumt atm alatp tit OM md AtiudiuoD atp Imp bolouppus os
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oppaig umolstitiof atp Jo woos outuuAp atp u! au° •uopoujspus ant2 jp Aatp put: saould luatautp u uo svolD anoX jo Auutu i anti{ am

Don't let your stock run low
these Watches are staples for
every day of every month of
every year. They are better
after-Christmas sellers than
anything the dealer ever has
to sell. Keep up a good
window or show case display
and they will sell themselves.

Happy New Tar/
New England Watch Co.,

Waterbury, Conn.
New York, 37-39 Maiden Lane. Chicago, 131-137 Wabash Ave.

San Francisco, Claus Spreckels Bldg.
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The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer

114 163 129e

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-
perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their
demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that which
they are able to secure and that they are obliged to use a
transformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is to
press the spring, turn the crank and gradually move the
watch away and the work is dune.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automatic
switch which cannot remain closed through neglect, making
it absolutely impossible for it to " burn out" your machine,
an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,
also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, or
town, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment's
notice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosed
in a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case with
nickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by a
three cell dry battery which will last for a year or more and
can be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are of
brass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-
rately fitted.

And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In fact
the additional profit that you can make on demagnetizing
twenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which we
charge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. If
it is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-
tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " 

C"

144

New Automatic Eyeglass Holder,
made in silver, roll-plate and geld.

143 154
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' JEWELERS BOXES, CASES,
TRAYS AND FINDINGS

I enables us to
•
a SERVE YOU WITH THE BEST
• IN 1904.

During Three Generations we 1:
ii

have supplied the needs of the most i
modest as well as the exacting m•
demands of the leading and most

A •

a successful jewelers of the country. A
l/
•

IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP y,
i ,

DENNISON PRODUCTS •

RANK AS THE WORLD STANDARD. •
U

Ask for Catalogue. •
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San Francisco Letter

The volume of Christmas trade on this coast

is reported to have been of very satisfactory dimen-

sions. Stocks are now considerably depleted and

this means immediate replenishing for a spring

business, which dealers expect to be unusually

brisk. Generally speaking, the trade in this section

look forward to 1904 confident in the belief that it

will be another very profitable year.

The floral and electrical displays during the

holidays among the retail stores of San Francisco

surpassed those of previous years. Among the

most attractive were those of Shreve & Co., Ham-
mersmith & Field, W. D. Vanderslice Co., Radke

& Co., Fleissner Marshall Co. and G. R. Moss &

Co. In going the rounds with a party of Eastern
friends the expression of opinion were very flat-
tering to our local window dressers.

H. Jacoby, the enterprising retail jeweler of
Oroville, Cal., was among the visitors to San
Francisco lately. He reported his Christmas busi-
ness as beyond his expectations.

The Standard Optical Co., of Kearny Street,
San Francisco, has had its eye-testing department
entirely refinished in Flemish oak. The company
has also installed a new set of fixtures of the same
material, and the establishment now presents a
very attractive appearance.

The Diamond Parlor Jewelry Co., of 722
Market Street, San Francisco, was the scene of a
small fire on the morning of December T3th. The
entire front of the store was damaged, but by stren-
uous efforts the firm was able to reopen forty-
eight hours afterwards. The fire was the result of
a defect in the electric lighting system.

Emil Noel, who has been employed for many
years by Jos. Mayer & Bros., of Seattle, Wash., is
now in the employ of Nordman Bros., the San
Francisco jewelry jobbers. Mr. Noel will devote
his time to taking care of the growing catalogue
business of his present employers.

Reed McCraney's retail store in Sonoro, Cal.,
presented a very attractive appearance during the
holidays with its new suit of walnut fixtures.

Ed. Willis has just returned from his initial
trip for his new house, Armer & Weinshenk, of
San Francisco, and is very much pleased with the
way in which he was received by the retail jewelers
and opticians that he called upon.

The old-established retail jewelry firm of S. S.
I Lewitt & Son, located in Vacaville, Cal., has been
dissolved, and will be conducted in the future by
Trent S. Hewitt at the old stand.

Carl Holderle has accepted a position with
J. A. Sorenson, the Sixth Street retail jeweler,
having resigned his position with Will Tregea, of
Modesto, Cal.

J. R. Anderson & Co. is the name of the new
jewelry establishment in Santa Barbara, Cal. Mr.
Anderson was formerly employed in Mrs.Chambers'
store, where he made a host of friends in and out
of the trade.

A. DeNeuf who has been located in Virginia
City, Nev., since 1865, paid this city a visit recently.
Mr. DeNeuf claims that his town is waking up
again after a trying period of fifteen years. We
were pleased to hear that Mrs. DeNeuf is rapidly
recovering from her recent accident, and in a short
time will be able to walk again without crutches.
It will repay any of our Eastern trades people who
contemplate a pleasure trip to the coast to stop off
at Reno, ride over to Virginia City and inspect the
old mining camp of long ago. Such old mining
camps are rapidly passing away, and it will not be

many years until the last one will have disap-
peared, and our Eastern friends will then have to
rely on the statements of old-time Westerners in
regard to the picturesqueness of scenes at such
places.

Harry Frutig, after spending a season in the
gold fields of Alaska, has come back and reopened
his old store in Gilroy, Cal., and his many friends
are congratulating him upon his return.

F. W. Willett, who formerly conducted a jew-
elry store in Gilroy, has moved his stock and
fixtures to Watsonville, Cal., where he had a very
successful holiday trade.

Geo. P. Martin, of Watsonville, Cal., paid the
local trade a visit recently. Jeweler Martin is
pleased to assure his friends that Mrs. Martin and
the twins are doing nicely.

C. Turner is the owner of the new jewelry
store recently opened in Melones, Cal. The choice
of this location is evidence of business foresight on
the part of Jeweler Turner.

Kline Bros., of Whatcom, Wash., have dis-
solved partnership, and in the future C. Kline will
look after his interests in the Whatcom store
while his brother, V. L. Kline, will have entire
control of the store in Fairhaven. THE KEYSTONE
wishes both success.

L. S. Doll, one of the leading manufacturing
jewelers of Tacoma, Wash., visited the trade in
town recently picking up ready sellers for his
growing trade.

H. R. Condy, of Wadsworth, Nev., called
upon his friends in the trade last month and selected
a fine line of goods to replace stock sold during
the holidays.

H. H. Hoopler has remodeled his store in
Whittier, Cal., and it now presents a very attractive
appearance.

F. A. Conant, of Santa Barbara, Cal., has
started the new year by installing an entire new set
of store fixtures, and his establishment is now in a
first-class condition.

Chas. Haas & Son, the oldest jewelry firm in
Stockton, Cal., after many delays through suffering
from a fire several months ago, have opened up
the finest store in that city, located on the main
street. The fixtures are in walnut and are fine
specimens of woodwork. Their many customers
were glad to await their opening just before
Christmas.

C. V. Gardner, the Santa Maria, Cal., watch-
maker, has added a fine stock of Watches and
jewelry to his other lines and reports business in a

very favorable condition.
J. Sutcliff, retail jeweler, of Long Beach, Cal.,

has moved into his new store in a brick building.

These premises are furnished with a complete set

of new fixtures.

E. T. Lewis, formerly of San Bernardino and

Los Angeles, Cal., has opened a new first-class

store at Long Beach, Cal.

The following retail jewelers of this State were

seen in the several wholesale jewelry houses

recently : L. E. Green, of G. W. Green & Son,

Woodland; Chas. Niner, Pleasanton ; Peter Engel,

Marysville ; Fred. Ewart, Woodland; E. E. Wood,

Modesto; F. E. Smith, San Jose ; Vance La Porte,

Visalia ; L. C. Koberg, Healdsburg ; Eugene

Wachhorst, Sacramento ; L. Machfert, San Jose;

C. C. Weindieck, Red Bluff ; A. B. Wilson,

Martinez ; Harry Morton, San Jose; Harry Jocoby,

Oroville ; Ben Levy, Newman ; W. H. Warren,

Sacramento ; Charles Daunt, Modesto ; A. C.

Gravatt, Hanford ; Chas. Haas, Stockton ; J. L.

Cobb, Dos Palvo ; Frank Burr, Geyserville; H. 0,

Vogel, Los Angeles.
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Detroit, Mich., Letter

The trade in general have passed a very suc-
cessful year through this section of the country.
The weather has been typical for a Christmas
season, this being the first year in many that Saint
Nick has been able to visit us with his reindeer
and sleigh. The indications point towards a con-
tinuance of the present prosperity, and the trade
itself express themselves as being thoroughly
satisfied.

H. Capron and family, of Eaton Rapids, Mich.,
have gone to California to spend the winter, leaving
their clerk in full charge of the business.

W. W. Withey, of Davison, Mich., had some
unexpected visitors last month, who helped them-
selves to the largest part of his stock.

F. N. Pauli, of Pontiac, Mich., was a recent
visitor in this market.

H. C. Britton, of Strathroy, Ont., spent a few
days in town last month selecting his stock for the
holidays.

C. A. Stockmeyer, of Caseville, Mich., was in
this city last month.

J. T. Eddington, of Pontiac, Mich., spent a
day here last month calling on the trade.

D. E. Hollands, of Lapeer, Mich., has been
here for some time acting on the grand jury.

Mrs. J. McEvoy, of Saginaw, was in Detroit
for a few days last month visiting friends.

J. P. Phillips, of Bowling Green, Ohio, was
here for two days last month and selected a large
stock to see him through the Christmas rush.

W. S. Baruls, of Rochester, Mich., spent a
day in town last month.

Ed. Britton, of Eaton Rapids, Mich., recently
made a visit to this market.

Mrs. L. S. Allison, wife of H. E. Allison and
mother of E. V. Allison, of Pontiac, died last
month. She was sixty years old.

H. D. Bowman, of Almont, Mich., was in
town for a day last month.

H. D. Walton, of Armada, Mich., spent two
days in this market last month selecting his holi-
day goods.

W. F. Walker, traveling salesman for Noack
& Gorenflo, arrived home in time for Christmas
after a very successful trip.

Samuel Kidder, New Baltimore, was a recent
visitor to this market.

W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian, Mich., was here a
few days before Christmas to fill up his stock and
reports business very good.

W. R. Gates, Morenci, Mich., was in town

for a day last month.
C. E. Marvin, Howell, Mich., spent a couple

of days visiting in this market recently.

Mrs. F. Haggerman, of Birmingham, Mich.,

was here one day last month.

Michigan retailers in this market were : A. H.
Webber Co., Cadillac ; H. I. Knapp, Traverse

City; C. R. Bellinger, Charlevoix ; Kiefer &

Weugh, Saulte St. Marie ; D. G. Currie & Co.,

Manistique ; A. J. Jean, Saulte St. Marie ; J. Noo-

ack, Escanaba ; Gust. Anderson, Ishpeming;

J. J. Meier, Clintonville ; E. J. Avery, Grand

Haven ; F. A. Coville, Wayland ; H. L. Baker,

Greenville ; Wm. C. Hesse, Saginaw ; J. A. Shin-

ner, Saginaw ; W. Snyder, New Lathrop ; Sandy

McKay, West Branch ; Geo. J. Boyden, Bay City;

G. B. Peck, North Branch ; W. J. Bottomley,
Brown City ; E. A. Cress, Minden City ; M. D.

Walton, Armada ; A. L. Gregory, Lapeer ; C. S.

Allison, Owosso ; J. B. Gibbons, Charlotte ; H.
Carrgher, Jackson.
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Trim your windows with

S. 0. BIGNEY C CO.'S
tjç Gold Filled Vest Chains.

They excel in Style, Finish and Quality.

Put in a good assortment of

Lorgnettes and Bracelets,
as they are very attractive.

Also a good assortment of the

Bigney jr. Safety Fob,
in Silk and Metal ; which is the most
up-to-date article worn to-day.

OUR CHAINS GIVE SATISFACTION.
That is what the consumer should know.

LOOK FOR OUR STAMP ON THE SWIVEL.

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.
New York Office,

3 Maiden Lane.

Factory,

Attleboro, Mass.
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Providence and Attleboro

Rhode Island
School of
Design Opens

Under auspices which would
seem to assure for it a very
useful career the Rhode Island
School of Design has begun
operations in Providence. At the

end of its second week a class of thirty-eight jewelry
workers from various factories in Providence and
vicinity had taken advantage of the instruction
afforded by the school and the membership roll

has since been augmented to a very encouraging
extent. So far, there are two divisions of the
students, one of which devotes one night to draw-
ing, one to modeling and one to practical work
each week. The other division includes the more
advanced students who are allowed to devote their
whole time to any section of the course for which
they show sufficient preparation. The course of
instruction is under the supervision of Charles E.
Hanson assisted by Robert Bain, late of the High
School of Art, Glasgow, Scotland, who came to
this country some years ago and entered the em-
ploy of W. P. Durand & Co., and subsequently
that of the Gorham Mfg. Co. The school is well
equipped with tools and other facilities and it is
hoped that it will be instrumental in further ele-
vating the artistic standard of jewelry designing in
Rhode Island which is already so very creditable.

Roswell Blackinton, Jr., son of
Roswell Blackinton, senior
member of R. Blackinton &
Co., North Attleboro, was mar-
ried last month to Miss Florence

Aledea Sturdy, daughter of Frederick E. Sturdy,
of J. F. Sturdy's Sons, Attleboro Falls. The cere-
mony took place at the home of the bride's
parents, Towne Street, Attleboro Falls. In
response to invitations a large number of friends of
the young couple were in attendance. The house
was very prettily decorated with laurel, palms,
ferns and white chrysanthemums. The bride
was gowned in a white crepe de chine and duchess
lace dress. Miss Blanche Daggett was the maid of
honor. The groom was attended by Percy Clap,
who has been for years one of his most intimate
friends. The wedding ceremony was performed
by Rev. Ralph E. Conner, pastor of the First Uni-
versalist Church, and Bronson's Orchestra rendered
the bridal march. At the conclusion of the service
came a short reception. The guests were pre-
sented to Mr. and Mrs. Blackinton by Edwin H.
Cummings, Frederick E. Sturdy, Jr., Joseph Cod-
ding and Harry Fisher, who were the ushers. The
reception lasted several hours and at the close Mr.
and Mrs. Blackinton left for an extended wedding
tour.

Fashionable
Marriage in
the Trade

Death of
Albert Eddy

Albert Eddy, formerly a manu-
facturing jeweler, of Providence,
died recently at the age of sixty.
Deceased was born in Provi-

dence, and after finishing his education learned
the engraving business from Robert B. I3anister,
Providence. He afterwards went to North Attle-
boro, but again returned to his native city to enter
the engraving shop then conducted by Edwin
\\Tells, since deceased. From here he went to take
charge of the engraving department of Potter &
Buffinton, with whom he continued for thirteen
years when, together with Daniel S. Cooke he
formed the firm of Cooke & Eddy, which did a
button manufacturing business at 102 Orange
Street for about seven years. Mr. Cooke disposed
of his interest to his partner in 1888, and after con-
tinuing the business for a short time Mr. F.ddv

retired.. He then engaged in the manufacture of
line gold chains in conjunction with Adolph Vester.

A concert and dancing party
Simmons' was given on December 3d in
Athletic Association Watson's Hall, Attleboro, un-
Hold Dance der the auspices of the R. F.

Simmons Athletic Association.
This was a very successful function, which was
thoroughly enjoyed by the three hundred guests
in attendance. These included J. L. Sweet and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Sweet. Heywood's
Orchestra furnished music for the concert between
eight and nine o'clock. Dancing followed from
nine until midnight. The committee of arrange-
ments consisted of Ezra S. Smith, Joseph Porter,
Frank Abbott, Fred. Tennant and Arthur Dyer.

With a capital of $30,000, the Fletcher-Burrows
Co., of Providence, has recently been incorporated.
The company is engaging in the manufacture of
jewelry, the incorporators being as follows : Henry
Fletcher, Fayette M. Vasellett, James S. Nolan,
Alexander Cullen and John Fletcher.

Vennerbeck & Clase, of Providence, have en-
larged and improved their quarters. This concern
has now an office at 59 Page Street, and has taken
half of the space made vacant by the removal,
some time ago, of the Fulford & Hobart Co.

The coloring room in the factory of T. E.
Bennett Co., Providence, was recently the scene of
a serious accident which caused the death of one
employee and partially paralyzed another. The
dead man was an Italian named Capece and the
injured survivor, Joseph McAleer, who is lying in
the Rhode Island Hospital. The fatal occurrence
was the result of the inadvertent combination of
two chemicals, cyanide of potassium and nitric
acid, which generated a deadly gas. The men
were overcome instantaneously but McAleer re-
vived with medical aid and will probably recover
in due course. A number of girls were at work
close to where the accident took place but fortu-
nately none of them were injured.

The recent eighteenth annual reunion of the
Attleboro Association of ex-Prisoners of War was
the means of drawing together quite a number of
well-known jewelry manufacturers. Major Everett
S. Horton, of the Horton, Angell Co., who is life
president of the association, presided over the
function and officiated as toastmaster.

One of the most profitable features of the
annual bazaar for the benefit of the Peabody Home
for Crippled Children, recently held in Boston, was
the "Attleboro Jewelry Table " provided by jewelry
manufacturers of Attleboro in accordance with an
esta bl i shed custom.

Henry Wesel, a retired jewelry manufacturer,
and one of the founders of Cummings & Wexel,
of Attleboro, died suddenly last month at his
home on Peck Street, in that town. He was born
in Germany, and when a young man came to this
country. During the Civil War he served in the
New York Zouaves and held a commission. He
was a Mason, a member of Streeter Post, of Attle-
boro, the Loyal Legion, Pomham Club and other
organizations and clubs.

Milton S. Rodenberg, of the Rodenberg-
Smith Co., Providence, has recently been recuper-
ating from an attack of appendicitis.

Wm. Loeb & Co., of Providence, have given tip
their space on the fourth floor of the Manufacturers'
Building in that city and engaged larger quarters
on its second and sixth floors.

J. Perry Carpenter, a former citizen of Attle-
boro, now of the firm of Ford & Carpenter, manu-
facturing jewelers, Providence, and for the past
two years worthy patron of Hope Chapter, 0. E. S.,
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of Attleboro, gave a complimentary banquet to
Clara Louisa Mason, worthy matron of the same
chapter, and her board of officers for the years
1902 and 1903, at the Narragansett Hotel recently.
Covers were laid for officers and their husbands to
the number of twenty-six. At the close of the
banquet Mrs. Mason presented to Mr. Carpenter,
in behalf of the officers, a handsome bronze statue.

Philadelphia Letter

Date Fixed for
Jewelers' Club
Banquet

At a recent meeting of the Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club it was
decided to hold the ninth an-
nual banquet of the organiza-
tion on Monday, February 22d.

This function, always so conspicuously successful,
will this year, no doubt, be somewhat tinctured
with patriotism, in view of the fact that it will be
held on Washington's Birthday. Horticultural
Hall, the scene of former banquets of the club,
will again be the place of reunion. It is anticipated
that guests to the number of 500 will participate,
and arrangements are being perfected on a scale
commensurate with this expectation. Should the
attendance reach this standard, and there is nothing
to indicate that it will not, the banquet will be the
largest numerically which has ever been held
under the auspices of the club, and in all other
respects it will doubtless be correspondingly elabo-
rate. The date selected is considered an eminently
suitable one which, being of a quasi-holiday char-
ancter, will afford an unusual opportunity for the
jewelers of New York, Baltimore and other trade
centers to attend.

E. M. Bracher, 738 Sansom Street, returned
recently from a two-weeks' trip through Pennsyl-
vania and adjacent States. Mr. Bracher was favor-
ably impressed by the outlook in all the trade
centers visited by him.

Charles F. Kolb, at one time a well-known
jeweler of this city, but who retired from business
many years ago, died on the recent golden anni-.
versary of his marriage. He was seventy-one
years old, and after retiring from the jewelry trade
devoted his attention to the real estate business, in
which he was very successful. He was secretary
to the American Trust Company at the time of his
death, and was highly esteemed by the members
of the jewelry business.

H. Muhr Sons, Incorporated, It to Chestnut
Street, is now in liquidation, and it is the purpose
to close the business before the 1st of March next.
Jacob Muhr is the president of the company and
the owner of the entire property of the corpora-
tion. The company is without liabilities of any
kind ; the present action is taken for the reason
that Mr. Muhr desires to retire from active busi-
ness. The lease for the premises iiro Chestnut
Street and all the fixtures in the store have been
sold to S. Kind & Sons, who will take possession
of the premises on March 1st next.

Riggs & Brother, jewelers and dealers in
nautical goods, 310 Market Street, in accordance
with their established custom, have issued a hand-
some nautical almanac, containing a great deal of
information for all interested in the science of
navigation or the phenomena of the universe.
Elaborate tide tables, standards of lineal measure
in all the countries of the world, and an abundance
of other matter of importance to seafaring men
are set forth with care and intelligence. The por-
tion devoted to binnacles, compasses and marine
glasses, which is liberally illustrated, is of especial
interest.

• TRADE MARK •
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NEW YORK OFFICE, 37 Maiden Lane.
CHICAGO OFFICE, Masonic Temple Safety Deposit Vaults.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 120 Sutter Street.
MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE, 1116 Lumber Exchange.

TRADE-MARK:

141e°t1ICA04011 •
KAND PAINTED

"A Thing of Beauty, and a Joy Forever."

White's High Art
Hand-Painted China.

The Goods That Sell

Our Spring line, which will be ready early
in January, is being made particularly at-
tractive. It will comprise all the new and
dainty shapes in China. The decorations
and colorings will surpass anything we
have ever presented to the trade for their
inspection. If our salesmen do not call
upon you, kindly favor us with an order
for a selection package. Prompt and care-
ful attention given to orders, and corre-
spondence solicited. When in the city,
visit our studio.

WHITE'S ART CO.

447 Elm Street (North Side), Chicago.

TRADE-MARK:
.110,041 7, cb

cmcAoco
HAND PAINTED
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The holiday trade has been the

A Record-Breaking largest which the wholesale
Trade at Cincinnati merchants and jobbers of this

city have experienced for a
number of years, notwithstanding the oft-repeated

fears that the business could not keep up to its
high-water mark. Pessimists are beginning to see
clouds gathering in the financial horizon for the

year of 1904, but the wisest men in the trade are

to-day firmly imbued with the belief that the busi-

ness will continue to hold good, hotwithstanding

the approach of presidential election. Every line

of jewelry and associate trades has reported an
excellent business for the year just past, and various
predictions in these columns relating to the condi-
tions of the trade have been verified in detail.

A consignment of diamonds and
Diamond Consign- pearls valued at approximately
ment Held Up p000, and consigned to Loring

Andrews & Co., has been held
up by the government appraiser of customs in
accordance with a general order issued six months

ago by the Treasury Department. The jewels
have been sent to the board of general appraisers.
The local agents claim that some of the stones

have been undervalued. A peculiar state of cir-
cumstances manifested itself when an investigation
was made here, showing that if any of the consign-
ment had been undervalued it was accidental. It
was found that some of the jewels had been over-
valued, while the appraisers held that some had
been undervalued. The result was an announce-
ment that the lot as an entirety had been valued its
full worth. This gives rise to a conjecture as to
whether the department experts are posted on all
present values.

A rare treat in an elaborate and
A Costly Accident beautiful art exhibit, at the

Fourth Street store of Loring
Andrews & Co., was prevented two weeks before
Christmas by the caprices of a gale which struck
Cincinnati. The Tiffany display had been arranged
in the rear of the store for the advent of the public.
The maid in attendance had prepared a Russian
samovar for tea. The glassware was placed on
two rare old tables of Buhl, of Flemish origin, and
said to be very rare. Before the exhibit began a
crash of bricks wrecked a skylight and ruined the
costly wares. The gale had blown part of the
bricks from the top of the partly completed eigh-
teen-story First National Bank Building, a half
block away, through space with such velocity that
the skylights were shattered, the ceilings damaged
and the exhibit ruined. The loss sustained
amounted to hundreds of dollars.

The Big Four railroad has begun
Action Against the crusade against what the

railroads term the ticket scalper
evil at St. Louis, as a protection

in time of the World's Fair, by seeking injunctions
against eleven ticket scalpers. The Big Four
brought the suits individually, hut it is understood
Oil excellent authority that the entire Central
Passenger Association is behind the Big Four in
the fight to stop ticket scalping during the fair.

James M. Fowler, the millionaire banker of
Lafayette, Ind., who has hitherto remained neutral
In the sensational controversy over Moses Fowler
Chase, a demented nephew, has been sued in the
Federal Court for $600,000 by Mrs. Charles H.
Duhme, of this city. Mrs. Duhme is a sister of
Chase, and brings the suit in behalf of herself and
brother, alleging that Fowler secured that amount

Scalpers

from the estate of their mother, Mrs. Eliza Fowler,
before her ,death, by becoming her confidant in her
isolation and old age. Mrs. Duhme also claims
Fowler had a farm worth $45,000 transferred to
him for $35oo ; that he got three $70,000 farms, one
for each of his children ; that he had bonds worth
$227,362 transferred to the children, and that he
got $5o,000 Continental Bank stock for himself,
keeping Mrs. Fowler in ignorance of the fact by
paying her the dividends until the time of her death.

Baron Emile Cassiers, former head of the
diamond cutters employed by Fox Brothers 8z Co.,
the Fourth Street jewelers, has been elected a
Burgomaster of Vieux Dieu, a town of about
10,000 inhabitants, located five miles from Antwerp,
Belgium. The information comes through one of
the Baron's friends in this city, who received a
letter from him imparting the news of the municipal
honor bestowed upon him. Cassiers tells of the
great celebration following his election, in which
he and friend opened up hundreds of bottles of
wine. The Clerical party had been in power until
Cassiers reorganized and strengthened the Liberals
to such an extent that his victory followed.

Constant Van Reeth, diamond cutter for the
firm of Noterman & Co., sailed for Europe the
middle of December. While abroad he will look
about for especially choice lots of diamonds and
other precious stones. He will remain across the
water several months.

The firm of Gustave Fox & Co. have received
a rather unique Indian wamus from Texas
which contained more than four hundred elks'
teeth of the largest and most perfect character.
The teeth are being removed and the wamus will
be preserved.

Vic Bogaert, the jeweler, of Lexington, Ky.,
who has been abroad for a number of months,
recently passed through the city en route home.

The manufacturing jewelers report a continued
rush of orders and activity in their various lines.

The diamond dealers have been surprised at the
heavy business which they handled during the
holidays.

A new jobbing house has been opened in the

Burnet House Block, at 16 West Third Street, the

members of the firm being Wallenstein & Myers,

both of whom in past years were associated with

S. & H. Gilsey.
The manufacturing firm of Theodore Neuhaus

& Co. has received the order for the manufacture

of the official badges of the World's Fair, and will

be kept busy for some weeks turning out this grade

of goods.
Albert Brothers, the wholesale jewelers at

Fourth & Plum Streets, report having closed a

very prosperous year. Their business, especially

in the mail order line, has grown with great strides.

A number of Alabama jewelers were visitors

in the city during the month of December and left

nice orders with the trade. Taken as a general

indication, the class and number of visitors who

were here recently would signify that Cincinnati

has not yet lost her prestige as the commercial

center of the South.
An elegant diamond-encrusted gold badge was

recently made by one of the local manufacturing

firms, on the order of Herschede, the Vine Street

jeweler, which was subsequently presented to

chief of police Col. Paul Millikin by his admiring

friends.
Elaborate plans are now being drawn and

inspected for a large and modern addition to the

famous Rookwood Pottery, situated on Mt. Auburn.

The addition will be after the most approved plan

and will cost thousands of dollars.
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John W. Adams, for years well-known among
the local trade as a salesman for A. & J. Haut,
died during the past month at his suburban home
at Crescent Springs, Ky. Mr. Adams was eighty-
four years of age and retired a few years ago. He
removed to Lexington, Ky., but after residing at
that place several years returned to Crescent
Springs. His illness was of short duration.

Mandel Pollock, an old watchmaker at 618
Barr Street, well-known in years past to the West
End residents, was recently committed to a county
institution, being of unsound mind. Pollock
believed his mind was like an open book to be
read by all. He had become violent in his
aberration.

Hugh and Frank Devine, dangerous counter-
feiters, who for years made bogus silver coins
while fugitives in the West Virginia Mountains,
were recently convicted in the Federal Court at
Columbus and sent to the penitentiary.

Miss Effie Mackenzie Evans, aunt of the
Duchess of Manchester, formerly Miss Helen
Zimmerman, of this city, is again defendant in an
attachment suit over jewelry. A suit has been filed
in the Superior Court here by Spaulding & Co.,
jewelers, of Chicago and Paris, who allege she
owes them $179.00 for a gold pencil, topaz ring,
berry fork and other trinkets. To satisfy the
attachment, property of the aunt at her Mt. Auburn
home was attached.

Frank Taylor, the well-known Blue Grass
jeweler, of Carlisle, Ky., was in the city some days
and left several nice orders for goods.

The Miami Silver Company, which has closed
the first year's business, reports that during the
coming year their present quarters will have to be
enlarged to take care of the increased trade.

A large number of country
Many Visiting buyers from several surrounding

States were in the city during
the holiday Aeason laying in

Christmas supplies. Among them were the fol-
lowing: From Kentucky—Frank F. Taylor, Car-
lisle ; M. F. Connelly, Louisa ; J. C. Fisher, Flem-
ingsburg ; W. H. Cooper, Hodgensville ; W. D.
Bogue, Carrollton ; Mr. Bowen, of Bowen &
Simpson, Winchester ; J. W. Barnes, Mt. Sterling;
J. E. Robertson, Brookville ; Louis & Ball, Hardins-
burg ; J. H. Bogart, Newcastle ; G. W. Garretson,
Russellville ; Henry Bertram, Augusta ; I. N.
Pollack, Ashland; George Shotwell, Butler. Ohio
—R. H. Dilley, Cambridge ; J. M. Nath, Eaton;
Ireland Brothers, West Milton ; H. C. Reed,
Blanchester; D. F. Clark, Peebles; B. H. Davidson,
Waverly; J. Meyer, Harrison; Charles Diefenbach,
Hamilton ; M. Montgomery, Lynchburg ; L. W.
Ensley, Troy ; A. Bland, Greenfield, and Otto
Zurborn, Waverly. Indiana—C. Siegnitz, Vevay ;
J. G. Saupus, Seymour ; A. D. Morris, Lebanon;
John F. Heinzel and Floyd Nestor, Booneville;
M. G. Cole, Bedford. Alabama—P. H. Unnehan,
Birmingham ; J. Jaffe, Bessemer ; M. F. Doeing,
Anniston. West Virginia—J. C. Stortz, Point
Pleasant.

Jewelers

'It Just Suits Me"

I do not feel advanced enough to think for a
minute of offering any suggestions on so valuable

a publication as THE KEYSTONE. It suits me as it
is. The Optical Department is very interesting to

me, but I read the journal from start to finish and
am very much interested in it all. Please do not

let me skip any.
Yours truly,

Norwalk, Ohio. F. J. COLLINOWOOD.



Read While You Run.
A great many Jobbers are continually asking- us why we do not adver-

tise more. The reason is, we make an excellent quality of chain, and
it appears to us that it will pay the retailers as well as ourselves in the long
run, to have our gold put on our chains, in preference to paying it out
for Wind in advertising, and, at the same time, cutting down the quality
endeavoring to get rich, quick.

When a manufacturer advertises that his ONE-TENTH chains are ONE-TENTH, if he makes ONE-FORTIETH he should also REMARK that his ONE-FORTIETH chains are ONE-FORTIETH, then aretailer would have a chance to know what he is buying, and not get into a trap, baited with ONE-TENTH,1.11(1 find a little later on that most of the stuff in the trap is ONE-FORTIETH.
Large quantities of one-fortieth Woven Wire Fobs have been placed on the market. Get a U. S. Assayof some of them. We make all of our Woven Seamless Wire Fobs in one-fifteenth stock, which is one hundredand fifty per cent. better than one-fortieth. Never be fooled by a big ad. that states anyone is making very finegoods, when prices are about the same as REPUTABLE CHEAP CHAIN HOUSES sell them for. Nofirst-class chain house can make goods even five per cent. cheaper than others from the same quality of stock.

Our Spring styles will be ready in season.
No doubt you will want some WOVEN WIRE FOBS in fine quality.

C. A. MARSH Sc. CO., Attleboro, Mass.
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller.
.14
og Made in
dg 6 Different

Grades.
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A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERIT'S.

Is

Is 
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Is

10 Ligne.
II Ligne.
0 Size.
12 Size.
16 Size.

Pendant Set Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEVV1ELERS.
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SELLING

AGENTS.

SEND FOR PRICE—LIST.

CROSS & BEGUELIN,
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

A Brisk
Holiday Trade

After the lull in the jewelry

trade that existed just prior to

and following Thanksgiving

Day, there has been such a

neral revival of activity for the holiday season

in all stores that the most conservative
 men say

unhesitatingly that it exceeds their expectations.

They go further and declare with emphasis that so

far as they are concerned the business they 
are

doing for the holidays is fully equal to that of last

year. Inasmuch as last season was generally con-

ceded to be near a record-breaking one for the

local trade, this is considered a remarkable showing.

Discussing this feature of the trade with a number

of the salesmen of the local stores, they say that

the demand for stocks of various kinds is fully as

great as last year, and in some of the larger houses

the class of goods that has been most sold is of the

most costly kind.
Attention was called by them to the fact that

the clerical forces of several departments had been

increased more . largely than last season at this

time, and trade has kept the stores open late. The

sign "Store Open Evenings Until Christmas " was

early displayed in many windows, and to gain the

ear of the jeweler one had to take him unawares

and make his requests for trade notes brief indeed.

Generally speaking, the slump in business that has

been felt locally has been more in the manufacturing

end than in the merchant end of the trade. In the

case of Heeren Brothers, whose factory has been

running short for some weeks, it was announced

that the full force was working again and orders

were coming in satisfactory manner.

The Christmas demand this season has turned

unusually strong toward bronzes and ivories and

high.class art ware, largely of the imported kind.

The large stocks which caused some misgivings

early in the season are now likely to diminish

rapidly. With this change for the better so much

more pronounced than usual, the trade views with

less foreboding the post-holiday season, which may

also witness a general resumption of business of all

kinds and a better tone all around. As a rule,

however, the trade is prepared for a marked

quieting down after the holidays and will not be

disappointed over it.

Handsome 

There is much to admire in the

t I oliday Windows 
displays of the jewelers' win-

dows this season. There is

variety and beauty combined.

Each dealer is apparently striving to be original.

If they only knew what a world of interest this

arouses among the public, and what it means in

creating first the admiration, then the desire and,

finally, the demand for their wares, they would

lend additional energy to this movement. Obser-

vation teaches the value of this where the condi-

tions are favorable, and many are grasping the

situation more strongly than ever before.

One of the most attractive dis-

Costly Piece of plays of this season in the form

of costly jewels was the clever

exhibition by L. Vilsacks, of

Fifth Avenue, of a collar composed of diamonds

and pearls. This ornament is somewhat similar to

one that the same firm had displayed last season,

but varies in its general make-up of stones. The

diamonds line the entire frame of the collar both

the upper and base line, and at intervals of about

one and a half inches in upright columns. Beside

these columns of diamonds, mostly small, are

rows of huge pearls of unusual beauty. The price

Jewelry
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noted on the trinket was $25,000, and according to

reports now it has already found a buyer. In most

of the stocks this season, too, there is a strong

evidence of the recent fad of gaily-colored leather

shopping bags and purse sets which have met

popular fancy.

Not for a long time has the trade

Diamond been so deeply interested in odd

and unexpected attempts at

swindling as in a case developing

this past month. Nettie Steele, a stenographer in

one of the general offices of a large steel company

in Pittsburg, and a young woman who has always

borne an excellent reputation, was the one caught

in a desperate effort to secure a rare diamond.

She had called at the store of Sam. F. Sipe, in Fifth

Avenue, and carried in her hand a small, dainty

handkerchief which she nervously twisted about

while asking to see some diamonds, one of which

she wanted for a small setting she possessed.

Being well dressed, Mr. Sipe showed her several

stones, each one proving unsatisfactory until one

valued at about $400 was brought out. During the

process of showing the stones Mr. Sipe back was

turned for a moment, and in that moment the

young woman had swallowed the $400 stone and

tried to substitute a bogus one in its place. Threats

of arrest and, finally, her actual arrest failed to

reveal what had become of the stone. She declared

she had not seen it and only after careful work on

the part of the police was she induced to admit

what had become of the jewel. In the Central

Police Station means were undertaken to reclaim

the stone, and it was secured during the night by

the aid of a physician. The young woman is only

twenty-four years old and lived with her widowed

mother. Her employers gave her an excellent

reputation, and her predicament has brought out

all sorts of comments and surmises as to the real

motive that induced her to take such a rash step.

Mr. Sipe has appeared as prosecutor in the case

and the matter is still pending. The effort that

the young woman made to substitute a poor imita-

tion of the real stone showed plainly her ignorance

of the trade and judgment of values.

As mentioned last month, the

Suspended two suspended banks of this

community, the Federal Na-

tional of Pittsburg, with its cap-

tal of $2,000,000, and the First National of Alle-

gheny, with its capital of $350,000 have resumed.

The Federal National opened its doors again

December tzith, being declared perfectly solvent

by the controller of currency, and will be operated

under a strong management. It released over

$1,7oo,000 in cash to the business interests, and

will relieve the money stringency much. The First

National of Allegheny has been taken into the

control of the First National of Pittsburg, and the

latter will be the controlling factor in the future.

This will give it the backing of one of the strongest

financial institutions in the city and has at once

inspired confidence and rejoicing.

It is such instances as these that give rise to

hope among the business interests of the city that

the worst of the depression is over, and with the

opening of the new year there will be a change for

the better in all lines of trade. This is the opinion

of not only bankers who were seen during the past

few days, but from the largest iron and steel manu-

facturers, and from coal operators, who are in

close touch with the general trade conditions.

The stock market is more buoyant, and bankers

say the currency will be vastly easier after January

business begins. The weather conditions which

influence the trade not a little, have been unusually

Swallowing Feat

Banks Resume

favorable since the early part of the month, and

shoppers are coming into the city from the

surrounding districts by the thousands.

Kornblums, the veteran opticians, of Pittsburg,

have come forward this month with something of

interest to that trade. The firm has a wide-awake

foreman in the grinding room, who has found

several defects in the grinder used for the grinding

of spectacles and glasses from prescription orders.

He reconstructed the old method by removing the

rigid lever of the grinder that holds the glass and

making it work upon a hinge so as to allow free

movement and adjustment. In addition, he pro-

vided an adjusting device which gives the arm free

play in the working of the lens while being ground,

and by the movement of the circular wheel of felt

a double motion is produced instead of the old

rigid single motion.
Generally speaking, the optical trade is dull,

as is usual preceding the holidays, and especially

in the spectacle line. The demand is expected to

improve after the new year, and will continue

normal so far as can be surmised at the present time.

A somewhat remarkable report was filed this

month of the appraisers for the firm of A. E. Siviter

& Company, wholesale jewelers, at 237 Fifth

Avenue, which has passed into the hands of a

receiver. The concern was a small one, and the

report shows total assets of $5227.22, and among

the list there are loans on diamonds which have

exceeded their worth from pawnbrokers in this

locality. Among this list is the following:

Diamonds in pawn with Joseph DeRoys &
Sons, appraised at $2787, against which is a claim
of $2850.

Diamonds and jewelry with N. Gallinger,
appraised at $7525, against which is a loan of $5788.

Diamonds, etc., with I. De Roys, appraised at
$2755, against which are claims of $2665.

Rings and jewelry with J. K. Fisher, Braddock,
appraised at $66o, with claims against them of $800.

Jewelry with Public Trust Company claimed
as collateral for a note of $10,500, appraised at
$3298.50.

Diamonds with Federal National bank as
collateral on a note of $25oo, valued at $2050.

In some of the items of pledges a balance is

included in the assets, but with others nothing but

ciphers are in the column of assets.

A Sick Man's Work

The ruling passion strong in death had an

illustration in the aged inventor, Gordan McKay,

who in his last hours, feeble and tortured with dis-

ease, constructed a miniature elevator of improved

design. The man who at twenty was devising

improvements for locomotives, and a few years

later originating the machine which exacted a tax

from every one who wore factory shoes, busy with

invention at eighty-four

Disease has never been a bar to achievement.

Watt worked out his steam engine in the intervals

of attacks of headache, that were so violent as to

incapacitate an ordinary man. Wolfe planned the

capture of Quebec while in the grip of an ailment

that would soon have brought an end to his life

which the French bullet anticipated. The sickly

man in all times has accomplished a quantity of

work. Whatever may be the merits of Mr. McKay's

last invention, the fact that it was perfected on a

sick-bed two years after the doctors had con-

demned him to die is notable.

"We get more than our money's worth in The
Keystone. We are interested in evetything in
Jettison dr' Augustine, Jewelers, Decatur, Illinois.



Which is the Heavier, a Pound of Feathers or a Pound of Gold?
For an honest effort at the correct solution of the above simple conundrum, we offer a brand new, warranted true, Victoria Lathe,valued at seventeen dollars and fifty cents, for $15.00 net cash.

Cut

of

Lathe

is

about

3=5

size.

There

is

no

guess=

work

about

this

Lathe.

ONLY ONE LATHE TO A PURCHASER AT THIS PRICE.

Cut

of

Ch ucks

and

Attach-

ments

are

full

This

Lathe

IS

well

made

and

warranted

true.

No. 2. Victoria Lathe and Attachments, as shown, $17.50.
The Victoria Lathe is beautifully finished in alternate gray and nickel-plate, is made by the celebrated German mechanic Wolfjohn, and is an improvementover the regular Geneva Lathe, having a longer bed and larger chucks, the chucks corresponding in size to the regular Webster-Whitcomb.Length of bed is 9/1,- inches ; bed to center is rh inches.

The Chuck Combination consists of 1 I Wheel Chuck, each 1 and 3. I Cement Brass, each 7-16 and 3-4 Inches.

1 Wire Chuck, each 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22. 1 Screw Chuck.

I Taper Chuck, with male and female center. 2 Cement Brasses, 1-4 inch.
The whole is encased in a neat wooden box, stained in imitation of walnut, and fitted with brass hinges and lock and key.We are headquarters for Lathes and Lathe Attachments, and carry in stock the genuine Moseley, Whitcomb and Rivett makes, also all the leading importedmodels at prices that should merit your attention. We are agents for the celebrated W B & C Watch Glasses, the genuine Columbian brand Mainsprings andthe beautiful and artistic floral design paper boxes, etc., etc. We make a specialty of filling Watch Material orders with precision and dispatch, having a largestaff of experienced salesmen devoted exclusively to this branch of our business. We can supply everything needed by the Watchmaker, Jeweler and Optician,from a FEATHER duster to a OOLD pin-tongue, at prices that defy competition.

OTTO YOUNG & CO. Wholesale Jewelers, Manufacturing
Opticians and Jobbers in Watch

9 Materials, Tools and Jewelers' Supplies,

149, 151 & 153 State Street,
CHICAGO.
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Omaha and the West

Holiday Business

THE

Retailers looked forward with

Good in Nebraska some apprehension this year

to their Christmas trade,

knowing that local conditions would add to any

general dullness that might exist. The strikes of

the spring and summer among the building trades

and on the part of the waiters and teamsters had

taken much money out of the pockets of the

workingmen, and it was argued that any econo-

mies rendered necessary by the weeks of idleness

would certainly extend to more limited buying of

gifts, especially in the line of jewelry. That this

apprehension was by no means without warrant,

was proved during the first weeks of December.

On the other hand, the purchases of high-class

goods was satisfactory, showing that business con-

ditions in general have not greatly suffered in

Omaha. It will be recalled that the Business

Men's Association had a larger measure of success

in dealing with the strikes than any similar asso-

ciation in the country. The result was that when

the strikes had ended, the employers had made

few or no concessions and were in a position to

carry on their business with much greater facility

than ever before.

Good Goods
in Demand

As a whole, however, the

jewelers have not had the large

volume of trade that they en-

joyed last season or the season

before. Trade was slow in coming in spite of the

ideal shopping weather. Fortunately this weather

continued practically through the season, and

when the people were ready to trade they were not

restrained by disagreeable conditions. The late

trade was large and had the effect of reviving the

drooping spirits of the jewelers, who have certainly

been displaying a fine variety of goods. There

were no novelties that enjoyed big runs. Fine

leather bags and toilet cases, the unpolished silver

goods, hand-painted china and cut glass were very

popular. The sale of diamonds was only fair.

Many splendid pieces were purchased of the local

jewelers as gifts for two of the younger society

set who were recently married. The wedding of

Fred. Nash, Jr., son of E. W. Nash, president of

the American Smelting and Refining Company,

and Miss Ella Cotton, daughter of Mrs. Herman

Kountz, who is the wife of Omaha's most wealthy

citizen, was a society event of much importance.

The gifts were very rich and beautiful, but as many

of them were bought in the East the local jewelers

feel slightly glum when they think of what might

have been.

Scarcity of
Help

The holiday season has again

emphasized the difficulty of ob-

taining competent help during

the rush. Each year the lead-

lug jewelers are forced to depend for extra help on

young women who are willing and active, but woe-

fully incompetent. In the height of the season it is

impossible for the jewelers and their regular em-

ployees to afford much assistance to the extra

help. As a result, losses are sustained which

make the jewelers long for rest and recreation.

Last year when the checking up had been done

after the holidays, the leading jewelers missed

valuable goods which could not be accounted for

at all except on the theory that they had been

stolen. Of course, they were not stolen by the

clerks ; but if better help could have been em-

ployed they would not have been stolen at all.

Moreover, costly mistakes were made and natu-

rally these proved very aggravating to the jewelers,
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who could not but wonder at the amount of inex-
perience one person could display in the course of

a few days. These losses, however, have come to

be regarded as a part of the cost of conducting

business and are therefore discounted before they
occur.

Jobbing
Quiet

Business

The jobbers have a variety of
reasons in accounting for un-

usually slack trade in the

dull season. The farmer, they

say, has not marketed his crops. He has been busy

in the field and would not come to town. Again,

the cattle men in the western part of the State are

said to be under the iron heel of the beef trust.

While the price of dressed beef remains high, the

price of cattle has sunk to a level which makes the

raising of cattle unprofitable. Great losses have

been sustained by the big and little cattle men,

who always buy generously, according to their

means. The strikes among the miners in Colorado

and Utah and the copper fight in Montana have

affected the situation farther west, and the net

result is poor business to the Omaha jobbers.

Nevertheless, these troubles are looked upon as

temporary. Nearly everyone seems confident that

trade will become much more active in the near

future.

Jobbers are complaining more than usual

about collections. They say that there is practi-

cally nothing doing in the line of collections. They

are hoping for better things after the first of the

year.
G. T. Marsh, of Atlantic, Iowa, had an auction

sale during December.

H. A. Potts, who has been watchmaker for

J. P. Frenzer, has resigned and has gone with C. B.

Jacquemin & Co., of Council Bluffs.

E. A. Dayton will go to Chicago and New

York on January 1st to buy for spring trade.

C. W. Hallowell, who has completed a course

of optics at the Omaha Horological and Optical

Institute, has decided to become a traveling

optician.
W. P. Ludwig, of Minneapolis, is finishing his

studies at the Omaha Horological and Optical

Institute. William Kirkpatrick, of Corydon, Iowa,

is taking a course watchmaking and engraving.

J. Oyer has returned to the school from his home

at Kingfisher, Oklahoma.

M. G. Shirk, of Spearfish, S. Dak., is anxious

to secure a partner and is planning to enlarge his

business.
Mrs. C. L. Shook has returned from a trip to

Boston and other Eastern points.

Wood & Hyde have opened a jewelry store at

Norfolk, Nebr.
Fire recently destroyed the jewelry stock of

E. P. Goff, at Hayes City, Kans.

G. Schueth is now managing the branch store

at Lyons owned by G. Texley, of Pender, Nebr.

H. A. Shoemaker has taken charge of the

watch repairing department at Bennett's. He suc-

ceeds Oscar Pihl, who has resigned.

S. W. Eller, who attended the watch school

here, has recently opened a jewelry store at

Zearing, Iowa.
C. C. Payne has succeeded his brother, E. M.

Payne, in the jewelry business at York. His

brother is said to be in ill health.

Carl Haberlein, who formerly attended the

Omaha Horological and Optical Institute in this

city, is suffering from a disabled foot at his home

in Inman, Kans. He was forced to give up 
his

work at Springfield, Mo., where he was employed

by the Tower Jewelry Company. Mr. Haberlein

maintains a cheerful point of view in spite of his

affliction, and in a letter recently received by Dr.

Tarbox, who conducts the school, the young man

stated that he intended to keep in practice while

at home, by doing all the repairing and engraving

that comes his way.

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

A careful analysis of business for the month

of December shows a falling off in trade from the

business of last year. All the stores were rushed,

nevertheless, but the expensive pieces which sold

last year readily, moved slowly. There was as

much activity, but not as great a volume of busi-

ness. This condition was to some extent antici-

pated by dealers, and therefore settlement day will

not be so much of a nightmare as it might have

been. The January disbursements of dividends in

this city promises to be much less than last year,

and retail trade has been affected by this fact.

There will be a number of changes in this city

January 1st among business houses. Prominent

among them is the change in ownership in the

Whittlesey Optical Co. Grant Whittlesey has sold

out his wholesale branch to the Julius King Opti-

cal Co., of New York, who will place Fred. King

in charge of the new concern. Mr. Whittlesey

will devote his attention entirely to the retail trade

in his present location on Erie Street.

Another appointment as watch inspector for

Webb C. Ball was announced last week. The

Illinois Central R. R. and its various branch lines,

including the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley R. R.,

are affected by the order. Mr. Ball will immedi-

ately reorganize the inspection staff for the various

lines, and inaugurate the same effective system

which he has maintained on the other trunk line

systems.
H. L. Roberts, treasurer of The Keystone

Watch Case Co., was the guest of Geo. Scribner,

of the Scribner & Loehr Co., recently. Mr.

Scribner gave a dinner at the Euclid Clubs in

honor of his guest.
Burt Ramsay & Co., jewelers, Colonial Arcade,

installed new fixtures for the holiday trade. The

public have apparently appreciated the improve-

ment by generous patronage.

Prentke Bros., wholesale jewelers, have issued

a circular to their customers announcing a dissolu-

tion of their partnership, which has existed for

years. David Prentke will retire. The business

will be continued by the other brother, Sol.

Prentke, who will continue nmler the old firm-

name.
Fred. Lewis & Co., Colonial Arcade, have

added new fixtures and otherwiie improved their
store room.

J. A. Ewing, of Ewing & Elgin, Kent, Ohio,

was met in the jobbing district recently. Mr.

Ewing was on a flying trip to our city on business

for his firm.
W. H. Packard, Urichsville, Ohio, was met

also in the city a few days before the rush began.

Mr. Packard was satisfied with the prospects of a

good holiday trade.

Other dealers in the city last month were:

L. G. Goddard, Ravenna, Ohio ; S. J. Gager,

Norwalk, Ohio ; H. H. Brainard, Medina, Ohio;

J. W. Wight, Wellington ; J. A. Stimpson, Low-

ellville, Ohio ; G. V. Luce, Ashland, Ohio ; J. W.

Dunlap, Greenville, Pa.; C. E. Whittaker, Clyde,

Ohio ; A. E. Oyster, Alliance, Ohio ; G. P.

Huntby, Clyde, Ohio ; F. X. Charles, Republic,
Ohio.
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We make a complete line of quick-selling novelties in Sterling Silver :

CARD CASES,
CIGARETTE CASES,
MATCH BOXES,
STAMP BOXES,
SCISSORS,

READING GLASSES,
POCKET KNIVES,
DESK KNIVES,
CIGAR CUTTERS,
NAIL POLISHERS,

Full line of the popular BEAD NECKS anD LORGNETTES
. BRACELETS in all the up-to-date styles.
Als t qreat variety of handsome new designs in Sash Pins, Hat Pins, Buckles, Fobs,Chatelaine Bags, Purses, Etc., in Sterling Silver and Plate.
State Spoons and other Souvenir Spoons—Tea and Coffee Size.

KEY RINGS,
EMERIES,
HEM GAUGES,
TAPE NEEDLES, Etc., Etc.

in Sterling and Rolled-Plate.

Chas. Van Ness,
No. if Maiden Lane,

New York. Codding & Illeilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.
WEELL-a* MOTEMPLMWFMW-N _giHrEE10

The Best. Ask your jobber for 

"The Best" Fobs with
Safety Attachment

Patti. Sept. 22, 1903.

We make them, also a
fine line of Lockets,
Guards, Bracelets and
Gents' Vest Chains.
Order now and get
"The Best."
They will please your
patrons.

Bates & Bacon,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

Attleboro, Mass.
9 Maiden Lane,
NEW VOI/K.

103 State Street

CHICACiO.
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Progress of Our
World's Fair

The St. Louis World's Fair de-

fies comparison. It is as large

as the fairs of Chicago, Paris

and Buffalo combined, and will

cost to complete it twice as much as any other f
air

ever held. Forty-two States and territories and

fifty-three foreign governments are participants.

The fair is now well advanced in every respect. 
Its

foundation is the broadest of all international ex-

positions. Few of our citizens can mention its

long list of novel features. Its plan is so big that

no can expect to see it all, even he begins on 
its

opening day and keeps it up regularly to the last

revolution of the turnstile. The immense Agri-

cultural Building is practically completed. This is

the largest building on the grounds, covering an

area of over twenty acres. Satisfactory progress

is being made on all the other exhibition buildings

not already completed. The Horticultural Build-

ing is almost completed, only a portion of the

plastering on the exterior and the glass roof over

the conservatory wing remaining to be installed.

The only other exhibit buildings remaining to be

completed are the Fish, Forestry and Game, the

Art Palace and Festival Hall, on all of which

satisfactory progress is being made. It is expected

that all of these buildings will be completed by

January 1st. The grounds are already a center of

interest and attract many visitors. There will be

a multitude of remarkable sights on the grounds

long before the formal day of opening. Advance

admissions will certainly break the record, and

that preliminary spectacle will richly repay the

visitor.
For several years past the Mis-

Immigration to souri, Kansas & Texas Railway

has been working to secure im-

migration to the territory con-

tiguous to its line in the great Southwest. It has

expended a great deal of money in advertising its

territory and exploiting the great advantages of

the cheap, fertile lands of Missouri, Kansas, Okla-

homa, Indian Territory and Texas. Through

persistent efforts on the part of the M., K. & T.

Railway, and its large force of land agents, the

farmer in the North has been made to realize that

these fertile farms of the Southwest, at from $1o.00

to $25.00 an acre, are equally productive with. the

farms in the North that are valued at from $50.00

to $100.00 per acre. There is a bright future for

the energetic farmer who goes into the Southwest.

The movement is on. The country is growing

rapidly, and so are the land values. Realizing the

value of working in harmony and as a unit, several

hundred of the land agents in the Southwest have

formed what is called the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

Land Bureau. A meeting of the members of this

organization was held in St. Louis, December 7th

and 8th, at which plans were discussed as to the

better means of apprising the Northern farmers of

the benefits of a change of location. Immediately

following this meeting the railway company had

arranged for its passenger agents to make a trip of

education through the Southwest to occupy about

two weeks.

Nelson W. Hagnauer, the lively and popular

traveler for the Eisenstadt Company, is rejoicing

over the recent advent of a new little woman at

his home.
L. A. Eassett, of the Weiss Jewelry Manufac-

turing Company, mourns the death of a father,

whose death occurred at Kansas City, Decem-

ber 5th.

the Southwest

Capt. Klein, of Klein & Fink, Fort Smith,

Ark., was a most welcome visitor in the St. Louis

market recently. He was stocking up in holiday

lines and remarked that the prospects in their sec-

tion for a lively Christmas trade were excellent.

The father of Fred. Bross, Illinois and Arkan-

sas representative of the L. Bauman Company,

died recently at the family home in Cairo, Ill. The

deceased had been a banker and highly-respected

citizen of Cairo for many years.
According to the latest crop reports the con-

dition of the growing wheat crop in this section is

not as good as had generally been expected.

North of here, where there has been sufficient

moisture, the crop looks well and shows an ave-

rage fall condition. In Southern Illinois it is not

in a thrifty condition, as the plant has not made

seasonable growth on account of the prevailing

drouth. There, however, is no serious complaint

to make as yet, as favorable weather from now on

will bring the crop up to the average.

In the twenty-fifth annual report of the Mis-

souri State Labor Commissioner, which deals with

the manufacturing interests of the State in 1902, it

is shown that they are great and varied. Reports

from sixty separate industries were received, and

these show conclusively that the State is one of the

most important of the manufacturing States in the

Union. The agricultural implement factories

manufactured goods worth $1,321,785, and the

carriage and wagon factories, $5,252,803.

Louis Smith, manager of the T. K. Smith

Jewelry House, Oskaloosa, Iowa, was a most wel-

come buyer in this market last month. He was

on the lookout for late things in holiday lines for

his Christmas trade. Mr. Smith was anticipating

a good holiday business, and said that the lookout

was promising.

George R. Stumpf, the Franklin Avenue

jeweler, says that trade has been good all fall with

him and that his holiday business was a record

breaker. Mr. Stumpf feels much pleased over the

prosperity that has attended him through the year,

and is looking forward to a good year in 1904.

Dr. Fred. Wilbur, son of Jeweler Wilbur, head

of the Wilbur-Lamphear Company, a leading and

well-known jewelry house of Galesburg, Ill., is

now a practicing physician in this city and is enjoy-

ing a good practice. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur, father

and mother, recently paid their son a visit and

were welcome visitors among the trade during

their stay in town.
Dr. Nathan Bourne is another jewelry boy

who is a successful physician in St. Louis. Dr.

Bourne was formerly a well-known and popular

member of the trade at Decatur, Ill.

Geo. G. Gambrill, of the Eisenstadt Manufac-

turing Company, whose illness from appendicitis

was mentioned in our last issue, has so far recov-

ered as to be able to be down to business again.

Mr. Gambrill considers himself to be mighty fortu-

nate to be able to pass through so severe a surgi-

cal operation as he did in such fine shape.

J. M. Gibbs, of J. M. Gibbs & Company, Han-

nibal, Mo., was among the late holiday buyers in

this market last month.

J. W. Covington, of Flat River, Mo., was

among the holiday buyers here early in last month.

Jeweler John C. Burke, of Middleboro, Ky.,

will have a most interesting exhibit in the Ken-

tucky Building at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-

tion. It is called an " astronomical clock " and

Mr. Burke is the inventor and maker. The clock

is a highly-sensitive barometer, and forecasts with

accuracy the weather for twenty-fours in advance.

It gives the time in the East, West, in the Alaskan
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gold fields on the Pacific Ocean, besides twelve

dials showing time in Constantinople, Cape Town,

London, Madrid, Paris, Honolulu, Victoria, Mel-

bourne, Manila and Pekin. There are calendar

dials, giving the day of the week, date of the

month, legal holidays, leap years, rising and set-

ting of the sun and the earth passing around the

sun. It took five months steady day's work to

build the clock. This clock will be especially in-

teresting to watchmakers.
The American Surgical and Insfrument Trade

Association, at its meeting in Chicago, a few weeks

ago, elected Louis P. Aloe president and selected

St. Louis as the place of meeting next year.

The Electro-Telethermometer

The " electro-telethermometer " is the name

of an electrical device recently invented by a

Spanish electrician, M. Juan Vila Forns, of Gerona,

for the purpose of preventing as well as fighting

fires.
The avowed object of this instrument is to

reveal automatically at any distance from the scene

of activity any abnormal elevation of the tempera-

ture which may occur in its vicinity.
The apparatus is composed essentially of a

mercury thermometer connected electrically with a

bell or other form of alarm, and an indicating

device.
In order to establish the desired communica-

tion it is necessary to insert into the tube of a ther-

mometer a number of platinum wires and to

arrange them five degrees apart, their uncovered

ends being so disposed that whenever the mercury

rises to the figures opposite to which they are

located the ends will form a contact with the mer-

cury and close an electric circuit. All these insu-

lated wires unite in a single cable after leaving the

tube and are carried to and connected with an

annunciator set up at any convenient place for

observation.
Each separate wire is connected with a metallic

drop or button showing a number corresponding

with the degree on the thermometer at which that

individual wire is located.
At the center of the annunciator, which closely

resembles the half of a clock dial, is found a mova-

ble hand or switch board, which may be placed

upon any one of the drops or buttons, being at the

same time connected through its fixed end with an

electric bell, also fastened upon the board by

means of a wire, one end of which is inserted into

the mercury contained in the bulb of the ther-

mometer. It is scarcely necessary to say that a

battery of some kind must be included in the

circuit.
Now it is evident that the bell will sound the

alarm every time the mercury in the thermometer

tube reaches or passes the degree controlled by the

wire and noted on the button under the switch

point. For example, if the switch point rests upon

button 115, then just at the instant that the increase

in the temperature in the room in which the ther-

mometer is situated causes the mercury to indicate

that number of degrees, contact with the wire will

be established, and the alarm given at the obser-

ving station.

"I cannot see how any jeweler, watchmaker
or optician, whether he is in business for himself
or working for some one, can do without if. It
would be hard to say which article I am most
interested in. I am interested in all of them, also
the advertisements."— Ozarks H. Binges, jeweler,
Salem, Oregon.
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SKILLED WATCHMAKERS
Were never in greater demand than to-day. When we say skilled we mean the class ofartisans turned out by our school, most of whom have good positions awaiting them andfrequently a choice of positions.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
Start in business somewhere, and besides doing all the watch work in your vicinity,carry a stock from the sale of which you can make a profit at the same time. We graduateWatchmakers, Engravers, Opticians, perfecting the pupil in all three, where the intentionis to go into business for himself.

MAKE MONEY.
There is always room at the top in this profession as in every other, and the onewho receives our diploma has no difficulty in getting there. Send for circular now andlook into the matter a little. It may be the turning point in your career.

On the very tip top is where you will find the

Waltham ilorological School,
Waltham, Mass.
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Our Material
Department

has been A Specialty for ten years,
but we have specialties in that department now.
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We believe PROMPTNESS is a success winner.
We know ACCURACY is a time saver.

We are sure HONESTY is the safest investment.

Take out a new kind of Insurance Policy. Insure
yourself against delays, mistakes and unfair treatment.
Be assured that if you send us your material orders your
policy will bear dividends by return mail.
We are closest to you, with the best equipment

and ready to serve you.

Sischo 6 Beard,
The Northwestern Jewelers' Supply House

St. Paul, Mimi.
Tools, Materials, Boxes, Cards, Tags.

Jewelers' Findings, etc.

)This is the time of long evenings
and early nightfall, with at least two
hours before the shop closes when
lights must be used.

Those in who have

f,

SHOIN

CASES

fitted with the Petz Illuminating Device, make manysales that are missed by less enterprising competitors." Lucky fellows," some call them, although it'snot a matter of luck. Any merchant can have thesame results who will write to us for plans and esti-
mates for new show cases
Why not write us to-day for complete information

about " Quick Sales " Show Cases, the highest gradeof cases made in America ?

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
482-490 Fort St., W., DETROIT, MICH.

Chicago Salesrooms, 199 Fifth Avenue.
Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.

JoiiN PrT7., Pres and Sept.
11 EltBERT AI ALOTT, Sec. and Treas.

c

1;00783,R E.,

"7.7/01,W

January, I904.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Local jewelers give a satisfactory account of

holiday trade. Discussing the growing depart-

ment store competition a leading dealer 
said:

My gross sales this year are, up to this time, as

large as last year ; but the money has come fro
m

more expensive goods. I have not sold nearly so

much of the novelty goods as I did last year, and

I think this is caused by the inroads made 
by the

department stores. If we had what we are entitled

to, it can. be seen at once that our busi
ness would

be way ahead of 1902." In every way, though,

the holiday trade at this writing is good. In the

better lines there are good sales and these brin
g

Up the profits. To my question of " How is
 busi-

ness?" A. S. Smith replied : " I am pretty well

satisfied. My sales this year have been as good

as last, if not better. I sold four good diamonds

yesterday and my assistant sold another after I

went home. This, I think, is very good."

One of the successful young jewelers of Bir-

mingham and of the South is J. Neeley Rose,

junior member of the Jobe-Rose Jewelry Com
-

pany, who came here about eighteen months ago

to establish the business. He took hold at onc
e

and has built up a large following of fast friends
.

He has fitted up as pretty a store as can be found

in the city, and has stocked it carefully with a 
class

of goods that seem to sell well. His most notice-

able work has been that of establishing an inspec-

tion system on the Birmingham Railway, Light &

Power Company lines, the local street railway

system. This had never been tried before he

undertook it, and that he has worked it out satis-

torily to both company and men is a decided

feather in his cap. He has also done good work

in inspection service for the Southern Railway
.

Mr. Rose came from Water Valley, Miss., where

he was a successful business man, moving t
o

Birmingham for a wider field of effort.

Everything is busy at the big Second Avenue

store of Abbott Brothers, where is one of the

largest assortments of jewelry goods ever brought

to the South. Every shelf glistens with cut glass

or some other valuable stock, and the show cases

are brilliant with diamonds and other precious

stones. The optical department, radiant with its

new system of mirrors, is visited often, and th
e

large stores of Christmas novelties are much in

demand. Cliff Abbott says he bought the largest

stock of goods ever brought to Birmingham, and

they expect to do by far the largest business next

year in their history.

" Let us inform the dear people," is about

what J. L. Gains, of the Calhoun Jewelry Com-

pany, must have said recently, and as a result of

the intention thus implied, a handsome new street

clock has been erected in front of the store. The

only other clock of the kind is in front of the store

of Frank Lynch on First Avenue. It was put up

by Rosenstihl Bros. before they went out of busi-

ness and later sold to Lynch. It was the first of

the kind in the city and attracted much attention.

Mr. Gains is making preparation for a large busi-

ness next year. His store has been greatly

beautified.

F. W. Bromberg has had for some days the

sincere sympathy of his friends in the loss of his

father, who died ten days ago in Mobile. The

final attack was so severe that Mr. Bromberg had

not time to reach his bedside before the end came.

Mr. Reeves, of the Reeves Jewelry Company, is

also bereaved, having lost his wife recently. A

strange coincidence is that about a year ago Mr.
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Reeves partner, W. K. Thaxton, lost his wife.

Speaking of Mr. Bromberg, brings to mind the

fact that he has recovered from a severe spell of

sickness himself. He is busy waiting on a big run

of customers and expects to do well next year.
" How about it?" asked THE KEYSTONE cor-

respondent of P. H. Linnehan, long-time jeweler

and erstwhile alderman. " Everything lovely and

business good. Tell them I am busy and happy."

He looked it, too, for his store was neatly and

tastily arranged, and several customers were look-

ing at goods. When Pat. Linnehan fails to sell a

few watches, things are in a bad way, his friends

say.

News from the Northwest

A happy and prosperous New Year to our

Northwestern readers, and may 1904 bring about

the good feeling amongst the retail trade that 1903

has succeeded in starting. The year promises

much in this direction if present plans are carried

out as enthusiastically as they have been started.

In regard to the steps taken to organize a Minne-

sota Retail Jewelers' Association, it is now likely

that a meeting for organization will be held in St.

Paul in February if there is an opportunity of get-

ting excursion rates on railroads. It is to be hoped

that an enthusiastic meeting will be held, as a

good start is necessary to show the demand fo
r

such an organization. THE KEYSTONE wishes th
e

movement success.
Holiday business is not, at this writing, far

enough advanced to predict the outcome. Jobbers

report trade as very satisfactory. Retailers reports

vary ; some say business is very good, others say

it is rather sluggish. We think when it comes 
to

figuring up, the balance will be found on the right

side.
E. Caesar and A. Bjornstad, Chippewa Falls,

are up in the woods working the logging cam
ps.

John Schroeder has begun business at Elm-

wood, Wis.
Wm. Plackner, Benson, Minn., suffered a

small fire loss, November 21st, covered by 
in-

surance.
Wm. R. Pendergrass, lately with H. L. Gates,

Rochester, Minn., is now at the bench for S. Perl-

man, Washburn, Wis.

John Nelson is the new jeweler at Kenyon,

Minnesota.
J. F. Bruckbauer, Sleepy Eye, Minn., wa

s

married November 25th.

C. R. Damuth, Redfield, S. Dak., cel
ebrated

two important events the past month 
: first, the

arrival of a baby girl, and second, moving 
to the

new store building, which he had remodeled

throughout. We heartily congratulate him on

both events.

C. W. Wick, Clark, S. Dak., was mar
ried at

Fergus Falls, Minn., last month.

A. Duffner, Watertown, S. Dak., 
completed

his store improvements in time to 
celebrate, by

having a nice Christmas trade.

The Northwestern Optical Association will

hold its annual meeting at Minneapol
is, January

6th. The afternoon session will be at 3 
P. M. for

business and election of officers, and the 
evening

session at 7.30, when papers will be 
read and

discussed.
Frank Newcomb, who has represented 

S. H.

Clausin & Co., Minneapolis, on the road 
for some

time, is now with M. S. Fleishman Co., 
Chicago.

Martin C. Weyer, Faribault, Minn., has 
just

put in a new dark room for his optical trade.

Otto R. Fox, for a long time watchmaker for

E. A. Brown, St. Paul, but for the past year at the

Rochester, Minn., Asylum, died December i7th.

Carl W. Slocum, for the past three years

with Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, will after January

ist cover his old territory for S. H. Clausin & Co.,

Minneapolis.
A. Knowles has begun business at Lewiston,

Minnesota.
Sexauer & Sloan are new jewelers at Clear

Lake, S. Dak.
F. H. Clark, Ormsby, Minn, is now at Kelli-

her, Minn.
Will. C. Kayser, formerly in business at Mar-

shall, Minn., is now at Vesta, Minn.

Albert Abrahamson, a graduate of the Stone

School, St. Paul, has started in business at Jaynes-

ville, Minn.
Ole Peterson has returned to Hallock, Minn.,

where he has reopened his store.

R. G. Ingraham, Menomonie Wis., spent a

few days visiting relatives at Sandstone, Minn.,

last month.
John B. Carrels, Wabasha, Minn., was mar-

ried, December 9th, to Miss Edith Chamberlain.

The happy couple spent a short vacation at Duluth

and are now "at home" just like old married

folks. THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Frank Waterbury, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

was called home from Aberdeen, S. Dak., Decem-

ber 12th, by the death of his brother.

J. F. Cooper, Minot, N. Dak., had his store

building cave in, November 26th, by an excavation

being made for a new building next door.

R. F. Clapp, Echo, Minn., has sold out to

J. D. Pederson & Co. Mr. Clapp remains with

the new firm as watchmaker.

Andrew Anderson, formerly at Park River,

N. Dak., succeeds J. Faiman at Thief River Falls,

Minnesota.
The following trade visitors were in the Twin

Cities buying holiday supplies the past month:

E. C. Bennett, Zumbrota, Minn.; L. E. Bryant,

Belle Plaine, Minn.; R. G. Ingraham, Menomonie,

Wis.; Wm. Fallet, Sandstone, Minn.; C. H. Todd,

New Richmond, Wis.; Geo. W. Hauenstein, Red

Wing, Minn.; John G. Bett, Minnesota Lake,

Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; Fred.

W. Terhune, Groton, S. Dak.; Wm. Plackner,

Benson, Minn.; F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.;

E. Caesar, Chippewa Falls, Wis.; A. lijornstad,

Chippewa Falls, Wis.; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth,

Wis.; Theo. G. Mahler, Le Sueur, Minn.; E. F.

Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; Louis Hansen, Devil's

Lake, N. Dak.; Fred. Ohm, Jr., Stillwater, Minn.;

A. Knowles, Lewiston, Minn.; H. Abrahamson,

Janesville, Minn.

The Creed of the Salesman

A salesman must compel himself to hold

certain opinions and to determinedly sustain them.

He must be absolutely firm in the belief:

I. That his employers are men of unquestion-

able integrity, men of judgment, capable buyers,

and understand their business.
2. That, as a whole, his house is the best in

the country, and he is proud to represent it.

3. That his goods are what the trade wants, and

ought to have, and it is a pleasure to offer them.

4. That the prices given him are fair and as
low as they should be, with justice to his house.

5. That he is not afraid to ask the price given
him, for the goods are worth the money.

6. That his customers are anxious to see him.

7. That he expects to sell to every man he calls

upon, and that his customers want to buy now.

8. That he does not fear competition.
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The Standard Collar Button.
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Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
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To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.
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suggest; to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good Its this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
us an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contrilad
" The Story 0tH Collar Ito I ion"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are Stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality rand Construction have made Its Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ &e CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. Et ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York,

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N.J.

National 14,116E4  System
Mr. W. A. Riddle, Mankato, Minn., has been actingas our representative for the past three months. His

commissions last month were over $1100. There is nolimit to the amount of money that can be made bythose who have the determination and ability to suc-ceed Our book will tell you how and thirty days'trial will convince.

ACORN BRASS MFG. CO.
69 N. GREEN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Any Jobber Can

Supply You Promptly.

A trial with

FAVORENE
and you will never go
back to the old way of
soldering with borax,
anti-oxidizer, pickle, etc.
Order from your jobber

a sample bottle, 2-oz. size,
and if not perfectly satis-
fied we refund your
money. 2-02. bottle will
solder over 200 jobs of
the ordinary size.

Price, 35 Cents.
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Cut reduced 34 size

"Nothing Like It!"
The greatest invention

of the age

is the universal verdict of
every dealer that uses

FAVORENE
Does your work in less
time, requires less heat,
requires no pickle, no
anti-oxidizer, no borax,
etc. With Favorene you
can make 14 K. gold sol-
der flow on 8 K. goods
without danger of meltirg
the goods. Favorene is
a hard soldering solution
that is guaranteed and
does give absolute satis-
faction.

Patented October 28, 1902.

K ittheingjeesattaersntiltsahrnintssthurritelymoavnear,,o.fitthhentagthee.
slightest Injury either to the artIcle or to the

Requires No Rubbing or Brushing.

hands.

Price, 2-OZ. Bottle, 25 cents.
Johhing trade supplied through

WAYNE JEWELRY CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
—or by—

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 35 Maiden Lane, New York.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of

news for this department

Illinois

" Holiday Talk " is the title' of a neat little
booklet issued by C. A. Florey, of Kenny. This

booklet is printed oil enamel paper in black ink

and contains a number of handsomely executed

cuts of watch cases, rings, chains, fobs, etc. It is

bound in a cover of a tasteful blue shade. The

reading matter throughout is brief and business-

like, and under the heading " To Our Patrons"

there is a short and very. appropriate introductory

notice.
E. R. Perceval, successor to G. A. Goff, Sid-

dell, has purchased the brick store building for-

merly owned by Mr. Alkir. He intends to remodel

this building so as to make it one of the hand-
somest jewelry and optical stores in that section.

Indiana

F. 0. Brooks, of Madison, issued an attractive

piece of advertising during the Christmas season,

entitled " The Brooks Souvenir." This compi-

lation was mainly of a pictorial character, containing

handsome illustrations of scenes in Madison fifty

years ago and to-day. The transformation that

has taken place within that period is very remark-

able and this souvenir portrays it vividly. There

is an explanatory foot-note to each illustration.

The first picture shown is that of Jeweler Brooks'

store, a commodious and handsomely appointed

establishment founded half a century ago.

Iowa

Under the caption, " Gift Suggestions," 0. W.
Halsted, of Davis City, recently issued a small

booklet, printed on enameled paper and bound in

a green cover. It is a very neat piece of adver-

tising literature, prefaced by a short, pointed talk

on "Christmas Shopping." The list of birth-

stones and instructions on the care and cleansing

of jewelry give it an added interest. Lists of

seasonable gifts are in the body of the booklet,

and there are also shown some handsome exam-

ples of the engraving done by the firm.
Samuel T. Morrison is about to open an en-

tirely new jewelry store in Iowa City. He made

personal visits to the jewelry markets of New York

and Chicago, last month, and purchased some
seasonable lines. He will occupy his own build-
ing and intends carrying a large stock.

Kentucky

A report in the Henderson Gleaner states that
Wm. B. Mucker, recently employed by Jeweler

Phil Levy, of that town, has departed without set-
thug a number of personal obligations. The

Gleaner remarks that this " will, no doubt, put all

parties who come in contact with Mr. Mocker on
their guard, and he will not so readily get into
their confidence as he did the confidence of Hen-

derson people."
J. M. Briggs has resigned his position with

F. P. Hagan, of Glasgow, and lias opened for

himself with a fine outfit of tools in quarters two

doors below Jeweler Hagan's concern. He antici-
pates a good business, as he has been located in

Glasgow for several years, during which time he
has made many friends.

Louisiana

J. S. Winchell & Co. have moved from 1025 to
927 Canal Street, New Orleans. The front of their
new building has been remodeled and some elegant
new fixtures added to the company's store equip-
ment.

Thomas Foremen Parker, of Hart & Parker,

Shreveport, was recently married to Miss Roberta
Sara Wheeler, of Lexington, Ky, THE KEYSTONE

extends congratulations.
Otto J. Lauterbac.h, for two years expert

engraver with A. M. Hill, of 631 Canal Street,
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New Orleans, has opened a business at 130 Ex-
change Place, in that city, where he is prepared to
do engraving for the city and country trade.

Massachusetts

Edwin M. Holman, jeweler and optician, who
had been located in Worcester for the past nine-
teen years, has retired from business, his medical
adviser having recommended a change of climate.
Henceforth he will reside in Florida, where he
sojourned for the past two winters. During his
last stay there he made a real estate purchase in
Daytona, and in addition to this he holds property
of a similar character in Worcester, which latter is
his native town. In order to expedite the closing

out of his business, he held an auction sale which
continued for some days. Mr. Holman was a
business man of integrity, who was highly esteemed

in the social and business circles of Worcester.

Minnesota

G. R. Strickland, formerly of New London,
Wis., and subsequently of Strickland & Co., Fond
du Lac Wis., has opened a fine jewelry store at
International Falls, where he has also taken up
two different tracts of land. Jeweler Strickland is
highly pleased with his surroundings and predicts
the rapid and prosperous development of that dis-
trict. His family will live in Chicago.

J. H. Mosher, the enterprising dealer of
Akeley, has issued a handsome calendar that will,

no doubt, be appreciated by the recipient both for

is attractiveness and utility. The jeweler's name,
address and business are printed at the top, and

the pictorial feature is a handsome miniature re-
production of " Cosette," from the painting by

A. Asti. In addition to the regular tabulation of
days and dates, this calendar gives the phases of
the moon for each month of the year.

Missouri

J. C. Pilcher & Bro., of Vandalia, who some

time ago sold their jewelry store to James A. B.

Keith, another local jeweler, were in business at

Vandalia for eighteen years. Prior to coming there

they were located in the town of Mexico, where

Mark Pilcher, the eldest of the boys, is still in

business conducting one of the best stores in that

section of Missouri. The Pilcher brothers have

been in business in Audrain County, in which

Mexico and Vandalia are situated, for the past
thirty-five years.

Charles A. Thomas, the well-known jeweler,

of Norborne, is mourning the loss of his wife,

who died recently. The deceased lady was much

esteemed in social and church circles.

Nebraska

Theo. Schutz, of Stella, had the bad luck to
accidentally break one of his ankles on Thanks-

giving Day, and has not been able to attend to

business in consequence. He is progressing favor-

ably, however, and hopes to be on his feet soon

again.

New Hampshire

James j. Woodward, of Somersworth, enjoys
the distinction of being the oldest business man in

Strafford County and one of the oldest in the

Granite State. He is a native of Maine and came

to Somersworth with his parents in 1839. He

states that there is not now in Somersworth a

business or professional man who was in that town

when he came there. " I can count, however,"

he states, " nearly fifty persons living here who

were residents sixty years ago." At that time he

entered the services of Alfred Wakefield, a jeweler

of Somersworth. He began as an apprentice and

eventually attained to the proprietorship of the
place.

New York

Wm, T. Kelley, of l'ort Chester, has sold his

business property to Meyer Tunick, another jeweler

of that place, and has retired from the jewelry

business.

F. W. Stockton, of Sandy Hill, takes an
especial interest in the decoration of his jewelry
store, which is well evidenced in its handsome
rppearance. Jeweler Stockton is himself an ac-
complished decorator, the walls of his store,
which are of plaster of Paris, being designed by
him. His floor cases are of plate glass, 12 feet
long and in every way conducive to the adequate
display of the goods. He also utilizes his win-
dows to excellent advantage.

Nelson A. Soggs, the well-known Niagara
Falls dealer, and John Ansteth, the jeweler, of
Buffalo, recently made an appraisal of the loss
sustained by Austin & Prescott, the Batavia jewelry
firm, which suffered from a fire a short time ago.
It was specified in advance that if the appraisers
could not agree on the amount of the loss, A. W.
Caney, of Batavia, formerly of the firm of Caney
& Bradley, should act as umpire. The Batavia
News states that through the efforts of Mr. Soggs,
the firm will receive from the insurance companies
their just dues. Mr. Caney, the umpire, was not
called into the settlement.

Ohio

Notice has been issued to the effect that David
Prentke has retired from the firm of Prentke Bros.,
Cleveland. Sol. Prentke is now sole owner of the
business and will conduct it under the old firm-
name.

S. C. Frantz, of De Graff, issued a very hand-
some booklet for the holiday trade. It bears many
evidences of care and intelligence in preparation,
and its typographical appearance is very creditable.
This booklet is printed on enameled paper, the
cover being of a tissue variety, suitably embellished
with a holly-leaf and the figures 1903-4. A season-
able salutation is engraved on the first page, and
handsome illustrations are used throughout.

Oklahoma Territory

T. J. Stansel, of Elk City, has bought the
jewelry business of Charles McEwen, at Tecumseh,
and has iocated in the last-named town. He re-
ports business conditions there to be very brisk,
and states that he is enjoying a very good trade.

Pennsylvania

Lewis J. Henise, jeweler and silversmith, of
York, has issued a handsome 1904 calendar, the
pictorial feature of which is somewhat humorous
and original. This illustration is entitled "A Tight
Cork," and consists of an individual of rubicund
and jovial countenance in the act of uncorking a
bottle. The frame is of a golden hue and done
in relief.

D. S. Bock, of Lehighton, made a pleasant
call at this office last month. He reported that
business conditions in his section were generally
satisfactory, repair work being especially plentiful.

South Dakota

According to a report in a local newspaper,
genuine rubies have been discovered near Cham-
berlain. They were pronounced to be of fine
quality by an authority who did not wish his name
published. The paper remarks : " We are not at
liberty to disclose the party who made the dis-
covery or the location, but are betraying no confi-
dence to state that they were discovered west of
the river within the boundaries of the State. The
find promises to be one of great importance, and
further developments at the proper time may dis-
close a mine of South Dakota rubies of fabulous
wealth which will astonish the world.

West Virginia

E. F. Randolph, of Williamson, has been dis-
tributing to his customers a handsome advertising
novelty in the shape of an aluminum ash tray.
The adaptability of aluminum to the production of
attractive novelties is strikingly shown in this tray.
A picture of Jeweler Randolph's store appears on
it, and there is no reading matter other than the
jeweler's name, address and compliments. The
usefulness of this tray will doubtless give it an
enduring value as an advertisement.



WOVEN WIRE FOBS.
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Are you aware of the fact that the unprecedented
sale of these chains is threatened with injury by several
manufacturers who are placing cheap quality and poorly
made chains on the market?

We are the original makers of Woven Wire Fob
Chains, and the high standard adopted by us in the be-
ginning has been strictly adhered to. Our reputation
for artistic and attractive designs will be maintained by
over a hundred beautiful new ideas this season.

Our new Reliance Fob Fastener (patent applied for)
grips without hooks or teeth, which tear out pocket
lining, but press the cloth into a cavity and holds tight
just the same.

What Constitutes a Perfect Chain:

Full weight—close weave—perfect edges that will
not unravel, highest finish—and superior wearing
qualities.

Our Woven Wire Fobs are made only of that desir-
able and salable quality.

With our best wishes for a happy New Year.

Providence Stock Co.
Leading Manufacturers of High-Grade Gold Filled Chains.

Factory, ioo Stewart St., Providence, R. I.
I 3 I Wabash Ave., i 15 Kearny St.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Salesrooms 1 I I John St.,

1, New York. Chicago.
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;THESE ELECTRO•PLATIMG SALTS ARE
PREVARATIONS DRY FORM . CONTAINING

METALArrn CHEMICALS 'pi ACCURATE PRO.
).PORTION,PRODUCING eralkAihi=1300 CORRECT
SHRZIES. ZusoLvED iNWATEECIIIE BATH ISETONCEREEDY TOR VSE:NORKED wti TITHER DYNAMOATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS.
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SOME OF THE SALTS! ROSE GOLD, GREEN GOLD, PARISIAN,ROMAN, 14 OR 18 KARAT, RED, GUINEA, OLD ENGLISH GUINEA GREEN,GUINEA ROSE, GOLD DIP, SILVER SALTS, FRENCH GRAY DIP, SILVEREBONIZER, OXIDES, ETC.

OUR GUINEA GREEN GOLD IS THE NEW YELLOW GREENWrite for Circular and Price-List.
U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 218 CENTER STREET, NEW YORK.

DIAMONDS
Any way you want them, LOOS e or MOUNTED.

When you wish to show your customer the best Diamond that can be produced for the price he wants to pay,
receives our personal attention.
send to us for a selection of Loose or Mounted goods on memorandum and never miss a sale. Every order

A. C. BARD ec CO.,
103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.IMPORTERS AND CUTTERS,
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[Copyright, 1903, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

Preface

0 one ignores the fact that horology
has attained a highly prominent posi-
tion among the mechanical arts during

the latter part of the s9th century, and

that this fact is due to the rapid progress of

science, industry and commerce in our epoch.

If it sufficed formerly to know the time,
approximately, and to make use of the indi-

cations of the sun dials, town clocks with

single hands and other primitive instruments,

modern times, with their multiplied require-

ments, have rapidly despoiled us of this

ancient simplicity ; they demand of us an

exact marking of every instant, which only

modern horary instruments permit us to

attain.
The magnificent chronometers, whose

superior timekeeping we admire to-day, are

the product of the two-fold effort ; first, of

the theorist who, by his calculations, deter-

mines all the principles ; then of the practical

workman who faithfully follows these in the

execution of the work.
In the period in which we live we cannot

believe that we have yet attained the highest
point of precision, but the results are already
so brilliant that the mind now asks the ques-

tion whether, before going farther into the

technical domain, it would not be better first
to bring to perfection the means of obser-
vation and of rating, which we now invariably,
employ with a degree of uncertainty. The
magnificent instruments to which we have
alluded are, moreover, still exceptions ; they
are very expensive as yet. So the most
practical object of the technical study of
horology is to approach, as nearly as possible
in public timepieces, the results of the preci-
sion chronometer, at least so far as concerns
the exactness of timekeeping. This purpose
will surely be attained when horology, sec-
onded by the admirable resources of mechan-
ics, will entirely cease to be an art, too often
empirical, and become a purely mechanical
science.

It has long been believed that the theory
of horology formed a science by itself, inde-
pendent of general mechanics, and for a long
time the watchmaker would not listen to
anything about mechanics, pretending that it
was impossible to apply its data to the minute
pieces which compose the mechanism of a
Pocket watch. This assertion was often
apparently sustained by practical results, and
frequently the purely mechanical data ap-
peared as if they could not be applied to
horology. But this conclusion, let us hasten
to say, was false ; for the reason that the
mathematical formulas employed in mechanics
often require less development than when

they are applied to horology. In the first
case many of the terms could be neglected,
which in the second would become important.
We must not be astonished, either, if the
results are not always what we seek. Let
us take an example : Would one really
dare to pretend that the laws of friction,
established by Coulomb, are inexact because
it• is very difficult in horology to separate
friction proper from the influence of adhesion
produced by the oil or other lubricating
material. This second factor, which may
often be omitted in large mechanics, becomes,
we know, an important factor in horology.
The work which we present to the English-
speaking watchmakers is written by watch-
makers and for watchmakers, and with the
idea that horology and mechanics are
twin sisters, and that the same laws and the
same rules control both.
. This work is the fruit of long experience
in the domain of professional instruction in
horological schools. We have endeavored
to avoid speculations purely theoretical, as
well as long descriptive explanations, which
belong to books suited to the general public.
If the solution of some problems cannot, in
our estimation, be accomplished without the
aid of higher mathematics, because of the
precision required to attain the desired end,
it must be noted that these questions can
generally be put aside by those persons to
whom the subtleties of mathematical analysis
are unfamiliar,

It is sufficient then to recognize the fact
that the calculations have been made to
verify the deductions and to make use of the
conclusions which may be drawn from them.

We are also obliged to grade the diffi-
culties of calculation so that they are pre-
sented in proportion to the development of

the mathematical knowledge of the persons
who undertake the study, and we follow each
problem with at least one numerical applica-
tion. When it is possible we give also,
together with a complicated solution, another
similar to it, but more simple.

Our plan comprises, first, a short intro-
duction on the principles of cosmography

and mechanics having relation to the meas-

uring of time. Then follows chapters which

are devoted to the study of motive forces

produced by the weight and the barrel

spring, the calculations of trains and the

theory of gearings. Then chapters on escape-
ments, and finally the theory of adjusting

and regulating forms an important part of

the work, and will be treated with all the

exactness due the subject. We will close

this theory by a treatise on the compensation

of chronometers.
We hope that this work will contribute

its share towards forming a generation of

capable and educated horologists who can

assist in the development of the fascinat-

ing industry of horology.

We owe a just tribute of appreciation to

THE KEYSTONE which has undertaken the

publication of this work in the English lan-

guage, and to James Allan, Jr., of Charleston,

S. C., former pupil of the Lode Horological

School, who has so well performed the work

of translation.
HERMANN GROSSMANN.

Neuchatel, November, 1903.
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I. Introduction—General Principles of Cosmogra-

phy Relating to Horology

1. Principles of the measurement of
time. Cosmography is a science which has
for its object the study of the different celes-
tial phenomena as they are given to us by
observation and calculation ; it comprehends
also the study of the principles which are
the basis of the measuring of time.

When one proposes to measure a length,
surface, volume, or weight of any kind one
chooses arbitrarily a unit of length, surface,
volume, or weight with which one compares
the object to be measured, noting exactly the
number of times that this unit is contained
therein.

When the purpose is to measure the in-
tervals of time, it is no longer possible to
make use of an analogical method. But to
effect this operation one is obliged to deter-
mine the space traversed by a body animated
with a uniform or periodically uniform mo-
tion (31). In the first place one concludes
that the intervals of time are proportionate
to the spaces traversed by the body con-
sidered.

2. It is necessary then to admit that all
measurements of time must be deduced
from the observation of a regular movement.
Thus, formerly, one determined the fraction
of time, more or less great, by the running
of sand in the " hour glass," or of water in
the " clepsydra." Now time is measured
in clocks and in watches by the periodically
uniform movement of the pendulum or bal-
ance wheel.

3. Units of time. Sidereal Day. Solar
day. For the determination of the unit of
time it is necessary to choose the most uniform
movement possible, a movement whose speed
must be the same to-day, to-morrow, in a year
or in an indefinitely prolonged period. Such a
movement filling this condition absolutely,
is the rotation of the earth on its axis ;
no cause or effect whatever could in-
crease or diminish it. We have positive
proofs that this movement is the same to-day
as it was in the time of Hipparchus, an
ancient astronomer of the school of Alexan-
dria who lived two centuries before Jesus
Christ. We can assure ourselves by the
calculation of the eclipses, that the length of
one of these rotations is the same to-day as
in the time of that astronomer within , t , of
a second. This movement has then been
chosen because of its great regularity as the
basis for the measuring of time.

The duration of a complete rotation is
the unit, and is called a day.

4. In order ti determine with exactitude
the commencement and the end of this
movement, it is necessary to choose a point
of repose outside of the earth, and for this
purpose a fixed star or the sun is taken.
Let us remark that the result differs accord-
ing as we take one or the other of these two
points. The following demonstration will
explain the reason.

5. We know that the earth not only
turns on its axis, but that it has also a simul-
taneous movement around the sun. Let us
take, then T and T', Fig. i, as the two
positions which the earth occupies in its orbit
at the commencement and at the end of one
of its diurnal rotations. In the first of these

(Continued on page S3)
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positions, a is a point on its surface from

which can be seen at this instant 
the center

of the sun S, in an imaginary
 plane passing

through the two poles and the poi
nt con-

sidered a, this plane is the meridian p
lane.

At the end of a certain time, 
the earth has

traveled in its orbit to the position
 7' and

the point a arrives at a' in s
uch a manner

that the line T' a' is parallel to T
 a. The

earth will then have accomplished o
ne rota-

tion on its axis and all of its part
s will have,

with relation to the fixed stars, the same

positions that they had at 7'.

The time during which this rotation is

accomplished is called a sidereal day.

But from the point a' in the position T'

one could not see the sun in the mer
idian

plane ; in order that the observer placed at

a' could perceive it anew in this plane, it

would be necessary for the point a' to be

removed to b in traversing the arc a' b.

The solar day, that is to say, the time which

elapses between two consecutive passages

of the sun to the meridian plane is then

longer than the sidereal day. In dividing

the solar day into 24 hours, the hour int
o

6o minutes and the minutes into 6o seconds
,

the sidereal day counts only 23 hours, 5
6

Fig. 1

minutes, 4.09 seconds ; the sidereal day i
s

then shorter than the solar day 3 minutes
,

55.91 seconds.
If we divide, on the other hand, the

sidereal day into 24 hours, the solar day wil
l

count 24 hours, 3 minutes, 56.55 secon
ds.

This value of the solar day, variable from

the sidereal day, is only a mean value.

6. The time that the earth takes to

traverse its orbit, that is to say a year, c
on-

K EYSTONE

tains exactly one sidereal day more than the

solar days.
7. True time. Mean time. The curve

that the earth describes around the sun is an

ellipse .of which that star occupies one of

the foci': Our planet does not traverse this

curve with a uniform speed, it moves more

rapidly when it is nearest the sun and more

slowly when it is farthest away. The arcs

traversed by the earth in

one day are not then the same

length during all the year.

There results an irregularity in
the duration of the solar day,

the solar day is longest when

the earth goes fastest, and it is

shortest when its movement of

translation is slowest. Another

cause which still increases this

irregularity is due to the fact

that the axis of the earth is not

perpendicular to the plane of

the orbit that it traverses around

the sun (plane of the ecliptic.)

The length of the solar

day can vary in 24 hours as

much as 30 seconds, plus or

minus. Thus the solar day

with its diurnal variation of

length does not till at all the

conditions desired for the

measuring of time, the unit adopted

must be of fixed value, so that our how-

logical instruments, all based on a uni-

form movement, may follow their 
regular

running without necessitating perpetual

resetting. We fall then into a difficulty,

since naturally the sun should measure

the time for us, while in reality its unequal

movement does not lend itself to this 
measu-

ring. The difficulty has been adjusted as

follows. We divide the total duratio
n of the

year by the number of solar days
 that it

contains ; the quotient will be a mea
n value,

shorter than the solar days of greates
t length

and longer than the solar days of l
east dura-

tion. It will be, moreover, almost equal
 to

certain days between them. This mea
n value

is called mean time. We call, on
 the con-

trary, true time the direct interv
al of time

elapsing between two successive pas
sages of

the sun across the meridian. Th
e difference,

plus or minus, between true ti
me and mean

time can amount to as much as 1
7 minutes.

8. The equation of time is the value

that must be added to or subtrac
ted from the

true solar day to obtain the mea
n solar day.

The year book of the Bureau of
 Longitudes

announces each year in a calendar
 the result

of the equation of time, and gives in a

column entitled " Mean time at
 true noon"

what a chronometer, regulated
 on mean

time, should indicate at the 
exact moment

• of noon. The equation of time
 is nothing or

almost that, four times a year —
the r5th of

April, 15th of June, 31st of Augu
st and 25th

of December, Nvhile it attains its greatest

value between the loth and 12t
h of Febru-

ary and the first days of No
vember.

9. Laying out of a meridian 
line. We

already have an idea of the im
portance of

the meridian plane in the 
determination of

the length of a rotation of 
the earth on its

axis.
Let us see now how we can pro

ceed to

establish the direction of.a wridian li
ne, that

83

is to say, of the trace of the meridian Plane

on the surface of the earth.
Among the several methods known let

us choose the following, which recommends

itself on account of its extreme simplicity,

and which does not require instruments of

precision.
On a horizontal plane, conveniently

placed, we fix a vertical style ; from its foot,

Fig 2

0, Fig. 2, we describe on this plane several

concentric circles of any size, such as m n,

fl')l', etc. Let us mark on these circum-

ferences the points A, 13, C, etc., where the

extremity of the shadow of the pin reaches

before midday. In the afternoon renew the

operation by indicating in the same manner

the points A', B', C', etc. We connect the

points marked on the same circumference by

a straight line, and we obtain thus as many

straight lines as circles, and they are parallel

to each other. The perpendicular laid off

from the center 0, on these straight lines,

will be the meridian line sought. Since the

shadow cast by such a style is never very

distinct, we will reach a greater accuracy by

finishing the extremity of the pin with a

metallic plate, in which we pierce a fine

hole. We indicate then the center of the

image of the sun on each of the circumfer-

ences, as previously done. In the above

construction a. single arc sufficed, but it is

preferable to employ several which mutually

control each other, the middle of the straight

lines, AA', BR', CC', etc., should be found

with the center 0 on the same perpen-

dicular 0 N

10. When the middle of the small image

of the sun is found on the meridian it is

nearest the foot of the style and consequently

the sun is at its greatest height ; it is then ex-

actly midday. To obtain the mean hour we

must consult a table of equations and add or

subtract, according to the season of the year,

the correction indicated for this day. Gene-

rally, as we have said, these tables indicate

the " mean time at noon," thus for the

i7th of November, 1893, we find for example

indicated :
Mean time at noon i i h. 45 in. to s. the

clock or watch should then mark i i hours 45

minutes and io seconds when the middle of

the small image of the sun is projected o
n

the meridian line.

(TO BIC CONTINUED)
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I.,)sitiOnS, a is a point On its surfaet from

which can be seen at this instant th, ,ntcr

oi the sun S, in an imaginary plane it.mssing

through the two poles and the point con-

sidered a, this plane is the meridian plane.

.11 the end of a certain time, the earth has

trIveled in its orbit to the position 7' and

t!te point a arrives at a' in such a manner

the line 7' a' is parallel to 7'a. The

tmth will then have accomplished one rota-

tion On its axis and all of its parts will have,

with relation to the fixed stars, the same

it,tsitions that they had at T
The time during which this rotation is

,teetnnplished is called a sidereal dal,.
But from the point a' in the position 7'

one could not see the sun in the meridian

plane ; in order that the observer placed at

It' could perceive it anew in this plane, it

would be necessary for the point a' to be

I.' moved to b in traversing the arc a' b.

solar day, that is to say, the time which

t,lapses between two consecutive passages

of the sun to the meridian plane is then

1(111)4•('E than the sidereal day. In dividing

the solar dav into 24 hours, the hour into

no millutes tut(1 the minutes into 6o seconds,

the sidereal day counts only 23 hours, 56

I A
,41

tt,:nutes, 4.o9 seconds ; the sidereal day is

oten shorter than the solar day 3 minutes,

--of seconds.
If we divide, on the other hand, the

• lereal day into 24 hours, the solar day will

ttint 24 hours, 3 minutes, 56.55 seconds.

1 his value of the solar clay, variable from

the sidereal day, is only a mean value.

6. The time that the earth takes to

traverse its orbit, that is to say a year, con-

KEYSTONE

tains exactly one sidereal day more than the

solar days.
7. True time. Mean time. The curve

that the earth describes around the sun is an

ellipse .of \vhich that star Occupies one of

the focn. Our planet does not traverse this

curve with a uniform speed, it moves more

rapidly when it is nearest the sun and more

slowly when it is farthest away. The arcs

traversed Itv the earth in
one day are not then the same
length during all the year.
There results an irregularity in
the duration of the t-olar day,
the solar day is longest N'hen
the earth goes fastest, utnd it is

shortest when its na)vement of

translation is slowest. Another

cause which still increases this
irregularity is due to the fact

that the axis of the earth is not

perpendicular to the plane of

the orbit that it traverses around

the sun (plane of the ecliptic.

The length of the solar

day can vary in 24 hours :is

much as 30 seconds, plus or

minus. Thus the solar day

with its diurnal variation of

length does not till at all the

conditions desired for the

measuring: of time, the unit adopted

must be of fixed Vaille, SO that our homo-

logical instruments, till based on a uni-

form movement, may follitw their regular

running without necessitating perpetual

resetting. \Ve fall then into a difficulty,

since naturally the sun should measure

the time for us, while in reality its unequal

movement does not lend itself to this measu-

ring. The difficulty has been :udjusted as

follows. We divide the total duration of the

year by the number of solar days that it

contains ; the quotient will be a mean value,

shorter than the solar davs of greatest length

and longer tham)ic,thiit.11sot.:1:u,\retrIt\i:LshimlIof slteaesctlitilatlirtao-

tion. It will 1
certain days between them. This mean value

is called wan lime. We call, on the con-

trary. MO' filliC the direct interval of time

elapsing between two successive passages of

the sun across the meridian. The difference,

plus or minus, between true time and mean

time can uunount to as much as 17 minutes.

8. The equation of time is the value

that must be added to or subtracted from the

true solar day to obtain the mean 
solar (1,1y.

The year book of the Bureau of Longit
udes

aim( tunces each year in a calendar the result

of the equation of time, and gives in a

column entitled " Mean time at true noon 
"

1,vhat a chronometer, regulated on mean

time, should indicate at the exact moment

of noon. The equation of time is n
othing or

almost that, four times a year —the 13th of

April, 15th of June„list of August and 25th

of December, while it attains its greatest

value between the o tth and 12th of Fe
bru-

ary and the first days of November.

9. Laying out of a meridian line. We

already have an idea of the importance of

the meridian plane in the determinatio
n of

the length of a rotation of the ear
th on its

axis.
Let us see now how we can proceed to

establish the direction of.a meridian line, that

is to sav, of the 1race of the meridian plane

on the surface of the earth.
Among the several methods known let

us choose the following, \\inch recommends

itself on account of its extreme simplicity,

and \vhich does not require instruments of

precision.
()n a horizontal plane, conveniently

placed, we fix a vertical stvle : from its foot,

Fig 2

0, Fig. 2, we describe on this plane several

concentric circles of any size, such as in n,

n', etc. 1 _et us mark on these circum-
ferences the points A, P, C, etc., where the

extremity of the shadow of the pin reaches

before midday. In the tufternoon renew the

operation by indicating in the same manner

the points C', etc. We connect the

points marked on the same circumference by

it straight line, and we obtain thus as many

straight lines as circles, and they are parallel

to each other. The perpendicular laid off

from the center 0, on these straight lines,

will be the meridian line sought. Since the

shadow cast by such a style is never very

distinct, we reach a greater accuracy by

finishing the extremity of the pin with a

metallic plate, in which we pierce a fine

hole. We indicate then the center of the

image of the stun on each of the circumfer-

ences, as previously done. In the above

construction a single arc sufficed, but it is

preferable to employ several which mutually

control each other, the middle of the straight

lines, AA', BP, CC', etc., should be found

with the center 0 on the same perpen-

dicular 0 N.

10. When the middle of the small image

of the sun is found on the meridian it is

nearest the foot of the style and consequently

the sun is at its greatest height ; it is then ex-

actly midday. To obtain the mean hour we

must consult a table of equations and add or

subtract, according to the season of the year,

the correction indicated for this day. Gene-

rally, as we have said, these tables indicate

the " mean time at noon," thus for the

m7th of November, 1893, we find for example

indicated :
Mean time at noon I t h. 45 m. I 0 s. the

clock or watch should then mark i i hours 45

minutes and to seconds when the middle of

the small image of the sun is projected on

the meridian line.

(TO DE CONTINUED)
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With the ushering in of the Fiftieth year of their business
In Chicago the

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN
COMPANY

pause at the half century mark of their business career to
extend to the Jewelers who are their customers, and the jewelry
trade in general,

A Most Hearty Greeting
with earnest wishes for their future prosperity and success.

1854-1904

Measurement of Case,
30 inches, 8-inelt Dial.

Willard
Clocks.

These clocks are the revival of a
style much in vogue in Colonial days.
They were originally very plain and
severe in appearance, invariably with a
simple time movement. A demand
has been created for clock of this
style, but more artistic and modern
both in case and movement.

Our Willard Clocks are true in
style and beautiful in appearance. Sil-
vered convex dials, hand-painted glass
panels of true artistic merit, brass side-
rail mountings with either brass eagle
and globe on top. Quarter-hour chime.

The movements are of square
heavy plates, dead-beat Graham es-
capement, hardened steel pinions,
maintaining power. Eight-day excel-
lent timekeeper, chiming every quarter
hour on two steel rods which produce
a wonderfully clear tone. We also fit
these cases with four-hundred-day pen-
dulum timepieces.

W. H. HAYS 0 CO.
Importers of Mahogany Hall Clocks, Tubular Chimes, Gong Chimes,

Quarter-Hour Clocks, Mantel and Wall Clocks.

12 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

irAnwrrt....,g,sernassnpswr . .

No. tow Syrup and Plate.

FINE
SILVER=PLATED

WARE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

L. A. Littlefield,
New Bedford, Mass.

TRAVELERS'
TRAYS an ROLLS.
We make a specialty of Trays and Rolls and
Telescopes for Travelers' use,. and it will pay
you to give us a call.

L. WEilL ra SONS,
Manufacturers of Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry and Silverware,

32 Maiden Lanne, NEW
Siid for Cato loguc.

January, 1904

A Diamond Mill Lapping
Machine Described

Article No. 39 of the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of TILE KEYSTONE.

4NsEss.w.

0 construct the pantograph shaper
previously described, we will first

■ 
decide as to what kind of a lathe we

will adapt it to. We would say, however,

that any of the more recent forms of American

lathes can be used. We commence by

selecting a piece of steel drill rod of such size

that it will just enter the holder for the T.

The length of such piece of steel rod will

vary a little with the swing of the lathe and

the diameter of the cutter to be made. We

will take a piece of drill rod 4" long, and

after centering the ends in a back rest, place

it between the cone centers of our lathe and

turn one end of it slightly taper, as shown at

H

Fig. 1 Nig la

diagram A', Fig. 1. The taper part A" is

about 34." long. The degree of taper should

be about the same as on the taper chucks to

an American lathe.
On this taper is fitted a brass sleeve

shown at B. The top of this sleeve is closed,
and a screw fitted as shown at a. The idea
of this screw is to prevent the sleeve B from
working down and sticking on A". It is to

be understood that the screw a, acting on the

Fig. 2

end A", prevents the sleeve B from passing
down far enough to bind on A'. At Fig. 2
we show a plan view
of Fig. I, seen in the
direction of the arrow
C. The lever C, Fig. 2,
(see also Fig. I, arti-
cle No. 38, December,
1903, KEYSTONE),
is forked at C' C" in
order to admit the mill F G, and also the
Sleeve B. This sleeve is provided with pro-

jections, shown at B' B", Figs. 2 and 3,
Fig. 3 being a view of Fig. 1, seen in the

F g. 3
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direction of the arrow 2v. The forked ends of
the lever C, shown at C" C', are provided
with pointed set screws, shown at d' d, which
engage the arm B' B" of the sleeve B.

The rea !.:1- will see that the

A Universal Milling combir .tion shown in Figs.
Machine Described and 2 forms a universal

joint which permits the
lever C to move in any direction. As we
explained in former article, the free end of
the lever C extends to and follows the form
of a fixed pattern. It is to be supposed that
the cutters to be milled by the device
described, are shaped pretty near to the
proper form before they are subjected to the
machine, because the entire device is only
intended to give the last shaping to ensure
perfection of form. The lever, or arm C,
should be as light as possible consistent with
rigidity. This lever can be a casting, either

of iron, or what is better, open-hearth steel.

To ensure rigidity with a minimum weight of

metal, the arm can be shaped in transverse

section, as shown at Fig. 4. Another and

perhaps better plan
for securing stiffness
of the arm C is to
make it of brass tub-
ing in sections, grow-
ing gradually smaller as they extend away

from the forks C' C", as shown in Fig. 2.

The arm C can be of any length, and by

increasing the length we can regulate the

proportion of reduction and make the ratio

about what we please. At this point it may

be well to say the pantograph shaper we have

described is eminently adapted for producing

cutters for cutting teeth in the wheels of

watches, especially stem-wind wheels. The

ability to grind such cutting teeth to abso-

lutely perfect form, after hardening, also adds

greatly to the mechanical value of the device.

A moment's consideration will show us that

the size of the teeth of the cutter produced

by the mill F will depend on the distance

the forming pattern is placed from the mill.

For the production of ordi-
nary cutters the universal

Rounding-Up Tools joint B should be placed
about 2" or 2" back of

the center of the lathe spindle. By substituting

an edge-cutting mill for the cylindrical one,

shown at P, the cutters or fraisses for round-

ing-up tools can be made with great precision.

We would here take the liberty to say

that such rounding-up cutters have the repu-

tation among the trade of being epicycloidal,

when in fact they are of no particular curve.

What we have said about cutters for watch

wheels may seem irrelevant for an article

purporting to be on gold working, but THE

KEYSTONE has to do with the general trade,

and most jewelers combine the business of

watchmaker and jeweler.

Fig. 4 Fig. 4a

Making Cutters for

The device, shown at Figs. I and 2, has
the double advantage of being used to mill
out cutters, and also to grind them into per-
fect form after hardening. Another feature
of this device is the clearance it gives to all
cutters, as it must be evident on a moment's
thought that all mills must converge the
teeth toward the center of the ball joint
action. To make this plainer, we refer to
Fig. 5, where N
represents a cut- ------ - - m

action of the universal joint. 

  

converging

e ----- ------ : : :..-_:ff s
ter tooth. The ----- ---
idea we wish to
convey- is, the contour of the sides o this

tooth will conform to the  lines
nt m', i representing the enter o e

We shall later on give the details of the
arrangement of the arbor for the mill used,
together with the arrangement for copying
any pattern placed where the end of the bar
C will come in contact with it and follow the
form. Such motions can, if desired, be made
automatic, so that no care need be observed
except to keep the mechanism going. Of
course, it is understood that the lathe spindle
does not move, the motion being all con-
veyed by a countershaft to the pulley G and
cylindrical mill F, mounted in the frame
C C' C" ", Fig. 2. It may be well to
add, that when the device described is used
with a steel mill at F, Fig. , 2, as large a
driving pulley, G, is employed as will go
between the forks C' C", in order to get
power, and the speed should be quite slow,
say to to 20 to the second, but for a diamond
mill, at G, the speed should be I50 to zoo
revolutions per second. The largest pulley,
G, should be in diameter.

Fig. 5

LTO BE CONTINUED]

Paved With Glass

Streets paved with glass are not by any means
unknown. The famous Rue de la Republique at
Lyons is a notable example. Here the pavement
is-laid in glass blocks, eight inches square, which
are so symmetrically fitted together as to prevent
the possibility of water passing between the
interstices.

An Italian nobleman has lately had the court-
yard of his palace paved with slabs of marble,
granite and other stone, every one of which has
been brought from a different land. Europe, Asia,
Africa, America and Australia have all sup-
plied materials for this curious mosaic, which is
composed of over 200 pieces, each engraved with
the name of the country from which it came.

On the occasion of his accession to the throne
of Bavaria, Maximilian Emanual had one of the
roads leading to his palace paved with burnished
plates of copper, which, gleaming in the sunshine,
had all the effect of the more precious metal—
gold. Down this road it was his intention to pro-
ceed in royal pomp, but his purpose was unfortu-
nately frustrated by a gang of robbers who carried
off much of the valuable paving.
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Thome who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

In book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XI. Begun in March, roo3)

The point we have been considering in regard to shading

block letters is illustrated at Fig. 41, where II represents the
plate ; C, the wriggled bar of the letter;
D, the incision, and A, the graver cutting
the same. Here it will be seen that the
graver is cutting the incision so that it
inclines toward the letter. This point
should be remembered in all classes of
shading letters of whatsoever style or
size. We often see fine monograms
well cut, yet from the fact that the shade
is shaded away from the letter instead of
being shaded on the letter, some portions
being apparently raised and others low-
ered, the effect from an artistic stand-

Vg. 41 point is lost. For this reason the student
is cautioned in such shading to always

shade a letter on to the bar of the letter. It matters not whether

the curve is outward or inward, top or bottom, the shade is the

same. The rule is invariably true that the shading should be

done as above outlined.
We have previously mentioned the error of beginning and

ending a cut which we also illustrate at Figs. 42 and 43, Fig. 42

Fig. 42 Pig. 43

showing the cut properly commenced ; and Fig. 43 showing it

commenced on a less angle than 45°. This caution is especially

needed at this time, as in inserting a graver at the extreme corner
s

of a letter like the wriggled E, illustrated at Fig. 46, great care must

be exercised to start the incision by inserting the graver the max-

imum depth so that it will be the same depth at the beginning as at

the end. The F at Fig. 44, where the main bar of the letter is

outlined, will represent a letter cut bright cut. Where the

  main bars of the letter are shown black at Fig. 45, the

black portion of the letter represents an incision

cut with a flat-face graver as it comes from the oil-

stone, thus making a ragged incision ; and the

Fig. 44 little line along the right-hand side of said bars

represents a single stroke cut with a square graver

making a shadow which is merely on the surface of the metal 
Fig. 45

from the fine line to the main bar of the letter. In other

words the shading is made by running a fine hair line along 
the

under side of the bars of the letter.
Referring to Fig. 46 we have the block or Gothic letters E 

and

H, the latter represented by being cut by a line graver and t
he

former wriggled and bright cut shade.

Line gravers when purchased are grooved

on the under side. After they have been

sharpened as described for sharpening a

flat-faced graver, they are used for cut-

Fig. 46 ting block letters the same as a flat-face

graver, the only difference being that in

a flat-face graver it can be either bright cut or represent a 
ragged

incision. In the case of the liner a number of fine lines are 
cut

equi-distant apart. At the same time, each perpendicular to the

horizontal bar of the H as here represented is cut with one
 stroke of

the flat-face liner. These line gravers cost more than regular gra-

vers, but only a few are required. Some engravers do not use 
them
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at all, as the work done by a line graver can also be done on a

more costly scale by cutting each line separately with the square

graver. The line graver should be ground on an angle on the front

somewhat less than the regular angle for a graver, as the extreme

points of the grooves in the end side of the graver, which produce

the incision lines, are so delicate and pointed that a blunted point on

the front of the graver is required in order to insure the points not

breaking off. The fine line shaded on the right and under side of

the letter H, shown at Fig. 46, is done by cutting in towards the

letter with the liner, or this work can be done on a more expensive

scale by each line being made separately with a square graver.
This style of letter, known also as the block or

Gothic letter, is cut principally with the round-

face graver. It will be noticed that the circu-

lar portions of the letters, as in C or in 0 or in D, the corners

are not octagonal shape, and for this reason they can be cut

with a round-face graver with one steady cut from the begin-

Gothic Letters

A BCD E F G

H I J K L MN

O PQ R S T U

✓ W X Y Z &

12 3 4 56 7 8 90
Mg. 47

ning of the letter to the end or from the beginning to the end of an

arc of a letter. These letters are useful where the Octic-formed

letters previously mentioned are not, for the reason that these letters

can be cut with more rapidity, which is due to the fact that it is not

necessary to start and stop in cutting a letter such as C, it not

being necessary to stop at the corners and throw the graver out

and pick it up again. These letters can be made very attractive by

polishing the round-face graver and cutting the letters bright cut

on satin or in Roman rose gold surface. Cutting the letters bright

cut through such surface makes the letters appear very attractive.

Another method practiced by some engravers is to wriggle a very

small portion of the letter in the center on all the perpendicular

bars, leaving the remaining portion of the letter bright cut, which

effect is very attractive for certain classes of work. These Gothic

letters will be •found very prominently used on medals where the

bar of the letter is to be lettered in a conspicuous yet inexpensive

lettering. The general proportions of these Gothic letters, shown

at Fig. 47, being the same as the alphabet previously mentioned,

it will not be necessary to illustrate guide lines here.
We will now proceed to the consideration of that

most useful and yet quite difficult alphabet known

as the script. The script alphabet is the most

popular style of engraving known, either to card engravers or

jewelry engravers. It being a style of letter that is necessary for

the engraver to know, we must consider each and every letter of

the alphabet as to its correct formation and method of cutting.

We have previously given instructions as to the correct method

of cutting a scroll, mentioning at that time that it was a valuable

cut for the engraver to be master of. This will be readily seen and

appreciated in the instructions to follow.
The scroll cut previously referred to is no more nor less than

the so-called capital stem or line of beauty of the script letter
s.

This scroll-shaped stem or line of beauty is used in making eighte
en

or twenty of the capital letters of the script alphabet, some of which

are shaded and others not. The first thing to be considered in

reference to the script alphabet is the exact proportion. As the

script alphabet is known among printers as an imitation of 
hand-

writing, one would naturally suppose that in engraving the scro
ll

letters the engravers would proceed as they would write, only pe
r-

fecting the letters. This is true, yet the style of lettering is some-

what different from that in which one would write, and even t
hough

a person is a good penman he must not think for a moment t
hat his

style of lettering would suffice for the engraver.

Script Letters

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Fitting a Case Spring

Article No. 34 of the serial 
entitled " Cleaning and Restor-

ing," begun in the April, 
1901, issue of TI13 KEYSTONE.

oio N fitting a screw to a case spring it isnot necessary to cut a thread to any

great depth in the hole in which the

holding screw is placed for a ease spring. It

is usual to reduce the depth of 
thread by a

recess cut with a round file, as shown at d
,

Fig. I. Perhaps it would not be amiss to

give some instructions

as regards tempering

springs of this kind,

as very many work-

men dread the hard-

ening and tempering

more than the shaping and fitting. When

heating, scrupulous care should be observed

not to overheat ; a full cherry red—by no

means approaching a white heat—should

only be employed. For quenching, cold

lard oil is the best material, and in the ab-

sence of this substance, ordinary I50 degree

fire-test coal oil or kerosene.
After hardening, the temper

should be reduced by placing

the spring in a piece of sheet

iron bent to form a sort of

channel, in which to place the spring to heat

when tempering. A small lump of beeswax

should be placed on the spring as it lies in

the groove. The piece of iron is heated

until the wax catches and burns. A little

judgment must be used in allowing the wax

to burn off—if the steel is inclined to be

high tempered, all the wax may be allowed

to pass off in flame ; but if, on the other

hand, the steel is inclined to be soft when the

wax shows a good full flame, the burning off

can be stopped.
While the thought occurs to us, we

would say that for holding case-spring screws

and also stem screws, a special slide tongs,

which one can readily make, is a very desira-

Ne tool. To make one, take two pieces of

Stubs' steel wire which will go into, say, a

No. 35 wire chuck, and file them nearly half

away. We show at Fig. 2 a side view of

Fig. 1

Tempering a
Case Spring

Ce

ai
It

Fig. 2

one such piece, and from the end a to the

dotted line b the wire is filed half away, or

to be a little more explicit, the steel wire at

the line b is half cut away, so that the com-

bined pieces is of full diameter ; but to the

left of the line 6, the pieces are a little short

of being halves so the wide band D will

drive on the two halves of wire as shown at

Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

KEYSTONE

The idea of the device is to make a

special pair of slide tongs to grasp the head

of a screw and hold it while being started.

With such a tool a stem screw can be run

in to within three or four turns of the head.

The two halves of wire shown in Fig. 3 are

r

;6
Fig. 3

inserted in a wire chuck, and the end facing

the arrow c is drilled with a hole of a trifle

smaller size than the screw to be grasped.

After the holes are drilled, a special tool is

made for shaping a recess to receive the

screw head. For forming the recess, take a

piece of steel wire about of an inch in

(-----;71):
.. .
Fig. 4

aft

11g. 5

diameter, and placing it in a wire chuck

turn a button on the end, as shown at
 Fig. 6,

where E represents the wire, and E
" the

button. A neck is also turned at .E of

about the size of the screw, for whi
ch the

slide is to be used.

After the button E" is shaped about li
ke

the average screw head to be 
held—but a

little larger—it should be filed into a 
sort of

mill with a small file. The kind of file to

use is what is called a dove-tail slide 
file ; the

cutting angle being a trifle less than 
600. In

filing such a mill, it is not necessary 
to file

the teeth perfectly regulat; ; the proper

method is to get fairly regular teeth 
with

good clearance. This mill

is hardened and tem-

pered, and the best time

for using is after the slide is

nearly done. Some work-

men have an idea that it is no trick to 
make

such a slide. Now we would beg to differ 
with

this view, and also insist on making the
m in

preference to altering over one such as ca
n

be bought.

g 
Fig. 6

When there is nothing in

Special Tools for the .jaws of such slide tongs,

Special Purposes the movable slide should be

so it could be forced over

the end. The jaws are weakened by filing

with a round file at e, so as to give an e
asy

elastic movement to the jaws. The jaws

C C' are finished before hardening, and 
tried

to see if they grasp things satisfactorily
. The

extreme end of the jaws should be left at 
a

straw color, while the part at e should 
have a

spring temper. The band at D is perma-
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nently attached, and the part to the left of

D is filed a little taper and driven into a

handle. The pieces of wire C should be

about four inches long, and the end which

goes into the handle (up to D) should be

about two inches long. A workman should

make up about three sizes of such slides, and

the number of uses to which they can be

applied for every-day shop uses, will astonish

the man who uses them.

Such slides are the tools for manipulating

balance screws, as they never di( p a screw or

allow one to refuse to go back quickly into

place. A case-lifting spring can be made

from hard brass wire to perform very nicely,

or they can be made from steel wire, and

tempered where one objects to having a brass

lip protrude. There can be given no rules

for making these springs, but if a workman

can study one in successful operation, he will

soon get on to the method of making them.

Some workmen object to such a case spring,

saying they are " botchy." For our part,

we hold they are quite good enough for the

kind of trash to which they are applied.

If a customer has a fine gold watch, we

would in no instance recommend them, but

for old cheap watches they are as good as

one has reason to demand. Such a spring

can be put in for twenty-five cents and afford

a good profit, as the entire first cost must be

less than one cent, and a man up to the

dodge will fit one in ten minutes. He can-

not fit the first one in this time, but a little

practice and working on a system will soon

educate a man up to that speed. Such a

slide tong for holding screws until they are

secure, expedites case-spring jobs wonder-

fully. There is no kind of work that a

watchmaker is called upon to do, which re-

quires more good judgment, than fitting case

springs, and it will pay to study up the

situation.
[TO BE CONTINUED]

In the Beginning

" Which did de Lord make first, Brudder

Johnson, de hen or de egg?"

" De hen, ob kose—de egg comes from de

hen."
" Yais ;—but de hen comes from de egg, too."

" Now, see yar, Brudder Jefferson—if de Lord

had made de egg fust, He'd had to make a incuba-

tor to hatch it, a sawmill to get de wood fo' d
e

incubator, a tin mine fo' de tin, a winder-glass fac-

tory fo' de glass, a cotton mill fo' de cotton bat
tin',

a steam heatin' plant fo' de heat, and a drug stor
e

fo' a thermometer to tell de temper'ture, beside
s

gettin' de permission o' some walkin' delegate 
to

operate dem industries, an' takin' chances on d
e

egg hatchin' at dat. No, no, Brudder Jefferson, de

Lord dun simply make de hen first, and Ah recko
n

He didn't make a colored man fo' a year or two

after."

"The Keystone is all right. Get (old feet with-

out it."—H. 0. Amzen, Jeweler, Brooklyn, IV Y.
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Iiidex of the Degree of Winding or of

Development of the Mainspring

I rianslated for THE 
KEYSTONE from La France Horologered

T the instance of a subscriber, who

desires to know whether there is

really an arrangement that can be

conveniently applied to pocket watches, to

indicate the degree of development of the

motor spring, we have investigated the ques-

tion and satisfied ourselves that while t
here

are various plans for this purpose, there
 are

none sufficiently practical. This conclusion

may not appear correct to some, but we 
will

speak of present defects and point out 
the

quality desirable.
From our view point the mechanism

cannot be considered as practical unless it is

simple, of ready adaptation and inexpensive.

Whatever the system, simplicity is an

indispensable quality for securing its

proper working without borrowing too

much of the force, or risking an inter-

ference with the good rate of the

movement. In our opinion existing

systems are lacking in this respect.

The most simple are those in which

the pinion carrying the indicating

lever is actuated by a rack, under

the pressure exercised on an inclined

plane with which it is furnished by a

hollow screw attached to the barrel

arbor. This system is the most com-

mon. It can be adapted to a variety

of arrangements, but it does not gen-

erally act well, and there are diffi-

culties in its execution. It also requires

a good deal of height.

Others, much more complicated,

are composed of a series of cumber-

some gearing; although these are of

surer working than the preceding, they can-

not be considered as practical, for their high

price does not permit their use except in

expensive watches.

It is on this account, doubtless, that

timepieces furnished with a developing index

are not in greater demand.

Let an ingenious watchmaker produce a

system—simple, sure and of moderate cost,

and pocket chronometers furnished with it

will be selected preferably to any other.

Any buyer will appreciate the utility of

having on the dial of his watch a hand pre-

venting him from forgetting the daily wind-

ing, and without interfering with the stop

work, indicating when the operation is

completed. We, therefore, draw the atten-

tion of inventors to this problem : To con-

trive a practical and simple arrangement,

capable of being applied to any watch, to

indicate, by means of a hand on the dial, th
e

degree of the relaxation or of the rewinding

of the barrel spring.
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We now present the description of a

rack contrivance selected at random. This

system differs slightly from those to which

we have referred, but its principal is the

same. It is composed essentially of a disk D,

Fig r, in the form of a hollow screw attached

to the barrel arbor, and actuated, when the

watch is moving, by a pin fixed in the barrel

cover. When the watch is wound the disk

.D, separated from the barrel by a suitable

interval, is screwed, and consequently allows

the piece R, in the form of a spring, and

energized from above downward, to fall.

The extremity of the spring acts on the

inclined plane of the rack at P, and dis-

places it to a certain extent. On the con-

trary, when the watch is in progress, the

disk D, impelled by the barrel, is unscrewed,

and consequently rises, obliging the piece R

It is composed of a disk A", Fig. 2, con-

centric with the barrel arbor, and having on

one hand an exterior teeth-range d, engaging

with a pinion L, fitted to the arbor of the

center wheel, and on the other hand an inside

teeth-range d', engaging with a wheel G,

which is loose on an arbor fitted to a lever

fixed to the barrel arbor ; this wheel engages

with the pinion F, loose on the barrel arbor,

and arranged for transmitting its movement

to a wheel g, solidly attached to an arbor

provided with a hand vt, designed for indi-

cating at any moment the degree of the wind-

ing or the development of the barrel spring,

by its position on a special graduation of the

dial. The relations between the teeth-ranges

dd', of the disk A', and the teeth-ranges of

wheels and pinions L, G, F, are such that

the pinion F makes the same number of

turns for a turn of the barrel, when

the watch is going, and for a turn of

the barrel arbor on the winding of

the watch, so as to obtain for the

indicating hand in equal angular dis-

placements in opposite directions,

according as it receives its movement

from the barrel ratchet or from the

going of the watch.

. Fig. 1

C—Rack.
P—Steel disk, in the form of a hollow scre

w, on the barrel arbor.

R—Free intermediary piece, in the form o
f a spring, and armed from

above downward.
r--Spring. designed for keeping the 

Inclined plane of the rack con-

stantly in contact with the extremity of 
the piece R.

to return to its original position. The rack,

impelled by the spring r, follows the piece R
.

The rack is geared with a pinion, pivoting 
at

the point ft; the indicating hand is adju
sted

on the upper pivot of this pillion.

We will not dwell further on these

systems of inclined planes, whose simplicit
y

is only apparent. They ure not considered

as practical by the watchmakers who 
have

examined them, for their working is diff
icult

to regulate. The action of the hand is gen-

erally irregular, notwithstanding the pre-

cision of the adjustment of the mech
anism.

This defect is sufficient alone to render t
heir

employment infrequent.

With the gearing contrivance regular

working can be secured, provided they ar
e

constructed in a faultless way, but they 
are

not overloaded with simplicity.

We will give the system of M. Ernest

Antoine. It may be applied to watches of

all kinds and to pendules, strrill traveling

clocks and house clocks.

Peculiarities of Opals

Opals, unlike diamonds, are not picked

up, but form veins in rock. Generally

these veins are thin, more's the pity, as

when the patch of opal is no more than

one-quarter or one-eighth inch thick, it

cannot be cut to advantage, especially as

it is very fragile. Those who have handled

opals in any way are well aware of this fact.

In reality the opal is not itself colored, and

all the play of many colored lights are

supposed to come from the defraction of

light. The stone contains minute fissures w
hich

are filled with water. In these fissures the rays of

light are decomposed.

One of the most delicate tasks is to cut and

polish opals, from the fact that if an opal is 
over-

heated it breaks. They are cut with a lead 
wheel

which has emery on the surface, after which 
they

are polished with pumice and finally bright
ened

with putty powder. Neither potash nor blowpipes

can be recommended for opals, as under the b
low-

pipe the opal cracks, but does not melt, and 
dis-

solves in a solution of cold caustic potash.

Why He Was Not Promoted

He watched the clock.

He wag always grumbling.

He was always,behindhand.

He had no iron in his blood.

He was willing but unfitted.

He didn't believe in himself.

He asked too many questions.

His stock excuse was " I forgot."

He wasn't ready for the next step.

He did not put his heart in his work.

He learned nothing from his blunders.

He felt that he was above his position.
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cNEW YEAR

Come
Write

YOUNG MEN
What about your future?
Is it as bright under the present circumstances as it would be were you equipped withthe best knowledge of your profession?
Why not resolve to come to us in January, 1904?
Why not let us make a gilt-edged, expert workman of you?
Why not let us start you on the road that leads to double salary and importance ?

We teach thoroughly and practically
Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics.

We can fit you for a high-salaried position and can then find you the high-salariedposition to fit.
The demand for first-class workmen is never satisfied. During the year 1903 we had

twenty times more applications for good workmen, and at good salaries, than we
could fill.

to us in January, 1904, and we will make a thorough and practical workman of you.to-day for our prospectus, which will give you full information about our college.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY,
F. W. SCHULER, Principal.

Broad and Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.Established 1894.
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highly polished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable
brackets, metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
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The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart

Made and Sold by

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, I font 4 inches deepinside. Doers slide up, fastened nto Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock clown.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send mune aud address—not for

 publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
laws emumunications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions an
swered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each 
December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these 
indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar 
questions may have

been answered in previous issues. 
These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each 
answer, and

tell the issue and pago on which the 
information may be found.

"Poiser."—I would like to ask a question in

regards "C R. B." question, page 1341, 
Septem-

ber Keystone, slating that i
t is not necessary to

replace roller jewel exactly where it was
 when it

left Me factoty, as the ba
lance will, in most cases,

be in poise no matter where
 the jewel faces, and

that they are generally placed at ri
ght angles to the

balance arm. I do not think it would 
be right to

firce all jewels at right angles to 
the balance arm,

as /understand that a 
compensation balance cannot

be made perfect poise, and 
therefore would have

some resistance, and a wheel of
 this kind would

have to be placed in a watch acco
rding to the law

of gravity, so the greatest
resistance of the balance

will correspond with the
strongest impulse of the

lever and let the roller jewel

come where it will.—The
principle you are working

on is correct, and manufac-

turers of fine foreign watches
and chronometers carry out
these principles to a certain
extent. They even p further
than this in poising the
balance. They not only
poise it with the roller table
on, but also place the hair-
spring collet on containing
a piece of hairspring pinned in the hole. But

pit take the average made foreign watch and

the American make, even the best grades of

the latter, and you will find that the balance

will be in poise without the roller table on,

and in most cases when the table is placed on

at any point, they calculate to make a roller table

that has a passing hollow large enough to make

up for the weight of the roller jewel and shellac

nut is used to fasten it. In other words, the table

■vith the jewel in is in poise itself.

what do you advise for such bushings (for pivots)?

—A better metal to use for bushing would be bell

metal, or phosphor bronze ; bell metal can be had

of Hardinge Bros., 1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago;

phosphor bronze, of Merchant & Co., 517 Arch

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Electric."—(1) We want a little information

for an electric attachment to pin on a Swiss regu-

lator with pin escapement, gridiron pendulm. We

now have a copper point on the end of the pendu-

lum that drags through mercury, but is not sails-

factoiy, as it throws the mercury off Would it

not be better to have a light spring touch pendulum

uft near the dial. We want this to beat seconds on

a sounder in a building 300 feet from the master

clock or regulator.—The method you are using in

your clock is an old one and has never given the

best of satisfaction ; the idea which you speak of,

no doubt, could be carried out, but we are afraid

it would interfere with the running of the clock.

At Fig. I we show a complete instrument, which

you can install in your clock ; it will always work

with a certainty and will not interfere with the

running or timekeeping of the clock. The illustra-
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comes to the next tooth, when the second hand of

the clock should be set so that tooth registered on

the sounder the sixtieth second ; the point Z must

not be any longer than it is necessary for the teeth

of the wheel S to raise it but a very little, as you
can adjust the screw 4 so it just makes a contact.

The object of the arm Yis to prevent the spring 11I

of the brass Wafter it has left a tooth from spring-

ing below a line of center and striking the lower

tooth.
(2) Can you tell us where to get an iron sign

lettered on both sides? If 'ould want something
'nada to order.—We would suggest that you write
Lon Barnhart, Springfield, Ohio.

"Rending." —(1) When a clock is standing level

it is out of beat. When I tilt it sidewise about half

an inch or more the clock seems to be in beat. The

pallets are not bent and there is no way to regulate

them. Can you advise me what to do ? I believe I

have tried every way to overcome same, but have

failed. I never heard of a clock acting in this

way, but nevertheless it is true. —In all pendulum

clocks there is a rod attached to the pallet staff;
if a clock is out of beat
when it is sitting on a level
place, or wherever it
should set, such as on a
mantel, bend this rod to the
right or left until the clock
is in beat. In French clocks
this rod is screwed to the
pallet staff friction tight, and
by holding the pallets this
rod can be moved either
way.

"Crutch."—(1) What is the length of a crutch

from the pallet staff to where the pendulum rod acts

upon it, for a clock beating seconds P—The length

will depend on the size of the escape-wheel; a clock

containing an escape-wheel 3 inches in diameter, the

bottom of the crutch should be about 7 inches from

the pallet pivot hole ; escape-wheel i, inches in

diameter, the length would be about 5 inches.

(2) Has there been anything written on the

gravity escapement which is of value to a clock-

maker. I have made a model of the gravity escape-

men/from your data in The Keystone 1898-9, but

I do not understand some things clearly; for in-

stance, what necessity is there for bankings for

pendant levers, because they can go no farther on

the return than the pins in the escape-wheel will

allow P—If you will carry out the instructions

given in THE KEYSTONE referred to, you will re

have a four-leg gravity escapement designed on

the highest principles, and a more accurate

gravity escapement has not been made. There

positively must be stops for both pallets, the ob-

ject for the banking pins or stops is to not allow the

pallet to follow pendulum any farther than zero, and

at the same time the pallet must not rest on the

lifting pin, but should be so close that you can

just see light between ; another reason for the bank-

ing pins is to allow the wheel to have a little run be-

fore it begins to lift the pallet ; the reason for this

IS the sante as in some clocks, where the striking

train is not put together properly and allows the

hammer tail to rest on the pins, which causes the

clock to fail to strike. One of the best books on

gravity escapements is " Clocks, Watches and

Bells," by Sir E. Beckett, it can be had through

this office at the publishers' price, $2.25.

(3) Where can I get gun metal in such shafte
as I can readily work for bushings for clocks, and

tion will give you a good
idea of what we are try-
ing to get at : .1311 rep-
resents a block of wood,
which is screwed to our
clock plate, with the screws
B1 13". On this block of wood is fastened with

the screws if Lw the piece of brass W, shaped

as shown ; at it is filed very thin, in fact thin

enough to act as a spring ; the screw 4 screws into

Wfriction tight so as to be adjustable ; U repre-

sents a piece of hard rubber to act as a non-con-

ductor and is fastened to Wand the end Z by the

screws 5 and 6, the object of the rubber (us to

not allow any current to be transferred to the

clock, the end Z is just long enough to connect

with the teeth of the wheel S. At F is shown a

brass post, which is fastened to W, this post con-

tains a hole to receive our wire, which is made

fast by the thumb-screw 1. At L we show another

spring made also of brass and fastened to the

wood block with the screws 1" P", and it is

elevated above the spring W; the post F" is just

the same as the one in W At N it is filed thin to

act as a spring, the end A extends over the screw

4, the arm Y is screwed to the wood block DI

and is used as a support. W, Fig. 2 gives us a 
top

A

Fig. 2

(a) Will you give the
proper names of the birth-
stones for each monM P—
According to history or tra-
dition Sidon's, Bishop of
Seville (A. D. 640 ) , is author-
ity for the talisman power
of the special gem for each
month, which are given as
follows :

January   Garnet
February   Amethyst
March   Bloodstone

April Di-mond

May   Emerald

June   Agate

July   Ruby
August  Moonstone

September   Sapphire
October   Opal
November  Topaz
December   Turquoise

These were believed to have the power of confer-

ring health, beauty, riches, honor, good fortune, and

many other desirable things to the wearer, as well

as to counteract evil influences. Of course, there

is no longer any belief in any such talismanic

power, but the custom is a pretty one and, to the

jeweler, a profitable one. Like the gem, the flower

has a sentimental significance. The flowers asso-

ciated with the different months are :

,.4 

Wild RoseJanuary  
February  

Violet
C -ir—FM:1102' 

March  

May  Lily of Valley8 ti
Easter LilyApril  

August  

Rpoasive

Pond Lily

June  
July  

September  Poppy
October Cosmos
November   Chrysanthemum

December   Holly

view of Fig. I ; the wheel S should be about

inches in diameter, containing teeth cut lik
e a

ratchet-tooth escape wheel, and is fastened to 
the

escape pinion of the clock ; therefore it will ma
ke

one revolution in one minute, this wheel 
should

have 6o teeth ; that is, it does not contain 6o 
teeth,

but only 51—the remaining 9 teeth are cut o
ut,

leaving a blank space, the object of this we 
will

explain further on. Now say we have this wheel

fastened to our pinion, a tooth comes along
 as

the clock beats a second and carries the 
point Z,

Fig. i, up until the screw 4 touches A of the sp
ring

L. At that instant the sounder will register. This 
is

repeated 50 times or registering 50 seconds, t
hen

comes the blank space R on the wheel S, when,

of course, there is no connections made until it

"I do not see how you could improve The

Keystone except to keep up with the band wagon, as
iyou seem to be doing n good shape. Long live

The Keystone and I to take it. You just collar the

enclosed dollar and I'll do the holler for The

Keystone. I would feel lost if I did not receive it

every month. You can justly claim ' the organ of

the jewelry trade.' "—A. P. Root, Jeweler, Kings-

ville, Ohio.



During the Holiday season
there will be a large demand
for Rings of all styles.

In thy making of Rings, no shop is complete Without
um- LITTLE RING BENDER, thc only tool of
its kind mad('. I I \-()ti only sell Rings, then you will need our

PERFECT RING STRETCHER. Once carefully used
always used. Let us send you our latest catalogue.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.,

1490-1492 Niagara Street,

MANUFACTURERS, 

Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Evidence
in support of any claim must consist of proved facts.

The truth of what we claim we can do for you is proved by
the testimony of our students, who have taken courses here
and then have accepted positions at greatly increased salaries.
The following letter is the kind of evidence with which we
support our claims:

Greensboro, N. C., December 5, 1903.
THE EZRA F. BOW NIA N TECHNICAL SCHOOL,

lanneaster, l'a.
Gentlemen :

In answer to your inquiry I write to let you know how I have
been getting along here. I eon say that I have had not lenst trouble
with the work, although there was quite aa lot of it accumulated when I
arrived. This I soon cleared up and have had a rather easy time since,
although the firm does a good business and has plenty of work.

At the Hine I entered the school I did not really expect you could
make such a difference in my ability in a six-months' course, and I was
surprised and greatly pleased with the results, as I can ORM about t wice
what I could before taking your eon rse. * * * I know I learned Inure in
six months in your school than I would !MVO ill three years more of
apprentice work, and I will advise any young man who, like myself,has started to learn watchmaking In a store to drop it and take a CoUrse inyour sehool, therehy saving time and making a great financial gain, whieh
can he easily demonstrated by figuring the proceeds of the t wo systems
and comparing tliem.

Yours truly, GEO. J. MAGNER.

The above is one of many similar instances. investigate
carefully before deciding on your school. Write for our
prospectus.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School,

LANCASTER, PA.The school 01

Watchmaking and Engraving,
whose students are its best recommendation.

ONE OF OUR LATEST STYLE JEWELER'S
CASE AND TABLE.

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY.

" Winter " is not the cheapest, but
"Winter" goods are right. If you want the best
at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

The Finest and Most Complete Bok
of' its Kind Ever Issued.

interior vie wa, new suggc,i I. US,
separate fixtures, cases, counters, flew.,
soda fountain fixtures, table/4, chairs,
specialties etc. Illustrated fully, tics, cwd
and listed 'in Holdall' a manner that on an
make your own plans and estimate tin nq
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 seals.
We do not claim to be the largest in the world, but we are proud of our factory, our reputation

tind our line. We do claim to make the best, at prices that are right. Not how much, not how
eheap, but how good. A8k our customers. If you want good, practleal, substantial, ahead-of-the-
t hues fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 1865. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS.

rinlay-Iticks itt Co„ New Orleans, IA., Sales Agents for Mississippi,
Louisiana and Alabama.

I'. D. Smith Drug Co., SL Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.

R. IL Birdsall, 42 Front Street, Port land,Oregon, Sales Agent for Oregon
and Washington.

Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas.
Evans 1St Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Canada, sales Agents for Canada.

January, 1904

Workshop Notes

THE

subscribers wishing inquiries answe
red in tilt,. department

Thu 'I send name and 
address—not for publication, but us an

olettee of good faith. No at
tention will be paid to anony-

,,,..o. communications. 
questions will be answered lu the

at tier i they are received.

"Vecimen."— I would like to inquire ho
w I

earl clean some copper and
 silver specimens. We

ha;',• '71, which are silver, copper and rock mix
ed

/01:-elher, and am afraid if I use 
nitric acid it will

hike tilf the polish of the silver.
 The idea is to

bril,,Iden The copper and silver
.—We think the best

plan for you to take with you
r specimens will be

to give them a dip in a 
weak cyanide solution;

say, one ounce of cyanide of 
potassium to a quart

of water. As a general rule, th
is is all the cleaning

that will be necessary. Of course, if you desire to

impart a polish to the specimens, 
it will he neces-

sary to resort to the polishing 
lathe. The majority

of collectors never use an aci
d for the purpose of

cleaning specimens of the kind you 
inquire about,

as it will almost invariably r
esult in the acid attack-

ing some portion of the same, 
thus causing dete-

rioration. They even discountenance the use of

an acid in a very weak soluti
on, and our opinion

coincides with theirs that it is best to avoid
 its use

11at tool is best .for removing
altog,e, t Hhearn.ds.,,_

7h
watch hands? I have trouble with smal

l sizes that

have rusted. What is the best tool for selling

pallet stones and what is the best rollerje
wel setter?

—One of the best tools for removing 
hands that

has come to our notice is a tool made
 by Kendrick

& Davis, Lebanon, N. H. The on
ly thing in a

pallet stone setter that a workman can as
k for is,

a tool that will hold the pallet while 
heating it to

loosen the stones so that they can be moved
. The

0. W. Bullock pallet stone setter is a 
cheap and

good tool, and will do the work r
equired of it.

One of the latest and best jewel pin se
tters is the

new Waltham ruby pin setter. Any of these tools

can be had of the material houses whose 
announce-

ments appear in THE KEYSTONE.

'Exlinguisher."—Do you know any chemicals

I//ill can be mixed with water and used in 
a hand

.cprat, or otherwise, for the purpose of exti
nguish-

inArfire ?—There are quite a number of su
ch solu-

tions. One of the simplest of these is water satu-

rated with alum. One of the most effective
 ex-

tinguishers is said to be composed of : Carbonate

of soda, 8 lbs.; alum, 4 lbs.; borax, 3 lbs.
; carbo-

nate of potash, 1 lb.; silicate of soda sol., 
24 lbs.

1,4 lbs. of this mixture is added to a ga
llon of

%Yates when required for use. The object 
is to

cover everything with a fireproof film or depo
sit.

The method employed in the chemical e
ngines,

now in use in the fire departments of the la
rger

cities, is that of carbonic acid under press
ure. It

Is arrived at by decomposing a carbonate 
with an

acid solution, thus evolving carbonic acid gas.

"Alligation No. 2."— Would you kindly lel me

know the easiest and quickest way to alloy 
gold

down ; for instance, if I wish to reduce LI 
A'. to

Jo K, etc. P—One of the most convenient rules 
for

determining the quantity of alloy for any g
iven

karat is to reduce the gold value. Let us take for

example a sample lot of 24 K. gold, and we 
wish

to reduce it to 14 K. We will further assume
 that

we allow four cents per karat fine, thus 24 K. gol
d

would be worth ninety-six cents per pennywei
ght.

To give a practical example let us suppose we

have twenty-four pennyweights of 24 K. gold,

which, at ninety-six cents per pennyweight, woul
d

amount to $23.04. Now we want some 14 K. 
gold

of the same value. Well, 14 K. gold, at four cent
s

Per karat fine, would be worth fifty-six cents
 per

pennyweight, hence we divide 23.04 by 
fifty-six

and find the number of pennyweights we must

have to have the same value. By arithmetical pro
-

cess we find that 41.14 pennyweights of 14 K. gol
d

has the same value as 24 pennyweights of 24 K
.

gold. Now we subtract 24 from 41.14 and we fin
d

the weight of the alloy. By the subtraction we

find we must add 17.14 pennyweights of alloy 
to

th.e 24 K. gold to bring it down to 14 K. If one

1%111 take the trouble to once get the basis of thi
s

mc)cle of computing gold alloy in their head, h
e

vtll never be at a loss how to compute the amo
unt

of alloy to use to reduce his gold to any requir
ed

karat. The rule set down in arithmetic as alliga-
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tion is the true one, but the modus operandi of

these will slip from one's memory. The only

fault which can be found with this mode of compu-

tation is, we make no allowance for the value of

the alloy, but for all practical purposes it is right

enough. If, however, you should desire to use the

true process of alligation, as above referred to, we

would suggest that you refer to one of the standard

arithmetics, which can be obtained from any book

dealer. The matter was very fully considered and

examples given in our reply to " Alligation," page

784, of the August, 1899, issue.

" Pallet you please tell nee how

to fix the pal/e/ jewels so as to keep the guard pill
from dropping against the roller table and stopping
the watch.—There are any number of faults that

may exist with the pallets or the escapement that

would cause the guard pin to rub on the roller

table and stop the watch, but from your question

we suppose the escapement is too shallow ; i. e.,

the escape wheel teeth has not enough lock, whic
h

causes the tooth to rest on the impulse face of the

pallet stone instead of the locking face, which

would force the guard pin against the roller table.

If this is the cause, which you can very readily te
ll

by examining the escapement, we can correct it by

first examining the roller jewel, see if it is tight 
in

the table, also if it fits the slot in the fork, i. e
.,

not too small and if it stands perpendicular. Havin
g

examined these remove the hairspring from th
e

balance and replace balance in the watch. Place

a small piece of paper, or pith, between the 
plate

and fork so that the fork cannot move unless w
e

move it ; now move the balance until roller j
ewel

enters the slot in the fork and leaves it on 
the

opposite side, when the fork should be very 
close

but not quite touch the banking pin. Try this o
n

both sides, adjusting the banking pills accordin
gly.

Now remove the balance and examine the p
allet

action to see if the teeth escape properly. Move

the fork slowly (while it is still wedged with
 the

paper) until a tooth just escapes ; note where
 the

tooth drops, that is, whether it drops on the loc
king

or impulse face of the pallet stone—for the 
escape-

ment to be secure it must drop on the locking
 face

of the pallet. Try this on both sides of the ban
king

and at least one revolution of the escape 
wheel.

If the escapement is too shallow and the teeth 
drop

Oil the impulse face of the pallet stone, then
 the

pallets must be pulled out and the escape
ment

made deeper until the teeth drop on the 
locking

face of the pallets. Having adjusted the pallet

action as explained, we remove the wedge 
from

under the fork and replace the balance to
 try the

safety action. Now the guard pin must be 
as close

to the roller table as it can be without to
uching,

while the fork is against the banking pin. 
A good

rule to follow is to have the guard pin so 
close to

the roller table that when you move the fo
rk away

from the banking pin the guard pin will st
rike the

roller table before the tooth leaves the locking
 face

of the pallet stone. And in all cases, no
 matter

whether you must bend the guard pin for
ward or

back, bend it in such a way that it stands 
upright..

There are any number of other faults of the 
escape-

ment that would cause the guard pin to ru
b in the

roller table such as pallets having no draw,
 chipped

pallet stones, pallet staff pivots too small f
or jewel

holes, guard pin not round, roller table edge
 rough,

balance staff bent, bent pivots, balance 
pivots too

small for jewel holes, cracked hole jew
el, etc.

Read over the answer to " Guiana," 
November,

1902, page 1413 ; " Stopper," March, 
Igor, page

285 ; " Fork and Roller," May, 1901, 
page 501 ;

" Banking," July, igoi, page 721, 
KEYSTONES.

" Elec."—Will you kindl_v advise me a
s to the

best way to detect electricity in watches?
 I know of

the compass way to do it but cannot alwa
ys tell that

way as there is so much steel in some
 of them, espe-

cially in bunting cases.—There are, of co
urse, many

ways in which you can determine whether 
a move-

ment has become contaminated with el
ectricity or

not. In the " Watch Adjuster's Manual " whi
ch con-

tains a chapter on this subject, we fi
nd a very

good yet simple way of determining this 
matter.

We extract as follows : Take a piece of 
perfectly

soft iron (not steel) binding wire, about 
one-half

inch long, and say No. 20 to 24, tie a fine 
silk fibre

around the middle of it, and fix the ot
her end of

the fibre in a slit in a stick of pegw
ood. This

" tester" will swing freely, and will poin
t in any

direction indifferently, so long as it is not in
fluenced

by a magnet. But if there is a magnet in the vici-

nity acting upon it, the tester will point toward
s

the magnet. Turn it away and if it swings bac
k

and points in the same direction as before, mo
ve it

in the direction it points, and you will find wher
e

the magnet is. If it ceases to point, when you

move it so, you are going the wrong way, an
d

should move in the opposite direction ; when yo
u

get it close to the magnet, it will be drawn bodily

towards it, and, if allowed to touch, will stick to it.

To test a watch, hold it around the rim of the cas
e,

or open the case and hold it over the suspecte
d

piece. Remember that magnetism acts through

the case, glass, etc., as well as through air. If the
re

is no magnetism present, it will not be attracte
d

nor " point ;" if there is, it will point and be attrac-

ted to the magnetized piece. You can thus test a

balance or a watch without taking it apart. It is

well to make two of these, so that you can discove
r

if either of them has become slightly magnetize
d,

as in that case they will attract each other
 and

stick together. They should then be heated red-

hot to remove the magnetism, and then suspen
ded,

without bending, hardening or working at them 
in

any way.

"Gold you please tell me how

to make a gold solution for Roman finish and
 also

rose finish P—We have at various times giv
en in

our columns formula: for gold-plating solution
s,

generally giving preference to that known as th
e

double cyanide solution. Inasmuch, however, as

many workmen experience difficulty in making

such solutions, we are pleased to give that 
in

which ammonia is used for precipitation, but be
fore

doing so we must caution our readers that th
e

gold so precipitated, known as fulminating gol
d,

is a very dangerous explosive and must no
t be

allowed to become dry. In a moist or wet state it

is perfectly harmless, the whole danger lyi
ng in

the fact that when it becomes dry it assumes th
e

form of a very powerful explosive. To make 
such

a solution we first dissolve 54 grains of fine gold 
in

aqua regia in a porcelain dish heated over a 
gas

or alcohol flame and evaporate the solutio
n to

dryness. The heating is continued until the sol
u-

tion is thickly fluid and of a dark brown color,
 and

Oil cooling congeals to a dark brown foliated

mass. We must not have it heated too exces-

sively, as this would cause decomposition and th
e

chloride would be converted through several pr
o-

cesses into metallic gold. The neutral chlori
de of

gold, prepared as above, is dissolved in a pint 
of

water, and aqua ammonia is added to the solu
tion

as long as a yellow-brown precipitate is for
med.

Avoid any considerable excess of aqua ammo
nia

however. The precipitate of fulminating go
ld is

then filtered or washed and dissolved in a quart 
of

water containing ounce of potassium cyanide in

solution. This solution is then boiled, replacing

the water lost by evaporation, until the odo
r of

ammonia disappears when it is filtered. If we do

not desire to prepare the gold chloride as 
above

described, or as has been described in prev
ious

issues of THE KEYSTONE, we may find it more

convenient to use 1°8 grains of chemically 
pure

neutral chloride of gold, which car. be obta
ined

from any dealer in chemicals, and precipitat
e the

fulminating gold in its solution. It is well to avoid

a large excess of potassium cyanide as thi
s would

give a deposit of a pale yellow color. If a powe
rful

current is employed the excess need be but sl
ight,

while with a weaker current it should be 
larger.

For, say to per cent. excess, the best cur
rent

strength to employ is three volts. To secur
e the

rose color, or in fact most any color oth
er than

Roman, is an operation that cannot satis
factorily

be accomplished unless the workman has had

considerable experience. As a matter of fact,

even those workmen who have been at su
ch work

for years, experience great difficulty somet
imes in

duplicating a finish they have previously obtai
ned.

For a rose color it is necessary to add 
sufficient

quantities of copper and silver solutions to
 give

the effect desired. It is also necessary to employ

a stronger current than for ordinary Roma
n gold,

and the bath should be worked hot. As we 
have

previously said, both in this and in former 
issues,

It is a difficult matter to arrive at the p
roper

quantities. There are now on the market salts for

making the solutions for arriving at the r
ose and

other similar finishes, announcements of whi
ch have

appeared on our advertising pages, and it m
ight be

well to resort to these instead of doing the 
experi-

menting necessary if they are not employed
.



OUR CHAINS ARE GUARANTEED
BY MAKER TO CONSUMER.

Each
Chain
has
its own
individual
number
stamped
on last
link.

These
Chains
made
and
guar-
anteed
like a
watch
case.

Back of
the
guarantee
stands
the
largest
chain-
making
firm
in the
world.
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ONE DOZEN ASSORTED CHAINS PU'I UP IN SILK ROLL.
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Cut is one-half regular size.

Rodenberg-Smith Company (Incorporated),
Successors to RODENBERG & DUNN and ALBRO & CO.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
183-185 Eddy Street.

NEW YORK,
9-11-13 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO (after Jan. 1St)
t03 State Street.
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Wonderful  Deve1opmen. of Retail

Business

ALT HOUGH the monster retail establish-

ments of to-day have grown to their

present proportions in practically our own

generation, it is only by actual figures and

comparisons that we can realize to the full

the vastness and swiftness of their growth.

Interesting information on this point was

incorporated in an address recently delivered

before the Retail Merchants' Board, of Cleve-

land, Ohio, by Henry G. Selfridge, of Mar-

shall Field & Co., of Chicago, which now

has the unique distinction of being the

largest retail concern in the world. By way

of measuring the growth of the big retail

stores in the past forty years, Mr. Selfridge

quoted the following paragraph from an in-

teresting book entitled " The Old Merchants

of New York," written by William Barrett

in 1862 :

In years gone by, the retail business was

nothing to what it is now. Those who did that

kind of business were not regarded as merchants;

they were " shopkeepers " or " mongers." Of

course, there were no such immense retail stores

as Stewart's, which employs 200 or 300 clerks, and

probably up to 1780 there were not three retail

stores in New York that employed over three

clerks to wait on customers.

Forty years the writer above referred to

marveled at the retail store with zoo or 300

clerks, but Mr. Selfridge stated that in the

store in which he is now employed there

were in December, 1903, a vast host of

10,000 employees I Wonderful expansion,

truly. With this development of the retail

store the art of retailing itself has reached

an elevation that overshadows almost all

other spheres of human activity. " Mer-

chandising," said Mr. Selfridge, " has ceased

to be simply a trade, as the term goes. It is

more ; it has become, I may say, a science,

and offers in its many and most fascinating

ramifications the greatest possible field for

study and for mental activity."

THE organization of the twentieth century

department store is an interesting study.

From the authority above quoted, we learn

that the entire store organization is divided

Into six great parts, and that each of these

divisions is under the direct charge of a

head, a first and a second assistant, and that

this head is responsible to the general mana-

ger. One of the divisions includes the

employment of members of the organization

with few exceptions. Another includes the

supervision of all merchandise. Another the

originating, development, maintenance and

control of the systems of the house. Another

the supervision of the buildings and fixtures.

Another the counting room, and the sixth—

a very important one—the supervision of all

expenses.

And what manner of man is he who has

reached the headship of one of the divisions?

Mr. Selfridge tells us that " the manager of

each division must know the men and women

in it, know them through and through. He

must recognize and acknowledge to himself

their strengths and weaknesses and act ac-

cordingly—one man may be extremely sensi-

tive, another too conservative, another too

susceptible to flattery and easily influenced,

another too free a buyer, another may be

entirely incapable of appreciating figures, a

common and great fault, and so on, but each

may be otherwise excellent. To get the best

out of these men, these special points of

character must be considered. And then

the development of those under these heads;

the making of intelligent, thinking men and

women out of inexperienced and immature

lads and young women ; the studying of the

peculiar qualifications of each (and nearly

every one has some trait of character or in-

clination stronger than the others) and the

placing of that one so that that peculiar trait

will count to his advantage and to that of

the house."

THEN this same man, this superintendent

of a great division, " must be an expert

in figures and percentage, for after all a large

business must in its figures depend almost

entirely upon percentage. He must be able

to look many ways at once, and must, to a

degree, keep in touch with the commercial

news of the country in his special line. He

must be broad, not narrow ; quick, not slow;

thoughtful, not impulsive ; energetic, not

mentally or physically lazy ; conservative to

that fine point of correctness, not hysterical ;

bold, not timid ; agreeable and tactful, not

antagonistic ; approachable, not repelling ;

just, never unjust.
" He must be possessed of good com-

mon sense, good judgment, to hold the

respect of those with whom he is constantly

advising. If. for example, he is manager of

merchandise he must be a judge of merchan-

dise and values and must be a natural trader.

If in charge of employees he must be a quick

judge of human nature and possess an ability

to discover the qualities of each one's men-

tal and physical self. If in charge of systems

an inventive mind is necessary, but with it is

necessary also a practical mind and one which

quickly separates the good ideas from the

faulty ones. If in charge of the buildings,

fixtures, etc., in so large a plant as the one

referred to, he must know construction and

materials, and also all the tricks of the con-

tractor's trade. He must be ready to try

new things and not wedded to the old. He

also must be a trader. If in charge of the

counting-room he must have had a clerical

experience and have a mind to which figures

are food and drink ; a mathematical mind,

(97)

with, too, an inventive mind. If in charge

of the supervising of expenses he must have

a digging, delving mind and must also be a

student of details."

WONDERFUL, indeed, must be the
acquirements of him who attains the

headship of one of the great divisions of

department-store retailing—a cabinet posi-

tion, so to speak, in the big centralized mart.

In the course of his address Mr. Selfridge

told the following interesting incident :

During the recent visit of the distinguished

professors and teachers of England to Chicago, in

their efforts to learn why the American merchant

and business man was showing such remarkable

progress, they expressed much surprise that the

young men and women in our stores used the first

person plural instead of the third person in refer-

ring to the stores in which they were employed.

No so-called "shop assistant" in England says

" we ;" he says " they ;" he does not speak of the

store as " ours ;" he feels that it is " theirs." With

us these gentlemen seemed to discover a feeling of

personal Interest on the part of our employees,

which is entirely wanting, in the old country. They

wondered and expressed amazement at the custom

in the store in Chicago, which not only asks for

suggestions and criticisms from its employees, but

welcomes them, and actually offers $1 for each one

which can be accepted and acted on.

MR. SELFRIDGE pronounces the mod-
ern art of retailing a profession, a

science, a fascinating avocation compared

with most others. " Wise old Solomon,"

he said, " appreciated the qualities of a good

merchant and dropped a few words, seem-

ingly with the thought of dignifying this

calling, for in Proverbs we read : See'st

thou a man diligent in his business? He

shall stand before kings ; he shall not stand

before mean men.' And in another he gives

a valuable hint to the lazy man when he says,

He that is slothful in his work is brother to

him that is a great waster.' So, gentlemen,

at the beginning of the twentieth century,

during this so-called commercial age, the

merchant may take rank with the man of any

other occupation, for the merchant who per-

forms his daily duty wisely may cover almost

the entire horizon of thought and study. He

is required to be a professor of that most

interesting and complex of all studies,

namely : Human nature.' He should be a

professor of details, of values, of finance, of

progressiveness, of invention, of publicity, of

public opinion, of system, of fashions, of the

world's markets. To be well-rounded and

as he should be, he must grasp all of these

and more. And can that occupation which

requires all this, be less than a profession?

It is more truly a science, and so intensely

interesting, so free from the grind of mono-

tony, that we merchants find ourselves some-

times feeling sorry for and sympathizing with

those men who have chosen a less attractive
profession."



The Latest Best Holder.
--OUR NUMBER 9999.

For Jewelry and Engraving of all descriptions.
The Most Complete Engraver's Tool an Jewelry

Holder Ever Devised for the Purpose.

" No Engraver, Jeweler or Dentist can afford to
be without

Patented.

Price complete, with Wrench and 10 Steel Studs,

$1 .5 0 • 
Postage, 10 cents extra.

NOTE...4N use Is equal to an expensive engraving block.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS.
1. To accomplish the best results, the Holder should

be held In the left band, with the tighening wrench in the
right.

2. If the article to be set be shallow (a Brooch or
Locket ha' example; the fiat end will be found best adapted
for hold leg it ; the eoneave end Is best for holding deeper,
third: er articles. In either case, u soft piece of chamois
leather, or size alIlli,4 11 4111 14, reach to the pegs, should be
placed underneath, te avoid scratching.

3. I ti adjusting at' art iele in either end of the holder,
care should be taken to arrange the pegs in such a manner
:is to avoid leaving unioss,sary space between the two
halves of the tiolit,i l hem ke slight difficulty may be
found in holding the as it will be rendered unnecessa-
rily bulky.

4. itefur tir it is advisable to remove
frame and glass, to avoid possiide breakage. When Lockets
are of such ex rem imcd t h i ness that (114111illg might occur
11444 Use ut imoois or other leather INSIDE 0
1.0clivl t 0l■ istsi. I i siIt certainly prevent denting.

Cuts are one-half original size.

Invented by a Diamond Setter, having 15 years' experience. Any and every piece of Jewelry
can be readily adjusted and held firmly without the use of Shellac ; doing away with boiling ott t.
and repolIshing. Above illustrations give only a partial idea of the many Uses to which this tool
can be put. As a time and labor saver it has no equal. A careful trial of this bolder will prove
beyond a doubt that its use is not only a threefold economy, but also that CLEANER and norrt:n
results can be obtained.
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THE

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA

wishes you

A Atiortspn ;arca rriotzpericauvg
New iiroir.

Thanks for a big 7903.

We sha,11 try hard to deserve a bigger 1904.

There is a great deal of satisfaction in having one's efforts to

raise the standard of quality and service in a given line of business

appreciated, and for the substantial appreciation you have shown,

we thank you.

_

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

W. Green 0  Maiden Lane,Co.,•0 tfl New York, U.S.A.
Importers, Exporters, Manu fact it re rs,

Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies.

" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence."
M. L. LANDIS,

PROPRIETOR AND INSTRUCTOR.

Winter Course Opened
Monduy, January 4, 1904.

TO ENTER.—You should write at once for Terms
and make advance engagement, as we do not accept
snore than twelve pupils at one time, but devote our en-
tire time to their instruction and advancement.

The new building was erected by Mr. Landis espe-
cially for his School, and all the appointments through-
out are first-class. The office and schoolrooms are cm
the first floor, with a fine north light. Also a separate
reading room, where pupils can spend their evenings
while attending the School.

The methods of instruction are original and ehtirely
new. Our new system in the art of cutting and design-
ing enables a pupil not endowed with artistic skill to
learn to make perfect letters, etc.

SEND FOR OUR PROSPECTUS, which will give
you some idea what you could accomplish by taking a
course with us. Correspondence solicited.

M. L. LANDIS,
119 KOCH AVENUE, DETROIT, MICH.

A Handsome Polished Oak Display Stand FREE
Question.

What is the best way to sell,
Silver Cream ?
We have asked this of a

score of dealers who have made
a remarkable success selling
Silver Cream.
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Our new jars are fitted wit It
a patent cap. They will not,
leak. The jar is air-tight,
so the conteuts will keep
fresh for an Indefinite time.
The cap can be removed in-
stantly. It won't stick—a
child Will take it off; These
three points do away with
all the objectionable fea-
tures of a screw cap.
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BRIGHTENSTAETAL WORLD.

Answer.

Display the polish.
Recommend it to your cu-,

tomers.
Get them to try it.
After that it sells itself.

Order from your jobber,
or direct.

Special Offer—with an order for one gross half-pint or 25c. size Silver Cream,
price $18.00, or its equivalent iii other sizes, we will give absolutely free this beautiful display stand.
This is the best advertising proposition ever offered by the manufacturers of Silver Cream.
This stand will more than double your sales of Silver Cream.

J. A. WRIGHT 0 CO., Keene, N. H.

A GOOD SHOW CASE.

ONE OF MANY DESIGNS.

The trt4e/i_
e_

has a house with 40 years' enviable reputation behind it. 
It is imitated but never

equaled. Each and every case is as good as man can mak
e or your money can buy.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELERS' CASES AND
 FIXTURES. Send

for our catalogue and description of our illuminated 
Silent Salesman," head and

shoulders above the rest.

TRADE MA R X

1)9

There are all kinds of show cases—good,

bad and indifferent. Cheap, shoddy show

cases are a poor investment.

Show Case

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
DETROIT, MICH.

Est. 1864.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO DETROIT.
WINDSOR, ONT.
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–Superfine—

L1WATCH OIL.
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The

Best Watch Oil
is

NYE'S.

It is used by all the leading watchmakers

and by all the leading watch factories.

NYE'S CHRONOMETER OILS ARE

THE FINEST EVER PRODUCED.

7lier. oils are for sale by all tool and material 
dealers.

Always specify Nye's and you will get the 
best.

Watch Case
M anufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turning
Choosing Old

Ilsgll.hoodSwIta
Cm. to tok•

anorleon S. if.

Movement. lay
•peelalty.

OLD CARF.8
DADE NET!.

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

 410■II

PLATE ENGRAVING,5TEEL DIES,CRESTS,COAT-ARMS.
Fir-4E' STATIONARY

PRINTIN G, EMBOSSIN G, I
LLUMINATING

INVITATIGNS,ANNOUNCEMENTS

scrm25c.r..-re . CA.1,-INO, AT HOME,BusI5JES5 CARDS 'ETC.

Aes'rrTCH 
'RICHARD  

0..KANDLER 5UIT9

C MATSEMONPILCEr„
ICAGO

'MONOGRA/41,

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. 

Easily adjusted,

never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the tae of celluloid and 

rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to its and we will 
give you the

names of those who do.
It Is the interest of every 

Jeweler to send

for our proposition.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

SOME STYLES OF MONOGRAMS 
INSTRUCTED AT

THEJEWELERS' SCHOOL
OF ENGRAVING,Established

Iii 1887.

RICHARD 0. KANDLEII,
Propr.

SUITE 1119

MASONIC TEMPLE,

NOW
is the time to learn

Engraving.

APPLY
or write for informa-

tion.

THE
JEWELERS'
SCHOOL
deserves a call.

Our

SYSTEM
BEST.

Terms right for

ALL.
Entry at any time.

Good positions for
faithful students.

Only Artists and

Practical Engravers

for Instructors.

CHICAGO.



See our nearest selling agent, or write for full information

The flatter of prompt delivery is one of the most

important the retail Merchant has to meet. Promises as

to, the- hour of delivery must be kept, or a customer is
• apt to be lost.

The Oldsmobile
Light Delivery Wagon

will enable you to have a perfect delivery system—
prompt, speedy and efficient in every particular. .

Price, $850.00.
By actual test it has proven its .ability to take the

place of three horses with wagons. Built to hold 5oo
pounds ; carrying space of one cubic yard.

Progressive merchants everywhere are using it;
why shouldn't you get in line?

to Dept. 66.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, U.S.A.
Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

RELIABILITY—THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES.

- or ,
Veivez.ffy ,57-17/.•

/ -

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, thebusiness expected to he gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to getthan you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood orglassand color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 .■
Wm. Kleetnan
0 Co. havc

held the record

for High Art
jewelers'

Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED liOW
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen ,are
your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT. .

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, I Ith to 12th Avenues, New York.
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World.
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Free Write-ups in -Newspapers

In our last issue we expressed the belief

that jewelers could. obtain much free' Pu
b-

licity from the. local- newspapers . if they. '

exercised a little. reportorial: ingenuity, or

cultivated the friendship . of. a,' goodnatured •

local newspaper man. There is much in

, connection With the jewelry. businesS th
at is

newsy and interesting,, and even though the

jeweler'snaene IS mentioned:only incidentally,.

the advertisement is. all the'. better on this

account.. The. lessi puffery, the. more-force.:

Now, especially; When 'advertising. contracts •

are being renewed Can -the advertiser insist

on liberal:treatment, from -the-newspaperS.in •

the matter of . notices; but .-at' Sedscins_

: much free - publicity maY.be obtained ih this

- way in eViclence -of' Which we submit • the

. following letter :

ED.. KEvstoNt- :—YOur articles 'on. ad- -
vertising and -window-dressing: always
prove' of much.- assistance 'to- us,- and we •
take'great interest in same. On page ]887
in, December number; under. the -title
"Reading NOtices iii Local Newspapers,"
you Say that papers -as a rule, are liberal
enough to furnish complimentary Iocals if
the reading matter is) of the neWsy- kind.

c,an. confirm your .assertion, as the •
enclosed) local wag readily granted us by
two leading papers' in our citY. The idea'
of writing tip the- loCal, in its heading. and
portion of the information, ot'iginated from-
reading an article: in,THE KEYSTONE on
page 1883, December . number, and we
cheerfully give your valuable paper -credit:

foY it. • The lotal: in-the 'paSt three-days
has proven of considerable benefit to us.
Locals are paying. •

Yours truly,
GABRIEL. &FRIED.

The Holiday Advertising

' This year we can .bear -witness without

any reservation whatever. .t&•the :excellence

of the Christmas advertising generally speak-

ing: . The vast. aggregation.of '.sarriple book-

lets _Which we had 'received from the trade

indicate. most gratifying. progress in the art

:of advertising. and. a wonderful wealth of

-talent. : -Not' all, of.. course, were perfect ;

• but where there was...so 'much exeellencer it

Would be hypercritical to.-find fault. We

. notice -that the personal letter; sealed,figured

largely in the advertisingfof, the .season.,. and

there wOtild seem -to. .be no .more effective

way-of Appealing to the public. The letters,

•-too, were well written, as a rule ; being-force-

- ful and-reasonable. without exaggeration. We

..have only:space .for; onesample :

Mobile; Ala.

The, article above. referred to is fourteen

incheSin -length and has the following Aurae-

five heading :

Importations of Diamonds

$30,000,000 Worth Brought to This Country

in One Year

The advertising portion of the article

took , the form of an interview with the

, jewelers referred, to, and an interesting dis-

sertation on diamonds. generally: The avail-

,le subjects for such articles are innunterable

1 may be given various- attractive head-

• ;s, for instance, " Latest Styles of Engage-

ments and Wedding Rings ;" " Briskness in

the Matrimonial Market.;" " Work done-by

a Watch ;" " Fob S' versus.Watch Chains.;"

" The Woman and Her Jewelry ;" •" Cupid

at Work in our Midst ;" " The Birth-Stone

F.td ;" " The Care of Jewelry,". etc.. Any

. jeweler , can furnish . readable information

under any of these heads, having his own

name used only incidentally.

DEAR :MADANt :—I -Write to invite -you
•to visit my store •and to -inspect the new:
go'ods and stylesiOr the holidays. Whether ,
you intend ',buying, or • not, 1 svilt be glad

• to see you.: if you are, pu'zzlecl as to what
• to buy -for some friend,-.I -Am almost sure-

-I can help you to a. selection if you • Will
fell me for •whom you-want. a- gift , and •

- the amount you %vant to pay.. Watches,
. jewelry and similar, goOds'are undeniably

the most desirable gifts,- because of their
lasting. qualities; beauty: and usefulness.
But, m buying • this class - of -wares it is

• wise •to.•go ,to a reliable. jeweler whose ,
, guarantee is absolnte.: The .fact that I

• •war-rant every article I Sell, -and live up, to •
guarantee, together with honest prices •

; has enabled me' to-told) the 'large. patron-'
• age-I .have,built.up.- •In•conelusiort,:l■urge-

yr u to buy as early as possible. We will
lay aside, until called- for, any article
selected. .In.this.way yon-have the choice
of a large assortment without feeling

' rushed in choosing. I wish you a " Merry '
Christmas." • • •

Respectfully yours,
• . -1ZCleveland,- Ohio. C. A. A DDE.

P. S.---When. calling, ask .fora -souvenir
calendar,.19o4.). I. prefer handing it to you
personally., as, they are often lost in. the

• , mail.

. In this letter-there. is nOthing.boastful

or offensive. to goad taste. It is_such a plain,

dignified. statement of -fact as would favorably

impress the recipient. All such letters, as

-in this case,- should. be written in a plain,

legible hand, 'and 'good. quality stationery

should always be used.

Remembering the Babies

In the "'Modern *Merchandising " page

of our November issue we told of the original

method adOpted.bY.jeWeler .D. A. Curtis„:of

Knoxville, Iowa, who issued ahannouncemeht •

offering to !present free to- every.baby born

in KnOxville,..or Marion County, .a Solid gold

ring. We now learn that Jeweler Curtis is

not alone in his distiriction; as W. L. Pedersen,

the well-knoWn jeweler, -of Clarinda, Iowa,

informs us of a similar method adopted by

him. Like the announcement of his Knox-

ville confrere, that -of Jeweler Pedersen is

appropriately adorned with a stork bearing a

basket, in which a baby reposes.

VVE congratulate you

17 . on the birth of the

baby at your home,

and 'wish it long life

. and happiness.

- We also wish to

join in your happiness

by-- presenting • baby

with a solid gold ring,

free, provided you will

be.sO kind As to bring

the baby to our store

-.when. convenient, before it is six

• months. Old, to-have the ring fitted.

It is our intention, to present_ a

&Id. ring. to every baby hereafter born

in Clarinda or Page. County. We

wish all .Page county babies .to wear

our rings.

-Yours very respectfully,

W. L. PEDERSEN,

• • The L.acti.ng Jeweler. Clarinda, Iowa.

13abY ',has lOst none of his charm, at least

for, the parents, and , is .shrewd business to

-secure the goml.gracesOf the adults by this

happy remeinbranceOf the little ones.

An Office Boy's Lesson .

In a certain office -the boss Called 'up- an office
boy ■vh)) was in line of, promotion: to a. clerk's
desk.

." I I t-re, John,!' he Said;.!,' is 6o I want -paid at
once to Alr_Blank. Be' sure:to bring the receipt
with you." • ••

John took the roll *of bills handed him by his
employer and hurried' away. He was obliged to
travel a considerable distance, and in three hours
came ) back lOoking-:•very much.. upset.. But he
handed in the receipt all right, and went to his
desk.. The boss looked at him curiously several
times during the day; : but said:nothing further to
him until the closing-up time. Then he asked
John " What did Mr.: Blank .say when yott•took
him that money this morning? "

',Nothing,-,' was John's brief-response.
" Now, John," saidthe boss; " I :want you to

tell • the truth.. I gave -you only $55, and you
brought me back a receipt for $6o. Where did
you get the. other, $5? 1 wanted to teach you a
lesson: before.: promoting. you to handling cash.
Never trust any..man's wOrd when he hands you a
roll of bills. .Cotint your money every time, my
boy.. I merely- wanted -to-, teach you a lesson in
business."
" You mean old cuss.'!" shouted John. "I

never suspected you of a trick like that. When
Mr: Blank counted only-$55 I told him you said it
Was $6o.wheti you -handed me the roll. He looked
At tile.. kind of queer and said, ' What are going to
do about•it?'"

Goin' right .,home, to mother,' I says, 'n'
get the money.'

• I' went home and tOldmother I'd lost one of
the $5 bills,.,andshe-lent me $5 out of dad's insur-
ance money, which. she'd been savin'. When I
paidMe. Blank he says•:"-' Sonny, if ever you want

to change your job come to Me.' And I'm going
to do it.. Please pay me back that $5 and what's
coming to, me in wages. You are losing a good
office boy and .Mr. Blank's getting one. That's
where-I'm gisiin' you a lesson in business."
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
The management of the ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, is Masonic Temple,Chicago, Illinois, wish to announce to the trade that they have purchased the business con-ducted by Mr. J. R. Parsons under the name of the CHICAGO HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, andafter FEBRUARY I, 1904, the same will be conducted in connection with the Illinois Collegeof Engraving and under the name of the Illinois Horological and Engraving Institute.

WATCHMAKING DEPARTMENT.—Mr. J. R. Parsons, so favorably known through his connection withthe La Porte Watchmaking School, La Porte, Indiana, and later with the Parsons Horological Institute,Peoria, Illinois, will be at the head of the Horological Department. This will insure students of thatdepartment the highest class instruction obtainable in all that pertains to watch work. We are sureMr. Parsons needs no further introduction to the public.
THE ENGRAVING DEPARTMENT.—Instruction in this department will be under the personal supervisionof Mr. A. J. Clow, founder and proprietor of the Illinois College of Engraving, 1115 Masonic Temple. Itwill be the constant aim of the management to make this department more efficient each year, and surpass,if possible, the reputation enjoyed by the Illinois College of Engraving heretofore. Students will beaccepted in the Engraving Department during January.
JEWELRY MANUFACTURING AND DIAMOND SETTING DEPARTMENT.—We consider ourselves for-tunate in securing the services of Mr. W. B. Geldert, who for several years was at the head of the largemanufacturing jewelry department of the well-known firm of Marshall Field & Co., this city. In thisdepartment students may be sure of the highest class instruction in all that pertains to manufacturing ofjewelry, diamond setting, medals, refining, plating, etc.
THE OPTICAL DEPARTMENT.—We have made special arrangements with the Northern Illinois Collegeof Ophthalmology and Otology, in the same building with ourselves, to accept our students into theirclasses. This well-known school has the reputation of being the best institution of its kind in the country,if not in the world, and we are confident that we can better serve our students' interests in this way thanby conducting classes in optical work ourselves. Dr. J. B. McFatrich is at the head of this institution.Owing to their extensive advertising, are too well known to need further mention here.EVENING CLASSES.—One of the special features of our work will be evening instruction, inwatchmaking, manufacturing jewelry work, diamond setting, engraving, etc. Classes will beconducted beginning February 1st, Monday, Wednesday and Friday of each week from 7.00 to9.45. This will be an excellent opportunity to get a start in above lines of work.

The equipment of this school will be second to none, and as new appliances and devices are puton the market they will be added to our equipment, and we are sure that if you are thinking of takingup any of the above lines of work you can do no better than investigate what we have to offer you.OUR CATALOGUE.—Our new illustrated booklet will be ready for delivery about January r5th,and if you are interested in the above lines you will do well to send for it, as it is yours for the asking.It will be very profusely illustrated with up-to-date monogram and letter designs, and will in a meas-ure act as a text-book on engraving, as well as a catalogue of our school.The management of this institution enjoys the confidence of our leading wholesale and retailjewelers. We are sure that we can serve you as well or better than any institution making a specialtyof the above lines of work. Should you desire further particulars we will be pleased to hear fromyou. Address all correspondence to

Illinois Horological and Engraving Institute,
II15 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 4, Closed.

Our No. I.

17

18 — TO 19

No. 2, Closed.

Our Geneva Glass Cabinet.

Chuck Block.

Our No. 5.

No. 7, Closed.

Our No. 9.

Our Compact Glass Cabinet.

Lens Cabinet.

No. I Bottle Rack, holds 86 bottles.

These are some of our goods, we have more. We 
also make Wall Cases, Jewelers' Screens, 

Jewelers' Partitions, Jewelry Repair

Cases, Optical Cabinets, and almost everything in wood for 
watchmakers. We have made these goods for more than twenty years. All

first-class houses buy them. We have made nearly all 
the benches now in use throughout the United States. 

They have been in the market

S( long that the prices have been cut till there' s but a 
very moderate margin in them, and whoever buys them is sure 

to get his money's worth.

While we have often cut the Prices, we have 
never raised them. We charge no more now than 

during the panic. All our goods are made

of kiln-dried lumber by first-class mechanics. They all have three-ply panels, which neither warp nor 
split. They all bear our trade-mark, and

watchmakers should see to it that they get our 
goods, and not some cheap substitute that looks the same 

on paper.

We sell to wholesalers only, but will be glad to 
send any one our catalogue.

Very respectfully,
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All out Curtain Top Benches open in
this manner.
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Bottle Case.

Our Material Cabinet.

Mainspring Cabinet. Repair Case.
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No. 2 Bottle Rack, holds 140 bottles.

JESSEN cSZ ROSBERG,
405 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago.
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4 A Word to the Proprietor.
T HERE are a great

r
ia many men who are run-

ning a jewelry business
of their own and have to rely
upon help for their repairs,
We have had •hundreds just
such come to us to take a six-
months' course one year and
then come again for about the
same time the next year, after
which they were able to do
their own work. This is your
Opportunity. The holiday
trade is over. Make your ar-
rangements to come at once.
You may possibly have had
one of our catalogues ; send
for one of our latest and learn
what we are doing. A postal
card addressed to Horologi-
cal, Peoria, Ill., will get it.
We teach watch work, jewelry
work, engraving and optics.
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HOROLOGY HALL.

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

THE BEST ADVERTISEMENT
a firm can have is its reputation for reliability
and good treatment. We stand on our record.

Our prices the highest, our returns the
most prompt.

Cincinnati Gold & Silver Refining Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Let us have a trial with your shipments of old gold,
old silver and sweeps. We insure satisfaction by hold-
ing all consignments of old gold and silver until our
offer has been accepted.

We pay expressage, whether our offer is accepted
or not. We have special facilities for separating gold
and platinum, and solicit this kind of work.

January, 1904 THE

Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile,

of general interest to the trade. As this page is for

the use of individual readers, we do not hold

ourselves responsible for the views expressed. —

Editor The Keystone.

Fighting the Optical and Watch-
Repairing " Fakir"

ED. KEYSTONE.—I would like to hear from

THE KEYSTONE in regard to the best way of fight-

ing the spectacle peddler, fakir or so called spe-

cialist, who goes from house to house and from

one small town to another, putting up at the hotel,

placing his card in one of its windows and inserting

high-sounding " ads." in the local papers. In

order to show you the methods which I adopt

against this abuse, I enclose a few reading notices,

which I have had inserted in the local papers each

week. I find these have done me much good,

as well as others designed to expose the fake

watch-repairer.
Yours truly,

Mayville, Mich. S. M. COOLEY.

[Our correspondent is known to us as a shrewd,
progressive business man, and the reading notices

referred to are worthy of his reputation. We

reprint them here as pointers for his brother

opticians :
Just Another Humbug

Evidences of the eye specialist humbug

come to us almost daily. The recent experience

of a certain lady who had her eyes fitted with
glasses by an itinerant " professor " is an
example of how the people have been and are
being fooled. Her eyes were almost ruined

and her headaches were much worse than
when she tried the experiment. Burning the
money that she had thus expended would

have been far more commendable. She came
to me and I had no trouble in fitting her cor-
rectly, and she expresses herself as delighted

with the results accomplished. The name of

this lady can be learned by inquiry at my
store, as well as the names of many more
whom I have treated with like results.

S. M. COOLEY,
Jeweler and Optician.

The Same Old Story

A well-known citizen of North Branch says :

" About a month ago I bought a pair of

glasses of a so-called traveling specialist, for

which I paid $3.00. It was agreed that after

I had used them six months, if they did not

prove satisfactory, he was to fit me with

another pair without extra charge. The result

is that the glasses have become entirely use-
less, Mr. Specialist has not put in appearance

here since, and I am practically $3.00 out.

Upon investigaton I find that I could have

purchased the same glasses for $ti.3o of our
local optician, S. M. Cooley, who is here at

all times to make good his promises."

We commend Mr. Cooley's enterprise and need

scarcely add that his is the one effective way of
lighting the itinerant optical nondescript.—Ed.]

Protecting Sets in Rings While Hard
Soldering

ED. KEYSTONE :—For the benefit of " Invest-

ment," whose question appeared in the Workshop

Notes of your November issue, and of others, I

would state that for the past twenty years I have

tried almost everything for protecting sets in rings

while hard soldering and the best thing I have

found, and I have been using it now several years,

is wet asbestos. A friend gave me a sheet about

one-half of an inch thick some time ago, and I am

using what I want from that for my soldering pad

KEYSTONE

and also for rings. I just tear off a small strip and

soak it in water and squeeze most of the water out.

I then press it around the set or sets as I would

putty or plaster of paris. I afterwards put it on the

asbestos pad and blow. I think we all know how

that part is to be done. One would be surprised

to see the size of ring that can be soldered without

even drying the asbestos on the outside. One must

use the asbestos covering according to the size and

kind of set or sets. I have been taking THE

KEYSTONE for about seventeen years and I think

we should help one another through its columns

when we can. I hope this suggestion may be an

aid to my fellow-workmen. I enjoy every copy of

THE KEYSTONE and wish it continued success.

Yours truly,

Berkley, Va. GEO. L. THOMPSON.

Magnetized Watches
K EY STUN E.—Magnetized watches coming

under my observation run less than one in a thou-

sand, but in the first part of November I took in

for repairs four watches magnetized, belonging to

people of very different vocations ; one being a

policeman, one a machinist, one a housewife and

one a milkman. It happened about the time we

read that they had that remarkable magnetic

disturbance over in Europe. Have you heard of

any such experience from others? Let us know

and give an explanation.
Yours truly,

Trenton, N. J. P. A. PETERSON.

Screwing in Clock Movements
ED. KEYSTONE :—The methods of holding and

starting clock screws, described by Geo. W. Gates

ill the October KEYSTONE, and by E. B. Lewis, in

the December (1903) KEYSTONE are good, but I

think I have a better one. I use a magnetized

screwdriver, which does the job quickly. Some

jewelers will think it dangerous to use this tool,

but it has been used for about five years in this

store and has never, as yet, injured one clock in its

running. We wish, however, to caution jewelers

who may try this method to keep the screwdriver

by itself, and never use it around the watch bench.

Yours truly,
F. P. HEWES,

Delavan, Wk. with Howard

[Our correspondent very properly notes the

fact that there is a certain element of danger in the

plan advocated, and the warning to avoid having

the tool come in contact with any used on the

watch bench should be given close attention.—ED.

Curiosities of Thermometer Making

The column of mercury in the tube of a ther-

mometer seems to be round, and about one-six-

teenth of an inch in diameter. As a matter of fact,

it is flat, and a good deal finer than one of the

hairs of your head.
When a maker of the instrument was heard to

say this, he was asked for an explanation, and he

thereupon told some things about the work that

are not generally known.

As mercury does not expand to any great

extent, it is absolutely necessary that the opening

in the thermometer tube should be very fine, and

it is made flat because, if it were round, its fineness

would make it too hard to be seen. Its apparent

size, about ten times its real size, is due to the

magnifying effect of the glass.

It takes two glass-blowers to make the tube.

One takes some of the molten glass on the end of
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his blowpipe, and gradually works it on his platen

until it is about the shape of a cigar. While doing

this, he is all the time blowing into it very

gradually.
When he gets it into proper shape, he puts it

back into the furnace, and keeps it there until it

has become white hot. Then he takes it out

again, and another man sticks his blowpipe upon

the other end. When it is firmly attached, the

workmen move away from each other, pulling the

tube out until it has attained the right size.

Then the rough ends are broken off and put

back into the furnace, and the remainder is broken

up into lengths of about a yard each, and sent to

the room where they are cut as needed.

Mercury is used in thermometers because it is

so regular in its expansion and contraction.

Spirits of wine is sometimes used, with coloring

matter added, but it is not perfectly accurate. The

degree marks on a mercury thermometer are the

same distance apart the whole length of the scale,

but in a spirit thermometer the marks are farther

apart above, say, forty degrees, than they are below

that, because expansion of the spirit increases in a

greater ratio above that point.

Valuable Book for Photographers

Tennant & Ward, publishers, New York City,

have favored us with a copy of the new work enti-

tled " Pictorial Composition and the Critical Judg-

ment of Pictures." Artists, art students, instructors

and photographers have come to realize that com-

position is one of the most essential features of

art. The aesthetics of composition are discussed

and illustrated as well. Finally, the principles of

composition are applied to well-known paintings

and simple rules for the critical judgment of

pictures are deduced.

The book is especially valuable to photo-

graphers. John A. Tennant, noted in the field of

photography, says : " During my work of fifteen

years in the field of photographic literature, I have

known no need so urgent as a book on composi-

tion which would really give the photographer a

clear grasp of the fundamental principles under-

lying picture making by photography. This book

on ' Pictorial Composition ' seems to exactly fill

the need I have outlined. The profusion of exam-

ples is a feature which photographers especially

will appreciate." The price of the book is $1.5o.

"Home Mechanics for Amateurs"
One of the most interesting and widely useful

technical treatises ever compiled is the new book

" Home Mechanics for Ameteurs," by George M.

Hopkins, the well-known author of " Experimental

Science." The book, ,which is published by Munn

& Company, New York, has 370 pages and 320

illustrations, each one apt and instructive. It deals

with wood-working, household ornaments, metal-

working, lathe work, metal spinning, silver work-

ing ; making model engines, boilers and water

motors ; making telescopes, microscopes and

meteorological instruments, electrical chimes, cab-

inets, bells, night lights, dynamos and motors,

electric light and an electrical furnace. It is a

thoroughly practical book by the most noted

amateur experimenter in America. It appeals to

the boy as well as the more mature amateur.

Holidays and evenings can be profitably occupied

by making useful articles for the home or in build-

ing small engines or motors or scientific instruments.

The book can be had from THE KEYSTONE office

on receipt of the publisher's price, $1.50.
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LEARN ENGRAVING
during leisure I immentN in your own hollle.

Our Complete Course of Instruction teaches how to do Script., Old English, Roman and Fancy Lettering, all kinds of monograms andinscriptions on Jewelry, Silverware, Seals, Collin Plates, etc. Sharpening of tools, holding articles, bright cutting, " thread-lining," cuttingtough metals, transferring, and many " tricks of the trade" made perfectly clear and well illustrated The secrets of quick, exactsharpening of tools without long practice and how to engrave straight and curved lines without slipping, are each worth ten times theprice asked.

FIVE DOLLARS
pays for the course of lessons and also an outfit of three fine, sharpened gravers, steel marker, marking compound, leather pad, fine Washitaoilstone, pencil dividers, twelve metal plates, six band rings and six thimIdes to practice on, and a set of alphabet sheets to teach letterdrawing Iluirkly in a unique way.

This murse is of more value than many trade schools, as it is the work of a practical engraver now working for the trade. It costsonly one-twentieth of the price of an engraving machine and enables you to do three small jobs while a machine would do (one.
" I recommend your school as a thoroughly practical one."—P. LEWIS, .Ieweler, Tuskegee, Ala.
" Worth many times the price."—laur PATE, Jeweler, McKenzie, Tenn.
" Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver was standing over my shoulder and telling me what to do I could do prettygood work after one week of practice."—RA V C. liAssrrr, Woonsocket, S. Dak.

Other testimonials for the asking. $5.00 pays for all.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
Foreign customers please add 40 cents to rover postage. 30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS.

Our work will not fade or peel off.

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from
Any Photo. p

The Goldstein Engraving Co., 45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Engraving an Etching
Portraits, Views of Buildings and
Landscapes, Inscriptions in Orna-
mental Raised Letters, Emblems,
Club and Heraldic Devices, and
Autographs

On Souvenir Spoons, Prize Cups for Regat-
tas, Tennis and. Bowling Tournaments, and
other sporting events.

Partial View of the St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust Street,
Known as the most practical school in the United States. St. Louis, Mo.

Good board and room can be obtained near our school for $14.00 per month.

4:41,
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MAX R. GREEN & CO,
301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS ETC.

•

Give us a trial order of one or
more of our Cuckoo Clocks and
be convinced that we manufacture
the best on the market, for the
least money, every one guaranteed
by the

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Succeasors to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
FACTORY,

1636-38 Hutchinson St.

Write for Catalogue.

-11111)1(8

OFFICE AND WAREROOMS,

1027 Columbia Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

4144.

Engraved Souvenir Spoons.
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen. e
V*46 •
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FRED. A. HASKELL,
206 Weybosset St., Providence. R. I

I0

The season's greetings to our many friends, old

and new, who have so loyally supported us during the

year just closed.

We are sure our business relations have proven of

mutual advantage and we promise our hearty co-

operation for 1904.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY,

Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters,

CHICAGO.

Pitkin's Anti-Break

PEG WOOD
I f you try it, you will always use it. It never

breaks oil to the finest pivot hole.

25 Cents per Box. Discount to jobbers.

0. H. PITKIN, GALION, OHIO, U.S.A.

W1LLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close,personal attention to repairs sent me.

Promptness my motto. Send for any printed

Price-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

Io
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Abbott's

meri c n 
Patent
Watches   s th ea vme

US LP U Wincing Attachment

A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.

Send them to us and MAKE A FEW
DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Malden Lane, Now York

Souvenir
Spoof's

of any locality.
ongrnwol II

howl., 83.80 per do,

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR . PROVIDENCE, P.1.

Best American-Made

BALANCE STAFFS and
HOLE JEWELS.

Balanee Staffs, gray finish   $1.00 doz.

Balance Staffs, polished, fine fin lab .   1.25 "

Hole Jewels . . ..... . .   1.00 "

Hole Jewels, Ruby and Sapphire, fine
finished   . . 1.50 "

A large line of R. F. Simmons Co. Chains,
Ostby 5c Barton Co. Stone and Band Rings,

Plainville Stock Co. Carded Jewelry.

Mail orders solieit ed. Selection packages

sent to responsible dealers.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. McEwEN, Manager,

Manchester, Iowa.

New Year.
New System.
New Record Book.

The new year is the time to introduce 
system in

your bench business. System means record-keeping

first of all, and the one ideal book for this purpose is

The Keystone Record Book
of Watch Repairs.

This record book has space for 1600 e
ntries of watch repairs, with printed

headings. It contains 120 pages, 9x I I inches, and is strong and 
durable.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, S1.00 
(4s. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., 
Philadelphia, U.S.A.

BARGAINS
Having purchased the entire stock 

of the SPENCER OPTICAL 
MANU-

FACTURING COMPANY, we propose to 
give our customers the benefi

t of a

great bargain, as follows :

On Trial Cases, from po.00 up.
Compound Lenses, Plano Cylinders, Ground and 

Interchangeable.

Gold Filled Spectacles and Eyeglasses.
Platinum 

46 66 44

Alumino
Goldoin 

44

Opera and Field Glasses.
100,000 Temples of all descriptions and many other art

icles that will

be sold at a GREAT REDUCTION.

Prescription Work Our Specialty.

Send in your orders or call. New management and young 
blood.

66 44

Spencer Optical Company, 15 Maiden Lane, New York City.

DO IT NOW!

Send us your R work, and we will guar-
antee you a prompt return.

We have in stock a complete line of every-

thing optical.
One trial will convince you.

Boston Optical Company

JEWELERS' BLDG.
373 Washington St., BOSTON.
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

No. 3 A retails $2.00

ACTI'AL SIZE.

STERLING SILVER PENCIL HOLDER.
T dhe aintiest and most useful pencil holder Retail price—

\I 'mule, and in tile most convenient shape— in -
ii early flat, In reality an oval flat. Chased . 

. $I.00

. 1.50
Pla 

Decorated Pattern, 2.00

Engkomved
ez::mg

Manufacturers a
Exporters

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
nd 

Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS an NOVELTIES.

Agcnts, of PAUL E. WIRT.

eddfing EnvHmfion,
F,Enhoaoed 5.azUerch.ezoy.

IInformation as © handilin CUT Hue _I)w_mt appRicaenon.

WM. FREUND 50N59
Largest Plant In the Micicilk.- States. )174-1176 Oemte Sito, CNIIICAGO,

The fWright" Writes Right.
That is the sole reason why it is the best seller
and most popular fountain pen made.

ELEGANT CATALOGUE,
Illustrating over
100 Patterns,
FREE ON
REQUEST.

This Solid Oak Show Case free with first
order for $10.00 to $15.00.

Style B Oak Case, with space for 18 pens and
drawer for boxes, free with first order for

&yh
. • • erta„ 

$20.00 or more.

per 
ozen. 14 

K. Sai
d 

Vet■.

olders---131aX 
Aottled and 

Cliased.

We have a splendid advertising proposition which will sell fowl-
Write for particulars for our FOUNTAIN PEN CONTEST.

No. $ 

pens for you.

WRIGHT P'EN CO., 614 Locust St., St. LOUIS, MO.

THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
SPECIAL No. 1, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.
A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,
given with the first order of one dozen
or more pens.

Send to r catalogue.
Export trade solicited.
Send for prices and dis-
count to the trade.

Cola-1'110r 
Ival Fel

Ask your Jobber for
the " RIVAL" Pen.

All pens are 14 K. gold.
Every pen warranted.

Members of National
A ssoojai ion of Si III fact ii rers of U.S. A.

D. W. BEAUMEL 0 CO.,
Office and Factory,

MI makes of Fountain Pens and (told Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City.

likillMmomisesommemp

Special Offer to Dealers.
If there is no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on receipt of $1.00 in cash or money order, we Willsend to any express office in the United States, all charges prepaid, 1 dozen boxes, regular size

SILVER
sacoN

EDO gill POLISH
and 100 samples for free distribution. It's exceptional merit
Used by owners and makers of Valuable Plate for more than a

Electro-Silicon Silver Soap, $1.25
THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 30 Cliff

has made it famous around the world.
quarter century.

per dozen.
Street, New York.
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Display of the Holiday Surplus

UTER the holidays, what ? Probably

every stationer, and certainly every

jeweler-stationer who reads these lines

has asked that question very many

times ere this. He has seen this or that

number in his stock refuse to sell as actively

as he expected, and he may even have a

considerable stock left over after the holiday

trade. The question now is how to quickly

and profitably dispose of the surplus stock.

There are numerous ways to dispose of

goods which have accumulated, and fre-

quently such an accumulation of stock can

be made the magnet to draw people to the

store, where they will purchase other goods

beside the ones offered. It will be admitted

by every experienced dealer that it is worth

much to get a possible customer into the

store. If one enters the circle of the sales-

man's influence, it is then in order for the

salesman to do something. If a customer

or a visitor escapes without buying some-

thing, in a majority of instances it can be

charged to- the salesman, even though he

be the proprietor himself. The motto to per-

mit no one to escape, is worth following very

closely in all sorts of retail merchandising.
It is likely that the goods

Staple Lines you have had left on your

Easily Moved hands are principally box
papers of some sort. There

are staple lines which are good at any time,

and the wise buyer will probably stock libe-

rally with them, giving them a holiday air

by introducing a few-leading holiday lines to

add a sort of gift flavor to the whole. If,

then, the gift lines are sold out first, the

staples will be left and gradually they will

work out in the ordinary run of trade. If a

neat display is kept constantly where jewelry

customers can see it, there will be always

before them a strong inducement to buy.

And good stationery is always wanted.

But assuming that some.of the special

holiday lines are among the left-overs,

another method of .procedure must be fol-

lowed. It will then be necessary to make a

special offer, institute a special sale to 'dis-

pose of 'these goods. Holiday goods are

rather stale after the season has passed, and

there is such constant improvement in styles

and makes of stationery .from year to year,

that it becomes impossible to carry the goods

over and add them to the following season's

stock. They must be disposed of while they

are reasonably fresh, otherwise they will be-

come a species of white elephant, which can

never be sold at a reasonable profit.

A

KEYSTOINI.

Begin immediately after the Aoliday
trade closes to examine stock and discover
as soon as possible how much and what the
character of the goods left over may be.
Possibly, they are especially adapted for the
use of a certain proportion of your trade. It
is assumed that you know your trade and
can offer them goods intelligently—that is,
you can offer them goods which will appeal
to them as especially suited to their require-
ments, even though the holidays have passed.
If you can do this successfully, you will be
able to get rid of a considerable proportion
of your carry-over. You can offer it in the
regular way or 'you can have a display of it
in some part of the store and call each
customer's attention to it.

If they do not move rapidly

On Making enough this way, make a
special sale. See that the
goods are displayed and ad-

vertised so thoroughly, that there will be. no
question about all possible customers.know-

ing about the sale. Make .it thoroughly
understood that you have a small quantity

of really good stationery, which was left
from the holiday trade, that you will sell

cheap. Make it plain that -you have.only

odds and ends, and that you will make a

price upon them which will sell them. Show

how it will be wisdom for users of good sta-
tionery to buy some of these bargains for
future use. Say that the goods are quite up

to the standard, but that the holiday trade

did not take everything offered. Then an-

nounce your prices. Make them so low that

they will attract.; Make them so low that

people will want to buy them, even though

they have already purchased a supply of

stationery. If you can get what you paid

for them, you will be nothing out. If you

can get a little more, you will have a small

profit. If you sell below cost, you will not

lose. It will all come back to you in various

ways.
In the advertising prepared for this

special selling, make sure that you empha-

size the fact that you carry over no stock,

but that you sell •,everything and next year

will .start fresh. This creates a favorable

impression and practically insures the patron-

age of the people whom you most want to

reach. There is always a haunting fear that

dealers are using last year's holiday goods as

fresh; and if you can sweep that supposition

out-of the minds of your customers you will

have accomplished something which will be

of importance to you in all your future trans-

actions, whether large or small. A reputa-

tion for always having fresh goods is worth

more than the loss on a score' of years'

holiday lines which may not have sold

readily.

Special Sales

The methods of advertising

The Methods which may profitably be

of Advertising employed, will vary with
different localities. In some,

the newspapers will supply the best medium

possible. Wherever space can be obtained

in a good daily or weekly never hesitate to

use it freely. Liberal space is advisable,

particularly during a special. sale. The ob-

ject is to clear out the goods as quickly as

possible, and the more people are attracted,

the quicker the goods will go. If you have

no daily, but must depend upon a weekly,
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arrange your advertising so as to announce
the special sale for the following Saturday.
If .you are in a country town, Saturday is
probably the market day and the clay when
the people outside the town or village come
to buy. If . you are in a factory town, your
operatives have probably received their
weekly pay and are ready to spend it.
Therefore, whichever way it happens to
strike you, there will be no question about
Saturday being your best day. If you
care to continue it through the week, offer-
ing special inducements to purchasers, you
will probably find it profitable. Much will
depend upon your surroundings, but of this
you can best judge yourself. In a case of
this kind a circular may be also used to ad-
vantage. A circular in the form of a neat
note sent direct to the house, calling attention
to your. bargains in high-class stationery, will
be as certain as almost anything to bring
business. It will be even more individual
than an advertisement in the newspapers and
will bring the truth of your assertions forci-
bly to mind. It is well, in doing advertising
this way, to have the stationery which you
use for your circulars as good quality as
your purse will permit. It will assist mate-
rially in the advertising and create the im-
pression that you are really offering some-
thing good.

Make an attractive window

Making Window 
 

display of these goods, em-
Displays phasizing their good quali-

ties and minimizing as much
as possible that they are left over from the
holiday trade. The attractive qualities,

those which will appeal to the average user
of stationery, will be the best points to bring

out prominently. They are the points which
will sell the goods.

Do not neglect to undertake the work

as soon as you can now that the holidays are

over. TiMe is important, and if you get

your sale in. before your competitor does,

you will probably have the best show of sell-

ing at a good profit. The first man in the

field is always the most successful. And in

retail merchandising in these times of fierce

competition there is absolute necessity for

one to be first in the field, if one is to do

business upon a progressive and profitable

basis.

Treatment of Wax Figures

The faces of wax figures can be recolored

easily, says the Merchant's Record, and with a

little practice any window trimmer can learn to do

this work very satisfactorily. First clean the face

with cotton dipped in coal oil. The coal oil should

not be allowed to remain too long upon the face,

as it softens the wax. When the face has been

thoroughly cleaned, take finely powdered pumice

stone and mix with it enough carmine to produce

a faint pink tinge. This should be mixed thor-

oughly, so that no streaks of red will show. Take

a good-sized flat sable brush and apply the mixture

with broad strokes, commencing at the point of

the cheek and working with a circular motion

toward the chin. The cheeks may be given more

color by the addition of a little carmine. For the

lips, nostrils and corners of the eyes, carmine

should be added to the pumice stone until the

proper shade is obtained. In touching up the lips,

etc., a very small sable brush should be used.



After Christmas Is Over
Why not learn Engraving or

Watchmaking, and
Be in better shape for next year?

OUR SCHOOL IS PRACTICAL.
We have worked night and day to keep up with
our work and every customer satisfied.

OUR ROOMS
are situated on the top floor of the new Commer-
cial Building—light, airy, warm and the best of
any school in the Northwest.

OUR COURSE
is on actual work from start to finish and it
Insures success where other schools fail.

OUR INSTRUCTORS
are the very best and are proficient in ACTUAL
work, theory and practicability.

We do classes of
work for the trade
and students derive
the benefit of money
received.

WRITE FOR
DESK SPACE.

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL
ENGRAVING AND WATCHMAKING,

Top Floor Commercial Building,
AMERICA'S

PRACTICAL SCHOOL. Minneapolis, Minn.

THREE SALES
IN FOUR YEARS

FOR ONE JEWELER!

I have just completed the third successful
auction sale in four years for A. H. Richards,
El Paso, Texas. Mr. Richards is a first-class
jeweler with a high-grade stock, a large and select
patronage and the highest reputation. He wants
the kind of an auction sale that will add to all
these, and the Martin sale is his choice. Three
successful sales in quick succession have settled
the question.

I sell only reputable stock for r ep u table
jewelers. No trash, no misrepresentation, no
imposition on the public. Straight, square selling
and success guaranteed. Write for particulars.

S. MARTIN,
Jewelers' Auctioneer,

Long Distance Telephone,
Number 3234 North.

784 Pir.st Stret,

Milvvaukee, Wis.

BRUSHES
12 CREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, 
S2.00, PREPAID
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AND .[1.1. 

WATc. 
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LOWS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia.
(Second Floor. (Established 7892. )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

say- Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders.

8IDMIE9r1-11NO NEW.

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

Miniatures
burnt in on

vitrified
enamel.

Absolutely Indestruc-
tible. Will last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send lire two-cent
atainps fur beautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY,
its Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Items Items of Interest

A. H. Richards, El Paso, Texas, had an auc-

tion sale last month ; S. Martin, the well-known

jewelers' auctioneer, officiating.

P. J. Cummings, of P. J. Cummings & Co.,

the Attleboro, Mass., jewelry manufacturers, is re-

ceiving the congratulations of his friends upon the

arrival at his home of a strenuous son and heir,

for whom he anticipates a luminous future.

The marriage of Joseph Rosenbaum, of Ander-

son, Ind., to Miss Lenora Emmerich, daughter of

Myer Emmerich, New York, has been announced

to take place in Victoria Hall, 641 Lexington Ave-

nue, New York, on Monday, January ith.

Eben Hardy, jeweler and manufacturing opti-

cian, whose factory and principal office are at

21 Broomfield Street, Boston, Mass., has opened a

jewelry and optical establishment at 307 Newport

Avenue, Wollaston, Mass. The repairing of

watches, clocks and jewelry will be a special feature

of this newly-opened business.

Gustave Fox & Co., 4 West Fourth Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio, have issued a very artistically

conceived New Year calendar, the ornamental

feature of which is a cleverly embossed Indian's

head. It has been much admired by the trade,

who prize it for its beauty of conception and exe-

cution as well as for its usefulness.

Wilmer D. Nelson & Co., jewelers and opti-

cians, Pierre, S. Dak., recently enlarged their

store and executed therein many valuable improve-

ments, including the installation of new and hand-

some fixtures. This firm has secured the contract

for furnishing the silver service for the armored

cruiser South Dakota. The service will be manu-

factured by the Gorham Mfg. Co.

We direct the attention of the trade to an

error in the advertisement of Theodore W. Foster

& Bro. Co., Providence, R. I., on page i of this

issue. The descriptions under the two large lock-

ets at the top of the advertisement are misplaced.

The numbers and descriptions under the heart-

shaped locket refer to the circular locket, and those

under the circular locket refer to the heart-shaped

one.

The Stevens Cabinet Company has begun

operations in its new factory at Washington, N. J.

The object of this concern is to manufacture fancy

clock cases for Harris & Harrington, of New York,

the last-named firm having guaranteed sufficient

work for sixty operatives. The Stevens Company

anticipates that by February 1st it will have that

many mechanics in its service, together with a

number of helpers. This company was organized

last summer, and consists of Frank S. Stevens,

president, and Samuel M. Young, secretary.

J. Frank Heald, the enterprising jeweler, of

Sheridan, Wyo., recently enhanced the attractive-

ness of his store by the installation of a handsome

set of new mahogany fixtures, including five wall

cases, which are 20 inches deep, 8 feet high and

16 feet long. The doors are of plate glass, are

hung on weights and slide upwards. Jeweler

Heald's business career has been a continuous

success. Fifteen years ago he began business in

the corner of a general store. One year later he

was located in a modest frame building of his own;

1894 found him established in the fine brick build-

ing which he now occupies, and a few months ago

he added to this a store room 25 feet in length.

KINTSTONE

The description given in our last issue of the

jewel setter and adjuster, invented by H. W.

Lett, of Argenta Station, Ark., stated, through an

inaccuracy, that the stop-pin of this device pre-

vented the burning of the operator's fingers. It

should have been stated that the stop-pin prevents

the overstraining of the spiral spring, the danger

of finger burning being obviated by a wood handle.

One of the most interesting of new-season

offerings is a handsome line of Larter vest but-

tons, with fine mother-of-pearl tops and plated

backs. These buttons are produced by Larter,

Elcox & Co., 21 Maiden Lane, New York, who

have retained in them workmanship and wearing

qualities said to be equal to the company's 14 K.

gold buttons. Like the Larter shirt stud, this but-

ton can be inserted or removed instantaneously.

It is secure when in the vest and has no parts

liable to be lost.

J. A. Morrow, jeweler and optician, Parry

Sound, Ontario, has issued a very pretty New

Year calendar in accordance with his usual custom.

It consists of a piece of strong cardboard, measur-

ing approximately 7 x 9 inches and of a fawn

shade. There is a depression in the center, which

contains the pictorial feature. This latter consists

of a color-type of the " Harbor at Venice," after

a painting by Thomas Moran. The color shades

of the Venetian sky and sea, so proverbially ex-

quisite, make this an especially imposing illustra-

tion for a calendar.

The Meriden Britannia Co., of Meriden, Corm.,

International Silver Co., successor, has issued a

very attractive catalogue of " 1847 Rogers Bros."

spoons, forks, knives, etc. This compilation is

printed on enameled paper in green ink, and is

copiously illustrated with rich cuts. Under the

heading, " Half a Century of Spoon-Making,"

there is an interesting preface, and the methods of

distinguishing the various grades of plate are very

intelligently explained. Typographically this cata-

logue is a very artistic production, and the front

cover is handsomely embellished. Prices are con-

veniently given in an appendix.

Talcott Bros., of Olympia, Wash., celebrated

on December 5th, the thirty-first anniversary of

the opening of their business. The firm was

founded by C. R. Talcott ; G. N. Talcott was

admitted to partnership in 1882, and in 1890

L. Grant Talcott became the third member of the

firm. This concern has made a very encouraging

amount of progress during its thirty-one years of

existence, notwithstanding that in 1882 a fire de-

stroyed the concern, together with a number of

others in the same block. In addition to their

regular lines of jewelry, Talcott Bros. also carry a

stock of umbrellas, sewing machines, etc. Their

store is a commodious and well-appointed one,

and their business conducted on progressive lines.

The Sessions Clock Co., of Forestville, Conn.,

formally opened its two new factory buildings on

December 9th, and signalized the event by enter-

taining 1400 guests, eighty per cent. of whom were

its employees, at an elaborate entertainment and

supper. The interiors of the big buildings were

elaborately decorated with flags and bunting. The

guests of the company entered by the main en-

trance on the first floor and proceeded to the

second, where they were greeted by the reception

committee, consisting of President and Mrs.William

E. Sessions ; Treasurer and Mrs. Albert L. Sessions ;

Secretary and Mrs. Edward A. Freeman. The

Philharmonic Band of New Britain, and the Glee

and Mandolin Club, of Wesleyan University, reit-
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dered interesting programmes of music. The

buildings, whose opening was so elaborately cele-

brated, are model industrial establishments. The

larger one is three stories high, 130 feet long,

50 feet wide and thoroughly fireproof. The smaller

one is about roo feet long and 50 feet wide, and
contains twenty ovens for the blacking or japanning

department. Both buildings are situated a short

distance from the principal establishment of the

company, on Main Street. They are equipped

with the most improved machinery. One week

after the above function the employees presented

William E. Sessions, president of the company,

with a handsome loving cup.

The management of the Illinois College of

Engraving, Chicago, has purchased the business

in that city conducted by J. R. Parsons, under the

name of the Chicago Horological Institute, and

both will be conducted in conjunction after Feb-

ruary 1st under the name of the Illinois Horolo-

gical and Engraving Institute. The watchmaking

department will be under the supervision of J. R.

Parsons, well known as a teacher of horology;

the engraving department will be conducted by

A. J. Clow, an experienced teacher of the art,

and the jewelry manufacturing and diamond set-

ting department will be under the supervison of

W. B. Geldert, an expert in this line. The students

will also have the advantage of a course in optics

by arrangement with the Northern Illinois College

of Ophthalmology and Otology.

Improving the Art of Electro-plating

One of the practical results of applied chem-

istry which has proved a boon to the jeweler, is

the electro-plating salts now so much used in.

electro-deposition work. In explaining the utility

and efficiency of these salts, H. Hirscbach, of the

U. S. Electro Chemical Co., New York City, said:

" The greatest difficulty in the art of successful

electro-plating or gilding, lies in the correct com-

pounding of the bath, and in keeping it in proper

condition. The purest chemicals are indispensable

to the successful compounding of it, and equally

important is the question of keeping the bath in

the same correct condition. Too much cyanide in

the bath produces a deposit of an ugly pale color

and makes the use of a strong current necessary,

thereby forcing or burning on an unnecessarily large

amount of gold. The cyanide bath has other

drawbacks as 411 electro-platers well know. With

the salts all the cyanide troubles are eliminated.

These salts are scientific compounds, containing in

correct porportions gold, metal and neutralizer in

a dry form. Dissolved in water the bath is ready

for use. Anybody of average intelligence will be

able to do good work by simply following instruc-

tions. No varying of shades ; they are invariably

the same. No adding of gold or chemicals at

haphazard, a'nd no cyanide. GOld and chemicals

contained in the salts, exhaust at one and the same

time. A few spoonfuls of these plating salts added

to the impoverished bath, and you are at once at

your correct starting point. The production of

rose gold, green gold, Roman or karat gold,

French gray, etc., with these salts is simplicity in

itself. Immerse your article in the bath prepared

with rose gold or green gold salts, use moderate

current, remove after one minute and your article

is rose or green gilded."
A catalogue issued by the U. S. Electro

Chemical Co., New York, gives a lucid explana-

tion of the use of the salts twrsus cyanide in elec-
tro-deposition.
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No. 47.—PAST MASTER'S JEWEL. No. 8.—PAST HIGH PRIEST JEWEL.

arc thu only manufacturers in tnc whole United States that carry in stock an assortment of

Masonic and Other Fraternal Presentation Jewels
ranging in price from $6.00 to Poo.00. (Silver and Gold).

Duplicates of Jewels as previously presented and Jewels for all Fraternities made to order onshort notice.
If you have mislaid our illustrated catalogue of medals, badges, jewels, class pins, college fraternity pins, and fine emblem jewelry,promise not to let it occur again, and we will send you another. 

WENDELL AND COMPANY,
who employ 250 workmen every business day in the year to do repairing and special order work of all kinds for

The Retail Jewelry Trade.
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NEW YORK.
57 Washington Street,

CHICAGO.

The Two Wonderful Shops.
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My " Bargain Offer," for January
First

BY JOHN TWEEZER

For Sale, at reasonable prices, an

assortment of valuable " resolves,''

ready . made, for various people

whom they are guaranteed to fit, or

money refunded. Some show slight

marks of wear, but all are in good

condition. No trouble to show good,..

Step lively, please.

On the night of December Thirty-first

the family went to bed early and I sat alone

in my library pondering the past, behind the

smoke-wreaths of my cigar. The hour-hand

stood at XI ; the New Year had only an

hour to wait. It was " up to me " to make

my New Year resolutions, according to my

annual practice ; but still I sat and pondered.

I simply could not bring myself to " the

scratch."

If I had not pondered so deeply all

would have been well ; but the ghost of last

January first stood before me and pointed an

accusing finger at the resolutions made a

year ago, which " died a-borning." Behind

this year-old ghost stood a long line of earlier

January Firsts, each leveling its skeleton

finger at me ; each bringing voiceless accu-

sation against me for the New Year pledges

which I had broken with cheerful alacrity,

year after year. In presence of this shadowy,

convicting host, what heart could I put into
new resolves?

" No," I muttered, " I'll not offend

further. I'll skip a year, at least, before I

resume the business of resolving at the old

stand." And then I blew a cloud of smoke

at the chandelier and felt the peace of mind

that passeth all understanding. I had thrown
off the incubus.

But what was to interfere with my pre-

paring resolutions for other people ? The

habit of a lifetime—the inditing of resolutions

on January First—ought not to be interrupted

too suddenly ; it might set hard on my con-

stitution. Besides, / could not be held

responsible if these other people did not hold

faithful to the pledges which I would deliver

to them ready-made. Clearly it was my

duty to do for others, on this occasion ; so,

while the minute-hand traversed the dial to

XII, I studied the needs of various contem-

porary citizens and set down sundry resolu-

tions for their adoption on the dawning of

the morrow

1 hope, and expect, that these " resolves "

will be promptly and cheerfully accepted by

those for whom they are intended, and appre-

ciated at their value. Price, tuppence each,

less six per cent. for cash with order. Re-
mittance may be made in uncancelled stamps.

"Resolves" for 1904

For the Weather Man

To withhold the rain from the base-ball grounds
on the days that our nine plays at home ; while
letting it pour plentifully on the potato patch which

thirsts for it, across the road.
To provide a "just right" temperature for

spring clothes, on Easter, and clear skies on all
picnic occasions.

To suit the weather every day to everybody,

everywhere.

For Arr. Rockefeller

To begin saving at least $2.50 each month, so

as to provide a fund against the time when work is
slack and wages precarious.

For the Citizen of the Republic of Panama

To get the grin off, even if it requires a surgical

operation.
To spend the $fo,000,000 on American watches

before it gets cold.
To bless Uncle Sam once a day and twice on

Sunday.

For the New York Sun

To make Hay—President—while The Sun

shines.

For President Roosevelt

To go right ahead, holding steadfast to the

sense of duty whatever befalls, hewing to the line

of conscientions conviction wherever the chips

may fly, confident that the majority of Americans

will always respect and support the sincere, earnest

and honest executive who is open to criticism only

because of the excess of his zeal for the good of

all the people.

For My Boy, at College

To try to remember that some things he needs

to know are not taught at school—say, for instance,

the advantages of making the cash discount and

the difference between making a good appearance

and making a sale.

FOP' the Big Watch Companies

To begin now to get the factory in shape for

making enough of the " scarce " movements, and

accumulating them, to supply the demand in the

next Christmas season.

For the Man in the Moon

To shut both eyes when we are engaged in

demonstrating our great virtues, so that the world

be not enlightened on our coincident small vices.

For Charles M. Schwab

To play fair, and so stay in the game.

For the Re/ail Jeweler

To believe that his competitor believes that he

too has a soul to save.

To pay the bills on the day they are due (if

impossible to discount them) or apologize and

explain before his creditor has time to ask.

To sell what is best for the buyer.

To represent all values just as they are , to tell.

the absolute truth about goods, even if it loses the

first sale ; to stand by the trade-marks that stand

for fair-and-square.
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To put into his advertisements more thought,

more money and more conscience.
To look ahead a little, when recommending a

" just as good."
To cultivate a more cheerful manner and direct

a more active " shine 'em up " department.

To read THE KEYSTONE each month, from

!dyer to kiver.

For Plain John Smith

To not look upon the jeweler as an uncon-

victed swindler, nor on the watch repairer as one

who'll " do " him when the chance presents.
To keep in mind that even an humble sales-

man has sensibilities and is entitled to a considera-

tion of his own personal dignities.
To change the tune from " I can buy it for

so-much at Brown's."
To buy all his wants in his home-town, if he can.

For the Czar of Russia

To "let tip" a little on China, lest he bite off

more than he can " chaw "—and digest.

For a Good Boarding-House in St. Louis

To save a room- w ith- bath for Old John Tweezer

in this "good old summer time."

For the Chap We Do Not Like

To prove to us that we are lacking in percep-

tion of real human values.

For Santa Claus

To take a little from the overburdened stock-

ing of Missie Millionaire, next Christmas, and stick

it in the ragged toe of that wee baby's in the alley,

whose wretched parents are " a little more than

kin and less than kind."

For All Pretty Girls

To abate nothing of their charming inconsis-

tencies, to be bewilderingly imperfect as now, for

the sake of poor male humanity which needs that

woman be a little imperfect ; else how could we

stay on the same earth and endure the perpetual

self-contrast?

For the Office Boy

To take note of the fact that it is two blocks to

the post office and not two miles, and that the

point of distance bears some relation to the point

of time.
see dust and dirt when it should not be

To

thereT.
o go skating on real ice, after the store

closes, and not in his mind before.

To not butt in.

For Evetybody

To smile oftener.

To remember that something good can be said

about nearly every man—and to remember and

speak of that good thing when the bad things are

told.
To put yourself into your charities, and not

your money only.
To look out more and in less ; to look up, not

down ; to practice, rather than preach.

To have more faith in average humanity.

To help your own chances by helping others

more.
To believe the best, when you don't know.

To be willing to be fooled occasionally, rather

than be everlastingly suspicious.
To try to deserve more than you get.

To be happiest when making others happy.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
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About the Changes of Refraction with
Diminished Illumination

Some time ago we mentioned in these
columns that Charpentier had observed that
the refraction of the human increased in the
dusk of the evening. Charpentier explained
this phenomenon by a smaller volume of the
chorioid, due to a smaller amount of blood
in it during the diminished illumination.
This diminished thickness of the vascular
coat of the eye somewhat retracted the retina
and thus caused an increase in the refraction.
Noiszewski denies the correctness of this
explanation. He refers to his spectroscopic
experiments which he made during dusk, and
which demonstrated that at that time no red
rays of light enter the atmosphere. After
the sun is below the horizon only the more
highly refracted rays still reach the surface of
the earth. Now, it is a fact that the blue
rays of light have a shorter focus in our eye
than the red ones. If, therefore, our eye is
adjusted for the red rays of the spectrum the
blue rays focus in front of the retina. Thus,
if we read in a more reddish light we cannot
with the same refractive condition of the eye
see distinctly the same print in a bluish light
unless we add about — 2.50 D. lens. Thus
it would seem that the refraction of the eye
had increased in the dusk, while in fact not
the refraction but only the light had changed.
To the reviewer the explanation of Noiszewski
seems very plausible, and will probably be
shown to be correct by other investigators.

New Glasses for Eyes After Cataract
Operations

Lately, in the Annalea d' Oculistique,
Dr. Sulzer recommended for aphakia certain
glasses _which he calls Chamblant-glasses,
These spectacle lenses are glasses with two
cylindrical surfaces, these latter having their
axes at right angles to each other. Such
lenses, if the cylinders are of the same
strength, are equal to a spherical glass, the
dioptric strength of which is equal to that of
each cylinder. Sulzer shows that this equiv-
alence is not quite complete, and that espe-
cially with regard to the spherical aberration
these two kinds of glasses are quite different.
He proves that strong bispherical lenses
cause a considerable distortion of a system of
rectangular lines, whilst the Chamblant glasses
of the same strength are almost completely
free from this defect. He therefore recom-
mends these new glasses for aphakia and
other optical defects where high glasses are
required. In a reply to this exposition Dr.
Ostwald, of Paris, however, correctly remarks
that the spherical aberration of our spectacle

lenses need not be considered, because the
pupil of the human eye admits only a small
pencil of rays. It is the periscopic effect of
the spectacle lenses that is much more im-
portant, and this is not improved by the new
lenses. A periscopic spherical glass always
gives a better field than a crossed cylinder
glass, about which Donders, in his " Accom-
modation and Refraction of the Eye," (page
510) says that " These lenses can the less
vie with periscopic spherical glasses, as with
them the forms of objects seen laterally appear
in a peculiar manner distorted."

What is the Cause of Glaucoma

While an incredible amount of labor
and intelligence has been devoted to the
solution of this question it cannot be said that
we have come to a definite settlement as
yet. It is true that we know a great deal
about the different symptoms of glaucoma,
as the hardening of the eyeball, the dilatation
and immobility of the pupil, the haziness of
the cornea, the shallowness of the anterior
chamber, the enlargement of the episcleral
veins, the excavation of the head of the optic
nerve, the visible pulsation of the arteries in
the retina, the lowered visual acuity of vision,
the limitation of the field of vision, the loss
of feeling in the cornea and more or less
pronounced pain. But we possess, as yet,
no theory which will explain all these symp-
toms and all the pathological findings in this
disease. Lately, however, Prof. K. R.
Wahlfors, of Helsingfors, puts forward a new
doctrine which seems to go a great way
towards a better explanation of this insidious
trouble. He regards the usual conception
according to which the increased tension is
the essence of glaucoma as erroneous, and
considers an atrophic process in the chorioid
as the real first and last cause of the disease.
How he explains the symptoms both of
simple glaucoma, in which there seldom is
any increase in the ocular tension or pain,
and of the inflammatory glaucoma with the
full set of symptoms, described above, will be
seen best from the following passage from a
translation of his paper as given in the
Archives of Ophthalmology:

The atrophic process in the chorioid is to be
regarded as the cause of the functional disturbances
occurriog in simple glaucoma. The diminution in
the light sense is a result of this process and the
malnutrition of the rod-and-cone layer which it
causes. The contraction and other defects in the
field, as well as the diminution of central vision,
are results of the increasing malnutrition and the
gradual degeneration of the rods and cones.
Since this atrophy of the chorioid, as a rule, extends
to the elastic fibres of the lamina cribrosa, the
latter lose their power of resistance and the itAtra-
ocular tension causes an excavation. The evtava-
tion of the disk is indeed one of the most constant
and most characteristic symtoms of simple glau-
coma, and is independent of the existence or non-
existence of increased tension.

(115)

Increased tension is frequent in simple glau-
coma, and is the chief feature of inflammatory
glaucoma. I have thought that it might be
explained in the following way as a result of the
chonoidal atrophy : The intraocular tension is
dependent upon two factors—the resistance and
elasticity of the surrouning membranes and the
pressure exerted upon them by the contents of the
eyeball. The first factor is of little importance,
but the pressure of the included liquids is of great
importance. When the liquid increases, the tension
increases, and vice versa. The quantity of the
liquid contained in the eye is regulated chiefly by
two factors—secretion and absorption, which as
long as the circulatory relations are normal balance
each other and keep the tension uniform. With
either of these factors disturbed, the circulation of
the ocular lymph is altered and the quantity of
liquid is increased or diminished until secretion
and absorption balance and the tension adapts
itself to the new conditions.

There is a third factor, however, which plays
no small role in regulating the circulation of
liquids in the eye, although it has hitherto been
disregarded. I refer to the pressure which the
chorioid exerts upon the liquid contents of the ball
and particularly upon the vitreous. It is evident
that the tension of the chorioid is considerable, as
is shown by Ponders' observation that when all
the coats of the eye are divided together the chorioid
retracts from the margin of the wound and leaves
the sclera exposed. This contractility of the
chorioid is doubtless due to the numerous muscle
fibres which accompany the larger vessels through-
out the entire membrane. Besides, the chorioid
Rains considerable contractility through Bruecke's
muscle which acts as a tensor.

But, besides the function of the chorioid as a
restrainer of the intraocular tension, it has the
further function of increasing the lymph circulation
of the eye. If we think of the chorioid as surrounded
by a muscular network, and suppose that this net-
work contracts, the result will be that the entire
chorioid is drawn together, thus exercising pressure
upon the vitreous and increasing the currents of
liquids in the eye.

An atrophic process in the chorioid, when it
involves the outer portion, the layer of large ves-
sels, exerts a paralyzing effect upon the muscle
network and diminishes the contractility of the
chorioid, and thus causes a slowing of the lymph
current. So long as secretion and absorption
remain undisturbed and balanced, the intraocular
tension remains unchanged. But in consequence
of the slow circulation the ocular liquids pass more
slowly through the channels of exit, and all the
formed elements of the blood. such as cells, frag-
ments of cells, pigment granules, and the like, are
deposited in the channels, gradually blocking them.
The liquid in the eye increases and the tension
goes up. But with the increased tension the canals
are forced open and the circulation becomes normal
until the canals are blocked again and the increased
tension returns (prodromal stage).

It may happen that the stoppage of the chan-
nels of exit is so considerable that the increased
tension is not sufficient to open them. The tension
then increases more and more and disturbances in
the circulation of the blood are added. These
disturbances are exclusively of venous character
and depend upon a hindered exit of the venous
blood through the venw vorticosw. The anatomical
relations of the venx vorticosm in man especially
favor such a venous stasis, since they pass obliquely
through the sclera and valve-like are compressed
when the tension rises.

The result is a congestion in all the viens that
empty into the venw vorticose. This stasis is well
marked in the ciliary body, the iris and the circum-
corneal veins, and is the cause of the circumcorneal
injection in glaucoma. Even the veins of the
conjunctiva may be congested and cause a chemosis.
As A result of this venous stasis there are an

(Continued on page 117)
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excessive exudation of liquid into the vitreous and
an emigration of red and white corpuscles, causing
a more or less pronounced opacity of the media.
The tension is by this still further increased and
the venx verticosx more compressed. The glau-
comatous, vicious circle is completed, and the
glaucoma does not undergo retrogression (glau-
coma inflammatorium evolutum).

In glaucomatous increase of tension three
factors are at work : the paralysis of the muscular
network of the chorioid, causing a slowing of the
currents of liquid ; the channels of exit which, in
consequence of the retarded flow, through the
deposit of the formed elements, becomes blocked
and cause a retention of the ocular liquids ; and
finally, the anatomical arrangement of the venx
vorticosw, which are compressed by the increased
tension and thus lead to a general venous stasis
with all its results. Each of these factors may
affect different persons in different ways, and thus
give rise to different manifestations of glaucom-
atous increased tension. The paralysis of the
muscular network may be more or less intense.
It may develop quickly or require years. The
channels of exit may present great variations :
sometimes they are wide and straight and are
blocked with difficulty, and sometimes they are
narrow and tortuous and are readily blocked.
Sometimes the mouths of the viens are readily
compressed, and again they remain free and open.
When all these factors work together in one and
the same unfavorable direction, arise the stormy
acute inflammatory malignant glaucomas which
resist every therapeutic effort and destroy the eye
within a short time. If the conditions are less
favorable, inflammatory glaucoma may of its own
accord, or from eserine treatment, pass off alto-
gether or pass over into simple glaucoma. When
the conditions for venous stasis are relatively good,
it may happen that the circulatory disturbances
appear in a very mild form, or are absent as in
simple glaucoma. In fine, all the manifold forms
in which acute and chronic glaucoma appear may
be explained readily by the various ways in which
the factors work together or in opposition.

As regards the therapeutic action of an
iridectomy in acute congestive glaucoma he
accepts the explanation of Exner, who be-
lieves that the curative effect is due to the
fact that by the removal of a portion of the
iris up to its ciliary attachment the short
arterial twigs which proceed from the greater
arterial circle of the iris have the opportunity
to form direct anastomoses with the corre-
sponding venous twigs. Thus, the arterial
current can pass directly into the veins with-
out being obliged to pass through the fine
capillary network. The resistance in the
blood current is therefore diminished, and
the tension sinks not only in the short arterial
stumps but also in the entire greater circle
and in the chorioid. It will be seen, however,
that iridectomy has practically no influence
upon the atrophic process in the chorioid,
the real cause of glaucoma. The operation
for a longer or shorter time will relieve the
worst symptoms ; it may even cure for the
whole life of the patient, namely then if the
operation has established a better circulation
and prevents a venous stasis and, further, if
the atrophic process is very slow. But in
persons who live long enough, eventually
the vision becomes poorer, the field contracts
and the nerve head becomes excavated.
One might think therefore, why an operation
if finally the sight is lost nevertheless ? But
if the reader considers that the operation
prevents the venous stasis with all the acute
pain and that afterwards the process becomes
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more chronic, he will see at once that the
operation is of great importance to the
patient, and ought to be recommended in
all those cases where eserin will not relieve
the sufferings of the patient.

The Correct Use of Terms in Ophthal-
mology

In the last issue of THE KEYSTONE we
commented at length about an attempt of
Dr. Suker, of Chicago, to introduce some
new terms into the termnology of ophthal-
mology. We are glad to find that in the
last number of The Ofihlhalnzic Record Dr.
W. N. Suter, of Washington, D. C., takes
almost the same stand as was taken in our
editorial, as will be seen from his article as
follows :

In the August number of the Record there
appeared an article by Dr. George F. Suker on the
"Correct Use of Terms in Ophthalmology." In
this article I find my name mentioned among other
writers who, in Dr. Suker's opinion, have used
certain words improperly. While highly approving
of the purpose of Dr. Suker's article, I must
express my disagreement with him in regard to
each of the words which he has considered.

1. Anisometropia and Antimetropia. The
former of these words indicates, in accordance
with its etymology, an inequality in the measure
(with reference to a standard) of the two eyes.
There is no reason why the use of this word should
be limited to express different degrees of the same
kind of ametropia. Surely Dr. Suker would not
say that an eye having x D. of H. bears the same
relation to a fixed standard as does the fellow eye
having I D. of M. Since the measure is unequal
in two such eyes, the condition is properly called
anisonietropia. Since also in this illustration the
ametropia of each eye is opposite to that of the
other eye, the condition is called antimetropia—
that is, antimetropia is a special form of aniso-
metropia.

2. Braenymetropia, flyfiometropia and Myopia.
Dr. Suker objects to the word myopia as being
etymologically inappropriate, and he would substi-
tute therefor brachymetropia or hypometropia.
The latter must be condemned because in spoken
language it would be indistinguishable from hyper-
metropia. Brachymetropia is unobjectionable, but
it is not probable that this word can ever be brought
into general use in opposition to so simple a word
as myopia. Whatever may be the derivation of
the latter word (and the study of language shows
that few words retain their original etymological
significance), it had acquired a definite and unmis-
takable meaning at the time of Donders' great
work, and he justly appreciated the fact that the
introduction of a new word was unnecessary.

3. Hypermetropia and Hyperopia. Dr. Suker
maintains that hyperopia denotes excessive visual
acuity. If the same meaning—excessive—is applied
to the prefix in hypermetropia, this word also must
denote excessive measure of vision, or vision
exceeding the standard. It must be admitted that
the shorter word is an abbreviation, but so also,
for this matter, is hypermetropia, for there is noth-
ing in this word to show that it refers to the posi-
tion of the focus.

Hyperopia is properly defined as synonymous
with hypermetropia, and it has been so used for
many years. Hyperopsia, similarly derived, is
defined as excessive visual acuity ; but, since this
word is not in common use, there is no liability of
its confusion with hyperopia.

The only difference between Dr. Suter's
article and the editorial in THE KEYSTONE
lies in the fact that we expressed a more
decided preference for the term hyperme-
tropia. We did so, and still do so, because
Donders, the great master of ophthalmology,
once expressed the special wish that the term
hyperopia, which he called meaningless,
might be abandoned for his term hyper-
metropia.

7

About Spasm and Tonus of the Appa-
ratus of the Accommodation

In spite of the fact that as long as thirty-
five years ago Donders declared that he had
never seen a real spasm of accomodation and
that the latter was only a higher tone in the
muscles of accommodation, and in spite of
many good ophthalmologists expressing the
same conviction, still most refracting experts
are governed in their work by the fear of this
spasm. Against this prejudice, Prof. Pfalz,
at Heildelberg, has again raised his voice. He
expressed himself a believer in the full correc-
tion of myopia, and did not recognize a spasm
of accommodation either as introduction, com-
plication or cause of myopia. The full correc-
tion and the spasm of accommodation excluded
each other. He was well aware of the difference
in the refraction of the atropinized and the
non-atropinized eye, but he declared that this
was due partly to the weaker refraction of
the peripheral parts of cornea and crystalline
lens, and secondly and mainly to a diminu-
tion in the. tone of the ciliary muscle. He
showed, therefore, how unnecessary, and
even misleading, it was to rely on cyclople-
gics for the ordinary work of refraction, not
only because it opened up parts of the optical
media that never admitted any light under
ordinary circumstances, but also because it
brought the ciliary muscle to a condition of
relaxation that was unphysiologic and did
not occur in the real visual act of the indi-
vidual. The natural tonus was an integral
part of a healthy ciliary muscle and therefore
ought to be considered, but not eliminated,
in the correction of the optical defect. He
further declared that the difference in refrac-
tion, as determined by ophthalmoscopy or
skiascopy and by subjective tests, were due
to the fact that in the latter tests the macula
was refracted, while by the former other
areas of the retina, with sometimes quite
different refractive states, were examined.
Prof. Pfalz admits that there exists a higher
tonus of the ciliary muscle in young myopes
and hypermetropes, but this belongs to the
nature of their impulsive reflexes and cannot
be termed pathologic. This increased tonus
he calls hypertonus, and the best treatment
of it, in his opinion, does not consist in atro-
pine but in the correct glasses.

On the Accommodation of the Eye
In the Ergebnisse der Physiologic (Wies-

baden, 1902) Einthoven, reviewing the whole
literature on this subject, gives a critical
sketch of the accommodation theories of
Tscherning and Helmholtz. He especially
lays stress on the observation of several
observers, for example Hess, who state that
the lens trembles during extreme efforts of
accommodation, and who therefore conclude
that the suspensory ligament of the lens is
relaxed but not tightened. Hess has strength-
ened this assumption by many other observa-
tions, and it would seem therefore that the
view of Helmholtz, that accommodation de-
pends upon a relaxation of the suspensory
ligament that allows the crystalline to assume
a more spherical shape, is in better harmony
with the observed facts than the theory of
Tscherning, who did such valuable work in
this field. We shall return to this subject
in a future issue of THE KEYSTONE.
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An Exposition of the Principles of Re-
fraction in the Human Eye Based
on the Laws of Conjugate Foci

(Continued. Part V)
With 19 original illustrations.

By SWAN M. BURNETT, M. D. Ph. D., Professor of Ophthal-
mology and Otology In the Medical School of the

University of Georgetown, Washington, D. C.
[Copyright by SWAN M. BURNETT, 1903.]

THE OBSERVING EYE IS NOT EMME-

TROPIC. Here the conditions are somewhat
changed, but the law still holds, and it is yet
possible for an ametropic eye, that is,
one not adapted for parallel rays, to see the
fundus of another ametropic eye distinctly
while both are still in their static refractive
state. This can only occur, however, when
the far points of the two eyes happen to fall
at the same conjugate focus. Example :
Suppose that the far point of the myopic eye,
61, Fig. 3., is 6o cm. in front of e. If, now,
a hypermetropic eye with its far point at 50
cm. behind its refracting system, d„ Fig.
3a, were placed to cm. in front of this eye,
the far point of both would fall at the same
place, that is 6o cm. in front of e, the two
retinie would then be at conjugate foci, and
the image of the one would be clearly pic-
tured on the other. The fundus of a myopic
eye is the only object in nature that a hyper-
metropic eye can see without the exercise of
its accommodation power, since nowhere
else in nature do we have convergent rays.

On the other hand, and similarly, a
myopic eye with its far point at b, loo cm.
from e, Fig. 3., placed to cm. in front of a
hypermetropic eye with its rays coming from
the retina divergent, d, c12, as if they came
from its far point, d1, Fig. 3a, 90 cm.
behind its refracting system, will have a
distinct view of the fundus d, since the two
far points b, d, will then fall together and
the two retinae be at conjugate foci.

OPHTHALMOSCOPY BY THE DIRECT

METHOD. Should the observing eye of either
category be possessed of accommodation
power it is still possible to bring the far point
to the same position as that of the observed
eye, provided the latter has a conjugate focus
farther from the eye than the former. Thus,
an emmetropic observing eye can, by advan-
cing its far point from infinity to a finite dis-
tance in front of it, bring this conjugate focus
to the negative far point of a hypermetropic
observed eye ; and a myopic observing eye
by increasing its myopia through its accom-
modation and thus advancing its far point,
can bring its conjugate focus to fall at the
negative far point of a hypermetropic eye of
a higher degree than its own M. ; and the
hypermetropic observing eye can, through
its accommodation, bring its far point from a
negative position back to infinity, where it
will be at conjugate focus with the emmetropic
eye, and by a still further increase of A. can
bring its far point to a finite distance that
shall correspond to the far point of another,
though less, degree of hypermetropia. In
practice, however, it is always better to render
the observing eye emmetropic by means of
suitable correcting glasses.

This method of ophthalmoscopy in which
the two retinm are brought into the positions of
conjugate foci, and the one eye looks directly
into the other, is called the direct method, and
as the objects at the fundus are seen in their
natural positions the image is said to be erect.

OPHTHALMOSCOPY BY THE INDIRECT

METHOD. In accordance with the laws of
conjugate foci, there must be formed in the
air at the far point of an illuminated myopic
eye, an inverted image of the fundus of that
eye in all its details. If an observer place
himself at a sufficient distance from this aerial
image so that his far point, either static or
by accommodation, shall coincide with this
image, an image of this image will be formed
on his retina and he will be able to see it
distinctly. This principle is used in another
method of ophthalmoscopy, which is called
the indirect method,
since it is the image of
the fundus of the eye
under observation and
not the fundus itself
which is observed ; and
since the image is
formed and seen to be I

inverted, it is so-called,
in contradistinction
to the erect image just
described. This is
only practically possible of course in
myopia of high degrees, with the far point
very near the eye under observation. We
can, however, render, artificially, any eye
myopic and bring its far point very close by
the interposition of a strong convex lens
(the one usually employed is zo D.) in the
path of the emergent rays. This will place
the conjugate focus of an emmetropic eye,
with an inverted image of the fundus, at two
inches in front of the lens. Another emme-
tropic eye at a distance of 18 inches will then
be able, by means of its accommodation, to
bring its far point to the position of this
image, and the image of this image will thus
be pictured on its tetina. The position of
the aerial image will be closer to the lens
when the rays come from the eye under ob-
servation convergently, as in M., and farther
from it when they come divergently, as in H.;
the exact position in any case depending, of
course, on the position of the conjugate focus
of the eye that is being examined.
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fundus. That to which the observer chiefly
directs his attention is the apparent move-
ment of the shadowy edge of this image
across the pupillary field of the observed eye
as compared with a rotation movement of the
mirror giving the illumination. Simple as
the method is in practice, its optical princi-
ples may seem, at first sight, somewhat com-
plicated, but they are easily resolvable by
the laws already exposed. The phenomena
differ according as a concave or plane oph-
thalmoscopic mirror is employed. We will
consider those with the plane mirror first.

The Conjugate Focus in Sidascopy (Shadow Test)

The laws of conjugate foci as we have
found them to apply in all the foregoing
methods for determining the optical condition
of the eye, hold equally good in what is
called the shadow test,
though we shall en-
counter some modifi-
cations in their appli-
cation. While in the
direct method of oph-
thalmoscopy, for exam-
ple, the observing eye
seeks to have an image
of the fundus of the
eye under observation
pictured distinctly on
its retina, in the shadow test, the details of
the fundus are not desired ; the object of
observation being the shadowy edge of an
aerial image* of a bright spot, which is
thrown by the ophthalmoscopic mirror on
the fundus of the observed eye.

This aerial image, real or virtual, being
formed by the refracting system of the eye,
lies necessarily at the conjugate focus of the

Skiascopy With a Plane Mirror

When a plane mirror in, Fig. 9, is used,
the real source of illumination is an image L,
of the flame L situated as far behind the
mirror in as the flame, L, itself is in front of
it. This flame image L1, in keeping with
the well-known laws of reflection, always
moves in a direction opposite to that of the
mirror rotation; when the mirror is rotated
to the right, the flame image moves to the
left, and vice versa. The spot of illumination
5, made by this flame image on the fundus
of the eye under observation by its refracting
system, is positive and inverted, the same as
1, which is the intraocular image of L1, and
therefore must move in a direction the oppo-
site of its object, the flame image L, ; when
the flame image moves to the left, the bright
spot moves across the fundus to the right,
and vice versa, that is, in the same direction
as the mirror rotation. When, in its turn, this
bright spot becomes the object and a source of
illumination on the fundus, an image of it,
real or virtual, is formed by the refracting
system at the conjugate focus of the fundus.

When the eye is myopic, M., this aerial
image of the bright spot S, Fig. to, is
formed, of course, at a finite distance, the
far point of the eye, and is positive and in-

* For this reason the incorrectness and absurdity of the
term " retinoscopy " must be apparent.

verted, MI. When the eye is emmetropic,
E., this image lies at infinity, E1, also in
front of the refracting system and likewise
positive and inverted. When the eye is
hypermetropic, H., with its conjugate focus
and far point behind the retina and on the
same side of the refracting system as the
bright spot on the fundus, the image H, is
virtual and erect, the rays, h2 h2 h2, coming
from the eye divergently as if from a real
object at its negative far point 1/1.

ITO DE CONTINUED]
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice In the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
antie).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
Ito miter ?

3, Visual acuteness of each eye, and what Improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5, Evidence of astigmatism las shown by radiating lines).
6, Test for muscular insufficiency.

"J. H. A."-Lady, 54 years old, has been wearing
glasses - .1 D. sph. over each eye for some
time until at last she could not bear them, after
which she used a pair + .25 D. sph. over each
eye, with no comfort, after which she came to
me. I used a weak solution of atropine and
found the following : R. E. fg; with - 1.25
ax. 165°, 14. L. E. ; with 4- 1 D. cyl. ax.
1100, R. With both eyes together she reads 11
and things look natural. I offer this as the
most complicated case of refraction that ever
came under my observation, and what puzzles
me most is that the direction of the axes bear
no relation whatever to each other. The direc-
tion of axes of cylinders in this case surely is
exceedingly rare. I have never seen it implied
in any text book. Am I correct?

When the direction of the axis of the cylinder
over one eye bears no relation to the axis of the
other cylinder, the case is classed as one of asym-
metric astigmatism. Such a condition is not neces-
sarily complicated, nor is it at all uncommon. The
writer has described it in the second volume
of " The Optician's Manual," in the chapter on
Astigmatism, where, among other classifications,
he mentions symmetric and asymmetric astigma-
tism. In correcting this defect, the direction of
each axis must be determined independently of
the other, and if the two axes do not correspond
there is no occasion for worry.

"A. S."-Man, twenty-two years old; watchmaker,
at the bench ;least of the time ; has been troubled
with headache. Has been wearing a + .50
cyl. ax. go° both eyes. Four years ago was
atropined and given 0. D. 4- 1 sph., 0. S. +
.75 c ± .5o ax. go°, but did not wear them
long until he discarded them. Vision in both
eyes is is, with + .5o ax. ceo° both eyes. With
the optometer he can read the finest print at
fourteen inches with a + 5 sph. on 0. D. and
a + 4.5o on 0. S. Then by fogging with a
strong ± and drawing down by - lenses lie
can read is. as follows : 0. D. + i sph. C.•
.50 2X. 90°; a S. + .75 C-• -I- .50 ax. 90°.
NOW what shall he wear constantly, and shall
he wear stronger lenses while working (watch
work), and shall the spherical lenses be
increased for constant use as he gets older?
Now in practicing retinoscopy what correc-
tion is it necessary for this party to wear be-
fore he can get the correct error of Me patient ?
Must he wear a lens to cover all his latent
hyperopia or will a + i C + .50 ax. go° for
right eye, which is about one-third of the
latent, be sufficient? Will you kindly give the
best solution for use in paralyzing the ciliary
muscles where it is desired to correct the
latent hyperopia with the 20-foot chart?

The defect in this case is undoubtedly a com-
pound hypermetropic astigmatism, but it is doubt-
ful if the patient can comfortably wear the full
correction as revealed under atropine or as shown
by the retinoscope. We would be inclined to
order the plano-cylinders for constant wear and
the sphero-cylinders for close work. The lenses
will probably need changing from time to time, but
no one can predict how soon or in what proportion.

In practicing retinoscopy the vision of the ob-
server must be fairly good, say, not less than if
If it is better than this without glasses it is not
necessary to wear them ; if the visual acuity falls
below 1# then correcting lenses must be worn. The
idea is that the observer must have good vision in
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order to quickly note the action of the reflex and
the shadow.

The solution that is in most common use for
paralyzing the ciliary muscle is 4 gr. of atropine to
an ounce of water, to be instilled two or three
times at intervals of five or six hours ; or, what is
perhaps better, the first instillation at bedtime,
the second on arising and the third about noon,
and the examination to be made two hours after
the last instillation.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"M. E. C"-! have a patient who came to vie
recently to have his eves fitted with glasses.
He has a ca/avail ii, the left eye and has been
totally blind in Ma; eye- for thirty years. Within
the last thire months lie has noticed a change
in that eye ; says he can distinguish large
objects and declares that it is gradually im-
proving. He received a severe blow over this
eye, and says that um Me cause of The loss of
sigh/ in /hal The right eye is slight&
astigmatic and seems to pain him more and
more, but the opt i c disk appears normal, and I
have fitted that eye and all ache has vanished.
The opacity in the left eye seems to be clearing
in the center, and in two places it seems to
have opened entity/I-Though Me openim,,s are
very small. Have made improvment in vision
with spherical lenses. Is this not an unusual
case?

If the blow over the eye caused the opacity of
the lens, the condition would be known as trau-
matic cataract, which is due to the aqueous humor
coming in contact with the fibres of the crystalline
lens. When once a cataract has developed and
the crystalline has become opaque, it usually
remains so, although occasional cases have been
reported of the spontaneous cure of cataract by
absorption. When, however, the disease has
existed for many years, as in this case, further
degenerative changes sometimes occur, the cortical
substance may break down and become fluid,
while calcareous and fatty granules form in the
nucleus, after which the fluid cortex finally under-
goes absorption.

"J. H. N."-Patient is fifty years old and is re-
markably well preserved and in excellent
health.. He suffered front a violent fever
twenty years ago, at which time he contracted
a cold which affected right eye. Doctors told
him at the time that the iris of the right eye
was inflamed and the eyeball swollen. Never
has had satisfactory vision since. I examined
eyes under a 20 D. tens and eyes appear per-
fectly clear and healthy, no irregularities in
the cornea. Binocular vision ig (Snellen
chart). Monocular, 0. D. .22Ar -; 0. S. if
By fogging system, left eye rejected all +
spheres. A - i D. gave the type a "far-
away" look and objects appeared very clear
but small. Astigmatic chart was perfectly
even, and both minus and plus cylinders were
rejected. The eyes see 126gis with - 4 D.^ -
2.75 D. ax. 180°. This with nothing over left
eye ave all but one letter of H. For reading,
which was all he cared for, 0. S. - 2 D.^ -
2.75 D. cyl. ax. teS'o°

' 
• 0. S. 4- 2 D., gave line

iy thirteen inches from eye, but make him
dizzy. A + 2 over both eyes is so irritating
that he cannot wear it, yet he cannot read with
the normal eye with anything else. He now
wears for reading, 0. D. - .25 D. ax. 1800,.
0. S. + 2 D., and complains that he cannot
read fine print. Eyes do not seem to bother
him for distance.

The impaired vision in the right eye is evi-
dently the result of the iritis from which he suf-
fered twenty years ago. This disease often causes
both an exclusion and an occlusion of the pupil ;
in the first the iris is adherent to the lens and there
is no change in the size of the pupil because of the
adhesion ; in the second, in addition to the adhe-
sion, there is also a deposit of lymph in the open-
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ing of the pupil. Exclusion of the pupil is bad
enough, but occlusion is still worse. We cannot
learn from the history of the case just what the
present condition of the right eye is, but we are
inclined to think that it is of not much value in
either near or distant vision, and that therefore in
the fitting of glasses attention should be given
chiefly to the left eye. However, we think our
correspondent would be doing the proper thing,
both for his own reputation and the benefit of the
patient if he would refer this case to an oculist.

As the patient desires glasses only for read-
ing, by excluding the right eye our correspondent
can soon determine the proper lens for the left
eye ; apparently this is a 2 D., but a slightly
weaker should be tried and may perhaps suffice.
If patient cannot bear the same glass over both
eyes, we would suggest a piano lens over the right
eye ; and if this cannot be borne, then a frosted
glass. The lessened vision of the left eye must be
due either to some diseased condition or to an
error of refraction, possibly astigmatism. If it be
the latter, the combination of a cylindrical lens
will improve the reading vision.

" L. E. C."-Please tell us what you think of this
case. Girl, /5 years old; has never 7t'orn glas-
ses. 17. without glasses, A'. ;; /..
Cannot be improved with glasses. Ai) toper-
metropia ; no astig ma/ism. I lesied several
times and am sure uf ii. I find, though, that
when she looks at a distance or the near point,
she uses only one eye. When looking- at the
test card at /5 feel, I notice That one tye is look-
ing directly of it and Me other sl if; lelly oulward.
The eye• is the one that is usually fixed on
the card tail if I cover the left eve the right in-
stantly comes into place and the hy/ goes out.
I placed a to° prism in front of the left eye and
used the line and dot lest fin- insufficiency of
muscles at reading distance and .che could only
see one line and one dot which shoard me Mal
she only used one eve at a time to re'ad
when one eve iCaS covered Mey dela just the
same as They did at a distance. She is a big
school student and gets along nicely Zoilh her
work except that her (yes get tired easily.
Can anything be dew to give her the use of
both eyes

This is apparently a case of divergent strabis-
nms. In an address which the writer recently
delivered before the Optical Society of the State
of Pennsylvania at their request, on the subject of
what cases an optician should refer to an oculist
for treatment, he included strabismus as lying out-
side the domain of the optometrist (see pages 1825
and 1829, November,i9o3, KEYSTONE). Strabisnms
is more than a heterophoria ;. it is an actual devia-
tion of one of the eyes and as such it must be
classed among the diseases of the eye. With the
exception of convergent strabismus caused by
hypermetropia, which can be cured by the adapta-
tation of the proper convex lenses early in life,
strabismus is a condition that is not amenable to
refraction lenses or prisms, but can be remedied
only by an operation. The vision of this girl is
monocular, and perhaps it is fortunate that it is so,
as otherwise she would suffer from diplopia, which
would cause her much discomfort and interfere
seriously with the use of her eyes. This ignoring
of the vision in the squinting eye is, therefore, a
wise provision of nature, and it is questionable if
our correspondent should attempt to interfere with
it. However, he can make the effort to see if
binocular vision is possible, which can be done by
covering the left eye first with an opaque disk, and
asking the patient to fix the light with the right
eye. Then the left eye is covered with a deep-red
glass so as to diminish the intensity of illumination
in this eye and also to produce an image of a dif-
ferent color, when after a few trials the patient will
be able to see two lights, the natural light with the
right eye and the red light with the left eye. If
binocular vision can be produced in this way, the
amount of deviation can be measured by the de-
gree of prism that is required to bring the two
lights together ; but even after all this is done, it is
doubtful if the use of prisms would be of any
benefit, although a trial may be made if the re-
required prism is not too strong. If, however,
binocular vision and diplopia cannot be produced,
our friend should not assume any responsibility
in the case.
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The Causes, Prevention and Man-
agement of Myopia

Paper by J. Herbert Claiborne, M. D., read before the Maori-
can Medical Association.

in7g1

N the beginning, permit me to say that I

shall discuss the management of myopia

in those who are under the presbyopic

age, for I conceive that it is during this

period that we are confronted by the serious prob-

lems in the management of the short-sighted eye.

The initial proposition which I wish to set

forth is : that the condition of emmetropia is the

normal and natural refractive condition of the

human eye. It is true that infants, as a rule, are

born hyperopic, and, therefore, it must be true that

if they happen to arrive at the condition of emme-

tropia, an elongation of the eyeball along its ante-

ro-posterior axis occurs.
Emmetropia, therefore, under these circum-

stances, is an acquired condition. Now, if it is

the purpose of Nature that all infants should be

born hyperopic, it must be her purpose further

either that the growth of the eye antero-posteriorly

should cease at the moment at which the emme-

tropic length is attained, or that the final destina-

tion of the eye should be myopia.
Since no thing or condition in nature is station-

ary, it follows that constant change in the length

of the eyeball is natural, and that the condition of

emmetropia is a fleeting and a transitory one.

This line of reasoning places our philosophy

almost in the line of transcendentalism, and it is

the basis of those who claim that the ideal eye is

hyperopic ; that emmetropia is a step, an interme-

diary one indeed, if not the first step toward

myopia. I cannot accept this interpretation as a

practical basis, and I feel compelled to regard the

emmetropic eye as the ideal one to which all eyes

that differ from it should be reduced. This con-

clusion is not strictly logical, but is eminently prac-

tical, and is necessary in this discussion.
I regard the myopic eye as a

vicious, diseased organ, with a

constant tendency to increase in

its antero-posterior diameter. It

is likewise more subject to structural changes at its

posterior pole than other eyes. It is a part of a

reasonable therapeusis, therefore, to prevent the

occurrence of myopia, to prevent its increase

when it has occurred, or to reduce its increase to

the minimum.
As has been stated, the physical cause of

myopia is the elongation of the eyeball in its

antero-posterior axis. The causes of this can be

divided into those which are predisposing and

those which are direct.
Permit me first to refer to the direct cause. I

think it is safe to say that two theories are held on

this point. One may be called the accommoda-

tive hypothesis and the other the convergence

hypothesis.
Antecedent to the paper of Foerster, which

appeared in Knapp and Schwerger's Archives, in

1884, the accommodative hypothesis had universal

sway ; but in 1884 Foerster set forth the reason-

able claims of the convergence hypothesis as

opposed to the accommodative hypothesis, in

explanation of the cause of the development of

myopia.
For my own part, I cannot see how any one

can adhere to the accommodative theory, either on

the ground of philosophy or practical experience.

In discussing the relative merits of these two

theories, Foerster pointed out that if the elonga-

Myopia is a
Disease
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tion of the eye were caused by the muscular action-

of the tensor of the chorioid, myopia would carry

with itself its own infallible and invincible remedy;

for the simple reason that work demanded of the

accommodative apparatus decreases as the myopia

increases. All this ceases the moment we look for

the origin and increase of myopia in the excessive

convergence of the visual axes. As the nearsight-

edness increases, the convergence of the visual

axes increases, while simultaneously its claims on

the tensor of the chorioid decreases, which is prac-

tically the corollary to the initial proposition.
The persistent increase of
myopia the moment it has at-

Hypothesis tamed a relatively high de-

gree harmonizes, therefore,

precisely with the increased angle of convergence,

Foerster discarded the accommodative theory, and

plainly pronounced himself in favor of the conver-

gence hypothesis. His article contained the histo-

ries of a large number of cases which tend to

support his views.
In convergence of the eyes for a near point

there is pressure on the sides of the ball by the

external muscles, and the nearer the object looked

at the greater is the pressure. At the same time

there is necessarily a determination of blood to

each eye, in conformity with that physiologic rule

which demands the presence of a greater quantity

of blood during physiologic activity than (luring

physiologic rest. Unquestionably, then, these con-

ditions might reasonably tend to produce myopia.

We are, perhaps, in some respects indebted to

Von Graefe for the accommodative view of the

cause of increase in myopia. He observed that

in the effort to accommodate there occurred an

increased pulsation of the retinal veins. He

reasoned from this that the active condition in-

creased interocular tension and thereby conduced

to increase the length of the ball.

That the eyeball itself should be increased in

length by the act of accommodation in which

there is a pull from the front on the back of the

globe by an interior structure, is to me as unrea-

sonable as that a man should be able to raise him-

self from the ground by pulling on his boot straps.

I, therefore, accept the convergence hypothesis as

the only reasonable one extant for the direct cause

of increase in the length of the eyeball ; and it is

oil this basis that I purpose to treat this subject.

It has been stated that the majority of eyes at

birth are hyperopic. I think it is not straining a

point to say that all eyes that are not macroplithal-

mic are hyperopic at birth. If the condition of

myopia is to arise in these eyes, of course the con-

dition of emmetropia is to be attained first.
Myopia rarely occurs in very

early life ; very rarely, in-

Very Early Life deed, does it occur under five

years of age. And, in fact,

I believe it can be said that in a large majority of

cases it occurs after the child has commenced to

use its eyes at school. The active study involves

convergence of the visual axes ; but I do not be-

lieve for one instant that this act alone will produce

myopia. This reflection leads me to consider the

predisposing causes of myopia.

I fancy no one will deny that myopia is par-

ticularly apt to occur in childhood after one or

more of the exanthemata. I think scarlet fever

and measles can be cited among these as claiming

the largest number of victims. Subsequent to

these diseases, the vitality of the patient is very

much lowered. The entire muscular power of the

body is diminished, and, I think, particularly the

accommodative power. The natural impulse to

The Convergence

Myopia Rare in
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convergence degenerates into an effort. Along
with that comes the congestion of tissues whose
vitality has been weakened.

Most children are inclined to hold their books
nearer than is necessary, and the younger the
child, the nearer is the book apt to be held. The
squeezing of the lateral muscles supplemented by
congestion of naturally yielding tissues incident
to childhood, fulfills the necessary conditions that
favor the increase in the length of the eye. I cite

the exanthemata because they, I believe, are the
most frequent of the predisposing causes of myopia
in childhood, and I cite them as types. Similar
causes will produce similar conditions.

It is an accepted fact that
heredity is a predisposing

Cause of Myopia cause in the development of
myopia. If a mother or a

father in a family be myopic, and there are several
children, myopia is likely to develop in one or
more of them. And it appears to be a fact, in my
experience, that the mother is more apt to trans-
mit myopia than the father.

Illumination and a proper text for books may
be cited here. In schoolrooms the desks should
be so arranged that the light, if possible, should
always fall from the left, for obvious reasons.
Moreover, the inclination of the desk should be

such that the visual lines from the eyes when the
head is held in almost an erect posture should

strike the plane of the desk at right angles. This
will obviate and possibly remove the habit so

many children have of bending over their books.
This leads me to mention the importance of pos-

ture. The head should not be bent ; it should be

held almost erect ; and the book, if it is read in

the hand, should be held in front of the eye, and

very nearly on the same plane as the eye.

The character of the illumination by night I

conceive to be of the greatest importance. I can-

not condemn too strongly the use of the unfrosted

electric bulb, which permits the eye to see the

carbon wire. This, under all circumstances, will

produce an after-image which is wearisome and

irritating, and produces congestion of the entire

ocular structures. If the electric bulb is used, and

the bulb is within the field of vision, it should be at

least frosted so that the carbon wire cannot be seen.

I also desire to register here my condemnation

of the Welsbach white light, which produces an

exceedingly fierce light, in which I cannot fail to

detect some of the blue elements of the spectrum.

This light is to me exceedingly disagreeable, and

produces distinct discomfort when used as an illu-

mination for reading.
The best illumination for study,
in my opinion, is the so-called

for Study German student's lamp, or the

Argand gas burner, over which

a green shade is placed. The source of illumina-

tion should be toward the left of the individual

and below the level of the eyes, so that the light

is reflected on the paper and again reflected to the

eyes.
The slightly yellow light of the oil lamp, and

even the Argand burner, give a wave length which

is apparently grateful to the eye ; and the further

it is from the red end of the spectrum, without be-

coming green, the more grateful it appears to be.

The characteristic text of our school books

and other books is gradually becoming larger, and

the linear spaces greater. There is to-day no

longer any need or necessity for the small forms of

print, and it will be an advantageous thing for the

human eye when they have been relegated to the

historic past.

Heredity as the

Best Illumination

(Continued ore page in)
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The Causes, Prevention and Man-
agement of Myopia

(Continued _from sage 523)

I firmly believe that the high percentage of
myopia in Germany is due as much to the univer-
sally abominable illumination there as to the Ger-

man type. Luckily, nowadays, a large number of

the German scientific books are being printed in
the Latin text, and if the homes of the people
could be illuminated so well even as the homes of

our poorer classes, I believe there would be seen

a diminution of myopia in Germany in the near
future.

As a matter of course, an attempt to read in a
reclining posture is a frequent cause of the increase
of myopia. In this position there is the greatest
possible strain on the lateral muscles.

Any general systemic condition
which is inclined to cause con-

tions and Myopia gestion of the head, tends to
favoring the production of

myopia ; eminently, for example, constipation;
and in early childhood this irregularity should be
carefully watched and abated.

Owing to the vigilance and wisdom of our
surgeons in this country, much has been done to
prevent conditions at school and in home life
which lead to the production of myopia in our
children. A continued crusade along these lines
will effect still more beneficent results.

Heredity, however, is still harder to be com-
batted, so far as it itself is concerned. But it be-
hooves every intelligent surgeon who has under
his care children with this predisposition, to lay
down the most rigorous rules for the care and
conduct of the eyes of such children.

During convalescence from any form of sick-
ness, children should not be permitted to go to
school until all symptoms and signs have disap-
peared, and until they have regained their former
strength and vitality. Even then their study should
be graduated in quantity, and the number of hours
of study should be cut down.

In this connection I cannot refrain from con-

demning that which is so prevalent to-day in our
schools, namely, the making on children of de-

mands inconsistent with reason and their ability,

so that by the time a girl or a boy retires for the

night, she or he has in one way or another em-

ployed the eyes from eight to twelve hours a day.

Physicians should instruct parents and families in

. this matter ; and the sight should be spared at the

expense of useless and superfluous information.

A fair amount of knowledge and perfect eyesight
is preferable to extraordinary knowledge with

strained eyesight and amblyopia.
The matter lies more in the hands of the gene-

ral practitioner than in those of the specialist, for

it is to the latter that the victim first comes.
Let us, then, assume that myo-
pia has arisen in a child under

Case the age of fifteen years. What
course should we pursue? So

far as the correction of the refraction is concerned,

three courses lie before us : the total correction of

the myopia, the under correction, or no correction.

The total correction of this error is demanded

on the convergence hypothesis, and is directly con-

tra-indicated on the accommodative hypothesis.

Conversely, the under correction of the error or

its non-correction is demanded on the accommo-

dative hypothesis and contra-indicated on the con-

vergence hypothesis. Which one is to be pur-

sued? It is fair to assume that that treatment is

Systemic Condi-

An Illustrative
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the best which is indicated by reason and fortified
by statistics and authority.

I have already declared myself a distinct be-
liever in the convergence hypothesis, and have
given the reasons for my belief ; therefore, by
virtue of opinion I am compromised to the conver-
gence hypothesis and the treatment by full correc-
tion. I shall not consider the question of non-
correction at all. It appears to me that sufficient
statistics have been compiled even at present in
favor of the convergence hypothesis to demand
the earnest attention of those who oppose it, if not
to bring conviction, as to its correctness. The
weight of authority, I believe, to-day is in favor of
full correction. In the Heidelberg Congress of
1901, the majority of those present spoke in favor
of full correction, and it is my ardent desire that a
full discussion of this important subject should set
forth the views of all those present. Dr. Edward
Jackson has presented to this society the result of
his investigations along this line as far back as
1892. He reported the histories of 62 cases treated
by full correction—the average period of observa-
tion for each case being about 5X years. In these
cases there were 123 eyes, one being blind with
congenital cataract. During the above-mentioned
period of time, 93 out of 123 eyes remained prac-
tically unchanged in the matter of refraction. In
to eyes there was an increase, .50 D. S.; in 3, the
myopia was diminished, .50 D.; in 13, the myopia
increased more than .p D., the average being 1.5
D.; in 4 eyes, the myopia was diminished more
than .p D., the average being i D. The visual
acuity diminished in 6 eyes to a very slight degree;
in 16, the visual acuity was markedly increased,
and in a few it was doubled. These statistics have
latterly been supplemented by others equally
striking.

Interesting Statistics
of Cases

Their patients were
Schreiter found less

Over against these let us place
those of Schreiter, Roscher
and Meyerhof, in uncorrected
or under-corrected myopia.
mostly under 20 years of age.
than 21 per cent. stationary in

an average of six years of observation. Roscher
found 39 per cent. of non-increase, and Meyerhof
38 per cent. The latter two had their patients
under observation for about four years. If one
compares these statistics with those of Jackson, in
which 75.6 per cent. remained stationary, such
figures will carry their own weight and need no
support.

These facts are supplemented forcibly by the
statistics of Pfalz and Heine, presented at the
Heidelberg Congress in 19ox. The statistics pre-

sented by these men were overwhelmingly in favor
of full correction. Fuchs, von Hippel, Axenfeld,
Uhthoff and many others spoke in favor of full
correction. When we remember that the former
treatment of under correction or no correction of

myopia found its greatest supporters among Ger-

mans, the incident becomes singularly significant.

Knapp has expressed himself in favor of full

correction of myopia when there is good vision
and no fundus changes present.

Over against this weight of evidence stands

the views of Koenigshoefer, who is a strong advo-

cate of under correction.

Liebreich has expressed some
original views as to the physical

of Myopia cause of myopia. He considers
it due to increased interpupil-

lary distance caused by a separation of the orbits.

He claims that this osseous malformation produces

a disturbance in the correlation between accommo-

dation and convergence which, of course, causes

Physical Causes
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an increase in the angle B. He thinks total correc-
tion achieves good results only in those cases in
which the angle B is either very small or normal.

It is safe to say that sufficient statistics have
not been brought forward in this matter, and
herein is a loophole for the disciples of under cor-
rection. It is hoped that the interest in the matter
will be so stirred that careful statistics of all cases
of myopia under treatment will be compiled, and
the principles at issue be settled beyond perad-
venture.

Widmark, of Stockholm, has called attention
to the influence of corneal opacities in causing an
increase of myopia when it is present or its pro-
duction when astigmatism is associated with the
opacities. He has observed, however, that the
production of myopia or its increase generally
occurs in that eye which is free from opacities,
and in case there is astigmatism in each, he has
observed that myopia arises in the less astigmatic
eye. While he favors the convergence rather than
the accommodative hypothesis, he conceives that
myopia produced by opacities of the cornea, as
above described, cannot be explained on the con-
vergence hypothesis. It appears to me that his
observations were strong proof in favor of the
convergence hypothesis. The opacities in the
cornea induce the patient to hold the work nearer
to the eye ; this perforce increases the convergence
of the visual axes and excessive congestion of the
better eye—ideal conditions for the production of
myopia on the basis of the views expressed in this
paper. His conclusions seem to me to negative
his reasoning and his observations.

Foerster concluded that three
The Correction things were necessary in cor-

recting myopia ; the first was a
full and proper correction, the

second the proper position of the eyes in work,
and the third the use of abducting prisms to force
the near point outward in binocular vision.

The first two propositions are eminently rea-
sonable, but the third I consider superrogatory,
and this latter suggestion of his is characteristic of

of Myopia

all those who propose new ideas. It seems rea-
sonable enough that there should be a full and
complete correction, but the use of abducting
prisms points, in my opinion, in the direction
of overdoing the matter.

For my own part I regret I have not kept my
records carefully enough to enable me to back my
opinion, concerning the full correction of myopia,
by statistics. Yet, after all, statistics are in many
ways deceptive because it is practically impossible
to collate uniformly similar cases. The weight of
the evidence, in my experience, has been over-
whelmingly in favor of full correction, though I do
not think the rule can be said to be hard and fast.

I commenced to give the full correction in
myopia in 1886, and I have continued to do so
under proper conditions to this date. It requires
no patriarchal experience to remember the day
when the full correction was never given and when
even the myopic laity entertained definite views of
the subject. To day, at times, one meets patients

who still give some evidence of their attachment
to those views.

It has frequently happened to

Each Case a Law me to be compelled to combat
Unto Itself these views in the mothers and

fathers of children—so strongly
and widely was the old idea of under correction
promulgated by the elder practitioners. It is not
possible for me to say to what degree I correct
myopia in all cases. Each case I consider a law
unto itself. I have known some people, even

(Continued on page In)
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adults, who accept and wear with perfect ease for

distance, glasses which would not for a moment be

tolerated by another with an equal error.
Suffice it to say, I correct myopia in children

to the limit, if possible, and I force them to wear

the glasses for reading and for near work. I con-

sider this necessary in low degrees of myopia as
well as in high. Now, I do not mean that every
individual should be forced to wear the full cor-

rection glass which is indicated by retinoscopy or

the direct method, but he should be made to wear

the weakest glass found by the test case with

which he gets the best vision with the most

comfort ; this I consider full correction.

It is obviously absurd to force on a patient a

correction which is estimated by objective methods

of examination alone. The functional method

with the test case is the crucial test, and its decision

should guide us. There must, however, be a rea-

sonable relationship between all methods.
In those cases in which the

Myopia Different degree of myopia in the two
eyes differs considerably in
amount, it is my custom, as a

rule, to give the glass which corrects the less

myopic eye to both eyes. I find that this is uni-

formly more agreeable than correcting each eye

separately. This can hardly be said to be full

correction in a true sense, but it amounts to that,

and is in the way of my rule, viz.: the weakest

glasses which give the best vision with the greatest

comfort to both eyes.
Of course, the far point should always be

thrust as near as possible to infinity, i. e., to say

to twenty feet. But in the majority of cases it is

not well to give the stronger glass if a weaker glass
will give the same visual result, because the sharper

visual image furnished by the stronger glass causes

the patient discomfort. I do not believe that the

cause of this lies in the increased accommodation.

I believe it is an inherent quality in some retinw.

It is obvious, then, that the weakest glass which

gives the best vision compatible with comfort, is

the strongest glass which will be tolerated. I am

accustomed to ask the patients if the glasses feel

" soft." This word seems to convey the proper

idea to them. There seems to be a uniform con-

viction that full correction ought not to be worn

where fundus changes, particularly chorioidal ones,

are present. For a long time I held this to be an

exception to my views of full correction, but one

case which I shall relate has caused me to give as

full a correction as possible in many of these cases.

A woman, aged between thirty.
Important five and forty, had a high-graded
Illustrative Case myopia with extensive posterior

staphyloma in each eye, and
marked changes at the macula in the left eye. She
had been under the care of a surgeon in a neigh-
boring city, who held the old views about the cor-
rection of myopia. He cautioned her against any
correction at all, but gave her a weak pair of lenses
with which she could see very little better at a
distance than without any, and told her to read
without glasses. She could not enjoy the pleasures
of reading, nor the theater, nor could she go about
the streets by herself without great danger. This
had persisted for at least ten years. The loss of
sight, and particularly detachment of retina, was
held up to her as a check on her ambition to be
more comfortable, and so she sat and held her
hands. In her right eye she had vision, with
— II D. S. C — I D. Cyl. with axis 9o

0; in her left,
2% vision, with — it D.

After the use of atropin for a week I gave her

in Both Eyes
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the above correction for distance, and at the end
of another week I gave her a reading glass ; in the
right eye, — 7 D. S. C the cylindrical correction,
and in the left, — 7 a S. She tolerated both
glasses well and has worn this correction for five
years. At first I demanded she should increase
her reading gradually in this wise : The first day
she was to read fifteen minutes; the second thirty
minutes, the third three-quarters of an hour, and
so until she had attained two hours of steady read-
ing. I was rigorous in this particular, and I
customarily give these instructions to cases in
which there is a high degree of myopia, and in
which the full or the best possible correction has
not been worn before. This lady, emboldened by
the ease and comfort with which she sees far and
near, has regularly taken each summer since a
course at a summer university. Her whole method
of life has been altered, and she is grateful. She
was of uncertain age, and so I gave her a reading
glass. If she had been ten years younger I verily
believe she would have accepted the same glass
for distance and reading. Before the correction
she was wont to have photopsies and muscm
volitantes. These symptoms practically disap-
peared under correction.

I am inclined to think that
some lay too much stress on the
matter of chorioidal changes
in the correction of myopia.
I believe it is always well to

proceed with such cases cautiously, and it is my

custom to use a mydriatic for some time before
prescribing, but I do not believe that the tension
on the chorioid necessarily caused in the act of
accommodation has so serious an effect as is ordi.:
narily believed. This case supports my views on

this point fully, and I have had many similar ones
in my practice.

As to the use of a mydriatic, I hold that it is
well in all cases of chorioidal lesion to employ

atropin sulphate, and when the eyes have been

kept in a condition of physiologic rest for an appro-

priate time, to discontinue its use and give the
correction according to the principles I have

set forth.
As to the use of homatropin, it is my custom

to use this agent in simpler cases in which there is
spasm of the accommodation or the asthenopic
symptoms are particularly marked. I believe that
the use of a mydriatic in all cases is not necessary.

I also believe that a skillful ophthalmoscopist can,
in the great majority of cases, adjust the glasses

correctly without its use. Per contra, I believe
the use of homatropin in every case will do no

harm, and will lead more nearly to a correct adjust-

ment. In some way I conceive that the constant
and uniform use of homatropin is a refuge for
the unskillful.

Chorioidal Changes
in Myopic
Correction

Method of
Examination

It is always my custom to make
first an approximately quanti-
tative diagnosis with the skia-
scope, to corroborate it by the

direct method, to scour the fundus with the indi-
rect, to use the ophthalmometer next, and to hold
all these methods in check by the test case. The
correction by the skiascope alone is not practical,
in my opinion. I place very little faith in this
method alone, as a quantitative test. It takes too
much time, is wearisome to the patient and the
surgeon, and is open to other objections which it
is not my purpose to set forth here. As a qualita-
tive and an approximately quantitative method of
examination I consider it of the greatest service,
but I never correct by it alone, nor could I rely on
it against the findings of the other methods. As a
means of discovering the approximate axis of
astigmatism, I have quite as much faith in it as I
have in the ophthalmometer. In clinical work I

am accustomed to use Placido's disk, but I hold
behind the aperture in one hand a + 4 D. spherical
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glass. As a rapid method of diagnosing the
approximate axis in astigmatism, I consider this is
exceedingly useful.

I conceive that in the correction of myopic
astigmatism, as in spherical myopia, the weakest
glass which affords the best vision, consistent with
comfort, is the correct one to give.

I think, then, it cannot be said that all cases of
myopia, whether spherical or astigmatic, can or
should be fully corrected, and in using the
term, " full correction," or in. advocating the prin-
ciple, I desire to-be understood as advocating the
use of the weakest concave glass which gives the
best vision, and is, at the same time, compatible
with the comfort of the patient. This, it will be
observed, is distinctly adverse to habitual under
correction, or no correction at all, and is consistent,
in my opinion, with the principles involved in the
convergence hypothesis.

I think I may sum up my views
An Interesting on this subject in the following

manner : 1. Myopia is a condi-
tion in which there is an increase

in the antero-posterior diameter of the eyeball.
This condition is, except in very rare cases,
acquired. It is a distinctly vicious process and in
the great majority of cases tends to increase. It
should, therefore, be regarded as a disease. It
usually begins in childhood.

2. Its causes may be divided into predisposing
causes and a direct cause.

3. (a) The predisposing causes are, in general
terms : Heredity, naturally lax conditions of the
eye tunics in certain individuals ; the injudicious
use of the eyes after sickness, usually in children,
after the exanthemata ; bad illumination, improp-
erly placed illumination, incorrect position in the
act of reading ; the existence of refractive errors,
generally astigmatism, which is uncorrected or
improperly corrected ; corneal opacities ; any sys-
temic condition which tends to produce cerebral
congestion, for example, constipation.

(b) The direct cause is an elongation of the
eye on its antero-posterior axis, at the posterior
pole, except in the case of corneal astigmatism.

4. When myopia has once been acquired, its
increase is directly caused by the pressure on the
globe by the extrinsic muscles, due to the conver-
gence of the visual lines toward the far point—the
convergence theory.

5. The weight of evidence and reason is dis-
tinctly against the accommodative theory.

6. Theoretically, full correction of the myopia
is indicated, whereby the far point is thrust to
infinity.

7. Practically, this is not always possible.
8. The far point should be thrust as far as pos-

sible toward infinity, but at the same time it should
be compatible with the best vision and the greatest
comfort.

Summary

Spectacle Frames and the Skin
Everyone knows the peculiar slippery, soapy

" feel " that appertains to counterfeit coin. An
optician of long experience who has made careful
inquiries and who has also made patient personal
investigation and experiment as to the irritating
qualities of various kinds of nickel frames upon the
skins of certain individuals, tells us that frames
posessing a brilliant and strikingly assertive lustre,
coupled with this same peculiarly soapy touch are
undoubtedly the worst offenders in respect to caus-
ing soreness. He states that frames of a quieter
and more silvery polish are almost without any bad
effects, and only in the rarest cases do they cause
trouble, while the former are particularly virulent.
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MURINE EYE REMEDY
This remedy is distilled from pure botanical products that have been positively demonstrated

to possess active properties—Antiphlogistic, Antiseptic, mildly Astringent, Absorptive and Tonic—
which properties, united in perfect harmony, constitute a reliable bulwark of defense and curative
strength—unsurpassed for the protection of the Eye and the treatment of Eye-ills.

The discovery that MURINE is non-irritant and harmless under all conditions, while at the
same time the most powerful eye curative yet evolved by medical science, has led to the adoption
of MURINE by oculists and others needing eye preparations.

The soothing, sedative and anti-inflammatory effects of MURINE, due to the unequaled ab-
sorptive action on irritated and diseased membranes, has placed it prominently before the medical
world, to the supplanting of many of the irritating, smarting, burning treatments of the old school,
as a collyrium with which to subdue irritation, congestion and inflammation, and for the suppression
of disease-processes in the ocular membranes and tissues.

To prescribe MURINE, to use MURINE, is equivalent to the removal of eye troubles in so far
as a collyrium may be effective. Errors of refraction often cause strained and diseased conditions
of the eye and eyelids; these errors must be corrected by properly fitting glasses in order to make
effective the relief afforded by MURINE and to prevent their recurrence.

MURINE EYE REMEDY has steadily but surely grown into general favor with the medical
profession, as well as with the non-professional, and in the home as a household "ready to use"
eye cure.

MURINE has won on its merit, has spared countless thousands the terrors of surgery, and
restored normal eyesight and eye comfort to an army of people in whose cases surgery would
have otherwise been adopted. There are many eye troubles requiring operative work—and in
every such case MURINE should be used before and after the operation.

MURINE is prepared in two forms, liquid and ointment. The former is termed MURINE
EYE REMEDY, the latter MURINE EYE SALVE (Unguentum Hydro-Murine), and is more espe-
cially indicated in diseased conditions of the eyelids.

MURINE is not an "Eye Water," but a remedy that cures a wide range of eye diseases
ordinarily treated by the oculist.

MURINE is offered as the only safe preparation known that is effective in the relief of con-
gestions and will obviate the use of mydriatics.

MURINE does not dilate the pupil; causes no pain ; but clears the transparent medias of the
eye. Professionals often feel the need of a collyrium, where congestion or inflammation is present,
in order to prepare the eye for a proper measurement for glasses, but in view of the fact that there
is such a large number of eye waters and drugs suggested for this purpose, which have caused
discoloration—opaque spots—weakness of vision—and in many cases entire loss of sight, much
caution should be exercised in the selection of the vehicle used.

MURINE is a distillation, highly concentrated but absolutely harmless even in the eyes of a
nursing infant. It contains the astringent, antiphlogistic, tonic and antiseptic qualities so much
desired by the eye specialist, and is used largely by oculists and the medical profession throughout
almost the entire world. At the same time it is safe as a Home Remedy.

THE MURINE EYE REMEDY CO. OF CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
numbers among its associates prominent oculists who personally preside over its laboratory, and
is the only company thus professionally manufacturing an Exclusive Line of Eye Remedies of which
MURINE is the essential and standard.

OTHER. MURINE. REMEDIES
MURINE EYE SALVE (Unguentum Hydro-Murine) for inflamed eyelids, scales on lids, lost

eyelashes, cysts, styes, ulcers, etc.
BANENE (taken internally) for cloudiness of vision, impaired circulation, floating spots before

vision, cataract absorbent.
GRANULINE, for old chronic cases of sore eyes and granulated eyelids.
OLIN'S RED CLOVER COMPOUND (Pink Tablets) for sore eyes, resulting from blood

disorders, completely purifies the blood. A very effectual remedy.
HYDRONE, an eye bath for cleansing eyes from mattery discharge—and for the socket where

a glass eye is worn.
OXIDO-FLARINE (Salve) clears up opacities (spots) and cloudiness of the cornea when due

to a syphilitic taint, or other blood disorder, cures ulcers and running sores on edges of eyelids.
HYDRARGYRINE (Powder for local application) will remove spots (opacities) of the eye

(cornea) which are the result of inflammation or injury.
SULPHO-FERRINE, a systemic tonic in eye cases.

Prepared only in the Laboratory of the MURINE. EYE REMEDY CO.
Sold by all Drug and Optical Jabbers CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. A.
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Practical Notes by a British
Optician
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RAME fitting is always more or less
a difficulty with some opticians, and
there are many others who never
truly excel in this branch of their

trade. The two great secrets in successful
frame fitting are to learn first what kind of
frame to select, and secondly how to adapt
or adjust it to the special requirements.
Correct centering depends upon adjusting the
lenses so that they are placed with their op-
tical centers opposite the visual lines when
the latter are fixed in the position for which
they are most used. Thus, constant glasses
should be centered for an intermediate posi-
tion between that used for distance and the
one used for reading, say for a point about
1.5 meters in front of the wearer. Reading
lenses should be centered at a fixation point
at 40 cms. distance in average cases. Any
asymmetry in position of eyes, nose, and
ears, or in the shape of the sides of the head,
should be very carefully noticed and allowed
for in adjusting spectacle frames, as it is a
very frequent cause of bad fitting.
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With regard to the testing of gold spec-
tacle ware by means of acid it should be re-
membered that 9 karat gold may turn color
if it is badly alloyed, whilst gold as low as
8% karat will stand the test if it is well made.
The usual alloy consists of : gold, 9 parts;
silver, 4% parts and copper, to% parts.
Sometimes a part Of the copper is substituted
by " compo," which is composed of two
parts of copper and one part of spelter.
Compo is used .to give hardness and lustre,
but more than 20 per cent. in the alloy is
objectionable. Gold containing spelter is apt
to undergo a sort of crystallization in cooling,
and if struck or dropped whilst hot develops
brittleness and is very likely to break sud-
denly afterwards. Hence, compo, or spelter,

is not a very desirable ingredient in gold
alloys. Low alloy gold easily .melts, but the
higher the karat the more easily it can be
soldered, on account of. the higher . fusing
point. As low alloys of gold melt so easily

in soldering with high temperature gold sol-

ders, it is customary for spectacles to use
silver solder which flows at a lower tempera-

ture and is consequently much easier to
manipulate without risk. Nine karat gold is
perhaps the most used in spectacle making.

It is cheap, hard, and tempers well. Twelve
karat is decidedly better and yet it is not
greatly in request, but 15 karat is always
considered a •very uncertain alloy ; it often
goes wrong in making and frequently cracks
or splits when made up.

.04

A suitable testing acid for gold is made
by mixing strong nitric. acid 2 oz., with
water % oz., and adding 20 drops of hydro-
chloric acid. This mixture should be kept
in a proper jeweler's acid bottle with broad
heavy base, so that it is not easily knocked
over or upset, and furnished with an elon-
gated pointed glass stopper in the form of a
tapering rod, which extends almost to the
bottom of the bottle when in position, and

has its point constantly immersed in the acid,
so that when withdrawn from the bottle in
the ordinary way a small drop of the acid
will be found gathered upon the tip and
readily available for use without soiling the
fingers. It is scarcely necessary to remark
that the testing acid described above is a
most powerful fioison and dreadfully destruc-
tive. to carpets, clothing, etc., if by any
means it is allowed to fall upon them. The
fumes given off by it are intensely irritating
to the lungs and should at all times be care-
fully avoided.

J$

Opticians who make a special feature of
bifocal lenses often have very decided fads or
fancies as to the best shapes and p1)s4ions
for the reading segments. This is, of course,
entirely a matter of individual experience,
and so long,as no objection ;s made to pay-
ing for special work by these gentlemen the
makers have but little room for complaint.
I find that some manufacturers are now
cataloguing and stocking some six or eight
different shapes of wafers for making up
cemented bifocals. These look very tempt-
ing in the catalogues, and some refractionists
may be induced by the beautiful half-tone
illustrations to order for stock. To such
gentlemen I would venture to suggest the
impossibility of correct centering—except by
accident—with stock wafers. To be accurate,
all bifocals should be ordered as specials and
centered to precise instructions in regard to
both the distance and reading segments. I
note amongst the new shapes wafers of circu-
lar, oval, elliptical, oblong, pear and comet
shapes, besides others more difficult to de-
fine—surely variety enough to satisfy even
the most fastidious.

.01 .41 .)8

Silver spectacle ware dies a slow death,
but now that silver is so wonderfully cheap
frames constructed of it ought to be highly
profitable to both manufacturers and retailers.
Much rubbish has been sold in made-up
goods, and it is well to have handy at all
times a proper. preparation for testing silver
ware. The following formula yields a satis-
factory liquid : Nitric acid, 6 oz. ; water, 2
oz. ; potassium bichromate, .1 oz. Dissolve.
Keep in a similar bottle to the gold-testing
acid described in a previous paragragli. Al-
loyed silver should consist of about 18 parts
of fine silver, with 2 parts of shot copper.
Much of the stuff sold as German silver is
almost entirely block tin hardened by suita-
ble alloys of various kinds. So that the
term is an entire misnomer, as will be seen.
German silver is not silver in the true sense,

and this should be fully understood in order
to correctly estimate its value.

With regard to the fusion points of

metals used in making spectacles, the follow-

ing figures are believed to be approximately

correct : For 9 karat gold, 1979° F. ; 12 karat
gold, 1987° F. ; i5 karat gold, 1992° F.;

silver, 1873° F. ; copper, 1994° F., spelter,

773° F. ; compo, 1587° F. ; tin, 442° F. ;

silver solder, 18'8° F. ; common silver solder,

1802° F. It is interesting to note in passing

that 2016° is given as the melting point of
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fine gold, and 1995° as that of t8 karat. It
will be seen that there is but small margin
between the fusion point of 9 karat gold and
that of the silver solder employed. To lower
the melting point of the solder, tin or spelter
is sometimes added, tending towards the
improvement of its running properties un-
doubtedly, but also towards the depreciation
of its quality. An easy-running solder would
be : silver, 20 parts ; compo, to parts ; tin,
2 parts ; or, copper might be used instead of
the compo and speller instead of the tin. To
get rid of silver solder from gold work, a
mixture of I part of nitric acid with 4 parts
of water will be found serviceable. Soft sol-
der may be removed from gold by means of
perchloride of iron in solution.

For persons with small pupilary dis-
tance and large temple width, the difficulty
of fitting with stock ,old filled curl side
spectacle frames is considerable. Particularly
in the better qualities of frames with gold
joints of small dimensions is the trouble felt.
The only thing, apart from having special
solid gold long joints put on at considerable
cost, is to let the sides back by filling the
stops. But in some cases, even when they
are filed away to the utmost limit, and the
joints turned out as far as possible, the tem-
ple or facial width remains insufficient to
prevent the sides from cutting into the flesh
at the temples. To file away the stops
entirely and thus spoil the spectacle, is an
unworkmanlike and objectionable proceed-
ing. There are, however, one or two other
ways of overcoming the difficulty: one of
these is by making the temples form exten-
sions of the joints by bending them at right
angles to themselves. If neatly done, the
extension is hardly noticeable when the frame
-is on the face, but the gain in comfort is con-
siderable to the wearer.

.os .+1

Gold filled spiral clips should not have
the slides too short, as the length of the bars
has considerable effect upon the comfort of
the fit, inasmuch as the tension of the spiral
spring is affected thereby. There are many
patterns of clips to choose from, but in the
writer's opinion there are none to beat the
flat or oval-bar spirals with cork placquets of
various shapes, heights, angles and widths,
according.to the special requirements of the

It should be borne incustomer purchasing.
mind in connection with the consideration
of the length of slides that shortening the
coiled spring reduces the force of the grip,
and conversely that the substitution of a
longer spring increases it. Referring again
to placquets of clips, some opticians perma-
nently fix the right-hand one at the proper
angle, by stiffening the collar of the pivot,
claiming that the wearer is able to put on the
clip with more certainty and less trouble in

its correct position before the eyes when this

is done. Customers should be advised to
cleanse the corks occasionally with soap and
water to remove grease. An old soft tooth
brush is a convenient implement to scour

them with. Some persons apply moist pipe-

clay, afterwards brushing off the excess
when it has become dry.

—Nritisk Optical Journal.
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DID YOU

WATCH
FOR THE U. S. TEMPLE?

YOUR JOBBER SHOULD HAVE THEM IN STOCK
NOW. IF HE DOES NOT CARRY THEM, AND
YOU WANT A TEMPLE THAT IS PERFECT,
WRITE US AND WE WILL SEND YOU A
SAMPLE.

U.S. Temples Will Not Cut
the most tender ear and cannot get bent out

of shape when once adjusted.

BORSCH & CO.
103 Adams Street,

CHICAGO,Pat. protected by
Pat. Title & Guar. Co.

iq
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C H. BROWN, M. D.,
((Jniv. of Penna, '78)

Established 1889.

Incorporated 1892.

PRISIDENT AND PRINCIPAL. Howls . 8.30 A. M. TO 5 P. M.

I 022 Walnut Street, Philadclphia, Pa.

Our Fifteenth New Year's Salutation to our old friends and
lic‘v, with hearty good wishes for health, happiness and prosperity.

The Professionalism of Optometry

is being generally recognized, and the
prospects of the Optometrist are
bright with encouragement. But in-
asmuch as the professional recognition

of the practitioners of the new science

depends upon their educational quali-
fications, the responsibility of measur-
ing up to the standard rests upon each

one. The crying need is a liberal
education. " Theoretical Optics"
must come first, and " Practical
Optics " will naturally follow. Our
long experience guarantees to our
students an education broad enough
to include a thorough knowledge of
Optometry, and profound enough to
raise them to the status of profes-
sional men.

Philadelphia an Educational Center
We are in position to give the best

service in optical instruction, whether
the student attends in person to per-
fect himself in Optometrical practice
under the influence of the progressive
educational spirit that pervades Phila-
delphia, or whether our College comes
to him in our Correspondence Course
and bestows on him the knowledge and
prestige that is afforded by a Diploma
from this College and this city.

Attendant Courses.
One Month,

Three Months and Six Months.
AlsoSpecial and Post-Graduate Courses.

Correspondence Course.
By this means the work of the Col-

lege can be done at home with tlic
same perfection of teaching and indi-
viduality of instruction.

If interested enclose 5c. for our Announcement containing " The Key to Success in Optometry."

STEVENS QUALITY
GOLD FILLED

\\, (

STEVENS & COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS,

PROVIDENCE, R.

A UNIQUE POSITION

AMONG

MANUFACTURERS—

NO LOW-GRADE

GOODS

MADE IN

OUR FACTORY.

January, 1904

Optical Organizations
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NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (189s)

.lotts EnEaliA uiII, Pr.,ident, Dayton, obi".
E. I,. JONES, Secretary, Santhisky, Ohio.

Steels annually. Ne., I iteeting to is held at Slilwatu-
kee, in 1904.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

•

Illts, ALBAN II, tit tlits,(S1 109).21'., SI inder.
Col.. T. DAVIEs SEwELL, r. It A. S., clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

'British Optical Association (1895)

S. w A N, F. B. 0. A., President.
.1. II. St-rcLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.11.0. A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England,

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMCEL S. ORANT, President, Montreal.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHAI.M MIS, President, Springburn, tilasgow.
JOHN LAMONT, Secretary, 514 I (dorm Road, Glasgow.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

CLARENCE S. IIART, President, Lynn, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass,

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GaAtmor.a, President, Rochester, 5Iinn.
J. W. ANDERSON, Secretary, Rochester, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRET it, Svcictary, 2:.01 Market St., Phila.,

New York State Optical Society (18(16)

B. B. CLARK, l'resident, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. Dthwotern, Secretary, 1032 Third Ave., New York City.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. 1i1. JENKINS, President, Richmond,
G. S. Oltitlift, Secretary, Marion, Ind.

Annual Sleeting, January 12 twit 13, 1901, stt Indianapolis.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. W. l. PATintsoN, President, Grand Rapids, AlkIL
E. Minim, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 NVestern Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, Prettident, Corning, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, IVaterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

W. C. Sown Ea, President, Chicago, III.
LOREN L. Bovt.E, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Opticians (1899)

L. KUTTNER, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SctroltAx, Secy, 308 Hays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTs, l'resident, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (Woo)

Om. II I3aowN, President, Manchester, N. II.
IV. E. Butt PEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. II.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (MU)

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, TOMalt, Win.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RArrowr, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SMELL, &eV, 608 Nieoliet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

11. E. 'Alvin/III I:, President, Port)and, Statile.
ROBERT It. SW I l. 1, 1-werviary, l'ortland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. II. WENNINtt, President, Nashville, Tenn.
((So. It. CA 1.11010, Secretary, I Alien and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association I 19011

It. B. FiNcit, Cri,ideol, Denver, Colo.
It. II. lilEttEl., Secretory, si N11,11)11 SI., I iisv, (Silo.

MINS • l'Al t 0, I .Itr.secy., st., Ocuver,C010.

Kansas Association of Opticians IMO

TIIBAIAB (towE01,1. Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretar) and Treason r, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

1,Kox RAE!), President, 1:climi8 City.
J. Iv. TALIIIIT, Seerelary aini b mail rem, NeVatia, SIC).

Anntial Meeting, Slay, 11104.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F..1.41INKE, JR., President, Richmond, Vs.
J. W. But:ILAN:50, Seoetary, Petersburg, Vit.

Ohio Optical Society (19)2)

Jonx C. EnEnti.t Run', President, Dayton, olio.
EDWIN L. JON I...5, ScePPIllry, Sauiiiiisity, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

O. R. Kist:, President, Lexington, Ky.
J. SI. lam , Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. sus oot..11.;, l're,ident, Fargo, N. Dal:.
IV. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, 0 1 rallon, N. Dal:.

Next nivel ing, January, Inn), at Cargo.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

F. C. 1.K.i Presidnid, irci. ton, N. .1.
J. J. IlAnTAIAN, Secrolar), la Howard SL, Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (11(03)

Wit.I.Ltm IL roliz, slow: Falls, S. Dal:.
I). 0. lim.t.Eri, secretai), herdeelt, S. 1019.

Texas Optical Association I 1901)

IV. W. CILAAIIIERI.10, President, 11011ston, Texas.
F. M. l'.ty Lon , SeervIstry, :121) Live Oak SI., Dallas, Texas.

Rhode island Society of Optometry (IBM)

WALTER BLAKE, President, ProVidelice, It. I.
FREDERick LE w is BLAIR, secretary, 90 Broad Street,

Providence, It. I.

Sleets first )Iolitlay (II each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. v1,.R1, President, Columbia, S. (.
Id, R. ABBE, Secretary.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (18)15)

Wm. D. ()ERTEL, President, Sy raense, N. Y.
JAAIES Seerelary, 5) 01 N. Y.

Meek second Wednesday of January, March, Slay, July,
September and Novenilwr.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

F. B. MARCHANT, President.
E. Ls Roy Itvint, Re, S.', 21 :Maiden Lane, New York.

Meets second Wednesday 111. each month, except July
and August, at College id the City of New York, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

W. W. 1318881.1., President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY M. BEsToti, Seeretar), Itoellester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

Rim .% RD PER LEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. K. N iovt i ta u, President, State and Adams Sta., Chicago, III.
0. J. HALIIE, Secretary, 0 Vabash Avenue, Chicago,

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JON AS HOUSE, President, IVelland, Ont.
F. (5. Dust.r)11, Secretary and 'Treasurer, St. Catharines, ( Pnt.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERN EST V. SYRCHER, President.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main Street, Bo flak), N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

S. R. Pxvx, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1003)

1•ar:1). 14:TmEns, President.
F. LEH FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Can a Title be Protected

WE have received a number of inquiries
asking what protection a qualified

refractionist would have in adopting thotitle
" Optometrist " which is now being gener-
ally agitated. We are asked what is to pre-
vent the optical faker and incompetent dealers
from using this title, and if the optical orga-
nizations cannot protect and limit its use.
We regret that we are compelled to reply
that there is no protection in the use of the
term except in States that have legalized
the practice of optometry. In such States it
would seem that this title could not be legally
used by anyone who had not qualified and
registered under the State optometry laws.
In other States, however, nothing can prevent
anyone assuming this title just as they have
presumed to adopt other titles.

The only word or title that has been
safeguarded from general use is the term
" Opticist." This word was coined many
years ago by Charles F. Prentice, of New
York City, who doubly protected it under
the copyright and trade,mark laws. He also
secured recognition for the word by the
Standard Dictionary. No one has any right
to use this word unless by special permission
or consent of Mr. Prentice. Several years
ago, believing that there was a demand for
some appropriate term by which a refracting
optician might be known, arrangements were
made by which a company assumed his rights
in this word and arranged to license its use
to other dealers, but the proposition did not
meet with favor and was afterwards aban-
doned. The term itself is an exceptionally
good one, as it is brief and expressive.

In this connection it is interesting to
note that the last State optical society formed,
that of Rhode Island, adopted the latest and
most approved name for such an organization
by terming itself the " Rhode Island Society
of Optometry." We rather anticipate that
this name will appeal to the refractionists of
other States, as it is .a more exclusive and not
SO comprehensive a name as the word
" optical," and more clearly designates its
members as refracting opticians.

Eyestrain and Civilization

THE address on the above subject, deliv-
ered by Dr. Gould before the Cleveland

Academy of Medicine and published in the
December, 1903, issue of THE KEYSTONE,
has aroused such widespread interest among
opticians and been so favorably commented on
that we suggest that such of our optical readers
as may have overlooked it peruse it carefully
at their leisure and preserve it. As a brief for
the refracting optician it is the most forceful
paper that has come under our notice.
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START IN
Tim NEW YEAR
RIGHT.

Send your optical orders and R to
the only Exclusively whole-
sale optical house in the South and
get in return the promptest and
most accurate service that it is pos-
sible to render.

A trial will convince you.

F. A. Hardy C. Company,
Prudential Building,

Atlanta, Ga.

WE ARE LEADERS, AS USUAL.

A Few of OUR' Winners- -
Fine French Enamell Pins and
Highest Grade Chain.

Our 20 Veer Frames are the best yet. Stamped B. S. 0. Co. Atk for them.

BAY STATE OPTICAL CO., Attleboro, Mass.

The Bonschur Scroll Guard combined
with the Bonschur Draw-Lock

Shoulders.

1.11(! GUARD is
Sanitary—no facings.
Sightly—artistic, inconspicuous.
Comfortable—giving true nose ease.
Rigid—ll ( ) vil)ration nor forward slipping.

Tiw SHOULDERS prevent
loose post screws
and the many attending annoyances.

/Patented Aug. 25, 1903. \
" Oct. 20, 1903.

If your jobber is not yet carrying them, send to I I. E. Bonschur (patentee),
for information and booklet.

Bonschur 0 Holmes,
1533 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

iyNEE0 Costs LESS than a MereA REAL Eye REMEDY that

Eye WATER. Recom=
,i4t11 ,

4
. 

7 / mended by Oculists Every=,
where—Safe and Reliable.

The best because : It contracts the capillaries and prevents passive congestion ; is
a powerful antiseptic ; it ia an astringent and prevents the overdistended blood vessels
from bursting ; it is an absorbent made of chemically pure ingredients and scientifically
put together ; it is and always will remain asceptic ; a powerful germicide, yet absolutely
harmless to healthy tissues. A positive cure for all eye diseases not requiring the
surgeon's knife. Put up In attractive cartons, with eye dropper and booklet enclosed.and retails for 60c. Costs only $3.00 per dozen. For your business card will send
you a bottle FREE, also test knoll ials.

Aa. E. sTERNJ Manufacturing
Optician,

36 eib 38 John Street, INL:NY YORK

QUICK, ACCURATE PRESCRIPTION WORK.

L. Manasse Co.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians,

88 Madison Street,
Tribune Building, Chicago.

Send us your orders and prescription work. We will fill
them at once at the right price.

Comedy of a Pair of Spectacles

I. was noon. The restaurant which I had
just entered, a large restaurant, for my
purse was full that day, was crowded with
people and it was some time before I

could get a seat. I had been waiting nearly a
quarter of an hour for a dozen oysters on the half
shell when an elderly gentleman was shown to the
seat directy opposite mine. His eyesight seemed
to be extremely poor, and he wore a pair of spec-

tacles set in sparkling gold.
"Sardines, anchovy shrimps, Bordeaux craw-

fishes, red radishes, Brittany butter," repeated the
waiter, in a hurried voice.
" Bordeaux crawfishes," said the elderly

gentleman.
The waiter disappeared and came back twenty

minutes later with the dish desired.
The old gentleman felt with his hands for his

plate, his knife and his fork ; evidently he could
scarcely see. His infirmity aroused my sympathy.

'"What are you looking for, sir?" I asked.
" I am trying to find the card, sir. I beg your

pardon for disturbing you, but my eyesight is very

poor."
" It is a pleasure to be of service to you, sir,"

I said, passing him the menu.
Presently the waiter returned, the old gentle-

men had finished his Bordeaux crawfishes and
ordered snails.

I saw with pleasure that if his eyesight was

poor, his appetite clearly was not.
After the snails he ordered lobster with may-

onnaise sauce. Then came a partridge and pate

de foie gras, accompanied with a bottle of rare
Bordeaux and, later, a succession of dishes.

At length the old gentleman finished his bottle

of Bordeaux and, tossing his napkin upon the

table, he called for the bill, which the waiter
brought him, smiling.

The little man rose and made his way slowly

to the counter, behind which sat a buxom lady.

He bowed politely and put his hand into his trou-

sers pockets, first one and then the other, and then

felt hurriedly in the pockets of his coat. His face

turned pale and then scarlet.
" Gracious Heavens ! madam," he said, " I

have forgotten my pocketbook."
The smiles upon the lady's face disappeared

as if by magic.
" You must past pay for your dinnely.sir," she

said, drily.
" Indeed I will pay for it, madam," said the

little man, anxiously. " I will hurry home and

bring you back the money."
Then, as the lady still seemed distrustful, he

added :
" I understand your apprehensions, madam,

but you do not know me. I am the soul of honor.

I will leave you my spectacles as a pledge of my

return ; they are set in gold and their value far

exceeds that of my dinner. I can see nothing

without them, and I fear it will take me a long

time to find my way home and return with the

money I owe you."

The lady's face softened, and calling the owner

of the restaurant she laid the case before him.

" It will be all right, keep your spectacles,"

said the portly owner, turning to the little old man.
"Thank you, sir, I will pay my debt immedi-

ately," stammered the latter, feelingly.

And the little old man retired.
I had forgotten the incident, which I watched

at the time with keen interest, when two months
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after, seated at dinner in another restaurant, I saw
the same little old gentleman, with the same spark-
ling spectacles, enter and take a seat at the table
opposite mine. He- ordered a plentiful repast.
Evidently his appetite had not deserted him.
When he finished his dinner, he made his way to
the counter and began fumbling in his pockets.
My astonishment was great when I saw that he had
again forgotten his pocketbook.

He felt in every pocket, and even turned
them inside out, and ended by saying anxiously
that he must have forgotten to take any money
with him, and that he would return with it the
next day.

The lady at the counter sent word to the head
of the establishment, who did not show himself at
all eager to accept the elderly gentleman's propo-
sition.
" Very well, sir," said the latter, in a tone of

freezing dignity, " since you have no faith in the
word of an honest man, pray take my spectacles
as a pledge ; they are set in gold and will be a
sufficient guarantee."

He took them off as he spoke and laid them

upon the counter.
" You understand, sir," said the owner, Eome-

what confused. " I do not know you and there
are so many dishonest—"
" You have said enough, sir ; but I cannot see

anything now."
And, indeed, as he made his way to the door,

he bumped into every table, upsetting chairs and

stepping all over the people who were eating.
" I beg your pardon, sir, and yours, madam,"

he said. " I have forgotten my pocketbook. They

have taken my spectacles as pledge, and I shall

never, never be able to find my way home."

" What a shame," cried one lady, " to deprive

this poor old man of his spectacles just for the
price of one mean little dinner."

The little old man continued to stumble into

one obstacle and then another.
" He ought not to go alone," exclaimed a

gentleman ; " some one should lead him."
Then one guest, seized with pity, offered to

pay for his dinner, and immedately twenty people

followed his example.
There was a general expression of scorn and

contempt for the unhappy owner of the restaurant,

who, frightened, ran after the old man to give him

back his spectacles. He handed them to him with

a thousand excuses.
" I shall be very glad to have my spectacles,"

said the old gentleman, " because without them I

am utterly blind, but I repeat you have offended

me cruelly."
The landlord renewed his excuses.
" I beg your pardon a thousand times over,"

he said, " but there are so many sharpers, sir."

" You ought to learn to know an honest man

when you see one," said the little man, severely,

as he turned to the door.
I followed him. He had turned down the

avenue and was walking along at a brisk pace.

His spectacles were in his hand. Clearly, he could

see as well as I could. I accosted him.

" The little comedy of the spectacles succeeded

very well, sir," I said.
He looked at me haughtily.
" Do you not remember me?" I persisted.

" We sat beside each other at the table not long

ago."
" I never saw you before, sir," he answered.

" Pray, excuse me."
And, taking an opposite direction, the little old

man disappeared quickly around the first corner.

The Press and the "Refractionist"

In a recent issue of that paragon of daily

journals, the New York Herald, the follow-

ing advertisment appeared :

A large department store in a neighboring city
requires a thoroughly competent refractory opti-
cian ; it would be desirable, but not necessary, that
he have a knowledge of photo. business as well ; a
permanent position to a good man ; applications,
with full particulars, in writing, to the Dry Goods
Alliance, 75 Spring Street, New York.

THE KEYSTONE knows of not a few

" refractory " opticians, but we doubt whether

it was the intent of the advertiser to secure

one of these ; and yet " refractory " may be

at times a not inappropriate description of

the "dry goods" optician. A few weeks

ago the London Daily Telegraph, another

giant among daily journals, commented on

an advertisment for a " refractionist," and

wondered how many knew what the word

meant! Be of good cheer, Mr. Refractionist,

you are gradually becoming famous. The

comment of the Daily Telegraph was proba-

bly the greatest single advertisement you have

yet received. This great British journal was

quite mystified by the cabalistic letters,

" B. 0. A.," which, as our readers know,

mean British Optical Association. From

the fact that this British organization is

national in its dimensions, and that the whole

" tight little island " could be lost in a corner

of our own Texas, it is not very creditable to

the big London daily to have to concede its

ignorance. There are enough opticians within

a stone-throw of the Telegraph to have ob-

viated its exhibition of malignant myopia—

a dangerous deficiency even in a newspaper.

Convergent Strabismus

In the New lin-k A dical Journal Dr.

William Craig discusses the treatment of

convergent strabismus and sums up in the

following sentences: I. The earlier the

child is sent for treatment the better is the

prospect for a cure. 2. In the majority of

cases the vision of the squinting eyes can be

improved, and some function restored if the

treatment is not begun too late. 3. A small

percentage of cases of convergent squint can

be cured by mydriatics, glasses and proper

orthoptic exersises without the help of an

operation. 4. The correction by non-oper-

ative procedures is much to be preferred, as

thus the perfect motility of the eye is not

interfered with and the deformity produced

by the sinking-in of the caruncle is avoided.

5. Operative measures should be employed

in all those cases in which the non-operative

treatment after a thorough trial has not suc-

ceeded, and also in those cases in adults in

which the cosmetic effect alone is to be

hoped for.
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Made of One Piece.

A great achievement in the
goldsmith's art, and the greatest
advance ever made in the process
of manufacturing Eyeglasses.

The most costly tools ever
produced in the plant of the
American Optical Co. for the
manufacture of Spectacles and
Eyeglasses are us ed in this
process.
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I' BUILT TO STAY BUILT."

Good Riddance to the

Stud Screw.

This process has eliminated
the stud screw. The unsightly
box is abandoned. An adjust-
able stud is obtained.

Mr. Dealer Pcerless
one-piece Eyeglass affords you
a better price and a bigger

P'° t.

The most extensive line of Eyeglass Mountings manufactured.

Regular Alotititing. L.

Anchor No. 7 Guard, K.

Wide Bearing Guard. W.

Wells Guard wide shell blade. V. S. Button litiard.

Adjustable Guard. V.

'

Antiseptic Guard. J.

MADE IN THREE SPRINGS : No. 1, small ; No. 2, Medium ; No. 3, large.
To be had in all studs. Send $1.85 for sample.

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY AGAINST BREAKAGE.

Patents owned and controlled by
SclId by kill JcIbber.s.

J. M. & A. C. Johnston Company,84 Wabash ilvae Avenue,
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New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New Eng-

land Association of Opticians was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, on Tuesday evening, December
15th, at 7.30 O'clock. WM. A. Earle, M. D., of
Boston, delivered the lecture of the evening, his
subject being "The Fundus Oculi : Its Physio-
logical Variations," Part II (illustrated). The fol-
lowing candidates were admitted to associate
membership : J. G. Olin, 71 Market Street, Lynn,
Mass., and Arthur E. Bangs, 6 Market Street,
Lynn, Mass.

The special committee appointed to consider
the advisability of affiliating with the American
Association of Opticians reported that this would
be desirable if the American Association would at
their next meeting make desired changes in the
affiliating plans. In the discussion that followed
it was evident that the New England Association
was opposed to affiliate under the present terms,
but if the National Association would change its
constitution and by-laws to permit of some form of
affiliation that did not require the State society to
enroll its whole membership in the National Asso-
ciation, and that would be mutually agreeable, the
New England Association would affiliate. The
committee also recommended that a represenative
be sent to the Milwaukee meeting to consider this
subject with delegates from other States and officials
of the national body.

California Board of Examiners in
Optometry

F. C. Chinn, secretary of the California State
Board of Examiners in Optometry, has announced
that the next meeting of that body for conducting
examinations, will be held at Sacramento, Cal., on
Tuesday, January 5th.

American Association of Opticians

We have received the appended communica-
tion from the secretary of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians:

The following is a list of the members of the
American Association of Opticians whose certifi-
cates have been returned to my office unclaimed.
Those members wishing same can have them by
sending their address to the secretary, E. L. Jones,
Sandusky, Ohio.

I;ibson.
F. W. Decd.
It. H. Shapley.
H. S. Saylor.
Willis Chaney.
Max Eisen.
A. AL Roseburgh.
W. C. Nom hley, Jr.
Petrov Hermon'.
Ferdinand A. Wald.
U. Schoeing.

A. Stahl.
P. S. Dant.
.T. IT. Nuslichnor.
H. A. Lawton.
1Vilfred E. Burnett.
Itch. V. smith.
Otis Dail.
1M. l. Cherliek.
James Lauer.
F. I'. Barre.

'I'. 1,111 k.

Justice Slather.
Delmont E. (Milton.
.1. M. E. Wolfing.
IVilliam F. Demuth].
\Veiling-ton Chair Co.
II 11' Mae Laughlin.
glas Madden.

It. lir:Homan.
C. S. 1Veylinan.
livo. I ;. 1101.11er.
;. S. Selweing.

Officers of Texas Optical Association

The Texas Optical Association, one of the
latest additions to the sisterhood of optical organi-
zations, has entered upon its career under auspices
which portend for it a future full of usefulness.
The practical spirit by which its initial activities
have been marked and the personnel of its execu-
tive, give earnest that it will fulfill the dual end of

all such bodies, the advancement of its individual
members and consequently of the profession to

which they belong.
W. W. Chamberlin, of Houston, president of

the association, has been connected with the optical

business in some of its various branches since 1885.

KEYSTONE

After leaving McKendree College, Lebanon, Ill.,
he accepted a position in St. Louis with the Brooks
Optical Co., with whom he remained until he be-
came a member of the firm. He superintended

the purchasing end of
the concern for about
two years. He also
took up the study of
optics and read the
different authorities
on refraction, subse-
quently resigning his
position. He then
took a special private
course in refraction.
In 1894 he moved to
Houston, Texas, and
opened the first solely
retail optical business

in that city. In July, 1902, he formed a stock
company, known as the Houston Optical Co.,
of which he is secretary, treasurer and manager.
This concern conducts both a wholesale and retail
business.

R. Bescow, of Greenville, Texas, first vice-
president of the association, is a native of Dt-Krone,
Germany, and after receiving his education fol-
lowed the footsteps of his father and entered the
jewelry business. In 1890 young Bescow came to
America, and in 1891 he entered the wholesale
optical and jewelry business at Whitewright,
Texas. In 1894 the wholesale business was dis-
continued and he took special courses in opto-
metry, including one at the Spencer Optical Insti-
tute, of New York City. After two years in
Wolf City, Texas, in the optical business he estab-
lished himself in Greenville, where he has built
up one of the most successful optical enterprises in
the State.

Second Vice-President Ragland does not de-
vote himself exclusively to the optical profession,
but also conducts a large and flourishing jewelry
business. Born in Tennessee forty-five years ago,

he came to Waco, Texas, in 1871, which has been

his home ever since. While Mr. Ragland has
always sold glasses in connection with his other
business, it is only within the past seven years that

he has practiced optometry along scientific lines
after taking a thorough course in optics under Dr.

J. W. Lane, of the Southwestern Optical College,

of Kansas City.

Treasurer Rigdon is a Kentuckian by birth,

who came to Texas in 1901. He was graduated

from the optical department of the St. Louis
School of Watchmaking and Optics, in 1900, and

a little later from the Northern Illinois College of

Ophthalmology a n d
Otology, class of 1901.
Mr. Rigdon has suc-
cessfully practiced his
profession in the " Gate
City" (Texarkana),
since August, 1001, and
is manager of the opti-
cal department in the
jewelry establishment of
Chas. S. Ether.

Secretary Taylor be-
longs to an optical fam-
ily. His great-grand
father was a " watch-
maker and spectacle-
maker," as were also his grandfather and father;
and he is one of four brothers now engaged in
the practice of optometry, and all but one ex-
clusively so. Mr. Taylor began the grinding and

President Cliamberlin

Secretary Taylor
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fitting of glasses in his father's establishment over
thirty years ago. He has taken courses in two of
the best optical schools in the country. He is a
member of the American Association of Opticians
and of its physiological branch, and has been
actively identified with other optical societies. He
has for the past fifteen months been in charge of
the optical plant of Jos. Linz & Bros., of Dallas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry
The third regular meeting of the Rhode Island

Society of Optometry was held in Room ro, Nar-
ragansett Hotel, December 7, 1903. The meeting
was called to order by First Vice-president W. J.
Davis, of Woonsocket, in the absence of President
Walter Blake, who was unable to be present on
account of illness. Considerable routine business
was transacted. Great interest is being shown in
the society, and its success seems now assured.

A committee of three was appointed, consist-
ing of H. D. Murray, J. F. Dodge and Secretary
Frederick Lewis Blair, to draw up the articles of
incorporation and report at the next meeting.
The executive committee appointed the following
members to compose the board of examiners:
W. J. Davis, Woonsocket ; J. F. Dodge, Provi-
dence, and H. D. Murray, Providence. It is ex-
pected that the executive committee will have
some interesting papers read before the society at
the next meeting.

After the regular business had been disposed
of, an informal quiz was held, and, judging from
the interest manifested by the members, it was
evident that much good was being accomplished
by this interchange of knowledge. The meeting
adjourned until Monday, January 4th.

It is hoped that no harm has befallen either to
our worthy first vice-president, W. J. Davis, or to
Treasurer H. Fellman ; when last heard of they
were measuring railroad ties between Providence
and Woonsocket.

Chicago Optical Society
The Chicago Optical Society met on Thursday,

December loth, and in the course of routine busi-
ness seven applicants were admitted as active
members and one as a non-resident. The discus-
sion of the questions that came before the Pennsyl-
vania Optical Society was found to be educational
and entertaining. The discussion on the same
questions will be continued at the next meeting of
the Chicago Society, January 7, 1904. All opti-
cians of Chicago and all that happen to be in the
city at that time are invited to take part. Officers
for the coming year will then be elected.

Physiologic Branch
With the notice of annual dues sent out by

Secretary Hart recently, went the following special
notice:

" We had hoped to send with this a state-
ment of arrangements being perfected with one or
more of the leading universities of the country, to
provide a special course in physiological optics
for the benefit of the members of this branch."

It is hoped that such courses can be arranged
at the University of Chicago or of Syracuse, N. Y.
Full particulars of these valuable concessions are
expected to be in form to send to the members of
this branch at an early date.



OUR LEADING SPECIALTIES FOR 1904.

J.O.Co.
GOLD.

Prescriptions always have been and always will be our leading specialty. When you order
prescriptions you want to get what you order in the quickest possible time, don't you? That is the one
most important point of our argument. We can handle i000 orders per day. We guarantee prompt
and accurate service. Why not send us your next order?

Our "Antiseptic' is the Eyeglass Guard your hard-nose-to-fit customers are looking for.
It meets all the requirements, fits all noses and is the most profitable seller ever invented. It is simple,
neat, refined in appearance and can be attached to any eyeglass.

There is a mighty big difference in gold frames. Our 
e, J. O. Co. Gold 0 Frames and

Mountings are the best. Outside of i o K. gold, which will give a lifetime's service. Every pair is guar-
anteed against breakage. The most important point of all is the price. Write for sample at dozen rates.

Peerless Mountings with Antiseptic
Guards make a unique combination. No screws to
get loose. No holes through spring or guards to
make them break. They are the climax of neatness,
and are all that refined people can ask for. Every
pair is guaranteed against breakage.

Our Ametropometer is the optician's best friend. It is the quickest and
most accurate instrument ever invented for correcting all errors of refraction. Over
six hundred sold in 1903. , Testimonials from customers using the Ametropometer
will be sent upon request.

here are others, but none so good and cheap as The Johnston Instru-
ment Table. You need to see it to appreciate it. :\ [any are sold unseen, but
none are seen without being sold.

The advantages which our Automatic Grooved Bifocals possess
over other bifocals account fOr their increasing popularity. The superior quality of
our Toric Lenses has also doubled our trade in that line during the past
three months.

Finch Mountings are growing
in popularity, and, as we carry everything
optical, we cannot keep house without the
Finch.

JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO • 

LeadingoPfreLcreirpitcioan, House Detroit Mich•
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41 A. C. Freisen, of Springfield, Mass., has
been taking a course in higher optics at the Phila-
delphia Optical College.

.4 E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
took expert testimony in their suit against the Ely
Eyeglass Co., on December 3d.

41 H. G. Earley has purchased the optical
business of E. H. Souder, 74 South Pearl Street,
Albany, N. Y., and is putting in a dark room at that
establishment and making other improvements.

41 Harry J. Covelle, Bangor, Maine, , and
Homer B. Hoyt, South Norwalk, Conn, have been
accepted to membership in the Physiological
Branch of the American Association of Opticians.

The Denver School of Optometry has
been opened at Denver, Colo. The principal of
this school is A. S. Green, who has been an
optometrist since 1895 and who recently completed
a course in ophthalmology at the Denver & Gross
College of Medicine, where he made a special
study of the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of
the eye.

J. A. J. Bowers & Co., the new optical firm
located at 366 Main Street, Worcester, Mass., re-
port a very satisfactory trade. The members of
the firm, Albert J. Bowers and Charles R. Hamil-
ton, were formerly in the employ of J. C. Free-
man & Co., of Worcester, and are thoroughly
versed in the business. They have installed the
necessary facilities for prescription filling and
manufacturing.

41 B. Mayer, who has successfully conducted
a wholesale, manufacturing and prescription busi-
ness at 550 North Gay Street, Baltimore, Md.,
recently removed to larger quarters at 251 West
Baltimore Street. His prescription department
in the new location will be equipped with the
newest and most approved machinery. Mr. Mayer
will send his salesmen on the road shortly to call
on his friends and customers.

The Julius King Optical Co., of New York,
recently purchased the manufacturing and jobbing
business of the Whittlesey Optical Co., of Clewe-
land, Ohio, and took charge of same on January
1st. Frederick W. King, a member of the firm,
has assumed the management of this branch and
will conduct it as a strictly wholesale business.
The working force of the old firm was retained, so
that no delay would be occasioned by the change.
The new management announces that " the
special feature of the Cleveland office will be pre-
scription work in all its detail, with prompt and
accurate service."

ji The Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co., New
York, have begun the erection of a large factory
building at the corner of Thirty .first Street and
First Avenue, New York City. Ground was broke
for the structure on December 3d, and the building
will be completed by June of this year. It will be
a six-story brick building, mill construction, with
all modern improvements, and will be run entirely
by electricity, the interior conveniences including
two electric elevators. The factory will be on four
lots 25 x roo, two of which face on First Avenue,
each floor will contain ro,000 square feet of space.
The completed structure will be a magnificent
monument to the enterprise of the Meyrowitz
Manufacturing Co., and a striking evidence of the
rapid growth of the now vast optical industry.

.18 The Empire Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
has widened its field of usefulness to the trade by
providing a service of ready-made advertisements
suitable for refracting opticians, many of whom
lack the time or inclination to give the proper at-
tention to this important part of their business.

JI The Butte Optical Company, of Butte,
Mont., which was established five years ago, has
made very satisfactory progress meantime. This
company is located in the same building with
E. F. Mayer, the jeweler. The optical concern
recently installed handsome new show and wall
cases as well as an additional Acme edge grinding
machine. The firm is thus well equipped to meet
increased demands. It reports that the late shut-
down in Butte, which caused some temporary
anxiety on the part of local merchants, has been
satisfactorily adjusted, the feeling of unrest has
been effectually dissipated and business is moving
along with wonted tranquility.

Illinois Optical Society
The regular annual meeting of the Illinois

Optical Society will be held on January 12th, in
room 605, of the Columbus Memorial Building.
An afternoon and an evening session will be held
and the meeting will culminate with the usual
annual dinner and banquet at the Palmer House.
The program is as follows:

9.00 to 10.30 AM.—Reception, registration and
greetings.

10.30 to 12.00 A.M.—Business meeting and annual
election.

5.30 to 2.00 P.M.—Annual address of the president,
"Be we dead yet?"

2.00 to 2.30 P. M.—" Optical policies and politics,"
by John H. Ellis.

2.30 to 3.30 P.M.—Debate : " What shall the man
who fits glasses call himself?"

3.30 to 4.00 P. M.—"Construction of lenses"
(mathematical), by Geo. A. Rogers.

4.00 to 5.00 P.M.—Quiz box, practical questions in
optics discussed.

6.00 to 8.00 P. m.—Banquet at the Palmer House.

The intellectual and physical entertainment
promised merits a good attendance.

Buffalo, N. Y., Optical Society
The meeting of the Buffalo Optical Society,

which was to have taken place on the evening of
January ist, has been postponed owing to the fact
that the date mentioned is a holiday. The next
meeting of the society will be held in the new
Greuner Hotel, on Friday, January 8th, at 8 P. m.
At this meeting, the amendments proposed at the
preceding one will be voted on and become
effective from the date of their passage ; therefore,
it is important that every member be present, so
as to express his views on the matter.

Litigation Over a Guard Patent
The United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

at New York, recently handed down an opinion in
the case of the Julius King Optical Co., vs. Bilhoe-
fer & McCoy, to the effect that the "Lasso " guard
sold by the defendants is not an infringement of
the Wells' patent on the complainant company's
"Anchor " guard. Thus the decree given in July
last by Judge Ray, of the United States Circuit
Court, which pronounced the complainants' patent
valid and the defendants' an infringement thereon,
has been reversed with costs. This suit has been
going on since December, 190i. The patent re-
garding which action was originally brought, was
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granted to Walter S. Wells in 1889 and transferred
to Leo Wormser, of the Julius King Optical Co.,
six years later. In 19ot the defendants in this suit
began the sale of the " Lasso " guard manufac-
tured by the Fox Optical Co., of Philadelphia.
This the Julius King Optical Co. declared an in-
fringement of the Wells' patent and sought legal
redress accordingly. A considerable amount of
testimony had been adduced since the institution
of the suit over a year ago. The decree of the
Court of Appeals has not ended the matter, how-
ever, as Walter G. King, of the Julius King Opti-
cal Co., has stated that the complainants will now
appeal to the United States Supreme Court.

A New Book on Refraction
Yet another valuable addition to the many

available treatises on eye refraction has just been
published. The new work is entitled " Refraction
of the Eye," and the author, Ernest Clarke, M.D.,
is a distinguished English physician and surgeon.
The treatise is based on lectures delivered by the
author at the Central London Ophthalmic Hospi-
tal and the Medical Graduate College, and is very
complete, covering the entire science of eye re-
fraction in a very thorough and explicit manner.
Dr. Clarke gives considerable space to the oph-
thalrnometer and its application in practice, and
evidently regardslit as most valuable in testing for
astigmia. He says : " Retinoscopy is a very valu-
able help in estimating astigmatism ; it is accurate
and simple, but not so delicate as the ophthalmo-
meter," a somewhat surprising statement. His

,faith in the ophthalmometer is seemingly based
upon his belief that lenticular astigmia is insignifi-
cant, since he states : " Further, as lenticular astig-
matism must necessarily be very small, it can only
neutralize a low degree of astigmatism in the
cornea." What lenticular astigmia is present he
considers due to partial contraction of the ciliary
muscle, with its attendant consequences of asthen-
opia, headache, etc. He claims that 3. D. of
astigmia can be revealed by the ophthalmometer
(corneal, of course), and places the normal lenticu-
lar astigmia " against the rule " at .25 D., an un-
usually low figure. The book is published by
William Wood & Company, New York, and has
225 pages and 84 illustrations, all apt and well
executed. It can be had from THE KEYSTONE
office on receipt of the publishers' price, $1.75.

A Word About Proportion
There is one matter in connection with our

prescription work which causes some pairs of spec-
tacles to assume a rather odd appearance when
finished. We refer to the discrepancies between
the size of eye and other dimensions of the spec-
tacle. We frequently receive orders for a pair with
moderately large bridge, centers say 53 mm. and
oo eye. It is physically impossible to make such an
order as it is written. The oval of a no eye is go
mm. in length. If the centers are to be only 53 mm.
this leaves only 53 mm. for the bridge, including the
thickness of the wire ; so that the only thing to do
is to make the bridge according to the order, and
let the centers take care of themselves. Again, a
prescription will call for a I eye, with pupillary dis-
tance 72 mm. It is possible to fill such an order,
but the shanks of the bridge have to be extended
into long "struts," in order to get the dimensions,
and when this is done, the glasses have such an
uncomfortable " spraddly " appearance that they
are really a disfigurement to the wearer.

—Brawn's Own Idea.



42 N. Broad
Street. JOHN L. MOORE 0 SONS, Atlanta,

Georgia.

Wholesale, Manufacturing, Importing Opticians.

it CONFIDENCE."

Webster defines " confidence " as a " feeling of security "—that is why they term that feeling of security

which is dissapointed a "confidence game."—There are confidence games in all lines of business.

Now it is a great help in business ; especially such a business as the Optical, dealing as it does with

your patrons' eyes; to know you are placing your prescriptions where you can also place your " confidence."
We are the Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South. Our Prescription Department has been brought up

from infancy to always be upon its good behavior. It never betrays our confidence; it will not yours.

Begin the New Year right. With a trial order perhaps first, but make a beginning.

You wouldn't give an order to an
unreliable house if you knew it.

You cannot afford to do it and " not
know."

Write for our New Catalogue, It has
over 200 pages, handsomely illustrated
with half-tones from photographs of
the actual goods.

A New Testing Cabinet
THE XX CENTURY TESTING CABINET is

meeting with great success. It has many features not possessed

by any other cabinet. All advantages of others. Charts

lighted from behind by electricity, gas or oil, and controlled

by operator from any part of room.

$ OE

less 6 per

cent. cash

discount.

Descriptive

pamphlet

on

application.

FOR SALE

BY ALL

JOBBERS.

F. A. HARDY ec CO.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians,

AGENTS: CHICAGO, ILL.
Globe Optical Co.,I3oaton, Maim, for New England.
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia..

BRANCHES:
ATLANTA. GA.
DENVER, COLO.

ArtsiYn'gu Toric Lenses?
IF NOT, WHY NOT and be up to date with
your Prescription Work ? They are becoming
more popular every day.

This form of lens enables the optician to execute in a more
satisfactory periscopic form the ordinary compound and spherical
lenses—the advantage of which is a flatter and consequently
larger field, and at the same time reducing the spherical aberra-
tion. It also renders a coquille form, which in many cases is
very valuable, as it allows the lenses to set closer to the face and
leaves plenty of space for the eye lashes.

The cost is a trifle more expensive than the ordinary form
of lens, but the advantages to be derived from their use will more
than offset the increase in price.

Order a pair from us and see the advantages.

If you want UP-TO-DATE PRESCRIPTION WORK,
send it to us, as we are equipped with up-to-

date facilities for doing same.

"Accuracy and Promptness," Our Motto.--

Established 1850.

THE L. BLACK CO.
Wholesale an Manufacturing Opticians,

DETROIT, MICH.
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Composition in Photography
--

Very often one hears a pho-
tographer boast of the num-
ber of plates he has exposed

during an afternoon trip, when it would have
been much better to speak of the number of
good pictures he has made. Composition
has not been considered. or hardly thought
of. From an artistic point of view, the ease
with which exposures can be made with the
new cameras is very disastrous to the results
obtained. One should always try to get the
best results possible for the time and money
expended, and not form the habit of making
any number of exposures, hoping some of
them will prove good. If every worker
knew more of the laws of composition there
would be more pictures made and fewer hit-
or-miss photographs. Care in choosing the
point of view is the most important thing
about picture-making.

The laws of composition teach what
should be included in a picture, and the
proper arrangement of those objects. The
great law of composition, says P. M. Riley, in
the Photo Era, is to include such objects, and
arrange them in such a way that the result-
ing picture is thoroughly satisfying to the
eye, and conveys the very best possible sen-
timent of the object photograhed. Such a
view will have both harmony of design and
balance of symmetry of the objects portrayed.

When all the objects in a
picture are arranged in such
a way that each seems fitted
for the place it occupies we

have harmony of design. The value of an
object to the composition should not be be-
cause of its individual merit, but from its
relation to the whole composition. This
should be remembered in making figure
studies indoors. Never get all the best arti-
cles of furniture and bric-a-brac in the house
into a view. It will always draw the atten-
tion from what is the real subject of the
picture.

Every good composition should also
have balance of symmetry; that is, all the
objects included should be so arranged that
they make a perfect whole, without detract-
ing from the principal object. The best way
to secure this result is to take short views.
Include as few objects as possible, and the
very simplicity of the picture will be its
beauty. Wide-angle lenses and artistic pho-
tography do not generally go hand in hand.

There are a few simple rules
which, if followed, will do
much toward securing the
desired harmony and sym-

metry of a composition. The horizon line
is sometimes troublesome, but if it is always

Quantity not
Quality

Arrangement
of Objects

Rules for the
Photographer

placed about one-third from the top or bot-
tom the result will usually be pleasing. One-
third from the top is better for short views,
while extensive landscapes require more sky
—about two-thirds of the plate. Very likely
this sky will need to be printed in from
another negative as is nearly always the case.

Good workers consider that the center
of a picture is its weakest point, and the
painstaking pictorialist will carefully avoid
placing the principal object of interest there.
Frequently the principal object is not easily
found, because it is not always the largest.
Whatever is of most interest should be placed
to the right or left of the center, and the
lines of the picture made to converge toward
it as far as possible. Get the lines to run
from one side to the other instead of up the
center of the picture. The necessity of this
caution is well shown by many street and
river views I have seen. Such pictures
should always be taken from the side of the
street or bank of the river, with the idea of
securing as sweeping and graceful lines as
possible. The results will be much more
artistic than views from the center of the
street or a boat in midstream. Always break
up the sky-line with some irregularity, if it
is possible to do so. The V-shaped light
space above a narrow street picture, unless
it is very irregular, is very lacking in
sentiment.

Importance of
Lights and
Shadows

The monochrome artist loses
much with the absence of
color from his work, and he
must arrange so that the

gradations of light and shadow will make up
for it as far as possible. For this reason it
is found better to make certain views early
or late in the day rather than toward noon.
In the first case the shadows are long and
soft with plenty of detail, and the gradations
between the lights and shadows are nicely
blended. A picture made at noon has strong
black shadows directly under the objects, the
high-lights are chalky and the gradations
between light and shade are unpleasant and
abrupt.

When a worker has learned to see a
picture on the ground glass, and to bring
into its composition all the beauty, feeling
and sentiment possible, the reproduction of
the view on a sensitive plate becomes a mat-
ter of mechanical skill. It seems to me,
however, that the mechanical skill cannot be
perfect unless the worker takes time to study
his picture and " drink in " as much as pos-
sible the beauties of nature it discloses.
Suppose the subject is an evening land-
scape ; you must feel the simplicity, the
tranquility, the breadth and solemnity of the
scene. If you carry away a vivid mental
picture of the quietness of the low-lying
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clouds at the horizon, the dying gold of the
afterglow, or the thin mist just beginning to
rise in the distance, you are better prepared
to use your utmost technical knowledge to
bring out these beautiful effects in the nega-
tive. To succeed in doing this, is to achieve
the highest, finest and best part of com-
position.

Overcoming Air Bubbles in Developing
The formation of air bubbles upon a

plate under development is such a frequent
cause of annoyance, that a simple expedient
for preventing them may be welcomed by
some readers.

The treatment consists merely in breath-
ing upon the plate with a slow and full exha-
lation immediately before wetting it with the
developer.

The cold plate when breathed upon
condenses moisture upon itself from the
warm breath, and this invisible -dew predis-
poses the film to receive an aqueous solution
evenly over its entire surface, the impercep-
tible coat of dew acting as a conductor to
guide the developer in an unbroken flow
over the plate. Those places on the film,
which by resisting the developer and remain-
ing coated with a layer of air, produce air
bubbles, as well as those " greasy " places
that sometimes occur on plates, will each re-
ceive the developer as well as any other part,
each having condensed the breath's moisture
upon itself in an equal degree with the rest
of the surface.

While breathed upon, the plate should
be exactly horizontal, and within two or three
inches of the open mouth, care being taken
to go with regularity at least twice over
the entire surface, not neglecting the edges
and corners.

If the plate were held vertically while
breathed upon, the breath would rise by its own
warmth, so that only a limited amount would
reach the plate, particularly its lower part.

In cold weather a plate should be
breathed upon longer than in moderate
weather, because in cold air the breath is
more rapidly cooled in its transit between
mouth and plate. In very cold weather to
go over the plate five or six times has been
my practice.

In hot weather, also, the breathing
should be continued longer than in moderate
weather ; the plate being in hot weather not
sufficiently cooler than the breath to produce
condensation rapidly. In hot weather I go
over a plate three or four times. Since this
expedient occurred to me a few years ago, I
have never had an air bell form on a plate.
The same method should apply to the devel-
oping or gaslight papers.

—if. C. Booth, in the Amateur Ilinlographer.
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No More Guessing.
The Mincer Instantaneous

Axis Register
Has Proved a Success.

THEY ARE SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS. Do
not waste your valuable time to find the axis of
a lens. Mincer's Axis Register gives it instantly
and absolutely correct.

Price, $3.50, net.
No up-to-date optician or oculist can afford to

be without one

Manufactured by L. L. MINCER,
Rochester, N. Y.
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Combined Astigmatic
and Letter Test Chart,
for use with Mirror.

We publish all kinds of test charts for the jobber. If you have
any special design that you would like, won't you correspond with
US and let us quote you a price for same?

Brown & Burpee,
Manchester, N. H., U.S.A.

ARE YOU

ANXIOUS.
to obtain a competence professionally? If so, we can

help you materially.

THE AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE,
One of the oldest and best optical colleges in America (incorporated
mid with Gill legal right to issue diploma and degree " DOCTOR OF
OPTICS " to graduates) OFFERS:

A full and complete course in OPTICS that teaches you bow to test and fit eyes with-
Out any guesswork, and gives you a full, practical, working knowledge of eye anat(my,
physiology and hygiene. This course hy eorrespondence. Price, complete, $8.00 (12.00
down, balance $1.00 per week). Write at TIN! to

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE,
DETROIT, MICH.

AN ACTUAL FACT
The Great German Eye Water
(From the formula or Dr. Agnew) is the best,
simplest and most etfeetive preparation ever
compounded, for inflammation of the eyes or eye-
lids Conjunctivitis, Blepharitis or scaly eye-
lids', burning, smarting or itching of eyes. Its
antiseptic properties destroy the germs and
prevent acute inflammation. The phenomenal
success of this Eye Remedy, has encouraged
several opticians, (would-be) eye specialists and
" home-made" Doctors to put upon the market
Eye Remedies of divers kinds, and by extensive
advertising attempt to divert the attention of
the trade from a valuable Collyrium that has
been used for years in nearly every hospital in
the world, to remedies of which little is known,
except by the advertisers, but the many opti-
cians who have sold the German Eye Water for
20 to 25 years will attest to its value and recom-
mend no other. Dr. Agnew's portrait is on
every box. Get the original. Sold on its merits.

A handsome Show Case with your order for three dozen bottles. Also your special labe on
bottles if six dozen are ordered, and express paid to all parts of the United States. Price, $1.63
per dozen, 619.50 per gross. Order from your .jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER.
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES.

WHAT IS A REMEDY ? Ally substance Or preparation used with the , ie',' of curing or
allaying morbid action. As it would require many of the valuable pages of 'fill,. KEYSTONE to
publish the test i mon ials received from dealers and users of The Great Gennan Eye Water, I refer
dealers in optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different _parts of the country, selling
this remedy, some of then, for more than '20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,
but by the optical trade EXCLUSIVELY. NO COCAINE in this formula.

W. Guilbault, Biddeford, Me, Mawhinney A Ryan Co., Omaha, Nebr.
E. W. Folsom, Somersworth, N. H. J. S. Jenson & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. W. W. Hutchins, Newport, Vt. Wm. Wilson Oakland, Cal.
D. M. Chapin, Springfield, Mass. R. W. Chant *Hain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Eastman & Co., rovidence, R. I. Hight A Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.

.1 John Hindi!), Utica, N. Y.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport, Conn.

Dr. E. If. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Pia.
C. L. Cooke, Clarksville, Tenn.

REFER-
ENCES : B. H. Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y. The G. A. Balm Dia. & Optical Co., Aims-. 

Kost, Jr., Jersey City, N. J. tin, Texas.
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Wm. Gros, Delphi, Ind. C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.

TT Castleherg„ Baltimore, Md.

H. D. & C. H. Lockwood, Joliet, Ill. Mermod A Jaccard Co., $t. Ldt I id, Mo.

,, Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mouud,Mo.
Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, Wis. Oscar MullerA,
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The Following Jobbers in Optical Goods are Selling Agentslif,codr,TollipetiGarleacto.G, epromstaonn,EivryeasWitater:

D. V. Brown, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Spencer Optical Co., 15 Maiden Lane, New York. ( kin ii-Beretta opt 'Gil Co., San Fran-
Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, NewYork. I. k1.11, Cal,
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WARNER & SWASEY PRISM BINOCULAR.

Officially adopted by the NAVY DEPARTMENT as the
" Siandard" and now used on every U. S. battleship and crusier
-also used in the Army, Lighthouse Service and other Depart-
ments of the Government.

UNEQUALED for the tourist, yachtsman, sportsman, etc.
Ask your Jobber for them.

If/rite for the booklet.

The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
185 summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical School in the world where
students serve a regular apprenticeship on
bench and in office. All hist ructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $73.00 ror whole course. No
correspondent courses. A tress,

Klein School of Optics,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

DIAMOND DRILLS
AND

CUTTING DIAMONDS.
GUARANTEED To WORK

Fine Prescription Work.
otmcm. GOODS AT WHOLESALE.

N. QUIINIEW,
Room 21, Jewelers' Building, Boston, Mass.

I will guarantee
Satisfaction on all

Work.
Send me a trial order.

My Prices Are Right
A mid work always of a I, igh order.
Work returned the same day.

C. A. L. LANGTON,

Telephone,

410 Boylston Street,

BOSTON, MASS.2350 Back Bay.

R. J. H1LLINGER 6c CO.,
Silversmiths' Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufficturers of

Silk Guards,
Vest Chains,

Silk

Eyeglass Cords
and

EXCELLO
Fountain Pens.

tel It,dway, New York.

Ask your jobber for the R. J. HILLINGER & CO.
SILK GUARDS.

Ask your jobber for the ALMA SILK GUARD.

HARDY,
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician.

We make a specialty or Prescription
Work for the trade and guarantee to
return work the same day l'ecei veil. iIv,
ims a trial on your work aild see wino
eon do. We :dso furnish mounting and
frames for all K work, if desired. Give
Ii, a trial.

Room 405. 21 Bromfield St., Boston.
t,.kptene 1397 -3 M.

New House, New Goods9
but clii i mm the business.

TRY US ON YOUR 132 WORK.
Best work for the lowest price. ALSO GIVE
US A TRIAL ON YOUR STOCK GOODS.
If we don't save you money we don't want
your trade.

Catalogue will be ready for distribution in
February. Our salesmen will call on our South-
ern customers in January.

13. MAYER,
Manufacturer and Jobbing OPTICIAN,

211 W. Baltimore Street,

(Wholesale (inly.) BALTIMORE, MD.

Bright, Pithy,
Original Ads.

Can be obtained every little
while in lots of 20 at 155.00 with
letter of suggestions by the
man who has produced 20.000
satisfied patients with UP-
TO-DATE METHODS AND
PRINTER'S INK in less than
7 years at the

Empire
Optical Co.

59 Steps from flake's Corner,

Rochester, N. Y.

New style Combs and
Hair Ornaments are
continually being made
under the dictation of
fashion.

Known as the
Providence Shell Works.

Yriole•lanrk.

WILLIAM K. POTTER,
Providence, R. I.

Shell Combs repaired
and repolished a it d
made practically new.
Special work made to
order.

Manufacturer al
(Jasmine: Tortoisio

!Shell Goods,.
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BUTTONS for

ALL SOCIETIES.

Solid Gold, $6.30 per doz.
Rolled-Plate, 3.00 per doz.
Gold Plated, 1.20 per doz.

Chas. K. Winship & Co.
75 State St., Chlcago,111.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD,

Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases.
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock.

x6x Broadway, 688 Broadway,
Below Cortlandt Street. Below Fourth Street.

723 Sixth Avenue,
Between 41st and 42,1 Streets.

NEW YORK.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DCOPYR
EIGSHIGT6IsSac

Anyone sending a sketch and description mar
quickly aScertain our opinion free whether an
invention Is probably patentable. Communica-
t ions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, In the

Scientific American
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir-
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co 36 1 Broadway, New York
Branch Office, 425 F St., Waehlugton, D. C.

[

New and Second-Hand

OVEMENTS
BARGAINS

ht from stocks. New as from fac-
tories. Send for catalogue.
Material and Jewelry Supplies.

merican-made Jewels, 5o eta. doze..
tchcs Repaired for the Trade.
merican Staffs fitted at 50 cents.

PHILIP KATZ,
14 Maiden Lane,
New York.
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Masonic Temple,

The Home of the College.

Thc Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology Masonic Temple,

CHICAGO.
The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.

Life Scholarship, $25. Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses as
often as desired. Enter at any time.

The " McFatrich Eye" ( patented 1902) with pamphlet, $2.00.
Lenses for the " Eye," . . . . 1.o°.

The McFatrich Eye is invaluable, as it demonstrates all Optical Phenomena and is an ingenious device for student practice.
If you have a trial case, you vill not need the lenses. A discount on the " Eye " will be allowed students of this college.

WRITE FOR ANNOUNCEMENT.
1904 now ready.

G. W. McFATRICH, M.D., Secretary,

Masonic Temple, Chicago.
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The Covelle Ophthalmic
Test Cabinet

Wired for any

desired voltage.

Connection with

service made

near Cabinet,

no other wires

required.

Size, 10 x 15 inches.

Before pur-

chasing be sure

and see the la-

test model. Per-

fect muscle test

and illumination

operated from

test case.

Letters manipulated by one cord only. Confusion impossible. Once used, you will never
return to the old-style test cards. It pleases. gives quick results ; it is accurate. 'rest letters
printed on linen, insuring durability. l'rice complete, with electrical connections, $12.00 ;
without electrical equipment,

No optical parlor or refraction room is complete without a card cabinet. Let us send
you a booklet telling all about the Covello and its many advantages over the old style of
testing.

NEW BM-JUANE:0 AC1ENT8..

'rhe 20th Century Testing Cabinet, a carefully made and scientifically constructed
cabinet. Full description on application. Price $10.00 complete, with lighting and operating
attachments. If you would be up to (late, use a Testing Cabinet.

Agents for New England for the Brown & Burpee Ophthalmic Cabinet, with or withoilt
new astigmatic dial. Price $12.00 complete ; with new astigmatic dial, $15.00 complete.

A thing Mai is worth doing, is worth doing well. lf you uould do the best testing, use a
Cabinet. Complete information and literature on application.

GLOBE OPTICAL CO.
403 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

ARTIFICIAL HUMAN EYES
We are the only manufacturers in this country who can produce perfectly

THE FULL BACK REFORM EYES
Sometimes Called the Dr. Snellen Eye.

1st—The Full Back catches the muscles and gives a surprising increase of motion,
producing lifelike expression.

2nd—Give  fort because there are no irritating edges.
3rd—Aseptic, because there is no hollow back to accumulate secretions.
4th—Overcomes sunken appearance, as it completely tills the orbit.

Life-size illustration
of one shape of FULL
BACKREFORM EYE
—No irritating edges.

Life-size Illustration
of old Shell Eye.
Irrilaling edges.

Enlarged Illustration of Full Back Reform Eye, showing clearly the full back, which forms an
easy cushion and ObVi at OS I rrit at ing edges. This FULL BACK is made in various ou rvat urea

Opticians are invited to visit our works and see how we make eyes, matching and tilling
special orders with the utmost facility and accuracy.

We also have constantly on hand the largest stock ot regular such eyes.
We can make to order ton the premises) the most difficult eye within a few days.
Write for our special circular " Facts About Artificial Eyes and How to Order Them."

THE R. HOEHN CO.
I. MAYER & CO., Proprietors. 80-82 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

Also Manufacturers and Importers of Thermometers, Barometers. Hydrometers, etc.
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Letters from Opticians

Readers are requested to send for publication new
ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use of indi-
vidual readers, we do not hold ourselves responsible for
the views expressed. -Editor The Keystone.

The Rule in Esophoria and Exophoria
Ell. K EVSTONE :-111 Dr. Jackson's paper on

" Heterophoria," published in the November KEY-
STONE, the rule as to giving the full or only a par-
tial correction of the refraction of the eyes when
combined with a horizontal imbalance is laid down
practically the same as by many writers. While,
perhaps, few would be misled by the rule as stated,
I think the student of optics would puzzle his
brain very seriously over it and very likely misin-
terpret it for a considerable time before finding out
his error in reading it. I will take the liberty to
point out in what respects the rules laid down will
be misinterpreted. The doctor says:

I. " Exophoria occurring with myopia is an
additional reason forgiving full correcOng lenses."

No other imbalance of the eyes is so certain
to produce pseudo myopia as exophoria ; because,
on account of the innervation by the internal recti
to overcome the outward tendency of the eyes, the
ciliary is apt to be involved, producing a pseudo
or false myopia. There is danger, therefore, that
more myopia will be found than really exists, and
the patient will accept and see better with higher
minus spheres than are required to cover the real
myopia. That is, additions of minus above the
real myopia, would make the eyes artificially
hyperopic, and harmonize the functions of conver-
gence and accommodation by making the two
anomalies (muscular and accommodative, both of
which are wrong) of the same kind, or harmo-
nious in kind. I do not think this was intended.
I would state the rule, however, more as follows :*
" Exophoria occurring with myopia is a reason

for showing great care in prescribing minus lenses,
lest the false myopia, apt to be produced by exo-
phoria, be also covered by the correcting glass,
and nerve waste increased."

The second rule of the doctor's, following the
above, is as follows :

2. " In a hyperope, however, it would be a
reason for not giving a full correction."

Since exophoria, by making it necessary to in-
nervate the internal recti in order that binocular
single vision be obtained, is apt to induce ciliary
action, a full correction of the hyperopia, in con-
junction with such ciliary action, would incline to
fog distant vision. Hence, a patient would not be
apt to accept plus lenses for the full amount of his
hyperopia in these cases. By the beginner the rule
above would be applied very likely, not to this
element of the hyperopia which such sympathetic
action of the ciliary covers, but to the coverable
or acceptable hyperopic correction, and lead to the
under correction even of that portion of the hyper-
opia which is immediately correctible with plus
lenses. I think a better statement of the rule
would be :

In hyperopia, however, it would be a reason
for giving as full a correction as will be accepted
without the impairment of distant vision.

In the third rub-, immediately following. those
above quoted, it may be stated that hyperopia
tends to induce a pseudo esophoria, and I appre-
hend it is this false element in the total esophoria

shown prior to the correction of the refraction that

*Our correspondent forgets that Dr. Jackson avoids the
danger of over-correellon by complete eyeloplegia.—ED.
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the doctor has in mind, and which the full correc-
tion of the hyperopia, if that is possible, will tend
to eliminate. If lenses alone by any system of
fogging will not relax the ciliary, complete cyclo-
plegia ought certainly to do so, and in such full
relaxation of the ciliary the false element in the
total apparent esophoria ought to disappear,
bringing the eyes to real orthophoria, if that is
their true condition, or making an unsuspected
exophoria appear, if the latent hyperphoria is con-
siderable and the apparent esophoria not too
great. The rule could be stated as follows:

Marked esophoria, accompanied even by low
hyperopia, should lead to no prism correction
or operative measures until the full effects of re-
laxing plus lenses have been ascertained, and
hence " it is especially important to give correct-
ing lenses for constant use and to require the
return of the patient at intervals to observe the
effects and increase the plus correction, if possible,
until the esophoria (pseudo) disappears."

Yours truly,
Chicago, Ill. GEO. A. ROGERS.

A Tribute to Dr. Gould
ED. KEYSTONE :—I feel that the vast army of

optometrists seeking for truth owe a deep debt of
gratitude to that distinguished student, George M.
Gould, A. M., M. D., for the magnificent and in-
spiring manner in which he dealt with eyestrain
in the Cleveland address, reproduced in your
December issue. It should be preserved, and the
valuable data contained therein digested by your
readers, who will find ill it inspiration for that
analytical effort so essential to the student who
hopes to cater intelligently to the visual needs of
hutnanity.

It should also appeal to the large number of
your patrons who are not optometrists, but who
have had the advantages of a broad education,
and are therefore fitted to take up the intricate
phases of the new science of optometry, and who
%%ill find in it a grateful field for a life's work, in
xvhich they can so largely contribute to the happi-
ness and welfare of their fellow-man, as %veil as
being able to work along lines which are at once
fascinating and profound, and promise rich com-
pensation and appreciation.

Yours truly,
Dayton, Ohio. JOHN C. EBERHARDT.

Experiences of a Traveling Optician
:- -In reference to the optical

editorial in your November issue, entitled "The
Optical Fakir and Itinerant Optician," I wish to
state that, in my opinion, no good optician that
advertises his business need be afraid of him. I
have made numerous trips on the road. I recently
returned from an eight-months' trip ill Oklahoma
and Indian Territory taking in towns, in each of
which there is a good optician. I did little busi-
ness, and I find if I wait for patients .at a hotel I
would starve. I have to go to the houses, and in
one case had to make as many as seven trips to
close a deal. There is no rush to the hotel any
more to kee the eye specialist, and on every new
trip I find it harder to do business. The traveling
optician is taxed at every jump on the road, and

there are more delays than you can shake a stick
at in a week. Last January the train on which I
was traveling fell through a bridge, and all but the
two last cars were turned upside down. I was in

the last but one and came off all right, but for a
delay and some expense.

At Collinsville, Ind. Ter., during the heavy
rains, rivers overflowed for an area of five miles
in some places and washed out the railroad,
causing a serious delay. Then the hotel-keepers
seemed to have a tax-book at $2 per day, and in
some places it was $2 per day for the privilege of
sleeping in a cot and washing down stairs in a tin
wash dish.

At home I have patients who come too miles
to get a pair of glasses, and I am not afraid of the
traveling optician. If I had never read THE K EX-
STONE, I would never have been an optician. This
letter may give you a good idea that the itinerant
optician does not have a very smooth road to
travel now a-days.

Yours truly,
Raton, N. Mex. A. E. FAIRBANKS.

A Costly Lecture
Through the efforts of President Eberhardt

the claim, plus legal costs, made by L. L. Ferguson,
of New York, against the American Association of
Opticians, has been paid ; this notwithstanding the
decree of the association at its last convention,
disallowing the supplementary bill submitted by
Mr. Ferguson, out of which the issue arose.
Briefly stated the facts of this case are these : Mr.
Ferguson agreed, as the representative of his
friend, Dr. Bryant, of New York, that the doctor
should deliver an illustrated lecture at the Atlantic
City convention last July for which the association
should pay fifty dollars. This sum, as specified in
a letter written by Mr. Ferguson, to President Ellis,
confirming the whole arrangement, was to include
all contingent expenses. Fifty dollars was the
amount which the executive committee had
authorized its officers to pay for one or two
illustrated lectures at the convention. After the
lecture had been delivered, and without having
given notice prior to its deliverance that the
sum agreed upon was inadequate, Mr. Fergu-
son made an additi(mal claim for $16.59. This'
extra bill was submitted to the convened
association, the matter was thoroughly discussed
and the supplementary bill disallowed by an almost
unanimous vote, the fifty dollars originally stipu-
lated being unquestioned. Not satisfied with this
action Mr. Ferguson presented his claim for extra
compensation to the newly-elected president who,
having no authority to settle the claim, passed it
along to the new executive committee, which
body, in view of the rejection of the bill by the
assetnbled association, had no more authority to
pay it than had the president. The committee,
however, pronounced the claim unjustifiable and
this left Mr. Ferguson three alternatives : To
drop it, wait until the association convened again
or bring a law suit. He availed of the last-named
after sending in his resignation from membership
in the association. It should be stated that he did
not deny that the amount sued for was in excess
of that agreed upon. At this stage Treasurer
Swart protested against figuring ill a lawsuit.
President Eberhardt again submitted the matter to
the executive committee, and while disapproving
the merits of the claim urged that it be settled.
The committee was divided on this proposition,
but as a majority seemed to deem it better to waive
the question of right to that of expediency the bill,
which by this time had been increased by over
twenty dollars of law costs, was ordered paid. Thus
the association has the satisfaction of having listened
to an eighty-nine dollar lecture at its last convention.



JOIN OUR NEXT CLASS.

The Best Time of the Whole Year to Study Optics.

Our lists will close on January 19th. Class begins promptly

on January 25th.

Only $7.50 for the Full Course and Degree " Doctor of Optics".

We teach you scientific fitting in your own home.

You do not have to pay board or railway fare or lose a single day from your business.

The entire course is carried on by correspondence. One or two hours of study each

day is all that is necessary.
We teach you in a plain, common-sense way the theory of Refraction and the practi-

cal adaptation of lenses to the different defects of the eye.

We tell you the best way to make your tests and handle your instruments, and why.

We tell you how to question your patients, how to apply the lenses and how to carry

on the entire examination systematically.

We give you a thorough drill in the practical use of the trial set, retinoscope and

ophthal moscope.
We tell you how to write and combine and transpose your lens prescriptions in the

simplest and easiest manner.
We begin at the first elementary principles of Physical Optics and do not leave you

until you feel that you are competent to handle any class of cases that may come to you.

If you join our next class you will be in good season to graduate and have your

diploma before the Spring trade opens.

You will be ready to get your share of the business in your locality.

Our 64-page prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician," tells all about our

college and system of teaching Optics by mail.

It contains letters of reference from many of the most prominent opticians, physicians

and oculists in the profession.
It is yours free for the asking.
Drop us a postal—NOW.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

957.000
Ten Sales for 1903.

I 15

957.000

COL. J. D. LEVVIS,
America's Leading Auctioneer

For the E,.'tabli1-iecl Jeweler.
Off 

404 Champlain Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Refer to the ten Jewelers

I made sales for in 1903 :

1. J. B. TRICKEY,
Lincoln, Nebr.

2. H. CARIO,
Memphis, Tenn.

3. SWEENEY &
FREDERICKS,

Houston, Texas.

4. FRANTZ BROS.,
New Orleans, La.

5. J. H. PRONTAUT,
Augusta, Ga.

6. LEOPOLD LEVY,
Fine Art Goods,

New Orleans, La.

7. A. M. HILL,
New Orleans, La.

8. F. W. BADGER,
Beaumont, Texas.

9. J. FRIEDLANDER,
Memphis, Tenn.

10. T. J. DANTZLER,
Corsicana, Texas.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Col. J. D. Lewis has been conducting an auction sale for us to close out our stock of Jewelry, Watches, Glassware,

etc., at No. 301 Main Street, in this city, commencing March 7th and ending April 3, 1903. During this period he has sold
at auction over $38,000.00 worth of goods, and the sale has in all respects been a very successful one and quite satis-
factory to us.

Besides being a polished gentleman of pleasant manners and address, Col. Lewis is a fluent talker and greatly
impresses his audience with his earnestness, zeal, good humor and honesty of purpose.

As an auctioneer, we feel satisfied that Col. Lewis has no superiors and perhaps but few equals, and we would
regard 4ny one fortunate who may be able to secure his services.

Very respectfully,

/Vly 127th N' r.

My Method Entirely

New.

A Money-Maker.

Sales Conducted on

Strictly Honest Basis.

You are Guaranteed

Against Losses.

Capable of Handling the

Largest and Finest of

Stocks.

Am always busy. Cut

this out for reference,

if you wish to correspond

with me in the future.

Houston, Texas, April 4, 1903.

957.000

SWEENEY & FREDERICKS.

957.000

1=111M11
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JOHN F. TURNER,
EWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

Write for booklet.

103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

REFERENCES.

The following leading and representative firms for whom I have conducted success-
ful sales will inform you what I have done for them. I can do the same for you.

I WIN SUCCESS BY DESERVING IT.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Chicago, III. Frank Curtis Co., Decatur, Ill. Herman Steinman, San Francisco, Cal. 11. F. Hahn & Co., Chicago, 111,

George Wolf & Co., Louisville, Ky. Emil Steinman, Sacramento, Cal. Speck Jewelry Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Taylor Bros., Houston, Texas.

G. fieltkemper, Portland, Ore. J. K. Basye, Seattle, Wash. Breen & Morris, Attys., Ft. Wayne, Ind. McConahay Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Wm. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis. Buysse the Jeweler, South Bend, Ind. S. N. Jenkins & Co., Richmond, Ind. Dorken Bros. & Co., Montreal, Can.

The Jaccard Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. Topliff & Co., St. Paul, Minn. Haines & Oberer, Columbus, Ohio. Lord Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

C. W. Ernsting, San Diego, Cal. C. II. Knights & Co., Chicago, Ill. M. Henricksen, Duluth, Minn. Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.

Morris 0. Cohen, Pittsburg, Pa. Estate of H. C. Graff, Fort Wayne, Ind. Andersen & Co., Ishpeming, Mich Henry O. Yohn, Joliet, Ill.

Geo. C. Bowen, Niagara Falls, N. V. William Day, Lexington, Ky. Steadly Bros., Carthage, Mo. C. 0. Schulze, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

T. Porte & Company, Grand Forks, N. Dak. Chas. H. Locher, Lancaster, Pa. .1. D. Hawthorn, Kearney, Nebr. James D. Murphy, New York, N. Y.

Sales conducted in any part of the United States and Canada.

If you

for further

NOW IS THE
TIME

to have an auction sale. The

holiday rush is over and you

have a great many goods left

on the shelves ; if you would

like the cash instead, I can get
it for you.

If you want a successful sale

and one that will bring you

in the most cash, you want
DESELMS to conduct it.

are contemplating such a sale, write DESELMS
information and earliest date. " Satisfaction

guaranteed."

Correspondence confidential. All inquiries answered
promptly.

E. H. DESELMS,
ATTICA, IND.

a.

Thinking
What about?
About these
unpaid bills, the
big stock I've
got left after
Christmas, and
should I want
to leave here,
how can I sell
out ? Why by
an auction,
which will place
you where you
want to be, and
get the

Leading
.Jewelers'
Auctioneer

of America to
make your sale.

D. 0. HERNDON,
506 New York Life Building,

Phone, 2.341 Main. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Leads the Profession!
"WORCESTER," the most successful auctioneer since
the clays of the late Mr. P. J. Burroughs. The jewelers through-
out America have discovered the features and manner of my
conducting a sale, and to this I feel is due my continued pro-
gress in the march to

Auctioneering Supremacy.
Have a few open dates, and if you contemplate moving your

undesirable stock in the near future,
wire or write me, as you run no
risk in using the WORCESTER
WAY."

I lere are a few of my more recent
sales. Ask any of them of their
experiences regarding auctioneers.

A. L. Desboullions & Son, Snvannsh, Ga.
H. S. Lilius (2 sales), Manistee, Mich.
Mrs. H. S. Mercer, Birmingham, Ala.
S. Beck Jewelry, Co., Beaumont, Texas.
V. D. Morris & Co., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
Schaal & May, Atlanta, Ga.
J. H. Nelson, Colorado City, Cob.
Chas. Bachman, Ottumwa, Iowa.
L. G. Call ;2 sales), Waynesburg, Pa.
Hess & Singer, Jacksonville, Fla.
Mrs. E. J. Kelley, Atlanta, Ga.
W. W. Call, M'ayneshurg, Pa.
Rube Field, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Stockton & Whitmore, Denver, Colo.
Rosenblatt & Co., Greensboro, N. C.
F. J. Hooper, Denver, Colo.
Mermod & Jaceard's, St. Louis, Mo.

F. A. Worcester 524 Pine Street,
9 ST. LOUIS, MO.

,47
cNOT
A FLAW
in Raven's time-tried
plan of conducting
auctions for jewelers.

Skillfully and ex-
pertly he disposes of
entire stocks or any
part of them on a
division of profits.
This is the safest

and best plan for
you. No chance for a
loss—no sacrifice of

goods.
Start this year right by trying one of these sales ; it will

prove the biggest paying proposition you ever went into.
The story isn't half told. Write for more.

John H. Raven, Holland, Mich. •111111•ft

KING OF AUCTIONEERS
What more can any per-

son ask or get?

His RECORD proves

he LEADS them all.

1st—As an entertainer.

2d.—As a speaker.

3d.—In making large
profits.

Established i 886.

He invites the trade to

look up his record.

Telephone

2015 Main.

A. L. Gottlieb.

He guarantees
large profits.

Thousands of
references and daily
paper notices given
in correspondence.
Free. Write for
it, a book giving
some very valuable
information.

A. L. Gottlieb, 203 s. Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.



Established 38 Years.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.
Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

BEFORE.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
1 2-1 4- I 6 John Street, New York City.

AFTER.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
You can't afford to neglect

the watch work during the
busy season. Send it to us.

W. H. Craft,
210 Pearl St., Buffalo,. N.Y.

Retrain.

NEW PRICE.
Enameled Chatelaines, .
Gold Inlaid, • • • 3.50

In Boxes with Pin to match (as per cut), 75 cents extra.

Jeweled and thoroughly examined before shipment.
Subject to immediate return if not satisfactory.

Chicago,

405

Masonic Tempie,

L. KAI LINSKY.

kNaGSM,
aN-miyoiaeuSasva.

UN-

:1..1U K. ut C.

J. Bulova Co
WRITE FOR

OUR NEW

CATALOGUE

which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

351.t Initial.

RING MANUFACTURERS,

• 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

3510 Photo.

!T
GEBHARDT BROS.,

Maker, of

Diamond Mountings,
Class Pins and Badges. —

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
FAT'0

AUTOMAT! C

SAFETY
CATCH

Victory Button Back. I Victory Attachments. Jobbing a Specialty.

samples and New Price-List 4/11 appli( at ion. LION BLDG., CINCINNATI.

I Have No Partners.

661FI-M ORIGINAL."

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuard.

For Scarf Pius, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For
sale by all wholesalejewelersandmaterialhouses.
Sample by mail,25c; in 10 K. gold, 75c; 14K.,51.00
M. CROHN.mitr.anwtr..48&60Maiden Lane.N.Y.

JUST OUT ! Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster, cut from 10 K.
gold filled stock. Gold in front
twice as thick as on back. Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. est&
sizes. gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz. metal. astd sizes,

85c. For saniph,, one small and one medium
large size gold tilled and one metal adjuster, 50e.
Address Chester Wells, leweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

Respectfully yours,

COLONEL T. P. MOODY,
3415 Wabash Avenue,

CHICAGO.

Jewelers' Auctioneer.

Our patent fasten.
lag on all rings.

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

All sales conducted in a first-class
and gentlemanly manlier.

,STEPISjEAP ERI/NCENGRAVING
TO THE rRA OE

ADAM PIETZ
/504 .Sansom S

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector
For Scarf Pins, Studs and
Lace Pins. The latest and
best invented. Can be
adjusted to any size pin.
Price, $1.00 per doz.

'IP For sale by all leading11 wholesale jewelry and
material houses.
Samples by mail, 10 cents.
1Iyourf01,11er Ii,e.. nol handle

II, kindly nth LH. us.

0. SHERMAN,
is,cn hr RIO Maker,

56 Newark Ave., Jersey City, N. J.NOTICE 
patternrii;ir:iErNnoisrh,Nirliiivkr!ii,olizEsai (. formerly sold by ODENHEI MER

MIL

Look out for my ad. next month, when

I will publish my original poem entitled

" A Yellow Dog's Love for a Nigger."

Pa,.
3hty

Pit3.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

C. E. MANOR.

LONG DISTANCE PHONE 1765.

Manor & McConnell,
.21merica, s Premier Jewelry _Auctioneers

Our reputation was not built upon self-written, laudatory, boasting recommen-
dations, but by deeds ..nd facts.

Not an idle moment since last July, and a host of highly-pleased clients speaks
volumes in praise of our abilities. We have a few open dates for this Spring's busi-
ness, and if you contemplate holding a sale it certainly will be to your advantage to
write us for terms, etc. We are prepared to conduct sales in any part of the English-
speaking world for legitimate jewelers only.

Remember, by employing us you secure the services of two first-class aucticneers
for the price you would have to pay for one.

Address all communications to

CHAS. E. MANOR, roi6 Main St., Kansas City', Mo.
F. McCONNELL.

er FAULTLESS
Balance Staffs and

Balance
Jewels.

ira.le I. Bala Ice Stalls, extra finish, $1.50 doz.
" 2, " " polished, . 1.25 "
" 3, " ` gray, . . 1.00 "
" I, " Jewels, extra finish, 1.50 "
II 100 "

(!1111 Jewels, 1  00 "

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Inv llurry-up People."

r52252 
/&s2g25s

COME HERE
and learn to be a

High-Class Engraver
and demand a big salary. Hun-
dreds of others have done so ;
why not YOU?

Only the best of everything
connected with this school.

NN'rite for prospectus.

THE BEES
ENGRAVING SCHOOL,

Steele Memorial Building.

ELMIRA, N. Y.Iii 

-_52S–H___52_52.5252_52525

The Brilliant

should he in every village
store, home and farmhouse
In America. They don't
cost much to start with, are
better than kerosene, elec-
tricity or gas, and can be
run for less than one-quar-
ter the i.xpense.

Gives 100 Candle Power
at Less than
15 cts. a Month.
Safe as a candle.

Gan be used any-
where by any one.
Over 100, 000 in
daily use during
the last 5 years.

ALL GOOD.
Write for revised

catalogue.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.,

42 State St., Chicago, III.

F. C. Kos. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
26 State Street, CHICAGO.

Ateam
Irtapidarg.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

4isriA\

You can make the year 1904 the most profitable you ever had
y attending our college.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO READ OUR AD. ON PAGE 92.
We teach all branches of the jewelry business thoroughly and practically.

Send for (nil' ProNpectu., it will give you full in

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY,

F. W. Schuler, Principal. Broad & Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Watch Repairing for the Trade.
REGULATING AND ADJUSTING A SPECIALTY.

Good Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.

Wm. N. Brunner,

Best Material Used.
Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

711 Sansom Street,
Second Floor Front,

Philadelphia, Pa.

%Pell

Rms.

ESTABLISHED 1890.

Mainspring
Satisfaction.

A cheap mainspring is a poor
investment. No good watch-
maker will use them. When
a spring breaks your customer is
dissatisfied and you lose the time
III replacing it and your reputa-
tion for doing good work. You
can remedy this by using

TIDD'S RED CROSS
SPRINGS,

which are guaranteed against
breakage. Out of over too gross
sold last year we only replaced
27 broken springs. Our price is
only $1.00 per dozen or $11.00
per gross. Each spring guaran-
teed. 'Fry a sample dozen.

Tidd & Co.
Columbiana, Ohio.

MEMBER
AMERICAN

HOROLOGICAL

SOCIETY CHICAGO

IIISTAnimaillro 40 YEARS

ei4C/L,

EXPERT
WATCHMAKER

to the 'Trade

103 STATE STREET

Cnronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

T teach adjusting in a thoroughly modern way.
Write me tor particulars and terms.

What School?
We teach Watchmaking, Engrav-

ing and Optics. Positions obtained
for graduates. Students may enter at
any time. Individual instruction.
Send for catalog.

ELGIN
HOROLOGICAL

Elgin, III. SCHOOL.

As the bells RING, a new
year we begin;

You will need RINGS of
metal true;

RING us up when you do.

RINGS a Specialty. We
solicit memo. orders, and
carry stock in our Chicago
office.

'an

3N-39 patirtkip
.i`t •

Factory, 52 Maiden Lane.

Chicago, 405 Masonic Temple. I.. Kat husky.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silvei

for English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our Ncw Price. Li st.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
IImier heading "AltilationsWanteil,"

ONE CENT per %vord for tirst twent3 -titre
words. Ad d I I ioiial words and advertise-
ments, T I i it EE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," KEE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials Iind abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure insertion money must ac-
company all II rd PI'S for advertisements,
and copy llllist reach Its not later than
the 25th of each  th for Insertion in
the following  tli's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps t be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must ace pally the copy of
the advertisement.

A d vertIsers who are not subscriber.
must mend 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in Willeil their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
-•-

SITUATIONS WANTED.
l'tpler I hI endI00,11NE CEN'T per word, Sr flmt

lwenlo•lhe word, A1111111011 al word+ and 81118r11■1•1111.111M,
TIIIILE VESTS per word. 50 lulverlImInen I let•erlra
for Ie, I him 25 rent,

I 5 N I : 1.,t -Hass 5% atclimaker and engraver.
.1 need apply. 'lest refs.
" 1.1111,1 Keystone.
s salesman 111111 IIA,18111111 W111011nlaker, 1 year

• 

at bench ean do plain engraving. 23 years
of age ; have hods. Alinnesota or bordering
States pref. "Jeweler," bOX 96, hayfield,

nem, IS, no bad habits, wants chance
h. tinish trade ; had 9 years exp. Can do

common watch and elook work, some jewelry
repairing ; NVilling to work for
small salary. Peter Carilmni, Rawlins, Wyo. 

12 YEA Rs' ex!. ; watch and clock repairer,good 8111,111811, ants work. Salary ex-
pected, Sts weekly. I iood ref.; have some tools
and material. I lenry Young, Blaine, Ky.
IAN. III Ii, .y ahhmaker and optician of 5

eN IL ilc,I For. :lam present employer.
Western or Central Slates pref. Address, Box
53, Emmons, .Minn.
VOUNG man with about 2 years' exp., desires

▪ 

110811IOn Under expert refractionist where
he can get actual experience. Expert knowl-
edge no her than salary desired. "51 751," care

VI .1 NI; man, 5 years' exp. as watchmaker,
I I g %PI' and jeweler. Good ref.; state
wages. Paul M. Strain, Nokomis, Ill.
Pins] -( ss watchmaker would like position,
L ((III iI IIi(iIIlC(I with railroad work ; own
tools. I' 713," care Keystone.

l'ION as watch repairer and refracting
opt ician to work on shares and have charge

of business. " R 742," care Keystone.
g YEARS' exp. on complicated watches, clocks
U and jewelry. Can do plain script engraving.
Write me and receive answer sure. Christopher
Skaggs, box 94, Oakford, 

A COMPETENT refractionist will be open for
it engagement after Jan. 15th. Methods em-
ployed in examination : Retinoscopy, ophthal-
moseopy and test case. The application of
prisms and the ophthalmometer understood.
Adjusting of frames and eyeglasses. Address,
Alexander Murray, 45 West Thirty-Fourth St.,
New York, N. Y.

AS watchmaker, plain engraver or salesman, or
a to take charge of repair department. First-
class ref. Only first-class house need apply.
J. H. Sohn, 18 E. Columbia St., Detroit, 511e11.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-

▪ 

graver desires situation ,• 6 years' practical
exp. Fine ref. and all tools. P. 0. Box 565,
Salmon, Idaho.
WATCHMAKER and engraver desires position

at once. Best of refs. furnished. Have full
set of tools. " P 771," care Keystone.
QPECIA I.—All-around man to take complete
U charge of. business. Expert watchmaker,
expert optician, expert salesman, plain en-
graver. Wire best terms. Box 54,Resseiner,Mich.

TRAVELING salesman, long experience, wide
I acquaintance, open for engagement in clock,
silver, jewelry or any kindred line, Will accept
very reasonable salary for first year. Best refs.
"5 748," care Keystone.

IS an optician and assistant watchmaker.
" C 760," care Keystone.

VASTERN NewYork or Western Massachusetts.
11 Watchmaker needing young married man,
excellent habits and character, plain watch,
clock and jewelry repairer, please address
" C 761," care Keystone.
fly first-class refractionist ; one where address
IJ and ability will be appreciated. 12 years'
exp.. 
' 
80 years of age; gilt-edge refs. " L 764,"

care Keystone.
VOUNG man, 22, 4 years' exp, jewelry jobbing
I and clock repairing, desires chance to learn
watch repairing and improve on engraving.
Massachusetts pref. " 767," care Keystone.

(Continued onPage iso)



I 50
SITUATIONS WANTED. .

(Continued front page Ng)
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, all-around assistant,
11 desires position at once. Sober and reliable;
own tools. N. Jensen, Joy, Ill.
I WANT position anywhere front Texas to
I Connecticut, with hours from 8 to 6. All-
around man; up in high-grade railroad watches,
French clock and jewelry repairing. As little
clerking as possible—I'm a workman. No
engraver; best ref.; strictly temperate. "K 787,"
care Keystone.
fil Jan. 15th to 30th, a permanent position by
Li a first-class watchmaker, engraver and grad-
uate optician with 20 years' exp. Speaks
German. Salary, $25 per week. Only first-class
house need apply. Address, " F. R.," No. 25,
room 601Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, first-class salesman,
" etc., with some knowledge optics. Young
man, 20 years old. In New England or New
York State; Feb. 10th. Best refs. "B 747,"
care Keystone.
AS watchmaker and all - around. assistant.
a " C 745," care Keystone.
HY young man, Al jewelry jobber and clock
Li man, second watch work and engraving.
West pref.; best ref. "11 768," care Keystone.
FXP-ERT refracting optician and frante-fitter,
Li with 5 years' exp., wants position in altitude
of 4000 feet, or over. Best refs. Dr. Clinton L.
Williams, 624 Fifteenth Street, Denver, Colo.
A BOUT March 15th. %Vetch maker and engraver
Li desires position with prospects of buying
out after becoming satisfied. Northwestern
States pref. " B 757," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, graduate
" optician, New York and Chicago colleges
attendant courses. Am young man, 15 years'
exp., sober and industrious ; 6 years as jeweler
in drug store—drug exp. Have tools, also
speak German. South Dakota pref.; line refit.
" L 756," care Keystone.
aOOD location fora repair business by a watch-
" maker and jeweler. A good workman. Or
would take steady job. " M 755," care Keystone.
fly young man, permanent position with ad-

vancement. Watchmaker, jeweler, 6 years
exp. Own tools and bench ; best ref'. Pacific
coast. " %V 754," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver wishes
fr position by Jan. 30th with old-established
jeweler. Refs. Address, "Engraver," 716
Second Street, South Parkersburg, W. Va.
WATCH repairer on railroad watches, plain
V, engraver and jeweler by March 15th. West
pref.; will go anywhere ; permanent position
only. " Watch Repairer," general delivery,
Milwaukee, Wis.
HY Al watchmaker, optician and salesman ;
11 does fair jewelry Jobbing and script engrav-
ing. Finest refs.; have tools, etc. W. F.
Stricker, 1320 Bull Street, Columbia, S. C.
A DY engraver, age 22, wants position Feb. 1st,

Li as engraver ; salesman and stock-keeper of
some exp. Central States preferred. "Lady
Engraver," 119 Koch Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
aRADUATE optician, engraver and assistant
11 watchmaker. Young man. Would buy an
interest. Have all tools. Box 123, Earlville, Ill.
ay watchmaker, jeweler, optician, plain en-
11 graver ; 8 years' exp. in drug business.
Have all tools, trial case, etc.; speak German;
married ; best of ref. Do not answer unless
steady man is wanted. Address, P. 0. box 21,
Alden, Iowa.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker desires position at
I once. In Massachusetts pref. Own tools,
good habits. Address, "A. B. C.," 45 Charles
Street, Springfield, Mass.
I DESIRE a good window location for bench
work, or will take a position. I have tools

and lathe. C. B. Stover, Versailles, Mo. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver desiresposition. Young man, 6 years' practical
exp., with fine refs.; all tools. Box 565, Salmon,
Idaho.
WATCH repairer on complicated work ; opti-

cian and Man and engraver. Permanent position
only—any time for position to March. Have
tools, lathe, instruments. Vest. State salary,
requirements, first letter. " Mil. Watchmaker,"
general delivery, Minneapolis, Minn.
WATCHMAKER, optician, jeweler •, engrave
" some. Single, age 30. Permanent position,
$15 per week. No tobacco or liquor. "0 774,"
care Keystone.
HY watchmaker, jeweler and plain engraver;
L, some knowledge in optics ; good refs. Salary
$20 per week. ddrese, " Barter," room 601,
103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
WATCHMAKER of 18 years' exp. would like
" position as such, or as material man with
first-class house in sonic Western city—Cali-
fornia pref. Own tools, Me. " %V 779," care
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, of 18 years exp in retail
VT store, open for engagement to take charge
of exhibit at the exposition this year. "C 778,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, thorough on all kinds of
" work ; 25 years' exp.; has all tools, good
refs. At present employed in the West, wants
to get South—having lived in South for 20
years. Address, " D 770," care Keystone,
QALE,SMAN, jewelry or kindred lines, wants
Li traveling position with good house. At
liberty Jan. let. 12 years handling above goods.
New 'York or New England pref. " C 782,"
care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

HY a young man, position as clock repairer and

• 

Jots work ; also window trimmer, sideman
and stock-keeper. Ref. sent. "E 776," care
Keystone.
HY young man, 25 years old. Good engraver,

fair watchmaker and jeweler. To begin
Jan. 15, 1904. " D 773," care Keystone.
POSITION by expert watchmaker and first-clams
1 jeweler, optician and salesman. Exp. 12
years. Married man. Only a, position with
first-class house desired. Salary expected, $25 .
per week. Ilave flue bench and tools. Avail-
able on 30 days' notice. Refs. furnished.
" B 740," care Keystone.
u'ILL take a position ; have all tools. Or a
" good window location for bench work.
Address, George A. Messer, East Alstead, N. 11.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HE•DING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

flowsmnit wanted at once. Address, J. A.

• 

Buck master, Madison, %Vitt.
(10111PLTENT clock and jewelry repairer and
U assistant watchmaker. First letter must
contain full particulars and refs. Geo. W. Ellis
Jewelry Co., Butler, Mo.
A FIRST-CLASS refractionist to manage a wen-
n established retail optical store in large city.
Must speak Gorman and give small security—
give full particulars. "AI 750," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler to take position
lf in Kentucky town. Address, Jos.'S. Voss
Jr Sons, Cincinnati, Ohio.
QALESMEN to handle as a side line a quick
LI selling novelty in a new patent safety foun-
tain Ten and pencil holder. Address, S. J.
Meyel•peter & Co., 1226 North Law tidal° Avetitie,
Chicago.
APIDIST wanted ; good character and refs.

Li indispensable. One with a knowledge of
jewelry repairing pref. Jessop, San Diego, Cal.
A FIRST-CLASS experienced retail jewelry
n salesman. Preference to one who can take
In watch work or engrave. C. H. Mourison,
Topeka, Kans.
AN expert engraver and salesman having fair
.11 ability RS workman. C. 11. Morrison,
Topeka, Kans.

rfr 
once, general workman understanding

optics, engraving and jewelry repairing.
Willing to pay good wages. Refs. iced. A.
Marean, Belvidere, Ill.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker who can engrave
n and is capable of taking charge of store.
Ref. required. Address, " Business," box 203,
Anniston, Ala.
QEVERAL first-class optical salesmen to rehire-
" sent wholesale optical house in different
sections of the United States. Good opportunity
for the right men. Address, " A 741," care
Keystone.
FRIGHT young man with some exp. as watch-
" maker and jobber. Good chance to improve.
"S 762," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver by
I Jan. 1st. Good light and short hours ; first-
class refs. required. State salary In first letter.
Address, Thos. J. Routledge, Elmira, N. Y.
A GOOD engraver and who can repair all kinds

ofjewelry. Estberg & Sons, %Vattkesha, Wis.
FEB. 15th, watchmaker to take charge of repair
L department and assist in waiting on trade.
One with drug exp. pref. J. B. Hampton,
Colby, Kans.

YOUNG men who want to finish their trade
I under a competent instructor. Must have
had exp. at the bench. State exp. and refs.
" K 752," care Keystone.
THOROUGH watch repairer ; one who is com-
l. patent and knows how to repair watches.
Must furnish refs. as to ability and character.
State exp. and wages, also send sample of work.
" H 753," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler who can engrave
ri and understands optics. Must he good
salesman and young man. Salary $12 to $15.
Evans Drug & Jewelry Co., Morganfield, Ky.
EXPERIENCED watchmaker, good engraver
Li and salesman. Permanent position to right
party. Nice town in Illinois. " B 775," care
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and monogram en-
" graver. Send sample of work and state
wages in first letter. Steady place, sober and
Industrious ; best of ref. 75 miles from St.
Louis in Illinois. " C 777," care Keystone.
ARE you good watchmaker, fair jeweler and
a engraver wanting steady position with store
in good New York State town, $15 week? All-
around man. If so, address "13 785," care
Keystone.

Al WATCHMAKER who can repair jewelry,
engrave, • etc.; all-around helper. Nice

town State of New York. Steady job ; will suit
you ; want it? Ad., " B 784," care Keystone.
AT once, first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
/1 plain engraver. Must be first class on rail-
road watches and good all-around man, with
plenty store exp. to take in work, give estimates
and wait on trade when necessary. None but
first-class mechanic need apply. Must come
well reconmiended, permanent position. Salary
no object ; will pay all the man is worth. M.
Berman, Altoona, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and sales-
1 man. Permanent position to right man.
Address, " P 786," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

w AlVIINI A K ER to take charge of our branch
" store in southern part of the city. SI list be
strictly a first-class workman and acquainted
with all the details of railroad watch inspection.
Must be steady, sober, and well recommended.
SI irried man pref. Send recommendations
with first letter. Salary, $25 per week. A.
Graves Co., 341 Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.
TRAVELING salesman wanted as traveling
1 watch inspector on railroads in Mexico.
Single man, and one having hail exp. in rail-
road wateli inspection prer Alma be familiar
with watelies and be prom ical watchmaker. An
aggressive watch salesnme, with faculty for
mak i ng friends and holding them—a good
mixer. A good opportunity' fur the right man.
Delightful climate—no snow, no ice. Dealings
with Anwrietuis. Address with refs and photo.,
if possible, A. C. Smith, general watch inspector
for the railways of Mexico, Apartado 2151, City
of Mexico, Mexico.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

WANTED, a grandfather's clock. Must be
if genuine and in good repair. "0 736," care
Keystone.
FVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry.
U watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and aweepsmelter of gold and silver les-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansorn St., Philadelphia. 
TO buy an interest in a jewelry store. Box 123,

• 

Earlville, Ill.
WANTED for cash, second-hand ophtlialine-
11 meter and riding frame cabinet. Send cut,
maker's name and lowest price. 0. B. Eilestad,
Lanesboro, Minn.
OT second-hand Elgin and Waltham and

I" other makes and kinds of new and second-
hand watches. Mrs. N. H. Allen, box 273,
Tecumseh, Okla. Ter.
JEW JURY store wanted, Good town, good
11 business, good run bench work. State full
particulars. "It 765," care Keystone.
l'11ALL business in New England. Box 250,
U Kingfield, Me.
QECOND-HAND roll-top watchmaker's bench

• 

In good condition ; also stool. F. E. Latto,
Uhrichsville, Ohio.
()ASH paid for established jewelry store. Ad.,
U Box 225, East St. Louis, Ill.
TO buy watchmaker's bench, tools and material.
I C. A. Peabody, Argos, Ind.
WANTED for spot cash. Will pay cash for
" established jewelry business worth from
$20,000 to $30,006 In large city. Ad., " Cash,"
room 601 Columbus Memorial Building,Chicago.
IEWELRY business invoicing $5000 to $7000 in

• 

Western climate favorable for cartarrahl
afflictions—California pref. Give invoice, gross
yearly sales and net profits first letter. " J. H.
L. 82," room 601 Coltinibus Memorial Building,
Chicago.
FRONT window in some Southern or Western
1 town that needs watchmaker and optician.
No stock. Age 40; 20 years' exp. On the
square. Wm. F. Newell, Schuyler Lake, N. Y.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures ; only good store
U in a city of 10,000—surrounding country
good ; large summer souvenir trade. Repairing
$1500. Sales will run over $13,000. Stock and
fixtures inventory $10,000. If interested, write
Jim. A. Cox, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Qrocic and fixtures in first-class town in South-
" ern Wisconsin. Rich dairy country. Will
invoice about $2000. Other business. "S 684,"
care Keystone.
EXCEPTIONAL opportunity—Jewelry and op-
'A Heal business in fastest growing town in
West Virginia. Coal and gas region. Indus-
tries locating account cheap fuel. Extensive
contributory territory. Clean stock ; invoice
glow with fixtures. Bench work $75 per month.
Little competition. Good profits. Inability to
do bench work reason for selling. " It 737,"
care Keystone,
(11,DEST and best located store in town, hided-
,/ tug block. Pop. 8000. Frank Catlin, Win-
sted, Conn.
(ILD-ESTABLISHED jewliry business. Ad-
1/ dress, Box 72, Boyertown, Pa.
QTOCK or part of stock and fixtures for sale;

nothing less than $1000or more'to take snap.
Bench work averages $125 and more per month.
Don't write unless you mean business. Michi-
gan town. Other business to attend to. "C 76)1,"
cure Keystone.
(INLY jewelry store in Eastern Kansas city
U of 7000. Railroad division point. Watch
Inspector. Sales last year $9000, steadily in-
creasing ; invoice about $3000. " S 763," care
Keystone.

(IORNER jewelry store, fine location. Bench
U work $3000 per year. Wish to retire. Apple,
the jeweler, corner Third and Pennsylvania
Avenue, S. E., Washington, D. C.

(100D-PAYING jewelry store in Central Ohio.
11 County seat. Pop. 2500. Invoice about $1200.
Bench work 660 to $75 per month. Good rea-
sons for selling. " SI 749," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

JIEWELRY store in Austin, Pa.,,ileing a goodbusiness. Fixtures and location for sale or
rent. W. S. Warner, Austin, Pa. 

ifFILY jewelry and china store in good Illinoistown of 1000. Beat farming locality. "K 746,"
care Keystone. 
TWELVE years established, finest optical prac-

lice, city 12,000 inhabitants. Failing health.
$500 ; less by reducing stock. " H 750," care
Keystone.
IEWELRY store, 28-foot wall case, 20 feet

shelving, 54 feet counter, 38 feet ehow cases,
safe, roll-top bench and some other things, $500
(cost $1000), and as much stock as you wish.
Annual sales $7000. No competition. Fine op-
portunity for some one with small capital. Lo-
cation South, the place for people with lung
trouble. "S 758," cure Keystone. 
(IN account of bad health will sell for $600 cash
11 the only optical business In a Southern
town, which is the county seat, including 15,000
inhabitants and a surrounding pop. of 75,000.
Address, " D 735," care Keystone.
THE only jewelry store in town 500 pop. Fine
I location. No oppositions. Well settled coun-
try. Have 5-year lease of store 40 x 18 ; plate-
glass front. Have an up-to-date set of tools, 40
feet of show cases, with 10-foot wall case, big
safe — everything new last year ; cost $1000.
Have a nice little stock you can buy it' you
wish. Any reasonable party can close a deal.
P. E. Ahearn, Courtenay, N. flak.
IlEIVELRY store for sale. Must sell 011 account
11 of ill-health. Price $000. E. B. Seehcr,
2406 Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago.

JEWELRY and optical business ins
Southent Alinnesota. Must he sold at

once because of illness in family. J.E.Fairchild,
Fairmont, Minn.

$3500

HAVE for sale, as administrator, a stock of
jewelry and books in one of the best towns

in Southern Michigan. Will sell the stock of
books separate, or stock of jewelry separate, or
will sell them both together. The business has
been established for 30 years, with a good reputa-
tion, butt wish to close it. out to settle up the
estate. Address, It. A. Heesen, Administrator,
Tecumseh, Mich.
(1,00D-PAYING jewelry lousiness in one of the
11 best 1200-pop. towns of Central Tows, the
only store in town. Stock about $2500. Address,
Lock Box 19, Gladbrook, Iowa.
IEWELRY stock in Northwest Washington.
1.1 Poor health is the cause. Big pay roll here.
Not much opposition. Rent reasonable. Stock
will invoice $5000 or $6000. Good mfg. town.
Full particulars in first letter. " K 738," care
Keystone.
-ACRE orange grove, navels, 12 years old.

11 Good 6-room house and barn. Fine prop-
erty, in best and healthiest Southern CItlifornia
orange country,. $6000, or will trade for
good jewelry business, Colorado or Middle
West pref. Also 2% acres as above, but no build-
ings, $2500. Address, J. Schwab, Ontario, Cal.
IN San Francisco, Cal., a prosperous wholesale
1 watch mateyial and eenti-preeiotts stone bald-
ness. Sold only on account of the death of the
proprietor, Mr. .1. B, Jones, who had established
and conducted this business for over 25 years.
The purchase of this business offers an oppor-
tunity to any up-to-date man to become the
owner of a prosperous .101)11111g businese, with
good trade, in a city of 450,000 pop. The sleek
Inventories about $12,000, which is the amount
asked—no consideration for good-will. Time
of IL. Zimmern & Co., 47 Maiden Lane. New
York City, or Mrs. J. B. Jones, 3 Hardie Phiee,
San Francisco, Cal.
ao0D-PA YING old-estaltlished optical store.
11 New York City ; fine business street ;
has all latest fixtures. Am retiring from retail
business. Right terms to right party. Address,
" Aaolph," P. 0. box 220, Madison Square, New
York City.
fiLD-ESTARLISHED business in center of dark
✓ tobacco district in Tennessee town of 10,000
pop. III-health cause of retiring. Stock has
been reduced to small remnant. Fixtures in
good location now intact. Low rent. $200 to
$300 per month repairing and optical receipts.
Will remain wills purchaser several months
until well started. Will sell at low price one
other store with fair stock. 2 railroads. Corre-
spondence solicited. Quarles Bros., Clarksville,
Tennessee.

$2000 WILL buy the only jewelry store in agrowing Eastern town of 4500. Stock
and fixtures all new and up to date. Good
reason for selling. "II 781," care Keystone.
AN old-established jewelry and material house,
n whose business has grown to such proportien
that it is impossible to give proper attention le
both departments, desires to dispose of their
material department with good-will of same
This is an excellent chance for a bright, Pliel'-
getic man with a small capital to step right inot
a well-paying business. Stock is not large,
well assorted and in excellent condition.
Reasonable terms will be made to the right
party. " C 783," care Keystone.
AIANUFACTUEING and retail jewelry bug-
ill nese, located in a world-renowned health
resort in New Jersey. Business established in
1885. Will sell business, store and factory, or
business only, and lease premises for a terns of
years. Best of reasons for making change.
Particulars given on application. Do not
reply, please, unless you have at least $5000 to
Invest. " J 739," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

a001) jeWI'l I') blioilleSs ill live towns of 800. No
" compet it ieli luvoice $500. Vill sell all or
part of stork. Geo. Kimmel, Wellman, lows.

BU s jewelry stock in Iowa town of
Ian/ 1200. Clean stock. Box 404, Enna, Iowa.

QTOCK and fixtures. Invoice about MOO.
11 Can reduce. Good locations. Pop. 3000.
No good towns close. One competitor. Other
business. Lock Box 981, Jefferson, Iowa.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

FINE fixtures for the wholesale jewelry 'emi-
✓ ness. Address, Box 314, Little Rock, Ark.,
for further information.

$100 FOR safe and fixtures in a neat little
room ins Elmo, Iowa ; 1000 pop. Rent

$4 per month. A good opportunity. Address,
C. F. Herrick, Independence, Iowa.
MOSELEY lathe, new condition ; $16. 221
ar North Ninth Street, Philadelphia.
flAK wall cases, show cases, regulator, safe,
11 optical instruments, etc. Complete jeweler's
outfit, almost new, at a bargain. "P 780,"
care Keystone,
(WE complete trial case, new, made by Amer-
1/ lean Optical Co. " T 766," care Keystone.
TIE ZENG'S refractometer, latest model, new;
If used only a few times. $40 cash. L. S.
Sterling, Maroa, Ill.
FEYSTONES, 1892 to 1903 inclusive. Best offer.
As. W. 11. Pletsch, Spring Valley, Minim.
WATCHMAKER'S bench, tools, material, clock
" sign, etc.; cheap. Write for prices. 0. W.
Rockwell, °amend, Nebr.
FARGAIN.—Eaton-Engle engraving machine,
Li good as new, cost $85; also Geneva reline-
scope and case, cost $70. C. Barnes, Cherry
Creek, N. Y.

FARGAIN.—A New Century engraving ma-
11 chine, new, 5 sets of type, all attachments ;
also Al optical trial case. Sold out my business.
II. W. Coye, Vineyard Haven, Mass.

HARDY ophthalinemeter, electric light attach-
" ment ; first-class order. S. IV. Ball, Nor-
wich, Conn.

('ASH only—no trade. One Chambers, Inskeep
& Co.'s improved ophthalmometer, good as

new •, complete with battery $60. One Chant-
bers,Inskeep A Co.'s luminous ophthalmoscope,
new ; $10. One Loring ophthalmoscope, second-
handed ; $2. One second-hand retinoscope,
13/ concave mirror ; 50c. mr. H. Replogle,
Shenandoah, Iowa.

VOMPLETE, improved traveler's trial case with
Si removable tray and partitions for stock.
Also Loring improved ophthalmoscope, retitle-
scope, Geneva lens measure and small stock of
spectacles, eyeglasses, coquilles and lenses. All
good as new and cheap at e65. Address, G. B.
Lowe, Petoskey, Mich.

flOMPLETE set trial lenses for sale, cheap.
✓ W. J. Allen, Springville, N. Y.

FOR sale, full set of watchmaker's tools, with
I complete Itivett hal he, including roil-top
bench and glass and 2 material chests. W. C. A.
Westphal, 180 Broadway, New York.

McCORMICK trial case, ophthaltnoscope, Ge-
1,/ neva lens measure and eye charts, all as
good as new. Outfit cost, new, $55. Will sell
at a bargain. Address, W. L. Wright, 6029
Vernon Avenue, Chicago.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

IMGRAVING machine used 1 year, cost, °em-
u plete $95 ; will sell or trade for oplithalme-
meter and optical goods. N. C. Herr, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

IIILLIPS engraving machine, with 2 full sets
I of type—script and old English. Cost, slew,
$o. In good condition. First check for $25
takes it, or what have you ? Geo. Willard,
Bagley, Wis.

A SNAP.-2 wall cases, 7 feet each, plate mirror
.11 between with cubinets and drawers ; 2 same
8 feet each and 1 same 12 feet ; oak ; made by
Schmidt, Cinncinnati. Show cases, counters,
etc. Will sell very low for mill, or will give
good trade for staples of any kind. Write us,
we can interest you. Quarles Bros., Clarksville,
Tennessee.

pRANCIS engraving machine in first-class con-
- dition, with 6 gravers, 5 sets of type, hollow-
ware holder, coffin-plate holder, ring and watch
holder, graver-sharpening tool and everything
to make the machine perfectly complete. Cost
new, with all attachments, including stand,
about $140. Will sell for $40, or exchange for
equal value. What have you? " J 744," care
Keystone.

$1000STOCK. Prefer real estate. What haveyou ? Box 54, Bessemer, Mich.

gASOLINEsoldering outfit, optician's traveling
U stock case, .22 Marlin repeating rifle. G. S.
Dunlap, Mapleton, Iowa.

pAmER,A, refractometer, cornet, single shotgun
✓ for trial case or offers. W. S. Young, James-
town, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

flOOD improved Gant in Iowa or Minnesota for
U good-paying jewelry business invoicing
$1000 to $5000. Will give good deal for good
business. Cleo. Sibert, Reinbeck, Iowa.
HAMMOND typewriter, new, for optician's out-
a fit. Hellibron, 2021 Magnolia Ave., Chicago.
MOTOR cycle for optical goods. F.W. Stillman,
al South Lancaster, Mass.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING   CENTS PER WORD.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for informa-
l"' tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR rent, old-established jewelry store. Pop.
✓ 6000. Proprietor going out of business.
H. W. Patterson, Salem, N. J.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VNGRAV ERS.—The Hewes hand - wrought

▪ 

gravers are superior to all others in tough-
ness and hardness. Send 25 cents for sample.

ttde and warranted by J. F. Hewes, SharomPa.
Y not send me your watch cases that need

11. repairing? Can replace /MY part of a case.
G.1".Wadsworth,Silversiniths'Bidg.,Chicago,111.
YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do

▪ 

your watch work. Ilere is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.
aOLD and silver-plating,satiu tinish,engraviug,
Ii engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mall or express ; prompt attention given.

IIAVE you an old English watch case you wantchanged iuto American stem-wind? If so,
send it to mise, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wads worth,Si venni it hs131dg.,Chicago,111.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
Optical Institute desire the public to under-

stand they do not run a cheap or inferior school.
If we cannot give students more practical work
and knowledge than any large or cheap school
in one-half the time they take, we will make no
charge for tuition. Whoever claims to turn out
Ii nished workmen iu a few months are frauds,
Imre and simple. Ask any expert watchmaker
and engraver how long it took them to become
a " master workman." The saving of time will
more than make up the diflitrence in price of
tuition. The right principles in starting, wills
practice, insures success. Write for prospectus.
Dr. Tarbox A Gordon.

PEARLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

I f a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to bur them yourself, send them to

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN elk CO.
3 Maiden Lane, New York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880 

High•Class

Repairing
for the 'Trade.

Our work is the kind you 1.11T) your own.

L. E. WINSLOW,
35.37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

PRICEiek 812.00.

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.
For sale by all Jobbers.

Automatic Trial Set   $35.00
Fay's Refractometer 35  00
The Phoroscope   12.50
The book, "New Methods in the

Science of Fitting Glasses . .25

W. G. FAY MFG. CO.
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

Watchmaker to the Trade.
A. F. MOELLER,

1:st. 20 years,

Broadway, New York.
Attention, Low Prices. Good Work.

Send work by express Or mail.

176

Prompt

OURS AND YOURS
Our school should be yours to attend

because it offers unequaled advantages
in giving thorough instructions in
watchwork. Circulars to any address
on application.

Canadian Horologioal Institute,
116 East King Street,

H. R. PLAYTNER
DIRECTOR. Toronto. Ont.
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accumulated work stares you in the face and then you find you need a modern, up-to-date engraving machine
to turn it out quickly.

Having just passed through a busy holiday season, you have undoubtedly seen time upon time that a
NEW CENTURY would have enabled you to close sales that were hard to close—to please customers
who were hard to please, and by so doing increase your reputation and profits at the same time.

The money-making possibilities of the NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine are tremendous.

Many of our customers write us that they made the machine more than pay for itself during the
one month of December.

Within the past few clays a party brought into our office twenty-nine Sterling Silver Pencil Cases, on
each of which he desired to have a name engraved. We do not ordinarily do outside engraving, but as an
accommodation to the party we gave it to one of our office boys who finished up the whole quantity within
three hours' time, and at an average of 20C. each, it made the earning of the machine $2.00 per hour.

You should start the New Year right by having one of these money-making machines placed in
your store at once.

We make the terms to suit you and sell on long time when desired.

Our latest catalogue and price-list, with handsome engraved souvenir, are yours for the asking.

You will pay the same price, or more,
for inferior ones.

Of course you don't have to get your
money's worth unless you want to, but if
you do want to, here's the place to come.

By making rings in larger quantities than others, and
marketing them at the smallest expense (no salesmen) we
can give you the best value for your money sounds rea-
sonable, does it not?

2 Makden Lane, New INTR.

THE NATIONAL STEEL PLATE ENGRAVING

COMPANY (Incorporated), has an attractive, money-making

proposition to offer to every enterprising jeweler in the United

States, as to handling its product and taking an active interest

in the Company. We now have branches in several of the

larger cities, and purpose to establish offices in all of the prin-

cipal cities in the country. Hustling, intelligent men are wanted

at liberal salaries to look after the business and assist in making

this enterprise the largest of its kind in the world.

Write at once for full iiVormation.
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Every-
where

that accurate time is valued the Elgin
Watch is needed. Every man who requires

exact time in the execution of his business is a prospec-
tive customer for the dealer who carries

ELGIN WATCHES
Every Elgin Watch is fully guaranteed against original de-
fect, insuring satisfaction to both buyer and seller.

See jobber's list for prices or write the Company.
Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers
and Timekeepers,- illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE,

11 John St.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,
206 Kearny St.

The

Finest

Quality

Gold Filled

Gold Front

ancl

Seamless

Goods.

Chains.

Vest,

Pony,

I _orgnette,

Neck.

Lockets

and

Charms

for

I .adies

and

Gentlemen.

Bracelets,

Brooches,

Bar Pins,

Scarf Pins,

Sleeve

Buttons,

Earrings,

Crosses,

Chain

Trimmings

LI d

Mountings.
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THEODORE W FOSTER & BRO. CO.ioo RICHMOND STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.
ESTABLISHED 1873
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Articles.

Desk

Goods

and

Useful

Novelties.

Everything-

in

Sets

for

Ladies,

t;entlemen's

and

Children's

Use.

We make Fine Goods at Low Prices.

All of

I Leavy

Weight

and

Finely

Finished.

The trade will please note that owing to an error in tho making of the accompanying plate THE DESCRIPTIONS UNDER
THE TWO LARGE LOCKETS AT THE TOP OF THE PLATE ARE MISPLACED. The numbers and descriptions under
the heart-shaped locket refer to the circular locket, and those under the circular locket refer to the heart-shaped one.
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J. B. CRAWFORD

HENRY M.

G. L. A•RAMS

•MITH

'We Are Seven0
seven healthy, enthusiastic hustlers with faith in the lines
we carry, faith in the house we work for and faith in
the people we call on. We know Jewelry—other jewelry
as well as Keller Jewelry—and we say with one voice
that no Jeweler can afford to miss the goods now in our
sample cases. We can't call on all at once, but will do our
utmost. Try to see us—wait for us if necessary, or write
the firm. It will pay you. This is how we have divided
the United States among us:
JOHN F. GARLAND, • Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wiscon-

sin, Iowa, Minnesota.
J. H. THOMPSON, . New York Pennsylvania, Maine, New

Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut.

J. B. CRAWFORD, . . Michigan, 'Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa.
SAM. A. SCHREIBER, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas.

HENRY M. ABRAMS, Pacific Coast States,
G. L. ABRAMS, . . . Ohio, Indiana, Illinois.
STEVE S M IT H , . . Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri.

Yours for a good spring business,
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF

THE KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
64 Nassau Street, New York.

The Triple Argument

Goods. Prices. Service.
We concentrate all our Our large .saving in rent We make a special point

thought on Watches a n d and other " fixed charges," of shipping all orders on the
Chains, consequently bring as against the metropolitan first out-going express, when-to the selection of these lines
an undivided attention and
continuous study of relative

jobbing houses, enables us
to fix low prices on unlisted

ever possible; and this
promptness, joined to un-

values. It is generally con- goods ; and the concentra- usual care in filling orders
ceded that we show the most tion of all of our ample exactly as specified, without
complete and best selected capital on the two lines substitutions, has attracted
stock in these lines in the gives us the advantages of the favorable attention of all
market. quantity-purchase. who deal with us.

i

The Non=Retailing Company,
Jobbers in Watches and Chains, Lancaster, Pa.

Ask your jobber for
this label—

The True Blue
Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass

Note the

and
beware of
imitations.

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISH,,,

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

CURATE SIZINQ-e

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD,
LORSCH & CO.

Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier
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and our guarantee is back of every Lathe and Attachment we sell.
Our business is phenomenally successful, simply because it is founded onfull value, prompt attention and fair, square treatment.
We try to make every customer feel that it is our constant aim to makeone that will be as satisfactory and profitable to him as it is to us.
Ask us for prices and any desired information on Lathe Attachmentsdescription.

When you contemplate a purchase, we can give you information that will be valuable andthat at least will cost you nothing.

In order to give the quickest possible service and immediate deliveries, we carry a largestock of genuine American Material for all makes of watches, and a complete general lineof Tools and Materials.

the solid basis of

every transaction

or Tools of any

When you want things immediately, remember us.
Bear in mind, too, that you will always get what you order and pay the lowestpossible price.

Illustrated catalogue free on receipt of request with your business card.

Moseley Lathe No. 2.

Webster=Whitcomb Lathe.

ITIMMT
(lenesa Lathe.

tient Lathe-

MOSELEY LATHE.

Prices:
With 10 chucks, $37.00
" 17 " 41.00
" 32 " 51.00

Write•for cash discount.

WEBSTER - WHITCOMB
LATHE.

Prices:
With 10 chucks, $35.00
" 17 " 40.25
" 32 " 51.50.

Write.for cash discount.

GENEVA I.ATHI:.

Complete as illustrated,
$15.00 net cash.

Best quality and the best
low=priced lathe sold.

Outfit is packed in neat
wood box, same as Gem
Lathe,

GEM LATHE.

Complete outfit as illus.
trated,

$22.15 net cash.

No. IS.

Swing Foot=Wheel.

Each, $5.15 net.

Foot-Wheel No. I.

Each, $2.15 net.

Countershaft No. Q. Countershaft No. 12.
N. P., each, $2.58 net. N. P., each, 94c. net.

& J. SWIGART,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

C20-‹ 6),144
aoted th

Tcoudhi
f*-1,

of time, our plan of handling the Old
Gold, Old Silver and Sweeps of the
jewelry trade has not been found
wanting, but rather it is growing in
popularity with the years, as our con-
stantly increasing and expanding busi-
ness shows.

This old, tried and true plan
of ours is this : You send us
your Sweeps and Old Gold and
Old Silver. We send you a
check immediately. If our offer
is not satisfactory, send back the
check and we will re-
turn your shipment,
without cost to you. In
doing this you take no
chances, as it is no sale
until we hear from you.

Goldsmith Bios.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners

and Assayers,

Wmshington

ChAezgo, 11110
We pay 4 cents per karat for
Old Gold and market price

for Old Silver.

z

,twow..w.wwwwwswasisimuninwarmisnanw

THRIDGE. CO NY
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February 22, 1732.

This month our country delights to honor its two greatest sons. Their
fame is the reward of character, integrity and achievement. These same factors
play an important part in our business. Time, merit and wear have proved
the value of our chains and the honesty of our claims for them. We stand
on our record of 33 years. The trade know from pleasant experience
that the trade-mark

L. S. & CO.
means standard quality, individuality or style, beauty of finish and strength of
construction, as well as profit-making- prices. We are novv ready with our
magnificent new spring line—the largest yet—with more style and
greater variety than ever More. Don't lyuy till you see our line. We court
inspection and comparison.

LOUIS STERN 0 CO.
Chainmakers an Silversmiths, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

4.1k-
tj,tit

tAkNelikmainnea.
"li IV.

vorm a Is
ACHILLE PORTAL.

LIKREN., PENDULEN•
& BAROMETERGLASER.

Medaillons u Compassg1;aser.
BRILLEN-.

u OPTISCNE GLASER
GLASVAREN

Uh rmacher.

Alle Arten
FACETTENGLASER,
ru nde, ovale. eckige.
flache und bombirte

GEGRONDET 1848.

Te Ie9ram m-AcIresse. HammeL,vaulaYautAL-DRtiaRuNnEN

Orfp

Bonn,-Post- Telegmphenstallon *41001 r 0014 4WVALLERYSTH114-DRE/BRUNNE/V. } ,

6i.5eerburg in Lothrin' ge"

To the Trade:

coor40').4#

oko-coNro
Reichsbank-Nebenstelle

ZABERW/K.

Information has reached us

offering for sale, watch glasses,

labels do

sented as

We

not bear the mark V. T.

ous
CflYSTALL'u.TAFELGLAS.

December 24, 1903.

that several watch material jobbers are

which, notwithstanding the fact that the

F. (as per above fac-simile), are repre-

glasses of our manufacture.

herewith caution the American public against this statement of

facts and further beg to say that all of our watch-glass product is labeled

and EACH LABEL BEARS THE MARK V. T. F. in both the obverse and reverse sides;

that the tissue papers in which the glasses are wrapped are all marked with

the size of the glasses, together with the letters V. T. F. and any other

glass sold as V. T. F. without our trade-mark is a base and inferior imita-

tion.

Very truly yours,

Glasfabrik Dreibrunnen,

HIRSH & HAMMEL.

59
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler 

Doubts the desirability of

as a prominent part of his stock. They are
and desirable styles at a price that affords the

Don't wait

TRADE MARK.

always of standard quality
Retailer a good profit.

for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

"snit Bug" ilomaglleiinrs

M. B. BRYANT (Sc CO.,

ORDER FROM

YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct 'uncut, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
GRIMSHAW & BAXTER,
29 Goswall Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KN9BLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

We do RELIABLE
Silver Platingand
Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired?

We Repair 
any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yes!

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.A. N. SPERRY, Manager.

Something for Your Consideration.
OW is the time for you to
start in on a course of ad-
vanced Watchwork, En-
graving, Jewelry and Op-

tics. You need it and have long
wished for it, but have never felt
that you could spare the time.
You have perhaps been working
eight or ten years at the business
and still feel that there is some-
thing more in Watchwork than
you have been able to get ; or you
are just learning or intending to
learn the jewelry business. In
any case we can teach you to start
right in Jess time than you can
learn it in any other way. Good
positions await every good work-
man ; we must not recommend
any other kind.
Dear Sir : McGregor, Iowa.

This is to express my gratefulness for
recommending to me Mr. W. I I. !tackle:min.
tie leftist as you had the kindness to represent
him, and I ant well satisfied with him. !loping
to be of some service to you some day, I um

Yours respectfully,
B. STROUSE.

Mr. Strouse has had three watch-
makers trained in our school.

Illustrated catalogue free. Ad-
dress

HOROLOGY HALL

Horological Department, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.

Perfection in
THE

'IMPERIAL'
"Nothing better can be

made."

We send gratis our Solid Oak,Wal-
nut or Cherry Cabinet of 20 Drawers
with an order of (I) one gross,
and with an order of (4) four gross
our 42 Drawer Solid Oak Cabinet,
with nickel-plated patent snap lock, and
a complete set of glass screw-top bottles.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
With a first order for one gross of " Imperial''

American or Swiss Mainsprings we send gratis
our 20 Drawer, or with :iti nrder for four gross
our 42 Drawer improved, handsome, polished.
rubbed finish, Solid Hard Wood Mainspring
Cabinet, zis ,illown in eta. These cabinets are
splendidly made, cabinet finished and dove-tailed
throughout ; are the only cabinets made which
properly arrange, sytematize and keep in thorough
order the many American or Swiss 'Mainsprings
necessary for constant use at the present time, and
will be greatly appreciated by all first-class watch-
makers. Besides being very useful they make a
handsome appearance. The drawers have fancy
knobs, brass trimmed, and the tops arranged in
grooves for screw-top bottles for various watch,
jobbing and other materials.

The 12 Drawer will hold 5 gross and the
42 Drawer Cabinet 15 gross of " Imperial "
American or Swiss Mainsprings. We also
include a set of perforated gummed labels, with
the name, number and size of springs, to enable
the drawer to be numbered as desired. These
numbers correspond to an up-to-date directory of
all the American Mainsprings made, which direc-
tory accompanies the cabinet, It shows the cor-
rect style, width, strength and number by the
genuine Dennison's Standard Gage, and the
correet number and names for ordering.

WORTHY OF ATTENTION.
The following letters are samples of

a few unsolicited testimonials daily re,
ceived from most reliable sources in
every State of the Union:

Utica, N. Y., Sept. 15.
MESSRS. W. GREEN tt. Cu., New York City,

N. Y.
Gentlemen :—Please send us the follow-

ing mainsprings:
1 dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5043.
8 " 2703. 1 " 2220.
2 " 5053. 1 " 2209.
2 " 5048. 1 " 2210.

Be sure and send your " Imperial "
mainsprings, as will not accept any others,
having had the best possible success with
them. We consider them far superior to
any other mainsprings in the market, and
your service is all we could desire.

Yours very tntly, EVANS & SONS.

Greenville, N. C. Oct. 19.
Mitssits. W. GREEN A Co., New York City:

Gentlemen :—Please send us one dozen
0 size N. Y. Standard mainsprings with
plain end stamped " imperial."

Respectfully yours, W.
P. S.—I have not a si ngle " Imperial "

mainspring to replafa., and have been using
them for twellT1111,1111,.

I f I

Mainsprings!!
Are the BEST, the MOST

RELIABLE, have QUALITY,

FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEM-

PER, STRENGTH and DUR-

ABILITY, are COILED and

TAGGED, arranged in the

MOST CONVENIENT man-

ner, and "GUARANTEED."

$12.00 %too Per Gross. I Per Dozen.

-17.:s■'4117;1;Z:::-1,•':::S '74>g-5:1,147
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Waltham
Nos. 2203

The Cabinets are far superior than represented by cut. The 20-
Drawer Cabinet (capacity of which is 5 gross) is worth 29.00,
and the 42-Drawer (capacity of which is 15 gross) 515.00.

Elgin
5043

Hampden
5056

Illinois
5061

Fan-
simile

of

" IMPERIAL " AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.
None genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our Itegisten•d Trade-Mark,

as shown in cut.

An assortment of " IMPERIAL" swiss SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.
None genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark,

Us Shown ill CUL

W. GREEN 0 CO.,6 NEW YORK, U.S.A.Maiden Lane,

('• We handle everything known to flue trade and solicit correspondence.") 4.

ORDERS
FOR

Watch
Materials,
Tools,
Jewelers'

AND

Engravers'
Supplies

FILLED
FROM ANY
CATALOGUE

N. B.—We carry in
stock 175 different
styles and sizes of

"Imperial 0

American and 450
sizes of

"Imperial"
Swiss Mainsprings.

Importers, I Watch Materials, Tools,
Exporters,
Jobbers, Jewelers'. Engravers' and
Manufacturers, I. Opticians Supplies.
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T. B. Hagstoz Co., Ltd., 709 Sansom
(Works at Riverside, N. J. ) are reliable Smelters,

Assayers and Refiners. They make very prompt
returns in cash for the exact value of Old Gold and
Silver sent them and —hold the consignment intact
until their estimate of value is approved by the sender,
returning it prepaid if unsatisfactory—but they are
rarely called upon to return shipments, as their
reputation for fair dealing is solidly established.
They possess a most complete refining plane and
employ strictly up-to-date metallurgical methods.
Jewelers and others who have old precious metal
in any form on hand cannot do better than get in
touch with this most reliable house.
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The

Best Watch Oil

NYE'S.

It is used by all the leading watchmakers
and by all the leading watch factories.

NYE'S CHRONOMETER OILS ARE
THE FINEST EVER PRODUCED.

These oils are for sale by all tool and material dealers.
Always specify Nyc's and you will get thc best.

- - WOOD AND
PHOTO—ENGRAVING

ZINC ETCHING

HALF TONE AN
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY Ai )TELEPHONE cop NE_

 U
ESTABLISHED 18E

tr-
7

:BR%)
,I. 
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to, FORREST BUILDING :

:' 119 So.FOURTH ST., C
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rceocraftatilon jeweLa of A__ Orderra
Made to Orcderro

VI

41(i E. Pat. May 27, '90.

4161 E. ['at. May 27, '90.

4167 E. Pat. May 27, '90.

4 164 E. l'at. 'May 27, '90.

THE GU5PirAvE FOX COMYANY9
Manufacturing Jewelers and Importers of Diamonds. CAnch'IcAnalA, OhRo.

ELK AND eAoLe EMBLEMS OUR SPECIALTY
.

The Best Bunsen Burner
at Only 25 cents.

It is efficient and very substantial ; in fact,

as good a Bunsen as can be

made. We will mail it to

you on receipt of 25 cents

in stamps and include cata-

logue " B-k," of Jewelers'

P

ONE OF OUR LATEST STYLE JEWELER'S
CASE AND TABLE.

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY.

if Winter " is not the cheapest, but
"Winter" goods are right. If you want the best
at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

upesFig far 1-4

VTO
I NG8

R se,

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, cases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed in so plain a manner that you can
make your own plans and estimate the cost
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents.

We do not claim to be the largest in the world, but we are proud of our factory, our reputation
and our line. 'We do claim to make the best, at prices that are right. Not how much, not how
Cheap, but how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, substantial, ahead-of-the-
times fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY,
Established 1865. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS.

Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Mississippi,
Louisiana and Alabama.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.

IL H. Birdsall, 42 Front Street, Portland,Oregon, Sales Agent for Oregon
and Washington.

Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas.
Evans & Sous, Ltd., Montreal, Canada, Sales Agents for Canada.

C2INTAL 1.1F6.09 elIFFALC),tI A111604ft"if

(
No. 5=N. Bunsen Burner.

Furnaces, Blowpipes, etc.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

Buffalo, N.Y.

HARDINGE BROS.,

JEWELING CHUCKS.

Mull• of brass or steel to fit No. 38 or No. 50

wire chuck.
l'riee per set of ten, Brass .....$1.50.
0 0 0 0 steel   2.50.

DALE CHUCKS.
Lead for general

satisfaction.

Price, 70 cts. each.

HOUGHTON

FA C E PLATE

MFGO. CV

HARDINGE BROS.

If you want to learn

The Art of Engraving
in the most thorough and modern man-
ner in the least possible time with every
convenience and advantage known to the
art, we want to hear from you.

A School with a Reputation
is the one to attend. We have instructed
hundreds during the past 14 years.
Every graduate is an artist. Best refer-
ence known to the art together with every
thing the Best is back of this School.

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL,
F. H. REES, author of 
',Modern Letter Engraving," 
,'Jewelry Designing and Engraving,"

and "The Art of Engraving,"
Proprietor and Instructor.

STEELE MEMORIAL BUILDING,

ELMIRA, N.Y.

10344036 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO,

HOUGHTON FACE PLATE.

With trefoil peep hole . . . $8.00.

Old style, while they last . 7.00.

,SIND FOR OUR COMPLETE,' 
CATALOGUE,' No.

Hardin& Roller and
Hand Remover

will remove any roller or

hand without the slightest
injury.
Price, complete . $2.00.
Price without band

attachments . • • $11.75-
HARDINGE PIVOT POLISHER.

The pride of the bench ; approved of the world

over. Made to lit any watchmakers size lathe.

Price, $30.00.



To the Jobbing Trade 

Caution to Watchmakers.
Our "U. S." MAINSPRINGS are acknowledged by watch-

makers thrcraghout the United States to be the best springs in
point or finish and quality, for the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore call your attention to the fact that an
Imitation spring resembling the " U. S." has been offered for sale,
and in some instances, we are informed, has even been placed in
" U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost caution in making your purchases,
and insist that that the trade-mark "U. S," appear engraved upon
each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.
Solid Nickel and White
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New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and

double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to
dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most
perfect tool of its kind in the market.

1nstructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or
large opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra
plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller
remover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use;
the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve
to fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the
jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and put
another in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

Ileum Zlimpoin&Co
Importers of Watch Material,

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Metal Chains a Specialty.

Pat'd Feb. 4, 1908.

The Higgins Watch=Cleaning Machine.
Saves watches, saves time,
Makes money, makes reputation.

J. J. HIGGINS,
Du Quoin, Ill.

FL

50 cents
TRY a bottle

without it, and if you do not find it a labor

will refund your money.

IT
IS LAD

LABOR

SAVING

'0

By Mail.

and you will not do

saver

A. Levytansky, Victoria, Texas.

Are Your Special Orders arid Repairs
Being Done to Your Satisfaction

 IF NOT, WHY NOT
We are satisfying 500 retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other days besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
tends to Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

A. P. CRAFT & CO.
312 Stevenson Building,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
OER PRICES WILL CAUSE MORE, SATISFACTION.

•
Send for stickers.
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DOLLARS.

WHEN YOU RECEIVE ONE OF OUR DRAFTS
the amount will represent the actual cash value of the Old Gold and Silver 

consigned to us. We can give it because

we are not in the refining business exclusively.
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments. We 

handle without

additional expense and use in our own factories all Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.

The difference in the value of old gold (before refining) and new gold (after refining) is 
our profit, which is

much smaller than it would have to be if we conducted a separate refining business with 
expenses and refining costs

ranging from 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of the old metal received. We remit the sa
me day consignments are

received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay). Consignments returned express prepaid in exactly

the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
I24c. per dwt. for 0-karat 360. per dwt. for 9-karat 48c. per dwt. for 12-karat 60c. per dwt. for 16-karat

28c. '4 " " 7 " 40c, .6 " " 10 " 52c. " " " 13 " 640. ,6 " " 16 "

212c. " " " 8 " 44c. " " " 11 44 56c. " " " 14 " 68c. " " " 17 "

Highest market value paid for OLD SILVER and PLA
TINUM 72c. " " " 18 "

Polishings, Crucibles, Bench and Floor Sweeps economically h
andled and proceeds promptly remitted

DON'T PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to us for full cash value and pay your bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of

the firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves 
; nor have they any means of ascertaining its

exact value, but depend on others, who place a value on 
it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY,
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

93, 95 and 97 William Street, New York. Established 21 Years. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.
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WHY DO ALL THE LARGE JEWELERS IN THE
CITIES HAVE THE REPAIR DEPARTMENT

IN THE MOST PROMINENT PART
OF THEIR STORES?

1: REPAIR DEPARTNENT:i

4560

e

BECAUSE IT IS THE
MOST IMPORTANT
PART OF THE

JEWELRY BUSINESS.

NO JEWELER CAN SUCCEED WHO NEGLECTS
OR SLIGHTS IT.

Almost every jeweler started business as a repairer only.
Every successful jeweler always gives the repair department of his business the same care and attention he did when

he started in business.
Those who neglect it are the ones who fail.
Almost every jeweler knows that more people come into his store to have repairing done than to purchase goods, and

that if he satisfies his repair customers they become regular customers.
Successful jewelers do only such work at home as they can do well, and send all the rest to us.
We make a separate and distinct business of doing repairing of all kinds and special order work for the Retail

Jewelry Trade.
Those retailers who persist in sending repairs to firms that do no part of it themselves, but simply act as middlemen and

distribute it among a number of small shops, where cheap work is done so that two profits can be made, or send it to firms
that attend to the work merely as a matter of accommodation, are enemies to their own business.

Trade repairing has assumed such magnitude and is so diversified in its character that it cannot be conducted as an
adjunct to any other business.

We devote our entire time, energy, capital and twenty-three years' experience to this important branch of the jewelry
business ; employ and educate the best help that can be obtained ; systematize and inspect the work, and use every modern
method to produce the best work promptly at reasonable prices.

It is to your interest to do business with us ; it is to our interest to have you. Can't we get together?

WENDELL & COMPANY,
93, 95 and 97 William Street, Near Maiden I,Etnet

NEW YORK.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS:
57 Washington Street, Near State Street

CHICAGO.

167

English Case as Received. As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS. REMODELERS AND RE

PAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss 
and American Movements.

Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
English Cases changed to fit American Movements without 

altering outside appearance.

Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.
Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.

Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same 
gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

II
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precio
us Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them 
direct from the

cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones 
at dozen

and gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from 

thirty-five to

fifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very 

promptly.

No job too small to receive our caretul attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail 

Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

For 21 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country

 for job work.

Theee two cuts show Flat and Round 
Releher Rings These cute show the sante rings with new, high claws,

as reeelved, with claws badly worn o
r and too low to aioneesectirely reset,and entire rings refinished like new.

permit resetting atones again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone
 and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25

66 66 eight " " 
16 64 66 1600 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond 
Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost

from 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition
 of ring and number of claws on setting.

IIIII111111111!1
Initial glove ring with one
claw at each end holding set.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove

ring, with two and four claws soldered to the Betting,

which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

11111!,I1H11311.11
Cameo glove ring-with four

claw.. at corners holding ■•ct.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

(
AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FO
R RENEWING.

AS DELIVERED.

Cilolci Chains Refilled, Renewe
d arid Repaired.

Old Chains made over into new 
patterns, using same gold.

Ciood Work. 1.-,ovv Priee.s. Prompt Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR 

THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

CHICA(10
57 Washington StreetNEW YORK TWO WONDER

03, 05 & 97 William Street 
FUL SHOPS

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making

new parts to match the old ones that have

been melted or broken off,the same as new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,

bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,

statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Tr

ade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93. 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features 
that made our

business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 25 years we have made a separate and distinct business of 
doing

Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Sp
ecial Order

for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except 
watch work)

that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers

perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, 
you increase

your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Ca
talogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93, 95 ail D 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.
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Old Gold
Wanted.

Don't you know that most of the firms who buy Old Gold,Silver and Platinum simply sell it to a refiner? Why not sellit direct and save their profit ? I remit same day as received,and if remittance is not satisfactory package is returned thesame as received at my expense.

HOWARD S. KENNEDY
SUCCESSOR TO SCHWITTER & KENNEDY,

Sweep Smelters and Assayers, 25 John Street, New York.
Works : 28-32 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

" FEBRUARY OF TWO DAYS SHORN,

SAW WASHINGTON AND LINCOLN BORN;

THEIR ORDERS HAD A FETCHING RING;

YOUR RINC ORDERS TO US PLEASE BRING,"

Chicago,

405

Masonic Temple,

1. KATLINSKY.

SIGNET RINGS A SPECIALTY.
WE CARRY STOCK IN CHICAGO OFFICE,
AND SOLICIT MEMO. ORDERS.

avatapagAzip.wit•

QUID MOD
ementiug impul.

'And Pallet Jewels
CE MURPHY.
ORILLIA, CANADA.

USE

Liquid Amber
THE BEST CEMENT
ON THE MARKET.

SOLD BY EVERY MATERIAL DEALER
IN AMERICA.

Price, 25 Cents.

BEFORE.

Our first aim is to make a perfectshow case ; having made the showcase absolutely " right," we then makethe price.
That's the secret of the high quality of a

"SHOW
CASE.

By keeping our eye off the dollar, and keeping itstrictly on our work, we make a show case that is madeto render service and to present a faultless appearance—not one that's merely " made to sell."
We want to hear from merchants who take con-siderable pride in the appearance of their store, andwho want to install only high-grade show cases andfixtures—and all at a fair, moderate price.
We have a handsomely lithographed circular forthose who inquire.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
482-490 West Fort St., DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.
Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.Chicago Salesrooms, 199 Fifth Avenue.

.101IN PETZ, Pres. & Supt.
HERBERT MALOTT, Secy. & Tress

Established 38 Years.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stern-Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST. MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
I 2 - I 4 -1 6 John Street, New York City.

AFTER.

taster ,1904

No. 2501. Apple Spray. Bloom-
lug apple spray, per dozen, 5).60.

No 2095. Easter Lily Plant, 6 large full-
bloom Easter lilies, 30 inches high,
with .plain macho pot, each, $1.25 ;
per dozen,

No. 2099. Easter Lily, 5 roll-bloom Easter
lilies, foliage, including IllaChe poi,
each lily plant packed in a box, 18 lu.
high. A ready seller over the coun-
ter. Each, 60 ccuts ; per 4tozon, tilts)

No. ( lirysanthemuni
spray, without load, per
.1"zen sprays, 61.00.

No. 2997. Smilax (vot repre,voting two vines.) 14 piquets of smilax and
4 Ite, vo vs. I 1. Per dozen yards, $1.80.

No. 2000. flamer Lily, miniat UN in
porcelain jardiniere, 9 inches
high, trimmed with sea mo,
and Easter lilies, a ready-selling
novelty over t hp mounter, each
separately packed in a box, com-
plete, 30 cents ; per dozen, $3.80.

N. 2143. Mop Bush and Amer-
Beauty Roses.

Colors ; while, pink, tea, cream,
yellow and red.

No.2143. 24 in. high, eitch,S1.00
No.2143A. 30 " " " 1.40
No.214311. 36 " " " 2.40

N. 2047A. Wistarla'Spray.
3 lowers and leaves to cad)
spray, as cut represents,
50 cents.

No. 2530. Lilac Spray (cut
representing 3 sprays),
in white, pink or purple
color, per dozen sprays,
$1.50.

Decorate your store with my beautiful
Plants, Sprays and Vines, and sell them with a
good profit.

My Illustrated Easter Supplement, No. 2,
will be mailed free on application to help you
selectin

FRANK NETSCHERT
34 Barclay St., New York City.

Cuckoo Clock Insurance.

It- fire insurance, why not Quality Insurance
—the insurance that holds your customers? _
Now there are cuckoo clocks and cuckoo
clocks, those we make and those we don't
make. Since we are doing most of the

cuckoo clock business in the country, it must be be-
cause so many dealers believe in Quality Insurance.

Have you our catalog ?

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.
WRITE US. Some of our pupils are hist finishing their Course and we will have room for

others March 1st. Now is the best time to enter.

Correspondence solicited. M. L. LANDIS, 110 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

GEBHARDT BROS., 1311131ZDING, CINCINNATI,
MAKERS OF_Fine Gold and Platinum Jewelry and Diamond Mountings.

The Eagles on all our goods are exact reproductions of the king of Eires.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST AND CUTS.
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is Sin, VIAUWA
No.-2203_

EYED klAINSFAIIIVIIIIINTig

Price. $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
Is given FREE with your first order Mr 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings.

High-Grade
Materials

Of Every-Day Use,
At Right Prices.

WATCH MATERIAL an  WATCH GLASSES
Height 3.

Height 4.

RR\

are•

Height 5.

if

Height 6.

Height 7.

L—

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

PARALLEL.

-door 
LENTILLE.

4.00110111111.11■1111••■N

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Fee-Simile of Our Label.

Genevas, . . . $2.00 per gross. Patent Genevas, . . $4.50 per gross.Thick Mi.Concaves, . 2.75 " " Extra Thick M1..Coneaves, 5.50 " "Parallels, . . 4.50 " " Lentilles, . 7.50 " "Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " " High Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "
Orders for less than ;, gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION.

CASH DISCOUNT, 6 PER CENT.
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.,

Cross Ci Beguelin,

Price, $ .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

Jt
6\''cb`•/—

Price,
•c' $7:750  

Dozen.
Gross.

17 Maiden Lane, New York.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES
(q, AND ,xV

4( soil°

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

AND CO.

700L.

The C.11.Braxmar Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers

N910 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

.,._BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

(rEND FOR

CATALOGUE
F

MILITARY

G.A.R.
ATHLETIC.

ILS,SHOOTIN Ny
04,7.IAN Gr. orivot.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT

AND co.
".1% OTHER cji,

./CIAL BNC)

L. LELONG & BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Soutlivve.st Corner
HaLsey anD

Nevvark, IN. J.

Spring Trade on Clocks.
You get your clock orders filled in a
minute at the Quick Delivery House, for
we are among the very few houses that
make clocks a specialty.

We Know the Clock Business,
The state of the market, the offerings of
the manufacturers and the requirements
of the retailers. We have long been re-
garded by the trade as the leading clock
people of the country, and we are deter-
mined to deserve the distinction more
than ever during the new year.

We Want Your Clock
Business,
And we are going to get it by giving you
good, honest-made goods at right prices.
Our situation makes us the natural supply
center for the Central West and Southern
trade. We enable you to save in time,
freight and price. Order from Albert and
get your goods when you want them.

ALBERT BROTHERS,
The Quick Delivery House,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

17



ITS THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT TO THE JOBBERS: We are now showing the trade an increased line of

Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings

173
1885 - ---1904

and will adhere to the resolution we have made for the past 
nineteen years : To makt our goods as we represent them.

from year to year demonstrates how we keep our resolutions.

TO THE RETAILER: Bows. 14 K. 'bo.

No. 200, Parker's improved Magic Repair Clamp, $1.50 each.No. 201, without ball joint, . . • • . 1.25 "

MADE IN

ALL SIZES.

Write

your jobber

for prices

On

Our increased trade

Seamless Gold Filled and Stiffened.

Superior Finish and Guaranteed to Fit.

other sizes.

18 Size American. Per dozen, $5.00. 18 Size Antique. Per dozen, $5.00.

Gold cannot be bought below market value. When you are offered bows for almost nothing, ask the 
question, " What stock are they?"

Our i4 K. 1/10 Rows are stamped 14 K. I/u) on card. They are not a bargain, but actual value for your 
money.

Registered ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER. 
WI; SELL JOBBER ONLY.

The Koch Improved Pinvise.

PRICE-LIST GUARANTEED
SWEDISH PLIERS.

A yi,e of novel eonsiruction--reguires Flat Nose   0.411 .:"... 0.40 *0.50

.1 in. l'.,,iu,
the use of Ind IWO Wild in operating Hound Nose   . 40 .40 .50same. Po II i og downward Hie corrugated Chain  40 .40 AOeenterpieci. opens I lie jaws-and upon
releasing same they are closed IIY means 

Long Nose  . 40 .4n .50End Cutting   .55 .55 ,I30
on ilia oldeel lo be held, the lever is

of a spring. In 111'111T ill tighten Ilie grip Side Cutting   .60 .60 .65
pulled dowil with the forefinger. SimpleIn construction and well made. Full
nickel plated. Price only, 60c• each.

••••
Trade-Mark

THE LEDOS MFG. CO.
34-36 PEARL ST., NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.

THE "NATIONAL" UNIVERSAL JEWELRY HOLDER.
For holding jewelry of any description or shape, while setting stones, engraving, etc. The aboveIllustrations show the adaptability of the bolder for all kinds of work. A trial of the NationalUniversal Jewelry Holder will prove conclusively that its use is not only conducive to great economy,saving time, labor, gas, shellac and materials, but it is also the means of producing cleaner and bettin.results. Sole-leather lined. Complete with extra pins, full directions and useful hints. Price, $1.50

BEAD AND SILK
FOB TIPS.

We have the largest stock
in Chicago at right prices.

Prices per Dozen.

STYLE A for sewing on.
Best

Gold Gold
Filled, Sterling. Plate.
$2.00 $2.50 $ .85
2.25 3.00 .90
190 3.50 1.00
3.00 4.00 1.25
3.25 4.50 1.50

In.1 if

11/

2 "

STYLE C for cementing
Best

Gold Gold
Filled, Sterling. Plate,

% in. $2.75 $3.25 $1.75
1 " 3.25 3.75 2.00
11/ " 3.50 4.50 2.25q,9 II 3.75 5.50 2.50

4.25 • 6.00 2.75

Tips only Style A and C if
desired.

ALL PRICES

COMBINATION WHEEL, PINION AND CROWN
CLAMP NO. so.A new claimant for your consideration. 'this tool is a special &ilia,for clamping wheels, pinions or any round article to be broached. Theclamping parts (inserted in a nickel-plated frame) are made of lead toavoid slipping or marring of polished surfaces. Also very well adapted forillitltdeidn! crowns when _opening, drilling or tapping same. Nicely nickel

Price, 75c. each.

JOIN THE ARMY
IN THE JEWELERS' BRIGADE.
We command the situation and want a

standing army of kc(Al buyers who are interestedill saving- money.
No matter where you see it, catalogue, circular
or trade paper, we supply tile entire line at the lowest prices.Write us for your Findings, Tools, Watch Material, Benches and
Lathes. We are HEADQUARTERS for Supplies.

787.

BUTTONS for

ALL SOCIETIES.

solid Gold, $6.30 per doz.
Rolled-Plate, 3.00 per doz.
t ;old Plated, 1.20 per doz..

Chas. K. Winship &Co.
78 State St., Chicago, Ill.

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS!

Bought from stocks. New as from fac-
tories. Send for catalogue.

Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best American-made Jewels, 50 cis. a dozen.

Watches Repaired for the Trade.

All American Staffs fitted at 50 cents.

PHILIP KATZ,
14 Maiden Lane,
New York.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention

The Kevstone.

Give us a trial order of one or

more of our Cuckoo Clocks and

be convinced that we manufacture

the best on the market, for the

least money, every one guaranteed

by the

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successors to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

FACTORY,
1636-38 Hutchinson St.

Write for Catalogue.

oFFicE AND wARERooms,
1027 4,..-csIstri-shits. Aversue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

1904 TOOLS

-1111-4' '!11111411..

103 State Street, Chicago, III.
SUBJECT TO 4.AH 1014.0UNT.

No. 307. Adjustable Balance Truing Wrench.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE IL
LUSTRATING OVER

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY TOOLS.
 

No. 205. Movement Holder.

Patent Locking Device.
KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H.

Rivet Punch Set,
No. 311.
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Rivett Lathe No. 2,
for Watchmakers.

Rivett Lathes
Nv i 1 1 be made in 2 styles

After January 1st, 1904.
The Rivett Lathe has always been made with aSteel Bed, at a greatly increased cost.

The New Lathe w ill have a Cast Iron Bed.The cone vill be keyed on, but the flange \\Till be replaced by a ring for indexing the same as all
other makers use. It will have a Tip=Over T=Rest, Improved Bearings and everything else exactly
like the regular "RIVETT." In fact it will be a "RIVBTT " lathe and \yin be marked"RIVETT LATHE." This lathe vill have iore value than any other American-made lathe.

Ask Your Dealer for It.'We shall continue to make the regular "RIVETT" lathe, "Steel Bed "as heretofore at the regular price.
We have been asked by a great many dealers to make a cheaper lathe, but our answer has always been,
that we believe our success is due to our policy of making only the best, and we want to deal only with
people who want good tools. It is for you to ask for them. Send for Catalog.

Brighton,

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Delivery Wagon is the " best thing on wheels."

'It Delivers the Goods."
People buy more goods when they're sure that theywill be delivered promptly and in good shape.That's one reason why merchants who use

The Oldsmobile
Light Delivery Wagon

Price, $850

get the lion's share of the trade in their field.This modern delivery wagon is built with the samemechanical excellence which has made the OldsmobileRunabout the best known and best liked automobile inthe world.
The motor is light in weight and powerful in operation.Built with smallest number of parts, easily accessible.Its simplicity gives great strength, and repair bills arealmost unknown to the owner of an Oldsmobile.For the delivery of goods, the Oldsmobile LightFor complete information, see our nearest selling agent, or write Dept. 66.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, U.S.A.
Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Use Our Goods!

Last year we sold more pairs of

Steel Spectacles, low-priced

and medium grades, than dur-

ing any previous year in our

business 
history—extending

back thirty-three years.

We are building machinery for

some new styles to help us

break all records this year.

Use our goods! All jobbers.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.

Manufacturing Opticians

READING, PA.
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A REMARKABLE NEW ENGLAND JEWELRY STORE.

THE costumes stamp the period—over

half a century ago—otherwise the

general appearance would indicate a more

recent date. Yes, a remarkable store in
more ways than one. Of it Gleason's

Plc/or/al, of November, 185/, said :

"It is one of the most superb establishments of
the kind in this country, if not in the world. The
Iflai ti r00111 is 138 feet long, and the end being set
with immense mirrors, gives it an appearance of
being dolt ble t hat length. The ceiling is orna-mented with superb fresco work, and the show
Cases resting upon massive marble Coon tars arefinished in the most perfect manner. For bril-liancy and richness of display, a view of this
gorgeous mercantile palace will sink into insigni-
fiCIII1C0 any description of oriental enchantmentthat could be conceived. The tine array of jewelryplate, papier mache and military goods exposedto the gaze of visitors, is 0 ilwatohed in costliness,variety and elegatme. The prim, re a so arrangedas to separate the wholesale ohm.. !Intent, so thatwhile it accommodates dealers h., wish to ex-amino and ....leo a large assortment, it in 110 AVIIV
iJItorfi.1.4, it h the patrons or Is retail branchof the store. We need to say nothing of the tastesand merits of tlik firm, who ha ve exhibited somuch skill in i lie ellasic tool classic Webster &Cunard vases, manufactured I.y them, besidesmany other costly works of art. TIli•ir vast stockconsists of watches, jewelry, silver-plated ware,
communion ware, music boxes, tartan statuary,japanned, and britannia, glass and porcelain ware,
candelabras, and an endless variety of ornaments,
curiosities, etc."

At that time, without doubt, was in-
cluded in their stock the individual pro-
ductions of Denis C. Wilcox, Horace C.
Wilcox and Isaac C. Lewis, who with
others in 1852 combined their business
under the corporate name of MERIDEN
BRITANNIA CO. It is also very certain that
spoons, forks, etc., made by the original
ROGERS BROTHERS (established in 1847)
were extensively sold. There is ample
proof that a few years later a large line of
MERIDEN BRITANNIA Co. hollowware and
1847 ROGERS BRos. flatware was always
displayed. But to return to the article
of 1851 :

" They are censtantly in receipt of goods whichthey import exclusively for their own trade, andthey supply purchasers on terms as liberal, as thesame kind of goods can be bought in Europe.
When illumined by gam light in the evening,the store from the exterior may be said to heone of the curiosities of the pity, presenting all

appearance that would beggar all description III
richness and actual intrinsic splendor. We haveseen foreigners, who have traveled much and been
observant, too, pause for a long time before its
windows and exclaim with surprise and pleasure

at the elegant scene It presents under gas light,now regarding the store from the sidewalk andnow retiring to the opposite side of the street toexamine it from a distance. The effect is reallyvery tine and richly worthy of notice. To thosewho are in the habit of passing that locality dailyand nightly, these remarks will be nothing new ;but persons who have never seen the store whenbrilliantly lighted, should certainly visit ILThe Revere House of this city, celebrated forits splendid silverware and table service, valuedat twenty-tive thousand dollars, was supplied bythis house ; also the Winthrop and most of the besthotels in the large cities, West and South. In facttheir ware is remarkable for its stability andhorough workmanship, and for its unrivaledsplendor ill appearance."

The illustration and description of this
old-time store will prove interesting to thc
present day trade, and with the idea that
an enlarged picture suitable for framing,
reproduced by the artotype process would
be appreciated, we have had a few copies
issued. While they last, the trade selling
our goods will be furnished a copy upon
request without charge, and at the same
time the name of the store of half a century
ago will be supplied.

Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.,
International Silver Co., Successor.

F7e," .■
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The Easter Number of THE KEYSTONE

TN accordance with our custom of some

years past, the March issue of THE KEY-

STONE will be our annual Easter Number.

We publish the Easter Number thus early, in

order that the seasonable information in .its

pages may reach the readers in time to be

put to practical use in their preparations for

the spring season. An attractive feature of

this issue will be a special cover design,

beautifully symbolical of Easter and the re-

newed life and energy of springtide. The

contents will be enriched by many extra

features in the shape of articles of special

practical value at this time. It will also con-

tain the spring announcements of all the

leading wholesale and manufacturing con-

cerns in the country. The approaching

springtide will find the country in excellent

condition, and we can wish you in all confi-

dence a continuation of the prosperity of the

past few years.

Proposed Gold-Stamping Law in

New York State

A BILL of interest to the jewelry trade

of New York State was introduced in

the State Legislature, at Albany, last month.

The bill is entitled, " An Act to Amend the

Penal Code, in Relation to Stamping or

Marking Articles Manufactured of Gold or of

any Alloy of Gold," and reads as follows :

The People of the State of New York repre-

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as

follows :
Sec. I. The Penal Code is amended by incor-

porating .therein an additional section between

Sec. 364-t and Sec. 365, to be known as Sec. 
364-j,

to read as follows:
Sec. 364-j. Any person, firm, corporation or

association who or which makes or sells or offers

to sell or dispose of, or has in his, her or its 
pos-

session with intent to sell or dispose of, any articl
e

of merchandise, constructed in whole or in part 
of

gold or of any alloy of gold, ancl having sta
mped,

branded, engraved or imprinted thereon any mark

indicating or designed or intended to indicate

that the gold or alloy of gold in such article is 
of a

greater degree or karat of fineness than the 
actual

quality or fineness of such gold or alloy, is guilt
y

of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect on October

I, 1904.

It will be noticed that the bill does not

make it compulsory to have gold articles

stamped, but if articles are stamped a certain

karat of fineness, the bill provides that all

such articles must be of the karat stamped

on them. This bill is similar in text to that

introduced in the New York State Legislature

a year ago and which passed the Assembly,

hut failed of passage in the Senate because of

lack of time for its consideration. The lead-

ing- wholesale and manufacturing concerns in

New York City favor the measure, while

some few, we understand, have taken action

to oppose.it.

Jewelers' Organizations

A CASUAL perusal of this issue will

reveal a great number of organizations

among jewelers, almost all of these, however,

are associations of other branches of the

trade than retailers. The number includes

the Jewelers' Association and 'Board of 'Trade,

the Chicago Jewelers' Association, the

Jewelers' Security Alliance, the Jewelers'

League, the Jewelers' Safety Fund Society,

the Jewelers' Protective Union, the Manufac-

turing Jewelers' Association of New York,

the New England Manufacturing Jewelers'

Association, the Cincinnati Manufacturing

Jewelers' Association, the 24-Karat Club

of New York, the Philadelphia Jewelers'

Club, the Chicago Jewelers' Club, the Broth-

erhood of Traveling Jewelers, and possibly

others of a social and business character.

All these seem to be efficacious—some of

them notably so—in the performance of the

duties devolving upon them, and all seem

to have the element of permanence.

Singular it is that it should be so dif-

ferent with the retail branch of the trade.

Associations of retailers are organized, meet

and die with startling uniformity. We

could name quite a list of local and State

societies of retailers formed in recent years,

but most of them have fallen into the condi-

tion described by a certain voluminous states-

man as " innocuous desuetude." On another

page of this issue we publish a report of a

meeting of one organization of retail jewelers

for which we have great hopes, although the

attendance at the meeting is said to have

been disappointing. We refer to the society

formerly known as the Michigan Retail
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recent date. Yes, a remarkable store in
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The illustration and description of this
old-time store will prove interesting to the
present day trade, and with the idea that
an enlarged picture suitable for framing-,
reproduced by the artotype process would
be appreciated, we have had a few copies
issued. While they last, the trade selling
our goods will be furnished a copy upon
request without charge, and at the same
time the name of the store of half a century
.1;o will ht -

Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.,
International Silver Co., Successor.
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The Easter Number of THE KEYSTONE

IN accordance with our custom of some

years past, the March issue of THE KEY-

STONE will be our annual Easter Number.

\Ve publish the Easter Number thus early, in

order that the seasonable information in its

pages may reach the readers in time to be

put to practical use in their preparations for

the spring season. An attractive feature of

this issue will be a special cover design,

beautifully symbolical of Easter and the re-

newed life and energy of springtide. The

contents will be enriched by many extra

features in the shape of articles of special

practical value at this time. It will also con-

tain the spring announcements of all the

leading wholesale and manufacturing- con-

cerns in the country. 'File approaching

springtide will find the country in excellent

condition, and we can wish you in all confi-

dence a continuation of the prosperity of the

past few years.

Proposed Gold-Stamping Law in

New York State

A BILL of interest to the jewelry trade

of New York State was introduced in

the State Legislature, at Albany, last month.

The bill is entitled, " An Act to Amend the

Penal Code, in Relation to Stamping or

Marking Articles Manufactured of Gold or of

any Alloy of Gold," and reads as follows :

The People of the State of New York repre-

sented p in Senate and Assembly, do enact as

follows:
: 

Sec. T. The Penal Code is amended by incor-

porating therein an additional section between

Sec. 364-i and Sec. 365, to be known as Sec. 36
4-j,

to read as follows:
Sec. 364-j. Any person, firm, corporation or

association who or which makes or sells or offers

to sell or dispose of, or has in his, her or its p
os-

session with intent to sell ■ it dispose of, ally article

I f merchandise, constructed in %'hole or in part of

gold or of any alloy of gold, and having stamped,
branded, engraved or imprinted thereon any mark
indicating or designed or intended to indicate

that the gold or alloy of gold in such article is o
f a

greater degree or karat of fineness than the actual
quality or fineness of such gold or alloy, is guilty
hit a misdemeanor.

sec. 2. This act shall take effect on October

1, 190-4

It vill be noticed that the bill does not

make it compulsory to have gold articles

stamped, but if articles are stamped a certain

karat of fineness, the bill provides that all

such articles must be of the karat stamped

on them. This bill is similar in text to that

introduced in the New York State Legislature

a year ago and which passed the Assembly,

but failed of passage in the Senate because of

lack of time for its consideration. T h e lead-
ing Nvholesale and manufacturing concerns in

New York City favor the measure, while

some few, we understand, have taken action

to oppose it.

Jewelers' Organizations

A CA" 'AL perusal of this issue

reveal a great number of organizations

among jewelers, almost all of these, however,

are associations of other branches of the

trade than retailers. The number includes

the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade,

the Chicago Jewelers' Association, the

Jewelers' Security Alliance, the Jewelers'

League, the Jewelers' Safety Fund Society,

the jewelers' Protective the Manufac-

turing Jewelers' Association of New York,

the New England Manufacturing Jewelers'

Association, the Cincinnati Manufacturing-

Jewelers' Association, the 24' karat Club

of New York, the Philadelphia Jewelers'

Club, the Chicago Jewelers' Club, the Broth-

erhood of Traveling jewelers, and possibly

others of a social and business character.

All these seem to be efficacious-some of

them notably so-in the performance of the

duties devolving upon them, and all seem

to have the element of permanence.

Singular it is that it should be so dif-

ferent with the retail branch of the trade.

Associations of retailers are organized, meet

and die with startling uniformity. We

could name quite a list of local and State

societies of retailers formed in recent years,

but most of them have fallen into the condi-

tii in described by It certain x.oluminous states-

in:in as " innocuous desuetude.' ' On another

page of this issue we publish a report of a

meeting. of one organization of retail jewelers

for which we have great hopes, although the

attendance at the meeting is said to have

been disappointing. We refer to the society

formerly known as the Michigan Retail
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Jewelers' Association, but now the American
Retail Jewelers' Association. While the
reason of the extension of the name to
national proportions is not quite apparent,
we trust the association may be in truth the
germ of an organization of national dimen-
sions and influence. May we not hope that
the example of the Michigan trade will have
a revivifying effect on some of the other
dormant organizations?

We are pleased to note that a call has
been issued for a meeting of retailers in St.
Paul, Minn., on February 17th for the pur-
pose of organizing a State Association. As a
special railroad rate has been secured for such
as may wish to attend, a representative first
meeting may be expected. The Minnesota
Optical Society, which is already famous for
having had passed the first State law for the
regulation of the practice of optometry, gives
us hope that the jewelers' association will be
equally vigorous and influential.
" Agitate the formation of jewelers'

organizations," write many of our corre-
spondents. Bless your innocent hearts we
are agitating with a fervency and persistency
that only faith in the cause could maintain.
It takes members to make an organization—
an enthusiastic leader and faithful followers.

King Cotton Reigns Supreme

IT takes no great stretch of memory torecall those lean years back in the nine-
ties when ten-cent cotton was a mere opti-
mistic dream. In those days of depression
the great crop of the South was unjustly dis-
credited, and the planter was told that a
greater diversity of crops was his only salva-
tion. Last month cotton sold in the New
York Cotton Exchange at 15 cents a pound
for the first time in nearly thirty years. In
New Orleans, cotton for July delivery sold
as high as 15.40 cents. The high price is
due, at least to some extent, to the excep-
tional export movement. We can best show
the growing importance of cotton as an
export by this calculation : From 1883 to
1903 cotton exports averaged a little more
than $750,000 a day. In 1903 they averaged
more than $1,000,000 in value per day ; in
the last three months of 1903 they averaged
more than $2,000,000 per day, and in the
closing month of the year nearly $2,500,000
per day.

Exports of cotton in December, 1903,
show a greater value than in any preceding
month in the history of cotton exportation.
The value of cotton exports from the United
States was $378,000,000. The total value of
the exports exceeds by $64,000,000 that of
the preceding record year, 1900, when the
value of the cotton exported was $34,000,-
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000. The value of cotton exports never
reached the $300,000,000 line except in the
years 1900, 1901 and 1903. In 1900 the
total was $314,000,000 ; in 1901, $301,000,-
000 ; and in 1903, $378,000,000.

THESE figures are especially gratifying
to the South, which section, despite

some drawbacks, is now enjoying a wonder-
ful prosperity. While on an inspection tour
of the Southern States recently, James A.
Blair, a prominent capitalist and director of
the Seaboard Air Line Railway, said :
" During the last eight days I have been
through Florida, Georgia and Alabama, and
I have been greatly surprised at the wonder-
ful prosperity in the South. In my travels
of more than 2000 miles in the States named
and in the cities that I have visited, I have
seen nothing but prosperity; and it seems to
me from what I can see and with my talks
with the people I have met, that the South
is in a far better condition to-day than it ever
was before. The crops are abundant and
they are selling at good prices. The cotton
crop this year will bring $150,000,000 more
than last year." Figures and conditions like
these should be an efficacious antidote to the
unfounded fear of depression that prevails in
some quarters.

TT is gratifying and encouraging to know
that the fear of a reaction in the prosperity

of the country has grown steadily less since
the first of the year. A satisfactory after-
holiday business is responsible for this. As
reported elsewhere on our pages a leading
wholesale and manufacturing jewelry concern
in the Southwest was agreeably surprised at
finding its January sales materially better than
those for the same month one year ago. In
fact the unfounded scare due to the specula-
tive disturbance, which has become known as
the " rich man's panic," has largely subsided.
Given an abundance of money, bumper crops
and good prices therefor, the business in-
terests of the country can confidently pursue
the even tenor of their way.

A Possible $50,000,000 for Good Roads

IT is not unlikely that before this issue
reaches the trade, the good roads bill will

have come up for consideration in Congress.
As our readers will, no doubt, remember the
Brownlow bill, introduced by the Hon.
Walter P. Brownlow, of Tennessee, and the
Hon. Jacob H. Gallinger, senator from New
Hampshire, has for its essential object the
appropriation of $24,000,000 as national aid
for the building of wagon roads. This sum
is to be distributed to each State according
to its population, except that no State is to
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receive less than $250,000. This is not the
extent of the bill, however, for each State or
county receiving a certain sum of money
must contribute a like amount, so that in all
there will be available, if this bill should pass,
$48,000,0oo for good roads. An expenditure
of this amount will, it is estimated, build
from 6000 to 7000 miles of splendid road,
and will place in each State from too to 500
miles of fine, hard road, which will not be
affected by frost or spring rains, and on
which the farmer can haul all the year round.

THE country is now a unit in the matter
of road reform, and the automobile is

proving a powerful factor in pushing the
reform. In a number of States of the Union,
State aid has been given to the building of
good roads, and with such beneficial results
that each new appropriation is greater than
the preceding one. It is no longer necessary
to argue in favor of good roads ; but action,
national or State or both, is imperative. A
meeting of the National Good Roads' Asso-
ciation was held in Washington, D. C., on
January 25th, for the purpose of advocating
national aid of the cause. It is suggestive of
the national character of the movement that
representatives from every State and territory
were in attendance.

United States as a School of Progress

THE Chamberlain agitation of a preferen-
tial tariff in the British Empire has already

produced results in the shape of an awaken-
ing of the British people to the magnitude
and danger of American competition. Only
recently the aggressive Birmingham statesman
told his audience that American watches
were being placed in the English market at
a price with which English makers could not
compete, and pointed to the depression in
the English watch industry as sustaining his
statement. Impressed with and alarmed by
Chamberlain's emphatic assertion, the Horo-
logical Institute of London, representing the
watchmakers of the United Kingdom, pro-
ceeded to organize a delegation to visit the
United States and make a thorough exami-
nation of American methods of producing
watches. It is stated that they in ill visit our
leading watch ind watch case making facto-
ries, and make a special study of the
machinery used therein. On their return to
England they will make an official report to
the Horological Institute, and it is confidently
stated in advance that the investigation will
result in radical changes in the British watch
factory methods. The Horological Institute
of London is a most admirable institution,
the membership comprising the most accom-
plished horologists in Great Britain.
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The Situation in the East

A GRATIFYING feature of our present-

day civilization is the growing hesitancy

of the nations in going to war. Only a few

weeks ago we were informed by press de-

spatches that a Russo-Japanese conflict was

inevitable ; at this writing there is such a

rapprochement between the two countries,

that an amicable settlement of the dispute is

probable. The Japanese Minister to St.

Petersburg is reported as saying : " War

now would only be disastrous to both coun-

tries. Besides, I believe it would not be

worth while to go to war on questions still in

dispute." As war in any form, or for what-

ever object, is an unthinkable horror, a

peaceful termination of the negotiations is

devoutly to be wished for.

PrHE concessions already made 
by both

parties give reasons for hopefulness.

Thus, as regards Manchuria, the Tokio Gov-

ernment has acknowledged that Russia has

special interests in that region and may

justly use for their protection the special

powers which China has granted to her by

treaty. On the other hand, Japan requests

that Russia shall distinctly reaffirm her for-

mer promise to recognize China's sovereignty

ill Manchuria and not to attempt any dis-

memberment of that terrritory. On this

point, also, Russia has made a relevant and

important concession by agreeing to offer no

obstruction to the exercise of the rights re-

cently granted by treaties to the United

States and Japan, including the right to

place consuls at Mukden and Antung, both

of which now-open ports are in Manchuria.

In regard to Corea, it is stated that Russia

has agreed not to dispute Japan's predomi-

'lance in the greater part of that country,

and has confined herself to a suggestion of a

method of avoiding friction by the establish-

ment of a neutral zone between their spheres

of influence. The cynic will find reason for

ironical mirth ill this gratuitous partitioning

of the property of others, and it is truly a

regrettable fact that might, even in this

twentieth century, has lost little either of its

prestige or unscrupulousness as a factor in

the world's affairs. The altruism of the

nations is still a dream, whatever may be

said of the individual brotherhood of man.
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of Manchuria, which is revealed to us as

an undeveloped El Dorado. Manchuria is

larger than Texas plus twice the area of New

York State. It embraces about 370,000

square miles. Its density of population is

no greater than that of the United States if

the census of 1902, giving it 8,500,000 in-

habitants, is approximately accurate. Two-

thirds of it, the northern half and a broad

belt on the eastern edge, is very mountainous,

with rich valleys along the rivers and untold

mineral wealth still locked up in the moun-

tain strong boxes ; and interspersed among

the mountains and to the south and west of

them are broad reaches of prairie lands, not

so expansive as those of the upper Missis-

sippi, but apparently just as favorable for

cultivation ; the extreme west is invaded by

the wastes of the Gobi desert. The develop-

ment is greatest in the southern third of the

country, where the population is most dense,

markets are most accessible and agricultural

pursuits are most easily carried on. " Few

regions," we are told, " are better endowed

with natural wealth. If the Russianizing

process is to continue, one of the finest plums

ill the Chinese Empire will fall into the open

mouth of Russia. The traveler scarcely sees

an acre of prairie or valley that is not planted,

that does tot teem with profitable crops kept

free from every weed."

THE one over-shadowing and certain

eventuality of the present situation in

the East, is the opening up of the great

populous countries of the Orient to com-

merce and internal development. That most

interesting and instructive book, " The Rus-

sian Advance," by Senator Beveridge, of

Indiana, recently published, tells of the work

already done by Russia in the vast country
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MANY will believe, and not without

reason, that a settlement of the dis-

pute with Japan, whatever the terms, will

mean a victory for Russia, for the " advance"

will go on inexorably. Past history has

shown how lightly treaties are regarded by

" the bear that walks like a man." The fact

that Russia is a despotic monarchy gives her

a great advantage in pursuing her policies.

There is no dread of the popular vote or party

opposition. The Russian statesman, if success-

ful, holds his position for life, and his work is

unaffected by fickle popular influences. Thus

it happens that a system which means popu-

lar oppression may mean national progress.

COREA, also, is a most promising expanse

of territory. Its area is estimated at

82,000 square miles, or about equal to that

of the State of Kansas. Railways, tele-

graphs, telephones and a postal system have

been recently introduced into Corea, and the

American is already very much in evidence.

A railway from the seaport of Chemulpo to

Seoul, the capital, a distance of twenty-six

miles, was built by American contractors,

and has reduced the time between the sea-

port and capital from eight hours to one and

three-quarter hours. The Seoul Electric

Company, organized chiefly by Americans

and with American capital, has built and

operated an electrical railway near Seoul,

which is much used by the natives. This

electrical plant is said to be the largest single

electrical plant in Asia. The machinery is

imported from the United States, and the

consulting engineer, a Japanese, is a graduate

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The minerals of Corea are of considerable

value. Copper, iron and coal are reported

as abundant, and gold and silver mines are

being successfully operated, an American

company having charge of and operating a

gold mine at the treaty port of Wunsan

under a concession granted in 1895. Verily,

a new trade era is dawning in the Orient,

and Uncle Sam is prepared to help along in

characteristic fashion.

A Noble Example for the Great
Powers

WE are so accustomed to regard South

American countries as mere nurseries

of revolutions, that any evidence of advanced

statesmanship therein merits prompt recog-

nition. It is, indeed, with admiring wonder

that we read of the noble example of Chile

and Argentine in their recent agreement to

live at peace and curtail their armaments.

Our readers will remember that war was at

one time threatened between these two pros-

pering republics, and great was the regret

that their progress shonld be retarded and

their substance wasted in a futile conflict.

They themselves realized the gravity of the

situation, submitted their differences to arbi-

tration and loyally accepted the result.

Furthermore, they agreed to dismiss the

possibility of war from their minds and to

show their faith in each other even to the

extent of disposing of some of their warships.

The situation in the Orient happily fur-

nished Chile with the opportunity to show

her good faith and make an excellent bargain.

Great Britain found it advisable to promptly

purchase the two Chilean battleships, Liber-

tad and Constitution, to keep Russia from

acquiring them. Chile now finds herself

better off by $9,375,000 cash than if she

had kept the ships. She not only saves the

interest on that amount —say $40o,000 a

year—but also the cost of maintaining the

vessels, which would have been at least

another annual million. She is spared the

necessity of keeping up two crews amounting

to 1500 officers and men. All these advan-

tages she gains, without a single offset, by

virtue of a simple agreement with her only

dangerous rival, the Argentine Republic,

binding each to stop piling up armaments.

We do not generally look to South America

for examples of cool statesmanship, but this

agreement between Argentine and Chile is

well worthy of the consideration, if not

emulation, of the jealous military-ridden

powers of Europe.
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The following is from the Commercial Bulletin, Boston,
Mass., February 9, 1867 more than thirty-six years ago:

.ENGINEERS' AND CONDUCTORS!

WATCHES. .

THE AMERICAN WATCH CO., of Waltham,
Masachuett, request us to publish the followirg
letters. recently received, recommendatory of Wal-
tham Watches for railway use. The PennsylvaniaRailroad Company have for several years furnished to
their employes watches specially made for them bythe Waltham Company, and it is this class of watchesthe Superintendent. Mr. Williams. refers to. Similarwatches (In wrong dilver or gold cases, with plate-glasscrystals). we are prepared to supply, named and en-graved to order; and of them. as being most suitablefor the neer Engineers, Conductors,SationMn „Sspres•tmen awl Messengers, the company give themost ample guarantee. It is a remarkable feet thatrailroad cotenant:a using our watches, suiihr much lessfrom collisions and similar accidents than any others.Any of the grades of Waltham watches may be pur-chased Of wateA dealera generally throughout the•coutury. ROBBINS & A PPLETON.•

182 Broadway, New York.
BOBBINS. APPLETON & CO.,

158 Washington street, Boston.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD CO.,OFFICE OF THE GKNILUAL SUPERINTENDENT,Altoona. Pa.. rth Dec.. 1866.Genttemen,— The watenes manufbetured by you,have been in use on this railroad for several years by

.

our enginemen, to whom we furnish watches as part.of our equipment. There are now some three hun-dred of them carried on our • line. and we considerthem good anti reliable timekeepers. Indeed, I havegreat satiathetion in saying your watches give Usless trouble, and have worn and do wear muchlonger without repaint. than any watches we ever hadin use on this road. As you are aware, wa thrreerlytrusted to those or English manufacture, of acknowl-edged good reputation, but as a elass they never kepttime as correctly, nor have they done aa good serviceHP yours.
I s tn these atements I am sustained by my prede-cessor, Mr. Lewis, whose experience extended over aseries of years. Respectfully,

EDWARD fr. WILLIAMS,General Superintendent.AntRiticuat WATCH Cloigraatr, Waltham.
NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD.' LOCOMOTIVE DEPARTMENT, WEST. DIVISION;

believe the great majority of I
Gentlemen,-1 have no hesitation in saying that

Rochester, Dec. 121410.

have found by experience that Waltham watchthe most satisfactory of any fur their uses. They runwith the greatest accuracy- and ateruliness. notwith-standing the rough riding of an engine, and as I havenever known one to wear out, they must be duraile.I Lope to see the time when railway companies willgenerally adopt yout watches, and furnish them to allengineers and conductors. In my opinion It wouldgreatly tend to promote regularity anti safety.Yours respectfully,
CnAnt.as WILSON, G. Chlef-Engineer,Brotherhood of Loeomotive Engineers of the IT. s.AMERICAN WATCEE Co., Waltham, Mass. 'jan12

Waltham Watches were the first, and for many years the only watches
constructed expressly for railroad service. These watches are now, as they
always have been, the best watches made in this or in any other country.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY

American Waltham Watch Company,
Waltham, Mass.

I' cbruary, 1904
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AN Unlucky Jeweler was gloomily review-

ing the record of 1903 and chewing the

bitter rag of his disappointment. He un-

burdened his mind thus, to the Friend who

sat nearby:
" There's no use in my trying—I'm up

against Fate. Here I've been pegging away

for a year and I am going backward, sure as

shooting. I'm losing trade to the other

chap around the corner ; I'm not even hold-

ing my own ; I stick close to business, never

take a real vacation and work like a slave,

while he is having all sorts of a good time;

yet is simply wiping me off the face of the

earth. I expect I'll be asking him to take

me on as his watchmaker, one of these days.

He has .all the luck—I'm up against it."

And the Unlucky Jeweler fetched a sigh.

The Friend pulled out a pencil, wrote

something on a handy scrap of paper and

shoved it over to the Unlucky, who saw

thereon this little sum in addition :

2

2

4

The Unlucky Jeweler looked puzzled.

" I don't understand. What are you driv-

ing at ? "
" /am not doing any driving," said the

Friend, " but those figures may, if you will

interpret their meaning."

" Well, I see nothing in them but a

little sum in addition. They only inform me

that two and two are four."

" And they particularly do not inform

you that two and two are five, or three-and-

a-half, or anything but just four—now, do

they ? "
" Why, of course not. Figures do

not lie.' "
" Well now, U. J., that's just what I'm

getting at. No amount of twisting or turn-

ing, no ingenuity of apology or explanation,

can bring other result from adding two and

two than just four. You can't monkey with

mathematics. Yet here you are lamenting

this very accuracy of result in adding two

and two."
" What's the matter with you? You

haven't heard me complain about the arith-

metic, surely ! "
" Yes, you've actually been growling

over arithmetical results, in contemplating

the showing of 1903."

" Say, please get down to carpet tacks;

I can't follow you. What are you trying to

tell me?''

KEYSTONE

" Simply this : While ' figures do not

lie,' liars will figure—that is to say, You have

deceived yourself. You set down this fact

and that, as to what you have done in 1903,

and expect the result will show so-and-so;

you think you have added two and two,

and five should stand as the product ;

and it doesn't ; and then you say that

Fate is against you. It isn't. ,That's

what."
" Please explain."

" May I be perfectly frank, without risk

of giving offense?"
" Sure—go on."
" Well, U. J., you sit at that bench of

yours all day, with a loupe screwed into your

eye, digging into the internals of watches.

Your vision is contracted to the focus of a

little lens, instead of broadened to take in

the horizon of trade. Consequently, you are

narrowing all the time ; you do not study

tastes and tendencies ; do not observe the

ways of competitors ; do not give thought

to advertising ; you leave undone the things

that should be done to popularize your store.

You work into the night over those crippled

watches and plume yourself on your industry;

but your industry is all waste. For you

should have some other fingers employed at

your repairing, so that your energies would

be free to expand in other directions—free to

grow. You need time to study out the best

ways of storekeeping ; you need opportunity

to work out ideas in advertising ; you should

not tax your mind with the things which you

can hire another to attend to, when bigger

problems are calling for your best thought.

But you have not seen this fact in the right

light ; so you sit bent over your bench and

work over pinions instead of opinions, and

you pity yourself for a martyr and write down

a big 2 on your record. Then when you

hear that your competitor is spending all

kinds of money on new fixtures, and buying

high-class goods that have never been offered

before in your town, and squandering cash

on big space in the newspapers instead of

putting it into the Building and Loan Asso-

ciation, as you do, you pat yourself on the

back for an economical and thrifty fellow.

But your comprehension of the larger facts of

trade has been so narrowed that you cannot

grasp the fact that liberal expenditure is very

often a real economy ; that the policy which

stints is the policy which paralyzes ; that

saving is often reckless extravagance and

wise squandering ' is real hoarding. Your

whole philosophy has been contracted to the

small field of your mental outlook ; your

theories of economy are bounded by the wall

behind your workbench. But you cannot

realize your limitations ; you think you

are saving and thrifty, and you write

down another big 2. Then the year closes

Is f

and you " add up," and this is what you

look for:
2

2

5

But the inexorable logic of arithmetic defies

you ; the sum is 4 ; and so you conclude

that you are up against Hard Luck. You

are only up against mathematics."

" You are pretty hard on me !"

" No, U. J., it is the facts that are hard

on you. You ought not expect other re-

sult from the sum of the factors which you

use than just the result you get. The trouble

is that you cannot read the figures. You

counted Application ' and Economy ' as

2 and 2 ; whereas these factors, unattached

from others equally important, are not of the

denomination you thought ; your sum, prop-

erly expressed, was this :

0

And there you are."
" Well now, Friend, what would you

advise, that I may get nearer to correct re-

sults in the future ?"
" First, then, be convinced of the abso-

lute mathematical certainty that this-and-that

added together will always ' come out ' in the

same invariable sum ; that inattention to the

basic principles of trade, indifference to the

gospel of advertising and neglect of the

details which popularize a store, are as surely

to sum up Failure as that two and two make

four. Second, acquire a correct appreciation

of the relative importance of the things in

your business, to which you must give your

attention ; that is to say, do not stint the

major interests by giving undue thought to

the minor, but portion out your time and

thought according to relative needs in the

whole group of duties. In other words,

learn your figures before you attempt to add

up your sum. Be sure that 2 is 2 ; then you

may be equally sure that their sum will inva-

riably be 4, and that no trick of evasion can

ever affect that inexorable result. Not only

the arithmetic, but the whole philosophy of

life as well, confirms the correctness of the

calculation."
"Thank you, Friend ; and I'm going

to pin up here on my desk, where I can see

it every working day in 1904, your ragged

slip of paper with its little sum

2

2

4

in order that the figures may constantly im-

press their lesson upon my mind. I now

feel quite sure that I needed the lesson."
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 1 Seamless Plain Gold Rings 11■=smwm.....ir

A jeweler's reputation can be greatly affected by the choice of his
line of wedding rings. These are the most observed and longest worn
of all tokens, and no grade

,
inferior to the Wheeler standard will answer.

Our Seamless Plain Gold Rings are the product of our own factory,
and their quality, correct shape and perfect finish are guaranteed by
our registered trade-marks, stamped in them : I lik k it Wit FEM

DIAMONDS

in large assortment and
at right prices.

HAND-MADE CASES

in all the newest, most
exclusive designs, fitting
E. Howard & Co. and
other regular model
American movements.

Hayden
fr"

[,heeler
& Co.

2 Maiden Lane,

New Y

Telephone, 8 Cortlandt.

JEWELRY AND RINGS

of unique design and the
best workmanship.

CASES TO ORDER

For Repeaters,
Chronographs,
Vacheron & Constantin,
Patek, Philippe & Co.,

and all Swiss movements.

The superiority of Howard watches needs little discussion, as for

sixty years they have stood as the best of all high-grade movements.

The 1903 model fits regular i6-size cases and lacks no feature making

for perfect watch mechanism. Where especially fine watches are wanted,

none better can be recommended than the

E. Howard Co. frratches 1 
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Sundry Subjects for Business
Meditations

BAD example is as contagious as measles.

One clock-watching clerk who takes ten

minutes to fix up for the noon hour and

twenty minutes to settle down to work will

quickly demoralize his or her fellow-workers.

The quicker this individual is eliminated the

better. The loquacious and gossipy clerk is

also an excellent specimen to avoid. A clat-

tering tongue is necessarily a mischief-maker.

J8

THE jewelry business is largely a matter

of confidence in the jeweler. Remember

this and do your utmost to cultivate public

confidence. " What did he give her for

a birthday gift," said Mildred to May. "A

set of studs," said May, " with bloodstone

setting and monogram on the back. She

can use either side out and, what do you

think, he bought them at  . I saw

the name on the box." .This is the standing

you must aspire to, the reputation you must

build up, the confidence you must cultivate.

J8

BY keeping our ears open we often get

pointers not intended for us. " I am

doing more work than I am paid for," said

a clerk to a friend in our hearing the other

day. " Then the chances are," said the

friend, " that you are now paid more than

you are worth." There was more truth than

charity in this retort, but plain speaking is

sometimes necessary and generally healthful.

.08

"
MUST handle trashy goods," says

I Jones, " to meet Brown's competition."

Perhaps ; but be careful not to recommend

such goods as reliable. Tell the customer

what the goods really are, showing him at

the same time reliable makes. Then let him

choose for himself. You will thus save your-

self from blame, and it is a hundred to one

that the customer will take your advice, if

not this time surely next time.

JI

TT is a good plan when you purchase novel-
ties of any kind to show them to likely

customers who call to make other purchases.

Most customers will be complimented by

your doing so, and will appreciate your cour-

tesy. In this way you get much free adver-

tising of a very effective kind, and make

occasional unexpected sales. It is your busi-

ness to know whom to select for this little

extra attention.

EXAMPLE is an all-powerful influence

for good or evil. If a jeweler requests

or permits his clerks to deceive customers,

he will wonder how quickly they will acquire

a facility for deceiving himself. We have

seldom known a systematically dishonest

clerk who could not say Eu quoque to his

employer.

LIFE in motion and vice versa. Change

your goods around frequently. There

is such a thing as leaving them too long in

the same case or same company. Bring the

slow sellers up front and get what you can

for them.

Nature as an Advertiser

The sun in blushing glory comes
Along the eastern way

Where rosy housetops kiss the sky,
To advertise the day.

The twinkling stars peep from the blue
And tremble in the light

Of dying day, and twinkling there,
They advertise the night.

The buds that deck the bush and tree
And drink the April showers,

Lift up their young, insistent heads
To advertise the flowers.

The clouds that fill the lowering skies
When all the air is warm,

Combine with flash and thunder roar
To advertise the storm.

The birds which fly o'er hill and vale
And in the brown trees sing

When all the earth is bare, have come
To advertise the spring.

All things created, from the stars
Down to the humblest clod,

Conjoin in nature's handiwork
To advertise a God.

KEEP track of the fads and fashions in

your line. In business as in politics

you must put your ear to the ground occa-

sionally and note what's coming. The

jeweler in a town who has a reputation for

furnishing the latest styles in bracelets and

hair ornaments is the one that is likely to sell

the most watches. There's prestige in being

previous that means dollars to the merchant

who has to do with the world of fashion. And

this is especially true of the jewelry business.

01

ALWAYS grade your goods according to

quality. Don't mix the highest priced

with the cheapest. Poor goods look still

poorer when placed in contrast with the best.

Show inferior goods by themselves, using

every trick of display to help them make a

good impression, but don't kill them by

association with rich stock.

IS3

MODERN competition has been useful

in many ways. It has eliminated the

gruff, short-tempered, self-opinionated mer-

chant of by-gone times. If you can't be

pleasant and courteous to customers there's

Gentleman Jones just over the way. " I

don't have to," is one of the most tanta-

lizing taunts of the present-day vernacular.

Even if a man asks you what kind of hair a

hairspring is made of give him a civil answer.

He may know no better.

J8

you ever hear of the " psychological

moment ? " It simply means doing the

right thing at the right time. The time to

strike the iron is when it is hot. The time

to advertise and sell novelties is when the

fad is on. Sell Roosevelt spoons, for instance,

while the gallant Theodore is in the saddle,

for the " psychological moment " would be

history and the spoons antiques should Sir

Marcus perform the unhorsing act.

J8

BE true to your promises, and never

promise what you know you cannot

perform. If Dr. Kapsul's watch is to be

repaired by Thursday noon, have it ready by

that time. If you recommend an article, be

sure that it will not fall short of your recom-

mendation. Doubt in your word will beget

doubt in your capability.

A SURE misfit at the head of any business

is the man who " knows it all." If you

have selected your store assistants with care

give them credit for intelligence and possible

new ideas. Consult with them occasionally

and don't be above accepting a suggestion

from them if you know it to be a good one.

Your very self-sufficiency may blind you to

leaks and defects in your business system that

are apparent to your least important clerk.

D° you know the origin of " ship-
shape" ?

Have you ever been on one of the big

passenger ships ? If so, did you note the

shiny cleanliness of the decks, the mirror-

like brilliancy of the brass rods, the snowy

whiteness of the painted woodwork, the

freshly varnished spars and rails, the immacu-

late neatness of the attendants ? Everything

is in its place, everyone is ready. In other

words, things are " ship-shape." Look

around your store, your stock, your clerks,

and see if the good adjective " ship-shape"

applies to the tout ensemble. Neatness,

brightness, cleanliness are desirable in all stores

—they are necessities in the jewelry store.



8.1. THE KEYSTONE

Prevention of Sneak-Thieving
and Burglary

I I E Jewelers' Security Alliance re-
cently issued to the trade the follow-
ing instructions in regard to the pre-

vention of sneak-thieving and burglaries of
jewelry stores. Jewelers and their employees
will find it much to their benefit to study
carefully and apply these instructions :

Sneak thieves will generally watch for a
time when most of the employees are away
from the store, as at dinner or supper time,
and waiting for a favorable opportunity, will
come in and engage the few clerks at hand in
conversation, frequently pretending that they
wish to purchase some article which will
require a trip to the other end of the store ;
or which must be taken front a high shelf.
When the clerks are all engaged, a confed-
erate will enter and sneak away a tray of dia-
monds or some other valuable article from
the show case or show window, the others
occupying the attention of the proprietors or
clerks so that his actions will not be observed.

A good appearance is the " stock in
trade " of sneak thieves. Do not be deceived
by fine clothes and good manners.

Have the show cases so arranged that
an outsider cannot get behind them, or crawl
underneath to remove goods unobserved.

Mirrors behind the counters are very
useful in making it possible to observe the
movements of customers, if it is necessary to
turn around for some article.

Pennyweighters take advantage of the
rush of customers, and when the clerks are
very busy trying to wait on several people at
once, they will ask to look at goods and
watch for an opportunity to exchange a cheap
and worthless article for an expensive one.

Do not wait on more than one person at
a time unless you know them all, and espe-
cially never leave a lot of goods with a
stranger while you turn to wait on some
one else.

Strangers carrying an umbrella, or with
large sleeves, should be carefully watched, as
these are frequent devices for work of this
nature.

There is always danger in putting any
really valuable goods in the window unless
there is some safeguard to prevent losses if
the glass is broken. A wire netting is effec-
tive, while an extra plate glass, set several
inches inside the first one, is also said to
make the goods secure, and does not inter-
fere with the view.

Have the knobs or handles of your doors
arranged so that they cannot belastened on
the outside to prevent anyone coming out
quickly if the window is smashed.

If your window projects out beyond the
store proper, it should be lined with iron so
that a hole cannot be cut through under-
neath and the goods stolen, as has been done
successfully a number of times during the
past year.

Hold-ups are most likely to take place
in a store which is situated off the main street
where there is not very much travel. They
are not often attempted unless the store is
only in charge of one person ; so it is advi-
sable never to remain alone, and especially
do not turn your back to a stranger unless
you have some arrangement which will
enable you to see what he is doing.

A revolver in good order should be at
hand in every store, and a sharp lookout
kept so that pepper or some other irritating
substance cannot be thrown in the eyes.

It is an excellent plan to have the door
fixed so that it can be closed by pushing a
spring behind the counter, if there is any
occasion for doing so.

Goods sent out for inspection, should
never be allowed to be taken out of sight, as
many large sums have been lost in this way,
the thief going out of the room and sneak-
ing away by some other entrance.

In the smaller towns where almost every
customer is known, at least by sight, a.stran-
ger should be watched carefully, and especi-
ally if several come together.

In cities, where the stocks are large and
valuable, it is good economy to have •a
special watchman employed for the holiday
season, to prevent sneak thieves from taking
advantage of the confusion and crowds in the
store, and to ,keep an eye on any strangers
loitering on the outside around the show
windows.

The character and habits of employees
should be carefully looked after, and any
dissipation or extravagance stopped at once
on penalty of dismissal, as these are very
frequently the cause of the first step in
crime.

Never hire a stranger, even for a short
time, without investigating his references
thoroughly, and remember that written testi-
monials are easily forged, and should not be
accepted without inquiry and verification.
Several jewelers have had large amounts
stolen during the past year, by clerks whom
they would never have employed if they had
looked up their previous record or required
a satisfactory reference.

Do not leave valuables in the show win-
dows after the store is closed. They are
almost certain to tempt some thief to break
the window, and it is very difficult to pre-
vent such attacks, as they are usually made
when the police or watchman is at the other
end of his beat.
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Be sure you have a bright light burning
after locking up for the night, so that
passers-by can observe strangers. A jewelry
store is especially tempting to the safe bur-
glar and sneak thief. Keep on the alert for
them.

The Cut-Price Stampede

MAN is an imitative creature, and what
man is the merchant is. The imitative

propensity would be an admirable character-
istic if he could always discriminate between
the things that are good to imitate and the
things that are not. But he can't always tell
the decoys from the reality, and there are
decoys in business as well as in the duck
pond. One of these is the cut price. This
thought occurred to us as we gulped the
following capsules of wisdom from an observ-
ant hardware merchant:

Meeting competition is something that
is badly overdone the world over.

The merchant overdoes it many times
during a year.

A customer tells how much lower he
can buy goods in some other store. Imme-
diately the prices go down.

Not content with that, the band is made
to play and a sign appears in the front win-
dow announcing the new cut price.

Another sign appears across the way.
Finally the town is selling that certain

article below cost.
And the chances are even that the cus-

tomer who stampeded all of the merchants
may have concocted his story out of whole
cloth.

The wholesaler has the same experience.
His traveling man sells an item at some

special price and writes in to explain that
some other house cut it first.

The merchant that persuaded him to cut
the price may have been bluffing.

But the price is thereby established and
the ball rolls along.

In meeting competition the customer
must use his best judgment and not think he
has arrived at his best judgment until he has
thought it all over carefully.

Because a competitor cuts the price of a
staple article to-day is no sign that he will
continue it very long.

If he is let alone he may try to drop out
of the trouble in twenty-four hours.

If he keeps it up he may be making a
bard play to an uninterested public. He
may be selling the staple goods while his
competitor gets the other business.

The main thing is not to get excited
when a cut price shows up. Handle it with
tongs. Do not grab on and get burned in
hasty work.

You can look back over your experience
as a merchant and see that you made a mis-
take several times in following a cut price too
rapidly to its lair.

Profit by that experience.
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All-around strength that's the secret of the

line's popularity.

If you intend visiting the St. Louis Exposition, Nvn te

us for our proposition. We think it is rather liberal.

ChAca.

5aResa-ocarras

Sinversmithe

atiRding.fr;

Electrotypes for local

advertising free to

customers.

Eighty-page catalogue,

finely illustrated, for

the asking.
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3ER (_GEK
CO.,

0 DO

MczArm Office
and

5mRearrooma,

MUI,MY

Ncw YoTis

9, 12 and 15-inch Sizes.



OKs MAKERS THE A. L. BLACKMER Co.

NO.630 141N.

, SUNBURST.
FOOTED PUNCH BOWL

4",./ "

BOWL

EM PR ESS PATTERN

NO.343.17IN. VASE

SUNBURST

uality and prices speak louder than words.
If you have never tried our Cut Glass,

do so now and be convinced

12-inch, No. 631 Vase, Geneva.

(H8talillslied 1892.)

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Rich Cut Glass.

New and Original Patterns,

Our Claims Superior Finish, Moderate Prices,
Promptness in Shipping.

A large and well conceived line particularly

adapted for your trade. TRY IT.

Glass for "My Lady's Dresser."

Glass for the Cabinet.

Glass for the Mantel.

Glass for "the Den.'

Glass for the Table.

Glass in Endless
Variety.

WHAT GLASS?

The 0:Fv) Glass, of course.
A TONIC FOR YOUR STOCK.

A PROFIT-WINNER FOR

YOUR POCKET.

No. 31.

Alford logic—Winsome Glass

will win sonic money for you.

Faithfully yours,

Now at work on
New Catalogue for 1904.

Factory : Honesdale, Pa.

I 92 Broadway.

New York.
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.0.tec,,k " Look through the world,
'Tis neer Met with elsewhere."

Rich Cut Glass

279. Vase—Sesame. 1904.

—Reprc.scrad
NE1VV YORK:

J. 0. Oithrldge,
2S West Eltrcoadvvety.

SAN FRANCISCO:
J. A. Young,

118 Kearny St.

1191. Vase —Jewel. 1893.

Contrast the illustrations and note the advancement inglass cutting during the past decade. You will then realizethe progress made in the " Clark" brand of this ware ; addthe fact that " Clark" glass was in the homes of tens then,and now in those of thousands, and the progressiveness of theline will be brought out so clearly that you should find itthe one to buy.

T. B. CLARK & CO.,

Honesdale, Pa.

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
New Bedford, Mass.

Rich
Cut
Glass

No. 1033. 14 IN. VAsh,

Photograph
Books
of our

Complete
Line

Loaned to
the

Trade
for

Inspection.

BRANCHES:
38 Murray Street,

New York City.
220 Sutter Street,
San Francisco, Cal,

Temple Building,
Montreal, P. Q.
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WATCH

For Our New Complete
Catalogues for

1904.

Will be out soon, showing entirely new patterns in Silver-
Plated Hollowware, Flatware and Novelties.

Complete set by express, prepaid, upon request.

M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co.
1"9-1"

III.
East Syracuse, N. V. 409 Broadway,

New York.

Superior

Silver
Plate

Manning, Bowman & Company,
New York.

Chicago.
San Francisco.

Meriden,
Connecticut.

''METEOR"
FRENCH CIRCULATING

COFFEE PERCOLATOR.

THE
BEST
KNOWN
METHOD
FOR

GROUND COFFEE

1.GFI.Lr,itiii1;iiiii),

k

11
FILTERED 'I COFFEE.

..\ I

MAKING
COFFEE
OR
TEA

\ickel and Silver Plate. 

Chafing Dishes. Baking Dishes. French Coffee Percolators.

Prize Trophies, Tankards, Etc.(With Patent " Ivory"
Enameled Food Pan.)

For nearly FORTY years we have been manufacturers of

COFFEE and TEA POTS, etc. We now make the

" METEOR"

No. 378. SWING KETTLE.

SECTIONAL VIEW.

By this French process of percola-
tion, or distilling, coffee of the most
delicious flavor, and of any strength,
desired, can be made on the table in
a few minutes. (Also used for tea.)

MADE IN OVER FIFTY STYLES
AND SIZES.

FRENCH CIRCULATING

COFFEE PERCOLATOR,
which beyond question affords the best known method for 

producing

coffee of the finest flavor. If you want the BEST, see that the

word " METEOR " is stamped on each Percolator.

Made in NICKEL PLATE, SILVER PLATE, COPPER.

Sold by Leading Jewelers and Dealers in Sterling
and Silver Plate.

Send for Illustrated Circular No. 80.

No. 239. CHAFING DISH.

Patent " Ivory" Enameled Food Pans
furnished with all Chafing Dishes

when desired.
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller.

Made in
6 Different

Grades.

10 Ligne.
II Ligne.
0 Size.
12 Size.
16 Size.

Pendant Set Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS.
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR mERrrs.

EDMOND E. ROBERT 1
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

SELLING CROSS & BEGUELIN,
AGENTS.

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

at at at at at at .4

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer

114 163 129.

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-
perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their
demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that which
they are able to secure and that they are obliged to use a
transformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is to
press the spring, turn the crank and gradually move the
watch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automatic
switch which cannot remain closed through neglect, making
it absolutely impossible for it to " burn out' your machine,
an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,
also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, or
town, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment's
notice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosed
in a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case with
nickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by a
three cell dry battery which \\ ill last for a year or more and
can be renewed at any time for 45 cents. 'File gears are of
brass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-
rately fitted.

And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In fact
the additional profit that you can make on demagnetizing
twenty watches will more than pa' the ten dollars which we
charge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. If
it is not satisfactory at :Inv in efficiency, in construc-
tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD ec STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
BEND FOR CATALOGUE " E"

144

NeW Automatic Eyeglass 11,1der,
made in sil‘er, tmillplate and gold.

143 154

11EN -RY FREI'SD.

LEO GOLDSCHMIDT.

Our Representatives
are I] fl preparing to visit you and \\ i Ii

shortly call with a complete line of seller,-,.

Prices right as ;11ways— numerous new

designs. It will be to your interest to

defer purchasing until you have inspected

their stocks.

Henry Freund C Bro.
DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY.

ELK AND F. 0. E. GOODS A SPECIALTY.

" Sellers of Sellers."

No. 9 Maiden Lane, New York City.

LOUIS FREUND.

ClIAS. DANZIGER,

19

Highest-Quality Silver-Plated Ware.

WE ARE NOT IN
THE TRUST.

Warranted to strip

as much silver as

any Rogers Brand

on the m l rk et.

Send for Catalogue No. 4.

Our patterns are new

in design.

And we stake our

reputation on the

High Quality of our

wares.

You can guarantee

them to the con-

sumer every time.

Simeon L. e.P George H. Rogers Company, Hartford, 
Conn.

P. 0. Box 1205. Factories, Hartford and Wallingford. Conn.
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STERLING

DESSERT FORK.

A heavy
service of
the most
exquisite
work m an -

ship.

99

A New Demfign. fin_
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STERLING

TEA SPOON.

DESSERT SPOON.

TABLE SPOON.

A full line
of. pieces in
this pattern
will be ready
for delivery
March 1st.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co.

Branches in
New York. Chicago.

Wallingford, Conn.
San Francisco. London.

February, 1904 THE KEYSTONE

Third Annual Banquet of the Twenty-

four Karat Club

The third annual banquet of the Twenty-four

Karat Club, of New York, was held in Delmonico
's,

Fifth Avenue and Forty-fourth Street, tha
t city,

on Thursday, January 14th. In attendance, good-

fellowship and general scope it marked an advance

even upon the two highly successful annual func-

tions previously held by the cluti. The occasion

was marked by an unusual abundance of orato
ry,

and the interest and variety of subjects, together

with the engaging manner in which they were

treated, formed an appropriate intellectual coun-

terpart to the royal feast which had been prepared

for the satisfaction of the material appetite.

It was about 7.30 P. M. when the members and

guests assembled in the banquet hall. The officers

of the club, accompanied by the guests of hon
or,

then took their places. James R. Gleason, presi-

dent of the club, officiated as toastmaster. On his

right sat Hon. Reuben 0. Moon, congressman from

Philadelphia ; Rev. C. N. Twing, D.D.; Hayden

W. Wheeler, L. P. White and Col. John L. Shep-

herd. On his left were Col. C. H. Luscomb, ex-

president of the Naval Architects and Marine

Engineers' Association ; Captain James Parker, of

the United States Navy; Col. 0. W. Leonard,

C. G. Alford, Geo. W. Read and C. F. Brinck.

President Gleason made the initial address in

a particularly apt and felicitous vein. He was

glad, he said, of the privilege of having several

deans of the trade present, one of whom (Hayden

W. Wheeler) had a record of fifty years of active

business service. He introduced, in happy phrases,

the principal speaker of the evening, Congressman

R. 0. Moon, the subject of whose oration was

" Our Eastern Responsibilities." The speaker

gave a resume of the chief events of national 
his-

tory since the annexation of Hawaii in 1898. C
on-

tinuing, he said:

Fix your minds upon this propositon : on the

fringes of the Pacific Ocean, and on the isl
ands

therein live one-half of the population of the

world. China, alone, has a population of four

hundred millions of people. India, contiguous

thereto, a population of three hundred millions,

with the possibilities in soil and climate, of bou
nd-

less development which, in a quarter of a c
entury,

under the stimulus of modern economic me
thods,

can multiply incalculably the world's product
ion

and consumption. This countless multitude is in

the immediate future to be equipped for the du
ties

and responsibilities of civilization. Their develo
ped

wants and increasing productive power and 
ad-

vancing wealth, will constitute them in the pres
ent

century a market for the consumption of manuf
ac-

tured goods, in comparison to which all Europe

and America is insignificant—a perfect panacea

for our ever-varying industrial congestion.

Again referring to the Orient, he said:

The division of China has been an acute

diplomatic possibility for more than a quarter of 
a

century, and the leaven of modern ideas will

eventually split, not only China, but the contiguous

lands adjacent thereto.
Japan, already a civilized power of prime im-

portance, has revolutionized her entire govern-

ment, and her reconstructed policy is one of the

the seeds of American inspiration. The Philippine

Islands, the recognized open door to the Chinese

Empire, is an American possession already in pro-

cess of regeneration, is already being filled with

American ideas and American example and is

destined to exercise a commanding influence in

the new national life that will eventually throb

through the Orient.
The last half century has been fruitful in the

birth of republics. But the creation of a new

empire or a new monarchy is an unthinkable

conception. New nations, then, must be built
 on

our model, and like all other new nations must be

republican in form. They must be the outgrowth

of American principles, leavened with American
ideas and must be guided and directed by Ameri-
can influence ; and I can make the confident pre-
diction that the generation is now alive that will

see on the Ganges and the Yang-tse-Kiang and
other navigable rivers and great ports of this
almost unknown world more than one new govern-
ment founded upon the principles of our Declara-
tion of Independence.

He closed with a eulogy of President Roose-

velt and Secretary of State Hay, the latter of

whom, he said, had " conquered from the reluc-

tant diplomatic circles of Europe a recognition for

international achievement and for exalted, com-

prehensive and polished statesmanship that has

added immeasurably to America's international

prestige."
Col. Luscomb was the next speaker. He made

a sparkling response to the toast of "Necessities"

and was followed by Captain Parker, who re-

sponded to the toast, " The Navy of the United

States." Rev. Dr. Twing, whose reputation for

post-prandial wit, has made him an agreeably

President James R. Gleason

familiar figure at the social functions of the trade,

made an oration on " Garnets." It was brimful of

stories and anecdotes, that were convulsing in

their humor. The closing speech of the evening

was that of Col. John L. Shepherd, who made a

notable response to the toast "The City of New

York." He said, in part:

Before the dinner, this evening, a gentleman

from Manhattan said : " Shepherd, why did they

give you the toast of New York? You are a

Brooklyn man, and what do you know about New

York ?" Well, gentlemen, I know a lot of things

about New York, and I know more about New

York than any Manhattan man knows about

Brooklyn ; but that is not to be wondered at, for

the average man from Manhattan knows no more

about heaven than he does about Brooklyn, and

there is no probability that he will ever reside in

either place. There is, however, one thing in

common with us all, and that is our pride in this

great metropolis of the New World ; for, while the

ages of all big cities of the world are numbered
 by

centuries, the real life of New York is very li
ttle

more than one century, and to-day it is the g
reatest

city in the world, and I have no doubt b
ut that

there are young men here to-night Mao will
 live to

see it the first in wealth, population and intell
igence.

I am aware that we have an element in 
our

midst which declares that we are not capa
ble of

self-government, and one of our noted divines

said, after our recent election, that when
 Tam-

many Hall took possession of the city, 
January

ist, New York would be like "hell with 
the lid

off." But I think from the condition of the

weather about that time that someone to
ok off

the wrong lid. I do not agree with these people,

for I believe that the people who have 
done the
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best to build up this great city in so short a space
of time will at all times have the ability to govern

it. It is also a matter of pride to every loyal

American that we have other great cities in our
country whose growth is as momentous as that of
our own, and this has created a rivalry that often-
times finds expression in sarcastic jokes at the
expense of each other.

One of my philosophical friends said to me
to-night : " What are you going to say about New
York horse cars? You know when our Quaker
City friends want to knock us out, they say, ̀ You
still have horse cars in New York.' " I don't know
just why we still have them, unless it is owing to
the fact that a great metropolitan city like this must

endeavor to entertain its country friends in the

manner best suited to them, and it certainly must

make our Philadelphia friends feel at home to be

hauled around in this slow manner. You know it

is natural to call Philadelphia slow, but I know the

people who say this do not know very much about

that grand old city. A man once said, " It is the

slowest place I ever saw. Why, I spent two weeks

there one afternoon." But they have some things

there that really belong to New York. One of

these is the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, for they

do things in a New York style. I don't see how

the members live there. It only costs $2.50 to

come to New York and there is no law that com-

pels a man to live there.

He then adverted to the remarkably cosmo-

politan character of New York City, and in regard

to its historical traditions said :

It was in this city that the War of the Revolu-

tion began, although Boston claims that honor.

Six weeks before the Boston massacre the fight of

the Liberty Pole took place in this city. It was a

son of New York, Robert Fulton, who, with the

mighty power of steam, robbed the ocean of its

terrors and set whirling and turning all the mighty

wheels of commerce that bring all the world to

our feet. It was also a son of New York, Samuel

Morse, that first flashed thoughts of man through

space by electricity, and when the war of the

Rebellion began, the first regiment to march into

the capital of our nation for its protection was

composed of sons of New York City.

The speaker then dwelt upon the economic

development of the city within the past half cen-

tury, and concluded as follows:

Then all hail and all honor to this great

American city that sits like an enthroned monarch

upon the Atlantic's stormy coast, and over whose

portals there is emblazoned in letters of gold the

invitation to all the world to share in its liberty, its

prosperity and its happiness ; the great city to

which all the country turns in its hours of financial

distress, for it is here that the great storms of

financial wreck and ruin cast themselves to death

upon the golden bulwarks that have been reared

and that are manned by the business men of New

York ; the great city that covers and spans this

beautiful island from its southern shores, where.

Liberty holds aloft its blazing torch in the shades

and shadows of the night, to its northern bounds

that frown upon and split in twain the majestic

Hudson, whose rolling waters are forever lost in

the sea ; a mighty work that is a grand monument

of glory to the skill and intelligence of the people

of New York City.

The usual musical features were in evidence,

and handsome souvenirs were provided in the

shape of a smoker's lamp of a Grecian pattern,

made of metal and finished in bronze, and the

menu card, which was also especially designed to

form a fitting memento. The success of the f
east

was largely due to the excellence with which the

banquet committee discharged its duties. This

committee consisted of ex-President C. F. Brinck,

E. R. Crippen, W. I. Rosenfeld and Leo Wormser.

Although the youngest social orgatiization in

the jewelry trade of the East, the Twenty-four

Karat Club has been signally successful in stimu-

lating a fraternal feeling among its members and

among the trade generally, and it is reasonable
 to

anticipate greater achievements for it in the future.
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N.H.White & Co. Stock-taking month is now over. What of the results?
Have they equaled expectations? Wonderful, 'indeed,
was 1903 as a watch year; was it so for YOU?

Wonderful, too, as a diamond year, did YOU find it
so? If not, who or what is responsible-7-yourself or your
jobber, the goods or the times? Think it out, always

remembering that a good, reliable wholesale house is the
retailer's greatest safeguard, his best friend.

It takes :vast preparations for such a patronage as ours, but a
perfect system has simplified the work. A look at our present im-
mense and varied stock of

Watches and Diamonds
gives no indication that we have just emerged from the greatest holiday
trade in our history. It is as complete as human genius and resource
could make it. There's no omission—no oversight. And our pre-
parations still. go on. Our buyers are as busy in the markets of two
hemispheres as Our representatives are in hurrying to your call.

You would discount the rumors of watch scarcity if you saw our
wonderland of

Waltham

New England 
WatchesElgin

also of the standard lines of gold and gold filled cases.
advantage of first call on
manufacturers, the pre-
ference that comes of
leadership. A feast and
an opportunity for re-
plenishing time.

Such is the

/4ill 7411,r
£1 Maiden Lane

4.ArievYbitic.

New York Letter

Merchants' Assom
I. a- "he Merchants' Association

tion Opens War on of New York, in response to

Trading Stamps the urgent requests of many

merchants throughout the

State, has undertaken to urge the passage by the

coming Legislature of a bill to regulate trading

stamps in such manner as to abolish their present

harmful effects. The association has examined

the laws which have been passed upon this subject

by several States, and the judicial decisions which

have shown the weak points of these laws. In a

circular, issued over the name of the association,

the belief is expressed that a "law can be drafted

which will abolish the present abuses of the

trading-stamp business by equitable and constitu-

tional means, and thereby make it profitless and

cause its abandonment." The counsel of the

association is now preparing the bill. The circular

also requests the recipient to aid the movement by

influencing his senator or assemblyman in its

interest, calling upon other merchants and urging

them to do likewise, and by furthering the work

of organizing the business interests of his city or

town. Attached to the circular is a blank form,

embodying a declaration of opposition to the

trading-stamp evil and an agreement to "write or

personally address our senator and assemblyman

and ask them to pledge themselves to support the

enactment of a law for such regulation." Spaces

are apportioned for signatures to this agreement.

The expectations of a slight

shortage in the aggregate im-

portations of precious stones for

1903 have been borne out by

results. The figures for the

year named are $24,676,966, made up of $17,264,-

54: worth of cut and $7,40,4r5 worth of uncut

stones. The total importations in 1902 amounted

to $25,412,775, or $20,000 less than the amount for

1901, and $735,809 less than that for 5902, which

latter was the highest year on record. Last year's

shrinkage is said to be solely due to inadequacy of

supply and not to a diminished demand, so that it

cannot be taken in any way as an indication of

trade weakness. The appended list shows the

total importations for the past five successive

calendar years:

Year. Cut. Uncut. Total.

1899 • $13,414,217.79 $5,907,534,76 $19,321,752.55
1900 . 9,768,094.87 3,597,520.39 13,365,615 26

1901 . 18,160,511.02 6,702,050.05 24,862,567.07

1902 . 18,019,522.89 7,393,252.85 25,412,775.74

1903 . 17, 264,541.11 7,412,414.99 24,676,966.10

The importations for December, 1903, aggre-

gated $954,189.65, or about one million dollars less

than those for the corresponding period of the

year before. The December importations for the

past five years are shown below :

Shrinkage in
Precious Stone
Imports

December. Cut.
1899 . • $435,886.46
1900. . 883,906.20
1901 . • 1,734,652.54
1902 . . 1,449,027.76
1903 . . 954,189.65

Uncut.
$245,917.34

84,781.20
450,833.32
846,608 77
339,790 49

Total.
$681,803.80
968,687.88

2,185,485.86

2,295,636.53

1,293)980.14

Associate
Membership in the
Safe Deposit Co.

The directors of the Maiden

Lane Safe Deposit Co., of

New York, decided at one of

their meetings, several weeks

ago, to offer retail jewelers

throughout the country the privilege of becoming

associate members of .the Jewelers' Exchange.

branch of the company for the year 1904, without

charge. The only requirement stipulated is that

the dealers who accept the offer shall, at his con-

venience, when in New York, register his name at

the quarters of the company. It is the purpose of

the officers to make it of interest to every retail

jeweler visiting New York to inspect the company's

rooms and avail of its privileges. Lists of the

active and associate members of the company are

posted in its offices, and the executive will readily

respond to requests for application blanks or any

information desired. During one month recently

upwards of 170 retailers became enrolled as asso-

ciate members.
Simon Dessau, of Dessau &Co.,

Death of importers of carbon and bort,

13 Maiden Lane, died rather

suddenly last month from pneu-

monia, which developed with great rapidity. On

Tuesday, January 5th, he took a severe cold ; on

Wednesday he was compelled to take to his bed,

and on the Sunday following he succumbed. He

was only slightly over fifty years and was a native

of St. Louis, Mo. At the age of eighteen he

entered the services of a New York diamond firm,

subsequently identifying himself with the carbon

and bort business. He launched an enterprise in

this line about twenty years ago at 4 Maiden Lane.

He afterwards removed to 4-6 John Street, and

handled diamonds and jewelry in conjunction. A

removal was afterwards made to 13 Maiden Lane.

Deceased founded • the Dessau Carbon Co., the

Dessau Mining Co. and the S. Dessau Co. He

Was surnamed " The Carbon King." Four sons

and one daughter survive him.

The unique silver testimonial

Unique Silver Gift presented to William E. Corey,

president of the United States

Steel Corporation, by his associates in the operat-

ing department of the Carnegie Steel Company,

was made by Tiffany & Co., of this city. It is an

exact copy in minature of the famous forging press

perfected by Mr. Corey, and is used in forging red-

hot steel ingots into desirable shapes for armor-

plate on battleships, structural iron and steel

work on bridges, buildings, etc. It is made of

sterling silver and mounted on a silver base,

octagonal in form and purely structural in its

design. Eight beautiful corinthian pillars or

columns, supporting a richly sculptured entabula-

ture, form a part of the base. These columns

admit of eight arched panels in which are

vignettes, all in relief. One panel has the battle-

ship Kearsarge, the middle panel a blooming mill,

the third the Flatiron Building, New York, the

fourth, a steel converter, fifth, a blast furnace

stack, sixth, or middle panel, Homestead Steel

Works, seventh, bridge in Pittsburg, and the

eighth bears the inscription. In the spandrels of
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Simon Dessau

the two main arches are figures of Victory and the

four Seasons. Just above these on the entablature

is an eagle surmounting a shield typifying power.

On one of the cornices are eight tripods to suggest

incense to the victor. The press and support of

silver stand 244 inches high, and rest on a Brazil-

ian onyx base. The testimonial contains 535

ounces of sterling silver. It is encased in a very

handsome mahogany box that can be opened from

three sides.
W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, will be rep-

resented in the East, New York State and part of

Pennsylvania during the present season by Mr.

Le Weber, who will doubtless be welcomed by his

many customers and old-time friends.

The firm of L. Witsenhausen, 37-39 Maiden

Lane, will in future be represented in the Middle

West by F. W. Many, formerly with C. G. Alford

& Co., of this city. *

The Ohio Cut Glass Co. has changed its New

York office from Murray Street to 66 West Broac17.

way, where the company's line will be carried by

Thomas G. Edge.
A. C. Hanes, who has been in charge Of the

New York office of the Ohio Cut Glass Co. for the

past year, has gone with the Corning Cut Glass

Co., of Corning, N. Y., and will carry this firm's

line on the road. Mr. Hanes was formerly con-

nected with the J. D. Bergen Co., is well versed in

the business and ought to make a success on

the road.
Albert F. Lowenthal, dealer iii diamonds and

fine jewelry, 37-39 Maiden Lane, New York, has

secured the services of Joseph T. Brennan, who

will travel for him on the road.

The firm of Henry Zimmern & Co., wholesale

dealers in jewelers' materials, tools and supplies,

wasincorporated at Albany 'recently with a capital

of $50,000 and the following directors: Henry

' Zimmern, M. J. Lampert and Samuel Zimmern, all

of New York.
R. H. Woodrow, formerly with M. Sickles &

Sons, Philadelphia, is now engaged in the jewelry

department of Cross & Beguelin. The last-named

firm are experiencing an exceptionally heavy

demand just now, especially in the material end

of the business. Excellent preparations were

made to meet this contingency.

The firm of Charig & Goldsmith, 9, II and 13

Maiden Lane, has been dissolved by mutual con-

sent. The business of this firm will be continued

at the same location by Julius Goldsmith, who will

make a specialty of American movements and

cases and all kinds of watches.

The co-partnership heretofore existing be-

tween Louis Neresheimer and David C. Townsend,

in the firm of Neresheimer & Co., precious stone

importers, 170 Broadway, also of London, England,

has been dissolved by mutual consent. Hereafter

Louis Neresheimer will continue in the same line

of business at 27 Holborn Viaduct, London, under

the firm-name of Neresheimer & Co., and David

Townsend will continue in the business at 170

Broadway, in partnership with his son, Innes L.

Townsend, under the firm -name of David C.

Townsend & Co.

(congsts(fcit H4 taFe '97)
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A CLEAN SCORE.

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.

A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.
3. White and imperfect.

4. Commercial white and perfect.
5. Commercial white and slightly

Imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

7. Good color and perfect.
8. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
co. Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

1
Thousands of diamonds have been sold by our system of grading and we

have yet to hear of a case where a dealer was compelled to take back one of our
diamonds because it was not as represented. We are not infallible, but if we
ever do make a mistake, we will make it good.

People are more skeptical when buying diamonds than when buying any-
thing else. They won't buy a diamond of a dealer unless they have confidence
in him. Our system of grading diamonds assists you to obtain their confidence.

With our certificate and our guarantee, you can prove that your statements
are nothing but the truth. We warrant each stone as to weight, color and per-
fection. We will send you an assortment properly classified. It is easier to
make a selection when several different qualities are side by side and you know
positively the grade of each.

Let us send you a selection for your next prospective sale.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., g Maiden Lane, New York.

Hawkes Cut Glass.

GRAND PRIZE AWARDED AT PARIS EXPOSITION.

A yellow diamond makes a
good show until compared with
a white one.

Examine Hawkes Cut Glass
and look for this trade-mark
engraved on each piece, HAWKES
without which none is genuine.

T. G. Hawkes & Co'9
Corning, N.Y.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

11110119011& CONSTIINTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER in

E ROdse

>X<
C4Vs rAttl‘

TRADE-MARK.

Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

February, 1904

New York Letter

(Continued from page 195)

The Merchanis' Association of

New York has announced that

New York the Trunk Line and Central

Passenger Associations have

granted its applications for reduced rates for the

spring buying season. The special fare will be in

effect from the territory of the Central Passenger

Association on February 6-1o, inclusive, and Feb-

ruary 27th to March 1st, inclusive, with a 30-day

return limit, while Trunk Line Association rates

will be operative on February 27th, March 1st,

inclusive, and March 19-22, inclusive, with a return

limit of 15 days. The reduced rate will, as usual,

be one and one-third for the round trip, tickets to

be sold on the certificate plan.

The twentieth annual meeting

of the Jewelers' Safety Fund

Society was held in New York,

on Wednesday, January i3th,

in the rooms of the directors of

the Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade. The meeting was presided over

by James C. Aikin, of Aikin, Lambert & Co., who

made a short address of welcome to the members.

The reports submitted by the several officers

showed the organization to be in a satisfactory

condition. The membership increased during the

preceding year, the financial receipts increased

likewise, and there was besides a diminution in

the losses as compared with those of the year

before. The record bearing upon this phase of the

year's business was submitted by Ira Goddard,

secretary and treasurer. It showed that about

thirty losses had been sustained, four of which

were goods contained in trunks, the balance being

express packages lost in transit. The existing

board of directors was elected, with the exception

of Henry E. Ide, whose place was taken by M. L.

Bowden. The board for 19°4 is composed of the

following : Ira Goddard ; James C. Aikin, of

Aikin, Lambert & Co.; C. G. Alford, of C. G.

Alford & Co.; James P. Snow, of Snow & West-

cott ; Louis Kahn, of L. & M. Kahn & Co.;

Frederick H. Larter, of Larter, Elcox & Co.; 0. G.

Fessenden, of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.; William

T. Gough, of Carter, Howe & Co.; A. V. Huyler,

of N. H. White & Co.; August Oppenheimer, of

Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith, and M. L. Bowden, of

J. B. Bowden & Co. On the day following the

annual meeting this board met for the purpose of

electing officers for the coming year. Their de-

liberations resulted in the re-election of last year's

officials as follows : President, James C. Aikin;

vice-president, Wm. T. Gough ; second vice-presi-

dent, Louis Kahn, and secretary and treasurer,

Irn Goddard ; executive committee for 1904, Louis

Kahn, Frederick H. Larter, 0. G. Fessenden,

James P. Snow and Charles G. Alford.

At the regular monthly meeting

of the Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade, held Thursday,

January 14th, in the board

rooms, 170 Broadway, the fol-

lowing firms were elected members of the associa-

tion : Esser & Barry, Providence, R. I.; Frank &

Shire, New York ; Fry Bros., Providence, R. I.;

E. D. Gilmore & Co., Attleboro, Mass.; Kasten-

huber & Lehrfeld, New York ; Louis C. Krueger,

Chicago ; C. M. Levy, New York ; B. Mayer,

Baltimore, Md.; F. H. Noble & Co., Chicago;

Rees & Yankauer, New York ; Rempe Mfg. Co.,

Danville, Pa.; F. A. Schlosstein & Co., Newark,

Cheap Rates to
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N. J.; Scofield & DeWyngaert, Newark, N. J.;

Sohn & Hyman, New York ; Spiro & Hirsch,

New York ; White, Wile & Warner,-Buffalo, N.Y.,

and Michael Woolf, New York. This makes the

present membership of the association 421, an in-

crease of 30 members over last year.
The business of Schickerling Bros. & Co.,

manufacturers of diamond mountings, 28 East

Twenty-second Street, was incorporated at

Albany last month with a capital of $300,000.

The extensive alterations recently completed

in the quarters of Bawo & Dotter, 26-32 Barclay

Street, afford that well-known pottery concern

considerably increased facilities for the display of

their wares and the prosecution of their business

generally. Two floors of five adjoining buildings

have been thrown together by removing the parti-

tion walls, with the result that a space equal to that

of a ten-story building is confined to two floors,

much to the convenience of buyers. The firm now

enjoys a floor space which is half an acre in

extent and, given over to the exhibition of porce-

lains, makes a very striking picture.

A number of members of the Watchmakers'

Society of New York recently visited the Time Ser-

vice Department of the Western Union Telegraph

Co., and were shown the ingenious mechanical

equipment through the medium of which accurate

time is received from Washington and transmitted

throughout the country to the various " tickers "

and synchronized clocks. The watchmakers were

very much interested in the installations, but espe-

cially in the master clock, which sends the current

every second to the " tickers " and every hour to

the synchronized timepieces. Messrs. Ganns and

Murphy conducted the visitors through the depart-

ment and explained the workings of the system.

The horologists were delighted with the very cour-

teous reception which they received from the

management.

I. H. Oppenheim, of the firm of W. Green &

Co., wholesale material dealers, 6 Maiden Lane,

spent a few days in this city last month. Mr. Oppen-

heim, who makes his home at Atlanta, Ga., is well

known to the jewelry trade of the Southern States,

having formerly traveled in that section. He

found the business here in a prosperous condition,

and expressed himself as much pleased at the

prospects for the future, as the business is showing

a continuous growth.
Klipper Bros. is a new firm which recently

opened a watch and diamond importing business

at 54 Maiden Lane. The proprietors are Morris

Klipper, who was with Hipp Didisheim & Bro. for

eight years, and Will. Klipper, who spent one year

with the same firm and two years with Klein Bros.

Louis Kaufman & Co. announce that after

February ist they will be at their new location,

82-84 Fulton Street, this city. This concern h

succeeded in getting a strong line of new design

for the spring. Their six representatives, Messrs.

Mark Franklin, Lee Hirsch, Sam. Kohn, Selig

Jacobs, Norman Strauss and Joseph L. Herzog are

about to start work in their respective territories.

Messrs. Jacob and Edwin Strauss, of Jacob

Strauss & Sons, 14 Maiden Lane, arrived from

Europe, per the steamer SI. Paul, on Sunday,

January 7th.
The American Morocco Case Co., located at

131 West Thirty-first Street, was incorporated at

Albany recently with a capital of $18,000. Theo.

G. Walpuski was the original proprietor of this

business. W. F. Koch represented the old con-

cern on the road for six years, and Charles Hueffner

has been foreman of its factory for twenty-eight

years. They are the incorporators.
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E. & J. Bass, 573 Broadway, have announced

that H. Negbaur, who has been in their employ for

the past ten years, has been admitted to member-

ship in the firm. The name of the firm remains

unchanged.
Louis Levien has leased the quarters in the

first story of 23 Murray Street, formerly occupied

by the Ohio Cut Glass Co., where he is showing

several lines of fine cut glass. Mr. Levien has an

extensive acquaintance among the glass and

crockety trade and has connections with some of

the largest wholesale houses in that line in this

city. His many friends wish him success in his

new venture.
J. P. Julia, one of the foreign representatives

of the Julius King Optical Co., has been spending

several weeks in this city in preparation for an

extended trip to Spain. Mr. Julia has established

optical quarters in six of the prominent cities of

Spain, viz., Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, Malaga,

Seville and Valencia, and is now going over to give

this chain of stores his attention. He has in years

past traveled extensively in Cuba, Mexico and the

Central American States, and has an extensive

knowledge of trade conditions in these several

countries. His son, Albert, is employed at the

New York establishment of the Julius King

Optical Co.
Joseph Haskell, of Joseph Haskell & Co.,

9 Maiden Lane, was married on Sunday, January

17th, to Miss Lottie Levy, of Philadelphia. After

an extended wedding tour through the United

States the couple will make their home in this

city. The happy pair are the recipients of con-

gratulations from many friends in the trade.

(New York Letter continued on page 199)

Our Representatives

will ho

ON HAND

as usual

during the year

1904

se6,

with a new and complete line of

Diamonds, Watches and
Jewelry.

Thanking the trade for the liberal favors accorded

us in the past, we shall appreciate their continuance

in the future, and we will exert our best endeav
ors

to satisfy our customers as to the quality and prices

of all our goods.

2 TULPSTRAAT

AMSTERDAM

12 Maiden Lane

P. 0. Box 1625 New York
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This Solid
Mahogany

Ver Hall Clock

Hour Strike,

Moving Moon,

Gilt and Silvered Dial,

Polished Brass Weights,

8-Day Heavy Brass
Movement,

$90

A full line of Hall Clocks, solid Mahogany

Cases. New and Artistic Designs.

Fitted up with Westminster or Whit-

tington chimes, five or nine gongs, or five or

nine tubes.
Finest Imported Movements, solid brass

plates, Graham dead-beat escapement and

maintaining power.

Quarter Hour Clocks, Mantel and Willard

Clocks in Mahogany Cases.

A Comparison of Our Prices is Invited.

Expert Repairing Done for the Trade.

W. H. HAYS 0 CO.
IMPORTERS OF CLOCKS,

Catalogue
12 Cortlandt St. upon application. New York, N. Y.

Patented
Gold Filled

Rings.

NONE GENUINE

WITHOUT THIS

Manufactured by

TRADE

F. H. SADLER 0 CO.,
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

MARK.

Retailers' Ring Booklets Free.
To help you in building up your ring trade,
we will send you free on request a quantity
of advertising booklets for distribution in
your locality. We will print your name on
these booklets and no other name will
appear on them. Mention Dept. K.

Have you found the best place to
buy your

Gold Filled Vest Chains,
Charms, Ladies' Guards

and Lockets.
If you have, it must be

S & B
If you have not, there are good
reasons w h y you should see ourline.

There is a satisfaction for you if you sell goods that satisfy your
customer. There is success, too, for it is human nature to tell others
about things one is pleased with. Every time you please a customer
you add some other to your list.

We have the quality of goods you need to do this.
Our new Fobs in Metal and Silk will be a boon to your spring

business.
Our io K. set and Signet Rings will make money for you.
Look through the line ‘vith our salesman when he calls.

Sischo ,P Beard,
JEWELRY DEPT.,

St. Paul, Minn.
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The subjects assigned to the

three new boards into which

the United States Board of

General Appraisers has been

divided, were recently an-

nounced by judge Byron S. Wa
ite, president of

the general board. In its reorganized form the

board is divided into three secti
ons, and a classifi-

cation has been made of varieti
es of goods under

the tariff law schedule to which 
they belong. To

the jurisdiction of each section
 are assigned certain

commodities as under : To board No. 1,
 composed

of general appraisers Wilbur 
F. Lunt, Thaddeus

S. Sharretts and Chas. P. M
cClelland are assigned

furs, leather, jewelry, toys, music
al instruments

and feathers ; to board No. 2, compo
sed of general

appraisers T. F. Fischer, W. B. Howe
ll and Marion

De Vries, fish and beads ; to 
board No. 3, com-

posed of general appraisers Byron S
. Waite, H. M.

Somerville and Eugene G. Hay, sc
hedules E., G.

and H. of the tariff law, and that 
part of N. that

does not cover jewelry.
The twenty-ninth annual meet-

ing of the Stationers' Board of

Trade of New York was held on

January 14th in the trustees'

room. The meeting was pre-

sided over by James C. Aikin, of 
Aikin, Lambert

& Co., first vice-president, owing 
to the absence

of Henry C. Bainbridge, president, w
ho was unable

to be present. Satisfactory reports were submitted

by the various officers, including on
e by Mr. Aikin

on behalf of the executive committe
e, of which he

is chairman. A number of trustees 
were appointed

and they held a meeting one week 
subsequently

for the purpose of organization. Th
is meeting was

largely attended, and the officers were 
unanimously

elected in every case. The list is as follows:

President, Henry C. Bainbridge ; first 
vice-presi-

dent, James C. Aikin ; secretary-tre
asurer, Herbert

M. Condit. The executive committee w
as made

up as follows : James C. Aikin, of Aik
in, Lambert

& Co., 19 Maiden Lane, chairman 
; Frank D.

Waterman, of the L. E. Waterman Co
mpany, 173

Broadway; Robert Dickson, of D. Applet
on & Co.,

436 Fifth Avenue ; Lyman B. Sturgis, 
of the

Macmillan Company, 66 Fifth Avenue
 ; president,

Henry C. Bainbridge, ex-officio ; an
d secretary-

treasurer, Herbert M. Condit, ex-officio.

A. Anzelewitz, president of A. Anz
elewitz &

Co., Ito Canal Street, accompanied 
by his wife,

sailed for Europe, Wednesday, Janua
ry 20th, on

board the steamer Deutschland. The
y will go di-

rect to Naples, thence to Switzerland
 and sojourn

in the principal cities of Europe 
on their way

homeward. They will be gone for 
about three

months.
The twenty-first annual meeting

Annual Meeting of the Jewelers' SecurityAlliance

of the Jewelers' was held in the rooms of the

Security Alliance organization at 9, II, 13 Maiden

Lane, New York, Friday, Jan-

uary 8th. The meeting was culled to 
order by the

president, A. K. Sloan, who delivered 
his annual

address as follows:

Gentlemen :—As we assemble to-day for
 this,

our twenty-first annual meeting, I have 
again the

pleasant duty of congratulating you upon the

passing of another successful year, during
 which

our organization may be said to have " 
become of

age," though we hope and expect that it w
ill still

keep on growing for years to come. T
he few

charter members yet remaining of the 
original fifty

doubtless remember well the early ye
ars when the

wisdom of our plans had not been 
proved and

Reorganization of

the Board of
General Appraisers
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Stationers' Board
of Trade Holds
Annual Meeting

success was uncertain ; when the income was

small and the outlay very heavy, because
 burglars

had not experienced the unpleasant results of

attacking our members. The great contras
t between

then and now cannot fail to make them 
proud of

the results which have been achieved, and 
hopeful

of still greater progress as time goes on
. The

report of the executive committee will give 
you the

details of the work of the past year, and 
it only

remains for me to say that the officers 
and the

members of this committee have given careful

attention to the welfare of the organization 
and are

entitled to the thanks of the members, an
d their

hearty co-operation in furthering the obje
cts for

which we are banded together.

The reports of the treasurer and auditing 
com-

mittee were read, showing the finances 
of the

organization to be in excellent condition, an
d on

motion they were ordered received and pla
ced on

file. H. H. Butts, chairman of the executive

committee, then presented his annual repor
t as

follows:

Mr. President and Members of the Jewelers'

Security Alliance :—This is the twenty-first
 annual

report, and the date of the meeting havin
g been

changed from May to January, it covers the
 whole

of the year 1903, although part was included
 in the

last report made in May, 5903. Ten regula
r meet-

ings of the committee and one special wer
e held.

We have admitted 291 new members and 9
1 have

dropped out during the year, leaving the 
total

membership at January 1, 1904, 2981.

The two amateur burglars mentioned in t
he

last report, who attacked the safe of J. W
. Brown,

Ortonville, Minn., in December, i9o2, wer
e tried

in May, the alliance assisting in their pr
osecution,

and they received sentences of five years e
ach in

the reformatory. The only case of safe b
urglary

which has occurred since our last report 
was in

Buffalo, N. Y., on November 27th, when
 three

burglars broke into the office and factory o
f Messrs.

Damm & Block and commenced to crac
k open

one of their safes, but after knocking off
 the com-

bination they discovered our certificate hang
ing on

another safe, which contained the more
 valuable

goods and quit the job without taking a
nything of

value. Two of them were captured the next

morning after a hard fight with the police
, and they

are now in jail awaiting trial, when the al
liance will

take pains to make sure that they will g
et the full

penalty which the law allows in such ca
ses. We

have kept up our our usual preventive wo
rk during

the year, and have sent several warnings t
o mem-

bers informing them of plans which had b
een made

to rob them, so they were able to take pr
ecautions

and thus saved themselves from loss.

Commendatory letters were read from fi
rms

whose affiliation with the alliance secured
 them

from being burglarized. On motion the rep
ort was

received and ordered placed on file.

The meeting then proceeded to the election
 of

officers and the following were elected una
nimously:

President, A. K. Sloan ; first vice-president, 
H. H.

Butts ; second vice-president, C. F. Wood
 ; third

vice-president, C. C. Champenois, and treas
urer,

Bernard Karsch. Members of the executive corn-

mittee for two years : Henry Abbott, J. 
Warren

Alford and Leopold Stern. Ed. S. Smith and

Henry Untermeyer were re-appointed the 
auditing

committee for the ensuing year. The mee
ting then

passed a vote of thanks to the trade jo
urnals for

their generous assistance to the alliance.

A special meeting of the executive co
mmittee

was held at the close of the annual me
eting, at

which H. H. Butts was re-elected chai
rman and

the following new members were admitt
ed:

Ralph Binder, Philadelphia,
-Pennsylvania.

Coughlan & Co., Baltimore,
Maryland.

A.W. Smith, Port Jervis, N.Y.
J. 1. Stephens, Pensacola, Fla.
It. L. Grimes, Dows Iowa.
James Cramer, Clarinda, Ia.
Shuttles-Mitchell Co., Dallas,

Texas.
J. A. James, Swedesboro, N. J.
L. Jansen, New Orleans, La.
John A. Miller, Cairo, Ill.

Mrs. A. Shibley, Wooster, 0.
William P. Schneider, Fort

Madison, Iowa.
Arthur Weeks, Peeksk 111,N.Y.
Hughes & Cameron, Lima, 0.
E. 1). Burnham, Holyoke,

Massachusetts.
Hayes & Stannard, Spring-

field, Mass.
Sulzbacher-Peck Jewelry Co.,

Florence, S. C.
Skinner & Colvin, Everett,

Wash.
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CHAS. L. TROUT & CO.
15 MAIDEN LANE,

NEW YORK.

0,uestions
a It b

nswers.

WHO?

wHO are The largest purchasers

of jewelry ?
Answer.—People having mod-

erate incomes, but who are

possessed of culture and good

taste. They are neither rich

nor poor, but are thrifty and

well-to-do.

WHAT?

WHAT kind of jewelry do they

want
Answer.—They want artistic

and genuine goods at prices with-

in their reach. These goods

must be really " high class " in

design, execution and finish.

WHERE?

WHERE can the trade obtain

such desirable jewelry for

this class of purchasers?

Answer.—We are specialists

in this line. Our Gold Jewelry

is just what is wanted. Also

Silver, Ebony, Gun Metal, etc.

Manufacturers,

Importers,

Manufacturers'

Agents.

 ..1
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We Want Your
Mail Orders
for Watches during 1904 for the same reason that we wanted

them in 1903. We are confident \ ve are in a position to fully

merit them.

We shall continue to harp on our claim that we have the

best general line of watches in America. But what \VC are most

particularly interested in at the present moment is a share of

your mail orders.

We specially desire the mail-order trade of the jewelers that

our traveling salesmen do not reach. We believe we have

thoroughly mastered the mail-order branch---made it as prompt

and satisfactory as a personal purchase.

The same care is given to small orders as to large ones-- -

particular care is given to all. The confidence that you have in

us, our goods and our mail-order service shall not be misplaced

—we promise it. Please send your order to our nearest office.

Jo W. FORSINGER,
WHOLESALE WATCHES,

Columbus Memorial Building, Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane,

Chicago. New York.

rebruary, I 904 THI KEYSTONE

WESTERN BUREAU OF TIIE KEYSTONE

ROOM 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO, JANUARY 26, 1904.

The new year has started in

Promising Trade with a good, healthy volume

of business, and everything

points to a steady, even trade.

This has resulted from the resumption of busi-

ness in an enterprising way after the lull that

followed the holiday season, the efforts of sales-

men both of manufacturers and jobbers, who

are practically all out and canvassing the trade,

and the improved tone which prevails in busi-

ness circles in the Western country. Condi-

tions are certainly favorable for a fair business

through the spring season, and trade prospects

on the whole are very encouraging.

It is interesting to know that

Iowa has more banks than any

other State in the Union, and

that the banking business is

most profitable in that State.

This is the conclusion from the reports of the

Comptroller of the currency, the State banking

department, the bankers' directories and the

testimony of bankers and business men. For

several years Iowa has had more banks than

any other State. They are largely small insti-

tutions in country towns, but they all make

money. Their great number, according to the

census reports, demonstrates the remarkably

equitable distribution of wealth. Farmers are

the largest owners of stock and the largest de-

positors. There are 238 State banks in Iowa,

with $10,27o,000 capital and $45,841,000 deposits;

236 savings banks, with $11,034,000 capital and

$86,602,000 deposits; 248 national banks, with

$15,045,000 capital and $57,078,000 deposits, and

409 private banks, with (estimated) $12,000,000

capital and $5o,000,000 deposits. The figures are

official, except for private banks, which make no

reports in Iowa. The totals show 1,231 banks,

with $48,359,000 capital and $239,52o,000 deposits.

This gives a bank to every 2,000 inhabitants and

shows bank deposits of just about $ioo per

capita. Bank profits vary from 6 to too per cent.

on the capital. A number of small institutions

with heavy deposits have earned the latter fig-

ure in recent years. Iowa bankers say the aver-

age dividend on banking capital in that State is

more than 17 per cent. after paying all salaries.

These facts speak out loudly for Iowa's solid

prosperity.

Conditions

Iowa Holds
the Record in
Banking

Governor Mickey, of Neb-

Governor Mickey raska, sees good times ahead

for all corn-producing States.

Here is what he said recently

in speaking of his estimate of a 200,000,000 bushel

corn crop: "I may have overestimated the size

of the crop, but the quality will be much better

than I had anticipated. The results will be that

the corn crop will net farmers as much as though

it had come up to earlier estimates and had been

of irregular quality." He stated it as his im-

pression as a banker that farmers are still hold-

ing corn for higher prices. This, he thought,

accounted for the fact that State banks are

pretty well loaned up. The money market in

Nebraska will be much easier, he thought, as

soon as the immense volume of corn is thrown

upon the market. This will cause an influx of

funds from the East and insure a continuation

of the prosperity of the State. The same condi-

tions prevail generally throughout the corn belt,

and in consequence he believes that all or nearly

all of the corn-producing States will enjoy a

continuation of prosperity this year.

Many people have the idea

that Texas was short on crops

last year, and she was in some

sections. But Texas is a large

State and its importance in the raising of corn,

wheat, barley, rye, potatoes and hay is inade-

quately understood. Let us look into the mat-

ter. In the report of the statistician of the

Agricultural Department at Washington, which

is being sent out, covering the statistics of the

crops of the past year, one will be surprised to

learn that Texas does not take a back seat for

the average yield per acre, the price paid on

these various products or the acreage planted.

Over 5,816,146 acres were planted in corn last

year. The average yield was 24.2 bushels to the

acre, which makes a grand total of 140,570,733

bushels, approximately, raised. This crop of

corn was valued at $67,560,532. The average

yield of corn to the acre in the whole country

was 25.5 bushels per acre, so that Texas ranked

seventh in the comparison of States in the total

number of bushels in the total crop. The value

of the corn crop in 1903 is about what the cot-

ton crop amounted to when cotton sold for 5

cents per pound. In winter wheat 1,483,595

acres were planted. The average yield was 13.4

bushels per acre, making a total crop of 19,480,-

'73 bushels. This was valued at $15,506,535.

on Corn

The Crops
in Texas
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The average yield for the United States was only

12.3 bushels, Texas beating the rest of the coun-

try by i.i bushels. The area planted with oats

was 914,806 acres. The average yield was 35.5

bushels. The crop was valued at $14,289,270.

The average yield for the whole country was

28.4 bushels per acre, thus making the Texas

yield of oats in comparison with the entire coun-

try 7.1 bushels to the good. Potatoes, good

Irish potatoes, had an acreage of 26,437. They

averaged 67 bushels to the acre, and make a total

of 1,771,279 bushels. The value of the crop was

$1,558,726. The price per bushel was about 79

cents. In other States the average price was

61.4 cents per bushel. The average yield for the

entire country was 84.7 bushels. In the hay crop

they have planted 416,224 acres, which average

1.84 tons per acre. A total of 765,852 tons was

raised. The average price per ton was $8.20

against $9.08 in the other hay-producing States.

The hay crop amounted to $6,279,986. The total

value of the grain, potato and hay crops is some-

thing immense, amounting to over $105,237,830.

This is, indeed, a record that Texas should be

proud of.
Among the saddest of the

The Theatre fatalities in the burning of the

Iroquois Theatre, Chicago, on

December 30th, were the

deaths of Mrs. R. H. Trask, wife of Jeweler

Trask, Ottawa, Ill., and her fourteen-year-old

daughter. Mrs. Trask and daughter were with

a merry party of home friends who were in the

city for the day, and attended the matinee for

an afternoon's diversion. Mrs. Trask was a

popular woman and a society leader in her home

town and noted for her hospitality and charitable

work. The daughter was the father's favorite

child. Guy A. Henry, formerly with Walter

Wyatt, the well-known Peoria optician, but of

late years with Chambers, Inskeep & Co., as

city salesman, and at present holding the same

place with F. A. Hardy & Co., lost his wife and

mother-in-law, Mrs. F. A. Freer, wife of Post-

master Freer, of Galesburg, Ill. C. H. Wilcox,

retail optician, lost his wife. Warren E. Jones,

well known in the trade from his former connec-

tion with the old house of Giles, Bro. & Co.,

and other Chicago wholesale. firms, lost his wife.

Harold Dryenforth, formerly in the wholesale

jewelry business here, later city salesman for

H. F. Hahn & Co., but at present engaged in

other lines, lost his two daughters, aged re-

spectively fifteen and seventeen years. As far

as we can learn, the above completes the list of

fatalities among those connected with the jewel-

ry and optical trades. There were a number

of narrow escapes for our people, but from the

list above it will be seen that the trades which

this journal represents escaped with compara-

tively few fatalities. Those who have been so

sadly and horribly bereft of their loved ones will

have the deep and heartfelt sympathy of the

entire trade.
Personal Mention.

President Hulburd, of the Elgin National

Watch Company, leaves for the East this week

to spend a fortnight. Mr. Hulburd will be ac-

companied by W. H. Kinna, who until recently

has been in charge of the San Francisco office

of the Elgin Company, but who has been given

the New York office of the company, succeeding

Mr. W. T. Thompson, who has resigned to go

into other business. Mr. Hulburd will induct

Mr. Kinna into his new charge and introduce
(coxtrnued on page 2o1.)
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Our Incomparable Catalog
is at your service every minute of every day. The 1904
edition, which we have sent only to those Jewelers enti-
tled to trade prices, contains 816 carefully-arranged pages
of everything that Jewelers sell. Among the trade our
Catalog has long been regarded as the standard book ; the
goods shown are up-to-date in style, quality and unifor-
mity of price. We believe it to the Jeweler's interest to
keep our book in mind and to give us a generous propor-
tion of his orders.

DIAMONDS
Though Christmas brought us many

orders for Diamonds, we still have a corn-
plete stock with which to answer your
demands. Our large foreign purchases last
season enable us to make prices that are
below the average—our care in selecting
high-grade goods raises the general qual-
ity of our stock above the average.

"SW

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
CHICAGO.
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him to the New York and Eastern trade
. A.

L. Kingsbury, long a member of the mission
ary

force of the Elgin Company, succeeds Mr. 
Kinna

in charge of the San Francisco office.

P. H. Winterberg, of Sproehnle & Co., left

during the middle of last month for a trip cov
er-

ing the larger cities of the Middle West
, and

was accompanied by Mrs. Winterberg.

J. E Reagan, of the Baldwin-Miller Com-

pany, wholesale jewelers, Indianapolis, spen
t a

day in town last month calling on the ma
nu-

facturers.
A. F. Smith, of the Reichenberg-Smith

Company, Omaha, was among the number o
f

interior jobbers who spent a week early in 
the

month at the Palmer House looking over 
the

lines of Eastern manufacturers' agents fo
r new

things for their spring trade.

Peter White, well and favorably known in

the trade from his long connection with the

house of Otto Young & Co., which he lef
t two

years ago to go with Norris, Alister & Co.
, as

manager and buyer, has resigned his posit
ion

with the latter firm to return to his first
 love,

February 1st, as chief assistant to Mr. Sc
hner-

ing, the managing partner of Otto You
ng &

Co. Mr. White has made a brilliant reco
rd in

the position he is leaving, and Mr. Aliste
r was

loath to let him go. His former associates in

the office of Norris, Alister & Co. have
 pre-

sented him with a handsome leather Tu
rkish

lounging chair as a token of their estee
m and

good wishes.
Sproehnle & Co. announce the follo

wing

traveling force for 1904 in the territories 
named:

P. H. Winterberg in the larger cities fr
om Buf-

falo to Denver; James H. Donnelly i
n Iowa,

Kansas, Missouri, Indiana and Ohio te
rritory;

A. E. Caliger in Illinois, Wisconsin, Indian
a and

Michigan; A. E. Madsen in Minnesota an
d the

Dakotas, and Sol. Hess will look after 
Chicago

and nearby towns. Frank M. and Al. W.

Sproehnle will make occasional trips on the

road during the year.

F. E. Chase, of the traveling force of M
or-

gan & Hawley, wholesale jewelers, Dallas,

Texas, spent a week in Chicago the ea
rly part

of the month, doing some buying for hi
s firm

and enjoying life in the Western metrop
olis for

a few days. Mr. Chase was a congenial caller

at KEYSTONE headquarters during his st
ay in

town.
Edward R. Dunnagan, for six years 

past a

salesman for Hymen, Berg & Co., ha
s gone to

San Francisco as the Pacific coast age
nt of J.

A. & S. W. Granberry and the Bassett 
Jewelry

Company. The far West trade will find Mr.

Dunnagan a bright young business ma
n and a

clever gentleman whose word can be reli
ed upon.

We bespeak for him success in his new fie
ld.

B. F. Hirsch, who for several years 
past

has covered the Northwest for the M. S. 
Fleish-

man Company, has resigned and will 
hereafter

represent Eastern manufacturers' lines in the

Chicago market and in the larger Wester
n cities.

Mr. Hirsch already has the gold chain 
line of

the Zirith-Kiser Company and the fine gold

jewelry line of Gustave Gnam. He will have

his headquarters in Chicago and will op
en an

office at an early date.

Roy H. King, formerly with Moore &

Evans, has taken the John T. Mattran 
Manu-

Tule KE;YSTONE

facturing Company's line of gold jewelry in th
e

Western territory from Chicago to the Paci
fic

coast. Early in January Mr. King started on

an extended Western trip, accompanying D.
 A.

Wilkins of the Ostby & Barton Co.

M. Zuckerberg, of the L. Siligman Jewelry

Company, has just returned from a mont
h's

outing pleasantly spent at Hot Springs, Ark.

C. E. Roy, of A. C. Becken's traveling force,

was married to Miss Amanda Anderson, of t
his

city, January 6th at Notre Dame Catholic

Church. Mr. Roy is an energetic and pleas
ant

young man who began with Mr. Becken so
me

years ago in a minor place and has stead
ily

worked himself up to his present position. 
His

bride has also been one of Mr. Becken's fait
hful

employes for several years past. Mr. Roy make
s

the Far West territory clear to the coast, an
d

he and Mrs. Roy left immediately after the ce
re-

mony on his early spring trip, she to acc
om-

pany him on the entire journey. The young

people have the best wishes of a host of frie
nds

for a bright and prosperous future. THE K
EY-

STONE joins with them all in hearty congratu-

lations.
Robert L. Clark has succeeded Kent H

.

Clarke as traveler for the Towle Manufact
uring

Company in Western and Northwestern 
terri-

tory. He has been house salesman in the
 Chi-

cago office of the company for some time
 past,

and the trade will find him a live young
 busi-

ness fellow. Mr. Kent Clarke is at his ho
me in

St. Joseph, Mo., at present disengaged,
 but ex-

pects to make other connections in the
 near

future.
Theodore Kuehl, of Geo. Kuehl & Co.,

 will

sail February gth on the 
Kaiser Wilhelm der

Grosse for a two months' stay in Europ
e. Mr.

Kuehl will spend most of his time while a
broad

in the Black Forest country, where he will
 place

his firm's order for their fall lines in cuckoo

clocks.
S. L. Scott will again take the road for

 M.

F. Barger & Co., and will see the trade 
formerly

called upon by S. R. King. Mr. Sc
ott has

already started on his first trip and wil
l see all

the firm's customers in his territory 
as rapidly

as he can get to them.

Wallach & Schiele, the old and well-kn
own

diamond importing house of New Yor
k, have

opened a Chicago office in Room for 
Columbus

Memorial Building in charge of thei
r Western

representative, DeWitt A. Davidson,
 who will

continue to call on the trade, as usu
al, in the

larger cities of the West.

Richard Robinson, familiarly known by

nearly everybody in the wholesale 
and manu-

facturing trade as "Dick," has resig
ned his posi-

tion with Thos. G. Frothington 
& Co., and has

gone with the widely-known and ol
d-established

chain house of H. F. Barrows & C
o., of Attle-

boro. Mr. Robinson will call on the 
jobbing

trade from Buffalo and Pittsburg
 to the Pacific

coast, and will have charge of t
he firm's Chicago

office. He is now on an extende
d Western trip

with his new line.

R. C. Lusk, for a number of 
years past a

salesman in the Chicago offic
e of the Gorham

Manufacturing Company, is now in 
charge of

the sterling silver depart
ment at Spaulding &

Co.
Fred. Dunn, of the traveling 

force of F. A.

Hardy & Co., was married to
 Miss Elsie Naly

at the home of the bride's 
parents in Englewood,

this city, on the evening of 
December 3oth. The

affair was a quiet home 
wedding, only the in-
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timate friends of the contracting parti
es being

present. THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure
 in join-

ing with Mn. Dunn's many friends in
 the trade

in wishing him and his bride all sorts 
of good

luck in their new relation.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago and Western
 man-

ager for Robbins & Appleton, agents
 of the

Waltham Watch Company, is at his des
k again

after a two weeks' visit to the factory 
at Wal-

tham. Mr. Kettle says that the dem
and for

watches continues about the same as l
ast year

and that his people are expecting a 
busy year

during 1904.
Samuel Swartchild, head of the house

 of

Swartchild & Co., returned last wee
k from a

short business trip to New York.

A. W. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co.,

accompanied by his family, is enjoyi
ng a fort-

night's outing at Atlantic City, N. J.

Emile Hirschfeld, of E. Hirschfeld &
 Co.,

wholesalers, San Francisco, dropped 
off here for

two days last week en route to 
Europe, where

he expects to remain for some 
time for the

benefit of his health.

Charles A. Garlick, Chicago and 
Western

representative for Charles F. Wood &
 Co., has

recently returned from a trip to N
ew York

headquarters.
Fred. H. Levy, manager of M. Sch

ussler &

Co., the well-known San Francisco 
jobbers, was

in town for a few days last week
, calling on

the manufacturing trade.

C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights
 & Co.,

accompanied by Mrs. Knights and 
their daugh-

ter, Miss Jeanette, left last week 
for southern

California, where they will remain
 for the re-

mainder of the winter, seeking health and

recreation.
A pretty wedding which will be 

of interest

to the trade was that of Frank 
L. Pitkin, man-

ager of the cut glass departmen
t at Pitkin &

Brooks, and Miss Lucy Bickwell
, which oc-

curred on the evening of Dece
mber 31st at the

Second Congregational Church 
in Oak Park. It

was a brilliant and fashionable 
affair, the church

being crowded with the frie
nds of the contract-

ing parties. A large reception 
at the home of

the bride's parents followed the
 ceremony. The

bridal couple left the same e
vening for a honey-

moon trip to the East. THE K
EYSTONE tenders

to the young couple most 
sincere congratula-

tions and sends all sorts of go
od wishes.

The M. S. Fleishman Compa
ny announce

the following list of salesmen 
as their traveling

force for the ensuing year: 
L. J. Will in Iowa,

Kansas, Oklahoma and Missou
ri; Harry Green-

blatt in Nebraska, South Dak
ota, Wyoming and

Montana; Frank Newcomb in 
Minnesota and

North Dakota, and E. C. 
Wineberg in Illinois,

Indiana and Wisconsin. The new men are

Messrs. Newcomb and Wineberg
. The former

was with S. H. Clausin & 
Co., Minneapolis, and

the latter traveled for the 
L. Siligman Company,

Chicago, last year.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead &
 Co., returned

this week from a two week
s' trip to Boston,

New York and Philadelphia
, wherein he com-

bined business with pleasur
e. Mrs. Mead ac-

companied him on the trip.

John C. Perry, manager of the
 Hamilton

Watch Company at Lancaster, 
Pa., spent a few

days in Chicago recently on hi
s way home from

a trip over the Chicago & Alt
on Railway lines.

The Alton are putting in a new 
system of time

inspection, and Mr. Parry was ma
king a num-

(Continued on page 20,5.)



Let's
Become Acquainted.
We hope for a larger acquaintance during the new year

among the Jewelers of the West and South, the Southwest
and the Northwest.

We want to form the acquaintance of dealers who
do not know the advantage of our distinctively superior
system of taking care of their mail orders for watches.
We are sure this knowledge will not be delayed did they
realize the comprehensiveness of our stock and the satis-
faction they would find in dealing with us.

The present organization and facilities of the Mead
Watch House were never before equaled. Our goods,
our assortment, our efforts are each and all essentially

calculated for a successful outcome of your business

incidentally an increase of ours. Send us your mail orders
for watches.

M. A.Mead & Company
Watch Jobbers,

Columbus Memorial Building,

Chicago.
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ber of division points in the interests of his

company.
W. H. Vogell, manager of the Chicago and

Western office of Alfred H. Smith & Co., is

again at his desk after a ten-day trip to New

York headquarters.
Fred H. Smith, manager of the Geneva

Optical Company, returned this week from a

hurried business trip to New York.

Paul R. Shordiche, for the past twenty-five

years house salesman for Lapp & Flershem, of

this city, died at his home, 123 Saint Louis Ave-

nue, January 12th, at the age of forty-six. Death

was the result of consumption after a prolonged

period of illness. Last August deceased relin-

quished his duties, and subsequently made a

trip to California in the hope of recuperating.

This proved unavailing, however, for he came

back in a more weakened condition after a three

weeks' sojourn, and his vitality slowly ebbed

away. He came to Chicago with his parents in

the seventies, and began his business career as

an errand boy with Lapp & Flershem, eventually

attaining to the position of house salesman for

this concern. He was affiliated with various

social and secret orders, and he possessed per-

sonal qualities which won him the esteem of

numerous friends. His demise at so early an

age is made still more pathetic by the fact that

a widow and a young son survive him.

Will H. Beck, the well-known and successful

jeweler of Sioux City, Iowa, spent several days

in town last week, accompanied by his wife and

daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Beck were accompany-

ing Miss Beck to Washington city, where she

is attending a fashionable boarding school. Mr.

Beck was a congenial caller at KEYSTONE head-

quarters during his stay in town, and reports

that they enjoyed an unusually busy holiday sea-

son and that their business was a shade ahead

of December, igo2.
J. H. Hardin, of F. A. Hardy & Co., is at

his desk again after a hurried trip of several

days' duration to New York.

David J. Gutmann, head of the well-known

wholesale firm of L. Gutmann & Sons, Cincin-

nati, spent several days in Chicago recently,

calling on the manufacturing trade.

M. F. Warren, of the Warren Jewelry and

Optical Company, Colorado Springs, Colo., was

in town recently for a day or two, calling on

his trade. Mr. Warren was called east to the

funeral of a devoted mother, who died very

suddenly at the family home in Sycamore, Ill.,

the second week in January.
Frank A. Averbeck, of Madison, Wis., was

in Chicago for a day or two last week, en route

South for a month's outing. Mr. Averbeck's

first objective point was San Antonio, Texas.

He was accompanied on his trip by Mrs. Aver-

beck.
Out-of-Town Visitors

Chas. Syman, of Syman Bros., Denver,

Colo., was among the early post-holiday callers

on the trade in the Chicago market. Mr. Syman

reported a good holiday business, fully up to

that of a year ago, and thought that the outlook

for 1904 was fairly good in his part of the

country.
Chas. Manahan, of What Cheer, Iowa, was

among the early trade visitors in this market

the present month. He reported a good holiday

business.

THE KEYSTONE

J. B. Johnson, of Goodland, Ind., spent a
day or two in Chicago last week stocking up

after a good holiday business.
Dallas Green, of Fort Wayne, Ind., was a

visiting buyer in the Chicago market last week.

He reported December business as satisfactory

and was of the opinion that the ensuing year

would prove fairly good for trade.
C. H. Ankeny & Co., of La Fayette, Ind.,

were represented in this market recently by the

head of the firm, who was here on a purchasing

trip. Mr. Ankeny was feeling good over the

results of last year's business, but thought that

the outlook for the present year was only fairly

good.
Carl J. Von Seutter, the well-known jeweler

of Jackson, Miss., was here for several days last

week, combining business with pleasure. He was

accompanied by Mrs. Von Seutter.

The well-known retail house of Wright, Kay

& Co., of Detroit, Mich., were represented in

this market recently by Mr. Kay, who was en

route to Mexico.

Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade.

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Asso-

ciation and Board of Trade was held January

28th, 1904. at 2.30 P. M., in the rooms of the

Association, 170 Broadway, New York, and was

largely attended.
After the minutes of the last annual meeting

had been read and approved, President Hiram

A. Bliss read his report for the year, which was

received with great satisfaction and approval.

The report of the treasurer was presented

by Mr. Leo Wormser, which showed a surplus

of $11,327.11, notwithstanding all the improve-

ments made during the past year. The secre-

tary's report was next presented. The presen-

tation of the reports was followed by the elec-

tion of directors, and the following nominees

were unanimously elected:

Alford, C. G., of C. G. Alford & Co.

Bliss, H. A., of Gorham Manufacturing Co.

Fessenden, 0. G., of Hayden W. Wheeler

& Co.
Gough, Wm. T., of Carter, Howe & Co.

Krower, Alfred, of Albert Lorsch & Co.

Larter, F. H., of Larter, Elcox & Co.

Levy, Samuel H., of L. & M. Kahn & Co.

Sloan, A. K., of Sloan & Co.

Stern, Leopold, of Stern Brothers & Co.

Street, Geo. W., of Geo. 0. Street & Sons.

Thomas, Seth E., of Seth Thomas Clock Co.

Wood, C. F., of C. F. Wood & Co.

Wormser, Leo, of Julius King Optical Co.

Allen, Benj., of Benj. Allen & Co.

Sackett, Grove, of Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co.

Sercomb, A. L., of International Silver Co.

Cahoone, George H., of Geo. H. Cahoone

& Co.
Copeland, Wm. A., of Martin, Copeland

& Co.
Webster, Geo. K., of Webster Co.

The election of officers being next in order,

Mr. Hiram A. Bliss was unanimously reelected

as president; Mr. Frederick H. Larter was duly

elected first vice-president, and Mr. Alfred

Krower reelected second vice-president.

The nominating committee elected to serve

for the coming year were as follows:

William B. Kerr, of Wm. B. Kerr & Co.

A. V. Huyler, of N. H. White & Co.

Fred. W. Lewis, of F. W. Lewis & Co.
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James P. Snow, of Snow & Westcott.

St. John Wood, of J. R. Wood & Sons.

Wm. I. Rosenfeld, of Wm. I. Rosenfeld.

David C. Townsend, of David C. Townsend
& Co.

Several amendments to the by-laws were

then adopted, the most important being the ad-

dition of the following section to Article 12:

"Resignations shall only be accepted as of

the first day of January of any year. The resig-

nation of any member may be refused until or

unless such member tendering his resignation

shall have duly paid all dues and charges up to

the date of such resignation, or if such resig-

nation shall be tendered on any date other than

January ist, then upon payment of all dues and

charges accrued or to accrue up to the 1st of

January next succeeding the date of the tender-

ing of such resignation."
A special meeting of the board of directors

was held immediately after the close of the an-

nual meeting, at which Mr. Leo Wormser was

reelected as treasurer and Mr. D. L. Safford as

secretary, and also the following committees:

Finance Committee—O. G. Fessenden, F. H.

Larter, C. G. Alford, A. K. Sloan.

Membership Committee—Leo Wormser, C.

F. Wood, Alfred Krower.

Auditing Committee—Geo. W. Street, Sam-

uel H. Levy, Wm. T. Gough.

Arbitration Committee—Seth E. Thomas,

Alfred Krower, Wm. T. Gough, A. K. Sloan,

Leopold Stern.

To Temper Steel,

P. J. Casterline, a blacksmith and toolmaker

of the village of Corvallis, Ore., has recently

removed to Portland, Ore., and is looking for

a capitalist. He thinks he has discovered the

long-lost art of tempering steel.

With a razor tempered by Casterline's new

process shavings are readily whittled from a wire

nail. With a knife so treated—a common pocket

knife—a small file was cut in two. With a drill

of Casterline's making a hole was bored through

the thin portion of an ax. A carpenter's draw-

ing-knife was made to cut chips from a steel

bar. With each of the edged tools as described

the inventor afterward shaved hair from the

back of his hand. In no case was the slightest

dulling of the edge perceptible.

The whole secret of Casterline's process lies

in the composition of a chemical fluid in which

is dipped the steel to be hardened. This fluid

is dark brown in color and is apparently corn-

posed largely of oils. It is kept by the inventor

in an oblong, metal-lined box. The box is fitted

with a hasp and lock, and is never open except

when Casterline is at work.

The inventor is now preparing to experi-

ment on armor plate. It is along this line of

effort that he expects to get even greater results

than those already attained. He believes that he

can make armor of greater resisting power than

that of the nickel steel now used to protect

naval vessels.
Already he has treated several small samples

of plate steel by his process, and while these

proved impervious to damage by blows delivered

with a sledge-hammer, the inventor has had no

means available for testing them adequately. He

now proposes to temper a piece of plate steel of

considerable size and send it to the construc-

tion bureau of the Navy Department to be

tested thoroughly.—The Iron and Machinery

World.
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NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
We have secured from the Mauser Mfg. Co. the

exclusive right to manufacture in Electro Silver Plate
the above tray, for which they have been granted
design patent (No. 36695). The patentees will prose-
cute all infringements on same or similar design.
This tray, famous as our No. 1685, is conceded to be
the most popular, best value, and most remarkable
whirlwind seller ever put before the trade.

THE HOMAN SILVER PLATE CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio.New York Salesroom,

32 Park Place.
Chicago Salesroom,

Silversmiths Building.
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Twenty-seventh Annual Meeting of

the Jewelers' League

The Jewelers' League, of New York 
held its

twenty-seventh annual meeting in the 
assembly

hall of the United Charities Buil
ding, on Tuesday,

January i9th. In accordance with 
the usual custom

the members and officers held 
an informal dinner

prior to the regular meeting. The
 dinner was held

at Mouquin's restaurant and 
thence the party ad-

journed to the assembly hall where P
resident Geo.

W. Street opened the proceedings 
with the follow-

ing address :—

Fellow Members of the Jewelers' L
eague :—

On this, our twenty-seventh annual
 meeting, we are

to be congratulated upon hav
ing passed a most

prosperous year, a year, however, saddene
d by the

loss of our friend and late president, 
Henry Hayes.

The outlook for the new year is very 
bright, and we

need but the continued activity on the 
part of all to

strengthen our association by increase o
f member-

ship.
During the year of 1902 the number of 

certifi-

cates issued and revised was 108, m
aking a gain

during that year of 44 members ; while 
during the

year just closed, the number of certific
ates issued

and revised was 149, a gain over 1902
 of 41.

But remember that we must grow by the

interest and co-operation of all mem
bers, for our

form of life insurance is based upon
 self-interest,

the most enlightened and benevolent 
form that the

projects of self-interest have ever take
n.

May we not ask that each one of you w
ill do

his best for the continuation of the go
od work, and

that the year 1904 may be inqde by yo
ur loyalty to

the Jewelers' League, the brightest and 
most pros-

perous in our history.

An elaborate statement of the league's
 finan-

cial condition, which had previously 
been distribu-

ted among the members, was formally
 submitted

by Treasurer Frank A. Marsellus, 
The accuracy

of his report was certified to by Alfre
d Krower,

Luther Hyde, and Alfred E. LaVigne, 
who consti-

tuted an examining finance committ
ee. Geo. M.

Van Deventer, chairman of the executiv
e commit-

tee, submitted a report which read as
 follows:

Mr. President and Members of the J
ewelers'

League of New York :—As we have 
gathered here

to-night for our twenty-seventh annua
l meeting, I

wish to express to you all, as chairma
n of your

executive committee, the feeling of lo
ss that we

experience in the decease of our late 
president,

Henry Hayes, a man whom we all 
loved and

esteemed, a man whom I had the pleasure of

knowing for nearly thirty years, an
d during the

years we have been associated tog
ether in the

management of the league's affairs to a 
very inti-

mate degree. He was a man to be depended

upon to the limit, and whatever cou
rse of action

that was concluded upon and had his 
approval was

sure to be right and sound.
At a suitable time after his death you

r officers

and executive committee elected Geo
rge W. Street

as his successor, and to fill the bo
ard to its full

co. Kmpl ioesmeann.t added to the executive c
ommittee,

A 

After the resignation of L. Stevens
, Jr., as

secretary and treasurer, we secured the 
services of

F. A. Marsellus, and your cordial 
support is asked

for his efforts in building up the league 
and making

its future still more prosperous tha
n it has been

in the past. He is an insurance man an
d has been

chosen as well fitted for the work we ha
ve in hand.

We begin the year 1904 with a total 
member-

ship of 2089 members, divided as follows 
: Section

A, 1798 members ; Section B, 218 
members, and

Section C, 73 members.
Our reserve fund for January r, 1904,

 is $288,-

488.30. We have paid death losses 
in 1903 of

$177,814.50. We have paid death losse
s since our

organization of $2,770,800.35. In 1903 your execu-

tive committee deemed it wise to pay 
out of the

reserve fund for death losses the sum of 
$15,000.00,

which amount is included in the above 
amount of

$177,814.50.

The following nominees, proposed by the

nominating committee, were unanim
ously elected

to office : President, Geo. W. Street ; first vice-

president, John R. Greason; second vice-preside
nt,

0. G. Fessenden ; third vice-president, M. J. L
is-

sauer ; fourth vice-president, Bernard Karsch ;

executive committee, two years, Leo Wormser,

A. K. Sloan, W. T. Gough and Geo. W. Mi
ndil ;

advisory committee, two years, S. H. Levy, C. C.

Offermann, W. A. Wightman, M. Stratton, L. 
S.

Lewis, William Barthman, S. B. Mann, T. 
L.

Parker and 0. M. Farrand.

The nominating committee chosen consists of

W. E. Moutoux, Sr., Max Freund, Chas. Fox 
and

David H. Smith. The examining finance commi
t-

tee is now composed of R. A. Breidenback, J. 
R.

Greason, Jr., and Andrew McCloud.

News from the Northwest

At our last writing it was too early to give a
n

accurate report of the holiday trade. We can
 now

say that the majority report it to have been de-

cidedly better than that of 1902. The only line

that did not hold its own in this section was w
atches,

the sale of which were unprecedented in 
1902.

The year's aggregate business, however,
 is con-

ceeded to be a little ahead of 1902, so that
 in spite

of the drop after August ist, on account
 of the

partial crop failure, the total has been ve
ry satis-

factory for the retailer. Jobbers report themselves

well satisfied with the season, and are 
bending

efforts to make a decided increase in the
 way of

new business for 1904.

A. Blakely, of Blakely Bros., Minto, N. Da
k.,

celebrated the outgoing of the old year by
 getting

married at Grafton, December 3ist, to M
iss Nettie

Barr. THE KEYSTONE extends the happy
 young

couple sincere congratulations.

Frank Waterbury will represent Sischo &

Beard, St. Paul, in his old territory, the golden

Northwest, during the coming year. 
Judson A.

Beard, who formerly covered the So
uthern terri-

tory, will represent them in the North 
and East ;

his old territory will be looked after by M. J.

Bieber, who has been in the office 
for the past

three years.
C. G. Sorenson has begun business at 

Clark-

field, Minn.
B. Peterson, Montevideo, Minn., h

as added

some elegant new fixtures to his stor
e.

D. G. Gallet, Aberdeen, S. Dak., ha
s moved

to his new store and is now better 
able than ever

to take care of his growing busines
s.

W. Edelman, Stillwater, Minn., was
 married

January 31st to Miss Anna Dockma
n, of Minne-

apolis. THE KEYSTONE congratulat
es the happy

young couple.
A. A. Scheppis, head of the mate

rial depart-

ment of S. H. Clausin & Co., 
Minneapolia, is

receiving felicitations upon the ar
rival of a baby

boy at his home. The joyful even
t took place on

the second clay of the new year.

The announcement has been m
ade of the

engagement of Miss Rose Marks, of 
Lewis Finkel-

stein, St. Paul, to Joseph Vehon.
 The wedding

will take place during the coming
 summer. Miss

Marks will be missed by the jewel
ry trade, among

whom she has many friends.

Wm. Courtney, Fond-du-lac, Wis.
, is taking a

course in optics and engraving 
with S. B. Millard,

Litchfield, Minn.

Douglas Farrell, Warren, Minn., and To
m

Morris, Crookston, Minn., spent a
 few days in the

Twin Cities last month attending the Masonic

Grand Lodge meeting.
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C. C. Staacke, Duluth, Minn., and Otto Supe,

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., attended the Curling

Bonspirl at Minneapolis last month.

Gust. Haller is the new jeweler at New Paynes-

ville, Minn.
Guy A. Torley, for the past nine years with

E. Geist, St. Paul, is now at the bench with M.
 .L.

Finkelstein.
Emmett Holmes, St. Paul, has gone to Peoria,

Ill., where he will attend the Bradley Polytechnic

Institute.
J. W. Rhoades has begun business at McHenry,

N. Dak.
Chas. A. Johnson, lately with Otto Supe, Sault

Ste. Marie, Mich., is in the Twin Cities at this

writing and expects to locate therein some time in

the near future.
Hauenstein Bros., Red Wing, Minn., have sold

their stock to A. G. Scherf. An attempt is being

made to settle with creditors.

M. M. Cohen, of J. S. Cohen & Co., St. Paul,

has started on his Northwestern trip.

Carl Thoele has left the employ of A. L.

Haman & Co., St. Paul, and will start in business

for himself.
W. H. Pletsch, lately with M. G. Van Loan,

Spring Valley, Minn., has gone to work for J. M.

Chalmers, Lake City.

Miss Ella Greengard, for the past four yeats

bookkeeper for J. S. Cohen & Co., St. Paul, will

be married February 14th to Wm. Orenstein. The

young couple will go East on a short trip and wi
ll,

on their return, go to housekeeping at once. THE

KEYSTONE extends hearty congratulations and

best wishes.
0. A. Bjelle, formerly at Osakis, Minn., is now

in business at Mohall, N. Dak.

Johnston & Taylor, Pipestone, Minn., have

added a new Geneva retinoscope and ophthalmo-

scope to their optical parlor and are now well

equipped for refractive work.

William R. Crandall, the popular young jeweler

at Mankato, Minn., was married last month to

Miss Lillian Walzer. THE KEYSTONE extends

sincere congratulations.

A call has been sent out to Minnesota retail

jewelers to meet at the Commercial Club, St. Pa
ul,

Minn., February 17th, at 2.30 P. M., for the pu
rpose

of organizing a retail jewelers' association. It is

hoped that the jewelers will attend in large 
num-

bers so as to make the first meeting a big suc
cess.

Excursion rates, of II- rate, have been secured 
by

the Merchants' Association, so that the expense
 of

attending will be slight.

Strickland's jewelry store at Merrill, Wis., was

completely destroyed by fire January 18th.

The following were recent visitors to Twin

City jobbers : E. H. Treiber, Scotland, S. 
Dak.;

I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; Douglas
 Farrel,

Warren, Minn.; Tom Morris, Crookston, M
inn.;

W. R. Lasham, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; Mart
in A.

Hagen, Fargo, N. D.; Chas. C. Staacke, 
Duluth,

Minn.; A. F. Heitkamp, Lester Prairie, Minn.;

W.W. McGuire, Northfield, Minn.; C. G. Sore
nson,

Clarkfield, Minn.; Casper E. Wohlfart, Ca
nnon

Falls, Minn.; E. A. Barker, Bemidji, Minn.; 
Louis

Oreck, Duluth, Minn.; Chris. H. Nerbovig,
 Man-

kato, Minn.; A. M. Wilton, Alexandria, 
Minn.;

E. M. Schwenke, New Richland, Min
n.; J. M.

Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.; H. M. Hit
chcock,

Redwood Falls, Minn.; Prof. J. W. Grainger,

Rochester, Minn.; Max Klein, Duluth, Minn.;
 Geo.

A. Lhamon, Farmington, Mimi.; J. L. Egle
ston,

Wadena, Minn.; John Saxine, Prescott, Wis.;
 Sam.

B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn., and Otto Supe,

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
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Business affairs in the jobbing
The New Year and retail trade in this market

have been perhaps a little
livelier than usual the past

month. Most of our wholesale houses report
an increase in sales over that of January last
year. Practically all travelers representing local
houses are now out on the road on their early
spring trips doing a fairly good business. These
men, who are in constant touch with the dealers
and observe conditions closely, were in lively
spirits before leaving for their trips over the
solid footing on which the retail business in
the. territory tributary to St. Louis is resting,
as well as the amount of business they did the
past year and the flattering prospects for 1904.
The general reports of these men since starting
out is that trade for the spring season will be
fully up to that of last year, save in some parts
of Texas and possibly Oklahoma. The jobbers
report that the past year's business has gen-
erally been cleaned up in good shape, and that
collections are good. Most of our retailers re-
port a better December business than in 1902,
the largest house reporting that their holiday
season just passed was a record breaker with
them, the footings of December sales being the
largest in their history. The prospects for busi-
ness in this territory among the trades repre-
sented by this journal seem to be unusually
bright. The year just passed was one of plenty
and prosperity, of good crops and busy general
industry in St. Louis and her territory. No-
where in our sky can a serious cloud be dis-
covered. To no other city on the globe has 1904
as great a significance as to St. Louis. Our
city has proved that it can organize and provide
the buildings for the greatest World's Fair.
Soon the opening day will roll around and the
gates of the vast Exposition be unlatched to
all mankind. St. Louis will not be found want-
ing in the supreme test. It cordially says to
the world: come. Our welcome will be exhaust-
less, with big and brilliant attractions to match.

The year just closed has been
How We Prosper a great one for St. Louis.

Fortune has been kind to us.
Seldom in all its history has the city been more
prosperous. Never before has the aggregate of
its great business activities been so large. De-
cember, 1903, broke the record for that month
in bank clearings in St. Louis with a total of
$234,o63,008. This was $24,945,152 in excess of
that for the same month in 1902. The city's
clearings for the year 1903 were $2,510479,245.
This was $3,674,925 in excess of the big total
for 1902, which was by far the largest in the
city's annals along to that time. In receipts of
flour, corn, oats, rye, barley, corn meal, hay,
lead, cattle, sheep, hogs and horses and mules
the city's transactions for 1903 were greater than
for the preceding year, while there was a falling
off in receipts of wheat, cotton, tobacco, wool,
pork, hams and other sorts of meat. In building
operations the records for this city were broken
in the year. The permits for constructions of
buildings of all sorts for 19°3 aggregated about
$14,500,000, as compared with $12,854,000 for 1902
and $13,2o7,000 for 1901. The World's Fair, of
course, had something to do with this expansion,
as some of the structures are for temporary pur-
poses only. These, however, make an insig-
nificant amount in the general aggregate. The

Opens Bright
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bulk of the building is to be permanent, and
represents the growing needs of the city. The
actual requirements in the way of residences for
the permanent population are still far from be-
ing met. It should be borne in mind in making
a comparison of the bank clearings of the city
for 1903 with those of 1902, that the gain of only
$3,674,925 in the year means more than is evi-
dent on the face of the figures. Speculation or-
dinarily counts for much in the clearings total.
In 1903 the speculations aggregate was far be-
low that of 1902. Consequently the gain in bank
transactions for 1903, which may appear small,
represents a much larger expansion in legitimate
business than shows on the face of the returns.
Very few big cities of the country made any
gain at all. Nearly all of them fell below the
1902 total, New York's decline being notably
great. In St. Louis 1903 was very favorable in
a business way and 1904 holds out still brighter
promises.

Our State proposes to lead
Missouri's Exhibit the country in its display at

the Exposition. Every county
in Missouri's one hundred and

fourteen has prepared an agricultural display for
the World's Fair. Dr. H. J. Waters, Superin-
tendent of Agriculture of the Missouri World's
Fair Commission, says that the exhibit of the
State's agricultural products will be the finest
ever gotten together in this country. Hence,
every Missouri county has the chance to win a
first prize. In fitting recognition of the impor-
tance of the State exhibit as planned by the
Department of Agriculture, of which J. 0. Alli-
son, of New London, is chairman, Missouri has
been accorded in the big Agricultural Hall a
position second to none. Dr. Waters says the
Missouri exhibit will cover more than half an
acre.

The work of construction of
the buildings of the World's
Fair is now almost completed.
Those erected by the Exposi-
tion management directly are

now all completed. In the construction of the
State buildings the following figures are given:
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arizona, Connecticut
and Nevada, completed; Kansas and Iowa,
each 99 per cent.; West Virginia, 98; Missouri,
96; Kentucky, 94; New Jersey, 93; Wiscon-
sin, 92; Ohio, Utah and Arkansas, each 9o;
California, 85; Now York and Rhode Island,
each 65; Indian Territory and Texas, each 6o;
Montana, 52; South Dakota, Washington and
Massachusetts, each 50; Mississippi, 45; Idaho,
35; Michigan, 15. Of the foreign buildings now
under construction only the Mexican is com-
pleted. The others are as follows: France, 95
per cent.; Great Britain, 92; Canada, 9o; Ceylon
and Brazil, each 85; Germany, 70; China, 55;
Nicaragua and Belgium, each 3o; Cuba, 20. The
report shows that the buildings erected on the
Philippine concession and for the fraternal or-
ders are well advanced. •

It is enough to blister one's hands, says the
Improvement Bulletin, just to contemplate the
job that confronted the men who swept the floor
of the mammoth Palace of Agriculture at the
St. Louis World's Fair. When the contractors
finished their work recently all that remained to
be done was to sweep the floor. It never dawned
on anyone how great the task was. Caldwell &
Drake, the contractors, ordered a dozen brooms
and set twelve men to work. When night came
their inroads were scarcely noticeable. They in-

at the Fair

Progress of Con-
struction Work
at the Fair.

rebrilary, , 1904

creased the force next day to forty men and
ordered one hundred brooms. These forty men
worked ten days before the big floor was thor-
oughly swept.

The visitor to the Exposition who wishes
to do full justice to the exhibits by traversing
the aisles of the various buildings to view them
will have to be a person of pedestrian attain-
ments and some endurance. The markings of
the aisles spaces in eleven of the main exhibit
buildings have been completed by order of
Director of Exhibits Skiff, in preparation for
the installation of exhibits. The total mileage
in these buildings amounts now to nearly twenty
miles. Yet there remains eight large buildings
to be marked off with aisles. The Palace of
Agriculture leads with the largest mileage, 3.90
miles. Next comes the Transportation Palace,
with 2.85 miles of aisles. The other buildings
follow: Manufacturers, 2.27; Liberal Arts, 1.87;
Varied Industries, 1.87; Machinery, 1.72; Mines
and Metallurgy, 1.45; Education, t; Horticul-
ture, .90, and Electricity and Forestry and Fish
and Game, each .79.

During the World's Fair two
hundred and fifty conventions,
with an attendance varying
from wo to 30,000, will be

held in St. Louis. There will be an average of
two conventions a day, and at least 200,000 per-
sons will come to the city as delegates. A sepa-
rate branch of the World's Fair Bureau of Pub-
licity, under R. H. Sexton, Superintendent of
Publicity, has charge of arrangements for con-
ventions, and has labored with the Business
Men's League to bring every possible meeting
to the World's Fair city. The greatest of the
conventions are the Democratic National Con-
vention and the annual convention of the
National Educational Association. The former
will meet on July 6th in the Coliseum, and the
latter on June 28th at the World's Fair grounds.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company re-
ports that, contrary to expectations, its business
for January shows a substantial increase over
that of the corresponding month of 1903. This
is looked upon as a good omen of trade in 1904,which in the opinion of this company is likely
to be much better than expected.

Ed. S. Gregory, formerly in the retail jewel-
ry business at Gallatin, Mo., is now a member of
the traveling force of Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,
of this city. He covers Western territory and
still makes his home at Gallatin.

President Bauman, of the Bauman-Massa
Company, returned the middle of last month
from a two weeks' trip among the Eastern
manufacturing centers. Mr. Bauman was mak-
ing purchases for the firm's spring demands.

Frank Herschede, the well-known retail
jeweler of Cincinnati and president of the Her-
schede Hall Clock Company, of the same city,
spent several days last month in this city, look-
ing after the display that his company will make
at the World's Fair. Mr. Herschede reports
that they are making good progress with their
work, and that they expect to make a display of
hall clocks that will be entirely worthy of the
times and the occasion of the great Louisiana
Purchase Exposition.

Ed. McKee, manager of the Geneva Optical
Company, visited Chicago for a few days the
early part of last month. He reports that his
firm is enjoying an unusually prosperous busi-
ness and that the new year has opened up with
bright prospects.

The Weiss Jewelry Manufacturing Company
celebrated their first ten years in business with
the beginning of the new year. The progress
of this firm has been steady from its beginning
until they are now doing a lucrative and pros-
perous business. The company made their tenth
anniversary memorable by dividing a neat sum
from their profits among their employes accord-
ing to the length of their service with the firm.

Conventions by
the Hundred

1
EISENSTADT

MANUFACTURING CO.

ST. LOUIS.

Better prepared than ever to meet the

requirements of our customers, and with a

newly enlarged organization fully enabled

to take on and handle more accounts, we

would invite correspondence W i th jewelers

who wish to make a change for the better.



Success has every retail

dealer who strove for success (luring

You now stand on the threshold of

a New Calendar Year. Its possibilities

are before you. Let it be : Con-

tinued SUCCCSS.

We appreciate your past con-

fidence and liberal patronage, and

earnestly solicit a continuance of the

We are HEADQUARTERS for

Shrine Buttons, in New and Effective Designs;
Shrine Jewels, Masonic Jewelry for Women's Wear,

College Fraternity Jewelry and Class Pins
and Rings,

F. 0. Eagle Jewelry, Elk Jewelry.

Our salesmen are just leaving the

office, with the most complete line ever

shown in K=E Rings, Watches,

Diamonds, Solid Gold and Gold

Filled Jewelry—a line that is new,

novel and up to date. Watch for

their announcement cards. See the

line. It will be of interest to you.



GOLDA RINGS
A composition of the Artistic
and the Practical-embodied in
Rings bearing the Ii3 -trade mark-
a composition that retails profitably

1-B

I HEINTZ BROTHERS'
, RING MAKERS BVFFALO N Y
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New England Watches appeal to all hearts!
New England _Watch Company, Waterbury, Conn.

117-1W Maiden Lane, New York.
131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Spreckels Building, San Francisco.
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January Business
The usually dull month of Janu-

Good ary brought agreeable surprises

to most of the manufacturing

firms and to the dealers in diamonds. The 
sur-

prise was in the shape of a volume of bu
siness

that for a time promised to almost equal 
that of

the holidays. Among the specials which w
ere in

big demand were high-class diamonds, r
anging

from two carats upward, and orders for s
pecial

designs in clusters and sunbursts set with high-

grade stones. A member of the trade said that it

seemed to him as if the country contained many

men who possessed three or four hundred dollars

to invest in a stud or a solitaire. The manufac-

turing trade was also kept busy, especially on

emblem work, which seems to have the call.

Jobbers reported a good business considering the

month, although some sections of neighboring

States reported an unsatisfactory dullness.

The Cincinnati Manufacturing

Jewelers' Association is coming

in for considerable discussion

just at this time, owing to the

lack of interest which the mem-

bers are taking in it. At the time it was organized,

four months ago, some of the older members of

the trade refused to join the movement, claiming

that it was unnecessary and would not live long.

The younger members of the trade were quite

enthusiastic over the good to be accomplished.

This city is making rapid strides

Cincinnati's in postal business, its report of

the year of 1903 showing a gain

of $99,150.11 over the previous

year. The game report, when compared with

Cleveland, the alleged metropolis of Ohio, shows

an excess in business over that city of over $303,000.

W. H. Lugar, of Morgantown, West Virginia,

was among the jobbers during the middle of

January and left several nice orders for jewelry

and novelties.
The Rookwood Pottery Company has in-

creased its capital stock from $6o,000 to $12o,000.

The money secured from the sale of the additional

stock will be used for the development of the

manufacture of interior Rookwood decorations,

such as cabinet mantels, panels and tiling of vari-

ous kinds. This work has become very popular

since the Third National Bank and President

Schoepf, of the Cincinnati Traction Company,

ordered special pieces. The bank has an entire

mantel of Rookwood, while President Schoepf

possesses the unique and expensive design of an

office table, the legs and body of which are made

of Rookwood.
The directors of the Chamber of Commerce,

early in January, presented to Captain J. F.

Ellison, president of the body, an elegant solid

silver loving cup.
D. W. Miller, the venerable father of the

Miller Brothers, the well-known wholesale manu-

facturing jewelers in the Lion Building, was robbed

of quite a sum of money some time ago while

leaving a Big Four train in the Central Union

Depot in this city. Mr. Miller was caught in a

"Jam" as he was going out of a coach door, and a

short time later discovered that he had been

robbed. He was on his way home from Chicago,

where he had attended a case in the Supreme

Court, and stopped off here to see his sons.

Philip Horr, the Lawrenceburg, Indiana,

jeweler, was in the city a few days ago, buying

diamonds and other high-class goods.

Manufacturing
Jewelers'
Association

Postal Business

Henry Hahn, the Arcade jeweler, has closed

out his business to Oppenheimer & Hahn, two

young men who have familiarized themselves with

every detail of the jewelry business. Young Hahn

is a nephew of Henry Hahn, while I. Oppenheimer

has in the past been connected with A. & J. Plaut.

A negro robbed the jewelry store windows of

Emil Clauss, at 713 Vine Street, recently, after

breaking the glass, which he did with a brick

wrapped in a newspaper. He secured some fire-

arms and some cheap jewelry.
A cut-glass punch bowl, weighing ninety

pounds, and considered one of the largest ever

made in this country, was recently exhibited by

Frank Herschede, the Fourth Street jeweler. It

was a beauty and was universally admired.

William Bonnett, senior member of Bonnett &

Ross Company, of Columbus, Ohio, was among

the wholesale houses several days, and re-

ported an unusually good after-holiday business

at Columbus.
John N. Gebhardt, father of Gebhardt Broth-

ers, the manufacturing jewelers, died just before the

recent holidays, at their home in the East End.

The interment took place on Sunday of Christmas

week, under the auspices of the G. A. R. The

deceased was 73 years of age and left seven

children.
It is announced by Albert Zoellner, the Ports-

mouth, Ohio, jeweler, that he will put up a modern

new building at Third and Chillicothe Streets,

Portsmouth, as soon as the weather opens enough

to allow the work to begin.

J. F. Krohn, Jr., a rising young jeweler of

Clarksburg, W. Va., was in the city early in Jan-

uary, and placed several nice orders for a new

spring stock of novelties and staple goods.

J. C. and W. L. Miller, representing the

Miller Jewelry Company, left on January 25th with

heavy lines of samples. J. C. Miller will tour the

Central States, while W. L. Miller will take in a

considerable part of the Northwest.

Among the Kentuckians in the city, shortly

after the holidays, to replace their stock, were:

W. D. Bogue, of Carrollton, and Herman A. Rohs,

of Cynthiana.
Victor Bogaert, the Lexington, Ky., jeweler,

who purchased a heavy line of goods before the

holidays, cleaned out his stock so thoroughly that

he sent John Knocke to this city early in January

to buy a new supply. The retail business in the

blue-grass country is reported to be flourishing.

Henry Mathews, diamond cutter, was recently

added to the staff of Gustave Fox & Co.

Leonard Fox started on an extensive trip

through the West the middle of last month. He

will go all the way to the Pacific Coast and carry a

big line of diamond jewelry.

Traveling salesman Arthur C. Jacobs, who

was quite ill a month ago, recovered and re
cently

started out on a short trip over several States.

B. S. Newman and wife returned the end 
of

the month from a visit East. Mr. Newman is with

Frohman & Company.

The L. Hill Refining Works, at 202 West

Second Street, was visited by a disastrous fire

recently, the origin of which is unknown. A loss

of about $1o,000 was caused.

Harry F. Smith, the jeweler, at 904 Vine

Street, made an assignment to Attorney G
eorge

W. Platt a few weeks ago. Smith was well 
known

in the business, and his failure created consid
erable

surprise, as the causes leading to it are given 
as

bad business and a pressure of creditors, i
n addi-

tion to law suits. His assets are given at about

$700, with $3200 liabilities.

Social circles are discussing the engagement

of Miss Hortense Plant to Percy S. Lode, of

Kansas City. The bride-to-be is the beautiful and

accomplished daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron

Plant. Mr. Plaut is the well-known local jeweler

and one of the substantial residents of Avondale.

Fred. A. Pieper, the Covington jeweler, was

in New York City several days during the middle

of January, and made some extensive purchases as

a means of combining business with pleasure.

Charles Vokes, of the Vokes Jewelry Com-

pany, of Covington, has returned from California,

where he has been engaged the past two months

in installing his latest invention of a starting

machine at the Oakland and Los Angeles race

tracks. Vokes has in the past two years invented

several very successful mechanical devices, one of

which is a machine for making gold wire rings and

automatically tying " lovers' knots " and " hooks

and eyes." His machine for starting horses has

been adopted at Latonia and Detroit, in addition

to the two California courses, paying him comfort-

able royalties at each course.
J. P. Saim, of Acworth, Georgia, was among

the Southern buyers in the local market during

last month.
The traveling men for E. & J. Swigart started

out on four-week trips about January 20th. J. W.

Solar will cover the Southern States, C. Swigart

takes Indiana and Michigan, and Eli Doenitz

travels in Ohio and West Virginia.
F. Emmerling, the Hillsboro, Ohio, jeweler,

complained recently while in the city of the evil

effect on business of the long spell of intensely

cold weather. He said that the past two months

were so cold and disagreeable that the people

seldom ventured out unless obliged to do so for

necessities of life.
F. J. Heintz, of Lexington, Ky., was among

the liberal buyers of the city during the latter part

of the month. He reports business as being in a

flourishing condition in the blue-grass section of

Kentucky.
College Corner is undergoing somewhat of a

boom in a small way, because of the early advent

of the new Chicago air line railroad, as the C., C.

& L. road is called. Jeweler J. B. Hesselbrock

was among the jobbers recently, and announced

that he expected to see some lively times in

College Gorner, in a business way, in the near

future.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Motch recently returned

to their home, at Harrodsburg, Pa., after a visit of

several weeks to Mr. Motch's mother and other

relations at Covington. Young Mr. Motch was for

some years connected with his father in the

jewelry business in Covington. The elder was the

pioneer jeweler of Kentucky until his death, a few

years ago, and left a large fortune.

A. Wahlrab, jeweler, of Dayton, Ohio, made

a flying trip to this city and took back with

him a large order of goods needed in replenishing

his stock.
G. H. Hansgen, the well-known jeweler, of

Lebanon, Warren County, Ohio, stole a march on

his friends and townspeople a few weeks ago,

while in Cincinnati on a spring buying trip. A

short time after he had left home, Mrs. Mary

Holmes, the village milliner, also made her appear-

ance in the city, having likewise told Lebanon

people she was coming to the city to buy goods.

Rev. George Billetson, the village parson, had

some business in the city the same day, and all

met at the Dennison Hotel parlors, where a mar-

riage was quickly performed. Later on messages

were sent to friends : "We are married."
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January Business
Good
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The usually dull month of Janu-

ary brought agreeable surprises

to most of the manufacturing

firms and to the dealers in diamonds. 
The sur-

prise was in the shape of a volume of 
business

that for a time promised to almost equal 
that of

the holidays. Among the specials which were in

hig demand were high-class dianionds
, ranging

inan two carats upward, and orders for 
special

designs ill clusters and sunbursts set with high-

:ride stones. A member of the trade said that
 it

med to him as if the country contained many

Hien %vim possessed three or four hundred dollars

io invest in a stud or a solitaire. The manufac-

turing trade wits also kept busy, especially on

mbleni work, which seems to have the call.

reported a good business considering the

•,,,,nth, although some sections of neighboring

,,,,tys reported an unsatisfactory dullness.

The Cincinnati Manufacturing

Jewelers' Association is coming

in for considerable discussion

just at this time, owing to the

lack of interest which the mem-

I,,•rs are taking in it. At the time it was organized,

I, ur months ago, some of the older members of

the trade refused to join the movement, claiming

that it was unnecessary and would not live long.

The younger members of the trade were quite

enthusiastic over the good to be accomplished.

This city is making rapid strides

Cincinnati's in postal business, its report of

the year of 1903 showing a gain

of $99,150.1 1 over the previous

The same report, when Compared with

• I-Yeland, the alleged metropolis of Ohio, shows

• ,-tcess in business over thin city of over $300aaxi.

\\*. H. Lugar, ot Morgantown, \Vest \•irginia,

among the johbers during the middle of

I_Inuary and left several nice orders for jewelry

novelties.
Th ,• Rookwood Pottery Company has in-

its capital stock from $60,000 to $120,000.

money secured from the sale of the additional

stock t'ill be used for the development of the

mimufacture of interior Rookwood decorations,

-.Itch as cabinet mantels, panels and tiling of vari-

kinds. This wofk has become very popular

the Third National Bank and President

choepf, of the Cincinnati Traction Company,

ordered special pieces. The bank has an entire

mantel of Rookwood, while President Schoepf

Nokwoo.

• -esses the unique and expensive design of an 

e table, the legs and body of which are made

o d 
The directors of the Chamber of Commerce,

in January, presented to Captain J. F.

loving clip.
resident of the body, an elegant solid

I). \V. Miller, the venerable father of the

'diner Brothers, the well-known wholesale maim-

auring jewelers in the Lion Building, was robbed

quite a sum of money some time ago while

'Hug a Big Four train in the Central Union

pot in this city. Mn. Mier was caught in a

T11' as he was going out of a coach door, and a

it time later discovered that he had been

He was on his way home from Chicago,

*ere he had attended a case in the Supreme

taint, and stopped off here to see his sons.

Philip Horn, the Lawrenceburg, Indiana,

ievveler, was in the city a few days ago, buying

diamonds and other high-class goods.

Manufacturing
Jewelers'
Association

Postal Business

Henry Hahn, the Arcade jeweler, has closed

out his business to Oppenheimer & ..a.1m, two

young men tvho have familiarized themselves with

every detail of the jewelry business. Young Hahn

is a nephew of Henry I lahn, while I. Oppenheimer

has in the past been connected with A. & J. Plant.

A negro robbed the jewelry store windows of

Emil Clauss, at 7 13 Vine Street, recently, after

breaking the glass, which he did with a brick

wrapped in a newspaper. He secured some fire-

arms and some cheap jewelry.

A cut-glass punch bowl, weighing ninety

pounds, and considered one of the largest ever

made in this country, was recently exhibited by

Frank Herschede, the Fourth Street jeweler. It

was a beauty and was universally admired.

William Bonnett, senior member if Iliamett &

Ross Company, of Columhus, Ohio, \■ as among

the tvholesale 11,1115e5 several (4tvs, and re-

ported an unusually g(nal ittler-indniity business

at Columbus.
John N. Oebhardt, father of iebhardt Broth-

ers, the manufacturing jewelers, died just before the

recent holidays, at their home in the East End.

The interment took place on Sunday of Christmas

week, under the auspices of the O. A. R. The

deceased was 73 years of age and left seven

children.
It is announced by Albert Zoellner, the Ports-

mouth, Ohio, jeweler, that he \AU put up a mitdern

new building at Third and Chillicothe Streets,

Portsmouth, as soon as the weather opens enough

to allow the work to begin.

J. F. Krohn, Jr., a rising young jeweler of

Clarksburg, \V. Va., was in the city early in Jan-

uary, and placed several nice orders for a new

spring stock of novelties and staple goods.

J. C. ancl W. L. Miller, representing the

Miller Jewelry Company, len on January 25th with

heavy lines of samples. J. C. Miller will tour the

Central States, while \V. L. Miller will take in a

considerable part of the Northwest.

Among the Kentuckians in the city, shortly

after the holidays, to replace their stock, tt•ere

\V. D. Bogue, of Carrollton, and Herman A. Rohs,

of Cynthiana.
Victor Bogaert, the Lexington, Ky., jeweler,

Nvho purchased a heavy line of goods before 
the

holidays, cleaned out his stock so thoroughly that

he sent John Knocke to this city early in Janu
ary

to buy a new supply. The retail business in 
the

blue-grass country is reported it) be flourishing.

Henry Mathews, diamond cutter, was recently

added to the staff of Gustave Fiix & Co.

Leonard Fox started on an extensive trip

through the West the middle of last month. 
He

will go all the way to the Pacific Coast and 
carry a

big line of diamond jewelry.

Traveling salesman Arthur C. Jacobs, w
ho

was quite ill a month ago, recovered and 
recently

started out on a short trip over several Stat
es.

B. S. Newman and wife returned the end 
of

the month front a visit East. Mr. Newman is with

Frohman & Company.

The L. Hill Refining Works, at 202 \Vest

Second Street, was visited by a disastrous tire

recently, the origin of which is unknown. 
A loss

of about $1o,000 was caused.

Harry F. Smith, the jeweler, at 904 Vine

Street, made an assignment to Attorney 
George

W. Platt a few weeks ago. Smith was tvell known

in the business, and his failure created 
considerable

surprise, as the causes leading to it are given as

bad business and a pressure of creditor
s, in addi-

tion to law suits. Ills assets are given at alaila

$700, with $32uo liabilities.
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Social circles are discussing the engagement

:\liss Hortense Plant to Percy S. I.orie, of

Kansas City. The britle-to-he is the beautiful and

accomplished daughter of I\ Ir. 'airs. Aaron

Plata. Mr. Plata is the well-known local jeweler

and one of the substantial residents of Avondale.

Fred. A. Pieper, the Covington je%■ - elyr,

ill Nev York City several days (luring the 'mildly

of January, and made some extensive purchases as

a means of combining business with pleasure.

Charles Vokes, of the Vokes Jewelry Com-

pany, of Covington, has returned trom California,

%vhere he has been engaged lite past 1■%(1 months

in installing his latest invention of a starting

machine at the Oal:land and Los Angeles race

several very successful mechanical devices, one of
tracks. Vokes has in the t wo

tvhich is a machine for making gold wire rings and

automatically tying "I vers' knots" and "hooks

and eyes." I his machine for starting horses has

I een adopted at Latoilia and !handl, in addition

to the t\¼,) Cill.11-tieS, paying hint comfort-

able royalties at each course.

J. P. Saint, of Acworth, Georgia, t'as among

the Southern buyers in the local market during

last
men for E. & J. Swigart started

out on four-week trips about January 2oth. J. \\'.

Solar will cover the Southern States, C. Swig-art

tales Indiana and 1\ lichigati, and Eli Doenitz

travels in Ohio and \Vest Virginia.

F. Emmerling, the Hillsboro, I (Ho, jeweler,

I., mplained recently tvhille in the city ot the ev il

effect oil business of the long spell of intensely

cold weather. Ile said that the past two months

were so cold and disagreeable that the people

seldom ventured out unless obliged to do so for

ilerissi ties l• I
of Lexington, Ky., was among

the liberal buyers of the city during the, latter part

of the month. I It reports business as being in a

flourishing- condition in the blue-grass section of

Keno], kv.
Cellege Corner is undergoing somewhat of a

boom in a small way, because of the early ialtalit

of the new Chicago air line railroad, as the C., C.

& I.. road is called. Jeweler J. 13. I lesselbrock

was among the jobbers recently, ;nal announced

that he expected to see some lively times in

1,:((iit•ge Gorner, in a business way, in the near

tf(uittalli:-.1.ir home, at I larrodsburg, Pa., after a visit of
and Mrs. Stanley 'Mitch recently returned

several tveeks to Mr. :\ hitch's mother and other

relations at Covington. l'oting Mr. lotcht was for

sonic years connected tt ith his father iii the

jewelry business in Covington. The elder WaS the

pioneer jeweler of Kentucky until his cleat!), a few

years ago, and left a large fortune.

A. \l'ahlral.), jeweler, of Dayton, Ohio, made

a flying trip to this city and took back with

him a large order of goods needed in replenishing

his stock.
G. H. Hansgen, the tvell-known jeweler, of

Lebanon, \Varren County, Ohio, stole a march on

his friends and townspta Tie a few weeks ago,

while in Cincinnati on a spring buying trip. .A

short time after he had left home, Mrs. Itiary

I-Iolmes, the village milliner, also made her appear-

ance in the city, having likewise told Lebanon

people she t'as corning to the city to buy goods.

I:ev. George Billetson, the village parson, had

sorne business in the city the same day, and all

met at the 1)ennison Hotel parlors, where a mar-

riage was quickly performed. Later on messages

were sent to friends : "\Ve are married."



S. O. BIGNEY CO.'S
GOLD FILLED CHAINS excel in

Style, Finish and Quality.
Hark, the Herald Angels sing,
Bigney's Chains are just the thing,
A prosperous year and splendid gains
To all who handle Bigney's Chains.

ra1. .M:1,1' 12,

41.

Put in a good assortment of our Gents'

Vest Chains, Ladies' Guard Chains,

Uncle Sams, Negligees, DuBarry Fobs,

Bigney Jr. Safety Fobs, patented, Dickens,

Victors, Ponys, Secret Locket Chains,

Neck Chains, Parisian Crosses, Patent

Bracelets, Lockets and Chatelaine Pins.

The most up-to-date goods on the market.

Our Chains Give Entire Satisfaction.
That is what the jobber should know.

LOOK FOR OUR STAMP ON THE SWIVEL.

According to United States Assay there is more gold on our chains than any other make.

S. 0. BIGNEY CO.
New York Office,

3 Maiden Lane.

1 WARRANTED
• TRADL MARK.

Factory,

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The jewelry trade have been busy taking sto
ck

and footing up accounts for the past 
year. All the

dealers of any prominence report a very sa
tisfac-

tory business for 1903, and favorable
 prospects for

a fair business this year. It is natural to expect

presidential year to be an " off " year, but the

trade seem to have begun the year's 
operations

with very little misgiving considering the 
circum-

stances.
The disbursements of dividends in this city

were not up to the expectations. There is a good

deal of steel stock held in this city, and the p
assing

of this dividend will affect the trade s
omewhat.

Careful inquiry among the jobbing houses as
 to

the condition of collections elicited a ver
y good

report from most of them. Some few comp
lained

of slowness in payments.

Another business change and removal is

scheduled for April 1st. The • Sigler Bros. Co.,

who have been located at 54-56 Euclid Avenue 
for

the past ten years, will have to vacate soon a
nd

make room for a new bank building. The build
ing

which they now occupy recently passed into 
the

hands of the Guardian Trust Co., who will imme-

diately tear down the present structure and build a

modern sky-scraper. The Sigler Bros. Co. have

not, as yet, secured a definite location. L. M.

Sigler told your correspondent that it would be on

Euclid Avenue, but as a lease had not been signed

it would not be possible to announce the new

location until next month.

C. K. Merrill, of the Scribner & Loehr Co.,

has gone to St. Augustine, Fla., for a two-months'

vacation. Mrs. Merrill accompanies him to the

land of sunshine and flowers.

Among the many Ohio people who lost friends

and families in the terrible theater fire in Chicago

was J. P. Johnston, the optician, in Colonial

Arcade, who lost an aunt and niece by suffocation.

Mr. Johnston, as soon as he knew that his relatives

were in the fire, left for Chicago so as to identify

the dead. His aunt was Mrs. Owen, the author of

a cook book which is known all over this country.

Richard 0. Carter, the well-known salesman

with Bowler & Burdick Co., has gone to Palm

Beach, Fla., and will be with the branch of Green-

leaf & Crosby Co. until May ist.

J. A. Auld, of the firm of D. L. Auld, Colum-

bus, was met the other day in this city. He was

here to attend a wedding of one of the family.

Mr. Auld is a manufacturing jeweler, and makes a

specialty of badge work for schools, fraternities

and lodges, and reports a very successful year.

E. H. Puclrith, manager of the Detroit branch

of Scribner & Loehr Co., was in town last month

to see how the head store looked in its new location.

A. R. Von Dette, watchmaker for Sigler Bros.

Co., has resigned and will locate out of the city.

Will. Gilger, Norwalk, Ohio, was called sud-

denly to Oil City, Pa., by the serious illness of his

mother.
Mr. Mason, missionary for the Hamilton Watch

Co., Lancaster, Pa., was in town for a few days

last month. He reported a very successful year

for his company.
A message was recently received from W. D.

McVitty, Hasting, Fla., formerly with the Cowell

& Hubbard Co., that makes one wish to be in

such a climate. To read of sitting outdoors in the

shade and then contemplate that out doors here

means way below zero, destroys all the sentiment

of such a letter. Mr. McVitty is now a " rube "

and is in the potato business.

Will. Wagner and Will. Kennon, travelers, left

last month for their usual trips. They will not

return until Easter.
E. E. Critz and wife, Elyria, Ohio, are in

Florida for a few weeks to recuperate from the

Christmas rush.
Frank J. Patton, with the Cowell & Hubbard

Co., left last month for California on a pleasure

trip. Mr. Patton used to live on the coast years

ago and now returns to visit his youthful friends.

He will remain away until May.

The following Ohio jewelers were seen in the

city during the past month: Harry Downs, Bellevue;

L. J. Goddard, Ravenna ; Ed. Brauns, of Brawls

Bros., Upper Sandusky; D. L. Nielson, Vermillion;

C. M. Wilson, Salem ; C. N. Frazier, Norwalk;

W. E. Porter, West View; Walter Deuble, Canton.

Kansas City and the Great

Southwest

The past month has been de-

The Holiday voted by wholesale and retail

Trade jewelers alike to a general tak-

ing of stock and a settling down

after the rush of holiday time. Most of the whole-

sale and retail dealers agree that the business this

season, although as great as that of last year, did

not exceed it. This statement is borne out by the

various business records of the year in Kansas

City, which show that in many instances, the r
eal

estate transfers were no greater than at the corres-

ponding times of the preceding year.

N. R. Fuller, of Edwards &

Sloane's wholesale house, said:

" The absence of an increase in

various branches of business is

due to several conditions. Locally, the flood of

last June had some effect, and it also left its tra
ces

upon the business situation in Topeka, Lawren
ce

and various cities which were immediately touc
hed

by it. Business in the South has not been so good

as formerly because of the partial failure of 
the

cotton crop, and crops in Oklahoma were not qu
ite

up to the average. We do not expect the 
coming

year to be a hard one, however, notwit
hstanding

the fact that presidential year is suppose
d to have

its influence on various sorts of markets
. Money

will probably be a little tighter ' than usual, but

it is hardly likely that the year will see a
ny radical

narrowing down of business interests. This is, in

a measure, due to the sentiment of 
a great many

people, that the election of President wil
l bring no

change in the office of chief executive
 and that

things will be very much as they are now
."

This view of the business situation is an 
epito-

me of that held by the principal wh
olesale mer-

chants. Most of them feel that the coming 
year

will be a good one without being 
sensational in the

point of the amount of business.

The C. L. Merry Optical Com-

pany has taken advantage of

the dull season to branch out

to an astonishing degree. The

whole aspect of the headquarters at 1
009 and lot

Walnut Street has been absolutely ch
anged. The

company is now occupying two floors of
 the build-

ing, having moved all of the worksho
p to the third

story. The Merry Company now h
as one of the

finest optical establishments in the 
United States,

The office room has been more tha
n doubled in

capacity, and upon entering, the vi
sitor can see

the entire scope of the large room 
which was for-

merly office and shop. The whole 
interior has

Prospects
For the Year

Optical
Expansion
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been newly decorated and many changes have

been made for the sake of convenience. The shop

on the third floor is practically ideal in all its de-

tail, and will bear comparison with any optical

working room in the United States. The Merry

Optical Company has been an important feature of

Kansas City business life for eighteen years.

The Gumbel Building, in which Edwards &

Sloane have engaged fine quarters, will not be

ready for occupancy until the first of April. It

was at first thought that the contractors would

have it completed by the first of February, but

work has been delayed greatly by the weather.

Christmas was merry indeed with the

people of the Meyer Jewelry Company. Louis

Meyer was presented with two magnificent solid

silver tankards, 540 cigars, and a cut glass cigar

jar by his employees. Mr. Meyer, following a

custom which he has not omitted in fifteen years,

gave every employee, from the humblest to the

highest, a substantial remembrance of Christmas.

Fifty-five people were included in Mr. Meyer's

Christmas list.
A. L. Donaldson, Edwards & Sloane's travel-

ing representative in the north of Kansas and Mis-

souri, has taken the advice of his physicians and

gone to California in hope of benefiting his health.

Mr. Donaldson expects to be absent from duty for

at least three months and possibly until the first of

July. His place on the road is being temporarily

filled by Carl Edwards who has been employed in

Edwards & Sloane's headquarters here.

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mercer have gone to Mar-

lin, Texas. Mr. Mercer will remain for about three

weeks, and Mrs. Mercer will stay in the South for a

longer period.
John Ernest Mansur, of Gurney & Ware's, has

gone to Los Angeles, California, where he was

married January 21st, to Miss Edna King, of that

city. After a wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Mansur

will live in Kansas City.

Mr. Searfoos, who is well known in the Kansas

City wholesale jewelry trade, will soon open a new

jewelry store in Excelsior Springs. He is buying a

large stock, and will be ready for business as soon

as the building he has chosen is remodeled.

The Meyer Jewelry Company continues to be

busy, in spite of the fact that the holiday rush is

supposed to be over. The employees are working

nights trying to catch up with the orders.

George Shriner, father of Guy M. Shriner, of

Gurney & Ware's, died December 22d, in Fair-

field, Iowa. If he had lived until January 22d, he

would have been eighty-two years old. Mr.

Shriner was one of the oldest residents of Fairfield,

and for many decades had been a prominent citizen

and business man of that city. His death was due

to the general breaking-down peculiar to his great

age. Guy M. Shriner went to Fairfield as soon as

he was notified of his father's death.

C. H. Morrison, of Topeka, Kansas, visited

the Kansas City wholesale houses last month.

Harry Gee, formerly with Gurney & Ware,

but lately of Salt Lake City, Utah, has again re-

turned to the employ of the firm, and is in their

watchmaking department.

Allen Campbell, of Lawton, Oklahoma, bought

optical goods here last month.

Miss Georgiana Waters, of Gurney & Ware's

stationery department, has returned from Chicago

where she went to attend the funerals of two friends

who were killed in the Iroquois fire.

Among the visitors to the Kansas City whole-

sale jewelry houses lately were Stewart Mitchell,

Oklahoma City, 0. T.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior

Springs, Mo., and L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.
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THE WATCHMAKER AT THE BENCH
in the faithful discharge of his daily duties can be just as dignified as the judge at court,

with benches of a proper caliber. 1Ve supply benches of both high and low degree, but

fitting and profitable companion for the typical watchmaker who should properly represent the top notch of mechanical excellence. In selecti
ng benches for our trade It has

to select those of a substantial and satisfactory character in regard to material, workmanship and price.
We have a small army of experienced salesmen ever on the alert to cater to the most urgent demands of the regular jewelry tr

ade. We solicit your orders

continuance of the same we will attach the blame to no one but ourselves.

OTTO YOUNG & CO
Wholesale Jewelers, Manufacturing Opticians
and Importers and Jobbers in Watch Materials,

• • Tools and liwc.ers' Supp.ies, 149, 151 & 153 State St.,

BENCHES.

NO

EXTRA

CHARGE

FOR

CRATING.

Nos. 175,176, 177. This Bench is n ade of elm, is durable,
and surerior to anything of its price on the market.
Height, 40 inches; length, 40 inches; width, 20 inches.
No. 175. Stained in walnut.............. :50
No. 176. " " oak   8 50
No. 177.. " " cherry   8 50

especially if he associa:ei
recommend the best to a
peen our careful endeaor

and if we fail to merit ii

Chicago

No. 178. Elm Bench, finished in natural color, winch
resembles oak. It is reasonably well made and stands
on casters. Height to table, 40 inches; total height,
49 inches; width, 26 inches; length, 44 inches.
Price $14 25

No. 179. Elm Bench, finished
in oak. Height, 40 inches;
width, 20 inches; lengto, 40 in-
ches.
Price $7 75

The weights of Plain Top

Benches range from

WO to 125 lbs., crated.

This Bench is the latest and best, stands on casters, is well
made and full paneled. It is finished in oil and rubbed
down, and is, without doubt, superior to anything in this line

on the market. Height to table,
40 inches; total height, 49 inches;
width, 26 inches; length, 44
inches.
No. 172. Solid oak  $22 00
No. 173. " birch 22 00
No. 174. " black

walnut  25 00

Nos. 183, 184. This Bench has ten drawers, which are
locked automatically; one of them is arranged for chucks;
a has also an apron drawer and vise rest. Height to table,
40 inches; total height, 49 inches; width, 26 inches; length,
44 inches.
No. 183. Solid oak $17 00
No 184. " black walnut  19 00

Nos. 180, 181. Th's Bench is
well made and nicely finished,
has 8 drawers, a cha khole and
apron frame. Height,40 inches,
width, 20 inches; length, 40
inches.
No. 180. Solid oak $ 9 5C
No. 181. Walnut  10 50

The weights of Curtain

Top Benches range from

175 to 200 lbs., crated.

Curtain Bench open.
This illustration shows the lap down feature of out

best grades of curtain covered Benches, which allows
ample space for operating the lathe.

Benches Nos. 178 and 179 are advertised to supply a demand for a cheap article. We do not recommend them, as

the doors, not being paneled, they are liable to warp and prove unsatisfactory. The other Benches on this list are 
well

made and a credit to all concerned. LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

We wish to e nphatically impress the American jeweler, who Is not familiar with our large stock anal superior f
acilities that we carry WATCHMAKERS BENCHES and EVF.RYTHINO

PERTAINING TO THE 
iBENCH. As also DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE and OPTICAL GOODS n the

 latest and most artistic designs, at prices that will insure

to the purchaser, if properly manipulated, long and rapid strides towards the mach-to-be-desired and universally-coveted goal Of success.
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A Good Year
Expected

Most of the business men of

Birmingham and Alabama be-

gan the new year with high

hopes and bright prospects.

Taking stock having been accomplished, they s
aw

that the year just closed showed up a better 
trade

than many expected. F. W. Bromberg said he

found himself in good shape after taking sto
ck,

‘vith a fine year behind him. He believes v
ery

much in the future. Abbott Brothers have about

the same thing to say. These two may be said to

represent the condition the jewelry trade finds itself

in in this first of the business year. Holiday sales

were remunerative and collections have remained

especially good, everything considered. Since the

holidays there has been fully as large a volume of

business as last year at this time, with a better

range of profits. It is a fact, though, there were

fears that it would not be so ; that the carrying of

large stocks of jewelry by dry goods and hardware

stores did not materially lessen the sales of the

legitimate houses, nor affect to any appreciable

extent their profits. As a usual thing those who

wish to buy the better classes of jewelry prefer to

go to jewelry stores, believing that there they will

get what they want, and have it guaranteed to

them as all right.

Industrial
Recovery

There is a betterment in the

general business outlook as

compared to a month ago. The

depression that affected Wall

Street and the industrial securities naturally hurt

in a community where industries are the chief

source of wages. The Southern concerns did not

feel it nearly so much, however, as the Mahoning

Valley, and have recovered quickly from what did

come this way. Several big industries which have

been closed down recently have begun preparations

to resume, and it is confidently hoped that all will

be at work before many more weeks.

The real prosperous people are the country

folk, however. With cotton high up in the air,

and other good crops, there has been this year a

distribution of money in the country unprecedented

for many years. This makes business very good,

indeed, in such large agricultural towns as Mont-

gomery, Mobile, Tuskaloosa and Selma. These

places all report good trade in every line, with out-

look good for the year just coming in.

Birmingham jewelers report

several good sales of diamonds

since the holidays. The busi-

ness in this line has been much

better than expected. One man related to THE

KEYSTONE correspondent that he sold three good-

sized stones in one day. One or two weddings of

prominent people promise to make better business

in heavy plate and cut glass in the near future.

One of the very popular men in Birmingham

jewelry trade is F. W. Bromberg, who bought out

about two years ago the business of the late

E. Gluck. The sale was made by Mrs. Gluck

some thirty days after the death of her husband,

Mr. Bromberg taking over the stock and good-will

at once. He has conducted his business on high

lines, catering to a class of trade that has become

fast and remunerative friends. Shortly after opening

up he secured the services of Ed. Herzog, who

brought to the store many friends made by years

of service. The way has been bright ever since.

Mr. Bromberg is personally very popular with the

trade and holds old and new friends alike. He

has recently been in charge of the watch inspection

Among the
Jewelers

for the 'Queen and Crescent Railroad, which has

brought him a large watch business.
One of the finest pieces of work

A Beautiful Watch ever seen in Birmingham has

just been turned out by the

Jobe-Rose jewelry Company. It is a watch given

by the employees of the Birmingham Railway,

Light and Power Company to J. B. McClary, the

retiring manager of the railway department. The

watch was made to order. The case is massive

gold, with the monogram of the recipient on the

front. This space is studded with twenty-five

clear and good-sized diamonds. The back of the

case is plain, but the inside is engraved as follows:

" J. B. McClary, from the employees of the railway

department, B. R. L. & P. Co., Dec. 31, 1903."

A handsome charm accompanies the watch, on one

side of which is engraved the monogram of Mr.

McClary ; on the other is a raised Masonic emblem,

studded with ten diamonds and one large ruby.

With the watch goes a massive gold chain, the

entire cost running into several hundred dollars.

Everybody knows genial, clever John B.

Rosenstihl, a member of the force at Abbott

Brothers' handsome store, and a jeweler from his

birth. He is a son of William Rosenstihl, of

Union Springs, one of the oldest men of the busi-

ness in the South, and a brother of Henry Rosen-

stihl, partner of his father, member of the gov-

ernor's staff and all-around good fellow. Because

of the popularity of John Rosenstihl the announce-

ment that he will ask a place on the county board

of revenue has attracted wide interest. He was

before the people for the same place last time and

lost by only eighty-nine votes. He believes that

he will retain his old friends and gather many

others. He has been in the jewelry business in

this county for twenty-three years. He is a hunter,

with a never-failing eye for a good dog, and can

spot a sale of diamonds ten yards away.

The Aberdeen Manufacturing Company has

been organized at Aberdeen, Miss., to make pearl

buttons. The .capital is $10,000 ; A. J. Brown is

president.
J. Jaffe suffered the loss of jewelry a few days

ago at the hands of a thief. He does business at

Bessemer. The value of the loss was about $roo.

M. D. Brandes has been having another one

of those $3.50 ring sales and doing a big business

at it. He says he is looking around for a new

scheme, however. Mr. Brandes was quite ill for a

few days recently.
J. E. McEwin has accepted service with P. H.

Linnehan. He comes from Nashville.

Burglars broke the big plate-glass window of

the store of I. Loeb at Montgomery, causing a loss

not only of the glass but of goods stolen.

The Maxwell-Raiford Jewelry Company, at

Tuskaloosa, has made some elaborate arrange-

ments to care for the trade this year. The store

is one of the prettiest in the State.

Since the improvements spoken of some time

ago have been put in, the store of C. L. Ruth &

Son, at Montgomery, is very beautiful The back

has been fitted with a series of mirrors which

enhance its attractiveness a great deal.

M. Neeley Rose, of the Jobe-Rose Jewelry

Company, is in Water Valley, Miss., his old home,

for a few days. He did not have time to get away

during the holidays.
The clock in the government building, recently

turned over to A. S. Smith for his care and atten-

tion, has been lighted so the time can be told at

night.
Max Robinson has opened a general jewelry,

watch material and repair business in this city.
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Omaha and the West

One of the peculiarities of the

Satisfactory business done by wholesalers

Business Doing and retailers during the last few

months has been the large quan-

tity of goods sold and the fairly complete stocks

that still are on hand. This is accounted for by

the fact that sales were well distributed over a

variety of goods and that there were no great run

on any one article. Nevertheless, holiday business

has been good ; not so good as the previous year,
but satisfactory. Indeed, a few of the retailers,

with good locations and long-established reputa-

tions, report an even better business than in 1902.

As a rule, among the wholesalers, business in 1903

did not equal the business of the previous year.

Buying was more conservative, especially during

the last three months of 1903, and the result was a

decline at all points, although not to such a marked

degree as has occurred in some other trades.

Local conditions in the various Western States

have been the cause of a portion of this decline.

Strikes have affected Montana and Colorado, and

the stagnation in building, which diminished the

demand for lumber, produced dullness in the

lumber districts of Washicgton and Oregon. The

outlook for the year 1904 does not seem to be as

encouraging as the outlook of a twelvemonth ago,

but there are few who predict any great falling off

in trade.
Each month during 1903 the

Prosperous world's stock of metals was
Refining Industry increased $2,817,000 by the

Omaha plant of the American

Smelting and Refining Company. The total output

for the year was $1,820,271 less than for the year

1902, but the total for that year was $7,000,000

more than for the preceding year, which was the

greatest up to that time. The gold refined during

1903 was $3,357,000 less than during 1902 ; the

silver, $139,904 more than during 1902 ; the lead,

$710,173 more ; the copper, $375,188 less ; and the

blue vitriol, $62,169 more. The amounts produced

were:

Gold   $10,190,081
Silver   13,352,297
Lead   9,800,073
Copper   90,522
Blue Vitriol   376,888

Total   $33,8o9,861

H. Eisele, assayer and refiner of

A New metals, and Max Feierman,

jeweler, both of this city, have

formed a company for the re-

fining of sweeps, assaying of ore, the buying,

selling and refining of gold, silver and platinum,

and the making of alloy for the use of dentists.

The Eisele Refining Company will be the name of

the concern. For the present the work of the

company will be done in the Arlington Block until

a more suitable location can be found. Gold

sweeps will be collected from all possible sources.

Mr. Feierman will represent the company on the

road, buying the sweeps, etc. Mr. Eisele has been

engaged in assaying and refining for a number of

years and has an established reputation. Mr.

Feierman has been jeweler with Mr. Lindsay for

five and a half years and is considered one of the

best men in his line in the city.

E. A. Dayton, wholesale jeweler, has returned

from Chicago.
J. L. Teeters, wholesale jeweler, of Lincoln,

Nebr., has returned from Chicago where he spent

a week buying.

Refining Plant

(Continued on page 225)
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Read While You Run.
A great many Jobbers are continually asking us why we do not adver-

tise more. The reason is, we make an excellent quality of chain, and
it appears to us that it will pay the retailers as well as ourselves in the long
run, to have our gold put on our chains, in preference to paying it out
for Wind in advertising, and, at the same time, cutting down the quality
endeavoring to get rich, quick.

When a ninnuincturer advertises that his ONE-TENTH chains are ONE-TENTH, if he makes ONE-
FORTIETH he should also REMARK that his ONE-FORTIETH chains are ONE-FORTIETH, then aretailer would have a chalice to know what he is buying, and not get into a trap, baited with ONE-TENTH,and find a little later on that most of the stuff in the trap is ONE-FORTIETH.

Large quantities of one-fortieth Woven Wire Fobs have been placed on the market. Get a U. S. Assayof some of them. We make all of our Woven Seamless Wire Fobs in one-fifteenth stock, which is one hundredand fifty per cent. better than one-fortieth. Never be fooled by a big ad. that states anyone is making very fine
goods, when prices are about the same as REPUTABLE CHEAP CHAIN HOUSES sell them for. No
first-class chain house can make goods even five per cent. cheaper than others from the same quality of stock.

Our Spring styles will be ready in season.
No doubt you will want some WOVEN WIRE FOBS in fine quality.

C. A. MARSH & CO., Attleboro, Mass.

STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU
We are making and SELLING carloads of

Finest Silverware.
Why ? Because quality and prices are right and we don't

sell department stores or price-cutters.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity
_—

Inventories have been made or
started in many of the stores

and jewelry factories of Pitts-

burg. January and February being the months

generally assigned to this somewhat arduous

annual task.. The post-holiday trade
 is just what

was anticipated. It has been quieting down, with

every indication of continuing qui
et for Some time

to come. There are all sorts 
of opinions to be had

as to the outlook for this year. 
Conservative men

who rank high in the trade are fou
nd to be cheery,

but not wholly optimistic. Gathering expressions

from numbers of them and sim
mering them all

down to what seems an equitable 
basis, the local

men take the present year's prospects t
o indicate a

spirit of caution that will not permit 
any rapid

recovery of trade to the extent characteristi
c of the

early part of 1903.

One of the leading companies, whose vete
ran

officers have passed through such periods 
of busi-

ness depression before, has taken this view so

strongly that it is conducting its affairs on that

basis. The belief is found to be general th
at there

must be a readjustment of costs of produc
tion in

all business. This has been the cry in the steel

trade and all other lines in which Pittsburg is

directly interested, but it is said that it m
ust go

further. The costs of production are abn
ormally

high now, and this condition must be met 
by a

readjustment of wages and other factors that en
ter

into manufactures.
How long it will take to bring

Many Hopeful about these adjustments in costs

Signs is wholly problematical. Much

depends on the working classes.

Some believe it will require the greater po
rtion of

the year, and others take a more hopeful view
 of

the situation. There are bright lights casting

beams over the general trade conditions at pres
ent

in the shape of resuming mills and factories t
hat

suspended weeks and some, even, months a
go.

The men in these plants are working at lo
wer

wages, but costs of living are slow in coming do
wn

to meet these conditions. It is but natural that

they should be. President W. E. Corey, of the

United States Steel Corporation, who was in Pi
tts-

burg recently, said that he regarded the gene
ral

situation as full of hope. Orders for steel were

coming in faster and larger than for months 
back.

Mills are becoming busy, which means more cir
cu-

lation of money and a better feeling all arou
nd.

For this reason, the trade generally regard 
the

coming year with hope for a normal business,

cautiously conducted, but earning small profits.

Regarding the past holiday

trade, the reports made are

Holiday Trade nearly uniform. The volume

in local business was all that

could be expected. It was, however, not so heavy

in values. The people bought numerous gifts, 
but

they were of lower price and cheaper variety. The

result is that some stocks of high-grade importa-

tions have remained on the shelf. The disposition,

, too, to move cautiously in the light of prevailing

conditions caused many of the larger wholesalers

to discourage too-excessive buying among their

customers. It was a most wholesome move, and

with but few exceptions has made the dealer sound

financially. It is said that another pleasing feature

of the present season was that there was probably

less exchange of goods after the holidays than in

former years. It was a surprising feature, too.

While trade is generally quiet in retail circles,

there are some dealers who report that ror this

Trade
Conditions

T H E

Volume of

KEYSTONE

season they are satisfied, and are doing better than

conditions would seem to warrant. In every case,

however, one hears the story, " We are taking in

sail. We do not intend to rush matters, but go

along with the idea that business will be slow for

this year or its earlier months, at least." So

general is this impression, that light buying is pre-

dicted for the time. Some of the stores are post-

ing notices to the effect that they will observe the

early-closing movement and in the future will close

A Pretty Australian Jewelry Design

Our special correspondent at Nrelbourne, Vic-

toria, Australia, informs us that lames Mclietin

Son, jewelers, of that city, limieidly complet
ed to

the order of the musical profession NIelbourtie a

very chaste and beautiful pi..., ork, costing

inlvilded for tiii.si.iitul ill to the great \lctii-

Fie r11111 111110, :\ Ada criisdey, who is ttuvr en

kit lo her mit iv, all, having enjoyed a

brilliant career in arid .\ ineriert, extending

over it period of huh iI. 1 111' 11111,1,111 confreres

an earner day itii.ted nn5r1; theil ;ippreehithw

or her success in the singing w mild, and they in-

striimeil the jewelry tirm named 111 11 X 11j1 5137111-

I Ili II,hiljlIlillIll 11111`, W111,11 WaS 1.1111111. pl'1,5111

is 11, till 131.111 of a 111,333.11, the design being thor-

oughly .1 Uhl F11111111. .\ lyre bird is represented, .3101

the firm could not find any such design Ill the

jewelry catalogues, which leads to the ide
a dim

this essentially Aust ralian bird had not 
in.evionsly

been called upon to supply a pattern for it pi
ece of

jewelry. The body, neck and head are co
vere.1

eIll irely with diamonds, and the same reek.,

ones are used to mark the graceful anti 
sweeping

leathers of the tail. Practically, the whole 14.111111e

worked out in II Ill of diamonds, the

II umber used being 1 M. 'Flu brooch measures t
inches by one and three-quarter in,e1,1,ieisii,,,aitittd.

really a most magnificent piece taint 
lite
it is

great singer was so pleased with it that 
she wrote

to the firm expressing her thanks for the 
artistic

way the work had been carried ,mt. In her letter

she says: "I have been wanting so 
nitiell to semi

jImhttavuelyaetaavar.:1: appreciation of the perfe
et y head I..

ful work in my lyre bird, presented hy the 
musicians

of Melbourne. It is one of the most exquisite
 things

at 5.30 o'clock in the evening. This is not general

as yet, and some of the trade say they are n
ot ready

to consider that plan for the time. Gillespie

Brothers, Park Building, have been among 
the

leaders of the early-closing movement.

Heeren Brothers report their

factory running full and with

plenty of orders ahead. In the

big salesrooms there is activity

in taking stock noticeable everywhere. 
The heads

of the departments declare that the bus
iness during

the holidays has been eminently sati
sfactory, and

while confined to the lower-priced 
goods this

season, exceeded in volume the business 
of 1902.

This condition is found, too, with Ge
orge B. Bar-

rett & Co., whose house has been a 
landmark in

Pitttsburg jewelry trade. Stock-taking has not

Wholesalers
Satisfied
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been begun by this firm and will not be until sum-

mer, but time is a general cleaning up of stock

and shaping things for the ordinary business. New

goods are arriving, too, which indicates that there

is a demand for various lines even in the extreme

dullness of the weeks just after the Christmas

celebrations.

There is a belief locally that the Chicago theater

disaster has had its bearing on the general trade

conditions. The attendance at the larger houses

has shown the effect of timidity among the people

and it has somewhat retarded theater parties and

society events which usually affect the dealer more

or less and in their total go a long way toward

swelling the sales of the season. However, this

fear is wearing away now and investigation of local

hotises has inspired more confidence. Two unfor-

tunate experiences of the past month have been

those of C. A. Smith, whose small store in Fifth

Avenue, at the top of the courthouse hill, has gone

into the hands of the sheriff. The store never did

well and its location seemed against it. The stock

was small however. The more serious affair and

the one regretted most sincerely, was that of J.

Best, who has been in the business in Pittsburg for

some years. His store in Smithfield street was

well conducted, but prior to the holidays he had

complained that business was falling off so heavily

that there was little chance of his being able to pull

through. Suddenly Best disappeared and while

the police have been looking for him ever since,

they have found no trace of him. There are all

sorts of rumors concerning the missing man but

none warrant belief thus far. Some of the larger

creditors say that Best could have had his credits

extended and there was every disposition to aid

the man had he stuck to his post. Best's affairs

are being wound up in legal form at the time of

this writing.
A case that is attracting considerable attention

at present is that of A. W. Deland, who is head of

it concern known as the Deland Jewelry Company.

Deland came to Pittsburg some time ago and

started a small shop in Sixth Street. He organ-

ized a number of " watch clubs " and also did

some business on a commission. The com-

plaint made against him is from W. J. Johnston

Co., wholesalers, who say that Deland would get

diamonds from them on a memoradum credit and

soon after pawn them. He disappeared with vari-

ous large accounts against him and the charges of

criminal practices are numerous. Deland went to

New York where he was arrested and is to be

brought here for trial. It is estimated that the

amount of stock he secured and which is unpaid

for is about $10,000.
Decorated china ware, mostly hand painted, •

seems to be the center of attraction in the displays

that are being made by the local trade at this time.

The call for this material has remained quite active

as it affords an easy selection for gifts of various

kinds and for various purposes. Bronzes are

found next in line and judging from the method of
handling them, the imported stocks are being

pushed more rigidly than usual, though the de-

mand is not extraordinary.

The approach of the spring season is indicated

by a number of rumored changes in location among

some of the smaller shops, some of which are long

established. Increased rents are largely responsi-

ble for this, and the disposition of the trade 
is

apparently to reduce expenses more than was the

case last year. It is also an apparent fact that the

flitting traders, whose display windows are brilliant

with mirror and electric light effects, are grows

ing less.



Directions for Using "Eurema:"
Parts to be soldered need not be cleaned. Apply

fluid freely to break. Immerse solder in fluid also.
Solder in usual way. For small articles, such as
spectacle frames, baby rings, etc., the heat of an
alcohol flame is sufficient. For larger or heavier
work use blowpipe. Gold solder will flow as easily
as soft solder, using any quantity of solder. After
soldering, drop article in solution, which will restore
original color. Use same fluid as anti-oxidizer on
your work, if necessary, by lightly heating and dip-
ping, while hot, into "EURE MA."

FULL DIRECTIONS WITH EACH BOTTLE.

A Revolution in the Jeweler's Shop
A Revolution in Hard Soldering

No more Burning or Melting of
Low Karat Gold Articles!

No Cleaning or Filing Required!
Hard Soldering made as Easy as

Soft Soldering!

Price, Four-
Ounce Bottle, 65 Cents
A SOLUTION WHICH IS

An Anti-Oxidizer Firstly!
A Soldering Flux Secondly!

A Pickle Thirdly!
ALL IN ONE!!

Will make 14-karat solder flow on low karat gold
without the aid of borax, requiring but little heat.

Eurema
makes hard soldering as easy as soft soldering. A child
can do it. Will solder gold, gold filled, silver, brass,
steel, nickel, aluminum. No blowpipe required for small
articles, like spectacle frames, rings, etc. The heat of an
alcohol flame is sufficient.

After using Eurema once you will not return to the
old way of soldering. Guaranteed to be exactly as rep-
resented.

SWARTCHILD
Watchmakers' and Jewelers'

Supply House

CO.
134 to 136 Wabash

CHICAGO

Our 700-Page Tool and Material Catalogue and Supplement
will be mailed on application.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Trade
Conditions

The volume of Christmas trade

in Texas is reported to have

been of very satisfactory dimen-

sions. Most of the stocks are now deple
ted, which

means an immediate replenishing for a spring

basis. Generally speaking, the holiday trade in

Texas was as good as could be expe
cted, owing to

the partial failure and lateness of all
 of our crops,

but the high prices are doing much t
o make up

for this, so the trade in this section 
looks forward

hopefully to another profitable year.

Robert C. Glover & Co., have moved t
heir

jewelry store to 305 Main Street, into a 
building

which was completed but a short time a
go, and

which is a very attractive structure. The 
interior

of the establishment presents a very 
modern as

well as a beautiful appearance, the ceilin
g being

finished in Delph wedgewood. Some 400 ele
ctric

lights are arranged artistically about the wa
lls and

ceiling, making a very brilliant showing at ni
ght,

while the prismatic glass front gives abunda
nt light

to the entire store during the day. The sto
re is

provided with steam heat, has a special room

equipped with phone, writing materials, etc
., for

use a ladies' waiting room; private interior 
phones,

speaking tubes and two lavatories, and in 
fact

everything found in the largest establishmen
ts of

the North and East. A large burglar-pro
of vault

is provided with safety deposit boxes, the sam
e as

used by the banks, and these boxes are for th
e use

of customers in depositing silverware and o
ther

valuables during absence from the city.

W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, was in 
Dallas

recently, making a selection of goods to 1111 up 
the

vacant places in his stock made during th
e Xmas

rush. He reported that he had a very go
od holi-

day trade.
W. H. Sherrill, of Royse, was in town 

imme-

diately before Xmas buying some fill-in g
oods for

his holiday trade.

C. A. McEwen, of Tecumseh, Okla., has 
sold

his entire stock and fixtures to J. T. Stans
el, who

will continue the business. Mr. Stansel was for-

merly in business in Elk City, Okla.

The Walter Hafner Jewelry Co., of Hillsb
oro,

was represented in the local markets rec
ently by

the senior member, Mr. Walter, who was i
n to buy

some goods for his trade.

J. N. Bucher, of Hillsboro, was a w
elcome

visitor here the early part of December bu
ying for

his trade.
J. W. Witt and wife, of Milford, spent se

veral

days in Dallas the first part of January.

L. E. Miller, of Goldthwaite, was here a 
few

(lays recently to fill up his stock and reported

business very good in his section.

T. J. Dantzler, of Corsicana, who recent
ly

bought his partner's interest in the business, w
as in

Dallas recently.
A. M. Sidwell, who has been working

 for

J. A. Owens, of Bonham, for some time,
 has re-

signed his position and has accepted one 
with

Saunders, Martin & Co., as manager of their

jewelry department.

There was quite an exciting time in Dallas
 last

Thursday, about noon, when J. M. Cha
ppel, pro-

prietor of the Chappel Optical Co., called a
t the

office of the Dallas Opti,. ' Co. and asked to 
have

a private talk with the m...:ager, Mr. McCa
hn.

Shortly after the door was closed there were 
several

shots fired, and upon examination it was 
found

that Mr. McCahn was sitting in his chair wi
th his

pen clutched in his right hand, dead. 
There was

no eye-witness to the shooting. Mr. Chappel is

now in jail awaiting the action of the grand jury.

C. B. Pittman, of Ennis, was a welcome visitor

in Dallas recently.

F. E. Yantis, of Sulphur Springs, was in the

city recently settling up business. He reported a

nice Xmas trade.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, made two or three fly-

ing trips to Dallas in search of special orders for

his customers.
W. D. Armstrong, representing the Armstrong

Jewelry Co., of Brownwood, was a welcome visitor

in our city just before Xmas.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, was in the city

since the first of the year settling up his last year's

business and starting the new year vith a clean

sheet.
C. S. Higgins, traveling salesman for Morgan

& Hawley, left after Xmas for a trip to his ol
d

home in Georgia and Alabama. He expected t
o

visit his brother in New Orleans, La., before

coming back to his work.

F. E. Chase, traveling salesman for Morgan &

Hawley, spent several weeks in Chicago recentl
y.

J. U. Ruetsch has just closed an auction sale,

Col. Moody conducting same.

Bob. Coffey, who has been out of the jewelry

business for some time, has accepted a pos
ition

with R. C. Glover & Co., Dallas.

E. S. Smith & Co., of Sherman, are offe
ring

25 per cent. as a compromise on their b
ankrupt

stock for final settlement.

H. H. Hawley and wife, of Morgan & Haw-

ley, spent several days visiting Mrs. Hawley's

mother and sisters in Huntsville, where they

enjoyed their stay very much.

E. Burroughs, of Italy, who has been in busi-

ness there for a number of years, has 
moved to

Wagoner, Ind. Ter., where he has opene
d up a

store and expects to do well in his new loc
ation.

H. J. Ritter, of Seymour, spent several 
days

in Dallas recently, coming to attend 
his sister's

wedding, which took place last month.

Fred. Harle, of Durant, Ind. Ter., paid
 Dallas

a visit recently, coming down to a
ttend to some

special business.

C. G. McCord, of Dublin, was a recent
 visitor

and buyer in our local markets and 
reported a

satisfactory Xmas business.

The firm of Zimmerli & Newton, 
of Dallas,

have dissolved partnership, and Mr.
 Zimmerli will

continue the business under the name
 of A. Zim-

merli. The dissolution was by mutu
al agreement

of the firm.
A. H. Russell, of Weatherford, ha

s had an

auction sale, which was conducted by
 Col. R. P.

Hill.
P. F. Reichow, of Mount Plea

sant, was in

Dallas several days last month v
isiting old friends

and attending to business also.

B. F. Douthitt, of Rockdale, filed 
a trust deed

December 2d, naming H. L. Witch
er as trustee.

His liabilities are $2315.

J. Levinski has purchased a valu
able piece of

property on Austin Street, Waco, a
nd will build

on it in the spring. He will occu
py the new build-

ing as a jewelry store.

Between the hours of to and ii 
o'clock one

night last month the jewelry store 
of B. F. Harless,

of Houston, Tex., was burglariz
ed and robbed of

close to $2500 worth of diamonds
, watches, lockets

and rings.
B. S. Smith, of B. S. Smith & C

o., who have

a drug and jewelry business in 
Sulphur Springs,

was in the local markets select
ing a nice lot of

goods for his holiday trade.
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Fred. J. Harrison, of Kearney,

Nebr., recently indicted by the

Federal Grand Jury for using

the United States mails for the

purpose of blackmail, and who

at first entered the plea of not guilty, later appeared

before judge Munger, withdrew his plea and

entered a plea of guilty. Judge Munger thereupon

sentenced him to pay a fine of fifty dollars and

to be confined in Dodge County jail for six months.

On November 4th, last, F. A. Fess, a jeweler, at

Kearney, Nebr., received an anonymous threaten-

ing letter, saying that -the writer belonged to an

organized gang of burglars, and that unless

Mr. Fess enclosed fifty dollars in a cigar box and

placed the box in a certain place he would have

his house burned and his jewelry store robbed.

Mr. Fess did as he was ordered, except that he pu
t

no money in the envelope. A watch was set for

the blackmailer. A second letter was sent to

Mr. Fess from the same source with a simil
ar

threat. About this time a Mr. Keens, of Kearney,

notified the officers of that city that he had receiv
ed

a similar letter from Sioux City, Iowa, and then

Mr. Eicheimer reported that he had received a lett
er

of the same kind mailed from Chicago, requiring

him to put up $too under penalty of having h
is

little daughter kidnapped. By comparing these

letters it was found that all had been written b
y

the same person on the same typewriter, si
milar

paper, and some of them were signed by Frankli
n

B. Mead. Mr. Eicheimer suspected Fred. J.

Harrison, a young man who recently married 
a

Sioux City girl. The Sioux City officers were

asked to be on the watch for F. B. Mead, and
 they

notified the Kearney officers that a similar 
letter

had been sent to one Edwards, in New Y
ork,

demanding seventy-five dollars, under penal
ty of

being burned out in case of refusal. It now began

to look as if the blackmailer was about to be

located. The Sioux City postmaster had rec
eived

word to forward all letters addressed to F. B. 
Mead

to Kearney, and the Kearney officers wer
e at the

postoffice when Harrison called and arr
ested him.

Albert Edholm, a prominent jeweler, is dis
-

playing in his window an order for a railwa
y watch

received from Colon, in the new Republic of

Panama. The order was sent, however
, a few

days before the revolution, and came 
from A. S.

Jussen, who is connected with the Panama 
Railway

Company. Last summer Mr. Jussen was in New

Jersey, and ran across a card which in
formed him

that Mr. Edholm was inspector of watc
hes for the

Union Pacific Railroad Company. The 
watch, a

twenty-three jewel, has been sent on its journ
ey.

H. D. Barnes, jeweler, of Miller, S. 
Dak., was

in the city recently visiting old frien
ds and buying.

Chris. Christorferson, of El Reno, Ok
la., is

taking a course of watchmaking a
t the Omaha

Horological and Optical Institute. Charles 
Wonder,

son of D. M. Wonder, of the firm 
of Wonder &

McNutt, of Blue Springs, Nebr., is taking 
a course

at the same school.

F. S. Newcomb, formerly of this city an
d later

of Minneapolis, has taken a position 
with M. S.

Fleishman Co., of Chicago.

T. Combes, retailer of this city, made a tri
p to

the East last month combining business with

pleasure.
Burglars tried to break into the Wood jewelry

store at Norfolk, but were frightened a
way. A

pickaxe was found sticking in the front door.



Directions for Using "Eurema:"
Parts to be soldered need not be cleaned. Apply

fluid freely to break. Immerse solder in fluid also.
Solder in usual way. For small articles, such as
spectacle frames, baby rings, etc., the heat of an
alcohol flame is sufficient. For larger or heavier
work use blowpipe. Gold solder will flow as easily
as soft solder, using any quantity of solder. After
soldering, drop article in solution, which will restore
original color. Use same fluid as anti-oxidizer nn
your work, if necessary, by lightly heating and dip-
ping, while hot, into "F. I 'N. I.' N1.\,"

I SWARTCHILD 0. CO.

L DIRECTIONS WITH EACH BOTTLE. 

A Revolution in the Jeweler's Shop
A Revolution in Hard Soldering

No more Burning or Melting of
Low Karat Gold Articles!
No Cleaning or Filing Required!
Hard Soldering made as Easy as

Soft Soldering!

Price, Four-
Ounce Bottle, 65 Cents
A SOLUTION WHICH IS

An Anti-Oxidizer Firstly!
A Soldering Flux Secondly!

A Pickle Thirdly!
ALL IN ONE!!

Will make I l-karat solder flow on low karat gold
without the aid of borax, requiring but little heat.

Eurem a.
makes hard soldering as easy as soft soldering. A child
can do it. Will solder gold, gold filled, silver, brass,
steel, nickel, aluminum. No blowpipe required for small
articles, like spectacle frames, rings, etc. The heat of an
alcohol flame is sufficient.

After using Eurema once you will not return to the
old way of solderiny. (ilLiranteed to be exactly as rep-

FUL resented.

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Supply House

134 to 136 Wabash Avenue
C H IC AGO

Our 700-Page Tool and Material Catalogue and Supplement
will be mailed on application.
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F t • . . Harrison, of I:earney,

Nit., recently indicted by the

Federal ;rand Jury for using

the tinned States for the

purpose oi blackmail, and \s lit)

at first entered the plea (a tin a guilty, later 
appeared

helot., Judge :\Iiinger, ‘vithdrtAv his plea and

enti red a plea of guilty. Judge Nhing,tir theietipon

sentenced him to pay I)l \ ttiiIUtii' mit

tO he confined in Dodge County jail for six months.

M November .0.11, A. Fess, a jekki •Lt
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ing letter, .t\ iii that •the \%riter belonged to an

gaiiii.e(1 gang of hurglats, and that unless
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III
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t >wens, of Bonham, hit- some time, has 
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widt•rs, Nlartin & Co., as manager of their

lry department.
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last

Irsday, about intim, when J. NI. 
Chappel, pro-

a- of the Chappel Optical Co., 
called at the

I the Dallas Co. and asked to have

• private talk with the in...mger, Mr. McCain',

'ii mitl' after the door was closed there were 
several

nuts fired, and upon examination it was found

Ihat Mr. McCahn was sitting in his chair 
with his

i ■en clutched in his right hand, dead. There was

December 2d, naming II. I.. \\ litI er :IS . .

I lis liabilities are $2315. 
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ot Wonder &
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The Giant in Qualits
of

Collar Buttons
in Sales

Millions of' Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world.

The Standard Collar Button.

WHY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, (iIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON=
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of Li. K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Sellooltnat4er now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz St Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
t heir leaflet, " The Story of a
'Aar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution." The Story ofa Collar Button"is the hest piece of advertise-ment construction that has
come toPrinters' Ink's attentionIn the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons--of every quality—
are Manufactured by

!MENEM" & CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York,

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

69

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

Ring Out the Old,
Ring In the New,

i—We size and keep all
set., except diamonds,
in our Rings, free of
charge for two years
after you have sold
them.

2—we exchange any
unsalable Rings, bought
of us, for other styles
of stone-set Rings, at
any time.

—4%1410—

and latest styles of Rings by
becoming one of our customers,
which gives you the privilege of
exchanging old Rings for new
ones.

WRITE TO-DAY for a memo-
randum package and be convinced
We carry 1000 different styles
of 10 K. Solid Gold Stone-Set
Rings. We pay express charges
both ways and give July 1, 1904,
terms on all goods selected.

Queen City Ring Mfg, Co.
Corner Ellicott and

South Division Streets,

No. too' Syrup and Plate.

Buffalo, N.Y.

FINE
SILVER=PLATED

WARE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. Littlefield,
New Bedford, Mass.

TRAVELERS'
TRAYS an ROLLS.
We make a specialty of Trays and Rolls and
Telescopes for Travelers' use, and it will pay
you to give us a call.

L. WIETL ra ON
Manufacturers of Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry and Silverware,

32 IvAmfiden Lmne, NEW YORK-
Send for Catalogue.

February, 1904 T H E

Providence and Attleboro

Annual Meeting

of the Manufac-
turing Jewelers'
Board of Trade

The twentieth annual meeting

of the Manufacturing Jewelers'

Board of Trade was held in

the Crown Hotel, Providence,

Wednesday, January i3th. A

luncheon was partaken of at 12.30 P. M. The

meeting was presided over by Presid
ent Dutee

Wilcox. The report of the secretary fo
r the year

ended December 31, 1903, was read, 
accepted and

ordered filed. A motion was passed 
authorizing

the secretary to have a number of copie
s of these

reports printed for the purpose of sen
ding them

to members of the board and 
to manufacturing

jewelers. The treasurer's report was received,

together with one from the trustees of the 
special

fund, which showed a balance in the treasury
 of the

board amounting to about $8600 incl
usive of a

special fund amounting to about $6000. The 
board,

therefore, had about $t000 more to its credit th
is

year than last.

A motion was made empowering the exe
cutive

committee to employ some person for the pu
rpose

of soliciting new members during the 
coming year.

A motion was also passed authorizing 
the presi-

dent to name a committee to nominate direct
ors for

the ensuing year. President Wilcox named 
for this

committee : C. A. McClatchey, of the H
orton-

Angell Co., Attleboro ; J. Henry A. Moultr
op, of

H. C. Lindol Co., and S. E. Kelley, of the 
Payton-

Kelley Co. The board of directors named 
is as

follows : D. Wilcox, N. B. Barton, Wm. A. 
Scho-

field, F. A. Ballou, J. P. Carpenter, F. B. Re
y-

nolds, C. D. Waite, W. R. Dutemple, Robert E.

Budlong, Wm. P. Chapin, Edwin Lowe, Henr
y

Fletcher, E. A. Woodmancy, of Providence ; Geo.

W. Cheever, Geo. K. Webster, of North Attlebor
o;

E. S. Horton, F. W. Weaver, A. R. Crosby, C. 
A.

Marsh, of Attleboro ; William S. Metcalf, of Plai
n-

ville ; D. S. Spaulding, of Mansfield.

The Attleboro Trust Co., whose

object is the transaction of a

general banking business, was

recently inaugurated in the

town whose name it bears. The

men who constitute the personnel of this enterpri
se

are conspicuous in the jewelry trade. James E.

Blake is one of those most actively identified wi
th

the project and a number of other well-known

members of the trade have co-operated in bringi
ng

the undertaking to ample fruition. For the pur-

pose of selling the balance of the stock, a co
mmit-

tee has been formed composed of the following:

J. M. Bates, D. E. Makepeace, E. A. Sweeney,

A. R. Crosby, W. A. Engley and Harold E. Sweet.

George H. Herrick, of G. H. Herrick & Co.;

David E. Makepeace, of the D. E. Makepeace Co.;

J. Perry Carpenter, of Ford and Carpenter ; and

Edward C. Martin, with J. M. Fisher & Co., were

presented last month with Past Patrons' jewels by

the Attleboro Eastern Star, Masonic order.

The D. A. White Co. was incorporated under

the laws of Rhode Island last month with a capi
tal

of $25,000. The object of this company is to ma
nu-

facture jewelry in Attleboro and the following are

the incorporators: Charles H. Gifford, who recently

retired from the James W. Gifford Co.; John A.

Cunningham, for several years bookkeeper 
for

Regnell, Bigney & Co., and Damon A. Whit
e,

head of D. A. White & Co.

Mrs. Martha G. Price, whose death occurr
ed

In North Attleboro some weeks ago, was the widow

of the late George Price, who was one of the

Pioneer jewelers of the town. She was also t
he

mother of Mrs. Roswell Blackinton. The late

Jewelers
Interested in
Banking
Enterprise
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Mrs. Price was the oldest woman in North Attle-

boro, being only a few days short of 97 years at the

time of her death.
Roswell C Smith, G. W. Parks, Henry

Fletcher and E. Merle Bixby were among the

manufacturing jewelers inaugurated as members of

the City Council, of Providence, last month.

George H. Grant, retired jewelry manufacturer,

was also installed in the councilmanic office.

Joseph H. Cheetham, with A. H. Bliss & Co.,

North Attleboro, has been elected to the office of

Commander of Whiting Grand Army Post for the

third time. Thomas G. Sandland, of Sandland,

Capron & Co., has been re-elected to the chap-

laincy of the post for the third consecutive year.

Regnell, Bigney & Co., of Attleboro, have

remodeled their packing room with a view to

further facilitating the work of shipping goods.

This department has undergone a general enlarge-

ment and, in addition, a sample room has been

equipped wherein visiting buyers will be immune

from disturbance or interruption while examining

samples and making purchases.

Stevens & Company, manufacturers of optical

goods, who have occupied one floor of the Braitsch

Building, Providence, for several years, recently

acquired the floor in the same structure hitherto

occupied by George F. Greene & Co. The rap
id

growth in the business of Stephens & Compa
ny

necessitated this addition to their floor space.

George F. Greene & Co. are now located in t
he

building at 79 Laura Street.

Philadelphia Letter

Approaching
Banquet of the
Jewelers' Club

At a meeting of the board of

governors of the Philadelphia

Jewelers' Club, held at the be-

ginning of last month, a com-

mittee was appointed to take charge of the 
arrange-

ments for the holding of the ninth annual ba
nquet

of that organization, which event, as repor
ted in

the last issue of THE KEYSTONE, IS sc
heduled to

take place on Washington's Birthday, 
February

22d. The committee consists of the foll
owing:

L. P. White, chairman ; J. Warner Hutc
hins, Wm.

P. Sackett, Wm. H. Long, A. G. Lee, 
James H.

Kelly, T. J. Mooney, Wm. G. Earle, J. E. 
Cadwal-

lader, J. Stuart 'MacDonald, of Baltimore, and

Charles E. Berry, of Washington.

The majority of these gentlemen have 
had

practical experience in executive roles of 
this kind

and the manner in which they acquitted 
themselves

heretofore, coupled with the excellent pr
ogress they

have made in perfecting the preliminary
 details of

the approaching feast, would seem to 
indicate that

in scope and significance it will 
mark an advance

upon all similar functions of the pas
t. The Phila-

delphia Jewelers' Club has acquired a 
unique repu-

tation in the trade because of the numbe
r and suc-

cess of its social functions. The 
banquet will be

held in Horticultural Hall and cove
rs will be laid

for five hundred diners. A goodly m
uster of dealers

from surrounding cities is anticipated 
and there will

be an array of notable speakers in 
attendance, the

quality of whose after-dinner elocution 
is a matter

of note. Among the invited 
guests of honor who

have already sent affirmative respo
nses are John

M. Thurston, quondam senator 
for Nebraska ;

Rev. Dr. C. L. Twing, of New Yor
k City ; Mayor

Weaver, of Philadelphia, and Ex-Ma
yor Charles F.

Warwick.
About one week subsequent to the 

meeting of

the board of governors referred to 
above, the mem-
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bers of the club assembled for the purpose of nomi-

nating candidates for offices to be filled at the

annual meeting. The process of nomination was

this year considerably simplified by an unusually

large number of voluntary declinations. The officers

nominated are : Archie Rutherford, New York,

president ; A. G. Lee, vice-president ; Wm. H.

Long, treasurer, and Wm. S. Quinn, secretary.

The nominees for the board of directors are : L. P.

White, 1'. J. Mooney, Joseph Cadwallader, Frank

Wood and John Lehman.

S. Kind & Son, 928 Chestnut Street, have been

holding a special, unreserved sale of their stock

which will continue until March 1st, when the con-

cern will remove to the quarters recently vacated

by H. Mulles Sons, at al to Chestnut Street. The

dissolution of the last-named firm was noted in

these columns last month.

D. V. Brown, manufacturing optician, recently

issued a handsome little booklet under the caption

" Our Open Door in 1904." This phrase is illu-

strated on the front cover, and the outside back

cover contains a picture of Mr. Brown's quarters

which, since their enlargement last fall, include the

premises from 736 to 740 Sansom Street. The

reading matter is printed on white enamel paper in

black ink. It is written in an engaging vein that

will doubtless interest the optician.

The agreement entered into last year between

the wholesale jewelers of Philadelphia regarding

the hour for closing business at different periods of

the season was renewed at the beginning of last

month. This agreement reads:

" We, the undersigned wholesale jewelers of the

city of Philadelphia, do hereby agree to close our

respective places of business at the following hours:

From January 15th to June 1st, at 5.30 o'clock.

From June 1st to September isth, at 5 o'clock.

From May 15th to September 15th, at I o'clock

Satuftdaiyss.
further agreed to observe New Year's,

Decoration, Independence, Thanksgiving and

Christmas Days, by closing all day. All other

legal holidays by closing at i o'clock.
This agreement to continue until further notice.

The agreement has been signed by the following

firms, with the reservations parenthetically noted:

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, M. Sickles & Sons, L. P.

White, B. F. Williams Co., Quaker City Watch

Co., L. C. Reisner & Co., Jos. B. Bechtel & Co.,

McIntire, Magee & Brown (except Decoration

Day), Chas. H. O'Bryon, D. V. Brown (except

Decoration Day), Simons, Bro. & Co., A. Dil-

sheimer & Co., B. J. Cooke's Sons, H. B. Sommer

& Co., G. S. Lovell Clock Co., Wm, Morris Co.,

Ferd. Dilsheimer & Co., Henry Euler.

M. Sickles & Sons have made an addition to

their staff in the person of G. R. Strausburger,

who fills the position of assistant to E. L. Hor
n,

manager of the tool and material department.

Mr. Strausburger was formerly a retail jeweler 
at

Weissport, Pa., and is well fitted for his new

position.

Among the students recently admitted to the

Philadelphia College of Horology are the follow-

ing : William P. R. Myers, York Springs, Pa.; Le
on

H. Rowe, Corey, Pa.; Chas. Kirkpatrick, 
Brod-

head, Wis.; J. L. Tyler, Laceyville, Pa.; L. 
L.

Otwell, Delmar, Del.; Seaboca W. Jones, Rome,

Ga.; Robert G. Higgins, Flemington, N. J.; 
Ed-

ward J. Hyde, Gowanda, N. Y.; Cleon A. Whit-

ney,Wichita, Kans.; Wilmer S. Stevenson, Mooers,

N. Y.; Lewis G. Eser, Norristown, Pa.; Cl
ark S.

Hussey, Gowanda, N. Y. Harris Russon, of

Charlottesville, Va., who is one of the students

at this college, is detained at home on account

of serious illness.
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The trade is requested to note that

Louis Kaufman
6 Co.

will he located at

82=84 Fulton Street,

New York City,
after February 1st, 1904.

Ring Makers.

February, I904. TH KEYSTONe

San Francisco Letter

Now that the wholesale house
s have completed

their annual stock-taking, a
nd the traveling repre-

sentatives are out on their f
irst trip for 1904, the

several office forces are restin
g up preparatory to

t 'king care of the spring
 rush, and everything in

this section points to a good
 season, if not better

than 1903. Collections on the 
whole for January

%'ere exceptionally good, and t
he absence of fail-

ures indicates a very healthy 
condition throughout

the entire coast.

The trade are extending sympath
y to Geo. A.

Brown, formerly with,A. I. Hall &
 Son, upon the

sudden death of his wife, who pa
ssed away at her

home in San Francisco, after a s
hort married life

of only a few months' duration.

The friends of Leon Carrau, of 
Carrau &

Green, are continually receiving re
minders of his

prowess with a fowling piece, in 
the shape of

canvasbacks, teal, and sundry other kinds of

water fowls. This is Mr. Carrau's winter sport,

and some of his bags are very larg
e. He returned

to town recently, after a two-days'
 shooting, with

thirty-five canvasbacks.

Alphonse Judis Co. have issued a v
ery neat

desk calendar, which will last until 1914. It is

made of celluloid and indestructible
. If you have

not received one, send for one befor
e the supply is

exhausted.
Arthur Elston is now connected with 

Henry

Abrams, manufacturers' agent, loca
ted at 7o8

Market Street, San Francisco, and wi
ll call upon

the trade, covering the entire coast tw
ice a year.

There is a new arrival in the family
 of John

Morse, of the San Francisco office of 
the Elgin

National Watch Co., and we are ple
ased to say

the new boy and his mother are doing
 well.

Henry Abrams, manufacturers' agent, 
located

in the Mutual Bank Building, San Fr
ancisco, has

left for the East, where he will add a f
ew lines to

his stocks and incidentally replenish his
 old stocks

after having a very fine initial year. •

William H. Kinna, the genial repres
entative

of the Elgin National Watch Co., h
as made his

adieux to his host of friends upon t
he Pacific

coast, as he.has been appointed to fill 
the vacancy

of agent in their New York office, caused
 by the

retirement of Mr. Thompson. While we regret

his departure very much, we are pleased 
at his

advancement, and we are sure there i
s a hearty

welcome awaiting any of his coast friend
s that may

call upon him in his new offices at 9 Jo
hn Street,

New York City.

H. H. Weindieck, retail jeweler, of Re
d Bluff,

Cal., was in town last month calling u
pon his

friends in the trade, and also attending th
e annual

meeting of the California State Association of

Optometrists.
We regret to announce the death of M

rs. A.

Shokay, wife of A. Shokay, retail jeweler o
f Hayes

Valley, San Francisco, and we wish to 
offer our

sympathy to the bereaved family upon 
their loss.

H. Heacock, of Heacock & Freer, arr
ived in

San Francisco after an absence of three 
years in

Manila, P. I., and expressed himself as being

pleased to get home again. Mr. Heacock predicts

a very bright future for our island possessi
ons, and

says it will only need a few more years 
and the

market will be a good one for America.

Harry Jacoby, the genial retail jewel
er, of

Oroville, California, was in town last month
 attend-

ing the opticians' lectures and banquet. Harry is

receiving the trade's congratulations upo
n his new

electric window display.

Heacock & Freer are losing the valuable

services of their popular salesman, Harold F
orbes,

as he is severing his connections with th
e whole-

sale jewelry interests and will devote his 
attention

to an entirely different line of business.

Peter Engle, of Marysville, Cal., was am
ong

the retail jewelers who visited town to at
tend the

banquet at the California Hotel, January
 4th, and

incidentally brushed up against the opto
metrists,

thereby gaining some useful optical knowled
ge.

Arthur Elston, who formerly traveled for

Emile Hirschfeld & Co., has severed his
 connec-

tion with Geo. Greenzweig & Co., and wi
ll take a

much-needed rest before accepting a new 
position.

Al. Bollock, who represents the Standard

Optical Co., of San Francisco, started on 
his regu-

lar six-months' trip through Northern Ca
lifornia,

Oregon and Idaho, and will go as far Eas
t as Salt

Lake City before returning home in July.

Fred. Daunt, the Merced, Cal., retailer,
 was in

town attending the optical convention, and
 enjoyed

the banquet as much as any of the assem
blage. It

was very gratifying to see the spirit of go
od fellow-

ship that prevailed at his end of the tab
le.

L. C. Swain, formerly of Howard & 
Swain,

and now conducting a retail establishment in

Vacaville, Cal., was among the retail 
jewelers at

the banquet and lectures of the optometri
sts held

in the California Hotel last month.

L. 0. Levinson (California Jewelry C
o.) is

recieving the congratulations of the trad
e upon the

new arrival in his household. Both Master Levin-

son and his mother are doing nicely.

M. Schussler & Co., one of the leading 
whole-

sale jewelry houses of the Pacific 
Coast, have

issued a very fine calendar for 1904.

A. Kingsbury, the newly-appointed 
agent of

the Elgin National Watch Co., loc
ated at 206

Kearny Street, San Francisco, has 
become ac-

quainted with the jobbing trade up
on the coast

from Los Angeles to Portland, and 
his reception

has been very flattering.

The retail jewelry establishment of 
E. J. Hyde,

of Spokane, has been reorganized
 under the in-

corporated name E. J. Hyde Jewelr
y Company,

Incorporated.
Fred. Levy, president of the whol

esale job-

bing house of M. Schussler & Co., 
Inc., of San

Francisco, is spending a six-weeks'
 vacation visit-

ing friends in New York and Chica
go, accompa-

nied by his wife and two children, 
and expects to

return home about the first of Marc
h.

Emile Hirshfeld, of the old jobbin
g house of

E. Hirshfeld & Co., has closed up 
his business and

taken a trip to Southern Italy in
 search of health.

He intends to be away from his o
ld haunts for a

year or more.
B. Freer, of Heacock & Freer, 

Pacific Coast

representatives of Eastern manufact
urers, is calling

upon the trade in the East and loo
king up his many

friends in the manufacturing cen
ters. He will re-

turn loaded up with all the la
test and choicest

things in the several lines that this 
house represents.

A. Eisenberg, in presenting W.
 H. Kinna, of

the Elgin National Watch Co., 
with a set of reso-

lutions from the wholesale trade
, upon his depar-

ture for his new position in New 
York, displayed a

vast amount of rhetoric, and all
 this without his

friends knowing he possessed th
e qualifications of

a spell binder. Hereafter, we fe
ar, he will be called

upon frequently to expound his 
views upon many

subjects.
Retailers throughout the coast h

ave found it

necessary to come to town to reple
nish their stocks,

after having had a very good ho
liday trade ; among

the many visitors were the 
following California
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jewelers : Harry Frutig, Gilroy ; Harry J
acoby,

Oroville ; H. H. Weindieck, Red Bluff ;
 Peter

Engle, Marysville ; Fred. Daunt, Merced ; L
. C.

Swain, Vacaville ; Chas. Niner, Pleaston ; P
eter

Johnson, Angelo Camp and Sonora ; Chas. H
aas,

Jr., Stockton ; Ed. Preat, Woodland.

Detroit, Mich., Lettel

While the time-honored idea that a presi-

dential election year must be an off year st
ill pre-

vails to some extent, the continued healthy
 condi-

tions prevailing in nearly all trade channel
s give

the trade considerable comfort and some m
easure

of assurance that the spring business will 
be well

up to the standard of the past two years. 
We do

not hear of the dealers resting on their o
ars, and

remarking that " they will wait and see whi
ch way

the cat is going to jump." On the cont
rary, we

find the average dealer going right alon
g buying

and selling, feeling sure that there will be
 no great

change in our political situation.

J. E. Crandall, of Crandall & Co., Ak
ron,

Ohio, visited the trade last month. Mr. Crandall

is sojourning at Mt. Clemens, the celebra
ted bath

city.
E. J. Avery, of Grand Haven, Mich., c

alled

on the jobbers recently for the purpose of
 selecting

goods for the early spring trade.

A. L. Gregory, of Lapeer, Mich., was a vi
sitor

here last month.
Roy Hinkley, of Noack & Gorenflo, was

called to his home at Fenton, Mich., on
 account of

the serious illness of his sister. We a
re glad to

report that she is improving. Mr. Hinkley is the

son of D. E. Hinkley, of Fenton, Mic
h.

C. G. Draper, of Plymouth, Mich., 
was a

recent visitor among the jobbing trad
e.

Max. Jennings, the St. Clair jeweler, and 
vice-

president of the American Retail Jewe
lers' Asso-

ciation, paid his respects to the trade here last

month.
W. W. Bridges, of Marine City, calle

d upon

the jobbers recently, and expressed 
himself as

more than pleased with the general out
look for a

good spring business. Mr. Bridges stated that his

holiday business was far beyond expe
ctations.

Charles S. Graves, of Bad Axe, Mich., dr
opped

in the other day and selected goods to
 fill in broken

lines, due to an excellent season's bus
iness.

Mr. Wells, of Wells & Morgan, La
nsing,

Mich., passed through Detroit recent
ly on his way

to California. Mr. Wells will visit his daughter, at

Topeka, Kans., en route, and intends
 to spend the

balance of the winter with his sister, at Pasa-

dena, Cal.
F. I,. Parker, of Litchfield, Mich., spe

nt a few

days here recently, visiting the trade
 and buying

goods.
Kergan Day has severed his connect

ion with

Noack & Gorenflo, and has gone to Sa
n Francisco,

Cal. Mr. Day has accepted a position with

Nordman Bros., of that city.

We regret to report the illness of W. F.
 King,Jr.,

of Adrian, Mich. Mr. King contracted a severe

cold while in Detroit recently, and wa
s compelled

to take to his bed upon his return h
ome. No seri-

ous results are anticipated, however
.

Theodore Gorenflo, of Noack & G
orenflo,

wholesale jewelers, has just recov
ered from a

severe attack of the grip. Mr. Gorenflo was con-

fined to his bed for a period of ten da
ys. We are

pleased to state that he is again able 
to resume

his position at his desk.



"A Ming of Bettlily, and a Joy Forever."

White's High Art
Hand-Painted China.

The Goods Thai Se/I.
Our Spring line, which is nOw ready, has
been made particularly attractive. It
comprises all the new and dainty shapes
in China. The decorations and colorings
surpass anything we have ever presented
to the trade for their inspection. If our
salesmen do not call upon you, kindly
favor us with an order for a selection
package. Prompt and careful attention
given to orders, and correspondence soli-
cited. When in the city, visit our studio.

WHITE'S ART CO.
447 Elm Street (North Side), Chicago.

TRADE•MARK:

HAND PAINTED

Quality

redeeming
of Bassett
Sold direct

Retailer.

is the

feature

Goods.
to the

Manufacturers' Building,

Providence, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 37 Malden Lane.
CHICAGO OFFICE, MSSORie Temple Safety Deposit Vaults.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 120 Sutter Street.
MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE, 1116 Lumber Exchange.
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Among the Trade

THE KEYSTONE

The trade are invited to send us 
reliable items of

news for this department

Alaska

Notwithstanding his geographical isolation,

I. J. Sharick, proprietor of the 
Alaska Jewelry Co.,

of Juneau, keeps abreast of the 
times in the con-

duct of his store and especially in the 
persistency

with which he keeps his name be
fore the public

through the medium of the advertising
 columns of

the local press. The business development of

Alaska is proceeding with encouraging 
uniformity.

There will be a characteristic exhibit
 from that

territory at the coming World's Fair in St
. Louis.

Colorado

The E. L. Deacon Jewelry Company, of 
Den-

ver, looks forward to a very satisf
actory business

year, and in anticipation of increased 
activity has

considerably enhanced its facilities by complet
ely

remodeling its factory and installing therein sev
eral

new machines. These include a large p
unch press,

designed to facilitate the company's inc
reasing

production of souvenir spoons. This concern has

issued a booklet illustrating and describi
ng these

articles. The designs in them symbolize, as a 
rule,

some mining operation ; or represent some 
district

in which that industry is carried on. The
 devices

are all cleverly worked out, and form st
rikingly ap-

propriate decorations for souvenirs of that sect
ion.

Connecticut

What Was probably an attempt at shoplif
ting

was tried recently at the jewelry store of 
A. W.

Hull, in Wallingford. A stranger visited the 
place

and requested to be sliown some watches. 
After

examining them for some time he asked if he

might have a magnifying glass with which to 
ob-

serve them more closely. Mr. Hull became suspi-

cious and refused the request, whereupon the

stranger quickly left the store. The jeweler is

congratulating himself upon the evidently justifia-

ble character of his suspicions.

Illinois

John Schmelzer, of Centralia, who rejoices in

the possession of an admirably furnished and

judiciously apportioned store, reports that 1903

has been with him the banner year from a business

point of view. " I have been in business in Cen-

tralia for fifteen years," he writes, " but never 
be-

fore has trade been as good as it was in 1903. 
I

hope the year has been as profitable with my

brother jewelers in general."
E. D. Frantz has sold his jewelry store at

Clayton and opened another at Macomb. •

Adolph Hapke, the Newman jeweler, recently

purchased a lot on the west side of the square in

that town. It adjoins another lot which he pur-

chased some time previously. The joint properties

are to be the site of a two-story building which

Jeweler Hapke will erect during the coming spring.

fins structure will measure 40 by too feet. It will

be of white brick and one of the handsomest edifi-

ces of its kind'in the city.

Indiana

T. J. Woltz, of Monticello, after an industrious

411c1 highly successful career in that town, has sold

his jewelry business to J. H. Randall, of Hillsboro,

Wis., who is now in possession of the establish-

ment. The retirement of Mr.. Woltz is due to

failing eyesight. He had been located in Monti-

cello for thirty-one years, during which time he

built up a substantial business. He owns a farm
to the northeast of the town; and to this he will

hereafter exclusively devote his attention. One of

the most cherished souvenirs of his career in the

Jewelry trade is a copy of one of the first numbers
of THE KEYSTONE, from the time of whose issu-

ance he has not ceased to be a subscriber.

Iowa

The partnership hitherto existing in the firm

of Hansen & Marks, at Council Bluffs, was re-

cent!), dissolved. G. J. Hansen has taken over the

conduct of the concern, will discharge its obliga-

tions and receive its outstanding accounts.

Maryland

P. J. Smith, of Cumberland, distributed some

weeks ago a new-year calendar as an advertise-

ment of his store. The pictorial feature was a

very novel one, being a reproduction of a pen-

and-ink sketch of a lady, which was drawn by

G. R. Neff, watchmaker in Jeweler Smith's store.

The drawing is a very meritorious achievement for

Mr. Neff, who is a Cumberland boy still in his

teens.
J. Engel & Co., of xi East Fayette Street,

Baltimore, issued a handsome colored calendar

some weeks ago in the shape of a piece of embel-

lished cardboard, measuring 15 x to inches. A fair

female carrying in her hands some mistletoe and

other seasonable foliage, makes an attractive pic-

ture in harmoniously blended colors.

Michigan

W. B. Murray, of Jackson, has opened a

jewelry store in East Tawas, in which town he was

formerly in business.

Missouri

A special souvenir edition of the Enterprise,

published at Liberal, contains an extensive review

of locai industries and commercial establishments.

Under the head of " Our Business Enterprises,"

the first concern to receive notice is that of Elmer

R. Welker, the jeweler and optician. Jeweler

Welker is a native of Kansas, who located in

Liberal in 1895. He carries a nice stock of jewelry,

watches, clocks, silverware, sheet music, musical

instruments and cigars. His establishment is also

equipped with a soda fountain. He is the present

township collector, and has the reputation of being

a very efficient officer. The Enterprise also con-

tains a photograph of Jeweler Welker's residence

on Walser Avenue.

New York

Thos. J. Routledge, of Elmira, recently sold

two handsome loving cups to the Masonic frater-

nity of that city, by whom they were respectively

presented to the president and the secretary of the

Masonic carnival held there last summer. These

cups were made by the Gorham Mfg. Co. Jew
eler

Routledge has been appointed by the Elmira Corn-

mon Council to look after the town clock.

Wm. Osborn, formerly of The Corner, is now

located at Jewett.
Henry M. White died recently at the residence

of his son, E. R. White, the Buffalo jeweler.

Deceased was himself a jeweler in Castile for 
fifty

years. He came to Buffalo to live about eight

years ago after retiring from business, and had

since been living with his son, Elmer. In October

of last year he sustained a stroke of apopl
exy,

and was similarly stricken some weeks ago 
when

he succumbed. He was seventy-four years of a
ge.

North Carolina

James D. Hathaway, the enterprising jeweler,

of Elizabeth, is an enthusiastic believer in 
publicity

as a business stimulant, and his proficienc
y in the

art of newspaper advertising is forcefully 
attested

in the columns of the local press. Jeweler Hatha-

way resorts to original methods, is an 
exception-

ally liberal user of space and seem to be 
making a

gratifying success of the advertising end of
 his

business.

Ohio

W. R. Johnston, of Butler, prosecuted an

effective campaign of advertising during the re
cent

holidays. He used liberal space in the local 
press,

and his announcements, both in substance 
and set-

ting, were very creditable examples of retail

publicity.
John Prochaska, the well-known jeweler

, of

Toledo, was recently the subject of a leng
thy and

eulogistic notice in the news columns of the

Courier Journal of that city. The feature of this

review was the emphasis which it laid upon the

indomitable spirit of Jeweler Prochaska, 
whose
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beginning was unpretentious, but whose success

has been notable. He established his business in

1876. It includes a well-equipped optical depart-

ment. As the city developed lie enlarged his stock,

improved his store and enhanced his trading

facilities. The Courier-Journal remarks of him

that he made his store a credit of Toledo and

one that advanced, and became a stimules to other

ambitions and other interests. He invested his

profits in Toledo property and is now a heavy tax-

payer, thus emphasizing his constant faith in the

industrial and general interests of this city."

Pennsylvania

I. Neafach, of Johnston, is reported by a local

paper to be the victim of a robbery alleged to have

been perpetrated by J. M. Langston, until recently

employed in Jeweler Neafach's store. According

to the press account, Langston left the city hur-

riedly, and simultaneously with his disappearance

watches, rings and other jewelry, totally valued at

several hundred dollars, were missed. At about

three o'clock on the day of departure Langston

told his employer's sister, Miss Bella Neafach, that

the milkman was rattling at the back door. Miss

Neafach at once went to see, and while she was

absent from the store, Mr. Neafach also being

away, it is said that Langston filled his pockets

with watches, rings, etc., and discreetly took his

departure. The police were immediately put to

work on the case.

Texas

The firm hitherto known as that of E. Hertz-

berg, jeweler, San Antonio, is now conducted

under the name of E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., M.

Goodman, for many years connected with the busi-

ness, having been admitted as a member of the

concern.

Utah

The jewelry store established at Salt Lake

City, in 1858, by E. Lichtenstein, has passed into

the joint proprietorship of Marc and Nat Lichten-

stein, the founder's sons. This concern is now

conducted under the name of M. & N. Lichtenstein.

A new factory for the manufacture of jewelry has

been opened, and of this, Edgar Leiff, formerly a

manufacturing jeweler for twenty years in Denver,

Colo., is in charge. He will be assisted by L. M.

Smith and Adolph Souhrman. A. H. Fischer, who

has been with the firm for the past five years, will

be retained and will continue in his capacity as

optician and watchmaker. Max H. Harris will

have charge of the silverware and clock depart-

ments, and will also attend to the advertising busi-

ness. The new proprietors will give most of their

attention to the diamond deparment, which is the

main part of the business. E. Lichtenstein, Sr., is

one of the best known veteran business men of

that section of the country. He has made an

ample fortune in his business, and will spend the

rest of his life in enjoying the fruits of a well-

deserved success.

Washington

The business of the late W. D. McGloghlon,

the Everett jeweler-optician, who died in Novem-

ber, 1903, is being continued by his daughter, Mrs.

Emma Bell. Mrs. Bell learned the watchmaking

business from her father, in whose establishment

she had a practical experience of twelve years. She

has a good grasp of the business in all its details

and is conducting it upon progressive lines. Mrs.

Bell is, in addition, an accomplished optician and

conducts her refraction department with success.

West Virginia

J. W. Rhoads recently opened in St. Albans

one of the prettiest jewelry stores in the State. He

had been engaged in the repair business in that

town for the past five years. In conjunction with

his recently opened jewelry business, he conducts

a neatly equipped optical department, and reports

that he has made encouraging progress since the

inception of his enterprise before Christmas. His

holiday trade was especially good and prospects

for future trade, he reports, are very promising.

He has had sixteen years' experience at the bench,

and was formerly with J. G. Kruger, of Staunton,

Virginia.
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MAKERS OF

GOLD AND SILVER
CANE HEADS.

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE

"FLANDERS,"
OUR NEW
FLATWARE
PATTERN- •
UNIQUE AND
HANDSOME.

925 Fine.
woo

SEND FOR OUR
FULL-SIZE ILLUS-
TRATED CATALOG
WITH PRICE-LIST.

SIMONS, BRO. & CO.
170 BROADWAY,
41 UNION SQUARE,

NEW YORK.

611 SANSOM ST.
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BUILDING,
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GOLD AND SILVER,
THIMBLES.
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No. 44 ac.

NO. 50.

No. 104.

Mr. Jeweler.
Are you interested in engraved pins like those

illustrated ? You will have some customers that pre-
fer this style to an enameled design. Why not be
prepared to suit them all.

Either engraved with reasonable amount of mat-
ter, or ready for engraving at following low prices :

Sterling Silver, plain, per doien. $2.00;
engraved, per dozen, $3.00.

Rolled-Gold, plain, per dozen, $2.75;
engraved, per dozen. $3.75.

Solid 10 K. Gold, plain, per dozen, $8.00;
engraved, per dozen, $9.00.

Prices pertain to good weight metal, which will be furnished.

Send for our free catalogue showing numerous
late and up-to-date styles for classes, clubs, societies,
etc. Anything you desire can be supplied. Estimate
cheerfully furnished.

Come to us and we will take care of you and
give your wants special attention. Our prices cannot
be beat.

BASTIAN BROS.,
21 R. South Ave., Rochester, N.Y.
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11-10266ofj)ro6.64
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches 

NEW YORK
100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y,

OF INTEREST TO THE TRADE

Extensive Additions to our factories 
including up-to-date dry kilns and the finest plant,

we believe, in the world for making MARBLEIZED CLOCKS

Are Now Completed which, in the future,
will insure

Prompt Shipments

COMPARISON WILL CONVINCE you that our Marbleized Clocks

are not equalled for finish or our movements excelled.

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO.
SUCCESSORS TO E.N. WE LCH M'F'G. CO.

FORESTVILLE,CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 MAIDEN LANE

Some 1904 Designs
EIGHT DAY

D A N

CATHEDRAL BELL

5 in. White or Fancy Perforated Dial

Gilt Metal Trimmings

Columns, Egyptian Green

Height, it inches Length, 16 inches

5 in. White or Fancy Perforated Dial

Gilt Metal Trimmings

Columns, Onyx Celluloid

Height, ii3a inches Length, 16X inches

HALF HOUR STRIKE ON CUP BELL

M AJ 0 P

5 in. White or Fancy Perforated Dial

Gilt Metal Trimming

Columns, Egyptian Green

Height, it inches. Length, 17 inches

5.10. White or Fancy Perforated Dial

Gilt Metal Trimmings
Columns, Onyx Celluloid

Height, i134 inches Length, 17 inches

FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBERS



The Sessions Clock Co.
SUCCESSORS TO E. N. WELCH M'F'G CO.

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U. S. A.

New Year Patterns in Kitchen Clocks

Eight Day
Half-Hour Strike

"BANNER" ASSORTMENT
Wire or Dial, 6 inches With or without

Cathedral Bell Height, 23 inches Alarms
Packed

SIX in a case
Two of each pattern

all Oak

Eight Day
Half-Hour Strike

No. 35

"ELITE" ASSORTMENT
Wire or Dial, 6 inches With or without

Cathedral Bell Height, 24 inches Alarms
Packed

six in a case

No. 36

Two of each pattern
all Oak

No. 39

FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBERS

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological 
School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

llisamANN GROSSMANN, Director of thellorological and Electro-Mechanical
School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part II.)

It. The Meridian Glass employed in the observatories is nothing

else than a meridian line determined with the greatest exactness
.

It is generally a glass of sufficiently large size which can only 
move

in the meridian plane, and is divided by it into two sym
metrical

parts. It is supported on two immovable pillars by means of trun-

nions, which permit it to take all the positions possible around its

axis of- rotation. It can then be used to observe the passage on the

meridian of all the visible stars above the horizon. The sensitive-

ness of the instrument is moreover augmented by the magnifying

power of the glasses employed.,
Since such an instrument cannot be transported, we have

recourse to other instruments in order to determine the hour at any

locality, on the sea for example. The one generally used is the

sextant, but its employment is complicated.

12. If the mean hour is known, and it is only a question of

maintaining it, the apparent motion of the fixed stars is easily used

for this purpose ; in short, since these stars return to the same

position at the end of 24 sidereal hours, it is sufficient to place a

level of any sort, but fixed and invariable, in the direction of a star ;

the next day at the same hour (solar time), less 3 minutes, 55.91

seconds this same star would present itself anew before the level.

The fixed stars afford the greatest facility for the control of th
e

running of watches and clocks.

13. Determination of the position of a point on the terrestrial

sphere. Since marine chronometers are among the instruments

which are used to determine the position of any point on the surface

of the earth, especially that of a vessel at sea, each watchmaker

should inform himself of the part that these instruments play i
n

such observations, on which depend the security of the ship and

that of the beings which it transports.

14. In order to represent the position of a point on the surface

of a sphere, such as the earth, we suppose described on this

sphere two great circles, one, passing through the two poles,

is called the meridian circle ; the other, perpendicular to the

first, is the equator. This last is consequently perpendicular

to the terrestrial axis, and at all points equally distant from 
the

poles. Each of these circles is divided into 360 degrees. The

divisions marked on the meridian circle commence at the equator,

and are reckoned north and south to the poles, therefore from

o to 90 degrees. These degrees are called degrees of latitude.

Since we can imagine an infinite number of meridians passing

through the poles, the point o can be placed arbitrarily, that is to

say, the first meridian at 'whatever place it suits best. Thus

England has chosen as the starting point the meridian which passes

through the Observatory at Greenwich, in the neighborhood o
f

London ; France has made choice of the one which passes through

the Observatory of Paris, and other nations have made their first

meridian pass through the Isle of Fer.
The degrees reckoned on the equator are called degrees of

longitude, and are reckoned both to the east and to the west of 
the

first meridian, from o to 18o degrees.
By imagining circles parallel to the equator passing through

each division of the meridian circle, and meridian circles passing

through each division of the circle of the equator, the latitude of a

point will be then the distance in degrees from the parallel circle

passing through this place to the equator, and its longitude will be

the distance in degress from the meridian of this place to the

meridian chosen as the starting point.

These values constitute what are called the geografihical

coordinates of a point, and the position of this point on the terres
-

trial globe will be perfectly determined when we know its longitude

east or west, and its latitude north or south. Thus we would say

that the geographical coordinates of the city of Neuchatel, in

Switzerland, are

46° 59' 15m north latitude,40 
351 54'/ longitude, east of the meridian of Paris.

15. In order to determine practically the latitude of a point A,

Fig. 3, the simplest manner is to measure the angle formed by a

horizontal line A B, and by the line A C ending in the Polar star.

In short, the fixed stars being prodigiously removed from the

earth, which is but a point in relation to this enormous distance,

we can say without appreciable error that all the straight lines

drawn from the earth to the Polar star are parallel to each other,

which moreover conforms to experience.
Since the Polar star is found almost exactly on the prolongation

of the axis of the earth, the straight line that we imagine drawn

from any point on the globe to this star is parallel to the axis.

We can then say that the latitude of such a place as A, which is in

reality the angle A 0 E, is represented by the angle B A C;

practically the angles A 0 E, and B A C are equal by having their

sides perpendicular each to each. We see then that the latitude of

a place is equal to the height of the pole above the horizon. In

order to determine
it with greater ex-
actness it would still
be necessary to take
note of the distance
of the Polar star
from the axis and of
the refraction of the
luminous rays.

16. The means
employed in order
to determine the
longitude by direct
observations are
scarcely pritcticable,
therefore we use in
preference a marine
chronometer whose
daily rate is known.

Let us suppose
that a ship is one
day at a certain
point, which we will
designate by A, that
we have made the
observation of the
passage of the sun across the meridian, and that we have noted the

advance or the delay of the hour marked by the chronometer at

this instant. Let us call C, the number of hours, minutes and

seconds shown by the watch at the exact moment of the passage of

the sun across the meridian. One or several days later, we repeat

this observation and we find, let us suppose, a new correction that

we will designate by C.
The difference between Co and C, divided by four minutes,

will give us the number of degrees that the ship has advanced in

one or the other direction of longitude.
In short, since the earth takes twenty-four hours to accomplish

a complete rotation of 360 degrees, it would require 3-64(1,1 which is

four minutes to cover one degree. We understand that it would

still be necessary to take account in the calculation of the daily rat
e

of the chronometer ; this value is an average based on a great

number of former observations. All the accuracy of this method

depends then on the absolute regularity of the daily rate of th
e

marine timepieces.
The values C, and C are algebraic values, that is to say of

quantities preceded by positive signs (+) or negative signs (—)
,

since the chronometer can be behind or in advance at the time of

the passage of the sun across the meridian.
Let us determine now which of these signs belongs to the

advance of the timepiece and which will designate its retardation.

In the first place, it is evident that this choice is arbitrary ;

thus, at the Observatory of Greenwich, they have adopted the

negative sign for the retardation and the positive sign for the

(233) 
(continua on page 237)

Fig. 3
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ROBABLY we can in no way convey

to our readers a correct idea of how

the milling device we described in

our last article works than to go at it and

make a cutter with it. We show in Fig. 1,

FIg.1

at a, five teeth of an eleven-toothed cutter.

Our object in using an eleven-toothed cutter

is, because an uneven number of teeth has a

less tendency to chatter than cutters with an

even number of teeth. The dotted axial line

d is supposed to lead directly to the center of

the ball joint we described in our last pre-

ceding article. We show at the dotted

outline B, Fig. I, the form of a cylindrical

mill for shaping the teeth a. We also show

Fig.

at Fig. 2, on a smaller scale, the same mill

B, with its driving pulley E attached.

This driving pulley is attached to the

mill B by simply driving it on to B', which

is made slightly taper, and one pulley. will

serve for several mills. The end of the cyl-

inder 13 at f f is cut into teeth which, as they

revolve, shape the cutter teeth a. The

conical ends.fift run in bearings in the frame

C' C", article No. 39, 'page 85, January issue.

It is, of course, understood that the cylindrical

cutter as shown at B, Fig. 2, is of steel, and

used to shape the teeth a. One great advan-

tage the device we are describing has over

moq other Milling machines is the ease with

which it is changed into a grinding machine.

As for instance, after a rotary

cutter is milled out and hard-

ened, we change the mill B,

Fig. 2, for a diamond lap

made of steel, having particles of diamond

hammered or rolled into the steel where the

tecth are shown at f, and it is a very easy

thing to grind the cutter edges to perfect

form. In grinding, it is usually not desirable

Mill;ng With a
Diamond Lap

1K E s -r 0 N E

to grind the
cutting tooth
very far back.
What we mean
will be under-
stood by in-
specting Fig.
3 ; here let us
suppose the lines k /il to represent the grind-

ing face of the diamond lap which we are

making use of for perfecting the teeth a'

of our cutter A after it has been hard-

ened. The idea Is, when milling the teeth

a with the steel mill shown at B, Figs.

and 2, the mill is set to the angle h' e

Fig. 3, but when we use the diamond lap,

like .8, we set it to the angle It e z' so that

it only acts on the tooth a between the

lines z z' and x x'. The teeth a are only

supposed to occupy about one-third of the

angular extent of a tooth and its space. The

teeth are shown about right in Fig. 1.

With this system of grinding carried out

as it should be, it is possible to. make cutter

teeth like a follow one another perfectly, each

doing its just share of work. In fact, cutters

made in this way are almost absolutely per-

fect, both as to form and accuracy of radical

extent of tooth. To understand this mode

of producing cutter teeth we refer to Fig. 4.

Let us imagine the mill B, Fig. 2, is located

so as to act at the position indicated by the

dotted line ; and the pattern to be copied

being placed at o. By the ratio shown in

the cut the pattern placed at o would be

reproduced at ft of one-sixth the size.•

The ratio, however, can be made in almost

any proportion we please—a proportion of

thirty to one being easily easily obtained for

producing cutters for watch wheels.

We could write a great deal on the sub-

ject of pantograph shapers like the one we

are talking about, and have it all of value to

any person who is interested in such machines.

a

...................

.... • • ....... ....... ...

:m•

•
Jig. 4

An excellent idea for any person who con-

templates employing such a device as we

have been describing is to make a wood

model with a universal joint, such as we

described in our last preceding article, and

experiment with it, using a dummy wood

cutter for the one shown at Fig. 2.

Such a method gives the

experimenter object lessons

of incalculable value, espe-

cially as it is very difficult

to make drawings which will convey an idea

of the workingof such a shaper through such

A Valuable
Experiment
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complicated movements as are developed in

working it. Pantographs which copy by

lines from one scale to another are simple

enough, but When we Come to copying by a

tracing point from a large- pattern, and then

introducing a cutter into the machine like the

one shown in Fig. 2, complications develop

which the wood model suggested will go far

toward making comprehensible.
At Fig. 5 we show a

diagram of a pattern G which

it is to be supposed the pul-

ley Hat the end of the trac-

ing bar is following. Now if this pattern is,

say, six times the size of the cutter tooth

which we desire to produce, and the traveling

wheels or pulleyi H is six times the diameter

of the milling cutter we employ to do the

work, our wood model will make it evident

that the reduced reproduction will be to scale

with great accuracy. It will also be evident

by experimenting with the same wood model

that the form shown at G can be accurately

copied by the traveling wheel, except the

inclosed angle at I with which we will have a

rounded corner to the angle of the same

curvature as the mill cutter B. The angles

at n r and s, however, will be reproduced

with great accuracy.
The only practical point which remains

to be solved in the construction of such a

pantograph milling machine is to provide an

automatic feed for the traveling wheel g so
it will crawl, so to speak, with equal speed
over the outline of the pattern G, Fig. 5.

This would seem at first sight not to be a

very difficult problem, but as far as our

knowledge extends has never been solved

successfully. The idea is well worth an

effort, as the practical solution would allow

the device to be largely employed for many

purposes. For shaping cutters for watch

wheel teeth cutters the machine is eminently

adapted, as there are no interior angles

involved in the problem. In getting up

mills for shaping works of jewelers' art, we

can most always manage to get around such

a trouble as the angle at 1, Fig. 5, by making

the milling cutter composite, that is, putting

several cutters on one arbor. In our next

article we will tell how to make the feed

motion of H automatic.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Fig. 5.

To Alloy With Phosphorous
A method of introducing phosphorous into

molten metals has been recommended by Edwin S.

Sperry in the Aluminum World. It is to first coat

the phosphorous with copper by immersion in

copper sulphate solution. If properly plated the

phosphorous sticks can then be handled with per-

fect impunity ; in fact, a piece of phosphorous so
coppered was laid by Mr. Sperry for several hours

in a mid-day August sun without igniting.
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In Sterling Silver. The Popular Novelty.

Also

THE NEW AUTOMOBILE HAT PIN,
on the order of a Safety Pin.

An endless line of New Dcsigtis in

Buckles, Brooches, Sash Pins and Hat Pins
in Storling Silver and Plate.

Back Combs and Side Combs with Sterling Gilt Trimmings.
Bracelets, Bead Necks and Lorgnette Chains,

New Patterns in Sterling and Plate.
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Cigarette and Card Cases, Match Boxes, Purses, etc.

*

Souvenir Spoons in Tea and Coffee Sizes.

Codding & Heilborn Co.
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The problem of making

Plain Wedding Rings
and avoid carrying the same in stock has
been solved satisfactorily by the Ring
Making Outfit made by Ringset Company,
Boston, Mass. See their ads. in KEYSTONE
of November and December, 1903. The
Company has reduced the price of their
uncut mold blocks to users of their outfits
to $6.00 per gross of molds, which puts
the outfit within the reach of all. The
Company also makes Stone Ring Molds,
Tiffanies, Belchers, Carbuncles, etc., in
great variety, price $1.00 per d oz en.
Catalogue on application. Molds patented.
You can buy through any jobber.

RI NGSET COMPANY,
Boston, Mass.
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National ltightK Stem
AND

THE. WONDERFUL DORAPI LIGHT.'
THU 01-10ST of pant mistakes will not haunt present sueeesa.

BE SUCCESSFUL. Take the bit in your teeth. Forget the past
and begin anew. Create a demand for your goods by showing them
in the right light, The Wonderful Doran Light. Tt will attract
custom and improve the looks of your place of business. Our book
explains all.

ACORN BRASS MFG. CO., 69 N. Breen St., Chicago.
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Lssons in Horology
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(Continued from page 233)

advance. This choice seems at first sufficiently normal, but at

Neuchatel one is placed at a different
 point of view. When the

chronometer is slow at the passage of the 
sun, in order to find the

true time we must add to the 
hour indicated by it the correction

C; this value should then be 
preceded by the positive sign, while

when the chronometer is fast at the
 passage of the sun we must

subtract the correction C in order to obt
ain the correct time ; in

this case then, this value sho
uld receive the negative sign. It is

this manner of viewing the matter 
which has led, at the Observatory

of Neuchatel, to the adoption 
of the sign + for slow, and - for

the advance of the chronometer ov
er the mean time.

17. As we have said that a chronomete
r never follows exactly

the mean time, its daily rate th
erefore should be determined in an

observatory ; because this daily rate must 
be reckoned with in the

determination of the longitudes. Let us designate by A this mean

value, and since it can be fast or s
low let us precede it by the

negative or positive sign. The chronometer is observed at the

moment of the passage of the sun across 
the meridian ; this obser-

vation giving the true time it will be ne
cessary to deduct the mean

time from it. Let us call B the difference between the
 mean time

and the true time (equation of time)
 and let us determine the sign

of this last value.
Since it is desired to bring back the co

rrection C to the mean

time we will argue that, if the mean t
ime at noon is fast, the true

time is slower than the mean time and the 
value B should receive the

sign +, on the other hand, if the mean 
time is slower than the true

time, B would receive the sign

Let suppose now that a ship leaves a s
eaport whose longitude

is E, degrees west of Paris. The day of departure we have ob-

served the passage of the sun and obta
ined a correction C0. The

correction C'0 of the chronometer on the 
mean time will be for this

day
C90 = CO + BO

at the end of Ndays we repeat the 
observation of the passage of

the sun, and we will obtain a correct
ion C between the time of the

chronometer and the true time ; • the 
correction C' between the

time of the chronometer and the mean time w
ill be expressed by

B.

The difference D between the time 
of departure and the time

of the place where the vessel now is 
will be

D (C + B) - (Co + B0)- N A.

Reducing this value to minutes, we 
will have the longitude E

in degrees by the division : •

E
(C +  B)- (Co+ Bo)- N A+ E0

4

18. Let us take a numerical examp
le.

The longitude of Havre west of th
e meridian of Paris being

2° 13' 45", let us imagine a vessel 
leaving this port November 2,

1893. The time shown this day by a ma
rine chronometer at the

moment of the passage of the sun 
across the meridian is i i h.

43 m. 42 S. The equation of time for this dat
e is + 16 m. 21 s.

We will then have noted the cor
rection C'. = ii 11. 43 m. 42 s.

+ 16 m. 21 s. 12 h. o m. 3 S. Four days after, a new

observation shows that at the mom
ent of the passage of the sun

the chronometer indicates iili. 28m. 57s.
 For the 6th of Novem-

ber, the equation of time being + 
16m. 15s. the new correction

will be C' = ii h. 28m. 575. + i6m. 
155. = II h. 45m. 12s.

The difference

D = 12 11. 0 m. 3 s. - ii h. 45 01.
 12 S. - N

gives in subtracting
D =14 m. 5r S. 7-• NA.

Supposing that the mean daily rate of
 the chronometer be A

- 0.5 s. we will have

N A = X - o.5 s. ==.- 2 S.

then D -= 14m. 51 S. - 2 S. 14 tn. 49 S.

we will have then the longitude sought 
by

E 14m.495. 
2 i345

4

by performing the division we will obtain

E= 3° 421 15" + 2° I31 45" = 5° 56/.

The shiP will then be at noon on the 
sixth

longitude 5° 56' west of Paris.

II. General Principles of Mechanics.

19. Forces. Any cause which produces or modifies the 
move-

ment of a body is a force. A force can be po
wer or resistance, that

is to say, it can, without losing its active c
haracter, act in the same

manner as or contrary to the movement. Such are the effects pro-

duced by animated beings, by wind, steam
, waterfalls, etc,

Passive forces exist naturally and can 
partially Or totally

destroy motion, but are incapable of produ
cing it; such are, among

others, the effects produced by friction, the 
resistance of the air, etc.

20. We can estimate very accurately 
the greatness of forces

by their effects. The Value of a force can always be re
presented

by a weight, as the kilogramme or gra
mme, which would make

equilibrium with it. Thus the force exerted by a man in orde
r to

put a car in motion can have its greatness 
measured by a certain

number of kilogrammes. Let us suppose, for instance a cord

fastened to the car and passing over a f
ixed pulley placed before

the vehicle ; if we suspend weights to t
he free end of the cord and

increase them until the car commences 
to move, the total of the

weight will give us the measure of the eff
ort put forth by the man

.in order to produce the movement d
esired.

21. As a general rule, we give the name 
of motive force to any

power which puts a body in motion, an
d, on the other hand, that

of resistant force to every active or pa
ssive force in opposition to

this movement.
22. Without being able to define the n

ature of forces, the

sensations which they invariably produce 
in us give us immediately

an idea of their intensity and of their 
direction,

The directions of forces are represented 
by the straight lines

along which they tend to move the body t
o which they are applied.

It is suitable to represent their intensity 
by lengths which are pro-

portionate, the result is that we can su
bmit forces to the same

mathematical processes as any other qua
ntities.

23. The point of application of a force is that 
part of a body

on which it acts directly in order to change
 the state of motion or

of rest of this body.
24. The line of direction of a force is that alo

ng which it tends

to make its point of application advance
.

25. A force capable of replacing by i
tself alone a system of

forces acting on a body is called the r
esultant of all these forces.

These last are called the components 
of the only force able to

replace them.
26. The trajectory is a line which the movable po

int follows.

The movement is called rectilinear or 
curvilinear, according as the

trajectory is a straight line or a curve.

27. Law of inertia. Experience has established a law to

which all bodies are subject and whic
h constitutes a fundamental

principle of mechanics. This law known under the name of " pr
in.

of inertia" can be defined as follows :

A material body cannot put itself in m
otion if it is at rest and,

recOrocally,i f Pis in motion it cannot of it
self modify its movement.

28. Definition of mechanics. Mechan
ics is the science of forces

and their effects. Its object is to find the relations of th
e forces

which affect a body or a system of bodi
es causing this body or this

system to take a certain movement in 
space. Reciprocally being

given a body or a system of bodies, to
 find the motion that this

body or system of bodies will take 
in space under the action of

given forces.
This general problem comprehends the on

e in which the forces

make no change in the state of the 
body or of the system, a

particular case in which we say that the 
forces are in equilibrium.

Thence comes the division of mechanics
 into statics or the science

of equilibrium and dynamics or the s
cience of motion. We can

still study the movements of bodies, 
considering only their direc-

tion, intensity and duration, in leaving ou
t the matter of which the

bodies are formed and the forces which 
produce or modify these

movements. This study forms a part of mechanics t
o which is

given the name of kinematics, which 
can also be called geometric

mechanics.
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in techn
ical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which
 will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It Is the most complete treatise

over written on this subject, being wider
 in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous wor
k on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once m
ay procure same

In book form, a handsome volume, bound
 in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially ex
ecuted illustrations.

A copy of the book will he sent postpaid
 to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XII. Begun i
n March, 1903)

The style of script letters preferred by the author is t
hat

style known as bank-note script
, and also a style which is the

shade style used among card en
gravers, and which we will here

give. We must first learn the c
orrect angle and correct propor-

tions of one bar or line of a lette
r to another. This will seem to

some to be too technical to be of
 value, but it is necessary that

the student in engraving should 
know above all other things the

correct formation of the script alphabe
t, it being the style that he

will be generally called on to engrav
e, and with rapidity.

The angle of the script alphabet is u
sually about 52°, and the

relative proportion of the lower-case, o
r small letters, to the capitals

is ordinarily about one-third the he
ight of the capitals. We will

use this scale as a nucleus, it being 
understood that this is a strictly

mechanical letter, and such variances from
 the style here outlined

can be made as will please the artist
ic eye of the advanced student,

but the beginner must remember t
hat he must strictly follow the

general form of the letters in order 
to reach any degree of satis-

faction. We have previously mentione
d and illustrated the pro-

tractor, and such mention has there 
been made of mechanical

drawing, that when we say the lette
rs should be made on an angle •

of 52°, no further explanation is nee
ded. There are three styles of

script that can be used by the engrave
r to advantage. One style is

the style where only such loops as are 
necessary are used. Another

is where loops are made at all availa
ble ends or beginnings, and the

other the back-hand script. The style of handwriting at the

present time being perpendicular, it i
s receiving popular favor with

some engravers, but it is generally c
onceded that a style of script

on an angle of 500 or 52° is the best.

At Fig. 48 we show the first letter of the 
alphabet

Sketching (the capital) which represents the method of

Letters sketching. Sketching or " marking out" is one

of the points in engraving that is ove
rlooked or

ignored by many engravers, as they con
sider it necessary to design

a letter accurately in detail. This is an erroneous idea. The

letters should be simply sketched, as sh
own at Fig. 48, it only

being necessary to convey to the en-

graver's eye by such sketch the gen-

eral form of the letter. The exact

detail of the letter can be carried out

with the graver with much more accu-

racy than the pencil.
To further prove this common error

among engravers we will ask the reader,

if occasion ever arises, to examine a
 plate which a card engraver

is about to cut, and if he does so he will
 observe that he simply

uses the guide line and scratches lines
 representing the main bars

of his letters on the plate on the correct an
gle. To one who is not

familiar with this class of engraving, the
 sketch is so incomplete as

to the exact formation of the letter that it 
would not be intelligible

to one not familiar with engraving sk
etches. To illustrate this

point the word "and" being easy to 
sketch, we show same at

Fig. 49, sketched as it should be to

be engraved. A student in e
ngraving

with any experience will readily 
agree

that from this sketch he can more a
ccu-

rately make the letters than he c
ould if

he endeavored to sketch the hai
r lines

and all the details of the letter. Sketches for engraving are

sometimes seen where the design
er sketched each line repre-

senting hair lines, the width of which was 
four or five times

Fig. 48

z , ,
Fig. 49

as great as the hair lines should be, and when the question is

asked, " How do you know from that sketc
h whether to follow the

center of your sketch line on the right sid
e or the left side?" the

designer's reply is that he would cut the l
ine so as to properly

connect up, and all on the right angle wit
h the next letter. Then

if asked the reason why he made the hai
r line at all if it was not

used, he will admit that it was not neces
sary. At the same time

there are hundreds and hundreds of engra
vers making these errors

every day. The student in engraving must first learn t
hat accuracy

and rapidity are required. Rapidity in this case is gained by

minimizing the amount of sketching. 
Accuracy is gained by

snaking lines straight down on the ang
le of a correct degree for

the letters to be engraved. It will be seen from what we have

mentioned, that the sketches for all engra
vings should be made by

broken lines and free from hand drawing. T
he pencil or stylus is held

in the hand as one would hold a pen or 
pencil in regular writing,

and the weight of the hand rests on t
he fourth finger or fourth and

third fingers, as the artist prefers. It is the same in designing for

engraving as in writing. It is not necessary that when learning to

do the work the artist should hold his pencil or stylus in any

particular way, it being natural for one 
person to hold it in an

entirely different way from another. The method mentioned above

is the common way, and one which s
hould be followed if habit is

not formed in other ways.
We will now proceed to the consideration

 of the

correct method of cutting the letters, and in 
doing

the 
Cutting 

Script Alphabet this we will give the correct forma
tion in detail

in each and every letter and figure of the s
cript

alphabet that requires special attention. 
The letters, as shown,

while not models of perfection, yet in gener
al formation are mechan-

ically correct. The attention of the reader is directed t
o the fact

that these letters and all illustrations in this work are etchings

made from sketches by the author and 
are not specimens of

engraving, but the degree of mechanica
l accuracy is correct. As

to the proper method of cutting the capit
al stem or line of beauty,

which is shown at Figs. 50 and 51, ma
ny good engravers differ.

Fig. 50
Fig. 51

The line of beauty shown here is not shaded. 
In some cases these

lines are shaded and in some they are not, the s
hading depending upon

the letter. The author generally finds it best 
to cut a hair line capital

stem down instead of up, and all that are
 to be shaded cut up

instead of down, the reasons for this being that 
in those letters where

the line of beauty is a hair line, such top sh
ould be pointed.

At Fig. 50 we show at B a hair line of beau
ty cut up, illustrating

the common error of shading it at the top. When the graver

arrives at the point marked C the natural te
ndency of the hand, as

it curves around to the left at that point, wou
ld be to turn over to

the right, thereby forming the shade. Should the reader cut this line

both ways he will observe the error, and his a
ttention having been

called to it he would probably follow the 
former method of cutting

such lines downward. Of course, the line of beauty that is shaded

should end up pointed the same as one tha
t is not shaded, but it

being more natural to shade the letter to the 
right than to the left

of the capital stem, it is preferred to cut it
 up, and when arriving

at the point C, Fig. 51, the line of beau
ty being a shade line, great

care should be exercised to hold the graver i
n such a position as to

cut a perfect V-shaped incision.

At D, Fig. 50, we illustrate the capital stem or
 line of beauty,

which we will use as a means of explain
ing the exact method of

finishing the end of same. It will be noticed that the said line of

beauty is severed at the extreme end, whi
ch is done as a means of

illustrating the point where the two ends sho
uld connect. The line

of beauty, if a hair line, as before stated, woul
d be cut down in the

direction of the arrow, the incision being 
a perfect V-shape, which

would make a hair line, care being taken
 not to cut too deep, and

when curving to the left the student will obs
erve that the graver

will grind or cut away and not round as ste
ady as when curving to

the right or going perfectly straight.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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The style of script letters preferred by the author is that

known as bank-note script, and also a style ‘yhich is the

le style used among card engrav
ers, and which we will here

We must first learn the correct an
gle ;in(l correct propor-

s of one liar or line of a letter to 
another. This will seem to

II) be too technical to be of value, 
Ina it is necessary that

,tudent in engraving should know a
bove all other things the

ect formation of the script alphabet, 
it being the style that he

1 IU be generally called on to engr
ave, and with rapidity.

The angle of the script alphabet
 is usually alumt 52°, and the

relative proportion of the lower-ca
se, or small letters, to the capitals

is ordinarily about one-third the 
height of the capitals. We will

use this scale as a nucleus, it being- understood that this is ;I strictly

mechanical letter, and such variances 
from the style her outlined

can be made as will please the arti
stic eye of the advanced student,

hut the beginner must remember tha
t he must strictly follow the

general form of the letters in order 
to reach any degree of satis-

faction. We have previously mentioned and illustrated the pro-

;Actor, and such mention has there been made of mec
hanical

Ha\)ing, that when we say the let
ters should be made on an ang.le

,1 5 2 no further explanation is needed. There are three styles of

ipt that can be used by the engraver
 to advantage. One style is

the style where only such loops as are 
necessary are used. Another

is where loops are made at all availa
ble ends or beginnings, and the

other the back-hand script. The style of handwriting at the

present time being perpendicular, it
 is receiving popular favor with

some engravers, but it is generally
 conceded that a style of script

on an angle of 50° or 52° is the best.

At Fig. 48 we show the first letter of the
 alphabet

(the capital) which represents the method of

sketching. Sketching or "marking out" is one

of the points in engraving that is 
overlooked or

ignored by many engravers, as they
 consider it necessary to design

I letter accurately in detail. This is an erroneous idea. The

letters should be simply sketched,
 as shown at Fig. 48, it only

being necessary to convey to the e
n-

graver's eye by such sketch the ge
n-

eral form of the letter. The exact

detail of the letter can be carried o
ut

with the graver with much more accu-

racy than the pencil.
To further prove this common error

.•.iong engravers we will ask the reader,

• occasion ever arises, to examine a 
plate which a card engraver

. about to cut, and if he does so he will observe tha
t he simply

-.5 the guide line and scratches 
lines representing the main bars

his letters On the plate on the correct 
angle. To one who is not

iamiliar with this class of engraving, t
he sketch is so incomplete as

!.f the exact formation of the letter that
 it would not be intelligible

iI) one not familiar with engraving 
sketches. To illustrate this

point the word "and" being easy to
 sketch, we show same at

Fig. 49, sketched as it should be to

be engraved. A student in en
graving

with any experience will readi
ly agree

that from this sketch lie can more
 accu-

rately make the letters than he 
could if

he endeavored to sketch the h
air lines

and all the details of the letter. Sketches for engraving are

sometimes seen where the 
designer sketched each line repre-

senting hair lines, the width of which was four or five times

Sketching
Letters

1';
/

Fig. 48
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as great as the hair lines should be, and when the question is

asked, I. How do you know from that sketch 
whether to follow the

center of your sketch line on the right si
de or the left side?" the

designer's reply is that he would cut 
the line so as to properly

connect up, and all on the right angl
e with the next letter. 'num

if asked the reason why he made the 
hair line at all if it was not

used, he will n huuuit that it was not necessary. At the same time

there are hundreds and hundreds of eng
ravers making these errors

every day. The student in engraving must first learn 
that in.curacy

and rapidity are reqiiired. Rapidity in this case is gained by

minimiziiug. the amount of sketehing. Accuracy is gained by

making lines straight down on the ang
le of a correct degree for

the letters to be engraved. It )611 he seen from what )ve have

mentioned, that the sketches for all e
ngravings should he made by

broken lines and free from hand drawing. 
The pencil (s- stvItis is held

in the hand as one )yould hold a pm
 or pencil in regular writing,

and the weight of the ha in I rests on the
 fourth linger or fourth and

third lingers, as the artist prefers. It is the same in designing for

engraving as in writing. It is not necessary that when learning- to

do the work the artist should hold his pencil or stylus in any

particular way, it being natural for 
one person to hold it in an

entirely different wav (non another.
 The method mentioned above

15 the comnum way, and one vhich s
hould be followed if habit is

not formed in other ways.

We will now proceed to the consideration 
of the

Cutting correct method of cutting. the letters, and 
in doing

the Script Alphabet this we will give the c
orrect formation in detail

in each and every letter and figure of th
e script

alphabet that requires special attention. The letters, as shown,

while not models of perfection, yet in ge
neral formation are mechan-

ically correct. The attention of the reader is directed
 to the fact

that these letters and all illustrations in this work are etchings

made from sketches by the author
 and are not specimens of

engraving, but the degree of mechanica
l accuracy is correct. As

to the proper method of cutting the 
capital stem or line of beauty,

which is shown at Figs. 50 and 51
, many good engravers differ.

F

!. D

Fig. 50

The line of beauty shown here is not shade
d. In some cases these

lines are shaded and in some they are not, th
e shading depending upon

the letter. The author generally finds it be
st to cut a hair line capital

stem down instead of up, and all that ar
e to be shaded cut up

instead of down, the reasons for this being
 that in those letters where

the line of beauty is a hair line, such t
op should be pointed.

At Fig. 5o we show at 1.? a hair line of beauty 
cut up, illustrating

the common error of shading it at the top. When the graver

arrives at the point marked C the natur
al tendency of the hand, as

it curves around to the left at that point,
 would he to turn over to

the right, thereby forming; the shade. Should the reader cut this line

both ways he will observe the error, and 
his attention having been

called to it he would probably follow th
e former method of cutting

such lines downward. Of course, the line of beauty that is shaded

should end up pointed the same as on
e that is not shaded, but it

being more natural to shade the letter to
 the right than to the left

of the capital stem, it is preferred to c
ut it up, and when arriving

at the point C, 51, the line of beauty being a shade iine, grea
t

care should be exercised to hold the gra
ver in such a position as to

cut a perfect V-shaped incision.

At D, Fig. 50, we illustrate the capital ste
m or line of beauty,

which we will use as a means of expla
ining- the exact method of

finishing the end of same. It will be noticed that the said line of

beauty is severed at the extreme end, whi
ch is clone as a means of

illustrating the point where the two end
s should connect. The line

of beauty, if a hair line, as before state(
i, would be cut down in the

direction of the arrow, the incision b
eing. a perfect V-shape, which

would make a hair line, care being tak
en not to cut too deep, and

when curving to the left the stmlent vill observe that the grayer

will grind or cut away and not 0 mild as s
tead). as when curving- to

the right or going perfectly straight.

(To BE CoNTINUILD)
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No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardenedand tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dust
band, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-
gram " T. W, Co." Price, $8.00.

Moderate
in Price.

ASK YOUR JOBBER fi)i-
Sample Line of

NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS.

No. 130.
Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.

Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."
Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

No. 123. "FORTUNA." 16 Size, 12 Jewels.
Solid nickel top plate handsomely damaskeened in gold,
micrometer regulator, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed second and center and with
red marginal figures. Hunting lever set. Open-face
pendant set, Price, $9. SO.

TRENTON WATCHES

No. 315. " FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick
train, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and rod marginal figures.
Stem wind and lever set. Price,S7.50.

Price-List furnished on application.

All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY.

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

Trenton Watch Company,
TRENTON, N. J., U.S.A.

Thoroughly
Well Finished,

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dialwith depressed second and red marginal figures. Stemwind and lever set. Price, $5.00.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their lap,iness, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our "IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,
beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two
highly polished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable
brackets, metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna
mented with egg and dart

•

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Made and Sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of MO andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00.

Union Show Case C0 • FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Street,
105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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More About Case Springs

Article No. 35 of the serial 
entitled " Cleaning and Rester-

lug," begun in the April, 1501, issu
e of THE KEYSTONE.

I l' springs" or "case catch springs"

are sources of no end of vexation

to the average watch repairer who

lets to do his own springing. 
Of course,

we mean springing as applied to 
watch cases.

We are free to confess that we 
know of no

shorthand method of doing such a job ; 
but

we can assure you that these 
springs are a

good deal like learning to swim—t
he dread

of the water was more than the 
real labor of

acquiring the art. The writer's experience

with case springs was derived 
chiefly in a

case of must ; located in a town wh
ere there

was no professional case maker, 
he was com-

pelled to do such work for himself.

First, he asked himself what were th
e

absolute requirements of a spring o
f this

kind ? then he instituted a series of 
experi-

ments, as to how those results we
re to be

obtained, for the least possible amount of

labor ; and the result of these i
nvestigations

established the belief that a solid rod of

square steel was about the most 
satisfactory

raw material for these springs ; instituting

the same sort of measurements as w
e recom-

mended for lift spring, for obtaining the

position of the screw hole and the l
ip. The

form of the lip is not be. neglecte
d, and in

getting the height of the lip, a good 
plan is

to measure the edge of the back.

For fitting catch springs,

Case Catch . the • writer favors the form

of case-spring pliers which

have a lead recess opposite

a curved jaw, as shown at 
Fig. i, where

B B' represents the jaws of the
 pliers, and

b the lead lining to our jaw. A

great improvement on these

pliers is to replace the lead

block with a piece of boxwood

with the grain running at right

angles to the handles of the

pliers. To acquire skill in

springs, as suggested in former

article, the true policy to pursue

is to put in several springs, one aft
er the

other, until the knack is required to do 
the

work quickly and well.

Push pins, in the older styles of Swis
s

and English watches, are by some 
workmen

considered a little tedious to make, an
d per-

haps a little brief description of the plan

adopted by the writer may be ac
ceptable.

Choose 3 sizes of hard brass wire, whic
h will

fit a 6o, 50 and 40 Whitcomb or Mo
seley

chuck, and let us imagine we have a
 push

pin to fit. We choose a bit of brass wire a

trifle larger than we really need, and s
aw off

a piece long enough to make the 
push pin

Springs

Fig. 1
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and also to hold in the

first turn the pin which

spring, as shown in Fig.

sents the brass wire and

which goes through the

stem, C the part to which

attached.
Usually a piece of very soft pine can be

used, by whittling the end to approximate

shape and forced into

the pendant to get the

length measurements.

After we are assured

the sizes and lengths

are about right, we

can, while the push

piece is still in the lathe, apply the case and

work on the cut and try plan after plan until

the pin works nicely. We • then mark the

push pin even with the top of the stem ;

that is, say to the dotted line d, Fig. 2. As

regards cutting off at this line, depends on

the crown employed.

If, as in many Swiss and English

watches, the end of the push pin is simply a

covering or cap of the same metal as that of

which the case is made, we cut the pin a

little short ; that is, inside of the line d,

making the cap of fine metal—silver or gold,

to match the case—deep enough so that

when the push pin is in place we see none of

the brass. Before we cut the push pin from

the wire held in the lathe, we must provide

a passage for the pendant screw. Sometimes

a hole is drilled, but the quickest and best

all-round plan is to file a notch in the large

part of the push pin, as shown at e, Fig. 2,

to permit the stem or pendant screw to work

in. It is, of course, understood the slot e

should be wide enough to allow the proper

motion to the pin C to work the case catch

spring.

While no great excess of

Adjusting a Case play should be allowed, still

Catch Spring when the front back is closed

and the lip spring holding

the case closed, there should be only a ve
ry

little longitudinal play to the push pin. T
he

best file for such a notch as e, is what the

hardware people call a warding file, a file

used by locksmiths for keys and eminent
ly

adapted for such jobs. To apply the cap of

silver or gold to a " sunk cover," that 
is, a

fine metal cap, we saw off the push pin 
Cat

the line d, and placing it (C) in a wire

chuck, turn the top of Ca little concave 
and

also a little short ; that is, remove a 
trifle of

the push pin below the outer form 
of the

stem.
We then get out a piece of metal 

like

the case, a trifle larger than the p
art C' of

the push pin ; then after melting a litt
le soft

solder in the concave top of C', appl
y the

silver or gold cap as shown in Fig. 3,
 where

wire chuck. We

engages the case

2, where C repre-

C" the small part

small part of the

the push button is

f

Fig. 2

C.,.
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C' C" represents the push pin and F the

silver or gold cap. A pair of old iron

tweezers with one blade bent as shown at g,

is placed in the center of the

cap, while the other blade h

rests on the small end of the

push pin. To hold the parts

C F in a lamp blaze, and

melt the solder, is all that is

required to fasten them to-

gether. Keep a dish of com-

mon washing soda and water

to throw the work in after soft soldering, and

you need have no fear about rusting your

chucks. After lying a few seconds in the

soda bath take out and wash, then wipe dry

and place in a wire chuck and turn F to

same size as C'.

Fig. 3

The Best Asset

Character is above everything else the most

important factor its achieving success.

The youitg man should guard it as the mo
st

precious asset he can possibly possess with wh
ich

to commence, as well as to finish, his career.

Great brains with little character do not count

for much in the long run in competitio
n with

moderate brains and high character.

Absolute loyalty to his employer—whether it

be a corporation or an individual—and the 
con-

stant manifestation of a desire to do the best
 he

knows how to advance the work or inter
ests in-

trusted to him are essential.

This is an almost certain road to advancement

for himself, for corporations as well as ind
ividual

employers, are generally on the lookout for yo
ung

men of character and fidelity to duty in their 
em-

ploy, with a view to their promotion.

A young man should be satisfied to fill the

niche he occupies until he raises himself to a 
higher

one, and not to try to appear to fill another t
han

that in which he is actually placed.

No end of men wreck their careers by endeav-

oring to lead a life which is a lie. They would

wish to be considered richer, or more importan
t in

the world than they really are and this l
eads to

their downfall. A young man should ma
ke it a

cardinal principal of his life to act and be what
 he

is, and not pretend to be somebody else, w
hom he

knows very well he is not.

He should be careful in the selection of his

companionship and friends. Men are judged

largely by the company they keep. The max
im

that " birds of a feather flock together " is as 
true

to-day as it ever was.

The young man should not, in the outset of

his life, make the mistake of believing that the

mere accumulation of wealth constitutes succe
ss.

He who bends all of his energies to that one 
end

pays the penalty at the close of life, even if 
suc-

cessful in its accomplishment, of finding 
himself

possessed of a mind sordid and narrow, with
 all

the finer qualities extinguished.

If, on the other hand, as he journeys alo
ng

life's highway he will look about, it will 
not be

difficult for him to discover many landscapes

which offer delightful views to contemplate besi
des

that of piled-up money bags. Hence our advice is

that he mix with labor a fair share of the rati
onal

pleasures of life, and not wait until Ile is sans

teeth, sans taste, sans smell and sans sight, un
der

the delusion that there is plenty of time to en
joy

himself after Ile has become old.
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Gems—Familiar More or Less

FIE continued prosperity of the country

and ,the still-growing predilection for

stone-set jewelry, have created unusual

interest in all classes of precious and

s,Aiti-precious stones. As the jeweler is natur
ally

credited with being an expert on such matters, it

i; to his advantage to accumulate all the know-

1..(Ige he can on the subject. The following inter-

i.,1 i itg article is from the pen of Leopold Claremont,

!it • well-known London gem expert:

That the zircon or jargoott is

Zircon or Jargoon one of the most unappreciated

of gem stones is undeniable, yet

the reason why such should be the case is

hard to seek. Not only does this gem possess a

range of colors of great beauty, but it also possesses

the property of dispersing and refracting the light

to a degree which is only excelled by the dia-

mond itself.
With the exception of a vivid orange and an

angelique green, most of the colors in which the

jargoon occurs can best be described as autumn

tints, for they consist of innumerable shades of

sage green, • columbine red and russet brown,

verging into gamboge yellow. There is also a

white variety, but this is of rare occurrence. The

color of some zircons can be reduced or removed

by the application of moderate heat, and it is said

that stones Which have been treated in this way

have been passed off for diamonds.

The jargoon or zircon crystallizes in the tetra-

gonal system, generally occurring in the form of a

tetragonal prism combined with a tetragonal

pyramid. It is also frequently found in granular

fragments. The cleavage is indistinct, luster ada-

mantine, fracture conchoidal, doubly refractive and

dichroic. Hardness, 7.5; specific gravity, 4.6.

Transparent to opaque, but only the former variety

is suitable for jewelry. Chemical composition!

Silica 33, zirconia 67. The zircon is the only gem

stone which has the rare earth zirconia in its

chemical composition.

A very noticeable feature in connection with

the jargoon is the very great variation in hardness

in different specimens of the mineral.

This peculiarity is strikingly noticeable to a

lapidary, for some stones. are found to cut and

polish with the utmost ease, while others drag and

tear the wheel in such .a way that the process is

one of some ,difficulty.

So great is the difference in hardness referred

to that it would seem that there are two or more

varieties of the mineral which have not yet been

diagnosed and classified.

It is noteworthy that the difficulty has been

met by the working lapidary, who roughly discrimi-

nates between the apparently different varieties by

calling the hard ones zircon and the soft ones

jargoon. The subject of the great variation in

hardness of the jargoon has not, as far as I can

ascertain, been mentioned by any other writer.

When carefully examined with the spectro-

scope, some specimens of zircon display a charac-

t(,ristic effect, discovered by Professor A. H.

Church. Certain black absorption bands are seen

across the spectrum, which place the identity of the

gem beyond doubt.

Ceylon produces zircons of very fine quality,

and most of these stones upon the market are

derived therefrom. Many beautiful specimens

have also been found in Queensland, some of

which possess the wonderful brilliancy which I

have alluded to in a very marked degree, although

with regard to color there seems to be a great
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sameness in the zircons from this locality.

Together with many other kinds of gems,

large quantities of zircons are consigned to Europe

and America from Ceylon in the "native cut"

state. As the real beauty of the gem depends

upon the skillful handling of the lapidary, it is

necessary for them to be accurately recut, in order

to produce the great amount of brilliancy which

the material can display.

The name " zircon" is derived from an Arabic

word " zerk," meaning a precious stone.

It is to the brownish honey-

Jacinth colored variety of jargoon that

the name of jacinth properly

belongs, but the variety of garnet known as essonite,

which resembles it somewhat in color, is almost

universally included in the term. Most probably

the modern jacinth is the stone described by

Theophratus, and known to the ancients by the

name of lyncurium.
. Spodumene is a mineral which

Spodumene generally occurs in dull greyish-

green or greenish-white crystals,

which are nearly always almost opaque. Some,

times, however, they are a delicate primrose

yellow and also transparent. Although with con-

siderable difficulty, owing to the mineral pos-

sessing a very perfect cleavage, such specimens

may be cut and polished into brilliant and pleasing

gem stones.
Spodumene crystallizes in the monoclinic

system. It also occurs massive, with a lamellar

structure. It varies from transparent to opaque in

different specimens. Luster vitreous, but pearly

on cleavage planes ; hardness, 6.5-7, but very

brittle ; doubly refractive ; specific gravity, 3.2.

Compcsition (Hagen) : Silica, 66.14 ; alumina,

27.02 ; peroxide of iron, 0.32 ; lithia, 3.84 ; soda,

2.68. Obtainable in Massachusetts and several

other places in the United States and in Brazil.

The mineral spodumene also is

lfiddenite found in bright green transpa-

rent crystals, which, when cut,

form most effective gem stones somewhat re
sem-

bling green garnets. It is very seldom, however,

that they can be obtained of sufficiently large

dimensions to cut into gems. This variety of

spodumene is called hiddenite, after W. E. Hidden,

who first discovered it. It is also known as " lithi
a

emerald." It is at present obtainable only from

Alexander County, North Carolina, and or ly in

small quantities.
'Both the yellow spodumene and hiddenite are

rarely used in jewelry in Europe, although in
 the

United States they were at one time in dema
nd,

owing to the interest attached to them from b
eing

produced in North America. They are, howe
ver,

to be seen in collections of precious stones. 
One

of the finest known specimens of hiddenite is 
now

in the mineralogical department of the 
British

Museum, at South Kensington. Sometimes 
crystals

of spodumene are primrose-yellow at one e
nd and

bright green at the other.

Recently another variety of the

Kunzite mineral spodumene has been

discovered in California. It is of

a delicate lilac color greatly resembl
ing that of

pale amethyst. A graceful complimen
t has been

paid to Dr. George Kunz, president of 
the New

York Mineralogical Club, by the profess
ors who

have made an exhaustive examination of t
he gem,

unanimously suggesting to call the new di
scovery

kunzite.
Kunzite, in addition to being an attractive gem

stone with regard to color and luster, possesse
s the

peculiar property of fluorescence. Professor

Baskerville, of the University of North Carolina,

who has been greatly interested in the new gem,

states that, " after being exposed to ordinary sun-

light, the power of fluorescence is apparent, and

that also upon exposure to the Roentgen rays for

a period of five minutes, a piece of kunzite will

absorb sufficient radiance to photograph itself

upon a piece of sensitive paper if left in a dark

room, remaining slightly self-luminous for some

minutes."
The name topazius was applied

Topaz by the ancients to the gems

known to-day as peridot and

chrysolite, and the gem which we know as topaz

to which the name was subsequently applied, was

only comparatively recently recognized as a dis-

tinct mineral.
At the present day some confusion exists with

regard to the name of this gem, for in addition to

the true topaz, sometimes called "Brazilian" topaz,

there are the yellow variety of sapphire, called

" Oriental " topaz, a most lustrous gem of consid-

erable value, and the yellow and brown quartz

known as " Scotch," or " cairngorm " topaz, which

.is obtainable in large quantities, and is of little

value. The true topaz, however, resembles these

stones only in color, and can be easily distin-

guished from them by the difference of the hard-

ness and specific gravity, and also to the experi-

enced eye the three stones present a very different

appearance, even in cut and polished specimens.

The topaz is a transparent gem, crystallizing in

the rhombic system, generally occurring in right

rhombic prisms, with the crystals Usually differ-

ently terminated at the extremeties. It is doubly

refractive and dichroic. The cleavage is highly

perfect at right angles to the principal 'axis. Frac-

ture, uneven to sub-conchoidal ; !miter, vitreous ;

hardness, 8 ; specific gavity, 3.4-3.6 ; the chemical

composition: Silica 34.3, alumina, 5.74, fluor-

ine, 15.o.

The topaz occurs in many different shades of

yellow and brown, also greenish, white, blue and

rarely pink and pale red. Some of the dark yellow

and brown specimens can also be altered to a

delicate pink by careful application of heat. This

is a somewhat difficult operation to perform, as it

is necessary to guard against any sudden alteration

in temperature, or the stone will he .found to be

flawed, or if the heat be made too great it will be

found to be colorless. The property of the topaz

to change color by the application of heat was first

discovered by accident in 1756,. by an old French

jeweler, named Dumelle. His method of effecting

the change was to heat the topaz in .a sand bath.

The modern method is to wrap the stone up

in amadou or German tinder, tightly bound roun
d

with tin wire, and then to burn the tinder.

The same result can be. obtained, but with

somewhat more risk of failure, by embedding the

stone in a large mass of clay or plaster of paris,

and then placing in an oven, which is afterwards

made very hot ; when the oven has been allowed

to gradually cool, the stone may be removed fro
m

the mass.
Nearly all the pink topazes upon the market

have been altered, or, to use the technical term,

" burnt " in this way. At the present time they

are very much used in jewelry, and form a pleasin
g

combination with the delicate green of the peridot,

with which they are frequently associated in high-

class ornaments.

Next to the pink variety come the blue and

greenish in value. Although somewhat resem-

bling the aquamarine in color and general effect,

these varieties of topaz are much more brilliant.

[TO HE CONTINUED]
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Workshop Notes

"Center Jewel."—I would like to know what is

Ike best tool for pressing on the hands
 of center

jeweled watches without breaking the centerjewel
.i

I have been told that in the factories 
they have

some kind of a screw press.—T ere is no 
danger of

breaking the center jewel while putting the hands

on if you will rest the center wheel pivo
t on a

stump in the staking tool. A very good tool m
ade

just for this purpose is the Marsh movement holder
;

this tool is self-adjusting, and will take most al
l

size movements of American make. It is made

expressly to put in cannon pinions and hands o
f

center jewel watches, and can be bought at an
y

wholesale tool house.

I Querulous."--(r) 14 Making a pair of pallet

jewels for a watch at what angle to the lockin
g

faces should the impulse faces be cutY—The angl
e

of the impulse face of a pallet stone depends on

the kind of pallets the watch contains—equal 
dis-

tance locking faces or circular pallets.--also th
e

kind of escape-wheel teeth—club tooth or ratche
t

tooth. The angle of
the impulse face of
an entrance pallet
(containing circular
lockings) to that of
the locking face va-
ries from roo° to
194°, the exit pallet
from 104° to 107°,
while in equal dis-
tance locking pallets
the entrance stone
varies from 98° to
102°, and the exit
stone from 107° to

Fig. 1 112° .; these angles -
depend entirely

upon the construction of the pallet and e
scape-

wheel teeth in relation to one another. We

think you will find it very near impossible to

measure the angle of the impulse face of a
 pallet

of a watch, especially while grinding 
it, if your

idea is to grind the impulse faces of
 a pair of

pallets to fit an escape wheel. Your better plan

Fig. 2

would be to make the impulse face of each
 pallet

stone of such an angle so that the escap
e-wheel

tooth acts as shown at Fig. 1, where A and
 B give

you a good idea of an entrance pallet 
ahgle with

that of the tooth, while A and B, Fig2 
represent

the action on the exit stone.

(2) What shape, etc., slide-rest cullers c
an one

make or buy to quickly, accurately and 
neally cut

setting, set and burnish in a jewel in a watc
h plate,

by ustng universal face plate P—The only p
urpose

you can use a slide rest for in jeweling is to
 cut the

recess in the plate for the jewel, the cutte
rs that

are used do not come with the slide rest but 
must

be made. All that is required is a small cutter

made from a square piece of steel, or if you
r slide

rest contains a quill to take a round piece 
of steel

it is better still, and the cutters are easier m
ade.

It is usual to cut the seat for a jewel obliqu
e, so

as to conform to the shape of the jewel as
 shown

at A, Fig. I. This is very hard to do in all

Fig. 1

R 
Fig. 2

cases, as we would require a great variety of

cutters, and as there is no reason why
 a square

seat, as shown at B, Fig. 2, would not 
answer

edually as well. If we desire to cut a jewel

seat like A, Fig. 1, the cutter to use is shaped as
shown at Fig. 3. If a square

 ,....---.." seat is desired as shown at B,

l 1 Fig. 2, a cutter shaped like
" ■..- shown at Fig. 4 is employed.

Fig. 5 is a side view seen in

I 
../ I the direction of the arrrow C

■ 1 of the cutters shown at Figs.

1  
3 and 4. To burnish the
jewel in the setting you need

 ...../___1 a burnisher shaped some-
thing like Figs. 6 and 7. It

Figs. 3, 4 and.'.; must be smoothly and highly
. polished. This burnisher is

held in the hand and rested on the T-rest allowing

the point to press on the far side of the settin
g to

Fig. 6

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

throw the bezel over the jewel, see Fig. 8, revolving

the lathe from you. Use a little saliva or soapsuds

which will help to make it burnish bright.

"Luminous."—How are clock dials made

luminous Y—Such dials are rendered luminous in

the dark by means of luminous paint. Of course,

in doing such work, it is necessary to block out

the figures—that is, paint the entire dial with the

exception of the figures. You can, no dotibt,

purchase such paints, and we would advise you to

do so if possible, but for the benefit of those who

cannot procure them, we give the following some-

what condensed expose of the materials employed

and manner of combining them in preparation, 
of

luminous paints. The propertypf absorbing ahd

afterwards emitting light- is posseesecL-by., man
y

substances, like the mono-sulphide 'of calcium,

barium, strontium, uranium, magnesium, alu-

minum and several others, which, after being

exposed to a strong light for some time, have th
e

property of giving off or emitting the light

absorbed. Phosphorous is also sometimes added

as an ingredient, which both intensifies and pro
-

longs the luminosity. The ashes of seaweed ar
e

used to supply the phosphorous ; also calcined

marine shells. The preparation of the materials

for luminous paints generally involves,processe
s of

a complicated chetnicai nature, which in m
any

instances are not-easily explained, but still essential

satiSfactory results. Balinain's process of pre-

. paring luminous paints, as set forth in the sp
ecifi-

cation of his _i:latent, is as follows : "The pl
i'os-

phorescent substance employed is a coinpound

obtained by simply heating together a mixture 'o
f

lime and sulphur, or substances containing l
ime

and sulphur, such as alabaster, gypsum, etc.i 
with

carbon or other agents, to remove a portion of 
the

oxygen present ; or by heating lime in a vapor
"

containing sulphur. This phophorescent powder

can be employed as a paint by adding a mixt
ure

of gum mastic and turpentine, or drying oils suc
h

as are employed for the preparation of ordinar
y

paints." The next advance in the preparation of

luminous paints was a French compound, whic
h

incorporated phosphorous as above mentioned.

The method of preparation was as follows : 
roo

pounds of carbonate lime and phosphate of l
ime,

produced by the calcination of seashells, and

especially those of the genus Fridacna, and
 the

cuttle-fish bone, intimately mixed with Too pou
nds

of lime rendered chemically pure by calcinat
ion,

25 pounds of calcined sea salt, 25 to 50 per cent
. of

the whole mass of sulphur (incorporated by s
ub-

limation), and 3 to 7 per cent. of coloring ma
tter

in the form of powder, composed of mono-sulp
hide

of calcium, barium, etc., which possess the 
prop-

erties of shining in the dark. We have now st
ated

the basis of the composition of all luminous 
paints.

In the practical use of these paints there 
was a

disagreeable feature to overcome—the paint see
n

by day or artificial light was not the same tint 
as

was emitted when the paint became luminous

and shone by itself. We have all seen lumin
ous

watch dials which, when seen by ordinary 
day-

light, had a sort of creamy look, and in the d
ark

shown with an uncanny lilac tint. We give be
low
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a list of colors and the mode of preparation, whic
h

show the same color either by daylight or whe
n

emitting absorbed light. These colors are usually

mixed with a certain varnish known as " lake

varnish," prepared as follows : Zanzibar copal is

melted over a charcoal fire, and i parts of this

substance is dissolved in 6o parts spirits of turpen-

tine. After thorough incorporation of these sub-

stances the mixture is filtered, and 25 parts of pure

boiled linseed oil added ; the resulting varnish is

employed for mixing the luminous paints, which

are ground in a paint mill, employing granite

rollers, as iron or steel rollers would effect the

paint. Pure White Luminous Paint.—Mix 40 parts

of the above lake varnish with 6 parts'of prepared

baric sulphate, 6 patts of prepared calcic carbonate,

12 parts of prepared zinc sulphide (white) and 36

parts of calcic sulphide in a luminous condition.

Work these ingredients into a coarse emulsion and

grind between the granite rollers, as described.

Red Luminous Paint.-5o parts of lake varnish
,

8 parts of prepared baric sulphate, 2 parts of

prepared madder lake, 6 parts of prepared

realgar (diarsenious disulphide) and 34 parts

of calcic sulphide in a luminous condition, and th
e

mlxture worked the same as for white. Yellow

Luminous Pain/. —48 parts varnish, ro parts pre-

pared barium sulphate, 8 parts barium chromate

and 34 parts luminous calcium sulphide. Blue

Luminous Paint.-42 parts varnish, 10.2 parts pre-

pared barium sulphate, 6.4 parts ultramarine blue,

5.4 parts cobalt blue, 46 parts luminous calcium

sulphide. Luminous paints for artists' use can be

prepared by substituting pure East India poppy oil

for the lake varnish. Luminous paints can also be

mixed with wax or collodion.
In a recent issue of the Druggists' Circular

. we find the following reply to a correspondent

'desiring information on this subject : Luminous

paints for watch dials or other objects which it is

desirable to see in the dark consist mainly of

certain sulphides. These paints have apparently

failed to meet the expectation aroused on their

introduction, as they do not seem to have come

into use owing,.probably, to want of permanence,

but we append infcirMaiicin regarding them which

may be of some interest. One variety is made by

calcining carefully cleaned oyster shells in a closed

crucible, adding to 20 parts of lime so obtained,

6 parts of sulphur and again heating in the same

manner. For the production of a yellowish-green

phosphorescence, the following combination has

been published:
Grams.

Shell lime   roo
Sulphur   3o
Starch   o

Plumbic acetate 0  035

' To obtain 'a violet phosphorescence the fol-

lowing formula has been published : Mix 20 grams

of shell lime with 6 grams of sulphur and 2 grams

of starch, all in powder. Add to the mixed powder

a solution prepared by dissolving 0.5 gram of bis-

muth nitrate in roo c.c. of absolute alcohol with

the addition of a few drops of hydrochloric acid.

After the alcohol has evaporated, heat the mass to

a redness int covered crucible for twenty minutes.

After the crucible has cooled remove a thin layer

from the toppf the mass, pulverize and heat again

for half an how.,. . The granules which form must

not be powdered too finely, as the phosphorescence

would be thereby diminished. Another formula

for a phosphorescent paint is as follows :
Grams.

Dried sodium carbonate   20

Sodium chloride   5
Manganese sulphate  
Strontium carbonate   500
Sulphur   50

MIX well together, put into a closely sealed

muffle, and heat together at a white heat for three

hours. Mourelo has described a new self-luminous

compound which is claimed to be superior to those

previously known in that it not only requires

shorter exposure to light, but is unusually brilliant

and enduring. The mixture consists of 20 parts

of dehydrated sodium carbonate, 5 parts of sodium

chloride, r part of magnesium sulphate, 500 parts

of strontium carbonate and 150 parts of sulphur.

They are mixed well together, put into a closely

sealed muffle, and heated at a white heat for three

hours under careful exclusion of air. These pairts

are applied in a vehicle of varnish, drying oil, .r

water glass, according to the nature of the work.
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You can get price quotations for
Old Gold and Silver as high (no higher) as
ours elsewhere—but in the weighing and placing
the value is where we differ, where we are higher.

Send a consignment to us on trial—the returns will surprise you.You take no chances—we hold the consignment subject to your accept-ance of our check. If you request same returned, we return it at our own expense.

THOMAS J. DEE 0 COMPANY,
REFINERS an? SMELTERS

67-69 Washington St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.Every piece of Store Furniture to shit the demand of the location, thebusiness expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK,YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to getthan you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glassand color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 yea!
Wm. Kleemau

Co. hay(
held the record

ea 

for High Art

Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND or CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOWTO MAKE.
Do you need us ? If you need information, our draughtsmen are atyour service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.
Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealerto pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT.

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York.For 43 Years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be anawered in the

order in which they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, beforo

mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Keyless."—(r) Is it necessary to oil keyless

work to _American watches r--The winding wheels

of all stem-winding watches should be oiled, and

clock oil should be used.
(2) What is the best way to remove rust from

keyless work f—Place the wheels or parts that are

rusted in gasoline for a few hours, to loosen the

rust, then brush them good with an old stiff bristle

brush, using a little oilstone powder and oil, which

will clean all the rust from between the teeth if the

rust has not eaten in too far. If they are badly

rusted and the brush does not remove all the rust,

take an iron nail, file it to such shape that it will

enter between the teeth, and use it as a grinder

with oilstone powder and oil. This will enable

you to remove all traces of rust. The flat surfaces

can be cleaned by rubbing them on a ground glass

slab with oilstone powder and oil or on a No. 2-0

emery buff. If the holes want polishing, place the

wheel in a wheel chuck, and by using a piece of

steel wire with oilstone powder and oil you can

repolish them. See our reply to "English" on

this page.

"English."—(r) Please let me know how

English escape wheels are polished f—A set of

prepared agates can be bought at any large whole-

sale tool house for polishing brass and gold wheels,

also jewel settings. They come two in a set, but

many workmen claim they are too expensive. A
substitute can be made by any workman at very

little cost. Get a bluestone from your material

dealer. These stones are used by jewelers for

taking file marks out of gold articles. Be sure

you do not get a Scotch stone, which is used by

jewelers for the same purpose, but will not answer

for the work we contemplate doing. A bluestone

is of a dark blue color and is very soft. Rub the

stone on an old file until all the deep scratches are

removed, and the edges are smooth. We now
require a ground glass slab, which will come in

good for a great variety of work, and should be on

every workman's bench. Take two pieces of

French plate glass about 4// or 5" square. These
slabs are ground and give the proper surface by
taking the two pieces and rubbing them together,

using water and emery, the emery to be about as
coarse as fine sand, and continue until the whole

surface of both glasses contain a frosted surface.

Wii11 the slabs perfectly clean to remove all

particles of emery. We rub our bluestone on one

of these slabs with an up-and-clown motion, using

nothing on the slab but water, until the bluestone

is perfectly smooth and free of scratches ; one side
of the stone need only be finished. Wash the stone
clean and dry it, then soak in oil for twenty-four

hours, place It in a vessel so that the whole stone
IS covered, using good sperm oil, then wash it off
and give it the final finish by using a half polished
piece of agate about W/ square. This agate can
be bought for a small sum from any lapidary. We
nib this agate over our stone lengthwise, pressing
lightly until the bluestone takes a gloss. Now, to
polish a brass wheel of any kind, we first grind it flat
oil our glass slab, using a mixture of oilstone
powder and oil, holding the wheel by the tip of
the finger and grinding with a circular motion
until it is flat. Wash the wheel absolutely clean,
first in benzine, then with soap and water, after
which rub it on the bluestone lengthwise, pressing
lightly with quick strokes, gradually decreasing
the length of the stroke, and in a few seconds we
will have a fiat, highly-polished wheel. With such
a slab and bluestone it takes but a minute to restore
the finish to American cap jewel settings that have
been marred by some workman pushing them in
with a screw driver or tweezers. It will more than
repay a workman for the time and trouble in
making them if used for this purpose alone. The
bln-stone should be kept free from dust and dirt.
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(2) How to polish flat steel work with dia-
mantine or crocus f—To obtain a bright polish
on flat steel pieces, such as screw heads, wheels,
springs, etc., it is necessary for a workman to have
patience and the proper tools and material for
polishing. As to the tools, we require a ground
glass slab made as above described, a zinc slab
scraped flat and a polishing frame or tripod. The
zinc slab can be obtained from a dealer in metals,
and should be about 41 square and g" thick.
This should be mounted in a wooden box to pro-
tect it from dust and dirt. To prepare the zinc
slab we first rub it on the glass slab when we can
tell where the high places are. Now to scrape the
zinc flat we use an old, worn-out 5-inch bench file,
by grinding the file teeth from both sides near to
the end, then grinding the end square across. We

show such a scraper at A, Fig. 1. In flattening the

zinc slab the scraping is done by pushing the

scraper forward. A little practice is all that is

required to procure a flat surface. During the

scraping process we test it by rubbing on the

glass, when it will show where we must scrape. It

is not necessary for the zinc to be absolutely flat,

but as near fl,it as we can scrape it. A polishing

frame or tripod, as shown at Fig. 2, can be bought

at any wholesale house. You will notice that it is

provided with a loose bar A, which is screwed to

the body of the tool with two screws.
Both the bar A and the body contain
upright notches for holding screws
while grinding and polishing. For
polishing wheels, clicks, etc., we require
an attachment to cement them to, which
attachment is held fast in the tool by the
bar A. Suppose, for example, we wish

' to polish the face of a click, shaped as Fig.

shown at Fig. 3. To finish such a piece

we provide a flat-faced piece of brass, as shown

at Fig. 4, which gives a side view, and Fig: 5 an
end view. H repre-

  sents part where EIMER

04  click is cemented, 

Fig. 4 and K is used to
grip it. With the bar

A, Fig. 2, we fasten the brass plate, Fig. 4, to the

polishing frame as described ; then shellac the

click to the plate, but before shellacing it raise

the two screws at the end of the polishing 
frame

so that it will be the same height in the rear as 
in

the front. When cementing- the click, and while

the shellac or wax is still warm, press the frame 
on

the glass slab so as to bring the click flat. 
The

whole object is to have the polishing frame level

when the article to be polished is cemented fast.

Having the click cemented fast, take a knife and

cut away the wax that is apt to rub on the slab,

We are now ready to grind and polish our click;

to grind it flat we first use oilstone powder and 
oil

on our glass slab, moving the polishing frame 
with

a circular motion -until the. whole face of the click

is flat, then wash the whole frame in benzine, then
with soap and water, the object being to remove
all traces of oilstone powder. Now, to give it the
bright polish we use our zinc slab and diamantine.
The finest (No. 2) diamantine we buy is too coarse
to give a good finish, and we must prepare our
own. We do this by taking a small bottle with a
wide mouth that will hold about one ounce, fill it
about one-third with No. 2 diamantine, then put
in enough alcohol to fill it about two-thirds. To
use this we shake the bottle and then let it settle
for about ten seconds when we put a few drops
on the zinc slab ; by this method we get the finest
particles of the diamantine. We now rub the
polishing frame with the article to be polished on
the zinc slab with a circular motion, pressing but
lightly, and the click will take a bright polish in a
few seconds. When the article to be polished is
held by cement, we must not start to polish on
the zinc slab as soon as we put the alcohol and
diamantine on, but wait until it dries a little and
becomes a paste, as the alcohol coming in contact
with the shellac or wax would interfere with getting
a good polish.

" Frosting."—Can you tell me how to frost the
bowl of a teaspoon and such articles f--Silverware
of this character may be frosted by preparing a
pickle of sulphuric acid I dram, and water 4 ozs.
This is heated and the article is immersed until the
desired amount of frosting is arrived at. They are
then washed off clean and dried with a soft linen
cloth or in sawdust.

"Spring Stock."— What number of hairsprings
is it necessaty to cart)/ in stock to fit the different
sizes of American watches I—To have a good
assortment of hairsprings for American watches,
one should have at least a half dozen of each
make, size and grade movement. This means
quite a number of springs to carry in stock, but
nevertheless it is not- too many. A short time ago
the writer had occasion to put a new hairspring in
a 16-size, 1 -jewel, well-known make American
watch. He ordered a half dozen springs for that
particular movement, and not one would answer
without changing the weight of the balance.

"Broken."—Will a watch run with a broken
mainspring ? If it does run with a broken spring,
and if the spring is taken out of the watch, where
wit/ 1/ie spring be found broken ? Order What
conditions, when broken, will it not run? This is
of course allowing that the rest of the watch is in
order.-11 a mainspring is broken near the outer
end (the end that fastens to the barrel), the watch
will run for some hours, for you can wind the
spring two or three turns before it will slip ; but if
the spring is broken near the inner end where it
Iiistens to the arbor, the spring cannot be wound,
and it is impossible to put any power on the train,
therefore the wateh will not run.

Wax."— Kindly give me formula for making
engravers' impression wa.r.—There are quite a
few fortnnl for making such wax as .you desire,
among the best of which we think is that given in
" The Art of Engraving."' This is made as follows:

3 parts of beeswax..
3 parts tallow.
I part Canada balsam.
I part olive oil.

Wax so made can be used not only for transferring,
engraved designs from one piece to another, but is •
also useful in protecting the surface of polished
articles, and can be designed through with the
stylus.

"Alloy. "—Can you give formula for an alloy
.for soft soldering- that will melt in boiling water
Two parts of bismuth, one of lead and one of tin
will melt at about 2000 F. While this is probably
as good as any such alloy, they are seldom used in
soft soldering, inasmuch as they do not flow well
and lack tenacity.



The New Year
is a good time to
invest in a line
of New and Improved Machinery,

We can furnish complete outfits fol
Jewelry Manufacturing.

Send in your old rolls and have them
reground and polished.

OUR
LATEST CATALOGUE

IS READY.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co•• Manufacturers,
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208 & 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

Patented Sept. 19, 1899, by F. C. Jorgeson.

'111 BEST wici most practical

ALL=GLASS CASE. 
Buy direct from patentee and maker.

We also make All Kinds of JEWELERS' FIXTURES—
" The Best of Everything."

Your Interests and
Our Interests are
Identical!

Our recognition of this principle, and our con-
stantly acting upon it, is what we depend upon to
maintain our position among the schools of this
country.

By devoting our best efforts to the advancement
of our students we add constantly to our own reputa-
tion as a school whose graduates can hold the best
positions.

Be careful in your selection of a school, as,
granted that you are eager to learn, all else depends
upon your instructors. Choose the best.

We will be glad to send our prospectus to your
address.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

A school
whose graduates
811 the best positions.

of Watchmaking and Engraving,
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Instructive Retail Experiences

0 NE of our contemporaries, devoted to
the interests of the shoe trade, recently

sent a series of twenty-two questions to retail

shoe dealers in all parts of the United States,

and replies from sixty-three dealers were

published. The result is a mass of informa-

tion based upon actual retailing. Many of

the queries submitted have no interest for

the jeweler, but others take up the questions

of advertising and store management. These,

with a digest of the replies, give principles of

retailing that can be applied to other lines :

Do you use the local newspapers to any

extent for advertising purposes, and do you

find the investment profitable ? The replies

to the question indicate that retailers use

newspaper space in the smaller cities, but do

not advertise by this method in larger centers.

Some find it profitable for special sales, and

others express the opinion that newspaper

publicity could be used to advantage in the

larger cities with a chain of stores. Several

dealers in smaller cities regarded newspaper

advertising unfavorably, but because their

stores were not centrally located. Hardly

any dealer, making use of this form of pub-

licity, had an unfavorable opinion. The

question turned wholly on cost.

Do you find special features in a window

display bring trade, or are you a believer in

displaying shoes only ? Some dealers favored

novelties that would attract attention to the

window, but by far the greater number con-
fined their displays to shoes and " findings."
A Chicago dealer says : "The window is

the bread of the business—it feeds the busi-

ness as no other method of publicity." "Shoes

only in our windows," say others. " We sell
shoes, and it doesn't pay to make a menag-

erie of the window." " We sometimes use

novelties, but shoes are first always."

What publicity or display ideas do you
find best for moving slow-selling goods?

Most dealers fall back on cut prices and

special-window displays. Others move unde-

sirable stock through the newspapers. Still

others find it best to give salesmen five to

twenty-five per cent. premium for selling
stale stock, making no reduction to the

customer. But the best results seem to
come from special sales and windows.

Has the sale of shoes in department and
clothing stores reached important dimensions
ln your town? Some dealers lament inroads
on their trade from big competitors, but even
in the large cities the majority seem able to
hold their own, though the larger stores sell
great quantities of shoes. People seem to
go to them for cheap shoes, buying the
better goods of small retailers. The general

Pw4 rtw7,11

opinion is that the department store has few
real advantages over the retailer in the long
run, and that active hustling, combined with
window displays and advertising, places the
latter upon practically an even footing.

Do you believe in frequent special sales

to clear out slow-moving lines, or do you con-

fine your efforts to one or two general clear-

ances? Most dealers confine themselves to

two semi-annual sales in January and July,

and it is generally held that frequent cut-

price offerings, with a hurrah in newspapers,

tends to give the store a cheap reputation.

Best results are secured by making the store

known as a place where good values always

obtain at regular prices.
Have you ever used trading stamps or

any other form of premium or discount, and

with what result? Nine dealers are using

trading stamps, and four report good results.

Thirty-four have never used them, and refuse

to consider them seriously. Six have used

them and stopped. Six dealers have given

various forms of premiums and abandoned

the practice as unprofitable. Two dealers

give premiums. The trading stamps cost

about five per cent. gross on the trade of

regular customers, according to one dealer.

Some consider them good in keeping regular

trade in the face of competition, while others

say that customers who can be lured away

by gift schemes are not worth holding. Those

who enter into the subject at any length

seem to think that trading stamps and pre-

miums are of little value in attracting new

or transient trade. Men care nothing about

stamps or gift schemes, but they appeal to

certain classes of women.

A Western jeweler's Convincing
Circular

THE following excerpt from an advertising

circular issued by Fritz Hoefer, of Au-

rora, Nebr., comparing the prices of mail-

order houses and his own is interesting :

For comparison, let us take this clock.

It is an 8-day, with Seth Thomas movement,
beautiful bronze feet and handles, adamantine

finish, imitation onyx pillars and top, strikes
hours and half hours on a cathedral gong,

and is guaranteed by us for one year to keep

accurate and perfect time:

Catalogue house price  
Fritz Hoefer's price

$5.00
  6.00

Looks like we are one dollar higher,

doesn't it ? But here, the freight on this

clock:
From Chicago to Aurora is about $0.85
Your draft, postage, etc.  to

(249)

$0.95

Their price is still 5 cents better than
ours. But can you see the Chicago catalogue
house clock before you buy it ? Our guar-
antee is right here in Aurora ; yours is away
over in Chicago, boo miles away. If our
home guarantee isn't worth more than 5
cents we give in. Now, take it on knives

and forks-1847 Rogers Bros., 12 dwt.

Catalogue house price   $3.60
Hoefer's price   3.50

Your express charges from Chicago
would be 45 cents; their charges for engrav-
ing, say one letter on each, would be 30
cents; postage, draft, etc., to cents; total,
85 cents, and plus the cost makes $4.45.
Hoefer's price is 95 cents cheaper. You see
the goods before you buy and Hoefer does
the engraving free.

Then, again, on watches : Catalogue
houses say they sell watches from 50 to 6o
per cent. cheaper than we regular retailers
do. On an open-face, gold filled, screw
back and front watch, case warranted twenty
years, with eleven-jeweled movement, the

Catalogue house asks . . . $10.75
Hoefer's price to  oo

Are we only seventy-five cents cheaper?
Let's see. Express charges would be 25
cents; draft, postage, etc., to cents, making
the catalogue-house watch cost you $1 1. to.
We go them Sr. to better, and you have
your guarantee at home and the advantage
of seeing before buying.

To illustrate again, take a No. 2 Brownie
camera, by Eastman Kodak Company:

Catalogue house price $2  oo
Hoefer's price 2  00

Now add express, 35 cents; draft, postage,
etc., to cents, and you pay the catalogue
house 45 cents more than you would have to
pay us. With us you see before you buy;
from them you buy before you see. With
us you get the article you see and select;
when you deal with catalogue houses you
run the chances of their substituting some
other, and maybe inferior make of article to
the one you ordered from the catalogue.
They will tell you it is just as good, or better,
and you will find out in time it isn't so. You
may complain to them by letter, and that is
all the good it will do you. You will have
the kicking exercise for your pains.

A straight talk of the character of the

above will always find readers, and cannot fail

to produce the desired effect. Facts are gener-

ally convincing, and most people will buy at

home, if they are assured of as good goods

and as liberal treatment as in the big city. The

American people are a reading people, and

presentable advertising matter is seldom dis-

carded before perusal.
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Built on honor,
Sold on merit,
Made in an up=to-date factory and backed up by go years'

practical experience in high=grade work.

We make a Specialty of JEWELERS' FIXTURES and CASES.
It's to your interest to ask for handsomely illustrated catalogue. A postal

will bring it.
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JEWELERS' WALL CASE.

Here's the Question?

Do you want a thorough
knowledge of your trade?

How to do Pivoting, Staff
Work, Cylinders, Jeweling,
Hairspringing, Escapements,
etc., etc.

How to do Engraving--
Script, Block, Old English,
Monograms, etc., etc.

How to fit Glasses scientifi-
cally.

We
Are

Expert
Teachers

Established 1894.

Here's the Answer!

The best, quickest and most
profitable way is to attend our
College. After you have fin-
ished your course we can place
you in a position to command
a better salary.

We teach everything per-
taining to Watckmaking, En-
graving and Optics, thoroughly
and practically.

Our Prospectus will give
you full information. A postal
will bring it. Write to-clay.

The Philadelphia College of Horology,
F. W. SCHULER, Principal. Broad ()a Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

February, 1904 THE

Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, technical or 
mercantile,

of general interest to the trade. As this page is for

the use of individual readers, we do not hold

ourselves responsible for the views expressed. -

Editor The Keystone.

Keeping Track of Loaned Watches

Ell. KEYSTONE nearly every number Of

THE KEYSTONE I find Softie valuable points in

regard to the manner of conducting business or of

doing things in one line or another about the store.

Many things that have interested me have been

published under " Letters from the Trade."

In a great many places, especially smaller

towns, the jeweler is usually called upon to lend a

watch while repairing one for his customers. It is

the custom of many, myself included, to keep on

hand a number of cheap, second-hand watches for

this purpose. Occasionally, a watch is loaned to a

customer while repairing his own, and when he

calls for his watch he fails to return the one he has

used temporarily. To overcome this trouble I

have devised a little scheme that works nicely.

For every watch I own and that I lend out, I take

a little piece of sheet brass W/ by I" and near the

center of one of its ends I drill a hole about in

diameter. On the piece of brass I also stamp with

steel dies figures and letters giving a full descrip-

tion of the watch for which the check is intended.

Into the hole in the brass check I hook a piece of

No. 16 brass wire bent into the shape of a spring

snap. The whole, when completed, looks like the

following diagram :

This check 1 snap on the bow of my " loan "

watch," and when a watch is left for repairs I

remove the check from my watch and snap it on

to the bow of the watch left for repairs. There it

remains till the customer returns the watch de-

scribed by the letters on the check which was

found attached to the watch he left to be repaired.

The check always remains in my possession, and

the letters as shown in the diagram of the check

above indicate an eighteen size, silver, open-face,

stem-winding case, with a seven-jeweled Elgin

hunting movement, which is also stem-winding.

Yours truly,
A. A. SHAW.Alfred, N. Y.

Problem in Ring-Making and Its
Solution

ED. KEYSTONE :—Not long since we were

confronted with this problem : Several old gold

rings ; gold dug in '49 ; a Tiffany setting to be

made from gold ; must positively be same gold.

Now we do not advertise as manufacturing

jewelers, but when the sale of a three-quarter carat

stone hinges on the making of a setting we do

some tall thinking—sales of three-quarter carat

stones not being an every day occurrence in this

town. To cast a setting appeared the easiest solu-

tion, but we were not sufficiently versed in that

operation and, besides, a wrought one is better.

We melted the gold and rolled to a strip longer

than the shank should be, cutting off a piece wide
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enough to forge the shank from. A piece of scrap

iron g by I inch was formed into two pieces ; the
idea being that piece b should fit over piece a thus:

C - - -

a

*3 P4 efriedi

W
Piece b being held in the vice, the jaws coming as

high as line c d; piece a coming at right angles

would rest on the jaws making a firm forging block.

The ends of the strip of gold were now melted

until they balled up, when the strip was forged to

shape by means of the die block and rounded up

on the mandril. Hole c in piece a was now drilled

with a twist drill in a bitstock. The balance of the

gold was melted approximately to a cylinder and

driven cold into hole c, making a cylindrical piece.

Next a hole was drilled

3 axially through this
cylinder and a taper

punch driven in, ex-

panding the gold. The

piece was now turned

smooth on the outside, holding it on a mandril in

lathe. The ends of shank were filed to fit and

soldered fast, the points cut by slitting files, the

setting filed up and polished and the stone set.

The waste of gold in filing, etc., was but a few

grains over a pennyweight, and the whole process,

including making of tools, was done in six hours.

Yours truly,
" MECHANIC."

Putting Clocks in Beat

ED. KEYSTONE :—In January number of THE

KEYSTONE in the Workshop Notes department

under title of " Bending," I noticed a question re-

garding clock out of beat and beg to submit the

following which has never failed to put clock in

beat (on ordinary escapements). After having

escape wheel and pallet bearings bushed to slight-

est perceptible side-shake and end-shake and after

seeing that the escape wheel comes in contact w
ith

pallets on the center, the movement having been

secured in case with screws that hold, set case o
n a

level bench without leaning it forward or 
back-

ward. See that the rod attached to the pallet 
fits

the pendulum rod correctly ; also note that the 
con-

tact slot is not V-shaped or tight else pendulum 
rod

will bind if clock is not plumb. Note carefully

that same is not too wide and that rod 
hangs about

through the center of slot when at rest. Upon

touching rod to start clock note on which s
ide beat

is longer and bend pallet rod toward
 other side

until beat is correct. However, I wish to state that

I have had some clocks that still woul
d not be in

perfect beat with all this and when I fo
und that one

tick, though even, was stronger or loud
er than the

other, I remedied the defect as follows 
: First, I

find out which side has the most drop, 
then remove

pallets and grind off on smooth emery 
a small por-

tion of pallets (square and beveled a
s originally)

on the side from which the tooth has 
smallest drop;

for example, should the tooth drop 
more on he
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entering side of pallet than the leaving side, I cut

away a trifle on the entering side of locking surface

of pallet so tooth leaves sooner, which gives more

drop on the other side of pallet and thus make the

clock tick uniform in sound. Next, note that es-

cape wheel will not slip through without the rod

oscillating. If it does, set pallets up closer to es-

cape wheel and put in beat again by pallet rod. A

good drop causes a loud tick, but shortens arc of

pendulum. I always take care that the locking is

sure, plenty drop, drop uniform on both sides, good

arc to pendulum, and clock will be in perfect beat.
Yours truly,

Morgantown, Pa. GEO. H. MUHLENBERG.

Opportunity for Advancement
Ell. KEYSTONE :—It is not surprising to read

in your December, 1903, issue, that from the

valuable information contained between the covers

of THE KEYSTOkE, " Metric " has learned his

trade. Had the opportunity been offered nearly a

half century ago, when I began to search for infor-

mation, every number would have been worth

more than a whole year's subscription, as a help to

an ambitious student. Never in the history of

horological study has there been such an oppor-

tunity offered to those who are anxious or willing

to improve their knowledge of this subject. I

would also say that every watchmaker and optician

should be on the list of subscribers to THE KEY-

STONE, and should study it even more closely than

many of them study their bibles.
Yours truly,

Springfield, Mass. JAS. B. KEENE.

Precaution Against Magnetized
Screw Driver

ED. K.EvsToNE, :—1 note the letter of F. P.

Hewes in your January issue, wherein he advises

the use of a magnetized screw driver for starting

clock screws. I may say that I differ somewhat

with Mr. Hewes in this matter. The greatest pre-

caution should, in my opinion, be taken regarding

the use of magnetized tools of any kind around

the store. I demagnetize all my tools in which I

notice the least trace of magnetism. In fact, I look

upon magnetism as one of the watchmaker's foes.

I have used for many years wax on the end of a

screw driver, but yet I believe it is better to use

very little wax on the screw driver than to use it on

the screw, because a particle may loosen, drop into

the works and cause trouble.
Yours truly,

Osceola, Wis. S. C. HONE.

Protecting Rings While Hard Soldering

ED. K EVSTONE :—From the letters 
appearing

in THE KEYSTONE, I notice that so
me jewelers

use wet asbestos, others use potato a
nd different

commodities to protect the stones in solder
ing

rings. These work all right sometimes, but the

only sure way I have found is this : T
ake a piece

of mica 4 by 4 inches, cut a hole 
through it large

enough to let the shank of the ring 
pass through.

Then take another piece, cut it to a w
edge shape

to run through the ring so that it ca
n't fall out.

Lay this on top of a drinking glass n
early full of

water so that the stones of the ring 
will be in

underneath. Then with a good gasoline torch

you can solder the ring in ten seconds. 
Of course,

if the break is on the side close to the 
stones, the

best method is to remove them.
Yours truly,

Griffin Corners, N. Y. H. S. VERMILYEA.
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Improvement is the Trend
of the Times.

Ifeiglit, 12 in,•11,s. inches.

ellis Special
Year-Long"

is by far the handsomest

clock of the " 400-day"

kind in the market. Hand-

some metal dial, 4 inches

diameter, compensated

pendulum.

JOBBING TRADE SUPPLIED.

J. B. BECHTEL 0 CO.
725 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

WATCH

a 

CLOCK

IL

EZRA KELLEY'S OIL)41P Mir Vir-atch Ovi 1 .
, None Genllini3

..arass. 5 Ihame."7.111Relae

I 414 76/4,4

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR

EIGHTY YEARS.

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Established 48 Years. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of every style of

Lockets.
Ask your Jobber for our beautiful

new, original designs of white

stone and fancy colored lockets.

Send for

Booklet.

for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it, It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co.,
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made.

February, 1904 T e

System In Advertising

As this is the time of year when adver-

tising contracts are being made, and the ad-

vertising campaign planned, the following

discourse on " System in Advertising " will

be interesting to our readers :
System produces " short

cuts," Short cuts save

time. To save time is equal

to saving money. System

properly enforced detects and prevents

errors ; at least, reduces them to a minimum,

if not eliminating them entirely. When

everything runs smoothly better results are

achieved. It is system based on

sense that does all of the

foregoing, and because it

does it produces maxi-

mum results. System

therefore spells " effi-

ciency." But no matter

how efficient in your buy-

ing, or in the methods of

selling, nor how well the

arrangement of your

store, if you will not con-

vince the public and lead

it to a desire to purchase

your goods, there will be

no use for system and no

prosperity for you. These

days it requires system of

the highest order to bring

people to buy and to

keep them coming to

your store. To get peo-

ple to buy you must tell

them why they should

come. If you cannot do

better by them than where

they are now served they

will not buy, even though you

duced them to come. And

The Value
of System

Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted
Non-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,
from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.
The same bags neatly printed, at
81.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900. JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

common
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his store those who " want to be told before

they come." And it seems as though the

" want-to-be-told " class is very much in the

majority. Every time you bring the facts of

your business before the community you

" appeal," or, as technically quoted—adver-

tise. And as an " appeal " may either pro-

duce a good or bad impression, so it is then

that there exists good as well as bad adver-

tising. To eliminate the bad and produce

good advertising requires knowledge of

human nature, methods, media, merchandise

and system, and the application of all of

them. System helps gain the knowledge.

On the system in advertising depends,

more or less, the success or failure of a busi-
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receipts and deposit in a separate bank to

pay out for newspaper advertising. It is a

risk worth taking. Merchants assume a risk

when hiring a salesperson. His wage must

be paid even if he sold nothing. Those who

know agree that advertising is as important

to business as salespeople, if not more

important.

(City) (Stale) (Date)

What Advertising
Should Be

The advertising should be

as representative as the

store. It should be con-

spicuous, clean, attractive.

To make it attractive get up a style that is in

contrast to all the other ads.—that is as differ-

ent as your store is different from the others.

If you decide on using a border around your

ads., let it be different.

If no border, then let the

arrangement be different.

If you decide to use cuts

 190 les them be " cuts that

tell." Decide on a style

• that you can permanently

adopt for your firm-name

and address. It is waste

of space and money to

make the name and ad-

dress too conspicuous.

Make conspicuous bar-

gains and the name and

address will be found,

even if so small that a

magnifying glass seems

necessary. Let your ads.

be clean—clean in lair

guage and appearance,

and with conspicuous

offerings in the right

medium, other things

being equal, advertising

is bound to pay.
When you make a

contract with a newspaper be sure you know

what you are buying, how much circulation

and where ; and make certain that you get it.

Sign none of their contracts unless the circu-

lation in figures is part of it. Let the pub-

lisher sign his contract over to you, and you

give yours. If you use the form as shown

you will give a contract that binds you to

pay only while you get what is bargained for.

If your advertising is not extensive, instead

of printing the form write it, and be sure to

take a " true copy " of it.
—Clothier and Furnisher.

The undersigned

advertising space in 

used _
sum oj 

Part of the conditions of this contract are, that 
you guarantee Me

circulation of such. issues as contain our advertis
ements to be not less

than copies ; Mat our advertisement shall have the

preferred position 
and

that a copy be sent us of each issue during t
he continuance of this

contract. There are   columns to the page ; each column

measuring inches.

do hereby contract for  of
to be

 for which we agree to pay you, or order, the

payable 

(Firm-Name)

may have in-

if you made

them buy and they did not get what they

expected, they will not come back, and may

prevent others from coming.
It is therefore essential that

you make known the facts

about your business and its

merchandise in plain every-

day English. Some people will come to

you—others will want to be told before they

will come. Those that will not come must

be reached as best we can. It is agreed that

the best way to become known is to make

known. But the knack is to know how best

to accomplish the end in view. The quick-

est, surest and fairest-priced method of them

all for the local dealer is known to be the

columns of his newspapers. If in these

columns he will persistently make known the

facts of his business and bids for trade, his

appeal will meet with response and bring to

Advertising a
Present-Day
Essential

Form for Advertising Contract.

ness. No matter how proficient the adver-

tiser, he is handicapped without system. It

requires doing the following to bring about a

system in advertising : The advertiser should

plan ahead—in fact must do so to win out.

Things done in a hurry seldom turn out

right, and especially is this true in advertis-

ing. To plan ahead get an almanac that

gives the events of the year day by day. No

need buying any in particular ; the almanacs

published by the big proprietary medicine

concerns and distributed freely by druggists

will meet the requirements. Dissect these

almanacs and put the facts of each event in

a separate envelope (manila No. 64 o
r 7)

with month, date and day conspicuously on

top. Then place in rotation in some space

on your desk so that the year's events 
are

always before you, and you can plan and

prepare ahead.
The beginner would do well to take out

of his cash drawer daily five per cent. of his

Machine That Picks Cotton

A new cotton-picking machine has been in-
vented. The essential principal of the machine 

is

suction by air, which is produced by fans, the de-

vice being pulled across the field by one or mo
re

horses. The machine is moved a short distance

and then two or three operatives direct the pipe

nozzles to the cotton on the eight or ten rows sur-

rounding the machine. The cotton is sucked from

the plants as cotton is now sucked from a wagon

at a gin.



TO DO YOUR SPRING BUYING.

REDUCED FARES during the months of FEBRUARY and 
MARCI-I to the Great

Western Metropolis and return, in 
connection with the

Spring Meetings, 1904,
OF THE

National Association of Merchants and Travelers,
At Chicago.

Spring Meetings, 1904, of the National Association of Merchants and Travelers, at Chicago.

Central Passenger Association Territory.

ONE AND ONE=THIRD FIRST=CLASS 
FARE.

Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern 
Peninsula) and Indiana, and part of Illinois in th

e Central Passenger Association territory.

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

Dates for Returning Home-February 10, 11,
 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 a

nd

Dates for Buying Tickets-February
 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26.

Dates for Returning Home
-February 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 

March 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Dates for Baying Tickets-March 5,
 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

Dates for Retut  • g H  March 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18 and 19.

Dates for Buying Tiekets-March 19
, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.

Dates for Returning II -111strch 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31 and April 1 and 2.

ONE AND ONE=FIFTH FARE

Special excursion rates in the territory of the Western Passenger Association, including the following States : Iowa, Wisconsin,
Missouri (both Western and Southwestern Passenger territory), Kansas (both Western and Southwestern Passenger territory),
Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico, on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe proper ; New Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe Pacific ;
Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the Great Northern, North-
ern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest points on other lines ; Northern
Peninsula of Michigan on the C. M. & St. P. and C. & N. W. R'y ; Illinois in Western Passenger Association Territory.

FIRST MEETINC

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING .

FOURTH MEETING

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.
Dates for Returning Home-February 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
Dates for Buying Tickets-February 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27.Dates for Returning Home-February 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 71.11(i 8.
Dates for Buying Tickets-March $, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.Dates for Returning Hoine-51arc1t 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.
Dates for Buying Tickets-March 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26.Dates for nett' • g Home-March 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, April 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING .

THIRD MEETING . .

FOURTH MEETING .

Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Indian 
Territories.

ONE AND ONE=FIFTH FARE.

Special excursion rates in Texas, Arkansas,
 Oklahoma and .Indian Territories on 

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ra
ilway ;

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway ; 
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway ; Frisco 

System. Also on other lines from points in

Oklahoma, Indian Territory and Arkansas, on an
d north of the line of the Choctaw, 

Oklahoma & Gulf Railroad, from the Texas 
State

line eastwardly to Little Rock, including 
the Hot Springs Division, and on and 

north of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & 
Southern

Railway, Little Rock to Arkansas City, Ar
k., inclusive ; and the St. Louis South

western Railway of Texas.

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 6,
 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.

Dates for Returning Home-Febru
ary 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 

19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.

Dates for Buying Tickets
-February 20, 21, 22. 23, 24, 25, 2

6 and 27.

Dates for Returning Home
-February 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 

March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Dates for Buying Tickets
-March 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 

12.

Dates for Returning* 11 
-March 9,10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.

Dates for Buying Tickets
-March 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 

and 26.

Dates for Returning Home
-March 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 31, April 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
5.

FIRST NIEETINC

SECOND MEETING ,

THIRD MEETING . .

FOURTH MEETING .

FROM CURRENT CIRCULAR OF THE

We are members of the Merchants' and Travelers' Association. Write us for additional particulars.

Benj. Allen & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

Pitkin & Brooks,

MERCHANTS' AND TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION.]

Make our stores your headquarters when
 you come to town. We are 

at your service.

Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps,

State and Lake Streets.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewel

ry,

149-153 State Street.

Diamond Merchants and Wholesale 
Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers,

103 State Street.
Wholesale Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry,

Powers Building.

Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians,

Silversmiths' Building.

Wholesale Tools, Materials and Jewe
lers' Supplies,

Jewelers' Building, 134-136 Wabash 
Avenue.
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THE PRIZE WINNERS.
In accordance with the conditions of the Third Annual Simmons Chain Window DressingContest the Committee of Awards has examined the great number of exhibits submittedand has rendered its decision—as set forth in the following:

Messrs. R. Simmons Co.
Gentlemen is our pleasure to inform .you that, after very careful and lengthy consideration, we have arrived

at the following conclusions regarding the prize window dressing contest..

FIRST PRIZE, $100, to Willis & Marvin, St. Albans, Vt.SECOND PRIZE, $75, to Barnes & Foster, Spencer, Ind.THIRD PRIZE, $50, to Harrison & Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.FOURTH PRIZE, $25, to S. C. Frantz, De Graff, Ohio.

TO THE NEXT TWENTY-FIVE, PRIZES OF $10 EACH:
J. W. Grant, Saginaw, Mich.
Edward King, Bethel, Me.
Andrew Mueller, Baltimore, Md.
E. Hallett, Lincoln, Nebr.
W. A. Smith, Melrose, Mass.
F. E. Blackmer, Fredericton, N. B.
C. E. Kendall, Dana, Ind.
Hoettchen & Wolff, Astoria, Ill.

Amos S. Plank, Hutchinson, Kans.
Isaac Joseph, Amsterdam, N.Y.
E. J. Hervey, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Fowler 84 Co., St Catherines, Ont.
David Barr, Sarnia, Ont.
C. W. Gibson, Richford, Vt.
C. S.Wiley, Pittsburg, Pa.
Alex. Moffatt, Brantford, Ont.
F. A. True, Kingfisher, Okla.
Protant's, Augusta, Ca.
Fritz Hoefer, Aurora, Nebr.
Taylor & Gregory, Derby, Conn.

J. E. Micks Co., Elkhart, Ind.
C. 0. Biederman, Camden, N. Y.
C. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
E. H. Goulding's Sons, Alton, In.
A. B. Hull, Belding, Mich.
William Arnold, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Geo. E. Shaw, Putnam, Conn.
J. A. Thomason, Salem, Va.
E. C. Ely, Carbondale, Pa.

J. E. Webster, Milford, N. H.
A. C. Reichel, Union Hill, N. J.
A. Levytansky, Victoria, Tex.
James B. Hayden, Topeka, Kans.
Syverud & Moe, Canton, S. D.
Fay McFadden, Granville, N. Y.
Robert Bert!, Newark, N. J.
A. E. Norris, Montreal, Canada.

AND HONORABLE MENTION HAS BEEN ACCORDED TO

J. Barber, Salem, Ohio.
Harter Jewelry Co., Steubenville, Ohio.
M. J. Soukup, Decorah, Iowa.
Geo. C. Hasslinger, Jackson, Mo.
R. A. Watts, Goldsboro, N. C.
J. E. Stephens, Rumford Falls, Me.
B. A. Mason, Frankford, Kans.
William H. Rollman, Mifflintown, Pa.
H. D. Dunning, Fremont, Nebr.
W. B. Greenland, Johnstown, N. Y.
E. S. Brooks, Palmer, Mass.
C. S. Allison & Son, Owosso, Mich.

Frank C. Hyde & Co., Appleton, Wis.
.1. N. Jantz, Detroit, Mich.
Frank S. Balster, Durango, Colo.
0. M. Campbell, Abingdon, Ill.
Edwin F. Lilley, Milford, Mass.
Alfred C. Thomas, Victoria, Tex.
E. D. Vosbury, Binghamton, N. Y.
Geo. C. Lang, Barton, Vt.
Everett B. Lewis, Dwight, Ill.
Frank L. Horning, Brookville, Ind.
E. S. Stone, Anamosa, Iowa.

Your committee desires to state that their labor was rendered doubly hard by the high character of the photos.
submitted, many of which, under ordinary circumstances, should and would have received a much higher rating had it
not been for this fact.

We would suggest that in future the matter of the color and texture of materials used should receive more consider-
ation in the matter of windows submitted for competition.

Respectfully submitted, Willard H. Bond,
Sidney Hackes,
W. Frank Purdy.

To the prize winners—the bags of gold and our congratulations.To the "honorable mentions," and the many who have tried and failed—the wish ofbetter luck next time.
And to the judges— our sincere thanks.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY,
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

.,1

The Show Window

What of Your Window in 1904?

HE comparative quietness following the first of the year affords a
favorable opportunity for thinking and planning. For the window
and store decorator this should be pre-eminently the season of
mature deliberation regarding the possibilities of the year and the

laying out of plans by which these possibilities may be most profitably
utilized. It must be always borne in mind that the art of store and window
decoration is, of necessity, utilitarian in character ; its primary object being
the most advantageous disposal of the greatest possible quantity of the
particular merchandise which the dealer is most anxious to dispose of.

Art, mechanism, symbolism and kindred adjuncts are simply the means
to this end and nothing more. Skillfully arranged, they will attract the
attention of pedestrians, or generally embellish the trim, but they should
never overshadow or submerge the goods. Thus a miniature Venus de
Milo or Fawn of Praxitiles may be turned to practical account in a show
window by suitably adorning it with a display of glittering gems, thereby
glorifying the triumph of the sculptor's ingenious hand. Many merchants
prefer the ordinary wax models of femininity for this especial purpose,
believing that they fill the bill as well as the more notable art figures.

Of course, as we have already stated, the end is a practical one and
every decorator should adopt those methods which experience has con-
vinced him to be the most profitable in attaining it. Quite a number of
jewelers, however, also deal in art goods and it is scarcely necessary to
point out how vapid, even ludicrous, these figures would appear if used as
vehicles of display where so much that is exquisite in conception and
beautiful in pose and execution is immediately available. Moreover, jewelry
is the most costly product of industrial art, and the connection between
industrial and fine art i easy to establish and furnishes the decorator with
an idea by which he can work out a display that may strikingly represent in
harmonious relation the ideal, the ornamental and the useful.

It is by such a blending of elements that the finest displays can be
produced, and to the window artist, who gives his work that measure of
careful, sifting thought which it demands, the task of executing such displays
is one not so difficult of accomplishment. Window dressing is largely a
matter of planning and of testing the plans, but it must be constant planning
and the tests also must be constant if the artist hopes to succeed. Constancy
of thought and of practice in a particular line is the surest road to its perfect
mastery. Apparently abortive experiments that bring nothing but expense
in their train, are often benefits in disguise because of the valuable lessons
they teach—lessons which, if properly taken to heart, will serve as danger
signals in the path of future effort.

The style of a decoration depends in a large degree upon

Character of the character of the building in which the windows are
the Windows located. A massive structure, with heavy stone cornices,

deep window ledges and a general air of solidity and
bulk, with single windows, instead of double ones flush with the street, is
not, as a rule, the sort of surroundings appropriate for the light and airy
style of window decoration. Here the appropriate style is richness and
depth of tone and color and sharp color contrast. Windows in such a
building take naturally to the wine-colored plush and mahogany settings,
French plate mirrors and the like.

Where the window is wide and sets out nearly flush with the pavement,
and is in a building which gives the appearance of grace and lightness, the
decorations most appropriate seem to be in the lighter tones, with oak
panel back, mirrors, etc. The secret, or rather one secret, of good window
dressing is an instinct for harmony and proportion. Perfect harmony and
proportion is beauty, and always attracts whomsoever may look upon it.

The question of backgrounds seems to be a perennial one. A jeweler
Writes us, asking what is the most practicable for his store. The character
offLe building, size of window and other factors determine this in a

-

great measure. It is largely a matter of personal choice as to the material
used. But at the present time new stores and those changing their windows
are putting in wood backgrounds, either oak or birch, the latter with the
mahogany finish.

The wood is paneled, with an appropriate molding at the top and
bottom, more or less elaborate to agree with the budget voted for repairs.
A mirror may take the place of some of the panels. Many window trimmers
prefer the mirror effect. The glass need not extend to the top of the
window, a good height being five or five-and one-half feet.

It is pertinent to quote here the opinion expressed some time ago by an
experienced window dresser : " If I were to rearrange my windows," said
he, "I should put a mirror panel in the back and one in either side.
Between the mirrows I would hang a curtain of a deep green velvet plush,
the woodwork to be mahogany. The curtains would be the same height as
the mirror, the top molding of the woodwork showing above them.

"In addition to the regular lights at the top of the window, I would
put a row along the bottom similar to the footlights in a theater. The
window should be so wired that lights could be put behind my displays.
Personally, I like the idea of ' bunch ' trimming, and behind each bunch I
should have an incandescent lamp. It adds wonderfully to the effect."
" Now, hold on ; you are making this thing so expensive that the

ordinary merchant in a small town cannot possibly carry it out," was
suggested.
" Most emphatically no," was the reply. " The window is a most

important advertisement, and it pays to fix it up right. The window is a
miniature theater, and until you tit it out with the most modern systems of
lighting you can't expect to get the best shows. And if you give a poor
show what return can you expect in a money way?
" I believe a couple of show windows fitted in the way I have mentioned,

in a small town, where people have not been surfeited with beautiful win-
dows, vk ill do the merchant much more good than similar ones in the city."

There is some reason for the suggestion regarding the
expense of elaborate backgrounds and other fittings, and

Backgrounds the merchant who cannot afford these, especially one
entering the jewelry business, can in lieu of the more

costly arrangement contrive a more modest one by suspending either from
the ceiling or from a bar, cord or wire elevated to the required height a
curtain of some suitable cloth. Plush is largely used for this purpose. Of
course, if the merchant can afford to finish his windows in mahogany,
weathered oak or the like, so much the better. But this is not necessary.
If the curtain idea is not suitable, a background of ordinary pine may be
covered with cloth or pape.r. This background need not be high. All the
newer stores are making the low display, and a background from four to
five feet high is enough. But by all means give the window something
against which to build the displays.
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Curtains as

Your Competitors are Teachers
Every jeweler will do well to study carefully the methods of his corn-

petitors, especially the more prosperous and formidable ones. These
methods should include the important factors, advertising and window
dressing. In this competitive age the jeweler who lives and plans within
himself is like a general who, in time of war, takes no trouble to keep
informed concerning the enemy's movements. An efficient commander
learns all he can about the operations of the opposing force, so as to be in
a position to counteract them. He has no thought of imitating the tactics
of the opposing general, but wishes to know what they are, so that he may
meet them effectively by other tactics. In like manner the merchant should
study the publicly-made movements of his business rivals. He should not
pry into their business affairs, nor should he imitate their methods. But he
should know all the plans the others adopt for obtaining publicity and
promoting sales.
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A Solid Wall of Testimony.
Samples of hundreds of letters from jewelers, expressing great satisfaction with

The "Standard" Electric Clock.
Do not miss the chance to get some of these superior Clocks before all are gone—for we have discontinued their manufacture and are closing out the stock on hand.Write direct to the factory.

New York Standard Watch Co., Jersey City, New Jersey.

MR. E. A. MARSH, General Superintendent of the Waltham Watch Co., wrote : " I have had one of your
"Standard " Electric Clocks in my house for five years or more, and it has run so well I would like to get more
of them." Four days later he ordered three additional, for his personal use.

I am exceedingly sorry to hear that you are discontinuing the making of theStandard Electric Clocks. For years have been selling Mei repairing electric clocks,
but I must confess that for the money yours are the best on the market. I have
I nstalled several of these clocks ill the iVar Department and they are giving excellentsatisfaction.

A. 0. HI-fffERLY, Washington, D. C.

I have found them excellent timekeepers, and mycustomers highly esteem the advantage of a clock thatruns day ami night, month in month out, without anyattention, constantly telling the correct time.
GEO. Ivy ELVIS, Medford, Wis.

We think it every hit as good as an expensive chronometer We have compared
It with the regular IVestern Union time at nine o'clock, mornings, and find its ratings
to run mond 5 seconds variation a month, while It has at the most varied not
over 20 seconds—sometime ago when we changed the batteries.

ADOLPH, ANUNDSON (with A. B. Kennedy), Ithaca, N.Y.

I can truthfully say that the four clocks I sold arerunning within 15 seconds per month ; the clock Ihave in my store (loos not vary more than 6 to 8seconds per month.
D. URBACH, Keyport, N. J.

It runs fine. I think it the greatest clock out.
I JUNSEN, Richfield, Utah.

Could not ask for anything better—and do not think there is a better timepiece on
the market for the money. I am well pleased with them and can heartily recommend
them to all who want a good timepiece. Hoping your clocks may reach a place inevery up-to-date jewelry store, I am,

IV. II. REPLOoLE, Shenandoah, Iowa.

We have one of your clocks in the power house of the Johnstown Electric Street
Railway. The company were so well pleased with the clock they ordered two for the
street car barn and ordered the IVestern Union clocks taken out. We have a great
many more of your clocks out in different places and they all give satisfaction.

LARKIN JEWELRY CO., Johnstown, Pa.
We consider them the most perfect timepieces thatwe have ever had in our store. Every clock that wehave over sold of your make has given perfect satis-faction.

R. L. BREWER & SON, Suffolk, Va.

The four Electric Clocks, of your make, have beenin use from two to four years, during which time theyhave given us universal satisfaction. We can recom-mend them to anyone.
J. SCHMALZ'S SONS, Inc., Hoboken, N. J.

Your clocks give the best of satisfaction, and I honestly believe they are the mostaccurate and reliable timekeeper made. This is my third order.
A. P. HIRZY, Grand Rapids, IVis.

We have been handling your Electric Clocks for anumber of years and they have given general satisfac-tion, requiring the renewal of batteries only once in ayear. Some have run over 18 months without renewal.C. F. GREENWOOD & BRO., Norfolk, Va.

Your clocks here have given the best of satisfaction. The clock for which I am
ordering the spring has run 2% years on two new batteries only.

FRED. JENSEN, Pocahontas, Iowa.

I have used one of your Electric Clocks as a regu-lator for over two years and it has given the best ofsatisfaction.
C. 0. DEIS, Canal Dover, Ohio.

I have placed a number of your make of electricclocks in banks and business houses, and each one hetigiven perfect satisfaction.
C. C. HOIIMEYER, East Stroudsburg, Pa.

Your clocks give complete satisfaction. They are very accurate timepieces. We
have been handling them ever since they first came out.

H. C. KLI?,IN & SON, Muncie, Ind.

I have placed several of your Electric Clocks inpublic buildings and have found them to vary but afew seconds in two or three mouths. They have beenrunning about two years now with one renewal ofhut tortes.
T. A. WESTMYER, Wheeling, W. Va.

I am surprised that you intend discontinuing your Clock line. You may quote
MO as saying that I consider them far in advance of any spring or weight clock.

C. L. DRESNACH, San Mateo, Cal.

Please add my name to your roll of admirers. Iwish to say we have sold a number of your clocks andthey give elegant satisfaction.
F. BRUNNER, Rutherford, N. J.

I am very well pleased withyour clocks. We havet I•cm running without setting for one year. They areti10nly clocks for time and trouble-savers.
0. GRAFTON, Huntington, Ind.

We have placed quite a number of your ElectricClocks in offices and stores through the two cities, andthey are all giving satisfaction.
GILLESPIE BROS., Pittsburg, Pa.

• I very much regret that you have decided to discontinue the manufacture of the New York Standard Electric Clock, as I find the demand for them steadily increasing as the

merits of the clock become known. My experience with them has been most satisfactory. I have bought of you forty-nine clocks of all styles, and to the best of my knowledge there

is not one but what is giving satisfaction. I find it necessary to make some repairs to them, but trifling to what it would be for the same number of spring or weight clocks, and find

them far superior an timekeepers. I have put several in mills and factories, where the vibration is such that it has been impossible to use anything but a lever clock, all in use are

running perfectly satisfactory. I placed one of your clocks in my summer residence June 1, 1902, set and regulated it twice during the summer. November 17th, of the same year,

I closed the house for the winter and re-opened it May 6th, of this year, and found the clock still running, and much to my surprise it was but 80 seconds slow. It has been running

almost eighteen months on one pair of batteries. I have used one of your clocks as a regulator for the past three years, discarding a line Swiss clock which coat more than twice the

money, It was set the last time July 28th, since which time it has lost and gained 9 seconds—being at the present date exactly right. Similar reeorda could be given you of a number

of the clocks if space would permit.

MILLARD F. DAVE, Wilmington, Del.
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Annual Meeting and Banquet of the
Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers

The Arena, New York City, was the scene
of an impressive gathering of bright wits and
shrewd men on Saturday afternoon, January 9th,
when the Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers held
its fourteenth annual meeting and first annual ban-
quet, which features were followed by a theater
party. The meeting was presided over by William
C. Parks, president of the brotherhood, and there
were sixty-four members in attendance. The
president called the meeting to order at 4.50 P. M.
and routine business followed. This consisted of
the reading of reports and the consideration of the
most effective methods by which the scope and
influence of the brotherhood might be expanded.
The president made an address, the opening of
which was retrospective. He also dwelt upon the
benefits of affiliation with the brotherhood, and
proceeded to review the development of the organ-
ization as follows:

With the revising of our constitution and by-
laws, January, 1900, came the increased member-
ship, and it was then voted to extend the limit to
150. We had always awaiting list, and to-day have
over 6o names ready to join our ranks as soon as
them are vacancies. This is gratifying to know, as
it is an indorsement of the charater of our organ-
ization. But I would call your attention to the
fact that the geater the membership, the greater
the work to be done by the secretary and execu-
tive committee. In this respect I would ask that
upon the receipt of any notice from the secretary,
whether for dues or otherwise, you would try to
respond promptly. Also, in reporting to the exe-
cutive committee on cases for assistance or other
matters, you would go into details as much as
possible, that they may act intelligently and thereby
gain your approval. One of the greatest hardships
the executive committee has to bear is an adverse
and unjust criticism after they have devoted time
and sincere thought in trying to act on these mat-
ters to the benefit of all, and the honor of the
brotherhood. I would therefore ask you to please
refrain from criticism, and above all do not discuss
the subjects in public places. Such discussions are
likely to breed ill-feeling, which does not harmonize
with any organization bearing the name of brother-
hood.

Before closing, I would make a few suggestions
for your consideration. In view of the larger mem-
bership, and the possibility of increasing it, I sub-
mit to you the advisability of constituting an ad-
visory board or membership committee of five, or
as many members as is thought best, such members
to be selected or voted upon, and to represent the
various sections—Newark, New York, Providence
and the Western travelers—this committee to pass
on the applications for membership and forward
to the executive committee for final admittance.
Also to state particulars, to report to the executive
committee such cases of need, etc., as may have
come under their notice in their respective territo-
ries. This might lessen the work of the executive
committee to some extent.

The address was received by the members
with a warmth of approval which showed that
they were thoroughly in accord with the views
therein expressed. The report of Matthias Strat-
ton, secretary and treasurer, was next read, and

as a reflex of the organization's conditions, finan-

cially and otherwise, was highly satisfactory.
Stephen B. Kent, of Kent & Woodland, read a
similarly encouraging report from the executive
committee. The following names were suggested

as officers for the coming year by the nominating
committee : For president, Wm. C. Parks, of

Parks Bros. & Rogers ; vice-president, E. H. Eck-

feldt, of Eckfeldt & Ackley ; secretary and trea-

surer, Matthias Stratton, with Ailing & Co.; exe-

cutive committee, for a term of two years—A. J.

Parker, of the Osmun-Parker Co., and A. G. Van

Houten, of C. Sydney Smith & Co. These nomi-
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nees were unanimously elected, and with the ex-
ception of the two new committee members who
replace Clayton L. Moak and George W. Beards-
ley, both of whom retired, the officers are identi-
cal with those of last year. Messrs. Parker and
Van Houten were escorted to the president's
table and a vote of thanks was accorded their
retired predecessors. A nominating committee
was then appointed, consisting of Frank Huff, J. E.
Simonson, N. B. Elting and George W. Beardsley.

The article of the constitution limiting the
membership to 150 was altered and the number
extended to 200. H. C. Larter, of Larter, Elcox
& Co., urged the appointment by the president of
an advisory committee of five to co-operate with
the executive committee, and the president in an
advisory capacity. This idea was in accord with
the view expressed in the president's address, and
it met with the approval of the meeting. Pursuant
to the extension of the membership limit, the
executive committee selected for admission fifty
new applicants from the waiting list and this con-
cluded the practical business of the meeting.

The banquet, which followed, was enjoyed as
only traveling men can enjoy a social feast. It
passed off amidst a whirl of popular choruses,
witty speeches and general pleasantry. An embel-
lished box containing a dozen cigars was the
souvenir of the occasion. At the conclusion of
the dinner an adjournment was made to Weber &
Fields' Theater, and the humorous tableaux there
witnessed proved an admirable culmination to a
very happy reunion.

A Jeweler who was Buried Alive
The recent death of George Hayward, jeweler,

Independence, Mo., at the age of eighty-two, re-
calls an instance of his career, which for thrilling
interest is seldom or never met with outside of the
literary product of some weird, wormy imagina-
tions. When a boy he experienced the sickening
sensation of being buried alive. He was conscious
of what was happening, but powerless to prevent
it. It was the maddening sense of helplessness in
the face of such a doom, that must have caused
his greatest suffering. Yet, as he himself relates
below, there were moments when the imminence
of death ceased to terrify him. Throughout the
ordeal of laying out and burial he was fully cogni-
zant of all that was transpiring, but he could not
make a sound or a movement. He heard the clods
of earth falling on his coffin as he was being
covered, and then a dreamy sensation overcame
him.

The old saying that " doctors differ and
patients die " received a jolt in the case of young
Hayward, however, for it was precisely the dis-
agreement of the medical attendants as to the
cause of the supposed death that rescued the boy
from being slowly suffocated in his coffin. The
grave was opened, the body exhumed and con-
veyed to a dissecting room, where the prospective
subject came out of the cataleptic state into which
he had fallen, and which almost carried him into
eternity just as the doctors were preparing to dis-
sect him.

This occurred at Marshville, Gloucestershire,
England, where Mr. Hayward was born. He was
one of a large family of boys, and they all lived
on a farm. One day while in the field pitching
straw he was accidentally hit on the head with one
of the pitchforks. A tine of the fork penetrated
his skull, and upon going home he became bed-
fast. Two doctors were called. They couldn't
agree. One had it the boy was ill from pleurisy;
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the other, that the blow on the head was the
trouble. In two weeks' time the boy was declared
dead.

Some time previous to his death he himself
told his awful experience. " It was death, as far
as far as my relatives were concerned," said he.
" Yet I was painfully conscious of every movement
going .on around me. My eyes were half closed,
and as I was laid out I heard my older brother,.
John, walk into the house. I saw him approach
the cot, with tears in his eyes, and sympathizing
friends consoled him by asking him to dry his
tears. He is gone,' they said, and other similar
expressions were used around the bier. Well-
known faces would peer down at me as I lay with
my eyes half closed. Tears rained on my face
as the burial shroud was wrapped around my
body. As soon as the undertaker arrived I knew
that I was to be buried alive. Try as I would,
nothing could break the spell which bound me.
Every action and every word spoken are as distinct
to my mind now as then.
" Well, the time for the funeral arrived, and

the service was preached over my living, but rigid
body. The undertaker approached and the lid of
my little prison house was fastened down. Life
seemed all but gone when this took place, but, as
I stated, no effort of mine could break the spell.
The coffin was shoved into the wagon, and the
trundling of the vehicle sounded in my ears. I
was painfully conscious of the fact that I was soon
to be lowered into my grave. Strange as it may
seem, at times I did not feel fear at my impending
fate. The coffin was taken out of the wagon and
lowered into the grave. In those days boxes were
not used as a receptacle for the coffin. The clods
of earth fell heavy on the lid of the casket. There
I was being entombed alive, unable to speak or
stay the hands of my friends. My effort to move
proved futile, and the close air of the coffin seemed
stifling to me. Suddenly the shoveling ceased,
and the silence of the tomb was complete. I did
not seem to have the fear then that a person would
naturally expect under such circumstances. All I
remember is that the grave is a lonely place, and
the silence of the tomb was horribly oppressive.
A dreamy sensation came over me and a sense of
suffocation became apparent. My whole system
was paralyzed ; were it otherwise, my struggles
would have been desperate."

Mr. Hayward was never able to tell how long
he lay in the grave. He always said that the first
sense he had of returning life, was when he heard
the scraping of a spade on his coffin lid when the
doctors dug him up.
" They were the same doctors that waited

upon me while I was ill at my home," he con-
tinued, " and through my half-closed eyes I saw
them engaged in a dispute. There I lay on the
dissecting table, able to hear and see, but unable
to speak or move. The doctors came near me
with their knives of glistening steel. By super-
human effort my eyelids were slightly raised, and
then I heard one of the doctors exclaim:
" ' Look out, you fool ! He is alive.'
" ' He is dead,' rejoined the other doctor.
" 'See ! He opens his eyes.' The doctors

dropped their knives, and from that time on I re-
covered rapidly. I was taken home, and there
was great rejoicing."

After his recent death an unusually long period
was allowed to elapse before the burial, and
assurances were ascertained that life was extinct.
His death was due to pneumonia, contracted while
attending the funeral of his son. A widow, two
sons and three daughters survive him.
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Spring Styles in Papeteries

I IE recent activity among manufac-
turers incident to the preparation of
their lines of spring papeteries, was

further stimulated by a very brisk demand
for holiday lines. Metropolitan dealers are
reported to have made an unprecedented
showing, and the samples surpassed those of
all former years in variety and attractiveness.
Spring goods, which are now in order, pro-
mise to be equally interesting ; and while
some of these are said to have been in readi-
ness since September last, the bulk of them
are now receiving the attention of retailers.
The advent of each stocking-up season
usually witnesses some deviation in styles,
packing and arrangement. Moreover, sta-
tionery is a commodity whose character
depends so much upon the caprice of fashion

that these periodic variations are inevitable.

The present spring output is no excep-
tion to this established rule. This year the
most noticeable change from the papeteries
of last spring is the tendency to the fancy
flap on the envelopes. This does not mean
that there will be a greater departure than
has hitherto been noticed from the old con-
ventional style of flap, but rather that flaps
of a somewhat fancy type will be more gene-
rally placed in the boxes than they have
been. The wallet flap seems to be the style

most favored, and envelopes of this pattern,
or of some style resembling it, may be con-
sidered as being the popular thing. Some
deviations show the wallet flap rather shorter
than it has been known, and others show it
resembling the old wedge shape cut off
squarely at about its center. The very long
wedge-shape flap, reaching almost to the
bottom of the envelope, will likewise be
much in evidence. There is no very radical
difference in the size and general shape of
the notepaper styles ; these goods, of course,
being always less susceptible of change than
envelopes. Generally speaking, the shape
most favored is the square sheet, the length
of which slightly exceeds the width. The
porportions are convenient and graceful, and
such as will appeal to users of fine stationery.
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The 'Wright" Writes Right.That is the sole reason why it is the best sellerand most popular fountain pen made.
ELEDANT CATALODUF,
Illustrating over
100 Patterns,
FREE ON •
REQUEST.

This Solid Oak Show Case free with lirstorder for $10.00 to $15.00.
Style B Oak Case, with space for 18 pens anddrawer for boxes, free with first order for$20.00 or more.

Write for particulars for our FOUNTAIN PEN CONTEST.We have a splendid advertising proposition which will sell foun-tain pens for you.

PEN CO., 614 Locust St., St. Lotii.s, Mo.

THE 'RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PENSPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,given with the first order of one dozenor MOM pens.
Send for catalogue.
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All makes of Fountain Pens and tiold Pens Repaired.

To Retail Dealers.Electro-Silicon Silver Soapis a skillful combination of our famouspolishing powder Electro-Silicon, andthe best saponaceous materials.
Being absolutely free from all
deleterious properties it has
found favor in both workshop
and household. It has the excep-
tional merits of Electro-Silicon (powder)in a form best adapted to the purpose.

$1.25 per dozen.

Ask your Jobber for
the " RIVAL" Pen.

All pens are 14 IC. gold.
Every pen warranted.
Members of Nationalssneint 1011 of Manufacturers of U.S.A.

For Washing and PolishingGold, Silver and Glassware. The washing
cleanses, the drying polishes ; or it

may be used with a moist cloth.
sample cake will be sent

to dealers free of cost upon
request. Trade supplied by

Otto Young & Co., Chicago, Ill.;
Redington & Co., San Francisco, Cal.;

Davis & Lawrence Co., Ltd., Montreal;
Sample free.THE ELECTRO SILICON Co., Sole Proprietors, 30 Cliff Street, New York.

Notepaper
Styles
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According to the American
Stationer, this, of course,
will determine the shape of
the envelope, which will

continue oblong. This journal also states
that while quite the usual wide variety of
papers will be used, including fabric finishes,
linens, bonds, parchments, vellums, etc., it
is pretty safe to venture the assertion that the
first mentioned will be used to a greater ex-
tent than it has been. One manufacturer
in discussing this phase of the situation men-
tioned that he would use very little other
than fabric papers in his spring papeteries.

The boxes themselves, of
course, are not nearly as
elaborate as those in which
the consuming trade was in-

terested during the Christmas season ; though
manufacturers say that they will be much
more beautiful than anything that has been
offered for spring heretofore. The covers
will have dainty and artistic, embossed and
and fancy lithographed designs, the papers
for which in many cases have been imported
specially from abroad. There will be , no
tendency to the gaudy, because manufac-
turers in past seasons have found that such
goods are not favored by the buyers.

While most houses are not
inclined to discuss the ques-
tion of prices, it can be stated
almost positively that the

same amount of money will buy as good, if
not better values than in previous seasons.
Inasmuch as there were some rumors in
circulation recently of a possible advance in
writings, it seemed that prices on spring
papeteries might be advanced, though this
possibility seems more remote as the weeks
pass.

Box
Designs

Question of
Prices

Antique in Stationery the • Latest Fad

Me revivification of old styles has ex-
tended to the stationery business, at least in
our big cities. One of our metropolitan
dailies says :

You may, if you will, pay two or three
hundred dollars to have your writing desk
as old fashioned and inconvenient as your
great grandfather's, and you will be lucky
if some friend with money to burn does not

fit you out with a birthday present, including
all the old gentleman's impedimenta of cor-
respondence. You may also have quill pens,

the true goosequill, at somewhere between
$5.25 and $2 a box of two dozen.

Small stationers try to get along without
keeping quill pens, and some seem to be
ignorant of the fact that any save metallic

pens were ever used, but nearly all the large
stationers, and all the fashionable ones keep
quills, and find them pretty steadily in de-
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mand by resident Englishmen and the old-
fashioned Americans. If you have a fancy
for swan quills, you will find them harder to
get, and a good deal more expensive.

A few stationers have reversed the order
of nature and inventive progress by making
penstaffs of the quills and fitting them with
silver or gold holders for steel or gold pens.
If you like this form of the mock antique,
you may have the article, including the gold
pen, at almost any absurd price you choose
to pay.

Sealing wax, with all its concomitants,
has so thoroughly re-established itself that a
sealing outfit forms part of almost every well
appointed home desk. The price may be
anything from a dollar to Poo, then as much
more as ingenious extravagance could make it.

But the very oldest fashioned accessory
of the desk is writing-sand. Most stationers
in New York neglect to provide this fore-
runner of the modern blotting-paper, and,
of course, they equally neglect to keep the
pepper pots from which the sand is sifted
upon the freshly-written page. Clerks utterly
refuse to understand the customer who asks
for writing sand, and the very tradition of
the thing seems to be lost.

It may be had, however, and so may the
pepper pots, in solid silver if you like, with
appropriate decorations, all at about the price
of a fairly good overcoat. Perhaps a large
silver box as a reservoir for your general
supply of sand will be found useful, if not
convenient ; at any rate, it will add a few
dollars to the cost.

When your glittering array is complete,
with scissors, paper cutter, paper weight,
desk watch and a few other trifles, you will
have a brilliant show of plate such as will
attract the favorable attention of the first
burglar who enters the house. As to your
correspondence, it will not be expedited by
all your paraphernalia. You will ink your
fingers and perhaps cut them mending your
pens ; you will risk the danger of fire in
sealing your letters, and you will litter your
desk with dust and grime when you blot
your sheet, but you will be truly antique and
ancestral.

Frost on Show Windows

As an excellent remedy against the freez-
ing of show windows, the Pharmaceutische
Zeitung, a German publication, recommends
the application of a mixture consisting of 55
grams of glycerin dissolved in i liter of 62
per cent. alcohol, containing, to improve the
odor, some oil of amber. As soon as the mix-
ture clarifies, it is rubbed over the inner
surface of the glass. This treatment, it is
claimed, not only prevents the formation of
frost, but also stops sweating.



ONLY ONE AUCTIONEER
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in a thousand knows the jewelry business well enoughto make a sale safely as well as profitably for the jeweler.What avails the profit of the moment if your good name isblasted for all time ? There are two things which I make ita point never to lose sight of One is my own reputation ;the other the reputation of the jeweler. No one who hasever purchased at a sale of mine could charge me withmisrepresentation ; no jeweler for whom I have made asale could say that I did injury to his good name. I prizemy own reputation ; I make sales only for jewelers whoprize theirs. My reward is the permanent patronage ofjewelers of standing. Two sales, three sales, four sales insuccession for the same jewelers ; what's the moral ? Theywill tell you and I'll furnish their names. Write at once ;pressure of engagements makes me plan ahead.

784 First Stir-Qet,
Long Distance Telephone,
Number North 2.IA. Milvvaukee, Wis.

Revell No. 400 K Outfit. I 4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;5 Show Cases and Tables, eachPRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION. 8 feet long;
2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

Modern

ewelryfixfures

Show Cases

illexa t-er a flew, sa Co
213 - .EffL Avenue, CHI CA G 0,

anurarfurerA

We can furnish any quantity of wallcases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required andwe will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.
Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glassdouble strength.

WALL CASE.
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,outside ; three drawers in center, cupboards either side with horizontal slidingpaneled doors. Upper part 54 incheshigh, 18 inches deep, inside. One 'c-inch and one re-inch wide shelves onbrackets. Shelves and interior lined withdark green felt. Two doors sliding upand balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show case front glass 54 inches high,top glass 24 inches wide, front and topin two lights each, horizontal slidingdoors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.
66 inches high to top of rail, 71 incheshigh overall, paneled below, glass above.

The house of L. Gutmann & Sons, Cincinnati,
announce that their force of travelers will be the
same this year as last. Their list includes the fol-
lowing well known and able salesmen : Steve Leu-
busher in Northwestern territory ; Eugene Fro-
meyer in the Central Western states; Ed. C. Pfaffle
ill the Southwestern territory ; Eli Gutmann in his
old territory in the South, and Chas E. Payne in
Kentucky. This firm reports a satisfactory increase
in their business in the past year.

The Bauman-Massa Company, of St. Louis,
will be represented on the road during 1904 by the
same force of travelers who served them so well
during 1903. Their list is headed by the veteran,
W. F. Wilmes, who will again cover Kansas and
Oklahoma ; Joseph Auer will cover Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississipi and Alabama territory ; Leo
Bauman will travel in Missouri, Arkansas and
Southern Illinois territory and S. L. Lowenstein
will look after nearby Missouri territory and the
city of St. Louis.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro., the well-known manu-
facturers' agents, of St. Louis, announce the follow-
ing as their traveling force for this year : F. B.
Weidlich, John T. Sluggett, Wm. Weidlich, Ed.
Gregory and E. C. Weidlich. Mr. Gregory is the
new man on the list and will cover Kansas and
Nebraska territory, making his home at Gallatin,
Mo., where he was formerly engaged in the retail
jewelry business for a number of years.

John Herschede will again look after the
interests of the Herschede Hall Clock Company,
Cincinnati, on the road in the western territory.
Mr. Herschede is one of the popular men of the
profession and manages to get his full share of
business wherever he goes.

Ira C. Jones is a new traveler for Chas. L.
Trout & Co., New York City. He covers the ter-
ritory in the Northwest formerly traversed by G.
T. Zulauf, who is no longer with this firm.

The L. Bauman Jewelry Company, St. Louis,
will be represented during the ensuing year by the
following traveling force ; Louis Bauman in the
Southwest and far West ; Fred. Bross will again
cover his old territory in Missouri, Illinois and
Arkansas ; Julius Newman will greet his customers
for another year in the Missouri and Kansas terri-
tory, and Mark Eiseman will again look after the
firm's interest in the Southern territory.

A. Hirsch & Co., of Chicago, will be repre-
sented by Joe Gratz in the Northwest ; Al. Eisen-
bach, in Missouri, Kansas and Iowa territory, and
Sam. Newman in Illinois, Indiana and Michigan
territory.

M. F. Barger & Co., of Chicago, have arranged
with E. 0. Baumgarten to represent them again for
another year in his old territory, and S. L. Scott
will travel in the Western territory heretofore cov-
ered for this house by Steve King.

KEYSTON

The Miller Jewelry Company, of Cincinnati,
will be represented during the present year by J. C.
I iller in the Central West, and W. L. Miller in

the West and Northwest.
The Gustave Fox Company, Cincinnati, will

be represented by Burt Ganz in the Eastern ter-
ritory ; L. J. Fox in the Middle West and South-
west ; L. Scoller in the Northwest, and S. Bow-
man in Southern territory. All of the above gen-
tlemen are already out among the trade with their
Spring lines.

Albert Bros., Cincinnati, have arranged with
their old traveling force to again represent thein
during the present year. Their staff includes
Chas. Gebhardt, Al. Pape and Fred. J. I.ongdon,
all of whom will travel in their old territory.

The traveling force of Henry Freund & Bro.,
New York City, are now out on their initial trips
of the year. With one exception the corps is the
same as last season.
The exception is Chas.
Danziger, who will
cover the South and
West, hitherto tra-
versed by Jesse L.
Brown, the last named
being no longer with
this concern. Henry
Freund, senior mem-
ber of the firm, will
cover the Middle
Western States, as
heretofore, while his
brother, Louis F'reund,
whose portrait is here
shown, will call upon
the trade in his old territory, which includes some
of the Western States, the Pacific Coast and the
Southwest. The other representative, Leo Gold-
schmidt, will travel Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wash-
ington, Pennsylvania and New York.

A. G. Schwab & Bro., Cincinnati, have ar-
ranged their staff of traveling salesmen for 1904 as
follows : James Baker in Ohio and Indiana terri-
tory ; Isa Schroder in Southern territory ; Julius G.
Schwab in the South, and Louis Lange in Ohio
and West Virginia.

J. W. Forsinger, of Chicago, has arranged
with the following travelers to look after his road
interests during the ensuing year : E. K. McGilli-
vray in his old territory, likewise A. J. Perry, J. H.
Crawford and L. R. Millar ; A. J. Wingblade, who
has been connected with Mr. Forsinger for several
years as house salesman, is the new member of the
force, and will travel in Western territory mostly.

The Gorham Manufacturing Company an-
' nounces the following traveling force from their

Chicago headquarters : W. H. Burton, in the
Northwest ; W. F. Willis in Western territory;
T. G. Jewett in his old territory in Indiana, Illinois
and Ohio ; L. B. Leonard in the West and South-
west, and H. T. Simpson in the smaller cities of
the Northwest.

jos. Noterman & Co., of Cincinnati, announce
that they will continue their old traveling force in
the same territory as heretofore. For a number of
years past this house has been represented on the
road by the able and popular salesmen, Wm.
Pfleuger and John B. Osthoff, and their many
friends in the trade will be glad to greet them
during 1904.

F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, announce that
their salesmen for the year, so far as at present
arranged, consist of : L. W. Melchor in his old
territory ; Fred. Dunn in the West and Northwest;

Louis Freund
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James K. Bass in the South and West, represent-
ing their Denver and Atlanta branches ; Clarence
Corwin will cover Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and
Ohio territory ; Guy A. Henry, Chicago and
nearby towns, and Geo. L. Robb, city salesmen,
with David Chambers and E. A. Inskeep making
occasional trips. Mr. Corwin is the new man on
their force.

E. & J. Swigart, of Cincinnati, announce that
they are not making any changes ill their traveling
force for the present year. They will be repre-
sented by J. W. Solar in the South ; Chas. Swigart
in Northern Ohio, Michigan and Indiana territory
and E. Doenitz in Ohio and West Virginia.

The Towle Manufacturing Company announce
the following traveling force from their Chicago
office : W. S. Gilmore in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa
and Kentucky ; A. L. Fuller in Ohio, Michigan
and West Virginia ; 0. F. Samuelson in the far
West and Southwest, and C. R. Downs in Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota and the Dakotas.

Frank Murray, for several years past on the
road in Iowa, Nebraska and Western territory for
Benj. Allen & Co., has resigned and is now with
Despres, Bridges & Noel, of Chicago, and will
travel in Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin
and the Dakotas in their interests.

C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago, have arranged
with the following salesmen to look after their road
interests during 1904 : R. W. Barlow in Illinois,
Indiana and the Southwest ; E. E. Reynolds in the
Northwest, and Steve R. King in Western territory.
This firm expects to add another traveler to their
force later.

Schrader-Wittstein Company, of Chicago, will
be represented by the following gentlemen during
the ensuing year : H. G. Schramm in Western and
Southern territory ; Fred Eiseman in Chicago and
nearby towns and Edward Schrader will wait on
the Chicago city trade.

Our readers will recognize in the accompanying
portrait the familiar features of Max Goldstein, the
popular young salesman, of H. 0. Hurlburt &
Sons, Philadelphia. Mr.
Goldstein was recently
married to Miss Essie
Rosenstein, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Meier
Rosenstein. The newly-
wed couple went on a
wedding trip through the
New England States, and
now reside at 2922 Oxford
Street, Philadelphia. Mr.
Goldstein is a young man
who has been with H. 0.
Hurlburt &Sons since he
was fifteen years old. He began as an errand boy
and through his business aptitude and close atten-
tion to duty advanced to the position of traveling
salesman. He traverses Delaware, Eastern Mary-
land, Virginia and parts of Northeastern Pennsyl-
vania in the interest of the firm.

The following Eastern travelers called upon
the Pacific Coast jobbers during January:

Jack Fuller, of J. G. Fuller &Co., Providence.
K. L. Taylor, of Riley, French & Heffron, Attleboro.
R. T. Kleckner, of Theo. W. Foster & Bro. Co., Providence.
Chas. Bunker, of Whiting & Davis, Plainville.
E. L. Spencer, of E. L. Spencer & Co Providence.
P. A. Wilkenson. of J. J. Sotntners, North Attleboro.
A. S. Cooper, of Parks Bros. & Roger., Providence.
W. S. Metcalf, of Plainville Stock Co.. Providence.
H. F. Tourtellot, of Waite, Thresher & Co., Providence.
Ira W. Smith, of The Horton-Angel Co., Attleboro.
Roy H. King, of.!. T. Mauran Manufacturing Co., Providence
I. W. Lederer, of S. B. Lederer & Co., Providence.
Mr. Wilkins, of Ostby & Barton Co., Providence.
Helmer 'Thompson, of F. II. Noble & Co., Chicago.
H. J. ililderbrand, of IL C. Lindal & Co., New York City.
R. Robinson, of II. F. Barrows & Co., North Attleboro.
Frank F. Gibson, of The H. A. Kirby Co., Providence.

(Continued on frage 265)

Max Goldstein



264 WHAT A JEWELER SAYS ABOUT OUR
HOME COURSE IN ENGRAVING FOR $5°

00
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American School of Engraving. Morrill, Kansas, Dec. 29, 1903.Dear Sirs :—The following you may use for publication : This is to certifythat I have purchased your Course in Engraving and find it practicable, andI am well pleased with the outfit. It is all you said it was. I understandthe lessons and I have had no trouble in following instructions. I did fairscript in one week. After I practiced for about two weeks a traveling sales-man stopped here. I showed him my work, and he said That is betterengraving than a great many do that have worked at the bench for years."Inclosed are two plates I engraved, and which please examine and point outfaults. flow are the monograms?
Yours truly, S. P. HALDEMAN.

Our Complete Course of Instruction teaches how to do Script, Old English, Roman andFancy Lettering, all kinds of Monograms and Inscriptions on Jewelry, Silverware, Seals, CoffinPlates, etc. Sharpening of tools, holding articles, bright cutting, " thread-lining," cutting toughmetals, transferring, and many " tricks of the trade " made perfectly clear and well illustrated.The secrets of quick, exact sharpening of tools without long practice and how to engravestraight and curved lines without slipping, are each worth ten times the price asked.$5.00 pays for the course of lessons and also an outfit of three fine, sharpened gravers,steel marker, marking compound, leather pad, fine Washita oilstone, pencil dividers, twelvemetal plates, six band rings and six thimbles to practice on, and a set of alphabet sheets toteach letter drawing quickly in a unique way.This course is of more value than many trade schools, as it is the work of a practicalengraver now working for the trade. It costs only one-twentieth the price of an engravingmachine and enables you to do three small jobs while a machine would do one."I recommend your school as a thoroughly practical one."—P. LEWIS, Jeweler, Tuakegee, Ala. • " Worth many times the price."—IRBY PATE, Jeweler, McKenzie, Tenn.
" Tour in,truetions are as plain as if a good engraver Was standing over my shoulder and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good workafter one week of practice C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. Dak.

Other testimonials for the asking.

$5.00 PAYS FOR ALL.AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVINGForeign customers please add 40 cents to cover postage. 30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A

Miniature Portraits
0--.

on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES
and LOCKETS.

Our work will not fade or peel off.
Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from

Any Photo.

The Goldstein Engraving Co.

Hand-Painted Miniatures
Copied from Any Photo.

We make a Specialty of this
High-Grade Hand-Painting on Ivory.

Perfect Likeness Guaranteed.
45 Maiden Lane, New York.

Are you looking for a firm that will do your Repairsand your 
Special Order Work

WE ARE THE PEOPLE. Try us.

Cohen cc. Nickell,

QUICK and at RIGHT PRICES?

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
and DIAMOND SETTERS

Exclusively for the Trade.1 67 Dcarborn Strcet, CHICAGO.

Partial View of the St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust Street,Known as the most practical school In the United States. St. Louis, Mo.Good board and room can be obtained near our school for $14.00 per month.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I give elose,personal attention to repairs sent. me.Promptness my motto. Semi for my printedPrice-List, which is free for the asking.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

Ateam
Itapidarg.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and
Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
Am.rican
Stem-Wlnd
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silverfor English, Swiss and American Movements.
OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our Nen, Pricc.List.
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American Retail Jewelers' Association
Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association

met in executive session at Hotel Normandie, De-
troit, Mich., Tues-
day, January 12th.
The meeting was
called to order at
3.15 P. M. by the
president, E. E.
Thomas,who made
a few introductory
remarks as to the
purposes of the or-
ganization. There
was much enthusi-
asm among those
present, and all felt
the necessity of a

strong, influential organization. The secretary was
then called upon for his report, which was as follows:

GENTLEMEN :—It is with a feeling of pleasure
that I make this my report to the annual meeting
of our association. I am pleased to state that our
association has been far more successful in all its
undertakings than even the most optimistic had
dared to hope for at our meeting one year ago.
We have been successful in increasing our mem-
bership by the addition of over too new members,
many of them being among the most prominent
jewelers in the State. Not only does our associa-
tion show a greatly-increased membership, but it
has an influence with hundreds of retail jewelers,
not only in Michigan but in other States, who will
undoubtedly become members at an early date, or
possibly 

i 
as soon as they are satisfied that the asso-

ciation s a success and can accomplish tangible
results that are a benefit to the trade. It has influ-
enced many that may never become members, but
who will undoubtedly work with the association
and follow out our ideas and plans.

The first work of the year that engaged the
attention of our association was the endeavor to
secure the passage through the Legislature of a
stamping act. This act as amended would, we
believe, have been a great benefit to our trade, the
principal object being to have all gold articles
stamped with the quality as represented by the
number of karats fineness of the composition from
which they were made. The other object being
to secure the protection of the words, " gold
filled," "gold front" and " rolled-plate." This
law would have permitted the use of plain cards
for jewelry, but would have prohibited the use of
the above designations unless the same were
accompanied by a statement showing what the
exact quality and proportion of the article was
gold. We fail to see where this would have worked
an injury to any but the manufacturers and dealers
in electro-plated jewelry which is sold for " gold
filled" or "rolled-plate" or "gold front." That
this is correct is clearly shown by the fact that the
bill was killed by the department stores, working
with several concerns posing as manufacturers and
wholesalers who deal almost exclusively in this
class of goods. It seems clear to us that if they
did not want this law that it would certainly be
good for the retail jeweler, the jobber who sells
him and the manufacturer of this class of goods.

Another important matter that has given a
great deal of attention is the complaints made to
us by the retail jewelers against wholesale houses
or firms who pose as wholesale houses. These
complaints have come not only from members but
from jewelers living in other States. We have
given all complaints the same careful attention and
have been successful in every instance with those
firms who are jobbers of the first class, this desig-
nation being used for those who sell jewelers only,
and second class a designation for those who sell
anyone. Two firms have gone to the expense and
trouble to go through their books and take off
every name except those of retail jewelers. We
have had no success with the jobbers or firms of
the second class, as would be perfectly natural.
Here is where we must accomplish results through
the medium of the first-class jobbers and our own
efforts direct. Through these complaints we
obtain a knowledge which shows us to which class
a jobber belongs. This point ascertained, we

--
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propose to enlist the aid of jobbers of the first class
and endeavor to secure the sale of all the best
manufacturers' lines, to be sold only to the legiti-
mate retail jewelers, and besides working through
the medium of the first-class jobbers, we will go
direct to the leading manufacturers and also en-
deavor to persuade them to sell to jobbers of the
first class only. This is the plan, in short, which
we have marked out, and from the success we
have had so far, and from correspondence we have
had with a number of leading manufacturers, we
are as confident that this result can be attained in
time as that summer will come again. It is an
absolute certainty, providing that the jewelers of
the country will support the organization by be-
coming members.

The retailers
have the power in
their own hands to
make or unmake
any jobber or man-
facturer in the
country. Then,
why should they
not band together
for their own bene-
fit, not to rob the
people but to ob-
tain fair treatment
at the hands of
manufacturers and
jobbers? There
would be no need
of charging the pub-
lic but a very fair margin of profit, based even on
the consumers' idea of what a fair profit should be,
if the sale of watches, clocks, silverware, jewelry,
etc., was more nearly confined to the retail jewelry
trade. The increased amount of business with
profits as they are would be sufficient to satisfy the
great majority of jewelers.

Therefore, we wish it strictly understood that
our association does not believe in combination to
advance prices of goods to the consumer, but we
do believe by the increased business through the
lessening of Illegitimate and unscrupulous competi-
tion, larger returns for our money invested could
be obtained. We are, however, strong advocates
of better prices for our work for the simple reason
that the wages of workmen have advanced and
the cost of living is much higher ; therefore, to
meet these conditions, better prices should be
obtained.

The report was adopted and placed on file.
The question of making the association a

national organization was then brought up, and
after considerable discussion, the following amend-
ments to the by-laws were adopted : That the
word, " Michigan," in article i, section i, be
changed to read, "American," this change making
the name of the association, " The American Retail
Jewelers' Association."

The second amendment was that article 2 of
section i be amended to read : " The United States
of America " instead of "The State of Michigan,"
and " American Retail Jewelers' Association " in-
stead of " Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association."

These amendments put the association on a
national basis, and it is now open to membership to
any retail jeweler in the United States.

The question of a change in the time of holding
the national meeting was taken up, and it was
decided to hold the annual meeting in the summer
instead of the winter. After the discussion of
various dates, it was unanimously decided to
adjourn, to meet again on July 26th. It is earn-
estly hoped that all retail jewelers who can will
attend this meeting.

At a meeting of the executive committee, held
immediately after the adjournment of the regular
meeting, the applications of the following jewelers,
all from Michigan, were approved : H. L. Root,
Manchester ; Ernest Eimer, Muskegon ; Sandy
Mackay, West Branch ; S. M. Cooley, Mayville;
F. G. Strong, Monroe ; E. H. Gosmer, Man-
chester ; A. F. Crongreyer, Wyandotte ; F. R.
Pancoast, Hastings.

Secretary Liesemer
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In reference to the meeting, Secretary Liesemer
writes THE KEYSTONE as follows: "The meeting
was a strictly business one, and all in attendance
were thoroughly enthusiastic over the work that
has been done during the year, and over the
splendid prospects for success of a strong national
association. The aid offered us by your paper
was brought to the attention of the meeting and
was considered most encouraging. I thank you
sincerely in behalf of the American Retail Jewelers'
Association."

Notes About Traveling Men
(Continued from page 263)

The traveling force of the Eisenstadt Manu-
facturing Co., St. Louis, Mo., for the present year
consists of the following : Joe M. Friede, J. Reed
Elliott, Nelson W. Hagnauer, Chas. J. Cederstrom,
A. F. Eisenbeiss, R. S. Conrad and Otto K. Steuwer.

Thos. J. Campbell, whose portrait is here
shown, is the latest addition to the traveling force
of M. Sickles & Sons, of Philadelphia. His terri-
tory will comprise East-
ern Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware, Mary-
land and West Virginia.
Mr. Campbell has been
connected with the
jewelry business for
twenty-three years, and
has had six years' expe-
rience on the road. With
the wider field and facili-
ties afforded him by
M. Sickles & Soil, he ampliell

will, no doubt, make a
new record in order-taking this year. He is mag-
netic in manner and enjoys the advantage of being
a practical watchmaker and jeweler.

C. C. Azbel, for two years past with C. A.
Kiger, Kansas City, has resigned and will make
other connections for the ensuing year.

The Stein & Ellbogen Company, of Chicago,
will be represented on the road by the same travel-
ing force as last year, which includes Ed. Fry in
Wisconsin and Minnesota ; John P. Ryan in Mich-
igan, Indiana and Ohio ; Gus. Weinfeld in Illinois,
Iowa and Missouri territory ; Morris Silverberg in
Western territory ; and A. Ellbogen will look after
the Chicago city trade. Harry Kohn will, as usual,
make occasional trips on the road.

A. H. Vivian has joined the traveling force
of Calvin Clauer Co., Chicago, and will travel
through Northern Illinois and Iowa. George
Kettmann, formerly of Geo. H. Kettmann & Co.,
in the wholesale jewelry business in St. Louis and
now with Calvin Clauer Co., will start on a South-
ern trip February 1st. Calvin Clauer will look
after the interest of the firm in the house.

H. F. Hahn & Company, Chicago, announce
that there will be no change in their traveling force
for the ensuing year from that of last, either in
salesman or territory covered, but that their old
force, which includes Will. A. Schlossman, James
D. Packard, Ed. B. Hoffman, Max Gluck and
Carlton Dominick, will greet the trade as usual.

Woodstock, Hoefer & Company, Kansas City,
will have their interests on the road looked after
during the ensuing year by their old traveling force,
which includes H. F. Wells in Northern Iowa,
Southern Minnesota and South Dakota ; W. A.
Montague in Southern Iowa and Nebraska ; E. H.
Snow in Kansas, Oklahoma and Eastern Colorado;
and Otto Knaul in Southwestern Missouri, South-
eastern Kansas, Indian Territory and Arkansas.



THE KNIGHTS
SYSTEM AND SERVICE
is the result of nearly 30 years' experi-
ence in furnishing the wants of the best
jewelers of the country. We grew up
with the Western trade, and our leader-
ship as a watch house has been earned
by a lifetime of earnest work in its ser-
vice. The extent of our stock and per-
fection of our system were grandly tested
by the unprecedented demand of last
fall and the satisfaction given all patrons.
We are now equally well prepared to
supply your spring needs. Look out for
our travelers, write us or call on us.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND
DIAMOND MERCHANTS,

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Items of Interest

A. Hahn, of Durango, Colo., recently held an
auction sale prior to moving into a more commo-
dious store. The sale was conducted by S. Martin,
jewelers' auctioneer.

G. J. Bellany, of Slater, Mo., and R. D. Wor-
rell, of Mexico, Mo., both well-known retailers,
have recently been appointed watch inspectors in
their respective cities for the Chicago and Alton
Road.

Fred. Levy, of M. Schussler & Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal., accompanied by his wife and two chil-
dren, is on a trip East. They will visit New York
and other eastern points of interest before return-
ing home.

The jewelry business of C. 0. Arnold, at
Ottumwa, Iowa, has been incorporated and is now
known as the Arnold Jewelry and Music Co.
jeweler Arnold's assistants hold stock in the newly
incorporated firm.

William F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass., the
well-known refiner of high-grade watch and clock
oils, took advantage of the continuous extreme
cold of last month to test a large quantity of oil
with most satisfactory results.

W. T. Thompson, New York representative of
the Elgin National Watch Co., has resigned his
position with that company, his resignation to take
effect March rst. He has made arrangements to
start in business for himself in another line.

The St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis,

has moved into their new school building at 5815
Easton Avenue, that city. The new building was
specially planned for the purposes of the school,
the arrangement and equipment being such as will

greatly facilitate the work and study of the pupils.

M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa., have
greatly increased their store facilities by adding to

their salesrooms the second, third and fourth floors

of the building 725 Ionic Street. The increased

space was secured preparatory to the addition of

several new lines, of which the trade will receive
due notice when the alterations are completed.

T. R. Jones, jeweler-optician, of Tempe, Ariz.,

recently issued a unique little calendar ; on the

upper portion of which is the print of an Arizona

landscape. The most striking feature of the pic-

ture is a giant cactus tree in the foreground. A

horse and runabout in which two ladies are seated,

affords a comparative means of estimating the

immense altitude and proportions of the tree.

The first jewelry store to be started in Logan,

W. Va., was founded there some months ago by
Reatherford & Hawley. The firm carries a com-

plete stock and does all kinds of repairing. The
proprietors are H. R. Reatherford and N. W.

Hawley, both of whom are natives of West Vir-
ginia. Mr. Hawley came to Logan fourteen years

ago and has been employed as clerk in general

merchandise stores there since.

Lewis Dinelly, retired jeweler, of Granite,
Okla., died recently. The deceased was born

in Italy in 1838. He came to this country nineteen

years later and settled in Texas. He served in the

Confederate army during the war, and was a jeweler

in Terrell, Tex., from 1873 to 1901, when his health

began to fail. He moved to Granite, Okla., early

in 1902 and died there on December 17th of last

year. He was buried in Terrell, Tex., the services

being conducted under the auspices of the Knights

of Pythias.

Claude G. Morrison, formerly in the retail
jewelry business at 55 East Fifty-third Street,
Chicago, has removed to Ramsey, Ill., where he
has embarked in the jewelry business.

A. G. Larson, of the Chicago branch of the
Julius King Optical Co., performed a brave feat
recently by stopping a runaway team belonging to
Franklin McVeagh, wholesale.grocer. The fright-
ened horses came dashing along Madison Street 4nd
were stopped by Mr. Larson just as they were about
to run into a cable train. Mr. Larson was uninjured.

Kendrick & Davis, of Lebanon, N. H., are
sending out a new 72-page catalogue illustrating
their line of tools for watchmakers and jewelers.
This firm is continually increasing its product and
adding new features in keeping with modern re-
quirements. Their patronage is no longer con-
fined to the home market. Even in the face of an
almost prohibitive tariff in someloreign countries,
export trade combined with a growing home de-
mand has required the addition of many special
machines to their already well-equipPed plant, thus
enabling them to fill orders more prOmptly.

Lucius F. Hurd, of Hurd & Ingham, retail
jewelers, Lee, Mass., died recently at the age of
sixty-eight, from pneumonia, followed by a para-
lytic stroke. He was at his store as usual on
January 19th, but was taken ill that .night and died
on January 22d. Deceased learned the jewelry
bnsiness in Adams, Mass., where he was in busi-
ness till 1871. He afterwards went to Greenwich,
N. Y., and engaged in the photographic business,
and in 1876 he went to Lee, Mass.,,where he has
since conducted a jewelry store. His son-in-law
was taken in as a partner about a year ago, when
the firm-name of Hurd & Ingham was adopted.

The feeling of mutual friendship:whicli.exists
between the R. F. Simmons Co., of Attleboro,
Mass., and its employees, received an additional
stimulus last month, when J. Lyman- Sweet, head
of the firm, presented to the workers a recreation
hall. This hall will serve principally as a club for
the male employees, and as the headquarters of
the R. F. Simmons Athletic Association. Hitherto
the building presented a rather desolate and un-
sightly appearance, having been left stranded by a
change made in the adjacent railroad. It is in the
immediate vicinity of the Simmons' factory, and
the company decided to purchase it. It has been
completely remodeled and generally embellished.
Pianos have been installed, together with numerous
other accessories to amusement and recreation.

Annual Meeting of the Manufacturing
Jewelers' Association of New York

The annual meeting and election of officers of
the Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of New

York, was held in the Astor House, that city, on
Wednesday, January 20th. Charles R. Jung, of

Jung, Staiger & Klitz, president of the association,

presided and made a brief address of welcome to

the members, in the course of which he said

that the association had been held up as an example

of what could be done by concerted action on the

part of employers by similar associations in differ-

ent parts of the United States, and that some of

these associations as well as others that were about

to be formed, had asked him for a copy of their

by-laws and constitution in order to guide them in

forming a like organization.
The reports of the secretary and treasurer

showed that the organization is in good condition,

both as to finance and membership. The follow-
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ing officers were elected in the customary manner,
the secretary being requested to cast a ballot for
each set of officers :

President, Charles R. Jung ; vice-president,
A. J. Schmitt, of Schmitt & Groth ; treasurer,
E. 0. Belais, of H. & E. 0. Belais ; secretary,
Thomas F. Brogan, of the Thomas F. Brogan Co.;
directors, William Scheer, August Goldsmith, of
Stern Bros. & Co.; ,Henry Untermeyer, of the
Untermeyer-Robbins Co.; Julius Wodiska, H. G.
Perky, of Perley Bros.; Conrad Schickerling, of
Schickerling Bros. & Co., and Frederick Keim. '
, It was decided to hold an annual dinner some
time during February, and a committee was
appointed to make arrangements for this function,
composed of the following : August Goldsmith,
David Kaiser, Thomas F. Brogan, Henry Unter-
meyer and Charles R. Jung.

Announcement Extraordinary!
Hornikel's Engravers' Modern Text Book.

",`SHOP EDITION," Price $5.00.
Will be placed on the
market February 15, 1904.
It is a reproduction of the
Engravers' • Modern Text
Book (copper plate edi-
tion), which is now sell-
ing for fifteen dollars.

The "Shop Edition"
of the Engravers' Modern
Text Book is reproduced
by lithographic process,
showing all details of the
hand-engraved designs
perfectly, sharp, clear and

distinct, and is pronounced by engravers who have
seen the book the best reproduction of engraved
.designs by lithography.

The book consists of 55 pages. About 30 pages
are devoted to all styles of monograms, such as
plain script cyphers, ribbon, fancy, open-lined, orna-
mental and leaf cypher monograms in round, oval,
running and dropping styles ; also a great variety
of block monograms, single and display initials,
inscriptions done in script, old English, block and
fancy letter style ; a variety of alphabets, some of
which are very modern.

Special attention has been given to meet the
requirements and tastes of all customers. All speci-
mens are practical and designed for the jewelry trade
exclusively by a practical designer and engraver of
twenty-five years' workshop and jewelry store ex-
perience. If you wish to increase your sales, satisfy
your customers or do advanced, up-to. date lettering,
monograming, inscriptions and etchings, you cannot
afford to be without the book. It is the standard text
book, and will be so for many years. The designs
are useful on all kinds of silverware, trays, tea
sets, flatware, hollowware, toilet articles, watches,
lockets, match and cigarette cases. Ten pages are
devoted to silver etched inseriptions and designs
for foot ball, base ball, golf players, and many
other athletic figures useful on athletic prize cups
and trophies ; also inscriptions for presentation
cups. Six pages showing a great variety of differ-
ent styles of monograms for watches ; also inscrip-
tions for watch caps.

Judging from advance subscriptions received
by Mr. E. F. Hornikel the last three weeks, the first
edition of the te Shop Edition " (consisting of row
copies) will be sold in four months.

The "Shop Edition" of The Engravers' Modern
Text Book can be purchased from THE KEYSTONE,
all first-class jobbing and publishing houses or
direct from E. F. HORN1KEL, author, designer and
publisher, 705 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

Separate sheets showing monograms and
initials, inscriptions from the copper-plate printed
edition can now be bought : i sheet for 5o cents;
2 sheets for 75 cents ; 3 sheets for St.00.

These sheets will be very useful for window
and show case displays, or if framed will make a
beautiful and useful ornament in a jewelry store.
These sheets can only be purchased direct from
E. F. Hornikel. —Adv.



No. 91030. Easter Lily Vine. 3 lilies, 3 buds and18 leaves to the yard. Per dozen yards, $3.00 ; pergross, $30.00.

No. 91062. Rose Vine. This beautiful vine is com-posed of 6 roses and 12 leaves to the yard. Per dozenyards, $3.60; per gross, $36.00.
No. 91055. Rose Vine. 3 roses and 9 leaves to theyard. Per dozen yards, $2.40; per gross, $24.00.

Roses can be had in white, pink or red.

No. 91430. Miniature Begonia
Plant in pot. 6 inches in
height. Just the thing to give
away as souvenirs for Easter.
Per doz., $1.60 ; per 100, $10.00.

No. 91187.
Spray.

No. 91182.
No. 91179.
No. 91177.

American Beauty
Per doz., $2.25.
0 41

" " 1.25.
0 II .80.

No. 91814, Palm Plant.
. Inohes

No. high. Leaves.Each. Doz.
91800 24 3 $ .18 $1.75
91805 ' 2.50
91810 42 5 .45 4.50
91812 30 6 .38 3.75
91814 42 6 .50 5.00
91818 42 7 .65 650
91823 60 10 1.50 15.00

No. 91680. Tulip
Plant. Without
v11130, each, 35 cts.;
per doz. ,f 3.60. With
vase, each, 60 Os.;
per doz., 36.10.

Li
No. 91607. Hya-
cinth Plant. With-
out vase, each, 35
cts.; per doz.,88.50.
W ith vase, each, 60
cts.; per (102.0.00.

These Hyacinth and Tulip Plants
are my latest importations and are in-
deed very good and natural appearing.
They take wherever shown. When seenat a distance of 8 to 5 feet they will de-
ceive anyone, as the bulb and roots are
simply as close a reproduction to nature
as can be. Try them and be convinced.

No. 91101. Apple Spray. 25 inches
long, each, 30 cts.; per doz., $3.00.
No. 01000. 12 inches long, per doz.,

60 cis.

The articles advertised above
are the most appropriate arti-
cles for early spring and Eas-
ter decorations.

91618. Lily Plant.

.z4 • • 4 .1 od
6 l'.be t's% a go 61 0,es

91615 18 1 1 $ .25 12.60
91616 24 3 3 .45 4.50
91617 36 4 4 .75 7.50
91618 42 5 5 1.00 10.00

No.91144. Easter Lily Spray.
This lily spray is very at-
tractive and can be used for
most any purpose, to put in
vases or laid loosely in the
bottom of windows. Per
dozen sprays, $1.00; per
gross. $10 00.

No. 91162. Lilac Spray (one
of the early spring flowers).
In any of its natural colors,
per dozen, $1.60.

I have, however, quite an extensive line of goodsquoted and illustrated in my new Catalogue, No. 9, justfrom press, which will no doubt be of interest to you.Same will be cheerfully sent. Write for it, please.

No. 01042. Smilax.
Per Per

dozen. gm o s.
No. 91642. Extra fine largo, $1.00 $10.011
No. 91040. Large, . 7.5°No. 91039. Sinai ler, .

.

.
.75
.60 6.00

For additional vines see my catalogue.

Carl Netschert, 187-189 S. Clark St., Chicago.

WOVEN WIRE FOBS.

2364548

Are you aware of the fact that the unprecedented
sale of these chains is threatened with injury by several
manufacturers who are placing cheap quality and poorly
made chains on the market?

We are the original makers of Woven Wire Fob
Chains, and the high standard adopted by us in the be-
ginning has been strictly adhered to. Our reputation
for artistic and attractive designs will be maintained by
over a hundred beautiful new ideas this season.

Our new Reliance Fob Fastener (patent applied for)
grips without hooks or teeth, which tear out pocket
lining, but press the cloth into a cavity and holds tight
just the same.

What Constitutes a Perfect Chain:

Full weight-close weave-perfect edges that will
not unravel, highest finish-and superior wearing
qualities.

Our Woven Wire Fobs are made only of that desir-
able and salable quality.

Providence Stock Co.
Leading Manufacturers of High-Grade Gold Filled Chains.

Salesrooms

Factory, 100 Stewart St., Providence, R. I.
f I I John St.,

New York.
131 Wabash Ave., 115 Kearny St.,

Chicago. " Sari Francisco, Cal.

/69

270,-1022 1:

THE
WATCH

ADJUSTER'S
MANUAL

Is the Repairer's Best
Reference Book.

It's skill and competency
that regulate salary. If you are not

now getting a satisfactory salary, set

about raising it in the one effective

way by improving yourself--by add-

ing to your practical knowledge.
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these
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complete
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rttie tai 

treatise 

ql1 
watches

 itthstrtdi eautiiiilmi lel lii i'titi.-14i necessaryrsr7echrre ital.:.nitn) every
repairing. 
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THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL cold, and contains the last word on scientific repairing. The knowledge in this

book would nican the bust NV011: and highest salary in your line. Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, 82.50 (10s. 5d.).

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Drown Streets, Philoctetpnio, Po., U.S.A.
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ON
TOP

rift

SKILLED WATCHMAKERS 
Were never in greater demand than to-day. When we say skilled we mean the class ofartisans turned out by our school, most of whom have good positions awaiting them andfrequently a choice of positions.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
Start in business somewhere, and besides doing all the watch work in your vicinity,carry a stock from the sale of which you can make a profit at the same time. We graduateWatchmakers, Engravers, Opticians, perfecting the pupil in all three, where the intentionis to go into business for himself.

MAKE MONEY.
There is always room at the top in this profession as in every other, and the onewho receives our diploma has no difficulty in getting there. Send for circular now andlook into the matter a little. It may be the turning point in your career.

On the very tip top is where you will find the

Waltham Horological School,
Waltham, Mass.

E3

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MAAUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

1. H.Walbridge & Co.. 337 Broad-way,NewYork City.agents for Twee-zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.
Stevens & Co.. 99 ChambersSt. New York, agents for BicycleSundries.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Front.) Para.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Side View.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto,
Rooms I. 2 and 3, l7 S. Meridian St.

TMER CLAW RING.
Solid Gold. Pat'd.

MONKEY RING.
Solid Si! ver, Ox iilized.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Indianapolis, Ind.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
We keep in stock

and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER.
MAIL, ORDERS Pilled Promptly.

English G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.German Hall Clock NIANUF'ACTURE-128' AGENTS,Seth Thomas Movements 18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a

permanent feature of Tile KEYSTONE, our twofold objebt being to' keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
Instruments in this department,]

A New Eyeglass Guard
The latest addition to the now considerable num-

ber of eyeglass guards on the market is known as the
" Brown" guard and is being marketed by D. V.
Brown, of Philadelphia, Pa. Among the special
merits claimed for this guard are a broad bearing sur-
face without perforation to puff up the skin and
interfere with the circulation, a shoulder on the shank
which keeps the stud screws from irritating the sides
of the nose. It can be adjusted without the use of
pliers, and instantly altered from regular angle to wide angle. A guard
which can boast of these several improvements would seem to merit the
attention of the trade.

,

O'CL

New Clock Without Hands
or Dial

A clock novelty that well
deserves the name is the unique
timepiece without hands or dial
shown in the accompanying illu-
stration. For time-telling pur-
poses it is exceptionally conve-
nient, inasmuch as the hour and
minutes are in plain, bold figures.
The illustration shows the clock
face when it is nine o'clock ex-
actly. Two or twenty minutes
after nine o'clock would be told
by 2 or 20 appearing in the lower
space instead of the word
o'clock." Every minute that

elapses the corresponding nu-
meral appears in this space. The
clock is made by the American
Electrical Novelty and Mfg. Co.,
and can be had in gold or silver-
plate as desired. The frames
are quite ornamental, and the
works are protected by a neat
glass globe. The clocks are
wound, regulated and set same
as any twenty-four hour clock,

and keep good time. They seem to have exceptional value as a window
attraction on account of the novel method of recording hours and minutes.

New Design in Cut Glassware

As the jewelers are each year getting more interested in cut glass goods,
it behooves them to make note of the latest patterns and cuttings. An
exceptional wealth of new ideas in this line will be found in the announce-
ments of the manufacturers in this and the January issue of THE KEYSTONE.
Continual progress and economy in the art of glass cutting have resulted in
a line of this ware at such popular prices as makes it a profitable side line
for jewelers to handle.

A Low-Priced Bunsen Burner
The accompanying illustration shows a new

Bunsen burner, which is so low priced that there is
little excuse for being without one. It is made by
the Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo,

N. Y., who claim for it the
same facility in operation and
efficiency as the higher-priced
burners. It is said to be sub-
stantial and durable, and equal
to any work in its line that
comes within the province of
the jeweler or dentist.

NTAL M Fe 'to nuFF7,03,
r
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New Machine for Saving Gold
For many years the tailings from the hydraulic mines and quartz mills

have been known to contain thousands of dollars, and many have been the
methods resorted to in the effort of trying to save as much as possible of
this enormous waste. But until recently the only way in which fine gold
could be gathered was by the slow method of panning, and only a compara-
tively small amount could be saved in this way. C. A. Peer, of Watson-
ville, Cal., has invented a machine by which not only nearly every particle of
gold in the tailings could be saved, but by this same method the inventor
was not slow to reason out the fact that millions of dollars' worth of fine
gold which has for years been hidden in the sands of the beach along the
miles of Pacific coast, as well.as in beds of the numerous rivers which flow
through the interior, and the bars which form dams in many of those streams
could also be husbanded.

Mr. Peer spent months of experimental investigation before making any
Public announcement. Peer has gone to Australia to carry out arrange-
ments which were begun several months ago with a:gentleman who has
large government concessions.

The machine handles fifteen tons daily. The wonder lies in the ex-
treme simplicity of the invention. The sand is fed directly upon the first
apron, where a stream of water, regulated in force and quantity, carries the
sand successively over three chemically treated canvas aprons, each placed
in a frame with an inclination of fifteen inches in six feet. A succession of
burlap-covered sluice boxes carries the tailings away and across especially
constructed riffles. These sluices have a declination of eight feet in twenty-
four, much more abrupt than that of the ordinary sluice, but the flow of
water and sand, as stated, is so regulated that even the most microscopic
particles of gold must, in its course, come in contact with a detaining
surface.

In a series of tests on sand that assayed $3.80 a ton the highest loss was
13 cents. In the work conducted with San Andreas sand Peer succeeded in
saving 96 per cent. of the assayed value. —The Manufacturer.

Till H. F. MOO CO'S.

CHAINS.

THE usT emn it lig
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American Drummers in the Orient

From Attleboro, Mass., to Calcutta, India, is a long cry, but there is a
pair of hustling jewelry salesmen, J. J. Keegan and H. J. Rosencrantz by
name, whose fame extends to both places. They have already spread the
fame of American jewelry throughout India, China, Japan and the Straits
Settlements. The success of the twain in selling jewelry to the orientals is
well evidenced in a letter and order just received by the D. F. Briggs Co.,
of Attleboro, one of the concerns whose lines they handle. The letter was
written at Calcutta, Bombay, and contained an order for to,000 gross of the
D. F. Briggs watch chains. This order is the largest foreign order ever
received by an Attleboro chain house. In the picture the salesmen are
shown on either side of the elephant. The identity of the figure perched
on the elephant's back is unknown to us, but it does not seem to be of
Attleboro manufacture.



To reduce our immense stock after inventory, we will sell for ashort time GENUINE BOLEY TOOLS at prices which cannot beduplicated. There is no reason why we should do this, except wehave too many; because, you know, if you want good tools, buy Boley's.

LESS THAN HALF SIZE

Webster-Whitcomb or Moseley No. 2 pattern, with I 0 chucks,
taper centers, chuck block and cover, and belting . . 19.38 net.

Extra split chucks   38c. each.

ilitlill.rliiiiiniiIi11111111011011111111111111,
-

50 Punch, 14 Stumps and Punch Remover,

$4.48 net.
60 Punch, 14 Stumps and Punch Rein )V(
made to our special order, 

$5.98 net.

Adjustable, finely nickeled and finished.The finest countershaft on the market.
65 lb. Ball-Bearing, Swing Treadle Foot-Wheel.

Grooved and turned wheel.

$6.00 net cash.
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The Notable Year of 1903:
A History-Making Twelvemonth

BY JOHN TWEEZER

It is probably too soon to form a just
estimate of the gains to humanity brought
in the year that closed a month ago.
History must be read with a telescope, not
with a microscope, if one would translate it
informingly ; the picture must be viewed afar
off, in order that its lights and shadows be
appreciated at their true values. We can
make fairer estimate today of " the glory
that was Greece and the grandeur that was
Rome" than could the contemporary citizen
of -that earlier time. It is the perspective
that counts, in any view of past facts.

But certain accomplishments in 1903 are
so big with meaning that it is worth while to
take the close view of them, even if we run
the risk of inviting mental strabismus in
looking on them at short range. And thus
viewing, what do we see ? What are the
high lights which stand out from the picture
of 1903?

The Panama Canal

Foremost, in physical importance, is
the long-deferred provision for cutting the
Isthmus which separates the waters of the
two world-encompassing oceans, the effect of
which will be to change the current of com-
merce, to correct arrested national develop-
ments and bring the Orient into closer touch
with the vital forces of the Occident. This
act will probably account for more in he
physical prosperity of all peoples than any
single human enterprise since the world began.

By contrast, the voting of one hundred
million dollars to enlarge

The Erie Canal

seems of minor importance ; yet what nation,
in an earlier day, could thus create an arti-
ficial river without exciting the wonder of the
world ? But here a single State so resolved
in a day, as a seeming detail of routine and
a matter of course !

A first section of

The Pacific Cable

was laid, and time and space are now anni-
hilated as factors of delay in the communica-
tion of each part of the earth with all other
parts.

The list of physical gains to the human
society in 1903 might be further extended to
fill this page ; but the year was notable for
vastly greater achievements. Foremost
among these was the strengthening and
securing of

The Principle of Arbitration

in the contact of nations, one with another
and each with all. The treaty negotiated

with England and France, on October 8th,
removes the last fear that these two tradi-
tional enemies will ever come together in
clash of war ; and the peaceful settlement of
the Alaskan boundary dispute assures the
permanency of arbitration as the modus of
satisfaction in settling the grievances of the
two great peoples of the Anglo-Saxon race,
henceforth and forever.

Our Country's Progress

The year witnessed continued progress
of the United States in all things that make
for leadership among the nations. It wit-
nessed a money return of $3,20o,000,000 for
our agricultural products ; a foreign com-
merce of • $2,500,000,000 ; an immigration of
one million souls ; twenty-one million boys
and girls in school ; 600,000 factories provid-
ing work for 7,000,000 employees ; and
$138,000,000 distributed in the twelvemonth
to genuine veterans of its wars, plus a con-
siderable number of imitations and their
wives to the nth degree. In the direction of
permanent gains of influence in world politics
we have reached a position of commanding
power. The Monroe Doctrine is now
accepted As unalterable law by every Chan-
cellery in Europe ; and no one Power in the
world would seriously contemplate war with
any other without first asking the consid-
erate forbearance of your Uncle Samuel.

What of the future, from the view-point
of this present? What one fact looms largest
on the horizon?

I think that beyond all question the most
potential circumstance in contemporary
human history is

The Awakening of Asia

In comparison with the stupendous evo-
lution which is now working out in the
Orient, the temporary factors on the field
are relatively insignificant. Russia and Japan
may come together in war, or may not ;
whether they do or do not, the great cosmic
movement in Asia—the awakening of half
the population of the world to a sense of its
own significance—will go steadily forward.
China may be split asunder ; this sovereign
power may cease to exist as a national entity;
but the vast human mass that fills its area
will work out its destiny, whether Czar or
Mikado or King or President sits in the seat
of power. China and India, with their seven
hundred millions of people, will puzzle the
politicians who have heretofore moved them
as pawns on the chessboard ; for the time is
hastening when these will assert themselves
to the confusion of all the powers that be.

Will the East develop a new and higher
form of civilization than the world has yet
known? Will some later Helen fire some
later Troy, and is there to come an Iliad of
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the Orient? Will Asia consolidate its gigantic
forces, sweep down upon Europe and devas-
tate the world? Who can name the Cesar
yet to be? Where will Invention and
Science finally make their habitat? Are Art
and Literature to be forever monopolized by
the white-skinned races ? Ah, the awakening
of Asia is no fiction of dreams, no vision
born of " the drowsy syrups of the East,"
but is an unmistakable actuality. It is por-
tentous in every aspect ; it is overwhelming
in its possibilities. He who studies the philo-
sophy of history had never before such an
engaging subject for his thought.

The Plaint of a Merry Pessimist

Nothing to do but work,
Nothing to eat but food,

.Nothing to wear but clothes
To keep one from going nude.

Nothing to breathe but air,
Quick as a flash 'tis gone;

Nowhere to fall but off,
Nowhere to stand but on.

Nothing to comb but hair,
Nowhere to sleep but in bed,

Nothing to weep but tears,
Nothing to bury but dead.

Nothing to strike but a gait,
Everything moves that goes,

Nothing at all but commonsense
Can ever withstand these woes.

—Anonymous.

To be honest, to be kind—to earn a
little, and to spend a little less, to make on
the whole a family happier by his presence,
to renounce when that shall be necessary and
not be embittered, to keep a few friends, but
these without capitulation—above all to keep
friends with himself—here is a task for all
that a man has of fortitude and delicacy.

—Robert Louis Stevenson.

Once in a while there comes a solemn
quiet upon the advertising fraternity, and the
vociferous argument that advertising is the
whole thing is paralyzed upon the lips of its
disciples. Such a moment comes, for in-
stance, when an inquiring mind asks " What
is Sapolio ?" or another is in the dark as to
the meaning of " Pears."

Here's the latest evidence that there are
still some few benighted beings who do not
read advertisements, and would profit by
study of the real news of the day:

A countryman walked into a drug store
the other day and asked for talcum powder.

The man of drugs reached out for a
package on the shelf, saying over his shoul-
der to the customer, " I suppose you want
Mennen's, of course." But the buyer an-
swered quickly, " No, I don't---I want
wimmen' s I" J. T.
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Is There an Astigmatic Accommoda-
tion?

Frequently the question has been raised
whether there exists in the human eye the
faculty to correct its own astigmatism by a
partial contraction of the ciliary muscle.
Giraud-Teulon first expressed the idea that
corneal astigmatism could be corrected more
or less by this means, but Dobrowolsky was
the first who endeavored to prove this by
experiments on his own eyes. He, as well
as Woinow after him, concluded from their
experimental work that we were able to
produce a compensating lenticular astigma-
tism by a peculiar action of the ciliary muscle.
Many later authors accepted this theory
without further experimental proof, like
Martin, Huger, Mauthner and others, but
there are many other physiologists and oph-
thalmogists who deny the existence of such a
partial contraction of the ciliary muscle, like
Bull, Sulzer, Tscherning, Eriksen and Hess.
The last authority especially, in his latest
contribution to this subject in the "Anomalies
of Refraction and Accommodation," in
the new edition of Graefe and Saemisch,
has again thoroughly discussed the whole
question.

Hess calls attention to the
The Researches many sources of error which,
of Hess in the experiments for prov-

ing a partial contraction of
the ciliary muscle must be considered, and
which have been neglected more or less by
the former experimenters. As such sources
he especially mentions the following : 1. Fre-
quently the objects for the experiments have
not beeti small enough, for the coarser the
object the greater may be the refractive error
with which it does not appear perceptibly
indistinct. 2. Sometimes it has happened
that the experimenters did not look at the
lines in the different directions with the eyes
fixed, but that they allowed their eyes to
wander over the object, thereby giving the
eye a chance to accommodate itself to the
particular line looked at, so that it escaped
their notice that, though the particular line
was distinct, there were other lines less dis-
tinct. 3. The fact that on viewing the
different lines of the star figure these were
seen alike, is no proof of a partial contrac-
tion of the ciliary muscle. For if the eye is
accommodated for a position of the astig-
matic bundle of rays about half way between
the two focal lines, all radii will appear alike,
though not with the greatest sharpness pos-
sible to this eye. 4. Sometimes it may
happen that by narrowing of the palpebral
fissure the diffusion circles in most forms of
astigmatism are greatly lessened, as has been
shown by Hess by means of a photographic

apparatus. In certain cases this screwing of
the lids may even change the corneal curva-
ture, and thus be a new source of error.

In his own experiments Hess
carefully avoided all these

Contraction? errors, but in no case could
he establish the existence of

a lenticular correction of the corneal astigma-
tism. He, therefore, does not believe in
a partial contraction of the ciliary muscle,
which, even on purely physiologic grounds,
would have very little probability. (The
reviewer, who has a corneal astigmatism of
about 2.5 D., also often tried similar experi-
ments, but he always found it impossible to
make all lines in the star figure alike.)

This truth cannot be shaken by the latest
experimental work in this direction, which
was performed by Dr. S. Brandes, and pub-
lished in his doctorate thesis. He tried the
possibility of creating an unequal increase of
curvature in different meridians of the crys-
talline by local application of homatropin
attd eserin. His experiment and .conclusions,
according to the Annals of Ophthalmology,
are as follows :

Is There Partial

After determination of the re-
Experiments fraction and accommodation the
of Brandes patient was placed before the

Instrument to measure the astig-
matism, with the accommodation relaxed as much
as possible. With astigmatism, according to the
rule, the threads were placed so far from the eye
that the vertical lines could still be seen sharply.
Then the horizontal thread was moved away. until
it was seen as sharply as, and at the same time as
the vertical. Ten observations were taken. This
same was done with the accommodation as strong
as possible. If the difference with relaxed accom-
modation was more than .25 D. then the patient
was considered unfit for such an observation.
Smaller differences were considered mistakes of
observation. After this preliminary examination a
small grain of homatropin was put with a piece of
cotton on a 3 oint, mostly the highest point (verti-
cal meridian of the corneo-scleral junction. The
upper eyelid was pulled upward and the patient
incited to look downward. The homatropin could
so act locally from five to ten minutes, after
which the nonresorbed homatropin was wiped off.
It was evident that a local action took place, from
the pronounced disfigurement of the iris. After
application of the homatropin, the patient was
again placed before the instrument, and now, with
small Intervals, the astigmatism was measured with
accommodation relaxed, moderate and as strong
as possible. Often this was combined with obser-
vations with lenses and with reading tests. A
total paralysis of the accommodation was almost
never reached with the homatropin, often only a
paresis of M D.

Before applying the eserin the conjunctiva was
made senseless with a 2 per cent. cocaine solution ;
then that spot was touched with a little eserin in
substance. Little time was needed, as resorption
went on quickly. With eserin a maximal accom-
.modation is possible, even when no remaining
accommodation spasm is present. Twenty-eight
patients were examined.

Brandes could demonstrate an
Astigmatic astigmatic accommodation after
Accommodation local application of homatropin

or eserin on the muscle ciliaris.
The meridian, corresponding with the place of
the corneo-scleral junction, where the topical appli-
cation of homatropin or eserin took place, is
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weaker during accommodation. Astigmatic accom-
modation, after local application of homatropin,
reaches seldom more than one diopter; after local
application of eserin it can reach 2 to 2.5 D., but as
a rule does not exceed i D. With an increased
tonus of the ciliary muscle, after the local influence
of eserin, lens astigmatism is observed in far less
cases than with the accommodation after local
application of eserin. The possibility of astig-
matic accommodation during the influence of
homatropin or eserin lasts only a short time, then
the alkaloid spreads quickly through the entire
ciliary muscle. While this influence is retrogress-
ing no lens astigmatism can be excited. Astigma-
tism, after the local application of the homatropin
shown during accommodation, does not depend
on enlargement of the pupil ; while the near ap-
proach of the punctum proxinnim, after applying
eserin, does not depend on the very small pupil.

The reader will understand that this ex-
perimental work, even if it should be entirely
confirmed by other investigators, does not
disprove the views expressed in the first part
of the article. We have not the slightest
proof that the ciliary muscle, when acting in
response to the nervous impulse, ever con-
tracts differently in different meridians, much
less than it does so in the interest of distinct
vision to correct an astigmatism of the cornea.
The best experimental work, under physio-
logic conditions, offers no support to the
theory of a partial contraction of the ciliary
muscle, and unless other evidence, as strict
as that of Hess, is given to the contrary, we
may safely leave the question of a partial
contraction of the ciliary muscle out of con-
sideration in the daily work of refraction.

The Value of the Screen Test as a
Precise Means of Measuring
Squint and Heterophoria

To do accurate work it is not always
necessary to have a complicated and expen-
sive apparatus. Indeed, the pioneer work in
many departments of science has frequently
been done by means of very simple contri-
vances. This is shown again to be true with
reference to the measurement of squint and
lieterophoria by Dr. Alexander Duane, of
New York, who, in an article in The Annals
of Ophthalmology, admirably explains how
the exact amount of muscular difficulties may
Ie measured without costly perimeters and
phorometers simply by means of a screen and
a few prisms. He describes his method as
follows :

The patient is placed with head
Method of erect and directly facing the test
Procedure object,which should be on a level

with his eyes. The test object
itself should be conspicuous enough to attract
and hold the patient's attention. A good object
for the purpose, when the test is made at twenty
feet, is a round target, a foot in diameter, colored
black and with a white one-inch bull's-eye. When
a more conspicuous object is desired, as in the case
of young children, or when one eye is quite ambly-
opic, a candle or small electric light may be used,
set against a dark background. When testing for

(Continued on /'age 277)
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near points a small dot on a card at least several
inches in diameter is used.

The patient's attention being directed to the
test-object, a card is now passed quickly back and
forth several times from one eye to the other, and
the observer standing somewhat to one side, care-
fully watches both eyes and notes whether either
one moves. If there is any notable deviation each
eye will move perceptibly when covered (move-
ment behind the screen), and will jump back to its
original point of fixation again as soon as the screen
is transferred to the other eye (movement of
redress). The movement behind the screen neces-
sarily corresponds to the kind of deviation present,
1. e., the right eye when covered will move inward
if there is•esophoria or esotropia ; outward if there
is exophoria or exotropia ; upward if there is right
hyperphoria or right hypertropia (strabismus sur-
sumvergens) or left hypotropia (strabismus deor-
suinvergens), and downward if there is left hyper-
phoria, left hypertropia, or right hypotropia. The
movement of redress is obviously in the opposite
direction to the deviation, i. e., outward in case of
esophoria, inward in case of exophoria, etc. The
observer should try to make out both the move-
ment behind the screen and the movement of
redress, the Tatter being usually the easier to
distinguish.

If there is no movement visible
Testing for in either eye, and we are sure
Orthophoria the patient is steadily fixing the

object, he probably has ortho-
phoria or within 2° of it. To determine this more
precisely, we place a prism of 2°, base in, before
the eye and repeat the test. If he really has ortho-
phoria, we shall now notice a slight, but distinct
deviation inward of the eye behind the screen, and
an equal movement of redress outward when the
screen is transferred to the other eye. We then
reverse the prism, placing it base out ; if now there
is a slight movement out behind the screen or a
movement inward when the screen is transferred,
the diagnosis of orthophoria is confirmed, for a
patient whose eyes act thus cannot have more than
a fraction of a degree of lateral deviation.'

Similarly, a prism of 2° placed successively
base up and base down, may be used to demon-
strate vertical orthophoria (absence of hyperphoria).

If the patient has an esophoria
Testing for sof I°, then the first perceptible
Esophoria movement in behind the screen

will occur with a prism of I° or
perhaps 2°, base in, and the first movement out
with a prism of 3° or 4°, base out.

If he has an exophoria of to, it will take a
prism of 3°, base in, to produce the first movement
in behind the screen, and a prism of only 1°, base
out, to produce the first movement out.

With deviations of 2° there is generally, and
with deviations of 3° or over, we may say always,
a screen movement observable. When this occurs
we proceed to place prisms before one eye until
the movement is first abolished, then over-corrected.
If now, we deduct 2° from the value of the first
prism that produces over-correction, we shall get,
in general, the true amount of the deviation (to
within less than 1°).

Thus, suppose that a patient shows a well
marked deviation in behind the screen. We apply
prisms, base out, and find that the deviation
diminishes until with a prism of 7° there is no
movement visible. The same occurs with a prism
of 8° or 9°, while with to° there is a distinct move-
ment out behind the screen. Then to° - 2° == 8°,
represents the degree of esophoria.

The test is enhanced in delicacy
Combined With if we combine it with the par-
the Parallax Test al/ax test. The patient here

tells us, as the screen is passed
from eye to eye, whether the test-object appears to
have a movement or not. (The test-object in this
case must be placed right on or close to its back-
ground, so that there shall be no movement due to
projection). If, as his right eye is uncovered and
his left covered, the object appears to move to the
right, he has esophoria ; if it moves to the left he
has exophoria ; if it moves down, he has right
hyperphoria ; if up, he has left hyperphoria. The

first prism which abolishes the movement indicates,
in most cases, with great accuracy, the degree of
deviation. Thus, a parallax movement corrected
by a prism of 2°, base in, and I°, base down, before
the left eye, indicates an exophoria of 2° and a
right hyperphoria of 1°.

This method, applicable to heterophoria of
large or small amount, is equally applicable to
squints. Here, of course, in general, large correc-
ting prisms must be used, and they must be applied
until a distinct over-correction is produced, when,
as before, the first over-correcting prism, less 2°,
will represent the amount of the deviation.

The measurements obtained by
Table of this method are, of course, given
Measurements in terms of the refracting angle

of the prism used, and to reduce
them to measures of arc, such as are given by the
perimeter, we must employ some such table as the
following : *

Refract lug angle
of prism.

Deviation
produced.

Refract i lig angle Deviat ion
of prism. produced.

1 0.5 25 14.1
2 1.1 26 14.7

3 r.6 27 15.4

4 2.1 28 16.0
5 2.6 29 16.7
6 3.2 30 17.3
7 3.8 31 18.0
8 4.4 32 18.7
9 4.9 33 19.4
TO 5.4 34 20.1

II 6.o 35 20.8
12 6.5 36 21.5

13 7.1 37 22.3
14 7.6 38 23.1

15 8.2 39 23.9
16 8.8 40 24.7
17 9.4 45 29.2
18 to.° 50 34.5
19 10.5 52 37.3
20 11.1 54 40.5
21 11.7 56 44.4
22 12.3 58 50.3
23 12.9 59. 56.2

24 13.5 59.2 Total reflection

The prisms used may be num-
Numbering of the bered according to their angle
Prisms of minimum deviation instead

of according to their refracting
angle. In this case the number marked upon the
prism which abolishes the screen movement will
denote directly the amount of deviation in degrees
of arc, so that no calculation will be necessary to
determine the latter. Only it must be remembered
that in this case we cannot without sensible error
use two or more prisms together and assume that
their sum represents the deviation that they pro-
duce. Thus we cannot say that the deviation
which is abrogated by a prism of II° (minimum
deviation) and one of 8° (minimum deviation)
placed on top of each other, is a deviation of 19° of
arc. For a prism of it° (minimum deviation) has
a refracting angle of 20°, and one of 8° a refracting
angle of almost 15°. The two together, making a
prism cf a refracting angle of 35°, will produce a
deviation of 20.8°. 1. e., our estimate of 19° would
have been too small by nearly 2° of arc. Hence, if
such prisms are used they should be employed
singly, or, if employed in combination, their resul-
tant value must be computed from the above table.

An argument against the accu-
The Possibility racy of this measurement, par-
of Error ticularly in squint, is that unless

the prisms are held in just the
proper position, they may give a false measure-
ment, because the prism varies in strength according
as its front face is tilted forward or back. If, how-
ever, care is taken not to tilt the prism forward or
back more than to° from the symmetrical position4
no essential error will be produced in prisms of
even 35° refracting angle. In fact, it can readily
be demonstrated by experiments with a tangent
scale that, unless the prism is held very carelessly
indeed, the error need not exceed I° of arc. That

*, Computed for a refractive index of 1.14 and with the
prism held in the symmetrical position, i. e., held so that the
lair p irsisr.rp endicular to the line bisecting the apex angle of

[f This ought to read "the ray trarerei»g the prima ;" for
the incident ray is never perpendicular to the line bisecting
the apex angle of the prism, in the symmetrical position of
the prisin.-En.]

That is, a position in which a line bisecting the apex angleof the prism is perpendicular to the incident [traversing] ray.
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is, a prism of 35° (causing a deviation of 20.8°,) if
held in the symmetrical position, will have to be
rotated quite noticeably, out or in, to produce an
effect greater than that of a prism of 36°, or at
most one of 37° (producing a deviation of 22.3°).

We can then without sensible error use a prism
of 35° before each eye. The two prisms will mea-
sure a total actual deviation of 41.5° of arc ; hence
squints of at least that amount, can be measured
with accuracy, and the measure of squints of so° of
arc can be closely approximated to. Squints of
this amount it is rarely necessary to measure with
any very scrupulous accuracy-variations of 2° or
3° being of no special moment. Hence this
method, even for these very large deviations,
answers all requirements so far as accuracy is con-
cerned. For small deviations (below 20° of arc)
it is rigidly accurate.

For this method the doctor claims the
following advantages : I. It is precise
enough for all practical purposes, except
when it is desirable to measure the fraction
of a degree in heterophoria. 2. It is reliable
and is an objective test. 3. It can be used
to measure vertical deviations. 4. It enables
us to differentiate with certainty a squint
from a heterophoria and an alternating squint
from one that is monocular.

Nature of the 
This can be done with even very
small deviations-and we must

Deviation recollect that it is quite possible
to have a squint of only 2°

or 3°. To tell whether the deviation, whether
large or small, which we have demonstrated to
exist by the method of alternate covering, is a
squint or a heterophoria, we proceed as follows:

With the patient looking with both eyes at the
test object and fixing it sharply, we suddenly place
the screen before the right eye, then suddenly
remove it. If, when we cover the right eye, and
again when we uncover it, that eye alone deviates,
we are dealing with a case of heterophoria. If
neither eye moves (and yet alternate covering has
shown us that there is a well-marked deviation),
the right eye is squinting. If both eyes move, the
left eye is squinting.

By repeating this test several times, first with
one eye and then with the other, we can tell in a
case of squint whether one eye squints constantly,
or sometimes one, sometimes the other deviates
(alternating squint).

5. It can be used to measure paretic
deviations if the correcting prisms are placed
before the weak eye. 6. This method can
be employed with the test object at any
desired position. 7. The amount of devi-
ation can be determined with different direc-
tions of the gaze. 8. It can be used with or
without the correcting glasses. 9. It can be
employed with very small children. to. The
test can be made quickly and easily, and
does not require any complicated apparatus.

On these grounds the doctor justly urges
a more general ase of this method.

How Should Skiascopy Be Practiced?

Lately there has been quite a dispute
about the best distance at which skiascopy
should be practiced. Dr. Jackson, of Den-
ver, one of the leaders in the field of skia-
scopy, in the Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association, lately has again defined his
exact position in reference to this question
and sums up his views as follows :

So many points must be attended to if we
would render skiascopy a method of precision, and
so interdependent are they, each losing most of its
value when not used in connection with the.others,
that it seems proper to recognize a special form of
the shadow test as exact skiascopy. This we can
do while fully appreciating that in essential theory

(Continued on page 279)
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and general character it is identical with the
shadow test in general.

We would indicate by the term exact skiascopy
The working at a distance of one-quarter to

one-half meter.
The accurate measurement of the distance.
The adaptation of the source of light and the

sight hole to this distance.
Care to bring the source of light close to the

conjugate focus of the retina.
Means of fixing exactly the direction of the

principal meridians.
Control testing, by departure both ways from

the lens, strength, focal distance or meridian
fixed on.

And, in general, precision and exactness in
every detail.

Such a method of examination is capable of
sufficient accuracy for ordinary practical purposes.
It will fix the error of refraction within one-quarter
diopter, and in many eyes within one-eighth
diopter, and the direction of astigmatism within
50 when the astigmatism amounts to .75 D. or
over, and within 15° when.it is only .25 D.

In recognizing the fact that skiascopy will not
determine the refraction of all eyes with equal
accuracy, it must be remembered that this is true
of all methods of measuring refraction, and most
true of those that give the most exact results,
especially the subjective test with trial lenses and
test letters.

It is not admitted that skiascopy is in this
respect inferior to other methods. As a matter of
fact it can be relied on more completely than any
other method now in use.

Neurasthenic Asthenopia

Some time ago Dr. L. J. Goux, of
Detroit, Mich., in a paper read before the
American Academy of Ophthalmology and
Oto-Laryngology. discussed the subject of
neurasthenic asthenopia. He said that the
term neurasthenia was invented by Beard, in
1868, and was by him applied to all morbid
conditions that are characterized by exhaus-
tion of the nervous system. This exhaustion
might be brought on by puperty, trouble-
some pregnancies, disorders of the uterus and
intestines, typhoid fever, hemorrhage, vene-
real diseases, sexual excesses, mental strain,
alcoholism, etc. The great neurologist
Charcot had found, as the most prominent
symptoms, the so-called neurasthenic stig-
mata frontal and occipital headache, • sensa-
tions of emptiness of the head, insomnia and
disturbed sleep, weakness in mind and body,
oversensitiveness of the spine, atony of the
gastro-intestinal tract and disorders of the
sexual apparatus. The symptoms mostly
present referred to the head, and that was
the cause that so many neurasthenic patients
came for an examination of their eyes. In
his experience the vision, with or without a
mydriatic, had usually been if, and that the
refractive error was usually insignificant as
compared with the intensity of the sufferings
of the patient. The patient's behavior dur-
ing the examination of the eyes the doctor
describes as follows :

One of the first expressions of the patient to
put us on guard is the assertion that as the exami-
nation progresses there is a continued failure of
vision, the patient complaining of fatigue and
asking for periods of rest. In taking the field of
vision we again note another peculiarity, viz., the
longer we continue the test the more constricted
becomes the field of vision. In endeavoring to
accurately locate the axis of astigmatism we here

come upon another characteristic manifestation of
the disease. There is a constant shifting of the
axis of astigmatism, and this may be true whether
actual astigmatism exists or not. The symptoms
may point to the presence of muscular asthenopia,
and it is here that another characteristic manifesta-
tion of the disease is found. Employing the
Maddox rod test, it is found that there is no per-
manent point of fixation of the streak, and often
there is a characteristic swinging movement of the
streak similar to the swinging of the pendulum of
a clock. This movement may be confined to one
side of the candle flame, but frequently it swings
rythmically from one side of the flame to the
other. The last two named manifestations, viz.,
the variable astigmatism and the uncertain hetero-
phoria, with the characteristic to-and-fro motion of
the light streak, together with the constricted field
and early fatigue of the eye under examination, I
consider pathognomic of neurasthenia, especially
when there is found no refractive error or one so
low as to be out of proportion to the intensity of
the symptoms.

Dr. Goux further stated that this trouble
is mostly found in the female sex, and that it
should be impressed upon the patient not to
regard the glasses as the panacea for all her
symptoms, but that the treatment by glasses
should be supplemented by proper constitu-
tional treatment and vigorous physical exer-
cise in the open air. If the patients were
made to understand that their eye symptoms
were not due to a faulty local condition alone
but a manifestation of a general difficulty
they usually would be much better satisfied.

The Operative Treatment of Myopia

Dr. W. A. Frost, of London, reports in
The Ofthlhezhnoseofie the results of his oper-
ations for high myopia on thirty-three eyes
and comes to the following conclusions :
I. The operation should be restricted to
patients whose actual myopia is not less than
12 D., that is, who require a correcting lens
of not less than 13.3 D. 2. The patient
should be able to read Jaeger No. x without
any glasses with each eye. 3. After the
entire removal of the lens the distant vision
without glasses is usually at least as good as
it was before with glasses, and with the cor-
rection it is usually much better. 4. The
operation should be limited to the more
myopic eye exept under special circumstances.

Degrees and Limits of Blindness
In the Annals d' Oculislique, Truc de-

fines blindness as a morbid state, congenital
or acquired, characterized by an incurable
insufficiency of vision. Considered from the
social standpoint it is defined by him as the
visual incapacity to care for one's self. He
distinguishes three degrees of blindnesss
I. Absolute blindness, in which there is no
light perception, or V. in both eyes = o.
2. Complete blindness, where there still
exists the simple perception of light, but V.
in both eyes also = o. 3. Relative blind-
ness, where light can be perceived, but the
vision is reduced to at least o.i. This acuity
of o. I should be considered the extreme limit
of blindness, above which, with the ordinary
condition of the visual field and intelligence,
vision should be understood to exist. He
believes that the various establishments for
the blind, the army, the courts, the insurance
companies and the statistician could all
accept practically this extreme limit and these
various degrees of blindness.
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Northwestern Optical Association

The annual meeting of the Northwestern
Optical Association was held in the parlors of the
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn., January 6th.
The afternoon session was called to order by the
president, J. W. Grainger, at 2 P. rit., and general
routine business gone through. Officers were
elected for the current year as follows : President,
J. W. Grainger, of Rochester ; first vice-president,
J. A. L. Wallman, of Minneapolis ; second vice-
president, L. J. Korstad, of Zumbrota ; secretary,
E. C. Roberts, of Red Wing ; treasurer, Paul C.
Hirschy, of Minneapolis. A board of directors
was elected as follows : J. L. Egelston, of Wadena,
Minn.; Gertrude Ayer Stanton, of Minneapolis,
Minn.; G. A. Lharnon, of Farmington, Minn., and
E. H. Abbot, of Owatonna, Minn. A committee on
membership was elected, composed of E. C. Rob-
erts, of Red Wing, Minn. ; J. A. L. Wallman, of
Minneapolis, Mimi.; Dr. H. H. Leavitt, Minne-
apolis, Minn.; G. E. Fricke, of Pine Island, Minn.,
and A. R. Huebsch, of St. Charles, Minn.

A resolution was unanimously passed request-
ing the Hon. S. R. VanSant, governor of the State
of Minnesota, to reappoint the present board of
examiners in optometry for a second term of office,
in view of the satisfactory manner in which it had
hitherto discharged its duties. It was the sense of
the convention that any change would be detri-
mental to the interests of the opticians of the
State. This was followed by a vote of recognition
of President Grainger as an authority on questions
pertaining to the science of optics. Necessary
alterations were made in the constitution and by-
laws.

When the business meeting terminated, an ad-
journment was made until 8 o'clock, at which time
the members reassembled and President Grainger
called the meeting to order and delivered the
annual address. He outlined the work of the
association and denounced extortioners in the opti-
cal business. Dr. H. H. Leavitt, oculist, of Min-
neapolis, followed with a paper on the " Examina-
tion of School Children's Eyes." A paper was
also read by Dr. A. L. Wallman, of Minneapolis,
"Color Vision and its Relation to Refraction."

Apropos of the fiftieth anniversary of Prof.
Grainger in optical work, Dr. Gertrude Ayer
Stanton moved that he be presented by the asso-
ciation with a gold medal. This was carried
unanimously, and the medal which had already
been procured was presented to the president, who
suitably acknowledged the tribute. A paper was
then read by Prof. L. J. Korstad, of Zumbrota, on
the subject of " Presbyopia." Dr. E. C. Roberts
delivered an interesting lecture on " Cylindrical
Lenses," and Dr. George M. Haywood, oculist to
several hospitals in Minneapolis, also read an in-
structive .paper. The final address was that of
Prof. E. W. Grievish, of Minneapolis, on "Adver-
tising."

This meeting was a notable success in every
respect, and one of its favorable results was the
addition of fifteen new members to the association.
The States of Michigan, North and South Dakota,
Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota, were all repre-
sented in the attendance. The association includes
one hundred Minnesota refractionists in its mem-
bership, besides a number from surrounding States.
Notice of the time and place of the holding of the
next meeting will be given when the committee has
reached a decision in this matter.

It was 11.30 P. M. when the business closed,
and the members then indulged in pleasant social
intercourse.
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The movements of these images in
respect to the movements of the object S
will be as follows : In E and M the move-
ments of E, and Al, will be against the
mOvetnents of S, being on opposite sides of
the refracting system from S, and therefore
against the mirror rota/ion. In H, on the
contrary, the movement of 1.4, it being on
the same side of the refracting system as S,
will be in the same direction as S and also in
the same direction as the mirror rotation.

The direction of movement apparent to
an observing eye, placed in the path of the
rays emerging from the observed eye, how-
ever, will depend on the position of this eye
relative to the image formed at the conjugate
focus of the fundus of the observed eye—that
is, on whether the observing eye receives the
rays which come from a real aerial image of
the bright spot formed in front of it, or the
rays which proceed from the bright spot
itself to form an image behind its nodal point
by its own refracting system.

We will first consider the latter condi-
tion, where the conjugate focus falls behind
Ike nodal point of the observing eye. In
Fig. I I the image Af, of S is formed behind
the nodal point n „, by the refracting system
of the observing eye 0 This image is real
and inverted. Now this image may be
anywhere between ni and infinity behind 0,,
depending upon the refractive condition of
M or the position of 0 in respect to M
But within these limits no matter where it is
formed, whether on the retina, in front of,
or behind it, its movements, as perceived by
the retina of the eye 0,, are always in the
same direction, and just as it would perceive
the motion of any object in space in front of
it. Though this is called the erect image, it
is really formed inverted on the retina, just
as the images of all objects in front of the
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Fig. it, there is formed there a real inverted
image Af,, of the bright spot S. This image
being on the opposite side of the refracting
qstem of /1/, moves always in a direction
opposite of S, and likewise of the mirror
rotation. When S moves down in the direc-
tion of the arrow a, the image Af, moves
upward in the direction of the arrow a,. The
observing eye 02 will perceive this move-
ment exactly as it would the movement of
any other object moving in the same direc-
tion in front of it. Hence in 02 the shadow
moves against, whereas in 0, it moves with
the mirror rotation.

When, however, the observing eye 0,
Fig. 12, is so placed that the coning-ate focus
of the observed eye M,
falls exactly at ils
nodal point n 0, there is
no movement observed,
but only a diffuse,
stead y illumination
with no outline, how-
ever extensively the
mirror is rotated. The
reason for this is as
follows : As we have
seen, the flame image L1, Fig. 9, of a
certain magnitude, has. always an image /
of a definite and proportionate size, made by
the refracting system of the observed eye.
The pencils forming this image make the
bright spot S on the fundus, which is always
blurred in outline except when 1 , happens to
fall exactly on the fundus. So long as the
pupil of the observed eye is fully illuminated
during a rotation of the mirror, there is
formed, by the refracting system of this eye,
an image I 2 3, Afi, Fig. 12, of the bright
spot Sat the nodal point n, of the observing
eye. This image is always larger than the
hole in the mirror (the latter has been pur-
posely exaggerated in the drawing). Now,
in order that any specific direction of move-
ment be noted it is necessary for the shadowy
edge of the image M, of the bright spot S,
to pass across the pupil of the observed eye
during a mirror rotation. Hence the appro-
priateness of the term skiascopy.

In the case where the image /If, falls at the
nodal point no, the image of the upper edge

I of S falls at i of
Af1. The pencils
of light which go
to form the im-
age of I at Af, ,
however, are cut
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a, within the eye 0. The same holds good
also in the upward movement of the points
b and 3 of the bright spot S, 3 never, on
any rotation of the mirror, reaching up to the
place occupied by b. Consequently the
shadowy edge, 1-3, of the bright spot S can
never have its image within the eye of the
observer 0, and therefore it can never be
seen to pass across the pupil, to whatever
extent the mirror may be rotated. As some
point of S, within I and 3, always has its image
at Mi, there is always a steady illumination
perceived by 0 during all mirror rotations.

Those pencils of light from a of the
bright spot S, projected to A and B, which
mark the outline of the pupil of the eye M, are

eye are, but in accordance with the law of

projection they are perceived as erect, and

all movements of S to the right are per-

ceived by 0, as to the right and vice versa,

and of course with the mirror rotation. The

observing eye, therefore, will bring parallel

rays forming 1E1, Fig. to, divergent rays

h2h2h2 and rays convergent to all points

beyond the position of its nodal point n 1,

Fig. I I, to a focus somewhere behind its own

nodal point, and in all these conditions the

apparent movement across the pupil will be

with the mirror rotation.
When the conjugate focus falls in front

of the nodal pointn2 of the observing eye 02,

off by the mirror
surrounding the
sight-hole and do
not enter the eye

0 at all, and therefore no image of this edge
of the bright spot S is perceived. It is only
the pencils coming from ain S, much within
the limits of I, that pass along the lower edge
of the sight-hole and enter the eye 0 to form
an image at a1. When a rotation of the
mirror causes the bright spot S to move, say
downward in the direction of the arrow, a
and I move downwards also, but synchro-
nously, another point between a and i taking
the place of a, which will still form its image
at a,. But no movement downward of S,
when there is still a full illumination of the
pupil, is sufficient to bring i down to the
position occupied by a, and have its image at

Fig. 12

directed, after their refraction, to a, and b0.
After entering 0 these rays are brought by
its refracting power not to a1, but, after
crossing each other to the points A, and B,,
on the secondary axes A, noA and B, n0B,
which pass through the nodal point n, to
corresponding points A and B of the pupil of
Al These converging pencils refracted at
a, and bo cross each other at a, on the plane
passing through no, and do not come to-
gether again anywhere to form an image of
a of the bright spot S. Becoming more and
more widely separated, they pass on to oppo-
site sides of A, B,. The same is true of the
rays coming from any other point of S, each
pair of converging pencils crossing in the
plane no to opposite sides of A, B1. In
other words, the image of S. formed at no,
becomes itself an illuminated object which
sends out divergent rays in all directions,
which are not acted upon by any optical
apparatus to form an image anywhere.

As, however, in this method of examina-
tion the observing eye is usually accommo-
dated for the pupil of the observed eye,
A, B, on the retina of 0, becomes the image of
A B the pupil of Af, all points of A .p B of Af
having their conjugate foci in A, A, B, of 0.

On comparing diagrams i i and 12 it
will be observed that the pencils from i and 3,
corresponding to the shadowy edge of the
bright spot S, enter the observing eyes 0,
and 0 2 of Fig. Il, through the nodal points
n, and n2, to form their images i and 3 in
each eye respectively, whereas, in Fig 12
these pencils from the shadowy edge of S do
not enter the eye at all, being cut off by the
mirror so that no image whatever of them is
formed, which the observing eye can take
note of during any rotation .of the mirror.
Broadly stated then, since in order to have a
movement against the mirror rotation, an
inverted image of S must be formed in front
of the nodal point of the observer's eye,
while in order that there be a movement
with the mirror rotation an erect image must
be formed behind the nodal point, the point
of reversal from the one to the other must
necessarily be the nodal point itself.

[To BE CONTINUED]
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The Ophthalmometer
is of all instruments the most valuable to the refractionist who desires to doaccurate work. Its utility as a means of helping to correct the refraction ofthe eye is recognized more fully as time passes, so that to-day no refractingroom can be considered complete without one of these instruments of precision.

The Ophthalmometer
shows whether or not the eye under examination is astigmatic. It showsabsolutely the meridians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea, andthus indicates the axis in which the cylinder correcting the fault should beplaced in practically all cases. It does all this in a few minutes without theOperators being obliged to ask the person being examined any questionswhatever. It gives much other valuable information in regard to the errorsof refraction that will be found in the descriptive pamphlets which we willgladly send upon request.

The Ophthalmometers
that have met with the greatest success are

THE HARDY 20th CENTURY
anD

THE CHAMBERS-INSKEEP.
Both of these instruments are now being sold by us, the two firms havingamalgamated, and we will be glad to give detailed information in regardto both instruments.

z 

F•AtIARDYandCOMIPA141/
CHAMBERS, INSKEEP & CO.

131-137 WABASH AVE.
AOENTS:

California Optical Co., San Francisco,

Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New Pngland. CHICAGO

for Pacific Coast.

D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia.Raphael, Wheway at Redfern. Ltd., London, England,for ()real Britain.
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ATLANTA, GA.
DENVER, COLO.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn ? flow long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of u51 iglu:distil (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for inuscular insufficiency.

"C. A. Y."—Gentleman, thirty-one years of age.
Suffers with headache in back of head, at base
of the brain, running-from there to temples and
back of eyes at times. When pain is severe
very nervous, restless when sleeping, the pain
causing a squinting or frowning. This ic a
dull but continuous pain. fi,hen silting down
reading, if he should happen to rise suddenly,
there seems to be a smoky fihn come before the
eyes and leave as suddenly as it came. Has
never worn glasses of any kind, but can see
good through a No. 21 lens. Please let me
know Me cause and remedy if possible. He
reads by a mantle light most of Me lime.

When our correspondents fail to give us the
details asked for at the top of this page, we are
handicapped in our answers and unable to offer
intelligent advice. In this case we are given the
symptoms of which the patient complains, but we
cannot base .a diagnosis on symptoms alone, be-
cause the various refractive errors do not present
distinctive symptoms. An examination of the
acuteness of vision, of the refraction and the
accommodation, must be made, the results of
which taken in connection with the symptoms, will
enable an intelligent observer to make a diagnosis
and thus lead to the proper remedy.

If we were to make a guess we would suggest
hypermetropia or hypermetropic astigmatism as
the probable cause of the trouble in this case, but
these are defects that are easily detected by the
proper tests if our correspondent knows how to
use them.

"C D. S"—Patient, has divergent strabismus
caused by an opemtion for convergent strabis-
mus performed al the age of seven years. His
mother staled that when his eyes first crossed,
just' after learning to walk, he seemed to be
unable to direct his steps and would run into
Mings that were in his way but could easily be
avoided. (Evidence of diplopia f) Seemed to
use either eye without difficulty. He is 29
years of age now. Without glasses can see
48. L. E. With — .36 cyl. ax. 25° can see
most of the letters in. the line next smaller. In
R. E. the yellow spot seems to be almost totally
blind while rest of retina appears to be normal.
Through pin-hole disk can distinguish light on
yellow spot and by turning eye so that image
falls on part which usually receives the image,
can tell whether oil lamp or acetylene burner
is used at about six feet. On test type can see
about Th. Cannot give time exact amount of
divergence but should say that line through
axis of each eye would diverge at least so .
The ability of Me left eye to fix itself on some
certain point in the distance, say alight, seems
to be disturbed by a tendency of the eye la turn
/0700171 the nose, very slightly but noticeably.
Iiindd that be caused by a lack of balance of
the muscles of that eye or by the lack of balance

• of the muscles of both eyes? Would an ad-
vancement of the severed tendon, bringing the
right eye into proper position again, help the
sight of that eye in any degree do you think?
If, after so many years disuse, he can dis-
tinguish light on the yellow spot, it seems there
might be some chance for an improvement of
vision. Do you think so ?

In this case the patient's vision is confined to
the left eye, such a condition of vision being
termed monocular. The right eye is apparently
almost useless as an organ of vision, and as so
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many years have elapsed since it was used in active
vision, if indeed it ever was of any service, there is
but little hope for improvement, by operation or
by any other method of treatment. It seems
strange that this divergent deviation should result
from an operation for convergent strabismus,
unless that operation had been repeated several
times, because the effect of a single operation is to
a great extent limited by the tissues contiguous to
the divided muscle which in this way prevent too
great result. We would be inclined to advise an
operation in this case, if for no other reason than
for its cosmetic effect, because a divergent strabis-
mus is usually more noticeable and more disfiguring
than a convergent squint. But this class of cases
really lies outside of the domain of the optome-
trist, and the responsibility of an operation should
be placed upon a medical man. If our correspond-
ent is able to improve or benefit the vision of the left
eye, he would be justified in prescribing glasses
for that purpose ; but inasmuch as the vision of
this eye is already la it is doubtful if glasses are
indicated. At any rate in the presence of normal
vision we would advise against prescribing the
concave cylinder mentioned, because if myopic
astigmatism was present to the extent of i D. or
over the normal acuteness of vision would be
noticeably impaired. There is possiby some
accommodative spasm present which WOUld

account for the acceptance of this concave cylinder.
If glasses are prescribed at all they must be convex,
either sphere or cylinder, the choice of which
would depend on the result of the examination.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"H. J."—I have a card of Suet/en's test letters
with seven lines of different sizes of letters.
The largest one (Mere is only one) measures
734 cm. square, the smallest ones about 8 mm.
square. Above each of these respective lines
are marked some figures, viz : Above the
largest D. 50, and the others respectively
D. 30, D. zo, D. 15, D. lo, .D. 6 and D. 5.
What do these figures signi4y, and how far
down does it require for a patient to be able to
read at a distance of 2o feel, when his acute-
ness of vision can be said to be is P
These figures signify the distances at which

the letters should be seen expressed in meters.
The largest letter usually placed on the test cards
corresponds to a distance of zoo feet, which is ex-
actly 6o in. If our correspondent is correct in
stating that his largest letter is marked D. 50, this
would correspond to 166 feet ; D. 30, to too feet;
D. 20, to 66 feet; D. 15, to 50 feet; D. To, to 33
feet ; D. 6, to zo feet, and D. 5, to 16 feet. There-
fore, it will be seen that letters marked D. 6 are
those which should be seen at a distance of zo feet,
and correspond with acuteness of vision As
the metric system has been used in numbering the
letters it should also be used in making the frac-
tions, in which case if the largest letter only was
visible the visual acuity would be expressed as Ay,
and so on with the other letters ; and if the D. 6
line could be read at 20 feet, the visual acuity
would be normal and would be expressed as

"E. H. B."—I have a patient fifty years of age,
a dayldborer. Complains of double vision
and has to keep one eye closed all the time.
His eyes pained him a little, but could read
No. 30 with each eye. Accepted + C + ,75

ax. 55° for right eye and + .75 for left
eye, with which he could read No. 20 easily,
and with 'this he had single vision for awhile,
but he came back again saying that they were
all right for awhile but that in a little time
they were as bad as before. I cannot see what
causes it.

When a patient has double vision, as in this
case, we call it diplopia, and in our examination
the first step is to determine what form of diplopia
exists, whether homonymous or crossed, so that
we may know which muscle is at fault and in what
position the correcting prism should be placed.
If the diplopia is of the former variety, the visual
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line deviates inward and the correcting prism is
placed base out ; if of the crossed variety the de-
viation is outward and the correcting prism is
placed base in. The patient should be directed
to look at a light twenty feet away, and a red disk
is then placed over one eye ; the light seen with
this eye will of course appear red, when the diplo-
pia can be easily classified. Then the weakest
prism should be found which produces fusion of
the two lights. If the diplopia is of the homony-
mous variety, sometimes a convex lens will suffice
for its correction if not of too high a degree;
otherwise a prism must be prescribed either singly
or in combination with proper distance correction.
We are not told how long the patient has been
complaining of double vision ; this is an important
matter, because, in some cases, a diplopia sud-
denly makes its appearance and in a little while
just as suddenly disappears. Therefore, if prisms
are prescribed in this case the muscular imbalance
should be noted from time to time, in order that
the prisms may be decreased as the muscle regains
its strength, or removed entirely on the disappear-
ance of the diplopia.

W. H." — The diagram gives the required power
in each meridian of the distant lens alone, and
also of Me combined lens and wafer. Write the
prescription. I submit the foregoing as a pre-
scription puzzle. There are Iwo ways of making
a satisfactory lens, but the problem is no/an easy
one. The patient has R. E. cross astigma-
tism ; one meridian being myopic and the other
hypermetropic. A bifocal combination is de-
sired. Of course, the simplest and easiest way
to make it would be with segment set in, but the
wafer is much preferred.
In making bifocal lenses the wafer or seg-

ment is always spherical, because the astigmatism
is provided for in the distance lens, while the
accompanying presbyopia is represented by the
wafer. In cases of astigmatism where presbyopia
has come on, the rule is to correct the error of re-
fraction (the astigmatism) first, and then to com-
bine with such lens the necessary correction for
the error of accommodation (the presbyopia).

R. E. Distance.

- 0

+0. 7/ a

410
2.. /

Reading.

In studying this case, the first point that at-
tracts attention is the refraction of the horizontal
meridian, stated as + .8i D. How did our corre-
spondent arrive at this measurement ? There is no
such lens in any trial case. We will therefore
assume that the refraction of this meridian is
+ .75 D. The difference between this and + .81
is only .o6 D., representing a lens of a focal dis-
tance of 640 inches, so that the difference is in-
appreciable.

In the diagram the horizontal meridian is in-
creased by + 2.50 D., while the vertical meridian
is increased + 2.62. The difference is only one-
eighth of a diopter, which is very slight and seems
uncalled for. We would increase them both in the
same proportion, and would write the prescription
as follows:

— .50 sph. C + 1.25 cyl. axis 9o°
2.50 wafer added.

This would give in the vertical meridian — .50
for distance and + 2 for near ; and in the horizontal
meridian + .75 for distance and + 3.25 for near.
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Practical Photography for
Beginners

The interest of the jewelers and opticians in
photography has now become quite general, and
there is a growing demand for information on the
subject. An unusually valuable collection of practi-
cal hints for beginners will be found in the follow-
ing article by the editor of the " Photographic
World " department of the DiOfitrie Review.

The Most Popular There can be no question that
Camera the hand camera is by far the

most popular form of photo-
graphic instrument. For one photographer carry-
ing a tripod camera, you will meet at least ten
using the type of instrument adapted mainly for
use in the hand. It is not difficult to understand
this preference, for most people like to follow a
hobby with the minimum amount of exertion.
However, it requires more skill to use a hand
camera with success than one of the tripod variety,
and hence the amateur who elects to work with
the latter instrument must be prepared for a larger
percentage of semi-failures than would fall to his
share if he employed a stand camera.

In a general way, hand cameras

Size of Hand may be divided into two groups,

Camera according to whether they are
of the box form or the folding

variety, and in either type it is possible to obtain

an instrument adapted for use with plates or cut

films, or roll film. In the selection of a hand

camera the question of size is of more than usual

importance, and it is a wise rule not to exceed a

5 by 4 instrument. With a half-plate camera it is
naturally necessary to have a lens of longer focus

than with a smaller size, and the longer the focus

of the lens the more difficult does accurate focus-

ing become. The amateur will do well to bear in

mind that the lens of short focus possesses greater

power to define at the same time objects near and

distant than the lens of longer focus.
Notwithstanding the fact that a

The Box Form hand camera would seem to

Model contradict its name if it is not
compact, it must not be forgot-

ten that the box form of instrument finds favor

with many amateurs as opposed to the folding

type. The principal thing in favor of the box

camera is that it is always ready for use, whereas

the folding pattern, even of the most ingenious

construction, occupies some time in being got

ready for action. In this connection the question of

size of picture again requires consideration. To

each his choice, of course, but really for all-round

compactness there is nothing to compare with the

folding type of camera, and the few seconds needed

to get it ready for use ought not to count against

its other advantages.
It seems to be getting the fashion to embody

in a hand camera all the movements hitherto

associated with the most elaborate type of stand

cameras, but the beginner at any rate should give

these complicated instruments a wide berth. The

safest methods available are those represented by

the double-backs and the daylight loading system.

Still, it must not be overlooked that there are

changing boxes on the market which can be thor-

oughly relied upon.
There is another point about a

Focusing or hand camera calling for remark.

Fixed Focus ? Should it be of the focusing or
of the fixed focus type? This

is a matter concerning which there has been a

great amount of debate, and. there is much to be

said on each side. In the hands of an experienced
photographer the focusing camera is the more
useful instrument, but the beginner should certainly
start with one of the fixed-focus type. He will
much more quickly learn the minimum distance
which must exist between him and the object he
desires to have sharply in focus, than master the
constantly varying factors of a focusing camera.
Of course, it should be kept in mind that there is
what is called a fixed focus-point in every lens;
hence, the beginner who has a focusing camera
should ascertain and mark on his scale what that
point is. He must also measure off the distance
between lens and object represented by that point,
and not get nearer the object unless he can stop
his lens down.

Probably the greatest tempta-

Exposures With to which the user of a hand
Hand Cameras camera is exposed is that of

making too brief exposures.
And the next is that of making exposures in light
utterly useless for instantaneous photography. It
is worth while spending some pains in finding out
the minimum speed of exposure needed for certain
classes of subjects, and also, in necessary conjunc-
tion with that, the quality of the plate or film used
on the score of sensitiveness. Save for subjects
in which rapid movement is present, the amateur
will find that a shutter-speed of about a fiftieth of
a second is ample for all his needs. If objects
are taken at the proper angle, a speed of even a
thirtieth of a second will suffice. These speeds,
of course, are estimated for using the lens at full
aperture in cases where the aperture is marked F8.
As soon as he has mastered the factors of speed
of shutter and aperture of lens, the amateur should
turn his attention to the rapidity of the plate or
film he is using. For hand camera work, save on
or by the sea, the photographer should arm him-
self with the most sensitive plates or films avail-
able, for the reason that it is always best to have
at hand the power of making very brief exposure,
if necessary.

Some attention needs to be paid

how to Hold to the manner in which a hand

the Camera camera is held at the moment
of exposure. Even when work-

ing a shutter at a speed of one-fiftieth of a second,
it is a good rule to get into the habit of holding
the breath at the moment the exposure is made,
for a deep breath taken when the shutter is being
let off may cause a blurred image. It -is a good
plan also to hold the camera up as high as possi-

ble. Some view finders render it necessary for the

camera to be held at the level of the eyes, but that
position is not possible when the view-finder is of

that type which has to be looked into. With most

kinds of camera of the hand model, it is possible

to see the view-finder quite clearly when the

camera is held under the arm as near the arm-pit

as possible, and that is an excellent position to

adopt. If the camera is held lower, as most
amateurs are in the habit of doing, there is a
danger of far too much foreground being included

in the photograph, a common defect with most

hand camera pictures.

Some photographers hold
amazing views on the devel-

Camera Exposures opment of hand-camera ex-
posures. I well remember

the case of an amateur who had been snapping

away in a rather dull light with plates of only

moderate rapidity, and who expressed pi ofound
surprise to me that there were no signs of an image

on his plates after they had been in the developer

a minute 1 He was still more surprised when I

Developing Hand

told him that it will sometimes take an hour to
nurse certain kinds of instantaneous exposures
into printing negatives. That, of course, is an ex-
treme case, but the amateur cannot learn too soon
that plates which have had a very brief exposure
cannot be developed so quickly as those which
have had ample time exposures. Hand camera
exposures • should not, in the majority of cases, be
developed with a strong developer, for if they are
there is great danger of fog spoiling the image.

One of the earliest questions
Plates or the beginner has to answer is
Films ? whether he shall use plates or

films on which to make his ex-
posures. There are, of course, certain types of
cameras which answer this question for the photo-
grapher, inasmuch as they are adapted solely for
use with film. On the other hand, nearly every
camera made can be adapted for either plates or
films, and hence it may be said that the amateur is
under no necessity to make a hard and fast choice
between the two materials. Really, there is little
to choose nowadays between plates and films,
however great a difference there was ten years ago.
So that in the end the choice of plates or films
amounts to an individual preference and nothing

Perhaps the greatest difficulty
Judging the the amateur photographer has
Exposure to contend with, is that con-

nected with the problem of ex-
posure. As has been remarked already, until he
begins to use a camera he has had absolutely no
experience in estimating the power of light, and
certainly not in relation to the sensitiveness of a
photographic plate. Yet, if his photographs are
to be satisfactory, it is of prime ihmortance that
he shall be able to determine the force of light
with a certain degree of accuracy. Many attempts
have been made to assist the photographer in
estimating correct exposures, and it is probable
that the beginner will soon make the acquaintance
of one or other of the various exposure tables
which have been drawn up for his benefit ; but
practically, the only reliable guide the photo-
grapher can have in this matter is provided by
an exposure meter, and this must be of the kind
which makes an actual test of the light at the
time the exposure is about to be made.

What kind of subject should

%Vhat Subjects the beginner attempt to photo-
to Take ? One thing the beginner

should make up his mind not to
attempt is the taking of portraits. Yet this is the
use to which nine amateurs out of every ten first
put their cameras. There is no task of greater
difficulty for the photographer than the produc-
tion of a satisfactory human likeness, and if the
amateur has an ambition to excel in that direction
he should train himself on every other kind of
subject first. Perhaps landscape studies represent
the best subjects for the beginner to tackle, and he
should make it his aim not to include too great an
area of view in his pictures. The more compact
the view, the better the photograph.

After exposure comes develop-

Development Not It is unfortunate that so
to be Shirked many amateurs shirk this par-

ticular process and hand their
plates and films to someone else to develop ; un-
fortunate, because many of the best lessons in

• photography are learnt in the dark-room. Frankly,
I cannot understand the photographer who shirks
his own developing. To my mind, there is no part
of camera work so attractive as that which calls up
the latent image from the apparently unchanged

(Continued on page 587)
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The interest of the jewelers and opticians in

photography has now become quite general, and
there is a growing demand for inh intuition on the
subject. An unusually valuable collection of practi-
cal hints for beginners will he found in the follow-

ing article by the editor of the " Photographic
World" department of the Pioldrii

The Most Popular Thvrc can ben() question that

Camera the hand camera is by far the
most popular f( trill of photo-

graphic instrument. For one photographer carry-

ing a tripod camera, you will meet at least tel

using the type of instrument adapted mainly. for

use in the hand. It is not difficult to understand

this preference, for most people like to I( hl( a

hobby with the minimum amount of exertion.

However, it requires more skill to usts a hand

camera with success than one of the trip( id variety,

• and hence the amateur who elects to work %vitli

the latter instrument must be prepared for a larger

percentage of semi-failures than would fall to his

share if he employed a stand camera.
In a general wily, hand cameras

Size of Hand may be divided int, two groups,

Camera according to whether they are

of the box form or the folding

variety, and in either type it is possible to obtain

an instrument adapted for use v,ith plates or cut

films, or roll film. In the selection of a hand

camera the question of she is of more than usual

importance, and it is a wise rule not to exceed a

5 by 4 instrument. With a half plate ciimera it is

naturally necessary, to have 1 lens of longer focus

than with a smaller size, and the longer the focus

of the lens the more difficult does itccurate fOl'its-

ing become. The amateur will do well hi liear in

mind that the lens of sffiirt focus possesses greater

P°" er to define at the same time (tlijects near and

distant than the lens of longer focus.
Notwithstanding the fact that it

The Box Form hand camera would seem to

Model contradict its name if it is III it
compact, it must not be forgot-

ten that the box form of instrument finds favor

yvith many amateurs as opposed to the folding

type. The principal thing in faV,Ir of the box

camera is that it is always ready tor use, whereas

the folding pattern, en of the most ingenious

construction, occupies some lime in being got

ready for action. In this connection the question (4

size of picture again requires consideration. To

each his choice, of course, Ina really for ill-rotind

compactness there is nothing to compare with the

folding type of camera, and the few seconds needed

to get it ready for use ought not to count against

its other advantages.
It seems to be getting the fashion to embody

in a hand camera all the niovements hitherto

associated tvith the most elaborate type of stand

cameras, Ina thii beginner at any rate should give

these complicated instruments a wide berth. The

safest methods available ;lore those represented by

the double-backs and the daylight loading system.

Still, it must not be merlooked that there are

changing boxes on the market which can be thor-

otIghl y relied upon.
There is another point about a

Focusing or hand camera calling fur remark.

Fixed Focus ? Should it be of the focusing or

of the fixed focus type? This

is a matter concerning which there has been a

great amount of debate, and there is much to be

said on each side. In the hands of an experienced
phoMgrapher the focusing camera is the more
useful instrument, but the 1)(1,i-inner should certainly
start with one of the fixed-focus type. Ile will
much more quickly learn the minimum distance
which must exist between him and the object he
desires to have sharply in focus, than master the

constantly varying factors of a locusing camera.
c■mrse, it should be kept in mind that there is

what is called a fixed focus-point in every hits ;
hence, the beginner who has i focusing citmera
should ascertain and mark on his scale yvhat that
point is. I It must also measure (ill the distance
hetween lens and object represented by that point,
itnd not get nearer the object unless he call stop
his lens down.

Probably the greatest teinptit-

Exposures With to yvhich the user of a hand
Hand Cameras camera is exposed is that of

making too brief exposures.
And the next is that of mal:ing-, exposures in light
utterly usehiss for instantaneous photography. It
is worth ‘■ hih t. spending some pains ill finding out
the minimum speed of exposure needed for certain
classes of subjects, and also, in necessary, conjunc-

tion ‘yith that, the quality of the plate or film used
on the score of sensitiveness. Save for subjects

in which rapid movement is present, the iiiitateur
will find that a shutter-speed of about a fiftieth of

a second is ample for all his needs. If objects
are taken at the proper angle, it speed of even a
thirtieth of :1 second will suffice. These speeds,

of course, are estimated for using the lens at full
aperture in cases where the aperture is iii irked
As soon as he has mastered the factors of speed
of shutter and aperture of lens, the amateur should
turn his :Mention to the rapidity of the plate or
film he is using. For hand camera work, save on
or by the tivil, the photographer should arm him-
self with the most sensitive plates or films avail-

able, for the reason that it ig always best to have
at hand the power of making very brief exposure,
if necessary.

Some attention needs to be paid

How to Hold to the manner in yvhich a hand
the Camera camera is held at the montent

I f exposure. Even yy hen yyorl;.-

mg a shutter at a speed of one-fiftieth ttf a second,

it is it good rule to get into the habit of holding
the ',Riad) at the moment the exposure is made,
tor it deep !Heath talseit \\ hen the slutttttt is being
let off may call u 1 blurred image. It .is a good
plan also to hold the camera up its high as po
ble. Sonic y icy%• tinders render it nisi essary fin the
canteht to lie held at the level of the i•■ es, but that

isition is not possible %viten the vutti -finder is i it

that type ‘t hid) lias to be looked into. \Vali hush

Itinds of camera of the hand model, it is possible

to see the vie‘■ -tinder (pate clearly yvhen the

camera is held under the arm is near the arni-pit

as possible, and that is an excellent position to

adopt. If the camera is held II /WCI., is 111( /St

iiinatVill'S are in the habit of doing, there is a

(langur of far too much foreground being ini hided

in the photograph, a contimM defect %yid' most

haffil camera pictures.

Some pilot( tgraphers hold
amazing vietis on the (ley el-

Camera Exposures opulent of hand-canaira ( -
posures. I \yell remember

the case of an amateur who had been snapping

im \ in it rather (-lull light \yid' plates of only

mod, rate rapidity, and ■% Ito expressed poifound
suit] Ise to me that then•\vere no signs of an image

()11 his plates after they had INsen in the clevel()l)er

a ntiaute 1 He was still more surprised \viten I

Developing Hand

told him that it will sometimes take an hour to
nurse certain kinds of instantaneous exposures
into printing negatives. That, of course, is an ex-
treme case, bUt the amateur cannot learn too soon
that plates which have had a very brief exposure
cannot be developed so quickly as those which
I ave had amide time exposuivs. Il and camera
exposures should imt, in the majority of cases, be
developed with it strong developer, for if they are
there is great danger of fog spoiling the image.

One of the earliest questions

Plates or the beginner has to answer is
Films ? whether he shall use plates or

films on which to make his ex-
posures. There are, of course, certain types of
cameras which answer this question for the photo-
grapher, inasmuch as they are adapted solely for
use with film. On the other hand, nearly every
camera made can be adapted for either plates or
films, and hence it may be said that the amateur is
under no necessity to make a hard and fast choice
between the two materials. Really, there is little
to choose nowadays between plates and films,
however great a difference there was ten years ;Igo.
So that in the end the choice of plates or films
amounts to an individual preference and nothing
more.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty

Judging the the innateur photographer has
Exposure to contend with, is that con-

nected with the IlnIblellt of ex-
posure. As has been remarked already, until he
begins to use a camera he has had absolutely no
experience in estimating the power of light, anti
certainly not in relation hi tits sensitiveness of a
photographiC plate. Yet, if his photographs are
to Ini satisfactory, it is of prime iinportance that
he shall be able to determine the hInia• (If light
with a certain degree of accuracy. 'Amy attempts
have been nettle to assist the photographer in
estimating correct exposures, and it is probable
that the beginner ‘‘ ill il )(In Maki: the ;to petintaticts
of one or other of the various exposure ta bles
yvhich have been drawn up for his benefit
practically, the only reliable guide the photo-
grapher can have in this matter is provided by
an exposure tmter, and this must he of the kind
which makes an actual test of the light at the
time the exposure is i1\viii:1( a t( be iltm ki1.d: i.if it:leilih. 

ject

shutild

%'hat Subjects the beginner attempt to photo-
to Itike graph ? One thing the beginner

should make up his mind not to
attenmt is the taking of portraits. Yet this is the
use h. II Hilt Hine alliatelirs Mil I if every ten first
put their cameras. There is gre,iter

difficulty for this photographer than the produc-
tion of it satisfactory human likeness, and if the
amateur has an ambition to excel in that direction
he should train himself oil every other kind of
subject first. Perhaps landscape studies represent
the best suljects for the beginner to tackle, anti he
shotild make it his aim not to include too great an
area i it \ \) in his pictures. The more conwact
the view, the better this ithotograph.

\ fDevelopment Not 121it,tcrii.t. ut‘I'lealt u sp(.--)

tieular process and hand their
to be Shirked many amateurs shirl; this par-

plates  tttth films to someone else to develop ; un-
fortunate, because many of the best lessons in
photography are learnt ill the darko-oom. Frankly,
I cannot understand the photographer who shirks
his own developing. To my mind, there is no part
of camera work so attractive its that which calls up
the latent image from the .ipparently unchanged

(Continued on page :47)
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Practical Photography for
Beginners

(Continued from page 285)

plate and builds it up into a negative. Any other
stage in the making of a photograph I should be
perfectly willing to forego. Although there is a
lot to be learnt about development, the process
itself is not a difficult one if the photographer will
devote a little attention to the functions of the
chemicals he is using, so that he may know how
to act when dealing with either under or over ex-
posed plates.

No Best
Developer

Questions are sometimes asked
as to which is the best developer.
It would be perfectly correct to
answer that there is no best de-

veloper. Everything depends upon the class of
negative desired. Years ago the photograper had
little difficulty in making choice of a developer,
for the simple reason that there were so few to
choose from, but it is vastly different now when
every week seems to see another new developer
announced. It has often been stated that hydro-
quinone is perhaps the best developer for the
beginner to use, but personally I should give my
vote in favor of a good pyro-soda formula. It is
no uncommon thing to find photographers of great
experience stating it as their opinion, after having
tried many or all of the developers, that there is
nothing to beat pyro yet.

There are several rules for de-
velopment which the amateur

Development should always act upon. One
of the most essential of these

is not to stint the developing solution. On the
other hand, there is nothing to be gained by using
too much. For a quarter-plate, one and a half
ounces ; for a half-plate, two ounces, and for a
whole plate four ounces will be sufficient. Another
good rule is "rock the dish." This is specially
necessary when using a pyro developer, but with
all developers it is a wise plan to keep the dish in
gentle motion while development is going on.

Most photographers make the mistake of pro-
longing the washing of their negatives for far too
long a period. Quite five years ago it was shown that
washing in gently running water for not more than
half an hour was sufficient to remove all hypo
from a negative or print, and personally I never
wash a negative for longer than about fifteen min-
utes. If the amateur cannot command the ser-

vices of running water, he can effectually rid his
negatives of hypo by using about half a dozen
changes of water, allowing the negatives to remain
about five minutes in each. To dry them as
quickly as possible, there is no better plan than
that of standing them in a current of air.

After they are perfectly dry,
and before they are placed in

Printing the printing frame, the glass
side of the negative should be

'carefully cleaned. In the coating of plates it often
happens that some of the emulsion is spilled on the
back, and unless this is removed before the nega-
tives are printed from, the prints will suffer con-
siderably in appearance. The amateur should pay
more attention than he usually does to the kind of
printing frame he uses, for many are so badly con-
structed that the print is often moved out of register
when it is being looked at for the purpose of ascer-
taining whether it has been carried far enough.
In printing on P.O.P., which is the paper most
amateurs use at first, care should be taken not to

stand the printing frames in the sun. Of course,

Some Rules for

Preparing for

KEYSTONE

the prints will be finished all the sooner if they are
exposed to direct sunlight, but the quality of the
print will suffer materially when the image has
been too quickly built up. A soft diffused light is
by far the best for printing purposes. This rule,
however, does not hold good for platinotype paper.

Why Use Rapid Plates?
At a recent meeting of one of our large socie-

ties—which society, by the way, includes in its
membership many beginners—a series of negatives
by various members were passed around for
friendly criticisms. Particulars were given on a
card supplied for the purpose, of the subject, light,
exposure and the plate used.

Now, the negatives were almost all of half-
plate size, and from this I rapidly formed the
opinion that they were stand-camera exposures.
At the same time I was greatly surprised to find that
fully ninety per cent. of the negatives so passed
around were of the brand known to us as " special
rapid," that about the only fault in them was over-
exposure and faulty development. The discussion,
at any rate, followed the lines of pointing out the
fact that the development was faulty, and that better
results would have been obtained by what is com-
monly known as tinkering the development—a
thing, I may say, I do not personally believe in,
although I know many who do.

At the time it struck me forcibly,
Result of and I did not hesitate to say so,

that the root of the evil rested in
the special rapid plates having

been used, the whole matter being, to my mind, a
case of one trying to run before his creeping days
were over, if I may be allowed to so express it.

One negative had been held up as being as
near perfect as possible, ancl I had noticed that this
was a slow plate of the iso brand. This negative,
then, I took for my text, and pointed out to the
members present that by using a slower make of
plate most of their troubles would vanish into thin
air. And why ?

I hope that the following will explain my
reasons fully and clearly, and that my readers will
take them to heart as much as did some of my
listeners.

The slow plate gives a greater latitude in the
exposure, and it must be remembered in connec-
tion with this that every plate has its minimum and
maximum exposure for a good negative to result,
the midway between minimum and maximum
giving in all cases the best results, provided always
that development is properly carried out. But in
the slow brands of plates there is a far greater
range between the two points mentioned than there
is in the ultra-rapid ones ; hence the slower ones
give us a far greater latitude. For this reason our
exposure with slow plates does not need to be so
exact as with the more rapid ones.

The ultra-rapid series of plates
Careful Handling require far greater care in hand-
of Rapid Plates ling at all stages, being far

more susceptible to fog, and for
this reason one's dark-room lamp must be such
that it gives a ruby light of a safe nature. Such a

ruby light is very often trying to the eyes, and
more than this, one is not able to watch develop-

ment as closely as if a better light was employed,

and often one is not able, from the use of too dim

a light, to see what is going on in time to check it.

Again, fast plates, despite what is said to the con-
trary, are more liable to chemical fog early in
development, and are often, in any but inexperi-

enced hands, incapable of rendering the half-tones

Rapid Plates
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in a proper manner. In fact, it will be found that
often a maker's rapid plates are tar and away
inferior in quality to his slow ones. Personally I
have used every make of plate on the market, both
rapid and slow, and I must admit that unless the
subject is one of a most difficult nature, I always
use the slower brands. Why ? Simply because I
like my work to go on smoothly, and I do not
believe in tinkering during development. I like a
good light in my dark room, and always employ
as good a one as I can with safety. Let us go a
stage further, and we shall, I think, see what the
result of using the slowest possible plate the sub-
ject will allow is. First, we can use a brighter
light in our dark room ; we can, for this reason,
see development proceeding more plainly, and are
better able to judge when to or not to stop ;
second, we can, by giving a somewhat full expo-
sure, produce a negative containing a full range of
half-tones, crisp and bright prints being the result,
against, on the one hand, the usually flat and
foggy prints one often sees ; or, on the other hand,
the soot and whitewash prints one so often hears
about.

But, say some, you can alter
What may be Done these things when using rapid

plates by proper development,
and I reply, to a certain extent

yes, and to a certain extent only. The greatest
danger when using an ultra-rapid plate is, I think,
that of over exposure, which flashes up at once,
with the result that most amateurs get frightened
and throw the negative into the fixing bath before
it is time—result, a flat, unprintable negative. I
admit that, with an over-exposed plate, it is often
possible to make a passable negative when such
plate is developed by an expert, but I ask, is the
amateur an expert ? I (row not. Then why in the
name of common sense recommend him to use
plates that fly a danger signal against such over
exposure, as some people do ? At the same time,
let me say, that I defy all the experts who profess
to make a passable negative from an under-exposed
plate. Why ? Simply because if the exposure has
not been sufficient to impress upon the plate the
detail of the image, all the tinkering in the wide,
wide world cannot put that detail there ; hence,
when under exposure is present, the expert fails to
make the passable negative, but with over expo-
sure known to exist, he does, I admit, stand a
chance to feel his way, and get, as before stated, a
passable result from it.

—Etnest Human, in Pholo-Chranide,

by Development

Cleaning Bromide Prints
Many are troubled with stain markings or de-

graded whites in their bromide prints, and various
are the methods recommended for their removal'
or brightening, says a writer in the Amateur Pilo-
tag-rapher. I believe I have tried them all, and
with varied success ; but the following, given to
me as a secret of the house by a discharged opera-
tor, is out of sight the best. Sixty grains each of
iodine and potassium cyanide, and one hundred
and twenty grains potassium iodide dissolved in ten
ounces of water make a stock solution that will
keep indefinitely, and of this a few drops are put in
two ounces of water in a teacup or other suitable
vessel, and the stains, or, if need be, the whole
surface of the print, swabbed with a tuft of cotton
moistened with it. It acts like a charm, removing
every stain or objectionable darkness of the
whites, making the prints as pure and beautiful as
the finest velox.
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The Optical Treatment of Con-
comitant Esotropia

Paper read before the London Optical Society by W. ETTLBS,
M.D., Ch.M.

The Term
Esotropia

My subject is the optical treat-
ment of concomitant esotropia.
I have used a term which is

at present used to a very slight extent, but
I have been led to do so for the following reason :
Esotropia is synonymous with convergent stra-
bismus or squint. Before Stevens introduced
his now universally-adopted nomenclature for the
superable squints, we had a great confusion of
terms, and appears to me neater and more logical
to extend it to all aberrations of the extrinsic
muscles. Thus, in abnormal tendencies to devia-
tions, we speak of heterophoria, and in actual devi-
ations of heterotropia (tropos—a turning). It is a
self-evident proposition that before we can discuss
the value of optical treatment—by which I mean
all treatment other than by surgical interference—
we must have a clear idea of the various factors at
work in the development of the morbid state.

All rays of light as met with in our natural
surroundings are divergent, some greatly so when
emanating from a near-luminous point. others so
slightly that for all practical purposes we may
assume them to be parallel when the luminous
point is more than 6 meters distant. In the normal
eye, that is to say, in emmetropia, these parallel
rays come exactly to a focus on the fovea centralis
of the retina, but in the hypermetropic eye they
meet beyond this point. In other words, in hyper-
metropia the antero-posterior length of the eyeball
is shorter than the focal length of the dioptric
media. If a luminous point were situated in the
fovea centralis, its emergent rays would still be
divergent although less so than those within the

eye, and entering rays following their path would

be focused on the retina as in emmetropia.
But as I have just before re-

Alternatives of the marked, there are no con-
Hypermetrope vergent rays in nature ; hence

the hypermetrope must do one

of two things—he must either be content with such
blurred images as the diffusion circles form, or he
must render them convergent. Rays may be made

convergent by transmitting them through a convex

lens placed in front of the eye, or the refractive
power of the dioptric system must be increased by
accommodation. The utilization of a portion of

his total amplitude of accommodation, however,

has several disadvantages, the principal of which

is that he has correspondingly less for dynamic

effort.
Let us take a case in point. A child of to has

normally 14 diopters of accommodation, and can

exercise sufficient dynamic refraction to focus rays

from a point so near as 6 c.m. from his eyes, but a
child of to who has, say 6 diopters of hyperme-
tropia must utilize 6 of his total amplitude to focus

parallel rays ; hence he starts for all more diver-

gent ones with an available amplitude of 8 instead
of 14 diopters, which will bring his near point to
12 cm. This would appear to be sufficient, but it
must be borne in mind that it would be quite
impossible to sustain the effort of putting all the
accommodation in force, and even at a working
distance of 15 cm. it would only be lessened by
diopter, so that near work would be accompa-

nied by severe headache and congestion and the
other symptoms of accommodative asthenopia,

and this condition would, of course, intensify as age

H ICEY'STO'NE

diminished the power of his ciliary muscles and
the elasticity of his lens.

The functions of accommoda-
tion and convergence are so
intimately linked that it is diffi-
cult for anyone to accommodate

for a given point without at the same time exercis-
ing a corresponding metric angle of convergence.
Thus, an emmetrope, accommodating for an object
at 25 cm. would exercise 4 D. of acc., and at the

How Squint
Is Caused

Fig. 1

same time converge.4 m.a.; conversely, it is diffi-
cult, if not impossible, for him to converge 4 m.a.
without also accommodating. So the hyperme-
tropic child, who uses 6 D. of his acc. for distance,
would have a tendency to use 6 ma. of conver-
gence, that is to say, we have more or less eso-
phoria in every case of hypermetropia.

Esophoria is the tendency to convergence, and
it is rendered latent by an equal and opposite ten-
dency to maintain fusion ; if the fusion sense is

Fig. 2

Hypermetropia of low degree. Owing to the necessity for
exercising the accommodation to obtain clearer images, the
nerve cells of the corresponding colony and that governing
pupil contraction (miosis) are called into"action, but the effort
is not sufficiently great to involve the convergence center.

sufficiently highly educated, a high degree of
esophoria may be neutralized, but if any factor
should intervene which will lessen the value of
binocular vision, the esophoria will pass into
esotropia, the tendency to converge will be trans-

lated to manifest squint. Moreover, when nearer
objects are looked at and more accomodative effort

is demanded, so also will the linked convergence
tendency be stronger and stronger, also because in
looking at a flat page the desire for stereoscopic
vision is less, as only two dimensions have to be
regarded.

The question which has often been asked by
those who do not hold the view which I have
endeavored to map out—the view of the immortal
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Donders—is, "why do not all hypermetropes
squint? " and we can answer that all hyperme-
tropes do squint, but that the squint in the vast
majority of hypermetropes is superable and ren-
dered latent by the fusion sense. Further, it is
only by the education of that sense that we can
prevent esotropia from manifesting itself, and that
we can retrace the pathological steps and lead the
esotrope back to orthophoria. We see then what
an enormously-important factor in prevention, and
ill cure, is this fusion sense, and I offer no apology
if I venture to enlarge a little upon its characters.

The sense of vision is exercised
Fusion Sense and by two separate organs, yet the

mental vision is that of a single
object. It may be explained in

this way : If we fix the central point of a perimeter,
its image lies exactly in the center of the fovea,
and we can at the same time perceive the presence
of a small white patch 20 mm. square in the per-
iphery to the following extent :

Peripheral Vision

53

47 1-95
65

If we take intermediate meridians and project
the sphere on a flat surface we obtain the chart of
the F. V. Now, if we place the mid point of the
nose opposite the fixation spot, and chart out each
eye separately, we will obtain two curves, which
we can superpose and find that we have a central
heart-shaped area, in which all objects must be
seen simultaneously, and also two portions at the
other side of each field of about 35°, in which
monocular vision is present. We are not conscious
of the presence of the nose and other tissues
which separate the eyes ; they fuse into one, and
from it the vector of the combined field is projected
forward as if the eye were single and lodged in the
middle line—the cyclopean eye of Hering. I need
not enlarge upon the value of the peripheral vision,
albeit it is so indistinct, as you can easily essay
the experiment of fastening a pair of cardboard
cylinders to your face and trying to cross at the
Bank on a busy day.

When we fix an object at some distance, its
image falls on each fovea and the images of the
surrounding objects fall on functionally identical
points of the retinx. The higher nerve centers
fuse these different pictures, and the result is a
single impression. On critical examination, how-
ever, we find that we have unconscious double
vision over the greater part of the visual field. The
following is a quite simple experiment : Hold up
the hand and close all the fingers except the first
finger and the ring finger. Now fix the farther
one, and the near one is double, and then fix the
nearer one, when the far one is double.

Not only so, but repeat the experiment, this
time slowly closing the eye so that its image
gradually fades, and you will not have much diffi-
culty in coming to the conclusion that when the
far one is fixed and the left eye closed the R. side
disappears, while if the near one is fixed it is the
L. hand image that goes, i. e., we have in the one

case crossed diplopia from relative convergence,

and in the other homonymous diplopia from

relative convergence.
This physiological diplopia is

Physiological constantly present, although the
mind is unconscious of its exist-
ence. Still some of the lower

nerve centers not only are conscious of it, but

analyze it, inasmuch as we are instantly able to tell

whether divergence 
consciously 

y convergence awrehceathlleerd 
thewithout having 

o se 

(Continued on page 291)
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The Optical Treatment of Con- breadth is reached, the control marks gradually

comitant Esotropia separate thus, •
o

•
o
We know that they cannot

(Continued from page 289)
diplopia is crossed or homonymous without, in
fact, being conscious so far as thought is concerned
of the existence of diplopia at all. It is this sub-
conscious reflex which we know as the faculty of
binocular vision or the fusion faculty which gives
us the impression of the third dimension in space.
Most people never saw physiological diplopia until
the fact was pointed out.

The elasticity of the fusion sense is well seen
in the case of prisms. A prism, as you all know,
deflects a ray of light towards its base. On looking
with one eye at an object, that object is projected
towards its apex. If now we place a prism, base
in, in front of one eye, and the other be left open
and the gaze directed to a given point of fixation,
two images are seen, a true one seen by the other
eye and a false one seen through the prism. The
eye at once makes an outward deviation, i. e.,
towards the apex, so as to throw the image on its
macula when the object is seen singly. Let us use,
instead of the ordinary prism, the Herschel! or
double rotating prism and gradually increase its
strength.

A point is soon reached, the
Psychological outward breadth of fusion, be-

yond which single vision cannot
be maintained. This does not

indicate that the images are no longer formed on
identical retinal areas, for these have been passed,
and, indeed, that is the keystone of the proper
understanding of the fusion sense. It is more than
simple binocular vision, the result of the stimu-
lation of identical retinal areas, it is the psycho-
logical fusion of separate impressions, and, to
prove this, a further experiment is necessary.

Let us take two tubes, e, g., those of P. S.
heteroscopes, and in the end of each place a

Fusion

luminous line such as this . At the outer side

of the lines two small holes are placed, one colored
green and the other red. These are control marks
to show that the image is not being suppressed by
one eye. Now gradually separate the ends of the
tubes. At the commencement, the pictures are

seen thus, • but as the limit of the fusion

Fig. 3
Esophoria from hypermetropia. In this case the stimulihave overflowed into the convergence center, and the eyeswould rotate inwards were this tendency not neutralized and

rendered latent by the power of fl181011; which causes opposition
stimuli to traverse the divergence center and the sixth nerve.

really have moved in the apparatus, and so we
must conclude that they have been formed on
retinal areas which are not identical, but the line
remained single in spite of that by the fusion
elasticity of the higher cerebral centers.

One may distinguish three
Tests for grades of binocular vision:

I. The lowest in which both
eyes are capable of receiving

visual impressions and transmitting them simul-
taneously to the brain, but, in these, the fusion
sense is absent. We see such a condition in
diplopia due to paralysis, or in concomitant eso-
tropia where the image of the deviating eye has
been made perceptible by the presence in front of
it of a colored glass.

2. Simultaneous vision with fusion. In this
class the fusion sense is present, but is relatively
weak, and after a time is discarded in favor of
monocular vision.

3. Simultaneous vision with a strong fusion
sense and stereoscopic vision. This is the condi-
tion normally present. As soon as diplopia is
evoked, the eyes immediately strive to overcome

Binocular Vision

Fig. 4

Emit ropla or binocular convergent strabismus. The by per-
met ropia has sacrificed binocular in favor of clearer monocularvision. The divergence center now no longer overcomes the
tendency which is now manifest. That is, esophoria develops
Into esotropia.

it, and failure to do so causes distress. The stereo-
scopic sense is also present, and the eyes, seeing a
solid object from different points of view, not only
fuse the impressions, but out of them construct the
psychical sensation of solidity. We may put them
thus : Elementary class, simultaneous vision ;
more advanced class, simultaneous c. fusion ; edu-
cated class, simultaneous c. fusion and the power
of estimating the third dimension. To say whether
simultaneous vision is present or absent, we can
employ several tests.

I. The simplest is Stellwag von
Tests for Simul- Canon's. In this, the patient

gazes at an illuminated sheet of
white paper. We place in front

of one eye a red glass and the white surface seems
to be diffused with a pink tint. We transfer the
disk to the other eye and the same thing occurs.

2. Snellen's Colored Type.—The patient is
armed with a frame bearing two colored glasses—
one red and one signal green. His attention is then
directed to the transparent colored letters, which,
when seen simultaneously, form the word " friend."
If he does this, he has binocular vision, but if only

taneous Vision
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one eye is being used he reads either " fin " or
"red," according to which one is used.

3. Javal Bar Test.—In this, a cylinder such as
a lead pencil is held before a page of print at a

Fig. 5.

Esotropia apparently monocular. The hypermetroperotates one eye into fixation by the conjugate lateral deviationstimulus, but in doing so, of ne,essity doubles the metricangle of the convergence in the 11111,r eye.

distance of about two inches. If only one eye is
used, the patient stops reading when he comes to
that part covered by the pencil, but if both eyes
are in use, he reads the whole line easily.

4. Graele's Test.—A prism, base out, is
placed before one eye ; if the patient rotates one
eye so as to fuse the double image caused by the
prism he has binocular vision.

5. Hering's Drop Test. This is a curious
test, in that it tests the psychical sensation rather
than the muscular sense. It consists of an oblong
box bearing two arms at its distal end between
which a bead is suspended. This is the object of
fixation. Small objects, such as peas or shells,
are dropped in front or behind the bead, and a
person with normal vision can at once say whether
it was dropped in front or behind. The portion of
the time during which the falling body is in the
narrow field of vision is too short to permit of any
muscular movement of acc. or con. It is really a
test for the sub-conscious physiological diplopia,
of which I have just spoken.

Simple binocular vision is present at birth, but
the fusion sense is not formed until it is at least six
months old. When the infant is about a year old,
we have evidence of complete binocular vision.

I will now return to a more detailed descrip-
tion of the causes at work in the production of
concomitant esotropia. The eyeball is moved in
its various directions by the cone of muscles occu-
pying the hollow cone of the orbit. There are four
straight muscles or recti, and two muscles acting
transversely, the superior and inferior obliques.
The action of the obliques, in conjunction with the
superior and inferior recti, is very complicated and,
although of the greatest Interest and beauty, does
not immediately concern us.

What is important, however, is to bear in
mind that the inward and outward rotations take
place about a vertical axis lying in Listing's plane,
and that the internal rectus rotates the globe
inwards, while its opponent, the external rectus,
moves the globe outwards. Further, you must
bear in mind Hering's law of equal innervations.
This law is to the effect that the one eye cannot
move in any direction without an identical nerve

(Continued on gage 293)
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impulse being sent to its yoke fellow of the other
eye so as to cause an exactly equal and parallel
movement.

We cannot, e. g., turn one eye up and another
down, or both outwards, and the reason of the
presence of this conjugate reflex is the necessity of
preventing double images, which would serve no
useful purpose, and which, necessarily, must occur
if such independent action were permissible.

The internal and external recti, then, are those
which play the greatest part in esotropia. The
internal rectus receives its stimulation along the
fibres of the third cranial nerve, while the externus
has a special cranial nerve all to itself — the
abducens or sixth nerve.

The nucleus of the third cranial
Nuclei nerve lies in the hind part of the

floor of the third ventricle, and
in the front part of the ventral surface of the aque-
duct of Sylvius opposite the superior quadrigeminal
body. The cells of the anterior part are smaller
than the others, and it is now established that the
nucleus is a colony of more specialized ones. The
researches of Hensen arid Volckers, of Starr and
of Nussbaum—who experimented on kittens—have
shown that the anterior portion acts specially on
the ciliary muscle, the lateral ones on the sphincter
of the pupil, and the posterior ones on the recti
muscles.

The nucleus of the sixth cranial nerve is con-
tained in the dorsal surface of the pons cerebri,
close to the floor of the fourth ventricle and imme-
diately above the strim acousticx, and may be
regarded as containing the cells governing the
divergence reflex.

By means of a bundle of fibres from the mesial

part of the posterior longitudinal bundle, the

nucleus of the sixth is joined to that of the third on

the opposite side. In the diagram one set of

efferent fibres from the sensorium are shown uniting

the lateral nuclei of the sixth with the opposite

cortical areas, and serve to indicate the path of

conjugate deviation stimuli.
The lenticular or ophthalmic ganglion is a

center for the supply of motor, sensory and sym-

pathetic nerves to the eyeball. The posterior

border has three roots, the motor one from the

third (branch to the inferior oblique) the long or

sensory one, (nasal branch of ophthalmic division

of V), and the middle or sympathetic (cavernous

plexus). From the front surface, six or eight short

ciliary nerves are given off which divide as they go

forward, so that they form from 12 to 20 filaments

as they reach the eyeball. They pierce the sclerotic,

and, running in grooves on its inner surface, are

distributed to the iris, the ciliary muscles and the

cornea.
For your clearer understanding I have pro-

jected these nerve paths as a schema of the kine-

sodic system—for you must remember that we are
just now dealing with motor paths only—and you

see it reproduces in successive charts according to

the various phases of development. In a slight
error, the accommodation center sends down mes-
sages to the ciliary muscle, causing it to contract,

and the lens to become more convex, and this
center is able of itself to maintain that convexity,

at any rate for distant vision, without requiring

any assistance from convergence. But if the hyper-

metropia is of higher degree (3 to 5 D.) then the

accommodation center is in full activity, and as its

nervous impulses become lessened by fatigue, it
calls into action the convergence center with which
it is intimately linked. There is now a tendency to
converge, but that is neutralized or rendered latent
by an equally opposing stimulus to the diverging
center. That is to say, we hae esophoria, and if

Fig. 6

Working model illustrating the development of concomitant
esotropia.

we place before one eye a glass rod, axis horizontal,
we so distort the candle-flame into a vertical streak,
that there is no resemblance to the image in the
other eye. The result is the lessening or abolition
of fusion, and the tendency now becomes manifested

as homonymous diplopia.
We might regard the struggle between con-

vergence and fusion as a heavily-weighted mus-
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One thousand consecutive cases of hypermetropia under
10 D., including one hundred and twenty-three esotropee-
8 per cent.

cular balance. If the divergence or fusion coun-

terpoise be lightened, the balance will descend on

the squint side. There are many factors which
may diminish the value of fusion, such as an

increased error of refraction, astigmatism, any

opacity of the media (leucoma cornw, congenital

cataract, vitreous opacities) or any diminution of

the retinal perceptivity (amblyopia, chorioiditis,

etc.) The commonest of all, however, is a con-

genital deficiency of the sense of fusion.

When any of these agencies have intervened,

then the muscular equilibrium is upset, and con-

vergence is now the persistent condition.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Missouri Association of Opticians

The appended circular has been issued by the
Missouri Association of Opticians. It bears the
names of J. W. Talbot, secretary, and Leon Baer,
president, of that organization:

Dear Sir and Brother:—There is now being
issued by the secretary a very handsome member-
ship certificate, as per order of this association at
our last convention. The certificate is nicely
engraved and should be framed and have place
upon the wall in the optical parlor of every member
of this association. The certificate is issued for a
period of one year, beginning January r, 19o4.
The price of same has been placed at fifty cents,
but before a certificate is issued to a member his
dues must be paid up to May 16, 1904.

The annual meeting of the association will be
held in St. Louis, June 14th and 15th. Make
arrangements to attend the meeting, as it will no
doubt be the greatest in attendance and in interest
of any convention held by this association. Please
notify the secretary if you will be with us in
St. Louis, as the entertainment committee of the
World's Fair desires to assist in entertaining us and
wishes to know the number of members that will
be in attendance. Also notify the secretary of
opticians whom you think could be induced to join
our association, so that he can send them applica-
tion blanks, etc. I think a concerted effort along
this line would double our membership.

Trusting you will assist us in making the
Missouri Association of Opticians one of the largest
as well /as one of the best optical association in
the world.

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New Eng-

land Association of Opticians was held in Young's
Hotel, Boston, on Tuesday evening, January 19th,
at 7.30 P. M. Wm. A. Earle, M. D., of Boston, de-
livered the lecture of the evening, the subject being
" The Fundus Oculi : Its Pathological Variations."
Part i (illustrated). Ballots were taken upon the
following candidates, who were elected to asso-
ciate membership : Arthur Graves, 834 Western
Avenue, Lynn, Mass., and Charles D. Waugh,
West Medford, Mass. A question box was one
of the features of the meeting and proved of interest
and instruction.

Chicago Optical Society
A meeting of the Chicago Optical Society was

held January 7th, President Newcomb in the chair.
A vote of condolence was passed with G. A.
Henry, whose wife and mother-in-law perished in
the Iroquois Theater fire. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing year : President,
W. F. Newcomb ; first vice-president, H. Borsch;
second vice-president, A. P. Hunneman ; secretary
and treasurer, 0. J. Halbe ; executive committee:
E. S. Fowler, Prof. Geo. A. Rogers, W. C. Som-
mer, B. C. A. Redepenning and Burr Weaver.

An interesting discussion on optical questions
took place. It was suggested that the society have
Prof. G. A. Rogers give a course of lectures on
either mathematical optics or muscular anomalies.
The executive committee has taken this up with
Prof. Rogers for immediate action. Members who
wish to take advantage of these lectures should
send their names at once to the secretary. As this
educational work is under the auspices of the
society, only members will be privileged to attend;
therefore it will be to your advantage to become
a member.

The next regular meeting will be held Feb-
ruary 4th, at which Dr. E. J. Brown will give a
continuation of his illustrated lectures.



THE NEW "BROWN" GUARD
is a collection of good points.

The bearing surface is broad, and it has no perforation to puff up the skin and
stop the circulation.

The " shoulder " on the shank keeps the stud screws from irritating the sides of
the nose.

It can be adjusted without the use of pliers, and owing to the position of the shank,
can be altered instantly from regular angle to wide angle.

It has a device on the shank by which the stud screws are prevented from
coming loose.

It conforms more easily and comfortably to the shape, of the nose than any
other guard.

THE MAXIMUM OF CLING

WITH THE

MINIMUM OF PRESSURE.

D. V. BROWN,
736, 738, 740 Sansom Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

WE ARE LEADERS, AS USUAL.

A Few of OUT Winners--
Fine French EnanteIl Pins and
Mehest Grade Chain.

Our 20-Year Frames are the best yet. Stamped B. S. 0. Co. Aek for them.

BAY STATE OPTICAL CO., Attleboro, Mass.

ARTIFICIAL HUMAN EYES
We are the only manufacturers in this country who can firoduce perfectly

THE FULL BACK REFORM EYES
Sometimes Called the Dr. Snellen Eye.

st—The Full Back catches the muscles and gives a surprising increase of motion,
producing lifelike expression.

2nd—Give comfort because there are no irritating edges.
3rd—Aseptic, because there is no hollow back to accumulate secretions.
4th—Overcomes sunken appearance, as It completely fills the orbit.

Life-size illustration
of one shape of FULL
BACK REFORM EYE
—No Irritating edges.

Life-size illustration
of old Shell Eye.
Irritating edges.

Enlarged Illustration of Full Back Reform Eye, showing clearly the full back, which forms an
easy cushion and obviates irritating edges. This FULL BACK is made in various curvatures.

Opticians are invited to visit our works and see how we make eyes, matching and tilling
special orders with the utmost facility and accuracy.

We also have constantly on hand the largest stock ot regular shell eyes.
We can make to order (on the premises) the most difficult eye within a few days.
Write fur our special circular " Facts About Artificial Eyes and How to Order Them."

THE R. HOEHN CO.
I. MAYER 6c CO., Proprietors. 80=82 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

Also Manufacturers and Importers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, ate.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
K L. Jorots, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Milwau-
kee, in 1904.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1623)

HON. ALBAN G. H. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
COL. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. It A., S., Clerk, Guildhall,

Loudon, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

S. COWAN, F. B. (0 A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F. I I.S. I.. , B. O. A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Loiolon, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAmttEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springlm rim, Glasgow.
JOHN LAMONT, Secretary, 514 Victoria Road, 111a.sgow.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

CLARENCE S. HART, PreSideffi, Lynn, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except Judy and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
K C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., PR.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y. •
P. A. DiLwowrii, Secretary, 1032 Third Ave., New York City.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
Mots MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. W. E. PATERSON, President, Grand Rapids, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Aienue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

W. C. SommEn, I'resident, Chicago, Ill.
LOREN L. Ilovt.E, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CuAs. H. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
W. Hass, Secretary, 505 Kearny Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNEs, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER lit.crr, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash,

(iranite State Optical Association (1900)

GEO. It BaowN, President, Manchester, N. II.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. It.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, SeCretary, TGIIIIIII, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNEM., SecIy, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. Mu ROME, President, Portland, Maine.
HOBERT B. Swirl', Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. WEENIE°, President, Nashville, Tenn.
ti Ito. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. FINCII, President, Denver, Colo.
It. H. BncoEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.Cil APMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

THOMAS GOWENLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

LEON BAER, President, Kansas City.
J. W. TALBOT, Secretary and Treasurer, Nevada, Mo.

Annual meeting, June 14 and 15, 1904, at St. Louis.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F. JA HEE F, JR., President, Ridimond, Va.
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
Eowiet L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

0. R. KING, President, Lexington, Ky.
J. M. 1RatRei, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SUNDBER0, President, Fargo, N. Dak.
W. it. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

F. C. LEAM:NG, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. .1. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM H. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. OALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

W. W. CHAMBERLIN, Presidents Houston, Texas.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, 328 Live Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, R. T.
FREDERICK LEWIS BLAIR, Secretary, 90 Broad Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

NV. E. A VE/IY, President, Columbia, S. C.
Sr. It. ABBE, Secretary.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

Wm. D. °ERTEL, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday ofJanuary, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

F. B. MARCHANT, President.
E. LE ROY RYER, Rec. See., 21 Maiden Lane, New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August, at College of the City of New York, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

W. rtr. Emma., President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY AL BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. F.NEWCOMIL President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0..1. HALM; Secretary, 67 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ili.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCIIER, PreSideI11,
ROIIER F. WILLiAsts, Secretary, 455 Main Street, Bufialo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

R. It. PECK, President,
LEAN nEtt Buvr, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seethe, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERM, President.
F. LEE Fut.Latt, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1908)

OREN II. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Cob.
JAMES A. howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.
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A Mail-Order Optical Equipment
TN his striving for the goal of professional-

ism, the optician has many abuses to
contend with. One of these which leaves a
particularly bad impression on the public is
the advertising now being done in various
journals, which advertising proclaims refrac-
tion work as a species of " get-rich-quick"
calling which may be acquired in a few days.
One such advertisement reads as follows :

$4 to $12 a Day Fitting Glasses
is easily made. Write to-day for Free
Eye Book. Tells how to do it. We want
bright young men and women to write its.
We will start them in business, furnish-
ing all necessary instructions and goods.
Profits enormous.

Nothing could more forcefully impress
on State legislators the necessity of regulat-
ing the practice of optometry by legal enact-
ment than an advertisement of this kind.
Considering the importance of the eye as
part of our anatomy it makes one shudder
to think that a guileless public should be at
the mercy of the unscrupulous optical quacks
turned out in this fashion. Another adver-
tisement going the rounds of the mail-order
journals is as follows :

Become an Optician and Make Money!
We teach you by mail how to test eyes
and fit glasses, enabling you to start a
high-grade, profitable business. We fur-
nish all materials. Our booklet giving
particulars is mailed free on request.

A dozen eye and spectacle tinkers created
in this long-distance fashion are sufficient to
bring disgrace on the entire profession.
Such schemes should be a great stimulus to
organization among the legitimate trade, for
only by organization and legislation can the
profession be safeguarded against these
parasites. The enemy from within is much
more dangerous than the enemy from
without.

Optical Society in England

THE consanguinity, so to speak, of the
United States and the British Isles is

interestingly manifested in the vigorous
simultaneous development in both countries
of the noble science of eye refraction. In
England, as here, the refracting optician was
at first somewhat recklessly assailed by the
ridicule of the medical press, but the progress
made by the refractionists and the proved
competency of a goodly proportion of them
soon compelled the doctors to view them
more seriously, and the medical journals now
show more reason in their treatment of the
question. We are pleased to note that a
much better feeling between the doctors and
opticians now prevails in our own country.
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From the January Number
Kansas City Jeweler and Optician:

" The enlargement, equipment and installation of new
machinery and the remodeling of the sales department of the
Merry Optical Company, Kansas City, occupying two full
floors, is nearly completed. The enterprise, progress and suc-
cess of the Merry Company has been phenomenal within a
decade of years ; their proper business methods are worthy
of emulation by any business concern, and their success is a
credit to Kansas City as well as themselves. It is a pleasure
to state that they now have the largest and best equipped
wholesale and manufacturing optical establishment in the
United States or any other country."

42zirtrd JOHN L. MOORE SONS Atlanta,
9 Georgia.

Wholesale, Manufacturing, Importing Opticians.

THE " WHY AND WHEREFORE OF THE THING.

Every " Why " has its " Wherefore." The " Why" of our Prescription Department's success lies in
a few simple wherefores:

The Best Materials. Promptness—Accuracy.
The Most Improved Mechanical Devices. The Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South.
The Most Skilled Workmanship.

So you see it is not the prices you pay that make jobs perfect—it's the knowing how on the part of
the men who do them. Try it for yourself—perfection at no more cost than part way perfect somewhere else.
Try it with a Prescription.

If you'll drop us a line about case letter-
ing we'll send a sample of ours. We're proud

Write for
Our New

A SPECIAL.
We are making a special feature of 12

of it. We are equipped with hot presses for Illustrated karat gold filled eyeglass and spectacle
gold leaf work and all the various type faces. 1904 frames. Write us about them—it's to your
Sample free for the asking. Catalogue.

_
interest as well as ours.

Pebruary, 1904

Optical Notes

Of THE KEYSTONE is in receipt of a hand-
somely engraved certificate of honorary member-
ship for the year 1904 in the Missouri Association
of Opticians.

As requested by the Northwest Optical
Association, Governor Vansant, of Minnesota, has
endorsed the work of the State Board of Examiners
by reappointing all of them for three more years.

.4 E. W. Reynolds, manufacturing optician,
Los Angeles, Cal., recently issued a new optical
catalogue containing 176 pages. It is printed on
fine enameled paper and profusely illustrated with
rich half-tones. It is a very complete compilation
in detail and typographically attractive.

,.it Henry Griffith, formerly of the traveling
staff of D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., died
recently at his home in York, Pa. He was taken
sick at Milton, Pa., of Bright's disease and though
able to reach his home in York, all efforts to stay
the malady were vain. His funeral took place on
January 2d.

..tt The Optical News is the name of an inter-
esting little publication edited and published by
John W. Jarvis, successor to the Fox Optical Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. It is issued monthly, is intended
for the perusal of the lay public and its contents
are instructive and entertaining. One of its useful
features is a column of answers to queries regard-
ing the preservation of sight.

The traveling representatives of D. V.
Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., have started their first

order-taking campaign of 1904, and report gratify-

ing results. The territories of the hustling quartette

are as follows : B. A. Marsden in Pennsylvania and

Eastern Ohio ; A. W. Pierce in Virginia, West

Virginia and Kentucky ; E. A. Gilman in the South,

and Geo. Maxwell among the nearby trade.

e Price & Keene is the name of an enterpris-

ing young firm of opticians who have started in

business at 1211 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. They

will combine refraction work with spectacle adjust-

ment and the filling of oculists' prescriptions.

Both members of the firm were many years in the

employ of Queen & Co.., of Philadelphia, and are

well versed in all branches of the optical business.

The annual meeting of the California State

Board of Examiners in Optometry was held in

Sacramento, Cal., last month. The annual report

was presented to Governor Pardee, who compli-

mented the board on the condition of its treasury.

It is a matter of note that the governor is himself

an eye specialist of eminence, and because of this

he has taken an especial interest in the operations

of the board. Examinations were held after the

meeting. There were nine candidates, eight of

whom were successful.

jS President Eberhardt, of the American

Association of Opticians, is in receipt of a hand-

somely-engraved souvenir from Matt. Wm. Duns-

combe, Esq., president of the British Optical

Association, who sends the compliments of the

season and assurances of goodwill to the officers

and members of the American Association. The

American opticians appreciate this courtesy, and it

is to be hoped that the time is not far distant when

more intimate relations may be established between

the American organization and those of Great

Britain, which certainly would be productive of

mutual profit and pleasure.

KEYSTONE

..t1 The traveling force of McIntire, Magee &
Brown, of Philadelphia, Pa., for 1904, with their
territories are as follows : Frank M. Miirphy, West
Pennsylvania and the South ; Howard Thornton,
New York and Northern Pennsylvania ; Walter J.
Mays, New Jersey, Delaware and local trade.

Drs. George B. Pratt and B. K. Kerr, have
opened a handsome optical establishment in San
Jose, Cal. Dr. Pratt made a tour of the Golden
State last spring for the purpose of selecting a
suitable city in which to locate, and the inaugura-
tion of the business in San Jose is the result.
Handsome parlors have been equipped with a
valuable outfit of optical appliances and the busi-
is liberally advertised in the local press. Dr. Pratt
had been located in Plwenix, Ariz., for eight years
prior to coming to the Garden City.

Sample pages of lectures and lessons of the
Correspondence Course in Optics will be sent free
by the National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, on application. —Adv.

New York City Optical Society
The annual meeting of the Optical Society of

the City of New York was held in the natural
history hall, College of the City of New York, on
Wednesday evening, January i3th. In the absence
of the president, E. Leroy Ryer, secretary of the
society, occupied the chair. A letter was read
from Dr. Bryan, regretting his inability, owing to
a severe cold, to deliver the lecture on cataracts,
for which he had been scheduled. Another corn-
munication read was a letter from Prof. Fox, stating
that he would be unable to take charge of the class
which had been formed for the study of physio-
logic optics. Otto Offenhauser, Jr., Tarrytown,

N. Y., and J. A. Caouette, Jersey City, N. J., whose
names had been proposed for membership at the
November meeting, were admitted into the society.
Applications for membership were received from
A. Weinstein, College Point, L. I., proposed by
Jos. Friedlander, and F. W. Blair, Jersey City
Heights, N. J., whose name was offered by Henry
H. Ehrlich. When the regular business had been
disposed of the propriety of electing officers was
considered, and it was decided, in deference to the
many absent members, to postpone the election
and adjourn the meeting until the second Wednes-

day in February.

The Future of Optometry in California

En. KEYSTONE :—As stated in the report sent

you of the annual meeting of the California State

Association of Opticians, now known as the Cali-

fornia State Association of Optometrists, I was

chosen to act as its president for the coming year.

It may be of interest to our Eastern brethern

in optometry to know that we are still on The

upward trend, and that we have still greater ideas

and ambitions, even though we have a State law

regulating the practice of optometry. It will be

my policy to push the advantage gained and to

make still further advances. Why should we not?

If we do not aspire to higher things the sooner we

step down and out the better. Our chosen calling

is worthy of the mettle and the zeal of our most

earnest endeavors, and I, for one, do not intend to

let the grass grow under my feet. Our society

shall have such an awakening as it never had

before, and each member will be called upon to

show what is in him, and if he cannot keep up with

the procession he had better make himself pro-
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ficient or get off the " band wagon " and walk, for
we want no drones. We are alive out here on the
shores of the grand Pacific, and we are much in
earnest when I say that we wish our Eastern
brothers success in their endeavors to promote
legislation, and if they wish to know how to do it
we will be only too glad to extend them a helping
hand and to ".put them wise." With best wishes
to THE KEYSTONE.

Yours truly,
Oakland, Cal. CHAS. H. WOOD.

South Carolina Association of Opticians
On May 8, 1903, eight opticians of Columbia

met and discussed the feasability of organizing an
association. It was unanimously agreed to organize,
which was done by electing a local board. A call
was then made to the opticians throughout the
State, and on October 28th a meeting with repre-
sentatives from all parts of the State assembled in
Columbia at the Chamber of Commerce. A State
association was formed by electing officers and
committees to advance the interest of the asso-
ciation. A charter has been secured from the
State and the association starts off auspiciously.
The officers are W. E. Avery, Columbia, president;
P. H. Lachicotte, Columbia, first vice-president;
J. F. Mims, Edgefield, second vice-president;
M. R. Abbe, Columbia, secretary and treasurer.

A Forest Hearth"
There is no more healthful, intellectual relax-

ation for the industrious jeweler or optician during
his moments of leisure than a good novel. And if
we were asked to name a few of the best of recent
novels, our very first selection would be " A Forest
Hearth," by Charles Major, whose " When Knight-
hood was in Flower" and " Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall " were so widely read. It is a novel
full of charm and action, picturing the life and love
of the fascinating, indomitably adventurous men,
and women, boys and girls, who developed Indiana
during the thirties. Many good judges regard it
as the strongest, sunniest book Mr. Major has
written, a book that will delight older lovers of
vigorous, breezy, outdoor life as much as "The
Bears of Blue River " pleases his boy readers. It
is written with much of the strong human appeal
which made his first book famous, but with that
especial intimate touch only possible when an
author's theme is as close to his heart as the early
life of his native State is to Mr. Major's. "A Forest
Hearth " is published by The Macmillan Company,
New York ; price T.5o.

" The American Annual of Photo-
I'

Students of photography, photographers and
those commercially interested in the art, will find
a great wealth of useful information in the volume
"The American Annual of Photography," pub-
lished by The Anthony & Scovill Co., New York
City. This book contains 350 pages of reading
matter alone, made up of contributions from over
one hundred authorities on matters photographic.
When it is borne in mind that no subject is dealt
with by more than one contributor, a fair idea may
be obtained of the diversity of the contents. Tech-
nical phraseology has been avoided as much as
possible, so that a perusal of the book will be
pleasurable and instructive even to the lay reader.
A notable feature of the volume is the vast wealth
of beautiful illustration, the pictures being as
artistic in conception as they are clever in execu-
tion. The entire volume is a wonderful tribute to
the art of photography in its present perfection and
the artistic possibilities of the man with the camera.
A copy of the book can be had from this office at
the publishers' prices—paper, 75 cents, postage 15
cents extra ; cloth, $1.25, postage 20 cents extra.
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L. Manasse Co.
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M. E. STERN,
.36 dle as Joists Strcet, NEW YORK QIITY.

QUICK, ACCURATE PRESCRIPTION WORK.

Manufacturing
Opticican,

SOME OF THE SALTS: ROSE GOLD. GREEN GOLD PARISIAN.ROMAN, 14 OR 18 KARAT, RED, GUINEA, OLD ENGLISH GUINEA GREEN,GUINEA ROSE, GOLD DIP, SILVER SALTS, FRENCH GRAY DIP, SILVEREBONIZER, OXIDES, ETC.

Our Orange Rose Gold is the Yellowish Red Shade.
Write for Circular and Price-List.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. HIrschbach, Prop., 218 CENTER STREET, NEW YORK.
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Granite State Optical Association
The regular meeting of the Granite State

Optical Association was held at the parlors of
Brown & Burpee, Manchester, N. H., on Wednes-
day, January 20th. This meeting was conducted
on entirely new lines. The association had received
a number of suggestions from opticians who are
not members, as to what they thought our asso-
ciation ought to do, or try to do. Accordingly,-all
the opticians of the State were invited to this
meeting and a great variety of questions were dis-
cussed, ranging from a uniform schedule of prices
to matters of ethics.

There was no action taken to advance the
prices for optical work over those that have pre-
vailed for some time, only so far as it applied to
those who are cutting prices beyond a living point.
The meeting was unanimous in the opinion that
better and more satisfactory results could be
obtained, both to the profession and to the public,
by such uniformity, and a committee was appointed
to prepare a list of prices practically on the lines
existing in Boston at the present time, and forward
one of these lists to every optician in the State
asking him to conform to the same. It was argued
both by men inside and outside of the association
that cut prices, and those so low that competent
skill was not reasonably paid, tended to careless-
ness and poor work, and therefore was dishonest
to the public, and an obstacle to the march of
progress in physiological optics. Many other
incidental questions were discussed, to the enter-
tainment and profit of the meeting.

It is the opinion of the officers of the Granite
State Optical Association, that if every association
would now and then prepare suitable subjects and
invite all opticians, whether members or not, that
such a meeting would tend to increase the mem-
bership of the association and to advance the
interests of the profession generally.

American Association of Opticians
President Eberhardt has favored us with the

following statement in regard to the national or-
ganization, its membership and its next annual
convention:

" The campaign for the Milwaukee meeting
has been opened. Letters from state societies
throughout the country indicate that opticians
generally are becoming Interested, and that a large
attendance must be expected. Personal letters
have been sent out to each of these organizations,
accompanied by circulars for distribution amongst
the membership, setting forth the various ques-
tions, such as a basis for affiliation, the definition
of the word optometry,' the adoption of the word
' optometrist,' the standard of capacity, legislation,
etc., which have been discussed and committees
appointed in many instances to submit reports,
many societies having already elected delegates to
represent them at this meeting, which undoubtedly
will be one of the most important events in the
history of the organization. Railroad rates will be
favorable owing to the St. Louis Exposition, stop-
over privileges being obtainable on all tickets, and
as Milwaukee is only a short distance from Chicago,
either by rail or over the lake by boat, the St.
Louis trip can be easily arranged to include
Milwaukee.

The Wisconsin society is wide-awake and will
look after the pleasure of those attending. Special
committees will have charge of the entertainment
for the ladies ; among other features, very likely, a
lake trip to White Fish Bay, a delightful resort,
will be arranged for ; or a visit to beautiful Lake
Oconnomewoc, with its many sister lakes and ideal
drives, would make a charming day's outing.
Announcements and programme will go out to
every member of the various State and local socie-
ties, who will be awakened from their lethargy
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long before the time of the meeting arrives, so as
to able to answer " present " %%lien the roll is
called.

Our esteemed ex-Vice-President Holmes, now
president of the Iowa Optical Society, has devel-
oped into a great power for good in the North-
western optical organization, as is evidenced by
the activity and splendid work being done there.
During the past six months a series of lectures
have been held under the auspices of that organi-
zation, which have been pre-eminently successful.
His organization has forwarded the per capita
assessment to the American Association, with the
formal announcement that Iowa has affiliated. A
letter from Secretary Taylor, of the Texas Asso-
ciation, announces that this organization has affili-
ated. The roster now shows thirty-nine State and
local organizations in the United States, and in
addition our cousin, the Canadian Association,
standing shoulder to shoulder with us. What a
power an effective federation could be made ! It
behooves each of these organizations to reflect on
these possibilities, and to see to it that properly
accredited representatives, and as many of their
members as can, are present at the Milwaukee
meeting, and thus assist in the deliberations which
will deal with so many far-reaching subjects. State
societies are requested to send in suggestions on
the subject " How Can the Physiological Branch
be Made Effective," and "What Plan Can be
Introduced by the Association to Stimulate Investi-
gation Along the Line of Modern Optometry."
Let every optometrist realize that he owes a debt
to his profession, and begin at once to discharge it
by contributing to its welfare.

President Eberhardt announces the following
committees for the annual convention at Milwaukee,
and urges those contemplating the trip to bring
their wives, as special efforts will be made to
entertain the ladies and make the meeting as
enjoyable to them as to the members.

Reception Committee

Alva Snider, President Wisconsin Optical Association.
Mr. and Mrs. John IL Ellis, South Bend, Ind.
Mrs. J. T. lira_yton, of Chicago.
Miss Theresa Wigfors, Chicago.
Miss Margaret Erisman, Lafayette, Ind.
Mrs. Nellie Smith, Peru Ind.
Mrs. W. E. Huston, Indianapolis, Ind.
E.W. E. Paterson, President Michigan Optical Association.
W. C. Sommer, President Illinois Optical Association.
Thomas Gowenlook, President Kansas Optical Society.
Leon Baer, President Missouri Association Opticians.
John Wimmer, Indianapolis, Ind.
J. at. Chalmers, President Minnesota Optical Association.
Dr. W. F. Newcomb, Chicago.
H. Clay Eversole, Washington Association Opticians.
Henry Borsch, Chicago.
Thomas Dale, Kenosha, Wis.
Dr. J. H. Schaefer, Milwaukee, WIs.
J. Jacobs, Milwaukee, Wis.
A. G. Larson, Chicago, Ill.
George Durner, Milwaukee, Wis.
Aug. Stoessel, Milwaukee, .Vis.
.1. M. Webster, care Milwaukee Optical Mfg. Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Henry Waldeck, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Knead, of Knesel .tc Pula, Milwaukee, Wis.

Committee on Arrangements

A. (1 Larson, Chicago.
John II. Ellis, South Bend, Ind.
Alva Snider, President Wisconsin Optical Association.
W. C. Sommer, President Illinois Optical Society.
Henry Borsch, Chicago, Ill.
President and Mrs. S. Grant, Montreal, Canada.
E. Cuiverhoume, Toronto, Canada.
W. G. Maybee, St. Catherines, Canada.
Aug. Stoessel, Milwaukee, Wis.
J. II. Webster, Milwaukee, W IR.
Henry Waldeck, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Kttesel, of Kuesel Pulm, Milwaukee, Wis.

Committee on Exhibits

J. 111.Webster, of the Milwaukee Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,Wis.
J. T. Brayton, Julius King Optical Co. Chicago,
Loren L. Boyle, Chicago office of TUX K Ft' YSTON E..
Edward Cox, of The Jewelers' Oleo/tor, Chicago.
Mr. Swadener, of F. A. Hardy A Co.
Earl Brown, of Geneva Optical Co., Chicago, Ill.
Fred, Merry, Kansan City, Mo., care Merry Optical Co.
Frank A. Upham, St. Paul, aline.
Mr. Martin, of Kittredge A Martin, Minneapolis, Minn.
A. T. Agnew, of the Columbian Optical Co., Omaha,Nebr.
Geo. It. Hazlett, Chicago, Ill.
Charles Huguet, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Jones, of Jewelry Arl, Chicago, Ill,

Transportation Committee

John II. Ellis. A. ( ■. l,arii.
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Indiana Optical Society
The ninth annual meeting of the Indiana

Optical Society was held at Indianapolis, Ind., on
Tuesday and Wednesday, January 12th and 13th.
Addresses were made by A. Jay Cross, of NewYork,
and J. R. Clayton, of Shelbyville. Dr. T. C. Hood,
an eye specialist of Indianapolis, gave a clinic and
spoke on " Strabismus." A lens-grinding and
mounting demonstration at the new optical estab-
lishment of S. T. Nichols & Co. were inspected.
The choice of officers for the ensuing year resulted
in the re-election of Charles M. Jenkins to the
presidency for the third consecutive term. Other
officers elected are as follows : Wm. Hazeltine,
Kokomo, vice-president ; J. H. Arnold, Columbus,
second vice-president ; M. C. Klein, Crawfordsville,
treasurer ; and Miss Margaret J. Erisman, Lafayette,
secretary.

George S. Grubb, Marion ; Wm. E. Huston,
Indianapolis ; and J. H. Arnold, Columbus, were
elected delegates to the American Association of
Opticians, with instructions to oppose any attempted
change in the constitution and by-laws of that body
that will admit State societies without fees.

Buffalo Optical Society of Western
New York

In giving notification of the next meeting of
the Buffalo Optical Society of Western New York,
which will be held at the New Gruener Hotel,
Washington and Huron Streets, Buffalo, February
5th, Roger F. Williams, secretary, whose address
is 455 Main Street, Buffalo, says for the benefit of
non-members:

At the last regular meeting of the Buffalo
Optical Society of Western New York an amend-
ment to the constitution and by-laws was passed, a
printed copy of which, with membership applica-
tion blank, you will find enclosed.

As an optician, or as one interested in the
optical business, we ask you to fill out the applica-
tion blank and send or mail it to the secretary at
the address below, accompanied by the initiation
fee ($2.00).

We hope you will see that it is to your interest
as much as to ours to affiliate with us, as our object
is to give a better standing to opticians and the
optical profession ; for, if we combine, discuss our
needs, our influence will be greater as a body than
as individuals.

A bill has been introduced into the legislature
entitled " An act to define and regulate the prac-
tice of optometry." As this bill will effect all
opticians in the State, whether mechanical, dis-
pensing or refracting, we ask you, as an optician
or one interested in the optical business, to use
your influence and have your friends use theirs
with your senator and assemblyman to have this
bill become a law when the bill is out of commit-
tee. This effort on your part is important.

Pueblo Optical Association
The Pueblo Optical Association, which was

organized in July, 1903, has made such a modicum
of progress meantime as amply demonstrates its
practical utility, and would seem to assure it of a
future that will be fraught with much benefit to the
optical profession in that section. Among the
advantages that have already accrued from this
organization are the establishment of a uniform
scale of prices, the abolition of free examinations
when glasses are not purchased, and the creation
of a fraternal spirit among optical practitioners.
The association meets once a month, the president
is Oren H. Henry and the secretary, James A.
Howard.
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Our Leading Specialties

for 1904.

Hold-Fast
Stud
Screws.

Hold-Fast Stud Screws—that settles it.
The name tells the whole story. The eye-

glass proves the assertion.
No guards can wabble. No spring can

loosen, and no screw can come out of the
"Hold-Fast Stud Screw " mountings.

Question—What makes the stud screws
loosen in the old-style eyeglasses?

Answer—It is the side motion of guards
which turns screws.

Question—What prevents side motion to
guards in the " Hold-Fut Stud Screw " eye-
glasses?

Answer—It is the " V " shape slot in studs
which guards and springs fit so tight as to pre-
vent side motion even before stud screws are
put in.

We expect to be able to supply these patent
mountings early in February. Send in your order
early if you wish some of the first lot finished.

Prescriptions always have been and always will be our
leading specialty. When you order prescriptions you Want to get

iwhat you order n the quickest possible time, don't you ? That
is the one most important point of our argument. We can handle
Iwo orders per day. We guarantee prompt and accurate service.
Why not send us your next order?

J.O.Co.
GOLD.

The advantages which our Auto-
matic Grooved Bifocals
possess over other bifocals account for
their increasing popularity. The supe-

rior quality of our Tonic Lenses
has also doubled our trade in that line
during the past three months.

There is a mighty big difference in gold frames. Our

"j. 0. Co. Gold " Frames and Mount-
ings are the best. Outside of to K. gold, which

11 give a lifetime's service. Every pair is guaranteed
:igaiiist breakage. The most important point of all is
the price. Write for sample at dozen rates.

Our Ametropometer is the
optician's best friend. It is the quick-
est and most accurate instrument ever
invented for correcting all errors of
refraction. Over six hundred sold in
1903. Testimonials from customers
using the Ametropometer will be
sent upon request. •

There are others, but none so good
and cheap asThe Johnston In-
strument Table. You need to
see it to appreciate it. Many are sold
unseen, but none are seen without be-
ing sold.

Johnston Optical Co.
Leading Prescription House

of America. Detroit, Mich.

THE BONSCHUR POST LOCK.

if ef Par
t

r91
A guard without the draw lock shoulders is decidedly, incom-

plete. Order from your Jobber this simple, inexpensive and
effective device added to your favorite guards.

All goods manufactured by the American Optical Company
can be so supplied. H. E. BONSCHUR, Patentee.

MM.

Bonschur 0 Holmes 7533 Chestnut Street,,PHILADELPHIA.

A New
AP Discovery.

German Eyeglass Cleaners
Indispensable to Spectacle and Eyeglass Wearers.

When your glasses blur, causing a cloudiness
of vision and severe eyestrain, this cleaner gives
instant relief. May be used for years, as it can be
washed when soiled.

Price, 15 cents ; 2 for 25 cents ; 75 cents per dozen
$5 per gross.

George Mayerle's Eye Water
The greatest eye remedy in the world.

Price, 50 cents ; by mail, 62 cents ; $4 per dozen
$40 per gross.

Address all communications to

GERMAN OPTICAL INSTITUTE,
107! Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

February, 1904
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Objective Versus Subjective
Diagnosis

We have been favored with the following
statement of an interesting case by John C. Eber-
hardt, Dayton, Ohio, president of the American
Association of Opticians :

Three months ago a lady, age
A Neurasthenic 32, was sent me by attending

physician with request that
thorough examination be made

of refractive conditions and full correction supplied
should glasses worn be found to be inadequate.
Patient was a pronounced neurasthenic and general
•health conditions were decidedly indifferent. Right
eye revealed by the aid of retinoscope an error of

7 D. C -1-- .5o D. cyl. ax. 9o°. Found reflex in
left eye illy-defined, and was informed that no
vision existed in this eye aside from perception of
light, loss of sight being due to corneal ulcer hay-
ing formed on this eye about eight years ago, a
number of examinations made since then at various
times all having failed to give vision, she having
finally been advised by her oculist, that injury to
cornea was such that sight could not be accom-
plished with this eye. Examination of cornea re-
vealed slight irregularity left by wound at lower
temporal edge of cornea. Ophthalmometer re-
vealed the fact that while cicatrization had resulted
in an extreme distortion, this was symmetric in
character, the central line in mires coinciding at 50
degrees, the mires showing a regular lapping up to
740 degrees, at which point they lapped five.steps
of the mires. With — 2.75 cyl. ax. so° a well-
defined reflex was obtained, showing after a little
effort under the dynamic procedure an almost
normal action of the ciliary, thus demonstrating
that accomodative functions were being stimu-
kited by vision in this supposedly non-seeing
eye.

In the test for acuity, it was found that with this
eye the hand could be vaguely distinguished at a
distance.of three feet, vision beyond that distance
being nil. With corrective lens letters on ,twenty-
foot chart at first appeared as dots, these gradually
assuming form until finally the eighty-foot type
was discerned. The eye, however, tired quickly
and vision again became blurred. This lens was

supplied in frame with opaque disk before other
eye and was worn at intervals the first ten days, by
that time the patient being able to read twenty-
fortieths on distance chart and newspaper print
foritslfe h.alf an hour before exhaustion evidenced

The indicated correction was
Result of the now supplied for constant use

and has since been worn. Vision
is practically normal and physi-

cal conditions have improved to a marked degree.
Another feature is that the lens which had been
worn for right eye was a — 7 D. cyl. ax. 78o°, for
which was substituted the + 7 D. C -I- .5o D. cyl.
ax. 9o°, and the fact that not only normal binocu-
lar vision but also comfort, relief from nerve suffer-
ing and improved health has been obtained, pre-
sents food for thought along the lines of difference

in the size of retinal images, fusion of the same and

the law in physiology relating to degeneration fol-
lowing non-use, or non-development of the intra-

ocular anatomy where congenital malformations
have precluded the accomplishment of vision, and
which only recently, Professor I-odato, of Palermo,

Italy, has endeavored to verify by his experiments

in sewing up one eye of young dogs, but which

Patient

Treatment

theory has proven erroneous in the numerous cases
reported by the writer, wherein congenital amblyo-
pic eyes by the aid of requisite lenses and enforced
systematic use the dormant faculties were stimu-
lated and ultimately vision obtained.

In verification of this, that
Persistent Vitality eminent authority, George M:

Gould, A. M., M. D., in his
Cleveland address on " Eye-

strain and Civilization," made the statement that
in contra-distinCtion to the rest of our functions the
non-seeing eye will wait fifty years, if necessary,
for the correcting lens, or the removal of a growth,
when the functions will at once become active, it
only requiring time and effort to develop in the
brain the capacity for the intelligent interpretation
of the ocular nerve telegrams.

This case is but one of the thousands awaiting
the analytical operator, and again emphasizes the
fact that every factor entering into the refractive
group should be critically considered and evidence
collected from every available source before arriv-

ing at a diagnosis, all of which, if coupled with the
deliberate digestion of collected data and a corn-
prehensive knowledge of the physiology of the
visual functions, will enable the optometrist to be-

come a valuable servant to that portion of .. the
human family having abnormal sight.

The fact that the corneal distortion indicates a

much larger astigmatic defect than that shown by

the retinoscope, corroborates the hypothesis that

the intra-ocular anatomy is likely to become dis-

torted through pathologic conditions, and in this

case, thorough verifications at regular intervals will

be desirable, it undoubtedly being foundneccssary

to increase cylinder. In this connection the writer

has encountered eyes -possessing extreme corneal
distortions where examination failed to locate any

astigmatic error, but where a spasmodic condition

of the ciliary was noticeable, in' these, the persist-

ent and judicious use of cylinders gradually con-

tributed to ciliary relaxation, when a well-defined

astigmatic error at angle and of approximate

amount indicated by cornea was revealed.
Particular stress is laid upon
the fact that in the case referred
to, all efforts to improve vision
had been subjective in charac-
ter, and that had oplithalmo-

metric examinations of cornea been made, and

their value understood this eye would not have

been kept in darkness for eight years. Many of

our eminent authorities have in the past year urged

the employment of this part of objective diagnosis

and pointed out its value—Ernest Clarke, M. D.,

a distinguished English writer, in his recent work

on refraction, devoting considerable space to this

subject and emphasizing its value in determining

astigmatic conditions ; he also corroborates the

theory advanced. by the writer three years ago in

his address on the cornea : " That where a con-

genital malformation of the cornea exists, the cili-

ary may, through constant effort, develop .the

capacity for irregular contraction, but at the ex-

pense of excessive nerve expenditure." In these

cases dynamic retinoscopy is invaluable for it ena-

bles the examiner to test the tonicity of the accom-

modative functions and recognize spasm, whereas

what is of greatest value, he can convince himself

whether or not corrective lens has neutralized all

refractive errors and that muscular equilibrium has

been restored by making these functions perform a

known task, and observing their effort by the re-

fractive changes Of the crystalline lens, thus giving

him positive evidence to base his ultimate find-

ings upon.

Of the Eye

Efficacy of
Objective
Treatment
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California State Association of
Optometrists

The annual meeting of the above association
was held in the California Hotel, -San Francisco,
on Sunday and Monday, January 3d and 4th. Two
lectures were delivered Sunday afternoon by Dr.
Earl J. Brown—one on the "Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology of the Eye," and another, deliv-
ered later in the evening, on "The Retina and its
'Diseases." Monday was spent at the headquarters
of the association, where the visiting members
examined an interesting display of optical instru-
ments and received instruction in their use. The
regular routine business was gone through in the
evening, when officers for the current year were
elected as follows : Chas. I-I. Wood, Oakland,
president ; F. W. Laufer, Oakland, first vice-
president ; W. H. Hare, Pacific Grove, second
vice-president ; Harry Nordman, of the Berteling
Optical Co., San -Francisco, financial secretary;
W. Hess, of Chas. Hess & Co., San Francisco,
recording secretary ; W. R. Johnson, of W. R.
Johnston Optical Co., San Francisco, treasurer;
Chas. Hogue and J. W. Davis directors.

The members afterwards adjourned to the
banquet hall, where a fine feast awaited them.
State Senator Wolfe, District Attorney Byington
and Dr. E. J. Brown made after-dinner speeches,
and a telegram was received from Governor Par-
dee, expressing his regret for being unable to at-
tend. The invitation sent to the governor was
unique in its way ; it was engraved on a solid silver
plate, encased in a handsome redwood box. The
banquet concluded with the sivging of "Auld Lang
Syne."

The following well-known optometrists were
noticed among the diners : F. C. Chinn and J. A.
Berretta, of the Chinn-Berretta Optical Co.; F. W.
Fenhintore and J. W. Davis, of the California Opti-
cal Co.; H. P. Cahn, of the Cahn Optical Co.;
W. R. Johnston, of W. R. Johnston Optical Co.;
A. Nordman and Al. Bollock, of the Standard
Optical Co.; Harry Nordman, of Berteling Optical
Co.; L. Knauer, of Kuttner Optical Co.; J. Rin-
ner, of H. Kahn & Co., San Francisco; Fred. Daunt,
of Merced ; C. C. Wiendieck, of Red Bluff ; Peter
Engle, of Marysville ; Harry Jacoby, of Oroville,
and L. C. Swain, Vacaville, Cal.

Northern Illinois Alumni Association

This association will hold its annual meeting
at the college, Masonic Temple, Chicago, Febru.;
ary 15th to rath, inclusive, and invites all who are
interested in optics to attend the sessions. The
college has engaged extra lecturers, and has made
other preparations to make the occasion the most
pleasant and profitable in the history of the
association.

Maine Association of Opticians

The annual meeting of the Maine Association
of Opticians was held in the Congress Square
Hotel, Portland, on Wednesday, January 6th, at
1.30 P. M. The folloWing officers were elected for
the ensuing year : President, H. E. Murdock,
Portland ; first vice-president, Arthur Allen, Ban-
gor ; second vice-president, Orel E. Davies, Rock-
land ; treasurer, A. M. Wentworth, Portland ;
secretary, R. B. Swift, Portland. An executive
committee was elected composed of the following:
E. E. Tuttle, Portland ; E. S. Pendexter, Port-
land ; George Md.. Presson, Farmington ; \A'111. H.
Blacar, Bangor ; Herbert W. Jones, Waterville.
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The Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology

Masonic Temple,
The Home of the College.

Masonic Temple,

CHICAGO.
The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.

Life Scholarship, $25. Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses as
often as desired. Enter at any time.

OUR ALUMNI REUNION
Occurs February 15th to 9th inclusive. All interested in Optics are cordially invited to attend.

WRITE FOR ANNOUNCEMENT.
19 04 now ready.

G. W. McFATRICH, M.D., Secretary,
Masonic Temple, Chicago.
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The Glare Shade

Hundreds of Opticians are now
selling them. All should.

They sell at sight and please customers. Made in all sizes
and shades.

In Nickel Silver Mountings, $4.75 per dozen pairs.
Mountings only, - - 3.00 per dozen pairs.

Order from your jobber or send direct to

Claflin Optical Co., Washington, D. C.

BARGAINS
Having purchased the entire stock of the SPENCER OPTICAL MANU-

FACTURING COMPANY, we propose to give our customers the benefit of a
great bargain. as follows:

On Trial Cases, from $xo.00 up.
Compound Lenses, Plano Cylinders, Ground and Interchangeable.
Gold Filled Spectacles and Eyeglasses.
Platinum dt dl dd

Alumino dg dd

Goldoin dd Id

Opera and Field Glasses.
100,000 Temples of all descriptions and many other articles that will

be sold at a GREAT REDUCTION.
Prescription Work Our Specialty.

Send in your orders or call. New management and young blood.

Spencer Optical Company, 15 Maiden Lane, New York City.

We call your. ATTENTION to the fact that we are

Manufacturers Jobbers
exclusively of

OPTICAL GOODS
We are not retailers in any way.

We solicit your I Work and know you will be pleased with it.
Send for price-list and lit blanks.

Tilton Optical Co., Tilton, N. H.

Rochester School of Optometry.
A Thorough and Practical Optical School.

If interested, write for terms and outline of
ourse.A. H. BONVEN, M. D., C

President. 
It II. CLARK se,ety.

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

H. A. Monte, M. D., a Leading Oculist of Batavia, N.Y., says:
wish to express to you my appreciation of the thorough course of iustruction in

(optometry which my daughter received at your school. Me obtained an excellent under-
standing of the subject, began practice in my Mike at once and has achieved fine results.
Thanking you heartily for the Interest you have taken In her success, I remain,

Respectfully, H. A. MORSE, M. D.

February, I904 T

The 1904 Campaign for Optical
Legislation

HE campaign for optical legislation this
year will be lead by the Empire State, and
as victory for the refractionists in the
State of New York would mean the prac-

tical triumph in the near future of the cause
throughout the country, the fate of the measure to
be introduced at Albany will be awaited with
interest by the opticians generally. As the nature
of the bill itself is of first importance to our readers
we reprint it en lobo :

An Act to Define and Regulate the Practice
of Optometry

The People of the State of New York, Represented
in Senate and Assembly, do enaa as follows

Section 1. The practice of optometry is
defined to be the employment of any means, other
than the use of drugs, for the measurement of the
powers of vision and the adaptation of lenses for
the aid thereof.

Section 2. The State board of regents is hereby
authorized and directed on or before July i, 1904,
to appoint a board of examiners in optometry,
which shall consist of five persons, who shall have
been residents of this State actually engaged in
the practice of optometry for at least five years and
members of the Optical Society of the State of
New York.

For the purpose of such appointment said
society shall nominate to said board of regents
twice the number of examiners to be appointed,
and thereafter similarly for each vacancy or new
appointment. The term of each member of said
board shall be three years and until his successor is
appointed and vacancies shall be filled for the unex-
pired term only ; but in the original appointment
of the members two shall be appointed for the
term of one year, two for two years and one for
three years from July f, 1904.

Section 3. Said board of examiners shall,
subject to the approval of the regents, make such
rules and regulations not inconsistent with the law,
as may be necessary to the proper performance of
its duties ; and each member thereof may admin-
ister oaths or take testimony concerning any
matter within the jurisdiction of the board.

Section 4. Every person desiring to com-
mence or to continue the practice of optometry
after January 1, 1905, except as hereinafter pro-
vided, shall take an examination before said board
of examiners to determine his qualification therefor.
Every candidate successfully passing such examina-
tion shall be registered by said board of exam-
iners as possessing the qualifications required by
this act, and shall receive from said board a certifi-
cate thereof ; but any person who shall have been
continuously engaged in the practice of opto-
metry for more than two years next prior to the
passage of this act, shall be entitled upon sub-
mitting proof thereof to said board of examiners
to receive from said board a certificate of exemp-
tion from such examination.

Section 5. Every person to whom a certificate
of either registration or exemption shall be issued,
shall immediately cause the same to be recorded
in the clerk's office in the county of his residence,
and also in the clerk's office of each other county
wherein he shall then practice or thereafter com-
mence the practice of optometry; every person
practicing optometry must also display his certifi-
cate of registration or exemption in a conspicuous
place in the principal office wherein he practices
optometry, and whenever required exhibit such
certificate to said board of examiners or its author-
ized representatives.

Every person entitled to a certificate of ex-
emption as herein provided, must make application
therefor and present the evidence to entitle him
thereto, on or about January f, 1905, or he shall
be deemed to have waived his right to such certifi-
cate. Any certificate issued by said board of ex-
aminers may be revoked by the board of regents
after a hearing and upon due notice to the.holder
thereof.
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Section 6. The fee for such examination shall
be $15 ; for a certificate of registration, $Io, and
for a certificate of exemption, f5 ; to be paid to
the board of regents and constitute a fund for ex-
penses made necessary by this act. From the fees
so paid, the regents shall cause to be paid all
necessary expenses incurred in the administration
of this act, including the reasonable compensa-
tion of the examiners for their services and their
necessary expenses. The fee to be paid to the
county clerk for recording a certificate shall be
50 cents.

Section 7. No person not a holder of a certi-
ficate of registration or exemption duly issued to
him and recorded as above provided, shall, after
January i, 1905, practice optometry within this
State. The practice of or offering to practice
optometry, or the public representation of being
qualified to practice the same by any person not
authorized to practice optometry, shall be sufficient
evidence of a violation of this act.

Section 8. Any violation of the provisions
hereof shall be a misdemeanor, and courts of
special sessions shall have jurisdiction of all viola-
tions of this act.

Section 9. The provisions of this act shall not
be construed to apply to physicians duly licensed
to practice medicine under the laws of this State,
nor to persons who sell spectacles or eyeglasses on
prescription from any duly qualified optometrist or
physician, nor to dealers .in spectacles and eye-
glasses, who neither practice nor profess to prac-
tice optometry.

Section io. This act shall take effect imme-
diately.

Such is the measure which the opticians of
New York State will endeavor to have passed into
law during the forthcoming session of the Legisla-
ture. It is an interesting coincidence that the
l3ritish opticians have practically the same fight on
hand as our own, and, as in this country, the more
broad-minded medical men are the most earliest
advocates of their cause. As the opticians must
fight prejudice with reason and facts, a limitless
store of both should be provided for the contest.
Some excellent arguments for this purpose were
contained in a letter to an English medical journal
by Dr. G. Lindsay Johnson, of London, who is an
outspoken advocate of the refracting optician. As
Dr. Johnson' s contentions apply as aptly to our
own country as to Great Britain, we reprint the
following forceful extract from his letter :

The British Isles contain a population of about
forty-two millions; of these the great majority re-
quire glasses during some period of their lives.
Now, the average medical man, although skilled in
medicine and surgery, has not devoted his attention
to the intricacies of sight-testing and optics, and is
therefore more likely to err in fitting spectacles
than any optician who has passed the S. M. C.
examination, seeing that the latter is fortified by
his optical training. 'We have only very few general
practitioners and specialists in other branches, who
are, in addition to the ophthalmic surgeons, en-
tirely competent to deal with the testing of sight.

Now I hold that the four hundred ophthalmic
surgeons and the very restricted number of other
medical men are absolutely unable, for physical
reasons, to deal with the optical requirements of
this country. What, then, is to be done ? I see no
possible solution except to recognize frankly the
traditional right of the opticians to practice the art
of sight-testing, aiming rather to restrict them to
the correction of simple errors of refraction in
healthy eyes, and to induce them to be bound over
to refer to the ophthalmic surgeon every abnormal
case ; that is, every person in whom vision cannot
be corrected up to normal at once,' also persons
under sixteen, cases of spasm, of high myopia and
abnormal musular conditions. Were the opticians
trained and examined in their work, they would, it
is true, dispose of the bulk of the simple cases
requiring glasses, but would be able, without
attempting to diagnose diseases, at least to know
when an eye was normal or healthy—referring all
cases not coming under this category to a higher
authority. It is not desirable, and should be pro-
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hibited by law, for any optician to use any drug for
sight-testing, or any medicament or treatment
whatsoever, but since as I have said no one dare
attempt to stop opticians selling glasses, surely
we ophthalmic surgeons should endeavor to raise
their standard so that they may aid and not oppose
us, and that we may aid and not oppose them in
taking care of the eyesight of the nation.

It may be urged that if the opticians were
trained so as to test the sight properly, they would
be depriving the ophthalmic surgeons of their
patients and consequent emoluments, but all ex-
perience goes to show that the contrary is the case.
A trained optician who knows now to recognize a
healthy and normal eye is far more likely to refer
all the diseased and " abnormal " ones to a medical
man, than one who is not so trained.

There are, moreover, immense areas all over
the kingdom, where there are no oculists at all, or
if there be they are not accessible to the mass of
the public. Are we to consider it part of our duty
to try to deprive the inhabitants of these parts of
such assistance to their sight as it is possible for
them to obtain ? It is evident that if we wish our
countrymen to keep to the front in trades and
manufactures, our artisans must be able to see the
work on which they may be engaged, which means
that they must have their sight efficiently corrected.
If our medical men are unable to test more than a
small fraction of these people, others must be
trained to do the work. If this be done thoroughly
and sensibly, I feel convinced that it will greatly
benefit the public by calling attention to their
optical defects, and the ophthalmic surgeons by the
number of cases which such men will know it is
their duty to urge to obtain professional advice.
The alternative which we as ophthalmic surgeons
would undoubtedly prefer would be the institution
in the medical curriculum of a special optical train-
ing compulsory on all medical men who undertake
sight-testing and eyework.

I am convinced that only ill results would
accrue to the public and to the ophthalmic branch
of the profession if we succeeded in blocking ad-
vancement of the optical trade to a higher status.
For my part I am afraid lest the opposition of the
profession to the adoption of sight-testing in the
examination of the Spectacle Makers' Company
may possibly have the effect of causing that Com-
pany to defer taking action in this direction. This
will lead to the deplorable result of the trade
obtaining certification of a questionable kind from
less responsible corporations, and without that re-
straining influence on the scope of the examina-
tions which it is now so easy for the profession to
secure, if they take up a judicious and friendly
attitude to the scheme under consideration.

Bearing in mind the fact that the optical needs
of the public are out of all proportion to the possi-
ble attention to be obtained from oculists and
other competent medical men, and that therefore
persons with defective eyesight are compelled to
resort to opticians for assistance, is it not time that
the profession should approach this question in the
same spirit in which they had been compelled to
deal with the question of midwives? It will be
remembered that by the Midwives' Act, which
came into force in April last, a central board has
been established to examine and issue certificates
to midwives which qualify them to practice. It
seems to me that a similar act might well obtain
to regulate the practice of the optical craft, and the
position of the optician would thus be placed upon
a proper footing in relation to the public and the
profession.

These arguments of Dr. Johnson are not unfa-
miliar to those who recall the discussion at Albany
in 1896, when the optometry bill was first intro-
duced, as the excellent address of Charles F.
Prentice, on that occasion, covered the same points,
besides many others equally forceful. The Optical
Society of the State of New York and the other
optical organizations of the Empire State have
taken up the matter of legislation with method and
enthusiasm, and we trust they will have the honor
of achieving the first great triumph of its kind in
the East.

"The Optical Department is worth the price
of The Keystone. "—A. E. Smith, Optician, New-
hall, Rhode Island.
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This bench is built of solid
maple, highly polished. Size,
8 feet long by 2 feet, 8 inches
wide.

It is fitted with two new com-
position grindstones (far superior
to Craigleith), 24 in. x i34 in.,
also the Globe Automatic Frame-
less Edge Grinder, Adjustable
Pattern Diamond Lens Cutter,
Latest Model Diamond Lens
Drill, Polishing Head and H. P.
Motor for running Drill and Pol-
ishing Head separate.

This can be made with one
stone if desired and without small
motor.

It is crated complete all ready
to run, or can be shipped in parts
if necessary.

Prices Quoted and
Fuller Description on
Application.

The above outfit can be run
with a H. P. Motor.
We furnish this outfit with a

i/g H. P. Motor, which can be
attached to the regular electric
current to run the drill and pol-
ishing head without running the
stones.

We make benches to order.
Write us befbre you buy.

OPTICIAN'S
WORK BENCH.

TI-IE GLOBE.Manufactured by

GLOBE OPTICAL COMPANY,
403 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Some of the Reasons
Why Our Service is Satisfactory

Prescriptions correctly filled.

Every 133 returned the day received.

A stock containing every variety of Spectacleware
that is called for.

Careful attention given to the desires of our
customers.

Being an Exclusively Wholesale House, all of our
energies are given to the wants of our wholesale
customers.

We ask all Western Opticians
to send for our Catalogue and
lt Book and give us a Arial.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,

Denver, Colo.

U.S.

GUARDS FOR EYEGLASSES

U.S.

TEMPLES FOR SPECTACLES

SAVE NOSES AND EARS FROM UN-

SIGHTLY AND PAINFUL SORES.

USED BY PROGRESSIVE OPTICIANS.

SOLD BY PROGRESSIVE JOBBERS

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR SAMPLES.

IF HE DON'T HAVE THEM, SEND US

HIS NAME AND WE WILL SEND

YOU SAMPLES.

BORSCH
& CO.

103 Adams Street,

Chicago.
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When not to Prescribe Cylinders for
Astigmatic Eyes, and when to

Prescribe Them for Non-
Astigmatic Eyes

By N. C. Steele, M.D., in " Ophthalmic Record."

I.

When Not to Prescribe Cylinders for
Astigmatic Eyes.

Possibly the majority of us who pre-
scribe glasses think that all astigmatic eyes
that require glasses should have their astig-
matism fully corrected. • However optically
true this general rule may seem, it is not
good practice in all instances.

For cases of simple astigmatism of low
degree, and of astigmatism of low degree
combined with a low degree of spherical
error, requiring lenses for distant use or for
both distant and near use, the general rule
of correcting all the astigmatism holds good.

The exceptions to this general rule, of
which I shall write briefly, are those cases
requiring for near use lenses of rather strong
spherical power, and also those cases that,
according to the usual tests, require a spheri-
cal power combined with a cylinder, axis
horizontal.

Of course, the majority of the persons
that furnish these exceptions to the general
rule are presbyopes, especially hyperme-
tropic presbyopes.

We know that light rays
The Reason passing obliquely through a

positive spherical lens are
not all converged to a point. The effect is
similar to light rays passing through a sphero-
cylindrical lens held with its surface at right
angles to the source of the light rays. In
reading or doing other near eye work, we
nearly always look a little obliquely down-
ward through our spectacle lenses. Hence,
our spherical lenses have a sphero-cylindrical
effect producing, in this near use of them,
mild artificial astigmatism.

The light rays, passing from the printed
page obliquely through a spherical lens to
the eye of the reader, are converged more
by the vertical than by the horizontal meri-
dian of the lens. That is, the converging
power of the vertical meridian is increased,
thus producing the effect of a sphero-cylinder
with the cylinder axis horizontal. The con-
verging effect of the horizontal meridian is
neither increased nor diminished.

You can prove the truth of
this last paragraph in a mo-
ment. If you are emme-

tropic, put a — i D. lens in your trial frame
and before one eye, shutting the other eye.
Hold just in front of the trial frame a + i D.
spherical lens and look at an astigmatic
wheel-card. You will see all the spokes of
the wheel plainly. Now begin to tilt the

I D. lens vertically; that is, on its hori-
zontal axis. At once you notice the hori-
zontal spokes begin to grow dim, while the
vertical ones remain plain. The more you

The Proof

tilt the plus lens the dimmer become, first
the horizontal spokes and then those near
the horizontal ones, and soon only the single
vertical spokes above and below remain
plain. The effect is more pronounced if you
use a stronger plus lens. As soon as the
horizontal spokes begin to grow dim hold a
— .25 D. cylinder, axis horizontal, in front
of the, plus lens, but parallel to the minus
lens that is in the trial frame. This at once
clears the wheel, bringing out all the spokes
plain and black.

As you increase more and more the tilt
of the plus lens, you will need stronger and
stronger minus cylinders, axis horizontal, to
neutralize the increasing converging effect of
the vertical meridians of the tilted plus lens,
and thus make clear the whole wheel. This
experiment can be varied in many ways, but
the general result will be the same. If you
are not emmetropic, put into the trial frame
the proper lenses to make you emmetropic,
and proceed as before directed.

The practical lesson to be
learned from all this is that

Lesson many cases with low de-
grees of astigmatism with

the best meridian horizontal, or nearly so,
should not have the astigmatism corrected,
at least not fully corrected, in lenses intended
for near use only.

I may add that this does not apply so
appropriately to lenses that are to be used
for all purposes, such as are generally worn
by persons under forty years old. Nor does
it apply to simple cylinders of low degree,
nor to lenses in properly selected pantosco-
pic frames.

As will be readily seen, my suggestion
applies especially to cases in which the usual
refraction tests indicate the near use of
sphero-cylinders with cylinder axis horizon-
tal, because it is chiefly the increased con-
verging power of the vertical meridians of
spherical lenses and the spherical part of
sphero-cylindrical lenses as used in near work
that produces the condition here discussed.
That the suggestion applies to strong cylin-
ders with axes horizontal will be at once
understood and needs no elaboration.

I estimate that a + i D. spherical lens
as usually worn for reading and in the usual
spectacle frame produces a cylindric (astig-
matic) effect of about .13 D., and that a
± 3 D sphere produces a cylindric (astig-
matic) effect of something like -I- .25 D. to
+ .5o D. The amount of this effect of these
spherical lenses depends on the relative posi-
tions of the head and book of the persons
wearing the spectacles.

In prescribing near lenses
for eyes that are astigmatic
with the best meridian hori-
zontal, I am guided by the

foregoing suggestions and estimates. If the
astigmatism is of low degree with best meri-
dian horizontal, I omit entirely the cylindric
element of the lens. In high degrees of
astigmatism I omit a part of the cylindric
element, thus. under-correcting the absolute
amount of astigmatism shown to exist by the
usual tests. . In such cases I depend on the
spherical lenses or the spherical part of the
sphero-cylindrical lenses to correct all or a
portion of the astigmatism; that depending,
of course, on the amount of the astigmatism.

The Practical

Guides in
Prescribing
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For instance, if I find an eye with
astigmatism of .13 D. ‘vith best meridian
horizontal, that needs a + .75 D. spherical
lens for reading, I prescribe the --I- .75 D.
and ignore the astigmatism altogether.

If I find an eye with astigmatism .25 D.
with best meridian horizontal that needs a
+ 1.50 D. sphere for near use, I give the
4- 1.50 D. sphere lens, omitting any cylin-
dric element. If the last case had double the
astigmatism I would correct half of it, pre-
scribing + 1.50 C .25 ax. 1800.

If an eye is astigmatic .50 D. with best
meridian horizontal and needs a lens 3 D.
for near work, I prescribe the sphere only.

II.

Cylinders for Non-Astigmatic Eyes.
When there is hypermetropic astigma-

tism, simple or compound, with the best
meridian vertical and requiring, of course, a
cylinder with axis vertical to correct it, the
full astigmatic correction should be given,
even in mild cases. In those cases of astig-
matism with best meridian vertical that re-
quire sphero-cylinders for near use the
cylindric power should be increased over the
amount of actual astigmatism present, the
increase to be governed by the same general
estimates given for the opposite condition,
except you increase the cylindric power here,
whereas you decreased it there.

Again, in prescribing strong plus spheri-
cal lenses ( + 3 D. to 6 D.) for near use
by eyes having no astigmatism, you can with
advantage add a cylindric power of + .25 D.
to ± .75 D. axis vertical, because of the fact
that looking slightly downward at the printed
page through such strong spherical lenses a
cylindric (astigmatic) effect is produced,
requiring for its correction a cylinder with
axis vertical. Much depends in these cases
on the relative positions of spectacles, head
and book of the reader.

I have been speaking of cases in which
plus cylinders, spheres, and sphero-cylinders
are indicated by the tests, but exactly the
same suggestions apply to cases that require
minus cylinder, spheres and sphero-cylinders.

When I speak of " horizontal " and
" vertical " meridians and axes, I include
with them the meridians and axes that are
within a few degrees (say 5° to roc') of these
cardinal lines, the amount of obliquity deter-
mining to some extent the nature of the lines
prescribed.

In writing this article I have had in mind
the users of spectacles, and spectacles of the
usual kind.

I know that eyeglasses are often worn
with the tops of the lenses tilted slightly for-
ward, and this changes the situation, as is
plainly indicated, and needs no discussion
here.

I have thought best not to enter into
minute details, because I think that every
refractionist can easily apply my suggestions
to the varied cases that he has to deal with.
I am aware that the advice herein offered
does not have a wide range of application,
but I am sure that in properly-selected cases
it will be helpful.

So far as I now remember, I have never
seen in any book or journal this subject dis-
cussed. At least, I have not noticed that
special attention has ever been called to it.
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UNEQUALED for the tourist, yachtsman, sportsman, etc.
Ask your Jobber for them.

That is what our students say about us. Full Course and
Diploma "Doctor of Optics" for only $7.50. Lists for the
next class close February 23d. Class begins February
29th.

The fact that we have reduced the price of our course from $25.00 to only $7.5o
does not mean that it is a cheap course in any sense of the word.

It only means that by enrolling exceptionally large classes each month we are able
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W. H. Craft,
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This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
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makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, III.
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AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE,
DETROIT, MICH.

Oldest Correspondence School of Optics. Graduates all over the world.
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I will guarantee
Satisfaction on all

EBEN HARDY,
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician.

We make a specialty of Prescription
Work for the trade and guarantee to
return work the sante day received. Give
us a trial on your work and see what we
can do. We also furnish mounting and
frames for all i work, if desired. Give
us a trial.

EBEN HARDY,
Room 405. 21 Bromfield St., Boston.

'telephone 4391-3 M.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only optical School in the world where
students serve a regular apprenticeship on
I ench and in office. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
I., rrespondent courses. Addresai,

Klein School of Optics,
1 85 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

My Prices Are Right

R. J. HI LLINGER & CO.,
Silversmiths' Building,

CHICA00, ILL.
And work always of a high order.
Work returned the same day.

C. A. L. LANGTON,

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
All sales conducted in a first-class

and gentlemanly manner.

Look out for my ad. next month, when
I will publish my original poem entitled
"A Yellow Dog's Love fo a Nigger."

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floc) ) (EstablIshed .89a.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

kir Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders,

Telephone,

419 Boylston Street,

BOSTON, MASS.MO Back Bay.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE.
Sent on selection to reliable
manufacturing Jewelers.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota.

1Phen writing to advertisers, kindly
'nen/ion The Keystone,

Manufacturers of

Silk Guards,

Vest Chains,

Silk

Eyeglass Cords
and

EXCELLO

Fountain Pens.

194 Broadway, New York.

Ask your jobber for the R. I. HILLINGER & CO.

SILK GUARDS.

Ask your jobber for the ALMA SILK GUARD,
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DIAMONDS
Any way you want them, LOOSE or MOUNTED.

When you wish to show your customer the best Diamond that can be produced for the price he wants to pay,
send to us for a selection of Loose or Mounted goods on memorandum and never miss a sale. Every order
receives our personal attention.

A. C. BARD & CO.,
103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.IMPORTERS AND CUTTERS,

/1///// 7 /:///'44/////y;

,/4/(

•

`1.•111

ILLINOIS HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE,
Successors to ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, 1115 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

WE TEACH WATCFIMAKING in all its branches. Our instructors are well known as men of the highest authority in the lines of
work they teach. Mr. J. R. Parsons, so favorably known through his connection with the La Porte Watchmaking School, La Porte, Indiana,
and later with the Parsons' Horological Institute, Peoria, Illinois, will have charge of this department. This will assure students the highest-
class instruction in all that pertains to this work.

WE TEACH ENGRAVING as applied to the jewelry and stationery trades, viz., letter and monogram engraving, fancy letters and scrolls.
We also teach copper-plate and steel-die engraving as applied to the stationery trade. In this department will also be taught miniature photographic
transfer to watch caps, dials, etc. Mr. A. J. Clow, founder of the Illinois College of Engraving, at the above address, will have charge of this work.

WE TEACH JEWELRY manufacturing and repairing ; everything pertaining to that work will be taught in a practical and up-to-date
manner. Mr. W. B. Geldert, for many years foreman of our large manufacturing jewelry concerns, will have charge of all work in this department.

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT. We have made special arrangements with the well-known Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology
and Otology, located on the tenth floor of the Masonic Temple, to accept our students into their classes. The fee charged for the optical course
carries with it a life membership and diploma in this well-known institution.

We can fit you to hold a position as a general workman in the above lines, or we can fit you to hold a situation in any one of the above lines,
at small cost and in the shortest possible time. One tuition fee pays for all instruction, with the exception of the optical course.

Owing to excessive rush of business, our printer was unable to get our catalogue out, as we expected, hence our delay in mailing them to our
correspondents. However, we now have them ready and will be glad to mail copy on request. It is very profusely illustrated with special designs
in monograms, fancy letters etc., and will prove invaluable as a text-book to those interested in the work.

All correspondence should be addressed to the ILLINOIS HOROLOGICAL ENGRAVING INSTITUTE, 1115 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Illinois.
A. .1. CLOW, Prop.

MMV4
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SCOTT BROS. & CO.

SOUVENIR SPOON ENGRAVERS, *
92-98 STATE ST., CHICAGO.

SPECIAL PRICES:
Buildings or Views (InLluding Name, Town and State), $4.00 per doz.
Fancy Assorted Names, 2.00 per doz.
Gilding Bowls, . . 1.00 per doz.

*'MANN* **NNKAYMA

3510 K. of C.

351-1 Initial.

J. Bulova Co RING MANUFACTURERS,

• 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

3510 Photo.

WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

Our patent fasten.
ing on all rings.

Globe Lever end Globe Link Lever
Dutton Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

NOTICE 184V21Caill
Efiginoisrhzwriozilitk,aitlizEpsatati pattern formerly sold by ODENHEIMER

milligaDolis school Engraving a M watchmaking,
Top Floor Commercial Bldg., Minneapolis.

AMERICA'S PRACTICAL SCHOOL,

As we do work for legitimate jewelers and our graduates
are absolutely the best that can be had.

 STILL. WITH US. 
PROF. A. L. WAstinuns,

known to our past graduates and to the
jewelers of the Northwest. and Central
States, as the most practical watch in-
structor on American Watches in America.

LAS GRISWALD,

the celebrated Norwegian Watchmaker,
instructs In Cylinder, Swiss, Chronograph
and Escapement Work.

58 years' actual experience.

PROF. GREENE
insures Engraving Students that they will have ae usual
the best instruction.

Clean
to

I Iandle.

The
Best
Pen
in
the

World.

*

Every
Pen

Unconditionally
Warranted.

*

FIRST-CLASS mi
WORK

GUARANTEED.

WONNNANKKM

MOORES/V---'" r
n "(//(fll//7/

(

WILL CARRY
Is ANY P05111

NEVER FAILS •
TO WHITE INSTMOLY.

11.110 MOMENTARILY
worKan uns<nt.wma:

11011/ IS 7111( ONLY .

LADIES PEN

'01°
Or MOT /161(16 /100RE'S

AMtOCAR FOUNIAINPLIGNMN
16,1PLIniithlat 3,111411or
3.1,14 CM -

American Fountain Pen Co.
168 Devonshire St., BOSTON, MASS.
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LIMLIN

SPECIALIST
HIS STORY

I Sell Jewelry and Art Goods
at Auction.

Probably no auctioneer in America can point to such a long
string of successful sales as I can.

All over the length and breadth of this great country and
Canada my services have been sought by 'dealers who wanted a
sale that would add extra profits to the money drawer.

I have never disappointed one of then. My sales are successful
from every point of view.

They always show a profit because I've a way of enthusing a
crowd that other auctioneers cannot imitate.

I make them want to buy, and they do buy ; and better still,
they go away satisfied.

And at the end of every day my sales will show a good,
substantial profit, and the store will be better for the absence of old
stock that has long been an eye sore.

Write or wire me to-day for open dates ; tell me about when
you want a sale—do it now—you may be too late to secure my
services -to-morrow.

W. P. HAMLIN 28 State Street,
Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. GABRIEL.

IV AUCTION SALE is recog-
nized to-day as a necessity with
an up-to-date Jeweler. •

The character of the goods carried
by jewelers, and the ever-changing
styles, require extreme methods for
quick disposal, and such as a well-
regulated auction sale affords.

You are desirous of holding such a
sale, but hesitate owing to the possi-
bility of sustaining a loss and fear the
after-effects as well.

We will conduct your sale on a
profit-sharing basis, which insures
you against any loss.

J. A. SINCLAIR.

Will also furnish you with the names of many responsible jewelers for whom we have conducted
sales, and who are to-day better advertisements for us and our methods than printers' ink.

Write us at once for full particulars.

SINCLAIR & GABRIEL, Jewelers' 21uctioneers,
FIFTEENTH YEAR. I 905 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.

0

13

,; I

18 Years(ASuccess
R. M. Harding, Auctioneer,

Office—Powers Building,

156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Have No Fear of a Successful Sale.
I hold the record for the greatest number of successful

sales made by any single auctioneer. I have conducted sales
in the very worst of times, and have never had a failure, and

the most adverse conditions have made large profits
hich hundreds of jewelers thought impossible.

I have just closed out FRISCH BROS. stock,'
Seattle, Wash., selling $4 2,000.00 in 41 days, making
a profit of 25% on the same.

FRISCH BROTHERS, AT THE CLOSE OF THIS SALE, GAVE A BANQUET
in order that they might show their appreciation for the good work

I had done in closing out their stock.

WRITE EARLY, AND IN ADVANCE, AND LET ME GIVE YOU
TERMS AND FULL PARTICULARS.

There is a method by which you can accomplish the object you
have in view whether it he the selling of your entire stock or only to unload and
turn your old stock into cash.

I have also proven that there is a man who can accomplish this end for you
without selling your salable goods for 50% of their value, and also without
hurting your reputation as a reliable jeweler ; and a good many jewelers in this land
of ours agree in saying that

P. E. Pope is the man.
Take the names of the firms I sold for during the past year, and the results of

the sales :
F. M. White, Colorado Springs, Colo.: The stock was offered in hulk for $4500.00.

I got $7500.00.
Olmsted & hurdman, Ottawa, Canada: I sold $48,000.00 worth of goods and only

lost $465.00 on the original cost.
I sold $9876.00 worth of goods for R. Ashby, Colorado Springs, at a profit on the

cost of over St 100.00. I also sold for J. H. Barnard, London, Canada, and my last sale was
for W. J. Reid & Co., London, Canada, one of the oldest, largest and most reputable firms
in America. I was with them five weeks. Were they satisfied? Well, read this letter and
judge for yourself:

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: LONDON, CAN A DA , DCCOMber 28, 1903.

We have very much pleasure in recommending to those interested, the services of Mr. P. E. Pope,
of Pond du Lac, WI., auctioneer, who has carried on an auction sal.. for nor firm for the mcnth

isi
iitaisafilicotsotrsyatiisnradc(teodr,vtornutlisnaer. The interest that Mr. Pope takes in Ids business, the iiitcHigcacc i hat

he displays in the alanageinent of his sale, his hard work and atIention to details, have Nam most

Although we had the opportunity of engaging auctioneers front the East, who were recommended
to its from New York, we are pleased to think that we arranged to engage Mr. Pope for our sale, as we
feel satisfied that no one could have tioDP better for us. The amount of goods sold by Mr. Pope was
avueoreyesisarrifiee,nadnifi g.n he made good use of the opportunities and time he had to carry the thing to a

We trust that Mr. Pope may have every success, as he has our best wishes.
Yours very truly, W. J. REID & co.

A few dates for this season are still open. If you want a sale get busy.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer,
Canadian Office-26o Arthur St., Toronto, Can. home Address—Fond du Lac, Wis.

And lest you forget, I say it yet, don't send for me if you have any cheap goods to sell. I am not in that business.
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JOHN F. TURNER,
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for booklet.

IR_FERENCES.

The following leading and representative firms for whom I have conducted success-
fid sales will inform you what I have done for them. I can do the same for you.

I WIN SUCCESS BY DESERVING IT.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Chicago, HI. Frank Curtis Co., Decatur, III. Herman Steinman, San Francisco, Cal. H. F. Hahn & Co., Chicago, Ill.

George Wolf & Co., Louisville, Ky. Emil Steinman, Sacramento, Cal. Speck Jewelry Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Taylor Bros., Houston, Texas.

U. Heitkemper, Portland, Ore. J. K. Basye, Seattle, Wash. Breen & Morris, Attys., Ft. Wayne, Ind. McConahay Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Wm. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis. Busse the Jeweler, South Bend, Ind. S. N. Jenkins & Co., Richmond, Ind. Dorken Bros. & Co., Montreal, Can.

The Jaccard Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. Toptiff & Co., St. Paul, Minn. Haines & Oberer, Columbus, Ohio. Lord Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

C. W. Ernsting, San Diego, Cal. C. 11. Knights & Co., Chicago, Ill. M. Henricksen, Duluth, Minn. Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.

Marris G. Cohen, Pittsburg, Pa. Estate of H. C. (Iraff, Fort Wayne, Ind. Andersen & Co., Ishpeming, Mich Henry 0. Yohn, Joliet, Ill.

Geo. C. Bowen, Niagara Falls, N. Y. William Day, Lexington, Ky. Steadly Bros., Carthage, Mo. C. O. Schulze, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

T. Porte & Company, Grand Forks, N. Dak. Chas. H. Locher, Lancaster, Pa. J. I). Hawthorn, Kearney, Nebr. James D. Murphy, New York, N. V.

Sales conducted in any part of the United States and Canada.

KING OF AUCTIONEERS
What more can any per-

son ask or get?

His RECORD proves

he LEADS them all. .

1st. As an entertainer.

2d.—As a speaker.

3d. In making large
profits.

l:.stablished 1886.

I le invites the trade to
I()ok up his record.

Telephone
1915 Main.

A. 1.. Gollheb.

He guarantees
large profits.

Thousands of
references and daily
paper notices given
in correspondence.
Free. Write for
it, a book giving
some very valuable
information.

A. L. Gottlieb, 203 S. Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE AUCTIONEER
Who Never Has Had a Failure.

The holiday season of 1903 is past and all jewelers
have an accumulation of stock, which if sold now can be
converted into cash without loss, but if carried for any
length of time will become shop worn and out of date.

Why not have an auction and sell the old and put in
new and up-to-date goods ? My methods are new, honest
and on business principles, and always bring the desired
results.

EVERY SALE A PROFIT SALE.

Best of Reference. Correspondence Confidential.

Two More for Reference.
E. It. TYLER, Chicago, Ill.

DEAR SI It :—I WW1 to add my testimonial to many others that you have. The financial conditions of
Clarksville, Tenn., being such this year that all my business friends advised against an auction sale, and predicted
a big loss if I had one. Have just finished straightening up my books and find that the sale was a profit sale and
a success in every way. Use 118 for reference. Will be pleased to answer all letters.

Clarksville, Tenn., December 31, 1903. Yours, QUARLES BROS.

Am now selling $20,000 stock for John A. Staft & Son, Dunkirk, N. Y.
Write them.
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E. R. TYLER,
Room 1103, 156 Wabash Ave.,

CH 1CAGO.

AMERICA'S RECOGNIZED LEADER.
Recommended by the leading members of the Jewelers' Board of Trade, endorsed and commended by the papers of the leading cities of America. I

challenge any auctioneer or pair of auctioneers in the world to show a better record of sales than I have made for the past ten years. I have made some of the
largest sales ever made in America, after other auctioneers in pairs and singly had made failures of the stocks. I have never made a sale without a profit to the
dealer. I leave a clean record. I am now dated for my fifth sale in seven years for one of the leading jewelers of America. If my other sales had not paid
would he employ me five times in seven years, selling in each sale $5000 to $ro,000 worth of goods? I am a direct importer of watches and diamonds, and if

desired will furnish any amount of such goods to the dealer on memorandum bill and at first cost or import prices,
and divide the profits as goods are sold. 'Read the following letter from one of America's leading jewelers, then
write or wire me for dates and terms, as my charges are no more than the man who will ruin your good name and
works only for his commissions. I hold the jeweler's interest at all times sacred, and have his reputation at heart
as well as my own ; that is why I am busy twelve months in the year with more than I can positively handle. No
connection with any other auctioneer. Address me at same place you have for the past ten years, No. 3 Maiden
Lane, New York , or 163 State St., Chicago,

Have just sold the $50.000 stock
of I. T. Boyd, Fall River, Mass.

GEO. E. WHEELHOUSE CO., JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS,
221 Genessee St., Cor. of Blandina St.,

TO BROTHER JEWELERS : UTICA, N. Y., Dec. 22, 1903,
Do I consider an auction sale a good thing to have? I do, if it is conducted by Dan. I. Murray. He is a wonderful salesman

and a bright, hustling business man.
I had always been afraid of an auction sale, as a number bad been tried by teams of auctioneers in thls city and had failed ;

goods sold at 30 to MI per cent. of their cost. This, of course, gave me the idea that a sale could not be conducted in this city without
It loss. I have changed my mind now, as Mr. Dail. I. Murray, of New York, has turned may large and fine stock into cold cash in just
90 days, at a profit of 20 per cent. over all cost of the goods. Having been in business many years here, I had accumulated thousands
of dollars' worth of very fine goods. I needed money and went to New York for advice, and I was told by the leading wholesale
jewelers there if 1 could get Dan. I. Murray to conduct a side for me I would meet with no losses. I went after him but fiitind him
hard to get. I had to wait altnost one year before I could get him, he was so busy in sales. And I don't wonder that he is, as I believe
thejewelers all over the country have found out that Mr. Murray is the ouly auctioneer to employ, if he can be had, as he makes
money for the dealer, makes him new trade and leaves a clean record behind, being it man of perfect habits and a gentleman in
every sense of the word.

He had a hard proposition to contend with here. I had no plated goods, only fine diamonds, cut glass and solid silver of the
highest grade made in Amerlea and Europe, and it was old and a lot of it out of date. Then Mr. Murray became sick with bronchitis
Ile second day he was here, and was under the doctor's care for four weeks but he never missed a sale. The other jewelers here
fought the sale and started to have auctions, but they bad the wrong Man and had to quit. With all this to contend with, Mr. Murray
kept a cool head and entertained 1118 crowds daily from 2.30 p. is. until 11 o'clock at night. My room was many times too small to
hold the peo,,le who wanted to hear him. He is a wonderful salesman, a perfect gentleman, and I recommend him without limit.
He is the best in America. Respectfully, GEO. E. WHEELHOUSE & CO.

I am now selling the Sloo,000 stock of Frank Flint, Cincinnati, Ohio. This stock consists mostly of
fine diamond jewelry. Write me for daily results of this sale. I will give it in confidence to any
honorable jeweler who is, thinking of having a sale.

America's Recognized LeadingDAN. I. MURRAY, Art and Jewelry Auctioneer.



engraved Souvenir Spoons.
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

Watch Repairing for the Trade.
FRED. A. HASKELL,

206 Weybosset St.. Providence, FL I

New style Combs and 1824 e 1904

Hair Ornaments are
continually being made
under the dictation of
fashion.

Known as the
Providence Shell Works.

WILLIAM K. POTTER,
Providence, R.1.:

Shell Combs repaired
and repolished anti
made practically new.
Special work made to
ordcr.

Manufacturer of
•rt_sirtoise

sis‘tit. uotsas.

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 

NEWARK,

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, 
S2.00, PREPAID

6.119,C .0 MI 
WATel.O.Lau.i

i6L1 .0 
COTTO.0.1.0 Burr,

0P■SILL WA..0 
END .0..

FELT A. 
coTTon SUFI,

100STLIL 
•00.04.0mIsHES

• 
SATISVACTION 

OVARANtT.t.o otz, 
moNt.) 11 \

•

REGULATING AND ADJUSTING A SPECIALTY.

Good Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.

What School?

Wm. N. Brunner,

Best I■litterial Used.
Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

711 Sansom Street,
Second VIOnr,

TELEPHONE- Philadelphia, Pa.
ESTABLISHED tem.

We teach watchmaking, Engrav-
ing and opties Positions obtained
ha- graduates. Students may enter ;it
any time. Individual instruction.
Send for catalog.

ELGIN
HOROLOGICAL

Elgin, III. SCHOOL.

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The inost praet teal awl only Ad-
justable one invented. Price.$1.50 per doz. For
s:kleby all wholesale jewelei sand inaleria lhouses.
.4,unpleby inail,250; in In K.1.41.1d,t.1.00;14K.81.25.
M.CROHN,Iikr.x 1,1.1,48 & 60 Maiden Lane,N.Y.
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Anniversary Clocks
TRADE-MARK REGISTERED.

Established
1839. The new model

"B. B."

301cIvIASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS ETC

mowBest
American=Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND

HOLE JEWELS. pow..
Balance St :Ilk, gray finish . . $1.1111
Balance stalk, polished, tine
finish .

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all its

branches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.
At it School where instructions are given by and under the per-

sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Kandler, who is recognized as
foremost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the best
masters of Europe and America ; who is the founder of the first
exclusive Engraving Set 1 in this country, and is still at the
head of the Jewelers School of Engraving, established in 188).
Terms and Catalogue on application. Correspondence solicited.

1 25
Hole Jewels 
Hole .Jewels, Ruby and Sap-
phire, fine finished . .1. .

A large line of R. F. Simmons Co.
Chains, Ostby & Barton Co. Stone and Band
Rings, Plainville Stock Co. Carded Jewelry.

Nlail orders solicited. Select ion Intel:age.
sent to responsible dealers.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. M. I.:WEN, Nall:Igor. Manchester, Iowa

CROUCH & FITZGERALD,

Jewelry Sample Trunks mg Cases.
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Ahvays in Stock.

060 Broadway. 688 Broadway,
Below Cortiandt SI Ill. Below Fourth SI reel.

• 723 Sixth Avenue,
Between I st 1llIl 42d Streets.

NEW YORK.

Globe Case with

gilded base, also fit-

ted on Italian or

Tennesse marble

base.

Send for samples

of this new model,

also for catalogue of

fifteen other styles.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, Suite 111Ziatsgoc Temple,

Read These Voluntary Testimonials
Jacksonville, Fla., February 15, 1903.

F. A. Worcester:
You are all right for us, and the fact

that we have engaged you for 5 years in
advance for annual sales is a sufficient
guarantee of what we think of your
ability.

HESS & SLAGER.

Correspondence solicited from legiti-
mate Jewelers in the Plaited States and
Canada, who contemplate a sale. My
method of selling produces the required
"Results" and prof ems your reputation.
Wire or write for terms and (late.

Waynesburg, Pa., October 19, 1903.
F. A. Worcester:
I want to say that the sale you con-

ducted for 11111. Was Very satisfactory, and
very unieh tiiii.k, I I her atictionocr,
1 tutu lit niy previous sale, you made me
a profit on the wares,while my other sale
was conducted at a loss. L. G. CALL.

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, April 2, 1903.
F. A. Worcester:
Nothing gives us greater pleasure

than to say that, the sale you conducted
for us went away beyond our expecta-
tions from a proat standpoint.

V. D. MORRIS & Co.

Hattiesburg, Miss., April 20, 1902.
F. A. Worcester:
You made more profit for me than

bad expected. When I hold another
sale you are the auctioneer.

H. S. LTUIITS.

Savannah, Ga., May 30, 1003.
F. A. Worcester:
The auction sale you conducted for

us was O.K., and we cheerfully recom-
mend you as an auctioneer knowing
your business.

A. L. DESBOUILLONS & SON.

Birmingham, Ala„ June 15, 1903.
F. A. Worcester:
Do not hesitate to referto meat any

time. MRS. HARRY S. MERCER.

Stockton & Whitmore, Denver,
redo.; Rosenblatt & Co., Greensboro,
N. r., and hundreds of others say:
" WORCESTER."

F. A. Worcester, Auctioneer and Appraiser.524 Pine Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

PLATE ENGRAVING, ST EEL DIES,CRESTS, COAT-ARMS.
Fi rs E STATIONA.RY

PR I N T I N G, EMBOSSING,ILLUMINikTING
_. WEDDING 

INVIT.ATIONS,ANNOLINCENIENTS
SEND 2.5.CENTS CALI-Iniu, AT HOME,BUSINESS CARDS Era.Von

UITE kA ASOMIC
or 'YOUR RI C H AR D  0.XANDLER. 81119 II1TEmPLECHICAGO_

H. J.
HO OPER,

The

cAuctioneer.

If you are thinking
of holding an auction
I think it would pay
YOU to write me.
I have sold for some
of the leading jewelers
in almost every State

Advertising Cuts
for Jewelers and Opticians.

Every progressive jeweler and optician now-a-days uses an apt cut
in his newspaper ads., on his circulars, his letterheads, his envelopes,
statements, etc. We can furnish such cuts at a nominal price.
Send for sheet of illustrations and prices.

THE KEYSTONE, i nth & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Bowler 6 Burdick Co.,
Sole Manufacturers' Agents for the " Anniversary Clock " for the United States,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dr. Maddox Famous Book on

"Ocular Muscles"
Reduced in Price

From $3.00 to $1.50.

in the Union, so you may write me
from any part of the United States, and I think I can give you
reference from some near jeweler that you are acquainted with.

You may write me for terms and date. If I can't give
you the date you ask I shall frankly tell you. I send no
substitutes. I do all my own selling.

H. J. HOOFER,
22 John Street, NEW YORK CITY.

NOTE.—I guarantee every sale I mkt..

We have now for sale the last zoo copies of the first and only
edition of Dr. Maddox's famous work,

THE OCULAR MUSCLES
and in order to dispose of them quickly we have reduced the price from
$3.00, the publisher's price, to

$1.50 (6s.3d.)

This book contains 420 pages and II 2 illustrations and is recog-
nized as the standard treatise on the muscles of the eye—their functions,
anomalies, insufficiencies, tests and optical treatment.

Sent postpaid to
any part of the
world on receipt
of price,
$1.50 (6s. 3d.)

•

The Keystone,
loth & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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10 0 000
Abbott's Patent Stem
Winding Attachment

A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Malden Lane, New York

American Watches have

JUST OUT! Wells' Perfect Self-Conforminsi
Ring Adjuster, cut from lo K.
gold tilled stock. Gold in front
twice as thick as on back. Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes, gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz. metal.astd sizes,

85c. For samples, ono small and one medium
large size gold filled and one metal adjuster, 50c.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

*RELIABLE MATERIAL*
PR,CHVIPT 8tRVICI.

AMERICAN-MADE. Our Price.
Kind.
2.60

2.00

.65

Star Balance Jewels . .

Star Cap Jewels

Star Roller Jewels . . .

Per doz.

.90
  .90

.25
.26 to 

' .20.50 Star Case Screws  
Star Pillar and Plate .15
Screws  

1.00 Star Pendant Screws, asst  45in bottle, per gross . .   •
Per doz.

3.00 Star Balance Statik, gray .
90finish  4.00 Star Balance Staffs, pol-

ished ...... . . .
5.00 Star Balance Stalls, pol- 1.36

tilled, grade 1,  
Star Brand Mainsprings, .85
American  

Star Brand Mainsprings,
American, per gross,
with scud Oak Cabinet, 10.60
'20 Drawers  

Per doz.

.20

Gem Brand Balance Jewels,

Gem Brand Cap Jewels . .

Gem Brand Balance Staffs,

.60

.60

.60
3.00 Silver Crowns, American,

with interchangeable .
90stems on card, assorted ,

3.00 Gold Filled Seamless 12 K.
Watch Bo wsoround, asst.
sizes, on card . . . . .3.50 Gold Filled Seamless 12 K.
Watch Bows, antique, 11.75
asst. sizes, on card . . .
All of the above prices are strictly
Net Cash,

Our 1904 Silent Traveler Pocket Price-List
free on request.

1.66

XA,9eba
91eie Wed 64p

QLI'J1IL DIE
ISF;ft 'MC

c"
ENGRAVING

TO THE TRADE

ADAM METZ
1011 Chestnut St., Room 431, Philadelphia

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector
For Scarf Pins, Studs and

4,ver Lace Pins. The latest and
best invented. Can be

• 

adjusted to any size pin.
Price, $1.00 per doz.
For sale by all leading
wholesale jewelry and
material houses.
Samples by mail, 10 cents.
II yourjohber don not looldIr

II, kindly [Wyk,' ter.

0. SHERMAN,
in...tor nod Maker,

56 Newark Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Pat.
May
6,
1903.

JEWELERS—Manufacturers and Exporters.
Extend your South African connections by

sending for the DIRECTORY OF THE RETAIL
JEWELRY TRADE (1904), a complete and up-
to-del e list of every shopkeeper engaged in the
trade in every t.iwn in the country ; specially
compiled for the convenience of exporters.
Price, two dollars. fifty cents. Address S. A.
Directories, P.O. Box 265, Maritzburg, Natal,

Souvenir
Moos

of any locality.
nallitiegsengutved lit
bowlh, 83.60 per doz.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Pitkin's Anti-Break

PE WOODG 
If you try it, you will always use it. It never

breaks off in the finest pivot hole.

25 Cents per Box. Discount to jobbers.

0. H. PITKIN, GALION, Ouso, U.S.A.

A Good Position
and good salary can be secured

by any workman who under-

stands his business. \lie can

give you a thorough knowledge

of Watchmaking, Engraving

and Optics in a short space of

time and at little cost. Our

Prospectus will give you full

information. Write for it. See

ad. on page 250.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology,

Broad and Somerset Streets,
F. W. Schuler, Philadelphia, Pa.

Principal.

AIIINIIIMIMIN1111=1•111111=1MIIN■

F you are a business man
looking for first-class help,

or

F you are a watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver or optician
looking for a first-class po-
sition,

it will pay you to write the

Jewelers' Agency Co.
1232 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Tell A. Beguelin,

71 Nassau St., New York City,
NEW HOUSE—Prompt Service.

Importer of

Watch Material.
SPECIALTIES:

Fine E. D. Swiss Mainsprings,
Pine Watch Screws, Fine Clock Catgut,

Fine Swiss Pivot Broaches.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

som -rit-iiNo NEW.
CERAMIC

MINIATURES

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to its and we will give you tlw
names of those who do.

It is the interest of every Jeweler to semi
for our proposition.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

O.F.Warisworin
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
ch•sgss• Oltl

Clue, to Ink,.
•mericnn 8. W.
Movement. my

opprInIty.
oim CASES

711A IIE NEW.

Silversmiths'
But
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

Miniatures
burnt in on

itritied
I antel.

Absolutely .11,1—true-
tible. Will last,

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send five iwo-cent
stamps for beautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY,
its Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mainspring
Satisfaction.

A cheap mainspring is a poor
investment. No good watch-
maker will use them. When
a spring breaks your customer is
dissatisfied and you lose the time
in replacing it and your reputa-

tion for doing good work. You

can remedy this by using

TIDD'S RED CROSS
SPRINGS,

which are guaranteed against
breakage. Out of over too gross

sold last year we only replaced

27 broken springs. Our price is

only $1.00 per dozen or $11.00
per gross. Each spring guaran-
teed. Try a sample dozen.

Tidd & Co.
Columbiana, Ohio.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Sit nations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. A tIn i I joittil Worth( and advertise-
ments, Tina:F. CENTS per word.

Under all headings except oSit nations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial lett es.

To insure insertion money mumt ac-
company all 0 rd ers for ad verti sem ent s,
101(1 COpy in list reach us not later than
the 25th of each  Oh for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answe a I. N to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS ill postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser in tin t accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cent s) if they desire a copy of the paper
In avid els their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
una..r mi. hemline, ONE CENT per word, for Ilrool

Itf1.111,•1111.1%111,11, A11111111111111 110141%111111 tell erl Ihrmeolx,
THULE CENTS per word. No 1111VP1.111.1.1111.111 1[11•er1Pd

Ilattn :15 rene..

BY young man as watch, clock and jewelryrepairer, engraver. Have some tools. Cen-
tral States pref. Good refs. Wish position
wills old firm. Address, "Jeweler," box 188,
Hebron, I mi.
Y expert optician and engraver. Very suc-
cessful at correcting errors of refraction,

Call also do edge grinding, rimless mounting,
frame bending, etc. II ave complete edging
plant, ineluding dia nutlet drill, diamond lens-
cutting tuat•It ine, toes, etc. trial case and
onut, j)1,11.111;11•111,. Call (10 fine engraving,
up-to-dant monograms, inscriptions, etc. Desire
charge of opt iettl :and engraving departments,
or furnish own optical stock and lease depart-
ment. Now ..1111,1o,yell tv /111` ”i. the largest
houses in the r). .k I liberty Alay 1st. Al
refs.; correspondence solicited. "S 817," care
Keystone.
lll.Sl ill. pushiest, have all tools ; or would take

a position at benchwork in exchange for
window location. Address, George A. Messer,
East Alstead, N. IL
pRACTICAL watchmaker and jeweler ; can do

• 

plain engraving. Have had 12 years' exp.
Can give good refs. Address, T. 0. Phelps,
Bradford, Pa.
VXPERT engraver and jobber wants position
Si by March or April. Refs. Chas. L. Taylor,
Carnegie, Pa.
a001) watchmaker, fair jeweler, graduate opti-
u eian—attendant eourse ; natural mechanic,
long exp. with otachincry ;f, years as watch-
maker ; own tools, lathe, etc. Single, 33; strictly
tensperate. Go ally when. ; salary according to
locality. "S 826," care Keystone.

It \' fine letter and monogram engraver, watch
repairer and graduate optician ; age 25. Best

refs. to character mid ability as workman. Box
318, Bloomington, Ill.
I AD Y, graduate optician and artistic engraver.
Ii First-class appearance and address. State
salary and work desire. "J," 406 W. 0. W.
Building, Omaha, Nebr.
VEHMANENT position with reliable firm as
I salesman, or watchmaker, engraver, jeweler,
stone-setter, etc. Thoroughly practical 1111111,,
fine workman ; best refs. Eastern city pref.
Kindly state salary and particulars in your first
letter. "D 857," care Keystone.
v001) watchmaker, jeweler, graduate optician,
II fair engraver position at once. Own lathe
and tools; )10 11:111 hill/itS. Good ref. "Jeweler,"
17 Boggs A venue, Pittsburg, Pa.
A A V ELI NI a ntleman, at present engaged,
as desires to make a change. Jewelry and sil-
verware house pref. Have trade acquaintance
in Illinois and adjoining States. Address,
it Ed ward White," room 601 Columbus Memorial
Be i lding, Chicago.
THOROUGHLY competent refract ionist, II

• 

years' exp., expert with let ittoseope and
ophthalmoscope, desires posit ion at once. II.W.
Cunningham, 106 11Iathewson Providence, It. I.

BY 
young limo, 2% years e pN in retail store,
wishes to finish trade under a good watch-

maker and engraver. Ref. from present em-
ployer. Middle States pref. " W 861," care
Keystone. 

Ii V lady optician. Have some knowledge of
" jewelry repairing, also bookkeeping. Several
years' exp. in waiting on trade. Box 203,
Hammond, La.

ly A TCIIMAKER, jeweler, engraver and sales-
" man wants position in Iowa or near, 20
years' exp.; own tools ; married. Address,
" B 850," care Keystone.

VOUNG man as assistant watchmaker, sales-
' Mall or stock-keeper. Understand book-
keeping, fine penman ; 6 years' exp. Strictly
honest, no bad habits. Gilt-edge refs. from
present employer and prominent business man.
Address, " I. 846," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

WATCH MA K ER, jeweler, engraver anti sales-
, man. Married man, 11 years' exp.; own
todls. Will accept position by the lath of Feb.
"hi 851," care Keystone.
A WATCHMAKER of exceptional ability, good
it engraver and all-around man ; 20 years exp.;
good address. Capable of managing any ordi-
nary retail jewelry business. First-class refs.
"0 852," care Keystone.

PY young man of 18. Can do clock and jewelry
" repairing and plain watch work. Have 3
years' exp.; Wisconsin pref. "N 863," care
Keystone.

PY first-class watchmaker, with complete
U set of tools. Expert on Site complicated
watches and railroad. work. $25 per week.
Address, "S 812," i•are Keystone.

It Y first-class watchmaker. Cats furnish Al
U refs. Can take eharge of watch repairing
and railroad' watch inspection. Address,
"S 813," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, first-class ; own tools. Al
" salesman ; speaks German ; ref. None but
reliable parties need apply. Address, IL It.
Salzmann, Keokuk, Iowa.
ply young woman as expert engraver, window-
') trimmer and saleslady. Will send Rumples
of engraving and refs. " F 793," bare Keystone.

pERMANENT position by good script and
1. monogram engraver. Good refs. Would
like to learn jewelry business. Allen T. Barnes,
22 Clark Street, Auburn, N. Y.

II
as clerk in retail or wholesale store.

t Have had 2 years' exp. at the bench and as
salesman in a retail store. Best of recommends
furnished. Address, Roy James, Bethany, Me,

lAY first-class watchmaker, jeweler and plain
II engraver. Best of ref. Must be in Central
Iowa. " X," care M. A. Lumbard, Des Moines,
Iowa.
SrI RS'f-CL ASS watchmaker, optician, engraver

and salesman • also a violinist of European
education. Absolutely reliahle. S. B. Prowell,
1513 Harney Street, Omaha, Nebr.
aRADDATL optician, engraves' and watch-

,j

maker. Own tools, lathe ; speak German.
Southwest or Pacific coast preferred. "S 837,"
care Keystone.
pY all-around German watchmaker. Northern
mi State pref. K Brants, care II. C. Abbott &
Bro., 1905 Second Avenue, Birmingham, Ala.

WA fCHNIAKER, engraver, jeweler, optician.
Young man, graduate 2 optical colleges ;

long exp.; an all-around man. Good tools and
trial case ; good refs. Address, John C. Buyer,
lock box 225, South Haven, Mich.

UMW-CLASS watehmkker desires position at
C once. In Massachusetts pref. Own tools,
good habits. Address, " A. B. C.," 45 Charles
Street, Springfield, Mass.

DO you require a first-class watchmaker, one
u who knows when a watch is in order? Best
refs. Address, " K," 38 Columbia Street, West,
/often, Mich.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and salesman, by
" young man. Central States pref. " II 834,"
care Keystone.
XPERIENCLD watchmaker, engraver and

u graduate optician ; good address. Good
salary ; first-class ref. West or Southwest only.
Address, M. G. Ransons, care lock box 38,
Bonham, Texas.

II Y March let. Watchmaker, young man with

• 

4 years' exp. Have attended Canadian
Horological Institute 1 year. Best refs.; have
own tools. E. G. Bricker, St. Marys, Ontario,
Canada.
fly young man to finish learning trade; 2 years'
" exp. Can do till Ishels ettnimen repairing.
Best ref. Ad., al. W. V i intent, Wonsevu, Kans.

COMPETENT watchmaker, can do all kinds of
I) complicated watch work, jewelry, repairing,
Wain engraving. Al refs. J. H. Sohn, 88
Newberry Street., Detroit., Mich.

WATCHMAKER and fair engraver. Good
" ref. E. R. Farnsworth, Clayton, Mich.

fly good watchmaker, jeweler and salesman.
Have good set of tools, good habits ; wages

$18. St. Louis or Middle West pref. "P 824,"
care Keystone.
pIRST-CLASS letter and monogram engraves.,

▪ 

optician and salesman ; 15 years' exp. Mar-
ried ; American ; $20 per week. it II 823," care
Keystone.
Hy first-class watchmaker and engraver to take
LI charge of branch store in Washington, Oregon
or Idaho, with view of buying. Address, Lock
box A 19, Spring Valley, Ill.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, clock and jewelry
I repairer ; by April 1st. Married man, good
habits, own tools. Best refs. L. E. Myers, 638
Clinton Avenue, South, Rochester, N. Y.

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker, plain engraver,
C good salesman, wishes position ; in West
Colorado pref. Age 25 ; 8 years' exp.; best ref.
''J 804,' care Keystone.
AFTER Feb. 25th, watch repairer on railroad
ii and complicated watches, fair jeweler, en-
graver and optician. Have lathe, tools, trial
case, ophtlialmometer, ophthalmoscope. Speak
English, German; will go anywhere ; West pref.
Permanent position only ; state salary. A. C.
Reins, Milwaukee, Wis.

IYEW YORK or Chicago pref. 24 years old;
is OM' 3 years' exp. in all-around work in
store carrying $15,000 stock. None but Al firm
need apply ; ref. exchanged. Have own tools.
Address, "0 839," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver mid opti-

• 

clan ; 15 years' exp. Married ; American ;
$20 per week. " 810," care Keystone.

fiPPORTUNVI 1 to work in jewelry store and
u learn trade under competent watchmaker ;
1 year's exp. in jewelry store. Age 18; best ref.
Lock box 304, Kewanee, Ind.

THREE years' exp., age '21; no bad habits.
I Clock and jewelry repairer ; desire place to
finish on watch repairing. Plain engraver.
Good ref. " H 799," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain engraver;
IT some knowledge of optics. Young mau,
married ; sober and reliable ; refs. Have most
ol6f27Tiolutoloonls: " Watchmaker," boxI ll.Vest pref.

YOUNG man, 23 years old, wants position its
I New York, Philadelphia or Chicago so as to
attend night school. Had 3 years' exp. first-class
store. Willing to start low. Have own tools.
lief. exchanged. Ad., "0 838," care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker open for position by
Feb. 15th. Have lathe and tools, 20 years'

exp. Ref. from present employer. "B," corner
Walker and Chartrees, Houston, Texas.

A FIRST-CLASS engraver desires a steady
IL position in a retail store. Can also do jew-
elry repairing. " S 791," care Keystone.

A I WATCHMAKER, plain engraver, slight
nu knowledge of optics ; own tools and trial
case. Best refs. as to character and ability,
good habits and industrious. Address, Fred.
Goss, (teorgetown, Texas.

HY ymt lig man. Do all ordinary watehwork,
all kinds of clock work, plain engraving.

Own tools, lathe, ete.•, n•fs.; speak German.
K E. Ballheini, La Porte, Iowa.
‘-'01'N I i man, no ball habits ; best of refs.; age

21 ; lisle salesmasi ; wants chance to finish
raile—In months' es p. Can do ordinary watch

tool clock work and ,jewelry repairing.. Small
salary. Hay Jet-fords, i'ayetteville, Ark.

snan wants position with some good
house where he can finish trade. Good on

plain wittelt work and jewelry repairing, good
salesman ; Al rel. furnished. Ad, "H. G. K.,"
22 East Canal Street, Penaeoolc, N. II.

111 1 I silt > I •t; II I,Y competent, reliable, optician
is wants civil till as exclusive optician with
some responsible flow I can make and hold a
practice. "I, 071,.' ea K .'stone,
ATC11MA K Eit; 11110 Who is master of the

It business and 111;11 make It profit above his
wages. Hers. exelsanged. "C 828,"care Keystone.

\VA TIlimAKF,14.,jeweler and engraver ; some
exp. as lumens's. Capable et taking full

charge ; speaks I i'l'lllaatl and English ; have tools
111.1 trial case. ,1. B. otto, Evanston, Ill.

Whin and bookkeeper, 4 years' exp. each.
at can do watch and clock work ; Al ref,.
South pref. Address, "S 848," care Kevstone.

I; l'E WI' watt•Innalcer and salesman ; neat,
Is strietly temperate and industrious. Cons-
nt•lent on all complicated watches. Gill-edge
Fmk. Itlalu) W. ( Iardner, It. F. D. No. 4, Yale,
al (chip')

young man as ,watchtnaker, jeweler and
fair engraver. ib id rets.; Inice tools etc.

lIave had It years' exp. In drug store. Address,
Williams, t lw jeweler, Terri], lewa.

Marell lath. By a first-class optician with
tlw latest void up-to-date instruments and a

II orough knowledgti how to use them. A posi-
tion either with a large optical wholesale or
retail house. 'Hie Western States preferred.
" 0 858," eare Keystone.
1,•01* NI I ma II , I lI, good lett er and monogram
I engraver, plaits hard soldering, clocks and
help on watches. Good ref. "C. S. C.," 1015
Nertli Eighth Street, Burlington, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver, some
" monogram work ; extra good salesman ;
own all t(.lols; good ref'. Prefer just engraving
and salesman. Address all answers to W. IV.
Thompson, Marathon, Iowa.

QITUATION as watch repairer and refracting

• 

optician to work on shares and have charge
of business. " R 742," care Keystone.

1 CAN be useful to you as an optician. Fairly
I good winch and clock repairer ; can make
mytself generally useful. Al ref., wills 4 years'
exp. South pref. "S 849," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, graduate optician, 20
years' experience, experienced on railroad

watches, good engraver ; lathe, modern tools,
optical outfit. Good appearance. No bad habits.
Al refs. Best results guaranteed. Illinois or
Indiana pref. Address, I). H. Munson, 6108
State St., Chicago, Ill. 
WANTED, situation by April 1st as watch,
" clock and jewelry repairer. Good ref.
Geo. S. Wilson, 1•'estits, Mo.

Al

POSITION wanted by lady engraver, willing to

• 

assist in selling goods and keeping stock in
order. Moderate salary. Address, "J,." room
1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

rTiCAL—Experlenced energetic salesman to
" travel in the Middle Western States for a
large wholesale optical house. State experience
and salary expected. A. & S. Co., room 807, 108
Fulton Street, New York.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker. Apply by letter15 to H. Kelly, care The Bailey, Banks
& Biddle Co., Philadelphia.

HELP WANTED.

QALESMAN to carry manufacturer's line of
U jewelry and silverware boxes, trays and
findings on commission. State territory. " W
801," care Keystone.
WANTED, four men, watchmaker, manufac-

turing jeweler, optician and lapidist. Per-
manent positions. Eyesight, character, refer-
ence must be first class. State very full particu-
lars in first letter, Jesse)), San Diego, Cal.

WATCHMAKER to take charge of repair de-
" partment and assist in waiting on trade;
one with drug experience prelerred. State
salary. J. B. Hanipton, Colby, Kans,

A YOUNG man who is a good engraver and can
a do watch work and wait on trade. Perma-
nent position. Write fully ; send samples of
engraving. Edward Vail & Co., Wichita, Kans.

AT once, watchmaker and jewelry repairer;
a experienced, competent, sober and reliable.
Permanent posnion, good salary, nice North-
western Ohio town. Give full particulars in
first letter. Box 347, Delta, Ohio.

11EPENDABLE man who understands repair-

• 

ing watches, escapements. Must have tools,
not less than six years' experience and willing
to wait on customers occasionally. State salary
waisted. Box 426, Greenville, Ili. 

VOMPETENT clock and jewelry repairer. Send
U full particulars and reference. W. H. Appel,
Allentown, Pa.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-
12 graver who understands optics. Good posi-
tion to the right man. Can buy interest in the
jewelry department. " S 841," care Keystone.

A SNAP for the right man who can do fine
21 engraving, watch and jewelry work and
wait on trade. Call buy interest. $20 a week
guaranteed. Write for full particulars. "S 842,"
care Keystone.

A YOUNG man who is ajeweler and engraver.
Is Steady position. Reference required. J.
Hirschfield, Selma, Ala.

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and good

• 

engraver and all-around experienced store
man capable es managing. Salary fifteen,
eighteen or twenty dollars per week, according
to ability. Permanent and steady job. Send
reference as to ability and character first letter.
W. V. Foster, Tipton, Indiana.

(1,001) salary paid to experienced optician.
U "P 792," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, salesman who will
IA make himself generally useful. Permanent
job in good Ohio town. State salary, experience
and send references in first letter. "H 835"
care Keystone. 
yIRST-CLKSS jeweler, diamond setter and en-
I' graver. Salary $20 to $25 a week ; perma-
nent position. Send samples of engraving and
copy of•reference in first letter. J. Levinski,
Waco, Texas.

Al FIRST-CLASS optician and salesman andengraver who has had experience at watch
work. Address, " E 808," care Keystone.

WANTED—A skilled optical workman. Ad-
" dress, 360 St. Peter Street, St. Paul, Minn.

WANTED-1 he following combination : Ex-
" perienced optician, engraver and jewelry
salesman in New York. One who is am-
bitious and not afraid of hard work. "L 807,"
care Keystone.

per cent, gross receipts given to reliable
watchmaker. Party wanting a cinch ad-

dress Chester Servis,Mo■iney Bldg, Buffalo, N.Y.
60
VNGRAVIAt --Thoroughly competent man on
Si monogram, plain letter ;old souvenir work ;
must be sober and relial de. Address, with refs.
stud sample of work, Box 5411, Asheville, N. C.

A YOUNG man (single) who can do watch
11 work, jewelry repairing and plain engrav-
ing ; one who is not afraid to work. State salary
in first letter. Ad., .1. W. Sommer, Florence, A la.

flY Feb. 15th, watchmaker and first-class en-
LI graver and stone setter. Permanent posi-
tion and fair wages with advancement if suited.
M. 0. Wolff, Lincoln, Nebr.
WANTED—First-class watchmaker ; none but
" first class need apply. Good salary, perma-
nent position. Send copy of refs.; state amount
of salsify expected. J. Levinski, Waco, Texas.

A intsr-cLAss all-around watchmaker and
It jeweler ; must be a good engraver. "W 789,"
care Keystone.

flOOD watchmaker wanted. State salary WRIlted
U and ref. "K 794," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jewelry repairer, plain en-
!' graver immediately. State age, experience,
qualifications, wages and refs. Judd Jewelry
Co., Marion, Ill.
YOUNG man to do watch and clock work and

jewelry repairing ; a good workman wills
only the best of habits. Harvey B. Locke,
Amesbury, mass.

AT once, watch and jewelry repairer ; honest.
LI J. M. Wynne, Cochran, Ga.

QALESMEN to carry optical line as side line.
I) Established 54 years. The L. Black Co.,
Detroit, Mich. 
WANTED—Refractionist  in optical parlor ;

Must speak German, have manner anti some
experience, also willing to start on moderate
wages. Give references and how much wages
expected. tiM 61 care Keystone.

AT once, a high-grade experienced optician.
It if a watchmaker and engraver or jeweler,
please state in answer, Do not answer unless
experienced and past 30. The S. T. Little
Jewelry Co., Cumberland, Md.
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HELP WANTED.

(1001) watchmaker and engraver, especially
U engraver. Steady employment, good wages.
E. 0. Zadek Jewelry Co., Ala. 

QOMEONE wishing further instructions or
Li accepting snoderate pay. F. Catlin, Winsted,

Ca°01(70. watchmaker who can repair jewelry and
U clocks ; must be engraver. $15 week ; town
in New York State ; stoutly job, will suit you ;
1111-3a8ro9.tu,sdeale hlelece)r:stmlef. you want It address0 1 6 

warctimA K ER, jeweler, engraver, diamond
setter and optician, 11111. that is thoroughly

competent, solier and willing to work. Perma-
nent position for right man. None bid those
with gilt-edge refs. need apply. Send photo. nod
sample of engraving. Address, "C 578," care
Keystone.
AN expert wateinnaker, one who is competent
1a to take charge of Site watch trade, receive
repairs and a good aaleanian. Good wages,
State full particulars and refs. "S 877," care
Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS clockmaker and assistant watch-
✓ maker, good position for as talented young
man. State full particulars aml refs. in antswer.
Address, "8 876," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, elderly man pref., who vraitts
" a good lifetime job. Address, "H 833,"
care Keystone.
QA LES and general repair man. Send refs. and
Lu state lowest wages. Address, enclosing
stamped and addressed envelope, .1..1. Siitclsel
jeweler, Blackfoot, Wall°.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VVERY kind or gold and silverware, jewelry.
Si watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered Mail. Price not sat is-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. ('lark,
refiner and sweepsmetter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 7278ensein St.,

QICCOND - HAND trial clue. Iverson, 1140
Li Eighth Street, Springfield, III.

(l001)-PAYING jewelry business in good Ohl;
u town. Box 14, West Salem, Ohio.

A SECOND-HAND $60 traveling ease ; remor-
a able tray. L. S. Hazzard, Hinton, W. Va.

HAVE you, or do you know of anyone in your
" city who has 75 to 150 vacant resident lots
for sale? Must be well located in one body in
city not under 8000 or over 25,000. Will pay
cash. John II. Raven, Holland, al iii,.

1EWELER to buy half interest in best lrug
Ii and jewelry store in Kentucky. Invoice $6000.
Profits $3000 or more per year. Exceptional op-
portunity. Refs. exchanged. P.0, box 302, Mor-
ganfield, Ky. 
ENEVA ophthalmoscope and ret

IA combined. Must be in good condit ion and
in perfect working order. Send lowest cash
price. W. B. Sherratt, Lake Park, Iowa.

VO. 2 Webster-Whitcomb lathe. Woodmansee,
.in Beaumont, Texas.

W A IIMAKER'S regulator in good condi-
j1111; cheap for cash. A ad ress, " Regulator,"

504 East Broad Street, Itielimond, Va.

plitl.S1 'It I lilt IN, grinding, and lens-cutting
outfits. al. L. \Vert hley, , at.

AA jo,elry catcall city —In
Kansas, ri, lahoma or California.

" II 1:1,.‘ voine.
O('ATI(rs; ill wool town for a jewelry store,

I) or would buy small established business.
Address, 0. IV. slit rman, Central City, Iowa.

QMALL business i It New England. Geo. Lowell,
LI Kingfield, Me.

QECOND-HAND t nail case in good condition.
ii Will not buy without personal examination.
Address, " Robert Rand," room 601 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

IEWELING caliper, wills gross feed screw for
Ii No. 2 Rivett lathe. Must be in good condi-
tion. A. Moeller, 1622 Arapahoe Street, Denver,
Colorado.

To buy on easy terms, jewelry store. Good
I town, good business, good run bench work,
railroad division and watch inspector's posi-
tion, IVe can give good security. Address,
"N 875," care Keystone.

LEW ELR1 business invoicing $5000 to $7000, in
u Western climate favorable for cartarrhal
afflictions—California pref. Give invoice, gross
yearly sales and net profits first letter. "J. H.
L. 32," roma 601 Columbus Memorial Building.
Chicago.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

IEWELRY store, 28-foot wall ease, 20 feet
shelving, 54 feet counter, 38 feet show cases,

safe, roll-top bench and some other things, $500
(cost $1000), and as much stock as you wish.
Annual sales $7000. No competition. Fine op-
portunity for sonse one witls small capital. Lo-
cation South, the place for people With lung
trouble. "S 758," care Keystone.
yXCLIMONALLY fine opportunity for live
1,, watchmaker, Central New York, city 20,000.
Big repair trade. $1600 stock. $850 cash,.bal-
ance easy terms, isisirariVaLikip8a7r0t,Lnetaerreesxt.e
for Curtber part

(Continual on page 3:8) 
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FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(COttlintieti ptige 3171
fEWELRY bttsiness uu It good Eastern Kansas
" town ; no competition. Will invoice about
$2000. Address, " X," Woodstock, Hoofer &
Co., Kansas City, Mo. 

IN rented shop, watchmaker's a rid opt Man' s ott t-
I fit complete ; good run of trade. .Most central
location in town of 50,000. A first-class watch-
maker, with a knowledge of optics, niity run
shop for half profits It month before purchasing.
392 East Morrison Street., Portland, Oregon.
'MICE, clean stock and fixtures. 6 show eases,
A French plate glass, solid cherry tables ; 4
upright wall cases, burglar-proof safe, regulator,
etc. Inventory $3000 to $5000. F. J. Hutch-
inson, Hornelisville, N. Y. 
A WELL-ESTABLISHED optical business.
11 Only exclusive optical business in an enter-
prising, up-to-date town. I have good reasons
for selling. Will sell all or any part of stock,
fixtures and apparatus. Only those with the
cash and proper refs. need apply. Address,
Eugene Young, 5 and 6 Minnesota Loan and
Trust Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
a()01)-PAYING jewelry and optical business
11 in the best- mfg. town of Northern West,

Sonic new' industries that can't be
!Milled ill this—write for i ['format het. Pop. 4000
—increasing rapidly. Fine farming country
surrounding. Fine run of watch repairing and
U good rail1•0101 1,1Isi !IPSO. Stock and fixtures
$2000. Good reason, must sell at once. "C 790,"
care Keystone.

$1300 BUYS.  nice, clean stock and fixtures in
mining town of 8000. Reason for sell-

ing, other interests elsewhere take my time.
$125 monthly income. Address, "R. S. C.,"
lock box A 19, Spring Valley, III. 
IEWELRY and optical business ; good, small,
U healthy Wisconsin town. Reason, other
interests. 'H 805," care Keystone.
DESIRABLEjewelry business in growing town.
" Stock and fixtures $3500

' 
can reduce. Frank

Clement, Barton Landing, Vt.

AN old-established Jewelry and optical business,
11 best location in city of 12,000 inhabitants.
Will take about $6000 cash. Best reasons for
selling. "II 796," care Keystone. 
QMALL jewelry and music business in 1Vestern

• 

Iowa town of 1200 pop. Good business ; good
opening ; failing eyesight. Invoice about $600.
Address, "Jeweler," box 391, Noels, Iowa. 

$4000 BUYS jewelry business in live mfg.
city. Possession given at once. Going

into other business. W. 0. Mead, Cortland, N. Y.
JEWELRY store fists:rt.:3. To settle estate.

▪ 

Must be sold at twee. Frances W. Page,
Admr., Delhi, N. Y.

$3000 JEWELRY, optical and queensware
store in Smut hem Kansas ; no compe-

tition. 1000 inhabitants ; good country to draw
from. $2000 resideece to sell. A snap. Address,
" F 795," care Keystene.

I2ifil ESTABLISH ED jewelry and pawn-uu broker's business ; very profitable.
Fortune assured—only elle in city ; best loca-
tion. 59 Remsen Strect, coliees, N. Y.
I DAHO. Nice repair t rade in Idaho town, 1000

• 

pop. Good prices ; just the place for fair
workman. Write partieulars. "P 816," care
Keystone.

A SNAP for someone with $2000 ; can reduce
stock. Must leave on account of health.

Central part of Ohio ; pop. 8000. Will guarantee
a good thing; write at once. " U 819," care
Keystone. 

ONLY jewelry and optical store in a growingmfg. town of 2500. Address, W. F. Day itc
Co., Millersburg, Pa.
IEWELRY and optical business in New York

State town of 2000. lint I. only mere
in town. Good reastun I. ir selling. `fin° eash
takes outfit. "L 820," care Key:mote.

$2000—WELL-ESTABLIS1 1E0 elry busi-
ness ; pop. 1000. No etotipet I I it ; good

run of bench work. Address, s. Rhodes, I Irises,
Nebraska.

WELL - ESTA BLISHEI/ jewelry and optical
" business in very pleasant 11111.1 live town
with natural gas at 25e. per 1000 feet ; also
splendid water. Plenty of work and good
trade. Stock and fixtures 82490 ; ran reduce.
Poor health. Ad d I'l285, Box 53, Kttoxville,
Tioga Co., Pa.

UTICA L business established 10 years ; grow-
U ing Pennsylvania town, '20,000 pop. I n her
Interest ; bargain if taken at once. " V 825,"
care Keystone.

DLEAN stock and fixtures ; will reduce 10 62900.

• 

Lively town of 5000. Good business; repairing
$1200. Have other business. Big opportunity
to do big business at once. S. Weis, lieu-
verneur, N. Y.

(1000-PAYING jewelry store in town of 700;
U rich fanning country. Nearest competition
20 miles. In‘•oice $1600. Several smaller towns
to draw from. Address, M. F. Troxel, Bryant,
South DakOttl.

A SNAP for cash or bankable paper. Jeweli•■T'
Ii business in Northern Iowa ; pop. 900.
Stock $10,000 ; can reduce. 1903 sales $10,900;
repairs $1400 ; net profits *3600 ; rent $32.
Health, selling cause. Address, C heries R.
Mason, room 601 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

HAYING jewelry business in Indiana town of

• 

1000 pop. No opposition ; 12 miles to nearest
jeweler. Invoice $2250 ; also residence worth
$750. Particulars in first letter. Address,
" B 827," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

Inisiness complete ; Stock, fixtures,
" with lease running for 3 years, on the best
business street in the city of Baltimore. Has
lasen established since 1895, doing good cash
business. With all the above date records up
to the present day. Splendid chance. ltent for
store and dwelling, $1200 a year. Owing to ill
health will sell very cheap. Address, Home
Bank, 325 W. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md. 

OLT jewelry store in town ; 2 railroads. Good
1, man wanted. Write for particulars. Address,
J. B. Pederson, Leeds, N. Dak.

fiNE of the best and oldest established jewelry
U stores in Chicago. Owner wishes to retire.
II. Von der Heydt, 357 Ogden Avenue, Chicago.

A $7000 STOCK of jewelry, watches aud silver-
'', ware, no fixtures, located in one of tile best
cities and health resorts in Colorado. A splendid
location for invalid. Owner is not •a jeweler,
and will sell at a bargain. Box 707, Colorado
Springs, Colo. 
TI113 best opportunity in Southern California'j

to step into money-making jewelry business;
excel len 1, climate, 2500 pop. Rent $20 ; irlvoice
$4000 ; repairs $1500 ,• sales $5000 year. Write if
you mean business, have the cash and can take
possession before May. Address, " B 845," care
Keystone.

14000-PAYING jewelry and optical business
1-1 in progressive Virginia town of 2000. Clean
stock and excellent lixtures—hivoice about
$1500. Fine fanning country, light expenses,
fine water, healthful climate. (Mod reasons.
Snap for limited capital. "A 893, "care Keystone.
IEWELRY store in Southern Wisconsin town,
1) pop. 6000. Established 10 years • railroad
watch inspection, About $4000. " U '829," care
Keystone.

A JEWELRY store, stock, fixtures and tools in
II the best mfg. city in the southern part of
Pennsylvania ; pop. 40,000 ; established 16 years,
principal business street. Address, "It 860,"
care Keystone. 
I IAL interest in good-paying jewelry stock
I III a good growing Iowa town of I000 inhabi-
tants. Address, " W 839," care Keystone.
aooD jewelry business in North Central Kan-
u sas, in the corn and wheat belt. Good town
of about 900 pop. No competition. Good schools,
5 churches. Steck and fixtures invoice about
$2500. "G 818," care Keystone. 

SQPECIAL bargain, nice, up-to-date jewelry
and optical business in largest mining camp

in State of Nevada, three years old, and over
4000 pop. Reasons for selling, retiring from
business. Address, F. A. Montgomery, Tono-
pah, Nev. 

fiNLY jewelry store in Western town of 2000

• 

pop. No competition. Yearly sales $6000;
yearly bench receipts $1500, Stock will invoice
$2500. Good reason for selling. Store rent $30
pm month. Address.," C 814,' care Keystone,
VXCELLENT opening for a man with a little
Is money. Good town in California. No other
optician or first-class watchmaker. Will sell
or lease building Reasons for selling, age and
failing sight. " T 806," care Keystone.
(L1)-ESTABLISHED jewelry, notions and
✓ millinery store, only one in village; 2000
pop. Nearest competition 150 miles. Control
trade of mines in vicinity. Fixtures and stock
$1000. Bench work $100 per month, Failing
eye sight, cause for selling. Address, M. S.
Darling, Yuma, Ariz.

$35fin BUYS jewelry store in the best city in
vu Arkansas. Do not write unless you

have the cash. Ad., "If 862," care Keystone.
TOCK and fixtures, central 1Visconsin town

Li of 6000; tine 1.1111 Ilf ; invoice ;1750.
Must be sold by Klutrels 1st ; good reasons for
selling. Address, " It 030," cart, Keystone.

VINE stock PIM 11XIIIERS ill \VI'S; Denusyl-

▪ 

vania. \vitt :,..T-,111111 10 S71,11111); can
reduce. (food farming :mil ttt It tl1 I nit ; sIr-
irai factories. Only I l l lit !WI'

llave paralysis, the rtt,,on for selling. 11111
give right man fine chalice. "G. 800," care
Keystone.

IEWELRY business, established 38 years, in a
lamming railroad town (420,000 inhabitants,

in 1.;:est Central 1V isconsin. Stoll: and fixtures
f,5011, at 1 bargain. Can reduce. Bench work
.0 er ,•4110 per month. 111-bealth cause of sale.
II. I Desombre, Fend dui lae, \V is.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures in good, central

• 

Iowa town, invoice about t3500. Door health,
reason for selling. Good optimist nity for it good
workman and optician. Address, Lock box 546,
Nevada, Iowa.

1E \VELRY fixtures and tools if wanted, for
sale. No competition within 20 miles ; sin

located in best agricultural district in Okla-
homa; new railroad and fast growing town.
" C 866," care Keystone.

HAVING charge of the time service of several
H trans-continental railroads necessitates my
discontinuing retail business, and offer my
stock and fixtures for sale. Sly establishment
is considered the most modern ii id handsomest
in the Northwest. Best lot.atien and finest
building in the city. Established 17 years.
This 15 RH enterprising, rapid-growing city ;
large railroad center, State university, and ex-
tensive territory tributary. Extensive railroad
trade, keeping 2 first-class watchmakers em-
ployed. Excellent opportunit y 11,1 an enter-
prising man to purchase an est ablished profit-
able business of best repo t at ion. Investigation
requested. Stock and (ixtu res Will noi III ,old
for less than actual cost ; transaction strictly
cash. Only rtlisttie firing need coin nth nicate,
Address, J. Gans!, Grand Forks, N. flak.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

VXCEPTIONA 1, opportunity fur yottug num
" with small capital to purchase jewelry store
complete ; 14 years' established. Sub-renting
building pays your store rent. Engaged in
other business and cannot attend to both.
" Jeweler," 212 N. Fremont A ve., Baltimore,Md.

$500 'Z'ar!)g.iriPur:Witisi 821°014,11g, 41.5n00
credit, in 1903. Get $7.50 for fitting G. F.
spheres ; $10 sphere and cyl.; $14 solid gold ;
other prices accordingly. Vill allow you to
sell stock of jewelry ou C0111111115Si011 or sell that
to you also. Guarantee to buy back in a year
if you are so inclined. " P 854," care Keystone.

WELL -ESTABLISHED jewelry business in
" good manufacturing city. Great bargain ;
moderate investment ; no old stock. Good
reasons. Ad., SI W. Second, Portsmouth, Ohio.
I.EADING store in wealthy and prosperous
U city of 20,000 inh iabitants n New England ;
large country trade; established 20 years. Doing
$20,000 annually ; rent $600 ; repairs $2000.
watch inspectorship. Clearing $4500 above ex-
penses; modern fixtures ; will pay for itself in
3 years. $15,000, part cash ; balance can remain
on stock. Address, " B 864," care Keystone. 
WIIAT will you give for a jewelry store and
(1 some optical business? It now pays over
$1000 a year. Appearance, front and location the
best—none better. Rent only $40; not very deep,
otherwise it would bring $100. Pop. 100,000—
not 1000 or 2000. This business is young and
has a start. The prelim can easy be more than
doubled this yet1r, and if you are an optician
I hat part alone toulti be increased to nearly $200
S month in a little while. About $2500 lets me
out so I Vali ell gage in manufacturing. Or sell
what ),(111 Wahl. Of the stock and fixtures. What
will you give for the opportunity ? Box 96,
1Vilmington, Del. 

IEWELItY and optical business, invoice about

• 

$4000. Cash taken in per year $5000 ; 65 per
cent. profit. Finest climate, fine country; 15

small towns to draw trade from. Established
14 years. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Ad-
dress, "H 840," care Keystone. 

Sc fill WILL buy a well-established jewelryuuu business. Correspondence invited. "R
843," care Keystone. 

$2500 CASH buys my retail business locatedCohocton, N. Y. Stock invoices
$2100 ; fixtures, etc., the balance. No opposition.
Ettll particulars and reason for sellitig in first
letter. F. J House.
QTOCK and fixtures, all new, in first-class town

• 

in New England. Will invoice about $2000;
best location ; fine optical trade. Failing health,
must sell; a flute opportunity. "II 865," care
Keystone.

QTOCIC and flute res in a good railroad town of
1.1 7000 in Northern Al issou ri, invoice about
$4000 ; can be reduced some. Nei 'assets last
year $3547. This is a good thing ; ley Moults
are open for your inspection. Ift.asen for selling,
must change climate. No old stock. "K 836,"
care Keystone.
(10011 business Ohio town, 2000 pop. Rich
U farming community. Only jewelry stock in
town. Good location. Low rent. Address,
"C 822," care Keystone.
f.1,0011-1'AYING prosperous jewelry and 1111111-
U nery store in Southern California, pop. 5000.
Good business center. INIust sell on account of
ill-health. Stock and fixtures invoiced at $5000.
Particulars given on application. Armer &
1Veinshelik, San Francisco, Cal. 
11,00D-PAYING jewelry and optical business,
U in up-to-date Wiseonsin town, pop. 3000.
Reason for selli pig, have other business. Ad-
dress, "II 809," care Keystone.
EsTABLisii Eli jewelry business it, greeting
" city in IVashinglen, of 25,000 Ise,. I icuil it,
cause of wanting Ili sell. Stock and Ii res in-
voice at, $25110. Will reduce to suit. ;mill lip-

portunity for watehinaker. For further infor-
mation address, " M can, key,1011..,_ _

SMALL (11,1,11 Of W ;111•111,, 1•1111•11, 1111 11.jEWO1Ey;

I in drug store. (food local ion. Cheap rent.
"MI 073," cam Kevsliole.
001)-DA IN1f jewelry business hi -thriving

• 

town 1500 inhabitants, 110 C01111/Pi cheap
for cash. Reasons ler selling, other business.
J. R. Carper, Dallas I 'it y, III.

SI WORTH 01' goods Millie by the
(flu Imperial Manulactiiring Detroit,

Alich. Theme goods are DPW and fresh, and will
he sold for $100. Price in el tides 81111W ellSe Mid
50 full-size samples. \V rite to Clarence
Brown, 270 Middle St., holland, Me.
11N account, of of ht.]; husiness will sell my jew-
u elry business in good, live, wealthy town ;
1200 pop.; the greatest champagne and wine
manufacturing center in the United States.
Stock and natures will invoice about $1500. A
rare chance for a good man. It. E. Randall,
flammondsport, N. Y.
QTORE for sale. Have made enough in 6 years
U to be easy. Stock inventory $10,000 ; fixtures
$2500. Business $18,000 tier year—growilig. The
best city in Eastern Indiana. Large ltt;ttOl foe-
taring interests and in the heart of the gas and
oil regions. I want to sell bee:lose I have other
1111SilleSS. particulars given those w110
11110111 1/115111(`SS 111111 have cash. ''11
832," care Keystone.

A JEWELRY store 0T-tow lief I 70 t poii: in Iowa.
L Stock and fixtures will in Mee about $1500.
Best location ill town. Chas. T. Monkey,
Britt, lows.

1)RUG and jewelry stock in good Iowa town.Will invoice about $3500, or will sell either
separate. Address, "11' 811," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

HARE snap. On account of health only jewelry
it business in Missouri town of 10,000. Plenty
bench work. About $800 ; can reduce. Pay to
investigate. "1 844," care Keystone.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures, invoice about
11 $600; no opposition ; in central Ohio. ''T
879," care Keystone. 
WELL- ESTABLISHED jewelry business in

Massachusetts college town 5000 pop. Ex-
cellent run of bench work. Best reasons for
selling. Address, Box 386, Amherst, Mass. 
(1LDEST established jewelry and optical bust-
y mess in one of the healthiest and most -pro-
gressive towns in California, invoice about
$3000. Full particulars and reasons for selling
upon application. Ad.," T 815," care Keystone.
EXCEPTIONAL opportunity—Jewelry and op-
5.4 tical business in fastest growing town in
West Virginia. Coal and gas region. Indus-
tries locating account cheap fuel. Extensive
contributory territory. Clean stock ; invoice
$3000 with fixtures. Bench work $75 per month.
Little competition. Good profits. Inability to
do bench work reason for selling. "B 737,"
care Keystone.

$35fin JEWELRY and optical business in
uu Southern Minnesota. Must be sold at

once because of illness in family. J.E.Fairchild,
Fairmont, Minn.

IEWELRY and optical business in one of the
1( nicest towns in Ohio, pop, about 9000. Hand-
some, nice, clean stock. No old chestnuts. Can
reduce stock to suit. Annual profits average
$3500. Reasons, have an invalid wife. Physician
advises to go South. Ad.,"I, 130," care Keystone.
MANUFACTURING jewelry business in city.
"1- of 40,000 pop. Best equipped shop west of
IffisssIssippi River. No competition whatever.
Have fine trade. Write for particulars. "II 831,"
care Keystone.

a0013-PAYING jewelry business cheap, in one
1/ (El' the best growing towns in Idaho. Stock
and fixtures will invoice between $3000 and
$3500. Climate cannot be beat. Must be sold
within 60 days. Other business demands my
attention. " D 821," care Keystone. 
MY jewelry store in a thriving mining and agri-
.01 cultural town of 7000 people, two railroads,
good public schools, 3500 bales of cotton bought
here last fall. Two jewelry stores in town, mine
the largest 

' 
• will invoice $2000. Good profit on

goods, and have fine bench trade, and will bear
investigation. S. Swarts, Coalgate, Ind. Ter. 
HARGAIN in nice stock of jewelry and fix-
" tures in good town. Low rent. Good stand.
Big trade. Price to suit. Box 156, Hickory, N. C.

$4000 WILL buy a flue-paying jewelry andoptical business in a Southern city of
Wisconsin, 2500 inhabitants, surrounded by a
number of smaller towns to draw trade from.
Last year's gross sales $6500 with good profit.
Can lease store and 7-room dwelling adjoining
store, centrally located, at 025 per month. An
Al stand for a good, reliable man. Only two
jewelers here. No auctioneer need apply. Rea-
son for selling, poor health. Terms, spot cash.
Address, "B 868," care Keystone. 
IEWELRY store, stock and fixtures put in new

last October. Will invoice from $1500 to $2000.
Fine location, low rent. Best Iowa town of 30,000.
Address, "S 874," care Keystone. 
I HAVE for sale, as administrator, a stock of
I jewelry and books in one of the best towns
In Southet•n Michigan. Will sell the stock of
books separate, or, stock of jewelry separate

' 
or

will sell them both together. The business has
been established for 30 years, with a good reputa-
tion, but wish to close it out to settle up the
estate. A MIrt•ss, R. A. Heesen, Administrator,
'ref:tun:sell, Mich.
THE leading jewelry store lit a prosperous
I Nerthern leaut ceitilly scat town in the
finest agrieoltural section of the State. Stock
and ti X 111,0la $5500. A pros-
Its ;Intl paying business. Best of reasons
Ii' selling. Address, Frank Charles, room 601,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

1901-'02 and '03 K EvsTos; es, good condition ;best offer. .1. IL Dimon, Candor, N. Y.
WATCHMAKER'S bench, solid cherry, plain
" top, good condition ,• a bargain at $8.00.
J. H. Dimon, Candor, N. Y.
W H. TEWEL1., Bement, Ill., will sell his
U • store fixtures for $300. On the account of
his deafness he is compelled to quit business.
A nice business, plenty of work for a good
man ; also a fine optical business. Any one
Interested in this must write at once. About
1600 inhabitants ; too good to lay idle. 
A FINE, high-grade safe and _polishing lathe.
LI The S.T. Little Jewelry Co., Cu mberland,Md.
11E ZENO luminous retinoscope, complete, $10-.

Prisoptometer, coniplete, $14. Brand new
lens drill, $10. Edward Clarke, Dunkirk, N.Y.

I HAVE a Hardy oplithalinometer geed as new,
I latest mires, price $25 ; also a new $17 trial
set for $10. Dr. M. Cain, McLouth, Kans.

HARDY ophthalinometer, electric light attach-
ment ; accurate. " P 847," care Keystone.

DAK wall eases, show cases, regulator, safe,
U optical instruments, etc. Complete jeweler's
outfit. almost new, at a bargain. "P 780,"
care Keystone.

' 4
FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

fiNE jewelers' wire-drawing machine, $9.00,
u cost $18.00 ; same as new. one no
Craglieth stone, size 30 inches, el-, in. Mee ; ab-
solutely flawless and free from coal. Bangers,
pulleys, etc.

' 
complete to be set up 6.r power.

Price, 812.00; worth about $30.00. t . \V. Stun-
ner, 79 Lockwood Avenue, Cleveland, (Mitt.

fiNE-HALF off, Geneva lathe, chucks and a
U good set of tools. Write for list. F Henry
Thelle, Moorehead, Minn. 

$25 WORTH of small watchmaking tools, in-eluding K. & D. staking tool, 'much vise,
pliers, gravers, etc. First P. O. money order for
$10 takes the bunch. Address, J. O. Smith, care
Geo. Hay Co., Attica, Ind. 

fiNE tine rate chronometer. C. H. Fredrickson,
U 1016 W. Main, La Porte, Ind.

OR SALE—Hardy ophtlialinometer with
I. adjustable table ; In good condition. E. II.
Keel, Sioux Falls, S. flak. 
DON'T miss this if you want an engraving
JJ machine, good as new ; $35. Martin Bock,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

fffl PLAIN walnut stack, red plush trays ; 10
411, watch, 2 chain, 2 ring, 1 thimble, 1 elutrm ;
in use nine months, for $12 cash. They cost $53.
F. Overstreet, Paxton, Ill. 

HOMPLETE, improved traveltsr's trial case with
1( removable tray and pitrtitions for stock.
Also Loring improved ophthalmoscope, retino-
scope, Geneva lens measure and small stock of
spectacles, eyeglasses, coquilles and lenses. All
good as new and cheap at 665. Address, G. B.
Lowe, Petoskey, Mich.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

MEW Brooks typewriter; exchange for A merican
II watches. C. W. Keeler, Binghamton, N 1'.

BE A.M engraving machine, full nickel, te o setstype and ornaments, only used two months,
has carved oak stand ; ti tie machine. %Vont
mula lia telemeter. Photo. on request. J. H.
Dineue, I 'a tolor, N. 1'.
I \v. Ql LEN & CO.'S trial case in good condi-

Ii,o, ; eost 546 ; one universal Swiss lathe
one transit. What have you? Jos, Hummel,
Jr., ;quilt:le, Ind.

WANT to exchange a fine chronometer, nearly
new, for an up-to-date Eaton & Glover New

Century engraving machine. Must have all
attachments and be in good condition. Sanders
Bros., Paris, Texas.

ARGE harp, 5;1; feet, high, 72 strings. WantJ 
gasoline engine, street clock, phonograph,

or what have you? C. B. Carleton, Manchester
Depot, Vt.

9111.1 MODEL, 5 horse-power marine gasoline
uu engine, with shaft anti reversing pro-

peller. Murphy Bros., 1•'ox Lake, Wis.

WILL exchange real estate for business.
TT Schellenberger, Battle Creek, Mich. 

COIN slot graphephone and 44 records ; Hardyskiaseope ; Prince phorometer ; Clark's ring
rolls. Want typewriter. Johnson, watchmaker,
Wallingford, Conn.

ABOUT one hundred find forty dollars' tvo-if

• 

fine perfumes, tooth powders, et,.., Ill best
offer. Can use musical instruments, optical
goods, trial ease, lathe, or what have you?
Address, M. C.Weyer. jeweler, Faribatt I t, 11 inn.

VNGRAV.ING machine, used very little ; four
" sets of type. Will sell or trade for trial case.
F. P. Richers, Salem, 511185.

ICE retinoscope, with complete ligh t in g
tttl ttlt in en t, measures all errors of refraction ;

est:It:Inge for ophilialmometer or sell for cash,
-Optician," 187 Main St., New Baltimore, Ohio.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

(IRA DUATE optician, with $2000 CIISII, Willi tfi
U fine watchmaker with equal amount, to Mart

I ewelry store in fair-sized city. Answer quick.
Benno Jackson, Adrian, Mich.

VINEST quality X.-Sawed oak hand-made wall
I eases, show cases and counters, unilurella
case and Hall jewelers' lire and burglar-proof
safe, walnut, silk-plush-lined stack trays in any
form or (plow it y, all or auy one at a great liar-
gain. Let us knoW what you want. Quarles
Bros.,_Clarksville, Tenn.

HALA NCE staff's, 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per
1, dozen. Turned on center and run true.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

M /NET loaned to jewelers. Write for Merma-
n'. tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

HOLLER jewels, 25e. per dozen, W. C. Bonney,
II Keokuk, lows.

LIFE scholarship in Intl' college, including di-
.15 and highest degree, for tally $7.50. See
our advertisement, page 306, and write Mr our
new prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

HALANCEholejewels, ruby and sapphire; holes
nicely polished anti set in brass settings for

any make or size of watch. $1 per dozen.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

WANTED—All jewelers to just drop a postal
11 card for " Successful Feels," to John K.
Craig, 902 Columbia Avenue, Lancaster, Pa. 

pl,ANCE staff's, 7-jewel grade, $1 per dozen.
Turned on centers and run true. W. C.

Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

(,AMPLE pages of lectures and lessons of the
U correspondence course in optics will he sent
free by The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, on application.

WE make a specialty of loaning money to
" jewelers. Write for information. Collateral
Loan and Banking Co., 143 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio. 

TRY carrying jewels by sizes of holes—the way

• 

I carry them. You may like it. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa. 

WANTED—Every optician to read page 693, of
(I November issue of Optical Journal, tool
then read the ad. on page 141, of the January
KEYSTONE.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

11.\ HI; A IN, whi hev last. swiss mainsprings,

• 

Mice 1 to I. wnitli 17 to 25, fir toc. a dozen;
also cheap universal lathe, 7 ; also imported
New Era second-handed lathe, with 10 wheel
chucks and countershaft, 640 ; abs(( two 3--ineit
glass movement covers for 5c.; postage extra,
15c. Emile Dreyer, 71 Nassau, New York City.

IIIAVE you an oia Englisft wateh time vim want
ii changed int It American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversiniths'IlIdg.,Chicago,i11.

Ame.ricau - made movements, key..
IU winders, first-class condition ; 61.00 molt.
Send money with order. .1antes Broadbent, 4S.
Forty-second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

you are looking for it good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. Here is the place. NV. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the t rade, 802 Coltim-•
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

WATCHMAKING for tit . t rade. Staffs,
ders, pinions, COIllpli,ated and other new

pieces made. Moderate 'urines : 20 years' refer-
ences. N. Langford, watchmaker, 51 Maiden
Lane, New York.

QAMPLE pages of lectures and lessons or the
U correspondence course in .qut in.5 oil] 1,■• t
free by The National t'ellege of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, on application.

HOLD and sliver-plat ing,satiu finish,engraving,
U engnie-tureing, everything lit thit line of
woo, ca,4, rel.; ring, (I. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

I'M:112AV ii: its. liewes hand - wrought,
" gravers ant sulterier to all others in tough-
ness and hardness. send 25 cents for sample.
Made and warn:100d IIV .1. 1 !ewes, Sharon, Pa.

WHY not send nie your watch cases that need
(( repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversinit Its' lildg.,Chicago,I11.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
1( every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brtishings polishings, every-
thing containing gold unit silver. Eine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansoni Street, Philadelphia, Po. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
I Optical Institute is progressive as well as
successful in teaching young men 110W to be-
come experts ill watch repairing. Students will
find it better to be correctly Instructed in prac-
tical priumples at the begintung of the course.
We have no superiors in this line. We 110 not
give cheap instructions or pay a commission for
students. We have all we can attend to, and
give each one many times ties volute of the
money consideration. Our work is practical
from start to finish. NVe want only students
who come for work and knowledge. 'No toughs
or sports wanted. Yours for business, Or.
Tarbox and Gordon.

HELP WANTED.

A yorTN.(; man, will, 1 or 2 years' exp., to finish
It I rade. Address, Lock box 57, 1Varsaw, N. Y.

WANTED.

TO buy engraving machine. Must be in good
I repair. Buchan A Co., Aurora, Nebr.
FIRST-CLASS business, with a good repair

it trade, in a growing town. T. A. McIntyre,
1148 Maple Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.

PEARLS FB0ORU GeHATs

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any 'Pearls lit sell4attii:2t-te,t) do not
care to buy them yourself, sen
.CHAS. S. CROSSNIAN s* CO.
3 Maiden Lane, New York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 - - -Est a b I imbed 1880- ---

Repairing
for the Trude.

Our work is the kind you call your own.

L. E. WINSLOW,
35.37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

OURS AND YOURS
Our school should be yours to attend

because it offers unequaled advantages
in giving t Ii 0 ro u gh instructions in
watchwork. Circulars to any address
on application.

Canadian Biological Institute,
115 East King Street,

H. R. PLAYTNER,
DIRECTOR. Toronto, Ont.
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The phrase above gives the keynote of our business policy.
The products of QUIT ring manufactory and diamond cutting

plant are delivered directly to the retailer at prices
wholly freed of any middleman's unnecessary profits.

Important Announcement
The principal offices of THE EATON &

GLOVER COMPANY will hereafter be at the
factories, Sayre, Pa. The export business
only will be conducted from New York.

This move has been made necessary by the increasing
magnitude of the National Steel Plate Engraving Company,
which has assumed such proportions as to demand almost

the entire time and attention of the officers resident in New

York, while the Engraving Machine business of The Eaton

& Glover Company will be conducted from Sayre, Pa.,

under the personal supervision of Mr. Wm. T. Goodnow,

Vice-President of the Company, where it will receive the

same painstaking care and attention that has characterized

it in the past.

Hereafter all domestic correspondence in regard to

Engraving Machines should therefore be addressed to Sayre,

Pa., and all correspondence in connection with the National

Steel Plate Engraving Company should be addresse.d to

106 and 108 Sixth Avenue, New York City.

DID YOU SEE OUR JANUARY ADS.?

The Eaton & Glover Company,
Export Office— SAYRE, PA.
io6=io8 Sixth Ave., New York.
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Some "Pointers"
for 1904.

I. More kVatches will be sold than in 1903,
notwithstanding the Presidential election ;

2. The average grade of Watch sold will be
higher than in 1903 ;

3. The cumulative results of the extensive
advertising of the Boss Case and the
Keystone trade-mark, in 1902-03, will
appear in 1904;

4. The general public is pretty well con-
vinced that there is no " just as good,"
in Watch Cases, and that Cases stamped

with a are the best ;

5. The public wants the best for its money ;
so that

6. Cases stamped are the safest to offer,
in 1904.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
Philadelphia.

\@
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Our New Railroad Watch.
We have just placed upon the market a new 16 size railroad

movement, grade No. 280, designed for the most exacting rail-
way service.

To insure its safe delivery to the jewelers we have placed it
in a neat mahogany display box, on which a rebate of Si.00 will
be allowed for its return to our factory in good condition and
complete with cotton cover and inside skeleton case.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
ELGIN, ILLINOIS.

RR Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.

FINEST
QUALITY

Gold Front
Gold Filled
and Seamless

Goods.

CHAINS.

Vest, Pony,

Lorgnette,

Neck.

LOCKETS and
CHARMS

for Ladies and

Gentlemen.

Bracelets,

Brooches,

Bar Pins,

Scarf Pins,

Cuff Buttons,

Earrings,

Crosses,

Waist Sets,

Chain

Trimmings.

100 Richmond Street, Established 1873.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

2 476 "•

32
3229 BriMods

2483 2475 H..-•

3228 • 3 ['earl
3230/ 3 Brilliant
No. 53 a 4 Pins ill Set; Pearl
N. 54 8 1 Pins 111 Set, liIi

2482 2474 H

3231 Largo
3234 Largesy, Brinisint
3232 Medium, l'eiarl
3235 Mediain,1111111atit
3233 Small, Pearl
3236 goilt11. iifl ;it

2473 H"-,

3219 3

2413 satin
2406 PIO.
2420 Row.

2411 Sd
2404
2418

321

STERLING
SILVER

Toilet and

Manicure

Articles.

Desk Goods
and

Useful
Novelties.

Everything in

Sets for

Ladies' and

Gentlemen's

Use.

All of

heavy weight

and

finely finished.

HIGH-GRADE

GOODS

AT

LOW PRICES.



Our New Railroad Watch.
We have just phccoi upon thc market a IleW 16 L,17_,C railroad

iTiovement, grade \(). :So, designed for the most exacting rail-
\\ 1Ce.

To) insure its safe delivery to the jewelers we have placed it

ill a neat mahogany display box, on Vt'hiCil a rebate of '!.)I.00 will
be ill()wed for its return to our factory in (mod condition and
complcte with cntton cover and inside skeleton case.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
ELGIN, ILLINOIS.

jraB, Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co. frral<321
100 Richmond Street, Established 1873. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

FINEST
QUALITY

.„)1(1 Front
( ;old Filled

:old Seamless

;oods.

CHAINS.

I.orgnette,

Neck.

LOCKETS all( I
CHARMS

for Ladies and

Gentlemen.

Bracelets,

Brooches,

Bar Pins,

Scarf Pins,

Cuff Buttons,

Earrings,

Crosses,

Waist Sets,

Chain

Trimmings.

247i:

3227 r-,, t1
3229

3228 3
3230 3 Brilliant
N... 53 B 4 ••■•t.
\..• 54 B S,,t.

155 11,.3,1 N.4•1: 11 in.

2482

3231 Litrit■—1,

333222333452 NI1:■.1.1:14:1:1[:1111.",:11::.:111.ii:1\iii141
3233 ',limn. l'(.0.1
3236 sm:111. Itrinfitlit.

•

2473

• 3 219 3

STERLING
SILVER

Toilet and

Manicure

Articles.

Desk Goods
and

Useful

Novelties.

Ever\ thing in

Sets for

Ladies' and

Gentlemen's

Use.

All of

heavy weight

and

finely finished.

HIGH-GRADE

GOODS

AT

LOW PRICES.
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THE RINGS OF KELLER
embody every evidence of beauty and perfection. The
variety of artistic designs displayed represents notable
achievements in originality and execution. With a
stock of such extensiveness, a profitable selection is
always an easy matter.

Repetition of orders is about the best evidence of
a good selling product—you'll repeat your order to. us
—Keller Rings sell. .

The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Company,
64 Nassau Street, New York.

Factory, 8 L11111 St., Newark, N. J. Telephone, 3270 John.
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A great many Jewelers speak of us as

'The House for R. R. Watches'
We invite you to try us for high-grade Movements, such as

Vanguard, 18 size, 23 j., 21 j., 19 j.
Crescent St., 18 size, 21 j., 19 j.
Premier, 18 size, 17 j.
Appleton, Tracy de Co., 18 size, 17 j.
Vanguard, 16 size, 23 j.
Veritas, 18 size, 23 j., 21 j.
B. W. Raymond, 18 size, 19 j., 17 j.

Father Time, 18 size, 21 j.
No. 270 Elgin, 16 size, 21 j. (Lever Set).
No. 942 0. F., No. 943 Htg., Hamilton, 18 size,
No. 940 0. F., No. 941 Htg., 64 46

No. 936 0. F., No. 937 Htg., 44 64

No. 990 0. F., Hamilton, 16 size, 21 j.
No. 992 0. F., 44 44 21 j.

21 j.

21 j.

17 ".1

Other Jewelers express great satisfactions with our service in supplying the
needed grades in R. R. Watches. We should like to have an opportunity of demon-
strating our service to you.

The Non=Retailing Co., Jobbers in Watches and Chains,
Lancaster, Pa.

I' "q4.5kt-.A2DR*5.-.. FIAN..ILisAueiz.,
"LISSACOMATLL:eglik. 7F11145.KAILLFIAt,

■1111,

I

ci 86 6

,4•• IV',

Polcilx1625„1

Our Imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam and we can therefore offer you SUBSTANTIAL INDUCEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICE: During the year 1904 our travelers, Messrs. Julius KLEIN, Max TRAUB,
T. LINDENBERG and Albert GINZBERG, will call regularly, as heretofore,

on the legitimate jewelry trade only, with a new and complete line of our. goods.
Soliciting your favors for them, as well as for us your direct orders, which will have our prompt attention, we are

Yours truly,

Loose or Mounted Diamonds, Pearls,
Watches and Jewelry sent on selection to
responsible jewelers.

Our goods are insured while in transit.

1
7112 MAIDEN LANE

P. 0. Box 10:25. NEW YORK
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The wise jeweler
and watchmaker of to-day
sends us all his Tool and
Material orders.

We make a specialty--a
hobby—of this branch of our
business.

We could not have better
facilities for giving you prompt
and satisfactory service.

When we get your name on
our books we will keep it there,
if quality, promptness and the
best of treatment can do it.

Send us a trial order.

SMALL MATERIAL. ORDERS are increasing in volume every day on account of thenumber and different grades of American watches that are being placed on the market.
This is a demand that we are able to supply.
We add new materials to our stock to meet new deminds as they arise.
Our stock of GENUINE FACTORY MATERIALS for all styles of Americanwatches is complete, and we will keep it so.
We sell these goods at the lowest factory prices.
You can come to us knowing that you will get what you want, and getit quickly.

Most of these Materials, now in general use, are shown in our catalogue.
We send it free on request with card.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The progressive jeweler—
the one who pleases his cus-

tomers best and makes more
money in the end—chooses his

Tools and Materials with the
utmost care.
The quality cannot be too high;

mere cheapness is expensive.
When you buy a Lathe or Tool from

us you run no risk—we give you a money-
back guarantee that every Tool you buy of

us will prove perfectly satisfactory, and that
every Lathe is true and perfect in every respect.

GENUINE
MOSELEY LATHE.

Prices:
With 10 chucks, $37.00

41.00
" 32 " 51.00
Write for cash discount.

GENUINE
WEBSTER-WHITCOMB

LATHE.

Prices:
With 10 chucks, $35.00
" 17 " 40.25
" 32 " 51.50
Write for cash discount.

GENEVA LATHE.

Complete as illustrated,
$15.00 net cash.

First quality and the best
low-priced lathe sold.

Outfit is packed in neat
wood box, same as Gem
Lathe.

GEM LATHE.

Complete outfit as illus-
trated,

$22.15 net cash.

Moseley Lathe No. 2.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe.

w.

ITITTITTIT1
(ieneva Lathe.

Oem Lathe.

No. 15. Foot-Wheel No. 1. Countershaft No. 9. Countershaft No. I 2.Swing Foot-Wheel, $2.15 net, N. P., each, $2.58 net. N. P., each, 94c. net.L'AChp $5.45 net,

The Wise Jeweler
makes the money. He takes advantage of every turn. He
buys carefully, sells advantageously, keeps his stock clean,
saves the filings and sweepings from work bench and floor.
But saving his gold and silver and his sweepings is only the
first step. Getting all the money possible out of them is the
real thing. He demonstrates he is wise when he sends
his sweepings, old gold and silver to us, and tries

Our Plan
This old, tried and true plan of ours is this : You send

us your Sweeps and Old Gold and Old Silver. We send
you a check immediately. If our offer is not satisfactory,
send back the check and we will return your shipment
without cost to you. In doing this you take no chances,
as it is no sale until we hear from you.

Goldsmith Bros.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

Chicago, Ill.
Office, 63 and 65 Washington Street.
Works, 58th and Throop Streets.

We are paying 50 cents
per ounce for Old Silver.
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English Case as Received. As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to stem-Wind.

.English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Netting old geld cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93. 95 anD 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

The e two cuts show Flat .11 Round Reicher Rings These cols show tl o same Hogs with ew, high claws,reeel e 1 1th el vv, hedly worn off and too low to stones stroroly reset, and entire rings refl'elthed like new.penult re ettle g stones
Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, 

• S 75 to $1.25
" " " eight " " " " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

These two cute show initial and cameo glove
ring, with t wo and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.1111111111111111111111111111111

I „I tin' glo, ,h,p; h enc 93, 93 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.
at each end holding set. NEW YORK CHICAGO

CAMPO glove Hog with tour
claws at corners holding set.

SAMPLE. JOB AS RECEIVED.

AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

)111tocusvoto.,

ssstol..0.0mis

AS DELIVERE,D.

Clc)lc.1 CI-taint.; Refilled, Renewed and R6=tVairocl.
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Good NVorlc. LAINv Iriu. I'rornot Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

N W YORK TWO WONDER. CHICAtiO
93, 95 & 97 William Street Flit SHOPS 5 7 Washington Street

II
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our caretul attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 anD 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the same as new.

A 1' 1 F.IC

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.
It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersperfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.
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U. S. Mini, Philadelphia.

The United States Government Accepts

OLD
GOLD

at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits

proceeds by express.
About 6 to 8 days' time is required to make returns from which refining and coinage

charges are deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from

which there is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

($1.00 to $250.00), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments

until valuations are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, 
it is immediately returned in its original

condition, express charges prepaid.
Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. 

They handle without additional

expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to 
them. The difference in the value of old gold

(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is much 
smaller than it would have to be if they conducted

a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses 
ranging from i5 to 25 per cent. of the value of old

metal received.

The United States Government does not buy Old Silver.

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.

Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is 
governed by

the price of fine silver.

,

93, 95 8z 97 William St.,

New York.

•

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to Wendell and Company
with the returns. You will save much
take gold and silver on account do not
means of ascertaining its exact value,
value on it that will afford tyvo profits.

for full cash value and pay your bills
by so doing. Most of the firms that
use it themselves ; nor have they any
but depend on others, who place a

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and

proceeds promptly remitted.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 23 years.

57 Washington St.,
Chicago.
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The plan that pleases our Patrons.
When we receive your Old Gold and Silver, Sweeps, Polishings, Handwashings,

Bench Brushings, etc., we make an accurate valuation and (if requested) report same to
you promptly. If our offer is disappointing, we return the shipment at once, express
paid. When we buy, we send cash, check or draft (as you prefer) for the exact value
of your metal, and for all the value-as we do not have to "divide" with a second
handler. We do Me work; we are first hands, with a model equipment for Assaying,
Refining and Smelting. Those who favor us with their business are assured of the
largest possible returns and fair-and-square treatment in every transaction. We are
practical, prompt and painstaking, and our customer's interests are made our own
interests. Try us.

Works:

Riverside,
N. J.

T. B. HAGSTOZ CO• 9 Ltd.,
Smelters, Assayers and Refiners.

Office:

709 Sansom St.,

Philadelphia.

3 inches in diameter.

We also carry a complete line of
LEATHER DASHBOARD WATCHES

in All Styles.

The New "Non-Stealable"
"SAFETY"

AUTO WATCH.
The outer brass ease screws into the dashboard,

and the watch is securely LOCKED in, so that IT
CANNOT BE STOLEN, making it the best-selling
and MOST PRACTICAL AMO-WATCII on the
market. The outer case is of highly polishedbrass, and the watch itself is thoroughly reliable,
jeweled, dust-proof, etc.

Price with One-Day Watch, $7.00
Price with Eight-Day Watch, 13.25

Manasseh Levy,
Importer of Watches,

194 Broadway, New York.
SOLE AGENT " TEMPUS " WATCHES.

THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILS
IN THE WORLD.

11111111111 11
111111111111111111111111
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Used by all the leading watch factories and by all watchmakers
who value their work. Sold by all tool and matorial dealers.

We have solved the problem of gettingour famous "Quick Sales" Show Case to ourfriends at a distance at a minimum of cost forfreight. 

0'1
OUR 4 LONG DISTANCE"

SHOW
CASE

does the trick.
It is something different from the usual "knock-down "

Show Case-different from the kind whose joints are so loose and
shaky as to seem always on the point of falling to pieces. It is
made absolutely dust-proof-a point wherein the usual "knock-
down " case absolutely fails to meet the requirements of modern
methods.

Our patent interlocking key-joints enable you to put the case
together without previous experience, so that it will be in every
way as solid, as rigid and as perfectly substantial as our regular
" Quick Sales " Show Case that is " set up " in the factory,.

And there is a saving of two-thirds of the freight bills.
Remember that our " Long Distance " Case is as far above

ordinary "knock-down " Cases as our regular cases are above
the cheap and common kind.

We will answer promptly any request for information.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
482-490 Fort St.,W., DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.
Chicago Salesrooms, 109 Fifth Avenue.

joilx PEvz, vics. te Supt.
}LP:RM.:UT MAIMT, Secy. & Treas.
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Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.

Perfection in Motor Lathes!!
Morse

For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silver- Voltage. Power.

smiths, Dentists, Machinists, Electricians, and for all 62 to 110 1-5, including 5 new-style solid brass adjustable eli!!eke
115 " 220 1-5, " 5

trades and purposes. 52 " 110 1-4, high base and heavy frames, with extra long adjustable
spindles and grinding attachments

1-4, same description  

4 l

1 4

v.t.?i00.%)  
1 4 1 I

4 1 

„ VZIt*t t)\

4 1 l 1

I 4 4 4

"
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Send for list of
reliable unsolicited
testimonials.

Worthy of Your Attention.
Great Labor an Time-Saving.
" Nothing better can be made; absolutely dust=proof, air and water tight,

and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.

(Speed, 1 200 to 3000 revolutions per minute, as desired.)

The W. Green 0 Co. No. 4 " IMPROVED'
Combination Polishing, Buffing, Grinding,
Drilling and Turning Electric Lathe Motors.
(4 Lathes in one, at price of one.)
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115 " 220
62 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
62 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220

500
500
500
500
500

1-3,
1-3,
1-2,
1=2,
3-4,
3-4,
I,

1-4,
1-3,
1-2,
3-4,
1,

Price of Price of
Direct Alternating
Current. Current.
$30.50 $ 42.50
35.00 47.00

50.00 82.50
55.50 95.00
60.00 97.00
65.50 110.00
75.00 120.00
80.50 130.00
85.00 145.00
90.50 150.00

I I 5.00 165.00
125.00 185.00
65.00
72.50
88.00
95.00
125.00

Extras.. For 1-5 h.p. For 1-4 to 1 11.p.
Special Adjustable Single Motor Pulley with screw attachment, for Watch Price. Price.

or Dental Lathe, Dynamo, Fan, etc., solid brass   $1.75 $2.25

Ditto, three (3) Cone Pulley, solid brass   4.00 5.00
Adjustable Chuck for cleaning, grinding or buffing inside of tinge, tubes, etc., 11.50 2.25

Extra Burr or Adjustable Drill Illiiiiik, with screw attachment ..... . . 3.00 4.00 ,

Spare Chucks, with screw attachment, solid brass   1.50 2.50
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NOTE.-We supply a specially prepared compound for use as a lubricator on the W. Green & Co.'s 
Motors. One filling of the grease cups will last for 6 months.

" Do not use vaseline." Price, 50c. per can.

WITII electric power circuit now in almost every community the trade have an opportunity to use, much 
to their advantage, an electric motor, for grinding, buffing, polishing, etc. They will con-

sequently be interested in the motors here illustrated, which are specially made for this 
purpose and fully warranted in every respect. In the construction of the motors all possible precautions

for the durability of the machine and the 
protection of the operator have been taken. The wearing parts are well made and are interchangeable. The 

chucks are held by a lock uut, which is quickly

adjusted. Automatic lubrication is provided for. The motor consumes under average working conditions about 
as much current as one 16-candle power lamp. The direct-current motors are supplied

for any voltage from 6 to 250 ; while the alternating-current 
motors for any voltage from 52 to 220, and for any frequency from 6 to 125 cycles per second.

NOTE.-Ill ordering be sure and state horse power, current, voltage, and cycles 
required. All our alternating-current motors are self starting. Alternating-current motors

I are only made with oue speed, but we supply a Three (3) Cone Pulley for variable speeds, specially adapted to our No. 4 
Alternating Motors for attachments to Lathes, Dynamos,

Fans, etc., where more than one speed is required. sPecIAL, NOTE.
The strength of our direct-current motors can be instantly reduced by aid of the 

adjustable switch or regulator attached to the, motor to any reasonable power desired. They can be

attached in one minute to any ordinary electric-light socket, and are absolutely 
guaranteed, therefore do not hesitate to place your order. "Our motors are always ready for immediate use,

no further adjustment being required."
With all direct-current motors, we include a starting box or regulator, 

no extra charge. The 1-5 h. p. motors have starting box or regulator attached to the motor, while the 1-4 to

3-4 h. motors have separate starting boxes or regulators which can be placed 
anywhere convenient to motor.

We supply either light or heavy chucks and spindles for our 1-5 h. p. 
motors. The heavy chucks, etc., are best for general use, excepting for Dental work.

Our 1-5 h. p. motors are powerful enough for the work of any 
ordinary size workshop, and the 1-4, 1-3, 1-2 and 3-4 h. p. for the largest and heaviest work usually required-such as, large

Silver Water Pitchers, Waiters, Tea Service, etc. ; also for heavy grinding, 
drilling, buffing, turning, etc.

Direct-current motors are absolutely noiseless, and the alternating as near 
noiseless as it is possible to make them.

Showing Motor with Drilling Attachment. Showing Alternating Motor
with Grinding Attachment.

Showing Motor with Pulley Attachment.

.A1 )14(0

W. GREEN & CO.
(" We handle everything known to the trade and

solicit correspondence.")

Importers, Exporters, JobIrrs, Manufacturers, WATCH MATERIALS, TOOLS, JEWELERS', ENGRAVERS' AND OPTICIANS' SUPPLIES.

A Maiden Lane,
l/ NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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Rivett Lathe No. 2,
for Watchmakers.

Rivett Lathes
Made in 2 Styles.

The Rivett Lathe,
4. 

with bed of Cast Iron, same as
other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it.
SEND FOR CATALOG.

4 4 4

steel bed as usual.

More " Rivett " Lathes have been sold through the dull time than ever before. The increase hasbeen constant and regular from the beginning, due to the incessant care of its manufacture. When youget the " Rivett " Lathe you get more for your money than in any other lathe in the world.

Use Your Own Judgment. Don't be deceived.
Some dealers will guarantee anything, the cheapest as well as the best, and in the same way ; suchguarantees are worthless. You can save money by buying the " Rivett " Lathe with a bed of cast iron,the same as other makers use.

Brighton,

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MAAUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.Walbridge & Co., 337 Broad-
way, New York City, agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.
Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers

St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
TFUOm Sundries.

ELKS' BU ETON.
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

TICIER CLAW RING.
Side View.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto,
Rooms I, 2 and 3, I74 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Solid Gold. Pat'd.

MONKEY RING.
Solid Silver, Oxidized.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Indianapolis, Ind.

4

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
We keep in stock

English G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.German Flail Clock
Seth Thomas Movements

and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER.
MAIL., ORDERS Pilled 1Prorriptly.

MANUIPAGTURIEF2S' AC:JEN-FS,

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

A FEW NEW DESIGNS IN

B. P. 0. E., F. 0. E. and 1Vlason1c Goods
Every first-class Jobber has this lin(.. See th;tt you get the

G. F. CO. goods. They are all stamped.

4510 E.

Made in
to K., Silver and Plated.

Chapter.

4504.

14 K. only.

K. of P.

4503.

14 K. only

Blue Lodge.

4511.

Made in to K. and Silver only.

Shrine.

Made in 14 K. only and prices far below any similar goods on the market.

5107 E. 510S

Made in to K., Silver and Rollet1=Plate.

5029 Ex. 5156—Front.

5103 FI).

14 K. only.

Solid

Gold

only.

441i•

5011. 5012.

Made in to K. and Plated only.

5156 E--Back. 5111 E.

THE GUSTAVE Fox Co.
CINCINNATI.

Manufacturing .Jewelers.

Largest manufacturers in the United States of R. P. 0. E. and F. 0. E. Jewelry.



a firm can have is its reputation for reliability
and good treatment. We stand on our record.

Our prices the highest, our returns the
most prompt.

Cincinnati Gold & Silver Refining Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Let us have a trial with your shipments of old gold,
old silver and sweeps. We insure satisfaction by hold-
ing all consignments of old gold and silver until our
offer has been accepted.

We pay expressage, whether our offer is accepted
or not. We have special facilities for separating gold
and platinum, and solicit this- kind of work.

No. 91050. Apple Blossom Vine. Very
pretty. Per dozen yards, $1.50 ; per
gross yards, $15.00.

No. 91430. Miniature Begonia
Plant in pot. 6 inches in
height. Just the thing to give
away as souvenirs for Easter.
Per doz., $1.50 ; per 100, $10.00.

No. 91187.
Spray.

No. 91182.
No. 91179.
No. 91177.

American Beauty
Per doz., $2.25.
0 "
4' " 1.25.
" " .80.

No. 91680. Tulip No. 91607. Hya-
Plan t . Without cloth Plant. With-
vase, each, 35 cts.; out vase, each, 35
per doz.,13.50.With cts.; per doz.,13. 50.
vase, each, 60 eta.; With vase, each, 60
per doz., $6.00. etc.; per doz.,16.00.

These Hyacinth and Tulip Plants
are my latest importations and are in-
deed very good and natural appearing.
They take wherever shown. When seen
at a distance of 3 to 5 feet they will de-
ceive anyone, as the bulb and roots are
simply as close a reproduction to nature
as can be. Try them and be convinced.

91018. Lily Plant.

,d
ci S.0 g `‘;'

14 Ti
91615 18 1 1 8 .25 12.50
91616 24 3 3 .45 4.50
91617 36 4 4 .75 7.50
91618 42 5 5 1.00 10.00

and avoid carrying the same in stock has
been solved satisfactorily by the Ring
Making Outfit made by Ringset Company,
Boston, Mass. See their ads. in KEYSTONE
of November and December, 1903. The
Comp. any has reduced the price of their
uncut mold blocks to users of their outfits
to $6.00 per gross of molds, which puts
the outfit within the reach of all. The
Company also makes Stone Ring Molds,
Tiffanies, Belchers, Carbuncles, etc., in
great variety, price $1.00 per dozen.
Catalogue on application. Molds patented.
You can buy through any jobber.

Because of their artistic outlines, beauty of design, dependable
strength, quality of material and finish, are the nearest approach to
perfection ever attained in show case construction.

MATERIAL, the best obtainable.
FINISH, hand-polished.
GLASS, best grade only.

FiOTTOM CORNERS, strengthening steel angles.

MIRRORS, full length of doors.
DOORS, on ball=bearing rollers.
TOP CORNERS, inlaid with wood.

We would call particular attention to our ILLUMINATED SILENT
SALESMAN, the most effective show case ever designed for making
quick sales.

Write us for catalogue and handsomely lithographed circular fully
describing our entire line of cases.

No. 91814. Palm Plant.
Inches

No. high. Leaves.Ea.c4h5. Doe.
391800 24 $ .18 $1.75

91805 36 4 2358 3.75
91810 42
91812 30
91814 42
91818 42 .5650 5.651
91823 60 10 1.50 15.00

No.91144. Easter Lily Spray.
This lily spray is very at-
tractive and can be used for
most any purpose, to put in
vases or laid loosely in the
bottom of windows. Per
dozen sprays, $1.00; per
gross. $10.00.

No. 91101. Apple Spray. 25 inc ies
long, each, 30 eta.; per doz., $3.00.
No. 91000. 12 inches long, per doz.,

60 cts.

The articles advertised above
are the most appropriate arti-
cles for early spring and Eas-
ter decorations.

No. 91152. Lilac Spray (one
of the early spring flowers).
In any of its natural colors,
per dozen, $1.50.

I have, however, quite an extensive line of goods
quoted and illustrated in my new Catalogue, No. 9, just

from press, which will no doubt be of interest to you.

Same will be cheerfully sent Write for it, please.

No. 91000. Clematis Vine.

No. 91000. 4 flowers, 15 leaves. Per
dozen yards, $1.80 ; per gross, $18.00.

No. 91001. 2 flowers, 12 leaves. Per
dozen yards, $1.20 ; per gross, $12.00.

JOHN PHILLIPS, Chairman. LLUI
E. B. PHILLIPS, Sec. and Treas.
JOHN F. PHILLIPS, Supt.

For 40 years makers of Geed Show Cases.

No. 91052. Rose Vine. This beautiful vine is com-
posed of 6 roses and 12 leaves to the yard. Per dozen
yards, $3.60; per gross, 936.00.

No. 91055. Rose Vine. 3 roses and 9 leaves to the
yard. Per dozen yards, $2.40 ; per gross, $24.00.

, Roses can be had in white, pink or red.
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Rosaries,
SPECIAL

for Easter.
Made in

14 Karat
Gold
aiitl

Sterling
Silver
incl with

BEADS
of

Amethyst,
Topaz, Garnet,
Coral, Jet,
Amber,

Crystal,
Pearl, Etc.

PEARL
CHAINS and
NECKLACES.

TURQUOISE

GENUINE
CORAL

CHAINS.

All the Latest
European Novelties.

I. Emrich & Co.
42 E. 14th Street,

Union Square
(South), NEW YORK.

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOGICAL
SOCIETY

FAITS HT.EMTITED 40 YEARS

'6. .
EXPERT

WATCHMAKER
tu the Treict

103 STATE STREET

CH IO.A.G0

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

I teach adjusting in a thoroughly modern way.Write me tor particulars and terms.

Best
American-Made -1,6t1200.
BALANCE STAFFS AND

HOLE JEWELS. DimBalance Staffs, gray finish . . $1.00Balance Staffs, polished, fine
finish 1  25Hole Jewels 1  00Hole Jewels, Ruby and Sap-
phire, fine finished . . . 1.50

A large line of R. F. Simmons Co.Chains, Ostby & Barton Co. Stone and BandRings, Plainville Stock Co. Carded Jewelry.:■fail orders solicited. Selection packagessent to responsible (healers.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. P. MeEwEN, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

Watch Repairing for the Trade.
REUULATING AND ADJUSTINO A SPECIALTY.

Good Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.

\Y iii. N. Brunner, Second Floor,

Best 1Nlateria1 Used.
Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

711 Sansom Street,

TELEPHON I - Philadelphia, Pa.
ESTABLISHED MO.

$c.q - Closin5

Si de View
ROLLER JEWEL

HOLDER.I have put on the market a new Roller Jewel Holding Device to hold a roller whiletrying it in the fork for proper size before putting jewel in setter to be set in table.Saves time, patience and money. Made of steel, beautifully gold-plated. Self-closing.A slight pressure on the sides opens the holder to take the jewel, holding it firmly witheven tension between grooved points, preventing jewel from snapping away. The samepressure on sides of tool releases the jewel. One of the best tools on the market to-dayfor the watch repairer. Price, postpaid, SO Cents. Stamps taken.
Address A. W. FLYE, Manufacturer, 4 Center Street, Gloucester, Mass.

New POligling and Ringing M80111110
This machine is designed especially to meet thedemands of the jeweler. It will carry emery andbuffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and withperfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to the minimum.
k\re also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes forheavy jewelry work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. '

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

BRUSHES
12 CREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

POLISNIN SET COMPLETE, 
S2.00: PREP AID

COMM 
BII19Tle AND an.r 

11.7010•11.,d

nil 

MT .0 
COTTOM 

VW'S

V111104.0 CND 
SPUN..

eCtil 1003 
C011.01111V14,

BRISTLE 
1.01.111.146 

anowite

sAmwActioN ot:AR 
,N•row II III 1,

IF you arc a business man
looking for first-class help,

or

IF you are a watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver or optician
looking for a first-class po-
sition,

it will pay you to write the

Jewelers' Agency Co.
1232 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

EMILE DREYER,
Formerly with Tell A. Begueliu,

71 Nassau St., Flew York City,
NEW HOUSE—Prompt Service.

Importer of

Watch 'Material•
SPECIALTIES:

Fine E. D. Swiss Mainsprings,Fine Watch Screws, Fine Clock Catgut,Fine Swiss Pivot Broaches.
A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

F. C. K LEO. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

steam
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

EXPERT
Watch case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing,

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street, Chicago.

Scud for Our Ncis,

SWARTCHILb & CO Jewelers' Building,
134 and 136 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

The Largest and Only Exclusive Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Engravers' Supply House in the United States. Established 1870.

"Our Perfect" Jewelers' Opticians' Metal Store Furniture.

No. F444. Adjustable Back.
Price, $4.00.

No. $447. Stationary Seat.
Price, $2.75.

Artistic and Serviceable. Practically indestructible and will last t lifetime.

i All Wood Tops in either Solid Oak or
Birch Mahogany Finish.

No. F445. Table, 24 x 24.
Price. $5.50.

No. F448. Revolving.
Price, $2.25.

No. F446. Revolving.
Price, $4.00.

All Metal Parts are made of Special Tem-
pered Steel, finished in Oxidized Copper.

No. F449. 24 in. high.
Price, $2.25.

The new and improved method of construction in our Metal Furniture is such that they are the best ever manufactured, for the
following reasons :

I. The pattern and styles are pleasing to the eye.
1. The scientific lines of construction are such that the greatest strength is utilized and yet very simple.
3. They are indestructible. There is nothing but specially tempered steel used throughout.
4. They are artistic, and can be used anywhere.

21bite

Sent upon
application

with
T.- Supplement

No. E
and I.

S\N Is.R7 CH \\SI & C.O.
cwcis,uo .

No. F450.

"Our Perfect" Boxwood Balance Truing Tweezer.
Will not mar or damage the Balance Wheel.

Price,



AISENSTEIN & WORONOCK,

Clocks,

Silverware,

Optical Goods
and

Novelties.

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS IN

Diamonds,
Watches and

Jewelry,
22 Eldridge Street,

NEW YORK.

Watchmakers'
and

Jewelers'

Tools
and

Materials.

Just a Hint at Prices.
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, finecrocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest specialsteel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with your first orderfor x gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted tosuit, for $10.50 net cash,
* " STAR" Brand American BalanceStaffs, extra fine, made by the latestimproved automatic machinery, cor-rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,90c. Jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.* " STAR" Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-tings, made by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special, pet dozen,90c. net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. perdozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12bottles.
" STAR" Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.Special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.Bop All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.Orders filled in rotation as received.

per dozeil

H. B. Peters & Co., Blrailv74, New York

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY,
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS.

REASONS why we
are the BEST FIRM to do
the Country Jewelers' Work.

Because—All Jobs go back the
same day.

Because—Every job is done right.

Because—Every price is low.

Beca use—Every Job is guarantee*.

9 THE QUESTION

What watchmaking and engraving school is the best ?

THE ANSWER.
America's Practical School, as it teaches on actual work fromstart to finish and has the best instructors who are practical.Our pamphlet or catalogues can be had when postage is sent.

Minneapolis School Engraving and Watchmaking,
AMERICA'S PRACTICAL SCHOOL,

Top Floor Commercial Building, Minneapolis.

Waist Sets, Hat Pins and Brooches, In Sterling Silver.
Rose and French Gray finishes, set with Baroque Pearls and Almandines.A large Line of quick sellers.

Semi for Memo. Ratzkage.

Trade-Mark.

SCOFIELD (Se De WYNGAERT,
Makers Fine Gold

and Silver Jewelry. 48-50 Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.
This is a little Lathe for the tool room and for experi-mental work or for manufacturing operations where theutmost refinement in accuracy is desired. With its attach-ments for milling and gear-cutting it makes a most desir-able tool.

No. 5 Machinists' Bench Lathe
with Compound Slide Rest.

The design and building have been carried forward ina painstaking way and work can be handled rapidly andwith great convenience.
Full details will be sent on request.

Makers of Bench Lathes and Attachments, Bench
Milling Machines, Bench Drill Presses and
Bench Tapping Machines.

Special Bulletins of each on request.

SLOAN & CHACE MFG. CO., Limited, NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.

Our belief is that 1904 will be a Banner Year for

Oneida

Community-Silver
Perfectly established public confidence ; artistic

patterns and designs ; exquisite workmanship ; a

plate heavier than triple—these are our Founda-

tion Stones.
Stronger advertising ; greater publicity ; new helps

for the retail dealer ; effective ideas for interesting

everyone ; wider distribution of our goods (all jobbers

have them now)—these are our Building Stones.

The retailer who co-operates with us is going to

have a successful table-silver year.

" Triple-Plus"—heavier than triple plate.

Every piece guaranteed for 25 years of family use.

THE ONEIDA COMMUNITY Ltd.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

330g
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Fc3r VVatch m nkers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists, Electricians,find h)l iI1 trades and purpc3.ses.

Fig. 1.

I a Rapid,

Soft Solder with Acids and Fluids a thing of the past I I

The 'IMPERIAL SOLDERENE"
requires no acids of any description.

A new, rapid and convenient condensed preparation for flittering, suitablefor all Jewelers, Dental, Eleet ria( and Mechanical purposes and for making andrepairing all metal work where solder, soldering iron, acids, pastes and otherparaphanalia would otherwise he required.What is IMPERIAL SOLDERENE ? A pure, high-grade solder, groundant mixed with new quick-acting fluxes and compressed into convenient hexag-onal stick form as shown in the illustration.

Convetilent,

Clean, Etzonom
9,,,Cuta C r„;-IkCISANI:1F_N.,S S_CsNAV._ taE•ni. CN'it., y

ig. 2.

Prac.ititzzal,

BEllany to Utle,

Always Ready.
The " Imperial Solderene" solders gold, silver, copper, brass, zinc, iron, steel and in fact anything and everything the old soldering iron accomplishes with

liar or wire solder, and by using which it is necessary to put on acids, rosin, pastes, etc.Will not injure the most delicate work and is especially useful on the finest wires and instruments. For small connections only four or five seconds are required
for complete soldering. One ati.eX ty sufficient for 100 to 400 joinlx or connections. As only one operation is required, one-half the work and inconvenience is saved.wARNING

—The IMPERIAL SOLDERENE is manufactured and sold by the owner and patentee. Application for patents have been filed and allowed
for broad claims. Any person, firm, corporation or others making, using or vending any other soldering composition will be proceeded

against as infringers.
SPECIAL, NOTICE--See that each piece is wrapped separately in tin foil and stamped " IMPERIAL SOLDERENE."Price per stick, 20 cents. Per dozen, $2.23. Sample by mail, 22 cents.
W. GREEN & CO. Manufacturers, 6 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.In a short while will be on sale by all reliable wholesale and jold■ing trade. (Discounts to jobbers on application. Electrotypes and circulars fund:41Ni free of charge,

THE GOODS
ARE JUDGED
BY THE CASES.

Mean cases or trays make the best goodslook mean; handsome cases give a semblanceof richness to even the poorest goods. Weare the leading manufacturers of Boxes,
Cases, Trays, Chests, for watches, jewelryand silverware. Our cases, etc., are known

to be the greatest help in the sale
of goods. We have qualities
and grades to suit all jewelers.
Write or call.

L. WEIL & SON,
Mit ii ii fact urers of

Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry
and Silverware,

32 Maiden Lane, NE W YORK.
Send for Catalogue.

A sample of our handsome Cheats, with one drawer.Made in a variety of hard woods, highly polished ;
metal trimmings, lined with satin or chamois.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.WRITE US. Some of our pupils are just finishing their Course and we will have room forothers April 1st. Now is the best time to enter.
Correspondence. solicited. M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koeh Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

Or

MASONIC
AND OTH ER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES
1,4 AN 0

rt. will-

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

4P0 AND
+001. tAttiN''

The C.G.Braxmar Co.
ManufacturingJewelers

N9I0 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES 8( MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

OF

MILITARY
G.A.R.

ATHLETIC.
405H OOTIN G ‘.!).

0,97AN t:tGtot.

SEND FOR
CATALO GU E

OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT

BP-

° AND Oy

No, 205. Movement Holder,
Patent Locking Device,

1904 TOOLS

No. 307. Adjustable Balance Truing Wrench.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATING OVER 

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY TOOLS. 

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H. Rivet Punch Set,
No. 311,

DO IT NOW! 

Start to use our No. 800 grade of

low-priced interchangeable Steel

Spectacles.

The Pcx. and Dcx. styles can be

furnished in "1" and "0" eye sizes.

Plano cx. styles in "1" eye size.

Frames are made with screw

and pin joint and lenses will in-

terchange with those generally

carried in stock by the trade.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

READING, PA.

ESTABLISHED IS 7 .

Please

0 quote prices on
following styles of

No. Soo grade, made

4/ by

4Z' T. A. WILLSON 8z CO.

0 READING, PA.

•.) Style No.

8o0i, Plano cx. Str. temple

8o7 34 ,  R. B. "

8144, Dcx. Str. "

81”4, "

82534, Pcx. Str.

82754, " R. B. "

rerms and Discount,

Name,

Address,

And oblige,

Price per doz.
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THE Watch House
of the Central West and South.

When we say we are pre-eminently a watch
house and that we sell more watches than any other
firm in the Central West and Southern territory,
we state the plain truth in a modest way.

We have all manner of watches for all manner
of jewelers. The only limitation to our large
stock is that each component part must be reliable;
the only limitation to our patronage is that each
patron must be an honest jeweler.

Before you begin your active Spring selling
this season let us so equip you that you need not
turn away a single customer. You will find our
wholesale mail-order service of much importance
to you, especially when you are in a hurry with
your watch orders.

Whatever the size of your store, the character
of your custom, the extent of your resources, you
can do best by taking advantage of our stocks, our
experience, our eagerness to serve you. Order
from Albert when you want watches quick.

ALBERT BROS., Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE Silver and Clock Supply House
of the Middle West and South.

In clocks and silver-plated flatware we hold
the same leadership as in watches in our territory,
and for the same reason. We have the same long
experience and minute knowledge of trade require-
ments in these lines as in the other. Our present
stocks of clocks and silverware prove this. They
are as remarkable for their kind as their volume.

A unique feature of our business is that each
department—Watches, Diamonds, Clocks, Silver-
ware and Rings—is conducted by thorough masters
in their specialty. No department is given special
attention at the expense of the other, though to see
our line of clocks and silverware one would infer
that we made these branches our leader.

In the well-known cc 1847 " brand of silver-
plated flatware we carry the largest stock ever
shown in this market. Being centrally located
there is not only prestige and safety, but economy
and convenience in buying from us. Order from
Albert and get your goods quick.

ALBERT BROS., Cincinnati, Ohio.
THE QUICK DELIVERY HOUSE.



HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS.

TN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each.

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION, This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.
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"0 Opportunity, thou didst come
to me when I was young;

And I didst look upon thy face
and knew, thee not,

But scorned thee in my early
ignorance.

When wilt thou return, now
that I know thee?"

iLI T'S a long pull trying to get along in this world without a technical education, a definite
trade or profession ; something that you know how to do and do well, that is, of a
money value to the community. Many factors have conspired to make the present and
future the millennium of skilled watch-workers. The increasing value of time, the every-

  minute necessity for a good timepiece, the rigorous railroad watch inspection, the
comfortable circumstances of the people, the incompetency of many watchmakers,— all these factors

and others have increased the opportunity and salary of the man of skill who has Mastered his craft.
All employing jewelers know well that the graduates of the Waltham Horological School are

recognized as master watch-workers, that it has given the trade its most skilled and highest salaried
craftsmen. If you are thinking of studying horology, as a beginner or to perfect yourself in the art,
write us to-day and learn of our system and success.
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When a customer says : " Please deliver this im-
mediately as I must have it within two hours," it's apt
to cause trouble with the merchant whose delivery system
is out of date. For the merchant who uses

We will forward it for the asking, prepaid.

Such pins as you see illustrated can be supplied

for any class, club or society, in any one or two

colors of enamel, large or small quantities at

prices quoted, substituting your letters for those

shown in cut. Estimates chjerfully furnished

where more lettering is desired.

these rush orders are always welcome, for he knows
that he will have no difficulty in meeting the requirements.

The strong, simple motor of the Oldsmobile Delivery
Wagon is the same that has made the Oldsmobile
" Runabout " the favorite automobile of the world.
All parts readily accessible, and so simple that any
boy can run it after a few lessons.

Silver plate,   . $ 75 per dozen.
Sterling silver,  88 ' "
Gold plate, 2  2S •

Solid gold,   11.25 " "

'Write us to-day.

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

),
— • .

V. THESE ELECTRO•PLATING SALTS ARF

PREPARATIONS" IN110101140M CONTAINING

7.0 WIETALAND CHEMICALS -TN ACCURATE PRO.
,,rztoDIJCINC A:401AM Widt) CORRECT

3315SOLVEll INWATER:THE BATH isicronct
76 REM FOR USE :WORKED 'WM EITHER DYNAMO on -

,rrI3ATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS.

SOME OF THE SALTS: ROSE GOLD, GREEN GOLD 
PARISIAN,

ROMAN, 14 OR 18 KARAT, RED, GUINEA, OLD ENGLISH 
GUINEA GREEN,

GUINEA ROSE, GOLD DIP, SILVER SALTS, FRENCH GRAY 
DIP, SILVER

EBONIZER, OXIDES, ETC.

Our Orange Rose Gold is the Yellowish Red Shade.
Write for Circular and Price-List.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., 
nearWhite St., New York.



Old Gold
Wanted.

Don't you know that most of the firms who buy Old Gold,
Silver and Platinum simply sell it to a refiner ? Why not sell
it direct and save their profit ? I remit same day as received,
and if remittance is not satisfactory package is returned the
same as received at my expense.

HOWARD S. KENNEDY
as a prominent
and desirable

SUCCESSOR TO SCHWITTER & KENNEDY,

Sweep Smelters and Assayers, 25 John Street, New York.
Works : 28-32 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

part of his stock. They are always of standard
styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good pr

wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

quality
ofit.

 tfirtillf

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as newpe any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver
.we Re ,

',IA.,' Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated. A. N. SPERRY. Manager.

OUR LATEST STYLE JEWELER'S
CASE AND TABLE.

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY.

" Winter " is not the cheapest, but
"Winter" goods are right. If you want the best I
at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior vies\ stiggeslions,
separate tixt tires, eases, (.1,11116.1'S, floor
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialt ies, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed iii so plain a manner that you call
make your own plans aunt estimate the eca.i
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents.

We do not claim to he the largest in the world, but we are proud of onr factory, ‘air repot:OM)
and our line. We do claim to make the best, at prices that are right. Not how much, not how
cheap, but how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, substantial, ahead-of-the-
times fixtures, write us.

ORDER FROM

YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,

ORIMSBAW ec BAXTER,
39 Goswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

BULLION SOLICITED,
SMELTING for thy TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express.

NEWARK, N. J. sweepings Our Specialty.

 ito
QUID A

ementin}Im
d.Pallet Jewels
eEmu4pHy.
ORILLIA, CANADA,'

Established 1865, SHEBOYGAN, WIS.
SALES AGENTS.

Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Mississippi,
Louisiana and Alabama.

C. I). Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.

R. H. Birdsall, 42 Front Street, Portland,Oregon, Sales Agent for Oregon
and \Vashington.

Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas.
Evans & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Canada, Sales Agents for Canada.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane

PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier



EVERY JEWELER WILL BE INTERESTED. 341

EASTER OFFERING 1000 DOLLARS
Worth of nice Stilboma Rouged Chamois positively without cost. (See below.)

Our business has taxed us close to the limit to send out all orders the same day as received, but we make this 
a great point in our

business, and we study the departure of trains, that express and mail will not be delayed. These facts and the following features, promptness,

carefulness and lowest prices, have brought our business to its present growth.

Having taken additional help and space, we are ready for 1000 more regular accounts. There is satisfaction in doing business with
us. Try it and get acquainted. We have received a great many unsolicited letters complimenting us on our fine manner of work with
mail orders. North, East, South and West.

An intelligent understanding is the real weight of our business.

BIG BARGAINS.

Our customers swear BY US but NEVER AT US. Why not
be a customer and have that privilege?

Just 18 Lathe Motors,
1/6 FL P., $30.03.

Sent on approval to any
part of the United States.
Every Motor warranted

to give entire satisfaction
or money refunded. Best
attachments complete,
Arbor Chuck, Left and
Right-Hand Screw
Chucks.

Specify Direct or
Alternating Cur-
rent. Only . . $30.00

THE NEW
No. 3 Crevice

Carborundum Set.
Complete with Arbor,

35c. net.
Cttt exact size.

Extra Fine-Fine-Fine-Medium-
Coarse-Grain.

Diameter. IA in. wide.

rt in. 13c.

I " 15c.

i34•" 18c.

2 " 21c.

24 " 23c.
3 it 28c.

in. wide.

20c.

23c.

30c.

33c.

35c.

45c.

MARCH WINDS SEND THE DUST AFLYING,
BOREAS WORKS HARD NIGHT AND DAY.
WITH OUR FINE RINCS WE ARE TRYING
TO MAKE THE 'DUST' FLY YOUR WAY."

UP-TO-DATE METHODS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF RINGS
ENABLE US TO OFFER EXCLUSIVE STYLES AND PARTICULARLY GOOD
VALUES. SIGNETS A SPECIALTY.
WE CARRY STOCK IN CHICAGO OFFICE, AND SOLICIT MEMO. ORDERS.

Patented Sept. 19, 1899, by F. C. Jorgesou.

-rhe BEST and most practical

A DAYLIGHT CASE, INDEED.

We also make All Kinds of JEWELERS' FIXTURES-
Buy direct from patentees and makers and save royalty.

"The Best of Everything."

Chicago,

405

Masonic Temple,

L. KATLINSKY.

Silver 0.F. with sec. hand, $2.25 ; Htg., $3.00.
Gun Metal 0. F., $2.15; full jeweled, fancy dial,
high grade, $3.00.
Plain Enam., jeweled, all colors, $2.95 ; gold in-
laid, $3.35. (Boxes with pin to match,75c. extra. )
10 K. 0.F., full jeweled, plain bascine or en-
graved, $6.25. (Fancy dial, $6.5o.)

Horsetimers, $4.50; Boys' silver 0. F., $2.75.
Thin Model I2 Size, pencl. set, Gun Metal, $3.25.
Silver, Plain Bascine, $3.75.

Every watch
thoroughly
examined
before

shipping.
Samples

upon request.

Gae Doz, Riy" 4 Mainspriag,

IV Warranted to be made of Special Selected Steel for

■!1:1 CALVIN CLAHR COMPANY CHICAGO,

I - LEN Hs Doubte Braced CIass 3 

Manufactured by 

IM 1 -22(yfi sse c5; nclaa - cWadercl

11111 I PRICE $ 1.75 ,,Ea &aux-de-c.FLndo

Eath Spring Warranted Switzerland

EXTRA QUALITY.
Ulysse Sandoz Robert (Special).

Elasticity, Temper and Finish of each Spring is tested
and guaranteed.

Upon receipt of 98c. we will send a sample dozen prepaid.
Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Howard. etc.
We allow in trade for old silver per ounce 55c.: 8 K. gold,

35c.;_ to K. gold, 45c.; 14 K. gold, 62c.; IS K. gold, 80c.
P' dwt.

American made. Warranted exact.
Kiwi.

$3.00 " Business" Balance Jewels, genuine Ruby, for all grades   per doz., $1.28 nct

5.00 First Quality Staffs, all high grade   it 66 
1.28 “

3.00 
It Gray Staffs, all 7-jewel grade   

., .. - ..

.65 ft Roller Jewels, Genuine Garnets
Best, $5.00 per gross.

2.00 g( Fine Garnet Elul Stones, thin assorted   " gross, 1.12

2.00 1 dozen Solid Silver Crowns and Stems, assorted, 18-16-6 sizes, in Cabinet, very
fine  , complete, .85

4.50 1 dozen 14 K. Gold Crowns, assorted, Antique or American   2.70
.25 Gold Solder for 8 K. and 6 K. work   per dwt.,

3.430 14 K. Gold Filled Pendant Bows, assorted sizes, Antique or American   " doz., 1.12
2.00 Ajax Insulators, every size, Hunting or Open-Face   ,, ,, 1.66
.35 Pivot Drills  

,, ,, .27
1.00 Clock Mainsprings, 5/16, 3/8   

II It
.52

1.75 1 gross assorted Case Screws, all siztts, for Elgin and Waltham . . . " gross, 1.28
Or assorted, for all styles 18 size movements   It it 1.28

1.75 1 gross assorted Pillar Screws for Elgin NV rn and altha  ,, ,, .92
Or assorted for all styles 18 size movements   it 14 .92

1.00 Pendant Screws, all sizes   
It it .42

5.00 Best 25-year Case Pendant Bows, assorted on a card, Antique or American, war-
ranted t/to 14 K. Solid Gold   per doz., 3.90

1.50 1 gross White Glazed i to 6 Nest Bnxes   " gross, .86
.20 Black Spectacle Cases, Straight or Riding Bow  " doz., .14
.60 Line Gravers, any style   each, .23

.50 moo Watch Tags
' 

medium size  per M, .33
.50 woo Sheets of Watchmakers' Paper -  

It It .36
8.so Ball-Bearing Foot Wheel, Best Swing   each, 5.90

Our Price.

it 66 1.28 „

and we will send FREE, with large or small
order, our Easter Stilboma Rouged Chamois.

CALVIN CLAUER CO.,
103 State St., Chicago.

The Most Economical Operating Table in

the world. Built of iron, finished in japan and

bronze trimmed, with Oak, Wood or Leather

Top. Size of top, I 6 x 24 inches ; weight, 35 lbs.

Write us for prices on Watch Signs, Lathes, Benches, Motors, Rolls, etc. We are Headquarters for Supplies.



Our " U. S." MAINSPRINGS are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the United States to be the best springs in
point of finish and quality, for the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore call your attention to the fact that an
imitation spring resembling the " U. S." has been offered for sale,
and in some instances, we are informed, has even been ;placed in
" U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost caution in making your purchases,
and insist that that the trade-mark " U. S." appear engraved upon
each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.
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No. 2997. Smilax (cut representing two vines.) 14 piques of smilax and

4 flowers on each yard. Per dozen yards, $1.80.

This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and
double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to
dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most
perfect tool of its kind in the market.

Instructions.—The jaws can he adjusted for small or
large opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra
plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller
remover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use;
the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve
to fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the
jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and put
another in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

Homo iii111110111 & CO.,
Importers of Watch Material,

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

No. 2086. Easter Lily, miniature in
porcelain Jardiniere, 9 inches
high, trimmed with sea moss
and Easter lilies, a ready-selling
novelty over the counter, each
separately packed in a box, com-
plete, 30 cents ; per dozen, $3.00.

No. 2501. Apple Spray. Bloom-
ing apple spray, per dozen, $3.60.

No. 2547A. Wistaria Spray.
3 lowers and leaves to each
spray,

cents.

No. 

cut represents,

No. 2538. Lilac Spray (cut
representing 3 sprays),
In white, pink or purple
color, per dozen sprays,
$1.60.

Decorate your store with my beautiful
Plants, Sprays and Vines, and sell them with a

good profit.
. . My Illustrated Easter Supplement, No. 2,

will be mailed free on application to help you

selecting.

No 2095. Easter Lily Plant, 6 largo full-
bloom Easter lilies, 30 inches high,
with plain 'paella pot, each, $1.25 ;
per dozen, $13.20.

No. 2099. Easter Lily, 5 full-bloom Easter
Itoliage, including mache pot,

each lily plant packed in a box, 18 in.
high. A ready seller over the coun-
ter. Each, 60 cents; per dozen, $6.00

No. 2539. Chrysanthemum
Spray, without bud, per
dozen sprays, $1.00.

No. 2143. Rose Bush and Amer-
ican Beauty Roses.

Colors ; white, pink, tea, cream,
yellow and red.

No.2143. 24 in. high, each,111.00
No.2143A. 30 " " " 1.40
No.2143B. 36 " " 2.40

Are Your Special Orders and Repairs
Being Done to Your Satisfaction

A. P. CRAFT & CO
312 Stevenson Building,

We are satisfying 500 retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other days besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
tends to Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

Ii 1.111111111111111111111

NMI!" Ilealo,

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

'AEU'. BY

HARDINGE BROS

Plate with trefoil
peep holes, .

Old style plate, 7.00.
Changing old style
to new style, 2.00.

Escapement Matching Tool,
two arm, • • • $2.50.

Escapement Matching Tool,
three arm, . . . 3.25.

Every watchmaker should have
a Grinder Stand, with wheels
for tool and graver sharpening.

Price, $4.00.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to 
their business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4IDEAL" CASE.
It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood 

desired, highly polished,

beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, 
ends and doors, has two

highly polished shelves of same wood as case, 
supported by Tom's adjustable

brackets, metal legs six inches high, and doors run on 
steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 
inches high, upper shelf

12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-

mented with egg and dart

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Write

1034-10436 Lincoln Ave-, CHICAGO, ILL.

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, I foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ems and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price. $58,00, Worth $70.00.

Union Show Case C0 • FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Street
105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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King Boreas on the Rampage

IN the civilized history of the country it is

doubtful whether there has been any

parallel for the continuous and intense cold

which has prevared in many States during

the three winter months just ended. This

persistent and severe inclemency of the

weather interfered very materially with retail

business, inasmuch as it temporarily para-

lyzed shopping, demoralized railroad traffic

and brought a long period of idleness to

thousands of workers. At the same time it

greatly increased the cost of living, and thus

still further diminished the margin for luxury

on which the jeweler places such store. One

redeeming feature of the severe cold is that

it has left the country in excellent condition

agriculturally and promises a balmy and, let

us hope, an active spring season.

In judging conditions affecting his busi-

ness, the jeweler must take into account the

exceptional character of the winter, and not

attribute to other causes the dullness which

has been due to the weather. To do so

might unjustifiably weaken his confidence,

and induce an unnecessary curtailment of

preparation for spring trade. There is really

nothing in the situation that pre-disposes to

reaction. There has been, it is true, a de-

cided falling off in industrial activity, but

resumption is already in the air, and the war

in the Orient will materially help along. The

crop situation is excellent, and prices of agri-

cultural products promise to reach record-

breaking figures. A few weeks ago it was

cotton that created the sensation, later it was

wheat. Last month the speculative price of

wheat rushed considerably over the dollar

mark, but there is a well-founded belief that

the price may continue at least in the

neighborhood of one hundred cents for some

time to come. Nor will all the benefit of

this go to the speculators. It is well known

that the attitude of the farmers has of late

been much like that of the cotton planters

during the recent advance. They have been

holding back wheat, as their prosperous con-

dition well enabled them to do, and are in a

position to do some price dictation on their

own account. Other grain crops are benefit-

ing by the general advance, and the agricul-

tural situation as a whole is probably stronger

than ever in the history of the country.

Now that the cold, cheerless winter has

strutted off the stage and been succeeded by

balmy springtide, the conditions afford no

excuse for any lingering pessimism. " Buckle

down to business " is the national injunction,

for fat rewards await the enterprising worker.

The Russo-Japanese War

THE momentous war in the Orient is

being waged vigorously at this writing,

and the nations and peoples of the earth are

anxiously watching its progress. Though

events of importance have taken place in the

past few weeks, there is at this writing no

shred of foundation on which any prediction

might be made either as to the period of the

war or its possible results. Japan has thus

far reaped the advantages that her location,

her initiative in the struggle and her alertness

have given her, and her admirable conduct

of the preliminary operations has aroused the

enthusiasm of an admiring world, but hers is

a mighty and resourceful foe who can ill

brook the thought much less the actuality of

defeat. At this writing it has just been an-

nounced that an active alliance has been

negotiated between Japan and Korea, and

that the Korean emperor has ordered his

army of 25,000 men to join the Japanese

forces in the field. Such an alliance would

not unlikely create complications, as it would

give Russia an excuse for calling to her aid

any powers that may be openly or secretly

bound to ally themselves with her if assailed

by more than one enemy.

A COMPARISON of the resources of the

belligerents at this time is interesting

and impressive. The Russian empire com-

prises about one-seventh of the land surface

of the globe. Including internal waters it

covers an area of 8,660,395 square miles,

and its population is estimated at about

130,000,000 inhabitants, of which 2,095,616

square miles and 106,264,136 inhabitants

were in 1900 comprised in European Russia.

It has an annual revenue amounting to about

$900,000,000, and expenditures somewhat in
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excess of that sum. The Russian army on a

peace footing numbers about i, roo,000 men

and on, a war footing about 3,600,000 men.

The navy is understood to comprise about
40,000 officers and men.

Japan, the island empire, comprises an

area of 161,198 square miles, including

Formosa and the Pescadores. Its population,

including the islands specifically named, num-

bered 47,000,000 inhabitants. Its total area

is therefore less than one-fiftieth that of

Russia, and its population is but little over

one-third as large. Japan has a revenue

amounting to a little over $121,000,000 and

expenditures a little under 1020,000,00o.

Its army on a peace footing numbers about

166,000 and on a war footing about 65o,o0o.

Its navy 'comprises about 30,000 officers

and men.

A FEW comparisons of a different char-
acter will better reflect the relative

progressiveness of the two nations. Japan

with her 47,000,000 population has 4,302,623

pupils in her elementary schools, or ninety-

one in every thousand ; while Russia, with

130,000,000 population, has only 4,193,594,

or thirty-two in every thousand. Similar

disproportion in favor of Japan applies to

secondary schools and universities.

Japan has 4852 post offices, equal to one
post office for each 9700 people ; Russia has

only 6029, or one for each 21,500 people.
Japan has railroads gridironing the empire,

electric light plants in nearly all the cities,

and telegraph lines all over the country.

She has a commercial marine of 734,413 tons

against Russia's 633,822 tons. That is,

100,591 tons more for 83,000,000 less people.
Japan had a foreign commerce in 1896 of

$145,000,000, while in 1903 it was $313,-

000,000, more than roo per cent. increase in

seven years. Statistics like these well justify
the Japs' new suggestive title, the " Yankees

of the East."

JA PAN' S advantage lies chiefly in her
location right on the scene of hostilities

and the consequent ease and convenience of

transportation. Captain A. T. Mahan, U.
S. N., well stated the situation thus: " The

disparity between the two belligerents, in

bulk and numbers, would place Japan at a

hopeless disadvantage from the first, were it

not for her situation so much nearer the

scene of action. This advantage of position,

again, might be of much less consequence

were the Russian line of communication, by
way of the Siberian railroad, more rapid and

copious than it is. It is in the double pos-

session of proximity and vastly greater means
of transport, over much shorter distances, by
the easy way of the sea, that Japan now has

the possibility of maintaining her struggle
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against a rival whose power by land would
be irresistiby superior, were she able to bring
it fully to bear at the point of contention."

Thus stands the situation at this writing.
It is to be hoped that no further international
complications will develop, and that the
United States will, with the aid of the powers,
succeed in delimiting the scene of hostilities
within safe lines.

An Object Lesson on Organization

IN the matter of organization the jewelers
will find their best object lesson in the

national, state and local associations of retail
hardware dealers. No less than 200 members
attended the recent annual meeting of the
Wisconsin society, and other State societies
can point to much better records. The
speeches at these meetings are a composite
marvel of practicability and sound business
philosophy. In fact, to attend one of the
meetings is a liberal education on progressive
business-doing. The subjects treated are
the practical kind that bear directly on the
trade : Relation of Retailer and Jobber, the
Merchant and the Local Editor, Advertising
a Hardware Business, Insurance, Employing
Help, Parcels Post and its Probable Effect on
the Trade, Window Dressing, Newspapers
vs. Circulars, Invisible Assets, The Interior
of the Store, etc., etc.

I
NSURANCE is one of the things on which
jewelers express much dissatisfaction. The

Minnesota Hardware Dealers' Society solved
the question by organizing an insurance
company of their own, and this is what was
said of it at a recent meeting :

The history of the Minnesota Retail Hardware
Dealers' Mutual Fire Insurance Association has
been a pronounced success. Through our insur-
ance feature we now have the largest retail hard-
ware association in the United States. Our insur-
ance society was organized in 1897 under a special
law passed by the Minnesota legislature permitting
the formation of mutual companies. The agitation
for the formation of these companies was started
after the old board companies made a horizontal
increase of twenty-five per cent. in the insurance
rate when they had been paying out three cents in
fire losses for every dollar received in insurance
before this special legislation was passed. In 1897
the first policy in the Minnesota Retail Hardware
Dealers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company was
issued, and it was a success from the start.

One of the speakers at the meeting of
the Wisconsin Association said : The total
expense of the Minnesota Association in
losses is only thirty-eight per cent. of their
total income. A hardware risk is, I believe,
better than a dry goods risk, or a grocery
risk, as the goods are less inflammable.
Statistics of old-line companies show that of
the premiums paid to the companies thirty-
five per cent. is charged up to losses. Where
does the sixty-five per cent. go ? Some goes
to agents, some to officers and some to
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adjusters. If we can do as well as Minnesota
has done, I see no reason why we should not
organize an insurance company of our own.
By ordinary precautions you ' can largely
eliminate fire risks. I think we can do
nothing which will prolong the life and
increase the interest in our association so
much as starting an insurance department.

There is little difference between the
jewelry trade and hardware trade, as far as
insurance and danger of fire are concerned.

UNION is strength. Almost everything
is possible to an organization ; very

little is possible without it. Listen to this
story of a hardware man from Minnesota at
the meeting of the Wisconsin Association :

We formed a merchants' association in our
town (Rochester, Minn.) This was brought
about in the first place by some merchants hand-
ling trading stamps while others did not, and in
our case trading stamps proved a blessing in
disguise. Every merchant in Rochester, fifty-seven
in all, are members of our merchants' association.
We have a list of people who do not pay their
debts. If an account is not paid, we write the
delinquent a letter stating that if the account is not
paid by a certain date, his name will be reported
to every merchant in town. This system of col-
lection beats any lawyer. By means of a booklet
we talk to out-of-town customers and show them
why we can sell cheap. Farmers are organizing
everywhere. The interest of the farmer is the
interest of the merchant. When we learned that
the farmers in our vicinity were about to organize,
we wrote them that we would furnish them with a
hall for their meetings, and our secretary would
help them in correspondence, etc. We will have a
meeting of the farmers next month.

Such are the results and possibilities of
getting together. We are pleased to note
that the Minnesota jewelers have organized a
State society, and if the jewelers are of a
kind with the other trades in that State we
can easily predict success for the new
association.

Isthmian Canal Controversy Ended

THE Isthmian Canal question has been
settled for all time by the ratification of

the Panama treaty by the Senate. The work
of construction is the next consideration, and
it is said that the vast undertaking will be
begun with a promptness and prosecuted
with a vigor that will astonish the world.
President Roosevelt is now confronted by a
task in which he can give his strenuosity full
scope without a possibility of incurring criti-
cism. He has already made it known that it
is his wish that the canal be built at a speed
which will amaze all observers and increase
the reputation the United States already
enjoys for carrying out great enterprises with
celerity and skill. Moreover, it is his ambi-
tion that the work be thoroughly done, and
without any engineering blunders or contract-
ing scandals. A worthy ambition this, and
one that will command the approval of all the
people, irrespective of party affiliation.
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The Baltimore Conflagration

HE United States is a land of magnificent

distances and magnificent projects, and

we regret to say that even our disasters some-

times takes on the vast proportions charac-

teristic of most things American. The

Baltimore conflagration was such a calamity.

It is true that twice before it was excelled in

enormity by fires in American cities, but

under the modern conditions prevailing in

this twentieth century our people might have

well considered such a disaster impossible.

The Chicago fire, in 187 t , destroyed property

of the value of $282,000,000. Nearly three

and a third square miles were burned over,

and 250 lives were lost. The conflagration

of 1872, in Boston, laid waste sixty-five acres

of land and sacrificed fifteen lives. The

property loss amounted to $80,000,000.

The Baltimore disaster reduced to ashes an

area of 140 acres and destroyed property

valued at over $6o,000,000. This, fortu-

nately, is much below the first estimates, and

the fact that over half the loss is covered by

insurance is also reassuring. Nevertheless,

loss by fire is complete and irreparable, and

the sympathy of the entire country goes out

to the great city of the South in its hour of

affliction. But from the pre-christian age

when the Gauls destroyed Rome, and a

grander city arose from the ashes, great civic

conflagrations have generally turned out

blessings in disguise. Certain it is that a

grander Baltimore will rise on the ruins of

the old city, and a decade from to-day her

people will have but slight regret for the

terrible calamity of 1904.

THE most admirable trait of the American

character is the grit and buoyancy of

our people under what would seem to be

overwhelming affliction. We well remember

several years ago when the great fire visited

Jacksonville, Fla., how one of our subscribers

who had lost store, stock and home—the

savings of a lifetime of industry and thrift—

wrote us the day after the fire that he had

opened a shanty in the ruins to deal in old

junk and was " doing nicely !" On another

page of this issue is an account of a jeweler

in Brazil, Ind., who erected a sign on the

smoking ruins of his store announcing his

opening in other quarters. Among the

announcements that reached us of new open-

ings in Baltimore was a postal from E. B.

Smith which read as follows:

Burned out, 10.30 P. m., February 7th.
Opened new store, 9 A. M., February 8th.
Show cases up, stock installed, windows

dressed, 4 P. Nt., February 9th.

Others were equally quick to make a

fresh start, and all manifested an invincibility

of spirit that did credit to their manhood and
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cannot fail to be appreciated by those in a

position to aid, by leniency or liberality, in

tiding them over their difficulties. It is to

be hoped that the lesson of the fire will not

be lost, and that the new Baltimore will be

proof against such another calamity. Particu-

lars of the fire will b,e found on another

page of this issue.

Diamonds Still Advancing in Price

WHEN the news of an additional ad-

vance of 5 per cent. on the prices of

all grades of rough diamonds was cabled

from London last month, there was no sur-

prise among the diamond importing houses

of this country. These houses were already

well aware of the great scarcity of diamonds

in the European markets, having found it

difficult for some time past to secure even a

moiety of the diamond stock which they

were prepared to purchase. The scarcity is

evidenced in the official report of the imports

of precious stones. According to Gen. Geo.

Mindil, jewelry examiner for the port of New

York, the imports of diamonds in January,

1904, were less by $725,000 than the imports

for the same month of the previous year.

Almost simultaneous with the announce-

ment of the 5 per cent. advance on rough dia-

monds by the De Beers diamond selling syndi-

cate, came the news that the diamond cutters

and polishers in Antwerp and Belgium had

gone on strike, and tied up practically the

entire industry in Holland. A New York dia-

mond dealer says that " for about six years

the diamond polishers of Amsterdam and

Antwerp made the trade practically a trust,

and would allow few if any apprentices. The

employers decided to increase the number

and the strike followed. It will likely last,

and in that case diamonds will be dearer all

over the world."

AS our readers are aware, the De Beers

Company handles more than 93 per

cent. of all the diamonds mined in the world,

and it is estimated that fully 6o per cent. of

the total comes to the United States. In two

years the total advance on small stones has

been 25 per cent. and on large stones- 30 per

cent. Of course, many different reasons are

given for the advance ; but the feeling seems

general that the enormous natural wealth of

the Kimberley diamond district is decreasing

rapidly, and that the board of life governors,

which is composed of old men, is trying to

get the most possible for all that the mi
nes

produce. The strongest proof of this is the

scarcity of rough diamonds. The increased

depth at which diamonds are being mined is

also in part responsible for the increase, as

the expense of mining is greater.
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The rapid advance in the value of dia-

monds has thrown a fresh glamour around

these exclusive sparklers, and some interest-

ing calculations are the result. It is esti-

mated, for instance, that the total world

production of diamonds up to date approxi-

mates 85,000,000 carats, or about twenty-five

tons. The regions contributing to this sup-

ply and the percentage of their contribution

are given as follows : South Africa, 8r. 5 per

cent. ; Brazil, 18 per cent., and the remain-

ing 5 per cent. divided among Borneo,

India, New South Wales and British Guiana,

with North America and Russia supplying

specimens. Conditions certainly justify the

vigorous hunt now being prosecuted for new

diamond fields.

An Anti-Trading Stamp Campaign

AFTER• a somewhat prolonged lull, the

trading stamp evil has again become so

general and demoralizing that widespread war

is being waged against it. The Merchants'

Association of New York, in response to the

urgent requests of many merchants through-

out the State had framed and introduced in

the legislature a bill to regulate trading stamps

in such a manner as to eliminate their present

hurtful effects. The association had their

lawyers examine carefully the various pro-

hibitory and restrictive laws passed on the

subject by several States and the judicial

decisions which showed, the weak points in

these laws. The lawyers reported that a bill

could be drawn which would suppress the

trading stamp abuse, and still be equitable

and constitutional. The bill so drawn was

one of three with the same purpose in view

which were recently introduced in the legisla-

ture at Albany. The trading stamp people

are vigorously fighting the several bills, with

what r'esult cannot be predicted at this writing.

In Rhode Island the Merchants' Asso-

ciation of the Providence Chamber of Com-

merce called a special meeting to inaugurate

" a movement to curtail indiscriminate adver-

tising and eradicate the trading stamp evil."

The result was a well-attended meeting,

which resulted in the formation of a perma-

nent organization to be known as the Mer-

chants' Association of Rhode Island. The

practical result of the meeting was an agree-

ment in relation to advertising, in which the

ban was put upon programmes, souvenirs or

books issued by fairs, socials and entertain-

ments, all advertising to be done in daily,

weekly and monthly publications and trade

papers. It was further agreed " not to give

premiums, trading stamps, gifts or special

inducements of a catch-penny nature at any

time during the life of the agreement." Over

sixty signatures were affixed to the agreement.
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Some Diseases of Some Mer-

chants: and the Cures thereof

THE KEYSTONE never until now entered

the field monopolized by the technical medical

journals ; and in now venturing into this

territory it disclaims any intention of com-

peting with the doctors on their native heath.

We are moved to utterance simply because

the doctors seem to have entirely ignored

certain distressing complaints which prevail,

here and there, in the body of merchants—

though not in the merchants' bodies; and we

are risking the contumely of the medical

profession because we think it possible that

some jewelers may be sufferers whom we

may be able to relieve. Therefore it it is not

entirely fair to accuse us of being " irregular

practitioners," unless at the same time it is

remembered (to our credit) that we are

loyal to our craft.

First, then, among these diseases of

merchants which seem to have been over-

looked in the curriculum of the medical

colleges is
Swelledheaditiveness.

The merchant afflicted with swelledhead

is generally born so. The affliction is aggra-

vated at the age of five, when the proud

parent calls him before Uncle Henry and

Aunt Maria to spell " cat " and " dog,"

amidst enthusiastic applause of worshiping

admirers. The second stage of the disease

is reached when the patient hears his best

girl express her appreciation of his perfec-

tions, several and sundry. Once the germ

is planted the head rapidly increases in size ;

and after a few successful years in business

the state of the patient is very pitiful—to

observers.
The treatment is radical in character,

and only two methods will avail. Every

customer of the man must help in order to

insure a cure. The first method looks to a

reduction of the swelling by withdrawal of

patronage, until the patient realizes that he

is not " some pumpkins " after all. It may

be necessary to keep up the treatment until

the patient " busts." The other method is

for all hands to help swell the head still

further, by adulation and praise, until the

head busts.

Iknowitall Fever

This malady nearly always accompanies

swelledheaditiveness, but sometimes is found

as a distinct disease in itself. It bears the

same relation to the swelledhead affliction as

a headache to an excess of rum—it grows

out of the major complaint. It is not often

found in old men, but seems to confine itself

largely to the young and tender—from four-

teen to forty. Once a man has been vac-
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cinated with the virus of real knowledge,

iknowitall fever rarely gets hold of him.

The difficulties in the way of cure are

many, for the patient always knows more

than a whole roomful of doctors. But a cure

is certain if the man will consent to stick his

nose outside his own store door at frequent

intervals, visit other places, rub up against

real folks, be compelled to measure himself

against people who do real things and size

up pretension against accomplishment. There

is hope for even such as now think they

could " run " a trade journal better than

those who have trying hard for many years.

Knockpox

The " knocker " probably is the victim

of injudicious diet. A meal consisting of

cobblestones and red peppers, washed down

with vinegar, would make even a sweet dis-

position lumpy in the middle and sour at the

ends; and the knocker's characteristics make

it reasonable to suppose that he seeks nour-

ishment from such indigestible material.

The knocker has warts on his brains

and hives in his heart ; consequently he

cannot stir his think-tank without pain, nor

give way to a generous heart-throb without

scratching ; consequently, he's up against a

bad state of things. He can't look without

seeing yellow. He can't think without

thinking complaints, nor speak without utter-

ing abuse. Knockpox is usually accompanied

with mental strabismus and always with gall

in the blood.
There is no cure except to knock the

knocker just once, good and hard, with a

ten-pound sledge, about an inch above the

eyebrow.
Crybabyty

There is no more pathetic figure in the

whole range of disease than the merchant

who has the crybaby complaint. It first

manifests itself when his competitor shows

signs of growth ; then is aggravated when

the competitor displays skill in advertising

and willingness to expend good money in

telling about his good things ; and finally

reaches its climax when the patient's old

customers begin to drift into the rival shop.

His customers eventually take to carry-

ing their handkerchiefs in their hands for

sympathetic immediate use, and wear over-

shoes, when entering his store.

The remedy is for the patient to get up

and hustle. It is wonderful how quickly

tears will leave the eyes when the eyes are

looking at a mark and the feet are moving

toward it; wonderful how a sob will dissipate

when the voice calls, " Clean that window !

Rub up that dull silverware ! Here, take

this advertisement to the printer ! Get a

move on you, everybody !" Crybabyty

easily yields to treatment, and never comes

back once the patient has been cured of a first

attack. It is the measles and mumps of this

category.
The White-Lie Rash

is a " skin " disease which afflicts those mer-

chants who make habitual use of the rash

" white lie." Many of its victims take up

the church collection on Sunday, and on

Monday tell the traveling salesman that they

" can buy movements at an extra five off."

Some of them wouldn't take a cent that did

not belong to them, but will earnestly recom-

mend a make of twenty-year filled case that has

only a dollar's worth of gold on it. Others

have even been known to sell a—well, any

old thing—on the assurance that it was " as

good as," when the profit on it was bigger

than on the real stuff.
There is no .remedy. You can preach

at them until doomsday, but the rash stays

by them for keeps. Doctors of morals have

been scrubbing away at the epidermis for

two thousand years, but the rash still sticks

in humanity's thick hide. There is enough

white-lie rash on hand to-day to warm up

another Hades!

Dont ' Knock"

If you don't like your boss, or your pay,

quit. Don' t " knock. " There's no law com-

pelling you to work for any one man at any

one salary—unless you are a convicted crim-

inal : then you must work for your board

and clothes.
But before giving up your present job

be sure that you can fill a better position.

No use to change if you cannot hold down the

better position. Maybe your present job is

just your size and you don't know your size.

To get a better job, do your present job

plus. Swell gut, so that you run over the

edge of your job. Swell out—but don't

swell ufi ./ It isn't bigness up in the air that

counts—it is the bigness across. You must

broaden, not lengthen.
The young fellow who really knows—

not the kind that only thinks he knows—is

the chap that can march boldly up to the

Old Man who has good jobs to hand around

and make his little speech with reasonable

confidence. The Old Man wants men who

can do things. He has no use for those who

can't get farther than saying they can do

things. Saying has got to be proved up;

the job is for him who makes good. Don't

make a bluff ; have a good hand before you

play, or your bluff may be called ; and then

you must lose.
If you are a bigger size than your job

calls for, get out and find a job your size.

But don't " knock." You may knock the

bottom out of your present job and be left

standing on air. And air is thin support.
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Hayden W Wheeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New Tork.

Telephone, 8 Cortlandt.

Seamless
Plain Gold
Rings:

These rings arc
made in our own fac-
tory, and comparison
will convince you as
to their superiority.
Stamped in them

are these registered
trade-marks, which
arc the guarantees of
quality, correct shape
and perfect finish:

.22(111{ INLIJK 11(liK

Catalogue showing shapes,
giving prices and order blanks,
sent on request

E. Howard
& Go.

Every feature mak-
ing for the finest high-
grade watch is included
in the 1903 model.

It fits regular i6-
size cases and pos-
sesses that perfection
of mechanism which
for sixty years has
characterized H oward
watches.

These watches, cased in as-
sorted styles of our Hand-Made
Gold Cases, are illustrated in an
attractive booklet. Send for
this and know more particulars
of make and prices.

March, 1904 T

The Importance of Right Buying

BY 
the time this reaches the eyes of our

readers the cold, cheerless winter will

have vanished and springtide will be suffi-

ciently near to make imperative the prompt

replenishing of stock. It is opportune, there-

fore, to consider the importance of right

buying as a factor in your business. It

should be almost unnecessary to reiterate the

truism that good buying is the first essential

of satisfactory selling. If stock purchasing

be careless and injudicious, the most skillful

management of every other detail of the

business will fall far short of making it a

success. The saying, " Goods well bought

are half sold," is truer to-day than ever

before, and yet careless, unintelligent or

reckless buying is primarily responsible for

many of the failures and much of the dissat-

isfaction in the jewelry trade.

It should be an advantage

in the jewelry business that

the man who does the sell-

ing does the buying also,

and yet a jeweler may be an excellent sales-

man and a very indifferent buyer of stock.

Of 'course, the first qualification of the suc-

cessful buyer .is to have a thorough knowl-

edge of the goods he buys ; the second, to

have a thorough knowledge of the require-

ments of his trade. Possessed of this dual

qualification he is in a position to meet the

traveling salesman without handicap. Face

to face with the seller the good and shrewd

buyer should be always polite ; listen to

what the seller has to say, note his prices,.

etc. Let the seller do most of the talking

and keep your own business to yourself. Do

not give away prices made by other houses,

nor seem too eager to buy in case low prices

are quoted. The seller, thus having no

pointer, and knowing the buyer to be well

posted, will be more apt to give the lowest

prices than if he had been permitted to feel

his way. If no goods are wanted at the time,

the seller should be informed to that effect in

a courteous manner. If the seller offers a

bait in the way of extremely low prices, take

him up but do not allow him to make good

by charging you more for other goods. If

the buyer's knowledge of the goods be defi-

cient, the shrewd traveling man will be quick

to detect the fact, and he will not unnaturally

take advantage of the situation. Ignorance and

incompetency have their penalty in business

as well as in other spheres of human activity.

We have frequently enjoined

on the jeweler the advisa-

'' Want" Book bility of keeping a " Want

Book," in which he \yin

find a record of the goods he is out of. A

book of this kind will save time when the

salesmen call, and conduce to intelligent and

Jewelers'
Advantage
in Buying

The Value of a
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conservative purchasing. Do not yield to

the 'temptation to buy more stock than you

can easily dispose of. The mesmeric influ-

ences of the silver-tonged salesman not infre-

quently anaesthetize the natural conservatism

of the purchasing jeweler, and the result is

generally loss and regret. Under present

conditions there is no justification for taking

any risk in the matter of overbuying. Trav-

eling salesmen call so frequently and mail

orders can be filled so promptly and satisfac-

torily that with careful watching there is little

danger that you will be unable to meet at

any time all the demands for goods made on

you. As to those from whom to buy, every-

thing being equal, give houses the preference

whose goods are the best and come in the

best shape; houses which fill orders promptly,

and are always willing to correct errors if

they occur. Another matter of importance :

There are no more critical judges of human

nature, and none who can more readily size

UI) a man, than commercial travelers, and

their esteem and respect are to be desired if

one would buy goods to the best advantage.

Knowledge that is Necessary for the
Salesman

the many characteristics credited to

the average American, three that have

special interest for the man behind the

counter are : his alertness of mind, thirst for

information and willingness to converse. All

three of these suggest the advisability of the

salesperson being thoroughly posted on the

goods and their quality, and, if possible, on

the.methods of their manufacture. A recent

experience in a department store will illus-

trate our point : A customer desired to

purchase an umbrella, and not being a good

off-hand judge of handles, covers and the

like, sought this information from the clerk.

The results were peculiar, not to say exas-

perating. The young man behind the counter

did not know just what the quality of the

silk was, but thought it was good. He did

not know the thickness of the gold on the

little knob that decorated the handle, nor

did he know whether it would last one year

or two, but he was certain it would not rub

off in six months. He thought the handle

was ebony, but investigation provecl it to be

tortoise shell. All information of a definite

nature had to be obtained by him from the

head of the department, who finally came

forward in person and took charge of the

sale, with the result that the customer got a

more expensive article than he had intended

purchasing, but knew all about it when the

sale was finally made.

There is much to talk of in the case of

jewelry goods, and every jeweler should see

to it that his clerks are thoroughly posted so

that they may be able to answer all questions

and be at the same time entertaining and

instructive. Jewelry buying is largely a

matter of confidence in the house, and if the

customer finds the clerk unable to give him

all the information he desires in regard to

the goods, his confidence will be rudely

shaken. If a doctor or a lawyer found it

necessary to consUlt a number of volume's

before giving you information in regard to

your case, what would you think of him?

So it is with the knowledge-hunting customer,

and the human interrogation point is familiar

to all of us.

Jewelry Auction Sales

SEVERAL jewelers have written us in

regard to the advisability of holding

periodical auction sales. One jeweler wants

to know whether we would deem it advisable

for him to have an auction sale one clay or

afternoon each week. An auction sale, well

conducted, is an admirable institution, but

we certainly cannot endorse a Weekly sale of

this character. To the public mind an auction

sale implies some inducement offered, and

if a jeweler has no such inducement to offer

the frequent sales are pretty certain to fall

flat. If he has an inducement to offer there

is no reason why any one should buy from

him the first five days of the week when

better terms can be secured at the Saturday

auction. We do not see what good purpose

a weekly auction sale would serve, while it

would very likely lower the status and pres-

tige of the house and react very unfavorably

on the business.
Another jeweler wants to know whether

he can act as his own auctioneer. The laws

of the State in which he lives in regard to

the licensing of auctioneers would regulate

this matter, but even if the jeweler had the

legal right and the talent to conduct his own

auction sale we do not think it wise that he

shouhl do so. It is a shrewd people that

the trade have to deal with as a rule, now-a-

days, and many of them would soon suspect

some trickery in the jeweler, either in his

capacity as auctioneer or in his capacity as

merchant. The dual role would not impress

favorably. We give this advice on general

principles, for there may be exceptional

geniuses who so combine the qualifications of

merchant and auctioneer that they may suc-

ceed in both, even in the same store, but as

a rule we think the dual effort would be a

failure.
A legitimate auction sale, honestly engi-

neered and well conducted by a reputable and

competent jewelers' auctioneer, is a boon to

individual jewelers, but such a sale has no

analogy to the kind mentioned above.
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The WorR of the GIlass-15Ilower From
Carrying-fgoy to Gaffer.

I,ASS factory sounds prosaic enough, and from the outside
it looks prosaic. Once penetrate though to the regions
behind the heavy brick walls and one finds one's self in a
picturesque inferno worthy of the pen of Dante or the brush

of Rembrandt. In a great, dim dungeon, whose boundaries are lost
in darkness, towers of brick and fireclay, pierced with points of
white-hot light, rise from the stone floor and vanish among the
shadows of the roof. Here and there among them are structures
like gigantic beehives, bathed in shafts of orange radiance. In and
out, back and forth, through velvet-black gloom and intolerable
glare, flit demons great and small, carrying long black rods and
forks and shovels, some tipped with balls of living flame, some
holding strange and brilliant vessels which glint like jewels in the
furnace flare.

A Lake of
Liquid Fire

That furnace flare ! Writers in the Scriptures
knew the glory of white heat and exhausted the
gorgeous possibilities of the Hebrew tongue in its
description. And surely there is no white glow

so pure as that of molten glass. Through the great eyes of the
furnace glimmers a lake of liquid fire. White fire, in the sense that
white is the sum of all the colors known to man, for over and under
and through it, like the flame in the heart of an opal, plays an
evanescent rainbow gleam. It is the ghost of iridescence, the
spirit of color purified in the fervent heat.

Suddenly a long black rod is thrust into the flaming pool.
The stalwart young fellow who carries it holds and twirls it for a
moment, and then withdraws it. At the end is a small glowing
sphere that might be a bit of
the elemental world stuff. White
at first, it changes swiftly to
gold, and then to orange as it
is rolled to a cone on a smooth
slab of hot iron and handed to
a gray-haired man, who sits on
a low wooden chair with long,
straight iron arms. A prelimi-
nary puff at one end of the rod
shows it to be an iron blowpipe
instead of a rod, and rounds
out the cone into a globe. Then
a sturdy urchin squats on his
heels beside the chair, and his
red cheeks puff out like those
of a trumpet-blowing cherub as
he breathes into the hollowing
sphere. Another moment, while
the blowpipe is rolled rapidly up
and down the iron track made
by the arms of the chair, and
the lips of the master workman
are at the pipe, and the sphere
grows into a long oval. It is
green as an emerald now, with
melting hues of gold, rose and
violet breathing over its surface.

It is cooling rapidly, but a
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SPRING; Nature's season of renewal, is typified in the
new and beautiful offerings now ready in

plunge into the flame of the lesser furnace silvers it once more with
great heat. Then the end of the oval is pressed firmly against a
wooden block, which rounds it again into a globe that grows
steadily larger as it fills with air from the mighty lungs of the
blower. A helper stands ready with a lump of red-hot glass on
the end of a slender rod of iron. This is pressed against the globe
just opposite the blowpipe, where it adheres. A touch of cold
iron and the blowpipe is severed from the globe as cleanly as
though sheared off with a razor.

Then another bath in the fire, and the globe is
ready for the finishing touches. The master

of Colors workman once more takes his seat, and the rod
is rolled swiftly up and down the long iron chair

arms, while the workers hollow out the opening with shears and
smooth the globe into perfect shape with a wooden paddle. Sparks
trail thickly over the surface, which is beginning to take a red glow
under the silver-green. Once more, and for the last time, it is
thrust into the furnace and rapidly twirled. Now the color changes.
From green it melts into silver, then gold, then orange. Gradually
the red tinge deepens and spreads until the beautiful thing burns
like a great ruby against the background of flame. Out again,
and a slender impish-looking fork hooks into the opening. The
rod is taken off with another touch of cold iron, and an active
small boy is racing over to the annealing ovens with a sumptuous
ruby globe for a banquet lamp. Time, not more than two minutes
from the taking out of the original lump of glass from the furnace.
All glassblowers begin as attending boys. In the old days a boy

could be admitted to the factory
at the age of ten, but now the
earliest legal age for apprentice-
ship is fourteen. Even then a
boy must have a certificate of
good health and sound condi-
tion, for glassblowing is an ardu-
ous trade. The belief concern-
ing the seven-year limit to a
glassblower's life of active ser-
vice probably arises from the
fact that many a careless young
fellow winds up his career as a
glassblower in a consumptive's
grave. This is not due to the
work, but to the tremendous
heat of the glass house. With
the furnaces in full blast, the
temperature is apt to be consid-
ably over a hundred even in
midwinter, and great care must
be taken when the men go from
it into the outer air. In sum-
mer the heat is so intolerable
that the factories close during
the months of July and August.
Life in the glass house in mid-
summer would be well-nigh
impossible.

(Continued on page 361)

Beautiful Play

Glassblowers Blowing Thermometer Tubes
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SS
In no other year have Te had such a quantity and variety of

absolutely new and salable goods as we have now.

Bigger values than ever, but at no sacrifice of the dealers' profits.

827. " FRISCO " ICE CREAM TRAY. 102 x 18 inches

E jo ID0 31EIRCTIEN C
Main Office arctd1 S81ReSTCDOICIMS,

Chicago Office,
SiEversmiths' Ba.ailiding.

Handsomely Illustrated 80-Page Catalogue for the asking.

Munray St., NEW YORK.
Electrotypes for local advertising free to customers. -ijk,
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308. Vase—Franconia

" Look through the world,

'Tis neer met with elsewhere."

4J:446/ecciiik tife6t%

lieh Cut Glass
-Represented

NEW YORK :

J. D. Dithridge,

26 West Broadway.

SAN 'FRANCISCO :

J A Young,

115 Kearn.y St.
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zg6. Vase Daffodil.

The Clark line of Vases has for many years been *foremost among the best

productions; but now it represents the " Best made better." Our Floral 13ulletin

will be useful to you in making up Easter orders, and a request by postal card will

bring it to you.

,...11•■■•
•••■•,„...

T. B. CLARK & CO.,
Honesdale, Pa.

Manufactuirere,

MAIN

OFFICES

SALES-
ROOMS

our As sC Or gfriSv er.
PdB cul1la,5,3 i4Ka%sea e c.,

readiraqd alwaxsplease
HAV:i You OtIR CATALOG

caQnnifity Gualranteed.

FACTORY,

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO.

New York 1.,-1a.1.sr4)orti., Chicago 8ulc.srtst3m,

66 NN1 1*.4t IFIr()ttc.lway. Silveramith'

363. "Bristol."
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THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION.

Beautiiid

in

Design.
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Rich Cut Glass THE A. L. BLACKMER CO.Superior Silver Plate.

Established 1802.)

Ph otogra p

Books

of

Our

Complete

Lines

Loaned

to

the

Trade

for

Inspection.

38 Murray Street, NEW YORK CITY.

220 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Temple Building, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Our 380 SET.

BRANCHES

Tmy_.,ar

Pat, applied for.

Factories, Etc., NEW BEDFORD, MASS
12-inch, No. 631 Vase, Geneva.

New Bedford,
Mass.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

32 Park Place, Rooms IS and lb.

No. 125 Bowl, Victoria.

Rich Cut Glass.
Our Claims Ji

New and Original Patterns,

Superior Finish, Moderate Prices,

Promptness in Shipping.

A large and well conceived line particularly

adapted for your trade. TRY IT.

TO.§.
Manufacturers ©f

Our very newest silverware pattern is the

and Desfigneas ©l

The Co_onfia-AL

WI Vase, Tayloria.
(With Colonial Edge.)

Boston Salesroom:

l57 Summer Street.

Baltimore Salesroom'.

Maryland Nat'l Bank Bldg.
96

We have more than tripled our plant

in the past two years, which shows

the increasing demand for our Glass,

If you have not tried the Colonial

Edge you are not up to date. Write

for particulars.

Ihe

Smith's
Patent Steel
Inserted Knives

are also made in this

new pattern. These

knives have the cutting edge

of a steel knife and the non-rust-

able blade of the best plated ware.

This design appeals to the most discrim-

inating purchasers, as it combines the

plain classic lines with just enough

decorativeness to add greatly

to the rich effect.

It is made _in the

staple Table

and Cutlery

Pieces and

a great

variety of

attractive

Fancy

Pieces.
8" Bowl, Beverly.

Factory andl Max Office,

F Pm°a-anWlium se., 1 PhLmae p iita9 II MO
New York Salesroom :

46 Park Place.

New Orleans Salesroom

129 Decatur Street.



DISTINGUISHING FEATURES of our Hall Clocks:
MERIT OF DESIGN.

ARTISTIC EXECUTION.

QUALITY OF FINISH.

QUALITY OF MOVEMENTS.

PRICE VALUE.

movements are sold under absolute guarantee as to

(WEEK PATTERN.
Finest 'Aterettry Gilded Bronze and 'Mahogany.

Height, 9 feet 10 holies.
Width, 28 i111.111'S. Depth, 19 inches.

With our new factory for the
manufacture of Hall and Mantel
Cases now completed, we are better
equipped than ever to fill orders,
and sustain our reputation gained
by the clock cases we have made
in the past as to style, finish and
durability.

Our assortment of Cases for the

coining season is CVC11 superior to

our former offerings.

We offer a wide selection of styles,

embracing Gothic, Rococo, Chip-

pendale, Arts, Crafts, Colonial, etc.

Our Movements, made for us by

the Waltham Clock Company, have

well sustained the superiority Nye

have claimed for them. They are

sold under the double guarantee

of both ourselves and the makers.

SHOW ROOMS

HARRIS & HARRINGTON, 32 Vesey St New York,
SOLE AGENTS TO THE TRADE FOR

In addition to the above Ave offer the trade a very superior line of Bracket and Willard C
locks and

Tubular Breakfast Calls. (hir new catal).,,tie and price-lists will soon be ready for distribution and

will be forwarded upon request.



r4. Flour Strike,

Moving Moon,

Gilt and Silvered Dial,

Polished Brass Weights,

8-Day Heavy Brass
Movement,

is by far the handsomest

clock of the " 400-day"

kind in the market. Hand-

soiie metal dial, 4 inches

diameter, compensated
pendulum.

Height, 12 Inches. Dino...ter, 7114 inches.

.. .

A full line of Hall Clocks, solid Mahogany
Cases. New and Artistic Designs.
Fitted up with Westminster or Whit-

tington chimes, five or nine gongs, or five or
nine tubes.

Finest Imported Movements, solid brass
plates, Graham dead-beat escapement and
maintaining power.

Quarter Hour Clocks, Mantel and Willard
Clocks in Mahogany Cases.

A Comparison of Our Prices is Invited.
Expert Repairing Done for the Trade.

Catalogue
Upon application.

Hyateaorie of

When a boy enters a glass factory he is first made a " carrying

boy." His work is to carry the articles finished by the master
workman of his particular " shop " to the annealing furnace or

" leer." These furnaces occupy one side of the glass house, and

are usually seventy-five feet long. At the end opening into the
furnace room the heat is not many degrees below that of the
reheating furnace, colloquially called the " glory hole." If the

hot glass were to be suddenly cooled it would fly into a thousand
pieces, so it is placed on a tray in the hottest end of the leer.
Furnaces under the oven graduate the heat from the point just
below melting to moderate warmth, so that as the tray is pushed

along the line by the successive trays placea at the entrance,

the glass is cooled gradually until, at the other end, it can be
removed with the naked hands.

As the boy advances, he is allowed to " open " the

Many Curious glass for the master blower by sending the first
Processes puffs through the tube into the solid lump of

molten glass at the end. This requires some

knack and a great deal of care, as one inhalation from the white-hot
lump at the other end of the blowpipe would probably put a period

to the earthly career of the youthful glassblower.
The next step makes him a " knocker," and his duty is to

separate the glass from the blowpipe with a light tap from an
instrument of cold iron. If his " shop" uses moulds, he holds the
mould while the glass is blown into it, and takes it off from the
finished article.

The next grade is " stick-
ing up," when the apprentice
learns to shape and heat to the
required temperature the little
cup of glass that sticks to the
article being made, and serves
to hold it on the rod of iron
that takes the place of the
blowpipe, after the latter is
severed from the globe or
bottle, or whatever it may be.
In this stage of his develop-
ment he also reheats the glass
as it cools under the manipu-
lations of the blower and
finisher.

After he has thoroughly
learned the business of gath-
ering glass on the blowpipe,
the apprentice is put to the
real work of glassblowing, first
in moulds and then off-hand.
This is the acme of the craft,
for the last touch of skill which
makes a man a " gaffer " or
finisher is acquired almost at
the same time, and the master
workman uses the blowpipe
the shears and paddle.

From this time until his
working days are over it is
only a matter of acquiring more
and more skill and experience.
If a man goes into a bottle
factory, where swiftness and
quantity are the first things to
be considered, his years of
service are fewer, for young
and brisk men are always pre-
ferred, as being presumably
able to turn out more work
than their elders. This work
is done entirely by the piece,
and a man's daily wage de-
pends not only upon his speed,

but upon the size of the articles made. With small bottles,
it is difficult to make more than five dollars a day, but with larger
ware it is quite possible to double that amount. In finer work it is
customary to pay a salary, and older men are in demand, on
account of their greater experience. It is always necessary to
work swiftly with glass, but such great speed is not demanded in a
place which makes a specialty of fine off-hand work.

A glass factory is divided into " shops," as many as the out-
put demands. Each shop has a pot in the great melting furnace,
or crucible, a place in the reheating furnace—the " glory hole,"
and in the leer, or annealing oven. The men that make up the
shop are the gaffer, the blower, the gatherer, the sticker-up, the
knocker and the carrying boy. Other workmen there are, whose
business it is to make the " metal." This is made largely of

cullet," or pieces of waste or broken glass, which is bought by
the ton for remelting and combination with fresh materials. Each
towering crucible holds a circle of melting pots, constructed of a
carefully-prepared fire-clay. The raw material is shoveled into
these melting pots and the opening sealed with clay. It stays there
thirty hours or more, and then is skimmed, purified and made
ready for use. The furnaces never go out. The factory runs day
and night shifts, in order that there may be no waste of material or
heat, and any necessary repairs to the furnace or melting pots are
made by blocking out the part to be repaired.

Entirely aside from the business of glassblowing, are the other
branches of work in glass.
The cutting, etching and other
ornamentation is all done on
upper floors of the factory and
by a different set of workmen.
If the ruby-glass globe for the
banquet lamp that was so
wonderful in the making
should require ornamenation
other than the beauty of the
glass itself, it is sent to the
cutting or the etching room.
If it is to be cut, the design is
drawn on the surface, and it is
sent to the cutters. These are
of three grades—the roughers,
the smoothers and the pol-
ishers. All the work is done
with wheels rimmed with cut-
ting stones of different grades
and shapes, except that of
polishing. The polishing
wheel has a stiff brush rim,
and is kept moistened with
pulverized pumice stone and
water. The wheels are all
fixed in frames and run by
machinery, the workman hold-
ing the glass against the sharp
edge of the rim of cutting
stone. When an article is to be
etched, it is first given to the
girls who cut and transfer the
designs. These designs are
printed on tissue paper, and a
special preparation of ink is
used thereon. While the ink
is moist they are cut into con-
venient sizes and then laid on
the glass, ink side in, and
rubbed until they stick ; when
dry, they adhere to the glass,
and the paper is peeled off.
The waxers and fillers-in then
complete the work of prepara-
tion for the acid.

COURTESY 0, THE PHILADELPHIA RECORD.

This ilhiStratiOn shows a mantel and fireplace in the home of a Philadelphia 
professor, laden

with art curios, including sonic very rare ceramics.
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siock,-taking is now over. What of the results?

Have they equaled expectations? Wonderful, indeed,

was 1903 as a watch year ; was it so for YOU?

Wonderful, too, as a diamond year ; did YOU find it

so? If not, who or what is responsible—yourself or your

jobber, the goods or the times? Think it out, always

remembering that a good, reliable wholesale house is the

retailer's greatest safeguard, his best friend.

It takes vast preparations for such a patronage as ours, but a
perfect system has simplified the work. A look at our present im-
mense and varied stock of

Watches and Diamonds
gives no indication that WC have just emerged from the greatest holiday
trade in our history. It is as complete as human genius and resource
could make it. There's no omission—no oversight. And our pre-
parations still go on. • Our buyers are as busy in the markets of two
hemispheres as our representatives are in hurrying to your call.

You would discount the rumors of watch scarcity if you saw our
wonderland of

Waltham

New England ) 
WatchesElgin

also of the standard lines of gold and gold filled
advantage of first call on
manufacturers, the pre-
ference that comes of
leadership. A feast and
an opportunity for re-
plenishing time.

cases. Such is the

.APewYoltic.

New York Letter

Marble Vases
Dutiable as Manu-
factures of Marble

The protest of Wm. Baum-
garten & Co., of New York,
against the classification by
the collector of customs at
this port of a quantity of mer-

chandise made from marble was recently over-

ruled by the board of classification of United

States general appraisers. The goods in question

consist of one Borghese vase valued at 2600 francs,

and two ornamental vases valued at 1800 francs

sculptured from marble, and having many ornate

decorations in bas-relief of a similar material.

They were assessed for duty at the rate of so per

cent. ad valorem, under par. 115 of the tariff act of

1897 as manufactures of marble not specially pro-

vided for in the tariff act. Photographs were pro-

duced in evidence and showed the articles to be

elaborately sculptured marble vases, evidently

replicas of famous pieces in the Old World. The

word " statuary," as used in sec. 3, par. 454, was

interpreted by the board as embracing only

figures " in the round," or in full relief, and that

bas-reliefs in marble executed by a professional

sculptor were not be classified thereunder.
The claim of Benedict & War-

ner, wholesale dealers in pre-

Shell Cameos cious stones, 21 Maiden Lane,
to the effect that the assessment

of duty by the collector of customs on certain

shell cameos should have been io per cent. ad

valorem, under par. 435 of the tariff act of 1897,

instead of 35 per cent. under par. 450 of the act,

was recently overruled by the board of classifica-

tion of United States general appraisers. The

contention of the importers was that the articles

should be classified as precious stones cut, the

collector classified them as manufacturers of shell,

and, as stated above, the board upheld him.
Hirsh & Hyman, wholesale
dealers in jewelry, watches

on Stolen Goods and diamonds, 40 Maiden
Lane, were the recipients re-

cently of the amount of insurance on a package of

diamonds valued at $5o3o, which was stolen while

in railroad transit from New York to Dallas, Texas,

ill November last. The goods were sent to Milton

Newitter, salesman for Hirsh & Hyman, who was

then in Dallas. They were contained in a small

package and were missed en route between Toledo
and St. Louis ; simultaneously, it is alleged, with

the disappearance of a train messenger. The

messenger was afterwards discovered, placed
under arrest and removed to Chicago, but the
goods were not recovered. His trial on the charge
of theft is pending.

Duty on

Received Insurance

Found Jewelry

An ingenious attempt at
jewelry smuggling through

Secreted in a Book the mail was detected last
month by the customs in-

spectors at New York. The package in question
had come from Germany and was destined for

Denver, Colo. The manner of smuggling con-

sisted in secreting the jewelry in the body of a

1 1(1 1 1))

voluminous railway guide. The book was care-

lessly wrapped in paper, with its ends exposed;

but the customs people proceeded to unwrap it,

and their examination revealed in the back of the

book a little repository, made by cutting a hole

through a number of leaves, and in this were a

turquoise ring and two pins set with diamonds.

Value in all about $650. Instructions were sent to

the Federal authorities at Denver to ascertain from

the addressee there the name of the sender of the

package.
The Appellate Division decided

The U. S. Flag in recently that section 640 of the

penal code, as amended by the

laws of 1903, is unconstitutional

in so far as it prohibits the use or representation of

the United States flag for the purposes of trade

advertisement. The court holds that the section

violates not only the State but also the Federal

constitution, and is an unwarranted interference

with personal liberty and an attempt at class legis-

lation. There can be nothing, says the court, in

the use or representation of the stars and stripes to

belittle or degrade the United States ensign. On

the contrary, its depiction and the colors that

usually accompany such decoration must inspire a

feeling of patriotism.
A letter recently received from

Tourist Clause the Secretary of the Treasury

by the collector of customs at

this port, renders an official

interpretation of the igloo exemption clause in the

section of the tariff law relating to articles pur-

chased abroad and brought into this country by

returning tourists. The letter of the Secretary

states:

Advertisements

of the Tariff Act

A resident of the United States returning
thereto is entitled to bring with him free of duty
personal effects taken abroad by him as baggage,
provided they have not been remodeled or im-
proved abroad so as to increase their value, and in
addition thereto articles purchased or otherwise
obtained abroad of a total value not exceeding
$too. Such articles may be for the use of the
person bringing them or for others, but not for sale.
Customs officials are instructed to inquire into the
bona fides of the journey and the actual ownership
of the goods. Either the presence of an unusual
amount of any class of highly-dutible merchandise,
or frequent and hasty journeys is sufficient to raise
the presumption of bad faith. Such cases will be
subjected to most careful scrutiny and prosecution.

John Phillips, for more than thirty-five years a

retail jeweler in Brooklyn, died last month at his

residence there, 285 Cumberland Street. Deceased

was sixty-six years old and a native of Cornwall,

England. He came to America in his early youth

and after engaging in various activities eventually

learned the jewelry and watchmaking business,

and opened an enterprise of this kind in 1867. For

a number of years he was located at 737 Fulton

Street. He retired from business in December

last.
The board of classification of the United States

general appraisers recently overruled the protest of

the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

regarding the assessment of duty on a quantity

of merchandise, which the company contended was
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exempt on the ground that it was imported specially

for use in bona fide educational institutions. The

articles consisted of scientific apparatus, and were

assessed for duty at the rate of 45 per cent.

ad valorem as scientific instruments. The board

considered that there was not sufficient proof that

the institutions for whose use they were intended

were of an educational character, and that although

the schools may have been as claimed, it would be

a bad precedent to allow free entry when such

proof was lacking.
Charles Palache, Ph. D., one of the professors

of mineralogy at Harvard University, delivered a

lecture on " Diamonds" last month at the Poly-

technic Institute, for the department of mineralogy,

Brooklyn Institute, Brooklyn. Professor Palache,

who illustrated his address by means of lantern

slides, explained the origin of diamonds, where

they occur in nature and how they are mined, in a

most interesting manner.
Augustus Maschmeyer, of St. Louis, Mo., has

taken the management of the New York branch of

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., silversmiths, of Wal-

lingford, Conn. When he accepted this position,

Mr. Maschmeyer was treasurer and manager of the

A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co., the large jobbing and

manufacturing house of St. Louis, with which he

had been connected for over twenty-six years.

The New York offices of R. Wallace & Sons are

at 226 Fifth Avenue, where are carried full lines of

the company's manufactures in sterling silverware,

plated ware, hotel ware and cutlery.

W. H. Thornton, a diamond salesman, repre-

senting the firm of Powers & Mayer, of New York,

nearly lost a case of diamonds, said the New York

Sun of recent date, between Houston and Galves-

ton, Texas, recently. Thornton was in Houston

making a display of the jewels, according to the

daily press. He says thathe had reason to believe

that thieves had been trailing him for some days.

They began operations at Galveston. The iron

trunk in which the jewels were carried had been

checked to Houston. The thieves, who had pre-

arranged their plans, checked a dummy trunk to

Harrisburg, midway between the two cities, and

then managed to shift the checks on the trunks.

The one with the valuables was put off at Harris-

burg and was at once claimed by two young men.

It was loaded into a wagon and a hasty start was

made for the bay, where it is since learned a

schooner was in waiting. Mr. Thornton, who had

been keeping a close eye on the trunk, discovered

its disappearance, and leaving the train got back

to Harrisburg in a short time. A posse of officers

gave the thieves chase, rescued the trunk, but

failed to make arrests, as the thieves had escaped

to their boat and set sail. At this writing Powers

& Mayer report that they have not beard from

Thornton.
The firm of Schickerling Bros. & Co., manu-

facturing jewelers, 28 East Twenty-second Street,

is now a corporation officered by the managers and

partners of the original concern. The new firm

assumes the obligations of its predecessors and

will be conducted under the same name and at the

same locatio.
(Continued on page 365)
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A GOLD DOLLAR FOR NINETY CENTS.

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.

A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and Imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.
3. White and Imperfect.

4. Commercial wflite and perfect.
5. Commercial white and slightly

Imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

7. Good color and perfect.
8. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
9. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

While we .do not claim to be able to sell diamonds 10% less than any
competitor, we can safely promise to give you good value for every dollar
received.

It is necessary in selling diamonds to have your customers assured they
are getting the benefit of the lowest market prices and that the goods are
exactly as represented.

This assurance means you have obtained their confidence, which fair
dealing and prices will enable you to retain.

OUR GRADING SYSTEM will enable you TO OBTAIN THEIR CONFIDENCE.

OUR PRICES will enable you TO MEET ANY COMPETITION.

When you have a close or particular diamond customer to deal with and
it is necessary for you to have " rock-bottom" prices, send to us.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., g Maiden Lane, New York.

Hawkes
Cut
Glass.

GRAND PRIZE AWARDED AT PARIS EXPOSITION.

A yellow dia-
mond makes a
good show until
compared with a
white one.

Examine Hawkes Cut Glass
and look for this trade-mark
engraved on each piece,
without which none is genuine.

T. G. Hawkes & Co.,
Corning, N.Y.

HAW KES

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

NEON& CONSTIINTIll
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER in

4,
NPPI4

E R 0

4
°°1 V ST Attl‘+

TRADE-MARK.

Quality Durability
1. Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

March, 1904

New York Letter
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(Continued from page 363)

At the ripe age of seventy-eight,

Death of Daniel Fuller Appleton, of the

D. F. Appleton American Waltham Watch Co.,

and surviving partner of Rob-

bins & Appleton, selling agents of that co
mpany,

passed away on Friday night, February 5th, at 
his

residence 28 East Thirty-sixth Street, this city.

Death was due to a general physical collapse,
 re-

sulting from his advanced years. During his long

and arduous career, he was blessed with vigor
ous

health of mind and body, and it was not until the

closing days of last December that the symptoms

of waning vitality began to appear. On the 
24th

of that month he went to his office at 21 Mai
den

Lane, but it was to be his last visit there ; for when

he returned home his strength continued to e
bb

away until the first Friday of February, %'hen

he passed into eternity with a serenity that

seemed beautifully symbolic of a life singularly

devoid of difficulty and entirely free from failure.

Mr. Appleton will be remembered not only as

one of the pioneers of the watch industry in

America, but also as one of the most conspicuous

personalities in that trade at an advance stage in

its development. As partner in the firm controlling

the output of the Waltham factory, his special

capacity was that of marketing the goods, thus he

was instrumental in establishing American watches

in public favor. Deceased came of a distinguished

family of English origin. He was the son of Gene-

ral James and Sarah Appleton, and was born in

Marblehead, Mass., in 1826. Among the members

of the family who became eminent in various

walks of life were Hon. John Appleton, of Port-

land, Me., congressman and United States minister

to Russia ; Rev. Jesse Appleton, D. D., second

president of Bowdoin College, and Chief Justice

Appleton, of Bangor, Me. Deceased was educated

in the public schools of Portland, Me., whither his

father removed in 1833. At the age of twenty-one

he came to New York City possessed of a limited

cash allowance, a bright brain and a patient,

masterful spirit born of a good up-bringing. The

firm with which he first connected himself went

out of business a few months after Ile joined it.

Seemingly triviai, this incident was one of the

most notable in his career, for it was the means of

bringing himself and the late Royal E. Robbins

together. The last named, then an importer of

watches, advertised for a clerk ; young Appleton

applied and was immediately appointed. A few

years subsequently he was admitted as a partner,

the firm-name becoming Robbins & Appleton, and

in 1857 the watch works at Waltham, then in their

infancy, were acquired. The growth of the

industry is a monument to the co-operative zeal and

business sagacity of Mr. Appleton and Messrs.

R. E. and Henry A. Robbins. Mr. Appleton was

at times actively identified with politics, but he

never sought office, being actuated by devotion to

principle rather than by personal ambition. He

was a member of the first national convention of

the Republican party held in Philadelphia in 1856,

when General Fremont was nominated for the

presidency, and consistently supported the Repub-

lican party during his subsequent career. He was

one of the founders of the Union League Club, of

this city, and its vice-president at one time. He was

also a member of the Century, the Metropolitan, the

Grolier and the Seawanhaka-Corinthian yacht

clubs, and of various other clubs and organizations,

and served as president of the New England Society

K E Y STONE

of the City of New York in 1878-79. He was a

director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, was

one of the organizers 'and, for three successive

years, president of the New York Jewelers' Associa-

tion, which was afterwards consolidated with the

Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade. At the

funeral services, which were held at the Church of

the Incarnation, a large number of the best-known

men in the trade were present. The floral

tributes were numerous, and included one from the

employees of the American Waltham Watch Co.

During the holding of the services, the business

associates of Mr. Appleton closed their offices as a

mark of respect to his memory. The remains were

•

Daniel Fuller Appleton.

conveyed to the old home of tile Appletons at Ips-

wich, Mass., and interred in the family burial plot

there: Deceased was twice married. Three sons

and two daughters survive him.
Henry A. Spaulding, at one

Death of time a well-known jeweler of

Henry A. Spaulding this city, died February 8th, at

the age of sixty-seven. Death

resulted from pneutnonia. Deceased was born in

New York, but his parents removed to Auro
ra,

in his. childhood, and there he received his

education. His first employment was with

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, but he afterwa
rds

came to New York, believing that there were 
more

opportunities for advancement in the Empire City.

Here he entered the services of Ball, Black & 
Co.

(now Black, Starr & Frost), and after re
maining

for some years with this concern, opened 
business

with a partner at Prince Street and Broadway,

under the name of Browne & Spaulding. In 1871

this firm dissolved and both its members 
joined

the staff of Tiffany & Co. An impressive 
bearing

and thorough knowledge of his business, o
btained

for deceased the managership of the Parisian

branch of Tiffany & Co., one year subseq
uently.

He acquired an interest in the firm, and after 
con-

tinuing in its service for some years, decided to go

into business on his own account. Accordingly Ile

disposed of his stock in the firm in 1888, foun
ded

the establishment of Spaulding 8t Co., in C
hicago,

:tnd one year later opened a branch store in 
Paris.
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In 1894 he disposed of his business interests, took

up his residenee at Pelham Manor, N. Y., and

retired to private life. Here he won the esteem of

the local community, and in his capacity as com-

missioner of highways inspired some notable town

improvements. Deceased was a member of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York ; Histor-

ical Society, of Chicago ; the Chamber of Com-

merce, New York ; the American Fine Arts

Society and the Republican Club, of New York. A

widow, a son and a daughter survive him.

William H. Myers, formerly a

Death of retail jeweler at 175 Bowery,

died last month at his home,

1404 Bushwick Avenue, Brook-

lyn. Deceased was 65 years old and a native of

Germany. He came to America with his parents

at an early age, and was afterwards apprenticed to

it New York jewelry manufacturer. He made

rapid advances in acquiring a knowledge of the

business, and opened for himself at the age of 18.

He afterwards formed a partnership ulth A. Von

Preif, under the firm name of Myers & Von Preif.

Eleven years ago Von Preif died, and Jeweler

Myers conducted the business on his own account

up to 1898; wheti he retired from a trade career of

forty-one years. Three sons survive him.

The claim of Albert Lorsch &

Duty on Co., importers of precious

stones, this city, to the effect

that certain paste cameos and

intaglios, imported by that firm, were dutible at

20 per cent. ad valorem as imitation precious stones

under par. 435, of the Tariff Act of 1897, instead of

at 45 per cent. ad valorem, under par. 112, as

manufacturers of paste, was sustained recently by

the board of classification of the United States

general appraisers. These goods consisted of

imitation cameos and intaglios composed of paste

under one inch in diameter, which contained either

concave surfaces, within %%ilia were raised or

depressed figures, or oval or plain surfaces, on

u.h:ch were similarly-produced figures made in

imitation of precious stones. The figure in every

case consisted of a human head.

The regular monthly meeting of

the executive committee of the

Security Alliance Jewelers' Security Alliance was

held on February 16th, the fol-

lowing members being present : Chairman Butts,

President Sloan, Vice-Presidents Champenois and

Wood, Treasurer Karsch, 'Secretary Noyes, and

Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden and Brown of the

committee. The following new applicants were

admitted to membership :

W. H. Myers

Paste Cameos

Jewelers'

Clark Fakes, Lone •rree,Iown.
Herbst & Wassail, Newark,

N..1.
F. W. Jameson, Ashton,
Iowa.

John Sievers Hebron,
Jas. H. Skilbilan, New York
( 'it )'.
G. ('. Deramp, Shirley, Ind.
.Toseph C. Neal, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

Francis B. Wallen, Camden,
N. 3.

f'rowell Optical Co., River-
side, Cal.

Gorman & Green, Salisbury,
N. C.

S. Joseph & Sons, Des Moines,
Iowa.

L. J. Reznor, Port Allegany,

Chas. J. Walter, Los Angeles,
Cal.

John S. Esely, Lelpsie, Ohio.
DRVI11 Biek, New S'ork City.
Herman Idzal, Des Moines,
Iowa.

Samuel Landau, Wilkesharre,
Pa.

1..1. baptintn, Taisuaa,Wash.
I', Floyd & Co., Seattle,

Wash.
Elias I, tilonskin Cn., New
Haven, Conn.

Ben. F. Harless, Houston
Texas.

C. Kalimann & Sou, San Fran-
cisco, Cal

F. 1Valter Lawrence, New
York City.

Frank E. Reeder,Welakn,Fla,
J. L. Teeters & Co., Lincoln,
Nebr.

J. A. Thomason, Salem, Va,
August Watteroth, St. Joseph,
Mo.

New Orleans Loan A Pledge
Co., New Orleans, La.

W. II. Frickhoefibr, Charles-
town, Ind.

William Comerford, Butildo,
N. Y.

Ed. L. Allen, Trinidad, Coto.
The Burns-Barry l'o.,

phis, Tenn.
E. S. MeLeod,Washingt oti,l'a.
Graffe & Stanek, l'hicago, Ill.
Silbermann, Kohn &

stein, New York city.
M. & N. Lielitenstein, Salt
bake City, Ptah.

Geo. E. Sibert,Reinbeek,TOIVO.
Dawes E. Sturgis, Houston,
Texas.

0, E. Smith's Sons, Parkers-
bitrg, W. Va,

The Mather Card Co., Zanes-
ville, obi..

(Continued on page 367)
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Old gold, silver and platinum bought
at the highest market prices. 1 We refine sweeps containing gold,

silver or platinum, and make
the best possible return.

DUTCH STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

Headquarters for Jewelers who need

PLATINUM
in any form. Send for our size gauge, showing 17 sizes

SEAMLESS PLATINUM TUBING
which we carry in stock. Special sizes to order.
Our PEERLESS PLATINUM POLISHING PASTE is unequaled
for producing a smooth surface on platinum work. To be used
like tripoli. Send 25 cents for a sample pound.

of

BELA'S 0 COHN, 13 DUTCH STREET,NEW YORK.

" A REVOLUTION IN COMPUTING TIME."

g
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From the Sun Dial, Hour Glass and Present Dial Clock,
to the Famous

"Evoi-lisalu" Plato Clock
AN IDEAL TIME=TELLER WITHOUT

HANDS OR DIAL.

The Plato Clock tells the time at a glance, and, as the
hour and minutes are shown in figures, no mistake is possible.
It is wound, set and adjusted like any other clock, keeps
perfect time and will last indefinitely.

Only the highest class of material and workmanship is
employed in their manufacture, and the works are protected
by a neat glass globe. The frame is highly artistic and
ornamental and in fine gold finish.

A few of these clocks with the motto " Watch the Time
Fly " make

AN IRRESISTIBLE WINDOW ATTRACTION

I

for the jeweler and sell as quickly as shown. The upper plate in the illustiations shows the hour and the lower plate the minutes. The changeof the figure every minute on the lower plate is very catchy and impressively suggestive of the flight of time.The plates can be had in any color—white, red, blue or dark green. In ordering, specify the colors desired.

1-)11,.;, $6.00, .subject tc) Treacle Di.e,count.

American Electrical Novelty and Mfg. Co., 304-314 Hudson Street, New York City.

Nlai l()" I
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Consul Bardel
Returns to
Germany

(Continued Joon: page 365)

William Bardel, American con-

sul at Bamberg, Germany, sailed

for that country February 13th,

on board the steamship Vader-

/and, after a pleasant sojourn in New Yor
k. Mr.

Bardel is a well-known personality in the local

trade, and during his recent visit here 
renewed

many old acquaintances. The mid-year banquet

of the Twenty-four Karat Club and the
 annual

meeting and dinner of the Jewelers' League

afforded him two unique opportunities of fraterniz-

ing with a host of the leading metropolitan 
dealers,

at one time his business brethren—for Consul

Bardel is an ex-jeweler.
After an illness of over one

Death of year, Samuel Friend, a diamond

Samuel Friend broker, who was well known in

the local trade for many years,

died on February 17th, at the age of fifty-three.

Deceased was born in New York City, where his

father was also a diamond broker and from h
im

the son learned the business. When deceased gr
ew

to manhood he was admitted to his father's co
n-

cern, the name of which became S. Friend & Son.

On the eve of his retirement

W. T. Thompson from the services of the Elgin

Feted National Watch Co., which

went into effect on March ist,

Walter T. Thompson, manager of the company's

New York office, I t John Street, was feted at

Delmonico's, on February 14th, by Charles H.

Hulburd, president of the company. The feast

was given as a mark of appreciation of Mr. Thomp.-

son's services to the company, which cover a

periOd of twenty years. It was participated N by

about two dozen guests, many of whom were Mr.

Thompson's intimate personal friends. The retir-

ing manager entered the employment of the com-

pany when a boy, and was repeatedly promoted

until he was given charge of the metropolitan office,

in which capacity he has served for ten years.

During this period he made numerous friends.

The business of A. Wittnauer, importer of

watches, ix Maiden Lane, was incorporated at

Albany last month with a capital of $250,000, and

will in future be conducted under the name of the

A. Witnauer Co.
The Diamond Cut Glass Works, makers of

cut glassware and rock crystal, have removed their

factory and offices to the corner of Nassau Street

and Maiden Lane, where their accommodations

are more spacious and their working facilities con-

siderably augmented.

F. W. Manny, who was formerly connected

with C. G. Alford & Co., has been engaged by L.

Witsenhausen to cover the Western States. Mr.

Manny takes the place of D. Fiess on the Witsen-

hausen traveling staff, and is well acquainted with

the trade in his terrritory.
Frank W. Elliott, a director of the well-known

. clockmaking firm of J. J. Elliott & Co., Ltd., Lon-

don, England, recently returned home after spend-

ing several weeks in this city, with short trips to

Boston & Philadelphia. Mr. Elliott is the son of

the head of this well-known concern, and while

here made his headquarters with the Company's

American agents, Harris & Harrington. This was

Mr. Elliott's first visit to this country, and he was

quite enthusiastic over many features of our hotels

and railroad management as compared with those

of England. He paid a visit to the Harris & Har-

rington new case factory at Washington N. J., and
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was much pleased with the labor-saving machinery

that he found installed there, and with the Ameri-

can methods and ideas in wood working. In fact,

he was so impressed with the beauty and work-

manship of these goods that he ordered quite a

line of them to be sent to the London office, where

they will be offered to the trade of Great Britain.

The primary object of his visit to this country was

for an exchange of ideas with the company's

agents, and to consult in regard to the new models

and improvements in the famous Elliott chime

movements.
H. B. Peters & Co., 177-179 Broadway, are

mailing to the trade their 1904 pocket price-list of

materials and findings. This price-list is compiled

with care and accuracy and will be found especial
ly

convenient as a means of reference. It will be sent

free on request to those who may not have already

received a copy.

M. J. Averbeck, manufacturer of rings and fine

jewelry, 19 Maiden Lane, has issued a handsomely-

compiled and profusely-illustrated spring booklet,

which embodies many unique and interesting

features. The articles shown are diversified in

character, and are especially adapted to spring and

summer selling. The illustrative features of the

book predominate. In addition to showing the

article itself, each cut gives its number, price and

quality as well. At the top and bottom margins of

the pages are printed pertinent paragraphs relative

to the merits of the goods and the firm's facilities

for supplying them.
At the regular monthly meeting of the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade, held on Thurs-

day, February I -1th, in the rooms of the association,

170 Froadway, the following firms were unani-

mously elected to membership : William Konovitz,

New York ; C. H. Morrison, Topeka, Kans.;

Poole Silver Co., Taunton, Mass.; Pryor Novelty

Co., Newark, N. J.; Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co.,

Greenfield, Mass.; John Scheidig & Co., New

York, and J. Ziegler & Co., Chicago.

The department of microscopy of the Brook-

lyn Institute, Brooklyn, held its seventeenth annual

exhibition last month. The instruments, each with

its attendant lamp, formed the most interesting

display. One of the most attractive exhibits was

that 'of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Roches-

ter, N. Y., and the radium specimens sent by Dr.

Geo. F. Kunz also evoked considerable interest.

Window smashing and robbery have become

alarmingly frequent on some of the principal thor-

oughfares of this city of late. A recent victim of

the criminal epidemic is E. B. Meyrowitz, the well-

known manufacturing and retail optician, 650 Madi-

son Avenue. About 5 A. M. on February IlEith, a

muffled stone was thrown through a portion of his

window, which had been previously weakened by

being cut with a diamond. Policemen heard the

crash, and rushing to the scene succeeded in cap-

turing two of the thieves. Two others escaped,

however, carrying with them about $279 worth of

goods. The captors were subsequently arraigned

before a magistrate and held in heavy bail. This

is the second time within a month that an attempt

at robbing the store has been made.

Chas. A. Hetzel, of Chas. A. Hetzel & Co.,

manufacturers of ivory and tortoise shell goods,

26 East 13th Street, and his wife, held a notable

feast at their new home in Mount Vernon, N. Y.,

recently, to celebrate the silver anniversary of their

wedding. This interesting function was partici-

pated in by a large number of guests, and the

celebrants were the recipients of congratulatory

letters and telegrams, and numerous and unique

gifts in silver.

`*Easter"
Best Hat Pins, Best Bag,

Better Printing

than any others.

Golf Hat Pin Caddys.

Sterling Silver, 9 in. long ; 2 Hat Pins

in each bag,
No. 1. Plaid  88.00 doz.

No. 2. Leather 6.00 "
No. 2. Printed, city and State burned on bag,

250. doz. extra—or anything else you may want

printed.

Scarf Pin Caddys.
Small size of No. 2, same style . . . tgl.45 doz.

" " " " " printed, 8.87 "

10 Per Cent. Cash Discount.

Send For New things in
Sterling Silver Waist Sets, Brooches,
Sash Pins, Hat Pins, Cuff Links,
Scarf Pins, Crosses, Bracelets, Fobs.

New Lines in Gold Filled, also.

Popular Priced, New Designs.

Gold Jewelry Manufacturers,

15 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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L' Art Nouveau, the new art, has become a familiar phrase in the world
of jewelry, and there. has been much discussion as to what the term signifies
or embraces. One prominent authority very aptly says : "L' Art Nouveau
is the name of a movement, not of a style ; it has come into use to designate
a great variety in forms and development of design, which have in common
little, except an underlying character against the commonplace."

The best authority as to what the term means is naturally the man who
invemed the phrase, M. Bing, of Paris. In 1895 M. Bing founded in the Rue
de Provence, Paris, a center open to all the forces of artistic innovation. In
order to designate the tendencies of this enterprise, he devised the title of
L' Art Nouveau. without suspecting then that this combination of words
would gain the doubtful honor of serving as a label for miscellaneous
creations, some of which were to reach the limits of license and folly.

While the readers of THE KEYSTONE are best acquainted with the term
as applied to jewelry, it is equally applicable to ornamentation of other
objects—leather goods, furniture, buildings, etc. In an intereresting article
in a recent issue of • The Craftsman, M. Bing said:

Is it accurate to say that no definite aim has been gene-
Simply a rated by L' Art Noveau, and that its disciples are united
Departure only by a negation ?. The truth is this : that no definite

style was preseribed, since the work to be done was a
work of liberation. The title of L' Art Noveau designated a field lying
outside the narrow boundaries within which, beneath the pressure of a time-
honored slavery, a class of degenerate products was approaching a distinc-
tion. It designated afree soil upon which any one could mark out a path-
way for himself.

But how were we to free ourselves from the convention—the impeding
rules of the past. Where seek a trustworthy guide ? What rules were to
be observed? A reversion to free nature could alone restore and rejuvenate
our spirits. From this infallible code of all the laws of beauty we were
forced to ask the secret of a new advance, capable of enriching the old
formulas with a new power of development. And this development it was
necessary to urge forward in a manner confor-
mable to all other branches of contemporaneous
aesthetics, in a manner adequate to our form of
society and our actual needs. In a word, we were
forced to subordinate the general character of our
environment to all the conditions of modern life.
It was necessary, at the same time, to restore cer-
tain essential principles which had long previously
fallen into neglect. These necessities were : to
subject each object to a strict system of logic rela-
tive to the use for which it is destined and to the
material from which it is formed ; to emphasize
purely organic structure, especially in cabinet-
making ; to show clearly the part played by every
detail in the architecture of an object ; to avoid,
as one would flee from leprosy, the falsehood of a
fictitious luxury consisting in falsifying every ma-
terial and in carrying ornament to extremes.

Such, in essence, are the principles which
formed the basis of agreement for the initiators
of the movement, whose effects, during its active
period, we are now to observe. •

It has seemed to me judicious
Productions of not to confuse the doctrines
L'Art Nouveau which gave birth to L' Art

Nouveau with the applications
which have been made of it. I shall protest much
more strenuously against the custom of subjecting
all these productions indiscriminately to a sole
and summary judgment. I accuse the whole

body of art critics of having, in this instance, seriously failed in profes-sional duty. In the presence of a sudden and disconcerting growth,in the face of the daily mounting flood of productions contrasting not onlyby reason of their novelty with familiar forms, but often also differingamong themselves, the critics have left the public absolutely without guid-ance. The special publications devoted to applied art, which arose in greatnumber, had no object other than to make pass in review before the eyesof the reader (it were better to say the spectator) after the manner of akaleidoscope, in a chance order of appearance, the assemblage of all newefforts, whether more or less successful. But among those who assumedthe somewhat grave responsibility of instructing the public regarding theartistic phenomena of each day, among those even who declared withemphasis that there should no longer be an aristocratic art, and that allartistic manifestations : painting, sculpture or the products of the industialarts, had equal rank, no one assumed the duty of making a serious study ofthis subject—that is, no one in a position to speak with authority. L' ArtNouveau, it is true, if it be considered as a whole, has no cohesive principle.It could not have such, when employing its activity upon a virgin soil, in afield where every one was bound to display his individual temperament.But in the midst of the myriad attempts whose tangled skein cannot bestraightened by the layman, we, the critics, point out certain efforts, eachone of which in the respect that concerns it, converges toward a definiteideal, an aim clearly perceived. We say : Reject the mass of worthlessefforts, eliminate all abortive. work, imitations, and commercial products,but save from irreparable destruction anything that can contribute, thoughit were only as. a very germ, to future fertility, if you do not intend to pro-nounce death sentence upon all those of our faculties whose exercise beau-tifies our dwellings!
I shall content myself with making here a rapid examination of the pathfollowed by L' Art Nouveau : beginning with its first general manifestation,which, as I have previously stated, occurred in 1895, in the galleries of theRue de Provence. It would be difficult to say which, for the moment,

triumphed in this fateful struggle—the chorus of
approval or the cries of indignation. The fact
remains that the impression then made was
powerful enough to create a large following of
recruits, impatient to enroll themselves beneath
the banner displayed by the vanguard. Unhap-
pily, it is much easier to submit a new order of
productions to public examination than to make
the public understand the reasons which governed
the creation of such objects and prescribed to them
their forms. The adepts of the second hour were
divided into classes. There were artists, sculp-
tors or painters whose somewhat vagabond imagi-
nation was more familiar with dreams and poetry
than with practical ideas. They designed tables
supported by nymphs with soft, sinuous bodies;
or by strange figures savage in their symbolism,
with muscles swollen and writhing under efforts
which had no sign of humanity. There were also
young middle-class women who abandoned the
needle, the crochet-hook and the piano, that they
might pyrograve. leather, or hammer copper into
works which were almost touching in their
artistic poverty : all these being, of course, more
or less sedative and too restricted in their reach
to compromise seriously the good cause and pre-
vent its progress. The dangerous evil : that
which could strike at the vital part of the idea,
and possibly occasion its utter failure, was toPendant : Gold Enamel and Pearl, by Marcel Bing. arise elsewhere.
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EVERY BODY WANTS

THE TOLTEC
NECKLA CE S

Do rou Carry Them

411, If not you are losing business.

They are the only genuine Tur-

quoise Necklaces'of Good Quality.

THE TOLTEC GEM MINING COMPANY
CHAS. F. WOOD & CO., Selling Agents

NEW YORK, I MAIDEN LANECHICAGO, 103 STATE STREET
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Throughout the course of history no

epoch-making idea of idealistic tenden-

cies has ever arisen, which has been n
ot

quickly counterfeited by the army of

profit-seekers who have enrolled them-

selves beneath its banner to protect

their purely mercantile schemes. But

never, perhaps, has this phenomenon

been so strikingly instanced as in the

case in point. Owing to the feeble state

of certain industries, as, for example,

that of cabinet-making, an opportunity

was afforded to profit by the effect pro-

duced by the rise of L' Art Nouveau.

But it must not be believed that, spurred

by this impulse, the leaders of industry

set themselves without loss of time to a

deep study of the necessary principles.

Far from that ! Nothing, in their minds,

was more easy than to produce L' Art

Nouveau, since that, according to their

point of view, must be simply the art of

improvising something else than the

works of yesterday. They therefore

gave the pencil into the hands of their

designers, with orders to trace Upon the

paper outlines interlacing in all direc-

tions, writhing into fantastic expansions,

meeting in snail-spirals, framing asymmetrical panels within which bloome
d

the reproduction of some natural growth, exact to the point of p
hotog-

raphy. In fact, it was not difficult to produce L' Art Nouveau of this species.

Nor was it costly, since it required neither preliminary studies, nor the use 
of

valuable material, nor great care in execution. The product was abundan
t,

too abundant, and the public, accepting the name for the thing in itself, di
d

not hesitate to accept this product under the official title which assured i
ts

success. It need not be explained that the more

eccentric it was, the more quickly it was received

as L' Art Nouveau. I might—but I refrain—cite

the instance of a museum, the most famous of its

class, whose representative selected for his collec-

tions a coffer overburdened with fantastic floriated

ornament, preferably to a wardrobe full of sym-

metrical grace ; explaining meanwhile that the

character of the latter piece was not sufficiently ac-

centuated to deserve the name of I] Art Nouveau.

But slowly,vision having grown

Sifting the True . more experienced 
and critical,

from the False begins to distinguish the true

from the false. In the midst

of the obscuring chaos, there are discernible clear

ideals of art tending toward a definite purpose.

The work of elimination being complete, each one

will choose the species of production that shall

best adapt itself to his taste, while waiting for

future generations—the supreme judges of men

and things—to make final classification, according

to degrees of merit. Future judges will all

acknowledge the indelible mark of our epoch,

without it being necessary for all our artists to

concur in an absolute identity of style, as once

they did. Such freedom will leave a wider field

open to the imagination of those who create, and

will permit each individual to impress his person-

ality upon the places in which he passes his life.

Far from regretting this variety in the forms of

expression, let us enjoy the proffered riches, and

let us now seek to acquaint ourselves with the

origin and the nature of these divergences as well

as to compare their merit.
Two principal and parallel currents can be

discerned in the direction of the movement : the

A Beautiful DesigU for a Necklace.

system of purely ornamental lines and

the system of floral elements ; each of

the two systems having fervent cham-

pions and active detractors. In every

new cause it is well that uncompromis-

ing elements arise, exaggerating partial

virtues, which later, wisely propor-

tioned, unite in a definitive, well-bal-

anced whole. The divergence in the

first phases of L' Art Nouveau are attri-

butable less to questions of individual

temperament than to questions of race.

In these first phases, the principal part

was not played by the country Ivhich

had long occupied the first place in

European decorative art. France re-

mained attached with what might almost

be termed patriotic tenderness to tradi-

tions whose roots struck into the lowest

depths of the soil of the fatherland.

:The initial movement began in Eng-

land, under the influence of the Pre-

Raphaelites and the ideas of Ruskin,

and was carried into practical affairs by

the admirable genius of William Morris.

But if insurrection arose then against the

frightful ugliness of contemporary pro-

ductions, it did not declare the impera-

tive need of a renewal of youth con-

formable to the modern spirit. Highly

aristocratic natures, who would willingly

have witnessed the destruction of rail-

ways guilty of killing the beauty of the

landscape—such as these, necessarily

produced works echoing the art of primitive times dominated by the poetry
 of

an abstract dream. They projected over the world a soft light, full of
 charm

indeed, but which, as a distant reflection of extinct suns could not have
 a

prolonged existence, nor even a warmth sufficient to light new center
s.

This episode will remain in the history of art as an attractive chapter t
oo

rapidly closed. Latterly, England has taken a new direction under the

guidance of numerous artists. Among them only a fraction are faithful 
to

the Morris traditions. To Belgium belongs in all

justice the honor of having first devised truly

modern formulas for the interior decoration of

European dwellings.
In the year 1894 there was founded at Brus-

sels, under the guidance of M. Octave Maus, a

society of artists designated as " La libre Esthe-

tique," having as its object to assemble in an

annual exhibition all works of essentially mod-

ern character. This was the first occasion when

the aristocratic arts of painting and sculpture

admitted without blushing to their companion-

ship the commonalty of industrial productions.

Already there appeared manifestations of a real

value, the outcome of reflective minds steadily

pursuing individual aims. I have always retained

a most favorable memory of certain model tene-

ments exhibited at "La libre Esthetique " by

Serrurier-Bovy of Liege, who had succeeded in

uniting with a low net cost all desirable requisites

of beauty, hygiene and comfort. But the man

sufficiently gifted to engender really bold ideas

and to realize them in all the perfection permitted

by their species, was Henri van de Velde, profes-

sor of wsthetics at one of the free institutions at

Brussels. He executed in 1895, for the establish-

ment of L' Art Nouveau, Paris, a series of inte-

riors, which he followed by other works exhibited

at Dresden in 1897, and which not only constituted

ill Europe the first important examples (ensem-

bles) of modern decorative art, but have since re-

mained the most perfect type of the species. This

species was the development of the line—the

decorative line shown in its full and single power.

This line has been the chief characteristic of

12 Art Nouveau as it is understood by the people.
Pendant; Gold Eliamei, by Marcel Bing.
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( SPECIALIZATION IN WATCHES

The greatest achievements of modern progress have been accom-
plished through specialization. In our business we give the study
of watches paramount consideration. Each particular requirement
for jewelers in the line of watches has our studious thought and
unusual care.

This is merely the working out of the Forsinger method, which
has for its three leading essentials:

A Large and Complete Stock.
Right Treatment to All.
Quick Attention to Mail Orders.

The retail jeweler wants a large watch stock to select from.
He wants .to deal with a house which appreciates him and

his trade.
He wants to buy right every time.
He wants his watches quick at all times.
The Forsinger method means by giving the retailer this service,

he is given a big lift on his way to success.
If you want this service send us your mail orders. Command

us from either office.

J. W. FORSINGER,
WHOLESALE WATCHES,

Columbus Memorial Building, Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane,

Chicago New York.
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WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 601 COLUMBUS MEMoBIAL BUILMSo
CHICA00, Feb. 23, 1904.

The Northwest has been buried in snow for

three months. The record is seventy success
ive

days of sleighing in and about Chicago, and nin
ety

successive days of down-below-zero weather in the

territory north of Milwaukee and Green Bay,

which is in excess of that of many years. Such

conditions do not tend to normal conditions in

business. The truth of the situation is that busi-

ness has been hampered this winter by the severity

of the weather. A salesman for one of our lead-

ing houses said. to the writer, this week, that he

had just returned from a five-weeks trip through

Northern Michigan, Northern Wisconsin and

Minnesota, where he found about half the dealers

whom he visited at home sick or absent for other

reasons, trains late everywhere, and trade in the

stores where he called as quiet as he ever saw it.

The numbing effects of the severe weather were

plainly perceived. The railroad' companies have

been severely injured by the protracted cold. .It

is said that the percentage of operating expenses

to gross earnings has been increased very largely

during December and January by this rare inflic-

tion of weather, and with an unabated continuation

until date during the present month. Not only

have the tracks been put in almost impassable

shape by the drifting snows and .frozen sleet, but

the efficiency of locomotives on good road bed

has been impaired, and by no means the least, the

train crews have been less efficient. Trainmen, as

a rule, have simply been worn out. Fewer trains

have been hauled. Their capacity_has been cur-

tailed. They have dragged along at a much slower

speed. The farmer hugs his fireplace and does

not go to town to buy the ordinary supplies.

Everywhere there is loss to trade because of the

pall of cold. To what extent this long reign of

the winter king has cut into the usual seasonable

volume of trade, is past accurate computation.

But the evidences of its existence are on all sides.

Every one hopes that the advent of spring will

bring an end to the cold, the ice and the snow, so

that trade may assume its normal condition. When

this change does come, there will be an awakening.

It is the unanimous opinion of leading men in the

trade here, that a brisk and steady business will

develop as soon as climatic conditions permit it.

House trade has been fair the past fortnight

on account of the merchants' and travelers' excur-

sions bringing in quite a few buyers. These trade

excursions during March are expected to bring in

a larger number of buyers. Traveling men are

generally on the road and are finding trade quiet,

more so than usual, save with the exception of the

South and Southwest. Chicago retail trade has

been slow, according to reports of leading stores.

The small stores in the outlying districts report

business at a standstill. For this the cold weather

and closed theaters are in part responsible. Most

of our jobbers report a slight falling off in the

volume of sales in comparison with February of

last year. The outlook for spring trade, however,

is considered fair, and an improvement in business

is looked for from this on.
The 1904 spring meetings of the

Reduced Railroad National Association of Mer-

chants and Travelers at Chi-

cago, will be on all through the

month of March. Year after year these excursions

are growing more popular, and result in pinch

benefit to the wholesalers and retailers alike. The

Western Passenger Association gives a rate of one

and one-fifth fare from points in its territory. T
he

same rate is given from points in Texas, Ark
an-

sas, Oklahoma and Indian Territories, and 
the

Central Passenger Association gives a rate of one

and one-third fare from points in its territory. 
For

the third meeting tickets may be bought March 
5th

to. 12th, inclusive, and dates for return a
re from

March 9th to 22d, inclusive ; for the fourth meeti
ng,

dates for buying tickets, March r9th to 26th, 
inclu-

sive. The dates for buying tickers and r
eturning

home in the territory of the Central Passen
ger

Association are substantially the same as abo
ve,

the beginning dates corresponding to those 
of the

Western Passenger Association excursions. 
For

further information in regard to these trade 
excur-

sions, dealers should write either of the f
ollowing

firms in the jewelry and optical trades, 
who are

members of the Merchants' and Travelers' 
Associ-

ation : Pitkin & Brooks, Otto Young & Co.,

F. A. Hardy & Co., Benj. Allen & Co., 
Stein &

Ellhogen Company, C. H. Knights & Co., 
Swart-

child & Co. and H. F. Hahn & Co.

Rates to Chicago

Personal Mention

Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Compa
ny,

leaves this evening for a two-weeks' trip
 to New

York and other Eastern points.

S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss &

Company, the well-known Cincinnati 
wholesalers,

spent a day in Chicago recently cal
ling on our

manufacturers.
Fred. R. Sheridan, Chicago and Western rep-

resentative of Arnold & Steere, returned 
recently

from his California trip looking fine and 
as lively
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as likely as ever. Trade gossip had Mr. Sheri,fin

seriously ill and suffering .from a case of typti iii

at one of the San Francisco hotels, the early part

of February. We are pleased to note that the

rumor proved false and that it was an entire mis-

take. Mrs. Sheridan and their daughters are still

in California and will remain there until Mr. Sheri-

dan makes his June trip to the Coast. They are

sojourning with friends in the neighborhood of

Los Angeles.
Sam. H. Clausin, of S. H. Clausin & Co.,

wholesale, Minneapolis, Minn., accompanied by

Mrs. Clausin, spent last week in Chicago en route

to the South, where they expect to spend a month's

outing among the Florida resorts.

R. W. Morris, Western manager for the R.

Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Company, has re-

cently returned from a two-weeks' trip to the fac-

tory at Wallingford, Conn.

Louis Manheimer, accompanied by Mrs. Man-

heimer and Miss Manhehner, are enjoying a six-

weeks' outing among the Southern winter resorts.

Hugh E. King, Western representative of the

Queen City Silver co., who has recently acquired
the line of the Toledo Cut Glass Co., has moved

his local office from 204 Columbus Memorial

Building to 230 Adams Street.

Charles H. Spencer, well known in the trade

from his long 'connection with Norris, Alister &

Co., as manager, but who was connected with the

house of Otto Young & Co. all of last year, has

returned to his first love and is again nicely located

in his old position.
L. w. Bruns, who covers the Far Western ter-

ritory for the Juergens & Andersen Company, is

now making his headquarters at Denver. Under

the new arrangement Mr. Bruns will only be seen

at Chicago headquarters twice or three times a

year and will be able to give his trade more atten-

tion than heretofore.

Emil Greyer, who formerly was a member of

the office force of J. W. Forsinger, but who has for

the past two years been employed in the New York

office of this house, has returned to Chicago and is

again in his old position.

Juan Reinecke, a practicing optician, at

Guadalajara, Mexico, has been in Chicago for

several weeks past pursuing a course of optics at

the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology

and Otology.
Otto Young & Co. announce that they have

made arrangements with the following salesmen to

look after their interests on the road for the present

year : K. R. Irwin in the Far Western territory ;

H. E. Chapman, in Southern Iowa and Nebraska;

V. G. Cuthbert, in Kansas, Missouri and Okla-

homa ; George W. Cook, in Illinois and Southern

NVisconsin ; C. A. Davison, in Indiana, Michigan

and Ohio territory ; A. M. Shepard, in Northern

Wisconsin, Northern Minnesota and North Dakota;

and S. W. Robinson, iii Northern Iowa and South-

ern Minnesota. Mr. Irwin and Mr. Chapman are

new men on the force and formerly traveled for the

. Reichenberg-Smith Company, of Omaha, in the

same territories they are now covering.

James D. Bergen, head of the J. D. Bergen

Company, makers of cut glass at Meriden, Conn.,

spent a few days at the Chicago office of the com-

pany the early part of the month, looking into

business conditions and demands in the Western

territory. When seen Mr. Bergen expressed him-

self as highly pleased with trade conditions and

prospects in the West.

Will. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., left last

week for an extended trip over the South and

Southwest. lie will be absent about six weeks.

(Continued an page 375)



Diamonds
The renewed advances in the cost of

diamonds will not affect our prices because

we purchased liberally last year in the

foreign markets. Our stock of diamonds

has never been as large as it is at present

and the quality in general averages remark-

ably good. We would like to interest

those not our customers, in our Diamond

Department. When next in need of

Diamonds look through pages 121-137 in

our 1904 Catalogue  the best book for the

Jeweler. Your orders will receive prompt

and intelligent consideration.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO.

When You Want Goods

Look through our 1904 Catalogue.

We know it is a good book for Jewelers

and we talk about it so you won't forget it.

Our Catalogue contains 800 pages of

everything that Jewelers sell.

Each article amongst its pages has been

carefully selected both for quality and

attractiveness and the index tells where

things are to be found.

Hundreds of Jewelers order from our

book daily be one of them.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO.
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OUR WATCH DEPARTMENT.
ITS LOGIC AND IMPORTANCE.

The study of the Jeweler's needs in watches has
received our special care since the establishment of our
business, over thirty years ago. We believe that watches
are the backbone of the Jeweler's business. No other
line is so important from the viewpoint of profit. No other
line is so safe as stock or so certain of sale. When you
make your selection from our catalogue or send us your
watch orders by mail this is especially true. Below we
give a line of railroad watches that are desirable for stock
just at this time:

For

1111111111S1111111111101011

Elgin 18 size.
23 Jewels, Veritas.
21 " Veritas.
19 " Raymond.
17 " Raymond.
No. 280, 16 size, lever set.
No. 270, 16 size, lever set.

prices see our

4111111111i1/1111111110111111111111 9110111 • jjp
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Waltham 18 size.
21 Jewels, Vanguard.
19 " Vanguard.
21 

4 4

Crescent St.
19 •' Crescent St.

23 16 size, Vanguard.

Hamilton 18 size.
No. 936 and 937.

940 and 941.
942 and 943.

990, 16 size, lever set.

new pocket price-list which we mailed to you a few days ago,
or our 1904 illustrated catalogue.

I BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO.

March, 1904

Chicago Letter

T H

(Continue(l fium page 371)

• The Emil A. Lutz Engraving 
Company, 705

Masonic Temple, has succeeded the Lut
z-Hornikel

Engraving Company at the same locati
on. E. F.

Hornikel retired to engage in the sam
e business

on his own account.

Walter M. Scott, of Scott Bros. & 
Co., the

engravers, was married on the evening of 
February

16th to Miss Berdice Scales at 
the home of the

bride's parents in Oak Park. The 
wedding was a

pleasant home affair and largely attended 
by the

friends of the young couple. Mr. and Mrs. Scott

have gone South on their wedding tri
p, and will

visit the leading winter resorts for seve
ral weeks

before returning to their pretty Woodlawn 
home.

THE KEYSTONE extends hearty congratula
tions

and best wishes.
Richmond Mead, son of M. A. Mead, who is

a student at the University of Michiga
n, spent a

few days at home last week.

FI. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Company, l
eft

early in the month on an extended trip 
to the

Pacific Slope, where he goes to seek rest 
and

recreation amid the flowers and sunshine of South-

ern California. Mr. Hahn is making his head-

quarters at Los Angeles and does not expect to be

back to Chicago much before the 1st of Apri
l.

Joseph Linz, head of the well-known house of

of Joseph Linz & Bro., Dallas, Texas, s
pent a few

days in Chicago recently calling on our ma
nufac-

turers.
Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen Com-

pany, and Jeweler Frank Le Bron, of Ke
okuk,

Iowa, are enjoying a pleasure outing this mon
th

sailing the Southern seas. They will visit the Be
r-

mudas, Cuba, Porto Rico and Florida ere th
ey

return home about the middle of March. Their

trip is purely one of rest, recreation and obse
r-

vation.
R. A. Kettle, Chicago manager for Robbins &

Appleton, and Sol. Kaiser, Western representative

Louis Straussburger's Son & Company, left

Chicago early in the month to make the coast trip

together. The trip will be a combination of busi-

ness and pleasure, and will not bring these gentle-

men home again until early in March.

Ben. Sanfelder, the lively and pleasant Chicago

and Western representative of McRae & Keller,

the Attleboro manufacturers, has just returned

from a three-weeks' visit to the factory.

Geo. H. Edwards and Leo H. Ludwig, of the

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, wholesale,

Kansas City, were in Chicago for several days the

early part of the month calling on our manufac-

turers and looking over spring lines.

Arthur Ellbogen has recently entered the

employ of the L. Siligman Jewelry Company as a

road salesman.
D. A. Wilkins, Chicago and Western represen-

tative of the Ostby & Barton Company, has re-

cently returned from an extended coast trip. He

left Mrs. Wilkins and their daughter on the coast,

and they will remain in the vicinity of Los Angeles

for the benefit of Mrs. Wilkins' health until Mr.

Wilkins makes his June California trip.

Walter R. Stevens, formerly with Chambers,

Inskeep & Co., has taken the line of the Bay State

Optical Company for the Western territory, and

has opened an office in room 8o6 Columbus

Memorial Building. Mr. Stevens will look after

the territory formerly covered by the veteran, Geo.

W. Pearce, who will hereafter spend most of his

time at the factory. The trade will find Mr.

K EYSTONE 
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Stevens a bright and pleasant young man to 
meet,

and THE KEYSTONE wishes him success in his ne
w

connection.
Steve King, a new addition to the traveli

ng

force of C. H. Knights & Co., is ill at his h
ome in

this city with throat trouble, and has not bee
n able

as yet to assume his duties on the road.

Arthur Speigel, of the Gustave Fox Company,

Cincinnati, was showing his line of emblem goods

among our jobbers last week.

C. IL Knights and family are enjoying life at

San Diego, California. At last accounts, Mr.

Knights health was much improved.

C. A. Starr, for a number of years a well and

favorably known traveler for the old wholesale

house of G. W. Marquardt at Des Moines, Iowa,

is now a member of the traveling force of Lapp &

Flershem, covering Southern Iowa and Nebraska

territory. For the past dozen or more years Mr.

Starr has been engaged in other lines, and it will

seem natural to his old Iowa and Nebraska friends

to see him handling jewelry again.

H. S. Toynbee, secretary and treasurer of the

Ohio Cut Glass Company, Bowling Green, Ohio,

is in town this week conferring with the company's

Chicago and Western agents, Burchard & Challen,

in regard to business conditions in the West and

wants of the Western trade.

A. M. Church, general inspector, has com-

pleted his inauguration of the new time service

system on the Chicago & Alton Railway since the

opening of the year. He reports the service

already in fine working order. The Alton makes

the third large Western railroad system whose

watch inspection is in charge of Mr. Church. The

other two are the St. Paul. and the Northwestern.

Thos. L. Newgard has retired from the Potter

Watch Company, retail, at 88 Madison Street,

having sold his interest to his partner, N. Bern-

hardt, who will conduct the business in the future

at the old stand.
H. C. Van Pelt, who has had charge of the

office of F. H. Noble & Co. for several years past,

'.)Fill hereafter manage the firm's factory at Fifty-

ninth and Wallace Streets. W. H. Lancton, who

has been bookkeeper at the factory, is now in

charge of the down-town office. R. R. Keil, for-

merly manager at the factory office, is now super-

intendent of the factory.

J. W. Forsinger, the watch jobber, has opened

an office in the Cauhauga Building, Cleveland,

Ohio, for the accommodation of the railway-time

service department of his business. It is in charge

of F. W. Gear, a gentleman well and favorably

known by railway men all over the country.

A. G. Larson, traveler for the Chicago office

of the Julius King Optical Company, returned this

morning from a short business trip through the

Northwest. He reports that the Northwestern

opticians are already taking an interest in the next

annual convention of the American Association of

Opticians which convenes at Milwaukee next

August, and that Minnesota expects to send a

large delegation.
Frank Esterquest, bookkeeper for M. A. Mead

& Co., has been confined to his home by a case of

typhoid for the past ten days. His case is of a

mild type and he is already on the mend. Will.

Thorsen, of the firm's traveling force, is looking

after Esterquest's duties until he recovers.

C. P. Dougan, of the International Silver Com-

pany, returned this week from a two-weeks' trip to

the factory.
W. J. Iliffe, the well-known jeweler-optician,

of the far West, was among the many opticians in

the city the past month in attendance at the annual

alumini meeting of the students of the Northern

Illinois College of Ophthalmology. He was a

pleasant caller at THE KEYSTONE headquarters

during his stay.

Gossip Among the Trade

At the recent banquet of the National Associa-

tion of Merchants and Travelers, at the Audi- 4
torium Hotel, over two hundred members and

guests were present. The jewelry and optical

goods trades were represented by Julius Schnering,

of Otto Young & Co.; Fred. G. Thearle, of C. H.

Knights & Co.; John H. Hardin, of F. A. Hardy

& Co.; A. C. Becken, and J. G. Swartchild, of

Swartchild & Company. John G. Shedd, of

Marshall Field & Co., was chairman, and intro-

duced James H. Eckels, the speaker of the even-

ing, whose topic was "Reform in Municipal Gov.

ernment." Mr. Eckels scored municipal owner-

ship and socialism.
The Calvin Clauer Company have leased one-

fourth of the space on the eleventh floor of the

Thomas Church Building, at 15t and 153 Wabash

Avenue, a new modern business structure which

is about completed at the above location. This

firm will have five times the amount of space in

their new home that they now occupy in the

Columbus Memorial Building. They expect to

move early in April.
According to the plans accepted for the im-

provement of Grant Park on the Lake front in

Chicago, the Field Columbian Museum, both in

size and splendor of design, will dominate the

whole landscape. The building will be moo feet

long and 500 feet wide, and Marshall Field has

already promised that it shall be worthy of its site

and city. The museum, with its approaches and

statuary, N1 ill occupy the central third of the park,

while the other two-thirds, designated respectively

as the north and south meadows, will be planted

with borders of trees. The ground floor of the

museum will be higher than the level of the exist-

ing bridges over the Illinois Central right of way.

The detailed plans for the park provide many

drives and a grand boulevard, over a mile long,

planted with three rows of trees, that will make a

handsome appearance.
The employees of Benj. Allen & Co. have re-

cently organized into a mutual benefit and aid

society similar to those organized and now in suc-

cessful operation in large houses in other lines, like

hardware and dry goods. The meeting for organi-

zation was well attended and quite enthusiastic.

About the first thing in order was the choosing of

a name. After some discussion, it was decided to

organize under the name of " The Benj. Allen &

Co.'s Employees' Benefit Society." Its object is

to afford its members benefits for sickness and

death upon payment of a small sum as weekly

dues. A permanent organization was effected by

the election of the following officers : President,

John A. Cox ; vice-president, C. E. Gridley ; Treas-

urer, Allen M. Thompson secretary,W. C. Robyn ;

directors : John R. Lilja, Ed. A. Cox, Arthur L.

Wiffin, James D. Cox, W. F. Cowell, Erskine

Hart, Emil Schreiner, Julius Ghislin and J. H.

Connery.
Among the students who recently entered the

Jewelers' School of Engraving are the following:

Miss Ruth Rice, Harvard, Ill.; Edmond Debeck,

Chicago ; T. F. Tyck, Eagle Grove, Iowa ; Chas.

W. Kavan, Peoria, Ill.; Chas. Zugschwert, Car-

negie, Pa.; Edw. Smith, Pittsfield, Mass.; J. W.

Mills, Brookville, Ohio ; Harold H. Mansfield,

Chicago ; lames Osborne, Fort Worth, Texas, and

Roy R. Boner, Evansville, Ind.

(Continued on page 453)



Standard Time and Its Distributior
•••

N the matter of using electricity,
Uncle Sam sets a good example
to his progressive people. He

employs it for light and elevator ser-
vice in the department buildings, for

running machinery and also for lighting in his huge
printing office, money-manufacturing shop and navy
yard at Washington ; and then he uses it in three peculiar
ways, in connection with the heavens, the earth and the
air. To these latter interesting features may be added
a magnetic department, which has
to do with scientific study, not much
known to the public.

Two of the peculiar electric features men-
tioned are found at the Naval Observatory,
which is located on Georgetown Heights,
near Washington, D. C., and they concern the
getting of correct time and its distribution for
public clock service. The other feature is
wireless telegraphy, about which much has
been written, of experiments being made by
the Government and the use of such an
invention in connection with the life-saving
service, etc.

In regard to "keeping tab" on time
electricity, of course, is not the main factor,
but it is a most useful and necessary adjunct,
and it marks time—sets clocks in many
places with unfailing regularity.

There are many clocks at the Naval
Observatory, but those which are connected
with the chronograph department are of most
interest. They embrace the .electric feature in the time system ;
some having to do with mean time, but the most important one
with astronomy.

This timepiece is called the sidereal (star) clock, and is used
in connection with the transit circle. It is connected with a
chronograph, in the same room, and with the galvanic system of
the observatory, by means of a platinum rod and a small globule of
mercury. The latter is so arranged on a metallic support, that at
each oscillation of the pendulum, the platinum point touches the
mercury when the pendulum is at the middle of its arc, closes the
circuit and transmits its fractional time message, to be recorded by
an automatic marker on the table sheet on the chronograph. Thus
a continuous marking goes on, unless interrupted, and this inter-
ruption plays its import-
ant part in getting cor-

The observer, through the transit telescope, across the smalle:.
end (inside) of which are stretched a number of spider-web threads,
marks the star almost at meridian, and as it comes to the meridian
line, outlined by the threads, he presses an electric button or lever,
and thus causes the recording pen of the chronograph above
mentioned to leave its zigzag course around the revolving sheet
and make a short line, which represents meridian star time.

Now the sidereal clock record is compared with absolutely
correct star-time tables, which show what the proper record should
be ; and then the difference, if there is any, between clock and

table is corrected and the result is perfected
by reference to the mean time chronographic
record. After figuring out all differences,
"time is in condition" to be electrically
recorded wherever there is a clock connected
with the wires of the Western Union Tele-
graph Company.

To this company " time is surely
money," and money all the time. And not a
cent is paid to Uncle Sam for his time—the
time it takes him to make first-class time—
and also nothing for wear and tear of in-
struments.

The telegraph company makes about
$r,000,000 per year out of this time business,
in which it is without a rival, although the
Government will give to any one who can
utilize the privilege the service rendered the
Western Union Company. But that .com-
pany now gives all necessary service desired,
keeping about 70,000 clocks correct, charg-
ing for so doing $15 per year for each clock.

These are set at noon each day by an automatic arrangement in
each electric equipment, which responds to the beat of the sidereal
clock in the Naval Observatory, when its hands point to twelve
and let the time current go.

A few minutes before this hour business over the Western
Union wires is suspended, and operators throughout the country
put their instruments in shape to form an unbroken circuit, from
the observatory to every place where ticks a clock to be electrically
influenced. There is a hush over all the great telegraphic system.
Then the time bell strikes, and instantly the time message flashes
over the wires. It is twelve o'clock.

Concerning earthquake shocks, electricity acts as a registering
force. Until the electric cars, which run near the Naval Observa-

tory, began the too-free
distribution of current,rect time. Contrary to

public idea, getting ex-
act time does not de-
pend mainly upon sun
observation. One rota-
tion of the earth, accord-
ing to opinions of scien-
tific time-gagers, does
not make a complete
day, but the time be-
tween the appearance at
meridian of a fixed star
and its reappearance in
the same position, gives
the exact diurnal period.

t l',1•1■111.

Main Building, Nava
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1 Observatory

there were at that place
an earthquake-detecting
arrangement and a mag-
netic observatory, two
attachments of much sci-
entific interest. But
though the magnetic de-
partment does not form
part of the observatory's
outfit, there are four
others belonging to the
Government. These are
located at Cheltenham,
Md. ; Sitka, Alaska;
Honolulu, Hawaiian

(Continued on page 385)
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THE
FLORENCE.

Finished in
French Gray or

Bright.

To Our Customers and
Non- Customers.

We arc confident our regular custo-

mers nccd no introduction to the many

advantages gained by carrying our goods

in their stock.

It is the Jeweler in whose stock our

line is not represented we wish to interest.

We manufacture in Sterling Silver

complete lines in Hollow, "roilet and Flat

Ware, not only for the finest trade, but

in a commercial line.

Popular goods, moderate in price, each

article an example of perfect workmanship

and finish. Our designs are not only

new and artistic, they are successful.

Included among new goods are some

artistic hand-pierced Fruit Dishes, Baskets,

Bon-Bon Dishes, Bread Trays, etc., made

in heavy weights that assure durability.

Our New York Office has a corn-

plete line of our productions, where the

trade is always welcome.

All articles bearing our 'Fra(le-Mark

are guaranteed Sterling Silver, 1902(!) fine.

Roger Williams Silver Co.
SA LESROONI :

86o Broadway,
New York. 'FHA 1) El A 0 K.

FACTORY:
Providence, R. I.

THE

CORINTHIAN.

Finished in
French Gray or

Bright.
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TRADE MARK

ARTISTIC TABLE SILVER
becomes more general each year, and the sale
of goods bearing our trade mark is increasing
with consequent rapidity. Whenever the hand-
some spoons, forks, etc. bearing the complete

trade mark are displayed, a sale is easily effected.
Not alone are the goods artistic, but consumers recog-
nize in this stamp a ineans of identifying the best —

"Sliver Plate that Wears." Make sure that you are supplied with a
representative line um show possible customers. Sold by leading jobbers.

MADE AND MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., MERIDEN, CONN.
(motel-notional Myer Co., :rorrossor) 

847

HAMILTON, CANADA.
GUARANTEED ST

HOLLOWWARE

:: TRADE MARKS::

HOLLOWWARE

:: TRADE MARKS::

Manning, Bowman & Company,
METEOR"

FRENCH CIRCULATING

COFFEE PERCOLATOR.

THE
BEST
KNOW N
METHOD
FOR

MAKING
COFFEE
OR
TEA

Nickel and Silver Plate. 

Meriden,
Connecticut.

New York.
Chicago.

San Francisco

Buy

"1835

R.Wallace"

Silver

Plate

Chafing Dishes. Baking Dishes. French Coffee Percolators,
(With Patent " Ivory"
Enameled Food Pail.) Prize Trophies, Tankards, Etc.

I

GROUND. COFFEE

Ir*IRIM.M hai;il
1r.

For nearly FORTY years we have been manufacturers of
COFFEE and TEA POTS, etc. We now make the

" METEOR"

SECTIONAL VIEW.

By this French process of percola-
tion, or distilling, coffee of the most
delicious flavor, and of any strength,
desired, can be made on the table in
a few minutes. (Also used for tea.)

MADE IN OVER FIFTY STYLES
AND SIZES.

FRENCH CIRCULATING

COFFEE PERCOLATOR,
which beyond question affords the best known method for producing
coffee of the finest flavor. If you want the BEST, see that the

word " METEOR " is stamped on each Percolator.
Made in NICKEL PLATE, SILVER PLATE, COPPER.

Sold by Leading Jewelers and Dealers in Sterling
and Silver Plate.

Send for Illustrated Circular No. 80.

No. 241.
CHAFING DISH OUTFIT.

" Floral"
Soup Ladle.

" Floral " Medium Fork.

Because it leads all others in delicacy of design

and beauty of finish.

Because it has unequaled wearing qualities.

Because our advertising- sends people to your ",„Mr,V,'

store to ask for it. 
Knife.

This design occupies full pages in the leading

April magazines, and two hundred line space in

Ladies' Home Journal and Delineator, and we

place special emphasis on the request,
ASK YOUR JEWELER.

R. WALEAcE & SONS MFG. CO.
Wallingford, Connecticut.

New Vork-226 Fifth 
Avenue. San Francisco-110 Sutter Street

Chicago—Ill-137 Wabash 
Avenue. London, E. C.-63 Basingliall Stree.,

Patent " Ivory" Enameled Food Pans
furnished with all Chafing Dishes

when desired.
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Design Patented.
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MANUFACTURERS,

Salesroom 726 Chestnut Street,

Factory : Newark, N. J. Philadelphia.

The reasons why

The Sternau Coffee Machine
is superior to any coffee machine on the marke

t.

The Sternau Machine is constructed from a sanita
ry standpoint.

It is impossible to thoroughly clean the inside o
f other machines,

as all except the Sternau have a narrow neck, 
which cannot be got at

for cleansing purposes.
In the Sternau Machine the sieve is not fixed 

to the globe but is a

separate part.
Another advantage is that if the glass globe be broken another

globe may be furnished which will fit any Sternau
 Machine.

In using any make of coffee machine except th
e Sternau you are

bound to burn your fingers sometimes on the 
metal handles, but the

handles of the Sternau Machine are made of ebo
nized wood, which is a

non-conductor of heat.
The Sternau Coffee Machine is fitted with the o

nly perfect lamp, the

well-known "Sterno Inferno Lamp." The lamp is a
 most important feature.

The Sternau Coffee Machine is undoubtedly t
he only perfect coffee

machine ever put on the market.

Our booklet "K" tells you all about it. We shall be glad to send

you our complete catalogue " No. 18 " of Chafin
g Dishes, Tea Kettles,

Trays, etc., on request.

S. Sternau & Co.,
Manufacturers of Everything in Metal Wa

res,

204 Church St., New York.
Factory—Brooklyn, N. Y.

Highest-Quality Silver-Plated Ware.

WE ARE NOT IN

THE TRUST.

Warranted to strip

as much silver as

any Rogers Brand

on the market.

Send for Catalogue No. 4.

Our patterns are new

in design.

And we stake our

reputation on the

High Quality of our

wares.

You can guarantee

them to the con-

sumer every time.

Simeon L. cP George H. Rogers Company,
 Hartford, Conn.

P. 0. Box 1205. Factories, Hartford and Wallin
gford. Conn.



The perfect system \\. employ in tilling mail
orders quickly and correctly is worth a great
deal to the wide-awake and busy jeweler. This
may appear unimportant just now, but when

Spring selling is at its best and you frequently

have calls for goods not in stock, you'd appre-

ciate the most efficient service we give. You

can write or telegraph us and we ship the goods
the same day the 'order comes to us. Your

mail orders are what
we want.

C. H. KNIGHTS
& CO.

Wholesale Jewelers
and Diamond
Merchants,

Columbus Memorial Building,

\\A

41145) _ — al-1s
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Islands, and Baldwin,

Kans., For detecting

earthquake shocks, a

seismograph and seis-

=scopes are used.

These are set upon solid

foundations, which can

be affected only by earth

tremors. There are two

seismoscopes employed, one being set upon a pier in a se
parate

building, where are also clocks electrically connected w
ith both

seismoscopes in such manner that when the earth begins to t
remble

they leave their supports and thus start an ele
ctric current which

stops the clocks, and record of the occurrence 
is made by the

seismograph.
Another source of earthquake information is found in the

magnetic observatory. One of the latter, as seen by the writer at

the Naval Observatory, was situated both above
 and underground.

The above-ground portion consisted of a small one
-story structure

(in which could be seen many peculiar instruments, dip
-circle

apparatus, seismoscopes, compass-testing stand, etc. ) 
and a big

conical earth 'mound, the latter perforated by venti
lating pipes.

Underneath the mound (the building and mound are 
still there)

there was a room in which was kept a magnetic out
fit used for

gathering data concerning terrestrial magnetism.

It is known that the earth is a huge magnet, and t
hat it is

continually emitting magnetic waves which have their 
courses and

influence according to conditions. One manifestation of magnetic

current was recently witnessed in the marked distur
bance of the

magnetic needle at one of the magnetic observatories in this

country, near the time of the second eruption of Mount Pe
lee.

The underground room mentioned had double walls 
with air

spaces, and was .kept at an even temperature. The work done

there was carried on principally by what might be calle
d "automatic

photography." The apparatus consisted of three balanced

magnetic needles en-

closed in a glass case,

each mounted on a stone

pillar, a clock-work pa-

per-sheet carrier and

three narrow wooden

channel boxes, each

about six feet long. The

boxes branched out
from a central box

which contained the
clock-work machinery,
and each entered the

needle situated at its
end. At the back of
,..tch of the three needles
there was a small mirror

reflector, which, with
the aid of a spot of
light centered on each,
projected the position
of the needles through
the channel boxes and
upon a sheet of sensi-
tized paper. The latter,

Showing Transit I list roment !louse and Donly, 26-Inc1i 
I•iiitiaiorial Telescope House

by action of the clock-

work, had a continuous

movement, and thus, for

a period of two days,

took a photographic out-

line of all the motions of

the magnetic needle,

caused by magnetic dis-

turbance. If, when the

sensitized paper was

taken out of the machine

and developed, only

straight lines were found,

no magnetic disturbance had occurred, the z
igzag line told of the

presence of magnetism.

The chief business of a magnetic observatory i
s the study of

atmospheric electricity and earth currents, the
ir force, direction;

etc., thus obtaining scientific information wh
ich may be applied in

several ways. One of these relates to the correction of the

mariner's compass. And when there is an earthquake disturbanc
e

the magnetic needle is influenced by increased fl
ow of earth current,

sometimes before the earth begins to shake.
E. Price, in the Electrical Review.

The Necessity for " Change "

There is, perhaps, no other business in the wor
ld that calls so

loudly and so persistently for change, for nove
lty, as that of the

retail merchant. It is not only necessary to have all new 
and

seasonable goods on hand promptly, but novelty 
in arrangement,

certain changes, must be in order to gain and hol
d the customers.

Some people question why the large departm
ent stores in cities

" change about" their counters so frequently.
 There is only one

possible explanation to this. It pays. A sense of newness, some-

thing different, in order to attain the best resul
ts, must constantly

appeal to shoppers who are in pursuit of new go
ods. The average

country merchant does not realize this to the 
necessary extent.

Very likely the same shelves bear to-day the same
 class of goods

that were arranged upon them perhaps a doz
en years ago. Let

the spirit of newness, of

freshness, of change,

pervade the entire store.

Never mind if the dif-

ferent classes of goods

are new and have been

arranged to best advan-

tage ever since the store

opened, it will still be

wise to change them

about, even though

for certain reasons the

original plan was the

one best adapted to the

display. Some custom-

ers may complain, but

they will be in the mi-

nority, and trade will

grow by it. This really

important factor of gain-

ing and holding custom

is too frequently ig-

nored, especially by

those whom it would

benefit.
Interior of Timo-Service Room, Showing 

Standard Clock
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LOOSE DIAMONDS
ELGIN,

WALTHAM, WATCHES
HAMILTON

MOUNTED

THE LATEST IN JEWELRY.

LINDENBERG, STRAUSS & CO.
CINCINNATI.

Ten Years of Success

TEN YEARS AGO
We opened the doors of the Philadelphia College of
Horology to teach young men and women the different
branches of the Jewelry business. Our method and
system of teaching, so simple, thorough and practical,
is the secret of our success. There are graduates of our
college in every State in the Union who owe their success
to the thorough, practical instructions they received in
our college.

The same instructions are open to you. It may not
take as long or as much money as you think, to obtain a
thorough knowledge of Watchmaking, Engraving and
Optics; these branches we teach practically from begin-
ning to end.

Send for our Prospectus. It will give you full
information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology,
Broad and Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal.
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Trade
Looking Up

T H E

Cincinnati Letter

Business throughout the Ohio

Valley is "looking up"—that

is, considering the time of year,

it is very good, and the trade takes this early
 spurt

as a forerunner of another prosperous year. 
Con-

servatives declare that trade is bound to let up

because of this being presidential year, but they

overlook two unusual conditions. The first is, that

the winter has been a long and cold one, favorable

to all winter crops and to the jewelry trade. The

second is one further reaching, if possible, than

the first. It is the Russo-Japanese war. As the

most available country for foodstuffs and imple-

ments of war, to the scene of the struggle, there is

every reason to believe that a heavy foreign

demand and a good price for all these things will

prevail in the United States. With Russian wheat

out of the market in all of Asia except Russian

domains, there is no reason why American wheat

should not keep at the dollar mark in months to

come. The same argument applies to all food-

stuffs, to American powders and explosives, to

American steel industries and other commercial

pursuits. The result can be but one thing—pros-

perity and plenty of it.

A. A. Bartlett, for several years the superin-

tendent of the Queen City Silver Company, resigned

recently to accept a position with the Warren Silver

Company, at Dixon, Ill. This company some

time ago moved to its present location front

Chicago.
Emblem manufacturers are

Brisk Emblem working their forces overtime,

turning out Eagle and Scottish

Rite and Shrine emblems. The

call for the Masonic emblems is increased because

of the annual Scottish Rite gathering of this prov-

ince, which was held the last of the month.

J. L. Randall has purchased the jewelry store

of Fred. J. Voltz, at Monticello, Ind., and has

assumed charge. Mr. Voltz retires from the

jewelry business.
Emil Herbrich, for years a veteran jeweler in

a small way, on Upper Vine Street, died last

month of consumption. The deceased was forty-

six years of age, and had a place of business near

Henck's Theater.
Frank Herschede, Vine Street jeweler, has

gone to Cuba and the Bermuda Islands for a short

outing.
Edward Middendorf, manager for E. & J. Swi-

gart, is a pronounced optimist when it comes to

predicting trade conditions for the new year. Mr.

Middendorf has well learned to judge the signs of

the times, and with an Oriental war on and a good

winter for crops, sees a heavy business in sight,

notwithstanding the fact that the year is a presi-

dential one.

Henry Reisinger, of Lawrenceburg, Ind., was

in town and left several orders.

Moses Myer, the venerable father of Mrs.

Gustave Fox, wife of the senior member of the

well-known manufacturer and wholesale jewelry

firm, died at his home on Stanton Avenue, Walnut

Hills, early last month. Death was due to old

aze, the deceased being in his eighty-seventh year.

Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Spaulding, of Champaign,

Ill., were in the city some weeks ago, en route

home from a three-weeks' sojourn in Florida.

Mr. Spaulding is a well-known Champaign jeweler.

Edward Hoemmelmeyer, employed as a clerk

by the manufacturing firm of Joseph Noterman

& Co., died of heart disease at the home of his

Business

KEYSTONE

mother, at 1354 Broadway, some weeks ago. The

deceased was about twenty-five years of age, and

enjoyed during his connection with the firm their

utmost confidence.
The annual convention of the

American American Ceramic Society,
which was held in Cincinnati
early in February, was pro-

nounced a very successful event. Trade matters

were discussed, and among the notable visitors

were Prof. Heinrich Ries, of Cornell University,

and Prof. Brannon, of the Leland Stanford Univer-

sity. The delegates visited the local points of

interest and especially the Cincinnati Art Museum.

Christopher Hewig, the Evansville, Ind.,

jeweler, was one of the Hoosier State tradesmen

to visit the city during the past month.

An unknown woman thief, while pretending

that she desired to buy a bill of goods at the

wholesale jewelry store of Poldmeyer & Roth, at

120 Longworth Street, stole two rings valued at

about $175. Owing to her fashionable appearance

the woman is said to hive succeeded in securing

other victims among the local trade.

Chase Hawkins, proprietor of the big Arcade

jewelry store at Springfield, Ohio, was in the city •

the middle of the month and left a number of nice

orders for various lines of jewelry and novelties.

The Sterling Cut Glass Company recently pre-

sented to the Art Museum two beautiful pieces of

its work for the ceramics gallery. One is a tall

flower vase with engraving of a jonquil design, the

other a large tray with elaborately-cut radiating

design.
Henry Erke, a jeweler, of 1728 Elmore Street,

and prominent in local secret societies, died at his

home recently, and was buried under the ritual of

the orders of which he was a member.
A peculiar fatality of Providence

caused two clerks employed by

Swigart Brothers, to each lose

a brother, by violent death by

trains, in two oppositely-located cities within a

week early in February. A brother of Robert

Henley was killed by a train in Chicago at a cross-

ing. A few days intervened between the death

and that of a brother of Joe Scheff, who was killed

by an elevated train in New York City.

The marriage of Guy Mart and Miss Norma

Richter occurred some weeks ago at the young

lady's home. The bride is a sister of the senior

member of the firm of Richter & Phillips, while the

groom is connected with the firm in a clerical

capacity.
W. L. Miller is out on a six-weeks' trip through

the Northwest. J. C. Miller is touring Ohio in the

interest of the Miller Jewelry Company.

Gold in paying quantities is

Gold in Kentucky said to have been discovered in

Elliott County, Ky., on the

middle fork of the Little Sandy River. Operations

were begun twelve months ago to mine the gold,

but were temporarily abandoned by the company.

It is also reported that silver and precious stones

have occasionally been turned up there, but these

reports are taken with several grains of salt.

Kentucky merchants to visit the city during

the past month included the following : A. Shire,

Paris ; Victor Bogart, Lexington ; 0. W. Smith,

Carrollton ; J. Jones, Lexington ; Nicholas San-

ning, Butler.
Oskamp, Nolting & Co. retire from the retail

jewelry business, and have sold out their retail

store in Carew Building, corner of Fifth and Vine

Streets They will devote all of their resources to

the proper handling of their constantly-increasing

Ceramic Society

A Peculiar
Coincidence
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wholesale trade, at their complete establishment at

413, 415 and 417 Elm Street. W. Herbert Oskamp,

a son of Wm. S. P. Oskamp, becomes the new

proprieter of the retail store at Fifth and Vine

Streets, and will carry it on under the name of

Oskamp Jewelry Co.
William Pflueger, of Joseph Noterman & Co.,

is making a business trip through the South and

West. J. B. Osthoff, for the same firm, toured

Ohio during the month.
Mr. Mitchell, of Baber & Mitchell, Peru, Ind.,

was a caller on the jobbers last month.
Local jewelers have been made
the victims of a number of rather

atrocious holdups and robberies
during the past month, and in

two cases fatalities were only averted through bare

good luck. The most brutal attack was that made

upon 18-year-old Fred. Hegner, clerk at Henry

Doepke's store, at Twelfth and Race Streets; one

Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock. Doepke had

gone to lunch, leaving Hegner in charge, when

three men entered and engaged him in a conversa-

tion. The streets were crowded at the time, but

this did not deter the men from making a vicious

assault with an iron bar. Hegner was knocked

down and then struck and kicked several times,

after which the robbers secured about $600 worth

of watches and made their exit. Hegner staggered

to his feet and followed them to the sidewalk, but

then fell unconscious. He received a slight frac-

ture of the skull at the base of the brain, and for a

time was thought to be in critical condition, but

has since recovered. Some days later most of the

jewelry was recovered in East St. Louis and the

three highwaymen were placed under arrest.

Another assault, equally as desperate, came

near netting a highwayman $3000 worth of plunder,

and would have succeeded but for lusty yells from

a pair of healthy lungs. William Owen, a jeweler,

at 425 Elm Street, was on his way to take a train

to Chattanooga one evening, and carried a satchel

containing samples of diamonds and jewelry. While

on Third Street, near Smith, he was suddenly

approached from behind and struck at by a lone

footpad, but dodged the blow and began exer-

cising his voice. His assailant tried to grab the

valise, but a struggle appearing imminent and

Owen's cries having attracted persons near by, the

footpad gave up the fight and disappeared.

Two well-dressed young men made a bold

attempt to rob the optical goods store of E. Klein

& Bro., at 435 Race Street, but were foiled by a

neighboring merchant. One threw a boulder

through one of the large plate-glass windows and

the other was about to reach in and secure plunder

when the merchant in question came running up

and the two men took to their heels.

Charles Blazer, alias Harding, the promoter

of the collapsed wildcat Viaduct Bank, which went

to pieces at Columbus a year ago, was arrested at

Brookville, Fla., recently, and will be brought to

Cincinnati to answer to a charge of having obtained

goods valued at poo by false pretences from the

Duhme Jewelry Company. Blazer bought the

jewelry here and paid for it with a check on his

bank at the time it was insolvent and about to fail.

In addition to victimizing other merchants to the

tune of $2000, he went to Louisville and worked

the same trick. The Kentucky authorities expect

to prosecute Blazer in Louisville before he is

brought to this city.

W. P. Hanford, formerly with A. Rosenman

and Freudenheim & Levy, of New York, has

joined the traveling staff of The Herman Keck

Manufacturing Company.

Audacious
Robbers
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Hamilton 81, Hamilton, Jr.
NEW YORK OFFICE, ii John Street.
CHICAGO OFFICE, Stewart Building.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. Claus Spreckels Building.

Works, 7 Eddy Street, Providence, R,. I.
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A T 
There is now every prospect

that the bussiness quietude

which 

em

has prevailed 

 Lull

for two months will begin to

pass away and the tradespeople in every line a
re

expecting profitable traffic as the spring opens.

Birmingham has been somewhat slow in a business

way since the holidays—that is, slow for Bi
rming-

ham. There has been a profitable volume all

along the line, but not that rush that local me
r-

chants have had for the past four years. There are

many things to explain this. One is the low price

of iron, of course. This has kept back a number

of enterprises. Another is the stoppage of the

Birmingham Rolling Mill, which works zoo° high-

priced men, and the long idleness of one or two

other big industries in and near the city, notably

the steel mill at Ensley, the steel wire and rod mi
ll

at the same place and the two big furnaces at what

known as the Alice plant. These work close on

to 3000 men, and when idle the loss of trade as a

consequence is widely felt. The steel mill has

gone to work again, and the wire and rod mill will

soon be going. This will greatly improve matters.

The correspondent-of THE KEY-

jewelers Feeling STONE has just interviewed most

Confident of the jewelers of the city. They

seem in cheerful humor and

have the utmost confidence in the immediate future.

Abbott Brothers say they have done a good busi-

ness, and P. H. Linnehan relates that he is paying

house rent and clerk hire without any strain. F. W.

Bromberg has an auction on this week and is sell-

ing a great many goods at what seems pretty good

prices. A. S. Smith's men seemed all busy, and

the force at Calhoun's talked as if there was plenty

to keep all employed. Everybody was in good

humor at Jobe-Rose's and the whole store evidenced

prosperity, while a glance into the windows at

Frank Lynch's and M. Maloney's showed full

stocks and busy clerks. Mr. Maloney has made

some changes in. the interior of his store, which

have added to the amount of room and gives his

stock a better showing. J. Lowinsohn said he was

getting his share, though he was not as busy as he

would like to be. All in all, the jewelers are

doing fairly well and seem in good spirits.

Sales of diamonds have not

Diamond Sales been quite so good the past

month as they were during the

holidays and just after. There have been, however,

some good business in this line and not a few large

deals have been made. Plate has been quiet, save

for a few days early in the month, when there was

a wedding of one of the city's most popular young

women. This event also put a little additional life

into cut glass, making the sales average up well.

China and bric-a-brac have been moving only

moderately, the demand seeming to run as a rule

to silver and glass. There has been marked edu-

cation of the Birmingham trade the past two years

in cut glass and bric-a-brac. Some very hand-

some pieces in both lines have been sold, which

would hardly have been brought to the city three

or four years ago. Statuary and that class of orna-

mental goods have increased in large measure

within the two years past, and the demand is

growing larger all the time. Abbott Brothers

have some very expensive pieces in this line and

have been able to sell quite a number. There is

also within late months a demand for hall clocks

faeviN yethcahrismaegso.and other attractive features, that

would have been regarded as impossible only a

Siore to be
Remodeled

KEYSTONE

F. W. Bromberg, who has just

finished an auction sale, has dis-

posed of a large amount of

goods at a good figure, and re-

duced his stock very materially. The sale is the

result of a determination of Mr. Bromberg and his

landlord to remodel the building and thoroughly

refit and rearrange the store room he now occupies.

The whole interior will be remodeled, steel ceiling

and tile will be used and heavy plate glass will

give new and enlarged window space. More room

will be provided for the large manufacturing busi-

ness which has been built up, and the space will be

so distributed as to allow much more .opportunity

for attractive display, The sale is being conducted

by Col. J. D. Lewis, the well-known auctioneer.

An astonishing thing about the

Profitable jewelry business in Birmingham

is the heavy business done in

repairs. There are from one to

three bench men in every store in the city, and

without exception they are kept busy. Mr. Perry,

of the P. H. Linnehan force, remarked to-day that

he had never known so great a rush in any city as

in this along this line. He said he and his asso-

ciate were worked to death to keep out of the

woods, and that the range of charges are high

enough to make the business pay. There are two

regularly equipped manufacturing plants in the

city, Stein Bros. and P. H. Linnehan, and they are

both kept busy. In addition, there are several

places where repairing is done for the jewelers,

taking over the excess supply that the regular men

are not able to take care of. This may be ex-

plained in the large watch business. Five big trunk

lines converge here and their men have to get

watches looked after at this point to a large ex-

tent. All have inspectors, and of course these get

the bulk of the work from the lines they each rep-

resent. There has been a raise in the standard of

watches used by the street railway men, and this

has made them get better timepieces and keep

them in good shape. All this explains to some

extent, but it is a fact that there is more repair

work in Birmingham than most any other city of its

size known to the trade.

H. C. Abbott & Brother, among the oldest

jewelers in Birmingham, have made wonderful pro-

gress during the past three years, since they moved

into the big stores now occupied. At that time the

Abbott Optical Company, Abbott Bros. and A. V.

Abbott consolidated their interests. The members

of the company are at present H. C. and A. V.

Abbott. They have one of the most attractive

stores in the South. It was originally two stores

and was made into one on a long lease by this

popular firm. The firm has one of the most corn-

plete optical departments in the country, and the

optician, W. C. Abbott, is regarded as one of the

best equipped men in the trade. The optical par-

lors are handsomely fitted with mirrors and plush

furniture, and the very best class of trade is served.

Everything carried in gold and silver is solid and

sterling and the 'firm takes a pride in keeping only

high-class goods. The store is fitted with every

variety of modern furniture and has a pretty and

tasty ceiling that lends an attractive look to t
he

whole. Besides being good business men, the

Abbotts are good fellows and have many frien
ds

who love them for their hearty good nature a
nd

cleverness.
F. M. Brandes will inaugurate a watch sale

soon. He is at the bench this week in the absen
ce

of his man, who has been called away. Mr. B
randes

also talks of putting in some novelty adver
tising

schemes, among them some electric sign effects.

Repair Trade
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Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

As everybody knows, this is not

Trade Conditions a season of the year which is

viewed with unmitigated joy by

wholesale and retail jewelers

and opticians. Everything is decidedly quiet about

the Kansas City jewelry houses, and although busi-

ness is not what might be termed dull, it is by no

means brisk. The traveling men report business

on the road as satisfactory. Vheat, through Mis-

souri, Kansas and the Territory, is in great need

of rain or snow, and while this condition exists the

country merchants are, of course, conservative in

their purchases. Kansas City itself is in an excel-

lent business condition. Although the weather

has been extremely cold a great part of the time,

there has been little snow or rain, and building

under way has been but little interrupted. Many

business buildings are under construction and the

groups of residences and flat buildings continue to

spring up everywhere.

A. A. Whipple, president of the

The Value of Kansas City Real Estate Ex-

change said recently : "The

importance of Kansas City as a

business and manufacturing center is a factor that

is contributing largely to the activity of the real

estate market. It is the building of factories that

brings an increase in the population of a city.

Kansas City is gaining as Chicago gained ; we are

getting factories right along."

Cady & Olmstead, one of the oldest as well as

one of the largest retail jewelry firms in Kansas

City, is preparing to move into new quarters.

Ever since the erection of the Altman Building at

Eleventh Street and Walnut, Cady & Olmstead

have occupied the greater portion of the lower

floor. Their new quarters will be at 1009 and toil

Walnut Street.
Louis Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Company,

expects to leave shortly for the East on a business

trip. While there he will purchase some new

machinery for the Meyer plant. The Meyer Jewelry

Company has grown so steadily during the past

few years that new machinery is being constantly

added.
Miss Fern Abbott, cashier for Gurney & Ware,

has been ill with la grippe.

E. L. Donaldson, of Edwards & Sloan's tray,

eling force, is now at the Catalina Islands, Southern

California. .1-lis health has shown some improve-

ment even in the short time that he has been in the

California climate. Carl Edwards, who took Mr.

Donaldson's place on the road, has returned from

his first trip, which was a very successful one.

Mr. Edwards has been employed by Edwards &

Sloane for several years, and his entrance to the

ranks of their traveling men is a distinct compli-

ment to his ability. He is one of the youngest

traveling men who go out from Kansas City.

Albert Wahlenmaier, an optician having an

office at Eleventh and Walnut Streets, was married

Wednesday evening, February loth, to Miss Georgia

Baker, of Kansas City, Kansas. The marriage

occurred at the home of the bride's parents, 717

Troup Avenue. Only a few relatives were present.

None of the friends of the young people were in-

formed of the marriage, which was kept a secret

for several days.

J. R. Mercer has returned after spending

several weeks at Marlin, Texas. Mrs. Mercer

will remain in the South until early spring.

Only Fair

Factories
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The Giant

of

Collar Buttons

in Quality

in Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world.

The Standard Collar Button.

W111?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON=

CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story

of a Collar Button, with Illustrations,' which may be

had FREE for the asking, a.nd to try the experiment sug-

gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily

determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz &Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches It in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
tnent construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
In the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar

button business, we will, on

receipt of your order, print your

card upon and send you a quan-

tity of them.

The several qualities of

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality rand Construction have made Its Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons--of every quality—

are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,

20 Maiden Lane, New York,
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

Send for my Catalogue and buy your Rings fro

The
Manufacturer Direct

I make the
'L" Intial

rings;
Gentlemen's
stone, seal,
snake and
gypsy rings.

Ladies'
rings:

Diamond
combination

in opal,
pearls and
doublet and
Diamond
band rings.
Diamond
lockets.

Standard
quality and
reliabk
goods. Cut yi original size.

11

20" Century Food
For Thought

1—We size our Rings and
replace all stones except
diamonds, whether lost
or broken, for two years
after you have sold
them.

2—We exchange any
of our Rings for any
styles of gents' or
ladies stone-set Rings
at any time.

is the privilege, which our ca

tomers enjoy, of exchanging any

of our Rings for new styles at

any time. WRITE FOR A

MEMORANDUM PACKAGE.

We carry I 000 different styles of

I 0 K. Solid Gold Stone-Set Rings.

We pay express charges both

ways and give you one-half Jay

151, one-half December 1st terms

on all goods selected.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Ellicott and

South Di-vision Streets.
'Buffalo, N. Y
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The business conditions of this
 part of the

State have not been very s
atisfactory to the trade.

There have been a number of failur
es during the

firs'. part of the month out
side of the city, but in

town there has been only one, an
d that of a minor

nature. A call upon the wholesale trade
 elicited

the information that colle
ctions have been very

good among the local trade, and 
that not much

loss was incurred in this market 
from the failures

in the northern part of the State.

The retail trade has been very quiet. 
There

have been no weddings of importan
ce during the

month, and at this time of the year th
is usually

important item is taken into consideration.
 The

weather conditions have also had a d
epressing

effect on the trade. It is reported by the weather

bureau that it has been the most severe 
winter in

over twenty-five years.

Webb C. Ball was one of the committee

appointed to properly decorate the business 
houses

of Superior Street on account of the
 death of our

distinguished citizen, Senator Hanna.

Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain a
nd

art department of the Cowell & Hub
bard Co.,

spent the past week in New York looki
ng for the

new things for the Easter season.

Otto Loehr of the Scribner & Loehr 
Co., is

spending a month on the east coast of Flo
rida,

recuperating after the past busy season.

M. A. DeGolier, optician with J. P. 
Johnston,

Colonial Arcade, left last month for Arizona,

where he expects to take up life on a ran
ch.

Charles Ramp spent a few days last month at

Bellevue, Ohio, attending the auction of the

Morrow Art and Jewelry Co. Mr. Ramp was

looking out for the interests of the S
cribner &

Loehr Co.
George Eroe, of this city, accompanied 

his

father on a recent trip to Chicago and Elgin,
 Ill.

An inspection of the Elgin National W
atch Co.

was one of the pleasures of the trip. Mr. Eroe,

senior, is junior member of the firm of Ha
nna &

Eroe, New Castle, Pa.

Application was made in the U. S. District

Court last month by three Cleveland jewelers

against Wm. A. Griswold, an Akron jewele
r, that

he be declared a bankrupt. The applicati
on was

made by Arnstein Bros. & Mier, the Jew
elers'

Mfg. Co. and the Scribner & Loehr Co., 
whose

aggregate claims amount to $1593.49. It was

claimed that Griswold was insolvent.

W. A. Jones, formerly with the Whittles
ey

Optical Co., as foreman, and later with the

Solomonson Optical Co., has opened up a shop
 in

the Phillips Building, 113 Euclid Avenue, and

he is preparing to do all kinds of prescription

work.
Jeweler Sands, 50 Euclid Avenue, recently

liled a bill in bankruptcy. Mr. Sands came to

Cleveland about two years ago from Canton,

Ohio.
The Sigler Bros. Co., whose forced remov

al

was reported last month, have now decided on
 a

location. They have secured the entire second

floor of the Benedict Block, 29 Euclid Avenu
e, and

it is now being fitted up. It is reported that the firm

intends to conduct an auction during the mo
nth of

March in order to clear up all the odds and 
ends

of stock. Briggs & Dodd are to be the auctioneers

ill this sale.
Mr. Moross, manager of the material depar

t-

ment of Sigler Bros. Co., is again on duty, 
after

being on the sick list for some weeks.

F. A. Fenn, Clyde, Ohio, was compelled re-

cently to file a petition in bankruptcy.

Jacob Barber, Salem, Ohio, made an assign-

ment to his brother, Frank Barber.

James Martin, Crestline, Ohio, has been con-

fined to his home by sickness for some time.

W. C. Morrison, Mt. Gilead, Ohio, has sold

out his stock and good will to A. H. Breece a
nd

his son, Arthur Morrison, who will continue 
the

business at the same location.

W. A. Moore, Mansfield, Ohio, was in New

York last month on a business trip.

Mr. Tharson, representative for M. A. Mea
d

& Co. in the West and Southwest, was in o
ur city

last month to attend the national bowling c
ontest.

Mr. Thorson and his team associates were n
ot

among the lucky ones to carry off the prizes
.

News from the Northwest

The extreme cold weather the past month has

had an equally cooling effect on business. T
he

Northwest has had the coldest weather as a steady

diet for the past six weeks that it has seen 
for

years. Even the old settler has been looking awry

about it, as his old-time stories are now at a d
is-

count. At this writing it has begun to moderate,

and with more moderate weather it is expect
ed

business will pick up and at least try to make 
up

for lost time. For the winter industries in this

section (the logging interests) the season has

proven a very good one, as the scarcity 
of the

snow permits the better handling of timber a
nd

cutting it closer to the ground. Thus the 
amount

of timber cut has turned out so per cent.
 larger

than usual, there not being so much stum
page left.

With spring close at hand, we shall have
 every

reason to expect the early arrival of the 
robin.

Possibly before we write again he will be 
with us,

and then look out for Northwestern activity.

While the retailer complains of poor business

he, at the same time, shows his confidence in

the early arrival of better trade by replenishi
ng

his depleted stock and getting ready
 for more to

follow.
Jobbers report matters progressing 

satisfac-

torily and have no reason to change
 their opinion

of the good trade they expect thi
s year.

Geo. C. Nerbovig, LeSueur Center, Minn.,

has sold out to Henry C. Thies, 
lately of Min-

neapolis.
John Moore, a graduate of Stone's 

school, St.

Paul, has begun business at Gaylord,
 Minn.

C. C. Snoyenboss has discontinued 
business at

Elma, Iowa, and is now at Mandovi,
 Wis.

J. W. Rhodes, McHenry, N. Dak., 
has moved

to Walker, Minn.

Martin J. Kaliher, for the past two y
ears with

L. Schaefer, Lakota, has bought o
ut Emil Nelson,

Westhope, N. Dak.

H. J. Robertson, Wyndmere, N. 
Dak., spent

a few days in the Twin Cities la
st month buying

goods.
B. F. Smith is the new jeweler a

t Rush City,

Minnesota.
Ray S. Swarthout, Pine Island,

 Minn., has

moved to Goodhue, Minn.

0. T. Jacobson has started in 
business at Col-

fax, Wis.
E. Zimmerman, Cumberland, 

Wis., who is in

the Twin Cities at a hospital, is 
improving.

H. B. Lindsey has quit business a
t Bessemer,

Michigan.
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Brown & Waters succeed I. 0. Brown, Spo-

kane, Wash.
J. A. Carlquist, Portal, N. Dak., has returned

after a three-weeks' visit in Minnesota.

G. G. Schneller, Prairie du Sac, Wis., has re-

turned from a week's visit to Bismarck, N. Dak.

Blakely Bros. have dissolved partnership,

W. R. Blakely taking the Grafton, N. Dak., store

and A. W. Blakeley the Minto, N. Dak., store,

where they will continue business.

Ingstad Bros., Battie, S. Dak., have bought

out 0. A. Bjella at Osakis, Minn.

Staples &Sllner, Fosston, Minn., have moved

to a new location.
Murach Bros., formerly at Little Falls, Mimi.,

are now ill business at Minto, N. Dak.

John Huet, Grand Forks, N. Dak., was mar- .

ried at Warren, Minn., to Miss C. Olson, last

month.
W. R. Lasham, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has

returned from Goderich, Ontario, where he was

attending the settlement of his father's estate.

C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato, spent two weeks in

Chicago touching up on the optical question last

month. Chris. is bound to learn all there is in it.

He was accompanied by his brother, Geo. C.,

formerly at LeSueur Center, who intends to devote

his time more to optics than formerly.

Paul Girard, East Grand Forks, Minn., has

moved to a new location.

Geo. H. Tyler, lately in business at McHenry,

N. Dak., is now at the bench for P. H, Holm,

Warren, Minn.
A. H. Gerken, Plankington, S. Dak., reports

the arrival of a new baby and is correspondingly

happy.
G. A. Klein, Duluth, Minn., is able to be at

the store again after a severe spell of sickness.

Leo Scherfins, lately with R. W. Main, Cando,

N. Dak., is now with P. V. McCoy, Minot,

N. Dak.
0. E. Oslund, Milaca, Minn., smiles over the

arrival of a boy at his home, January 15th.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the last month

were G. G. Schneller, Prairie du Sac, Wis.; E.

Zimmerman, Cumberland, Wis.; Wm. O'Hara,

Hampton, Iowa ; W. J. Roulston, Hayfield, Minn.;

J. A. Carlquist, Portal, N. Dak.; 0. T. Jacobson,

Colfax, Wis.; H. J. Robertson, Wyndmere,

N. Dak.; H. M. Hitchcock, Red Wood Fal
ls,

Minn.; A. J. Krueger, North Branch, Minn.; Wm.

R. Pletsch, Lake City, Minn.; F. B. Sweet, M
ar-

shall, Minn.; W. G. Gould, Glencoe, Minn.;

W. C. Wittenbring, Luverne, Minn.; J. C. He
rd-

liska, Princeton, Minn.; C. H. Anderson, Chat-

field,Minn.; Nic LoecketvBird Island, Minn.; J. M.

Chalmers, Lake City, Minn. ; W. M. James, Breck-

enridge, Minn.; C. C. Snoyenboss, Mandovi,Wis.;

F. W. Harper, Renville, Minn.; D. W. 
Smith,

Pipestone, Minn.; A. H. Gerken, Plankington,

S. Dak.; John Moore, Gaylord, Minn.; Jno.
 C.

Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; F. Willman and L. W.

Mowry, Stillwater, Minn.; A. W. Thompson,

Hampton, Iowa ; S. S. Stacey, Lake City, Minn.;

Wm. Plackner, Benson, Minn.; Ignatius Rein
er,

Hutchinson, Minn.; A. E. Michaelson, Zumbrota,

Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; Theo,

G. Mahler, LeSueur, Minn. ; L. E. Bryant
, Belle

Plaine, Minn.; J. H. Eggers, Jr., Plainview, Minn.

"The Keystone is a wonder for the small sum

of one dollar a year. II is so full of good things

that I could not pick out the most interesting.
' —

Fred. C Vickety, Jeweler, Neepawa, Manitoba,

Canada.
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Read While You Run.
A great many Jobbers are continually as1;ing us why we do not adver-

tise more. The reason is, we make an excellent quality of chain, andit appears to us that it will pay the retailers as Well as ourselves in the long
run, to have our gold put on our chains, in preference to paying it outfor Wind in advertising, and, at the same time, cutting down the quality
endeavoring to get rich, quick.

When a manufacturer advertises that his ONE-TENTH chains are ONE-TENTH, if he makes ONE-FORTIETH he should also REMARK that his ONE-FORTIETH chains are ONE-FORTIETH, then aretailer would have a chance to know what he is buying, and not get into a trap, baited with ONE-TENTH,and find a little later on that most of the stuff in the trap is ONE-FORTIETH.
Large quantities of one-fortieth Woven Wire Fobs have been placed on the market. Get a U. S. Assayof some of them. We make all of our Woven Seamless Wire Fobs in one-fifteenth stock, which is one hundredand fifty. per cent. better than one-fortieth. Never be fooled by a big ad. that states anyone is making very finegoods, when prices are about the same as REPUTABLE CHEAP CHAIN HOUSES sell them for. Nofirst-class chain house can make goods even five per cent. cheaper than others from the same quality of stock.

Our Spring styles will be ready in season.
No doubt you will want some WOVEN WIRE FOBS in fine quality.

C. A. MARSH & CO., Attleboro, Mass.

STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU
are making and SELLING carloads

A Notable

The reorganization of the New

England ManufacturingJewelers

Reorganization and Silversmiths' Association

was formally completed on

February 13th, at a meeting held at the quar
ters

of that organization, 42 Weybosset
 Street, Provi-

dence. President Henry G. Thresher called the

meeting to order and the minutes of the p
receding

reunion were read. The report of the commi
ttee

on by-laws was presented by the cha
irman of that

body, Frank T. Pearce. It was voted to transfer

all the association's funds to the 
newly-formed

body, and it was also decided to discharge
 the

committee on by-laws, as the need for it no longer

existed. These were the two principal steps in the

transforming of the New England Manufacturing

Jewelers' and Silversmiths'Association into another

body bearing the same name, but differently 
con-

stituted. A meeting of the new body was subse-

quently held, when officers were elected as follows :

President, Henry G. Thresher ; vice-presidents,

Albert A. Bushee, Attleboro ; Theodore W. 
Fos-

ter, Providence ; George K. Webster, North

Attleboro ; treasurer, William P. Chapin ; secre-

tary, Charles E. Hancock. Directors were ele
cted

consisting of Roswell C. Smith, Frank B. Rey-

nolds, Charles M. Robbins, J. Perry Carpenter,

Harry Cutler, William A. Copeland, Frank T.

Pearce, John M. Buffinton. A discussion took

place regarding the arrangements for the holding

of the annual banquet. This feast, as will be seen

by the appended notice, will be held on March 5th.

The representative character of this association is

sufficient to make any function held under its

auspices an event'of importance, but apart from

this the approaching feast will be especially signifi-

cant from the fact that among the speakers ex-

pected on the occasion are George B. Cortelyou,

secretary of the department of commerce and

labor ; Senator Nelson W. Aldrich and a number

of other well-known personages.
Following the incorporation of

the New England Manufactur-

ing Jewelers' and Silversmiths'

Association, a circular has been

sent to the members of that body, which reads in

part as follows:

The winter banquet of the New England Manu-

facturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association

will be held on or about March 5, 1904. Before

that date it is necessary that every member of the

organization and signer of the resolutions, who has

not already done so, shall assist the board of gov-

ernors and advisory council in completing the

work of transition from a purely social institution

to an important business body by qualifying as

hereinafter provided.
By virtue of a vote of the organization instruct-

ing incorporation, same having been accomplished,

and in accordance with the new by-laws, every

active member must hold one share of stock, par

value, $5. 
The dues for Active membership are Po a year,

which entitles the- individual, firm or corporation
to all the rights and benefits as prescribed by the

object of this association ; also one member to a

ticket to the winter banquet and summer outing.

The associate membership dues are $5 annu-

ally, which entitles the member to tickets for the
two entertainments, but does not confer the

privilege of voting or holding office.

Reunion of The Gorham Mfg. Co., Provi-

Gorham Mfg. Co. dence, gave a dinner to the

Department Heads heads of its several departments

at the Gorham Casino, February

5th. This was the fifth function of its kind, and

wits a splendid success. lt was marked by some

Because quality and prices are right and we don't
sell department stores or price-cutters.
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Significant
Expansion

elaborate decorative features, which included hand-

some floral embellishments and unique lighting

effects. During the progress of the various courses,

which constituted the menu, interesting musical

selections were rendered by the Gorham orchestra.

E. E. Aldridge officiated as toastmaster, and at

the conclusion of the dinner, called the guests to

order and introduced the superintendent, F. C.

Lawton, in an appropriate speech. Mr. Lawton

spoke of the progress made by the Gorham corn-

pany, and felicitated the superintendents upon the

manner in which they discharged their duties,

especially in view of the growing complexity of

the responsibilities which devolved upon them.

He closed by wishing them all a prosperous future.

The audience then listened to a baritone solo by

Robert Pollard, after which the toastmaster intro-

duced J. F. P. Lawton, secretary of the company,

whom he dubbed "The Grand Old Man of the

Gorham Company." Mr. Lawton spoke in a

reminiscent vein, reviewing the various epochs in

the progress of the concern. He complimented

Mr. Codman, chief designer, for the success by

which the company's products were attended at

the World's Fair. A monologue by C. W.

Clissfold followed, after which Chief Designer

Codman spoke. He referred in eulogistic terms

to President Edward Holbrook, who is at present

on a tour of physical recuperation. A zither solo

by C. F. Friedl and an address by Wm. Codman,

then followed, and the remainder of the evening

was entirely devoted to humorous and musical

features.
It looks now as though the movement inau-

gurated some twelve months ago, with a view to

altering the name of North Attleboro, would be

allowed to drop. At last year's annual town

meeting a committee was selected whose function

was to receive suggestions for a new designation

and apply to the Legislature for the authority

necessary to effect the contemplated change. This

committee recently made a report which embodies

the substance of replies to two hundred letters

which were sent out to business and professional

men requesting their opinion regarding the advisa-

bility of making a change in the town's nomencla-

ture. Less than forty-five per cent. of the recipi-

ents of this request placed themselves on record as

favorable to the proposed alteration, hence the

matter will probably be laid aside, at least until the

prospects for its materialization are more favorable

than they are at present, should that time ever

come.
Mrs. Hannah Ellis Sweeney, wife of Edward

A. Sweeney, of W. H. Wilmarth & Co., Attleb
oro,

died last month, after a long and patiently-borne

illness from cancer. The deceased lady was fifty-

three years old, and is survived by a widower, a

son and a daughter.

Major Everett S. Horton, of the Horton-

Angell Co., Attleboro, who was one of the 
four

leading candidates for the representation of this

Congressional district at the Republican National

Convention, withdrew his candidature owing to

physical indisposition.

The official annual reports of the Attleboro

town officers afford a gratifying evidence of 
pros-

perity and growth. An especially satisfactory

feature is the reduction of the town debt to a 
very

low figure. It is a matter of congratulation for the

jewelry trade that, according to the report of
 the

library committee, the munificence of Josep
h L.

Sweet, of the R. F. Simmons Co., in p
resenting

to the town a plot of land as a site for a 
public

library, has been supplemented by a popular 
sub-

scription amounting to $32,500.

Pittsburg and Vicinity

State of
Trade

February is a dull month for

the jeweler in this section. The

number of weddings is small,

and the usual quiet in social

circles just preceding Lent makes all demands for

the stocks of the average store rather listless.

There is an evidence in many localities of the

dealers efforts at forcing a little trade by bargain-

counter methods, but this is not found in the con-

servative stores. Imported bronzes are being dis-

played in increasing quantity in many windows

and " mark down prices" are attached to the

wares. Some of this stock is from the fall imports,

and is shop-worn. There are a few auction sales

on also. The stock and fixtures of W. J. Best, of

Smithfield Street, is being disposed in this way in

the bankruptcy proceedings.

Dealers have taken the word "caution" as

their motto in buying this season. Stocks are being

lowered and costs are scanned more closely. In

spite of all this, however, it is not hard to find busy

shops along Fifth Avenue and elsewhere. Gillespie

Brothers, of the Park Building, report a bright out-

look for the season, and as that house has a good

clientele, it is a satisfaction to hear such reports

from it. There is no one, however, who regards

the coming season as promising more than a nor-

mal trade. Many say that it is impossible at this

time to measure the improbabilities for the year,

but the disposition of the People to buy remains

conspicuous as a feature of the trade and is one of

the encouraging signs of the times.
Manufacturers report their fac-

tories busy, and this with the

advancing season is interesting

to say the least. Collections are

said to be fairly good, and few complaints are heard

regarding delinquents, except in such isolated cases

as have been mentioned recently. Some removals

have already been started among the local dealers.

The old firm of S. & B. C. Weinhaus, which has

been for years in Smithfield Street, has already

moved to 947 Liberty Avenue. It is an auction

house, but with an established reputation. The

opening of the handsome new Bessemer Building,

a late addition to the skyscrapers of this city, will

see some additional changes and the installation of

firms there, but it is a little early as yet to make

all the announcements according to those interested.

The State Bank of Pittsburg, a small financial

institution with a capital of $50,000, suspended on

Saturday, February 13th, on account of the failure

of a large cattle firm which had loans in that bank.

The failure affected the Bloomfield district of the

city in small trading interests, but was somewhat

magnified in press reports sent out. The State

banking ,officials state that the institution is in a

fair way to recover its feet again. Other than this

slight disturbing element, the financial situation in

Pittsburg which passed through a period of unrest

for some months has become quiet and strong.

One of the features of window display this

month is the large number of St. Louis World's

Fair novelties, which are being industriously circu-

lated all over the country. It is a little early yet to

force this line, but interest is awakening somewhat

and with the start of travel to the Western city,

this summer, there will undoubtedly be a good run

in such trinkets as are offered. Several of the

heads of local houses are absent on brief business

trips or vacations which have been well earned.

Most of these trips are not for any great distance

and will be for short periods.

(Coniinned on page 397)

Factories
Fairly Busy
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San Francisco Letter

Alphonse Judis, president of the wholesale

jewelry jobbing house of Alphonse Judis Co., San

Francisco, who had been afflicted with loss of

speech for some time, has had his throat success-

fully operated upon and a foreign growth remo
ved.

Power of speech has been restored.

At this writing the Berteling Optical Co. are

on the track of the burglar who stole the 
stock of

opera and field glasses that were purloined from

their show window the latter part of January, and

the chief of police hopes to put him where he won'
t

be able to ply his trade for some time to come
.

The new windows installed in the Diamond

Parlor Jewelry Co., on Market Street, are the envy

of the retail trade, and are a big improvement ove
r

the old one recently destroyed by fire.

R. A. Kettle, the Chicago and Western repre-

sentative of the American Waltham Watch Co.,

paid his many friends in San Francisco a flying visit,

and also extended his journey to the famous ocean

resorts in the southern part of this State.

David Cohen is again conducting his pros-

perous little store on Market Street after a serious

illness. The trade are sending him congratulations

upon his speedy recovery.

H. F. Wichman, of Honolulu, is paying his

friends in the trade his annual visit and incidentally

replenishing his stock after a very successful year.

The Bohm Bristol Diamond Co., retail

jewelers, of Denver, Colo., have opened an up-

to-date establishment on Geary Street, at Grant

Avenue, this city.

Walter Green, of Carrau & Green, wholesale

jewelry jobbers, -of San Francisco, Cal., was the

first buyer to leave town for the diamond centers

of Europe, this year, and will return with a large

assortment of precious stones on or about April

first.
H. C. Werner, the enterprising retailer of

Fresno, Cal., called upon his friends in the trade

recently, and replenished his stock. Mr. Werner

looks forward to a good year as the long-delayed

rains have reached his section of the valley, which

makes prospects of a good big crop very promising.

When the sealed bids from the bankrupt

jewelry stock of Schumacher & Co. were opened,

the bid of the California Jewelry Co., of Sutter

Street, San Francisco, was the highest, and they

in turn disposed of the entire lot of desirable stock

shortly after ; verily, the nimble sixpence is better

than the slow shilling.
Leon Nordman, of Nordman Bros., has left to

call upon his friends in Chicago and New York and

will be away from his usual haunts about two

months. Mr. Nordman's annual trip East is an

event of quite some importance, as his friends east

of the Rockies entertain him in their usual hearty

manner.
Alex. Less, who is connected with the Dia-

mond Parlor Jewelry Co., at 722 Market Street,

San Francisco, Cal., is visiting the jewelry centers

of the East and will inspect the workings of the

movement factory at Elgin, and case plant at Phila-

delphia, where we are sure a warm welcome

awaits him.
H. 0. Vogel's new retail store at Broadway

and Seventh Streets, Los Angeles, presents a very

attractive appearance and makes a very welcome

addition to the street.
Thomas Lundy has acquired the services of J

H. Spiro to manage his Market Street store. Mr.

Spiro was formerly employed by M. Spiro & Co.,

of this city, having severed his connections after

twenty-two years' experience, during which time

he has developed quite an extensive private trade.

J. Hammersmith, of Hammersmith & Field, is

up and around again after a serious attack of pneu-

monia, and the trade are congratulating him upon

his speedy recovery.
The trade are offering their congratulations to

R. G. Bonestell, Pacific Coast agent for eastern

manufacturers, upon the arrival of a new member

in his family, and we are pleased to report that the

young lady and her mother are doing well.

A. Feldenheimer, of the California Jewelry

Co., and J. Sorenson, the Sixth Street retail

jeweler, were both raised to the thirty-second de-

gree of masonry last month, with an audience of

wholesale and retail jewelers. Julius Wise, of J.

S. Lehrberger & Co., is gradually going up the

Masonic ladder, having just taken his third degree,

and the goat is in training to carry a few more of

the craft.
Chas. Heitkamper, son of H. Heitkamper,

retail jeweler, of Portland, Oregon, has accepted a

position with Brittain & Co., retail jewelers, of

Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

W. E. Doty, formerly watchmaker for Roths-

child & Hadenfeldt, has opened a fine retail jewelry

establishment in Carpentier, Cal.

J. L. Sale, who conducts a retail jewelry store

at Dawson, N. W. T., is visiting his friends in this

City, and will not return home until May 3oth.

B. S. Bachman, formerly of Hulzman & Bach-

man, has gone into business for himself, and

opened a new retail jewelry store at 13 Third

Street, Portland, Oregon.

E. Cleno has severed his connections with the

Frank Golden Jewelry Co., of Nevada, and opened

a new store at Nevada City, Cal.

T. H. Rimm has opened a new repair shop at

3 Hardie Place. Mr. Rimm was formerly foreman

in the manufacturing plant of the W. K. Vander-

slice Co.
Armer & Weinshenk's new tool and material

catalogue is ready for the trade, and can be had for

the asking until the supply is exhausted.

The trade are extending their sympathies to

Walter E. Graves upon the death of his father, who

passed away in Oakland, Cal., on January 31st.

F. C. Hart, retail jeweler, of Tacoma, Wash.,

called upon the trade recently and continued south

in search of a much-needed rest, where he will visit

all of the leading health resorts.

C. J. Klein and wife, of Santa Cruz, Cal., were

among the visiting tradesmen in town recently,

buying new goods for spring trade.

M. Schussler & Co., wholesale jewelry jobbers

of San Francisco, was the scene of a fire scare last

month through the blowing out of an electrical

switch. Although the fire department responded

promptly, there was no need of turning on th
e

water, as the conflagration was extinguished b
y

the efficient fire force employed by this house.

Dan Marks, the Portland retailer, was in town

selecting new goods for his spring trade.

Mrs. W. L. Schuman, wife of the retail jeweler

of that name, located in Dawson, N. W. T
., is

visiting the trade, having come to town to repl
enish

stock, and will return home as soon as the 
Yukon

River is open for navigation, as it will be 
frozen

over until some time in June.

Segerstrom & Hagen have bought out the old-

established jewelry business of A. 0. Solberg, 
of

Everett, Washington, and will install an entire 
new

set of fixtures, making as fine a display 
as any

store in their section of the county.

H. R. Condy, the retail jeweler of Wadsworth
,

Nevada, was among the buyers in town last 
month.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

A. P. Bailey, manufacturing jeweler, of Dallas,

has recently been receiving many felicitations upon

the arrival of a baby girl at his home.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, was a recent caller

in Dallas.
L. H. Thurmon, who has been doing business

at Carthage for a number of years, has moved to

Ruston, La., where he enjoys a satisfactory trade.

R. L. Coston, of Fort Worth, was in Dallas

recently.
C. G. Lord, who conducts an optical business

in Fort Worth, visited the local market recently.

J. P. Bolding, of Terrell, Texas, who has been

ill since the middle of December, is making satis-

tory progress toward recovery.

C. H. Riggs, watchmaker for L. F. Ely &

Sons, of Sherman, paid a visit to Dallas recently,

en route to Ennis, where he visited his folks.

W. B. Crowder, for several years doing busi-

ness in Kemp, Texas, but who was recently in

Oak Cliff, has discontinued business for himself

and accepted a position with J. U. Ruetsch, of

Dallas, as a watchmaker.

S. R. Glidewell, of Whitevvright, made pur-

chases in the local markets recently.

R. L. Russell, of Farrnersville, paid Dallas a

visit recently and made some purchases.

R. A. Terrell, hitherto in charge of A. A.

Everts' optical department, has gone to Missouri

to spend several weeks in rest and recreation.

Mrs. Hawley, wife of H. H. Hawley, of

Morgan & Hawley, was very ill for two weeks, but

we are glad to learn that she is getting better, and

in a short time will be fully recuperated. H. H.

Hawley has also recovered from an indisposition.

F. H. Fry, of Fort Worth, spent several days

in Dallas lately.
L. D. Warden, who worked for E. S. Smith

& Co., of Sherman, for a number of years, is now

with Morgan & Hawley, of this city.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, was a recent purchaser

in the Dallas market.

R. M. Hadden, of Tyler, had an auction sale

recently, which was a success. The sale was con-

ducted by Col. T. P. Moody.

W. C. Ballew, of Fort Worth, has added a

partner to his business, and the firm is now known

as Ballew Jewelry Co.

E. C. Magee, with Morgan & Hawley, has

recently been ill at his home in the city, but we

are glad to say that he is getting better.

R. M. Craig, who worked for C. M. Clark, of

Ennis, has resigned his position and has opened

up for business at Italy. He visited Dallas to pur-

chase tools and stock.

W. H. Sherrill, of Royse, was a welcome

visitor in Dallas lately calling upon the jobbing

trade and making some purchases.

W. E. Shuttles, of Shuttles-Mitchell Co.,

made a trip to New York City last month on busi-

ness for his firm.
J. M. Lively, of Stamford, recently closed a

successful auction sale.
A. A. Everts, of Dallas, has been nursing one

of his legs for some time. The limb was injured

by his horse falling on it. He is making gratifying

progress toward recovery,

Wm. DeLacy, who worked for Jos. Linz &

Bro. for some time, but who had been doing

engraving and card-plate work for the trade of late,

died last month from an attack of pneumonia.

J. R. Owsley, of Lexington, Okla. Ter., was

a welcome visitor to Dallas recently.



Don't miss the
New Spring Line of

R. S. CO. Chains
THE ONLY REAL CHAIN GUARANTEE

Now that the magnificent new spring line of R. S. co. chains
is at the service of the trade, every jeweler owes it to himselfto get a thorough understanding of what the R. S. Co.guarantee means:

The guarantee given with every R. S. co. gold filled chainis much more than a guarantee as commonly understood_it is a virtual contract with the buyer of the chain, in virtueof which we voluntarily bind ourselves to give free of chargea new chain of same grade in exchange for any R. S. co. chainthat fails to wear the full 20 years specified in the guarantee.

GUARANTEED BY MAKER TO CONSUME
From the very terms of our guarantee it will be seen that itis much more than a mere expression of our belief in the
durability of our chains ; much more than a mere assuranceof wear and promise of redress—it is a hard-and-fast legal
obligation to the chain buyer by the largest chain-manufac-turing concern in the country, with a reputation for strict
honesty of goods and methods covering a quarter of a
century. Our guarantees are founded strictly on our know-ledge of the amount of gold in our chains and their durabilityas proved by actual wear. We know we run no risk in
accepting unqualified responsibility for them until the lasthour of the guarantee period.

CONFIDENCE BASED ON PROVED WORTH

Rodenberg-Smith Company (Incorporated),
Successors to ROMBERG 8r DUNN and ALBRO 8c CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
183-185 Eddy Street.

NEW YORK,
9-n-13 Maiden Lane.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity
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New School of There is something of direct

and personal interest to the

trade, not only of Pittsburg but

of the country genera
lly, in the movement being

made in Pittsburg at this t
ime to have a class for

the instruction and training 
of watch repairers,

attached to the curriculum of the new 
Carnegie

technical schools of Pittsburg, now under 
con-

struction. Some of the leading manufacturing

jewelers and members of the trade gener
ally have

taken this matter up and have b
rought it to the

attention of the members of the board of trustees

of the institute during the past month,
 and from

what has been said on both sides there 
is every

reason to believe that some such class will be 
pro-

videlit; discussing this matter with a number of 
the

leading members of the trade during the 
past

week, it is pointed out that there is a great 
scarcity

of expert watch repairers. It is a general mistake

to believe that a watch factory hand mak
es a good

watch repairer. The modern watch factory is so

systematized and divided and cut up in its opera-

tions, that no one tnechanic in such a factory is

capable of handling any and all portions of the

delicate mechanism of a high-grade watch. We

have an abundant supply of average watch re-

pairers, it is claimed, but the real scientific expert,

;111(1 the one whom the dealer as well as the owner

of valuable timepieces will trust their property

with, are not nearly so numerous as one would

expect.
It has been an urgent cry in the

trade for some time that expert

Expert Workmen watch repairers should be avail-

able in greater numbers than at

preE.-.nt. The schools of horology now existing

are doing excellent work, it is true, but their n
um-

ber and resources fall far short of the demand
s of

an immense watch-wearing country like ours. 
As

a nation the Americans are fine mechanics, 
espe-

cially in the making of larger machines and in

engine building. They are accustomed to quick

work, and as mechanical contrivances advance in

perfection, they seem to depend more and more

on the machine and less and less on their own

handicraft to do good work. There is a fine field

for a school that will train the young man in the ,

ezldert 
handling of watches of all grades. He

thus master the science of horology as well

as details of the methods and systeni of practical

watch construction, know every part of the machine

and its function, and execute in an intelligent,

masterful way the repairs that are necessary. To

fit him, he must undergo a technical training that

can only come with tutors of recognized ability

and of long experience. These can be secured by

such a school as that spoken of.

The attractions offered students for this trade

are strong. The field is large and the growth of

the country assures an ever-increasing opportunity

for all who will enter it. The expert watchmaker

and jeweler-mechanic can always secure good

wages and find plenty of work. In addition to the

training of the watch experts, the school is likely

to be asked to train diemakers for high art work.

work-

shops 

of f mthiefine decorative work on costly silver-

ware and costly bric-a-brac comes from the work-

ported mechanics, or from foreign

shores, and it is natural to suppose that these can

be augmented by a supply of properly trained

young Americans under the direction of the great

Watchmaking

H

Need for

VS TONE

technical school, which has been so liberally en-

dowed by Andrew Carnegie. Such leading houses

as Hereen Brothers & Co., are found among the

active supporters of this movement and are urging

it forward.

The Supply
of Watches

While on the subject of watches

generally, it is interesting to

learn from the Pittsburg trade

that the available supply of high-

grade watches is increasing, and the long famine

in this market, which has lasted for nearly two

years, is about over. It is upwards of two years

since the local dealers were able to secure a

prompt filling of orders in some grades, but the

larger dealers here say that they have no trouble

now in securing what they want, and in some in-

stances are sufficiently supplied to assist others in

any urgent call. There have been a number of

fine watches and chronometers sold locally during

the last month, which were for presentation to re-

tiring officials, and one of them brought something

over Poo°, it is said.
Marsh & Brown, wholesalers, who have been

located in the Bijou Theater Building for some

time, are among those preparing to move to per-

manent and much more commodious quarters in

the new Bessemer Building. The location is

almost at the entrance of the Sixth Street bridge

leading to Allegheny, the main highway for busi-

ness hetween the two cities. The location for con-
venience is certainly excellent.

Omaha and the West

Trade Quiet In both wholesale and retail

in Nebraska jewelry circles there has been a

pronounced lull for several

weeks. A suspicion, which has grown into a cer-

tainty, is that the dealers had an unusual amount

of stock on hand after the holidays. The business

during the holidays was fairly good, but was not

sufficient to deplete the large stocks carried.

Salesmen on the road have found this the main

obstacle to contend with. While the results of

their labors have by no means been discouraging,

they have given small satisfaction to the jobbers

here. Some falling off in business was expected,

but it was not thought that there would be any

depressing periods. Even at this time, however,

the jobbers generally agree that collections, wh
ich

have been at low ebb, continue to show a slight

improvement, as last season's crops are marketed.

It is therefore the expectation of the wh
olesalers

that business will be considerably better from 
this

time on. The retailers have experienced 
similar

conditions and are inclined to complain. There

seems to be no clear reason for the decline
 in

trade, however, and it is consequently c
onsidered

to be merely a lull.
Jeweler Copley has just finished

setting up two large clocks at

the Union station to replace

two pneumatic clocks that were a

constant source of trouble. The pneumatic 
clocks

were operated by the city water power, 
which

served to condense the air. When plumbing re-

pairs were made, or the water-power was 
shut off,

the clocks failed to work. The aberrati
ons of the

clocks caused much annoyance to passengers.

The clocks set in the facade of the buildi
ngs above

the portals, sometimes lulled passengers 
into the

belief that they had many minutes to spa
re, and at

other times told them they were late, when in

reality they were ahead of time. This state of

Two Erratic
Clocks
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affairs proved quite demoralizing, and the Union

Station Company at length decided to dispense

with the clocks. The clocks which Mr. Copley has

put in will be wound each week, and will un-

doubtedly prove a great advantage over the old

method.

An Old Trick

A confidence man and swindler,

known to the police of many

that Failed cities as "Doc." Church, worked

the check game on a number of

Omaha people recently. He fixed upon Jeweler

S. W. Lindsay as one of his victims, but reckoned

without his host. Church selected some trinkets

and presented a check for $8. Mr. Lindsay told

the stranger that he would keep the jewelry until

he heard from the bank. Church departed, saying

he would return a few hours later tor his purchases,

but he failed to keep his word. A few days after-

ward he was taken into custody by the police on

another charge. Mr. Lindsay said that several

yearg ago a similar trick was tried on him and was

successful. He telephoned the bank on that occa-

sion, and was informed that the man who presented

it had a deposit. The stranger said he would call

for his goods later and give the check in payment.

This he did, but meantime he drew his money out

of the bank.
Alfred Wettstein, traveling salesman for

A. C. Beckett, of Chicago, died suddenly of heart

failure at Grand Island, Nebr., recently, while stop-

ping at a hotel. The personal effectsof the traveler

were valued at $18,coo, and these were secured a

few days later by a representative sent out to Grand

Island by the Chicago house. At the request of

Mr. Wettstein's family an autopsy was held, and

death was assigned by the physician to neuralgia

of the heart. The body was taken to Milwaukee

for burial. Mrs. Wettstein, wife of Mr. Wettstein,

lives in Chicago.
A voluntary petition in bankruptcy has been

filed by E. C. Johnson, the Wausa, Nebr., jeweler.

J. V. Kotas has established a jewelry store at

Wilber, Nebr.
Dave Stouter has gone into the jewelry busi-

ness at Palmer, Nebr.

J. A. l'ixley has established himself in the

jewelry business at Benkelman, Nebr.

Knisley & Marshall, the jewelry firm at Shenan-

doah, Iowa, have dissolved partnership. Mr.

Marshall assuming full control.

J. E. Carpenter, a jeweler, of 'South Auburn,

Nebr., has moved to Kansas City.

B. H. Milligan has closed his jewelry store

at Fontanelle, Iowa, and has gone to Creston,

Iowa.
At Neola, Iowa, T. C. Hicks has bought the

jewelry stock of Herman Rolfe and will establish

a store in the Farmers' and Merchants' Bank

Building.
I). A. Danielson, of Wayne, Nebr., has moved

his jewelry stock into more spacious quarters.

Charles Mears, who has been in the jewelry

business at Silver City, Iowa, for a number of

years, has decided to sell and to remove to the

Pacific Coast for the benefit of .his health, which

has been seriously impaired.

F. C. Richards has opened a new jewelry store

at Lincoln.
A new jewelry store at Lincoln, Nebr., has

been established by Charles H. Wray.

Albion Kaas, of Lincoln, Nebr., formerly of

Omaha, has been engaged as a jeweler by S. W.

Lindsay, of this city.

E. I. Jones, employed by S. W. Lindsay, re-

cently took a brief vacation, which he spent at his

old home in Hamburg, Iowa.
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Philadelphia Letter

THE KEYSTONE

The Philadelphia jewelers' Club

Jewelers' Club held its tenth annual meeting

and election of officers on Feb-

ruary 12th. The election of

officers resulted as follows : President, Archie

Rutherford, with H. A. Kirby Co.. New York;

vice-president, A. G. Lee, with John Wanamaker,

Philadelphia ; treasurer, Wm. H. Long, with J. E.

Caldwell & Co.,; secretary, Wm. S. Quinn, late

with H. Muhr's Sons. The board of governors

elected consists of: L. P. White, Frank Wood, of

Ludwig Nissen & Co., New York : Joseph Cad-

walader John Lehman and T. J. Mooney. The

retirement of j Warner Hutchins from the board,

and his emphatic declination to accept renomina-

tion, was availed of by the meeting to extend him

a hearty vote of thanks for his valuable services in

the past. When the result of the election had been

announced, George W. Reed made an address,

which was agreeably reminiscent of the events in

the history of the club during the preceding twelve

months. In accepting the office of president, Mr.

Rutherford expressed his determination to labor

earnestly for the welfare of the club. Perhaps the

most satisfactory feature of the evening was the

report of Treasurer Long, which showed that the

club had assets amounting to $6000, and no liabili-

ties. In view of this fact and of the increasing

membership of the club, it was decided to annex

the quarters adjoining the club house on the west,

thus doubling the space now occupied. The

carrying out of this work was left to the board of

governors. Before adjourning, Mr. Reed, the

retiring president, presented to W. H. Long, on

behalf of the membership, an H. R. Ekegren Geneva

gold watch valued at $500. The watch was in-

scribed thus : " Presented to William Henry Long,

by fellow members of the Jewelers' Club, of Phila-

delphia."

Elects Officers

The Keystone
Watch Case Co.'s
Employees Hold
Entertainment

The members of the Beneficial

Society of The Keystone Watch

Case Co., held a very success-

ful concert and dance in New

Mercantile Hall, Philadelphia,

on Thursday evening, February

4th. This function was attended by over fifteen

hundred people, principally employees of the com-

pany. An interesting programme of vocal and

instrumental music was gone through, after which

the dance followed. From the stage of the great

hall the gathering presented an impressive appear-

ance and was an evidence of the fine personnel

of the company's employees. This society was

established in 1883, and has paid out $16,410 to

sick members. Last year the disbursements of

this nature amounted to $1898.
The frustration of two attempts

Daring Attempts at a daylight robbery and the

perpetration of another, of a

cowardly and brutal nature,

created a sensation in the jewelry trade of this city

last month. In the case of Mrs. Hassler, whose

3ewelry store is at 3416 Market Street, the robbers

achieved their end. Shortly before three o'clock,

February ist, a tall, good-looking young man

entered the store and asked to be shown some

clocks. Mrs. Hassler told him the prices of several

timepieces and, at his request, showed him a case

of watches. He thanked her and said that he

would return. He soon came back accompanied

by three other well-dressed young men. The man

who had first visited the store asked to see a

certain clock, and as Mrs. Hassler turned her back

at Robbery

to get it from a shelf one of the men threw his

arm around her neck. When she attempted to

scream he choked her, while the first visitor, to

prevent an outcry, struck her over the head with a

short club that he drew from beneath his coat.

" While I was making a.feeble struggle against my

two assailants their confederate looked the street

door pulled down the curtains and began to throw

my watches and rings into a valise," said Mrs.

Hassler, who is seventy-two years old, in telling

of the robbery. "The blow I received on the

head must have rendered me unconscious for

several minutes, because I remember nothing from

the time I fell until I found the ropes being cut by

J. P. McGovern, who had returned from an errand

on which he had gone for me. The thieves took

three trays of rings and thirty gold and silver

'watches, among them being the one that was

carried by my husband, who died thirty-six years

ago." So far no arrests have been made.

Churles Muth, who conducts a jewelry store

at 1632 Columbia Avenue, believes that he had

been picked out for a victim. He says that on the

morning of the Hassler robbery a.tall young man

who answers the description given of the leader in

that outrage visited his store. The stranger, whose

actions aroused the jeweler's suspicions at the

start, asked to be shown some stick pins. The

jeweler displayed some worth about a dollar

apiece. " Oh, I want to see something good;

something worth about fifty dollars," said the man.

Two or three of these were displayed, and then

the man asked for cuff buttons and next clocks.

In the meantime he was taking a survey of the

store and looking out the window to a man who

was standing on the pavement. While Mr. Muth

was showing the clocks he opened a drawer and

disclosed a revolver. The stranger's interest in

the display of goods waned rapidly after this and,

saying " I will call again," he left the store.

A lone robber; armed with a revolver, entered

the jewelry store of Lewis Brody, 1035 Spring

Garden Street, February 5th, and attempted a

most daring broad daylight robbery. No one was

in the store at the time but a clerk named Raith.

I want a diamond ring for my girl," said the

stranger." Raith exhibited a tray filled with rings,

but the stranger, glancing at them hurriedly, said

none suited him. Suddenly the man pulled a

revolver from his coat pocket and commanded :

" Give me the money in the safe !" The clerk

crouched low, ran along behind the counter and

dashed out to the street through a hallway leading

to the dwelling part of the house. A policeman

was coming up the street. The robber had taken

alarm and run, only to be promptly captured.

Richard M. Cooper, of R. M. Cooper & Son,

2127 Columbia Avenue, is recovering from a stroke

of apoplexy by which he was visited recently.

Mr. Cooper has been conducting a wholesale

jewelry business since 1873i when he bought the

Baker ring factory.

The following are some of the students that

have lately entered the Philadelphia College of

Horology : Mrs. H. A. Bolte, Atlantic City, N. J.;

Miss Hilma 0. Carlson, Jamestown, N. Y.; Chas.

S. Rickards, Lewes, Del.; Eugene Deeker, Ker-

honkson, N. Y.; Harry Yost, Shenandoah, Pa.;

Ralph G. Leitzel, Scottdale, Pa.; J. B. Gaecklein,

Baltimore, Md.; J. F. Hamilton, Bangor, Me.;

W. R. Dodge, Lynn, Mass.; J. M. Chapman,

Saranac, N. Y.; J. B. Feeney, Holyoke, Mass.;

j. F. Chaney, New Athens, Ohio ; J. E. E
vans,

Milford, Del.; A. Englander, Frank Braun and

Abraham Press, Philadelphia ; Harry Kratz, Sou-

derton, Pa.; J. H. Valerins, Chicago, Ill.
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The Fair Will Be At this writing no doubt exists

Finished on Time about the World's Fair being

finished in every particular on

opening day. The show palaces are all ready and

the exhibitors ar,e installing their exhibits. The

roadways are practically all made. The intra-

mural railway, encircling the grounds, is ready for

the rolling stock and the application of power.

The landscape is so advanced that a few weeks in

the early spring may see it perfect, even though

all- work should cease until that time. In view of

all this, there is no doubt that everything will be in

readiness on opening day.
The recent break in the price of

Break in the cotton is looked upon by some

as being a good thing for the

cotton-growing States. It is

argued that the continued high price of cotton

would drive extensive users of cotton goods to use

other material and would eventually injure the

mills, which would, in turn, require less cotton

from the growers. Good prices for all products

make prosperity, but when the prices get so high

that extensive users of the products cannot afford

them a reaction sets in that is bound to affect the

producers.

Price of Cotton

Geographically speaking, St.

The Central City Louis is the central large city
of the Union. It is the metrop-

olis of the Mississippi Valley, which extends from

Pennsylvania to Texas, from Georgia and North

Carolina to Montana. No other city compares

with St. Louis in the far-reaching completeness of

inland transportation facilities by both water and

rail. A steamboat loaded at St. Louis can dis-

charge its freight at convenient points in fourteen

of the sixteen States included in the Northern

division. On the average it must cost less money

and consume less time to get goods from this city

than any other. The law of distance settles that

matter. As to varieties, qualities and prices of

goods, the advantages here are equal to any. As

a place of incidental recreation for a merchant and

his family the city is in the foremost rank, and

with the World's Fair coming on, is in a class of

its own.
The engagement of Miss Daisy Bauman,

youngest daughter of Meyer Bauman, of the

L. Bauman Jewelry Company, to Mr. Sam. Fisher,

a rising young business man of Cleveland, Ohio,

is announced.
M. L. Shannon, of Pontotoc, Miss., was a

welcome buyer in this market early last month.

Mr. Shannon was met in one of our wholesale

offices and said to THE KEYSTONE representative

that times were rarely so prosperous in his section

of the South as they were the past winter, and that

spring trade was opening up brightly.

The Bauman-Massa Company have recently

rearranged and altered their premises in the

Commercial Building, greatly improving them in

appearance and adding to their facilities for the

more rapid and convenient handling of their

business.
Jeweler A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, Ind. Ter.,

was a visiting buyer in the St. Louis markt last

month, and reports trade as flourishing in his sec-

tion of the country.

M. G. Wolff, of Chester, Ill, a well-known

jeweler in this market, has recently sold out his

business to his brother, A. P. Wolff. Fie will

remove to Lincoln, Nebr., where he will again

embark in the retail jewelry business.



Coves-in ' the IDefects ii Chfinawmiee—.
Deceptive Deco'rations--
A CI1IITTIOUS IIndustry

Renovating Crockeryware

In front of several unpretentious structures on the East Side, New York
City, are suspended signs which bear this simple announcement:

CHINA DECORATORS.

The two words scarcely do justice to the scope of operations within.
Not only are the designated firms decorators of china, but something of
surgeons as well. It is inside these buildings that the imperfect portions
of the product of the American potter's skill is transformed from an
ugly, deformed, scarred piece of merchandise into an article which, while
neither beautiful nor even unusually attractive, passes ordinary requirements
as a commercial medium. In other words, these establishments occupy
something of the position of a trade hospital, where decorations take the
place of bandages to cover unsightly injuries. Crockery " thirds,"
which would otherwise find their ignominious way to the refuse pile, are
received at these institutions in a maimed, discolored and apparently
worthless condition, given a clash Ot color, a touch of gold, and then sent
forth to wage competition against the legitimate, healthy, artistic offspring
of the American potter.

Despite the trade's familiarity with the "thirds "question,
Renovating there are comparatively few who possess an intimate

knowledge of the system of buying and selling, and the
process of rehabilitation which governs the business in

these East Side establishments. There is, of course, a reason for this
ignorance, and it lies with the reluctance of the " thirds " dealer to acquaint
folk with the history and conduction of his factory. In fact, most of the
plants are as zealously guarded from outside penetration as even the
President's private office.

This, the proprietors say, is necessitated by the secrecy of their processes.
To the writer, however, an employee stated that some of the workers are
under age.

The latter statement, if true, serves to explain the ability of the "thirds"
man to sell his rejuvenated ware at so low a figure. Cheap goods, cheap
decorations and cheap help are the trio of important factors.

When purchasing his " thirds" from the potter the East Sider generally
buys them in carload lots. He rarely takes the time and trouble to make a
detailed appraisement of the value of a pile of the goods, but usually offers
a lump sum for the heap. In this he relies, to a certain extent, upon his
own ability to estimate their value in a hurried survey, and also depends
upon the fairness of the manufacturer from whom he purchases. More
than one concern to-day sells direct to the " thirds " man on the " run-of-
the-kiln " basis, the latter agreeing to take everything that comes from the
kiln, good or bad. Altogether it is
much like trading in junk. Invari-
ably the goods bring less than one-
half the price that would be de-
manded for the same line in perfect
condition.

Spoiled Pieces

The causes for the
Causes of development of

imperfections be-
fore emerging

from the glost kiln are manifold. As
the result of improper glazing some
pieces may be rough in spots ; others
may become crooked in shape dur-
ing the firing ; fire cracks may show
on many of the pieces ; some are
likely to have absorbed black specks
which have fallen from the inside
wall of the kiln ; perhaps many
pieces have sulphured because of
poor coal ; and still others might be
discolored in body through a slight
error in the compounding of the clay
materials. Any one of these natural

Imperfections

•

111111mme

weaknesses of crockery, in its passage through the kilns, is serious enough
to make it eligible for treatment by the East Side dealers.

On the arrival of the crippled, unprepossessing pieces at the East Side
factories they are subjected to a most rigid examination: Should any of
them be so badly chipped or misshapen as to defy the almost limitless
possibilities of the decoration, they are sold to the street peddlers. Then,
when the remainder of the goods are safely deposited in the wareroom, the
operation begins.

Large forces of decorators (pardon the misnomer ! )
Ingenious Tinkered take up the homely ware, and with the aid of filled-inDecorations and decalcomanie patterns, which have usually been

bought at a bargain from potters who have previously
found them unsalable, proceed, with the addition of cheap gold, to hide from
view the exterior shortcomings of the various pieces.

A patch of discoloration in the center of a plate, for example, is readily
obliterated and converted into something of a beauty spot by the application
of a spray pattern. Perhaps on the edge there is a slight chipping. This is
quite as thoroughly covered up by the lavish use of a gold stipple. Maybe
a fire crack extends over a section of the piece. A floral design, with the
stem of the flower adjusted so as to fit above the crack, causes this evidence
of imperfection to disappear.

After the literal bandaging of wounds, readjustment of deformities, and
firing in the decorating kiln, the selection and apportionment of sets takes
place. This is where the dealer is obliged to exercise his better judgment.
In a carload from one factory there might be a suplus of plates and a
discouraging scarcity of cups and saucers, or vice versa. In order to
complete a dinner set, say of Too or 112 pieces, the " thirds " man is often at
his wit's end in an effort to gather together the desired pieces. In one of
these sets he is invariably compelled to use the product of four or five
potteries. All are, of course, different in shape, but the same in decoration,
and the selector makes it a point to place the shapes that most closely
resemble each other in the same set. In this way a set, when completed,
while bearing the appearance of a bundle of misfits to the man of artistic
tastes, serves the desired purpose as a cheap vehicle for the attraction of
the man in poor circumstances.

When ready to make their rehabilitated debut in the commercial
world, samples of the goods are taken into the market by salesmen, who no
longer cater exclusively to the cheaper East Side trade, but have become
bolder and more ambitious. Now they are soliciting the patronage of the
large department stores up town, some of which sell, for instance, a
" mongrel " set of 112 pieces for $5.98, whereas a legitimate set of a similar
number of pieces would cost, perhaps, twice that amount. It is this
intrusion into the department-store trade which should open the eyes of the

manufacturers to a realization of the
fact that some action, prompt and
efficacious, must be taken immedi-
ately. As long as the " mongrel "
goods were permitted to extend their
baneful influence in quarters not in-
timately related to the legitiman-
pottery trade there was little reason
for complaint. But to have theta
bob up impudently on display tables
that should exploit only the he
efforts of American skill is beyond
forbearance. Besides robbing the
better grade of goods of business
that's attracted to the " thirds" sets
because of their cheapness, the latter
are further inimical to the interests
of American manufacturers because
of the stamp of approval which occu-
pies a position on the bottom of mos'
pieces. The customer will naturall)
examine the trade-mark, and when
this is satisfactory he has no hesita-
tion in making the tempting purchase.
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Noticeable Evidence of
uniform distinctiveness makes
the H3 Rine; additionally
attractive —Seal your next
order with an FB stamp
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RETAILERS'

Ring-Booklets Free.
By way of booming the Ring branch

of your business at no cost to you, we
will send you free on request a quantity
of booklets for distribution in your
locality. These booklets tell of our Rings
and your business in a way that will
make you sales, extend your patronage
and enhance your reputation. We will
print your name on the booklets, and
your name only will appear on them.

Samples of Rings in aay
shown above.

N

No. 552.

No. 576.

n o 157.

o. 526.

No. 505.

Samples of Rings in tray
shown above.

No. 580.

No.

No. 553.

No. 609.

These rings are sold for $24.00
per gross, put up in trays holding
2 dozen, one style ring with an
assortment of stones and sizes to a
tray.

Trade

GROSS SHOW CASE.
Rings in gross lots are packed in real mahogany, drop back, glassfront and silk-lined cases. The case, as illustrated, stands 17 inches highand 15 inches wide, is subdivided for 25-cent rings on one side and 50-cent rings on the other, and like our other cases, is protected bypatents, and can be had only with rings.

Mark

WE SELL ONLY TO JOBBERS.

When writing for booklets, address

F. II. Sadler
& Co.

Dept K ,

Manufacturers of Jewelry,

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Trade

No. 562.

These rings are sold for $48.00
per gross, put up in trays holdiug
I dozen, one style ring with an
assortment of stones and size ton
tray.

I' [art
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No.I 12 No.I07 No.113

Fit:414

N.. 358. Weight, 31.6 dwts. No. 191. kVeight, 4 dwi,. No. 396. Weight, 314 dwts.

No.109 No.102, No.
/4

No.104 No 106

No. 847. Weight, 8 rhyte.

No.108 No.III No.

No. 395. Weight., dwts. No. 483. Weight, 5% dwts.

No. 357. Weight. 4;4 dwts.
No. 934, Weight, G!". dwts.

Only Genuine Doublets used in our Rings. We Make over isoo Different Designs.

Insist upon Rings bearing our Trade-Mark. They are 10 K.

desire to emphasize the fact that we are

HEADQUARTERS for

Shrine Buttons, in New and Effective Designs,

Shrine Jewels, Masonic Jewelry for Women's Wear,

College Fraternity Jewelry and Class Pins and Rings,

F. 0. Eagle Jewelry, Elk jewelry,

And that we take pleasure in quoting prices on these

goods to any regular Jeweler upon request.
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16111

1289

1566

1211
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1328

1229

122t; 1210

1639

1301
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SEAMLESS
GOLD SHELL

RINGS
in all sizes and styles, put
up in attractive trays and
display stands. Made and
for sale by

RHODE ISLAND
RING CO.,

101 sabm St., Providence, R. I.

Correspond with us.
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Oldest Watch House in America

Established
in

1814

For almost a century we have been the leading supply
house for the jewelry trade of this section. We handle standard goods

in all lines—and only standard goods. We are headquarters for the

celebrated Jas. Boss and other standard makes of filled cases and

Elgin, Waltham and Hamilton Movements. We are a watch house

first of all, and especially equipped to furnish all trade needs in this line.

H. 0. HURLBURT  4 
South Tenth Street,

SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.
.-arsapr-;,7‘.1115:1

01,

This Is What You Have Been Looking For
A Plump 10 K., Good Weight EMBLEM RING at a Medium Price.

Eagle,
Elk.

Scottish Rite,

$6.11

NET CASH. ffaver.t.t.‘
A
• 

it.
a

min

.41

mk-'•

4#4714- 0111— 4

X Vi**
AV'

Red Men,
Woodman,
Masonic,

Knights of Pythias,
Maccabees,

Odd Fellows,

$5.64
NET CASH

BALD WIN-MILLER CO., Wholesale Jewelers.
304 Stevenson Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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71, TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

LOUIS UFM

COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By Juld94 GROSSMANN, Director of t
he Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Filectro-Mechan ical
School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Ju., Charleston, S: C. F
ormer pupil of the

Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part III.)

29. Motion. Motion is uniform, when4fequa1 -distances are

tr,Iversed in equal times.
We call the space traversed in the unit of time velocity, we

will have then, designating velocity by v,.spa c'e by s and time by 1,

S = t
whence we have

= and t =-

30. The motion is called variable if the spaces traversed in

any equal times are unequal ; that is to say, when the speed of the

body is not constant during the entire duration of the motion.

31. When a moving body traverses certain equal distances in

equal times, without fulfilling the same conditions for parts of these

distances, we say that the motion is _periodically uniform. Such

are, for example, the motion of the earth around the sun and the

vibratory motion of a pendulum in small amplitudes.
32. The motion is unifornily variable when the velocity of the

moving body varies equal quantities in equal times.
The acceleration is then the quantity which the velocity varies

during the unit of time.
If in uniformly variable motion, the velocity increases the

acceleration is positive and we say that the motion is uniformly

accelerated.
If the velocity diminishes, the acceleration is then negative

and the motion is said to be uniformly retarded.
33. The motion of a body which falls by the action of its

weight is uniformly accelerated. In this case we designate the

acceleration due to the weight by the letter g; this value is constant

for the same place and in our regions g = 9.8088 m.
This value represents twice the distance traversed during the

first second by a body falling freely and without initial velocity.

34. Rotary motion. A solid is animated with a movement of

rotation on an axis when each of its points describes a circum-

ference whose plane is perpendicular to the axis and whose center

is found on this axis. In this movement any two points of the body,

describe, in the same time, similar arcs, that is to say, of the same

number of degrees ; but the lengths of these arcs are different

and should be proportionate to their distances from the axis. Let
C and e' be the arcs traversed in the same time by two points m

and nil (Fig. 4) situated at the distances r and r' from the axis of

rotation, we would have

The movement of rotation is uniform if, in equal times, a point
of the body describes always equal arcs.

The velocity of such a motion can only be determined by con-

sidering at the same time the path traversed in i second by a
point of the body and the distance
of this point from the axis of rota-
tion. In order to avoid this double
data, we consider the points which
are at the unit of distance from
the axis and we call the angular
velocity the length of the arc de-
scribed in I second by a point
situated at the unit of distance
from the axis.

Let w be this arc, we will
have, for the velocity v of another
point situated at the distance r

from whcnce we conciude w =_ .

Str-4.14:t)

Consequently, the angular velocity is obtained by dividing the

space which is traversed by any point in i second, by the radius of

the circumference which it describes.
35. Mass of a body. The quotient of the weight of a body

in any place on the globe, by the acceleration due to gravity at this

place is constant. This value is what is called in mechanics the

mass of the body. This quantity, which is of a particular .nature

since it is nothing else than a quotient, can be subjected to calcula-

tion just as any other quantity. In designating it by /If, we have

M-=-E from whence Mg = W and gg In

36. The Product M v of the mass Mof a moving body by the

velocity which it possesses, takes the name of quantity of nzolion,

Work of a Force.

37. Definition. We call in mechanics work of a force the pro-

duct of the intensity of this force by the path traversed by its point

of application. In other words :
The work produced by a force constant in magnitude and in

direction is represented by the product of the intensity of this force

by the projection of the distance traversed by the point of applica-

tion on the direction of the force.
Thus, 

(Fig. 
)the and the force being in the same direction, wewill h 

IV= FX AB.

If the path A B and the force F have no the same direction,

Fig. 5

we will project in this case the path A B on the direction A F and

we will have (Fig. 6)
117=FXAC

Let us observe that the projection of the path on the force is

greater as the angle B A C becomes smaller ; the work will then

c.

Fig. 6

be greatest when A B and A F will have the same direction. 
If

the angle B A F becomes greater, the projection diminishes, and

becomes nothing when the angle is equal to 900; in this last case

the work is null.
38. Work of a force tangent to a wheel. On imagining the

movement of rotation of the wheel to be very small, we can admit

that the movement takes place along the tangent. Let us call

F the force and s the space traversed in its direction, we will have

for this slight displacement
U.' 

= F x 

S.

When the wheel will have made a complete revolution, the

path s will have become a circumference and we will have
 the work

for one revolution expressed by

rv= FX 2 r Y.

39. Unit of work. We have chosen for unit of work that

which is the product of the unit of force by the uni
t of distance,

that is to say, in mechanics, of the kilogramme by t
he meter and

in horology, of the gramme by the millimete
r. We have given to

this unit the name of kilogrammeter for the machines and of

grammillimeter for the more delicate pieces of horology. As

abbreviation, we will designate by the letters gr. m. this last 
unit

which we will make use of in the entire extent of thi
s course. If,

for example, the force is 3.5 grammes and the distance 
0.4 milli-

meters, the work of the force will be

= 3.5 X 0.4 = 1.4 gr. m.

(Continne4 on Pp 40)
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Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page 409)

40. Active power. A weight P which falls fr
om a height h

rates a certain work that we can represent b
y the product

P X h.

We find in mechanics that every body fa
lling from a height h

is animated by a velocity v which 
is connected with the height h by

2the relation v = 2,g.h,

from which expression we can draw

Ii

RPplacing in the equation of work Ph, h by th
is last value, we will

have

Summing up, we have just examined the state of a 
body

which can turn around a fixed point ; to this body are
 applied two

forces whose work mutually counteracting, produc
es equilibrium.

We call such a system a lever.
In every lever, for equilibrium to exist it is therefore n

ecessary

for the moments of the two forces in action to be equal
.

Imagining the system in motion, under the action of an ext
erior

impulse, we will find the work of the forces on mult
iplying their

moment by the angle traversed ; in this new condition of
 the body

the work of the forces will then be equal.

43. Lever. Practically, a lever is a solid body, movable

around a fixed point and acted upon by two forces tending to

make it turn in contrary directions. Fig. 8 represents a lever

A /V JD,

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY
CITSIGININIAkklr I

The Best. Ask your jobber km-

" The Best" Fobs with
Safety Attachment

Patd. Sept. 22, 1903.

We make them, also a
fine line of Lockets,
Guards, Bracelets and
Gents' Vest Chains.
Order now and get
"The Best."
They will please your
patrons.

Bates & Bacon,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

Attleboro, Mass.
9 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK.

103 State Street,

CHICA130.

which we can also write

but --TP being the mass m of the body, we wil
l have at length

Ph = m

The expression m v2 has received the name of active power.

We can then say that the active power of a 
body in motion is half

the product of its mass by the square of i
ts velocity ; or, also, that

the mechanical work which imparts a 
certain velocity to a body is

equal to the active power which animates 
that body.

We give the name of active force to twice
 the active power;

we have then
Active power = in v2,
Active force = m v2.

41. Every body in motion is capable of doing 
work. In effect

the body has a mass m ; it has a velocity v, si
nce it is in motion, con-

sequently the product 4- in v2 gives us the va
lue of the work, Ph,

to which the velocity v corresponds ; we 
can therefore say that

every body in motion is capable of producing 
work.

Moment of a Force.

42. Let us now imagine two cylinders of 
different diameters

turning around an axis 0 (Fig. 7) and let us 
admit, for example,

that the first is three times as great as the second. 
Let us

suspend weights at the ends of light cords

wrapped around each cylinder, in such a

manner that each of these weights acts in a

contrary sense to the other. In order that

equilibrium may exist in this system, we will

find that the weight fixed to the small c
yl-

inder should be three times as gi-eat as

that which is fixed to the large one. 
In

this manner, if we turn the cylinder 
one

revolution, one of the weights will rise

while the other will fall ; the weight p 
tra-

versing a path represented by 2 r X 3 its

work will be

Fig. 7
2 r X 3 P.

The weight P traverses a path 2 r X
 I,

ImAluciorig at the same time a work

2i X P,

,ce we have 3p = P we can admit

(a) 2r X 3p— 2/7

and there will be equilibrium, because the mechanic
al work of one

ot the weights is equal to that of the other. The equality of the

work of these two weights will exist also when we 
make the cylin-

dt:rs describe only a fraction of a revolution : as
 small as this

fraction may be.
Dividing the equation (a) by 2 IT we obtain

P.

The figures 3 and i are the respective lengths 
of the radii of each

; this radius takes the name of lever arm 
and the above

product of the intensity of the force by the lever 
arm is called the

moment of the force.

Fig. 8

in which 0 is the fixed point. P and F the tw
o forces. The

lever arms of the forces P and F are the distances 
from the fixed

point 0 to the two forces, that is to say, the perp
endicular 0 A'

and 0 B' dropped on the direction of these forces.

From what we have said before, equilibrium will exi
st when

the moment of the force P will be equal to the 
moment of the

force F, that is to say, when

F X 0 = PX 0 ,

which can be written
F O .81

0 A'

The two forces should, therefore, be in inverse propor
tion to their

lever arms.
44. One often distinguishes two kinds of levers : In th

e lever

of the first kind the fulcrum is situated between the points of

application of the two forces ; in the other, Fig. 9, thi
s fixed point

Fig. 0

is situated at one of the extremeties of the body. From the

theoretical point of view this distinction is useless and the con-

ditions of equilibrium of the lever apply to all cases.

Transmission of Work in Machines

45. We give the name of machine to every syste
m of bodies

intended to transmit the work of forces. In order to explain in

what manner this transmission is effected it is nec
essary to enter

into some details.
The relative movements of the different parts of a mach

ine are

not determined only in direction but also in intens
ity. Generally

the movements are periodically uniform (31) ;
 the speed is put in

harmony with the requirements of the indust
rial work to be

produced without its ever attaining the limit at wh
ich the solidity

of the machine would be endangered.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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The cause of such action of the g
raver as we considered in our

last issue is difficult to explain
, but it seems to be due to the fact that

the under edge of the graver 
being directly downward, and the line

being curved on a sufficient arc to 
necessitate the sharp under side of

the graver to curve around over
 the extreme edge of the incision and

the surface of the plate, thereby
 peeling off the said edge, the graver

is thus made to run hard, and 
in some cases makes the left side of

the incision appear irregular. 
Now, the question is often asked by

students why it is that in turning to t
he right we do not experience

the same difficulty. If we turn the graver to the left, holding i
t in

exactly the same position, which
 in this case would be perfectly

erect in the correct position to 
cut a V-shaped incision, and the

graver be turned around to the 
right, the same position being

retained, the same difficulties would
 be encountered if the hand

was not moved with more dexterit
y in that direction than in the

opposite one. The fact that it is more natural for one t
o cut around

to the right is the reason why even 
though cutting a hair line, the

cut is found to be smoother than w
hen made to the left. But the

principal reason, we believe, is that a 
great many of our engravers,

who do not follow strict rules as to t
heir method of cutting, simply

turn the graver to the right, thereb
y cutting an incision with a

greater angle on one side than on the 
other, in which case the angle

of the graver on the right side would 
be on sufficient angle to slide

over the edge of the incision to the sur
face of the plate parallel with

said angle, thereby avoiding the ext
reme cutting edge coming in

contact with the edge of incision and
 the plate. If the graver is

held in exactly the opposite way to 
the left and moved with the

same degree of steadiness and accur
acy, it would cut just as

smoothly.

Finishing
the Line of

Again referring to D, Fig. 50, the end
 of the line

of beauty is finished by throwing the 
graver out at

Beauty the point where it is here represe
nted as being

severed, which in practice it should 
not be. It

is so thrown out in this case merely for 
illustration sake, showing

the article which the engraver is work
ing on being held in the same

position. As the graver is thrown out it is a
gain inserted at the

right point of the stroke shown at the 
end of the line of beauty.

In order to make this cut, the graver is 
turned over to the right as

it is inserted, and as the hand is turned ov
er to the right the graver

and the article in hand are automatically 
turned, the former to the

ight and the latter to the left.

At Fig. 51 we illustrate the line of bea
uty shaded, and all the time

that we mention the line of beauty or 
capital stem, which is the

same, the student is requested to remem
ber that a line of beauty or

capital stem is, in general formation, the
 exact form of a scroll,

which was mentioned in our beginning 
exercises. The shading of

the line of beauty is one of the very importan
t things for an engraver

to remember, the great trouble with a m
ajority of engravers being

that they do not end the line up very fin
e at the top. • This point

having been mentioned in a previous 
section, description is not

necessary here. In shading this line of beauty it 
must be remem-

bered that the line is a hair line from the 
beginning around to A, at

which point it begins gradually to increas
e in width, and con-

tinues to increase until the graver arri
ves at B, which is midway

between the top and bottom guide line. 
From B to C the line is

gradually decreased, and at C is brou
ght to a perfect hair line

or V-shaped incision. The beginner will, by observing work

of unskilled engravers, find that a great many begin shading

the capital letters down too low, and for t
his reason the location

of this shading is here given.
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Another error is illustrated at A, Fig. 51, 
where the left side

of the line of beauty is shown in perfect for
mation. Before adding

the shade stroke on the left the right sid
e of the line is shown to

curve more than the left, which is not corre
ct. The curve on the

left side of the line should be exactly the same
 on the left as on the

right. Referring to Fig. 51, it is obviously plain to 
the beginner

that in order to counterbalance the decrease 
in width of the incision

by turning the graver over to the right, t
he graver point, when

arriving at the point A, instead of traversin
g the exact form of the

line of beauty should be turned so as to c
urve to the left of the

same, inasmuch as the turning of the graver 
to the right causes the

extreme edge of the right side of the incisio
n to curve to the right,

and as the incision is decreased by turning t
he graver upward, the

point of the graver from B to Cis gradually
 turned to the right so

as to arrive on the line of beauty at C.
One of the most neglected portions of script le

tters

Correct forms
of Ovals and Loops 

is the connecting. The unskilled or careless en-

for Script 
graver will manifest his inability more promi-

nently in his formation of ovals and loops th
an

in any other way. At A, Fig. 52, we illustrate

a loop or oval, which is the general form 
of a

loop used in script letters, showing a line 
drawn 671—C

through the center of the loop. The curve on A B

the right and the left, using the inside as a
 guide Fig. 52

line, are exactly the same, the swell forming
 the 

shade being all on the outside of the line
 at the left. This is the

foundation of the error made by students 
who try to cut correctly,

their theory being that the point of the 
graver, where a shade is

made, should traverse the same arc in an ova
l or a loop as the opposite

side, which is a hair line. This is obviously wrong, as is shown at

the drawing A, Fig. 52. In this case the loop looks flat on the

right side, yet the curve on the right side 
is exactly the same as on

the left, using the inside of the left as a
 guide, showing that the

loop is out of true just as much as the wi
dth of the shade, and this

will be true when applied to loops or ovals
 of whatsoever character.

The student shduld make it a point to s
o engrave the letters

that the loops will be concentrically fo
rmed, and he should never

end up a loop, other than the end of the
 line opening on an arc,

concentrically with the outer portion of the
 loop. At B, Fig. 52,

we illustrate the oval, cut and formed co
rrectly. Here it will be

seen that the shade is on the inside of 
the arc, which arc is the

same on the left side as on the right side. 
The appearance of this

is correct, which proves the theory that th
e shade forming the oval

should be on the inside of the arc. A student in the art of engraving

should practice diligently on loops and oth
er preliminary practice

work previously mentioned. An engraver who is capable of

engraving perfectly-formed ovals and loo
ps will be able to engrave

very accurate script. To further demonstrate the

  theory of a correctly-formed loop and sho
w the student

how the shade comes on the inside of the 
loop, we illus-

trate at Fig. 53 the left side of the oval part
ially shaded,

Fig 53. which shows that the lower half is exactly the same

curvature at the right and left, and that the shade

comes on the inside of the arc at th
e left, which will make a

perfectly-formed loop.
Having instructed the student in the line of

beauty and loops, theoretically, we will no
w take

Case Script Letters up the engraving of lower-case
 script. At Fig. 54

we illustrate the first letter of the alphabet.
 Each

stroke as there indicated is cut with the square

graver in the direction of the arrows. 
Letters are

commenced and ended at each cross 
line. With

the thorough instruction which we 
have passed Fig. 54

through in reference to the exact formation of

letters, scrolls, lines of beauty, ovals, 
etc., it will not be neces-

sary to consider each letter in the 
alphabet, but we will consider the

principal bars or limbs of such letters, 
which will enable the student

to engrave them with accuracy. At Fig. 55 we show the point of

the graver in position to cut the left s
hade stroke of the lower-case A,

with said stroke directly in front of 
the graver. As the graver is

pushed forward it is gradually turned ov
er to effect the proper width

shade until the graver point is nearly 
two-thirds of the way down from

the top of the lower-case letter to the bottom.
 The

lower-case letters are engraved by cutting
 all the

shade strokes that should be cut down f
irst ; then

the article is reversed, and all the str
okes cut up.

(To BIC CONTINUED)

Cutting Lower-

Fig. 55
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No. 125. " FORTUNA." 16 Size, 12 Jewels.
Solid nickel top plate handsomely damaskeened in gold,micrometer regulator, cut expansion balance, safetypinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome whiteenamel dial with depressed second and center and withred marginal figures. Hunting lever set. Open-facependant set. Price, $9.50.

ASK YOUR JOBBER for
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NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS.

No. 130.
Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.

Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."
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in Price.

No. 315. " FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetypinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quicktrain, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enameldial with depressed second and red marginal figures.Stem wind and lever set. Price,$7.50. Manufactured and guaranteed by the
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No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewel • it
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, felypinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escape, writ,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick I :1111exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome v hiteenamel dial with depeessed seconds. Hunting levy, M.Open-face pendant set. Price, Sb.00,

WATCHES
Thoroughly
well finished.

No. 130: Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardenedand tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screwbankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dustband, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-gram T. W. Co." Price, $8.00.

Price-List furnished on application.
All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KErsToNE KEY.

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetypinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel alaiwith depressed second and red marginal figures. Slewwind and lever set. Price, $5.00.

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

A Well=Known
Watchmaker •
and jeweler in Pennsylvania, whose address will be
given to anyone desiring to write him, sent his son to
our school some time ago, to learn watchwork and
engraving ; some months later the father visited the
school, and when he returned home wrote us a letter,
in which, among other things, he said :

"I think the old system of teaching watchwork must beset aside, as it is evident that watchmaking schools are thebest method ; I am as well satisfied that my son is in yourschool as though he were in the leading one of Geneva,
Switzerland. I do not know that there has been a time inmy life that I spent money for any purpose more willinglythan I do for my son at your school, and I feel that the returnfor it is more than a thousandfold. I am convinced that youwill make a first-class watchmaker of him."

Students receive practical instruction in watch-
work and engraving ; our aim is to make each one
competent in the shortest time practicable.
Send for our Prospectus. You will enjoy reading it.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

A school conducted
iII the interest of
its students.

of Watchmaking and Engraving,

LANCASTER, PA.

NEW FILING BLOCK. Instantly adjustable to any positio.:.
Practical ; strong ; applicable to any work bench.

Price, Lewis Combination Bench Block, by mail, 75 cents.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.,
Want our Catalogue It. K. of Gas Furnace', Mill Ith/WilipeS? Buffalo, N.Y., U.S./ .

THE BRILLIANT GAS LAMP
STANDS FOR GOOD LIGHT

Economy, Safety and Satisfaction.
It is the one Gasoline Gas Lamp that never fails, always right andready for use ; are in daily use in thousands of Stores, Homes and busi-ness places all over the world, taking the place of gas, kerosene and electricI ights, as they can be run for less I ban one-quarter the expense and don'tcost much to start with, Give 100 candle-power light at

Less than Is cents a month.
They are so simple anyone can use them—are safer and lesstrouble than a kerosene lamp and give ten times as much light.Every lamp is guaranteed or money refunded. One in use inyour store would sell many more. Exclusive agencies given todealers on liberal terms.

Write for catalog of lamps and systems.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Company,
42 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Push Pins and Crowns

T H E

,iele No. 36 of the serial 
entitled " Cleaning and Restor-

ing," begun in the 
April, 1901, issue of THE 

KEYSTONE. •

HE reader will readily see how 
the

system or method we described in

our last preceding article, can be

pplied to all the old style of push pins,

hether such pins are plain, capped 
or have

'I outside crown like a 
stem-winding case.

'.Ve will now say a few words 
about freeing

owns of stem-winding cases. 
There are

,.vo very simple methods of 
freeing such

crowns. The first is a chuck which holds

the crown while it is turned out, and the

second is a rotary-drift cutter placed in 
the

lathe spindle, which frees out 
under the lip

of the crown.

Freeing
Crowns

We will now proceed to de-

scribe such methods for

freeing crowns, in the order

named. A cheap and easily

made chuck for this purpose is 
shown at

Fig. I. It is made of hard brass rod about

--e"-g- of an inch in

diameter. The part

A' is turned down 

until it will go into  

a No. Go Whitcomb

wire chuck. The le it

brass rod at A is No. I

left full size on the

outside. The inside is bored, or rather

turned out to the proper size, to 
receive

the largest crown made for a 
stem-winding

watch.
After the chuck is made it

four parts, as shown in Fig. 2,

view of Fig. I, seen in the 
direction of the gotten by inspecting Fig. 5, which 

is an end

arrow f. The depth to which these 
splits are view of Fig. 4, as if seen in the 

direction of

carried is clearly shown in Fig. 1. It is no

great task to make about four or 
five such

chucks, with different sizes of recess in 
the

end, as indicated at the dotted 
lines b b,

Fig. 1, but one size can be made to 
answer

for all sizes of crowns by winding a 
narrow

strip of paper around the crown.

To use such a chuck, place the end 
A in

a No. 6o wire chuck and place the 
crown and

arbor in the recess in A. It is

to be understood that if a wind-

ing of paper is employed,

the crown should be wound

so as to fit the recess—a good

Fig. 2 way to proceed is to cut a

strip of paper as wide as will

fill the recess in A; that is, as wide 
as between

the dotted lines d d', Fig. 1. 
Wind enough

of such paper on the end of a 
piece of peg-

wood, as will go easily into the 
recess in A.

Put peg-wood and paper into the 
recess and

turn backward, when the peg
-wood will be

released.

.... ...

K S T 0 Ne

Place a thin-bladed knife in one of the

splits c, and cut three or four thicknesses 
and

remove one coil Of paper at a time, 
until

sufficient is removed to admit the crown.

Set up the drawing-in spindle until the 
crown

is tight, but still not so tight that it 
cannot

be moved. While in this condition the 
crown

arbor is supposed to be in the crown, in

order that the crown can be trued by 
the

arbor in a manner similar to truing a 
piece

in a cement chuck.

The wire chuck is now set up firm on

the shank A' of the brass special 
chuck,

when the crown is ready for turning out on

the inside. For turning out, about the best

form of tool is shown at Fig. 3, as if seen

from above. This tool

is rested on the T rest,

as if this rest occupied

the position indicated

at the dotted line g.

The cutting angle of

the tool coincides with the

The second tool we referred to, at the 
com-

mencement of this article, is one entirely

different in its action, and in some instances,

better adapted for freeing a stem than 
the

one just described.
This tool is similar in shape

to the one just described,

but made of steel. We

show this new tool at Fig. 4.

D' is fitted to any large size wire

the larger part D is turned so as

to enter inside of a crown.

The end of the tool is

turned out to the dotted

line h, leaving only a thin

shell. The idea will be
is split into

which is a

Fig. 8

dotted line e.

A New
Freeing Tool

The shank
chuck, and
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To Cut or Split Glass

It often occurs that glass tubes of various

dimensions have to be cut where a diamond is 
not

at hand, as in the shops and power 
plants where

oil and water gage tubes must be 
neatly fitted.

The usual method adopted is to file a 
small groove

around the tube and separate the glass with a 
sharp

rap at the place weakened by the file. 
The result

is not always satisfactory, because the 
ends often

break unevenly owing to the difficulty of 
making a

straight groove with the file. Better results are

obtained when only a small incision is made 
with a

file, just enough to cut through the enamel 
of the

tube on one side, and not all around. 
While the

tube is still warm from the friction of the 
file, the

tube is then taken between the thumbs 
and fore-

fingers, the thumbs opposite the file incision, 
and

the forefingers around the tubing, close 
to but not

covering the incision. Pressure of the thumbs

iavariably causes the tube to break in as 
straight

and clean a line as though cut with a 
diamond.

Another method is to use a fine saw blade

(the finer toothed the better, for a saw 
is only

another form of a file), and this should be 
kept fed

with fine emery, carborundum or 
pulverized silica

sand of hard grit, moistened with camphor, oil,

turpentine or water. A straight, steady and 
even

stroke should be made, and when the 
work is

carefully done against a gage the cut will be 
as

true as though it had been ground. Nor is even a

toothed blade necessary, if a suitable hard and

finely-gritted abrasive is used and regularly fed

between the glass and fine wire, watch 
spring, or

blunt but even blade of an ordinary 
table knife.

The latter will be somewhat slow, of 
course, but a

fine steel wire run at high speed like a band 
saw,

if regularly fed with fine emery or 
carborundum,

will give very satisfactory results, not only for

cutting either straight lines or curves in 
window,

but plate or optical glass, in such 
thickness as

makes cutting with a diamond difficult, 
precarious

or impossible.
Window glass, especially single strength, 

can

be accurately split either in straight or 
curved lines

by first making an incision through 
the enamel of

the glass, and then holding a hot iron 
close to the

incision till a fracture is started. The fracture will

follow the hot iron with remarkable 
fidelity. The

iron should be preferably round 
and somewhat

blunt and with a bulky head, like an 
ordinary fire

poker, so as to retain its heat well for long cuts,

especially for thick sheets, to keep the fracture

going when once started, even if two heated 
irons

have to be used. —National Glass Budget.

Fig. 4

the arrow i.
The object of the recess h is to 

receive

the brass hub of the crown. 
The outside of

the part D is cut into lines 
parallel to its

axis, which, after hardening, serve

as a mill to remove a 
portion of

the inside of a crown, to 
free it.

All workmen are aware that 
when

a crown binds on a stem, in 
most

instances it binds only on one side, 
and it is

for freeing one side that this 
tool is eminently

adapted.
When hardening, the recess at h

should be filled with something 
to prevent

the shell forming the mill 
from splitting or

checking. It is well to take the 
additional

precaution of hardening in oil. The addi-

tion of such tools as these to 
the watch-

maker's outfit will enable him to greatly

enhance his earning capacity, 
and at the

same time do a creditable job 
on any work

coming in,

r lg. 5

[TO BE CONTINUED]

A New Form of Arc Lamp

Inventors have been trying for many years to

improve the ordinary electric arc lamp, and 
they

have met with varying success. A recent 
modifi-

cation that promises well is what is called the

" flame lamp," in which the 
carbons are impreg-

nated with metallic salts that vaporize in the 
intense

heat and give a very bright light. In spite of its

name, the light from the ordinary arc lamp 
comes

chiefly from the the white-hot ends of the 
carbon

points, the arc itself furnishing very little of it. 
In

the new lamp the luminous vapor is highly 
conduc-

tive, so that a much longer arc can be used, 
giving

the flame-like appearance that Suggested the 
name.

The device is said to be economical and 
effective.

The color of the light may be controlled, to 
some

degree, by the preparation of the carbons, but it is

generally milk-white or yellow. The violet rays are

not present to such a degree as in the ordinary arc.
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You can get price quotations for
Old Gold and Silver as high (no higher) as
ours elsewhere—but in the weighing and placing
the value is where we differ, where we are higher.

Send a consignment to us on trial—the returns will surprise you.You take no chances—we hold the consignment subject to your accept-ance of our check. If you request same returned, we return it at our own expense.

THOMAS J. DEE 0 COMPANY,
REFINERS anD SMELTERS

67-69 Washington St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

TheW B & C
WATCH GLASSES

Glasses

are known to be the BEST
They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches.

The prices on ..„1
are not higher
much inferior 0,
sold by the
of the United
lows :

Genevas per gross $2.75Mi-Concaves   " 3.25Extra thick Mi-Concaves " 6.75Patent Genevas   " 5.50Extra thick Parallels . 5.50The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for Flat Concaves, thick . . 7.50watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand. Lentilles for Dascine Cases . " 10.50 The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for

ons of the World Since 1826

watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

• Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE. the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size mak

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibiti
them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-nfths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They

used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best Is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS I 1- If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-

ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W 8 & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung op in one day, and never

hear from afterwards IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C.

t-d4 than 
&C 
other

   glassesand 

brands, and are
A.' leading jobbers
‘g, States as fol-

`fe),
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An Automatic Milling Machine for

Making the Cutters Described

.ticle No. 41 of the serial entitled " 
Gold Working" begun in

the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYS
TONE.

E think our readers have, from the

description we have given, got to

understand pretty well the general

principles of the system which we have been

advocating for constructing a milling machine

for milling irregular forms. As we sug-

gested early in the consideration of this

subject much depends on the mills or cutters.

We could almost say all depends on the

cutters, and for this reason we have spent

much time in describing processes for making

true milling cutters and also methods for

sharpening such cutters.

We will repeat a caution, which we would

make a command, if we had it in our power

to do so, which is to never permit a rotary

cutter to be used, of which it could be said

that every tooth in such cutter was not doing

its just share of the work. Cutters of this

kind do both more and better work, and

well pay the mechanic for the extra time

and care required to produce them. In the

mechanism which we have been describing

for the last two or three numbers of this

journal, the underlying principle involved

was pantographic shaping of cutters for milling

purposes. The underlying principle of our

scheme has been to employ a device held in

the tool-post holder, amounting to a uni-

versal or ball-joint pantograph, which ope-

rated to. • reduce from a fixed pattern any

desired form of rotary cutter for milling

pnrposes

An Automatic
Feed Described

There are many plans by

which such reductions can

be effected after the general

idea is comprehended, but

the one described is about the best we have

ieen. We would beg to add to what we

have already said, that in grinding cutter

i.!eth to perfect form after they are hardened,

and also for the purpose of sharpening, that

it is not necessary the ground surface should

extend far back on the relieved side of the

tooth, as all that is required is to give perfect

lorm—that is, shape the mere cutting angle

of the tooth to the exact form.

Perhaps we might add to what we have

already said in regard to cutters employed

in the pantograph shaper, that such cutters

-,hould be driven by idler pulleys placed as

near the universal joint as possible to avoid

the trouble arising from the driving band

becoming slack when the cutter is in certain

positions. A little study of the relations of

the several parts will soon set any person

right in this respect. We would again urge

attention'to the aid to be derived from making
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a rough wooden model of such a machine to

aid in studying the working relations of the

several parts when in actual use. Such

models aid wonderfully in the way of an

object lesson in all mechanical operations.

Before we drop the description of our

pantograph shaper we will say a few words

about automatic feeds. We will next de-

scribe an automatic mechanism for copying a

pattern like the one just referred to. To

understand the operation of this device let us

suppose the arm or bar A, Fig. 1, of the

1./*

rINTA'
Fig. 1

present issue, to extend from the universal

joint B, of our pantograph device, to the

pulley C, said pulley being mounted on a

spindle, passing through the hollow arm A.

To better understand the matter we refer

the reader to Fig. 4a, Article No. 39, of

this series. In further explanation we would

say that in most of the articles we have

spoken of the pulley C', Fig. r, as only

turning loosely on the end of the copying

arm and acting only as a guide ;

but in the present instance the pul-

ley C acts to move the arm and

the hand of the operator. To aid

in our explanations we reproduce Fig. 4a,

of Article 39, at Fig Ia.
The .idea is, the spindle d is

revolved very slowly from

the same mechanism as turns

the mill which does the cut-

ting, and supposed to be located at about

the point g, Fig. 1. This figure shows the

copying arm, as if seen

in the direetion of the

axis of the lathe, to

which the device is at-

tached. Fig. 2 is a

view of the essential

parts shown in Fig I, as if seen in the direc-

tion of the arrow a. Fig. 3 is a top view of

Fig. in

Endless
Screw Feed

Fig. 3

Fig. 1. Passed once around the pulley C, like

the cord to a drill bow is the cord e. The

ends of the cord e are attached to the stud
s

b U. Now, it is evident that if the pulley C

revolves in the direction of the arrow h,

the arm will be carried in the direction of

the arrow i, Fig. 2. It will also be seen that

the arm A will rise as the friction pulley C

passes over the point of D, copying the for
m

automatically. It will further be seen that
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any form, except such as have vertical sides,

can be copied by this plan.

To. permit the up-and-down movement

of the arm A, one end of the cord e (say at

b') is attached to a spring which allows the

arm A to move up and down. Of course

the speed with which the spindle d revolves

is very slow as compared with a mill which

shapes a cutter. Such relative motions are

readily obtained by wheels with endless

screw.
As stated in former article, such a copy-

ing device is particularly desirable for shaping

cutters for teeth of wheels, as it is an easy

matter to make the arm A so that it copies

at a ratio of 20, or even so to I.

In our next article we shall take up the

subject of gold assaying by cupel and the

wet assay. The wet assay for the working

jeweler with only a small place and few

appliances seems to offer the best advantages.

The wet assay being conducted on the fact

that gold alloyed with at least twice its weight

of silver, yields readily to the action of nitric

acid, leaving the silver and copper in solu-

tion, while the gold, as a black powder,

remains undissolved in the flask.

[TO BE C'ONTINUEDI

Washington's Sleeve Links

At a recent banquet in New York Gen. James

Grant Wilson said: "As no regular toast was give
n

to me, I wish to talk of one of whom Amer
icans

always like to hear. I will turn the hands of time

back to 1777, and ask you to go with me to 
the

battlefield of Saratoga, which the poet Halleck

called the field of :grounded arms. There a great

victory was won, which was not clue to the 
efforts

of the American commander, but to Benedict

Arnold.
" The story of that victory was .reported 

to

General Washington. A short time afterward 
he

met General Arnold, and after complimenting him

on his great victory, said:

" ' I have heard, General, that you lost y
our

sleeve links in the battle, and I ask you to 
accept

from me these, although I have worn th
em for

some time.'
" General Arnold took them and wore 

them.

But later, when he became a traitor, and 
Washing-

ton, in his dignified manner, had expressed his

contempt in strong and burning words, Arnold 
no

longer cared to wear the sleeve links, and 
gave

thOn to Colonel Tarleton, the only British 
officer

to treat him with any kind of courtesy.

"Tarlton, when he departed for England,

gave them to a Loyalist who had acted as. h
is sec-

retary, and he gave them to General Fitz 
Greene

Halleck, who, in turn, left them to the man 
who

later was his biographer. And here, gentlemen,"

General Wilson drew up his sleeves a litt
le arid

raised his arms, " are Washington's sleeve 
links."

"We have been readers of The Keystone ev
er

since it was a little two-sheet paper. We could not

do without it then, so, of course, it is too b
ig and

good to do without now. H. Hawkins & Son,

Hendersonville, North Carolina.
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FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES.

No. 238.

No. 232. Genuine Eagle claw.

No. 233. Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 231.
Genuine Eagle Claw.

No. 56. Lapel Button. No. 236.

No. 57.
Lapel Button.

Genuine
Eagle Claw.

No. 49.

No. 45'.

No. 240.
Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 234.

No. 58.
Lapel Button.

No. 239.

No. 237. Seal. No. 55. Lapel Button.

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0. E. and B. P. O. E.Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities-just enough to keep our best workmen employed when notbusy on special order work. 
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidiouscustomer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

'WENDELL 3, 95 an D 97 William St., NEW YORK.
CoCoo, 57 Washington St., CHICAGO.

We sell these goods only

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER.

to Retail Jewelers,

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS
or 0

a IC-7QAft)

aft I IN UMW
••••••

•

No. 213.

o. 299.

CC)

N■■• 212.

No. 277. No. 278. No. 260.

f -pi--.;:,24;.,

i
•' •!t

(.... .!'",.'
No. 286. No. .,75,

opft,„ 1.,90

No. 50,

GENUINE ELK TEETH.

m415•04.10

No. 241.
No. 267.

No. 245. No. 291. No. 242. No. 289. No. 262. No. 298. No. 293.
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Gems-Familiar More or Less

(Continued. Part II.)

Topaz 
The yellow and brown topazes

are the most generally known

variety, and at one time they were used in consid
er-

able quantities for necklets, pendants, etc., 
as can

he shown by referring to the jewels of
 the early

part of the nineteenth century ; they have, ho
w-

ever, been quite at a discount for very many
 years

antil recently, when there had been seen a tende
ncy

for a renewal of the bygone popularity o
f these

effective gem stones.

The white variety posesses a wonderful degree

of limpidity when properly cut and polished
, but is

not now in demand. The white topaz is s
ometimes

known as " Nova Mina," from the locality in 
Brazil

where the most beautiful specimens are foun
d.

The limpidity and brilliancy of topazes vary

very considerably ; especially so is the case w
ith

the white variety. Very large topazes are of 
no

unusual occurrence. The topaz occurs in gran
ite

ill company with tourmaline and beryl, and som
e-

times with tin, fluorspar and apatite.

The localities in which the topaz occurs are

very many ; amongst others are Brazil, Siberia,

Asia Minor, Pegu, Ceylon, Victoria, Bohemia,

Saxony, Connecticut (U. S.), and Japan. T
he

finest specimens, however, are derived from 
Brazil

and Siberia. The chief sources of the to
paz in

Brazil are Minas Geras, Villa Rica, Nova Mina, 
the

last of which names have been used in conn
ection

with the white variety. In Siberia the topaz 
occurs

in many districts, notably the Altai and Uralian

Mountains ; near Nertchinsk ; and also in 
Kam-

schatka.
The iolite is a gem stone, which

Iolite may be described as being more

curious than beautiful. It pos-

sesses the property of dichroism in a very m
arked

degree ; in fact, more so than in any other mi
neral.

It is frequently blue, purplish blue, or la
vender

in one direction of the crystal, and a delicat
e straw

color in another. Iolite occurs in the rhombic

system, generally assuming the form of 
prisms,

which are generally hexagonal. Transparent to

translucent ; doubly refractive ; luster vitreous;

fracture sub-conchoidal ; hardness, 7.5 ; 
specific

gravity, 2.7 ; colors generally bluish-gray, 
with a

brownish tinge. Chemical composition : Silica,

48.31 ; alumina, 31.72 ; magnesia, io.17; 
protoxide

of iron, 8.33 ; protoxide of manganese, 0.34 ;
 water,

0.58.
Iolite is only of value as a gem stone 

when

transparent and fairly free from flaws and fe
athers,

which are generally present in great numbe
rs, by

which the beauty of the stone is greatly 
marred.

The word iolite is derived from two Gr
eek words

meaning "a violet stone."

This stone is always known as " d
ichroite,"

because of its dichroic property, and as "
 sapphire

(Peen," from its resemblance to sapp
hires of a

palish color. Although it is numbered among the

gem stones, it is rarely used in jewelry
 ; for, as I

have said, it is more interesting and cu
rious than

it is beautiful, owing to its somewhat 
lacking in

brilliancy.
The finest iolites come from Ceylon, and

others from several districts in the United 
States,

notably Connecticut.
The chrysoberyl is a beautiful

Chrysoberyl transparent gem stone occurring

in different shades of green,

yellow and brown. The green and br
own speci-

mens are generally of a subdued tone, and for
m a
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delicate contrast to gems of more pronounced hue.

The green, although varying in shade, are nearly

all of the color known as sage green, and never

present a vivid hue ; occasionally, however, a

chrysoberyl resembles the color of a pale green

aquamarine. The yellow stones are not unlike

yellow sapphires, but occur generally in the more

delicate colors, while the brown chrysoberyls

approach to a mahogany color. The name of the

stone is derived from the Greek chrysos, golden,

and beryl los , beryl.

The chrysoberyl, when properly cut, is a bril-

liant and effective gem. The system in which the

gem occurs is the trimetric, and the crystals gene-

rally assume a tabular form. It is dichroic, and

many specimens possess this property in a very

marked degree. As with all highly dichroic gem

stones, a variety of effects can be produced by the

lapidary by cutting this stone at various angles of

the original crystal.

The hardness of this gem is 8.5, and therefore

is almost as great as the sapphire. Specific gravity,

3.5-3.7. The chemical composition is: alumina,

80.2 ; glucina, 19.8.

Ceylon is the principal source of the chryso-

beryl ; it is, however, found in the Urals, and in

the United States at Haddam, in Connecticut ; and

Saratoga, New York, accompanied with garnet

and beryl.

Cymophane
or Catseye

A variety of the chrysoberyl

forms the popular and beautiful

gem known as cymophane or

catseye. This gem, which is

always cut " en cabochon," displays a bright,

silvery, shimmering line across the summit, and

when accurately cut directly down the center 
of

the gem.
This gem occurs in all the shades of color in

which chrysoberyls are found, but the line or 
ray

is much paler and generally almost white. 
The

whiter and narrower the ray, the greater is 
the

value of the stone. The color of the gem which

is most highly prized is described as "kooseberry

green," while honey color and citron yellow 
are

much esteemed. The ray is caused by the pe
culiar

striated structure of the stone, which develops 
the

steely reflection across the gem.

Catseyes were formerly in great demand, b
ut

of recent years they have, by one of fash
ion's fatal

decrees, been banished from the position they 
once

held ; they still, however, stand in the fi
rst rank of

precious stones.

The chrysoberyl catseye is somewhat rese
mbled

by an almost valueless variety of quar
tz, which

possesses a bright line down the center wh
en cut

" en cabochon." This stone is known as quartz

catseye, and is pretty enough in a way, 
but it does

not possess either the delicate coloring 
or the great

brilliancy of the chrysoberyl, or true catseye.

Even the uninitiated can easily distingui
sh the two

stones by the unaicjed eye, or by taking 
the specific

gravity they are at once identified.

The cymophane is derived almost 
exclusively

from Ceylon. The Cingalese are s
aid to believe

that catseyes are embodied spirits, 
and they cer-

tainly have from the earliest ages been 
surrounded

with mystery and looked upon with 
suspicion in

the East.
Another variety of chrysoberyl,

Alexandrite which constitutes a most fasci-

nating gem, is that known as

alexandrite. This gem possesses the peculiar

phenomenon of changing color ; by dayl
ight a fine

quality alexandrite appears a rich 
pistachio green,

while it changes to raspberry red in 
artificial light.

The color is said to be due to the 
presence of

chrome, otherwise the chemical composition is the

same as chrysoberyl. A fine example of this beau-

tiful stone is a great rarity and very valuable.

Inferior specimens do not display such a pro-

nounced alteration in color-changing, say, from a

brownish green to a reddish brown, or else pos-

sessing the desired appearance only by day or

artificial light, and such stones are fairly plentiful.

Sometimes this variety of chrysoberyl will possess

the shimmering ray characteristic of the catseye,

when it is known as " alexandrite catseye ;" it is,

however, extremely rarely the case, and such gems

are very highly esteemed by connoisseurs.

The alexandrite was first discovered in the

Urals, and was named after Alexander II., Czar of

Russia. The chief source of supply of the gem at

the present time is Ceylon.
IT II E END]

John Muir's Clocks
Harvey Reid, a fellow student of John Muir,

the scientist and discoverer of the great Muir

glacier, has just given in the Outlook his recollec-

tions of the two clocks which were the wonder of

young Muir's dormitory in the University of Wis-

consin, some forty years ago.

Both clocks were of wood, and both had been

chiefly fashioned with no finer tool than a pocket-

knife. The first recorded the seconds, minutes,

hours, day of the week and day of the month.

Many other clocks have done the same, although

few of these surely were whittled by an amateur

from wood. But this clock did more, and its sup-

plementary use was unique. Muir had connected

it by a light cord to a delicate set of levers at the

foot of his bed ; these in turn communicated with

the bedstead, the frame of which was hung on

trunnions. Set for any desired hour, the clock

would release a catch, start a lever, tilt the bed,

and the sleeper would be literally " turned out"

almost in a standing posture if he were not too

sleepy to keep his feet under the shock.

The second clock could do all that the first

could, and it also told the month and the year. In

its construction the hammer had been employed as

well as the jack-knife, for the ball of the pendulum

was formed by a cluster of six copper arrows made

from the large copper cents then in use, while two

tiny copper scythes were so arranged as to move

as if in mowing when the pendulum swung. All

the parts of the machine were poetically emblem-

atic of Father Time, being in the form of scythes,

arrows and wheels, ornamentally combined and

mounted among the lesser branches of a rough

bough of bur-oak set upon a base incrusted with

moss. To this fanciful and ingenious timepiece

Muir assigned a most remarkable task.

" One day," relates Mr. Reid, " he came in and

announced to my roommates and myself that he

had fixed his alarm so that it would waken him on

pleasant, sunshiny mornings, but would allow him

to sleep if it should be rainy or cloudy. Of course

we were eager to see the wonder, and followed him

to his room for the disclosure. He had detached

the little cord from the clock and carried it through

staples in the floor and up over the sill of the win-

dow, which faced the east. Where it crossed the

stone sill outside it was replaced by a thread, under

which he had rubbed powdered charcoal. Above

this he had fixed a magnifying-glass, or sun-glass,

at such angle and focus that when the sun rose it

would burn the thread in two, and thus tip his bed

and waken him. If the morning were cloudy no

such result would occur, and he could finish his

morning nap in peace."
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in t
his departmer t

!mist send name and address—not 
for publication, but as an

'deuce of good faith. No attention wi
ll be paid to anon),

.,■■■us communications. Questions will be answered in the

■■■der in which they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answer

ed in Workshop Notes

■■■.partment for each year accompanies each December
 number.

,obscribers are requested to preserve these 
indexes, and, before

wafling questions,to refer to themms sim
ilar questions may have

!wen answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

:■lphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer
, and

■,.11 the 1138110 and pagc on which the 
information nm) be found.

" Neer."—1 have a meerschaum pipe
 that is

broken straight across and desire to 
fix it. Can

you help me outY--Probably the
 best cement for

repairing a break in a meerschaum p
ipe is that

made as follows : Make up a mixture 
of about the

consistency of thick cream, using the white 
of an

egg and • finely powdered quicklime. Such a

cement should be applied to both parts with a

camel's-hair brush and allowed to dry very 
slowly.

When thoroughly dry all excess of c
ement should

be scraped off. When such an article as a meer-

schaum pipe is broken it is a very diff
icult matter

to achieve satisfactory results by the use
 of cement

alone. No matter what cement you us
e it might

not be strong enough to stand being 
subjected to

such use as that called for in a pipe, 
and at the

same time resist the action of the heat it 
would be

subjected to if broken close to the bowl. 
Wherever

possible it is best to put a band around the
 broken

part. Where this is not possible the same r
esult

may be arrived at by inserting a couple 
of steady

pins. This you can readily do by cutting of
f pieces

of a suitable length from a sewing needl
e and allow

them to enter each part of the pipe whe
re broken

a short distance, say from A to M of an inch in
each piece. Such pieces of needle can probably

be forced into the material without drill
ing. If this

plan is adopted, with the cement made 
as above

described, you can probably make a sati
sfactory

job of the repair.

" Scratches."—Please be kind enough to 
tell us

Through " Workshop Notes" some simple wa
y to

remove scratches from the surface of glass in
 tops

of show cases. We mean the ordinaty scratches

caused by every-day use and not heavy, deep 
cuts.—

The polishing out of such scratches is a very 
diffi-

cult operation and, unless well done, the 
condition

of the glass is not much improved. In fact, it

sometimes looks worse after polishing than be
fore

the operation was started. The method 
generally

employed is to first grind out the scratches 
with

very fine emery and then repolish with putty 
pow-

der. Water is used in both operations. Grinding

and polishing are effected by folding a bloc
k of

wood in cloth. For grinding, the cloth should be

cotton ; while for polishing, it is best that it sh
ould

be a fine woolen. It would seem that such sc
ratches

could be avoided to a large extent if one w
ould

use mats on the case when displaying goods, etc.

"Hollow."—I would like to know the best

method of removing with safety the cannon
 pinion

of an American watch where the pinion is tigh
t,

and the eviler arbor is jeweled? I had a Swis
s

watch to clean recently and was unable to rem
ove

Me cannon pinion, which seemed to be made wi
th a

hollow center pinion, as usual Swiss watches,

but which several smart taps with a hammer faile
d

to loosen.—In most American movements that 
have

a.hollow center wheel pinion and contain a cen
ter

pin and a center jewel, you will find that the small

knob or button on the end of the center pin 
is

small enough to go through the jewel hole. In th
is

case the best way to remove the cannon pinion 
is

to take the bridge or plate off that contains th
e

center wheel jewel. You can then remove the

cannon pinion and center pin by giving it a
 few

taps, just the same as you would remove any ordi-

pary pinion ; but if the watch has a center jewel

in the lower plate you should then, after removing

the plate or bridge, rest the center wheel on a

hollow, flat-face punch, putting the punch in th
e

staking tool upside down, allowing the center

wheel pivot to rest on the punch, then tap th
e

center pin the same as before. When you have 
a

movement that contains center jewels, and 
the

511)411 imp! pp the cud gt thy miter pin is t99

large to go through the jewel hole, the best plan

is to grab the button in a wire chuck in the lathe,

taking hold of the cannon pinion with a pair of

brass-lined, flat-nose pliers, when by twisting a

little the pinion will come off. In American

watches that contain center jewels and a solid

pinion, the cannon pinion can be removed with

ease by taking off the upper plate, then hold with

your fingers the center wheel, and at the same time

hold the cannon pinion with a pair of brass-lined

pliers, when by twisting it will come off.

" Beader."—Kindly give us inethod of selling

stones in star-shaped settings on locket fronts, etc.

Our difficulty  lies in getting the beads that act as

bearings.—Such work is done with a beading tool,

which can readily be made by taking a nice, fancy,

wood handle about .,7,- diameter and e long. In

the hole for inserting the tool place a plug made of

hard brass wire about -N5/" in diameter and i" long.

We show a portion of such wood handle at Af,
Fig. i, with the bit of brass wire at P.

The lower end of the brass wire protrudes

about WI, as shown. In the lower end of

the brass wire P, is drilled a hole about

Tr in diameter and a screw cut in it, as
indicated at the dotted lines o. Into the

hole o is inserted a steel tool, shaped as

shown at N We show at Fig. 2 the bit

of brass wire P and beading point Nsep-

arate from the wood handle, and
at Fig. 3 we show the steel bead-
ing point separate from all other
parts. This beading point is
made from a piece of steel wire

about Ai, in diameter and WI long, WI

of which forms the screw o. The beading

.. .. point N is turned taper, as shown,

0 and the extreme end at d is cupped
out concave to form the beads.

. There should be several of the

di points N made with different sizes

Fig. 3 of beading points. The dotted curve at d
,

Fig. 4, shows the form of concave end of

the points N The beading points Nare

all alike, except in the size of bead they

form. The metal to be beaded is cut

with a graver to a sort of pyramidal 4 
I

shape, as shown at a, Fig. 4, 9
and also at a, Fig. 5, which is a
view of a, Fig. 4, seen in the Fig. 4

direction of the arrow 1. The

Fig. 5 tool as shown at Fig. i is pressed forcibly

downward on a, and the tool given a back

and forth rotary motion with the wrist. Of course,

it is to be understood that the tool N is hardene
d

and the cup d highly polished.

"Brazer."—Can you give us any information

concerning the brazing of cast iron ? We under-

stand there is a new way of doing 1/.—The pro
cess

you mention is probably that known as the 
Pich

process. It was invented by a Mr. Pich, of Berlin,

and is conducted with the aid of a compound

known as " Ferrofix." The following data on the

subject will give a general idea of the proc
ess:

The brazing of cast iron has been a subjec
t of

investigation for hundreds of years. The fact 
that

iron castings enter more largely into machi
ne con-

struction than any other metal, and its liabili
ty to

fracture from some latent defect, has always 
served

as an argument against its still more extended
 use,

but its manifest advantages have so grea
tly out-

weighed the disadvantages that the uses .
of cast

iron are constantly being multiplied. It has, there-

fore, been the desire and aim of th
ousands of

inventors to devise a method of cheaPly and

quickly uniting broken parts, so that the 
inherent

strength of the metal shall be preserved. 
Various

means have been adopted for this purpo
se, and

these are well known. Some of them for
 certain

purposes are more or less satisfactory. • On w
ork

where the strength of the metal must not be

impaired, the means heretofore employed, of

uniting a fracture, have been to pour molten 
Metal

on the joint in sufficient quantity and at the
 proper

temperature to unite the parts, but this met
hod, in

addition to being extremely costly, is most
 uncer-

tain in its results. We have instances on 
record

where as much as twenty tons of molten ir
on have

been poured on 4 single joint before Ow mendin
g

was achieved, and in no instance could the opera-

tive be certain that any job was to be a success.

In searching the records of the patent offices in the

fifteen countries for which patents have been issued

to the inventor of this process, it developed that in

not one country had a patent been issued for the

brazing of cast iron. The authorities in each,

almost without exception, refused the first applica-

tion of Mr. Pich, claiming that cast iron could not

be brazed. In the case of his original application

made in Berlin, the Royal Mechanical Testing

Institute were called upon to supervise his experi-

ments (after their initial refusal and his insistence

that he had done the work, and was prepared to

demonstrate to their satisfaction). His operations

there created so much comment that they subse-
quently had to be done in a number of technical

institutions for the information of the professors

and students: The process almost instantly secured

general adoption, and to-day, within twelve months

after its inititial introduction, there is not an import-

ant machine-tool builder in Europe who does not

employ it almost daily in his business. There is

no foundry of any size that does not find it essen-

tial. The whole scheme of making castings has

been modified to bring this brazing process into

effect, so that it is not only employed for repairing

pieces that have already been cast, and for some

cause broken, but it is also used in uniting the

several pieces that when joined make one complete

whole, and that were formerly cast in one large

piece, with a varying percentage of loss, by reason
of flaws that were unavoidable, and are recognized

in all factories as inevitable at times. Complicated

patterns, involving the use of many cores and un-

usual shapes, are now being divided into two,

three or more pieces, so that in the event of a

serious flaw on any one of the pieces, a flaw, that

is, that would be beyond the aid of this "Ferrofix"

brazing process, the loss is but a small portion of

what the loss would have been under the old

method of casting, ahd the cost of the casting greatly

reduced. The several pieces are then brought

together and brazed, so that in effect the castings,
when united, are as sound and strong as if made

all in one piece. The theory of this process is,

that by burning the carbon out of the iron you

produce a condition that permits of the brass

spelter employed, readily taking the place of the
carbon and uniting the two surfaces firmly to-

gether. Under a strong glass or microscope this

theory is borne out. When the liquid and powder

that jointly forms the compound known as " Fer-

rofix," are applied to a piece and subjected to a

temperature approximating 1700°, a close observa-
tion demonstrates that the carbon is being con-

sumed 
' 
• as these carbon atoms are being de-

stroyed there is room between the molecules of

iron for the brass. that is subsequently introduced

with the proper flux, and a strong glass applied to

a piece that has been fractured near to the brazed

joint will show the process as having penetrated

in some instances an inch and a half or more on
each side of the fracture. The brazed joint has a

tensile strength of about 30,000 pounds to the

square inch, so that in the actual brazing job, if

three-quarters of the surfaces have been properly

treated, the joint wtll be stronger than the casting.
It would naturally Suggest itself that on machined

surfaces this process would be no advantage, as

these surfaces would either be changed in character

or alignment. Experience has demonstrated, how-

ever, that this is not the case, as work of every

conceivable character is being done. We can

braze a tooth into a gear wheel and can even
supply the tooth if that is entirely missing, by

substituting a piece of wrought iron or steel,

roughly shaped to conform to the requirements,
and after it is brazed in place, finish it off perfectly.

By this process it is possible to braze a piece of

cast iron to a piece of wrought iron, to a piece of

steel, to a piece of brass, to a piece of copper, and

any of these to any of the other.

"Hydro. "—In your November issue you pub-
lished a method of refining gold by having twice

as much silver as gold in the mass to be refined.

Will you kindly publish a practical method of

recovering the silver from the acid Y—Probably

the best plan will be to precipitate the silver with

the aid of hydrochloric acid, which will throw it

down as a chloride. Collect the chloride and wash

it, then fuse in a crucible with charcoal and dry
Orkonato of soda,
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of New and Improved Machinery.

We can furnish complete
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reground and polished.
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Workshop Notes

THE, KE,YSTONE.

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in 11.1
..lepartment

must send name and address—
not for publima ion, but as an

ovidenee of good faith. No attention 
will iw paid to anony-

,mais communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

" Pendulum."— What causes the pendulum
 rod

If a clock to play ag
ainst one side (the right side

el S one faces the clock) of Me thro
at, or loop, of the

rutch? It is a recoil escapement. Clock is in

beat—It does not seem possible for the 
pendulum

rod to stay against the one side of the 
crutch if the

I: lock is in beat, unless the crutch and 
pendulum

rod are full of gummy oil which h
olds it

there, or if the crutch is made of steel 
and

is magnetized. Either one of these faults

exists, as it stands to reason if the pendu-

loin rod has play in the crutch, and 
the es-

cape wheel gives impulse to the 
pallets,

the crutch must strike the pendulum 
rod

going each way unless something holds

it on one side.

As you say you have an alternating current you

need only mount your helix on a base board and,

after placing the helix in the electrical current,

introduce the watch into the same and withdraw it

slowly. In the case of a direct current, it is neces-

sary to add an alternator in order to send the

current in reverse directions through the helix.

Such a device was described M length in our reply

to " Demagnet," page 473, April, 1902, KEYSTONE.

" Visible. "—Have trouble with visible clock

escapement. In putting in new pallets, how do

you determine the right size, also set the steel pal-

lets Mal have been readjusted? Wizen tooth is at

'Silverer."—I am now doing gold plating,

and desire to also do silver plating. Any work of

this kind that now comes in 1 send to a house

making a specialty of it, but the profit on small

jobs hardly pays the cost of carriage, etc., and I

would like some information concerning such

work.—To achieve successful results in silvering

really requires more care and more work than gold

plating. For the class of work you contemplate

doing, the following formula will make a good

solution : Dissolve ounces of chemically pure

crystallized nitrate of silver in 5 quarts of dis-

tilled water ; and in another 5 quarts of water dis-

solve 6;i ounces potassium cyanide, and mix both

solutions. It is essential that the articles to be

silvered are thoroughly cleansed and prepared for

the bath. This is usually done by first free-

ing from grease by hot potash or soda lye

(1 part of caustic alkali to 8 or Da parts of

water), or by brushing with a lime paste

prepared by slaking freshly burnt lime, free

from sand, with water to an impalpable

powder, mixing i part of this with i of

fine whiting and adding water with constant

stirring until a paste of the consistency of

syrup is formed. Second, rubbing with a

piece of cloth dipped in fine pumice powder

or emery, after which the powder is to be

removed by washing. Third, amalgamating

(quicking) by immersion in a solution of

mercury, called the quicking solution and

consisting of a solution of 0.35 ounce of

nitrate of mercury in r quart of water, to

which, with constant stirring, pure nitric

acid in small portions is added, until a clear

fluid results ; a weak solution of potassium-

mercury cyanide in water is, however, pre-

ferable for quicking. In the quicking solu-

tion the objects remain only long enough to

acquire a uniform white coating, when they

are rinsed in clean water and gone over

with a brush in case the quicking shows a

gray instead of a white tone. The objects

are now brought into the silver bath and

secured to the suspension rods by slinging

wires of copper. For forks and spoons

these wires are bent on their extremities in

such a manner that the fork or spoon may

readily be inserted or removed. Introduce

at first a somewhat more powerful current

into the bath so that the first deposit of silv
er

takes place quite rapidly, and after three minutes

regulate the current so that in ten to fifteen

minutes the objects are coated with a thin, dul
l

film of silver. At this stage take them from the'

bath, and after seeing that all portions are uni-

formly coated with silver, scratch-brush them wi
th

a brass brush, which should, however, not be to
o

fine. In doing this the deposit must not raise up ;

if at this stage the objects stand thorough scratc
h-

brushing, raising of the deposit in burnishing need

not be feared. Any places which show no de
posit

of silver are vigorously scratch-brushed with
 _the

use of pulverized tartar, then again carefully

cleansed by brushing with lime paste to remove

any, impurities due to touching with the hand
s,

pickled by dipping in potassium cyanide solution,

rinsed off again, quicked and after careful rinsi
ng

returned to the bath. Special care must be had

not to contaminate the bath with quicking solution,

as this would soon spoil it. Vessels of stoneware,

enamelled iron, or lined with ebonite mass are

generally used for the silver bath. Finally, it re-

mains to mention a singular phenomenon in silver-

ing which has not yet been explained. A small

addition of certain, and especially of organic sub-

stances, which, however, must not be made su
d-

denly or in too large quantities, produces a full
er

and better adhering deposit of greater lustre tha
n

can be produced in fresh baths. Elkington ob-

served that an addition of a few drops of carbo
n-

bisulphide to the bath made the silvering more

lustrous, while others claim to have used with suc-

cess solutions of iodine in chloroform, of gutt
a

percha in chloroform, as well as heavy hydrocar
-

bons, tar oils, etc. However, many baths have

been entirely spoiled by an attempt to change them

into bright working baths by the addition of such

ingredients ; and hence it is best to leave such

experiments alone. • There is no doubt that a silver

bath becomes better in the degree as it takes u
p

small quantities of organic substances from dust

and air. Fresh silver baths will more rapidly

accommodate themselves to regular working by the

addition of a few drops of spirit of sal ammoniac.

OUR
LATEST CATALOGUE

IS READY.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers,
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

50 cents
TRY a bottle

without it, and if you do
will refund your money.

By Mail.
and you will not do

not find it a labor saver _ WOOD AND
PHOTO–ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TORE AN ID
FINE COLOR WORK

• , JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY

)

l'aV.1 Feb. 4, Dila.

FINE
SILVER=PLATED

WARE.
The Higgins Watch=Cleaning Machine.
Saves watches, saves time,
Makes money, makes reputation. J. J. HIGGINS,

Du Quoin, Ill.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

"Investment No. 2."— What is the best

way to true a balance spring, especia
lly

when out of true in Me fiat. nen bending

up or down a pair of tweezers does 
not

seem to hold .firm.—There is nothing

harder to explain or write about than

truing hairsprings in the flat or round;

what is required are two good pairs of

tweezers, patience and experience. The

kind of tweezers you want to use are those

ith a fine point, but strong and not stiff.

With the proper tweezers you should ex-

perience no trouble to hold the spring firm

while bending. The ordinary, every-day

tweezer will not do for hairspring work,

nor should hairspring tweezers be used

for anything else.

"Threads."—(1) I have an Elgin,

6 size, and three of the dial screws have

been screwed in so hard that the screws

have stripped the threads off Can such holes be

closed, or what is the best thing to do 7—Tap
 the

holes out and fit new screws ; this is the best
 and

only way.
(2) Should the balance pivots of a watch b

e

both the same size P—Yes ; if they are not the 
same

size, the watch will vary in positions.

" French Gray."— We would like to know 
of a

good receipt for French tray. Have tried 
several

plans for obtaining tins finish.—The so-called

French gray is finished on a mat surface p
roduced

by sand-blast. The sand-blasting should be qui
te

delicate, using very fine sand under a comp
ara-

tively light air pressure. It is possible to impart a

peculiar mat finish to sterling silver goods by

letting them play the part of an anode in a st
rong

cyanide solution. Sepia gray can also be arrived

at by producing the same conditions as 
exist in

stripping plated goods. Nitric acid diluted one-

half with water can also be employed. If such a

solution be applied to polished silver sur
faces, it

will deaden the polish and give an inferior ma
t

surface. After such a condition is arrived at, an ol
d

and dilute solution of liver of sulphur is b
rushed

over the goods and results in a pale oxidizing 
being

imparted. After the ,color is correct, a coating of

either celluloid or collodion lacquer sho
uld be

applied to preserve it. There are various other

ways in which the French gray finish may be 
simu-

lated with the aid of chemicals, and from 
time to

lime solutions for producing the effect have 
been

placed upon the market. Among the best of 
these

is that marketed by the U. S. Electro-
Chemical

Co., 218 Center Street, New York City.

Fig. 1

rest, where should it stand on pallet, in center o
f

curve or not so deep ? Please give a drawing of

a correct visible escafiement —At Fig. i we sh
ow a

drawing of a visible escapement, containing 
30

teeth in the escape wheel. You will notice 
that

the anchor spans 9 teeth (not counting the
 two

operating teeth). In all escapements of this kind

No. iooi Syrup and Plate.
L. A. Littlefield,

New Bedford, Mass.

"Demagnetizer."—How much wire will i
t

take to make a demagnetizer for an alt
ernating

current P—Procure four pounds of No. 
25 double

cotton-covered magnet wire and wind a 
helix

three inches internal diameter and four inch
es long.

Fig. 2

the anchor spans either 9, it or 13 teeth
, the num-

ber depending upon the number of t
eeth in the

escape wheel. For the pallets to be set 
properly,

the flat face of the stone should be on 
a line with

the center of the escape wheel, as sh
own in Fig.

by the lines 7' and n. When the tooth C
 leaves the

pallet A the tooth A-should drop on the center of

the pallet stone R, as shown by th
e line H; the

teeth should drop on both pallets the 
same. This

escapement gives very little trouble and is
 easy to

adjust when you set the stones so 
that the flat

faces are as described.
If a stone should be lost or broken 

and you

desire to pick out a new one, to get the 
proper size

pick one out that will just go between
 the points

of ttvo teeth, as shown at Fig. 2,
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Life in Metals

T H E K EYS T ONE

Professor Bose's Discovery that Metals and other
Objects supposed to be Inanimate. manifest

Sensations similar to Those
Felt by Man

A
■ • ""--",
t

REMARKABLE discovery that has re-
cently been made will mark a new era in
the progress of science, for it sweeps
away many a pet theory we have hitherto

fondly cherished. From time immemorial scien-
tists have vainly asked : " What is the quintessence
of life? What is the fundamental difference be-
tween that which is living and that which is not?
By what final test shall we determine that a certain
object is animate and another inanimate?" An
effort is made to answer this question in an article
in Pearson' s Magazine, from which we make the
following extracts :

In a book recently published a
distinguished Hindu scientist—

Test of Life? Jagadis Chunder Bose, professor
of science in the Calcutta Uni-

versity—maintains that the true test of life in an
object is its capacity to respond to external stimu-
lus ; in other words, its irritability, its sensitive-
ness. And according to this test he proves conclu-
sively that no essential difference exists between
animals and metals ; in fine, that a bar of iron is
as irritable and sensitive as the human body!
More than that : he proves that a bar of metal can
be killed—that is, deprived of its sensitiveness
forever—just as the human body can be killed. He
even shows how our present mistake has arisen;
we have called objects non-living that are merely
dead—that is, which once were sensitive but are so
no longer.

If you pinch your finger, you feel a pain there.
How does that happen? In this manner: A
certain nerve connects that part of the finger with
the brain, running all along the arm, the shoulder,
the neck, the head. The instant the finger is
'pinched that nerve begins to vibrate and sends a
message (like an electric current) from the finger
to the brain ; it is the brain that really feels the
pain—but through experience it locates the source
of the pain at the finger. This is proved by the
fact that if the brain were first deadened by chloro-
form, no pain would be felt.

Again, the reader has no doubt heard of the
soldier who was wounded in the hand by a bullet,
and who, after much suffering, was compelled to
have the arm amputated at the elbow ; also of his
complaining, many years after, that his wounded
hand was paining him—the hand that was not
there I This was entirely due to the fact that,
while the wounded hand was still intact, the brain
got accustomed to receive certain messages of pain
along the nerves running to it from the hand.
After the arm was amputated those nerves still ran
from the elbow to the brain ; then some shock of
irritation at the elbow set the nerves vibrating in
the old familiar way ; the brain received the well-
known message, and immediately located the pain
in the old place—the hand I

By an ingenious device a visi-
The Galvanometer ble and ocular demonstration

can be given of the fact that a
nerve has the power to convey this message of
sensitiveness. If at any intervening part of the
nerve a galvanometer* be attached, and the end
of the nerve be pinched or otherwise irritated,

*A galvanometer is a very delicate instrument for detect-ing the presence of electric currents. The instrument containsa needle on a pivot, and the faintest electric current Will 014180the deflection of tide needle,

What is the

then immediately the needle of the galvanometer
will be deflected—thus showing that the irritation
of the nerve causes a current like that of electricity
to be sent along it. It is upon this fact (now well
known to scientists) that Professor Bose bases his
investigations.

Now comes Professor Bose's unique discovery.
He starts from that known fact—namely, that a
galvanometer can reveal the sensitiveness of animal
matter to external irritation—and makes a series
of experiments on bars of different metals, to

Mkvwxio,,, v,u5„E
Li E. T/-

Fig. 1. These diagrams, from tests made with galvanometer,show that the sensitiveness of both muscle anti metal growsmore feeble as repeated irritation causes fatigue.

ascertain if they, also, will respond to similar irri-
tation, and if that response can be made visibly
manifest in like mariner by means of the galva-
nometer. The results he obtains are startling.

Before proceeding, however, to illustrate them
graphically, it may be necessary to explain that, by
a mechanical device, the point of the needle on
the galvanometer is photographed on paper, while
the paper itself is moved along at a constant rate;
thus, if the needle be oscillated by an electric cur-
rent, its point will trace out a series of zigzags on
the paper—the width of the zigzag corresponding
to the amount of deflection of the needle, and
therefore to the strength of the electric current;
but if there be no current, and consequently no
deflection of the needle, its point will remain
stationary and merely trace a straight line on the
moving paper.

The first result Professor Bose obtains is that
all metals show visible signs of sensitiveness under
irritation, such as twisting or tapping, exactly in
the same manner as animal muscles and nerves do
—the greater the irritation, the greater the visible
signs 'of sensitiveness. Nay, more : every single
peculiarity in the irritability of animal matter is
exactly reproduced in the case of metal. We shall
consider these in detail, mentioning the simpler
results first and the more startling ones afterward.

Fig. 2. Diagrams showing sensitiveness of muscle and metalas they are gradually returning to full activity.

Fatigue in Animal

It has been found that when
animal matter (for instance, a

Matter and Metal muscle or nerve) is repeat-
edly irritated, its sensitiveness

wears off after a time ; the deflection of the galva-
nometer needle is feebler and feebler ; in fact, the
muscle or nerve begins to show signs of fatigue.
In the human body, of course, this fatigue is quite
obvious ; if we use a particular muscle or nerve
continuously, without giving it time to rest, its
orignal action soon becomes enfeebled.
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Professor Bose finds that metals betray ex-
actly the same signs of fatigue under repeated
irritation. A graphic representation of this is
given in Fig. 1. The lower half of this illustration
shows the sensitiveness of a piece of tin, gradu-
ally decreasing under continuous irritation ; the
Upper half does the same for animal muscle.
Moreover, though not put in the illustration, in
order to avoid confusion, it is found that, after a
short rest, the signs of fatigue disappear in animal
muscle and in metal alike, and that their sensitive-
ness is fully restored.

In every-day life we have a familiar instance
of fatigue in metal. A razor that is constantly
used loses its keen edge and grows duller and
duller, even if stropped afresh at each use ; but if
it be laid aside for a few days, it spontaneously
recovers its keenness.

This fact leads to an interesting deduction as
to the cause of fatigue in metals. The constant
use or irritation probably produces a molecular
derangement in the metal—the vibratory action set
up by the repeated use tending to shift the mole-
cules from their normal relative position. But if
the metal be allowed a sufficient rest, the mole-
cules evidently fall back to their original position.

There is a certain condition that
Metals may is the direct opposite of fatigue.
be Asleep A muscle that has been too long

unused shows signs of sluggish-
ness. It appears to be in a kind of torpor, and
under irritation its sensitiveness is very dull at
first. Then, gradually, it seems to waken up and
return to full activity. Professor Bose proves that
metals, behave precisely in the same manner.

Fig. 2 shows the gradual awakening of sensi-
tiveness in a piece. of metal (platinum) that had
been long disused ; also of a similar phenomenon
in animal muscle. In each case, it will be observed,
the return to full activity takes place at the fifth
irritation. The exact number, however, may be
merely a coincidence—startling though it be ; it
would be sufficient for Professor Bose's argument
if the number of irritations required were only
approximately the same in each case.

The effect of extreme cold on animals is to
diminish their sensitiveness, and even to reduce
them to a state of torpor ; graphic illustration of
this fact is hardly needed. Animals in the arctic
regions that lie in a lethargic state throughout the
winter are many in number ; even in the temperate
zone bears are known to hibernate. On the return
of spring they awake from their torpor and regain
their complete vigor only in the full heat of summer.

On the other hand, the extreme heat of the
tropics frequently reduces man and beast to a
somnolent state. Actual experiments made on
animal matter verify both these facts : under a
moderate temperature it shows the greatest sensi-
tiveness, which grows less and less with increase
of heat or cold, until at either extreme it is nil—
extreme cold acting exactly like extreme heat.

One of the most startling dis-
coveries made by Professor
Bose is the wonderful simi-
larity between the action of
stimulants and narcotics on

the human body and on metals. The effect of a
stimulant, say, alcohol, on the human body is too
well known to need more than mere mention—
under its influence the increase in human irrita-
bility is a matter of general knowledge ; even an
isolated piece of animal muscle or nerve is found
by actual experiment to be more irritable under
the action of a suitable stimulant.

(Continued oN tags

Action of Stimu-
lants and Narcotics
on Metals

SOME DISPLAYS 
REPRODUCED.

Iii the last issue of The Keystone the 
qoinners of the

Third Annual Simmons Chain Window 
Dressing Contest

were announced—together with an 
announcement of the

contestants receiving honorable mention.
Herewith, we reproduce the displa ys of the 

winners ol

the first, second, third and fourth 
prises. Space prohibits

attempting to show more, but as the 
Committee oj _hoards

slated in its report, all were of high 
character—so from

these four you can Jr/1l some idea of the 
newly handsome

windows there were.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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CANDO,is a

CINDO Silver Polish
IS THE BEST.

It has been tried .,by thousands of
Jewelers in the United States and British
Kingdom, and acknowledged by them as
superior to any other polish known.
We call special attention to the

Patent Caithed Jar now being used for
C14DIE). Tt is made to perfection, being
easy to open and RESEALED, which
is very iinAortant.

Never buy silver polish in a package
that cannot be resealed after it is once
opened.

good seller and pays a good profit to the dealer.

NOTICE.

We call the careful attention
of every practical jeweler to this
patent device, eliminating all
trouble from tight or sticky
caps. Can only be secured on
goods Mcked by us.

Send for particulars.

PAUL MPG. CO., Boston, Mass.

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer

114 169 129 h

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-perienced by many watchmakers who have found that theirdemagnetizer requires the opposite current to that whichthey are able to secure and that they are obliged to use atransformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is topress the spring, turn the crank and gradually move thewatch away and the work is done.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automaticswitch which cannot remain closed through neglect, makingit absolutely impossible for it to "burn out" your machine,an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, ortown, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment'snotice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosedin a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case withnickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by athree cell dry battery which vill last for a year or more andcan be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are ofbrass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-rately fitted.
And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In factthe additional profit that you can make on demagnetizingtwenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which wecharge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. Ifit is not satisfactory at iinv point, in efficiency, in construc-tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EvEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE. N.Y.
REND 1 UR CATALOGUE " E"

144

2C3

205

204

New A u I ()matte Eyeglass 1 loldo .r,made in silver, roll-plate and gold.

143 154

1017 5

It would require all the 
advertising pages of The Keystone

to illustrate the variety of 
styles and sizes of our 

Watches;

but here are a few for 
Easter display. The iridescent 

enam-

els, especially, are quick 
sellers at this season, and the 

dealer

will find this page helpful for 
quick selection, while we

promise quick shipment.

New England Watch Co., 
Waterbury, Conn.

8749 Maiden Lane, New 
York. 131 Wabash Avenue, 

Chicago. Spreckels Building, Sall 
Francisco.
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PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS PROGRESS ON THE GUIVIBEL BUILDING, THE ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR OF WHICH WE WILL OCCUPY.S. E. CORNER EIGHTH AND WALNUT STREETS.
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EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY COMPANY,
WHOLESALE AND MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

DEALERS IN DIAMONDS, TOOLS AND MATERIAL,

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

EASTER JEWELRY
our- stock includes Neck Chains, Bracelets,

Lockets, Crosses, Brooches, Stick Pins,

Waist Sets and Hat Pins, made up in

Solid Gold, Sterling Sil‘Ter

Plate in the most artistic and newest

designs, at our usual uniformly low prices.

and lolled
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No. 202.

400-Day "Anniversary."

Height, 12 in. Width, 7 in.

Wholesale Price to the Trade,

$9.50 Net Cash,
F. 0. B. Cleveland, Ohio

19 in. high, 12-in. dial.
I,)sing-out price, Vs, net.

to'

50 in. high, 12-ill. (Ital.
Closing-out price, $15, net.

(Each kind furnished with or %vithout

49 in. high, 12-in. dial.
Closing,-out price, $15, net. Closing-out price, $15, net. Closing-out price, $15, net.(Dial off, to show movement.)

Seconds hand, or with either Independent or Sweep Seconds hand.

5o in. high, 12-in. dial. 473. III. high, 12-111 dial.

The Matchless Five!
And the pity of it, for you, is that they are the disaithearing Five—for no moreare being made. The line is discontinued. We need the room they occupy to makeNew York Standard Watches, the demand for which is overtaxing our present facilities.The reduced price on

"Standard" Electric Clocks
makes it " dead easy " for you to secure a profit of $1o.00 on each Clock. You canpresent a whole bunch of sound arguments to your customer that will be logical andconvincing and you will speak the absolute truth in saying that this is the best Clockfor the price. Here are the arguments:

It requires no winding ; has no springs to break, no 7Oct:47-Ns to fall ; is so simple and mechanically perfect as tomake repairs unnecessary (see cut of one with dial removed) ; requires no outside connecting wires, but is runby a dry battery .(such as is used for door-bells, etc.),.concealed within the clock-case, the average life of which,is eight or ten months, and which can be renewed for eighteen cents by any local dealer in electrical supplies ;is the MOSI accurate of all clocks ; and is beautifully cased in selected woods—oak, cherry or mahogany.

Hundreds of Jewelers have Nvritten us expressing- their great satisfaction in thesale of the " Standard " Electric Clock. Nearly every first order is followed by a second,third, or more. There's profit in them, reputation in them, advertisement in them.They are selling rapidly. The big stock is nearing its end. Climb into the band-wagon, while you can I We are closing these out direct to the retailer. Address

New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, New Jersey.

"The Anniversary Clock," Trade-Mark Registered,

has become so well and favorably known both to the trade and

the public as a timepiece of merit and a profitable item of mer-

chandise in the Jeweler's stock, that several other 400-day

clocks, under various names, have appeared on the market

with probably a hope of sharing some of the benefits of sale the

original and genuine Anniversary clock has established. Buy

only those bearing the registered trade-mark 
"Anniversary "

from the sole American Agents,

The
Bowler & Burdick Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Anniversary. Trade-Mark Registered.

Mantle Regulator No. 2.
Brown Marble and Gilded Bronze Case.

Height , Width, Port:111On Dial,
12 M. 4

Eighteen styles of cases tilted

with "Anniversary " movements,

now ready. Send for Catalogue

and prices.

Anniversary. Trade-Mark Registered.

Parlor Mantle Regulator No. 3.
Mexican Onyx, Gilded Bronze and

Enameled Case.
Height, Wialh, Porcelain
17% in. 94ili. 410.
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!It is a long lane that has
no turning.'

Around the corner is the Sprin
and with its awakening comes an

increase in business for which the
jeweler is best prepared by having in
stock a line of our "Sellers."

Henry Freund 0 Bro.
The Jewelry House,

9 Maiden Lane, New York.
ELK AND FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLE

GOODS A SPECIALTY.

DAILY NEWS, OCTOBER 27, 1903
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Above clipp;ngs are from Chicago Daily News, October 2n and 27, 1903, showing the remarkable accuracy of the C. 1. Ouinand split timers
• 

used by the judges during the great record-breaking events at Memphis, Tenn.

Gilliland N Reliable Split Timers and Split Chronograph Watches
in gun metal, nickel, silver, gold filled and sulk! gold cases, imported exclusively by us.of plain and complicated watches and movements. For sale by reliable wholesale jewelers.

JULES RACINE & COMPANY

NVe are importers ol all grad(
\Vrite for )rice-list.

CHICA00---t03 State Street.
9 NEW YORK-37 6c 39 Maiden Lane.

:■LP.: 1),

Life in Metals

THE KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 424)

Professor Bose proves that there is a similar

increase in irritability in the case of metals. More-

over, even as different animals are affected differ-

ently by the same dose of a stimulant, so also are

different metals. Under the influence of a suitable

stimulant (carbonate of sodium) Professor Bose

discovers that the irritability of platinum is in-

creased threefold (Fig. 3), the irritability of tin not

nearly so much.

Fig. 3. Wonderful effect of a stimulant on platinum ; its
irritability is increased threefold.

The action of anwsthetics or narcotics is still

more significant. It is well known that under the

influence of chloroform or opium, the sensitiveness

of the human body is considerably reduced ; the

greater the dose, the greater the loss of sensitive-

ness. Chloroform or opium, indeed, acts on the

brain, the seat of actual sensation ; but some

anwsthetics act directly on the nerve that conveys

the message of pain to the brain, and if the sensi-

tiveness of this nerve be deadened, no message is

sent to the brain and, consequently, no sensation

of pain is felt. The use of cocoaine in modern

surgery is a typical example of this principle ; for

certain simple surgical operations it is not neces-

sary to chloroform the patient—it is found sufficient

to apply cocoaine to the part to be operated upon.

The action of anxsthetics or narcotics is iden-

tically the same on metals ; it is found that under

their action the sensitiveness of metals can be re-

duced to any desired degree. As regards the

human body itself, certain chemicals have a less

powerful effect than others ; for instance the action

of bromide of potassium is known to be very

moderate in lessening its sensitiveness.

It occurred to Professor Bose to test its action

on metal ; the result was remarkably similar—a

dose of bromide of potassium on a block of tin

caused a moderate loss of its sensitiveness.

He establishes a yet more striking parallel

between animal matter and metals. Action of some

narcotics on the human frame is known to be para-

doxical under certain conditions. Whereas, a large

dose of a narcotic, say, opium, will diminish the

semitiveness of the human body, a very minute

dose of the same narcotic will have exactly the

oppoale effect—will, in fact, act as a stimulant.

Medical authorities for a long time denied this

paradoxical action of narcotics, but latterly have

been compelled to admit it. Professor Bose was

anxious to see if even this anomaly would find a

parallel in the case of metals ; for if this discovery

was to be of universal application, every single

phenomenon in the animal kingdom ought to be

capable of repetition in regard to metals—even the

anomaly. The results he obtains completely estab-

lish this parallel.
Among various metals, he tried tin—as being

Probably the most " stable " and " phlegmatic " of
all metals. In a normal condition it showed a

certain degree of sensitiveness under a definite

amount of irritation ; now treating the tin with a

minute dose of potash, three parts in one thousand,
he found that its sensitiveness was increased half
as much again ; but, increasing the dose, gradually
the sensitiveness began to decrease—till at a dose
ten times the original amount (that is, three

parts in one hundred) the sensitiveness vanished
altogether. This experiment is shown in Fig. 4.

There still remained one last
test in establishing a complete

" Poisoned ! " parallel between the animal
kingdom on the one hand and

metals on the other. Professor Bose's discovery

as a whole depended upon the supposition that

what we had hitherto called " non-living matter,

was merely matter that was "dead "—that is,

which had once lived, but was now deprived of its

sensitiveness. He finally proceeded to prove this

supposition.
If, as he maintained, metals under normal

conditions showed visible signs of sensitiveness,

then by certain acts it ought to be possible to

destroy that sensitiveness forever. Now animal

life can be killed in many ways, but most

suitably and certainly by means of poison—

even an isolated animal nerve can be thus killed ;

moreover, if the action of the poison be arrested

in time by means of an antidote, then the life of

the animal can be saved.
Professor Bose tried a series of experiments to

see if metals, likewise, would betray the same visible

phenomena. A piece of metal in healthy condition

was taken ; it showed the full vigor of sensitive-

ness. Then it was treated with a moderate dose

of a powerful poison (oxalic acid). Immediately

there was a spasmodic flutter ; the sensitiveness

Metals can be

Fig. 4. (1) The sensitiveness of tin under irritation ;
(2) increased by a minute dose of powerful narcotic;
(3) destroyed entirely by increasing dose tenfold.

grew feebler and feebler—till it seemed to die

almost away. Then a powerful antidote was ap-

plied ; slowly and gradually the sensitiveness began

to revive. A rest was given from fatigue, after

which the metal that had been poisoned returned

to full activity!

Strong Doses

Next, Professor Bose took

another healthy piece of metal,

of Poison and gave it a strong dose of the

same poison. After the initial

spasm the sensitiveness rapidly became enfeebled,

till it vanished altogether. Then, after a suitable

pause to make quite sure that all signs of life had

really disappeared, Professor Bose tried the anti-

dote. In vain? The piece of metal was killed

forever ! He varied the experiment with different

metals and different poisons. The result was the

same : an antidote administered in time revived

the life of the metal ; but after all signs of life had

vanished, the antidote was useless ; the metal was

dead!
The most striking feature in this particular

section of Professor Bose's discovery, is that some-

times the same poison kills man and metal alike

(Fig. 5). We are told in the popular proverb that

what is one man's meat is another man's poison.*

Then how startling the discovery that establishes

the affinity between man and metal so closely as to

show at least one agent by which they may both

be deprived of life. And as a fitting and dramatic

climax we find that this very death dealer is in

itself endowed with life—with irritability, sensi-

tiveness, and can itself be killed!

This wonderful parallel between the operation

*The writer of this article has met at least one opium-

smoker in India who was so hardened to the use of the drug

that he found no pleasure from It, till he took to putting a drop

of cobra poison in it—a dose which, if applied directly to the

blood, would have killed three men I
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of poisoning on animal and on metal can be carried

still further. Not all poisons are alike in their ac-

tion upon animal matter ; the same is true as to

metal, absolutely and undoubtedly. So far, every

attempt to revive metal so treated has failed. After

a considerable lapse of time and under the most
favorable conditions—for instance, at a tempera-

ture that usually indicates the tnaximunt sensitive-

ness in a live metal, also after the removal of all

possibility of sluggishness—the poisoned metal

still gave no indication of returning life under fresh

stimulus.
In other cases, however, after removing all

traces of the poison, if necessary by means of the

counteracting influence of slinzulaling acids, the

poisoned metal was eventually reanimated. In

such a case it may be held that the metal was not
really killed, that it was really in a state of "coma"

or suspended animation.

There is one more significant
analogy between animal and

of Poisoning metal. The operation of poi-
son on animal is twofold;

first, the actual death process, lasting from a few

minutes to several hours ; secondly, the purely

nervous effect. The latter manifests itself in the

form of spasms, paralysis or other symptoms, and

is developed much sooner—sometimes instanta-

neously. Oftentimes this nervous shock tends to

hasten the death process by weakening the action

of the heart. In any case it affects the entire in-

ternal frame of the animal long before the chemi-

cal action of the poison is completed.
Professor Bose has discovered a similar pheno-

menon in metal. In the case of some powerful

poisons there was an instantaneous spasm shooting

through the metal—long before the corrosive action

of the acid could penetrate beyond the surface.

From this we infer that the normal molecular

arrangement in a metal plays some part in its in-

ternal constitution analogous to the system of

nerves in an animal.
Coming now to the practical side of Professor

Bose's discovery, one would naturally ask what

the difference is between live and dead metal in

their use to the mechanical arts. We can only

answer that so far the investigation is merely begun.

But this much seems plausible, that most metals

Spasmodic Effect

ANIMAL

MAT

METAL

Fig, 5. Metals, like animals, can be killed by poison. This
diagram shows that the sensitiveness of each is absolutely
destroyed by a dose of the same poison (oxalic acid).

now in actual use are probably dead, or, at least,

in a state of coma. They have been chemically
treated, subjected to enormous temperatures, and

otherwise maltreated—the use of chemically pure

metals being very rare indeed.
But that, in itself, opens great possibilities for

Professor Bose's discovery. Perhaps so far we

have reached only the crudest age in the use of

metals, and, great as our inventions are, perhaps

far greater ones are yet to come, even in the near

future. Perhaps, then, the " sensitive " metals
will prove to be yet more serviceable—certainly in
the more delicate kinds of use—and " dead "
metals be utilized for severer or sterner purposes.
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DIRECT FROM THE MANUFAC-
TURER TO THE RETAILER.

Fobs, Lockets, Seals
and Chains

IN GOLD AND GOLD FILLED.

The Bassett Jewelry Co.
Manufacturers' Building,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller.

Made in
6 Different.01

Grades.

J6

J6 A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE , YOU OF THEIR MERITS.

EDMOND E. ROBERT,
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

10 Ligne.
II Ligne.
0 Size.
12 Size.
16 Size.

Pendant Set, Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEVVLERS.
PRICS NOT ADVRTISED IN ANY JOURNAL.

SELLING

AGENTS.

.4 J6 .4 06 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .14 C 'at .4 C .4 ot, og

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

J6

{ CROSS BEGUELIN,
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. 

.4

6,6 .06 06 J6 06 06 .4 .4 lat ot ot gat ot 06 vie ‘01

The Show Window

ASTER, with its various symbols and associations, lends itself

readily to artistic interpretation in the show window. In this

respect it probably ranks next to Christmas, and while it does not

impart such an extraordinary stimulus to trade as does the greatest

of Christian festivals, it has neverthess assumed a commercial 
importance

which no jeweler can afford to ignore.
That the show window should become the vehicle of

The Show Window religious or patriotic suggestion is an interesting pheno-

and the Public menon in an age not remarkable for either reverence

or altruism, and though some may censure the depart-

ure because of its utilitarian motive, it

cannot be denied that it has received the

sanction of the public, and this is a justi-

fication which it is hard to gainsay. The

various methods evolved in retailing, the

atmosphere by which retail business is

surrounded at certain seasons have begun

to be tacitly accepted as legitimate ex-

pressions of public sentiment. This is

one of the results of keen competition,

merchants striving to outstrip each other

in sounding the depths of the public heart

to ascertain its dominant feeling. Of

course, the press is looked upon as the

chief agency and mirror of the contem-

porary spirit, but one need not be a very

close student of conditions in our cities

to recognize the growing significance of

retail business methods as mirrors of

public sentiment, sympathy or fad.

Another proof of the large place which

store-keeping systems have come to

occupy in the minds of the people is

afforded by the increasing amount of notice accorded to them in the news-

papers. New displays, formal openings and such are now regarded 
by

publishers as events sufficiently interesting to warrant presentation in 
their

news columns. This is especially so in trade centers of minor magnitude,

where publishers are not editorially trammeled by the liberal 
advertising

appropriations of closely competing stores.

From the foregoing remarks it will be readily perceived how easily and

quickly shoppers can diffe-

rentiate between the dealer

who is in close touch with the

sentiments and sympathies of
the public and the one who is
nor. The show window is one
of the factors which go to make
or mar the merchant's repu-
tion, and at no time is its po-

tentiality in either of these

repects so great as during

feve seasons such as that
tit. 1 which we are about to
en! r, for then the public
na'nrally look for something
nt and original.

We would here reiterate a
fling given in these columns

on more than one occasion
similar to this. It is to avoid
a‘; far as possible the making
of displays embodying relig-

ious or ecclestical features. Decorations can be eminently seasonable

without these, and the fact that they are seasonable implies that they are

religious, for the season is a religious one essentially and wholly. In this,

as in all other things, there are certain limitations, to outstep which may

mean a considerable loss. Religious symbols should have little or no place

in the decoration of a store or window, and to put them to such a use is a

violation of even the canons of good taste. As the season is not merely

religious, but symbolic of renewed life, it goes without saying that the

window and the store should take on a seasonable form so as to keep in

harmony with the spirit of the occasion, but it must not be forgotten that

the ideal display should make a subtle

appeal, that it should be uniquely sug-

gestive rather than boldly symbolic, for

in the practical operation of the pheno-

menon alluded to at the beginning it is

thus that the people have come to look

in the great world of retail trade for a

tasteful interpretation of the common

feeling, and in so far as it is tasteful in

concept and artistically executed, they, in

their admiration, will forget for the nonce

the necessarily practical motive which

inspired the effort. With patriotic dis-

plays it is different, as they are primarily

designed to appeal to the enthusiasm,
and the only limit to the extravagance
admissible in their execution is that they
shall not degenerate into the ludicrous.

In the outline sketch
An Easter on this page we show

an excellent idea sug-
gested by Charles F.

Muller in the Merchants' Record. The

color scheme is intended to be white and purple. To construct, first cover

the background with white cheese cloth in box pleating ; lay on this No. 9

purple ribbon. Cover the sides with white cheese cloth in puffs and edge

with purple. The floor is puffed in white, and the arch puffed in white and

edged with violets. The egg in the center is closely puffed in white, and

inside with yellow. Construct the eggs on the sides of the window of white

cheese cloth edged with violet and all the letters worked out in violet. The
two doves, holding a garland
of flowers, are suspended from
the ceiling. On each side of
the arch place a brass table
with jardiniere and ferns.

A very handsome window
for Easter, or in fact for any
time, is that of Isaac Joseph,
Amsterdam, N. Y., which is
shown on this page. The
design is pleasing and permits
of an impressive display of
stock. The picture is self-
explanatory. Indeed, this
window might be taken as a
standard type which always
looks well and enables the
jeweler to make a good show-
ing in an attractive manner.
Practically, the only cost is the
trouble of designing, and the
time necessary.

(Continued on page 417)

• e

Appropriate Design for an Easter Window
Window Idea

• -&-•"
• —

Handsome Window Display Designed by Isaac Joseph
, Amsterdam, N. Y.

(435)
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/ACTUAL,51ZE Our BrCakiCSS Bar Pin.
THE KEYSTONE 437

The Show Window
The enormous demand for a bar pin which will not break at thcjoint and catch, is increasing daily.

18

THIS IS IT.

BAR,JOINT & HOOK
ONE PIECE;

PATE NT
PEN D'G4

To the Jeweler patronage it brings,
It helps his sales on other things,
No other Bar Pin will they buy
When on the Breakless they cast their eye.

The high-class jeweler who heretofore was prejudiced againstimitation diamonds, pearls, etc., has now taken -up the Sale of thispopular selling article, and we are opening new accounts every day
with the best jewelers in the land.

Order an assortment at once. We are sure you will reorder often.It is the best selling article of the season.
The setting is of STERLING SILVER with a heavy gold finishon back and sides, the front is bright cut and in every way has the

appearance of a platinum mounting.
The stones are made for us exclusively and have a lasting bril-

liancy—it is hard to distinguish them from the genuine diamond.

Fishel, Nosier & Co.
Silversmiths and Jewelers,

Office and Works,

79, 81, 83, 85 Crosby St., NEW YORK.

(Continued from page 435)

Another tasteful design for which we are indebted to the

Merchants' Record is shown in outline on this page.

The two columns and the trumpeting angel are the chief

feiltures. A small bracket is built on each column, upon which are placed

Plister lilies. Each scroll is supported by white ribbons attached to the top

of columns. Black rings on scroll indicate position for electric lights.

An excellent example

Attractive Me- of the mechanical win-

dow is that of Robert

Bertl, of Newark, N. J.,

shown on this page. This was designed

for a special chain display, and admirably

served the purpose. On one side of the

picture is seen an Attleboro chain factory,

and on the other side the jewelry store.

A train leaves the factory emerging from

a tunnel and carries its load of chains to

the jewelry store. The 'detail of the

scene was admirably worked out, and

the display attracted much attention.

One advantage of such mechanical trims

is that they direct the attention of the

public to the mechanical ability and

ingenuity of the jeweler, qualifications

which those having watches to be repaired

will appreciate.

chanical Display

Salesroom,

556 Broadway.

A Handsome Polished 0# Display Stand FREE
Question.

What is the best way to sell
Silver Cream?
We have asked this of a

score of dealers who have made
a remarkable success selling
Silver Cream.

Our new jars are fitted wilt,
a patent cap. They will not
leak. The jar is air-tight,
so the contents will keep
fresh for MI indefinite time.
The cap can be removed in-
stantly. It won't stick—a
child can take it off.. These
three points do away with
all the objectionable fea-
tures of a screw cap.

Answer.
Display the polish.
Recommend it to your cus-

tomers.
Get them to try it.
After that it sells itself.

Order from your jobber,
or direct.

Special Offer—with an order for one gross half-pint or 25c. size Silver Cream,price $18.00, or its equivalent in other sizes, we will give absolutely free this beautiful display stand.This is the best advertising proposition ever offered by the manufacturers of Silver Cream.
This stand will more than double your sales of Silver Cream.

J. A. WRIGHT 0 CO., Keene, N. H.

We have it on the

The Tendency in authority of the man-

ager of the decorative
department of one of

the largest department stores in the country that the tend
ency of the day is

toward plain and practical trims—the style of work where 
everything dis

played may be taken in by a glance of the passer-by, whose 
attention is

thus more easily arrested than if a little bit of everything in 
the store were

shown. In an article on window dressing in the Retailer and Ad
vertiser,

this accomplished trimmer says : The mistake made 
entirely too often by

the small shops and country merchants is a desire to 
emulate the example

of the immense metropolitan establishments in their meth
ods of conducting

this branch of their business. In window dressing it is well to remember

that the methods pursued by your neighbor, or your favo
rite store in some

metropolis, may possibly be the very worst thing you could do for 
your own

store. Common sense should rule in a question of thi
s kind. Give the

people plain, sensible windows of honest, reliable merchandise, 
with plenty

of neat price cards, not too large ; arrange your merchand
ise as attractively

as your abilities permit, or else hire some one who kno
ws how to do this.

Change your displays frequently. Dirty, dusty, fly-blown windows are

wore than none—they bespeak the house, to its manifest
 disadvantage.

A show window is a good

deal like a picture, and we

judge both a great deal by

their framing. Keep the out-

side framework properly

painted, and see that your

awnings and shades are in

good condition.
Cleanliness in the window

itself is a very important fac-

tor in the general ensemble of

your display. Permit nothing

to be seen which is not a part

of the general show. Bits of

wire dangling from screw

eyes, nails driven on the floor
or sides are loud witnesses of

carelessness and decidedly

repelling.
Uniformity is a quality

which is essential in a Avell-

trimmed window. Decide
upon some method of drapery,
or a unit of arrangetnent, and

repeat this carefully through-

Window Trims

out the display, and the result will be a well-balanced, attractive trim. The

window should not be trimmed too high up. The generality of modern

displays are not over nine feet in height from the street level. Merchandise

displayed above this height is practically lost to view, and is therefore shown

to disadvantage.
Keep the background light. The great mistake made by many stores

is that the background is too dark, and it is next to impossible to see the

merchandise displayed. Mirrors are often used to good advantage for

background, but care must be exercised to avoid improper reflections. For

general display purposes the plain, practical trim advocated has proven the

most successful, and given the proper

care and attention which it deserves will

increase the sales of any merchant who

carefully follows the style.
In order that the win-

Use Neat dow may convey as
much information as
possible the goods

should have neat price tickets attached

to them. The placing of the merchandise

depends chiefly upon the skill and inge-

nuity of the trimmer and the character of

the goods to be shown. No set rules

can be given for formation and arrange-

ment, that being principally a matter of

personal genius and ability.

Let the keynote be simplicity. One

of the principal faults of the average

show window is overcrowding. Simple

treatment is more desirable and gives

better effects. A mass of merchandise

heaped indiscriminately in a window is

worse than useless. Nothing is expressed

thereby, no invitation or argument

advanced to induce a prospective purchaser to buy. Do not display

too many lines of goods except on occasions. One line at a time, wel
l

shown, is much more effective.
At this particular season flowers are especially appro-

The Season of priate as factors in store and window decoration. A

bunch of lilies here and there among the goods will shed

beauty on their environs and lend a soft, pleasing effect

to the display. In addition they will indicate good taste on the part of the

store executive, and this is an asset indispensable to every -establishmen
t

that hopes to cater with profit and satisfaction to feminine shoppers who, i
t

must be remembered, constitute a vast majority of the buying public.

Beauty is to the eye what music is to the ear ; it brings forth the pleasur-

able emotions of the refined. A bunch of lilies will not cost as much as an

orchestra ; besides, it will serve your purpose as well, if not better. The

music interests and draws a crowd, but the feeling it brings into action is

not conducted toward your display. The flowers, on the other hand, are

silent, but there goes from them a feeling of quiet pleasure that often run
s

into satisfaction with the sur-

rounding exhibit. That is

what you want. The flowers

are but a supplement of the

whole scene before the eye.
It takes all the parts to make

the whole, and supplementing

the display with flowers will
mellow the appearance of
utilitarian designs upon the
beholders. The aim to please
as well as to sell is prominently

brought forward.
Nowadays when artificial

flowers are obtainable in most
towns, a liberal use of them

in store decoration is obvious-
ly essential. Artificial blooms
do not fade in one season, or
in two, as do their natural
counterfeits which they resem-
ble almost to identity. By a
modern process, however, the
real plants are now preserved
true to life.

Appropriate Design for an Easter Window

Price Ticketi

Flowers

• O • *****

Ingenious Window Design by Robert Reel, Newark, N. J.
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JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS,

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY.

92 TO 98 STATE STREET,

CHICAGO,

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND.

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES.
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No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, thebusiness expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to getthan you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glassand color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman

C./ Co. have
held the record
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW
TO MAKE.

Do you need us ? If you need information, our draughtsmen are ,tt
your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time deal, r
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT.

WM. KLEEMAN e co., 54th to 55th Streets, nth to 12th Avenues, New York.
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World.

!■.I.,rch, 1904 THE

iimong the Publicity Experts

N a recent issue we gave what we

considered a very tasteful and effec-

tive sample of the personal letter as

an advertisement. Since then we have

received a sample of advertising communi-

cation which would seem to be certain to

attract attention. The advertisement referred

to was used by H. G. Butterfield & Co., of

Poi tland, Oregon, and was in the orthodox

form of a fashionable invitation. We repro-

duce on this page one of these invitations.

To o envelopes were used in the regulation

way, and nothing which the rubrics of fashion

called for was omitted. Good paper and

good envelopes were used, and the semblance

of deception in the idea was very agreeably

counteracted.

The honor of your presence is requested at

Ten hundred twenty-one Main Street,

at your earliest convenience, to witness

the variety, the beauty, the newness, and the general

excellence of our Spring stock of

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Fancy China,

Cut Glass, Silverware, etc., etc.

Alo, hour of the day we will wait upon you nicely,

and prove to you that our store is the place

to call when looking for Jewelry goods.

Gifts here for men, women and children

and the prices are as varied as the stock.

Each one is just right.

Come ! You are welcome.

H. G. BUTTERFIELD & CO.

Novel Advertising
Methods

Modern efforts at unique

publicity are interesting,

even though some of them

can scarcely be commended and few of them

are applicable to the jewelry business.

One merchant advertised that on a

certain day he would set free twelve

pigeons, to each of which would be

attached a tag redeemable at the store

at the value of one dollar each, if pre-

sented ten days from the date of the

liberation of the pigeons and by chil-

dren who had previously registered at

the store as intending to participate in

the contest. The dozen birds were

put in a cage and moved around from

department to department. Another

feature which added interest to the

contest was the placing of a premium

on certain birds. Each customer was

allowed to pick out a pigeon as a

possible prize. The merchant said

th,it the idea was so good that it kept

his store crowded all the time. On

the day the birds were to be liberated

there was a large crowd in front of the

store. Each child was presented with

a badge and the children were divided

into squads, according to their pre-

mium choice. As each bird was liber-

I<EYSTONE

ated the squad which had selected him fol-

lowed his flight. The wearing of the badges

aroused the curiosity of the people met on

the way, who stopped them and asked ques-

tions. Finally, all the pigeons were released

and the badge-bedecked children were scour-

ing the country for them. It is said that the

merchant was well pleased with results.

To boom their trade on

razors, a Michigan hardware

company secured an expert

razor sharpener and adver-

tised that any man who would bring his razor

to the store would have it sharpened free.

The expert not only put the razors in perfect

working order but taught those who were

interested how to keep their razors in good

condition. A barber was also employed and,

with his chair and other paraphernalia, was

put in the show window where he shaved all

candidates who presented themselves free of

charge. This advertising resulted, we are

told, in quite a boom not only in razors, but

in strops, hones and other shaving accessories.

A somewhat unique adver-

tisement was the following

card displayed in a mer-

chant's window two weeks

before last Christmas :

A Hardware
Man's Scheme

Charity as an
Advertisement

These sacks of flour will be given

away free ; if you know of a worthy

family, come in and deposit their name

in the box. No need to buy. Will be

distributed day before Christmas.

Many persons availed themselves of the

opportunity thus afforded to relieve suffering

of which they were aware, but which they

+4146'
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did not kr ow how directly to help. As an

evidence of good faith, and to bring the

attention of the public more forcibly to the

matter, the merchant bought fifty sacks of

flour, which he placed in his window, putting

on them the placard above quoted. On

Christmas Eve the box was opened and the

flour distributed to the persons named, with

the explanation that, " There was a kind of

a contest at our store and you are one of the

winners," thus taking away the humiliation

the recipient might feel by being made

avowedly the object of charity. Conceived

from motives of charity and good will, the

plan, we are told, turned out to be of much

advantage in a business sense, arousing the

interest and commendation of the people at

large.

We do not give the above ideas for

adoption by the jeweler, but as evidence of

the enterprise of merchants in all lines and the

now universal belief that publicity is the chief

factor in making retail business successful.

We know a merchant who

Soliciting makes it a point to send a
Individual Trade polite note to every new

arrival of importance in his

town stating the advantages of dealing at his

store and soliciting the patronage of the new-

comer. This is not a bad idea. When a

new man, or a new family, enters your town

they will be likely to think it a chilly place

until they get acquainted. It is said that

first impressions are the most lasting. If

you send them a polite note soon after their

arrival, inviting them to your store, without

laying it on too broadly that you want their

money more than their company, you

will be likely to make a permanent

customer. Small courtesies to stran-

gers are seldom wasted. There is an

old story about a man who entertained

an angel in disguise. He did it so

well that his reward was soon forth-

coming.
Personal recognition of this kind

is invariably a good investment. There

is however, a danger of overdoing the

thing, and for this the dealer must

be ever on his guard. The newcomer

is likely to be repelled by an attention

that to all appearances is too zealous

and persistent to be genuine and

sincere. Eagerness for new patrons

must not blind the dealer as to the best

method of building up a trade that

will be permanent as well as profitable.

The keynote of his attentions to new

arrivals in his town, or for that matter

to prospective customers no matter

where, should be accommodation ; the

filling of present needs with prompt-

ness and satisfaction.

DAZZLING DISPLAY OF

NEW SPRING JEWELRY.
Our big Holiday trade thoroughly cleared out

our last year's stock, and the work of replenish-

ing has now been completed. Practically every

article in the store is new. We are showing

the latest styles in magnificent array,

WATCHES, CLOCKS.

SILVERWARE, JEWELRY.

All the feminine fads for .411; Springand Summer adorn-
ment in great variety. I

— ..
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Smith & Johnson, The Fashionable Jewelers,
49 South Preston Street.

Sample of Artistic ;mil Dignified Advertiseme
nt Suitable for Jewelers
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during the months of FEBRUARY and MARCH to the 
Oreat

Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

Spring Meetings, 1904,
OF THE

National Association of Merchants and Travelers,
At Chicago.

Spring Meetings, 1904, of the National Association of Merchants and Travelers, at Chicago.

Discussion: " Reform in Municipal Government."
Led by HON. JAMES H. ECKELS.

Central Passenger Association Territory.
ONE AND ONE=THIRD FIRST=CLASS FARE.

Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula) and 
Indiana, and part of Illinois in the Central Passenger Association 

territory.

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
and 12.

Dates for Returning Home-February 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25 and 26. 

0.
Dates for Returning, Home-February 24, 25, 26, 

27, 28, 29, March 1, 2, 3, 4 and

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10 and 11.

Dates for 'total. g Home-March 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18 and 19.

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24 and 25.

Dates for Returning 11  Matrch 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 
April 1 and 2.

Special excursion rates in the territory of the Western Passenger Association, including the following States : Iowa, Wisconsin,Missouri (both Western and Southwestern Passenger territory), Kansas (both Western and Southwestern Passenger territory),Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico, on the Atchison, Topeka 8z Santa Fe proper ; New Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe Pacific ;Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the Great Northern, North-ern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest points on other lines ; NorthernPeninsula of Michigan on the C. M. & St. P. and C. & N. W. R'y ; Illinois in Western Passenger Association Territory.

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.Dates for Returning Home-February 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
Dates for Returning Home-February 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and S.

Dates for Returning Home-March 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.

SECOND IVIEETINti

THIRD MEETING .

FOURTH MEETING

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27.

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

Dates for Buying Tlekets-March 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26.Dates for Returning Home-Itlarch 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, April 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING .

FOURTH MEETING

Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Indian Territories.

ONE AND ONE=FIFTH FARE.

Special excursion rates in Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and 
Indian Territories on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 

Railway ;

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway ; Missouri, Kansas & 
Texas Railway ; Frisco System. Also on other lines from points in

Oklahoma, Indian Territory and Arkansas, on and north of the 
line of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf Railroad, from the 

Texas State

line eastwarclly to Little Rock, including the Hot Springs 
Division, and on and north of the St. Louis, Iron 

Mountain & Southern

Railway, Little Rock to Arkansas City, Ark., inclusive ; and the St. 
Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas.

FIRST MEETING { 
Dates for Buying Tickets-February 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, II, 12 and 13.

Dates for Returning Home-February 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 

23.

Dates for 13ttying Tickets-February 20, 
21, 22. 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27.

Dates for Returning 11 -February 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, March 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 8, 7 and 8.

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 5, 
6;7, 8, 9, 10, 11 stud 12.

Dates for Retur • g Home-March 9,10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26.

.Dates for Returning Home-March 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, April 1, 2, 

3, 4 and 5.

We are members of the Merchants' and Travelers' Association. Write us for additional particulars.

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING .

FOURTH MEETING

MERCHANTS' AND TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION I

Make our stores your headquarters when you come 
to town. We are at your service.

Pitkin & Brooks
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

149-153 State Street.
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Diamonds, Watchcs and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps,

State and Lake

Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians,

Silversmiths' Building.
Wholesale Tools, Materials and Jewelers' Supplies,

Jewelers' Building, 134-136 Wabash Avenue.

Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers,

103 State Street.

Wholesale Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry,

Powers Building.



442 IT IS A FACT 
Many first-class workmen throughout the country recommend a young man to the horological chool for his trainin:;.

of head and hand, when he has decided to take up watch work and its kindred trades. This is proven by the fact that sevent■ -
five per cent. of our students have been recommended by the leading jewelers and watchmakers of their community, and
twenty-five per cent. are the sons of parties who are in the jewelry business, and in many cases represent the largest establish-
ments in their section, realizing that they will get many times more attention in a thoroughly-equipped, well-established watch
school where there is a full corps of competent instructors than they can possibly receive as apprentices in a store where the
watchmaker is too busy to take time for the proper instruction, or the jeweler is rushed without being plied with
questions from a novice, and the engraver has something else to do when not at work on his own line, waiting on customers
or other work about the store which demands his attention.

At Bradley the work has been systematized so that a student can get the greatest possible amount of work in the
shortest time, and the grade of his work is many points ahead of the average apprentice who has put in five or six times as
much work and time in the store.

Bradley Horological is no experiment—it is the oldest school in the country, the largest, the best equipped as regards
tools and instructors, with financial backing which guarantees everything as represented.

You can get watch work, jewelry work, engraving and optics.

The above is a reproduction of a photograph of the students in an assembly meeting, one of which is held each month
in the auditorium of Bradley Hall. Most of the young men on the lower floor back of the center are Horological students.
On these occasions we have addresses from prominent statesmen, lecturers and occasionally a musical program. They occup■
a period of three-quarters of an hour, and offer an opportunity for relaxation from the strenuous work required in th(
different departments. We do not demand that the students shall attend these functions, yet think it advisable, as it give,
them an opportunity to get something which is of an instructive nature as well as a change from the regular routine.

Send postal card requesting catalogue. Address

BRADLEY HOROLOGICAL, PEORIA, ILL.

Among the Trade

trade are invited to send us reliable items of

news for this department

Arizona

The recent opening, in Tucson, 
of the elabo-

rately-appointed Santa Rita Hote
l, was availed of

by the people of that town for 
the presentation to

(;• ..cral L. H. Manning of a beautiful 
silver service.

- I service was manufactured by the 
Gorham

Co., and supplied by Colonel J. A. Black
, the

I, !leer jeweler of Tucson. It consists of about

six hundred pieces.

California

C. P. Kryhl, of Santa Ana, has admitt
ed his

son, Geo. M. Kryhl, to partnership, and the

jewelry concern hitherto conducted by 
the former

under his own name, will in future be
 known as

that of C. P. Kryhl & Son. C. P. Kryhl has built

UI) a valuable busines
s, and the store is one of the

most attractive and handsomely app
ointed in any

city of the size of Santa Ana.

Illinois

A. S. Harshbarger, who started in the j
ewelry

business at Girard two years ago, sold 
out his

stock at auction recently and went to 
farming.

G. A. Donaldson, of Girard, recently 
moved

into more commodious quarters. He w
ill erect a

jewelry store measuring 20 x 8o feet, 
during the

coming summer, and expects to equip 
it in such

elaborate fashion as to make it one of 
the hand-

somest stores of its kind in the State.

Indiana

A. A. Clark, who has been with J. A. 
Oswald

at Crawfordsville for the past year, has
 moved to

Spencer and opened a jewelry at that p
lace.

The town of Brazil was recently visit
ed by a

fire which caused a total loss of abou
t $4o,000,

which is spread over some sixteen 'firms
. Among

the heaviest losers was D. W. Brattin, 
the jeweler,

who, according to the press, was da
maged to the

extent of $8000. His loss, however, was largely

covered by insurance and that he was in
 no way

dismayed by the calamity, aithough 
physically in-

disposed at the time of its occurrence, is 
evidenced

hy the fact that he was the first to h
ave a sign

r.iised on the smoking ruins announci
ng that he

would be open for business in C. S. 
York's music

ore. Later arrangements were made for tak
ing

I If of the room then occupied by th
e When

lothing Company, which was closing' out 
its stock

lit the time. The entire premises of this
 concern

were in due course taken by Jeweler Brattin. 
This

is the second time that he has been burn
ed out in

two years, but as a local paper remarks,
 " he

immediately re-enters the fight with re
newed vim

and wins success out of the ashes."

Louisiana

James K. Constantine, of Shreveport, 
and John

L. Cowley, of Mansfield, have purch
ased the stock

of J. G. McLeroy, of Mansfield, and
 are now con-

ducting a jewelry business at that loc
ation, under

the firm name of the John L. Cowley 
Jewelry

t'ompany.

Michigan

H. Aldred has opened a jewelry a
nd optical

business in Sanilac Center, where he 
heralded the

inauguration of his enterprise by a 
very thorough

and systematic campaign of advertising.
Alfred H. Kent, of Mt. Clemens, has 

favored

Its with a photograph of his Christmas store. 
The

beauty of the decorations is very a
ttractive, and

the general apportionment of the store 
well calcu-

lated to facilitate business. Jeweler Kent reports

that the year 190.3 has been the most 
prosperous

in the history of his business. " I firmly 
believe,"

he significantly states, " that good goods, judi-

cious advertising and a well kept store ' is 
the only

business policy that pays."
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Nebraska

A smooth young man, described as a graduate

of the Kearney reform school, cleaned up abou
t

$600 in cash and jewelry in Lincoln on Saturday

and Monday February 6th and 8th. He gave the

names of W. F. Morrison, Clarence Naylor, Clar-

ence Shortess and Wesley Morrison. His victims

and their losses are given as : Charles Fleming,

$250 ; Ellsworth Fleming, $150 ; F. B. Harris, $2oo
.

'these amounts, in jewelry and money, were

secured by presenting checks on a Joplin, Mo.,

bank, which have been pronounced forgeries.

Checks were presented at Hallett's, Trickey's an
d

Tucker's jewelry stores, but were refused. Th
e

young fellow left the city Monday evening, Feb
-

ruary 8th. In his rounds he was accompanied by

two young men of Lincoln ; they had known hi
m

at the Kearney reform school. The check passe
d

on E. Fleming was for $150 and was certifie
d to,

the regular rubber stamp used in certifying ch
ecks

being used. The stranger with his two com-

panions went into the store, and the man with th
e

check looked at a diamond ring. The price
 was

named, and he pulled out this certified check
 and

$15 in money to make up the price. The 
jeweler

did not like to take the check, but finally di
d so.

Then he became alarmed, notified the polic
e about

the time the young fellow left the city, a
nd tele-

graphed to the bank at Joplin to learn if the 
check

really is a forgery. The bank replied 
that the

check was not good. Charles Fleming is said to

have lost the greatest amount of mone
y. He

cashed a check for $250, after the fellow had

bought a $28 watch and chain. F. B. Harris

cashed a $2oo check when the fellow bo
ught a ring

for $125. The man presented a check 
for $too at

Trickey's, but the jeweler refused it. It appears

that Jewelers Fleming and Harris were
 victimized

Saturday, February 6th, and that the 
visitor re-

mained in the city until the following Monday

evening. Reports subsequently reached 
the police

that several nearby cities were also victimized

recently.
New Jersey

Gaven Spence, the oldest retail jeweler 
and

watchmaker in Newark, died January 31st
, at his

residence, 895 Broad Street. He compl
ained of a

cold about two weeks previous, but 
continued to

attend to business in his store until 
January 26th,

when the family physician directed 
him to take a

rest. It was hoped that his rugged cons
titution

would pull him through, but being 
advanced in

years he did not rally. He was born in 
Bloomfield

in 1826, and at the age of seventeen 
went to New

York City and learned the watchmak
ing business.

In 1850 he went to Newark and e
ntered the estab-

lishment of Duran & Co., manufactu
ring jewelers,

with whom he remained five years
. In 1855 he

opened a watchmaking and repairing 
store in the

last-named city, his location then being
 on Broad

Street, near Hill Street. His business grew and

he afterwards purchased the prop
erties at 895 and

897 Broad Street, where he condu
cted business up

to the time of his death. He wa
s the nephew of

Gaven Spence, who was formerly a 
clockmaker in

Perth, Scotland.
Ohio

Harry Hutchinson, who is employe
d in the

jewelry store of A. J. Miller, of 
Massillon, was

married recently to Miss Anna Cedel
l Myers. The

newly-wedded couple went on a 
honeymoon trip

to LaPorte, Ind., the home of 
the groom.

The jewelry business hitherto 
conducted by

John Brenner, at Youngstown, h
as been incorpo-

rated under the name of the John 
Brenner Jewelry

Co. The growth of this business
 has been steady

and continuous since its ince
ption in 1877, when

John Brennan began as a watch 
repairer. In two

years his trade had grown to 
proportions which

called for additional space, an
d in subsequent

years the development has been 
uninterruptedly

maintained. The officers of the newly-formed

corporation are : President, John Brenner ; vice-

president, Conrad Brenner ; sec
retary and treas-

urer, Carl Brenner. F. J. Mink, nephew of the

proprietor, is manager of the firm's
 repair depart-

ment.
Pennsylvania

A. W. Green and M. Mackellar
, jewelers, of

Wilkesbarre, together with a number 
of other busi-

ness men of that town, were v
ictimized recently by

a stranger who visited there, posed as promoter

and, to circumstantiate his statements, negotiated

for the purchase of building lots. He gave his

name, it is alleged, as Joseph W. Grawal, of

Denver, Colo. His story was a plausible one, and

as he gave good references, many local merchants

believed him and were anxious that the promised

industry be inaugurated. Grawal said that owing

to the cheapness of fuel and other advantages, he

was desirous of locating in Wilkesbarre. He

stated he would employ 300 men and promised to

furnish all the capital required, about $2oo,000.

He called on A. W. Green, the jeweler, in the

Weitzenkorn Building, and after selecting three

diamond rings valued at $246, said he wanted to

show them to his brother-in-law, and gave a receipt

for the rings. He also went to Clark & Engle's

and tried to purchase some rings valued at $217,

on similar conditions. Mr. Clark refused to give

him the goods, and he left the store rather disap-

pointed. He also visited Jeweler C. J. Rueffner,

and selected three watches valued at $300, and

four rings valued at $500. He requested Mr.

Rueffner to put the goods aside, stating that he

would be back later and purchase p000 worth of

silverware. When he returned the jeweler refused

to give him the goods because he did not produce

the money. He obtained loans amounting to $55

from an engineer. He is also said to have made

attempts at procuring goods from dealers in lines

other than jewelry, and although suspicions were

entertained as to the truth of his representations,

he nevertheless managed to escape. Jeweler Green

swore out a warrant for his arrest, and the man

was subsequently apprehended at Trenton, N. J.

W. C. Davis has succeeded E. W. Orner as a

practical watchmaker and jewelry jobber at 7o8

Ninth Street, Altoona.
J. Myers Trone has purchased from George W.

Stark the old-established and widely known Stark

jewelry store at Hanover. The new proprietor has

placed Jeweler Charles Sarbaugh in charge of the

establishment. Mr. Sarbaugh was for many years

in the employ of the late F. G. Stark, father of

G. W. Stark and founder of the business. The

concern will still be known as Stark's Jewelry

Store.
The jewelry trade of Hazleton are to be con-

gratulated upon the fact that one of their number,

in the person of John Knies, has been elected to

the office of mayor of that town. Jeweler Knies

was the democratic candidate, and the contest was

a close and spirited one, his majority over h
is

Republican opponent being 200.

Virginia

Otto Russow, one of Charlottesville's progres-

sive jewelers, who has spent some time in Wash
-

ington having his eyes treated, is now able to attend

to his business after undergoing a very painf
ul

operation.

Washington

Owing to the rapid progress of his business

A. E. Colburn, of Whatcom, has had to secure

more commodious quarters. He is moving into

the building formerly occupied by the Nicholso
n

Drug Company. The new quarters will give Mr
.

Colburn over 600 feet more floor room than h
e

had in his old quarters. Jeweler Colburn ex-

pects to augment his machinery and working staff.

A big drop press for the making of gold ring
s,

souvenir spoons and diamond mountings is one 
of

the new machines to be installed. Another will

be a large power press for the manufacturing 
dies

used in making jewelry designs.

West Virginia

The jewelry and optical store of John T. Doo-

ley, at Sweet Springs, was totally destroyed b
y fire

on February 2d. There was no insurance carried

and the loss is estimated at $15oo. The fire is
 sup-

posed to have started from a defective flue. 
Mr.

Dooley was at one time a student of the Bra
dley

Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., and is also a

graduate of the American Optical College. He 
is

said to rank high as a watchmaker and refrac-

tionist. He removed to Sweet Springs from Peki
n,

where for several years he conducted a success-

ful business as watchmaker and engraver. 
His

many friends in the trade will regret to hear of th
e

loss that has befallen him.
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Style B Oak Case, with space for 18 pens and
drawer for boxes, free with first order for
$20.00 or more.

Write for particulars for our FOUNTAIN PEN CONTEST.
We have a splendid ath'ertising proposition which will sell foun-
tain pens for you.

WRIGHT PEN CO., 614 1_,(icu.st St., St. LOUIS, Mo.

THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.
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given with the first order of one dozen
or more pens.
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Export trade solicited.
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the " RIVAL" Pen.

All pens are 14 K. gold.
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D. W. BEAUMEL CO.,
office and Factory,

All makes of Fountain Pens and Gold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City.

Special Offer to Dealers.
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send to any express office in the United States, all charges prepaid, 1 dozen boxes, regular size
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The Spring Stationery Stock

lefk,

considering the stationery depart-

ment at this opening of the spring

season first attention should be given

to the stock that is safe to handle be-

cause permanently salable. There are certain

varieties and brands of paper which are sta-

ples and which are so considered. They are

always salable, and probably the more

closely a jeweler-stationer adheres to those

lines the better it will be for his trade. Sta-

ples make staple trade, and in desirable lines

of this character business is always fair. And

what is even better, there is always a profit

in it.
Few manufacturers ever devote as much

time to a spring line as they do to their fall

and holiday goods, and this for excellent

reasons. With the exception of possible

birthdays and occasional anniversaries, gift

presentation in summer is reduced to a mini-

mum. Easter is the only exception, and

though it is coming to be utilized as a gift

season more and more each year, the devel-

opment is much more in the line of jewelry

than stationery.
Easter specialties in sta-

SOpnelyciaItierews 
tionery are comparatively

few. Some manufacturers

provide a few numbers espe-

cially for Easter distribution, but, as a matter

of fact, the true spirit of Easter precludes the

presentation of anything but the most chaste

; 
that 
mostt expensive gifts. The consequence

is 
hahe

bulk of the buyers of goods from

the jeweler-stationer's stock will limit their

purchases to jewelry. This is not saying

that it wouldn't be well to provide a few

numbers for such as desire to indulge their

fancy for making presents. Such sales add

just so much to the profits, but to undertake

an elaborate display would be unwise.

Probably all jeweler-stationers, even

those who have not been long in the busi-

ness, have discovered the multiplicity of indi-

vidual taste. Every person wants something

different from every other person, and a

gratification of this desirable trait will re-

:Ioournt.d to the profit of the average retailer,

fliases and can sell his stock without much

ff

')rovided he makes the right sort of pur-

It is not easy to be conservative. The

traveling men represent leading manufac-

tuers. These will attempt to prove to you

that you can do an active business at any

time of year, provided you carry their par-

ticular lines of goods. As a matter of fact,

no manufacturer has a monopoly of the
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variety of goods which will sell equally well

to all customers. It is a difficult proposition

to please everyone, and the retailer who

attempts it Iv ill surely be disappointed, and

obviously the more money he has invested,

or the more fully he has accepted the asser-

tions of traveling men and others, the more

seriously will he feel this disappointment.

For this reason partly, but more for the

reason that he will lose by purchasing a stock

which he cannot sell, a retailer ought to

watch with extreme care the goods which he

purchases of traveling men. This must not

be construed into a criticism of the methods

of traveling men. They do not deserve criti-

cism. They represent manufacturers and

are paid to represent them as well as pos-

sible. Accordingly they must present to the

retailers they visit the lines of goods they

have in the very best manner possible. These

remarks are intended only as a warning to

retailers who may not understand the situa-

tion from accepting all the traveling men say.

It is much better to see them all and select

from their stocks such goods as seem best

suited to your particular locality and your

own individual trade.
It may be in order to state

Carefully Study that no retailer, no matter

the Situation how well equipped he may

be, thoroughly understands

the situation until he has been to his nearest

jobbing center or has seen and talked with a

number of the leading traveling men in this

line. The stationery business is not a staple

business like jewelry and watches. The

season's variations are such that only those

who follow it most closely are the ones who

always keep up to the required standard.

Stores which handle stationery only are, per-

haps, better situated than those who handle

it only as a side line. They can make a

wider selection and thereby build up their

own individual trade. The jeweler-stationer

must see, first, that his main business, that

of jewelry, is well taken care of, and then he

must add such an attractive line of stationery

that he can draw customers from the exclu-

sively stationery stores and thereby increase

his own business and profits. The difficulties

of making a department strong enough to

compete with an entire store are no doubt

appreciated by all who have undertaken it,

and just here is where the principal require-

ment of investigation and study are wanted.

No purchases should be made until there 
is

no question about the character and quanti
ty

of goods.
Most manufacturers have their spring

lines ready for inspection. A visit to the

large jobbing centers will reward anyone who

is going to invest in a line of stationery f
or

spring and summer distribution. If it is

impossible to go and see for one's self, the

next best thing is to have the samples broug
ht

to one's store. This is easily accomplished.

All traveling men will be glad to have ne
w

customers, and if no one has been visiting

you, just send a line to the companies th
at

you want to see them when in your vicinity
.

A considerable portion of

Many Floral the goods which will be

Designs offered this season will be
decorated with flowers. The

female figure will appear upon many boxes,

robed in zephyr-like garments and with
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artistic accessories which will enhance the

attractiveness of the package. The design-

ing of many of these boxes is as artistic as

the painting of a picture—in fact, some manu-

facturers have employed leading artists, both

here and abroad, to contribute designs for

box covers. Naturally, these attractions add

to the selling value of the boxes and at the

same time the expense is not increased to

the purchasers. This combination is almost

irresistible, and when the display is arranged

with as consummate skill as some retailers

show there is no question about what will

happen.
While there are numerous characteristic

figure designs which will appeal to the most

artistic disposed purchasers, by far the larger

proportion of box tops are decorated with

flowers arranged in some form. In many

instances the coloring is enhanced by em-

bossing, which is, of all methods of decorat-

ing, the most pleasing. These boxes are

frequently gems of art. When they are

empty of their original contents they are

suitable for the dressing table or for other

purposes where a neat box of some sort is

desired.
It is undoubtedly true, as leading manu-

facturers have discovered, that the appear-

ance of the box has often more influence on

sales than the character of the contents. Of

course the customers which will be likely to

buy of a jeweler-stationer will not be influ-

enced quite so much by outside appearances.

They will be more likely to look Carefully

into the box and see if its contents are of the

best quality and if the shapes are correct.

But even to such persons there will be an

added attraction if the box is handsome. It

certainly will not prevent sales.
Perhaps if any suggestion to
dealers who are about to
buy a spring line were to be
offered it would be along

the lines of conservatism. Boxes should be

selected which are rich and not gaudy, and

artistic rather than showy. Plain colors of

paper are always most desirable. The odd

and fancy colors will not appeal to a majority

of your customers. A few boxes will be

enough. In the main rich and substantial

papers, contained in rich ancl substantial

boxes, will be most acceptable and will cause

your purchasers to come back again and

again. It is this class of trade which you

should try to cultivate. It is the frequently-

returning customer, the one who wants more

of the variety purchased .the first time, that

all retailers want to get in touch with, and

such buyers can be attracted only by procur-

ing and displaying substantial goods.

The jeweler-stationer, more than any

other dealer, needs to be conservative along

these lines. It isn't safe to undertake to

make up a dazzling display. One that is

reasonably satisfactory to the largest number

of possible customers is preferable. It costs

less, requires less effort to sell it and in the

end is much more profitable.

Conservative
Buying

'The Keystone 'Workshop Notes' are always

of value to some one and are rWit to the 
point

because the questions relate to the e.rael work wi
th

which each man has /,ouble."-11in. Edwin Emmy,

Jeweler, ll'ashincton, /LC
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WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Established 48 Years. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Ilanufacturers of every style of

Lockets.
Ask your Jobber for our beautiful

new, original designs of white

stone and fancy colored lockets.
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Booklet.
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American Fountain Pen Co.
168 Devonshire St., BOSTON, MASS.

HGU CLOCK
l EZRA KELLEY'S OIL

for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it, It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co.,
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America,

31 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Grimshaw & BaxteJ,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, Londo i.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made.
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Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.
The same bags neatly printed, at
81.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900. JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.
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Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

now ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile,

0 general interest to the trade. As this page is for

the use of individual readers, we do not hold

ourselves responsible for the views expressed.—

F litor The Keystone.

Temperature Changes in Gilding Bath

ED. KEYSTONE :—Among the various difficul-

ties in the path of the gold plater or colorer, there

is none of so much importance, or that is so oft
en

improperly provided against, as the change of

temperature of the gilding bath. The electric

current likewise is one of the colorer's main cares,

but a good rheostat will make this care so easy

that we may for the time pay special attention

merely to the heat of the bath. The well-equipped

plants are placing their vats or vessels containing

the gold solution in a surrounding water bath,

which is always kept at or near the boiling point.

This makes control of the temperature easy, but

there are a good many instances where gilding

baths are kept directly over a gas fire, and right

here two great obstacles to good gilding arise.

First, the solution evaporates quickly, which

necessitates the constant replacing of the water so

lost. Due to this addition of water the tempera-

ture changes until it reaches again the boiling

point, which is detrimental to the gilding, and has

an even more serious effect on the chemicals.

The chemical exhaustion which the uneven

temperature of the directly-applied gas superin-

duces, is the second difficulty and the more im-

portant one, as it directly affects the results of your

work. The potassium cyanide, which was origin-

ally introduced into the gilding bath, and has since

been subjected to the various degrees of heat, has

long ceased to be cyanide, a chemical change due

to the above-mentioned facts having taken place

and converted it into potassium carbonate. The

various processes to bring the bath back to its first

perfect state need no expounding here, nor do we

need to mention that the addition of more cyanide

—the process invariably resorted to—is wrong, but

the fact remains that an immense amount of time

lost in experimenting, worry and delay would be

saved by simply adding to the bath a restorer of

inality sufficient to bring it back at once to the

starting point. Modern scientific chemistry has

provided such preparations or salts in dry form for

any desired shade of up-to-date fancy gilding, and

the users of them can testify that if useful for

nothing else, they help to keep their tempers at as

even a temperature as that which a good gilding

bath ought to have. Yours truly,
H. HIRSCH BAC H.

U. S. Electro-Chemiesl Co., New York.

Regulating Clocks

E. KEYSTONE — My attention has been

hrought more closely of late to the regulating 
of

••locks. To clean a clock is a speedy process. I

find this to be especially the case with a few time-

pieces, these few being clocks the regulation 
of

which I want to bring down to two or three da
ys

•;() that I could see how they would run on 
an

dverage during the rest of the week.

I thought of writing to each clock factory,

asking the number of beats to the minute of th
eir

kitchen and mantel clocks. Now, when I put the

repaired cloe, in beat, if it should be out, I cou
nt

the number of beats to the minute and raise or

lower the ball, as in regulating, according as the

beats are too few or too many. Thus I have no

more trouble in regulating. If anyone should want

to try this method they may learn same by address-

ing me and enclosing a two-cent stamp.

Yours truly,
F. P. HEWES,

Delavan, Wis. with IL Williams.

Oiling the Roller Jewel

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have enjoyed reading your

valuable paper for several years, and assure you I

appreciate the fact that your efforts to make a good

paper—the best of its kind published—are a success.

In your columns, some time ago I saw, in

answer to a query, the statement that watch oil

would not soften the shellac on a roller jewel.

Now, I have not tried to ascertain if fresh oil will

do this, but from experience I am sure that the oil

will loosen the shellac after it (the oil) gets rancid,

as it does on exposure to air for a short time. I

had a competitor once, and one of his chief mis-

takes was that of oiling the roller jewel, the oil, of

course, becoming rancid and loosening same in

a short time. From my experience I would say

positively never oil them. Thanking you for past

helps. Yours truly,
H. M. ROBERTS,

Dickinson, N. D. with T. J. Greene & Co.

Poor Wrapping Paper

ED. KEYSTONE :—I wish to call attention to the

poor quality of the wrapping paper used by many

jobbers for mail-order packages. I have received

a large number of packages which had burst open

in transit, owing evidently to the flimsy character

of the paper used in wrapping. I would also sug-

gest that only the name and address of the customer

be inscribed on such packages. There should be

nothing to indicate the nature of the contents.

Yours truly,

San Marcos, Texas. GEO. W. KNIGHT.

Should Enclose Stamps with Goods

Sent on Memo.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I wish to suggest that job-

bers and manufacturers enclose postage stamps for

return with all goods mailed on memorandum;

that is when they send the goods on their ow
n

responsibility. I would add that manufacturers

should get together with a view to agreeing up
on

a uniform size for their catalogues of certain lin
es.

Yours truly,

Gloversville, N. Y. A. D. N.

Nickel in Canada

The invention of nickel-steel, and other causes

of an increased demand for the metal that 
is so

familiar to us in our five-cent pieces, give wide-

spread interest to every discovery of new d
eposits

of nickel ore. During the past summer Professor

Coleman, of the University of Toronto, explor
ed

the Sudbury nickel deposits in the province 
of

Ontario, and reports that in quantity they s
urpass

any other nickel deposits in the world. But

although the percenage of metal in the ore 
some-

times reaches five per cent., it averages only 
two-

and-five-tenths per cent., which is not equal 
to the

richness of the ores of New Caledonia. The 
On-

tario deposits cover an area forty miles long 
by

twenty broad.
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Sweet Music

The children of Paris have a new toy—in a

clockwork phonograph costing only seventy-five

cents. This remarkable instrument, which La

Nature describes, has a mica diaphragm, a sound-

ing-box, a trumpet, and a needle which follows the

record upon the disk.

Most marvelous of all is the disk itself, for the

voice record is made in chocolate. It is said to

give a fine reproduction of the voice, and—and—

and—the record, tune and all, can be eaten after it

has been played.

Biggest Screwdriver

The largest and most powerful screwdrivers

ever devised, have just been delivered in the

vicinity of New York. The Pennsylvania Railroad,

in planning for its double tube under the North

River, has decided that it needed them, and the

engineering department, has provided them.

When the railroad company determined upon

running a double tube under the Hudson River,

Manhattan Island, at Herald Square, and then

under the East River to Long Island, it found little

difficulty in providing for the Manhattan and East

River sections. The foundation for Manhattan

would be, of course, rock and earth, and the same

was found at the bed of the East River.

But when the North River was considered the

situation was different. The Hudson River is a

bed of mud or silt to a great depth. Piles would

be necessary there to support the weight the tubes

must carry; for while they might be self-supporting,

something would have to be devised to counteract

the vibrations of heavy trains.

The carpenter in using the ordinary screw-

driver exerts a power of about 30 pounds. The

new screwdriver will have a power of 200,000

pounds, equal to that exerted by 6666 carpenters.

They will drive the great piles which must be sunk

under the tunnel—they will, in fact, be the piles

themselves. Inasmuch as about 1,000,000,000

pounds of metal will be used in the tubes, an idea

of what the piles will have over them can be formed.

The screwdriver piles are cylinders, two and

one-quarter feet in diameter, made of cast iron

one and one-quarter inches thick. They will be

located every 15 feet, centrally, so that both tubes

will be reinforced. They will be made in length

short enough to be handled in the tunnel, the suc-

cessive lengths being belted on as the pile sinks.

The screwdriver or screwpoint, so called, is at the

end of the pile and is so constructed that it will

have one turn of 21 inches and a diameter of 4(

feet.
The power is to be exerted through the medium

of a wheel bolted horizontally to the top of the

pile, and formed with ratchet teeth around its edge.

Inclosing the wheel is a lozenge-shaped frame, to

one of which is fastened a cylinder, the piston rod

of which carries a pawl or dog on its outer end.

An exactly similar cylinder is held at the oppo-

site side of the frame. These two pawls are

arranged to engage with the teeth on opposite

sides of the wheel at each forward stroke of the

piston. Water with a pressure of 1200 pounds to

the square inch is the motive power.

The lengths of the pile will vary. Engineers

say that it will be necessary at some points to sink

to a depth of 150 feet, perhaps more, before the

screwpoint will rest on a solid foundation.

Examples of the power of the screw showed

that its force would be equaled only by a weight

of 200,000 pounds placed on the pile.
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While we have plenty of room now, yet there

IN OUR NEW BUILDING,
The St. Louis Watchmaking School
takes pleasure in informing the trade, and in practicular
Students feeling interested in a high-grade institution of this
kind, that they have moved into their NEW BUILDINL,

5815 Easton Ave.

It is said by authorities that this building is the largest
and the best in the world for the purpose it is designed, and
with the many improvements we recently made in our system
of teaching and tools, etc., any young man can now learn
Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving and Optics in a

comparatively short time and at a reasonable expense.
is a limit to the number of Students we can accommodate, and we

request Students wishing to enter our School to send in their application for scholarship as soon as possible, in order
to secure a bench.

Students wishing to attend our School during the World's Fair can secure Board and Room for $4.00 per week,
pruviding application is made in time, as only a limited number can be placed at this extremely low price.

Write for our new catalogue.

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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C OLUMBIA<
Gold Filled.

0 Seamless 110.
Gold Soldered.
Warranted. COMMON SENSE

in the beginning will save
you from buying inferior
goods and jeopardizing
your good reputation.

Our Spring line of and Q. B. Q. gold filled Vest Chains, Ladies' Guard Chains, Silk and
Woven Wire Fobs, with or without the Reliance Fastener, including Seal or Signet Charms ; our Dickens,
Duke of Marlborough Chains, Secret Locket and Neck Chains, Marguerite Bracelets (Pat.), Sarah Bernhardt
and Chain Bracelets are all leaders on the market, and your customer is protected by an iron-clad guarantee
from us that goods of our make are just what we say of them.

Our Bead Neck Chains are made of the best of stock and are far superior to other plated or gold filled
Neck Chains on the market,

Buy goods stamped with our trade-mark and take no risks.

1' HIGH GRADE SEAMLESS WIRE
 'OKA:RANTED TOGIVE SATISFACIION

PROV. Sr. Co...,

C111)

PROVIDENCE STOCK CO.
( I I John St., New York City, N. Y.

SALESROOMS ' 131 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.
115 Kearny St., San Francisco, cal.

100 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

wh, 1904 THE

etail Jewelers' Association of
Minnesota

MEETING for the purpose of organ-
izing "The Minnesota Retail Jewelers'
Association" was held at the Com-
mercial Club parlors, St. Paul, Minn.,

1 iruary uth. The meeting was called to

( ler by Geo. T. Hartmann, of St. Paul,

t a) introduced Judge Loren W. Collins, of

the State Supreme Court, who in a very in-

t, esting manner welcomed the guests to the

city of St. Paul, pointing out the benefits to

be gained by the association and suggesting
methods by which abuses might be corrected.
Judge Collins made a very favorable impres-
sion upon his hearers, and the thought was
expressed that if he were only a retail jeweler
what a nice fellow he would be.

Mr. Hartmann followed with a brief

sketch of what must be accomplished. He
said that the very first thing necessary was a
desire to " get together" and " stick to-
g, then" This would bring the association

at least halfway to its desired end. He
recommended local organizations when pos-
sible, and district organizations in the more
scattered sections. He advised at least one
meeting each year, where social matters
would be given more attention than business,
and recommended this meeting to be held at
some place where boat excursions or enter-
tainments of that character could be pro-

vided, so as to make it pleasant to bring

one's family.
His address was listened to very atten-

tively, showing that the points advanced
were in thorough harmony with his listeners'
ideas. A temporary organization was then
effected by the election of Emil Geist, St.
Paul, chairman, and Geo. T. Hartmann,
secretary.

A committee on by-laws and resolutions,
consisting of I. Reiner, J. M. Chalmers, Jay
C. Herdliska, L. E. Bryant and D. W.
Smith, was then appointed with instructions
to report as soon as possible. While the

committee was out, informal discussion of
aters of interest to the association was
u-ried on—Messrs. Gaskell, Radabaugh,

Harper, Geist and Wittenbring presenting
their ideas in a manner that carried convic-
t• ,11. The committee on constitution and

I laws then reported, and the committee
Ls then discharged. The resolutions
ripted were practically the same as adopted

I the Michigan Association, January 14,
03, and published in THE KEYSTONE. After
isiderable amendment and changes, a con-
ution and by-laws were adopted. Election
permanent officers was then taken up, a

I , it three-cornered fight for president re-
, ted, after several ballots, in the choice of

I Reiner, of Hutchinson, Minn ; for vice-
sident, I. M. Radabaugh, of Hastings,
s elected by acclamation, as a reward for

t hard tussle he had in getting defeated for
sident ; Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton, was
,:ted secretary, and Thos. Gaskell, St.

I • A, treasurer. Fred. Willman, Stillwater ;

J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, and Emil Geist,
SI. Paul, were elected directors to serve
three, two and one year, respectively.

The following resolution was then offered
by Mr. Radabaugh : " Whereas, this associa-
tion owes its origin and its existence to the
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untiring efforts of Geo. T. Hartmann, of St.
Paul, be it resolved, that as a token of our
esteem and appreciation of his work he be
elected a life member of this association,
non-voting, and free from the payment of
any dues." This was carried unanimously. A
vote of thanks was then given Mr. Hartmann
for his efforts in aid of the association.

The secretary was instructed to extend
the thanks of the association to the Commer-
cial Club of St. Paul, for the free use of their
parlor for holding the meeting. Letters were
then read from jewelers in sympathy with the
organization who were unable to be present,
but wished to be entered " on the roll."

The following are the charter members :
Ignatius Reiner, Hutchinson ; I. M. Rada-
baugh, Hastings ; Jay C. Herdliska, Prince-
ton ; Emil Geist, St. Paul ; Fred. Willman,
Stillwater ; J. M. Chalmers, Lake City; F. B.
Sweet, Marshall ; Albert J. Krueger, North
Branch ; F. C. Wittenbring, Luverne ; Wm.
R. Pletsch, Lake City; Theo. G. Mahler,
Le Sueur ; L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine ;
Thos. Gaskell, St. Paul ; Win. Plackner,
Benson ; A. E. Michaelson, Zumbrota ; S. S.
Stacey, Lake City; L. W. Mowrey, Still-
water ; John C. Marx, Shakopee ; D. W.
Smith, Pipestone ; F. W. Harper, Renville ;
W. M. James, Breckenridge ; J. M. Geist,

St. Paul ; J. W. Brown, Ortonville ; Ben. L.
Onsgard, Spring Grove ; B. Petterson, Mon-
tivideo ; A. Knowles, Lewiston ; 0. J.
Skarness, Dawson ; Jno. Caesar, Stillwater;
Nels. S. Nelson, Hutchinson ; A. F. Haw-
kins, Blue Earth ; M. Distel, Le Sueur, and
J. L. Williams, Zumbrota.

It was decided as the sense of the meet-
ing, that any jeweler or watchmaker sending

in his application to the secretary before the
next quarterly meeting of the board of direc-

tors, would be added to the list of charter
members. The meeting was then adjourned.

Caught on the Side Lines

It was certainly the most social gather-

ing of jewelers ever held in the State, and if

this was a fair sample of Minnesota jewelers

(which we have no reason to doubt) there

should be 350 on the roll before the next

annual meeting. Let every one see if he

cannot be the first to get his application to

the secretary to get on that charter list.
The St. Paul newspapers certainly did

the square thing by the retail jewelers, the

Pioneer Press and the Dispatch presenting

pictures of a squad in the issues of February

i8th.
The extreme cold weather undoubtedly

kept down the attendance from outside cities,

but what excuse can the Twin City jewelers

offer for their non-conspicuousness?
J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, was kept

busy refusing to accept any office, saying his

connection with the State optical association

kept him too busy ; but in a moment when

he was not looking, he was elected on the

board of directors, and certainly was a very

much surprised man when called on for a

speech. " What for ?" he asked, and grace-

fully acquiesced when informed he was elected

on the board of directors.
The semi-annual meeting will be held

during the summer months, June or July,

time and place to be selected by the board
of directors,
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American Retail Jewelers' Association

The secretary of the above association

wishes to make known to the trade through

our columns, the following explanation in

regard to the organization :

To the Jewelers of the United States:
Many jewelers who have never heard of the

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association and its work,
possibly think it presumptuous on the part of this
organization to take unto itself the power of a
national association, or to even presume to call
itself a national association. The reasons why our
association decided upon this move, were clearly
developed at the annual meeting held in Detroit,
January 12, 1904, and are as follows:

The theory or underlying principle of our
association is "The Jewelry Business for the
Jewelers ;" that being the case, we have been
doing all within our power to lessen the amount of
illegitimate competition to which every retail
jeweler is subjected. Our first effort was an endea-
vor to have a stamping act passed in the State of
Michigan, but in this we were not successful, the
principal reason being a lack of strength at that
time. We next took up the matter of complaints
of retail jewelers against wholesale houses for sell-
ing to outside trade.

Having been requested by so many jewelers in
other States to take up their complaints, we did so;
but owing to the fact that our association was
limited in its membership to jewelers in the State
only, we could not ask that the outside jewelers
(in return for work done for them) give their sup-
port to the association by becoming members, nor
could we ask anything from them in the way of
membership fees or dues to help support the
organization. It therefore seemed right, both to
the organization as well as to the dealer in other
States that our association be made a national one.

Another reason that was brought out was the
fact that there are few, if any, real live aggressive
retail jewelers' associations in the different States,
and it was also shown that a strong national organ-
ization would be of immensely more value to the
trade at large than numerous State organizations
could be. The reasons for this seem quite plain,
for in one strong organization with ell-trained
and well-paid officers there is a greater strength, a
greater unity of purpose, a greater influence with
the manufacturers and jobbers, and lastly, a greater
certainty in the carrying out the purposes for which
the association is organized. Then our association
as it is, was already organized with officers familiar
with the work, with all the necessary machinery in
operation ; in fact, with everything in splendid
shape for the carrying on of a national organiza-
tion. Then, too, why should our association as a
State organization do any work for jewelers on the
outside? If we did not, we left them helpless, as
they then had the protection of no organization.
To make our association a national one, appeared
to be the only reasonable and just course to pursue.

The outlook for success is most encouraging,
and while we fully realize the herculean task that
lies before this association, we know that by con-
stant effort and aggressive action it can be accom-
plished. Besides, we expect to do all that a strong
association can do to raise the standard of ability
of our members. We expect with the aid of the
trade papers, in conjunction with our other
methods, to show our members the best way to
conduct their business to make the most money.
In fact, our association has planned to be the
greatest possible help to the retail jewelers in every
possible way.

We would also point out the fact that our
association is conducted on strict business princi-
ples by men of ability, and is therefore worthy of
the support and co-operation of every retail jeweler
in the United States, whether he is a large dealer
or a small one.

As we expect to reach all the jewelers, THE
KEYSTONE has very kindly volunteered to do all
they can to aid us in the work, and we therefore
ask the trade to reciprocate in every way possible.

We shall be pleased to hear from any retail
jeweler interested in this work, and will furnish full
information, by-laws, etc., upon application.

L. J. LIESEMER, Secretary.
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A complete stock of Hatpms for an investment
.

of One Dollar ! Just out ! Are you going
to be one of the first to have them?

How is this for a Hatpin, Mr. Jeweler?
Are you not one of the many thousands that have been perplexed
by that everlasting question of " Something different ? Are you
not one of the many who have dozens of brooches that would
make a nice hatpin?

Are you not one of the many who have lost many hatpin
sales, just because you didn't have the design that just suited?

With our new patent
hatpin stem all of this is

overcome. You can take
any brooch from stock,
from the cheapest to the
most expensive, and in-
stantly convert it into a
hatpin. Then your custom-
ers can wear it either way;
either as a brooch or a hat-
pin, or they can wear the
hatpin without the brooch.

Putent applied for.

These pins are being

made in several different

designs of tops, finely

finished in gold plate, with

both steel and German

silver pins.

We will send you one

sample dozen assorted, pre-

paid, for One Dollar cash!

Send to-day!

-
CC

The S. & G. Hat Pin & Novelty Company,
Commercial Bldg., ST. LOUIS, MO. .11
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Items of Interest

THEE KEYSTONE

Joseph E. Reagan, secretary and treasurer of

!tlwin-Miller Co., Indianapolis, Ind., was a trade

wr in the Eastern cities last month.

Henry Euler, the Philadelphia wholesale

jeweler, has been on a three-weeks' trip down

,th, where he combined business with pleasure,

dentally escaping from the severe February

Idler in his home city.

Sinnock & Sherrill, emblem and ring manufac-

turers, New York City, have acquired possession

of the entire office in the Hays Building, f
ormerly

occupied by themselves and A. S. Gardner & Co.,

the latter having moved to 7 Maiden Lane.

G. Dal Fox & Bro., hitherto located in the

Kranser Block, Milton, Pa., suffered to the extent

of $3000 from a fire which recently broke out in

that structure. The firm saved its stock of jewelry

and is reopening in the McCormick Building.

W. R. Pfefferle, formerly of Sidney, Ohio, but

for several years past employed by J. B. Haverbeck,

of St. Marys, Ohio, has opened business for himself

in the last-named town. He is a first-class watch-

maker and engraver and a graduate optician.

Louis Manheimer, of Louis Manheimer &

Bros., Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago, ac-

companied by Mrs. Manheimer and Miss May

U nheimer, made a ten-days' sojourn in New

,■rk City last month, stopping at the Waldorf-

Astoria.

Owing to the fact that his premises at Dallas,

Ore.. have been rented for other purposes, and

being unable to secure other suitable quarters in

that town, Jeweler W. R. Phennig recently sold

out his stock prior to removing to another

location.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass.,

is now making the well-known Rivett lathe in two

t yles. In addition to the style with steel bed now

i.uniliar to the trade, the lathe will be made in a

second style with a bed of cast iron, which will be

sold at a lower price. •

By reason of an oversight due to a similarity

of names, it was erroneously stated in our last

issue that John A. Cunningham, with Regnell,

Bigney & Co., Attleboro, Mass., was one of the

incorporators of the recently incorporated D. A.

White Co. Mr. Cunningham is not connected in

ally way with the D. A. White Co.

J. Frank Heald, the well-known jeweler, of

Sheridan, Wyo., has refitted his store with new

fixtures throughout. The new establishment is

l•!,,dern and handsome, and is said to be unsur-

i).,sed by any other jewelry store in the far West.

Mr. Heald is a man of excellent taste and judg-

ment in the arrangement and fitting up of a jewelry

store.

Aisenstein & Woronock have recently com-

pleted many improvements in their establishment

at 22 Eldridge Street, New York City. This firm

carries in stock full lines of every requirement of

the dealer and repairer. The business was estab-

lished in 1885, and the progress which it has made

during its nineteen years of existence is strikingly

shown by a comparison of their original quarters

with those which they now occupy. The dimen-

sions of the first-named premises were 6 x 9 feet,

while those of their present quarters are 25 x 87

feet and include two commodious and conveniently

apportioned floors. Both members of the firm are

business men of large experience and practical

ability. Apart from the responsibilities incident

to the conduct of their enterprise, they find time

for other activities ; being prominent in the civic as

well as in the business life of the East Side.

The great value and convenience of the tele-

phone as an industrial factor, is well exemplified

in the big plants of the Olds Motor Works at Lan-

sing and Detroit, Mich. The company, finding

the ordinary telephone inadequate, installed a pri-

vate line between the two plants, which are a hun-

dred miles apart, and communication between

them is now as easy as between different depart-

ments in the same building. This is a charac-

teristic manifestation of the enterprise of this

company.

The Retail Jewelers' Association, of Harris-

burg, Pa., at a recent meeting re-elected its officers,

as follows : President, W. P. Denehey ; vice-presi-

dent, E. L. Rinkenbach ; secretary, P. L. Diener;

treasurer, L. A. Faunce. The names of the five

members constituting the executive committee will

be announced by the president in the near future.

The first year of its existence has been such as to

amply demonstrate the practical utility of this

association, and the executive are entering upon a

second term of office with larger purposes and an

experience that no doubt will prove valuable in all

exigencies of tte future.

Charles L. Tillery, who was prominently iden-

tified with the watch case industry in this country

at an early stage in its development died on Feb-

ruary 22d, at Dorchester, Mass. Deceased was

born in France in 1824, and came to this country

with his parents in 1847. He learned the watch

case business and at the solicitation of Samuel A.

Way, who became notable as a millionaire broker,

he established a business of this character in Bos-

ton, where he continued to conduct it until his

retirement some years ago. He began on a small

scale, but by persistent industry and the invention

of labor-saving davices his business prospered

until it assumed considerable proportions. He

was prominent in the Boston colony of Frenchmen

and was president of the Franco-Belge for many

years. A daughter and two sons survive him.

Death of Daniel McGirr

Daniel McGirr, salesman in the principal cities

of the South for the Gorham Mfg. Co., died sud-

denly at Atlanta, Ga., on the evening of February

22d. While on his regular trip he was stricken

down with pneumonia and succumbed to the fell

malady with saddening abruptness. He was only

forty-five years old and had a record of twenty-nine

years of continuous and notably-successful service

in the employ of the Gorham Co., with whom he

began at the age of sixteen. The principal part of

this period was spent in the South, where his terri-

tory embraced the large cities only, the work of

visiting the smaller centers • being delegated to

another man. Deceased was a salesman of excep-

tional ability, esteemed by his employers no less

than by the members of the trade with whom he

came in contact. The suddenness of his taking off

in the noonday of life will come as a shock to his

many friends in the jewelry trade and to his asso-

ciates on the road, all of whom will feel a deep

sympathy with his surviving widow and son in

their touching bereavement.
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Annual Meeting and Banquet of the
Boston Jewelers' Club

The Boston Jewelers' Club held its annual

meeting, election of officers and banquet at the

Essex Hotel, in that city, Tuesday evening, Febru-

ary 9th. The regular routine business was trans-

acted, and officers were elected as follows : Presi-

dent, William A. Thompson ; vice-president,

E. A. Bigelow ; secretary and treasurer, Charles

0. Lawton ; executive committee, David C. Perci-

val, Marcell N. Smith and Frederick R. Hollister.

Archie Rutherford, of NewYork,and Benjamin Gris-

corn, of Philadelphia, were elected to membership.

The banquet, which followed the business

meeting, developed into a delightful feast. The

menu was elaborate and savory, and the progress

of the dinner was enlivened by a pervading spirit

of conviviality. The after-dinner speaking was

unique in its way. Captain Johnston, of Nome,

Alaska, gave a very interesting account of the

gold mining business in that remote country.

L. S. Stowe spoke on the benefits of trade organi-

zations, and referred in complimentary terms to

the Jewelers' Club. Wm. A. Thompson, president

of the club, suitably acknowledged the honor the

members had conferred upon him in electing him

to his present post, and made happy references to

the harmonizing influences of the present occasion.

The menu card was very unique in design ; the

outside cover bore a representation of Boston in

the form of a soulful-looking female.

"The Eye, Its Refraction and Diseases"

A new volume of 461 pages has been added

lately by the MacMillan Company to the literature

of refraction. The author, Dr. Edward E. Gibbons,

of Baltimore, Md., has treated its subject well, but

how he could give the book the title " The Eye,

Its Refraction and Diseases " the reviewer is unable

to understand ; for no real disease of the eye is

treated in all the 461 pages. The book is divided

into twenty-eight chapters, which are devoted to

the physiologic optics, the anomalies of refraction

and accommodation and the muscular difficulties

of the human eye. In the mathematical exposition

the author pretty closely follows Tscherning whose

diagrams on pages 34, 35, 37, 40, 66, 67, 69, 88, etc.,

are copied without reference to the source. There

are some minor errors in the book as, for example,

on page 3 where the author makes the untenable

statement that " the sound waves are similar to the

light waves save in the number of vibrations per

second ;" for even the tyro of physics knows that

the sound waves occur only in air, while the light

waves take place only in the ether, and that the

former are longitudinal while the latter are trans-

versal in character. On the whole, however, the

different subjects are treated thoroughly and cor-

rectly, while the typographical part must be called

excellent.

The Eiffel Tower Coming Down

The Eiffel Tower, known all over the world,

will be immediately torn down ; that is, if it

does not fall of its own weight before the work-

men can dismantle it. Already it has begun to

lean to one side to an alarming degree, as a re-
sult of the settling of its foundations. The tower

is moo feet in height and was the distinctive fea-

ttire of the last Paris World's Fair. Its owners

had a concession until 1910, but do not expect

to be able to strengthen the tower so it would be
safe to use.
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Tubular=Bell Chime Movement
with Dial Removed.

Chiming movements fitted with tubular
bells are superior to all others if the tubes are
properly suspended and accurately tuned. They
vary in length from 4 to 7 feet, and are made
of fine bell metal specially treated for the pur-
pose and are heavy nickel plated. They are
suspended on a crossbar back of the movement
and in such a manner as to always insure the
proper position with respect to the hammers
that strike them, thus insuring an even guilty
of tone ; they combine a marvelous sweeti:ess
and purity of tone. Tubular-Bell chime m,,ve-
ments are fitted with either 5 or 9 tubes : 5
tubes produce the " Westminster " chime, and
9 tubes the " Westminster " and " Whitt ng-
ton." Either chime every quarter hour or can
be made silent at will ; the hour strikes t■n a
separate tube. Movements are of highest glade
finish, simple, but durable in construction and
do not get out of order. The dials are also of
the highest grade and have moving moon.

ST. LOUIS CLOCK AND SILVERWARE COMPANY
616 Locust St. B estewveeennthSisxttrhe ei n d-ts ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Chicago Letter

T H E

(Continued from page 375)

At the regular annual meeting of the board of

die 'tors of the Union Show Case Co., held at the

s of the company, 105 East Lake Street,

Lli ago, February 1st, George Keckeisen was

ed secretary to succeed George J. Keenan.

,tugh no longer one of its officers, Mr. Keenan

II a stockholder in the concern. Messrs. G.

seisen and E. Hechinger are the only persons

authorized to transact business for and in the name

of the company.
committee on nomination in the Jewelers'

e   h

Club of Chicago have the following nominations

for the year 1904 : For president, C. P. Dungan, of

the International Silver Company ; for vice-presi-

dent, Thos. Rudd, of Charles E. Graves & Com-

pany ; for treasurer, S. T. Loftis, of Loftis Bros. &

Co.; for secretary, E. R. Lusk, with the Towle

Manufacturing Company. ; for board of governors:

Charles H. Hulburd, president Elgin National

li Company, and Walter V. Ghislin, manager

Gel ham Manufacturing Company. The club will

ratify this ticket at the March meeting at the club

rooms, Tuesday evening, March Ise

Out-of-Town Visitors

Jeweler Oscar Arnold, of Ottumwa, Iowa,

accompanied by Mrs. Arnold, was in Chicago for

several days last week, combining business with

pleasure.
J. P. Frenzer, the well-known jeweler, of

Ilia, Nebr., was a visiting buyer in this market

1.ea week, stocking up on spring novelties.

J. A. Seekatz, of Hoopeston, Ill., paid this

market a visit last week on a purchasing trip.

G. W. Flanders, of Three Rivers, Mich.,

accompanied by Mrs. Flanders, was among the

many trade visitors brought here by the merchants'

excursions of the early part of the month.

Brainard Lemon, of J. It. Lemon & Son, the

well-known retailers, of Louisville, Ky., was a

welcome buyer in this market recently.

Emil Arnold, son of William Arnold, the well-

known and veteran jeweler, of Ann Arbor, Mich.,

st, )ped over in Chicago for a few days last

k with his bride. They were en route to Cali-

f ia on their wedding trip.

Linnig Bros., of Peru, Ill., were represented in

II market recently by Henry Linnig, who was

I. on a buying trip.
John Wimmer, the well-known and successful

r, 11 optician, of Indianapolis, was seen in one of

out local wholesale and manufacturing optical

houses last week, buying goods for the home

sture. Mr. Wimmer reports business good in the

Hoosier capital.
Abner C. Thomas, of Sisterville, W. Va., is

spending this month in Chicago, pursuing a course

of ptics at one of our colleges.

Prentice Luckey, with Geo. T. Brodnarr, Inc.,

of \ lemphis., Tenn., spent several days in Chicago

re, eutly, combining business with pleasure.

M. H. Cohen, practicing optician, Marseilles,

Ill , visited the Chicago trade recently, and was a

pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters dur
ing

hi, stay in town.
Henninger & Wheeler, of Columbia, Mo.,

u, e represented in this market recently by Claud

M. Wheeler, the junior member of the firm, 
who

brought the news that his firm was about to mo
ve

into a handsome new store, thoroughly modern

and up-to-date. Mr. Wheeler was here selecting
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fixtures for the new establishment, and found time

to drop in at KEYSTONE headquarters and say that

trade was fine in his section and prospects good for

spring business.
W. A. Huff, of Rensselaer, Ind., was in town

last week for a day, on his way to Oklahoma on a

pleasure and observation trip.
Charles Iiemmon, of Lemmon & Lewis, the

well and favorably-known jewelers, of Washington,

Iowa, has been in Chicago for the past two weeks,

studying optics at the Northern Illinois College.

Mr. Lemmon is an enthusiast on optics, and is

making quite a success of this department of the

firm's business. He made a pleasant call at

KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay in town.

Paul C. Keipper, manufacturing jeweler, Green

Bay, Wis., is in town this week, calling on the

wholesale and manufacturing trade.

Otto Eger, of Ishpeming, Mich., was in Chi-

cago for a few days last week, picking up a few

spring novelties.
Pyle & Wykkel, of Kalamazoo, Mich., were

represented in the Chicago market last week by

Mr. Pyle, who was selecting new goods for the

home store.
A. Weitlich, jeweler-optician, of Sturgeon Bay,

Wis., was here last week, attending the Alumni

meeting of the Northern Illinois College.

Among the many well-known Western jewelers

in this market the past ten days was F. C. Hyde,

of F. C. Hyde & Co., Appleton, Wis., who was

here on a purchasing trip.

Jeweler W. D. Roeder, of Dwight, Ill., was a

visiting buyer in this market last week, looking up

the latest spring novelties.

Claud Howard, of Frankfort, bid., paid Chi-

cago a visit for a few days last week, combining

business with pleasure. During his stay in town

he took a run out to Elgin to look through the

great watch factory.
S. A. Asquith, of Waterloo, Iowa, was a wel-

come visiting buyer in this market recently, select-

ing goods for the home store.

Jeweler H. A. Kingsbury, of Garrett, Ind.,

was in Chicago for several days last week, accom-

panied by his bride. Mr. and Mrs. Kingsbury

were on their wedding trip, and included among

the sights they enjoyed a trip to Elgin to look

through the watch works of the Elgin Company.

Albert E.Wuesteman, the well-known jeweler,

of Champaign, Ill., is in town to-day, and found

time to drop in at KEYSTONE headquarters and 
say

that business was fairly good in his locality. 
Mr.

Wuesteman has recently been appointed general

time inspector for the McKinley system of 
inter-

urban electric railways, which run from D
anville,

Ill., to St. Louis. At present the line is only built

as far as Springfield, but its owners expect 
to have

it finished to St. Louis by the opening 
of the

World's Fair on May Ise

News From the Trade

Jeweler H. M. Turney, of Stockton, Ill., has

recently moved into new quarters and no
w has a

handsome modern jewelry store.

Kent Clarke, the well-known silverware 
sales-

man, is now with the retail firm of W. F. Kir
k-

patrick & Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

E. B. Wade, a well-known jeweler of Gal
es-

burg, Ill., is absent on a European trip of 
pleasure,

sight-seeing and recreation. Mr. Wade will spend

about two months abroad, and is not expe
cted to

return home before the latter part of March
.

Cards announcing the marriage of Addison K.

Philleo, of Miller) Bros., the well-known j
ewelers

and opticians, of Aledo, Ill., to Miss Etta J. Martin

at Ackley, Iowa, on February 4th, have been

received at this office. THE KEYSTONE joins with

Mr. Philleo's many friends in the trade in wishing

him and his bride a bright and happy future.

The reception given Prof. George A. Rogers

by the Chicago Optical Society on the evening of

February I rth proved to be a most interesting and

profitable occasion to the members present. Prof.

Rogers delivered his initial lecture of a course of

ten evening lectures upon the "Ocular Muscles."
These lectures will be continued under the auspices

of the society every other week.

The lecture of Prof. 0. C. Farrington, of the

Field Columbian Museum, on " Gems and Gem

Minerals " before the American Horological

Society, on the evening of February 17th, in the

rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Association,brought

out a good audience. The lecture was instructive,

interesting and practical and much enjoyed by

those present. Prof. Farrington handled his sub-

ject well and showed himself a student and a

thinker.
Jeweler Al. E. Henry, of Rockford, Ill., has

recently made extensive improvements in his store

by putting in new fixtures and new decorations.

His store is now more attractive than ever, and is

creditable to the Forest City and its owner in every

particular. Mr. Henry's new outfit was furnished

by F. C. Jorgeson Company, of Chicago.
Geo. B. Rose, the well-known and successful

jeweler, of La Crosse, Wis., has recently turned

over his business to his three sons, who will conduct

it at the old stand.
Wissing & Company is a new firm at Sioux

City, Iowa, succeeding to the business of Alf.

Wissing. Mr. Anderson who has been watch-

maker for Mr. Wissing for several years past, is

the new man in the firm, buying a half interest.

News reaches us that Anderson Bros., of

Willmar, Minn., will move into a storeroom in a

more desirable location about March 1st. This

move is spoken of as a decided improvement in

their business, which has been a success from its

beginning.
W. R. Lasham, of Grand Forks, N. D., has

just recently returned from a visit to his old home

in Canada, where he went to settle up his father's

estate. He stopped off in Chicago on his way

home for a short visit with his friends in the trade.

J. B. Cook & Co., the well-known and success-

ful dealers, of Bismarck, N. D., expect to remove

about March 1st into a new brick store building

which they have built. The new building is modern

in every particular, and is said to be one of the

best business structures in Bismarck. This firm

propose that their new firm shall be one of the

finest jewelry establishments in the Northwest

country. They have added to their stock a full

lin 6 of pianos and musical merchandise. Mr.

Cook, the head of this firm is the Deputy State

Treasurer of North Dakota, and a popular man in

his home town as well as throughout North Dakota.

Present Trade
Conditions in
the West

We all know what dollar wheat

means to trade here in the West,

and we are just learning what

ro and 14-cent cotton means to

the South. Since November

wheat, corn and oats have materially advanced in

price. The cotton crop at ro cents per pound is.

worth $500,000,000. Every business man in the

lines represented by this journal, knows by ex-

perience what good prices for the products of the

earth mean to him. They mean an active demand

for an kinds of merchandise.
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New Goods an Inventions

ALL NEW DESIGNS. Just right for Easter—together with the New Automobile Hat Pin,
on the order of a Safety Pin.

All the latest in Buckles, Brooches, Sash Pins, Waist Sets, etc.
New patterns in Back Combs, Side Combs, Bracelets, Crosses, Bead

Necks and Lorgnette Chains.
Cigarette and Card Cases, Match Boxes, Purses, etc. Souvenir Spoons in Tea and Coffee Sizes.

e0DDING & 14EILBORN O.
New York Representative : Chicago Representative : San Franoisco Representative :C. VAN NESS, II Malden Lane. C. H. DAVISON. H. C. VAN NSS & CO., 115 Kearny St. NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

A New Auto Watch
Among the many new devices for

which the automobile is responsible is

a handy timepiece described as the

" Non-Stealable," safety auto watch.

It gets its name from the fact that the

outer brass case screws into the dash-

board. The watch is thus securely

locked in and cannot be stolen. The

outer case is of higbly polished brass,

and the watch itself is jeweled and

dust-proof. This unique timepiece is

furnished to the trade by Manasseh

Levy, of New York, and its special

usefulness for the purpose intended

will no doubt commend it to the

devotees of the horseless carriage.

Interesting Electric Novelties

We show in the accompanying cuts two electric no
velties that will be

of interest to the trade. The electric clock is named
 the " Fleur de Lis"

and is a combination lamp and clock, by the aid of 
which one can tell the

time at any moment of the night. It is prettily enam
eled, a good timekeeper

and a great convenience for nursery or sick room. 
The absence of smoke, heat

or odor and the elimination of danger from fire 
make it specially desirable.

A New Eyeglass Mounting

The latest improved eyeglass is known as the "
 Vici," which, trans-

lated into homely English, means " I conquered." Our illustration is self-

explanatory, as it shows the action of the spring and guard
s and the shape

of the mountings. It is intended to fill the want for a style of eyeglass

which will hold the lenses in a horizontal position without the use of

temples and be, at the same time, inconspicuou
s. In this mounting, which is

being marketed by F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago
, the bridge rests right across

the nose, as in a spectacle, and the guards 
are adjusted by small levers

from the front and held in position by strong 
springs, as shown in the cut.
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LEARN to do your own Letter
and Monogram

ENGRAVING for

$5.00
Our Complete Course of Instruction teaches how to do Script, Old English, Roman and Fancy Lettering, all kinds of Monograms andInscriptions on Jewelry, Silverware, Seals, Coffin Plates, etc. Sharpening or tools, holdinif articles, bright cutting, " thread-lining," miltingtough metals, transferring, and many " tricks of the trade " made perfectly clear and well illustrated. The secrets of quick, exact sharpeningof tools without long practice and how to engrave straight and curved lines without slipping, are each worth ten times the price asked.$5.00 pays for the course of lessons and also an outfit of three tine, sharpened gravers, steel marker, marking compound, leather pad,fine Washita oilstone, pencil dividers, twelve metal plates, six band rings and six thimbles to practice on, and a set of alphabet sheets to teachletter drawing quickly in a unique way.
This course is of more value than many trade schools, as it is the work of a practical engraver now working for the trade. It costs onlyone-twentieth the price of an engraving machine and enables you to do three small jobs while a machine would do one.
American School of Engraving. Morrill, Kansas, December 29, 1903.Dear Sirs :—The following you may use for publication: This Is to certify that I have purchased your Course in Engravingand find it practicable, 50 I am well pleased with the outfit. It is all you said it was. I understand the lessons and I havehad no trouble in following instructions. I did fair script in one week. After I practiced for about two weeks a travelingsalesman stopped here. I showed bin, my work, and he said : " That is better engraving than a great many do that haveworked at the bench for years." Inclosed are two plates I engraved, and which please examine and point out faults. Boware the monograms? Yours truly, S. P. HALDEMAN.
"Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver was standing over my shoulder and telling me what to do. I could doPretty good work after one week of practice."—RAv C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. flak.

Other testimonials for the asking. $5.00 PAYS FOR ALL.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING,
Foreign customers pleaeo add 40 cents to cover postage. 30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S.A.

A New Roller Jewel Holder

We show in our illustration

a new roller holder, the device

being intended to hold a roller

while trying it in the fork for

proper size before putting the

jewel in the setter to be set in the table. It is made of steel, gold plated,

and is self-closing. A slight pressure on the 
sides opens the holder to take

the jewel, holding it firmly with even tens
ion between grooved points pre-

venting the jewel from snapping away. The
 holder is manufactured by

A. W. Flye, Gloucester, niss.
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Side View

New Boxwood Tweezer

A recent addition to the equipment of th
e work bench is the new box-

wood, balance-truing tweezer shown in the
 illustration herewith. This con-

venient tool, which is furnished to the trade 
by Swartchild & Co., Jewelers'

The other novelty is an electric 
vest-pocket light, which is aptly styled

the " Ever Ready." In appearance and size it somewha
t resembles a match

safe, has polished nickel trimmings a
nd finely finished cover, and can be

conveniently carried in the pocket. It gives instant light without heat,

inatches, trouble or danger, and appeals 
to a universal constituency. The

novelties are manufactured by the Ame
rican Electric Novelty and Mfg. C

o.,

Spring, Hudson and Vandam Streets, New
 York City. The same company

manufactures the unique clock without 
dial or hands, which was illustrated

on page 271 of the February KEYSTONE.

New Patterns of Silverware

Among the latest silverware designs

I■laced upon the market are the " Eton"
icl " Floral " patterns shown in the ac-

ompanying illustrations. These patterns

are produced by R. Wallace & Sons Mfg.

Co., of Wallingford, Conn. The " Eto
n "

k of sterling silver and the " Floral " 
of

the " 1835 R. Wallace " silver plate. 
They

are very tastefully conceived and 
hand-

somely wrought and their 
production at

the present season is very timely 
when

Easter comes to give its welcome 
impetus

to Spring trade. The " Floral " design

strikingly shows the adaptability of

flowers to the decoration of 
goods of

this kind.

NC:VC C\-1 \ &
c\-\\cts,t).

Building, Chicago, and named by that concer
n "Our Perfect," embodies

improvements on other devices of its kind that 
will, no doubt, commend it

to bench workers. One of its chief 
advantages is that it will not mar or

damage the balance wheel.
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HEN a merchant sells goods that do not meet the

expectations of the customer, the customer comes to one

of two conclusions: The merchant is dishonest in selling

unworthy goods, or he is ignorant of comparative values in

goods. In either case he loses the customer's confidence.

HERE is no doubt that most jewelers are honest

merchants. But honesty is not accepted as an apology

The merchant must knowfor ignorance, in affairs of trade.

the Nvorth of the things he offers for sale; the customer looks

to him for accurate information, as well as honest intent.

N point of fact, to show poor judgment of values is nearly

as bad for the merchant's reputation as to show evidences

of dishonesty. The customer can feel that he is in as much

danger from the one fault as from the other. There is small

choice between the two horns of his dilemma—honest ignorance

can harm him as much as deliberate fraud.

HE jeweler who "wins out" is not only honest; he is

informed, as well. He knows what are the best goods;

and he sells what he knows are the best. He thereby makes

his prospects doubly sure.

E sells Boss Cases, because he has studied the Filled Case

question. He takes into account the fact that the Boss

Case has been on trial for fifty years and is the only Filled Case

that has been made long enough to justify a definite guarantee

of 25 years' wear from the results of trial. He realizes that

the Boss. is the only Filled Case whose wearing quality he

can truly know.

AKE no mistake: The penalty of ignorance of values

in the things you sell is just as severe as the penalty of

selling that which you know to be unworthy; you 
will be

equally punished by the loss of the public's confidence, 
whether

you sell poor stuff in good faith or in bad faith. It will be

no comfort to you, when your trade declines, to be 
told "you

are honest, all right, but you do not know your goods."
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The
Keystone
Watch Case
Company

19th and Brown Sts.
Philadelphia_



DIAMONDS.
We have always been known as a house that gave special attention to Diamonds. We

import them in the " Rough " and have superior facilities for doing our own cutting, all of
which enables us to furnish the retail jewelers medium and better grade goods at prices
positively the lowest.

DIAMOND REPAIRS.
We give special attention to the repairs of Diamonds. Estimates cheerfully given on

recutting and repolishing. We are prepared to handle any special work in the cutting of
odd and fancy shapes in diamonds or any precious stones. Estimates given, and prompt
and satisfactory results guaranteed.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY,
DIAMOND CUTTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO.

Baroque Pearl Jewelry
No jewelry has taken such a hold upon the

trade during the past year as the Baroque Pearl
Jewelry, and

Its Popularity Constantly Increases.
Baroque pearls admit of a class of artistic de-

signing to be found in no other gem, and the result
is very tasty and attractive.

We have added many new designs in baroque
pearl pendants, brooches and scarf pins for the
Spring trade, of which transparent enamel leaves
with baroques is an attractive feature.

Our line of Baroque Pearl Jewelry is

The Largest Line Made
and contains just what your trade demands.

SOLD BY JOBBERS EVERYWHERE.

Charles E. Hancock Co.,
7 Beverly Street,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
Room 714, 2 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Room 812, Columbus Bldg.

".IEWELRY FOR TI1E JEWELER."

Our Building Was Destroyed
But Our Stock Was Saved

and we are filling orders in our usual prompt and
satisfactory maiiiier.

Try Us. J. ENGEL & C(
Exchange,

Chat-les and Lexington Streets, Baltimore.
SELECTION PACKAOES SENT UPON REQUEST.

itc;:r, .51

No. 1088 No. 2087

WE ILLUSTRATE TWO OP OUR LEADERS IN SMALL SIONET RINGS.
No. 1088, 10 K , sizes 4 to 7, weigh 16 dwts., $11.50 doz. Polished; $12.50 doz. Rom".No. 2087, 10 K., sizes 5 to 8, weigh 22 dwts., $16.00 doz. Polished; $17.00 doz. Rum'.
We tnanufaet it re and sell direct to the retail trade and make hundreds of designs in Lad iv,' HI

Gents' Rings in 10 and 14 Karat, at popular prices. It will pay you to send us a trial

S. FRACKMAN, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, New York.
Selection package sent upon request to responsible dealers.

March, 1964

The Baltimore Conflagration

S might naturally be anticipated in the

case of a disaster of such appalling mag-

nitude, many jewelers were numbered

among the victims of the recent Baltimore

tire, the details of which are now familiar to o
ur

readers. Happening, as it did, at a time when the

public had scarcely recovered from the shock of the

Chicago theater horror, this conflagration, which

practically ate away the principal business section

of the sixth largest city in the United States, poin
ts

an obvious moral for all *nants and property

owners. One consolatory feature of this fire was

that, unlike Chicago's disaster, it was unacco
m-

panied by human sacrifice.

The report of the Appeal Tax Court on the

estimated loss in the burned district says that

the total number of pieces of property des
troyed

was 3200. The loss on merchandise is pla
ced at

$13,000,000 ; on ground,

$12,000,000, and on im-

provements, $11,000,000.

The effect on stock oper-

ations is estimated at

$25,000,000, making a

total estimated loss of

$61,000,000. With respect

to the estimated loss

of $25,000,000 on stock

operations, there is an

opportunity for the re-

covery of a part of this

amount. The aggregate

amount of insurance car-

ried on the injured prop-

erty was $3 t000,000.

Far-reaching as has

been the extent of this

calamity and demoraliz-

ing as it must have been

to business interests, it

was the means of evoking

an extraordinary mam-

festation of the firmness

of our national character,

even in the face of the

most trying circumstances. The jewelers were

among the most undismayed of the vic
tims. The

passing of the last hope of saving their 
stores was

the signal for many of them to set 
about securing

new quarters with a philosophic but 
determined

resignation. While the ruins of the city were still

reeking, J. Engel & Co. were circulating this 
notice :

'Although our building was des/rayed

in the terrible fire, we beg to 
annoance

that our stock is unhanned and that 
we are

prepared to fill all orders, without delay
, at

our new quarters, which are loca
ted in

office No. 17, Builders' Exchange 
Build-

ing, Northeast Corner Lexington 
and

Charles Streets."

Another notice, sent out by M. J. Op
penheimer

& Sons, after the burning, read:

"We were completely burned out, but

have secured comfortable quarters at

321 West Baltimore Street, have 
resumed

business and are in a position to fill o
ur

orders promptly."

That these are indicative of the general 
feeling

in the local trade there can be no 
doubt.

In reference to the destruction wrou
ght to the

jewelry trade, Max Kohner said : 
"The larger

retailers saved the greater part of 
their stocks,

while those who depended on their 
safes in a
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number of cases fared badly ; but from what we

hear, the losses were mostly all covered by insur-

ance. As to ourselves, we saved most of our stock,

but lost all of our optical goods and tools, mate-

rials, etc., which were nearly all covered by insur-

ance. We will suffer a small loss, however. The

greatest trouble was to secure proper locations,

which were very scarce and are still so. As the

fire covered fully three-fourths of the business

section, we were obliged to take any place we

could get. We are located at 221 West Saratoga

Street and ready for business. We do. not look

for much trade in the jewelry line for some months

to come, but after building once commences we

hope for better business than ever."

The list of jewelry firms that suffered is ap-

pended :
Edward Aker's Son ; James R. Armiger Co.;

H:' Bealmear ; William F. Bissing ; Carl A. Bouc-

sein ; A. Braun ; Charles C. Crooks Co.; Edward

A. Eberly ; J. Engel & Co.; Frederick J. Euler;

opened up at 323 North Charles Street. G. T.

Sadtler & Sons, the optical firm, are now located

at 326 North Charles Street, and are perfecting

plans for a new building. The Samuel Kirk &

Son Co. is now located at 309 North Charles

Street. A. Wallenhorst is at Ito North. Gay

Street. John W. Mealy, Son & Co. are at it West

Lexington Street. Max Kohner is at 221 West

Saratoga Street. J. H. Ferd. Hahn has secured

temporary quarters on Pratt Street, near

Sharp. W. H. Saxton has secured a store on

Charles Street. F. W. McAllister & Co. are

in a new location at 227 North Charles Street.

The Baltimore Bargain House, 204 to 220 West

Baltimore Street, was undamaged save in the case •

of one warehouse, ten blocks away, which was

burned. Henry C. Garthe is temporarily re-estab-

lished at 215 North Calvert Street. S. I. Rodberg

is now located in his son's store at 126 North

Eutaw Street. The Charles C. Crooks Co. are now

at 203 North Liberty Street. P. L. Michaelson &

Bros. are at 824 East Bal-

timore Street. H. Bael-

mear at 225 North Cal-

houn Street, and the

Colonial Foutitain Pen

Co. at 2107 Druid Hill

Avenue.
THE KEYSTONE be-

lieves that it is voicing

the feelings of the entire

trade in expressing its

sympathy with the suf-

fering firms and its un-

stinted admiration for

their wonderful courage.

Corner of Baltimore and Liberty Streets, after the Fire.

S. T. Dukehart ; Charles Ericson ; Anton H. Fet-
ting ; Jan-los Funk : J. H. ',seal. Hahn ; Henne-

gell-Bates Co.; S. Janowitz & Sons ; Julius J. Je
n-

kins ; W. M. Justis ; Samuel Kirk & Son 
Co.;

F. W. McAllister & Co.; J. Stuart Ma
cDonald;

Maryland Jewelry and Specialty Co.; Emt ich 
Ma-

tusky ; John W. Mealy, Son & Co.; Will
iam J.

Miller : Ephraim Nicewaner ; Simon I. 
Rodberg ;

G. T. Sadtler & Sons ; William H. Saxton 
; Henry

Schmincke ; Seff & Co.; Philip Schlarb ; 
Robert

B. Smith ; J. W. Putts ; George D. Parsons &

Son ; Ritter & Sullivan ; Pool & Co.; Arthu
r Wal-

lenhorst ; Welsh & Bro. Co.; Baltimore Watch

and Jewelry Co.; C. Klank & Sons ; 
Bucker &

Rohleder ; Holmes & Son ; Max Kohner ;
 Fred.

Bucher ; Henry Hall & Son ; Charles L. 
Korb;

John R. Korb ; John P. Voght.

. At this writing a large number of these 
firms

have established themselves in new quar
ters, some

permanently. The Hennegen-Bates Co. hav
e pur-

chased the premises at 218 North Char
les Street

and have located there. The premises at 310

North Charles Street were purchased by 
the James

R. Armstrong Co. and have been 
readjusted to

suit the needs of that concern. S. Janowitz &

Sons and Frederick A. Gruebel are 
temporarily

located at Jacobi and Jenkins' est
ablishment, 213

North Charles Street. Welsh & Bro. Co. have

Jewelers' Safes and the

Big Fire

Correspondence from

jet; elers all over the

country evidences much

curiosity as to how the

safes used by the trade

stood the fire. The fol-

lowing authoritative pro-

nouncement on this subject was given to THE

KEYSTONE by J. Engel & Co.:

In a fire such as Baltimore experienced on Feb-

ruary 7th and 8th no safe could be considered abs
o-

lutely fire-proof, the heat being so intense as to

either injure or completely destroy the contents
 of

the majority of the safes. Only vaults, and these

with extra thick brick walls, seemed to have wit
h-

stood the terrillid heat successfully. The fire w
as

a roaring furnace which nothing could stop ; or
 a

better description would be to call it an enormous

blow-pipe the width of two blocks, causing bric
ks

and mortar to crumble like chalk when touc
hed by

the flame. Under ordinary conditions, when a fire

is local, the firemen are able to concentrate the
ir

efforts ; but in this instance, in their fight to reta
rd

the advance of the awful avalanche of fire, they we
re

unable to pour any great quantity of water upon 
it

or in any one building, the result being that 
the

majority of the safes therein became red-hot, and

ill falling would land upon brick or iron equally 
as

hot. Under these conditions this was an unusually

severe test for any safe.
Of our personal experience we have had b

ut

one safe opened so far, which was a large thi
ck

wall " fire-proof" safe, the contents of which, be-

ing mostly of books and papers, were charred to
 a

dark brown color, and upon being touched wou
ld

crumble into ashes. Our other two safes are y
et

unopened, but the prospects for their contents be-

ing uninjured,are not particularly bright.

There are some " freak " instances in the fact

that cotton, leather and velvet, when in a safe, stood

the heat better than did the wooden partitio
ns.
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'Meyer'
and

'Quick'

It Does Not Matter
What You Want

In the line of Emblem Jewelry, College Fra-
ternity Jewelry, Class Pins and Rings, F. 0.
Eagle Jewelry, Elk Jewelry, and Badges of
all kinds, Diamond Mountings, Diamond
Jewelry, Loose Diamonds and Special Order
Work, Repairs and Engravint, you can get
it from

Meyer, and get it

QUICK.
The three thousand uid seven hundred
Retail Jewelers in the territory tributary to
Kansas City will always find us the " Hurry-
Up Manufacturing Jewelers for Hurry-Up
Dealers." Do business with the people whodo business Quick.

The Meyer Jewelry Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers,

Kansas City, Mo.

SPECIAL VALUE. RepyRiecElsl QuOT°E.. 4UP°0? APPLICATION.

Mociern
friJ I i

Show Cases

Alexamler El. evelfh Co.
1131-237 Hffil Avenue, CHICAGO,
:-,ilanularfurerA

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
5 Show Cases and Tables, each

8 feet long;
2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.
Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glassdouble strength.

WALL CASE.

Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,outside ; three drawers in center, cup-boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 34 incheshigh, x8 inches deep, inside. One w-inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined withdark green felt. Two doors sliding upand balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show case front glass 14 inches high,top glass 24 inches wide, front and topin two lights each, horizontal slidingdoors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.

66 inches high to top of rail, 7i incheshigh overall, paneled below, glass above.

The Reichenberg-Smith Company, of Omaha,
Nebr., will be represented during the ensuing year
by the following traveling salesmen in the terri-
tories mentioned : 0. L. Ross in North and South
Dakota and Northwestern Iowa ; S. W. Risien in
Missouri, Iowa and Nebraska territory ; Jesse
Merrit in central Nebraska territory ; Max Alex-
ander in Kansas and Oklahoma ; T. J. Bruner will
cover the Western territory, and A. F. Smith will
look after Omaha and the adjacent territory.

S. H. Clausin & Company, of Minneapolis,
announce the following as their traveling force for
1904 : Bert Clausin in the territory from Fargo to
Seattle ; Carl Slocum in Northern Minnesota,
Wisconsin and North Dakota; and Elmer Anderson
in Southern Minnesota and South Dakota territory.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, of
Kansas City, have made arrangements with the
following traveling salesmen to represent their
interests for the present year io the territories
mentioned below : E. H. Ray will cover Texas,
Arkansas, Indian Territory and New Mexico; A. 0.
Dickason in Southern Kansas, Southern Missouri,
Indian Territory and Oklahoma, and H. Carl
Edwards will travel in Northern Kansas, Northern
Missouri, Southern Nebraska and Southwestern
Iowa. The latter gentleman takes the place of
E. L. Donaldson for the spring season, Mr. Donald-
son's health having failed him to such an extent
that he has been forced to go to California for a
few months recuperation.

The Illinois Watch Company, of Springfield,
Ill., will be represented among the trade for the
ensuing year by J. W. Armbruster, A. S. Wormood
and W. 0. Thiery.

J. L. Teeters & Co., the well-known wholesale
house of Lincoln, Nebr., will be represented during
the ensuing year by H. B. Hallett in Northern
Nebraska, South Dakota and Wyoming ; and
W. H. Joers in Southern Nebraska, Kansas and
Colorado.

The Baldwin-Miller Company, of Indianapolis,
Ind., announce that they will be represented in the
territories mentioned during the ensuing year by
John Gardner in Indiana, Ohio and Illinois terri-

tory ; and Charles B. Dyer in Illinois, Missouri
and Iowa territory. D. J. Reagan, the veteran
traveler who has represented this firm in Western
territory for the past twenty years, has been retired

from the road on a pension.
The Rockford Silver Plate Company, of Rock-

ford, Ill., will be represented by the following
traveling force in the territory mentioned : C. C.
Coulter in Illinois, Indiana and lower Michigan
territory; E. C. Mench in Minnesota, North Dakota
South Dakota and upper Michigan territory ; C. J.
Taggart in Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska ; G. A.
Turner in Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia;
B. A. Rice in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louis-
iana, Mississippi, the Carolinas, Tennessee and

Virginia ; H. F. Chapman in Arkansas, Indian
Territory, Missouri, Texas and New Mexico terri-
tory ; J. J. Hall in Arizona, California, Colorado,
Montana, Oregon, Utah, Washington and Wyoming;
and H. N. Fridbie in general territory for soda
fountain supplies.

The M. A. Lumbard Company, of Des Moines,
Iowa, will be represented on the road during the
present year by Jesse Strong in Northern Iowa ahd
W. E. Susong in Southern Iowa and Missouri.

The Homan Silver Plate Company have made
no changes in their traveling force for this year.
Their old men will continue their old positions and
territories.

R. N. Blair has resigned his position as traveler
for Norris, Alister & Co., of Chicago, and will
make other connections in the near future.

Harry G. Smith, though young in years, enjoys
the distinction of being the oldest optical salesman
on the road in the West in point of service. Seven-
teen years ago he made his first trip in the optical
business for the Ottumwa Optical Company, which
a short time after was
changed to Chambers,
Inskeep & Company'
and moved to Chi-
cago. This firm he
remained with until
recently when he ac-
cepted a position with
the Geneva Optical
Company, Chicago, to
cover Western and
Northwestern terri-
tory. Mr. Smith needs
litttle introduction to
the trade in this terri-
tory, as he is well
known, and the man who has once come under
the subtle influence of the Smith voice and the
Smith eyes will not soon forget him. " Harry,"
as he is known among his friends, is a most clever
and successful salesman, deservedly popular, is
always of a happy disposition, and believes in
scattering sunshine wherever he goes. He is an
Iowa product, born in Ottumwa thirty-five years ago.

E. A. Dayton & Co., of Omaha, Nebr., will be
represented on the road during the present year by
L. F. Andrews in Nebraska and Kansas territory;
and Fred Nesham in Iowa and South Dakota
territory.

The Merry Optical Company, of Kansas City,
announce that they will be represented by the
following list of traveling salesman during the
ensuing year in the territory named below, taking
Kansas City as a central or objective point : R. H.
Ellis in Northeast territory ; 0. H. Gerry in the
Southeast territory ; A. L. Sanderson in the North-
west territory ; I. L. Walton in Southwest, and
R. L. Beaumont in the Rocky Mountain territory.

The Elgin National Watch Company announce
their missionary force for 1904 as follows : J. H.
Carr in the South and Southeast territory ; Burton
E. Chapman in the Southwest ; Walter D. Key in
the Northwest ; and M. H. Douglass in the Middle
and Northern States territory. All of the above
gentlemen are now out in their respective terri-
tories. The trade has already been apprised of
the transfer of William H. Kinna from the San
Francisco office of the Elgin Company to their
New York office as their Eastern agent. Alfred
L. Kingsbury succeeds Mr. Kinna as San Francisco
agent. Both Mr. Kinna and Mr. Kingsbury were
for a number of years members of the Elgin mis-
sionary force and have many friends in the trade
who will be pleased to hear of their promotion.

Harry G. Smith
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Copy American Railway Appliances
American railway appliances are being copied

in Europe and Asia. First there was a thorough
test of these appliances, and they having proved
successful the equipment of several important rail-
ways are to be changed so as to conform to Ameri-
can models. In Bavaria the government has de-
cided to construct a large number of new loco-
motives after the model of approved American
makes, and in India the government is preparing
to introduce heavier locomotives and cars, after
standard American types. These are but two of a
number of similar instances.

Radium's Penetrative Power
The following reniarkable experiment was

referred to in a recent address by George F.
Kunz, the noted authority on the subject of stones
and minerals, in the course of a lecture delivered
before the American Museum of Natural History:
Radium of 300,000 activity was placed in a sealed
glass tube contained in a rubber thermometer
holder, the top of which was tightly screwed to
prevent emanations of any kind from passing
through the joints, and the whole was placed in a
water-tight tinned iron box. Over this box were
placed, first, a heavy silver tureen, 1-16 inch thick ;
then four copper plates, such as are used for en-
graving, and, finally, a heavy graduated measuring
glass, so centimeters in diameter, filled with water
to a depth of six inches. A diamond was then
suspended in the water, and became phosphores-
cent immediately. Whenever the tube with radium
was withdrawn a distance of more than two or
three feet the phosphorescence ceased, ever to be
resumed on replacing the redium under the tureen.
This experiment shows that the active power of
the radium penetrated successively glass, rubber,
silver 1-16 inch thick, four copper plates, glass
one-quarter inch thick, and, finally, three inches
of water.

Luxury of Electricity
The apartment-dweller never knows what a

luxury domestic labor can be raised to until she
learns to use electricity in performing it. With the
electric smoothing iron she launders her own neck
wear and shirt waists, and so saves many misgiv-
ings about her hand-made lace and embroidery.
She simply removes a lamp from a socket, inserts
a plug attached to a flexible cord, and in a few
minutes has iron heated. It keeps hot so long as
the current is on. A quarter of an hour's ironing
can be done at a cost for current of three-quarters
of a cent. Meat cooked in the electric oven, which
is most easily handled, has a juiciness and flavor
which is a new experience to the large majority of
people. The city man who is staying in town for
the summer, in the absence of his family, has no
trouble in cooking his breakfast if he relies on
electric heating appliances. While he is dressing
the electric coffee pot is doing its work, the water
is being heated for the boiling of his eggs, and his
toast is being made on an asbestos mat. A late
addition to the kitchen plant is an electric wale
iron, which is said to turn out waffles more uni-
formly light and brown than any other appliance.
Another useful addition to the household equip-
ment is an electric hot-water bag, which takes the
place of poultices. It is heated by wires embedded
in resistance material, and being soft and flexible,
it can be placed in contact with or around the part
of the body to which it is desired to apply the heat.
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Ninth Annual Banquet of the
Philadelphia Jewelers' Club

HE jewelers' organizations of our big
cities are noted for the brilliancy and
success of their annual banquets. It is
not a spirit of envy, but rather an ambi-

tion to excel that Inspires each of them each year
to endeavor to surpass all previous annual functions
and make a new trade record for the regality of
the yearly feast. The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club
started in the annual banquet business nine years
ago on such a magnificent scale that the task of
excelling itself has become a well-nigh impossible
one, yet the effort to make a new record each year
has been uniformly crowned with success. The
numeral nine, we are told, is the mystic number,
and some'good fairy may have come to their aid to
make this year's function a peculiarly glorious one.
Certain it is that some of the most experienced
banquet goers and most accomplished connoisseurs
on great feasts have unqualifiedly declared that the
ninth annual banquet of the Philadelphia Jewelers'
Club was the greatest triumph of its kind so far
achieved by any jewelers' organization.

The great feast was held in Horticultural Hall,
on the evening of Washington's birthday, and if
the shade of the " Father of his Country " honored
the occasion with its shadowy presence, it must
have smiled joyously at the 5oo happy banqueters
who forgot for the nonce the cares and troubles of
business and toasted in turn one another, their
country and its immortal pater. The big hall,
when the banquet began, presented a brilliant
appearance. At the head of the hall an orchestra
discoursed music from the interior of a tropic
bower. Over this bower the words " The Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club " blazed out in large electric
letters. Bunting and all manner of decorative
material made a fitting canopy for the great feast,
while the snowy whiteness of the tables, the dazzling
silverware, flowers, chandeliers, etc., and the 500
smiling faces completed a scene of festivity and
epicurean grandeur that aroused universal admira-
tion.

Conviviality and jollification were in the air,
and the venerable jeweler, with whitened locks,
joined with the beardless tyro in the pleasurable
abandon of the moment. A number of popular
choruses, compiled in dainty booklet-form, were
sung with a will, and due honor was paid to
Bedelia, Annie Moore, Annie Rooney, Tessie,
Sammy and other constellations in the world
of song.

The guests of honor included luminaries in
many spheres of activity—senators, representatives,

mayors and others prominent in public life. There
was, in truth, a wealth of talent and personality
that harmonized admirably with the lavish expendi-
ture and consequent regal surroundings of the
function. The invited guests, nearly all of whom
were present included the following :

Hon. Charles Emory Smith, former postmaster-

general ; U. S. Senator J. C. Burrows, of Michigan;
ex-United States Senator John M. Thurston, of
Nebraska ; U. S. Senator Boies Penrose, of Penn-
sylvania ; Mayor Weaver and ex-Mayors Ash-
bridge and Warwick, of Philadelphia ; Congress-

men Walter I. Smith, E. L. Hamilton, J. A. Bede,

Henry C. Loudenslager and R. 0. Moon ; Hon.
J. W. Keller, ex-commissioner of charities, New

York ; Hon. John Spier, district attorney of Jersey

City, N. J.; Judge R. Von Moschzisker, and City

Treasurer J. Hampton Moore, of Philadelphia, and

others.

KEYSTONE

There was the customary arrangement of
tables. The speakers' table, at which the guests
of honor were seated, was on a raised platform
which ran lengthwise at one side of the room, and
the other tables were arranged at right angles to it.

The physical portion of the entertainment over,
the Havanas passed around, President Archibald
Rutherford, who acted as toastmaster, opened the
intellectual entertainment in an appropriate speech
of welcome, taking advantage of the occasion to
pay a handsome tribute to the prominent club
workers. He then introduced the first speaker of
the evening, ex-United States Senator John M.
Thurston, of Nebraska.

The eloquent Nebraskan was received with
applause, and paid a happy tribute to the jewelry
trade. " You are representatives of a great busi-
ness interest,' said he, " in a country where trade
carries the badge of nobility, where the honest
toiler is more honored than the luxurious idler,
where honesty, liberty, equal rights and justice
make the stars of the flag that stands always for
the hope of us all. You depend for a livelihood

The Banquet Souvenir.

upon a business that depends more upon the pros-
perity of the people than any other. More important
to you than to any other class of people is the
jewel of American prosperity." The speaker then
referred to the historic importance of jewels and
elicited great applause by saying that their greatest
glory was as an adornment for womankind. He
eloquently prodded the bachelors of the Jewelers'
Club, and reminded them of their leap-year duty.

Mr. Rutherford next called upon Mayor
Weaver, who said in the course of his address:
" I am glad the jewelers of Philadelphia hold their
annual banquet on Washington's Birthday. It is a
good time to gather some of the great thoughts
from the life of Washington. Washington is insep-
arably connected with Philadelphia. Here is where

he spent a large part of his life. In this city he

gave to the American people his great farewell

address. We should all keep and preserve the
rights of American citizens, and draw from the life

of Washington the ideas and character which were

so noble."
The next speaker was ex-Postmaster-General

Charles Emory Smith, who aroused a great out-

burst of patriotic fervor by his references to the

strides of the United States into leadership among

the nations. " To-night," said he, " the thoughts

of the world are turned to the clash of arms.

Happily, it is a war in which we have no direct

part. To-night, however, the United States, as it

did six years ago, is playing a great part in the

affairs of the world. The government of the
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United States then sought to preserve peace—now
it is seeking to limit the sphere of war. Then the
government and the people appeared as the cham-
pions of humanity, now they appear as seeking to
restrict the scope of war and limit it to the two
belligerents. To-night the whole world recognizes
the United States as the leader in the movement of
peace. That commanding position among the
nations is due chiefly to the events which have
transpired in the last six years. We stand to-day
at the nations' council table, and we stand at the
head of that table."

The ex-postmaster-general was followed by
John W. Keller, ex-commissioner of charities, New
York City, who treated the banqueters to a witty
talk, in which he told them that if they believed
the Philadelphia newspapers they could understand
why a Tammany man should feel at home in the
Quaker City. He said in conclusion that " it had
been said that after January 1st the lid would be
off of hell ' in New York. But, gentlemen, we have
had the coldest winter New York has ever had."

The eloquent Congressman J. Adam Bede, of
Minnesota, followed with an address which elicited
great outbursts of enthusiasm. Humor, eloquence,
anecdote, philosophy were most delectably mixed,
and the effort was unanimously voted a great intel-
lectual treat.

Congressman Walter I. Smith followed his
colleague from Minnesota and paid many exquisite
compliments to the jewelers and their calling. He
told briefly but eloquently the story of the West:
how it was developed by the children of the East,
and what the East owes to it to-day. The oration
and sentiments were loudly applauded.

Other speeches were made by Hon. John Spier,
district attorney of Jersey City, and by ex-Mayor
Warwick. It was then long after midnight, and
the several nundred banqueters congratulated one
another on the success of the function and wended
their way homeward.

The banquet committee to which the unquali-
fied success of the entertainment was chiefly due,
was accorded universal praise. The committee
consisted of : L. P. White, chairman ; J. Warner
Hutchins, James H. Kelly, Jos. E. Cadwallader,
A. G. Lee, Wm. G. Earle, Wm. P. Sackett, T. J.
Mooney, W. H. Long, Ludwig Nissen, J. S. Mac-
Donald, Charles E. Berry.

The reception committee also did its work
admirably and well merited the compliments ex-
tended to it. The committee consisted of George
W. Read, John D. Batton, M. V. Burton, Henry
Bodenheimer, H. H. Hamilton, Charles F. Duffy,
E. H. Eckfeldt, W. R. L. Fullerton,William Linker,
H. C. Larter, J. A. Lehman, F. L. Wood, T. Zur-
brugg, E. B. Midlen, Harry Oliver, J. D. Pettingill,
W. S. Quinn, F. Ruckdeschel, H. L. Roberts, E.
M. Riley, F. W. Stanbraugh, John N. Taylor,
Frank I. Lochlin, Matthias Stratton, Charles L.
Beckley, Harry Stevens, Adolph Gosling, William
H. Thompson, Jr., J. T. Alburger.

Special mention must be made of the beautiful
souvenir of the occasion, which will perpetuate the
memory of the feast for many a day. It was a
beautifully-designed sterling silver loving cup, a
fac-simile of the large loving cup used by the club
on formal occasions. It was gold lined and stood
on a pretty ebony pedestal. One of these, enclosed
in a plush bag and placed in a neat box, was pre-
sented to each of the guests. The cup bore the
inscription, " Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, 1904."
Nothing could better exemplify the exquisite taste
and nice judgment used by the banquet committee
than the happy thought which was responsible for
the dainty and appropriate souvenir.



AN AUCTION TIP

An idea prevails that the only time for an auction sale is when
business is dull, when stocks are low or when the jeweler is in a
tight place. An auction sale is excellent at such times and ha,i
been the salvation of thousands ; but most of my greatest sal(
have been for prosperous jewelers in the busiest seasons. An
auction sale, properly conducted, suits all seasons, all circumstances.

Spring is pre-eminently the season of newness—new clothes,
new styles, new jewelry. Novelty is in the air, and the public mind
is fixed on purchasing. There's the chance for Martin—and for
you. The " Martin sale " will rescue the embarrassed jeweler,
enrich the prosperous one, elevate both in their own cummunity.
Success guaranteed absolutely. Write forthwith, and avoid
disappointment.

and make a good profit.

784 Pir.st Stret,

Long Distance Telephone, 
Milwaukee, Wi.s.Number North '445.
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IT is the little brother of the Cuckoo
I Clock, by us called the Den Clock.
A quaintly decorative wood front with
an improved dial—figures can't fall off;
white hands ; exposed chain, weight
and pendulum.

The lower illustration shows the
simplicity of the movement, which is of
solid brass throughout. A good time-
keeper, that doesn't easily get out of
order.

Sold regularly 50 clocks in a case,
but we are also selling
sample cases of a dozen
clocks.

We consider this an achievement,
for there never has been produced a
clock to sell for 75 cents that possesses
the quaint beauty and decorativeness of
this little Den Clock, or quite so many
pegs on which to hang a selling argu-
ment. You should sell dozens of them
at Easter. Prices on application. Bet-
ter write to-day.

Just the Goods
for Easter.

Special offer on application to

Manufacturers

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all itsbranches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.At a Echool where instructions are given by and under the per-sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Randier, who is recognized asforemost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the bestmasters of Europe and America ; who is the founder of the firstexclusive Engraving School in this country and is still at thehead of the Jewelers' School of Engraving, established in 1889.Terms and Catalogue on application. Corresfiorrdence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, Suite Ill'atslae. Temple,

SEND 25CENTS
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Some Old Fables, Newly Told

BY JOHN TWEEZER

–

A Stone which had 1..ain for Centuries
in a Hidden Place Complained to Allah that
Remaining So Long in One Position was
Liable to bring on Cramps.
" If Thou wouldst be Pleased," it said,

" to Let Me Take a little Exercise Now and
Then, My Health would be the Better for

So it was Granted Permission to make a
Short Excursion, and At Once began Rolling
Out into the Open Desert. It had not Pro-
ceeded Far before an Ostrich, who was Pen-
sively Eating a Keg of Nails, left his Repast,
dashed at the Stone, and Gobbled it Up.

This Yarn of the Rolling Stone teaches
the folly of Contentment : If the Ostrich
had been Content with his Nails the Stone
would not have been put Out of Business.

" Hi ! Hi !" Squeaked a Pig, running
after a Hen who had just Left her Nest ; " I
say, Mum, you Dropped this 'ere. It looks
wal'able ; which I Fetched it Along !" And
Splitting his long Face, he Laid a Warm
Egg at her Feet. •

." You Meddlesome Bacon !" cackled
the Ungrateful Bird ; "if You don' t take That
Orb directly Back, I'll Sit on You till I
Hatch You out of your Saddle-Cover !"

Moral : Virtue is Its Own Reward.

" It is a Waste of Valor for Us to Do
Battle," said a Lame Ostrich to a Negro
who had Suddenly come upon her ; "let us
Cast Lots to See which shall be Considered
the Victor, and Then go about Our Business."

The Negro Consented to This Proposi-
tion. They Cast Lots : The Negro Cast
Lots of Stones, and the Ostrich Cast Lots of
Feathers. Then the Negro went about his
Business, which Consisted of Skinning the
Bird.

This Fable Teaches that One should
Size Up his Competitor Properly before Sub-
mitting to the Arbitrament of Chance in
Cutting Prices.

A Hare, Pursued by a Dog, Sought
Sanctuary in the Den of a Wolf. It being
after Business Hours, the Wolf was " At
Home " to Him.
" How very Fortunate !" panted the

Hare. " I Feel Quite Safe here, for You Dis-
like Dogs quite as much as I do."
" Your Security, my Small Friend,"

replied The Wolf, " depends not upon Those
Points in which You and I agree, but upon
Those in which the Dog and I Differ."
" Then—then—You Mean to Eat Me?"

stammered the Timorous Hare.

KEYS -I' 0 N E

"No-o-o," drawled the Wolf, Reflect-
ively, " I should not like to Say just that;
I Mean to Eat a fiarl of you. There may be
a Tuft of Fur, and a Toe-Nail or Two, left
for You to Go On with. I am Hungry, but
I am not Hoggish."

"The Distinction is Too Fine for M
said the Hare, Scratching his Head.

"That, Little One, is Because You have
not made a Practice of Hare-Splitting. I
have."

The Answer, and the Moral of this Nar-
ration, are not Matters of Record.

A Man was Trying with all his Might to
Get Over a Fence, in Advance of a Charging
Bull. The Bull Arrived, and taking the
Man on his Horns, tossed him Over. The
Man Rubbed his Wounds and Crawled Away.
" What ! No thanks ? Well, you're

quite Welcome, anyway ! " said the Bull.
"You may Reserve your Polite Ac-

knowledgMents of my Gratitude until you
Receive It," replied the Man.

"You don't Mean to Say," said the
Bull, ".that you did not wish to Get Over
that Fence !"
" I Mean to Say," was the Rejoinder,

" that I Wished to Get Over it by My
Method, solely to Avoid Getting Over it by
Yours."

Moral : While the End is Everything,
the Means is Something.

A Volcano, having Discharged a Few
Million Tons of Stones upon a Small Village,
asked the Mayor if he thought he now had a
Sufficient Supply for Building Purposes.
" I think," replied that Functionary,

" that we can Manage to Scrape Along, now,
for a few months ; but we should be Grateful
for the Loan of your Crater to Bake some
Bricks."

The Volcano uttered, with mingled Lava
and Contempt, " You are the Most Grasping
Lot that I ever Tried to Help. You shall
not have another Pebble !"

So he Banked his Fires and in a week
was Cold as a Neglected Pudding.

Moral : When you have Enough of
Anything, make it Manifest by asking for
More. You Won't Get It

Tweezerisms

Everybody has had lots of trouble—and
most of it never happened.

He laughs best whose laugh lasts.

Many are called, but few get up.
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Some one has said, " God gives us our
relatives—thankrindse.,  God we can choose ourf

" 'Man wants but little here below '—
He is not hard to please;

But woman (bless her little heart ! )
Wants everything she sees!"

Where there's a will there's an un-
counted widow.

wise.

It

When folly is bliss 'tis ignorance to be

Early to bed and early to rise,"
Was the old way to get " wealthy and wise;"
But now the chap who'd appear without flies
Goes by this formula : ADVERTISE

Hell is paved with big pretensions.

People who love in glass houses should
pull down the blinds.

A bird on the plate is worth ten in the
bush.

The joys of Easter—you may depend upon it—
Are not so much in grace as in new bonnet.

As you sew so must you rip.

There's many a sip 'twixt the cup and
the lip.

The signs are bad when folks commence
A-findin' fault with Providence,
And balkin"cause the earth don't shake
At every prancin' step they take.
No man is great till he can see
How less than little he would be
Ef stripped to self, and stark and bare
He hung his sign out anywhere.

My doctrine is to lay aside
Contentions and be satisfied;
Jest do your best, and praise er blame
That follows that counts jest the same.
I've allus noticed great success
Is mixed with troubles, more or less,
And it's the man who does the best
That gets more kicks than all the rest.

—James Whitcomb Riley.

However devoted you may be to your
business, use care in selecting words to adver-
tise that devotion.

A young schoolmarm in Brooklyn bowed
pleasantly to a gentleman on the opposite.
seat, in a street-car. Noticing his surprise,
when he raised his hat in acknowledgment,
she realized that it was a case of mistaken
identity ; and possibly assuming that all the
world knew of her kindergarten class she
hastily said, " 0 excuse me—I mistook you
for the rAther of two of my children !"

J. T.
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is one of the methods by which the live optician attains leadership in his profession. He fits up his optical
parlor with the latest and most improved apparatus and thus impresses his patient and customers that he is
up-to-date in making his ocular diagnosis.

The chief value of the above instrument to the man who has work to do is in its saving. It saves time
because of the readiness with which it is adjusted and the required facts are determined. It saves space, for you
have two independent instruments occupying the space of one and with one lighting attachment. It saves money
by both the above economies of time and space, and by the further economy of giving you two independent
instruments at one price.

CAHN OPTICAL CO., San Francisco, Pacific Coast Agents.
COHEN BROS. and MONTREAL OPTICAL CO., Canadian Agents.
GLOBE OPTICAL CO., Boston, Agents for New England.
GENEVA OPTICAL CO., Geneva, N. Y., Agents for Middle States.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Ocular Headache

Dr. M. W. Zimmerman lately has made
a statistical study of cases of ocular head-
ache and other ocular reflexes. He based
his study on two series of i000 cases each ;
one from private practice and the other from
hospital dispensary service. Of these 2000
cases, 1427 complained of headache in some
form or other. The doctor states that from the
evidence, no attempt can be made to estab-
lish a peculiar and distinct character in the
pain which occurs as a reflex from eyestrain
and that which has a different origin. Mixed
types of headaches are quite frequent, and
very often they refer to two, sometimes to
three regions. When the pain is referred to
more than one point, these may be involved
simultaneously or separately; though the
former seems to be more usual. It is not
frequent that there is general headache, not
sufficiently accentuated at any particular
point, but the combination of general dis-
comfort throughout the head with a decided
localized distress is often observed, and in
these latter cases it will usually be found that
the localized portion of the headache bears
the closer relation to the ocular exciting
cause. Among the total number of head-
aches there were 487 cases in which the notes
failed to furnish any facts as to the location
or other details, this leaving 940 cases to be
classified. Of this number he found in 670
a purely frontal pain, while 822 complained
of pain in other portions of the head besides
the frontal headache. The next more fre-
quent location is the temporal, after which
come general vertical and occipital. The
doctor further found in his cases compound
hypermetropic astigmatism of a low or mode-
rate degree as the most common error of
refraction. It was observed in about 49 per
cent. of all cases complaining of headache.

A Caterpillar Hair in the Eye

In late years several cases have been
reported where a hair from a caterpillar
entered the cornea and produced symptoms
of great irritation or even inflammation. In
all these cases only the anterior part of the
eye was involved ; but a few months ago, in
the Archly. f Augenhlk., Dr. W. Reiss re-
ported a case in which the caterpillar hair
had wandered into the posterior parts of the
eye. This case is the more interesting as ten
years before the same man had been treated
in the same clinic for an inflammation of the
cornea and iris produced by the same hair;
and furthermore, the patient did not complain
about that eye, but had come to the hospital

only on account of a slight burn on the other
eye. When the patient had been dismissed
as cured ten years ago, the caterpillar hair
could still be seen in a furrow of the iris.
Now this hair could not be discovered any
more in this place, but instead the ophthal-
moscopic examination showed it to be lying
in the chorioid not far from the optic nerve.
It had divided in two parts, as was indicated
by the Y-shape scar in the chorioid. This
case proves that caterpillar hairs are not ab-
sorbed in the eye, but that they may wander
into the interior of the eye, where they lose
their poisonous qualities and only act by
mechanical irritation ; while in the anterior
part of the bulbus, they produce violent in-
flammation on account of the chemical
poisons contained in the hair.

Regarding the Correction of Myopia

That there is now a tendency to give
the full correction for myopia all over Europe,
is shown again by a lecture of Dr. Kubii in
St. Petersburg, Russia. He there stated
that he himself had worn the full correction
for his myopia ( — 4. D.) since his thir-
teenth year without any difficulty, and that
ever since the year 1883 he frequently had
given the full correction to young people.
According to his experience, myopes up to
5.5 D. will bear the full correction in about
one-third of all cases. With a myopia up to
8 D., one of seven will still bear the full cor-
rection, while the rest feel comfortable with
it only for the distance. Myopes with snore
than 8 D. of myopia will not bear the full
correction. In all cases it is usually best to
give the patient at first weaker lenses and
gradually to increase the strength until the
full correction is reached, which mostly is
possible only in young myopes. Kubli ex-
pressed his doubts whether the full correction
ever retarded the progressiveness of myopia.
He advised that every myope should be given
without hesitation, that correction which fully
corrected his defect provided that the
patient gets soon accustomed to it and can
wear it without irritation to the eyes.

In the same Ophthalmologic Society of
Petersburg the commission for reporting
upon the correction of myopia made the fol-
lowing suggestions : This question can only
be decided on the basis of a large statistic
material. First of all, observations on young
myopes have to be collected. The existing
material about the results of the incomplete
correction has to be analyzed. As far as
possible, full and partial correction has to be
given to stationery and progressive forms of
myopia. To gather the material, a uniform
method is recommended and a number of
questions are proposed and will be sent
to many ophthalmologists and schools in
Russia.

(467)

The Importance of the Correction of
Astigmatism in Myopia

That astigmatism is one of the most
troublesome defects of refraction has been
known for more than forty years. In this
country it is especially Dr. Risley, of Phila-
delphia, who deserves a great deal of credit
for his work in this direction. He even went
so far that he accused astigmatism as being
the cause of myopia in all those cases where
a hypermetrope became myopic. Now, in
the Arch. .1 Augenhlk., Dr. A. Senn comes
to a similar conclusion. In his article,
"Astigmatism of the Cornea and Central
Chorioiditis in Myopia," he expresses the
opinion that astigmatism may give rise to an
inflammation in the eye, and that the central
chorioiditis, which occurs in myopia, is not
dependent upon the degree of myopia, but
upon the corneal astigmatism. In 205 eyes
with central chorioiditis he found that patho-
logical astigmatism e., over 1.25 D., ac-
cording to the rule) was present in 78.1
per cent., while in 196 eyes with high
myopia (over 7 D.) without central chorioi-
ditis, astigmatism was present in only 27.6
per cent. Moderately myopic eyes with
2.5 D. of astigmatism are more apt to be
complicated with central chorioiditis than
those of 18 D. of simple myopia ; and if a
moderately myopic eye (less than 8 D. ) has
central chorioiditis, there is usually a high
degree of astigmatism with the rule, or some
astigmatism against the rule. Hence, the
astigmatism should be very carefully •cor-
rected. Senn was able to observe a decided
improvement in visual acuity in a number of
such cases by correction of the astigmatism.

Congenital Defects of Motility
In the American Journal of Ophthal-

mology, Dr. C. Barck, of St. Louis, Mo.,
reports two cases in which the symptoms
strongly point to a congenital defect of a
muscle of the eye. That such congenital
defects have been actually observed, not in-
frequently is shown by the following passage
from the same paper, where some of the
cases reported in ophthalmologic literature
are mentioned :

Our knowledge of the causes of these congeni-
tal defects is a limited one. In a humber the defect
was found to be a muscular one. Already, in the
eighteenth and in the first half of the nineteenth
century, some cases were published where, at the
post-mortem, absence of ocular muscles or nerves
was demonstrated. The oldest one, possibly, was
related by Olbers, in 1781, in a dissertation. He
describes a case were both eyes could not be
moved to the left since birth, and where Wrisberg
found at the autopsy that the internal rectus of the
right eye and the external rectus of the left were
entirely wanting. Stellwag, in his text-book, men-
tions some instances of absence of external muscles
and nerves itr case of microphthalmia. In other

(Continued on page 469)
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cases, after the introduction of operative proce-
dures, the defect was discovered during these.

Dieffenbach, the father of tenotomies, reports
an instance of bifurcation of the internal rectus in
the orbit, and some others where the muscles were
inserted far back and poorly developed.

A more minute description is given by Baum-
garten ( Ammon's Monsch. f. Augenh. u. Chir.,
184o) : " During the operation, which was done in
two sittings, there were found, instead of an inter-
nal rectus, thin but firm fibrous cords running in
the direction of the internal rectus, between con-
junctiva and sclera. They appeared too fibrous to
be taken for muscular tissue, but too firmly organ-
ized for membranes. An anomalous insertion of
the muscles was out of the question ; I had to deal
with a substituted tissue. Instead of forming one
large muscular band, the individual fascicles were
spread out as isolated muscular fibres,•the inter-
stices of which were filled with connective tissue."

Steinheim (Klin. Monblt. f. Augenh., 1877)
found that the superior rectus of one eye was
entirely wanting, and drew the conclusion from the
clinical picture that the superior rectus and the
levator palpebrw of the fellow eye were likewise
absent.

Uhthoff (Jahrb. v. Schceler's Klinik, 1881) re-
ports a case where in both eyes the internal rectus
was very rudimentary, a thin, dense cord. The
tendon was only one-third of the normal size and
inserted at the normal place. The presence of
striated muscular fibers could not be demonstrated
Ill spite of dissecting way back. The tendons of
the external recti were very broad. The condition
was identical in both eyes.

Lawford (Ophth. Review, 1887) found at the
post-mortem of a man, who had been affected
throughout his entire life by a deviation of both
eyes to the right side, that the internal rectus of
the right eye was entirely absent, and that the ex-
ternal rectus of the left eye was very rudimentary.

Kunn (I. c.), ill a girl of twelve years, dis-
covered instead of a levator muscle a delicate cord
of connective tissue, and in an excised piece, no
trace of muscle fibre could be demonstrated under
the microscope.

Some Observations on the Non-opera-

tive Treatment of Squint

At a recent meeting of the Section on
Ophthalmology of the College of Physicians,

of Philadelphia, Drs. Wm. Campbell Posey
and H. Maxwell Langdon reported some
cases in which they gave their observations
regarding the non-operative treatment of
squint and the value of the Worth amblyo-
scope. They detailed the history of nine
cases of convergent squint in which they had
used the Worth instrument. An extract of
their paper, as given in the OfihMalmic

Record, is as follows :

Case I, aged six years, static convergence 400,

V. = 0. D., .g.; 0. S., Ti,s. After four weeks, V. =
0. S., 305, and convergence 30°. Case II, aged six
years, V. -= 0. D. 305, 0. S. A, improved to 105 and
105, no fusion power developed nystagmus on fixa-
tion. Case III, aged four and a half years, alter-
nating squint for one year. Trained four times

with amblyoscope, and slight gain in fusion power.
Seen eight months later with no squint. Case IV,
aged six years, trained twice weekly for four
months. Vision improved in 0. S. from 51, to
and static convergence lessened from 30 to 5°.
No gain in fusion power. Case V, aged seven
years, static squint 35°, corrected V. = 0. D. 1,
0. S. 1. At the end of four months squint lessened
to io . Fusion with amplitude of from 3° to 5°
obtained. Tenotomy will be required to place
visual axes parallel, and it is hoped that the slight

fusion sense developed will keep them so. Case
VI, aged six years, static convergence 50°, V. ----

0. D. I, 0. S. At first 0. S. fixed and 0. D.

KEYSTONE

deviated, but after use of atropin in 0. S. only, 0.
D. became fixing eye and 0. S. deviated and be-
came amblyopic. No improvement in either squint
or vision in amblyopic eye, though 0. D. was
ordered covered two hours daily. Case VII, aged
eight years, static squint Jo°, V. = 0. D. -A, 0. S.
11. In four weeks fusion amplitude of lo°, and
squint disappeared both with and without correc-
tion. Case VIII, aged nine years, similar to pre-
ceding. Case IX, aged five years, high H. + A.
H.; alternating squint, and vision same in each
eye. Already has some fusion power, although
only four trainings with amblyoscope.

Two cases were found to squint without their
correction on strong accommodative effort, though
each had perfect fusion power with good amplitude.
A high refractive error existed and the accommo-
dative effort apparently caused an over-conver-
gence. Mr. Worth claims that squint with perfect
fusion power is impossible. The dynamic conver-
gence of one of these was 20°, and of the other 45°.

Without combating Mr. Worth's theory of a
defective fusion faculty as the etiological factor in
convergent squint, it did not appear to the writers
that the proof offered by Mr. Worth of certain ex-
periments which he had made with the amblyo-
scope by any means proved his theory or con-
founded the theory of Donders, of disturbed
relationship betWeen accommodation and conver-
gence. They called attention to the fact that the
amblyoscope, in order to be of service in establish-
ing binocular vision and removing the squint, must
be employed before five years of age, and they
offered an earnest plea that glasses be prescribed
for squinting children as early as three years of
age. They advocated the instilling of atropin into
the non-squinting eye, or bandaging this eye for
certain periods during the day, even at an earlier
age. The writers found vertical deviation in the
images in a very large proportion of their cases.
They believed the amblyoscope to be an instru-
ment of great value in training binocular vision,
•and contrary to the impression one might at first
obtain of it, easy to use and not to demand a great
deal of time in its employment.

An Interesting Case

ED. KEYSTONE :-Some eighteen months ago

patient, male, age thirty, was sent to us by his

physician because of asthenopic symptoms, his

occupation necessitating severe use of the eyes.

V. A., 0. D. es ; ophthalmometer, no corneal

astigmatism. 0. S. 4-n-, ; ophthahnometer, no cor-

neal astigmatism. Either eye saw the horizontal

lines on the astigmatic clock face a trifle

more distinctly than those in other directions.

From the lack of corneal astigmatism we suspected

a lenticular astigmatism " against the rule," calling

for ± cyl. with axes at or near 18o° ; the V. A.

precluded myopic astigmatism in the horizontal

meridian. Although the patient saw, with accom-

modation, the horizontalilines more distinctly ; by

the same effort he made himself myopic in the

horizontal meridian. Although the patient was in

a physician's hands, business was too pressing to

admit of rest and refraction under cycloplegic.

Repeated examinations and coaxing with + lenses,

retinoscopy in a large dark room, etc., gave cor-

rection 0. D. + .25 cyl. 18o°, although it was no

easy task to relax the accommodation. The retina

showed no abnormality. The patient wore the

cylinders indicated with great relief apparently,

even having two pairs of glasses and carrying an

extra pair of lenses in his pocket for immediate use

in case of accident. Being exquisitely sensitive to

the slightest mal-adjustment he frequently came in

to have his mounting trued. On one of these occa-

sions, after wearing his glasses some months, the

patient called our attention to some peculiar

blotches On his forehead due, he said, to uric acid

poisoning for which Ile was undergoing medical

treatment. Some weeks later, while waiting for a

repair, he stated that he was no longer so abso-
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lutely dependent upon his correction as formerly.
About this time, while studying over a back num-
ber of THE KEYSTONE, we found in " The Optician's
Manual " reference to statements by a medical
author who had noticed a peculiar coincidence
between uric acid diathesis and astigmatism against
the rule. The writer had noticed a tendency of
the astigmatism to vary or disappear completely
when the acid was eliminated from the system,
reappearing, perhaps, when uric acid was again in
evidence. All this brought the case of our patient
to mind at once, and we laid the facts before his
medical adviser at the first opportunity as above.
The physician said the patient had undotibtedly
had great relief from correction, having frequently
spoken of it ; that the uric acid diathesis had dis-
appeared completely and, certainly in this case at
least, the error of refraction and systemic condition
were directly connected. We recently met the
patient on the street, and he volunteered the
information that he was no longer so closely tied
to glasses, as he had enjoyed a long rest and
opportunity for travel.

Yours truly,
Honolulu, 11. I. A. N. SANFORD.

[We are glad to publish the history of the
above case, which is so well narrated by our corre-
spondent, as another point of corroborative evi-
dence that astigmatism does vary from time to time
on account of systemic changes, as set forth in the
chapter on " Astigmatism " in the " Optician's
Manual." The writer has met with several cases
of this kind in his practice : One case in particular
of myopic astigmatism against the rule where the
axis of the concave cylinder would vary from go°
to 600. That is, the axis would be preferred at the
one meridian, and the glasses would be prescribed
in that way and would give entire satisfaction for
months ; then the patient would return with com-
plaints about her eyes when it would be found that
the cylinder would be preferred in the other meri-
dian. The glasses would be changed and afford
comfort for a certain time when the uncomfortable
symptoms would again arise, to be relieved again
by a change in position of axis. This lady was
found to be suffering from uric acid, with exacer-
bations from time to time.-En.]

A Pointer for "J. H. A."

ED. KEYSTONE :-The question asked by
" J. H. A.," in the January KEYSTONE, is a very
interesting one, although he apparently does not
see the point of it. The refraction of the R. E. is
- 1.25 cyl. ax. 165° or - 1.25 C + 1.25 cyl. ax.
750 or - 1.25 C + 1.25 cyl. ax. 15° to the right of
vertical. The refraction of the L. E. is + zoo cyl.
ax. zio° or + Loo cyl. ax. 200 to the left of vertical.
The axes of the cylinders are therefore symmetrical,
the 5° difference being probably due to an error in

"J. H. A.'s" examination. The main difference
in the two eyes is that the rays of light ill the right
eye focus in front of the retina while in the left eye
they focus just on the retina ; for our argument it
does not make any difference whether the refractive
media in the R. E. are too strong or whether the
retina is located too far back. L. K.

Interesting and Instructive

ED. KEYSTONE :-It is impossible for me to
suggest anything to improve THE KEYSTONE. In
my estimation it is perfect. I cannot choose what
interests me most, as everything is very interesting
and instructive, even to the advertisements, which
help me a great deal in getting ideas for advertising
matter besides posting me on up-to-date goods and
tools. Yours truly,

Auburn, N. Y. ROBERT D. LOUIS.
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is given Baum-A more minute (I,scription
garten Alonsch, 1. Angenh.
184o) : " I hiring the operation, tyllich ivas done in
two sittings, there were found, instead of an inter-
nal reed's, thin but lirm Iihrous cords running in
the direction of the internal teems, hetiyeen con-
junctiva and sclera. They appeared too fibrous to
l. talo.it for tissue, hut too firmly organ-
ized for inembraile5. An anomalous insertion of
the mie,e1e5 was out of the question ; I had 10 dcal
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large muscular bend, the individual fascicles \Vert.
SOIVall Ma as isolated muscular lihres, th.• inter-
stices of %%inch \yen. tilled \vitt' corineetne tissue."

Steinheint Abniblt. f. Atieenle, i877
iolind that the superior recite; ot (-ye 0:is
entirely )vanting, and drew the conelleaon loan tift
clinical picture that the superior !vette-, and the
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tittlioff (Jahrb. V. Sch(eier's Iliflik, 1881 ) re-
ports .1 case where in both eyes 1.11(2 internal recite;
was very rudimentary, a thin, dense cord. The
tendon tyas only one-third of the normal size and
inserted at the normal )la(:(. The presence of

rited muscular fibers could not be deithuistrated
in spite of dissecting wa) hack. ten(lons of
the external recti \yen• very broad. The condition

id,•ntical in both eyes.
I ..nyford tOplith. 1:evietv, 1887 fount] at the

post-mortem I t 1 111;111, \I10 had 1)0.11 affected
throughout his entire lit • h). a deviation (if both
eyes to the right side. that the internal rectus of
the right e) 0as entirely absent, and that the ex-
ternal rectus the kit eye tt its very udimentary.

Ktum (I. c. 1, ill a ;,..dr] of twelve years, dis-
covered instead It a let.ator muscle ,1 delicate cord
of connective tissue, and in :in excised piece, no
trace of muscle fibre could be demonstrated under
the microscope.

Some Observations on the Non-opera-

tive Treatment of Squint

At a recent meeting of the Section on
Ophthalmology of the College of Physicians,
of Philadelphia, Drs. \\rm. Campbell Posey

and H. Alaxwell Langdon rep 1t1 some

cases in which they gave their ((bservations
at.ve treatment ofregarding the non-(i r m 

squint and the value of the NVorth amblyo-

scope. They detailed the history of nine

cases of convergent squint in vliic1i they had

used the Worth instrument. An extract of

their paper, as given in the Olklhalinic

Record, is as follows :

Case I, aged six years, static convergence 4(2°,

\'. 0. I )., ; 0. S., ,',. After four tyeeks,

O. S., ,;'„, and CollVerwmue 3H°. C:r,i• II, aged six

years, \'. 0. I ). O. S. .,"„, improved to and

no fusion power developed, nystagnius On fixa-

tion. Case III, aged four :Ind a half years, alter-

nating squint for one year. Trained four times

tvith amblyoscope, and slight gain in fusion power.

Seen eight months later iyith no squint. Case IV,
aged six years, trained twice weekly for four

months. \.ision improved in O. S. from to

and '•tatic convergence lesst•iled from 300 to 5°.

No Hain in fusion power. Case \', aged seven

veal static squint 35, corrected \'. O. I).

( I. At the end of font- months squint lessened
1q, (if trent 3° to 5°
iii.tained. Tenon any t'ill IS re(inired to place

tistial axes parallel, 111(I it is hoped that the slight

fusion sense developed till keep thent so. Case

VI, aged six years, static convergence 500, V.

0. D. a, 0. S. A. At first 0. S. fixed and 0. I).

I,•■ (t(( I, but after use (.1 an opin in I I = -111)., (
I). Is, liXillg r‘T. it11(1 (). S. (1,Viiil■ .111(1

ambly■ (J (1 I improvt.ment ill ell III r squint
15i1(11 in ambl opic (.yle tlit(iigli 0. I). was

.mlered covered Rt." 11o11,: &liil Case VI I, age(I
eight )ears, static squint t('°, V. e- U. I). L., 0.

In hair \ \ t21•1:-; :(1111)11111(1c I )1 and
squint disal■peared both %%hi) awl tt idiom co:me-
ntal. Cast- VIII, aged !line years, similar to pre-

IX, a41(1 fly( high
I. .ilternatiint squint, :Ind tision sante ill each

eye. Alre.i(1). hii , (me fusion potyer, :ilthough
()(h1) tour trainines \y id] anihl ■■scope.

Tile) eases iyere 1111111(1 to squint \t ii Ill their
correction (51 51 11(114 I• elf..rt, though
each had perfect fusion potyer (I ;11111.1iltide.

.A high retractive error existed and the ae(..oninte,-
dative effort .ippak.iitly cansed ;01 ()V,1"-COIIVer-
g,lic,. 11r. \Vi,1111 111:11 \1 ith lierfert

fusion potter is impossible The dynamic cti11Ve1-
,„2,eito• ■■11■• (.1 llo .se ,II1(1 ((I till other .15°.

AVithout AA'orth's theory ol a
(I(.fectik'e qi faculty as the (.tioltigicxil factor ill
con\ ergent Ja mint, it did not :Ipp(..ir to the it liters
that the prool offeret1 IV hi \\ 1111 of certain ex-
periments tvhich he had made tvitll the
scope by :my means linked his tlii!tiry (Jr

lile the, prv ((f I )(quiets, Of clisturbe(1
relationship heti( eel] act.oninnalation an(I toult.er-
:.;e11(.(2. 'Pie) called attention to the fact that the
ainhlyosc.-ope, in order to IR of service in t.stablish-

hinocular I ision and removing the squint, ntust
eniplot.e.1 hehIle five ).ears (11 age, .11111 they

offered :in earnest plea that glasses he 1:o:scribed
for squinting ellildoei as early :is till ■••ers
age. The). :id ocated the instilling, of atropin into
the ii(nesquintine. (.)(., hantlagine this e)r• tor
certain periods during the (lay, (A en It ill 12a111er
age. Thi• \vriterS Vel tic:d (1e) knit wit in the
11111(41°C ill :1 )(1.) large prop,' don of their cases.
'110y beli0‘.0(1 the amblt.oscopt. to he ftn instru-
ment ,If great value ill training binocular vision,
and contrar) to the impr(.ssion one niight at first
obtain of it, easy to use :111(1 Ina to dentand a great
deal of time in its eniploynie(lt.

EI). KEN'S-I:ONE :—Sonte ( 111011thS ago

patient, male, age thirty, was sent to us 12y his

physician br.cause of asthenopic symptoms, his

occupation necessitating set.tre use of the eyes.

V. A., • I). ;", ; oplithaltth 'meter, 110 cortical

astigmatism. 0. S. ; oplithalmonit'ter, no cor-

neal astieinatisin. Either e).e saw the horizontal

lines on the astigmatic clock face a trifle

more distinctly than those in othil- directions.

From t14: lack corneal astigmatism tve suspected

a 'L110(111.11- astigmatism "against the rule," calling

for cyl. with axes it or near 18o° ; the V. A.

precluded myopic astigmatism ill the horizontal

meridian. Although the patient saw, with accorn-

modati()n, the horizontal lines more distinctly ; by

the same effort lie rnatle himself myopic in the

horizontal meridian. Altlionell the patient was in

a physician's hand5, business was too pressing to

admit of rest :ind El. fill tion under cycloplegic.

Repeated examinations :11,(1 coaxing with lenses,

retinoscopy in a kiree (lark room, etc., gave cor-

rection (J. I). .25 cyl. :ilthough it Wilti no

easy task to relax the :iccommodati■ni. The retina

showed no abnormality. The patient wore the

cylinders indicated tyith great relief :ipparent1).,

et.un having two pairs of elasses and carrying an

extra pair of lenses ill his pocket for immediate use

ill case of accident. Being exquisitely sensitive to

the slightest mal-atljustment lie frequently came in

Ill have his mountine trued. On (We III tIlee OCCa-

sions, after wearing his glasses some months, the

patient called our attention to some peculiar

blt itches on his forehead due, he said, to uric acid

poisoning for which lie was undereoing- ntedical

treatment. Some wet.1•;s later, \Odle waiting for a

repair, he stated that lie was no longer so abso-

lutely dependent upon I I t I I 1 II lii as formerly.
About tins time, ‘t Ink stud I )ver a back num-
ber of 'no: KEVSItiNF., ‘ti.• itind in " The Optician's

" reference to statements by i medical
author had noticed a peculiar coincidence
hew eel) uric acid diathesis and .istigniatism against
the rifle. The writer had noticed a tendency Of
the astigmatism to vary or disappear completely
kt 11,11 the :will Wit,1 climitt:ited from the system,

reappearing, perhaps, 0 hen uric :wit] was :igain ill

(A idence. .\ II this brought the case of our patient
h) mind it once, and \le laid the facts before his
medical adviser at the first opportunity as :dime.

The physician sidd the patient 111(1 undoubtedly
had great relief from correction, having frequently
spoken of it ; that the uric acid diathesis had dis-

appeared completely and, certainly ill this ease at
least, the error (If retraction and systemic condition
were directly connected. \Ve recently met the
Patient I'll the street, and lie volunteered the
information that he was no longer so closely tied
to glasses, as he had enjoyed a long rest and
opportunity for travel.

Yours truly,
I tl(tllll(Il(l II I. A. N. SANFORD.

[ \Ve are glad to publish the history of the
above case, which is so tt•ell narrated by our corre-
spondent, as another point of corroborative evi-
dence that kstiematism does vary front time to time
Int fled (II of s) stemic changes, as set forth in the
chapter on Astigmatism" in the "Optician's
Alantial." 'lite writer has met with st.veral cases
of this kind in his practice : One cast in particular
of myopic astigmatism against the rtild U here the
axis of the concave cylinder iyould vary front 90°
to 6u°. That is, the axis he preferred at the
one meridian, and the elasses ould It prescribed
in that tvay and would ;jive entire satisfaction for
months ; then the patient 0 ould return 0 ith com-
plaints about her eyes when it would he fountl that
the c).1inder would be preferred ill the other meri-
dian. 'The glasses would be changed and afford
clllllfllt ha' :1 certain little 0 hen the uncomfortable
symptoms I' 1)111(1 again arise, to he relieved again
by a chanee in position of axis. This lady was
fi■und to he suffering front uric acid, with exacer-
bations from time to titne.—ED.]

A Pointer for "J. H. A."

ED. KEVSTONE :—The (jIll -Ill 41 asked by

"J. I-I. A.," in the January 1:nvs-rosE, is a very
interesting one, although he apparently does not

see the point of it. The refraction of the R. E. is
— 1.25 cyl. 11X. 165° or — 1.25 1.25 cyl. ax.
750 or — 1.25 0 + 1.25 cyl. ax. 15° to the right of
vertical. '11112 refraction of the I. E. is -F Loo cyl.
ax. no° or - • le,,, cyl. ax. 2..° to the left of vertical.
The axes of tile cylinders are therefore synnnetrical,
the 5° difference being probably due to an error in
" J. I I. .A.'s " examination. 'rile main difference

in the two eyes is that the rays of light ill the right

eye focus in front of the retina while ill the left eye

they flIens just On the retina ; for our argument it

does IIl It make ant. (lite : • ere whether the refractive
media in the R. 1 v leo strong or whether the

retina is located (( ,II l■,1 I.. It L. K.

Interesting and Instructive

En. KeyS•r,,NI.: :--It is impossible for me to
suggt'st anything to implove limE KEY.s10NE. itt

my estimation it is pia, et. I cannot choose (that
interests lilt most, as everything is Very illteresting

anti eVcll tit the ittlVertiSernellts, 1‘11icll

help me a gre:it deal in getting ideas for advertising

matter besides posting me on up-to-date goods and

Y°tIrs in111YOBERT 1). LOUIS.
tOok.

Auburn, N. Y. 2 
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cases, after the introduction of operative proce-
dures, the defect was discovered during these.

Dieffenbach, the father of tenotomies, reports
an instance of bifurcation of the internal rectus in
the orbit, and some others where the muscles were
inserted far back and poorly developed.

A more minute description is given by Baum-
garten ( Ammon's Monsch. f. Augenh. u. Chir.,
1840) : " During the operation, which was done in
two sittings, there were found, instead of an inter-
nal rectus, thin but firm fibrous cords running in
the direction of the internal rectus, between con-
junctiva and sclera. They appeared too fibrous to
be taken for muscular tissue, but too firmly organ-
ized for membranes. An anomalous insertion of
the muscles was out of the question ; I had to deal
with a substituted tissue. Instead of forming one
large muscular band, the individual fascicles were
spread out as isolated muscular fibres, the inter-
stices of which were filled with connective tissue."

Steinheim (Klin. Monblt. f. Augenh., 1877)
found that the superior rectus of one eye was
entirely wanting, and drew the conclusion from the
clinical picture that the superior rectus and the
levator palpebrw of the fellow eye were likewise
absent.

Uhthoff (Jahrb. V. Schceler's Klinik, 1881) re-
ports a case where in both eyes the internal rectus
was very rudimentary, a thin, dense cord. The
tendon was only one-third of the normal size and
inserted at the normal place. The presence of
striated muscular fibers could not be demonstrated
in spite of dissecting way back. The tendons of
the external recti were very broad. The condition
was identical in both eyes.

Lawford (Ophth. Review, 1887) found at the
post-mortem of a man, who had been affected
throughout his entire life by a deviation of both
eyes to the right side, that the internal rectus of
the right eye was entirely absent, and that the ex-
ternal rectus of the left eye was very rudimentary.

Kunn (1. c.), in a girl of twelve years, dis-
covered instead of a levator muscle a delicate cord
of connective tissue, and in an excised piece, no
trace of muscle fibre could be demonstrated under
the microscope.

Some Observations on the Non-opera-
tive Treatment of Squint

At a recent meeting of the Section on
Ophthalmology of the College of Physicians,
of Philadelphia, Drs. Wm. Campbell Posey
and H. Maxwell Langdon reported some
cases in which they gave their observations
regarding the non-operative treatment of
squint and the value of the Worth amblyo-
scope. They detailed the history of nine
cases of convergent squint in which they had
used the Worth instrument. An extract of
their paper, as given in the Ophthalmic
Record, is as follows :

Case I, aged six years, static convergence 400,

V. = 0. D., t ; 0. S., lir,. After four weeks, V. =
0. S., A, and convergence 30°. Case II, aged six
years, V. = 0. D. A, 0. S. A-, improved to 10,y and
/Op 110 fusion power developed

' 
nystagmus on fixa-

tion. Case III, aged four and a half years, alter-
nating squint for one year. Trained four times
with amblyoscope, and slight gain in fusion power.
Seen eight months later with no squint. Case IV,
aged six years, trained twice weekly for four
months. Vision improved in 0. S. from -306 to -11115-,
and static convergence lessened from 30 to 5°.
No gain in fusion power. Case V, aged seven
years, static squint 35°, corrected V. 0. D.
0. S.1. At the end of four months squint lessened

to 10
0 
. Fusion with amplitude of from 3° to 5°

obtained. Tenotomy will be required to place
visual axes parallel, and it is hoped that the slight
fusion sense developed will keep them so. Case
VI, aged six years, static convergence 500, V. =

0. D. I, 0. S. Tily. At first 0. S. fixed and 0. D.

deviated, but after use of atropin in 0. S. only, 0.
D. became fixing eye and 0. S. deviated and be-
came amblyopic. No improvement in either squint
or vision in amblyopic eye, though 0. D. was
ordered covered two hours daily. Case VII, aged
eight years, static squint to°, V. = 0. D. 1-4,1, 0. S.
I. In four weeks fusion amplitude of to°, and
squint disappeared both with and without correc-
tion. Case VIII, aged nine years, similar to pre-
ceding. Case IX, aged five years, high H. + A.
H.; alternating squint, and vision same in each
eye. Already has some fusion power, although
only four tramings with amblyoscope.

Two cases were found to squint without their
correction on strong accommodative effort, though
each had perfect fusion power with good amplitude.
A high refractive error existed and the accommo-
dative effort apparently caused an over-conver-
gence. Mr. Worth claims that squint with perfect
fusion power is impossible. The dynamic conver-
gence of one of these was zu°

' 
and of the other 45°.

'Without combating Mr. Worth's theory of a
defective fusion faculty as the etiological factor in
convergent squint, it did not appear to the writers
that the proof offered by Mr. Worth of certain ex-
periments which he had made with the amblyo-
scope by any means proved his theory or con-
founded the theory of Donders, of disturbed
relationship between accommodation and conver-
gence. They called attention to the fact that the
amblyoscope, in order to be of service in establish-
ing binocular vision and removing the squint, must
be employed before five years of age, and they
offered an earnest plea that glasses be prescribed
for squinting children as early as three years of
age. They advocated the instilling of atropin into
the non-squinting eye, or bandaging this eye for
certain periods during the day, even at an earlier
age. The writers found vertical deviation in the
images in a very large proportion of their cases.
They believed the amblyoscope to be an instru-
ment of great value in training binocular vision,
-and contrary to the impression one might at first
obtain of it, easy to use and not to demand a great
deal of time in its employment.

An Interesting Case

ED. KEYSTONE :-Some eighteen months ago

patient, male, age thirty, was sent to us by his

physician because of asthenopic symptoms, his

occupation necessitating severe use of the eyes.

V. A., 0. D. ; ophthalmometer, no corneal

astigmatism. 0. S. 4-.0t,- ; ophthalmometer, no cor-

neal astigmatism. Either eye saw the horizontal

lines on the astigmatic clock face a trifle

more distinctly than those in other directions.

From the lack of corneal astigmatism we suspected

a lenticular astigmatism ' against the rule," calling

for + cyl. with axes at or near 1800 ; the V. A.

precluded myopic astigmatism in the horizontal

meridian. Although the patient saw, with accom-

modation, the horizontal.lines more distinctly ; by

the same effort he made himself myopic in the

horizontal meridian. Although the patient was in

a physician's hands, business was too pressing to

admit of rest and refraction under cycloplegic.

Repeated examinations and coaxing with + lenses,

retinoscopy in a large dark room, etc., gave cor-

rection 0. D. + .25 cyl. t8o°, although it was no

easy task to relax the accommodation. The retina

showed no abnormality. The patient wore the

cylinders indicated with great relief apparently,

even having two pairs of glasses and carrying an

extra pair of lenses in his pocket for immediate use

in case of accident. Being exquisitely sensitive to

the slightest mal-adjustment Ile frequently came in

to have his mounting trued. On one of these occa-

sions, after wearing his glasses some months, the

patient called our attention to some peculiar

blotches on his forehead due, he said, to uric acid

poisoning for which he was undergoing medical

treatment. Some weeks later, while waiting for a

repair, he stated that he was no longer so abso-
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lutely dependent upon his correction as formerly.
About this time, while studying over a back num-
ber of THE KEYSTONE, we found in " The Optician's
Manual " reference to statements by a medical
author who had noticed a peculiar coincidence
between uric acid diathesis and astigmatism against
the rule. The writer had noticed a tendency of
the astigmatism to vary or disappear completely
when the acid was eliminated from the system,
reappearing, perhaps, when uric acid was again in
evidence. All this brought the case of our patient
to mind at once, and we laid the facts before his
medical adviser at the first opportunity as above.
The physician said the patient had undotibtedly
had great relief from correction, having frequently
spoken of it ; that the uric acid diathesis had dis-
appeared completely and, certainly in this case at
least, the error of refraction and systemic condition
were directly connected. We recently met the
patient on the street, and he volunteered the
information that he was no longer so closely tied
to glasses, as he had enjoyed a long rest and
opportunity for travel.

Yours truly,
Honolulu, H. I. A. N. SANFORD.

[We are glad to publish the history of the
above case, which is so well narrated by our corre-
spondent, as another point of corroborative evi-
dence that astigmatism does vary from time to time
on account of systemic changes, as set forth in the
chapter on " Astigmatism " in the " Optician's
Manual." The writer has met with several cases
of this kind in his practice : One case in particular
of myopic astigmatism against the rule where the
axis of the concave cylinder would vary from 90°
to 6o°. That is, the axis would be preferred at the
one meridian, and the glasses would be prescribed
in that way and would give entire satisfaction for
months ; then the patient would return with com-
plaints about her eyes when it would be found that
the cylinder would be preferred in the other meri-
dian. The glasses would he changed and afford
comfort for a certain time when the uncomfortable
symptoms would again arise, to be relieved again
by a change in position of axis. This lady was
found to be suffering from uric acid, with exacer-
bations from time to time.-ED.]

A Pointer for "J. H. A."
ED. KEYSTONE :-The question asked by

"J. H. A.," in the January KEYSTONE, is a very
interesting one, although he apparently does not
see the point of it. The refraction of the R. E. is
- 1.25 cyl. ax. 165° or - 1.25 C + 1.25 cyl. ax.
75° Or - 1.25 C 1.25 Cyl. ax. 15° to the right of
vertical. The refraction of the L. E. is + r.00 cyl.
ax. Ito° or 1.00 cyl. ax. 20° to the left of vertical.
The axes of the cylinders are therefore symmetrical,
the 5° difference being probably due to an error in
" J. H. A.'s" examination. The main difference
in the two eyes is that the rays of light in the right
eye focus in front of the retina while in the left eye
they focus just on the retina ; for our argument it
does not make any difference whether the refractive
media in the R. E. are too strong or whether the
retina is located too far back. L. K.

Interesting and Instructive

ED. KEYSTONE :-11 is impossible for me to
suggest anything to improve THE KEYSTONE. In
my estimation it is perfect. I cannot choose what
interests me most, as everything is very interesting
and instructive, even to the advertisements, which
help me a great deal in getting ideas for advertising
matter besides posting me on up-to-date goods and
tools. Yours truly,

Auburn, N. Y. ROBERT D. Louts.
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.0111ill lied .11 all, page 467)

:titi.t• the introduction of operative I iroce-
(lure,. the defect w;t; disci ivered (luring the:,

I )ieffetildich, the father of teniaolui,
all instance of bifurcation ot the internal tils in
I he orbit, and some others \\ 11,r(.1111.• 11111sClt:S were
inserted far Wel: and poorly (le\ eloped.

\ more minute description is given by 11:111111-
gar1(.11 f. .\ tigeith. ti.
istol : " I hiring- the operatii \VaS (141111.1 ill
tWo ttjii, there were found, instead of an inter-
nal rectus, thin hut lirin Ilk-oils cord; I'llInting ill

till' .11 111C illti.r11,11 Con-
j1111.11\'.1 aiid 1i.i. TlIcy a1)lit•dry.1 loo 111,VollS 1..
I)( taken for ininictilar hut or:•';in-
ize(1 for membranes. :\ ti anomalous insiertion

minieles was out of the questi, in ; I had to deal
\vith ;t Instead of formile4 one
large muscular band, the 'tinily'', lied fascicles were
spread out as isolated muscular tikes, the inter-
stice; of which xvere tilled with connective tissue."

Steinheim is77)
found that the superior teems I n, eye \\
entire! \• wanting-, and drew the conchi,a,,II 11.O111 thy

pirltIn• that thy SIllwri.or n•cllIS all(' the

le‘'atI)r Pall'ehra, Of the fell")). )•)•(' were te

absent.
tilithoff (Jahrh. V. Sehieler's lIiIUk, 188t j re-

ports a case Ivliere in kith eyes the internal reeks
;I thin, dense cord. Thewas very rudimentary-,

tendon \'as only 1,i1C-third l)i the it«rinal size and
inserted ;it the normal place. The presence of
striated muscular fibers could not he demonstrated
in spite of dissecting, \(.• hack. The tendon; of

the external recti were \ ery la\ condition
was identical in !kith (..\ (,;.

Lawfordl IS)-e-1 found at the
post-niortem of a man, \\ had heen iffected
throughout his entire lit, hy a deviation of both
eyes td) the right sidle, that thi• internal rectus
the right eyd. was entirely ahwitt, and that the ex-
ternal rectus of the Id.ft eye \\ ,IS very cudimentary.

Ktmn (1. c. t, in a .4 twelve years, (II,-
covered instead of a levatia: muscle it delicate cord
of connective tissue, and in an excised piece, no
trace of rnuscle filoe could be demonstrated under
the microscope.

Some Observations on the Non-opera-

tive Treatment of Squint

At a recent meeting of the Section on
Ophthalmology of the College of Physicians,

of Philadelphia, Drs. \\rm. Campbell Posey

and Fl. Langdon reported soine

cases in which they gave their observations

regarding the non-operative treatment of

squint and the value of the NViirth amblyo-

scope. They detailed the history of nine

cases of convergent squint in which they hail

used the Worth instrument. An extract of

their paper, as given in the Ophileahni(-
1?ecord, is as follows :

Case 1, aged six years, static convergence 4o°,
V. = 0. 1)., ; O. S., After four weeks, V.

O. S., mid convergence 30°. Case II, :iged six

years, V. O. I). „, O. S. ,"„, improved to ,",, and

/(D 1110 I )01Vdr developed, itystagnitts oil fixa-

tion. Case III, aged tour and a half vear!;, alter-

nating squint for one year. Trained I. III times

with titiblyoscope, and slight gain ill fusi, in !timer.

Seen eight months later with no squint. d • Iv,

aged six years, trained twice weekly tor four

months. \'ision improved in O. S. from

and static convergence lessened from hi 5°.

No gain in fusion power. Case V, IJ-;),1
years, static squint ,),5°, corrected V. ( ). I). 11_,

0. S. At the end of lour months squint lessened

to to°. Fusion with amplitlide I It inent 3° to 5°
obtained. Tetiotoiny will he required to place

visual axes parallel, and it is hi iped that the slight

fusion sense developed vill keep them so. Case

VI, aged six years, static convergence 50°, V.

0. D. a, 0. S. h. At first 0. S. fixed and 0. 1).

K E V 8 -1' 0 N E

(le-yield:di, hut an ,-r iisi• of atropin in I I. S. ((111)', C).
I). became lixtu;:, (,. 111(1 (,). S. ileviatecl andl lie-
d:atm: ;wilily( (pie. impro \:(..nient in either squint

\ 1,ton III wild \ (vie ey(', though (). I). was
ordldretl covered \\ hour( daily. Case VII, aget1
eight years, static squint 10°, \', l). 0. S.
II. In four \vedks iimplitildle of to', and
squint disappeared both ■xith ;111(1 ((iihout (-once-
tion. Cast. \'111, agedl nine years, similar to pr(•-
cedin;:;. IN, agi•(1 riVi• \'I•ii1s, III,I I I. •
II.; alicrnatilpg squint, and \ ision in each

11.4.ady has some in-:ion power, although

f■ifir with ,IIII 1,1 ",'(."1"'•
• ii thu iii tii&'ii'ic,a, ssi ikv:,enrge iii\i t

inplitudr.each had perfect nision pnor ith goo 11
A 111;2,11 retractive error existed and the

calls(I(1 Ill ver-convd.r-
gene,. \Vortli claims that squint ■■ ith peifect
lusion po«vr i-; The dynamic (.■ giver-
gene■• oll(• 111.•Sl. \‘,IS and of the other

\viihout ,\ Ir. \VorIll's th,or( (.t a
(lef,ctivi• ;Is the .•iiologic,11 rwtor ill

it (lid 1114 t" \\
that the pni..1 offeri..(1 liv hi. \Vorlli d:ertain ex-
perinients ilillill lie had] \vitli the anildlyo-
scope by ritly: rneatis proved his theory: or con-
founded the theor\. I )()i(ilers, «f disturbed
relationship hetween accornmialation ;tild

thr filet that 111('
:11111)Itai5(a(1)(•, in ord...•r t, be dif service in establish-
ing binocular vision and rent() \ Mg the squint., rillist

(111 1)1('V,;(-1 Y"I'S ,(11(1
()tiered an e;irnet plea that glasses be preset-Hied
Ill- squititile;• childrd-ii as early as three years of
age. They advocate(' the instilling of :itropin into
the ti«11-squintin4 e, han(laging this e d, for
certain period]; (luring the day. even at all earlier
age. 'Ilk: \vriters found vettical deviation in the
irreiges in a very large pri tion dif thd:ir cases.
'hey belie \:d:(I the to h III instru-
'tient of ereat training binocular vision,
and d:ontrary to the impression oily 'alight at first
obt;lin of it, easy to use ;in(' Ina tU detliancl a great
deal of tittle in it; erripli, mem.

An Interesting Case

EI), I: I \ , 1---So111, • L.,Iik.en months ago
patient, ni,i1(., (;:.!,(_. thirty, \\ as stilt to us by his

physician because of asthenopic symptoms, his

occupation necessitating severe use of the eyes.

V. A., t.). I). ; 01/11thal111()Ineter, 110 corneal

astigmatism. 0. S. ,",, ; oplithalmonieter, no cor-

neal astigmatism. Either eye SaW the horizontal

lines on the astigmatic clock face a trifle

more distinctly than those in other directions.

From the lack of corneal astigmatism we suspected

a lenticular astigmatism "against the rule," calling

for . cyl. with axes at or near 18o° ; the X'. A.

precluded myopic astigmatism in the horizontal

meridian. Although the patient saw, with iiccorn-

modlation, the horizontal lines more distinctly ; by

the same effort he made hinisd..11 myopic in the

horizontal meridian. Although the patient was in

a physician's hands, business was too pressing to

admit of rest and refraction under cy:cloplygic.

Repeated examinations and coaxing with + lenses,

retinoscopy in a large dark room, etc., gave cor-

rection 0. D, -:- .25 cyl. 180°, illItotigh it was no

easy task to relax the accommodation. The retina

showed no abnormality. The patient yore the

cylimiers indicated with great relief apparently,

even having two pairs of glasses and carrying, an

extra pair of lenses in his pocket for immediate use

in case of accident. Being: exquisitely sensitive to

the slightest mal-adjustment he frequently came in

to have his mounting trued. On one of these occa-

sions, after wearing his glasses some months, the

patient called (air attention to some peculiar

blotches on his forehead due, he said, to uric acid

poisoning ft Ii' which he \vas undergoing medical

treiitnient. Some at later, while waiting for a

repair, he stated that he was no longer so abso-

169

hitely dependent tilion his correction as formerly.

About this time, ti hile studying diver a back num-

ber dif THE K \ ,SX \t .• lot111(1 ill The OptiCiall'S
IN lamed " reference to statements 1)\: a medical
author \vlio had noticed a peculiar coincidence
between uric acid diathesis and astietnatisin against
the rule. "Ike writer had noticed a tendency of
tin' listigill;itisllu to 

‘d.!Ilitt■iiioer 
disappeariteclfronl  ontichtsit;s1(;(tdy;Ill:

reappearing, perhaps, when uric acid \'as again in
e\ idence, i111 this hrought the case of our patient

to 111111(1 at (111Ce, :-111(1 tic 1:11(1 tIll• laCtS before his
medical adviser at the first opportunity as above.
The physician said the patient hadl undoubtedly
had ereat relief from correction, having frequently
spoken of it ; that the uric acid diathesis had dis-
appeared completely and, certainly in this case at
least, the error of refraction and s■ shank: condition
were directly connected. NVe recently met the
patient on the street, and he volunteered the
information that he was no longer so closely tied
to glasses, as he had enjoyed a long rest and

opportunity for travel.
Yours truly,

trinlionin, it. I. A. N. SAN FOR D.

[NN'e are glad to publish the history of the
above case, which is so vell narrated by our corn'-
silt ndlent, as another point of corroborative evi-
dence that astigmatism dloes vary from time to time
on account of s\ stemic I luingeS, as set forth in the
chapter on " in the "Optician's
1\ hinted." The \\ titer has met \dill several cases
of this kind in his practice : >He case ill particular
of myopic ;istigniatisin against the rule \\ here the
axis the concave cylinder would vary foal, 90°
to ho'. That is, the axis iv, add be preferred at the
one mei idiati, ;Ind the glasses l‘ (and he prescribed
ill that \\ ay and would give entire satisfaction for
niontli-;; then the patient Nt (add 1011111 Willi com-
plaints iihotit lid.r eyes when it would he found that
the cylinder would be preferred in the other meri-
dian. The glasses would he changed andl afford
comfort for a certain time it hen the uncomfortable
symptoms would again ;irise, to he relieved again
hy it )'i1iiliLit ill position of axis. This lady was
I) und to lie suffering from uric acid, with exacer-
bations front time to titne.—ED.]

A Pointer for "J. H. A."

En. i i \ I \I• quest ii ti isked by

'J. H. A.," in tin , liEvsToNE, is a very

interesting one, althoie:li he apparently, does not

see the point of it. The refraction of the R. E. is

— 1.25 Cyi. ax. 165° or — 1.25 O. -I- 1.25 CO.

75° or — 1.25 C'e + 1.25 cyl. 15° to the right of
vertical. The refraction of the L. E. is -I-- too cyl.

iix. Ito° Or -•- Lod) cyl. ax. 2o° to the left of x:ertical.

The axes of the cylinders are therefore symmetrical,
the 5° difference being probably dile to an error in
" J. II. A.'s" examination. The main difference

in the two eyes is that the rays of light in the right
eye focus in front of the retina \vhile in the left eye

thee foctis just on the retina ; for our argument it

not make any difference it hether the refractive

in, ilia in the R. E. are too Strong Or MIlether the
retina is located too far hack. L. K.

Interesting and Instructive

ED. KEy,: I ■■NE :—It is impossil de for me to
suggest anything to improVe THE hi,.■ s.r()NE. In

my estimation it is perfect. I cannot choose It hat

interest; me most, is everything is very interesting
and in;tructive, even to the advertisements, which

help me a great deal ill getting ideas for advertising

matter besides posting me on up-to-date goods and

tools. Yours truly,

Auburn, N.Y . ROBERT D. Louis.
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Optometric Outfit.
A complete optometrical outfit

goes far towards impressing the

patient with confidence in the

operator's fitness for his work,

and thus broadens the claim for

patronage.

But far beyond this material

equipment of the office, the most

essential and the most profitable

is the mental equipment and edu-

cational qualifications of the

operator himself.

No man is entitled to the term

Optometrist, unless he has made
a systematic study of the science
under proper guidance.

How Gained.
The attainment of this most neces-

sary part of the optometrist's equip-
ment is within easy reach, and the
investment required (it is not an ex-
pense) is small.

As the oldest and foremost optical
college, we offer the following un-
equaled

Attendant Courses.

One Month { Covers the whole
field of Optometry.

Three Months { For higher educa-
Six Months tion of young men.

Correspondence Course.
Inability to leave home need de-

prive no one of this essential, as our
College can come to him in our famous
Correspondence System, of which
method we were the originators fifteen
years ago.

It interested enclose Sc. for our Announcement containing " The Key to Success In Optometry."

EMACULINE
makes glasses shine. It is a neces-
sity for those who would have clean
glasses. Every retail optician should
use and sell it. Send 15 cents for a
full size bottle. Price quoted to the
jobber on application.

,

Our $10.00 Cabinet,
Showing blank chart with letters through open-
ing. When this chart is down, only one line of
letters is shown. This possesses every advan-
tage of the $12.00 Cabinet, except that it has no
elevator. Each of its eight charts are balanced
in any desired position by its own balance weight.

It cannot get out of repair. It always works.
Ours is the only Cabinet containing a full

subjective test.

March, 1904 T H E

An Exposition of the Principles of Re-
fraction in the Human Eye Based
on the Laws of Conjugate Foci

(Continued. Part VII)

With 19 original illustrations.

By SWAN M. BURNETT, M. D. Ph. D., Professor of Ophthal-
mology and Otology in the Medical School of the

University of Georgetown, Washington, D. C.
[Copyright by SWAN M. BURNETT, 1903]

II will be seen from this that the nodal
point of the observer' s eye, the position of no
motion, is the point of reversal from the
movement with, to the movement against, the
mirror rotation ; making the position of the
observer's nodal point in relation to the con-
jugate focus of the observed eye, the key of
the situation.

• . In determining the refraction of the eye
by skiascopy, we employ the same principles
as in all the other methods, namely by finding
the far point of the eye, or the conjugate focus
of the fundus. This is not done, however,
by determining directly the point of reversal,
the place where the nodal point of the ob-
serving eye and the conjugate focus of the
fundus of the observed eye fall together.
Since this is at infinity in E., at an inconve-
nient distance in low degrees of M., and
negative in H., it would not be practically
possible. Nor is it necessary, since we can
artificially bring the far point of any eye to
any desired finite distance by the interposi-
tion of a lens in the path of the emerging
rays, as is done in the indirect ophthalmo-
scopic method. In other words, we can
create an artificial myopia at whose far point
we can easily place the nodal point of the
observing eye at which to obtain the phe-
nomena of reversal. Let us assume, for ex-
ample, this fixed far point to be at i meter
(M. = I D.) at which the observing eye
finds itself. The far point of any eye can be
brought by means of a proper lens, placed
just in front of it, to this point of reversal.
The difference between the actual far point of
this eye and i D. of M. is then measured by
the strength of the auxiliary lens which it has
been found necessary to place in the path of
the rays in order to bring that far point to
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dioptries of refraction. Hence, the far point
Meter

--0— --,-- co (infinity). If + 0.5 D. is re-

quired, then there is + 0.5 — I = — 0.5

with a far point 1,14 at 2 meters, and there is

M. of 0.5 D. If a + 4 D. is found neces-
sary to bring about a reversal, there is
+ 4 — I = + 3 D. of H., with a negative

far point 1-1 ,4* at 33cm. behind the observed eye.

Should a — 3 D. be required to bring about
a reversal, there is — 3 — I = — 4 D.
of M. with the far point at 12P = 25 cm.

in front of the observed eye, — 3 D.
being necessary to extend the far point
from 25 C111. (4 D.) to I al. (i D.)
Should the nodal point of the observ-
ing eye be placed at 2 M. ill front of
the observed eye, we would have to
substitute 0.5 D. for x D. in the above
calculations. If it be at one-half a
meter, 2 D. will have to be substituted, etc.

In this method the accommodation of the
observed eye can, by its action, add some
dynamic to the static refraction and thus
change the position of its far point by bring-
ing it nearer. On the contrary, an accom
modation on the part of the observing eye can
have but little effect, since the amount of
accommodation used to fix the pupil of the
observed eye does not materially displace
the nodal point of the observer's eye from
the actual position of the point of reversal.

Fig. 13

I m. The far point of the observed eye is
therefore expressed by the difference between

the number (x) of the lens employed and

I D., or x — i dioptries of refraction, from
which the position of the far point is easily
found.

Examples : The observing eye being at
m. and a lens x = i D. being necessary

to bring about a reversal of movement,* there
is emmetropia, since x I =- + i — i = o

..While, theoretically, the point of no movement is the one
which marks the position of the conjugate focus, it is much
easier, in practice, to take the point of a reversal from one
movement to another as indicating with sufficient accuracy
this position. This space between the two movements when
the ametropia is very high and the examination is made near
the observed eye may be sufficient to be taken into considera-
tion in the estimation of the optical condition.

Skiascopy with the Concave Mirror

The difference between this method and
that with the plane mirror rests on the differ-
ence in the positions of the flame image
giving the illumination. With the plane
mirror, as we have seen, the flame image is
as far behind the mirror as the flame is in
front of it, and moves always against the
mirror rotation. With the concave mirror
the flame image is at the focus of the mirror
in front of the observer and moves always
with the mirror rotation. As a result of this
the direction of movement of the bright spot
across the fundus of the observed eye with
the concave mirror is the opposite of that of
the flame image and of the mirror rotation,
and necessarily the contrary of that with

the plane mirror. The direction of the
movement of the image of the bright spot
on the fundus made at the conjugate focus
of the eye, however, remains the same;
that is, contrary to that of the bright spot
itself, in the case of E. and M. where the
movement is with the mirror rotation, and
in the same direction in H. with the move-
ment against the mirror rotation. When
the observer, then, is at a sufficient distance

from the eye under observation to allow the
flame image to be formed in front of the ob-
served eye, the phenomena of movements
apparerit to the observer will be the reverse
of those with a plane mirror ; that is, in E.
and H. and in M. with a far point behind the
nodal point of the observer's eye, the move-
ment will be against the mirror rotation, while
in M. with the far point in front of the nodal
point of the observer's eye, the movement
will be with the mirror.

With the exception of this change in the
direction of the movements across the pupil,
the rules for the estimation of ametropia are
the same as with the plane mirror. When,

however, the concave mirror is approached
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sufficiently near to allow the flame image to
fall behind the nodal of the observed eye, the
bright spot on the fundus and the flame
image will move in the same direction, and
the phenomena will be the same as with the
plane mirror.

The apparent rale of motion of the image
of the bright spot, relative to that of the
mirror rotation, depends upon the position of
this image in respect to the nodal point of

s,

1..-4011

Fig. 14

H

the observed eye, or to be exact, upon the
relative positions of the two conjugate foci.
The distance of the one focus on the fundus
from the nodal point represents the short
arm of the lever, and the distance from the
nodal point to the position of the image at
the other conjugate focus represents the long
arm, the fulcrum or center of rotation being
the nodal point n, Figs. 13 and 14. The
longer the long arm, therefore, the greater
the extent of its excursions, with a relatively
constant extent of excursion of the short arm
over the fundus. Thus in .111, Fig. 13, when
the far point, with its inverted, real image,
lies at M2 , the excursion will be shorter, with
the same amount of excursion at S2, than it
will be when the far point is at /1/,, with a
corresponding fundus excursion at S1. As
M, recedes from n the excursions increase in
extent for the same fundus excursions of the
bright spot, until the image Af, attains to
infinity, when it reaches its maximum, and
emmetropia prevails. Likewise in g Fig. 14,
when the virtual erect image lies at H„ at
the negative far point behind the eye, its
excursions, corresponding to the fundus ex-
cursions S„ will be less than when the far
point is at 112, corresponding to the conju-
gate focus on the fundus at S,; increasing
as H2 recedes from n, reaching the maximum
when H2 lies at infinity ; diminishing again
as it becomes positive and approaches a
point of reversal fixed at a finite distance in
front of the observed eye.

The same law applies to the size of the
image of the bright spot formed at the far
point. The closer this is to the refracting
system—in accordance with the well-known
law governing the relative size of the image
to the object—the smaller it is, increasing
pari passu as it is removed towards infinity,
where it. reaches its maximum, diminishing
again as it is brought to a finite distance at
the point of reversal.

Thus in Fig. 13, the inverted image
formed at Ai, is larger than that formed
at il12, and the dimensions increase as
it is removed towards infinity on the left,
where it attains its largest size, being in-
finitely large. Likewise in Fig. 14, the
size of the virtual image at H2 is larger
than at HI, and increases as it is removed
to infinity on the right, where it becomes
infinitely large, diminishing in size as it
becomes positive and inverted at a finite dis-
tance at the point of reversal in front of the
observed eye.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send mune and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of geed faith. Que.tiens will be answered in
the order in which they ace reeei vett. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communicat bins.

To enable us to answer questins satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously sworn? How long aud what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afibrd.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"F. J S.'.'-Please give me some informat;on re-
garding a prescription for lenses. The case
is an astigmatic case, and advise me whether
the following should be transposed or not, and
either way give the proper number of lenses.
0. D., - .25 sph. C .50 cyl. ax. cio°
0. S., - .25 sph. C + .5o cyl. ax. 90°

This prescription indicates a case of mixed
astigmatism, in which the vertical meridian is
myopic to the extent of .25 D. and the horizontal
hypermetropic - to the extent of .25 D. The cor-
recting cross cylinder would be
- 25 cyl. axis 1800 + .25 D. cyl. ax. go°

This can be transposed to either of the following
sphero-cylinders :
- .25 D. sph. C + .50 D. cyl. ax, go°

or, + .25 D. sph. C - .50 D. cyl. ax. 180°

The first of these it will be seen is the one men-
tioned by our correspondent, but the second would
have the same optical value, as would also the
cross-cylinder. However, the formula mentioned
in the question is the preferable one, because in
this case there is no prismatic effect in looking
down on account of the axis of the cylinder being
placed vertically.

" w F. B."-Man, aged about 45, came to me
and complained of being able to see double with
one eye. He was a man whom I had known
for years and knew him to be quite steady. His
occupation was driving a coach. He stated
that the complaint came on him all of a sudden
and that when he was driving he saw, as he
thought, Iwo traps coming towards him. On
closing the left eye he found that it made no
difference whatever to the image. This pecu-
liar defect lasted with him for about a fort-
night and then vanished as quickly as it had
come. I saw him about a week after this, and
tested his sight which I found to be quite
normal and with the radiating lines found no
astigmatism. To prove this I tried the fog-
ging method, with the same results. Has never
worn spectacles, and never been troubled with
any serious illness. Can you explain the cause
of this seeing double with one eye while the
other was not in the least affected?

This form of diplopia is termed monocular,
and usually depends upon some defect of the
refracting surfaces or media of the eye. It is espe-
cially common in irregular lenticular astigmatism
occuring as a precursor of cataract, most noticeable
in subdued light when the pupil is dilated. The
patient may see two moons, one overlapping the
other, and the same doubling of any light looked
at. Monocular diplopia is also present in disloca-
tion of the lens, when part of the rays of light en-
tering the eye pass through the edge of the crystal-
line and the balance pass alongside of it. Anyone
can experience a similar monocular diplopia by
looking through the edge of a spectacle lens.
Monocular diplopia may also arise from inequali-
ties in the lens, or from prismatic action of the
facets of the cornea.

Irregularities of the dioptric apparatus that are
sufficient to cause multiple images, can always be
detected by a careful objective examination by the
ophthalmoscope. Where no such irregularities
are present (and they are possibly not to be found
in the case under consideration) then we can only
regard the condition as due to some abnormality
in the visual centers in the brain ; or these cases
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may be classified as hysterical or psychical monoc-
ular diplopia. In these latter classes of cases the
double images are more apt to be definite and
regular in outline than in those cases that are
caused by irregularities of the crystalline lens or
other refracting media.

While these cases are interesting they are not
correctible by lenses, and hence they do not come
within the province of the optometrist for treat-
ment ; but, at the same time, that is no reason why
he should remain in ignorance of the causes and
nature of this uncommon form of diplopia.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"J. E. B."- Was requested to go and see an old
maiden lady aged eighty years. Found her
wearing + 3.25 for reading. Had been using
these ten years, but they were not now very
satisfactory. Upon testing found vision R. E.
M and L. E. AQ6. R. E. with + 3 D. ;
L. E. with 3 D. if ; 0. U. 3 D. could see
a little better than each eye separately. She
could read fine print with these up to W. I
then tried + 4.50 D. and found she could read
sante print front 5" to 22", but could not see
as well at infinity as with + 3 D. I then tried
4 D., with which she read the fine print at
5W/ and also if apparently about as well or
nearly so as with the + 3 D., so I gave the
4 D. to use for both distant and near, as she
could read better with these than with the
+ 3 D. Admitting that she was 3 D. Wei-
metropic, she was exercising an amplitude of
accommodation of 9.25 D., eral to a person
from zo to 25 years of age. This is evidently
a case where the accommodation has never
weakened much, or a return of the same by a
softening of the crystalline lens. What is your
opinion ?

This is one of those exceptional cases that
cannot be explained by the ordinary laws of opto-
metry. While there seems to be considerable
hypermetropia present, there is but little of the
function of accommodation left, as shown by the
acceptance indifferently of both ± 3 D. and 4 D.
for distance, with the same acuteness of vision. In
addition, there is the usual senile impairment of
the function of the retina, as evidenced by the
failure to raise the acuteness of vision higher than
H. Old people use but little accommodation, the
convex spectacles they wear sufficing to converge
the rays of light and form an image on their
retina that is sufficient for their purpose. There is
no indication of softening of crystalline lens, as in
such case concave lenses would be needed to
improve distant vision.

"J. W H."- With the correction you suggested,
in reply to my question in Februaiy issue,
.P. P. is a little over ten inches ; pretty far is
it not, I think I must have made a mistake
in copying and wrote in 0.81 for 0.83. My test
lenses have been in my service over twenty
years. Figuring in diopters does not come easy
yet, having practiced the inch system so long.

If our correspondent's test lenses are nunibered
in the inch system, and if he is accustomed to this
system he should have allowed us to make the
transpositions, or at least have given us the inch
numbers. While a forty-eight inch lens equals
0.83 D., yet the latter. number is practically un-
known in the dioptric system, the nearest being
0.87 D.

If the patient uses separate glasses for distance
and reading, the strength placed before the two
meridians in the latter may vary from the former;
but if bifocal lenses are desired, the two meridians
must be increased in equal proportion. In this
case our correspondent adds + 2.62 D. in vertical

meridian and + 2.44 D. (an unobtainable number)
in the horizontal meridian : this is an impossibilty
in bifocal lenses.

If our formula brings P. P. to ten inches, a 4- 3.
wafer would bring it to nine inches, and a 4- 3.50
to eight inches, but this formula is the closest
possible approximation to the figures named in the
diagram.

"W. A. J. "-An oculist prescribed for a inan aged
fifty-three the following three pairs of glasses:

For distance.

L. E., + .r.75
For near

R. E., + 3.5 C
L. E., +35 c

, .
.75 ax. 24°.
1.00 ax. 1700.

.75 ax. 45°.
4- 5.00 ax. 165°.

Cement bifocal lenses.
R. E., above + 1.25 C .75 ax. 30°.

below + 3.50 C 4- .75 ax. 300.
L. E., above 4- 1.75 C 1.00 ax. 167°.

below + 3.5o C 4- 1.00 ax. 167°.

For my own information and benefit would
like to know what his object could be to so
change the axis of the cylinder, and how does
he derive the axis so exact to a degree. All
glasses were sent to the doctor for inspection
and were 0. K'd. by him, excluding the
possibility of a mistake in writing the pre-
scriptions.

There is no rule in optometry by which the
action of this oculist in changing the axis of the
cylinder in each of the three prescriptions can be
explained. In fact, on the face of it, the appear-
ances are that he is in error. In the treatment of
astigmatism, complicated with presbyopia, the rule
is to correct the astigmatism first and then combine
with such cylinder the necessary convex lens for
the presbyopia ; this presupposes that the axis of
the cylinder remains the same. However, there
are exceptional cases where the reading vision is
improved by a change in the axis of the cylinder
from the position that affords the best vision for
distance. This can be explained by the fact that
in the exercise of the accommodation the curvatures
of the cornea may be slightly altered, thus shifting
the defective meridian. But there can be no varia-
tion in the axis of the cylinder when bifocal lenses
are worn : the same position of cylinder nec-
essarily must hold good both for distance and
reading.

If axis at 24° is correct for 0. D. in the distance
glasses, why should it be changed to 300 in the
distance portion of the bifocals? If axis at 45° is
correct for 0. D. in the reading glasses, why should
it be changed to 30° in the reading portion of the
bifocals? These prescriptions will not bear criti-
cism, because there can be no good reason for
these changes.

The fact that the axis is placed at 24° instead
of 25° also excites the wonder of our correspondent,
knowing, as he does, that the changes in the axis
are usually made in 5° jumps. When the cylinder
is strong, a movement of 2° or 3° is sometimes
very perceptible to the patient ; but with a 4- .75
cylinder the patient would be unable to detect any
difference in vision between 24° or 25°, nor is
there any objective test by which the oculist could
determine that 24° was a better position for the
cylinder than 25°. And even after the lenses were
ground, it would be difficult to determine whether
the axis of this + .75 cylinder was placed at 24°
or at 25°.

"T. L."- Will you please tell me if the optic disk
changes with age in color, or is it the media
that becomes less transparent ?

The fundus of the young eye shows a vivid
red color and a fresh, brilliant appearance. In age
the fundus loses some of its redness, the tissues
are less transparent and of a more granular appear-
ance and showing fewer reflections. The disk is
paler, with fewer and smaller blood vessels. There
is some atrophy in the choroid surrounding the
disk, and the light streak on the arteries is less
noticeable. These changes occur independently
of any changes in the refracting media ; but, as a
matter of fact, they are made more noticeable by
some loss of transparency in the latter.
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Some Forms of Irregular Astigmatism;
their Detection and Correction

NI the following we reprint an article
by Dr. F. B. Eaton, of San Fran-

cisco, Cal., who is well-known to the

readers of THE KEYSTONE by former contri-

butions to ophthalmic science that have

appeared in this journal. Our remarks will

be made at the end of the article.

Time continues to demonstrate more than ever
that accurate refraction is the most important, as it
is the principal, work of the oculist. That accurate,
painstaking work is more or less shirked, the
result either of physical weariness or of indiffer-
ence, by those whose waiting rooms are crowded,
we also know to be true.

It is my aim to here'present as
clearly as I can, certain phenomena
which have occurred with sufficient
frequency to attract my attention,
their interpretation and their prac-
tical value. Many oculists consider
irregular astigmatism, especially
when slight, as uncorrectible, or
too trifling a matter to consider;
so they make no attempt to remedy
it. Unknowingly, however, they
do sometimes correct it by placing
the axis of the cylinder empirically
in a certain position, which, when
analyzed, shows an unintentional
correction of an irregular astigma-
tism. Of course, irregular astig-
matism exists in all eyes to a greater
or less extent, and often is so slight
and so irregular that its correction
is either unnecessary or impossible.

I expect, nevertheless, to show
that it exists not infrequently in
such form in the daily run of asthe-
nopic patients, as to warrant, nay,
to command our best efforts, and
that it can be detected and corrected
to the last relief of the patient.

To avoid misunderstanding I
desire at the outset to state, in spite
of the contrary and more or less
authoritative statements of others,
my firm belief in the very frequent
occurrence of so-called unequal or
astigmatic contraction of the ciliary
muscle, i. e., of dynamic astigma-
tism, which I hope to consider in a
future paper. But the irregular
astigmatism here considered is not
to be confused with or mistaken
for, this dynamic astigmatism, the result of ciliary
spasm. On the contrary it is static; persists under
complete and prolonged cycloplegia, and remains
unchanged after repeated and careful examinations.
But nothing but such examinations and full cyclo-
plegia will prevent the observer from mistaking a
temporary ciliary spasm for the static condition
here considered.

For years I have noticed, as doubtless others
have, that after equalizing the two principal meri-
dians by the proper cylinder under cycloplegia,
the two other meridians remain unequalized, as
shown by the appearance of one or several lines on
the chart remaining indistinct. The meridian
indicated thus is, of course, less than 900° from one,
and greater than 900 from the other principal meri-
dian. When this condition is overlooked it is
generally because the widely dilated pupil is not
" stopped " by a perforated disk as pointed out by
me in The Ofihthalmic Record of January and July,
1902 ; the patient, owing to the general " blur"
does not observe it.

As is well known this irregular astigmatism
can be corrected, when (a) no spherical lens enters
into the combination, by grinding the cylinders on
each side of the glass ; or, (b) with the sphere, by
a toric lens.

But, as Donders showed many years ago, the
sphero-cylindric equivalent of the sphero and two
cylinders can be calculated by the equations:

C1 sin. 2a + C, sin. 2#,
( I) tang. 2 y -

COS. 20 + C2 cos. aft.

)73*
So

190

300

0?
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(11) C3 = Cl sin. 20 + C2 sin. 213,
sin. 2y

(III) D - C1 + C2 - C3 where Ci =the
2

first cylinder in dioptres ; C2 = the second cylinder
in dioptres; C, = the resulting cylinder in dioptres;
a = the angle made by CI with the meridian 00;
# = angle made by C2 with the meridian o° ; y =_

angle made by C, with the meridian o° ; and D
the resulting sphero in dioptres. The equations of
trigonometrical origin, however, are seldom used,
partly because it requires some considerable math-
ematical knowledge to give the several trigono-
metrical functions their proper algebraic signs, and
partly because of the time required to make the
calculations.

In a valuable paper: "On the Refractive
Value of Any Two Cylinders, etc." (Arch. of
Ofth., vol. xxii, 1893, p. 435), Carl Weiland pointed

0

co 90 90

era

4,

V. = javal 0. D. open 180°, closed no° --,
5.75. Skiascopy 0. D. under cycloplegia 4.00 S.
C - 6.00 cyl. axis ro° C - 7.00 cyl. axis 300 0. D.
By subjective tests, w. 4.00 S. C - 6.00 cyl. axis
ro°, the chart lines at ro° and roo° were equalized,
but now the line at 1200 was much the clearest.
w. + 400 S. C - 6.00 cyl. axis ro° - 1.25 cyl.
axis 3o0 V. = I/F.

Fig. x shows how the equivalent of the two
cylinders was obtained. The point A was marked
on the radius of 200 (twice ro° = angle 2a) where
it intersects the circle marked 6 (D). Point B was
marked on the radius 6e (twice 300 -= angle 28)
where it intersects the circle of 1.25 D. From A
with a radius D B, the arc a a, and from .8 with a
radius D A, an arc b b , is described. Drawing
B C and A C to complete the parallelogram, and
its diagonal D C, equal to 7 D. This last cuts the
angle 26° (= 27) one-half of which is 13° ( = y).

r.25 - 7
By Donder's formula :   = 0.12 sph.

2
which deducted from the 4.00 S.
gives the completed formula :
3.88 S. C.,- 7.00 cyl. axis 13°, with
which V. r= pr. This combination

4.0o S. replacing 3.88), after re-
covery from the cycloplegic entirely
relieved the asthenopia, with the
above improvement of vision.

The original vision of this
patient being so poor, while the
exact position of the axis of so
strong a cylinder is imperative, the
value of the method is apparent.

The case just described illu-
strates the procedure when the two
cylinders have the same sign.
Another will show how to proceed
when the cylinders are of opposite
signs :

R. B., age twenty-four. Glasses
are unsatisfactory, giving poor
sight, and are uncomfortable. Is
wearing O. D. -3.755. C - o.5o c.
axis 17o V. = 0. S. - 3.25 s. C
- 0.50 c. axis 1800. By skiascopy
and subjective tests 0. w - 3.75 S.
C Imo cyl. axis 105° C- 1.25
cyl. axis 155° V. = 0. Using the
figures along the vertical diameter,
which represent smaller dioptric
values (Fig. r), we proceed as re-
gards the + Loo cyl., exactly as
before, the point At being at circle
I at its junction with radius of 230
(twice 115) ; but Bt, indicating a
minus cylinder of opposite sign is
placed on the radium 130°, since
310° (twice 155°) - 18o = 1300 ;
the rule being to subtract ao from
the doubled number of the number
of minus degrees.

Bt is drawn parallel to At D to complete
the parallelogram and D CI indicates at once
- 1.25 cyl. axis 1750.* To find the sphere:

+ 1.00 - 1.25 - (- 1.25)

210

LAO

23o
*: 0441 intl10441).

4111M14*#.710

*11..W1W.23 290
60 2Z0 20.1

Fig. I

330

350

Large figures along horizontal and vertical (11:limiters and the small ones on the horizontal

diameter signify dioptres and half dioptres. The small figures along the vertical diameter
signify dioptres and half and quarter dioptres and are for cylinder combinations front

0.25 to 2.00 dioptres.

out a simple and rapid Method of obtaining the
new sphero-cylindric combination, and described
an instrument devised by him for the purpose, and
founded upon the above equations. I have not
used this instrument, but employ a substitute
available by any one, by which the combination
can be determined in a few moments.

My apparatus (which any one can easily con-
struct) is nothing but a school slate eight inches by
twelve inches, on which, with a pair of strong
sharp-pointed carpenter's dividers, I have described
a series of ten concentric circles, the largest of
which is twenty centimeters in diameter, each
having a diameter of two centimetres greater than
the one next within it, and thus they are one centi-
metre apart. With a protractor the circles are
divided by meridians ro° apart from o° to 360°,
beginning at the right ; the horizontal diameter
numbered at every other intersecting circle : r, 2,
3, 4 and 5 to represent dioptres, and the vertical
beginning at circle r, numbered at each circle;
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.50 and 2. (Fig. r.) The
diagram is clear and permanent. The only other
apparatus is a pair of dividers having a well sharp-
ened slate-pencil fixed to one branch. The follow-
ing cases of my own will illustrate its use.

Case r. Miss I. C., aged twenty. Both eyes
" near-sighted " as far back as she can remember.
Right is irritable and waters and pains when used
for near. Is wearing 0. D. - 3.00 cyl. axis 18o°,
and V. = n? Right cornea, opacity of phlyctenula
en bandelette invading pupillary area. Left cornea
covered with opacities of old superficial keratitis.

2
0.75 S. which,

added to the original -3.75 s., gives - 3.90 s., and.
ithe completed formula s : -4.00 s. C - 1.25 cyl.

axis 175°,which combination gave great satisfaction.
These two cases sufficiently illustrate the

method. But I would particularly commend its
use in ametropic individuals who have high visual
acuity and a small or moderate degree of such
irregular astigmatism as is here described. High
visual acuity means a demand on the part of the
cerebral visual centers for very distinct retinal
images, and a small error in refractive correction
means partial relief only to much suffering in neur-
asthenic patients who have such visual acuity, and
who must work much at the near.

The question naturally arises : Why not get
the combination by placing the two cylinders in a
trial frame and simply neutralizing them empiri-
cally? Because such neutralization is neither sim-
ple nor accurate, and often requires much labor.
The beginner can, however, verify the result ob-
tained by the method here described by means

* This must be a misprint. It ought to he + 1.50 cyl.
+ 1.00 - 1.25 - 1.50

axis 870, and for the sphere  2 
87 s.

which would make the complete formula - 4.65 s. + 1.50
cyl. axis 87° ; or - 3.15 - 1.50 cyl. ax. 1770.

(Continued on page 477)



176 The Hardy 20th Century Ophthalmic Cabinet
fills a want long felt by refractionists. It contains all test type on one roll, and only presents to view
what the operator desires. The letters can be 'changed without the refractionist leaving his seat.
The light is behind the type, is evenly diffused over all the letters, giving the even illumination
so necessary for a satisfactory test.

PRICE,

$10.0°
less 6 per cent. for cash.

COMPLETE WITH

OIL LAMP.

PRICE,

$10.00
less 6 per cent. for cash.

COMPLETE WITH
ELECTRIC

ATTACHMENT.

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY,
AgootN:

O. V. I3ROV■'N, for Philludelphla.
OL.OIRE OPTICAL CO., for Now Eoglood.
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THE

KRYIPTOK
LENS

This clean, clear bifocal lens with
INVISIBLE joining of the two parts
appeals irresistibly to all wearers of
bifocal spectacles and eyeglasses.

It is made up in all forms and
combinations.

Write for information to any one
of the manufacturers if your State is
not designated in the list attached.

MANUFACTURERS
AND TERRITORY CONTROLLED.

A. S. ALOE CO., 414-416 N. Broad-
way, St. Louis. For MISSOURI.

JOHN L. BORSCH 0 CO., 1324
Walnut St., Philadelphia. PENNSYLVA-
NM, DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC.,
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CONSIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO.,
Denver, Colo. TEXAS, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO.
UTAH, OKLAHOMA.

CHAS. A. EUKER 0 CO.,
Howard St., North, Baltimore. MARY-
LAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

E. KLEIN 0 BRO., Race St.,
Cincinnati. For OHIO. 
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ANDREW J. LLOYD 0 CO., 323
Washington St., Boston. MAINE, NEW
HAMPSHIRE. VERMONT. MASSA-
CHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND, CON-
NECTICUT.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d
St., New York ; 604 Nicollet Ave., Minne-
apolis ; 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul. NEW
YORK, MINNESOTA, NORTH AND
SOUTH DAKOTA.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 N. Pennsylvania
St., Indianapolis. INDIANA, KEN-
TUCKY.
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Some Forms of Irregular Astigmatism;
their Detection and Correction

(Continued from page 475)
of the trial frame. The same slate diagram may also
be used to obtain the resultant prism of any com-
bination of two prisms. Thus, a patient was most
comfortable with a three prism base in, combined
with one of two base down. Marking the point P
at three on the horizontal diameter (Fig. 1), and
PI on the vertical diameter at two, and describing
the short arcs pp and p' p, with P and PI, as cen-
ters respectively, we construct the rectangle D P
E PI, the diagonal D E of which indicates a prism
of 3 5° apex 145° (base 325°).

It may be claimed that I have found these con-
ditions of irregular astigmatism because I looked
especially for them. But then, on the other hand,
I do claim that others fail to find them when they
exist, because they do not look for them, do not
"stop" the dilated pupil, and do not use a suffi-
ciently potent cycloplegic long enough to exclude
astigmatic contraction of the ciliary muscle.

This paper is intended to be first of all practical,
and mainly for those who have not looked into the
mathematical principles and processes on which
the method is based. I must take this opportunity,
however, to urge those who have not, to look into
the beautiful demonstrations in our ophthalmo-
logical treatises. A little trouble will richly reward
them. For it is the personal analysis of these
equations of Donders and others which leads us to
the geometrical and graphic demonstration of one
of the most beautiful applications of mathematics
to practical and useful ends.

It seems to the reviewer that there is

one point in this paper that ought not to be
allowed to go unchallenged. This is not the

much-debated question whether there exists

an unequal or astigmatic contraction of the

ciliary muscle, but the point refers to the

manner in which the irregular astigmatism is

detected by Dr. Eaton. He believes that

there is sufficient proof of an irregular astig-

matism if after equalizing in the subjective

test the two chart lines at right angles to each

other there now appears a new line as the

clearest. To the reviewer this seems no

proof at all. There can be no doubt that

the whole phenomenon is only due to the

fact that the patient did not pick out the

proper meridian, and that he selected the

line in the chart nearest to his faulty meridian.

Take for example the first case of the doctor.

Here in the subjective test the patient

selected to and too as the two main meH-

dians. But the correction of these meridians

could not quite equalize all lines in the

astigmatic chart, because, as the final result

shows, not to and too but 13 and 103 were

the main meridians. If the doctor had

determined these meridians before by accu-

rate tests there would have been no need for

the complicated correction. It is true that

the usual astigmatic charts do not show a

meridian of thirteen degrees, but in such a

case of very high astigmatism it would have

been easy to rotate the lines and to find that

position in which the one set appeared in the

best black. The difficulties simply arose

from starting from a false meridian and could

have been easily avoided in the way indi-

cated. We already have called attention to

a mathematical or typographical error ill the
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calculation, but there is a radical mistake in
the diagram in the numbering of the vertical
meridian. Here the notation begins at the
second concentric circle, while it ought to
begin, of course, at the first circle with 0.23.
This for the benefit of our readers who would
like to employ this method in their work, as
it can be done whenever they have a pre-
scription with two cylinders that are placed
obliquely to each other.

"Dynamic Phorometry"

By John C. Eberhardt, Dayton, Ohio.

In contemplating the philosophy of muscle

action, the student is impressed with one pertinent
fact, that the muscles themselves are not the factors
we deal with only so far as they are the storage
batteries for nerve force, capable of developing a
given amount of energy dependent upon their
capacity and the ability of the human dynamo to
supply adequate innervation ; the faulty action of

any given muscle, therefore, does not necessarily

indicate an abnormal condition of this part ; but,

more likely, an inadequate or excessive nerve sup-

ply, the correction lying in determining and

neutralizing the cause, thereby re-establishing nor-

mal harmony between the collateral functions in-

volved. In the methods now employed, measure-
ments of the ocular muscles are subjective, static
and binocular in character, and, as the involuntary

function of fusion underlies and dominates every

visual act, these methods being binocular in char-

acter, lose much of their accuracy and value. In

the objective, dynamic method, here presented for

consideration, the following features are empha-

sized:

I. Enforcement of binocular vision at fourteen

inches through requisite reading lenses, the angle

of convergence being noted while both eyes are

thus employed, the test letters appearing, one under

the other, upon a card moving vertically placed in

instrument at this distance, thereby not only main-

taining the requisite accommodation, but conver-

gence necessary for fusion as well.

2. The disassociation of one eye, vision being

continued by its mate, the desire for fusion being

thereby suspended, resulting in the manifestation

of the true angle of convergence induced by the

accommodative effort.
3. The disassociation being effected without

covering the eye, it remains unconscious of the

change and continues to function in harmony with

its mate, the operator being enabled to note any

deviation from the fusion angle, and estimate the

character and amount of existing imbalance.

In the static examinations of the motor

muscles, the same error has been committed

which, until recently, characterized static refrac-

tive examinations, i. e., "The assumption that the

ocular muscles assume a normal condition of re-

laxation when used at infinity." The dynamic

method of refraction proved this hypothesis to be

erroneous, and the same criticism applies to static

phorometry ; for if, from any cause, an excessive

or inadequate nerve supply has been sent to a

given muscle, it is scarcely reasonable to suppose

that the mere disassociation of images at infinity

will at once neutralize this faulty innervation. In

the dynamic system under consideration, the eyes

are forced to do a known amount of work at a

known distance, the suspension of the act of
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fusion allowing the disassociated eye to assume
that angle of convergence induced by the nerve
supply sent to the collateral mechanism, the
muscles of accommodation, and thus enables the
operator to note whether a condition of equipoise
exists or not, and if the innervation to the ciliary
is such as to produce either an excess or insuffi-
cient convergence, then refractive correction can
either be increased or decreased until a condition
of equilibrium has been re-established between
these functions.

Careful observation of a number of marked
cases of heterophoria which had failed to yield to
prismatic corrections, all evidenced one marked
characteristic, that discomfort rarely manifested
itself when the eyes were not used excessively at
the near point ; if, however, they were employed
continuously at the reading distance, exhaustion
and asthenopia evidenced itself. In each of these
cases the increase in the reading lenses indicated
by the dynamic procedure has given relief ; in two
instances the distance correction having been in-
creased by one diopter, although prior to this,
repeated exhaustive examinations had failed to
reveal any latent error.

Ohio Optical Association

Arrangements are being made for the annual
meeting of the above association, which will be
held in March on a date to be selected. At this
meeting two lectures will be delivered, one in the
afternoon and another in the evening. Time will
be devoted to discussion and a general interchange
of ideas pertaining to optometry. The following
circular, signed by Secretary E. L. Jones, of San-
dusky, has been sent to every optician in the State,

together with an application blank :

It is the desire of the members of the Ohio
Optical Association and every optician to see our
calling placed upon a higher plane of dignity, gain
public confidence and to make it worthy of the
name of a profession.

We need more members if we would.cmake
ourselves. felt, and there is no reason why we
should not have every honest and reputable opti-
cian who is practicing in the State. I think it is a
duty that he owes to himself for the protection and
advancemennt of optometry.

We need better legistation, a stronger organ-
ization, and that we may have our meetings for
the exchange of ideas and mutually benefit one
another.

The objects of this association are the attain-
ment of a higher, scientific and practical profi-
ciency, the promotion of social intercourse ami the
advancement and protection of mutual interests.

If you are not a member, we want you to join
us by filling out the enclosed application blank.

Chicago Optical Society

The Chicago Optical Society met February 4th

at the rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Association.

The meeting was called to order by the president.

Dr. J. W. Dunlap and George H. Hazlitt were

admitted as active members, and W. A. Foley as a
non-resident member. The American Jeweler

was given a vote of thanks for the gavel which it
presented to the society. Dr. Earl J. Brown gave

a continuation of his -illustrated lectures. The

course of lectures by the doctor will be resumed at

the next meeting. The next meeting of the society

.will be held March loth at the same place.

On Thursday evening, February nth, Prof.
Rogers gave the first of a series of lectures upon

the ocular muscles. The attendance was very

satisfactory, both in point of numbers and interest.
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This bench is built of solid
maple, highly polished. Size,
8 feet long by 2 feet, 8 inches
wide.

It is fitted with two new corn-
position grindstones (far superior
to Craigleith), 24 in. x iX in.,
also the Globe Automatic Frame-
less Edge Grinder, Adjustable
Pattern Diamond Lens Cutter,
Latest Model Diamond Lens
Drill, Polishing Head and 3 H. P.
Motor for running Drill and Pol-
ishing Head separate.

This can be made with one
stone if desired and without small
motor.

It is crated complete all ready
to run, or can be shipped in parts
if necessary.

Prices Quoted and
Fuller Description on
Application.

The above outfit can be run
with a X H. P. Motor.
We furnish this outfit with a

Y5 H. P. Motor, which can be
attached to the regular electric
current to run the drill and pol-
ishing head without running the
stones.

We make benches to order.
Write us before you buy.

OPTICIAN'S
WORK BENCH.

Manufactured by
THE CA LOBE.'..

GLOBE OPTICAL COMPANY,
403 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Some of the Reasons
Why Our Service is Satisfactory

Prescriptions correctly filled.

Every 131 returned the day received.

A stock containing every variety of Spectacleware
that is called for.

Careful attention given to the desires of our
customers.

Being an Exclusively Wholesale House, all of our
energies are given to the wants of our wholesale
customers.

We ask all Western Opticians
to send for our Catalogue and
It, Rook and give us a trial.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,

Denver, Cob.

U.S.

GUARDS FOR EYEGLASSES

U.S.

TEMPLES FOR SPECTACLES

SAVE NOSES AND EARS FROM UN-
SIGHTLY AND PAINFUL SORES.

USED BY PROGRESSIVE OPTICIANS.
SOLD BY PROGRESSIVE JOBBERS
ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR SAMPLES.
IF HE DON'T HAVE THEM, SEND US
HIS NAME AND WE WILL SEND
YOU SAMPLES.

BORSCH
& CO.

103 Adams Street,
Chicago.
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Largest Photograph in the World

N this age of great things the photographer is
vieing with those in other spheres of effort in
the production of startling results. The latest
achievement in the photographic line is what

is announced as " the largest photograph in the world."
This immense photograph was recently produced in
Naples, and measures 12 yards long and i4 yards high.
The feat was performed by the New Photographic
Company of Berlin. It is a photograph of the Bay of
Naples, and was taken from Castello Marino, the
highest point of the mountains surrounding Naples.
It shows the bay from Vesuvius to Capri. Six plates
were used in making the photograph. The image was
enlarged direct on to bromide paper, each section
measuring *i yards by 2 yards. The development
had to be done in the open air by night. Only two
copies of the remarkable picture were made. One is
to be exhibited in Dresden and the other at the
St. Louis Exposition.

In producing this photograph it was necessary to
make special machinery, unlike any ever used by a
photographer before. It was necessary to climb up on
ladders to perform the work of developing. A great
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winding wheel was constructed on which to roll the
photograph while it was being developed. Various
stages in the process of preparing the picture are
shown in the illustrations. The expansive picture will, no doubt, be scanned
critically at the St. Louis Exposition. For the use of the cuts here shown
we are indebted to the Philadelphia Record.

Concerning Artificial Light Developing Papers
" It is all in the making of the negative." This is often quoted by the

writer in answer to the question put to him by men interested in photo-
graphy, viz.: " Wherein lies the secret of your beautiful carbon and
platinum effects obtained in your prints on artificial light developing
paper ? " It is all in the making of the negative. Greatly to be regretted
is the fact that the demonstrators employed by the various makers of such
papers are unable to produce, when attempting to demonstrate the
superiority of their brand, the best that the product is capable of showing.
The amateur, who in these days has the ability to know an ideal production

Retouching by Night

for its real worth, can at a glance point out the defects and failures in the
very samples which the makers present to influence their patronage. The
prints are made from negatives selected from those usually found in the
studio which approach the effect generally called " soft," most of them
developed with pyro. You will observe that the prints, if full of detail, are
grayish, with no brilliancy ; if snappy and bright, they are marble-like in
the whites and charcoal-black in the shadows, with loss of many fine
details in each.

When a negative is shown to me, and I am asked, " Isn't that a fine
negative ?" 4 invariably reply, " Fine for what ?" I care not how attractive
the negative may appear, I want to see a print made from it upon the paper
prodiict You intend to use. I shall look through that negative with a good
strong light back of it, then at the print made from it. If there is the
minutest detail visible in the highest light or deepest shndow of that
negative which is absent in the dried print, I call that negative far from
ideal. It is not even attractive to me. The peculiar sort of negative I have

found necessary for ideal results with artificial light
developing papers, is one having a certain relation-
ship of the whites and blacks, one to the other. In

Washing the Print in a Specially-Constructed Vat

the few seconds required for printing, all the finer
details of the higher lights must be registered and
at the same time none of the detail in the deepest
shadows must be blocked. I do not believe that it
is possible to obtain such a result on these papers
■■ jib a pyro-developed negative.

It took three years of experiment to obtain the
exact proportions of the formula now used by the
writer, and the same developer is used for both
plates and prints, yielding perfect results in both.

I do not see why the hosts of photographers,
amateur and professional, now working at hap-
hazard, do not set about endeavoring to perfect a
system of regular work, taking as the basis of that
system the exclusive use of artificial light developing
papers.

Everything is in its favor, nothing against it.
Time required, one-eighth ; price of material, one-
third ; quality equals carbon or platinum, uniformity
better by so per cent. If I can, you can.

The above is the advice given by Milton Waide,
in the Amateur Photographer, but often different
experimenters arrive at different conclusions, and it
is quite likely that others may hold less pronounced
views on the subject. Everything that stimulates
inquiry and study is admirable, however, and the
publication of individual experiences is always to be
commended and encouraged.
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Prescription Orders returned the day
they are received.

We are prepared to meet the prices of
any legitimate wholesale house.

Send for Prescription Blanks and Cat-
alogue.

The
ri Bonschur Scroll Guard.
Sanitary—has no facings.
Sightly—artistic and inconspicuous.
Comfortable—the shave is such that

it clings easily.
The "BONSCH UR HEAD" prevents

the loosening of the stud screws.
Prices: Gold 719.75 doz. Silver, $2.25 doz.

0

Wholesale,
Importing,
Manufacturing

WORK.
The kind that suits you.

The new " Brown Sanitary Guard
has none but good points.

It has the " Bonschur Head," which keeps the sti
screws tight.

The curved shank prevents the stud screws from tout ,-
ing nose.

It has broad bearing surface, which conforms easily i )
the natural curve of the nose.

It has no perforation in the bearing surface to cause tli,)
skin to swell.

The angle of the Guard can be altered by merely ben,:
ing with the fingers.

Prices: Gold, $6.50 doz. Filled, $2.50 do,.
Silver, $1.25 doz.

SEND FOR SAMPL,,
OF BROWN GUARP.D. V. Brown9

736, 738, 740 Sansom Street,
Optician. Philadelphia, Pa.

March, 1904
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Practical Notes

ET any optician who is interested in
his work make the experiment of
testing any given number of so-called
piano glasses, and he will be very

much astonished to find that true pianos,
except when optically worked, are practically
non-existent. Almost every glass examined
will be found either to have traces of lens
power or prismatic action if carefully tested.
Delicate testing in such a case as this cannot
be done by viewing cross lines at a short
distance, say, of one or two meters. The
longer the distance the more delicate the
test becomes, and six meters or over should
be employed for the investigation suggested.
In the case of lens power of low amount the
glasses should be held well away from the eye
when making the vertical and horizontal
motions, as the parallactic movement is then
much more pronounced, and the test in con-
sequence becomes far more delicate than
when the glass is held nearer to the eye.
With stronger lenses the movement is suffi-
ciently apparent in almost any position. but
care must always be exercised that a lens is
not held further away from the eye than the
distance of its own focus, otherwise the usual
movements will be reversed.

A quick method of testing the . glazing
of cyls. to see whether the axes are accurately
placed is achieved as follows : Upon a flat
screen or wall of the room situate at a dis-
tance of six meters, at least, a large circle is
described of suitable size, which will vary
with the actual length of the room. The
circle has the usual protractor-like construc-
tion in the form of meridional lines radiating
from its center, the vertical and horizontal
lines being, however, more strongly marked
than the others and both projecting slightly
beyond the circumference of the circle. The
meridians are numbered commencing with a
vertical zero above, down towards the right
hand of the horizontal line, which is go°.
Thence downwards to 1800 at the bottom of
the vertical meridian, and again upwards on
the left to go° at the horizontal, and so for-
ward until the numeration is complete. The
method of use is to hold the spectacle frame
with the lenses in situ at about arm's length
before the eye in the ordinary way, as when
testing and neutralizing lenses. They must
be held front to the operator, i e., with the
sides away from the operafor's face. The
long diameter of the lens, which corresponds
with the line from joint to joint of the spec-
tacle frame, must be held before the eye at
the precise meridian on the diagram corre-
sponding to that of the axis in the prescrip-
tion. When the long diameter is thus held
opposite the diagrammatic axial meridian it
will be found if the axis of the cylinder is
accurately set, that the vertical and horizon-
tal lines of the diagram which are taken as
guides or indicators are quite continuous.
Example : A cylindrical lens is supposed to
be set at axis 45°, and it is desired to find
out whether it is so placed with exactitude.
The spectacle containing the lens in question
is held before the eye with the long diameter
of the lens at meridian 45° upon the large
diagram, when if the horizontal and vertical

lines are found to be perfectly continuous
both through and beyond the lens, the axis
may be assumed to be correctly set.

JI JI

It is important in order to achieve deli-
cacy in all such tests as the above, that the
distance at which the test is made shall be
sufficient. The weaker the lens the more
important it is to test at a long range, as it is
then easy to detect deviations and movements
that might be quite easily overlooked at a
shorter distance. Properly drawn cross-lines
placed in a suitable position are essential.
Edges of doors and windows are not suffi-
ciently delicate in their indications, particu-
larly when light is uncertain and illumination
imperfect, as is often the case in workshops.
A perfect vertical line may be secured at any
time by means of a cord and weight or plum-
met. If the cord is suspended in front of a
white wall it should be black ; but if the wall
is black or nearly so, then the cord for dis-
tinction should be white. In neither case
must the cord be too fine ; ordinary builders'
sash-cord serves well and is cheap.

kc J$
American inventors are very prolific in

the matter of spectacle and clip cases in many
different materials, sizes and shapes. Proba-
bly the steel-lined cases have been most
popular in British markets. Strength and
lightness combined with the suitability of
their sizes and shapes have rendered them
deservedly popular. English case makers
are now, albeit somewhat late in the day,
turning their attention to steel-lined cases
with a measure of success. Spectacle-case
making in England has long been the mono-
poly of a few firms and individuals, who
consequently did what is known as a roaring
trade. It is significant of the times that
even these are now copying American styles
and patterns in order to stem the ebbing tide
of orders for certain classes of goods, for
which they have found themselves, much to
their astonishment, getting left behind. I
have now before me, as I write, some Eng-
lish made steel-lined cases that are not at all
amiss in quality, though they are certainly
not quite so smart in appearance as some of
the Americans. Still there is a sort of John
Bull look about them that bids well for their
durability. The lapse of time alone will
prove their value comparatively with that of
their imported rivals.

.01 Je

Speaking of durability reminds me that
I have heard of some of those papier mache
cases mentioned a few months ago being in
daily use for over ten years, remaining at the
end of that period as sound as when new.
The pattern described was the old-fashioned,
but ever popular frog-mouth. The maker
gets up his best cases in imitation of dark
rosewood or mahogany, and prides himself
specially upon the extreme hardness and
durability of the material. The • cases are
very popular in both Lancashire and York-
shire, where the canny people of the North
Countrie are quick to appreciate sound quality
combined with comely appearance. There
is but one maker of these goods which must
not be confounded with the imported papier
mache cases, which they are totally unlike.

It is a matter that many opticians have
perhaps regretted when sending out spiral
clips glazed with interchangeable or other
lenses of symmetrical outline, that owing to
peculiar hump in the eyewire near where the
bars are soldered there is often left a gap or
space betwixt the edge of the lens and the
eyewire itself. From present methods of
manufacture this irregularity seems to be un-
avoidable, and the best way out of the diffi-
culty is to put into the eye a proper sized
steel template and screw it up tightly in place
of the lens, then whilst it is in position gently
tap or press the eyewire by means of a suit-
able wooden mallet or other implement. A
few steady taps will do a great deal to mini-
mize the trouble and, although it will not in
all probability be entirely obliterated, still the
fit will be found very much better when the
lens comes to be again screwed in its place.
If great care be employed, this method of
closing down the gap may be employed even
when the lens is in position. The first
method, of courk, is safer when time and
circumstances permit. The template em-
ployed should be exactly the same size and
contour as the lens itself.

Some of the spectacle sellers who sail so
dangerously near the wind, with respect to
the plate license required for the sale of
gold if over two pennyweights, run very
considerable risks through their parsimony.
A common method with these persons when
asked by an officer of internal revenue as to
whether they are dealers in gold plate, is to
state that they simply sell gold filled specta-
cle ware and therefore do not require to hold
a license. So far no trouble has arisen with
the inland revenue people in this matter, but
the board is becoming daily more strict, as
witness the recent withdrawal of certain con-
cessions long sanctioned in the medicine
stamp department ; so that opticians may
find themselves in for trouble any day if they
rely upon evading the license either on one
pretext or another. For the purposes of the
act, " gold " and " silver " do not necessa-
rily mean pure gold or pure silver, but in-
clude what is ordinarily called gold or silver;
that is, a mixture of gold or silver and alloy.
Hence, gold filled spectacle ware might be
considered liable, particularly the high quali-
ties with solid gold springs, cod pieces or
bridges.

jC

The question naturally arises as to how
the law is evaded when gold is requested by
some customer who requires the real thing.
Often the vendor, under some pretext or
other, gets the goods delivered by post direct
from his wholesale house to his customer.
The goods are duly invoiced to him, and he
receives payment of the amount from the
customer, plus his own profit ; or perhaps
more commonly, they are invoiced at full
retail price and a discount is taken at settle-
ment. Of course all this is illegal, and
the vendor is just as liable as if he actu-
ally delivered the goods in his own shop. It
is illegal either to sell, vend, utter or deal in
any way in gold plate without a license, and
the person who takes the order and the pay-
ment is undoubtedly the vendor in the eye
of the law. —British 0,0lical Journal.
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Measuring P. D.

Measuring Height.

Measuring Base.

Measuring for Crest.

THE

FRIEDLANDER=FRANKEL

FACE MEASURE 
MAKES SPECTACLE FITTING

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE

Send postal card for full descriptive circular.

Jos. FRIEDLANDER cS BRO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,

8 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY ALL WHOLESALE

OPTICAL HOUSES.

March, 1904

Optical Organizations

THE

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (ISM)
JOIN C. EBERHARDT, 1'1'0:B1011i, Dayton, Ohio,
K L. Jostts, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Milwau-
kee, in 1904.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

HON. ALBAN G. 11. GIBILS,(1\1I6.29P)., Master.
Cob. T. DAviss mt.:wt.:Lb, F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

Loudon, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

S. COWAN, I:. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, l'.1I.S. L, F.B.O.A., S..cretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, %V., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1811(1)

SAMUELS. GRANT, President, Montreal.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association ( 1903 )

JAMES CHAMBERS, PreSIdent. Springhill It, I ;Is.gnw.
JOHN LAMONT, Secretary, 511 Victoria 1:4n01,

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

CLARENCE S. HART, President, Lynn, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each omit Ii, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. Gamsottit, President, Itochcster, SI inn.
E. (.'. ROBERTS, Secretary, Ito( W jug, SI ion.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, PreSIdellt, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. DILWORTH, Secretary, 111:12 Third Ave., New York City.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. H. JN:NKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. W. E. PATERSON, President, Grand Rapids, Mich.
E. Murat, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

W. C. SOMMER, President, Chicago, Ill.
Lours I,. Boy Lit, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. II. Wont>, President, Oakland, Cal.
W. IlEss, Secretary, 505 Kearny Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CI.AY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

Gm. II. BRowst, President, Manchester, N. II.
W. E. Beal' RE, Secretary, 51aneliester, N. 11.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, Stay, Sep-
tember anti November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (MOO

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. A DOLENIAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MA tti.ER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEI, RAPPORT, Secretary, Dllrhant, N. C.

•
Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

.1. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City. Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Sec'y, 608 Nieollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

II. E. MusDoc:lc, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. Swirl', Secretary, Portland, Maine.
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Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
A. H. \YENNING, President, Nashville, Tenn.
GEO. It. Cnimoux, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)
H. B. Vixen, President, Denver, Colo.
It. II. Itirost„ Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Itenver, Colo.
MISS E.H.CHAPAI AN, Uor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)
TH,,m l I ioN% vs K, President, Clay ccid cr,
E. W. IIKElt, Secroary and Treastin r, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)
Laos BAER, PreSitlent, Kansas Cit y.
J. W. TALBOT, Secretary and Treasurer, Nevada, Mo.

Annual meeting, June 14 and 15, 1904, at St. Louis.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F. JAIINKE, .Ia., President, Richmond, Va.
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
EDWIN L. Jos Es, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

0. It. K 'No, President, Lexington, Ky.
J. M. IRMEN, Secretary, 336 FOurth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SuNithEati, President, Cargo, N. Dak.
VV. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
F. C. LEAMINO, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1003)
NVII.I.tAm II. Fain, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
1). G. U.G.I.Err, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. flak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

NV. NV, CitAstliral.IN, President, Houston, 'resits.
F. SI. TAYLOR, Secretary, 328 Live Gak St., Dallas, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

Wsurtat BLAKE, PreSIdellt, Providence, R. I.
FREDERICK LEWIS BLAIR, Secretary, 90 Broad Street,

Providence, It. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
w. .E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. Anal':, Secretary, (olumbia, S. C.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

Wm. 1). ()ERTEL, rresideffl, syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES litmus:it Secretary, Sy racuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
Septemlwr and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

F. B. M A RI H A NT, President.
E. Ls Mir RYER, Rec. Sec., 21 Maiden Lane, New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August, at College of the City of New York, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

W. NV. Bissimi., President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY M. Bstrrolt, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. F.NRWCOMB, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, III.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 67 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS Houss, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. Dust.or, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERN EST Y. SYRCIIER, President.
ROGER F. W 11,1,1A ms, Secretary, 4.55 Main Street, flu italo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
S. IL PECK, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, IViuth.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

On EN II. 1IENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Iloward, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Optical Libraries

THE optical societies "built better than
they knew" when they made the edu-

cational advancement of the refractionists
their chief raison d' etre. It is, indeed, sur-
prising what has been accomplished in this
line in a few years. In a comparatively brief
period the optician has been advanced from a
mere nondescript tradesperson to the very
frontier of professionalism, with the coveted
goal actually in sight and a bright future
before him. By way of further aiding the
education of its members the Pennsylvania
Optical Society has taken a step which merits
commendation. It recently made an appro-
priation for the purchase of books which will
be the beginning of a comprehensive optical
library. These books will be loaned to the
members, being sent to their address by
mail, and at the expiration of one month
must be returned to the librarian so that all
can peruse them in turn. This society has
a progressive and ambitious membership
who will eagerly avail themselves of the
library privileges. The plan of the Pennsyl-
vania 'association is so practical and worthy
that it merits emulation by sister societies
which have not yet instituted the library
feature.

Origin of the Word "Optometrist"

SSINCE the inauguration of the movement
to have the word " optometrist" ac-

cepted as the professional designation of the
optical practitioner there has been much curi-
osity as to the origin of the term. Several
of our correspondents claim that they were
the first to use it in their business literature
as a synonym for "refractionist," but all
concede that the word was in existence pre-
vious to their adoption of it. As far as we
can discover the word was first used in its
present sense by C. H. Brown, M. D., of the
Philadelphia Optical College. Having in
mind the time-honored term " optometer,"
which is defined by the medical dictionaries
as an instrument for determining the strength
of vision, esfiecially the degree of refractive
error that is to be corrected to render vision
normal," Dr. Brown many years ago, in
his advertisement in THE KEYSTONE, de-
scribed his college diplomas as " the degree
of graduate in optometry," and used the
word " optometrist" to designate the grad-
uate himself. The word was thus familiar
to KEYSTONE readers almost a decade before
the agitation of a new professional name for
the refractionist. With " opiometer" defined
as above ; "optometry,'' the art of correcting
refractive error, and " optometrist," the
person practicing the art, are a natural and
reasonable transition.
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SUBJECTIVE EXAMINATION.

THE

MEDIAOMETER
having passed the experimen-
tal stage, as attested by more
than 6o Rtfractionists who are
now using them, inquiries
are solicited for descriptive
matter fully explaining its
construction and different
methods of operation.

MERRY OPTICAL COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Jobbers and Importers,

1009.1011 Walnut Street, KANSAS CITY, U.S.A.
THE WABASH EMPLOYEES' HOSPITAL ASS'N.

Dr, C. 13. Clapp, Surgeon in Charge.
Moberly, Mo., Feb. 22, 1909.

Merry Optical Company, Kansas City, Mo.
Gentlemen :—Yours of the lath inst, at hand, and in reply to your

inquiry concerning the Mediaometer, beg to advise that I consider it
to be the most perfect instrument for the detection and correct meas-
urement of refractive errors that has over been presented to the profes-
Mon. It enables one to do quick work, extremely accurate and with a
minimum amount of fatigue to the patient as well as the operator, abso-
lutely excluding feigning upon the part of the patient, as well :Is ena-
bling the oculist to do his work without the use of atropine, which is
objectionable in many cases.

Very truly yours, C. B. CLAP1', M. D.

DR. F. 1). OnmonD, Refracting Optician,
317 Ohio Street.

Sedalia, Mo., Feb. 20, 1909.
Merry Optical Company, Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen :—I have been using the Mediaometer for about six
months in my every-day work, finding it quick and accurate in every
respect. It has a distinct field of its own, and from my experience ani
pleased to say there is no other instrument to to lar  with it.

Respeetfully yours, F. D. ORMOND.

M. L. GIBSON, Jeweler and optieian.
1,1 Tells, Mo., Feb, 22, 190,1.

Merry Optical Company, Kansas City, Mo.
Gentlemen :—Replying to yours of the Ifith inst., would say that,

I have used the Mediaometer in my practice since last October, finding
it to work perfectly and give entire satisfaction. I have not In a single
instance failed to prescribe glasses that perfectly corrected the refrac-
tive errors and gave satisfaction to the patient. I think it is the sim-
plest, most practical and scientific Instrument ever invented for the
use of the optician, and can, therefore, cheerfully recommend the
Mediaorneter. Very truly yours,

M. L. GIBSON. OBJECTIVE EXAMINATION.

March , 19(14 T H

Rhode Island Society of Optometry
The regular monthly meeting of the R hode

Island Society of Optometry was held on Monday,
February ist. The usual routine business was
transacted. The .society is in a good condition
and the members are showing an encouraging
amount of interest in its activities. An invitation
was extended by Camp Allen K. Capron, Spanish-
American War Veterans, who meet in the same
building, to join them in listening to a lecture
delivered by Captain Patstone, of the constabulary
force of the Phillipines, upon the conditions of
these islands in the past and present. The invita-
tion was accepted and the meeting adjourned until
the next regular meeting night, Monday, March 7th.

North Dakota State Optical Association
The second annual meeting of the North

Dakota State Optical Association was held at the
Hotel Metropoie, Fargo, January 20th. The min-
utes of previous meeting were read and approved.
W. F. Lindsay and 0. D. Wood were elected
members. The reports of secretary and treasurer
were read and accepted. .The old officers were
re-elected as an expression of gratitude for faithful
services rendered. On motion, the secretary was
voted $25.00 as payment for his services.

Papers were read by President E. P. Sundberg,
A. 0. Wold, D. D. Sullivan, Geo. K. Munro,
Chas. G. Conyne and A. G. Tellner, which were
well received and showed careful study by the
authors. The next meeting was set for Devil's
Lake some time in June, 1904.

The following members were present : E. P.
Sundberg, Fargo ; A. G. Tellner, Jamestown ;
W. R. Blakely, Grafton ; Louis Hansen, Devil's
Lake ; Geo. K. Munro, Grand. Forks ; A. L.

-Thompson, Mayville ; A. W. Blakly, Minto ; D. D.
Sullivan, Fargo ; C. J. Sullivan, Fargo ; E. A.

. Nelson', Hillsboro ; A. 0. Wold, Langdon ; Chas.
G. Conyne, Mandan ; R. B. Newton, A. 0. Tuskin

and C. J. Nord.

Minnesota State Board of Examiners
in Optometry

The first arrest in Minnesota under the State
laws regulating the practice of optometry occurred
at St. Paul, where David R. Cohen was arrested
for violating the law by practicing without a license.
On trial his attorney pleaded a defective indictment
in that the complaint did not specify the particulars
in the case. A continuance was granted by the

court for two weeks to allow the State Board to
tile an amended complaint.

The next meeting of the State Board of Exam-
iners will be held about the middle of March.

This will be the last meeting until late in the
season, as the board does not feel called upon to
meet oftener than three times a year.

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Optical

Society of the City of New York was held in the
Natural History Hall, College of the City of New
York, Wednesday evening, February loth. Dr.
Walter Bryan opened the scientific session with a
lecture on " Cataracts." At the business session
the treasurer's report was called for and submitted
by Mr. Apffel. It showed the society to be in a
very prosperous condition. Bills were presented
and their payment ordered. Letters were read
from Messrs. Washburn and Moses tendering their
respective resignations. It was moved and carried
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that if the dues of these members were paid in full
their resignations should be accepted with regrets.
President Marchant called for a report from Secre-
tary Ryer. Mr. Ryer pointed out that some of the
members were talking in a vein detrimental to the
society, that is, were expressing opinions to the
effect that the society was losing ground. Such
statements were entirely unfounded, inasmuch as
the attendance had been on the average, nearly
double that of former years. Furthermore, the
treasurer's report exceeded his highest expecta-
tions, showing a surplus nearly seven times as
great as was last year's. How such a rumor was
started could not be understood, but he hoped that

in view of these convincing facts it would be
checked at once. He wanted it understood, how-
ever, that he fully realized that these men were
entirely unconscious of doing any harm, and did
not speak with fault-finding intent, but simply to
put all a little more on their guard.

Robert Cranford was proposed for membership
by Mr. Cohen, and Willard Berling Fisher by Mr.
Ryer. Messrs. Blair and Weinstein, proposed at
the January meeting, were elected to membership,

the organization. Messrs. Carter, Waugh, Hardy
and Ward compose the committee on arrange-

ments, and the banquet committee consists of
Messrs. Palmer, Simmons and Drisko.

New York State Optometry Bill
As the passage of a law regulating the practice

of optometry in New York State would imply prac-
tically a national victory for the opticians, unusual
interest attaches to the progress of the bill which
the refractionists of that State are now endeavoring
to have passed by the State legislature. The bill
was introduced in the Assembly by Olin D. Nye,
of .Schuyler County, chairman of the health corn-
mittee, and in the Senate by Benjamin Wilcox, of
Auburn. At the request of some of the medical
men, a preliminary conference was held at Albany
on the evening of February 9th. The medical
profession was represented by Drs. Root and
Shaw, of Albany, and the opticians by B. B. Clark,
of Rochester ; F. L. Swart, of Auburn ; A. Jay
Cross and L. L. Ferguson, of New York City.
Messrs. Armstrong and Burnett represent the

Group Picture of Members of the California Optical '3ociety.

and Frederick Boger was elected an honorary
member. Replying to a request from President
Marchant regarding the special class that was to
be formed, Secretary Ryer stated that he had Dr.
Bryan's assurance that he would take this class in
charge and do all else within his power to aid the
society.

The election of officers was next in order, and
resulted as follows : President, E. Le Roy Ryer;
first vice-president, M. H. Rosenstraus ; second
vice-president, Charles Rippler ; recording secre-
tary, R. M. Lockwood ; financial secretary, Henry
Ehrlich ; treasurer, Philip Apffel. Executive com-
mittee : Messrs. Meyer (chairman), Cohen,
Frankel, Beck and Frank.

-

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held at
Young's Hotel, Boston, Mass., on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 16th. Wm. A. Earle, M. D., of Boston,
Mass., delivered the lecture of the evening, the
subject being "The Fundus Oculi; Its Pathological
Variations." Part II. Illustrated. The following
were elected associate members: Joseph Emanuels,
Boston ; Feank P. Richers, Salem, and Martin L.
Kidder, Lynn. A question box was an instructive
feature of the meeting.

'The annual banquet of the association will be
1,..-Ad On Tuesday, April 26th, and in all probability

will be the most notable reunion in the history of

Legislature. Very little was accomplished at this
meeting, as the doctors did not show any disposition
to meet the opticians on common ground, so the
latter Jecided that they would present their bill
and push it in spite of any objections from the
nv...:clical men.

The following letter has been mailed by the
president of the society to the refractionists of the
State: •

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Feb. 20, 1904.

To the Opticians of the Stale of New Fork
There is now before both houses of the Legis-

lature a bill introduced by the Optical Society of
the State of New York to regulate and elevate the
practice of optometry.

The bill is a fair, just measure and, if enacted,
will prove a benefit to the public and the optician.

You can assist in its passage by immediately
writing your Senator and Assemblyman tc support
and vote for Senate Bill No. 378 and Assembly
Bill No. 596, entitled an "Act to amend the Public
Health Law by defining and regulating the practice
of optometry.

You will confer a favor by sending the reply of
your Senator and Assemblyman to the president of
the society, Rctchester, N. V.

The officers of the society will do all in their
power to pass this bill and expect the assistance of
every optician in the State.

Yours respectfully,
B. B. CLARK, President.

It is to be hoped that every optician in the
State will comply with President Clark's request,
and do all he can individually to aid the passage of
the measure.



Our Leading Specialties
for 1904.

Hold-Fast
Stud
Screws.

Hold-Fast Stud Screws-that settles it.
The name tells the whole story. The eye-

glass proves the assertion.
No guards can wabble. No spring can

loosen, and no screw can come out of the
" Hold-Fast Stud Screw " mountings.

Question-What makes the stud screws
loosen in the old-style eyeglasses?

Answer-It is the side motion of guards
which turns screws.

Question-What prevents side motion to
guards in the " Hold-Fast Stud Screw " eye-
glasses?

Answer-It is the " V" shape slot in studs
which guards and springs fit so tight as to pre-
vent side motion even before stud screws are
put in.

We expect to be able to supply these patent
mountings early in February. Send in your order
early if you wish some of the first lot finished.

Prescriptions always have been and always will be our
leading specialty. When you order prescriptions you want to get
what you order in the quickest possible time, don't you ? That
is the one most important point of our argument. We can handle
I000 orders per day. We guarantee prompt and accurate service.
Why not send us your next order?

The advantages which on; Auto-
matic Grooved Bifocals
possess over other bifocals account for
their increasing popularity. The supe-

rior quality of our Toric Lenses
has also doubled our trade in that line
during the past three months.

J. 0. Co.
GOLD.

There is a mighty big difference in gold frames. ( Itir
"j. 0. Co. Gold' Frames and Mount-
ings are the best. Outside of to K. gold, which
will give a lifetime's service. Every pair is guaranteed
against breakage. The most important point of all is
the price. Write for sample at dozen rates.

Our Ametropometer is the
optician's best friend. It is the quick-
est and most accurate instrument ever
invented for correcting all errors of
refraction. Over six hundred sold in
1903. Testimonials from customers
using the Ametropometer will be
sent upon request.

There are others, but none so good
and cheap asThe Johnston In-
strument Table. You need to
see it to appreciate it. Many are sold
unseen, but none are seen without be-
ing sold.

Johnston Optical Co.
Leading Prescription House

of America. Detroit, Mich.

A New

Discovery.

German Eyeglass Cleaners
Indispensable to Spectacle and Eyeglass Wearers.

When your glasses blur, causing a cloudiness
of vision and severe eyestrain, this cleaner gives
instant relief. May be used for years, as it can be
washed when soilcd.

Price, 15 cents ; 2 for 25 cents ; 75 cents per dozen :
$5 per gross.

George Mayerle's Eye Water
The greatest eye remedy in the world.

Price, so cents : by mail, 62 cents $4 per dozen;
$40 per gross.

Address all communications to

GERMAN OPTICAL INSTITUTE,
1071 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

FOR 3 WEEKS ONLY. , EXTRAORDINARY REDUCTIONS
in the price of first-class world-renowned Trial Cases, the udentair, as follows:

No. 1000, containing:SI and - spherical lenses wit It
trial frames . . . . ..... $ N.50

No. 1031, " 168 lenses anti discs douhle-groo,
trial frames, with index, worill

No. 1030, " 168 lenses and discs with t rip!, ....II,
revolving trial frame, worth .t.:35.110 . 28.00

No. 1075, " 211 lenses and discs, double-grem ed
trial frame, space under tray f.a.
goods, worth 

.
$o5.00 . ..... 46.00

No. 1052, 252 lenses anti discs, wi ..i triple cell
revolving frame, space for tray Mr

No. 952'4, 44 
goods, worth $415.00 . . . . ... . 54.00
262 lenses and discs with triple-cell
revolving trial frame, antique oak
case, worth $60.00   52.00

Climax Folding Case. Size-84, 10%, 3%; weight,

No. 990. 
5 lbs. 211 lenses and discs, revolving frame, worth $53.00  

it goes. We only have 200 of these cases on hand ; order early before the assortment is broken.

$42.00

80.00

Handsome Antique Oak Case, containing 290 lenses and discs with her-
ataseope, Itetinoseope, superior altitilino trial frame. Took highest.

No. 1990. 
award at Paris Exhibition, worth $100.01)  
Sante contents as No. 990, space for stock under tras, worth $100.00 . .   80.00All the above cases are covered with imitation ,.,at. exeept when otherwise specified. Thereputation of the A tadentair Trial Case is well established, it invariably makes a friend wherever

With each CM, we will furnish free one set of test types ; Dr. Knowles' book on the eve, anda handsonie lithograph of the emmetrople eye in four colors and four representations of the eye,ISx 24 in. Manufactured by the SPENCER OPTICAL CO., 15 Maiden Lane, New York,
Man or:10,11w,, of all kinds of Spectacles, Eyeglasses and Optical floods.

24.00

SMOKED GOODS.
We have a lull line (11 all kinds and grades of
SMOKED SPECTACLES and EYEGLASSES
which we can furnish at the lowest prices, and
quickly.

Don't Forget Our 1 Department.

The service is prompt and accurate, itIld 'ith thy
prices will give satisfaction.

Boston Optical Co.,
Jewelers' Bldg. 373 Washington Street, BOSTON.
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The Optical Treatment of Con-
comitant Esotropia

Paper read before the London Optical Society by Wet. ETTLES,
M. D., Ch. M.

(Continued. Part 11)

Simple bilateral convergence, although present,

is always masked by the next step. In this, the

patient, in order that he may have distinct monoc-

ular vision, turns the better eye towards the object

so that its image may fall in his macula, and, inas-

much as the conjugate stimuli are equal, when this

eye fixes the deviation in the other eye is doubled.

Conversely, when a screen is placed in front of the

fixing eye, the deviating eye rotates outwards into

fixation, and the previously fixing eye correspond-

ingly subtends the same angle-the primary and

secondary deviations are equal.

In this we render an emmetrope

Experimental artificially hypermetropic by
placing a concave lens in front

of the eye. We will suppose

the observer who is conducting the experiment to

be emmetropic, and that his rethue are equal in

visual sensitiveness. Let hint commence by pl:e•ill;

a - 2 D. before each eye. He will still see hy

using 2 D. of his accommodation. Now let him

gradually increase the cc. lenses and a point will

be reached, say 5 D., which is the highest lens he

can overcome and preserve single vision-this, of

course, is the measure of Isis relative accommo-

dation for that point.
Let him now close one eye and ascertain the

highest cc. lens with which lt is read ; he will prob-

ably overcome about 8 D., and this represents the

absolute accommodation of each eye singly, and

while viewing singly, place in front of one eye a

red glass. Homonymous diplopia at once appears

-now why?
Because you have, by using the colored glass,

sensibly diminished the visual acuity of that eye,

and so lowered the tone of the fusion reflex ; the

sixth nerve no longer conducts equal and opposite

impressions, and the esophoria which was present

throughout becomes manifested as esotropia.

To make the mechanism, if possible, still

more obvious, I have constructed this model, and

I will endeaver to demonstrate on it the points

illustrated by the lantern. [Here the speaker

showed a model, Fig. 6, in which the various

movements of convergence, divergence and conju-

gate lateral deviation could be reproduced by a

System of weights and cords. By its aid he showed

the overflow of nerve impulses to the convergence

center being neutralized by stimulation of the

divergent center, resulting from the desire for

fusion. He also showed the binocular nature of

esotropia, and the tests for concomitancy]. This

model was shown on page 293, of the February

K EVSTONE. Strong as these physiological and

experimental evidences seem to me to be, I pro-

pose to call a yet more conclusive and practical

witness, namely, the results obtained by clinical

investigations among those really affected. If my

conclusions are correct, we ought to find that

esotropia only occurs amongst hypermetropes,

whose fusion sense has become diminished from

some ascertainable cause.
Well, in the first instance, I will draw your

attention to this table or chart which shows the

result of examining the refractive condition of moo

consecutive cases of hypermetropia, varying in

extent between one and ten diopters. Where

astigmatism was present the amount was taken as

Proof of Landolt
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a mean of the two meridians. We find that the

commonest error was between 3 and 5 D. To

particularize more minutely : 56 were between

o and 2 D., 124 between 2 and 3 D., 223 were

between 3 and 4 D., 230 between 4 and 5 D., 168

between 5 and 6 D., 82 between 6 and 7 D., 67

between 7 and 8 D., and 50 between 8 and to D.
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Fig. 8

Showing Mean ilyperine(ropia in 633 Cases (Fixing Eye)

Of 'those who did not have esotropia, there

were 49 between i and 2 D., 112 between 2 and

3 D., 203 between 3 and 4 D., 204 between 4 and

5 D., 127 between 5 and 6 D., 69 between 6 and

7 D., 64 between 7 and 8 D., 48 between 8 and to D.

Of the balance of 123 who were esotropes = 8

per cent.-and tl is figure is the only one I have
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yet met with which gives a percentage founded on

clinical investigation- 7 were 1.2 D., 12 were 2.3

D., 20 were 3.4 D., 26 were 4.5 D., 41 were 5.6 D.,

53 were 6.7 D., 3 were 7.8 D., 2 were 8.10 D.

We find the commonest refractive error be-

tween 3 and 6 D., and what does that show ? It

shows that it is in those cases where the greatest

call on the accommodation is made, that squint is

commonest. If the refractive error is small, the

esophoria is the more readily rendered latent ; if

the refractive error is high, no accommodation

effort can overcome it, and the individual rests

content with deficient vision. I collected statistics,

however, of sto more esotropes and, adding them

to the above 123, I show you next in grapic form

the fluctuation of the refractive error in this very

large number. Here again we see the same curve.

Below I D. only is, below 2 D. only 66, below 3 D.

130, below 4 D. 131, below 5 D. 191, below 6 D. 56,

below 7 D. only 18, below 8 D. only 15, below 9 D.

only 3, below to D. only 2.
The same rarity in the low degrees where the

fusion is proportionately high, and the high degrees

where convergence can do so little, and the same

great frequency in the medium degrees where the

struggle is strongest between convergence and

binocular fusion.
But, it may be objected, if the

Causation of contention that esotropia is

always due to increased inner-

vation of the convergence cen-

ters ■%ith diminished fusion stimulus to the diver-
gence is to hold good, how can you explain the

presence of emmetropia and of myopia its these

cases? I show you here a chart incorporating the

examination of 650 esotropes, of whom 633, or 97.4

per cent. were hyperopic, and the remaining 2.6

per cent. were emmetropic or myopic. To begin

with, notice the overwhelming preponderance of H.

The emmetropes are easily accounted for ; their

average age was eighteen against the average age

of hyperopics, which was between live and six years.

Note that this is the average age when they

came under observation, not the average age of

the onset of esotropia. They were then, generally

speaking, three times as old as the hyperopes.

Now, the researches of Koningstein, of Ely, and of

Horstmann, of Schleich, and of many others, have

shown that the refraction of the normal new-born

eye is hyperopic to a considerable extent. We

know also that that of the young adult is emme-

tropic ; hence it is certain that the infant eye

undergoes an antero-posterior lengthening.

Now, if this is so-if H. of 2 D. fades into E.,

is it not equally clear that H. of 3 D. may become

E. at an age of eighteen years? There is reason

to believe, too, that just as many children take

longer than others to co-ordinate the extrinsic

ocular muscles, so they might vary in their power

to control the intra-ocular ones. Given any paresis

of the ciliary muscle in presence of low H., it is

clear that a greater effort would be needed to

induce it to act, and part passu, a greater effort of

convergence would be associated with it. In other

words a hyperopic infant, with an unresponsive

ciliary muscle, is far more liable to develop eso-

tropia than one with an equal error-if error it can

be called, and a normal muscle. My view of

emmetropia is this, then, that in consequence of

the axial development of the eye the I-I. lessened

to E., but the faulty innervation witls its badly-

educated fusion sense have become habitual and

perils:Anent.

Emmetropia

Next, as to the myopes. Of

A Final Point in these there were but six, and

here again the ages were signi-

ficant, for they were all over

eighteen. The amount, too, was significant, in

none was it over 3 D. Now, we know that while

H. is congenital, M. is acquired. To my mind it

is clear that the H. has dwindled to E., and the

axial lengthening has gone on to low M. So, then,

there is nothing in these other refractive conditions

incompatible with the theory I have advanced.

(continued on page 491)

Causation
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There is No Time Limit in
Our College.

Life Scholarship and Diploma "Doctor of Optics" only $7.50.
Lists for the next class close on March 22d. Class starts
on March 28th.

We do not limit our students to any stated length of time in which to finish the
course of study.

We do not believe in hurrying over any subject.
We consider thorough work ten times as important as quick time in learning.
We want our students to master each lesson thoroughly, as they go along, before

taking up the next.
Each student is a life student. We do not leave him until he is competent to handle

any class of cases that may come to him.
We undertake, for the one fee of $7.5o, to make him a thoroughly practical optician

no matter how long it takes.
On the other hand, those who are naturally quick are not held back for those who

are slow.
Every student works independently and makes just as rapid advancement as his

time for study and natural aptitude for the work will permit.
If you are interested in a thorough optical training we want to tell you more about

our College.
We want to tell you more about the subjects that we cover, our manner of teaching,

and the high grade of instruction that we are giving.
We want to tell you why we can give you a better and more thorough course in

Optics for $17.5o than you can get anywhere else for twenty-five or even fifty dollars.
We have printed an interesting 64-page catalogue about our College, entitled " How

to Become a Good Optician."
We will mail it to you free if you will send us your name and address.
A postal will do—send it NOW.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

No. I McDonald Building, ' South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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SHUR-ON

If the glasses you sell are like everyone's else, they will not make an impression. If they're
different but no better, they might remain unnoticed. But if they're so different that the layman
notices the difference, and notices it because of their distinctive originality, your glasses are going to be
talked about, and talked about favorably. You know the glass we're referring to. There's only
one that's exclusively elegant. That's

THE SHUR-ON.
send $6.0o for sample set of six pairs now. For sale by all jobbers.

Send for

Shur-On Chronicle.

‘`‘

E. Kirstein Sons Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Established 1864.

EYE-GLASS SHUR-ON EYE-GLASS

GREAT
OPPORTUNITY.

We are pleased to announce our ability to furnish
on our work a rimless- mounting known as the

•'Lenstite' (either spectacle or eyeglass), in

which the lenses are locked, making it impossible for
them to loosen in the strap.

This decided improvement will appeal to every wearer

of rimless glasses, and offers to the wide-awake optician

an excellent opportunity for pleasing his patrons and in-

creasing his trade.
This new mounting is made neater in appearance than

the ordinary mounting and you will note at a glance its

many advantages over others, and we feel sure you will be

interested in this truly clever invention.

May we submit you a sample on your next Ve?

Made exclusively by

E. Kirstein Sons Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Established 1864.

THE BEST Button Offset Eyeglass Case,

THE ACME.

Most symmetrical in shape, highest in inatvrial, xvorkmanship and
finish. Per gross, lettered in gold leaf, $15.00. 2 per cent. cash.

THE BEST Spring Offset Eye0a,,,, Cas( ,

THE CLIMAX.

Same as the acme, but made with the best working and most durable
spring ever put into an eyeglass case.

Per gross, lettered in gold leaf, $16.50. 2 per cent. cash.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

E. Kirstein Sons Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Established 1864.



Seen with the Geneva Superior Binocular
Thc bcst $15.00 glass

ill the world.

Used by U. S. War Dept.
in Signal Service Corps.

Ndvertised in the leading
magazines.

Every dealer in optical
goods should have them
in stock.

Magazine advertising begins
with the April numbers.

Liberal discount to dealers.

SALES AGENTS:

For New England,
GLOBE OPTICAL CO

Boston.

For the West,
GENEVA OPTICAL CO.

Chicago,
St. Louis, Des Moines.

Elegant descriptive booklets

furnished to dealers for dis-

tribution to their customers.

"Geneva Work is Accurate."

GENEVA OPTICAL CO., Geneva, N. Y.
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Microscopes as a Side Line

There are many lines of goods which
are as genuinely optical stock as spectacles
and eyeglasses, to which the American opti-

cian has so far given little or no attention.

The time would now seem to be at hand when
some attention should be diverted to these

legitimate lines. Prominent among them are
photographic supplies and microscopes. The
growing utility of and increasing demand for
microscopes make them well worthy of trade

consideration at this time. In an article on

this subject, in the London Optician, Val. H.

MacKinney writes :
The reason why more micro-
scopes are not sold is, partly,
that opticians rarely try to
sell, unless absolutely asked

for them. That is to say, they do not adver-

tise them. Another reason is that when they

are questioned about them, they do not meet

the inquirer in the right way. By this I

mean that either the optician knows next to

nothing about the use of the different parts,

or how to focus and illuminate the object he

is showing ; or else, perhaps, he knows too

much for the customer, and shows this by

producing instruments with far too much

apparatus, or slides with names on them that

only he himself can understand and which do

not interest the customer at all.

So the latter says he will " think it over

and call again." He never does. Whereas,

if he had been shown a good, medium-priced,

simple stand, with just the required accesso-

ries to start with, also a few simple but in-

teresting slides, even if he did not buy, he

would be far more likely to remember it and

mention it to his friends.
I see no reason why a micro-

scope should not be seen in

every home. I do not, of

course, mean a first-class in-

strument which must not be touched, but one

that could be used and studied as a hobby,

in the same way as the camera is to-day. It

will be found quite as, if not more, interest-

ing, for it embraces all the attractions of the

camera ; such, for instance, as outdoor exer-

cise and the love of obtaining good specimens.

When certain specimens are required for

mounting, a ramble in the country collecting

them will be found far more interesting than

taking snap-shots. In the same way also, as

the photographer developes his plates in the

evening, so can the microscopist mount his

specimens. Again, if he likes photography,

he can photograph some of the specimens he

has mounted with very cheap and simple

apparatus.
How many opticians could mount their

own slides or explain to their customers how

they are done ? And yet it is both simple

Selling
Microscopes

How to
Sell Them

and interesting, and one of the things that
enables an optician to sell his microscopes
and accessories. In describing it as simple,
I refer, of course, to dry specimens—that is
to say, specimens mounted in air. Mounting
in liquids, such as Canada balsam or glyce-
rine, will at first be found rather irksome,
owing to the difficulty of removing air bub-
bles. Slides that are now sold are really
only meant for students who study the micro-
scope, and they are also very expensive.

What is wanted are two or
three sets of slides on differ-
ent subjects that the general
public can appreciate. Every

optician should display one or two medium-
priced instruments on his counter, with a few
simple slides of his own making, one of

which should be focused and illuminated on
the stage of each microscope, together with

some leafle ts, one of which could be taken

away by whoever desired it.
If this were done I feel sure that the

microscope would soon rival the camera as a

hobby, and help to increase both the opti-

cian's business and the knowledge of the

general public. It is a fact, that far more can

be learnt front a microscope than from a
camera. The leaflet should have two illus-

trations—one of the microscope which is

recommended for the general public, and one

of a good specimen that could be recognized

and that would attract attention, giving the

magnifying power below, together with a

paragraph stating what an interesting hobby

the microscope can be. If possible, also,

there should be given a description of the

process of mounting ordinary dry specimens.
The price should not be too
high, and the instrument
should be one to which all
the most up-to-date accesso-

ries could be added, if required. In other

words, it should consist of a firm stand ; the

body of which could be inclined, moved by

coarse rack-work, and one possessing a

sliding-tube, a fairly large plain stage, and

two mirrors. It should be so arranged that

a condenser or mechanical stage could be

fitted when required. The following should

be included : one eyepiece, two objectives,

and case.
I commend low-power objectives as

being not only cheaper, but far better, for

beginners and more likely to give satisfaction,

owing to the ease with they can be manipu-

lated. A list of accessories most likely to be

needed might also be put on the leaflet ;

especially a list of materials for mounting

dry specimens.
I hope that this short article may prove

of some use to the trade. I, at the same

time, welcome any criticisms dealers may be

inclined to make.

The Goods
Necessary

Instruments that
Suit Beginners

The Optical Treatment of Concomitant
Esotropia

(Continued j, urn page 487)

The last point in causation which I will raise
is the age of onset. I have carefully inquired into
this, and it, like the foregoing observations, coin-
cides with the experimental evidence : 27 COW-
menced during the first year, 92 during second, 48
during third, 205 during fourth, 113 during fifth, 31
during sixth, 18 during seventh, 12 during eighth,
13 during ninth, and i during tenth ; 1. e., 466 of
650 commenced between the three and five years
of age, or 71 per cent.

Nearly three-quarters, that is to say, min-
menced between three and live years of age. Now,
what does a child do about this age? It directs
its close attention to near objects. Its metric angle
of convergence is greater and its accommodative
effort is greater than the normal adult's because of
its short arms ; and these functions, when looking
at picture books and dissecting toys, is nearly
always in action during its waking hours. It is
then during that period when the accommodation
and the convergence is most called into play that
we find the onset of esotropia commonest.

We have other views of the causation of eso-
tropia. Thus we have the popular view of imita-
tion. One never meets with a case in which the
parent has not a long story to tell of imitation, or
fits, or other theory, told with a minuteness of
detail which "suggests the tale oft told." As they
are ignorant of ametropia, it would be fruitless to
look to them for the real reason.

Then we have the myopathic school, led by
Graefe, Schweigger, Segger and Schell, who look
for the cause in a muscular anomaly. If the nms-
de is really shortened, then we must have several
conditions.

Pro BE coNTiNuEld

American Association of Opticians
ED. NEVSTONE :—The year 1903 has betai one

of unparalleled growth and prosperity to the
American Association of Opticians, and the organ-
ization has started on 1904 with every prospect of
surpassing its own magnificent record. It has
taken a position in a few years which other organ-
izations have been unable to attain though striving
for years. It feels that this achievement is due in
large measure to the officers, to the trade journals
and the various organizations which are in affilia-
tion. I have received word from the officers of
the Wisconsin Optical Society stating that the
association voted to affiliate at their annual meeting
January 28, 1904, the vote being unanimous. This
makes the third State organization to affiliate since
our annual meeting at Atlantic City.

In behalf of the organization I wish to thank
the various State officers for their support given
the American Association in the past, and I can
assure them that a continuance of that support
will prove mutually beneficial to the association
and themselves. It is our duty to advance this
science until we see it enthroned second to none
in the world. Any information or application
blanks will be cheerfully furnished by the secretary.

Yours truly,
Sandusky, Ohio. EDW. L. JONES.

"I study all The Keystone. hut the Optical
Apartment lakes my time most al present"—
F. 0. Hubbell, Optician, Enid, Oklahoma.
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A Lock

that
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Simple, effective and at
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A Lock
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Locks.

Simple, effective and at
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In placing the next order fo- Eyeglass Frames, Mountings or Guards with your Jobber (no matter what design or material), add the
following : With Bonschur Draw Lock Shoulders. This device is absolutely necessary to the complete eyeglass.

( H. E. BONSCHUR, PATENTEE.)

BONSCHUR & HOLMES,
1533 ‘..:1-1F.'8TNUT ST., 11-11L,A13EL,F'1-11A.

--WHY
SHOULD SOUTHERN OPTICIANS SEND US
THEIR R WORK?

BECAUSE

We do the most accurate work.
We give the promptest service.
We are exclusively wholesalers.
We have all styles used.
Every order receives the same careful attention.

We solicit a chance to prove our claims. Send for our

CATALOGUE AND
R BOOK.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Wholesale Opticians,

Atlanta, Ga.

/-
The Glare Shade

Hundreds of Opticians are now
selling them. All should.

They sell at sight and please customers.
and shades.

In Nickel Silver Mounting'', $4.75
Mountings only, - - 3.00

Order from your jobber or send direct to

Made in all sizes

per dozen pairs.
per dozen pairs.

Claflin Optical Co., Washington, D. C.

Rochester School of Optometry.
A Thorough and Practical Optical School.

If interested, write for terms and outline of
Course.A. H. BOWEN, M. A,

President.
B. B, CLARK,

' Secty.

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

It A. Morse, M. D., a Leading Oculist of Batavia, N. Y., says: •
wish to express to you my appreciation of the thorough course of instruction in

Optometry which lily daughter received at your school, she obtained an excellent under-
standing of the mildect, began practice in my office at once and has achieved tine results.
Thanking you heartily for the interest you have taken in her success I remain,

Respectfully, H. ,A. MORSE, 111, D.
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Treasure Town of Far Seas

N the little harbor of Broome, where the
blue of the great Indian Ocean stretches
in front and the gray of the great Austra-
lian desert is behind, and the well-ordered

cities of civilization are so far away as to be only a
memory, the pearl-fishing fleet which supplies half
the treasures of Maiden Lane and Hatton Garden
is assembling from a million islands to wait till the
bad season has passed and, with the coming of
March, the seas shall be safe again.

It brings in a load of treasure and a mixed
horde of reckless, thirsty men ; and in all the Com-

monwealth of Australia, from early December to
late in March, there is no community so wild and
lawless as Broome.

At other times the town, such as it is, lan-
guishes, waiting till the sail of the first ill-smelling

lugger breaks the line of horizon, signalling the
return of the pearling fleet.

You will have a hard job finding Broome on the
map. The gazetter takes no cognizance of it, and
some even of the latest atlases know it not at all.

But away up in Dampier Land, in the northern

part of Western Australia, a thousand miles above

the thriving city of Perth and the neighboring
penal settlement of Fremantle, you will see that

the sandy coast-line rises a little and then bends

inward into a fine bay. And there in a tiny har-

bor, lost in the reduced perspective of the map

which takes in all Australia, is Broome, the head-

quarters of the pearl fishing industry of the

Far Eastern seas.
Creede was wicked and Tombstone was law-

less, and a hundred other mining camps in our

own West were bad in the days when the West

was wild and wooley. But life was held dear in

Tombstone and Creede, and their degrees of bad-

ness were mild in comparison with the sordid

wickedness of this community on the edge of civili-

zation into which the wealth of the Indian Ocean

is now being poured. Any Australian will tell

you that.
There was one turned up in Frisco a short

time ago, and he was fresh from Broome and full

of stories about it and the pearl fisheries of the

Far East. He was hardly more than a boy, big

and loose jointed, with face and arms browned to

the hue of brick, ear tips almost blackened by long

exposure to severe heat, and massive, powerful

hands calloused with hard work.
He had come by way of Melbourne, and he

was seeking his folks, who, he had heard,

had moved from home (" home" to an Aus-

tralian is England) to the United States. He was

lonely, and had been away from his own kind with

yellow men and brown men and had come back to

the world successful, and wanted everybody to

know it.
So all the way across the Pacific he talked with

the rest in the smoking room of the wild life and

the fortunes made in it where he had come from.

" I'm not myself just now," he told the group

hi the smoking room. " I've been down with fever

and I've not yet got over wondering at my still

being alive. But I found two pearls just before I

got the fever, one worth $2000 and the other worth

more than half that, and I left my churn at Broome

to look after things and I'm going to find my folks,

and then I go back to Melbourne to have the time

of my life.
" I'm an oyster shell gatherer, the best-paying

business on earth, and I come from the jumping-off

place, way up in Dampier land.

" There's the place. The boats will be coming
in soon, and it'll be fizz, morning, noon and night,

till they sail again in March. Your head needs to
be hard, up in Broome.
" Drink ? There isn't a word to tell it. You

won't see so much champagne for so little a crowd
anywhere in the world as in Broome. Men just
float in liquor. And Broome's no Sunday school
when the shell fishers are in.
" Everybody is rich then and everybody drinks.

Let twenty men meet in a bar and each man must

have twenty drinks before they part.
" You can't refuse to drink with a man with-

out offending him, and you don't offend if your
gun isn't handy up in Broome. And you don't
wait for corkscrews. Knock the tops off the bottles
and pour down the fizz.
" The pearls are the tit-bits. The oyster shells

alone pay. But a bit of luck will make you rich.
" I was lucky and made the find of the year.

But I know a man who went for six years without
finding a stone. Then he struck one worth $5000.

" Your divers steal them if you don't keep

your eyes open. There's a Malay in Broome

to-day who has a stone worth thousands. There's

no other such pearl in the world, but no one can

get at it, for he got it on the cross, and is afraid to
show or sell it.
" I tried to do business with him. The beg-

gar's fond of liquor and I made up to him and

became his best friend. I shouted unlimited fizz,

and after a day or two I got him in a condition

where he was to bring me the stone the next day

and sell it to me for $500.
" But the next day he'd vanished and I was

out $75 for champagne. The nigger came out on

top in that deal."
Somebody in the smoking room hinted at the

consequences of dealing in stolen goods.
" Pshaw," said the pearl fisher. " We're talk-

ing of Broome."
He was asked about the treasure mines in the

sea and told about them. The pearls are really a

a side issue. The oyster shells from which pearl

ornaments are made are the staple.
One or two large firms of London jewelers own

most of the fishing boats, which are luggers

manned by half a dozen men—usually one white

man and four or five natives. One firm has twenty

boats. Altogether there are about 400. The rest

are individual ventures.
" It takes about $4000 to equip you," said the

pearl fisher. " I've known men to start with less,

but you need that much. For that you buy your

lugger, stock her with a year's provisions, pay your

diver his $750 advance money—they all demand

that because it's risky work—hire three Malays

from the agent and start.
"Some of the divers are Malays and some are

Japs. Give me the little Jap all the time.

"The diver's the important man, for you

remain above water while he's down below gather-

ing in your harvest. Besides his advance money, you

pay him $loo on every ton of shells he brings tip.

"The diver's life is short at best. Sometimes

the first. plunge ends him.
" He has to work at great depths and the

water pressure may kill him at any time. I knew

a man whose diver was done the first time lie went

below—burst a blood vessel in his head under the

pressure. The lugger had to go back empty and

the owner, my chum, was out $75o advance

money. That's high for a Jap. .

"Then there's danger from sharks, though not

so much as you'd think. The divers take their

knives down with them.
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" But once when I first went out the diver's
signals ceased, and when the Malays pulled up the
line they had only the diver's clothes and a part of
him. A shark had got the rest.
" The Malays pull the lines and pump for your

diver and do general work. You have to watch
'ern. There you are cooped up, with plenty on
board to make it worth their while to get rid
of you.

"So sometimes the white owner falls over-
board or disappears somehow—no one knows
how. You may offend a Malay and he remembers
it a long time.
" A stroke with a kris or a little push and the

debt is settled. I never went asleep aboard my
boat without looking to my gun and seeing it was
in shape and handy for business. You train your-
self to sleep light aboard a pearling lugger.
" Once a Malay did try to rush me on deck

when we had a dispute. I got him through the
shoulder. We were short-handed and I daren't
kill him."

"Any questions asked about such deaths?"
asked a listener.
" Couldn't you swear that the nigger attacked

you ?" replied the pearl fisher.
" But if the other men aboard swore differ-

ently?"
The pearl hunter stared in surprise.
" You're quite a new chum," said he, "no-

body needs to swear anything. Explanations are
unnecessary ; but if they were, you oughtTo know
that no white jury in Australia ever takes the word
of any number of niggers against a white man."

The great pearl oyster shells of the Indian
Ocean sell for $1200 a ton at Broome. In the
English markets they command from $1350 to
$1500 a ton.

Most of the shell gatherers, though, prefer the
$1200 on the spot. Even without the chance of
finding a valuable pearl in the oysters that come
up from below, the owner expects to make at least
$3500 profit on his annual trip. The pearls are
additional profit, and there are few luggers that
don't come in with a few pearls of greater or less
value.

The Australian Government,. under the prod-
ding of the larger firms engaged in the pearl
oyster industry, is beginning to try to control in
some degree the lawlessness of the headquarters
of the industry. But it is a long way off and hard
to reach. There are no towns nearby.

The Government took up the coolie labor
question not long ago, and put a number of restric-
tions on landing blacks and Malays in Australia.
The pearl fishers get around these by hiring the
natives direct from the agents' ships, which take
them to Broome, and they never leave the luggers
until their time of service is up.

Then the Government does not care to meddle
too much with a profitable industry. It would be
easy for the pearl fishers to transfer to the Dutch

flag and operate among the islands from Java.

The Dutch would welcome them and wouldn't

bother overmuch about the blacks.
So Broome is not too closely supervised, and

the men who succeed there must be hardy and
quick to shoot. Young men, like the reckless
talker of the Pacific liner, they are, most of them,
and as reckless of life as of speech.

By and by Broome will be regulated and be-
come prosperous and law abiding as have the

Western mining communities. Then the shooting

will cease and the lives of the yellow and brown
men become. of more interest to the powers than
the simple word of a white man can dispose of.
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Photographic Development for
the Beginner

Extra Fine Quality Bay State Optical Co.'s Frames.
No. 02370. E\tia fine quality X, to K. gold filled frames ; stamped

13. S. 0.; ,■arranted 20 years ; price per dozen $2000
No. 02510. Emra fine quality N, to K. gold filled cable frames;

stamped B. S. 0.; warranted 20 years ; price per dozen . . . 23.00

Fine Quality Bay State Optical Co.'s Frames.
No. 0237. Eine quality i/to, to N. 13. S. 0. frames ; warranted to

years ; price per dozen 8316  00
No. 0251. Fine quality t/to, to K. B. S. 0. cable frames ; warranted
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No. 0264. tiro, to K. Extra fine quality, Riding Bow mountings,
with first quality I eye lenses ; per dozen

No. 0264. 1/10, to K. Extra fine quality, Riding Bow mountings,
with first quality o eye lenses ; per dozen

No. 0264. 1/10, to K. Extra fine quality, Riding Bow mountings,
with first quality oo eye lenses ; per dozen

No. 0263. 1/10, to K. Extra fine quality, Riding Temple mount-
ings complete ; per dozen

No. 02630. 1/to, to K. Extra fine quality, Cable Temple mount-
ings Complete ; per dozen

A FEW SPECTACLES YOU SHOULD
HAVE IN STOCK.

No. 01295. Medium quality, nickel
patent, good quality, periscopic
0 eye size lowers assorted 5
per dozen  

No. 01334. Ajax mountings, Jumbo
dozen

$15  so

plated, steel mountings, Ajax
convex cement bifocal lenses,
to 20, uppers to correspond ;

$10.00
size, white glass lenses ; per

No. 00344. Ajax mountings, Jumbo size, smoke glass lenses ; per
dozen  

No. 0344. Ajax mountings, with oo eye Micoquille lenses, smoked
assorted shades ; per dozen

11,  co

16  70

II  30

14  30

4.20

4.20

4  00

The Ajax colored spectacles are the neatest low-priced driving and shade
glasses on the market.

Chu' Alumnico frames are made by the American Optical Co., and are the finest finish Warranted not to tarnish.

Our Stock of Filled Glasses is complete. Consult our 1904 Catalogue before placing your orders elsewhere.
II the Risner Lens Gage al $12.00 (,1( h.

OUR PERFECT OPTICAL CABINET IS THE BEST ON EARTH. $18.00 EACH.
It will pay you to keep in touch with our prices on Optical Goods.

Our 1904 Catalogue quotes the latest goods at bottom prices. 
Prices quoted above are subject to our 1904 Catalogue discounts.

Books supplied on application. We guarantee promptness and accuracy in filling Prescriptions.
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N accomplished professional photog-
  rapher is the author of the following

instructive article on photographic
development for the beginner :

The average amateur de-
Beginner's velops his first summer's
First Efforts

exposure with one or several
of the ready-prepared develo-
pers. By this time if he still
practices his hobby, he wants
to understand more thor-
oughly what a developer con-
sists of. It is then he begins
to inquire of his more ad-
vanced amateur or his profes-
sional friends, if he has any,
with regard to certain poor
results he is having.

Perhaps they advise him
that his solution has too much
alkali, or not enough sulphite
of sodium, or not enough de-
veloping agent. It is then he
begins to realize that the
ready prepared developers, as
sold him by the dealer, con-
sist of several, usually three,
chemicals.

The plate manufacturers
almost universally recommend
at least one formula for pyro.
These all (so far as I have
noticed) call for one ounce of
pyro to be dissolved at one
time. Now this is all right
for the professional, who de-
velops every day and soon
uses the entire amount, but
for the amateur, who develops
once a week or once a month,
this pyro solution is apt to
spoil, even with the aid pre-
servative recommended.

Here is a formula that gets
An Effective me around this difficulty by
Formula

keeping the pyro in the dry
state until ready to develop :

Sulphite of sodium (dried) . . . . X oz.
Carbonate of sodium (dried) . . X oz.
Water  8 ozs.

To develop, say, a 5 x 7 plate, take one
ounce of the above solution, water 3 ounces,
dry pyro 8 to 12 grains. In practice the
pyro is not weighed but just measured in a
small souvenir spoon always kept in the pyro
box for the purpose.

To prepare the solution, take a BD or 12
ounce wide-mouthed bottle, measure in 8
ounces of water, put in the sulphite and car-
bonate of sodium and shake at once ; do not

let the chemicals cake in the bottom of the
bottle else they will be slow to dissolve.
When it is all dissolved, with a file make a
mark on the bottle just even with the top of
the solution. This is to facilitate matters in
the future, when you proceed by pouring
into the bottle about three-quarters of the
water required, add and dissolve the chemi-
cals, then fill the bottle to the mark. Can
anything be more easily prepared ? One
bottle of solution, the box of dry pyro, and

•

COURTESY OF THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER.

"Childhood."

within easy reach. a bottle of to per cent.
bromide of potassium. .

If the plate we .wish to develop is a copy
of a black and white drawing, a silhouette, or
any subject in which there are no half-tones,
take of the solution r ounce, water 2 ounces,
pyro 12 or 15 grains ; develop until the black
part of the negative is very black. Remem-
ber that contrast in this negative is what you
want, and that it is obtained by using a strong
developer with perhaps, a few drops of bro-
mide of potassium and leaving the plate in
the solution a good long time.

Suppose the next plate to develop is a
portrait (beginners are always trying to make
portraits). In this subject the whole scale of
delicate detail is wanted ; perhaps there

should be touches of pure white, and also of
the deepest dark. For such a subject take
of the solution ounce, water 3 to 4 ounces
and pyro 6 to 8 grains.

Such a subject must be slowly coaxed
out, therefore a weaker developer must be
used. Just when to stop development is a
question that must be learned by experience.
Not so hard either when these facts are thor-
oughly fixed in the mind, that a negative
undeveloped will be thin and lacking in con-

trast. The detail may all
show, even in the finished
print, yet it will be impossible
to get a good tone or color,
no matter what printing pro-
cess or paper is used.

On the other hand, a
plate over-developed will be
dark all over, slow to print,
and usually has too much
contrast between the light and
dark parts of the picture.

Another important point
for the beginner to fix in his
mind is the proper tempera-
ture for developing solutions;
65° is about right, and it
should not be allowed to vary
much from that. Use a ther-
mometer and know. In hot
weather it is a good plan to
develop early in the morning,
as then the dark room and its
contents are cooler and the
temperature more easily
maintained.

In winter I have used in
a cold dark room a soapstone
foot-warmer. This was heated
quite warm-several thick-
nesses of paper placed over
it, then the developing tray
placed over this. If the solu-
tion becomes too warm dur-
ing development it is set off
for a time. Practice and

minute attention will soon enable the begin-
ner to master these various processes.

To Prepare Photographs for Painting

Painting photographs with a glossy sur-
face, such as albumen or ordinary gelatino-
chloride prints, is a matter of some difficulty;
if water colors be used the difficulty may be
overcome by wetting the brush, instead of
with water, with the following solution : Al-
bumen six drams, water and glycerine one
and a half drams each, ammonium carbonate
fifteen grains, ammonia one drop. If oil
colors are to be used, it is a good plan to
coat the print with a mixture of gelatine and
gum arabic before applying the colors. Many
use weak fish glue solution also, preserved
with formalin.
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Photographic Development for
the Beginner

A N accomplished professional photog-
rapher is the author of the ftillowing
I nstructive article on plattographic

development for the beginner :
The average amateur de-
velops his first summer's
exposure with one or several

of the ready-prepared develo-
pers. By this time if he still
practices his bobby, he vants
to understand more thor-
oughly what a developer con-
sists of. It is then he begins
to inquire of his more ad-
vanced amateur or his profes-
sional friends, if he has any,
with regard to certain poor
results he is having.

Perhaps they advise him
that his solution has too much
alkali, or not enough sulphite
of sodium, or not enough de-
veloping agent. It is then he
begins to realize that the
ready prepared developers, as
sold him by the dealer, con-
sist of several, usually three,
chemicals.

The plate manufacturers
almost universally recommend
at least one formula for pyro.
These all (so far as I have
noticed) call for one Ounce of
pyro to be dissolved at one
time. Now this is all rig ht

for the professional, who de-
velops every day and soon
uses the entire amount, but
for the amateur, who develops
once a week or once a month,

this pyro solution is apt to

spoil, even with the aCid pre-

servative recommended.

Here is a formula that gets

me around this difficulty by

keeping the pyro in the dry

state until ready to develop :

Sulphite of sodium (dried) . . . . oz.
Carbonate of sodium (dried) . . . 34 oz.
Water  S ozs.

To develop, say, a 5 x 7 plate, take one

ounce of the above solution, Nvater 3 ounces,
dry pyro 8 to 12 grains. In practice the

pyro is not weighed but just measured in a

small souvenir spoon always kept in the pyro

box for the purpose.

To prepare the solution, take a to or 12

ounce wide-mouthed bottle, measure in 8

ounces of water, put in the sulphite and car-

bonate of sodium and shake at once ; do not

Beginner's
First Efforts

An Effective
Formula

let the chemicals cake in the bottom of the
bottle else they will be slow to dissolve.
When it is all dissolved, with a tile make a
mark on the bottle just even with the top of

the solution. This is to facilitate matters in

I he future, Mien you proceed by pouring.
into the bottle about three-quarters of the
water required, add and dissolve the chemi-
cals, then till the bottle to the mark. Can
anything be more easily prepared ?
bottle of solution, the box of dry pyro, and
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should be touches of pure white, and also of
the deepest dark. For such a subject take
of the solution i'ounce, water 3 to 4 ounces
and pyro 6 to 8 grains.

Such a subject must he slowly coa (11
out, therefore It weaker developer nnist
used. Just when to stop development is a
question that must be learned by experience.
Not so hard either when these facts are di/ 'r-
oughly fixed in the mind, that a negative
undeveloped will be thin and lacking in con-

trast. The detail may all
show, even in the finished
print, yyt it will be impossible
to get a good tone or color,
no matter what printing- pro-
cess or paper is used.

On the other hand, a
plate over-developed will be
dark all over, slow to print,
and usually has too much
contrast between the light and
dark parts of the picture.

Another important point
for the beginner to fix in his
mind is the proper tempera-
ture for developing solutions;
65° is about right, and it
should not be allowed to vary
much from that. Use a ther-
mometer and know. In hot
weather it is a good plan to
develop early in the nawning,
as then the dark room and its
contents are cooler and die
temperature more easily
maintained.

In winter I have used in
a cold dark room it soapstone
foot-warmer. This was heated
quite warm—several thick-
nesses of paper placed over
it, then the developing tray
placed over this. If the solu-
tion becomes too warm dur-
ing development it is set off
for a time. Practice and

minute attention will soon enable the begin-
ner to master these various processes.

COURTESY OF THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER.

"

Within easy reach, a bottle of to per cent.
bromide of potassium.

If the plate we iyish to develop is a copy
of a black and white drawing, a silhouette, or

any subject in which there are no half-tones,

take of the solution r ounce, xvater 2 ounces,

pyro 12 or 15 grains ; develop until the black
part of the negative is very black. Remem-
ber that contrast in this negative is what you
want, and that it is obtained by using a strong

developer with perhaps, a few drops of bro-
mide of potassium and leaving the plate in
the solution a good long time.

Suppose the next plate to develop is a
portrait (beginners are always trying to make

portraits). In this subject the whole scale of

delicate detail is wanted ; perhaps there

To Prepare Photographs for Painting

Painting photographs n ith a glossy Sill -
face, such as albumen or ordinary gelatin,
chloride prints, is a matter of some difficulty
if water colors he used the difficulty may be
overcome by \Vetting the hrtltill, imisicol
Nvith water, with the following- solution : Al-
bumen six drams, water tind glycerine one
and a half drams each, annnonium carbonate
fifteen grains, ammonia one drop. If oil
colors are to be used, it is a good plan to
coat the print with a mixture of gelatine and
gum arabic before applying- the colors. Many
use weak fish glue solution also, preserved
with formalin.
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Bausch Sc. Lomb=Zeiss
STEREO Binoculars
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_Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss STEREO Binocula, . 7 1-2, 10 or 12 Power.

Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss STEREO Binocular. 6 Power.

Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss STEREO Binocular. 8 Power.

Mllogo._

Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss STEREO Binocular. 4 Power.

Bausch & Lomb PRISM Binoculars.

Bausch & Lomb Prism Binocular. 5 1-2 Power. Bausch & Lomb Prism Binocular. 8 and jo 1-2 Power.

Order Your Spring Stock of
Your Jobber NOW.

Any of these cuts, a supply of booklets describing the glasses. imprinted with dealer's name, electros for
newspaper advertising and show cards free, of Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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Points on Prescription Filling

Possible and
Impossible
Transposition

_Idea, which

R. ± i C — 1.25 Cyl. ax. i8o°
L. + IC — .75 cyl. ax. 1800

Transpose to + and ±

Now, a little reflection will show that
while the left eye can be transposed to +
and -1- , the right eye must remain with
opposite signs for the cylinder and spherical.
For in the right eye, the axis being 1800,
the effect of the lens in a horizontal direction
is that of the full power of the spherical,
or + I.

On the other hand, as the effect of the
cylinder is exerted at right angles to the
direction of its axis (or in other words, in a
vertical direction) and as the cylinder is
.25 D. stronger than the spherical, it is evi-
dent that the concave cylinder will neutralize
all the power of the convex spherical,. in the
vertical direction, and still leave an effect of
— .25 D. So that, considering the lens as a
whole, we have a lens whose effect in a hori-
zontal direction is + i D., and in a vertical
direction — .25 D. ; and it is manifestly im-
possible to produce this minus effect by any
combination of plus lenses whatever.

On the other hand, when we consider
the left lens, we will find that the effect in a
horizontal direction is the same as in the
right lens, viz., + I D. But the strength
of the cylinder being .25 D. less than that of
the spherical, we see that in the. vertical
direction the plus spherical neutralizes all the
effect of the minus cylinder, and still leaves a
result of + .25 D. Hence the whole effect
of the lens is -I- .25 in a vertical direction,
and + I in a horizontal direction.

If, therefore, we take + .23 for our
spherical, we shall evidently have to add
+ .75 cyl ax. 900 to it in order to produce
the effect above stated. Hence our trans-
posed lens will be :

+ .25 + .75 cyl. WC. 900

Our rule, therefore, is that when we
have a lens in which the spherical and cylin-
der are of opposite signs, if the spherical is
stronger than the cylinder, the lens can be
transposed to one of the same signs (+ and
+ or — and —), but if the cylinder pre-
dominates, such transposition is impossible.

Always bear in mind that

Cementing the segment in a pair of bi-
focal letises must always be
cemented on the spherical

surface. We sometimes receive a pair of
lenses to have segments put on them and find
that one of them is mounted with the cylinder

We occasionally receive or-
ders from our customers,
S a ys Brown's Our Own

read something like this :

Bifocal Lenses

in, the other with the cylinder out. Of
course, as the segment must be cemented on
the spherical, the job, when finished, will not
be very nice looking, as the one segment will
be away from the eye and the other one
towards the eye.

Now, in cases where one of the cylinders
is at axis 1800 or 900, we can turn it over
without altering the optical effect of the lens,
and so bring both the segments in or out, as
the case may be. But if. the axes are not at
the cardinal points, the distance lens cannot
be turned over, and the only remedy is a new
distance lens in one eye.

For instance, take a pair of glasses like
this :

R.— .50 — 2 cyl. ax. 1So°
L. — 1.50 0 — J c}1. ax. 45°

We will suppose a pair of glasses with
the above formula is sent to the manufacturer
to have segments added. We are assuming,
Of course, that the glasses were made up
originally without any idea of their having
segments put on. When the manufacturer
starts to handle the glasses he finds that the
right lens is cut with the cylinder in and the
left one with the cylinder out. This will
bring the segment away from the eye on the
right lens and toward the eye on the left
lens. But in the above case, the right lens is
at axis 1800; hence it is perfectly possible to
turn this lens over, with the cylinder on the
front, and so bring the segment towards
the eye.

But, on the other hand, if the prescrip-
tion'were to read :

R.— .5o C — 2 cyl. ax. 135°
L. — 1.50 C — I cyl. ;Ix. 45°

we would be unable to turn either lens over,
because, in each case, to do so would change
the axis of the lens. In that case the only
thing to do would be to put another lens in
one eye, with the cylinder in a position to
correspond with that in the other eye.

" But," it may be asked, " why not cut
both the lenses with cylinder out, or both
with cylinder in, in the first place ? " As
heretofore explained the rule for the " in and
out " of lenses is that the strongest convex or
the weakest concave is put away from the
eye. Now, in the above case, in the right

eve the spherical is weakest, and is put out ;
in the left eye the cylinder is weakest, and is
put out.

Suppose we were to break this rule, and
cut both lenses with cylinder out, on the

chance that at some future time the wearer

might perhaps want segments added. Now
suppose, through some accident, the lenses
are removed from the frame. If we have

not followed the rule, we will be unable to

tell, without referring to the original prescrip-

tion (which in a majority of cases is impossi-
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ble), which way the lenses are to be inserted
—whether both cylinders are to be out, or
both in. Whereas, if the rule has been fol-
lowed we can put the lens in correctly with-
out reference to the prescription at all. Any-
one can see at a glance what a great advan-
tage, therefore, is gained by adhering to the
rule in cutting the lenses in the first place.

Wild Animals Farsighted

" The defect of nearsightedness appears
to be altogether a product of civilization, of
our method of living," says Dr. Grier.
" The natural condition of the eyesight for
all kinds of animals is what is commonly
termed farsighted. Wild animals are invari-
ably farsighted, and remain that way even
after capture by man and confinement in
menageries or zoological gardens. Animals,
even as young as four and five months old,
when captured continue farsighted in the
Zoos until their death, but the animals born
in captivity are always (there may be some
exceptions, though I have never heard of
any) nearsighted. This is probably due to
the constricted range of their vision, for
which nature endeavors to adapt their eye-
sight to the best advantage.

Among human beings it is very nearly
the same. A hunter, trapper or sailor, a
man who spends most of his life in the open
and has an unlimited range for his vision,
has the natural eyesight and can discern
objects a great distance beyond that possible
to the eyes of the dwellers in cities. We
have little need to see far away in a city;
and the telescopic power of OUT eyes, there-
fore, diminishes perceptibly from generation
to generation—until in the course of time it
is probable we may all be nearsighted, with-
out the power to see distinctly over a hun-
dred yards.
" The many hours each day a child

spends in the schoolroom, with its restricted
area, helps spread the nearsightedness a
great deal. The little one before it enters
school can see much farther than it can a few
years after having begun its scholastic career.
Then for a half dozen hours daily it is called
upon to look no greater distance than to the
teacher's desk, less than thirty feet away, so
its eyesight becomes adapted to seeing clearly
at thirty feet, but not so well at a hundred
feet, a decided contrast to the quality of the
primitive eyesight."

—SI. Louis Globe-Democrat.

" Ido not know what you could do to improve
The Keystone, as it is at the head now. I am in-
terested in The Keystone from cover to cover. It
is good for old and young. Every number is worth
the year's subscription to me, and I have been
at the business for over twenty years. "—L. P.
Northup, Jeweler and Optician, Woodward, Okla.
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MURINE

rapidly reduces an inflamed eye to its normal condition prepara-
tory to its proper measurement for glasses, hence its value tothe optical profession.

as an eye tonic has won a prominent place on the dressing tableof the elite.

restores normal conditions and natural brilliancy to the tired eye.

YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU.
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Northern Illinois Alumni Association
The Alumni Association of the Northern Illi-

nois College of Ophthalmology and Otology was in
session at the college rootns from February 15th
to the r9th, inclusive. The attendance was very
good and the proceedings were the most interest-
ing and instructive of any meeting of the alumni in
its history. At every annual reunion the attend-
ance seems to be marked by a higher degree of
intelligence and optical expertness. These meet-
ings depend for their success very largely on the
energy and tact of the faculty. Lectures on optical
subjects were delivered by Professors J. B. McFat-
rich, M. D.; H. E. Thomas, M. D.; G. W. McFat-
rich, M. D.; H. S. Tucker, M. D., Russell D.
Horton, Oph. D. The afternoon sessions were de-
voted to addresses by members of the Alumni
Association, debates, the answering of questions,
etc. 0. M. Meyers, of Des Moines, Iowa, was
elected president of the association for the ensuing
year.

Rochester Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society was held in the office of B. B. Clark,
Triangle Building, Tuesday evening, February 23d.
President Bissell called the meeting to order at
8,30, with nine members present. The minutes of
the last meeting and the intervening special meet-
ing were read and approved. Mr. Bestor reported
for the committee appointed by the president to
confer with Mr. Clark in regard to future usage of
his offices, and to purchase a suitable present as a
slight token of the society's appreciation for past
usage, that the committee were of the opinion that
$2 would be about the amount the society's finances
could stand, and felt that while this would not
probably represent the full value of the offices and
the inconvenience it caused, it would defray the
expense of light, cleaning, etc. The committee
stated further that it had decided upon presenting
to Mr. Clark a De Zeng luminous ophthalmoscope,
with reduction attachment for city current. Mr.
Bv.stor presented this with the society's best wishes.
Mr. Clark thanked the society for this token of
their appreciation, and assured the members that
they were always welcome to the use of his offices,
but as it had been batted that the society, for its
own self-respect, felt it could no longer use the

offices without a slight rental, he said he would
accept the society's decision.

Mr. Arrington moved that the committee's
report be accepted, Mr. Mielke seconded, and the
motion was carried.

Mr. Arrington moved that the society pay to

Clark & Bowen the sum of $2 per meeting for the
use of their office from January, 1904. Mr. Mielke
seconded, and the motion was carried.

The society then took up the subject of prices.

The secretary asked for more time in correspond-

ing with opticians in the different cities requesting
them for their prices, which was granted. Several
members felt that the prices in torics were too
high. After a general discussion of the matter,

Mr. Arrington brought it to a focus by moving

that the price of toric lenses up to 8 D. be reduced
temporarily from $to to $7, but that cataract torics
remain the same. Mr. Clark seconded, and the
motion Was carried.

Mr. Clark then gave an account of the opto-
metry bill now before the legislature, together

with a review of what had been done so far in its

behalf, ending his remarks by moving that the
secretary draw up a letter to the senators and
assemblymen from this district, endorsing the bill
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and asking their support. Mr. Arrington seconded
the motion, which was carried. The following
letter is attached as part of the minute :

DEAR SIR :—The Rochester Optical Society,
in regular meeting, Tuesday evening, February
23d, passed a resolution endorsing Senate Bill 378
and Assembly Bill 596, known as optometry bill,
and asks the support of our local senators and
assemblymen in its behalf.

This bill is a fair, honest and beneficial public
measure, which should receive the unqualified
support of every member of your honorable body.
Therefore, we, representing the scientific opticians
of Rochester and vicinity, now invoke you to up-
hold our just rights before the people, and in the
interest of. science and the public beg you to recom-
mend to the honorable members of the legislature
for consideration and speedy passage this corn-
mendable, just and immediately-necessary bill.

Very truly yours,
ROCHESTER OPTICAL SOCIETY.

Mr. Sweeting read a very interesting paper on
" Who Discovered Astigmatism ?" which was one
of the best papers so far read before the society.

Anqual Meeting and Banquet of the
Illinois Optical Society

The above society held its annual meeting and
banquet in Chicago on January 26th. The regular
business was transacted and officers elected at
2 P. M. in the rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, Columbus Memorial Building. President
Sotnmer occupied the chair and delivered the open-
ing address. His subject was : " BeWe Dead Yet?"
and he treated it in an interesting and pointed
manner. Owing to a heatry snowfall, which im-
peded traveling, John H. Ellis, South Bend, hid.,
who was scheduled to make an address, was
unable to attend. The question of professional
nomenclature formed the subject of an instructive
debate, after which Geo. A. Rogers spoke on
" Mathematical Construction of Lenses."

The annual election resulted as follows : Presi-
dent, Geo. A. Rogers ; first vice-president, A. T.
Westlake, Peoria, Ill.; second vice-president, 0. C.
Lamphear, Galesburg, Ill.; third vice-president,
J. A. Seekatz, Hoopeston, Ill.; secretary, 0. J.
Halbe ; treasurer, L. L. Boyle. The following
directors were elected : Walter Wyatt, Peoria, Ill.;
Joseph Dobbs, Geneseo, Ill.; W. F. Newcomb,
Chicago, Ill.; Philip Saul, Springfield, Ill.; W. A.
Foley, Chicago Heights, Ill., and E. L. Fowler,
Chicago, Ill.

• The banquet was held at the Palmer House in
the evening, Dr. Geo. W. McFatrich officiating as
toastmaster. Humorous and musical features were
in evidence. Rev. S. E. Bryant spoke on "Who
Are Our Friends?" and Rev. A. Vance on "The
World of To-day." It was a delightful feast,
thoroughly enjoyed by its participants, who num-
bered about one hundred.

Seattle Optical Society

At the last regular meeting of the Seattle
Optical Society the following officers were elected:
Chas. G. Holcomb, president ; L. E. Capps,
vice-president, and Leander Butt, secretary and

treasurer.
The next regular meeting of this society will be

held Tuesday, March 8th, and it has also been

decided to hold a banquet as a commemoration
of the inception of the society which will then be in

existence one year. A committee has been ap-

pointed to make the necessary arrangements for

this function, which it is confidently anticipated
will be a notable success in every respect.
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Optical Notes

da W. Guilbault, optician, of Biddeford, Me.,
has been receiving the congratulations of his many
friends upon the arrival, recently, of a daughter at
his home.

OS G. A. Bader, superintendent of the optical
shop of E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
was presented with a fine pair of boy twins on
February 24th. His friends are overwhelming him
with congratulations on his good fortune.

.4 E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
are now furnishing on prescription work a rimless
mounting known as the " Lenstite," in which the
lenses are locked, making it impossible for them
to loosen in the strap. The new mounting can be
had in either spectacles or eyeglasses.

.4 There is a movement afoot in the North-
west to work up a good attendance for the annual
convention of the American Association of Opti-
cians, which convenes next August at Milwaukee.
C. A. Snell, Minneapolis, secretary of the Minne-
sota State Society, will have charge of the move-
ment. Mr. Snell promises a good turnout from the
Northwestern country.

,At Dr. Arthur D. Bliss has purchased the
optical branch of the business of F. W. Butler,
Albion, N. Y. He has been optician with Jeweler
Butler for the past twenty-three years. Dr. Bliss
will have his office at the rear of Mr. Butler's
jewelery store. He recently visited the eastern
part of the State and purchased a supply of the
most improved optical appliances.

„at D. V. Brown, manufacturing and whole-
sale optician, at Philadelphia, accompanied by Mrs.
Brown, is on an extensive trip South, and will not
return till the middle of March. He visited en
route the several Florida winter resorts and then
crossed to Cuba, where he will spend two weeks
combining business and pleasure. He will visit
the larger cities of the island and inquire into the
present status and future possibilities of the optical
trade in the promising insular republic.

,pt In two of the societies enumerated in our
list of optical organizations there has been a change
of officers since the list went to press. The Seattle
Optical Society has elected Chas. G. Holcomb
president, and L. E. Capps vice-president. Leander
Butt was re-elected secretary and treasurer. The
Illinois Optical Society elected George A. Rogers
president, and 0. J. Halbe secretary. It is expected
that the present year will give a good account of
itself in the matter of increasing the membership
of this organization.

Jg A paragraph in the Bloomington,
Daily Panlagraph says : " In front of the optical
parlors of J. D. Siebert, is hung an electric sign
which is attracting much attention. It is a trans-
parent sign, consisting of a pair of eyeglasses and
the wording, J. D. Siebert, Expert Optician.'
Around this is a circle showing different colored
revolving electric lights, continually changing and
making beautiful electrical effects and designs.
The mechanism consists of very delicate and com-
plicated machinery, which vvas designed by Dr.
Siebert, who has applied for a patent. Dr. Siebert
has several optical inventions of his own, which are
used in his office."

Sample pages of lessons and lectures of the
" Correspondence Course in Optics " will be sent
free by the National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, on application. Write for • special

—Adv.rates for March.
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What is the PEERLESS ONE=PIECE Mounting?
It's the Eyeglass Mounting that needs neither a

stud-screw to hold it together nor a padlock to excuse
the screw's existence.

It's the neatest, cleanest ever manufactured.

It's guaranteed absolutely against breakage.

Would )-()tn- customer. appreciate an Eyeglass that is
"Built to stay built?"

You could make a profit on that appreciation, couldn't you?

Of all Jobbers. J. M. & A. C. Johnston Company,
CHICAGO.

Have you ordered
that sample set?

COLLAPSIBLE
AUMO GO,GGLES

AN innovation in Automobile Goggles—light in weight,
compact and neat. When crushed down fits into a

flat case—eesily carried in vest pocket.

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS.
Send for booklet showing complete assortment of

Automobile Masks and (Joggles.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH 0 CO.,
ImpoRTERs,

21 Rue de l'Echiquier, 37 and 39 Maiden Lane,
Paris. NEW YORK.

COLMONT
now signifies the highest standard of excellence 

Z-S‘

in Opera Glass manufacture. When you are told,
" it's as good as a Colmont "—

Buy the "Colmont "
Sold by all jobbers.

Colmont
Manufacturer,

Paris.

Sussfeld, Lorsch C./ Co.
Importers,
New York.

,r)
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OUR R WORK
IS WELL KNOWN AND KNOWN WELL,
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Because we are giving to the Opticians of the Northwest better workmanship and quicker returns
than any other house, and we can fill any .K from our Complete Stock.

We Have the Advantage of Being in the Center of the Field.
We Have the Most Competent Workmen to be Had.

We Have the Machinery and the System to Work With.
Are You Using These Advantages ? If not, let us prove

to you that our work is the kind you want.Ask for our New Optical Catalogue.

MANUFACTURING
OPTICIANS.

SISCHO and BEARD,
St. Pall!, Minn. GPTICAL. 00008.
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A REAL Eye REMEDY that
Costs LESS than a Mere
Eye WATER. Recom-
mended by Oculists Every-
where—Safe and Reliable.

The best because: It contracts the capillaries and prevents passive congestion ; is
a powerful antiseptic ; it is an astringent and prevents the overdistended blood vessels
from bursting ; it is an absorbent made of chemically pure ingredients and scientifically
put together ; it is and always will remain asceptic ; a powerful germicide, yet absolutely
harmless to healthy tissues. A positive cure for all eye diseases not requiring the
snrgeon's knife. Put up in attractive cartons, with eye dropper and booklet enclosed,
and retails tor 50c. Costs only $3.00 per dozen. For your business (gird will send
you a bottle FREE, also testimonials.

M. E. STERN,INIttrildaCtUring
Optician,

.3t5 c'Vr 38 John Strcct, NeVV YORK CITY.

QUICK, ACCURATE PRESCRIPTION WORK.

Why
a course with the American Optical College
will be of the greatest advantage to you.

Because it enables you to attain highest proficiency in the shortest time as an optician.
Because by our system of teaching we are able to give you a regular 825 college course

for OnlY $S, and in order to make it easier, you can pay us $1). when you enroll and the
balatiee in weekly instalments.

Because we have hundreds of graduates all over the world who are in successful and
p roll I able practice.

Because we are a charterethachool and can confer the degree DOCTOR OF OPTICS
up,,n every successful graduate.

Der No need to neglect. your ordinary work to take this course. Write at once to

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE,
DETROIT, MICH.

Decidedly a Leader!

The Limeburner

Aerated Suction Clamp.
The Cleanest,

The Most Comfortable,

The Most Beautiful,

The Easiest Adjusted,

The Biggest Seller

of any

all-metal guard.

No corrugations to collect dirt and
irritate the skin.

Samples Free.

1702 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

An Invaluable Eye Remedy—The Original
and ONLY

GREAT GERMAN EYE WATER
(From the formula of the late Dr. Agnew.)

A HARMLESS PREPARATION WITH WONDERFUL
CURATIVE PROPERTIES.

Twenty-five years on the market ; sold by thousands of Jewelers
and Opticians throughout the United States and Canada with per-
fect satisfaction. This preparation is invaluable for all persons
whose business requires use of the eyes at close range several hours
daily. It should be used after exposure to winds or dust, its anti-
septic properties destroying the germs and preventing acute inflam-
mation. Its immediate effect. in cases of chronic or acute Conjunc-
tivitis, Blepharitis or Scaly Eyelids, Burning, Smarting or Itching
of the Eye, or Inflammation from any cause, is phenomenal. For
hue Toilet every one should use It. 'rwo or three drops in the eyes
in the morning not only give brilliancy atm luster to the eyes, but
give clearness of vision and prevent disease.

This formula is not the imoluct of any Optician or Eye Spe-
cialist, but is from one ot America's Greatest Ophthalmic
Surgeons. lt,,ware or imitations that are inferior or injurious.
Remember, 1/r. Agnew'm portrait IS on every box. PRICE, $19.50
per gross, $1.63 per dozen. Order from your jobber or direct
from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 7r Boylston Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER.
ALL EVE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES.

WHAT IS A REMEDY ? Any substance or preparation used with the view or curing or
allaying morbid action. .ks it would require many of the valuable pages of Tun KEYSTON a to
publish the testimonials received from dealers and users of The Great Gentian Eye Water, I refer
dealers In optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different _parts of the country, selling
this remedy, some of them for more than 20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,
but by the optical trade EXCLUSIVELY. NO COCAINE tu this rormula.

' W. Guilbault, Biddeford, Me, Mawitinney & Ryan Co., Omaha Nebr.
E. W. Folsom, Somersworth, N. If. J. S. Jenson & Sons, sett Lake City, Utah.
Dr. W. W. Hutchins, Newport, Art. Wm. Wilson, Oakland, Cal.
D. M. Cha in, Springfield, Mass. R, W. Chanthet lain, Marshalltown, iotva.
Eastman Co., Providence, ft. I. Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport, Conn. C. L. Cooke, Clarksville, Tenn.
John EIndin, Utica, N. Y. Dr. E. H. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.
B. H. Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y. The G. A. Balm Dia. & Optical Co., Aus-
August Kost, Jr., Jersey City, N. J. tin, Texas.
J. G. Corbett, Sharpsburg, Pa. W. I. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
S. Engwiller, Mansfield, Ohio. H. Castieherg, Baltimore, Md.
Win. Gros, Delphi, Ind. C. S. Hart, Lytm, Mass.
H. D. & C. It. Lockwood, Joliet, ill. Identical & Jaccard Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, Wis. ()sear Muller, Panama.
Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mound,Mo. A tot WOO (AIM'S.

The Following Jobbers in Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Greet German Eye Water:
D. V. Brown, 740 Sanaom St., Philadelphia, Pa. Globe Optical Co.

'
Boston, Mass.

Spencer Optical Co., 15 Maiden Lane, New York, Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., San Fran-
Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, NowYork. cisco, Cal.

,

REFER-
ENCES:



THE MECHANISM EXPLAINS ITS
SUPERIORITY.

THE GUARD IS WONDERFULLY NEAT—ALMOST INVISIBLE—and means the extremeof comfort and security. The mechanism makes loosening of the stud screws impossible. Ask your jobberfor them.
EXCLUSIVE SELLINO AOENTS,

THE JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.
Euclid Ave. & Erie St.,

CLEVELAND.
2 Maiden Lane, 126 State Street,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

STEVENS QUALITY CREED
DETERMINED TO MAKE

THE

BEST GOLD FILLED
OPTICAL GOODS
IN THE WORLD

REGARDLESS OF COST

ABILITY ( IF ANY
UNDIVIDED.

NO SIDE ISSUES,
NOT EVEN A RED

AUTOMOBILE.

FOUNIMTION

THE BEST
THAT MONEY WILL

PROCURE
IN LABOR AND

MATERIAL.

LOYALTY

FOR THOSE WHO

KNOW ITS

MEANING.

THERE IS
NOT ANYTHING SO
NEARLY PERFECT
THAT IT MAY NOT
BE IMPROVED.

WE DON'T CARE
A SNAP OF OUR

FINGERS
FOR TRADITIONS

OPTICALLY.

PROGRESS

ESTABLISHED

JANUARY 1st,

1901.

TO-DAY
THE LARGEST

MANUFACTURERS
OF HIGH-GRADE
GOLD FILLED
OPTICAL GOODS
IN THE WORLD.

STRAWS

PEACEABLE

BY

INCLINATION.

BUT WHEN WE
PLAY FOOTBALL
WE CHOOSE

NOT TO BE THE
BALL.

POLICY

STEVENS & COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WARNER & SWASEY PRISM BINOCULAR.
Officially adopted by the NAVY DEPARTMENT as the

"Standard" and now used on every U. S. battleship and crusier
—also used in the Army, Lighthouse Service and other Depart-
ments of the Government.
UNEQUALED for the tourist, yachtsman, sportsman, etc.
Ask your Jobber for them.

Write for the booklet.

The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
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SCREW-LOCK EYEGLASS GUARDS
that will not ivork loose. Can be put on to any old frame. Made in nickel, filled
and gold. Will make you friends and money. Cost no more than common guards.
We will sell for net cash the following : Gold filled, 5-years frame, at. or R. B., 1,0,00
eye $3.00 per doz.; 10-years for $4.00 ; 20-years for $6.00 ; filled R. B. or st.
temple, $2.00 per doz.; Mamie° or nickel temple, 63 cents per doz.; alumico or
nickel frames, any size eye, $1.35 per doz.

RED CROSS OPTICAL CO., Jewelers' Building, Boston, Mass.

New style Combs and
Hair Ornaments are
continually being made
under the dictation of
fashion.

Known as the
Providence Shell Works.

1824 1904 Shell Combs repaired
and repolished and
made practically new.
Special work made to
order.

Manufacturer of
Genuine Tortoise

Cioods.

Trade•Mark.

WILLIAM K. POTTER,
Providence, R. I.;

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
Any jeweler who thinks he can

afford to do his staff and pivot work
should read page 181 in February
Keystone.

W. H. Craft,
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Engraved Souvenir Spoons.
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen.

FRED. A. HASKELL,
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

Standard Auto-Addresser.
75,000 addresses printed daily.
Operating cost about 3c. per moo addresses.

Same size as typewriter.

Noiseless—Foot power or motor.

List never leaves your office.

Card index system.

Address changes can be made at slightest
cost.

Visible writing.

Peck & Joline, 71 Cortlandt St., New York.

LON BARNHART7 
Springfield, Ohio.

Manufacturer or FIne siGNS
Watch Sc Spectacle
Eleetrie Illuminated and

11""11"1"°"' Durable,Elegant and Attractive.
BEST SICINS ON EARTH.

Send for Catalogue.

I MAKE A SPECIALTY
OF R WORK,

using the best of material and guaran-
teeing my work to be

Mechanically Perfect.
All orders receive personal attention.

C. A. L. LANGTON,
419 Boylston Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
Send for New Price-List.

What School?
We teach Watchmaking, Engrav-

ing and Optics. Positions obtained
for graduates. Students may enter at
any time. Individual instruction.
Send for catalog.

ELGIN
HOROLOGICAL

Elgin, HI. SCHOOL.

3510 K. of C.

DOES ADVERTISING PAY?
Of course it does, and the better
the advertising, the better it pays.

I write ads. for jewelers only.
They are twenty-four karat fine
—strong, attractive, convincing.
If that's the kind you want, write
for circular and samples.

T. DADSON, Ad-Writer,
WESTMEATH, ONT.

See A drertiaement on page MIS, of this Arne.
'WELLS' Perfect Self-Con-
forming Iting Adjuster is
a simple but practical thing.
You do not have I. cut the
shank or wind it wit Ii ii cotton
or woolen string, hut just in-
sert this neat little spring.
Ask your ,jobber for it to-day ;
if they cannot furnish it, en-
close the amount with your

order and It will be filled right away, if sent to
CHESTER WELLS. Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

530. 787. Sat).

BUTTONS for
ALL SOCIETIES.

Solid Gold, $6.30 per doz.
Rolled-Plate, 3.00 per doz.
(,old Plated, 1.20 pct. doz.

Chas. K. Winship & CO.
78 State St., Chicago, III.

3514 Initial. 3510 Photo.

J. Bulova Co RING MANUFACTURERS,

.9 51 and 53 Malden Lane, NEW YORK.

WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

NOTICE

Our patent fasten•
log ou all rings.

We can furnish you with any pattern formerly sold by oDENHEIMEn
& ZIMMERN or IlmmERN. REES & CO.

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

Mii4S6o9ro6.4
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF OIAMONO MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRICO IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches
100 State St

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.
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USE KACHOO OGRUARDS.
You will savc DOLLARS in pleasing E11(1 fitting your
customers, and they will appreciate your good SENSE
in using- the most comfortable eyeglass guard made.

Broad and Corrugated Bearing Surface. Absolutely Antiseptic. Can be
to fit any nose.

Our

adjusted

aidNTIRE, MA GEE BROWN,
Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Opticians,

723 Sansom Street, PHILADELPHIA.Work is Accurate.

Our Service is Prompt.

to965g905090505g9g5~64190941511

The Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology Masonic Temple,

CHICAGO.

4  Masonic   Temple.
The College.Home

othe 

A

4
4

The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.

Life Scholarship, $25.

WRITE FOR ANNOUNCEMENT.
1904 now ready.

Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses as
often as desired. Enter at any time.

G. W. McFATRICH, M.D., Sccrctary,
Masonic Tcmpk, Chicago.

50909415~9090909~5090909~909411

R. J. HILLINGER & CO.,
Silversmiths' Building,

CHICA00, ILL.

Manufacturers of

Silk Guards,

Vest Chains,

Silk

Eyeglass Cords
and

EXCELLO

Fountain Pens.

194 Broadway, New York.

Ask your jobber for the R. J. HILLINGER A CO.
SILK GUARDS.

Ask your jobber tor the ALMA SILK GUARD.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical Sehool in the world where
students serve a regular apprenticeship on
bench and In office. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

EBIE-IN HARDY,
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician.

Our specialty Is Prescript jou Work for
the Trade. %York returticti the same day
if received Itefore one o'clock. We are also
making a Specialty of Stevens Gold Filled
goods, either in quantities or on your pre-
scription work. Give US a trial. 18 years'
experience in the optical business.

EBEN HARDY,
Room 405. 21 Bromfield St.. Boston.

Telephone 4397-3 N.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROBE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS ETC.

Are you looking for a firm that will do your Repairs
  "d 

yourSpecial Order Work
WE ARE THE PEOPLE Try us. QUICK and at RIGHT PRICES?. 

Cohen & Nickell, MANUFATURING JEWELERS
and DIAMOND SETTERS

Exclusively for the Trade.

67 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Makes Dull Eyes Sparkle.
The Anglo-German-American

Eye Water

OPTICURA. 
Compounded from the celebrated

Dr. von Graefe's Prescription.

l'REPARED BY

Opticura Specialty Co.,
IS Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY.

None genuine without trade-mark OPTICURA and Dr. von Graefe's por-
trait on each box. POTENT, YET HARMLESS.

OPTICURA ingredients are harmless, and prepared with the same ethical
care characteristic of the laws of pharmacy and therapeutics, and no fear need
be entertained in its employment, as it is the most efficacious general remedy
known for all affections of the eye. Infallible cure for weak or inflamed eyes,
burning or sore eyes, pink eyes, over-worked eyes, and granulated eyelids. It
is balm in every case of inflamed and painful eyes, and is soothing and refresh-
ing to afflicted eyes.

Testimonials.

The ()Pleura Specially Co., zs Maiden Lane, N. Y.
GENTLEMEN :—In my profession I meet with a great many patients whose eyes are afflic-

ted with different diseases. I have used the Opticura Eye Remedy in treatment of the eyes for
inflammation of all kinds and have found it a perfectly safe remedy for such complaint, and
unhesitatingly recommend it to those haying inflamed or sore eyes.

Respectfully, JAS. I. VAIL, M. D., Cranford, N. J.
Oplicura Specially Co, 

DEAR Slits :—Send another box of OPTICURA. the Anglo.Oerman-American Eye Lotion.
I find this preparation just the thing to employ with my patients who suffer with inflamed
eyes, either of the eye itself or of the lids, even the most aggravated forms of inflanituation
readily yield to treatment whenever the directionosuarrsetfroulllyowed.

Yours R. II. KNowLris, IV!. D.

Price per dozen, $1.62; 6 dozen, $9.60 ; price per gross, $59.00. A neat
show case sent free with three dozen or more. Express paid to all parts of the
United States if six dozen or more are ordered at one time at the above prices.

Order From Your Jobber or From the Proprietor.

There is a method by which you can accomplish the object you
have in vietv tvhether it be the selling of your entire stock or only to unload and
turn your old stock into cash.

I have also proven that there is a man who can accomplish this end for you
without selling your salable goods for so% of their value, and also without
hurting your reputation as a reliable jeweler ; and a good many jewelers in this land
of ours agree in saying that

P. E. Pope is the man.
Take the names of the firms I sold for during the past year, and the results of

the sales:
F. M. White, Colorado Springs, Colo.: The stock was offered in hulk for $4500.00.

I got $7500.00.
Olmsted & Hurdman, Ottawa, Canada: I sold $48,000.00 worth of goods and only

lost $465.00 on the original cost.
I sold $9876.00 worth of goods for R. Ashby, Colorado Springs, at a profit on the

cost of over $1100.00. I also sold for J. 11, Barnard, London, Canada, and my last sale was
for W. J. Reid & Co., London, Canada, one of the oldest, largest and most reputable firms
in America. I was with them five weeks. Were they satisfied? Well, read this letter and
judge for yourself:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN : LONDON, CANADA, December 28, 1903.
We have very much pleasure In recommending to those interested, the services of Mr. P. E. Pope,

of Fond du Lac, Win., auctioneer, who has carried on all auction sale for our firm for the last mouth
Iii a most satisfactory manner. The interest that Mr. Pope takes in his business, the Intelligence that
he displays in the Management of his sale, his hard work and attention to details, have been most
satisfactory, indeed, to us.

Although we had the opportunity of engaging auctioneers from the East, who were recommended
to us from New York, we are pleased to think that we arranged to engage Mr. Pope for our sale, as we
feel satisfied that no one could have done better for us. The amount of goods sold by Mr. Pope was
very large, and he made good use of the opportunities and time lie had to carry the thing to a
successful ending.

We trust that Mr. Pope may have every RUCCPAS, as he has our best wishes.
Yours very truly, W. J. REID & CO.

A few dates for this season are still open. If you want a sale get busy.

Sales held for
Ed. Longcroft, Berlin, Wis.
Mills & Hupp, Streator, Ill. P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer,

Canadian Office-26o Arthur St., Toronto, Can. Home Address—Fond du Lac, Wis.

And lest you forget, I say it yet, don't send for me if you have any cheap goods to sell. I un not in that business.
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THE AUCTIONEER
Who Never Has Had a Failure.

My methods are new, honest and on business principles, which
always brings the desired results. Could furnish a page full of testi-
monials from jewelers where I have sold in the past. But times and
conditions have changed, so will only furnish a few late ones from
wide-awake and up-to-date jewelers.

E. R. TYLER, Chicago, Ill.
DEAR SIR :--I wish to add my testimonial to many others that you have. The financial conditions ofClarksville, Team, being such this year that all toy business friends advised against an auction sale, and predictedbig loss It. I had one. Have just finished straightening up my books and find that the sale was a profit sale and

a success in every way. Use us for reference. Will be pleased to answer all letters.
Clarksville, Tenn., December 31, 1903. Yours, QUARLES BROS.

Dunkirk, N. Y., January 26, 1904.
Mr. E. It. Tyler has just closed a most successful sale for us, selling the goods that we wanted to sell, and atgood prices. We recommend him to business men who are thinking of having a sale as the one to have, fur heworks for the interest of the jeweler at all times. Yours, JOHN A. STAI'T dc SON.

Bellevue, Ohio.JEWELERS :—If you need an auctioneer to sell your stock and want a profit, I would recommend that youget E. R. Tyler. He has just closed out my entire stock at a profit. This was my third sale, and the only profitsale out of them all. Yours,
February 8, 1904. JAS. E. MORROW.

Lead, S. D., February 22, 1904.E. R. TYLER, 156 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
DEAR Sin :—After figuring up the results of our sale we find that we came out much better than we hopedfor. We have not only cleaned out all of our dead stock at a good price, but have become acquainted and donebusiness with hundreds of people who were never in our store before. As an advertiser it has been worthhundreds of dollars to us. We will be pleased to have you use us as reference, for we feel that we can conscien-tiously recommend you to any one who appreciates honorable businesslike methods.

Yours sincerely, LA MONTAGUE & INGALLS.

EVERY SALE A PROFIT ALL.

Best of Reference. Ccwre.spoinclence Ccmfidential.

a R. TYLER,
R00111 1103, 156 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

J. E. GABRIEL.

AN AUCTION SALE is recog-
nized to-day as a necessity with
an up-to-date Jeweler.

The character of the goods carried
by jewelers, and the ever-changing
styles, require extreme methods for
quick disposal, and such as a well-
regulated auction sale affords.

You are desirous of holding such a
sale, but hesitate owing to the possi-
bility of sustaining a loss and fear the
after-effects as well.

We will conduct your sale on a
profit-sharing basis, which insures
you against any loss.

Will also furnish you with the names of many responsible jewelers for whom we have conducted
sales, and who are to-day better advertisements for us and our methods than printers' ink.

Write us at once for full particulars.

J. A. SINCLAIR.

SINCLAIR & GABRIEL, Jewelers' .ductioneers,
I FIFTEENTH YEAR. 1905 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.

957.000
Ten Sales for 1903.
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957.000

COL J. D. LEWIS, America's Leading Auctioneer
For the E.stablished Jevveler.

Office-404 Champlain Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL,. Nly 27th Year.
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TO THE JEWELRY TRADE : Beaumont, Texas, February t, 1904.This is to certify that Col. J. D. Lewis has just closed one of the most successful sales, I thinks ever conducted in this part of Texas, considering he had just conducted another salehere in October, 1903, and following right after the holiday, trade. We think he has no equal in his line. Our stock consists of nothing but the fittest of goods, no plated ware of anykind. We carry a stock of $40,0oo.00 of the finest diamonds, and the Colonel handled them at a fair profit, as well as the rest of the stock. We cheerfully recommend him to anyJeweler wishing the services of a good salesman, honest and sober, and as a worker, entertainer and money-getter we think he has no equal. The Colonel gets and holds his audiencesspell-bound from start to finish with polite, genial and new methods of conducting his sale—makes friends and new patrons instead of losing them.Wishing Col. J. D. Lewis a prosperous New Year and plenty of business, we are, — Respectfully, KOLTER BROS.
W. J. KOLTER.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN : Beaumont, Texas, November 1, x9o3.It gives Inc great pleasure to state that Col. J. D. Lewis has just closed an $18,000 sale of diamonds, watches, cut glass and gold jewelry for the undersigned, with the most satis-factory results.
His versatile address, ability to hold an intelligent audience, and above all a personality that inspires confidence, have won many new friends for me.I heartily recommend him to first-class jewelers as an At auctioneer, and those who are fortunate to secure his services may be assured of dealing with a gentleman of honestyand integrity. 

F. W. BADGER.

957.000 957.000



THE AUCTIONEER
Who Never Has Had a Failure.

methods are 11,•\\ , honest and on business principles, which
always brings the desired results. Could furnish a page full of testi-
monials from jewelers where I have sold in the past. But times and
conditions have changed, so will only furnish a few late ones from
wide-awake and up-to-date jewelers.

E. R. TYLER, Chicago, III.
DEAR Si I - I - i}i to add my testimonial to many others that you have. The financial conditions ofclarksvi Ile, Tune., being studs this rear that all my business friends advised against an auction sale, and poslieteda big loss if I had one. Have just finished straightening up my books and find that the sale was a profit sale and

a suceess in every way. Ilse us for refereuce. 'Will be pleased to answer all letters.
Clarksville, Tenn., December 31, 1903. Yours, QUARLES ERGS.

Dunkirk, N. Y., January 26, 1904.
01r. a I. Tyler 11,r, jast ■•1“,..1 nn,,I snecessnil sale for us, selling the goods that we wanted to sell, and atgood 1,riem who are thinking of having a sale as the one to have, ti,u heworks fer the inl,n•si of the jewekr :it all lino, Ynurs, JOHN A. STAFT & SON.

Bellevue, Ohio.
JEwELERs :—If you need an auctioneer to sell your stock and want a profit, I would recommend that youget E. It. Tyler. Ile has just elosed entire stoek at a profit. This was my third sale, and the only profit

sale oat ut thein all, Yours,
February s, 1904. JAS. E. MORRO1Y.

Lead, S. D., February 22, 1904.E. IL 'I' Y LER, 106 Wabash A ye., Cliieago.
I 0 SI 0 : —A fter figuring lip t he results of our sale we find that we came out emelt belief than we hopedfie:. We have not otll cleaned out all of our dead stock at a good price, but have b00.1a 1. aequainied and donebusiness with hundreds of people who were never in our store before. As an advertiser it has been worthhundreds of dollars lo its. We will Is. pleased to have you use us as reference, for we feel that we can conscien-tiously recommend you to any one who appreciates ))))) rable businesslike methods.

Yours sincerely, LA MONTAGUE & INGALLS.

EVERY SALE A PROFIT SALE,
Best of Reference. Correspondence Confidential.

E. R. TYLER,
Rooni 110,3, 156 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

J. E. GABRIEL.

AN AUCTION SALE is recog-
nized to-day as a necessity with
an up-to-date Jeweler.

The character of the goods carried
by jewelers, and the ever-changing
styles, require extreme methods for
quick disposal, and such as a well-
regulated auction sale affords.

You are desirous of holding such a
sale, but hesitate owing to the possi-
bility of sustaining a loss and fear the
after-effects as well.

We will conduct your sale on a
profit-sharing basis, which insures
you against any loss.

J. A. SINCLAIR.

Will also furnish you with the names of many responsible jewelers for whom we have conducted
sales, and who are to-day better advertisements for us and our methods than printers' ink.

Write us at once for full particulars.

SINCLAIR & GABRIEL, Jewelers' Auctioneers,
FIFTEENTH YEAR. 1905 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.

957.000
Ten sales for 1903.

1957.000

COL. J. b. LEWIS, America's Leading Auctioneer
For the E.stabli.shecl Jeweler.

Office-404 Champlain Bldg., 4,.:111CACIO, ILL.
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My 27th Year.

TO THE JEWELRY TRADE : Beaumont, Texas, February 1, toes.
This is to certify that Col. J. D. Lewis hag just closed one of the most successful sales, I think, ever conducted in this part of Texas, considering he had just condimted another sale

Jeweler wishing the services of a good salesman, honest and sober, and as a worker. entertainer and money-getter we think he has no equal. The Colonel gets and holds his audiencesspell-bound front start to finish with polite, genial and new methods of conducting his sale—makes friends and new patrons instead of losing them.

here in October, 1903, and following right after the holiday trade. We think lie has no equal in his line. Our stock consists of nothing but the finest of goods, no plated wjna.RriceootsiLl.TaEfuly.kind. We carry stock of $40,000.00 of the finest diamonds, and the Colonel handled them at a fair profit, as well as the rest of the stock. We cheerfully recommend him to any

Wishing Col. J. D. Lewis a prosperous New Year and plenty of business, we are, — Respectfully, KOLTP\ltt..

TO WHOM rr MAY CONCERN: Beaumont, Texas, November 1, 1903.
It gives me great pleasure to state that Col. J. D. Lewis has just closed an $18,000 sale of diamonds, watches, cut glass and gold jewelry for the undersigned, with the most satis-factory results.
His versatile address, ability to hold an intelligent audience, and above all a personality that inspires confidence, have won many new friends for me.I heartily recommend him to first-class jewelers as an Al auctioneer, and those who are fortunate to secure his services may be assured of dealing with a gentleman emBAanDGofEIRionestyand integrity.

957.000 $157.000
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I am a Money-Raising Auctioneer
and a Profit Maker.

For over ten years I've been in the habit of making large profits for every one of my
clients.

It's a good habit for me and a good thing for my clients.
My Specialty is Selling Jewelry and Art Goods at Auction.
My sales are conducted in such a masterly manner that I always gain the respect

and friendship of my client.
There is no horseplay about my sales—I entertain and amuse, to be sure, but I

never forget that an auction is a business proposition, and that's why I pile up profits
from the first drop of the hammer to the final handshake of my client.

Write for an open date to-day with the full assurance that no auctioneer in America
can give you better service or larger profits. Booklet of testimonials on request.

A TESTIMONIAL.

Circleville, Ohio, Jan. 16, 1904.
Mr. W. P. Hamlin, of Ro-

chester, N. Y., has just con-
cluded a sale for me under most
unfavorable circumstances. I
have had three auction sales,
and this is the most successful
one of the three. Mr. Hamlin
does not misrepresent goods in
order to sell them. He pleases
his audiences, and I feel sure
that the sale will be a benefit to
my future business. I cheer-
fully recommend him to any
jeweler who wishes to reduce
his stock and still remain in
business, or any who may wish
to retire.

Very respectfully,
LEE LEWIS.

ANOTHER.

Danville, Pa., Feb. 13, 1904.

W. P. Hamlin, of Rochester,
N. Y., has Just concluded a
seven days' sale for Inc. He
has done everything he agreed.
The profits were twenty-five per
cent. above cost. The sale was
conducted during very bad
weather and floods. I have had

several auction sales and have

never seen his equal as a sales-

man.
GEO. H. SMITH.

STILL ANOTHER.

Conneaut, Ohio, Jan. 26, 1904.

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :—
This is to certify that W. P.

Hamlin, of Rochester, N. Y.,
has just concluded a ten-day
auction sale for me, which has
been in every way satisfactory.
I have been in business twenty
years, and had an accumulation
of old stuff. Was wonderful
how he could turn it into cash.
I cheerfully recommend him to

any one needing his services.

Respectfully,
L. V. STONE.

W. P. HAMLIN 28 State Street,
Rochester, N.Y.

HO OPER,

The

ciluctioneer. 

If you are thinking
of holding an auction
I think it would pay
you to write me.
I have sold for some
of the leading jewelers

in almost every State in the Union, so you may write me
from any part of the United States, and I think I can give you
reference from some near jeweler that you are acquainted with.

You may 'write me for terms and date.. If I can't give
you the date you ask I shall frankly tell you. I send no
substitutes. I do all my own selling.

H.]. HOOPER,
22 John Street, NEW YORK CITY.

NOTE.—I guarantee every sale I make.

1

The Flood City Auctioneer

Jewelry,

Bric-a-Brac,

Objects of Art

and

China.

Greensburg, Pa., January 30, 1904.

Mr. C. A. Lindsey, the Flood City Auctioneer, has just closed a successful
auction sale for Inc. He conducted the sale in a fair and gentlemanly manner,

and I can recommend him to any one in the want of a good auctioneer.
W. H. EIDEM.

If you want to reduce your stock, or raise money, or retire from

business, write me for terms and date. I am confident I can serve

you with advantage to yourself. Address,

C. A. LINDSEY,
527 Main Street, Johnstown, Pa.

KING OF AUCTIONEERS
What more can any per-

son ask or get?

His RECORD proves

he LEADS them all.

Ist—As an entertainer.

2d.—As a speaker.

3d.- In making large
profits.

Established I 886.

Ie invites the trade to

look up his record.

Telephone

1915 Main.

A. L. Gottlieb.

He guarantees
large profits.

Thousands of
references and daily
paper notices given
in correspondence.
Free. Write for
it, a book giving
some very valuable
'information.

A. L. Gottlieb, 203 S. Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

JOHN F. TURNER,
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for booklet.

RIEIFIRENCES.

The following leading and representative firms for whom I have conducted success-
ful sales will inform you what I have done for them. . I can do the same for you.

I WIN SUCCESS BY DESERVING IT.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Chicago,

tieorge Wolf & Co., Louisville, Ky.

Frank Curtis Co., Decatur, Ill.

Emil Steinman, Sacramento, Cal.

Herman Steinman, San Francisco, Cal.

Speck Jewelry Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

H. F. Hahn & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Taylor Bros., Houston, Texas.

O. Heitkemper, Portland, Ore. J. K. Basye, Seattle, Wash. Breen & Morris, Attys., Ft. Wayne, Ind. McConahay Co., Salt l.ake City, Utah.

Wm. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis. Buysse the Jeweler, South Bend, Ind. S. N. Jenkins & Co., Richmond, Ind. Dorken Bros. 6c Co., Montreal, Can.

The Jaccard Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. Topliff & Co., St. Paul, Minn. Haines & Oberer, Columbus, Ohio. Lord Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

C. W. Frosting, San Diego, Cal. C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago, Ill. M. Henricksen, Duluth, Minn. Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.

Morris (i. Cohen, Pittsburg, Pa. Estate of H. C. Graff, Fort Wayne, Ind. Andersen & Co., Ishpeming, Mich Henry O. Vohn, Joliet, Ill.

(leo. C. Bowen, Niagara Falls, N. V. William Day, Lexington, Ky. Steadly Bros., Carthage, Mo. C. (1. Schulze, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

T. Porte & Company, Grand Forks, N. Dalt. Chas. 11. Locher, Lancaster, Pa. J. I). Hawthorn, Kearney, Nebr. James I). Murphy, New York, N. Y.

Sales conducted in any part of the United States and Canada.
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20 Years' Experience.

LONG DISTANCE PHONE 1765.

Manor & McConnell,
A'merica' s Premier jewelry A'uchoneers

Phenomenal success crowned our efforts during the past season. We look for-
ward to greater success this year. Remember that if you wish a highly-successful
sale you will best accomplish it by securing the services of America's Premier
Jewelry Auctioneers. Sales made in any part of the English-speaking world, for
legitimate jewelers only.

Remember he who would thrive must either hold the plow or drive.
Do not forget that you secure the services of two high-class Auctioneers for the

same price you pay for one (usually an indifferent one).
For full information as to terms, etc., address all communications to

CHAS. E. MANOR, Jo' 6 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.
The Hustling Auctioneers for Hustling Jewelers. Years' Experience.

ORIGINAL."

Considered by the Jewelry Trade throughout the

country to be the most successful Auctioneer

and Money Realizer in the busi-

ness. Now booking dales

far this season.

Respectfully Y(31.11.fri,

COL. T. P. MOODY,
.3415 NV/limit-al Ave., Cliietagt),

AUCTIONEER.
" All sales conducted in a first-class and gentlemanly manner."

Can't book any sales until last of April, as I just closed a large sale in
Newark, Ohio, for E. F. Collins & Co., of $g000.00 in 8 days, and leave for
Texas to sell a $35,000.00 stock for the 1.1. S. Court,

For Terms, References,
etc., write at once.

Success Guaranteed.

All business strictly confidential.

HARRY E. MYERS,
Long Distance Phone, 2297 Main.

Thinking
What about?
About these
unpaid bills, the
big stock I've
got left after
Christmas, and
should I want
to leave here,
how can I sell
out? Why by
an auction,
which will place
you where you
want to be, and
get the

Leading
Jewelers'
Auctioneer

of America to
make your sale.

io6 Clark Street, CHICA(.10, ILL.

D. 0. HERNDON,
506 New York Life Building,

Phone, 2341 Main. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Ikal 0' The

Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos.W. Field,Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
aicar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.

We Prove Every State-
ment We Make.

Glowing word pictures of a man's ability as a salesman are cheap,
especially so when emanating from the mind of some paid-for professional
advertisement writer, but what still count for more are honest credentials
of sales made, results and honest references given. We have to our
credit a greater number of sales, higher aggregate of goods sold, more
large jewelry sales and have realized a better percentage of profit on
individual sales than all others at present engaged in the business corn-
bined. Newspaper talk is cheap. If we cannot prove the absolute truth
of each and every statement we will agree to make your sale free of
charge.

SEND FOR 1300K GIVING REFERENCES
of more than soo jewelry sales made in our 20 years' experience.

The trade will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the
services of two lifelong experienced men at the cost of one. The
audience never gets tired, each has his own methods, there is a change
of voice and manner, also in case of sickness it is an invincible argument.
We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales
never before known. We have proved conclusively it is the greatest
combination of talent now available. The work speaks for itself. Every
reference given below represents a successful sale made. We refer to
the trade and its representatives throughout the country.

 REFERENCES 

Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
Wilbur, Lanphear &Co.,Galesburg,Ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands 8z Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Dolle Bros., Chicago.
Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas.
Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co.,Columbia,S.C.

BRIGGS C DODD

Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co.,Louisville,Ky.,

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, III.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co. Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte, Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins stock Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls,N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mich.
R. Van Kuesin & Co., Savannah, Ga.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga.
More than roo others, and the jobbers from
• Maine to California.

45 an 47 Plymouth Place,

, CHICAGO, ILL.
We have just closed a six weeks' successful sale for the Keystone Jewelry Company. 148 State Street, Chicago, and are now engaged in

making the sale of a $300.000 stock for the Sigler Bros. Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
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W1LLHELM K. SANDBERG

Watchmaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

give close,personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness any motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

JUST OUT! Wells' Perfect Self-Conformin.g
mRing Adjuster, cut from 10 h.

gold tilled stock. Gold in front
twice as thick as on back. Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), I doz. astd.
sizes, gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold. astd. sizes,
63.76: I doz. metal. astd sizes.

85e. For samples, one small and 1)ne medium
large size gold tilled and one metal adjuster, A0e.
Adaress Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa•

5FEEL DIEe SEAL' R/N6
"1611,4 ,I, IRA /9,

ArDA'M P/ETZ
1011 Chestnut St., Room 435, Philadelphia

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector
For Scarf Pins, Studs and
Lace Pins. Tlw latest and
best invented. Can Is
adjusted to any size pin
Price, $1.00 per doz.
For sale by ii'll leadingh wholesale jewelry and
material houses.
Samples by mail, 10 cents.
I fp...Jobber 1111pA nut Moine

It. kindly 11111141. 11,
0. SHERMAN,

11111.1110r 111111 :linker,
56 Newark Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Pat.
May

1903.

a

VM/,4,444:1,4/,41,1,
--1
-4
•-•
-4
•-•
-4
-4 with the author of "Modern
--• Letter Engraving," "The
--• 

The

Art of Engraving" and

REPUTATION and
SCHOOL with a

--I
"Jewelry Designing and En-

--•

graving" as instructor, is
the school to ATTEND.

-4 The Rees
15 Engraving School

--•

I ELMIRA, N. Y.

_.
--. Steele Memorial Building.--•

14th Successful Year.

--•

ftl's'isiis i‘itttttttift

Pitkin's Anti-Break

PEG WOOD
If you try it, you will always use it. It nevcr

breaks off in the finest pivot hole.
25 Cents per Box. Discount to jobbers.

0. H. PITKIN. GALION, OHIO, U.S.A.

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.
Ilitildlon• engem eil
MINI, $11,110 per 1107.

CHAS. A STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

100 000 
Abbott's Patent Stem
American Watches have

Winding Attachment
A fewmore KEY-WINDERS are still in use.

Send them to us and MAKE A FEW
DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden.Lane, New York

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuard.

';otikS:'IJI1I
For Scarf Pins! Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
Jubtable one invented. Price,$1.60 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelers and material houses.
Sampleby mail,25e; in 10K. gold,$1.00;14K.$1.25,
M.CHOHN.1tkr.tz & GO Maiden Lane.N.Y.

TO US FOR. PR.ICES
SAMPLES OF

Eri.GRA.VIZAG
ATTRAGTIVE DESIGNING teND
PRI:TI/NIG
pARKENORAVIN6N
  PRAiNo Co.,
MILWAUKEE. - 

r r 't

Ten Years
is the length of time we
have been teaching young
men the different branches
of the jewelry business.
Our prospectus will tell you
how successful we have
been. Write for it. See
ad. on page 386 this issue.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology,

Broad and Somerset Streets,
F. IV. Schiller Philadelphia, Pa.

Principal.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE.
Sent on selection to reliable
manufacturing jewelers.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, south Dakota.

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia.
(Second Floor. ) (Established day.)

ROM and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCtl CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

jgEr Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders.

SOMETHING NEW.

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

G.F.Viagsvvorth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobhers handle them. II your Jobber

aloes not, send to s s and we will give you the
Ilamos of those W110 dn.

It is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our proposition.

0. W. YOUNG eic CO.,
I 

126 State Street, Chicago,an 
MANUFACTURERS.Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Casa
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
ChisnitIng Old

English andSnIss
Casio to take

American S. W.
Elo•ements

01,0 ASEN
MADE NEW.

Silversmiths'
Budding,
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO.

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARliAINS I

Bought from stocks. New as from fac-
tories. Send for catalogue.

A large assortment of discontIntlell movements.
Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best American-made Jewels, 50 els. a dozen.

Watches Repaired for the Trade.
All American Staffs fitted at 50 cents.

PHILIP KATZ,
14 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Miniatures
burnt in on

vitrified
enamel.

Absolutely indest ruc-
tible. Will last

forever.
MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send five two-cent
stamps for beautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY,
115 Dearborn Street, C1IICA(10, ILL.

Established
1839.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD,

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases.
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock.

16x Broadway, 688 Broadway,
Below Cortlandt Street. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue,
Between 41st and 42(1 Streets.

NEW YORK.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-Hve
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except"Situationa
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Navne, address, initials and abbre-
viati01113 Count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure insertion money must we-
 pany all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach UN not later ti 
the 25th of each  th for Insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps vaunt be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accmnpany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
111 WIIICII their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Coder this heading, ONE CENT per Nord, for MUtwenty•Ilve words. Alltlitionol 11,11.11,1111111111■PrOm.1114,41,THREE CENT/ Outer Nord. No advertisement Insertedroe It.,. than 25 roots.

pIRST-CLASS watch repairer wants first-classI position anytime ; an v w here,West preferred.
Permanent only. See other Milwaukee address
ad. this issue. A. C. Reisz, St. Paul, Milan. 
VOMPETENT watchmaker, optician and sales-
,' man wants engagement April 1st. Over 20
years' exp.; 4 years with present house ; 8 years
with prominent Chicago house. Expert. on
chronometer and flue railroad work. "Edgar,"
care Moor Bros., Spitzer Bldg., Toledo, Ohio. 
PY watch, clock and jewelry repairer, hard
I) solderer—no engraving ; not afraid of work.
Box 90c, Bloomfield, Iowa.
WITH exp. man as watchmaker, jeweler and
" plain engraver. Have exp. in fitting glasses.
Ohio or Indiana pref. Address, E. G. IViseniau,
Harrodsburg, Ky. 
vol■rPli'rENT watchmaker ; can do all kinds of✓ high-grade watchwork. Refs. as to honesty
and ability. West or South pref. J. ii. Sohn,
88 Newberry Street, Detroit, Mich. 
Hy first-class watchmaker, plain script and old
U English engraver ; graduate optician. Able
to take charge of repair trade. Young man,
single, well up on fine work—truing balances,
hairsprings, pallet plate jewels, escapement, etc.
Will go anywhere but prefer San Francisco,
Cal. No one hut kind num need answer. State
wages first letter. Austin Eby, care I'. J.
Thomas, Fredonia, Kansas.
pY watch, clock and jewelry repairer, plain
U engraver ; good, all-around inan. Age 34,
married ; 15 years' practical exp. Address,
Lock box 336, Spartansburg, Pa. 
pOMPETENT watchmaker, 22 years' exp.; good
✓ jewelry repairer. Satisfactory refs. Slate
salary. .Address, " Watchmaker," 396 South
Second Street, San Jose, Cal.
VOUNG man wants chance to finish trade.

• 

Had 14 months' exp. at the bench and first-
class engraver. Willing to work for small
salary with expert watchmaker. "S 881," care
Keystone.
pXPERIENCED watchmaker on railroad
LI watches. Own lathe and tools ; West pref.
Salary expected, $20. " Watchmaker," no s.
Orange Street, Peoria, Ill. 
VNGRAVER, watchmaker and jeweler desires
IA position after March 10th ; good ref. Have
fair knowledge of optics ; also of drugs. State
salary ; all letters answered. "Engraver,"
care J. C. Andrews, general delivery, Phila-
delphia, Pa. 
You NO man wants position in tool and mate-

• 

dal department. Has had 8 years' exp.
Address, "K 885," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and salesman, 9
" years' exp. at bench ; own tools. Gilt-edge
refs. given. Northwest States pref. F. H.
Coolidge, Pendleton, Oregon. 

(IPTICIAN and engraver wants position April
kI 1st. 12 years' exp. in the jewelry and optical
business. Good general engraver. Have tools
and trial case. George W. Graft, 132 Calhoun
Street, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

VOUNG man, fair watchmaker and engraver,
1 wants position with jeweler in New York
State. Best refs. %VIII work for small wages.
S. D. Coon, Arlington, Dutehess County, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, hard and gold
" soldering and engraving. Exp. in drug
store. Can do most all work. W. Goodnow,
S. NVoshiton Street, Marion, Ind. 

I1PTICIAN, engraver, salesman, 10 years' exp.,
✓ 4 years' present employer. Want permanent
position ; good wages. Good habits, good
address ; refs. P. 0. box 82, Detroit, Mich.

CIPTICIAN and watchmaker, having had en
✓ experience of 21 years at the business, is
open for a good situation. Tools and ease.
"It 888," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

10 single man, age 24, 9 years' exp. as watch-
(' maker, jeweler and engraver. Capable of
managing Mall retail jewelry business. Have
own complete set watch and jewelry tools.
Have also gained reputation as first-class opti-
cian and own complete dark room outfit. Would
like perananent position ; %Vest pref. Address,
" C 893," care Keystone.
PY a physician, aged 30, who understands the

jewelry and optical business thoroughly
front the bench to the nutnaging of wholesale
department. First-class watchmaker, jeweler
and optician, having held a position for 5 years
as buyer and manager of one of the largest
wholesale optical and jewelry houses South.
Address, Dr. Burk, 2617 Bayou Road Street,
New Orleans, La. 
VXPERT watchmaker wants position March
IA 15th with first-class house. have all the
latest and best tools money can buy. P. 0. box
75, Stoutaville, Mo. 
Hy young man, 5 years' exp. in watch, clock
U and jewel ry repairing ; some tools. Engraver.
Ref,, . Prefer to take charge of bench in some
small city. "Jeweler," box 188, Heinbu, lud. 
WATCHMAKER, fine ; 20 years' exp. Under-
" stand all watches, stairs, pivots. German-
American, age 38; no had habits. Steady,
wages$20. Dreher, 2382 Eighth Ave., New York.
HY expert watchmaker and first-class all-
" around retail man ; 18 yearn' exp. Address,
" R 917," care Keystone. 
pOSITION by jewelry manufacturer and din-
t mond setter in jewelry store. New York,
Chicago pref. State salary in first replror no
answer. " L 915," care Keystone.

WATCH repairer on railroad and compli-
a I cated watches, fair jeweler, engraver and
optician. Have lathe, tools, trial case, oplithal-
mometer. Speak English, German ; good i•efi.
Will go West anywhere ; permanent position
only. A. C. Reisz, Milwaukee, 
14311tST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, optician,

plain engraver ; permanent position with
tirst-class house. Strictly temperate and reli-
able ; 616 per week. "0 913," care Keystone.
AM attending watchmaking school at Peoria,

I III., and want position by April 1st. Good
watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and optician.
Pay use what I am worth to you. Address,
" t 901," care Keystone.
1tJATCHMAKEIt, plain engraver ; married;
" first-class workman. Best of refs. given.
Western States pref. " W 935," care Keystone.
IEWELER and fair engraver wishes position
VI —to finish trade pref. Refs given where
present employed. "J. II. S.," box 235, Selma,
Alabama.
flY competent young man position with good
LI watchmaker to finish trade. Cau do all
ordinary watch, clock and jewelry repairing.
Best refs. C. E. Hinman, Postville, Iowa. 

BY young man, 2% years' exp. in retail store,wishes to finish trade under a good wateh-
maker and engraver. Ref. from present cm-
ployer. Middle States pref. " W 861," care
Keystone.
PIRST-CLASS watchmaker of 18 years' exp.,
I familiar with railroad Inspection, rapid and
thorough ; also engraver. Only houses wanting
Ilium, mechanic need apply. Pacific Northwest
pref. Address, "It 921." care Keystone.
PERMANENT position by good script and
I monogram engraver. Good refs. Allen T.
Barnes, 22 Clark Street, Auburn, N. Y.
WATCHMAKER, engraverjeweler and grad:
11 uate optician ; 18 years' exp. "A," lock
box 61, Tulsa, Ind. Ter.

11 EFRACTIONIST desires change, 10 years'
11 exp.; 7 years in charge of optical parlors in
present location. Understand grinding and
mounting, " P 922," care Keystone.

Al ref8"REF 
R ACTING optician,

lion in first-class optical parlor, or will t-itke
charge of optical department. IVest or South
pref.; all letters answered. " Optician," 91
Hudson Ave., Albany, N. Y.
HY first-class refractionist and Al jewelry sales-
" ITIRD. One where address and ability will
be appreciated. Best of refs. Salary, 620 to $25
weekly. "L 910," care Keystone. 
11RADUATE Philadelphia Optical College, 3
U years' exp. wants position under first-class

Irefract iouist. f not thoroughly first-class don't
anawer. Will work for small compensation.
" Optician," 49 Arnold Place, North Adams,
Massachusetts.
WATCHMAKER, single man, 15 years' exp.;
" no engraver. Ohio or adjoining States
pref. Fair salary. Address, " Watchmaker,"
519 North Street, Sidney, Ohio.
posiTioN as manager or head watchmaker, by

good watchmaker, optician and fair en-
graver ; experienced in watch inspection ser-
vice, can wait on trade, etc. Only those who
can appreciate a good man need 11118WOr. For
further particulars address, " H. H. W.," lock
box 97, Caldwell, Ohio.

A I REFRACTIONIST position with sonic retail
Ai house where, if necessary, could take charge
of optical departtnent. I have a knowledge of
the manifest work and can do it fair job of
edging, also bifocal (cement) work, or would
accept position with some jewelry house as
refractionist. "P 926," care Keystone.

(JRADUATE refracting optician and salesman;
can take charge. Can take in ; estimate watch

repairs. Over 10 years' exp.; now have manage-
ment of store. " S 923," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

QPEC1A all-around moan in jewelry store.

• 

H. B. Lindsey, La Harpe, Kansas.
WATCHNIAKER, young man, wants position.
a Can do all ordinary watch work, clocks
and jewelry. Own tools ; strictly temperate
and industrious. Address, " A. It.," 3714 N.
Broad Street, Philadelphia.
AT once, by a German watchmaker, jeweler,
11 engraver, wants permanent position with
Al house 12 months a year, with plenty work.
Plain and fancy script, monograms, ornamental
work, old English ; diamond setting, coloring,
etc. Hours : 8 to 6. First $25 gets me ; others
needn't answer. South, Southwest, IVest.
Reason, dull season. Lambert, Brockaway,
Hot Springs, Ark. 
WATCHMAKER of highest degree on Swiss,
" English and American work ; refracting
optician ; fair engraver and jeweler. Own all
tools and trial case. Age 30; best ref.; best
exp. C. R. Shamir, Knox l'ost Office, Pa. 
leIRST - CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, plaiu

• 

eugraver ; tools and trial case ; by May 1st.
Chicago ; state salary. Address, "Jeweler,"
6557 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago. 
TO travel for first-class jewelry or silver house,
I by young man, 22 years old ; 5 years' exp.
in leading retail jewelry store in town of 25,000
inhabitants. Will furnish ren. Address,
" H 903," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKERJeweler and ead !tat..1Hres
i position. Address, J. C. McbcIN ey, o220
Station Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
AS manager of store, with view of buying, by
La practical watchmaker, graduate optician and
all-around man ; 15 years' exp. Town of 10,000
or over. "S 932," care Keystone.
POSITION by young lady as engraver and
I saleslady. Can assist in watch work and
jewelry repah•ing. Beat refs. Address, "C 900,"
care Keystone.
PIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and pistil)
I engraver. $18 to 020 per week. Address,
Samuel Ward, 601 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.
PIRST---CLASS watchmaker desires position at
✓ once. in Massachusetts pref. Own tools,
good habits. Address, " A. B. C.," 45 Charles
Street, Springfield, Mass.
1)1' good watchmaker, jeweler aud salesman.

• 

have good set of tools, good habits 
' 
• wages

$18. St. Louis or Middle West pref. "I.' 824,"
care Keystone.
10113ST-CLASS letter and monogram engraver,
I °Micheal and salesman ; IS years' exp. Mar-
ried ; American ; $20 per week. " 11 823," care
Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, clock anti jewelry
L repairer ; by April 1st. Married man, good
habits, own tools. Best refs. L. E. Myers, 638
Clinton Avenue, South, Rochester, N. 1'.
VIRST-t '1, ss Ivatchinaker, engraver and mai-
1 elan ; 1,-, )•ears' exp. Married. American ;

• 

.r t S.' k. " II 810," care Keystone.
VI I ts'i-I • I. %ss watchmaker and optician, fair
t letter a MI monogram engraver, jewelry re-
pairer. I 'ail aci :is salesman, complete set tools,
lathe, young man. Best of references.
By or April 1st, Prefer New York or
Eastern it y, or Pacific Coast. Address,
"N1129," rare Keystone.
AS traveling salesman for first-class house,
11 either general line of jewelry or tools, mate-
rial, findings and card goods or silverware.
Box 60, Augusta. Win.
Hy watchmaker, engraver and graduate Nai-
l) clan. Own lathe and tools. Have had three
years' experience. Can furnish best of refs.
41(1dress, E. L. Bernard, Kern City, Cal. 
1/1( expert watchmaker and fair engraver.
IV Capable of taking full charge of shop or
managing store. 1Vatchinaker," 260 Wyckoff
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
pERMANENT position desired by Scoteliman
a (30) as inside or outside help, 15 years' ex-
perience of trade, conversant with American
goods. House preferred where hard work, so-
briety, and strict attention to business would
be appreciated. Al reference. A ddresa,"Bal rd,"
790 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, New York. 
VOUNG lady, 23, good engraver anti saleslady,

wants position in good store ; Middle States.
Best refs. from former employer. Photo. aud
samples. AL L. Landis, Detroit, Mich.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

A FIRST-CLASS all-around watchmaker and
it jeweler ; must be a good engraver. "W 789,"
care Keystone.
JEWELRY salesman. An experienced man to
t1 represent us in Nebraska, Iowa, KIIII8R8 and
Missouri ; one with an established trade pref.
Must furnish us with Al refs. State age and
salary expected. Address, Sol. Bergman Jewelry
Co., 409 S. Fifteenth Street, Omaha, Nebr.

WATCHMAKER who can hard solder ; penma-
n nent position, $12 per week. A. Barrick,
570 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker ; one that does en-
✓ graving pref. Steady position at good
wages to one that can come well recommended.
Address, " II 909," care Keystone. 

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-

• 

graver ; single man pref. and of good habits.
$25 per week to the right party. Situation
permanent, "F 902," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
a engraver—all-around man—with store exp.
amid able to wait on trade when necessary. Must
lie well recotnineuded and have tools except
foot-wheel for lathe. Salary, $100 per month;
and if good optician additional luducetnent.
Address, John A. Black, Tucson, Arizona.

once, a first-class watchmaker, jeweler,
is optician and engraver with tools, except
trial case. Permaneut position to the right
man. Close at 6 o'clock except Saturdays.
Salary, $30 a week. Fine climate, pop. 8000.
State full particulars in first letter. Send
photo, if possible. Kohn Jewelry Co., Missoula,
Montana.
WANTED, a reliable man for engraving and
T' jewelry repair viunk. A steady position
for a good workman. Address, Estberg A Sons,
Waukesha, Wis.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician by
a April 1st. Must be first-class watchmaker.
Salary, $15 per week to start. None but good,
steady, sober men need apply. T. J. Thompson,
Barron, Wis.
OCKWOOD & SON, of Chariton, Iowa, want a
U watchmaker at once. 1VrIte them, give ref.,
if single, or married, how long at the bench.

- --WAI CH H AKER and jeweler ; steady position.
II Geo. S. Dales, Akron, Ohio. 
RIRST-CLASS watchmaker. Scud fmmtt purticu-
I Tars and ref. Permanent position. 1'. G.
Diener, ilarrisbut.g, Pa. 
WATC1INIA K E it altd salesman. Permanent
'1 position for active young man. Answer
with ref., exp. and photo. $12 to $15. C. E.
Snyder, 3711 Butler Street, Pittsburg, Pa. 
YOUNG man who can do lirst-class jewelry re-
I pairing, diamond mounting and clock re-
pairing. Would prefer one who can engrave.
Address, "E 308," care Keystone.
A WATCIIINI AKER, engraver and optician by
11 Mardi 15th. A. G. Stone, Aloutpelier, Vt._ _
IREE space to watchmaker in drug store.
I SO I ii Itrug and Jewelry Co., Yukon, Okla.
1N all-around engraver ; good wages, steady
it work. A .1tIress, Meyer Jewelt'y Company,
1016-1018 Alain Street, KRIIRR8 City, Mo.
RELIA BLE single man for jewelry repair

Li work and engraving. A steady position for
good workman. Address, Hegel Jewelry Co.,
Racine, Wis.
1,11;sTA 'LASS watchmaker competent to repair

cow pl Waded watches. Al last have good
address, sober habits and be bet weeu 25 and 40.
t mod salary and permanent position to right
man. Bet's. from previous empinyera required.
" s aari," care Keystone.

ATC I I MAK K It and jeweler. St ate age, exp ,
" salary WIIIJI1.11 be well recommended;
permanent position. .1. Al. Alorlittid, Neodesha,
Kansas.
1,31RST-Cl. Ass optical hench workmen and
I Crary griiolers. State ttlie,exp., salary
U  A 

t 
rowitz,

1104 lm'Icohl,'i 
d in

1,100D watchmaker who engraves and repairs

• 

jewelry and clocks ; salesman. $15 week ;
steady lob. "13 930," care Keystone.
goon watchmakerjeweler and engraver; sales-

• 

man ; $12 week. New York State towtt.
" B 931," care Keystone.
WANTED, at once, first-class engraver, Opti-
" clan and salesman. Good, permanent posi-
tion. Send samples and refs. Address, W. I..
Kirkpatrick & Co., St. Joseph, Mo. 

THOROUGH watchmaker ; one who is compe-tent aud knows how to repair watches, good
salesman, plain engraver. Refs. Nice town,
8000 ; wages $18 to $20 per week. " U 899," cure
Keystone.
ti' ll A V EIA NG 111...; to call on the jewelry trade
I who are in a position to carry as a side line
ii well-knoWli I t I i il specialty. Liberal com-
mit ksion to right party. E. Kirstein Sons Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

ao-0., watchmaker, engraver anal all-aroundman ; steady, industrious ; Al refs. Jewelry
department fine Illinois department store.
" C 924," care Keystone.

A YOUNG man, jeweler and engraver. Steady
it posit ion ; ref. required. J. Hirschfield,
Selma, Ala.

AT once, a good watchmaker, engraver and fair
11 jeweler, but must know how to set diamonds.
Right salary to good man, sober ; first-class
refs. required. Lazarus Jewelry Store, 513
Cherry Street, Macon, Ga. 

WANTED, good engraver that. can repair Jew-
" dry. Send ample of engraving and state
salary expected. Crescent Jewelry Store,
Memphis, Tenn.

ALESMEN to carry a side line ofjewelry and
U silverware boxes, trays and findings on
commission. State territory. " W 938, ' care
Keystone.

WANTED, assistant watchmaker and good
monogram engraver, jeweler ; good appear-

anCe; single ; steady place ; one who would
like to advance under flue workman ; it will
pay you to secure this position ; answer at once
with reference. State wages in first letter, age
not below 22. Address, "East State St. Jeweler,"
Jacksonville, Ill.

VOUNO man about 22 to travel with material,
1 must have knowledge of watch repairing.
Addresn, giving f ull particulars and reference,
0G941," care Keystone.
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HELP WANTED.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, salesman who will
a make himself generally useful. Permanent
Job in good Ohio town. State salary, experience
and send reference in first letter. "11 885,"
care Keystone.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VVERY kind of gold and silverware, elewelry.
va watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. 1- ('lark,
refiner and sweepsniciter of Feld and silver les-
tablIshed 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philadelphia.
pOPIES of Ophthalmologists as follows :
✓ March ; 1901, January to August • 1902, Jan-
uary, March, April, June, Deceniber ; 1903,
January, March, April, July. State price.
P. G. Diener, Harrisburg, Pa. 
WANTED to buy Monarch or Lancaster en-
u graving block. Must be cheap. Address,
Henry Burton, room 601 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago. 
WHITCOMB lathe No. '2 hard, old model pref.,
‘v with chucks and at E. B. Scott,
Batavia, Ohio.
L'NORAVING machine, ake steel and copper.
5.4 plate ruling machine. S 92S," care Keystone.
A N English lever watch movement. N. T.
n Fisk, Brasher Falls, N. Y.
QMALL business in New England. Geo. Lowell,
U Kingfield, Me. 
(IPIITHALMOMETER cheap. Z. F. Highsmith,
I) Sumter, S. C. 
WALL case. Give full description and size.
u Albert CaJacob, Wapakoneta, Ohio.
QECOND-HAND trial case in good condition.

• 

Send lowest cash price. S. I'. Outten, Laurel,
Delaware.
pRESENT address of Otto Frank Helfritz.
1 Address, J. HeInsfurter, 521 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago,
pLAT rolling mill. Must be in good condition
I and abeap for cash. l'orter II. Torrey,
Welkvill,, N. Y.

/N It-II A Nit jeweler's sample case with
ra■ s. Box 57, Alamosa, (olo.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

II \\ I 1.n" store, 28-foot wall case, 20 feet
,li,•1, lug, 54 feet counter, 38 feet show cases,

Safi., roll-top bench and some oilier things, 0500
Ictc4 $1000), and as much stock as you wish.
Animal sales $7000. No competition. Fine op-
PSrl nun y for some One With vmiiil I capital.

SI1.1111, the place for it t I t ilk lung
II., 011.1e. " S 758," cure Kevstone.

N old-established jewelry and cpa hal lousiness,
best. location in eity of 12,000 inhabitants.

W di take about $6000 cash. Best reasons for
selling. "11 796," care Keystone.

QMALL jewelry and music business in Western

• 

Iowa town of 1200 pop. Good busim•ss ; good
opening : failing eyesight. Invoice about 8800.
Address, "Jeweler," box 391, Neola, Iowa.

('001)-PAYING jewelry store In town of 700;

• 

rich farming country. Nearest competition
20 miles. Invoice 01600. Several smaller towns
to draw from. Address, M. F. Troxel, Bryant,
S. Dak.

QPECIAL bargain, nice, up4o-date jewelry
11 and optical business in largest mining camp
in State of Nevada, three years old, and over
4000 pop. Reasons for selling, retiring from
huskies% Address, F. A. Montgomery, Tono-
pah, Nev.

(100D-PAYING jewelry and optical businesm,
U in up-to-date Wisconsin town, pop. 3000.
Reason for selling, halve other business. Ad-
dress, "II 809," care Ke)'stone.

A JEWELRY store in town of 170 I pop. in Iowa.
11 Stock and fixtures will invoice about $1500.
Best location in town. Chas. T. Mankey,
Britt, Iowa.

MANUFACTURING jewelry business in city
la of 40,000 pop. Best equipped shop west of
Mississippi River. No competition whatever.
Have fine trade. Write for particulars. "11 831,"
care Keystone.

(WE of the most beautiful stores itt the West.
✓ I have done $20,000 to it25,000 business year.
For last four years kept two men work ; runs
about $200 month. Stock and fi x tares will in-
voice $6000. Reason for selling, have other busi-
ness that takes my time. Plesase do not answer
this tad, unless you mean business. Frank Hyde,
Sioux Falls, S. Pak. 

$25fin CASH buys jewelry business in best
uu North Carolina town of 4000. Busi-

ness done last wear, 65000. Competition light.
" I. 912," care keystone. 
JEWELRY store, $5000 stock in Central Mimic-
° seta town 7000 inhabilauts. "C 882," care
Keystone.

USTABLISHED paying jewelry and optical
Ei Niftiness in Iowa town of 22,000. Stock 62500.
Can reduce. Address, " X," room 604, 92 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

(Continued on page sto)
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FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

(Continued from page 5091
BAYING jewelry business in Southern Wis-
I cousin. Stock and fixtures about NM. Poor
health ; must Nell immediately. Splendid op-
portunity for young man. "S 884," care Key-
stone.
QM ALL stock of watches clocks and jewelry in
drug store. Good location ; cheap rent. Good

reason for selling. Theodore Schutz, Stella,Nebr. 
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in a
11 fine Oklahoma town 1000 inhabitants, No
competition ; good trade and prices. Must sell.
Invoice about $1000. Have other business. Ad-
dress, W. Merton Stoffie, Harrison, Okla. Ter. 

$2c1)(1 JEWELRY stock, fixtures, safe, 2-chairtam barber shop, new store, 24 x 40 and
lot. Best young town in Southern Minnesota,
pop. 700 ; water works and city gas. All the
work two men can do. About half cash ; can
be bought with or without barber department.
Steenstrup & Cornell, Truman, Minn.
IEWELRY and optical store in the best mfg.

town in New England, 4000 pop. No compe-
tition ; rich farming country; draws trade (tom
four surrounding towns. Plenty of work and
good trade. Stock and fixtures new and up-to-
date. " H 898," care Keystone.

$1000 BUYS only and new stock of watches,clocks, jewelry, safe and fixtures in
town of 800. Fine run of watch work. Good
inland town of 600 to draw from. Drawer 39,
Winthrop, Iowa.
HOOD-PAYING jewelry store in city of 7000.

Good farming country. Stock and fixtures
$3000. Good run of bench work. Failing health
reason for selling. Address, "H 880," care
Keystone. 
MACHINERY for making balance staffs, com-

plete outfit, capacity 2 gross per day. Also
small jewel-setting plant ; all tools and machin-
ery included. Linden Mfg. Co., Aurora, Ill. 
IEWELRY store, fine opportunity for a good
t1 watchmaker and optician. Can reduce to
$500. Sole owner 40 years. Location, Boston
suburb. Old age. " F 914," care Keystone. 
JEWELER'S fixtures fitted to store in Keene,

11 N. H. This place has been a jewelry store
for the past eight years. Fixtures are modern
and in fine condition. Beat business location
in the city. Pop. of Keene is nearly 10,000.
Every convenience ; rent low. Will sell for $300
cash. Address, F. L. Pond, 336 Third Street,
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
IEWELRY store, stock and fixtures $4000. Can

reduce if required. Splendid chance for
watchmaker and optician. County seat. Give
possession May 1st, Address, " H," care Eisen-
stadt Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
(IN account of ill-health will sell nice jewelry

business at $350 cash. Fine opportunity for
one starting out. Address, E. R. Seeber, 2406
Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago. 
IE WELRY store in Louisville,Ohio, just bought

new in April. Will invoice $1500 ; $1100 for
cash if sold soon. Right place for beginner.
Other business. IV. R. Meese, Louisville, Ohio. 
111.1) age and failing health compel sacrifice of

established business. Only store. Pop. 10,000.
Railroad shops, factories, mills. Stock and fix-
tures $1500, or fixtures. A uctioneers'proposals
entertained. "Jeweler," Rensselaer, N. Y. 
JEWELRY store, sales $10,000 per annum. City
0 50,000 pop. Can reduce stock and fixtures to
$1000. Address, " L. M.," 420 Somerset Street,
Johnstown, Pa.
IEWELRY and optical business in county seat
0 of 6000 in Western Iowa, beat tenth city in
the State. Stock and fixtures all up to date.
No old stock or cheap stufE Invoice about $8000
to $10,000. Sales $12,000 to $15,000. Best loca-
tion in the city ; reasonable rent. A rare chance
for right man. Reason for selling, going into
other business. For further particulars address,
M. F. Barger, 103 State Street, Chicago.
IEWELRY instalment business in connection
o with loan office. City of 40,000, New York
State. Well established. Profits $3500 annually.
Good reasons for selling. Don't write unless
you have $5000 to invest. Address, "IC 897,"
care Keystone.
IEWELRY stock and fixtures in the best town
0 in Southern Kentucky of 5000 inhabitants.
Railroad inspectorship adds $3000 to other sales
annually. Established for 20 years. Best loca-
tion in city. Can give lease as long as you wish.
Will invoice about $2000. Address, R. H.
Bartel's, Somerset, Ky. 
IEWELRY store in live town. Big future.
O West Virginia coal fields. Two new railroads
under construction. Comparatively no compe-
tition. Reason for selling, going into other busi-
ness. For further information address, "B 886,"
care Keystone. 
HEST-PAYING jewelry and optical business
" in State of Kansas ; total sales last year
averaged better than $1200 per month ; repairs
about $90 month. Very large optical trade ; I
think we have largest optical trade in this part
of State. City of 15,000 pop. If we sell. must
do so inside of 60 days, as we have other interests
needs personal attention. Invoice $10000, but
can reduce. Id. F. Wilting, care Boniventure
Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
DP-TO-DATE jewelry stock and fixtures in
U enterprising town Northern New York, 1000
pop. Will invoice $1800 ; could reduce stock to
$1000. Good reasons for selling. For further
particulars address, " W 907," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store and small stock. Good, new
11 town, One trade. No opposition ; time given.
Good reasons for selling. "T 918," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

QTOCK and fixtures of an old-established
U jewelry store, all in gcod condition. Will
invoice about $4000. Can be had at a bargain
If taken at once. Good opening for pawnbroker.
None other in city of 18,000. Address, Harter
Jewelry and Loan Co., Steubenville, Ohio. 
MY retail store of jewelry, china and optical
01 goods at a reasonable price. Must quit the
business on account of being shut up all the
time. Good run at bench ; keep one man all the
time. Will sell it at invoice or as whole; no
old stock to be invoiced. Situated in one of the
finest county-seat towns in Southeastern Ohio;
1500 pop. No opposition. Rent $150 year. Good,
clear stock. Will bear investigation. Ask noth-
ing for good will of the people. Do not answer
unless you mean business. " N 889," care
Keystone.
JEWELRY stock and fixtures in the greatest

• 

prospective grape and wine country in
Southern Michigan. Stock now low ; will in-
voice about $900 ; one-half down, balance on
time. A fine opportunity for one who can talk
German. Address, "S 890," care Keystone. 
fiN account of the death of the owner a well-
y established retail jewelry business on the
West Side, in Chicago, can be purchased on
easy terms. Business profitable. Sales aver-
aged over $400 per month last year. Located
in a good manufacturing district. Repairs av-
erage $50 monthly. Stock and fixtures invoice
83500. Rent $30 per month. Fine opening for a
watchmaker with some ready cash. Address,
"Jewelry Store," 830 South Halsted Street,
Chicago. 

1fi STOCK in the best city in New
Mexico ; the beat climate in the

world for throat and lung trouble. Address,
" D 883," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER shop; rent $8. Can make
Ti $150 to $500 per month. Good opening for
good watchmaker. Set your own price. Good
for selling. Geo. K. Rudert, 721 Market Street,
Wilmington, Del. 
HOOD store, with stock, doing good business
11 for sale at once. Invoice 61500. Will sell
all or fixtures only, if desired. Reason, poor
health. Address, "D," care Richter & Phillips,
corner Fifth and Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
HOOD-PAYING jewelry business in one of the

• 

richest farm and dairy counties in Wisconsin.
Leading store in town of 2500 pop. Low rent,
steam heat. Good reason for selling. " F
care Keystone.
IEWELRY store in a good town in central

• 

Illinois; pop. about 9000 ; county seat ; col-
lege town ; several manufactories and good
farming country. The finest location in town.
Stock and fixtures $12,000. Good reason for
selling. Address, "C 892," care Keystone 
NEW, food-paying jewelry and optical business
11 in best Southwestern Iowa town of 1000 pop.
Business established 2 years. Stock and fixtures
all new. Good location in new brick building ;
rent very low. Only exclusive jewelry and
optical business in the territory. Good run of
bench work and optical trade. Stock will
Invoice about $1200 ; fixtures, with large Cary
safe, $400. Address, "C 894," care Keystone. 
IEIVELRY business, well located ; first-class

▪ 

cash trade. One of the best-paying in St.
Louis on investment. Address, W. W. Soudder,
905 N. Vandeventer Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 
ESTABLISHED jewelry business in Jersey
ri town of 6000. Stock and fixtures about $1500.
Repairs alone, $1800 a year. Price, $1500. Ad-
dress, " G 896," care Keystone.

A PENNSYLVANIA bargain. $4000 buys a
11 new jewelry stock—a paying business; cash
trade. Honest reason for selling. Pop. of Van-
degrift 6000, and growing. Largest sheet steel
mill herein the world. 40 miles from Pittsburg.
Will also sell business block. Don't write if
you don't mean business. C. A. Curl, Vande-
grift, Pa.

THE best location in Indiana. Jewelry, china

• 

and optical business. Want to retire. Worth
$3500 ,• best offer over $1500 cash gets the prize.
" P 911," care Keystone.

IEWELRY store in the very best location of

• 

the shopping district of Brooklyn. Stock
will inventory about $1500 ; will reduce to suit
purchaser. Have other business and cannot
give this one attention. This is a golden oppor-
tunity for someone. Address, " Ill 906," care
Keystone.

DRUG and jewelry stock in good Western Iowa
.11 town of 800. Drug departmen, will invoice
about $2200 ; jewelry department about $1000.
Will sell either separate. Address, " F 919,"
care Keystone.

$4
50 

BUYS jewelry business. Fine location
in town of 20,000 near Chicago. Repairs

last year $1400. Eyesight failing fast. Must
sell at once. John Griffin, 601 Columbus Mem-
orial Building, Chicago.

9fin BUYS fine fixtures of long established
II1L.JUU jewelry store in large Eastern city.
Worth double. As much stock as you want at lib-
eral discount. First-class reputation. Plenty
of work ; good prices. " N 925," care Keystone.

$12 filifi BUYS a halt interest in well-estab-,mw Baked jewelry business in one of the
most prosperous Southern cities. Did $40,000
worth of business last year. Partner must be
capable of managing business. No correspond-
ence answered unless accompanied by ref.
Address, "S 904," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

JEWELRY store in center of Philadelphia.
Owner retiring from business. $500 cash

required. " B 920," care Keystone. 

$40fill BUYS jewelry store in live manufactur-Yu lug city of 10,000 inhabitants Central
New York. Going into other business. W. G.
Mead, Cortland, N. Y. 
EXCELLENT opportunity. Chicago jewelry
u and optical business established 23 years in
same location. Modern stock in good condition,
Including assortment of fine selected loose and
set diamonds. Solid cherry fixtures, 3 wall and
7 show cases, etc. Optical goods and Hardy
ophthalmometer, refractometer, oculist's trial
case and fine equipped dark room. In my own
modern store building especially built for the
purpose. Store rent to be $35. Lease as re-
quested. Complete invoice $7000; can be reduced.
Bench work $200 per month. Owner wishes to
retire. "H 916," care Keystone. 
IEWELRY store and repair business in large
ii city in Pennsylvania. Stock and fixtures
about $1250 ; will sell for $900. Going into
another business. "R 937," care Keystone. 
jEWELRY fixtures, old location ; growing
is town. Must be sold settle estate. Brown &
Co., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
ELEGANT jewelry and music store. Fine loco-
" tion, tine trade, at a bargain. Will sell
separate if desired. This is one of the finest
stores in Indiana and at a real bargain. C. A.
Rigdon, Warsaw, Ind. 
IEWELRY store and fixtures in good Iowa
ii town of 2500 pop. Good, clean stock and
fixtures, will invoice about $1600. Good reasons
for selling. " 11 933," care Keystone. 
IEWELRY business invoice $4000 in a good

railroad town in Missouri. Division point,
machine shops, county seat, 2 railroads. Aver-
aged $221 per month clear of all expenses last
year. No old stock, fixtures up to date. Reason
for selling, want to change climate. This is a
rare opportunity. " E 939," care Keystone. 
(1NLY jewelry store in Missouri county seat of
11 2000 inhabitants. Railroad town, with tele-
phones, electric lights, and surrounded by fine
farming country. Sales for 1903 about
Will invoice about $3000. If you have the cash
this is a fine chance. Established 9 years. On
account of bronchial trouble I desire to change
climate at once. "T 942," care Keystone.

QTOCK raising would restore your health. I
13 have a ranch for sale. Plenty of land, all
necessary buildings, etc., 150 head of stock.
Everything complete and in running order.
Post office on the place. Good opening for a
country store, 20 miles from Minot. I gained 20
pounds first 12 months at the business and
reckon it will add 10 years to my life. You can
do likewise. $6500, half cash, balance time ; or
$6000 spot cash. .1. W. Rode, Minot, N. Dak.

HAVING charge of the time service of several
11 trans-continental railroads necessitates my
discontinuing retail business, and offer my
stock and fixtures for sale. My establishment
is considered the most modern and handsomest
in the Northwest. Best location and finest
building in the city. Established 17 years.
This is an enterprising, rapid-growing city;
large railroad center, State university, and ex-
tensive territory tributary. Extensive railroad
trade, keeping 2 first-class watchmakers em-
ployed. Excellent opportunity for an enter-
prising man to purchase an established profit-
able business of best reputation. Investigation
requested. Stock and fixtures will not be sold
for less than actual cost ; transaction strictly
cash. Only reliable firms need communicate.
Address, J. Gansl, Grand Forks, N. Dak. 

HIGH-CLASS business for sale ; manufacturing,
II retail and importing. One of the oldest es-
tablished and leading houses in the East ; 70
years uninterrupted success. Large store,
prominent location. Steady established trade.
Reputation extending over the entire country.
Large mail order business. Merchandise on
hand represents leading and best American and
European products. No old stock ; fixtures,
machinery, equipment all modern, up to date.
Business peractly organized and in active, suc-
cessful running order. Present active manager,
90 years' continuous work, wishes to retire.
Will negotiate with reliable party for controlling
interest, acceptable partnership or entire bile
new Rare and exceptional opportunity for
young man with capital to acquire an estab-
Hshed, attractive, refined and profitable busi-
ness in a beautiful city, charming surroundings.
No speculation, no uncertainty. Close atten-
tion and business methods. Success assured.
Principals only ad., " Established Business,"
care Reid, Esselstyn & Ketcham, attorneys-at-
law, 35 Wall Street, New York City.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORO

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EOU I PM ENT.

McCORMICK trial case ; ophthalmoscope. E.
01 L. Rucker, Sturgeon, Mo.
I ATEST, full nickel, Twentieth Century Eaton
14 & Glover engraving machine ; 7 sets of type.
$78 cash. " G 940," care Keystone, •

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

DENEVA retinoscope, Prentice, complete, with
1.1 table and two stools, good condition, for
sale at $85. Address, A. M. Jordan, 616 North
Broadway, St. Louis, Mo. 
HE ZENG refractometer, latest model, good as
" new ; $40. John Burr!, New Philadelphia,
Ohio.
MOBILE runabout, good condition, $225, or
ALL will exchange for watches or diamonds.
C. F. Hoffman, Reynoldsville, Pa. 
MOTOR cycle for optical goods. F.W. Stillman,
in South Lancaster, Mass. 
A FINE regulator sets off a store and makes a
A good impression on the public. We have
one 10-foot walnut Swiss regulator, also one
8-fort oak for sale cheap. If interested send for
photo. and price. H. F. Barnard Co., Musca-
tine, Iowa.
VEYSTONE " Optical Notes," 7 volumes, for
1-1 best offer. G. M. Fenton, West Rushville,
Ohio.
A NEW 'model Geneva retinoscope. $25 takes

it—have 2. In perfect order. S. P. Homier,
Tecumseh, Mich. 
(19MPLETE, good order, copies of Tim Kay-
', STONE for years 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897,
1898, 1900 1902, 1903. Also nearly all of 1899,
1901. First draft $10 takes the entire lot.
Ernest Eimer, Muskegon, Mich. 
flOMPLETE set of watchmaker's tools for, $60.U A. M. Moratz, Bloomington, Ill. 
JIVE rosewood and plate-glass show cases and
1, tables, 10 feet each, in first-class condition ;
1 large safe, large watch sign, bench, trays. In
part or bunch, at a sacrifice. Send stamped
addressed envelope for answer. L. Robins,
Utica, N. Y 
DOUBLE your optical business with an electric

▪ 

spectacle sign ; flushes 2 colors alternately,
can be seen for miles. In use only a few months.
Complete and ready to attach to building er
post. Price $75 ; cost $150. A. G. Bedford,
Ionia, Mich. 
WATCHMAKER'S roll-top bench, walnut;
IT cheap. A. W. Hildenbrand, Quincy, Ill. 
A BARGAIN. One 15-foot wall case ; also 2 or
11 8 plate-glass show cases and tables. Write
for descriptions. W. C. Davis, Elkhart, Ind.
,/ CROSS pat. retino-skiameter, good as new, at
Li half price. W. A. Nichol, St Clairsville,Ohio.
VERY flue Damascus guns; 8 bore cost $175;
I 12 bore $100. Also 8 10 Plastigmat Offers.
Henry Gurr, Chelan, Wash.
HARGAIN—Cash only ; no trade. One Geneva

• 

ophthalmoscope and retinoscope combined.
New, never been used ; very latest pattern, with
electric light attachment ; complete for $65.
" G 887," care Keystone. 
(JED French 'cello, cost $300 in Paris. No
11 reasonable offer refused. 299 Church Street,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
INTERNATIONAL Correspondence School's
I complete mechanical course scholarship, in-
cludes 5 half leather-bound volumes ; $26 cash;
less than half price. Particulars on application.
Ad., H. Briggs, 185 St. Paul St., Mernphis,Tenn.
JEW model Chant bers-Inskeep ophthalmometer

• 

$60 ; warranted good as new. Write Dr. John
B. Stetson, 41 N. Thirteenth Street,Philadelphia.
EATON-ENGLE engraving machine. Practi-
Li good as new. Sell cheap. Write Frank
Lee, Memphis, N. Y. 
DIVOT polisher and grinder to fit W. W. lathe,

• 

cheap. Paul Rudolph, 683 Twelfth Street,
Milwaukee, Wis. 
DENEVA retinoscope complete, also good type-
11 writer, both new ; $40, worth $90. F. P.
Nose, Buffalo, N. Y. 
MODERN finished fancy watchmaker's screens;
ill length 6 feet. Address, W. P. McFarland,
Orange, Texas.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

'WINSTON refractometer, cost $5 ; dioptric

• 

eye meter, cost $25 ; 28 gross watch glasses;
will send list of glasses if interested. Make
cash offer for any or all, or what have you to
trade? Clark Bros., Little Falls, Minn.
REGINA music box, double comb, 21 tune

• 

sheets, slot attachment, cost $60. Also
Johnson lens measure, cost $5. Want watches
or optical goods, or what have you ? C. W. Con-
Doran, Indianola, Iowa.
/WE L. C. Smith, 12 gage stub twist, 9-pound

• 

gun, 1 Winchester 30-30 octagon barrel rifle,
full set of loading tools, orange tanned leather
case for shot gun, all as good as new, will take
good American lathe and face plate, good stak-
ing tool or what have you? Address, P. G.
Kroeker, Inman, Kansas.
WOULD exchange surplus watch material with
II watchmaker. Box 100, Derry, N. H.

Q x 12 ROTARY printing press, type, etc. Suit-
1-1 able for a country town job office. Reasons
for selling, have three presses. What have you?
C. A. Lamont, Thompson, Pa. 

NEW jewelry for trial case. C. B. Stove •
ii Versailles, Mo. 

ENCYCLOPAEDIA Britannica, 31 voluMes,
U latest edition, with case. taken for debt,
entirely new, never used, will sacrifice, cost $60.
What have you? J. C. Koempel, Galena, Ill. 
HDELL typewriter No. 3 ; brand new, for good
1.1 lathe. E. Hall, Paxton, Ill,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

EU Li. set, almost new, watchmakers tools, for
I sale or exchange. DeClark, Emmett, Idado.

,can MAHOGANY X-ray and electrothepeu-
Yu tie outfit for sale or exchange for optical

machinery or motor carriage. " W 934," care
Keystone.
(WE Johnston's improved optometer in good

order. Box 107, Anacortes, Wash.  
ACRES line land in South Dakota, near
town of 7000, for clean stock of watches

and jewelry, worth $5000. Address, Lock-box
186, Dell Rapids., i4. Duk.
HAVE one tuba, barytoue. clariouette and

• 

mello-phone, all Conn's siiverplated. New
and in perfect order. Want good ship's chrono-
meter, engraving machine, or what have you?
Will sell the four instruments for $125. Worth
$225. E. F. Waits, Corinth, Miss.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

HALANCE staffs, 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per
L' dozen. Turned on center and run true.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

$ID REWARD for Elgin watch. Number of
Iu works, 4001912 ; number of case, 691836;

marked " Katie J. Wilson." Return to Mrs.
E. M. Eludes, Osceola, Iowa.
WHERE can practical watchmaker and jeweler
" invest $2000 to $5000 in jewelry business
with best show for success. $10 for information
accepted. M. W. Woodhull, Port Jervis, N. Y.
A FINE opportunity. Will sell half interest in
11 fine jewelry and drug business to right man.
Want a jeweler, as I am not one myself—a man
to take charge of t hat department. Sales, $20,000
annually. blunt be good man. " K 927," care
Keystone.
HOLLER jewels, 25c. per dozen. W. C. Bonney,
AL Keokuk, Iowa.
WANTED—Every optician to do his own pre-
" scription work. Postal me for particulars.
-Alward Clarke, Dunkirk, N.Y.
HARD solder made to flow like soft. Gold can-
" not discolor nor anneal. Cheaper and easier
to use than any other way of soldering. Send
25 cents for receipt. Neil Chappell, Paw Paw,
Michigan.
A LIFE scholarship in our college, including di-
ll pima and highest degree, for only $7.50. See
our advertisement, page 488, and write for new
prospectus. South Bend College of Optics. 
VASE screws, Itic. per dozen. Finish all right;
U fit all right. IV. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
HALANCE holejewela, ruby and sapphire; holes
U nicely polished and set in brass settings for
any make or size of watch. $1 per dozen.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
DO you want a man this spring? We will have

• 

engravers, first and second watchmakers at
all salaries. Write us your wants, and if we
can fill them we will answer at once. Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich. 
DEVICE for setting up full-plate, straight line
U lever, " Vanguard," etc., 50c. Approved by
leading watch companies after examination,
Literature. Geo. W. Knight, San Marcos, Texas.
TRY carrying jewels by sizes of holes—the way
I I sell them. You may like it. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
REND me 25c. In stamps and I will mail you,
Y postpaid, one of the finest gravers for your
lathe work ever produced. Made from the fin-
eat of steel, ground and tempered in oil. E H.
Gilford, Jr., 79 Appleton Street, Boston, Mass.
MAINSPRINGS 96e. per dozen. These are a
01 strictly first-class spring. Nothing cheap
about them but the price. W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for informa-
01 tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

BALANCE staffs, Newel grade, $1 per dozen.
u Turned on centers and run true. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

DHYSIO-OPIITHALMOPATY, the new science
for the opticians. You should take the cor-

respondence course at once. Write for particu-
lars to the Golden Cross College of Ophthal-
mology, 267 West Madison Street, Chicago. 

TRIPLE Alliance mainsprings at 96c, per dozenare the bestron the market. W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.

Q AMPLE pages of lessons and lectures of the
1-1 Correspondence Course in Optics will be
sent free by the National College of Optics,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on application. Write for
special rates for March.

DALANCE jewels, 25c. per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

(IN receipt of 25 cents in stamps we will send to
11 any address 100 hairsprings of different sizes
and strengths, suitable for American clocks
and watches. We have a large job lot of these
springs bought with the stock formerly owned
by A. J. Logan. Address, Randall & Stickney,
248 Ash Street, Waltham, Mau.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brualaings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Stinson' Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.
WHY not send use your watch cases that need
11 repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadaworth,Silveramiths'Bkig.,Chicago,111.
QAMPLE pages of lessons and lectures of the
Ii Correspondence Course in Optics will be sent
free by The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, on application. Write for special
rates for March.
VOU are looking for a ivied, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago. 
pHYSIO-OPHTHALMOPATY, the new science
L for the opticians. You should take the Cor-
respondence Course at once. Write for particu-
lars to the Golden Cross College of Ophthal-
mology, 257 West Madison Street, Chicago.
('OLD and silver-plating,satin fin ish,engraving,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. 0. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.
DASH for jewelry stocks, write William K.
U Swenson, Cresco, Iowa.

THE "Ideal" screw setter for starting screws inclock frames. No wax or magnetism. 90
cents, postpaid. Write for circular. Address
G. H. Damon, Victor, N. Y. 
HAVE you an old English watch case you want
11 changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it tome, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. IVadsworth,Silversmit Its'BIdg. ,Chicago,I11.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and

• 

Optical Institute, from the moment it started
in business up to the present, has always been
in advance of the times as regards improve-
ments in the methods of instructing students
and furnishing practical work. The secret of
our success lies in the fact that we do our own
instructing, and each student receives our per-
sonal attention. We have no tool making in
our Institute ; but give practical work ; such as
Is done in any first-class jewelry store and teach
the correct methods of repairing the same. We
can prepare you for the work more thoroughly
than others. Our graduates command good
salaries and are always in demand. Write for
prospectus, Dr. Tarbox and Gordno.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

HY first-class engraver in St. Louis during
I) exposition. Al refs. Address, Box 146, ,
Hartford, Mich. 
HY 'Alpert engraver and optician in first-class

jewelry or department store in Middle or
Western States. Own tools and instruments;
Al refs. Ad., Box 146, Hartford, Mich.

PEARLS
FB0ORLIIIFIAIsH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to lay them yourself, send them to
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN 45b CO.
a Maiden Lane, Now York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880  

H1glt-Cleass4

Repairing
for. the Trade.

Our work is the kind you call your I/WII.

L. E. WI NSLOW,
35-37 EasfRandoph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

DOINGS AND EARNINGS
Your doings determine your earn-

ings. What you can do is limited by
what you know. Come to us and learn
snore, then you will surely earn more.
Send for circular.

Canadian Horological Institute,
H. Ft. PLAYTNER,

DIP EC T OR. Toronto, Ont.
116 East King Street,
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SUPR ACY

Our position is impregnable, because
we eliminate costly selling methods (travel-
ing salesmen). We are satisfied with small
profits, and last, hut most important, we
cut the diamonds we sell in our own cutting works.

Consequently our first cost is less than others, our
expense of selling less, so our prices are lower than
others charge for equal qualities.

J. R. WOOD iSC. SONS
Cutting Works:

1327-1329 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn.

tions or the
be purchased.

Neither will good resolutions enable you to put your time in on watch work nor at the

counter, where your money must be made.

The NEW CENTURY, not the good resolution or good intention, is the thing that

gets the engraving done.
The only way for you to solve your engraving problem for all time is to send for a

NEW CENTURY—and do it now.

Not next.week, or next month, or next season, but NOW.

Last season you made up your mind to have a NEW CENTURY, but you " put it

off." Don't do so this year.

Don't let engraving bother you again this year. 'Let the NEW CENTURY do the

night work and worry, and pay you a profit while doing so.

We have received many flattering testimonial letters from jewelers who have been

using our machines during the past few months, and we quote from one which has just

come in. (Name and address will be sent on request.)

The NEW CENTURY that
you meant to send for can
make money for you until it
is working in your store.

The gocd resolutions that you made last year to have

a NEW CENTURY will not engrave watch inscrip-

many dozen spoons you sell, or cut the initials on the rings which will

" The first job of engraving of any amount I did with the machine was to engrave 53 letters on

a locket about the size of a 50-cent piece. I have made the machine almost pay for itself every

month--that is, the payments due each month. I engrave everything that comes along, and the

machine works excellent on everything. I am a hand engraver, but have not cut a letter by hand

since I bought the machine."

Your order, if sent in to-day, will be assured of immediate delivery.

Our new catalogue describes the machine in every detail, and if you have

samples of work done by a boy on the NEW CENTURY, we will send

them to you without charge if you write immediately.

We have a special offer this month to fit your particular case. Don't

delay. DO IT NOW.

2 Maiden Lane, New York City. The Eaton e3 Glover Company,

not seen

106 Sixth Ave., New York. 
Sayre, Pa.Export Office,
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106 Sixth Ave., New, York.
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This is the Man Who Has Revolutionized the Manufacture
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The
Traveler's
Watch

The records
of the Weather Bureau

show a difference of 181 degrees
between the extremes of heat and cold

in the United States. A watch to be
adapted to the use of the traveler must be able

to maintain its accuracy under widely varying
conditions of temperature. One reason why the

ELGIN
Watch

is dre-e ainently the traveler's watch is found in the fact
that Elgin Ivatches are tested by oven heat and by

refrigeration before leaving the factory. Their won-
derful timekeeping qualities are undisturbed by

extremes of temperature, damp or drought,
jar or jolt, or by varying positions.
Send for Most rai od history of the oath. Free.

ELGIN NATIONAL WA'rCH CO.

Elgin, Illinois.

LOWEST

UNITED STATES

TEMPERATURE

63 BELOW

HIGHEST

UNITED STATES

TEMPERATURE

118 ABOVE

2
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70
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An

ELGIN
Advertisement

appearing

30 in

Leading

Magazines

10 for

March,

which shows

one of the ar=

guments at

the disposal

of the dealer

who sells

10

30

ELGIN Watches
See Jobber's List for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, Timemakers

and Timekeepers,- illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U.S.A. NEW YORK OFFICE, II John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.

FINEST
QUALITY

(;old Front
Gold Filled

and Seamless

Goods.

CHAINS.
Vest, Pony,

I.orgnette,

Neck.

LOCKETS
an CHARMS
for Ladies and

Gentlemen.

Bracelets,
Brooches,
Bar Pins,
Scarf Pins,

Cuff
Buttons,
Earrings,
Crosses,

Waist Sets,
Chain

Trimmings.

THEODORE FOSTER & BRO. CO. f. &B.
PROVIDENCE, R I.

lit.G,01,11(PC
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STERLING
SILVER

Toilet
and

Manicure
Articles.

Desk Goods
and

Useful
Novelties.

Everything

in

Sets for
Ladies'
and

Gentlemen's
Use.

All of

heavy weight

and finely

finished.

HIGH-GRADE

GOODS AT

LOW PRICES.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO
Established 1873.

• •

100 Richmond Street,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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ELGIN Watches
See Jobber's List for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send I( )1- the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U.S.A. NEW YORK OFFICE, II John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.
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Use.
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THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO., 
100 RichmponRdoViDe tiNCE, R. I.

Established 1873.
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YOU

CAN SECURE THAT

CLASS PIN ORDER

BY SHOWING

OUR DESIGNS AND SAMPLES.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY.

WENDELL & COMPANY,

93, 95 AND 97 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK.

57 WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.

A

515

WATCHES
and

the R. R. Watch House,
for best service.

Vanguard, 18 size, 23 j , 21 j., 19 j.

Crescent St., 18 size, 21 j., 19 j.

Premier, 18 size, 17 j.

Appleton, Tracy & Co., 18 size, 17 j.

Vanguard, 16 size, 23 j.

Veritas, 18 size, 23 j , 21 j.

B. W. Raymond, 18 size, 19 j., 17 j.

Father Time, 18 size, 21 j.

No. 270 Elgin, 16 size, 21 j.

No. 280 Elgin, 16 size, 17 j.

No. 942 0. F., No. 943 Htg.,

No. 940 0. F., No. 941 Htg.,

No. 936 0. F., No. 937 Htg.,

No. 990 0. F., Hamilton, 16 size, 21 j.

No. 992 0. F., 46 44 2 j.

Hamilton,
44

18 size, 21
4 6 " 21

I 7

3.

1.

3.

The Non=Retailing Company,
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains,

Lancaster, Pa.

rukkawAta<
FIARCELIVII .11.4U3pAti.

Onr Imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam and we can therefo
re offer you SUBSTANTIAL INDUCEMENTS.

REMOVAL NOTICE within a few days we will
one flight up," directly

The change will give us more commodious offices, better light and

satisfactory service to our customers.
Jewelers visiting New York are cordially invited to call.

Orders either direct or through our travelers

are solicited.
Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers.

Our goods are Insured while in transit.

be located at our new offices, 12 Maiden Lane,
over the store occupied by us for many years.
such facilities as are required to insure prompt and

P. 0. Box 1625.

/
Established 1866.

12
Maiden Lane,
(one flight up,

NEW YORK.
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ENDURANCE
and vigor to boost our business to the highest degree of success is our
aim. Fair, courteous treatment of every customer, large or small, and
goods exactly as represented, form the basis of our policy.

We carry an immense stock, TOOLS and MATERIAL being our
leaders. We have all the facilities for executing your orders with the
highest degree of accuracy. Promptness is the corner-stone of our edifice.

Our prices are always as low as the lowest of any reliable concern,
and in many cases lower.

Lathes and Attachments.
We keep and furnish these in all of the best makes. For a reliable,

moderate-priced tool, we can safely recommend both our " Geneva " and
"Gem" Lathes, which have proven their worth for many years. Hundreds
have been sold and are in
daily use.

Small Material

We are certainly head-
quarters for both stock and
facilities. This exacting
branch of our business is
looked after with an eye
always to the interest of
our customer. Our illus-
trated catalogue is sent free
on request, with card. We
solicit a trial order, feeling
very confident that it will
be an incentive for you to
come again.

E. & J.
SWIGART,

No. IS.
Swing Foot-Wheel.
Each, $5.15 net.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Foot-Wheel No. I.
Each, $2.15 net.

GENUINE
MOSELEY LATHE.

Prices:
With 10 chucks, $37.00

4 1 .(10
" 32 " 51.00
Write for cash discount.

GENUINE
WEBSTER-WH1TCOMB

LATHE.

Prices:
With 10 chucks, $35.00
'' 17 " 40.25
" 32 " 51.50
Write for cash discount.

GENEVA LATHE.

Complete as illustrated,
$15.00 net cash.

Firstquality and the best
low-priced lathe sold.

Outfit is packed in neat
wood box, same as Gem
Lathe.

GEM LATHE.

Complete outfit as illus-
trated,

$21.15 net cash.

Countershaft No. 9.
N. P., each, $2.58 net.

Moseley Lathe No. 2.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe.

Geneva Lathe.

Gem Lathe.

Countershaft No. 12.
N. P., each, 94c. net.

The Wise Jeweler
makes the money. He takes advantage of every turn. He
buys carefully, sells advantageously, keeps his stock clean,
saves the filings and sweepings from work bench and floor.
But saving his gold and silver and his sweepings is only the
first step. Getting all the money possible out of them is the
real thing. He demonstrates he is wise when he sends
his sweepings, old gold and silver to us, and tries

This old, tried and true plan of ours is this : You send
us your Sweeps and Old Gold and Old Silver. We send
you a check immediately. If our offer is not satisfactory,
send back the check and we will returri your shipment
without cost to you. In doing this you take no chances,
as it is no sale until we hear from you.

Goldsmith Bros.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

Chicago, Ill.
Office, 63 and 65 Washington Street.
Works, 58th and Throop Streets.
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WE ARE STRONG
IN

Elgin and Waltham Movements,
New England Watches, Gold Cases,

Standard Filled Cases,
Diamonds and Rings,

Clocks and Bronzes,
"1847" Flatware, Hollowware,

Sterling Silver Flatware.

WE are the natural supply center for

the Central West and Southern trade.

We give fast service. There is economy

and convenience in buying from us.

We solicit your mail orders.

ALBERT BROTHERS,
THE QUICK DELIVERY HOUSE,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

PAniallevanotti
vormalS

ACHILLE PORTAL.

UHREN., PENDULEN-

& BAROMETERGLASER.

Medallions u.Compassglaser
BRILLEN-..

u.ORTISCHE GLASER

GLASWAAREN

LIhrmacher.

Alle Arten,.
FACETTENG LASER,
runde.ovale.eckige.
flacheundbombirte

elJS

CRYSTAL': u.TAFELOLAS.
GEORUNOET 1848.

Tele9remm-Adresse. HAMMEL,VALLERYSTMAL-DREIBRUNNEN

Behn,-Post. u Telegnsphenstanon
VALLERYST/1.44-DREIBRUNNEN.

To the Trade:

wyko-corvro
Reichsbank-Nebenstelle

ZAB ER Nit.

AletIMPOOolft
6ei5dePoUrg in Lothringen.

Information has reached us

offering for sale, watch glasses,

labels do not bear the mark V. T.

sented as

We

December 24, 1903.

that several watch material jobbers are

which, notwithstanding the fact that t
he

F. (as per above fac-simile), are repr
e-

glasses of our manufacture.

herewith caution the American public again
st this statement of

facts and further beg to say that all of
 our watch-glass product is labeled

and EACH LABEL BEARS THE MARK V. T. F
. in both the obverse and reverse sides;

that the tissue papers in which the 
glasses are wrapped are all marked with

the size of the glasses, together with
 the letters V. T. F. and any other

glass sold as V. T. F. without our 
trade-mark is a base and inferior imita-

tion.

Very truly yours,

Glasfabrik Dreibrunnen,

HIRSH & HAMMEL.

519
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The Program
You send us your Old Gold and Silver-we promptly make
an accurate valuation and report same to you-if you are
pleased, you say so and our check goes to you at once-if you
are disappointed, we return your shipment at our expense-
and there you are. We are prompt, practical and painstaking-
-do all our own refining-, in an up-to-date plant-you pay
no middle-man-you save one profit-you get all that is in it,
less the refiner's charge only-and you get the exact value
and fair-and-square treatment. Let us show you.

WORKS:
Riverside,
N. J.

T. B. Hagstoz Co., Ltd.
SMELTERS, ASSAYERS and REFINERS

OFFICE:
709 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia.

BEFORE.

Established 38 Years.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST. MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
18 John Street, New York City.

AFTER.

Wood Chuck.
Price, $1.50.

Screw Finishing Chuck.
Fitted with 3 Brass Caps . . $1.50
" " 3 Steel " . . 1.75

Cylinder Wire Chucks 
Price, Each 01  00
" Set of Six   5.00

CORRECT CHUCKS AT CORRECT PRICES.

Cement Chuck with Sliding Sleeve and Air Hole.
l'rice, $2.00.

Cement Chuck with Sliding Sleeve.
Price, $1.00.

(( DAL E OPPP,R, 110
Buff Chuck. Price, $1.50.

Write

for

Catalog

No. 5

11'11141'1111ithil.....

Arbor Chuck No. 1. Price, $1.00.

Arbor Chuck No. 2. Price, $1.2-5.

Balance Chuck. Price, 55.00

HARDINGE BROS., 1034-1036 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

"Imperial" Mainsprings
Illinois
5061

are the best, the most reliable, have quality, 

finish, elasticity, temper, strength and dura-

bility, are coiled and tagged, arranged in1

the most convenient manner, and "Guaranteed.'''

Price,

Fac-
simile

of

Waltham
Nos. 2203

Elgin
6043

Hampden
5056

521'

" Imperial" American Springs, coiled and tagged.

None genuine unless marked "Imperial" and bearing our Registered Trade
-Mark, as shown In cut,

N. B.-We carry in stock 175 different styles of " I
MPERIAL" American and 450 sizes of " IMPERIAL" Swiss Mainsprings.

12A°
Per Gross.

# 1.00
Per Dozen.

"Nothing better
can be made."

We send gratis our
Solid Oak, Walnut or Cherry

Cabinet of 20 Drawers
with an order of (I) one
gross, and with an order of
(4) four gross our 

met, with

er henri kSeol lipdi a Oak Ct edp at ea bn

snap lock, and a complete set

of glass screw-top bottles.

The Cabinets are far superior than
represented by cut. The 20-1)rawer
Cabinet (capacity of whieh is 5 gross)
is worth $6.00, arid the 42-Drawer
(capacity of which is 16 gross) $15.00.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
With a first order for one gross of " Imperial " American or

Swiss Mainsprings we send gratis our 20 Drawer, or with an

order for four gross our 42 Drawer improved, handsome, pol-

ished, rubbed finish, Solid Hard Wood Mainspring Cabinet,

as shown in cut. These cabinets are splendidly made, cabinet

finished and dove-tailed throughout ; are the only cabinets made

which properly arrange, systematize and keep in thorough order

the many American or Swiss Mainsprings necessary for constant

use at the present time, and will be greatly appreciated by all first-

class watchmakers. Besides being very useful they make a hand-

some appearance. The drawers have fancy knobs, brass trimmed,

and the tops arranged in grooves for screw-top bottles for various

watch, jobbing and other materials.

The 20 Drawer will hold 5 gross and the 42 Drawer Cab-

inet 15 gross of " imperial " American or Swiss Mainsprings.
We also include a set of perforated gummed labels, With the 1111111t.,

number and size of springs, to enable the drawer to be numbered

as desired. These nollthers correspond to an up-to-date directory

of all the American Mainsprings made, Which directory accom-

panies the cabinet. It shows the correct style, width, strength

and number by the genuine Dennison's Standard Gage, and

the correct number and names for ordering.

Perfection in Motor Lathes!!
For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silver-

smiths, Dentists, Machinists, Electricians, and for all
trades and purposes. 

Worthy of Your Attention.
Great Labor an Time-Saving.

"Noth:ng better can be made; absolutely dust-proof, air and water tight,
and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.

(Speed, 1200 to 3000 revolutions per minute, as desired.)

The W. Green 0 Co. No. 4 "IMPROVED '
Combination Polishing, Buffing, Grinding,
Drilling and Turning Electric Lathe Motors.
(4 Lathes in one, at price of one.) 

Showing A Hermit i
Motor with Spindle
and Gritiding
Atlachinest.

Money refunded if found
unsatisfactory.

Horse
Voltage. l'ower.
15152 to, 21210 0 11:55: including ,,ding 5 new-style solid brass adjustable chucks  

52 " 110 1-4, high base and heavy frames, with extra lung adjustable
spindles and grinding attachments . . . . . . s . . . 50.00

55.50 95.00
82.50

1155115252 .::: 221122110000 1111:-.4332,:, same description  
60.00

115 " 5202(0) 14, ,: 

1.1%ek ? li‘tekk:%St ° 1 .

•  
115.00 165.00
90.50 150.00

115 " 220 1-2, " 

41 65.50 19170.0000

500 3-4, 
. . V. Z.ke b °\  

52 " 110 3-4, 

I i 75.00 120.00
80.50 130.00

52 " 110 I, 

85.00 145.00
(:i115 " 220 3-4,

550000 11-3,, " 

16255:0000 185.00

:: 
o 

12752..0050

500 1, 14 

95.00
88.00

Price of Price of
Direct Alternating
Current.. Current.
$30.50 $ 42.50
35.00 47.00

These letters are certainly worthy of your attention

Portsmouth, Va., Feb. 1, 1904.

Messrs. W. Green A. Co., New York.
Gentlemen :-We are very highly pleased with

the No. 4 electric lathe motor, thus far it is very
satisfactory. Very truly, C. S. SHERWOOD.

Showing Direct-Current Motor with Buffing and Polishing Attachments.

and are but samples of reliable trade comments.

Gardiner, Me., Jan. 16, 1904.

Messrs. W. Green A Co.. 5 Maiden Lane, New York.
Gentlemen :-I wish to state in regard to the

No. 4 motor received from you in December last,
that it has been running perfect since being in-
stalled, and I consider it the best on the market.
It is not only speedy, but powerful.

Yours very truly, F. 11. Woonat. ay.

Showing Motor with Spindle and Pulley for
Lathe Attachment.

W. GREEN & CO.
(" We solicit correspondence.")

Importers, Exporters, Manufacturers.

A Maiden Lane,
V NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO.,
7 Maiden Lane, N'VV YORK.

TRADE MARK.

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

TO THE TRADE.

We sell an assortment of 12 Parker
Clocks at prices stated below :

I Parker No. 93 oc, $ .75 $ .75
I " " 91 " 1.00 1.00
1 

I I " 63" .90 .90
I " 98" 1.25 1.25
" 101 " .70 .70
" 102 " .75 .75

2 " " 103 " .60 1.20
°1U5" .58 1.16
" 105 " .55!;; 1.11

$8.82 total, net.

AMERICA No. 121.

_

PASSER No. 61.

kVe also sell 4 in. 3o-hour Time
Alarm America for 50c. net.

Aisenstein &
Woronock,

Jobbers in

DIAMONDS, WATCHES

AND JEWELRY,

22 Eldridge St., New York.

Soldering Flux in Paste Form.
Apply with
a brush.

FOR
DENTISTS

AND
JEWELERS

A 'very thin coating of ELECTRIC CLEANS-
ING FLUX PASTE imparts a clean surface
to the gold and causes solder to flow readily and uni-

formly. " SUPERIOR TO ANY FLUX I HAVE
EVER USED," writes an expert goldworker. Put up

In jars with screw top, By mail, 25 cents. Ask for

Free Trial Package. Catalogue B.K., of Jewelers'

Blowpipes and Furnaces, also sent if desired.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Company,
BUFFALO, N. E

QUID
awning-
d Pallet <I
MURPHY.

ORILEIA, CA

yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, makitig- a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc., The same proper-

ties make it invaluable for setting line l'earls. It will
fix a slack Watch Mass so that dirt cannot work
through the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,
clean cement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America.
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.,
Wholesale Distributing Agents,

37 Maiden Lane, New York.

NO LEAKAGE IN OUR SYSTEM.
We convert OLD GOLD and SILVER into dollars and send our clients a good dollar for

every dollar's worth in their consignment, without a minute's delay.

Weigh your consignment, send it to us, then consider the size of the check you get in return.
If you think it isn't large enough, return it and we'll return the consignment, prepaid.

No " shrinkage " methods, no delays, no higher values to be had anywhere else. Pull,

liberal valuation and a check mailed same day goods are received are the things we guarantee.

If we have your business once you'll give it to us always. May we not have it that once ?

JZ;)-
(9.-, 00:07.

cY

Howard S. Kennedy, r—uc..cw.ftseort— Kennedy,

Sweep Smelters an Assayers, 25 John Street, NEW YORK.

F. O. E.
EMBLEM GOODS of All

Kinds.

5031 E

;45022 E

523
Largest Manufacturers of Popular

B. P. 0. ELK
CHARMS, BUTTONS, Etc.

in the United States.

5031 Ex

RETIRING OFFICERS' BADGES for ALL FRATERNAL ORGANIZ
ATIONS.

Designs sent on application,

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Superior Finish. Reasonable Prices.

Substantial Movements. Excellent Timekeepers.

We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factor
ies and largely

increased our facilities.
We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VAR

IETY of

DESIGNS in our MARBLEIZED CLOCKS which we believe are th
e BEST

on the MARKET. Write for Catalogue.

The Sessions Clock Co.,
Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks,
Main Office and Factories,

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane.

Successors to E. N. WELCH MFG. CO.,

“APRIL, SHOWERY, NOW APPEARS,

ALTERNATING SMILES AND TEARS.

AT OUR RINGS OF FINEST STYLE

RIVALS WEEP AND PATRONS SMILE."

Before stock-taking we will close out a LIMITED NUMBER of

LADIES' IO K. H1GH-GRADE, FANCY SET RINGS, discontinued patterns

at $100.00 net for box of 48 rings. Order a box on approval (express paid).

You can realize on
these rings a

Profit of

300%
Chicago,

405
Masonic Temple,

L. KATLINSKY.

ASagIVA,
capae4c4m.

tioN•

THE GOODS
ARE JUDGED
BY THE CASES.

Mean cases or trays make the best goods
look mean; handsome cases give a semblance
of richness to even the poorest goods. We
are the leading manufacturers of Boxes,
Cases, Trays, Chests, for watches, jewelry
and silverware. Our cases, etc., are known

to be the greatest help in the sale
of goods. We have qualities
and grades to suit all jewelers.
Write or call.

L. WEIL & SON,
Manufacturers of

Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry
and Silverware,

32 Maiden Lane, N BW YORK.

Send for Catalogue.
A sample of our handsome

 Chests, with one drawer.

Made in a variety of hard woods, high
ly polished;

metal trimmings, lined with satin or 
chamois.



English Case as Received. As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS. REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements,
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.

English cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93. 95 on 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

II
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furriish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO 'LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Thavetwo outs bow Flat and Round Hotelier Ring. The e cuts show the same rine. with new, high claws,as received, with el ws badly morn olf itud too low to remt,and entire ring. refinished like new.permit resetting stones again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing !log like new, $ .75 to $1.26
" " " eight " " " " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher Tooth and rings of every description, to costfrom 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

Initial glove ring with one
claw at each end holding het.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50e.
Four " " " •' " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

93. 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St. Cameo gio.e ring with fourNEW YORK CHICAGO claws at co rrrrr holding not.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

AS DELIVERED.

k

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

AS DELIVERED.

Gcld Chains Refilled, Renewed and Repaired.
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

out.1 Work. Low Pri‘...es. Prompt Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER. CHICA(10
93, )5 & 97 William Street Flit. SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

111.FORli

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the same aa new.

AFTKR

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 a:097 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street. adage.

5 25

FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES.

N. 23S.

No. 232. Genuine Eagle claw.
No. 233. Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 240.
Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 2;;-1.

No. 231.
Genuine Eagle Claw.

No. 56. Lapel Button. No. 236.

No. 57.
Lapel Button.

Genuine
Eagle Claw.

No. 49

No.

No. 58.
Lapel Button.

No. 239.

No. 287. Seal. No..55. Lapel Button.

I 
Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0. E. and B. P.O. E.

Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities-just enough to keep our best workmen employed when 
not

busy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you 

have a fastidious

customer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send 
you an assort-

ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

We sell these goods only
to Retail Jewelers.WENDELL CI CO., 57 Washington St., CHICAGO.

93, 95 anD 97 William St., NEW YORK.

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER.

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. No. 277.

No. 246.

GENUINE ELK TEETH.

No. 299. No. 245. No. 291. No. 249. No. 289. No, 262. No. 298. No. 293.
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LEARN to do your own Letter
and Monogram

ENGRAVING for
$ . 0 0

Our Complete Course of instruction teaches how to do Script, Old English, Roman and Fancy Lettering, all kinds of Monograms and
Inscriptions on Jewelry, Silverware, Seals, Coffin Plates, etc. Sharpening of tools, holding articles, bright cutting, " thread-lining," cutting
tough metals, transferring, and many " tricka of the trade " made perfectly clear and well illustrated. The secrets of quick, exact sharpening
of tools without long practice and how to engrave atraight and curved lines without slipping, are each worth ten times the price asked.

$5.00 pays for the course of lessons and also an outfit of three fine, sharpened gravers, steel marker, marking compound, leather pad,
fine Washita oilstone, pencil dividers, twelve metal plates, six band rings and six thimbles to practice on, and a set of alphabet sheets to teach
letter drawing quickly in a unique way.

This course is of more value than many trade schools, as It is the work of a practical engraver now working for the trade. It costs only
one-twentieth the price of an engraving machine and enables you to do three small jobs while a machine would do one.

American School of Engraving. Morrill, Kansas, December 29, 1903.
Dear Sirs :—The following you may use for publication: This is to certify that I have purchased your Course in Engraving

and find it practicable, and I am well pleased with the outfit. It is all you said it was. I understand the lessons and I have
had no trouble in following instructions. I did fair script in one week. After I practiced for about two weeks a traveling
salesman stopped here. I showed him my work, and he said : " That is better engraving than a great many do that have
worked at the bench for years." Inclosed are two plates I engraved, and which please examine and point out faults. How
are the monograms ? Yours truly, S. P. HALDEMAN.

" Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver was standing over my shm.Ider and telling me what to do. I could do
pretty good work after one Week of practice."—nar C. BmisErr, Woonsocket, S. Oak.

Other testimonials for the asking. $5.00 PAYS FOR ALL.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
Foreign customers please add 40 cents to cover postage. 30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S.A.

The book of Lessons in Letter and Monogram Engraving, described above, without any tools or materials,
will be sent to any address, postpaid, for $2.00.

Miniature Portraits
€ on WATCHES. DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS.

COPIED FROM ANY PHOTO.

Our work will pc ,t fade or peel off.

Hand-Painted Miniatures
Copied from Any Photo.

We make a Specialty of this
High-Grade Hand-Painting on Ivory.

Perfect Likeness Guaranteed.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO., 45 Maiden Lane, New York.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE'

MASONIC
or

AND OTHER
SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS. ..JEWELS.
RINGS, BADGES

AND

8911°

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
or

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS
4Pc-, AN D sq41.

4: 0 0 L t Ac .11P

Tne CaBlaxmar Co.
Manufacturing*Jewelers

N910 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND, FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

M I LI TA RY
G. A. R.

ATHLETIC.
'SHOOTING, 

04,71ANGN 4Di%

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLI CE
DEPARTMENT

OTHERdA THRA",

BP."

L. LELONG & BROTHER
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Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest Conner

Halsey anD Mar.shall Sta.

Newark, N. J.

BEWARE

OF-

IMITATIONS,

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL.

FULL NICKEL PLATE.

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each.

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL, WRONG,

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION
.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Ir.4 T1-1 UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

HARI) SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS.
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This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

In building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to orderingJEWELRY STORE FIXTURES.

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 yeat,,
Wm. Kleeman
0 Co. have

held the record
for High Art

jewelers'

Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-

pare othn rdoeungceh

views with their
or c rerressopn al inter-

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW

TO MAKE.
Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at

your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.
Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer

to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT.

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York.
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and 

Offices in the World.
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Watchmakers and Others Who Appreciate a Truly
Perfect Bench, TAKE A LOOK!

Our
New Model
Perfect Bench
will make
your work a
pleasure.

Beauty, Comfort and
Convenience for a
life time!

Made in 2 styles.

Curtain Top, 485 in. high,
44 in. wide, 28 in. deep.

Flat Top, 39 in. high, 44 in.
wide, 28 in. deep.

Drawer, with 150 bottles for
Material, as shown in cut.

Solid Oak, Walnut or Mahogany
finish.

No. F451. New Model Perfect Bench, with Curtain Top, $35.00
No. F452. " " 4 '4 Plain " 30.00

We have in stock a
line of used

Chronometers
of standard English
rnlkes, in good condi-
tion, averaging in price
$115.00 to $125.00.
No Jewelry Store

complete without a
chronometer.
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THE LATEST NOVELTIES IN METAL HAT-PIN STANDS.
No. F453. Gray finish, with Turquoise Sets, each, $1.50.

SWARTCHILD & CO
No. F454. Gray finish, each, $1.25.
No. F455. Roman finish, each, 1.25.

Jewelers' Building,
•, 134-136-138 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

The Largest and Only Exclusive Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Engravers' Supply House in the United States. Established 1870.
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Ten Years of Success

If You Could Call
at our college and see our school rooms, how
completely we are equipped with toolsetc., and
let us explain to you our method of teaching
the different branches of the Jewelry business,
we are positive we can convince you in less than
half an hour that we have the most thorough,
practical and up-to-date Horological College
in this country for teaching Watchmaking, En-
graving and Optics. Our Prospectus will give
you all this information. Send for it to-day.

The Philadelphia College of Horology,
Broad and Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal.

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208 & 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

Colonial Wall Case No. 123.
8 ft. long, 8 ft. high outside, upper part 18 in. deep inside.

Made of oak, golden oak finish, rubbed down by hand, doors slide up,
glazed with heavy double-thick glass, inside of case lined with dark felt, upper
part made in K. D. to save freight.

This case can be made continuous by adding plate-glass mirror section
between, thereby securing any length desired.

This is a high-grade Case sold at a very low price as an ad.

Write for illustrated circular. THE BEST OF EVERYTHING."

Spring Medicine
For Sluggish Business.
Let us send you a selection of our. Sterling Waist
Sets, Brooches, Hat Pins, etc., snappy designs which
will increase your Spring sales.
Waltham, Elgin Movements (including R. R. grades);
leading makes Solid Gold and Gold Filled Cases;
Diamonds and

Jewelry for the Jeweler.

J. ENGEL & CO Builders'
Exchange, Baltimore.

If You Are One
of the few not using or have not seen the

BRILLIANT
GASOLINE GAS LAMPS,

write for our K. S. catalogue,
which tells all about them.

Over 125,000 in daily use, and expense averages

LESS THAN 15c. A MONTH.

Brilliant Gas Lamp CO., 42 State St., Chicago, Ill.
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Rivett Lathes LOW-PRICED RIMLESS EYEGLASSES
Made in 2 Styles.

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
Rivett Lathe No. 2, 6 •

for Watchmakers.
6 6 6 6 with bed of Cast Iron, same as

other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it.
SEND FOR CATALOG.

More " Rivett " Lathes have been sold through the dull time than ever before. The increase has
been constant and regular from the beginning, due to the incessant care of its manufacture. When you
get the " Rivett " Lathe you get more for your money than in any other lathe in the world.

Use Your Own Judgment. Don't be deceived.
Some dealers will guarantee anything, the cheapest as well as the best, and in the same way ; such

guarantees are worthless. You can save money by buying the " Rivett " Lathe with a bed of cast iron,
the same as other makers use.

Brighton,

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MAAUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S

"RA
sa-Ftic-r1;41

CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.Walbridge &Co., 337 Broad-
way, New York City, agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

ELKS' BU TON.
(Front.) Patti.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Side View.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Side.) Pat'Ll.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto,
Rooms I, 2 and 3, 174 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Solid Gold. Pat'd.

MONKEY RING.
Solid Silver, Oxidized.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Indianapolis, Ind.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER.

MAIL, ORDERS Filled Promptly.

We keep in stock

English 
German Hall Clock 

G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
MANUFACTURERS' ACIUNTS,

Seth Thomas Movements 18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

We are pleased to advise the Trade that our

machinery is about completed for a new line of

patented rimless eyeglasses made with improved

offset guard, large flat-edged lenses and other

points of merit. Our line will comprise steel

and alloy goods, mounted with focus and colored

lenses.

Prices will be lower than any other line of

rimless eyeglasses with offset guard ever offered

to the trade.

This new line of rimless eyeglasses will be

illustrated and described in May "Keystone,

after which prices on all styles will be quoted

by your Jobber, on request.

ESTABLISHED 1870.
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T. A. WILLSON & CO.
MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS,

READING, PA.



LOUIS STERN 0 CO.
Chainmakers and Silversmiths. Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

  L.S.sto.
LIME CHAINS THAT SELL'

L. S. & CO.

TI-IE ONLY WAY.
Many first-class workmen throughout the country recom-

mend a young man to the horological school for his training

of head and hand when he has decided to take up watch

work and its kindred trades. This is proven by the fact that

seventy-five per cent. of our students have been recom-

mended by the leading jewelers and watchmakers of their

community, and twenty-five per cent. are the sons of parties

who are in the jewelry business, and in many cases represent

the largest establishments in their section. They realize

that they will get many times more attention in a throughly-

equipped, well-established watch school, where there is a

tull corps of competent instructors, than they can possibly

receive as apprentices in a store where the watchmaker is

too busy to take time for the proper instruction, or the jeweler

is rushed without being plied with questions from a novice,

and the engraver has something else to do when not at work

on hi9 own line, waiting on customers or other work about

the store which demands his attention.

At Bradley the work has been systematized so that a

student can get the greatest possible amount of work in

the shortest time, and the grade of his work is many points

ahead of the average apprentice who has put in five or six

times as much work and time in the store.

Bradley Horological Department is no experiment—it

is the oldest school in the country, the largest, the best

equipped as regards tools and instructors, with financial

hacking which guarantees everything as represented.

You can get watch work, jewelry work, engraving and

optics.
Send for catalogue to
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The Largest Building in the World Used Exclusively for the Purp
ose of instruction

In Watch Work, Jewelry and Engraving.

H or °logical , Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.

THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILSIN THE WORLD.
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CHRONOMETER OIL
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Used by all the leading watch factories and by all 
watchmakers

who value their work. Sold by all tool and material 
dealers.

TWO
G00[1

Sellers

WE ILLUSTRATE TWO OF OUR LEADERS IN SMALL 
SIGNET RINGS.

No. 1088, 10 K , sizes 4 to 7, weigh 16 dwts., $11.50 doz. Po
lished; $12.50 doz. Roman.

No. 2087, 10 K., sizes 5 to 8, weigh 22 dwts., $16.00 doz. P
olished; $17.00 doz. Roman.

We nianufaeture and sell dire..t to the retail trade and make hu
ndreds of designs in Ladies' and

11ents' Rings in 10 and 11 karat, at popular prices. It will pay you to send ,is a trial order.

S. FRACKMAN, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, New York.
Selection package sent upon request to responsible deale

rs.

20" Century Food
For Thought

1— We size our Rings and
replace all stones except
diamonds, 'whether lost
or broken, for kw years
after you have sold
them.

2—We exchange any
of our Rings for any
styles of gent? or
ladies stone-set Rings
at any time.

The Queen
Ellicott and

South Division Streets,

is the privilege, which our cus-

tomers enjoy, of exchanging any

of our Rings for new styles at

any time. WRITE FOR A

MEMORANDUM PACKAGE.

We carry 1000 different styles of

10 K. Solid Gold Stone-Set Rings.

We pay express charges both

ways and give you one-half July

1st, one-half December 1st terms

on all goods selected.

City Ring Mfg. Co.
'Buffalo, N. Y.
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To the Jobbing Trade

Caution to Watchmakers.
Our "U. S." MAINSPRINGS are acknowledged by watch-

makers throughout the United States to be the best springs in
point or finish and quality, for the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain this reputation for the '1 U. S."
springs, and would therefore call your attention to the fact that an
Imitation spring resembling the " U. S." has been offered for sale,
and in some instances, we are informed, has even been placed in
"U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost caution in making your purchases,
and insist that that the trade-mark " U. S." appear engraved upon
each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.
Solid Nickel and White

CINDO
Silver Polish

IS THE I3ST

for Jewelers to handle it is a
quick seller and positively

superior to any known polish on the
market. The patent cap used on jar for

CANDO, is made to perfection.
We call special attention to the im-

portance of a package for Silver Polish
that can be RESEALED after it is
once opened.

Samples sent when requested. Correspondence solicited.

PAUL MFG. CO.,
Boston, Mass.
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New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and

double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to
dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most
perfect tool of its kind in the market.

Instructions.--The jaws can be adjusted for small or
large opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra
plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller
remover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use;
the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve
to fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the
jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and put
another in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

Henry limmein
Importers of Watch Material,

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Metal Claatim a Specialty.

STAR BRAND

• ,AMLRICAN

MAINSPRINGS
BEST
o,,, <

P^
TRADE MARK

Just a Hint at Prices.
" STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest special
steel; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi=
net, with (20) drawers, worth 16.00, with your first ordt
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted tc
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special Jewel grades,

90e. is Jewel grades. polished, $ f .15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash. 4*" STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-
tings, made by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special, per dozen,
90c. net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. pi r
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.

.Of " STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.
per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

1
 ,

H. B. Peters & Co., BrilaW193 , New York

"South Mg" Doweling

ORDER FROM

YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES;
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
GRIMSHAVV& BAXTER,
29 Uoswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

THE CELEBRATED V & P WATCH GLASSES AT RIGHT PRICES. s's

Height 3.
`Rime„,s

Height 4.

do"
Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

Fac-simile of Our Label.

t
Genevas, . . . $2.00 per gross.
Thick Mi-Concaves, . 2.73
Parallels, . . . 4.50
Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than ' , gross will he charged at dozen price.

41.101.111.111111111a
PARALLEL.

LENTIL-E.

,00111111111111.1•10•1111

PATENT CEN EVA.

.11111.11111111111MMENIIIM

EXTRA THICK, MI-CONCAVE.

Allig."1111111.11.11M111"116THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Patent Cienevas, . . $4.50 per gross.
Extra Thick Mi-Concaves, 5.50 " "

Lentilies, . . . . 7.50 "
High Lunettes, . . 1.50

BLANK ORDER SHEETS SEN tlyoN AppLicATioN.

A Full Stock of Watchmakers' TOOLS of Every Description. Orders Filled From Any Catalogue.

What Rosenthal's Cement Will Do.
It will hold together bifocals better

luau any oAthNerOcPein iTeCnitr leaves no bubbles and looney to operate.

FOR TUB JEWELER. It will hold a stone in any close

-thug where the gold is worn off, like in old rings. From the

largest to the smallest stone, like tot imitation turquoise to set

iti a ring where little beads hold tit, stone (and'only RH 
expert

may sometimes be able to set ill, :1 little drop from the point 
of

U pm is enough to hold t he stone io place Si
Eor ivory, bone and pearl filits there is nothing else but

this cement. For china, glass, etc., this is I he t tidy cement that

will hold, make a nice, clean job and will stand washing.

A WATCHMAKER will find it of the greatest help in the
ousiness. A watch glass when too small can be secured in

place by running around the edge of bezel with this cement

where the glass is tii set, and will not only hold forever, but

will be dust-proof. For jetvels in watch plates, where the setting

is bad, the dement will take its photo. A cap Jewel placed on

top of hole jewel with the cement all never be taken apart.

Oil has no effect on the cement.
Chips in dials eau be cemented without being noticed.

I n conclusion, we W• 511 to say that we have used this cement

for all kinds of fan repairing, china, glass, ivory, bone, pearl,

wood, stone, etc., and after 5 years of constant use, on till kinds

of mending, we have found it to be of great value and help.

Price, 25 cents a bottle ; per dozen, $2.00.
Trade supplied by

CROSS & BEGUELIN, 17 Maiden Lane, New York City.

ONE-QUARTER OUNCE.

Easy-Flowing Silver Solder.
This solder is the product of long scientific

investigation. It incite easily, is strong, and
when flowing is exceeding limpid.

For a number of years it has been in use in
a large jewelry manufactory and experience in
its use has demonstrated its fitness as a solder
for the uniting of metals, both in new and
repair work.

For sale by

CROSS Et BEGUELIN,

17 Maiden Lane, New York.

LATHE CONE FOR RINGS.

 Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit

and will outwear thousands of paper shells. Has a metal

taper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades-one to cut down solder, the other to

finish next to rouge.

Refuse ,metal can be removed in a few seconds with

ammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents.

is-

CROSS & BEGUE LIN Itte&EiatistiailVilibi.17jYEINlitgu lekrls(: 1T Maiden Lane, New York.

No. 205. Movement Holder.
Patent Locking Device.

1904 TOOLS

No. 307. Adjustable Balance Truing Wrench.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATING OVER

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY TOOLS.

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H.
Rivet Punch Set,

No. 311.

1ia66o9ro614
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND.MOUNTED 

JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK.

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden LaneNEW YORK
Watches too state St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.
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1847 ROGERS BROS."

J1

SPOONS,

FORKS, ETC.,
are made in

A GREAT VARIETY

BERKSHIRE
PATTERN

'r,tr

OF

PATTERNS,

SHAPES AND SIZES,

covering every want of the
best trade.

It is the most salable line
of flatware in the market, •
and the dealer will be shown
every possible favor in order :
to make it the leading and
most profitable branch of
his flatware trade.
Look over your assort-

ment, and order enough

"Silver Plate that Wears"

to complete your line for the Spring
trade.
A supply of advertisfrtg

matter will be enclosed -
with your order if you ask
for it.

Made only by

MERIDEN
BRITANNIA CO.
International Silver Co., Successor,

Meriden, Connecticut.
New York. Hamilton, Canada. Chicago.

1
./0. - • -Yr •,..P

e)*

4,2

4F1

AVON

PATTERN

t.
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A Warning to Subscribers

OWING to the operations in various parts

of the country of swindlers who are

collecting subscriptions for various journals

without authority and appropriating the

money so collected, we warn the trade at

large against paying subscriptions to any

person purporting to represent any subscrip-

tion agency, as no such person or agency

has any authority from us to collect .subscrip-

tions for this journal. Do not give your

dollar to any one not personally known to

you or of whose identity and trustworthiness

you are not positively assured. Every person

authorized to receive subscriptions for THE

KEYSTONE is provided with credentials signed

by the publisher and business manager, and

jewelers who are not thoroughly satisfied as

to the bona fides of the solicitor should insist

on seeing these credentials.

Mystery of the War Movements

1T is very evident from 
the lack of infor-

mation in regard to the movements of

the belligerent armies in the far East that

the initial enthusiasm and spectacular dare-

deviltry have given place to serious cogita-

tion and slow, scientific planning. War .is

all General Sherman said it was ; it is neither

a holiday spectacle nor a circus. It is an

expensive and gory pandemonium, and it

takes but a short time to impress the fact on

conflicting forces. There has already been

a rude awakening from the laurel-hunting

intoxication, and sober and saner campaign-

ing is now in order.

The opinion is now gaining ground that

the war will not be so prolonged as at first

supposed. The nations seem eager and

ready to act as peacemakers, and the great

loss and expense as the conflict proceeds will

become powerful arguments in favor of a

cessation of hostilities. The statement that,

should the war proceed, Japan's extra ex-

penditures for this year will amount to

some $300,000,000, is a reminder that the
re

is something else besides bullets and shel
ls

that is always operating to bring war to a

close. The cost of war in money is an even

more powerful argument for peace than the

cost of men. Our war with Spain increased

the public debt of the United States about

$170,000,000, and England's war in South

Africa added $445,000,000 to her debt. The

present war will, not unlikely, prove much

more expensive than either of these, and

neither nation is in a financial condition to

look forward with indifference to its prolon-

gation. A few vigorous and satisfactory

rounds between the combatants, and the

interference of mutual friends will not be

unwelcome.

The Greatest of Expositions

ON the last day of the present month there

will be thrown open to sightseers the

greatest exposition in the world's history.

The magnitude of the St. Louis World's Fair

may be best expressed by comparison. The

grounds are a mile and a quarter wide by

nearly two miles long. An ordinary city of

2.0,000 population with all its homes and

industries might be set down within the six

miles of fence which surround the Exposition.

While the Columbian Exposition at Chicago

had 633 acres, including its lakes and lagoons,

tha Louisiana Purchase Exposition has 1240

acres. The exhibit space of the principal

buildings at Chicago was but little more than

rialf the area supplied at St. Louis. This

Exposition is practically ten times larger

than the Pan-American Exposition, and from

twenty to twenty-five times larger than the

other expositions held in this country during

the last few years.

EXHIBIT palaces at the coming World's

Fair are each the equivalent of six to

ten ordinary city blocks, and there are fifteen

of them of enormous size, magnificent in their

proportions, lofty and imposing ; rich in

their architectural detail and sculpture embel-

lishment. A trip around any one of several

of the larger buildings means an excursion of

nearly a mile. Bigness is not, however, the

quality which most appeals. The vast pro-

portions of the World's Fair comes from

necessity, in the portrayal of the world's

activity and growth rather than from the
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effort to outrival former undertakings. In
the planning of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition consideration was given to the
forward step which the world has taken in
the decade since the Columbian Exposition
at Chicago, which was the last adequate
measurement of our national resources and
the resources of other nations.

THE success of any exposition must de-
pend largely on hotel and railroad rates

and accommodation. There are more than
150 established hotels in St. Louis, and a
signed agreement has been made between
many of their managers and the Exposition
officials that rates shall not be raised during
the Exposition period. Many new hotels
have been built on sites adjacent to the
Exposition grounds, and the published fixed
rates warrant the assertion that no one need
pay exorbitant rates for accommodations
either at hotels or private houses.

At meetings held by the various pas-
senger associations special railroad rates were
agreed upon as follows:

I. stop over al SI. Louis.—All tickets passing
through St. Louis permit stop-over of ten days at
St. Louis.

2. Season Tickets.—Eighty per cent. of the
double one-way fare to St. Louis and return via
route traveled. Tickets on sale April 25, 1904,
continuing during the period of the Exposition,
with final return limit December 15, 1904.

3. Sixty-day Excursion Tickets —Excursion
tickets will be sold to St. Louis daily, beginning
April 25, 1904, and continuing during period of the
Exposition, with final return limit of sixty days,
but not later than December 15, 1904. Rate, one
and one-third west-bound fare.

4. Ten to Ffteen-day Excursion T ickets.—
Excursion tickets will be sold to St. Louis daily,
beginning April 25, 1904, and continuing during
the period of the Exposition with final return limit
of ten days, including date of sale from territory
350 miles or less from St. Louis, and not to exceed
fifteen days from territory more than 350 miles
from St. Louis. Rate, one west-bound fare plus
two dollars.

5. Coach Excursions.—Coach excursions will
be run from all points east, southeast and northeast
to St. Louis on dates to be hereafter agreed, upon
basis of one cent per mile each way.

St. Louis has done its part nobly, and
we trust the country at large will show its
appreciation in such a way as will make the
Exposition not only the greatest but the
most successful.

Labor Famine in South Africa

S
OUTH AFRICA, with its buried treasure
of gold and diamonds, must always have

a special interest for the jewelry trade. In-
deed, this unique expanse of territory has a
special interest for all civilization, inasmuch
as its vast supply of gold might, under
certain circumstances, materially affect the
finances of the world at large, and even the
prices of our everyday necessities. It is
somewhat paradoxical to find a country so
rich in natural resources passing through the

K YST ONE

throes of an extreme depression, yet such is
the present condition in South Africa. The
cause of this is a serious one, a blighting
dearth of labor. We are told that it is impos-
sible to secure an adequate supply of Kaffir
labor, and that white labor from Europe or
elsewhere is not to be had at the wage rates
declared by mine owners to be the maximum
which they can afford to pay. The cost of
living in the Transvaal is very high, and it is
asserted that no white inhn can afford to live
there upon wages of less than $3 per day.
Hence the anomalous condition—abundance
of gold but not sufficient labor to dig it.

AT the outbreak of the Boer war the
Transvaal mines were furnishing close

to $roo,000,000 a year in gold, about one-
third of the world's product of the precious
metal. Since the termination of the war the
effort to recover has been hampered by a
scarcity of labor. Only about 6o per cent.
of the number of stamps at work before the
war are in operation, although the gold out-
put for January, of this year, is about 8o per
cent. of that of January, 1899. It is urged
that unless these idle stamps can be set in
operation by the importation of Chinese or
East Indian laborers, and through the employ-
ment of such there be furnished employment
for several thousands of skilled white laborers
at good wages, the commercial future of the
Transvaal is almost hopeless and the indus-
trial future only less so. To no small extent
this is quite true. The trade and commerce
of the Transvaal rest chiefly on the wages
paid to some 12,000 to r5,000 skilled white
mechanics, bosses and foremen. Every stamp
kept busy by the work of Kaffirs or China-
men means a certain number of well-paid
white men who make the trade of the region.
It is said that 3000 stamps are idle. Their
activity would call for the services of nearly
6000 skilled white men at good wages. It
would mean business for the local merchant
and export trade for other countries.

-----

TO counteract the ruinous industrial de-
pression the Legislative Council of the

Transvaal decided on the importation of
Chinese labor as the only salvation of the
country, but the bill, we understand, has to
receive the sanction of the Imperial Parlia-
ment, and it now seems doubtful that this
sanction will be given. Sociological senti-
ment in England must rule even at the
expense of the Transvaal industrial life. Yet
every provision has been taken against a
" yellow peril." The bill provides, inter alia,
that every importer of labor for the mines,
who has to pay a license fee of $500, must
get laborers to sign a contract embodying
the conditions of importation before they can
be landed. This contract stipulates that at
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the end of the term of service every laborer
shall be repatriated. Great stress is likewise
laid upon the stipulation that no imported
laborer shall be permitted to take part in any
kind of skilled work, for the opponents of
importation urge that once the Asiatics are
imported, the mine owners will endeavor to
teach them every branch of mining so that
the white skilled miners may gradually be
dispensed with. The mining people disavow
any such intention, and they have agreed to
allow a clause to be inserted in the law pro-
hibiting Chinese from taking part in any
labor of skill whatever. Moreover, at the
end of the contract, which can only run for
three years, the same laborers may be re-en-
gaged only once for a similar period, so that
no Asiatic will be allowed to remain in the
country for more than six years altogether.
These safeguards would seem to be suffi-
cient, but the question has been a party one
in England, and the Transvaal is not likely
to benefit by the fact. As before stated, the
situation has an interest for the world at
large, for a sufficiency of labor would vastly
increase the present large gold product.

Protection for a Trade Name

A. SUIT decided in New Jersey in favor of
the International Silver Co. again re-

affirms the well-established legal ruling that
a trade name made valuable by advertising
cannot be infringed by some one who hap-
pens to bear the same name. Suit was
brought by this company against the William
H. Rogers Corporation, of Plainfield, N. J.,
to restrain the latter from using the name
" Wm. Rogers " on silver-plated ware. The
International Silver Co., as the trade know,
is the successor of the original Rogers com-
panies of " 1847 " fame, and held that the
name was a valuable asset in its business.
The' defendant protested that use had never
been made of the original " Rogers " trade-
mark, and maintained the right to use its
own corporate name on its product. The
court decided that " the William H. Rogers
Corporation should be enjoined from adver-
tising wares in its corporate name, or in the
name of Wm. H. Rogers,' or in any name
of which the word Rogers ' in connection
with the word ' William,' abbreviated or un-
abbreviated, is part, and from stamping, sell-
ing or otherwise disposing of its wares in those
names, or any of them." The New Jersey
company is not enjoined from using the
word Rogers,' the name of the president
of the corporation, so long as whenever used
it is made distinctive by the addition of 'W.
Henry,' and accompanied by the name of
the town where the company's goods are
made in connection with its trade-mark."
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Electric Power Transmission Without
Wires

FOUR years have elapsed since Nicola

Tesla told in the Century Magazine of

the almost incredible possibilities of wireless

power transmission and of his own wonder-

ful experiments in this line. Since that time

he has been quietly but industriously prose-

cuting his researches and he now tells us

through the Electrical World and Engineer

that he is more convinced than ever that the

system he has devised and almost perfected

will revolutionize the world and practically

everything therein. Though many are dis-

posed to regard Tesla as somewhat of a

visionary, his achievements in the past

scarcely justify his being placed in this

category, and it is little wonder that so

much awe attaches to his wierd-looking

transmitting tower at Wardenclyffe, L. I.,

which rises in the air to 175 feet. Some fea-

tures of the Tesla transmission project are

peculiarly fascinating. He says:

The results attained by me have made my

scheme of intelligence transmission, for which the

name of " World Telegraphy has been sug-

gested, easily realizable. It constitutes, I believe,

in its principle of operation, means employed and

capacities of application, a radical and fruitful de-
parture from what has been done heretofore. I

have no doubt that it will prove very efficient in
enlightening the masses, particularly in uncivilized
countries and less accessible regions, and that it

will add materially to general safety, comfort and
convenience, and maintenance of peaceful relations.

It involves the employment of a number of plants,

all of which are capable of transmitting individual-

ized signals to the uttermost confines of the earth.

Each of them will be preferably located near some

important center of civilization, and the news it

receives through any channel will be flashed to all

parts of the globe. A cheap and simple device,

which might be carried in one's pocket, may then

be set up somewhere on sea or land and it will

record the world's news or such special messages

as may be intended for it Thus the entire earth

will be converted into a huge brain, as it were,

capable of response in every one of its parts.

Tesla naturally talks in millions. The

transmitter which he has now completed

will, he says, emit a wave of a total maxi-

mum activity of ten million horse-power. In

the power plant he is now designing he pro-

poses to distribute ten thousand horse-power

under a tension of one hundred million volts,

which, he states, he " is able to produce and

handle with safety." Rigorously correct

time everywhere, Tesla asserts, will be one

of the results of his labors. He says :

This energy will be collected all over the globe,
preferably in small amounts, ranging from a frac-
tion of one to a tew horse-power. One of its chief
uses will be the illumination of isolated homes.
It takes very little power to light a dwelling with
vacuum tubes operated by high-frequency currents
and in each instance a terminal a little above the
roof will be sufficient. Another valuable applica.

non will be the driving of clocks and other such
apparatus. These clocks will be exceedingly

will require absolutely no attention, will

indicate rigorously correct time. The idea of im-
pressing upon the earth American time is fascinating
and very likely to become popular. There are innu-

merable devices of all kinds which are either now

employed or can be supplied, and by operating
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them in this manner I may be able to offer a great
convenience to the whole world with a plant of no
more than ten thousand horse-power. The intro-
duction of this system will give opportunities for
invention and manufacture such as have never pre-
sented themselves before.

Tesla evidently knows more about elec-

tricity than about the regulation of time, but

this does not detract from the interest that

attaches to his wonderful researches. The

final results will be awaited with impatience.

Small Storekeepers and the Parcels
Post

AS a rule, the smaller storekeepers of the

country are opposed to the introduc-

tion of a parcels-post system, because they

believe it would be detrimental to their

business. The various reasons for their

opposition have been frequently stated in

this journal, the chief reason being that a

parcels post would give the mail-order houses

and city emporia a great advantage in the

distribution of their wares. As there are

two sides to every question and as it is con-

ducive to sound judgment to know both

sides, it may be worth while to give the

arguments advanced by those parcels-post

advocates, who maintain that the small store-

keeper would be, to a special extent, a

beneficiary of the system. These arguments

are summarized as follows by John Brisben

Walker in his magazine, The Cosmofiolitan:

The chief difficulties with which the small

merchant has to contend are these : Insufficient

capital, distance from the wholesale centers and

cost of expressage on small parcels.
The country merchant has the acquaintance of

his customers ; he knows their wants and enjoys

their good-will, and would have their patronage if

he could be placed in a situation where he could

give them equal, or approximately equal, ad-

vantages with a merchant who buys on a large

scale. If one of his customers is driven to go else-

where, it is not only because the merchant cannot

afford to keep in stock the particular class of goods

desired, but because he cannot afford to ship these

goods in small quantities, on account of the pro-

hibitive rates of the government's postal parcels

charges of sixteen cents per pound, or the almost

equally prohibitive rates of the express companies.

The country storekeeper has the experience of

his customer's wants, and he has a knowledge of

the best goods, knows what is a fair price for an

article. He is in a position to advise his customer

as to his needs, and if he were not handicapped

by lack of capital and cost of transportation for

parcels, he could, in nine times out of ten, supply

the wants of his customers.
In addition to the trade he has now, the country

storekeeper would, with the advantage of a first-

class postal parcels system, be able to keep in touch

with all the great wholesale distributing agencies of

the country. He would earn a reasonable commis-

sion on all goods ordered, and would be in a posi-

tion to secure, within a very brief time, by postal

parcels, the goods which the customer, after look-

ing over the catalogues and receiving the advice of

the merchant, should desire to order.
There would be no investment and no risk,

such as is involved in carrying a stock of goods

which may become unsalable. Without large capi-

tal, he is now handicapped by being compelled, 
on

account of the discrimination against him as a

shipper, to lose the sale of all those articles which

he cannot carry in quantities, and which may, und
er

present arrangements, only be shipped in bulk. 
If

he attempts to use the mails, the rate of sixte
en
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cents per pound is prohibitive, while the fact that
the bulk is limited to four pounds is almost equally
so ; and the express companies' charges are so
high that in the majority of cases he cannot utilize
their services.

Let us suppose that, instead of the United
States' charges for postal parcels being six thousand
per cent. greater than Germany's, they were on a
par, and that the country merchant could receive
parcels weighing from one ounce to one hundred
and eleven pounds for a quarter of a cent a pound.
.11 is not even necesscuy that the rate should be so
low. Let it be made four limes as great as that of
Germany, or one cent per pound, and let us see
what advantage the country merchant would have.
One hundred and ten pounds covers nine-tenths of
the articles which he would be likely to sell.
Instead of a store equipped with comparatively few
articles, the country merchant would be able to
carry, in addition to his regular stock, an extensive
line of samples. He would familiarize himself with
the best that there is in the market, be able to ad-
vise his customer to his advantage, and then, re-
ceiving the order, could, within a brief time, have
the goods sent by parcels post directly to the
customer's home, saving the expense of handling
two or three times—making more money by a
small commission than he does now by the larger
margin on the goods which he is compelled to
carry constantly in stock.

Such are the arguments advanced by

the advocates of the parcels post by way of

proving the system specially beneficial to the

small storekeepers. The latter cannot see

it ill this light, however, and are strongly op-

posed to the measure introduced in Congress.

Diamond Information from Head-
quarters

QO much has been said and written in

" regard to the scarcity of diamonds that

importance attaches to a recent pronounce-

ment by Gardner Williams, the general

manager of De Beers Co., in a speech deliv-

ered at the annual meeting of the Beaconsfield

Public Library, a near suburb of Kimberley.

The De Beers Co., he said, was using its

best endeavors to get the Du Toit's Pan

mine into full swing as soon as possible. It

had been the intention to have worked the

Bultfontein mine, but owing to the public

demand for big stones the company had been

forced to devote increased attention to Du

Toit's Pan, which produced a greater pro-

portion of big stuff in relation to its total

output. Mr. Williams said the cutters, to a

certain extent, regulated the production, and

just now they did not like to cut small dia-

monds. Three years ago, he added, the

cutters did not want big diamonds, and the

whole surplus stock of the company at that

time was in fine quality. To-day they had

not a carat of big stuff on hand, but small

stuff was in less demand.

This sounds very much like an indefinite

continuation of the scarcity, and in the pur-

chase of diamond stock at least the jewelers

would seem to run no risk. The strike of

the cutters in the Netherlands is still unsettled

at this writing, and this, no doubt, will still

further stiffen the market.
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Seamless
Plain
Gold
Rings.

Our catalogue illustrates

the shapes and names

the prices. Send for it.

22WK 18WK IME1

Our seamless plain gold rings are
made in our own factory and with
the most improved machinery.
They are manufactured from disks of
solid gold and possess an absolute
uniformity of shape. All are stamped
with our registered trade-marks, which
guarantee their quality, correct shape
and perfect finish.

 1 Hayden frK Wheeler & Co.

1 2 Maiden Lane, New York. Telephone, 8 Corllandt.

If your customer is wanting an extra
fine watch, recommend a Howard

movement. For sixty years this has

been the finest watch of American

manufacture and the 1903 model pos-

sesses the same superiority of work-

manship, together with alt the most

modern features. This movement
fits regular 16 size cases.

Send for Booklet show-

ing this movement cased

in our hand-made cases

in assorted styles.

E. Howard

Co.
frPaitclies.
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The Card in the Street-Car

ONE of those intermittent inquiries which,

like Banquo's ghost, " will nut down''

is before us—the very frequent request for

our opinion as to the value of street-car

advertising.

As we are not asked to state our opinion

as to the comparative value of street-car ad-

vertising, as against other forms of publicity

—say, newspaper advertising—we shall not

herein make such an estimate, but confine

ourselves to a consideration of the merits of

street-car advertising per se.

The arguments in favor of this form of

publicity are many.

I. It can be seen without effort. A

newspaper must be lifted to be read ; a poster

requires you to stop, or slow your pace in

the reading. The street-car card travels

with you and stays in sight without calling

on your time or effort.

2. It cannot be overlooked by at least

half of the traveling public—that part of the

public which sits on the opposite side of the

car. People will read it for various reasons :

to pass the time, to be entertained, and as

the pleasant alternative of staring at the

persons on the other side of the car.

3. It makes its appeal to all classes

alike—rich or poor, Republican or Demo-

crat, Christian, Jew or pagan : it is seen by

partisans of all parties who confine their

newspaper reading to the organs of their

own party only.

4. It does not divide attention with a

great many other advertisements, as in the

crowded columns of a newspaper. The space

is limited ; only a certain number of cards of

a prescribed size can be shown. The coin-

petition for the reader's attention is confined

to ten or a dozen advertisers. Consequently,

the advertiser gains the great advantage of

the reader's concentrated thought.

5. The uniformity in size of the cards

gives to the small merchant equal prominence

with the big merchant ; equalizes, for the

time, the man who takes a full-page space in

the daily newspaper and the man who has to

say his say in six inches single column. The

small man's card is just as big as the other

man's ; the man in business with a thousand

dollars of capital has here as much show as

the man with a million. It is the most

democratic of all advertising.

6. The card stays clean during the

entire period of its display. Unlike the

poster on the bulletin, it is not defaced or

melted down by the weather ; unlike the

dodger, it is not deposited by a lazy or dis-

honest distributor in an ash can or sewer ;

unlike the mailed circular, it is not thrown

into the wastebasket before reading.

7. The advertiser can " check up " his

cards in the cars and make sure that he is

getting the publicity that he is paying

for. The proposition comes more nearly to

" proved circulation " than in any other form

of advertising.
8. The card is always both a " new"

advertisement and a " repeat," and it com-

bines the values of both kinds ; for it is

" new" to the great number of persons who

do not regularly ride on that car, or that

line, and it has the advantages of a "repeat"

to the regular travelers.

9. The card comes to the eye of many

readers at the time they are in actual pro-

gress to the stores and bent on buying.

They have immediate opportunity to step off

the car and act on the suggestion inspired

by the card. The card is therefore more

quickly active than the newspaper advertise-

ment which is read at home, and the memory

of which may fade before the time when the

reader takes the trip to the store, a day or a

week later. The advantage of the card is

the difference between getting ready and

being ready.
to. Finally, the peculiar value of the

card in the street-car is that it not only

strikes the eye at the precise " psycholo-

gical moment," but that the very necessity

of sitting still for an after-time creates the

valuable opportunity to stamp its message

deeply—to impress itself in the reflective in-

terval. The reader does not simply catch

an impression, as in turning the page of a

newspaper—the impression is lodged ; the

message is, pondered over ; the card takes

the mind by the throat and calls, " Stand

and deliver !"
Of course there are obvious limitations

to the merits of the street-car card. It can

only be a reminder of the advertiser to the

reader ; it cannot present enough details to

make a convincing statement ; it cannot

argue out its proposition ; it cannot hope to

appeal successfully to the logical processes of

the mind. But within its limitations, and in

proportion to its cost, it is probably the most

effective form of out-door advertising ; and

it will probably secure as quick returns on

the investment as any expenditure for

advertising.
But it must be done well. It must be

" snappy, attractive and " fetching " in every

way. The very fact that it must be pondered

over by the reader, in the necessities of his

environment, is a challenge to the need of

making it worth thinking over. The news-

paper advertisement is a catch-as-catch-can ;

but the street-car card is deliberate in taking

hold. See to it that it is equally slow to

let go. Every word of it is weighed and

measured and criticised ; it wins, if it is born

to win.
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Some Inspiring Verses

HERE'S a cure for despondency—a help

for those who are discourged. The

virtues of perseverance were never more

eloquently told than in these ringing verses

by Joaquin Miller, in his " Tribute to Colum-

bus :"

Behind him lay the gray Azores,
Behind, the gates of Hercules ;

Before him not the ghost of shores,
Before him only shoreless seas.

The good mate said, "Now we must pray,
For lo, the very stars are gone.

Brave Adm'ral speak ; what shall I say ?"
"Why, say, 'Sail on ! sail on I and on !' "

"My men grow mutinous day by day;
My men grow ghastly, wan and weak."

The stout mate thought of home ; a spray
Of salt wave washed his swarthy cheek.

"What shall I say, brave Adm'ral, say,
If we sight naught but seas at dawn ?"

"Why, you shall say, at break of day,
'Sail on ! sail on ! sail on ! and on !' "

They sailed and sailed, as winds might blow,
Until at last the blanched mate said,

"Why, now not even God would know
Should I and all my men fall dead !

These very winds forget their way,
For God from these dread seas is gone.

Now speak, brave Adm'ral, speak and say—"
He said, "Sail on .! sail on ! and on !"

IV.

They sailed. They sailed. Then spoke the mate,
"This mad sea shows his teeth to-night—
He curls his lip, he lies in wait,
With lifted teeth as if to bite!

Brave Adm'ral, say but one good word;
What shall we do when hope is gone?"

The words leapt as a leaping sword,
"Sail on ! sail on ! sail on ! and on !"

V.

Then pale and worn, he kept his deck,
And peered through darkness. Ah, that night

Of all dark nights ! And then a speck—
A light ! a light ! a light ! a light!

It grew, a starlit flag unfurled,
It grew to be Time's burst of dewn.

He gained a world ; he gave that world
Its grandest lesson—"On ! and on !"

The Voice of a Clock

A. 
WATCH says " " utick tick ; a pend -

lum clock says " tick tock." There is

a distinction between the alternate sounds, as

we all know. Now, why?

We know that the " tick " always marks

the moment when the pendulum reaches the

extreme point ot its swing to the right ; its

" tock " is at the swing-limit to the left.

Owing to the fact that the anchor of the

escapement mechanism is above the rotating

escapemeht-wheel and in the same plane with

it, the two arms strike the wheel under different

conditions. One strikes against the teeth of

the wheel while moving upward, in a direc-

tion opposed to that of the anchor ; the

other strikes it while moving downward, in

nearly the same direction as the anchor.

The result of these uneven conditions is an

acoustic difference in the sounds produced

by the contact of the parts.



JEWELERS BUY SILVERWARE TO SELL.

WHY NOT BUY THE KIND

THAT SELLS THE EASIEST?

Gorham silverware sells because everyone knows its reputation.

No other indorsement is so convincing as the Gorham Trade-Mark.

It goes without saying that every piece of silverware that

bears it is the accepted type for that particular article.

More than so years of reputation is behind the Gorham name.

Jewelers _pay no more for the hest. They know positively that

their stock will not be duplicated in Dry Goods or Department

Stores.

GRAND PRIX, PARIS, 1900.

FIVE GOLD MEDALS, BUFFALO, 1901.

HIGHEST AWARD, TURIN, ITALY, 1902.

TRADE-MARK

STERLING

GORHAM M'F'G CO.,
Silversmiths,

Broadway and Nineteenth Street, New York.

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, NEW YORK,
I31.137 Wabash Avenue. 21-23 Maiden Lane.

Works: Providence and New York.

SAN FRANCISCO,
118-120 Sutter Street.
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Merchandising Among the Orientals

N view of the continuous discussion of

domestic business methods on this page,

our readers will, no doubt, consider it an

agreeable variety to learn something of the

art of merchandising as practiced in the

Orient, the vast and populous territory on

which the eyes of the world are now riveted.

Whatever may be the result of the war now

being waged, it is certain that an era of rapid

development has begun in the Orient ; and

China, no less than Japan, will henceforth

be the scene of unusual commercial activity.

In view of this, it will be interesting to learn

something of the methods of the Orientals

in matters commercial. A lucid insight into

these methods is given in the following ac-

count by the Oriental correspondent of the

New York Commercial :

BUSINESS methods in China are very

different from those in vogue in the

United States. Naturally, the customs of

trade among the Chinese themselves differ

greatly from ours ; but so do those of the

foreigners doing business in China. In every

mercantile house the " shroff " is the most

important employee. Without him we can

do no business, and except through him, can

collect no debts. He is as important to the

foreigner in the Orient as steering-gear to a

ship, and a good shroff is worth his weight

in gold.
The shroff is always a Chinaman. Even

in Japan the foreign firms have pig-tailed

shroffs, though every other employee may

be Japanese. However, the duties of a

shroff in Japan and China are not the same.

In Japan a shroft receives all moneys due

the firm and makes the collections. His

signature or seal is the imprimatur of the

firm, and a dishonest shroff is as rare as

grammatical monkeys. But in China the

province of the shroff is much broader. If

a new firm starts in Shanghai, Hongkong,

Canton, Tientsin, Hankow, or any other

Chinese city, the first man engaged is the

shroff. He always speaks enough English

to get along with those whose tongue it is ;

though, of course, it is almost a distinct

" pidgin " language. And, en passant,

is simply the Chinese pronunciation of

" business," and " pidgin English " means

simply business English.

THE new shroff will ask how much busi-

ness is expected to be done in a year,

how many clerks will be wanted ? and other

questions as to capital, resources, experience,

etc. Then he names his monthly salary.

This includes the pay of all the other clerks
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—Chinese only, of course—and is fixed in

Mexican dollars, in which coin all busi-

ness of China is transacted. It is always

understood that the shroff guarantees every

account with Chinese customers on the firm's

books. There is hardly any cash business

done in China, and no account is accepted

unless agreed to by the shroff. Thus, with

a wise shroff, a firm loses only a minimum

through bad debts, and the shroff must make

this minimum good. Before he takes his

job he is required to deposit in a bank a

certain amount of money, which is held by

the bank as a guarantee of the shroff's hon-

esty toward his employer, and the payment

of all accounts passed by the shroff. This

sum may be $2o,000 or $too,000, according

to the volume of the firm's business. Usually

it is advanced by some relative or friend of

the shroff, by a banking concern, or by a

society of shroffs. These men are closely

bound to one another, and between them

they can command a very large amount.

They keep one another informed as to the

standing and character of merchants of their

own race, and meet almost daily to talk over

their affairs and exchange the gossip of the

street.

THE shroff hires and discharges all the

Chinese employed by his firm, and his

rule over them is absolute. He dictates their

salaries and duties and, according to the sum

allowed him, keeps a large or small staff of

clerks, porters and other help.

If a Chinaman buys a bill of goods from

one of the firm or an employee, the credit is

submitted to the shroff for his judgment. If

he endorses it, the firm may count on the

collection of the debt, for the shroff's forfeit

in the bank stands good for it. The shroff

pays a percentage for the use of this guar-

antee to the bank, relative or other persons

who put it up, but the firm has no concern

in this, the guarantee being in cash and pay-

able without dispute. In fact, it is not the

nature of the Chinaman to dispute such a

claim, and he would lose face not only with

his brethren but with the foreign firms to

which he must look for employment. The

shroff 'handles all the cash received by the

firm. Few white men have the necessary ex-

perience and acumen to distinguish between

the vast number of silver coins current in

different parts of China and the many sorts

of paper money. Besides, the rate of ex-

change changes daily—almost hourly—and

there is a marvelous mixture of discounts on

certain issues of bills that only a native of

China can fathom. This complicated feature

shows what finessee the individual must pos-

sess who handles large amounts of coin and

paper in the Orient. Besides, counterfeits
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are as common as corn in Iowa, and sweated,

lined and plugged coins abound.

The Chinaman is a born teller, and

counts coin or notes with the ease of an ex-

pert. But he never trusts to his head for

figuring discounts or for addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication or division. His omni-

present " abacus " makes no mistakes and is

used all the time. One of the familiar noises

of an Oriental bank is the rattle of buttons

of these queer counting machines, that are

manipulated by experienced Chinese faster

than the eye can follow.

Carelessness in Writing Letters

NOTWITHSTANDING the progress

made in the detail of business-doing,

we still notice from time to time an inexcu-

sable carelessness in the matter of writing

letters. We notice this particularly in letters

asking questions—technical, optical or other-

wise—in which cases it is always necessary

for those answering the questions to have a

certain amount of information, in order that

the answer may be full and complete. The

person writing too often takes it for granted

that the person written to can infer the actual

state of the case from a few indefinite hints,

and he then not infrequently finds fault be-

cause the answer given is not more thorough

and definite. Telepathy or mind-reading

are of no avail in accurately diagnosing an

optical defect, or elucidating a technical or

mercantile problem. The necessary facts

must always be given fully and clearly ;

otherwise the answer must • necessarily be

disappointing.
This carelessness in letter-writing extends

even to ordering goods, and much delay and

annoyance are often caused both to the jobber

and retailer as a consequence. Some seem

to think that all they have to do is to-sit

down and rattle off general correspondence,

or even an order for goods as quickly as the

pen touches paper. Sometimes such efforts

are successful, but just as frequently they are

not, and the person addressed is left in a

quandary as to what the correspondent really

means. We would warn those who have the

letter-writing or dictation of a business house

to attend to, always give the closest attention

to the work in hand, and this applies as

strongly to replies to letters as to the letters

themselves. Retailers should be especially

careful in this matter, as persistent careless-

ness in letter-writing will indicate to the

jobber the same carelessness in conducting

the business, and this impression may detri-

mentally affect his credit. Shrewd and deep

are the modern credit man's ways of reach-

ing a conclusion.



Connecticut The
Connecticut Prolific of New Devices—

Invent—Automatic Machines

WO men in a car in which I was riding in Connecticut were talking,
says Arthur Goodrich, in the World's Work. One, who had evi-
dently been explaining something to the other, brought his hand
down on his knee and said:

" That change in the machine will take the place of three operations.
It will pay for itself," calculating. roughly, " in less than six months."

Who they were I don't know. They might have been machinists or
foremen or officers of large mannfacturing companies. It is hard to divide
people into classes in Connecticut. The head of one of the largest corpora-
tions in the State looks, except about the eyes, decidedly like an old yard-
man in an adjacent factory. But the fragment of conversation overheard in
the car typifies the State and its history far more than the characteristic Con-
necticut country through which we were passing, although the rounded hills
were typical of New England.

From the Connecticut statute of 1672 which said, " It is
ordered that there shall be no monopolies granted among
us but of such new inventions as shall be judged profita-
ble to the country and for such time as the General Court
shall judge meet," until the last twenty years, during

which, by the patent office record, Connecticut has led every State in the
country in inventiveness, except in four separate years, when it stood second
in the list, the people have shown their tendency. Every one knows the
story of Eli Whitney and the revolution his cotton-gin accomplished,
although fewer know of his experiments in firearms, from which there was
developed by regular stages one of the greatest manufacturing companies in
the country. Many know how Asa Buell used part of the statue of
George III., which, according to tradition, was melted into bullets for the
Continental Army, to make some of the first type cast in America, and how
after his death the head of the statue was found in his garret. John Fitch's
part in the evolution of the steamboat is common history. The picture of
Eli Terry riding along the Naugatuck Valley roads with wooden clocks,
made entirely by hand, dangling, dials out, in the place of saddle-bags, is
hardly less well known, or the story of the development of clockmaking by
the inventor and by Seth Thomas, one orhis employees, and later by dozens
of others, until seventy-five cents' worth of common iron is converted into
poot000 worth of watch springs.

The development of any old-time Connecticut industry

Evolution of shows successive layers of new inventions. Take, for
Great Inventions example, the making of axes. Until, back in 1826, two

or three Connecticut store clerks became interested in
in some particularly good axes that a visiting blacksmith made, axes were
hammered out by hand on common forges. These men devised some ele-
mentary machines and rented a mill. Early in the growth of the industry a
young mechanic, who was afterward to make a greater name with another
Connecticut concern, became its superintendent. He was one of those
mechanical geniuses who seem to be a New England product. One day a
machine refused to work. He sat by it for a day and a half, and in the end
simplified it greatly and made it much more useful than it had ever been.
Shortly after, he invented a machine by which the eye of the axe was
punched out of the solid metal, and another for shaving instead of grinding
the edge. Through his work and that of men who followed him an immense
factory grew up, until the nearly fifty different buildings cover seventeen
acres of ground.

The company makes most of its own machinery and sells three-fourths
of its product abroad, notwithstanding high wages and duties. The old-time
hammering is almost entirely done by machinery. A single machine, for
example, takes a bar of heated iron, cuts it into proper lengths, beats it into
shape, and punches roughly the eye. A trip-hammer beats the steel which
is to be inserted, and another welds the steel edge into the split-iron poll.
Heavy drops with dies form the head into the exact shape required. Long
lines of grindstones and emery wheels prepare the edge of steel, and except
for decoration and inspection the head is ready to be boxed and shipped.

The edged-tool industry may be paralleled by dozens of other Connecti-
cut manufactories. The first invention is the beginning of an endless chain.
Every new invention begets another. Competition prods the manufacturer
constantly to make new articles and to improve those already in the market,

to simplify machines and to build new ones that cheapen cost.

Connecticut
Famed for
Invention

Home Qf Invention
Men Emfiloyed to Do Nothing But
Designed While You Wait.

How Improve-
ments are
Worked Out

A large proportion of new inventions are improvements
on machines rather than entirely new productions, and,
as a Connecticut manufacturer said recently, the process
is usually as follows : " A cost clerk who knows nothing

about machinery suggests the possibility of limiting costs, the superintendent
or an officer in the company with his aids works out the improvement on
paper, and a practical machinist furnishes the details." In many shops
there are ingenious men who hold what is known as a " roving commission"
—men whose single duty it is to devise changes on machinery and to suggest
developments in product.

Why is Connecticut prominent in invention ? Probably because it was
settled by ingenious people who took the best method open to them to make
a living. Agriculture is not profitable, except in individual small farms and
for tobacco raising. There is indeed little raw material for manufacturing
there, but there was water power and there were men, and invention begets
invention. There is scarcely an article in common use about your house
that is not made in Connecticut, from the hinges and locks on the door to
the billiard table, the clock on your mantel, the sewing-machine in the work-
room, your silverware, your gun, your bicycle or automobile, your piano
and piano-player, and many such simple things as axes, nails, kitchen hard-
ware, knives and forks, and needles, and chains. If there be anything that
you cannot trace to Connecticut, you will find that the machinery for making
it or the first shaping of raw material came from this State. The letterbox
you pass on your way to your office, and the typewriter in use there, the ship
in the harbor and the railroad train you ride in, all have the Connecticut
stamp on them somewhere.

Important instances of the inventiveness that has made
Instances of this possible can be cited without end. A young man,
Inventive Genius who at twenty-one had been before the mast, had worked

in the chemical department of a mill, and had lectured
upon nitrous-oxide gas throughout the country, patented the rotating chamber
for a pistol. It was not considered particularly valuable until after his first
company that made it had failed and fights in Texas and with the Seminoles
in Florida proved its worth. The Mexican War made a demand for it.

The same mechanic who did so much for early ax-making developed
details in revolver-making. The American plan of not hesitating at the cost
of new appliances was never better shown than in this big armory. The
owner was probably the first man to suggest the mining of harbors with tor-
pedoes for defense, and he was the first to lay a submarine electric cable.

One day a young man from Vermont came to his works.
" What can you do? " asked the general superintendent.
" I'm a machinist, a tool-maker and a die-sinker, and I can play a horn

in a band," was the reply.
He went to work the next day. A few years later he multiplied by forty

the value of certain labor in another factory, and by another invention saved
the company $5o,000 on contracts already made. Later, with a sewing-
machine company, he forged shuttles from one piece of bar steel and cut
previous costs in half. Since that time he has made forgings by the use of
drops weighing as much as a ton dropping with dies sometimes six feet upon
iron, steel and copper. An example of his inventive genius is the instance
of his forging offhand, from a single piece of copper, commutator bars for
electric dynamos, after the electrician in charge had said that such a scheme
was absolutely impossible.

Another company in the same town, through its capacity
Simplification for outdoing its competitors in invention, delivered

$1,200,000 worth of gun machinery to the German Gov-
ernment in three years. Men employed by the same con-

cern developed later a machine for uniform measurements. In England, an
engineer, to the bewilderment of his people, will specify whatever he wishes.
By the three years' work done in this factory a computator for correct
measurements was made by which uniformity of measurements within one-
fifty-seven-thousandth of an inch was obtained throughout the country. Nuts
and bolts became interchangeable, and a definite standard gage was estab-
lished. It is hard to remember so important an advance in the simplification
of machinery. Another interesting instance of striking ingenuity nearby is
the automatic machine that, after years of experimenting and testing, is tak-
ing plain wire and from it turning out Ito horse-shoe nails per minute.
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" Look through the world,

'Tis neer met with elsewhere."
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It is an old saying that "April showers bring May Flowers,"
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flowers if you cannot supply the Cut Glass Vases to put them
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Manning, Bowman & Company,
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By this French process of percola-
tion, or distilling, coffee of the most
delicious flavor, and of any strength,
desired, can be made on the table in
a few minutes. (Also used for tea.)

MADE IN OVER FIFTY STYLES
AND SIZES.

Nickel and Silver Plate. 

Meriden,
Connecticut,

New York.
Chicago.

San Francisco

Chafing Dishes. Baking Dishes. French Coffee Percolators.
(With Patent " Ivory "
Enameled Food Pun.) Prize Trophies, Tankards, Etc.

For nearly FORTY years we have been manufacturers of
COFFEE and TEA POTS, etc. We now make the

" METEOR"
FRENCH CIRCULATING

COFFEE PERCOLATOR,
which beyond question affords the best known method for producing
coffee of the finest flavor. If you want the BEST, see that the
word " METEOR " is stamped on each Percolator.

Made in NICKEL PLATE, SILVER PLATE, COPPER.

Sold by Leading Jewelers and Dealers in Sterling
and Silver Plate.

Send for Illustrated Circular No. 80.

No. 241.
CHAFING DISH OUTFIT.

Patent " Ivory" Enameled Food Pans
furnished with all Chafing Dishes

when desired.

ALL NEW DESIGNS. Just right for Easter—together with the New Automobile Hat Pin,
on the order of a Safety Pin.

Buckles, Brooches, Sash Pins, Waist Sets, etc.
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Connecticut—The Home of Invention

The early story of the modern sewing-machine, one of the " seven won-
ders of American invention," is a Connecticut story. A dozen men have
contributed revolutionary changes since the first patent was issued in 1850.
A young chromo artist, many years ago, made some drawings of needle
machines. Since that time, associated with one of the sewing-machine
compani& in the State, he has built up machine after machine so rapidly
that not long ago a rival company came to him and wished to buy a machine
that they knew was standing idle because he had invented a better one.

The immense business. developed through costly experimenting, invent-
ing and testing which followed in the trail of the man who twenty-five years
ago rode an English bicycle past staring people to the office of a Connecticut
sewing-machine company and interested them in bicycle manufacture is a
rapid and dramatic one. The shaping of tinware by hammering it with
wooden mallets over anvils developed in Connecticut by invention after
invention until long rows of constantly-improving tinners' machines replaced
the older method. The number of inventions of articles and of methods of
manufacture that have had a share in the making of britannia and silverware
will run into many hundreds. It would be interesting to know the exact
amount of money that one invention alone—electro-plating—has saved in
the country. The advance in lock-making in Connecticut, notable with the
invention, first of the separation of key mechanism and bolting mechanism—
in which the variation of one-fiftieth of an inch in the fitting of the key pre-
vents the working of the lock—and the coming of the small, flat key, and later
by the endeavors of large rival Connecticut companies to outstrip each other
until the latest lock has its keyhole in the knob of the door, are marked
with many inventions for safety, such, for example, as the automatic bolt-
operating mechanism of a bank-vault door. Indeed, there is scarce a manu-
factory in the State, from novelty companies to great brass mills, that does
not owe its inception, its growth, and its continued and advancing precedence
over rival companies to the inventive genius of its owners and employees.

One factory I visited in Connecticut is characteristic of

A Typical the most successful of them. In the first room we entered
Factory was an immense hut-like mechanism, awkward, ungainly

and complicated. Two or three women worked at it. It
was explained in two minutes, and it is as simple as it seems complicated.
and yet it includes every necessary detail for that one part of manufacture.
It requires one-eighth the cost of labor used in the older method, and it
reduces considerably the cost of operation. It will pay for itself within a year.

Passing in this factory an overhead carrier which will take the place of
men hauling partly-finished goods from one part of the factory to another,
we came to a room lined with automatic machines spouting oil and waste.
Nine or ten machines are in the care of a workman and they supply him just
enough work to keep him busy. Over in the corner, centrifugal separators
divide the oil from the metal of the waste, and the oil is used again. The
metal waste also is separated by machinery. In a room beyond, three
powerful machines, running day and night, are doing all the work which was
previously done by two entire floors of men and machines in a large factory.
These three machines mean a saving of $2o,000 a year to the company. With
another machine a single workman does the work of twelve more rapidly
than he could have done his single task before, and by simple arrangement
every particle of waste is saved. Throughout the shop are such compara-
tively small devices as those for feeding different kinds of material into ma-
chines automatically and for distribution of material for time saving before
and after an operation. So carefully is the factory supervised that every
movement of each machine is calculated to a nicety, and added methods of
saving are constantly put into common use. Every movement of a work-
man's arm means something.

The way in which the inventive pre-eminence of Connecti-
cut is measured is, of course, by the number of patents
issued. There are, however, a number of factories in the
State which believe themselves safer without patents.
One manufacturer, asked why his company, a large one,

took out comparatively few patents, said:
" We patent new articles which go to the public, but we seldom patent

our methods of making these articles. I'll tell you why. A German en-
gineer came to this country recently, and was hired by some Americans to
make preparations for the manufacture of certain goods. The engineer,
naturally, went to Washington, and in two weeks he learned from a study of
the patents more about the making of machines for this particular manufac-
turer than he could have acquired in five years' practical experience. He
then went to work at new machinery that would not infringe on present

Patented and
Unpatented
Inventions

For ten cents in stamps we will mail our book, " How
to Set the Table," written by Mrs. Rorer, and illus-
trated with pictures of tables set by her.

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.
Dept. M, Wallingford, Conn.

do you carry the

I 83 1Z. WALLACE Silver Plate,

especially the Floral Pattern?

patents. The companies which had carefully patented their machinery had
made it infinitely easy for the starting of a new competitor. From the point
of view of our business it is better to have a hundred workmen see our ma-
chines daily than have them recorded in the patent office."

A large proportion of inventions, however, are patented. In many cases
the public receives more value than the inventor during the life of the patent.
One article of Connecticut manufacture, for example, saved the public $7
while it made $5 for the inventor. Mr. James Shepard, in his little book
which shows that New Britain is the most inventive city in the world, gives
the answers he received from four hardware manufacturers in that town to
the question of the approximate value of their best-paying patent, as, respec-
tively, $5000, $85,000, $too,000 and $2oo,000. He says, further, that more
than half of New Britain patents have been paying patents. One inventor
in this town holds upwards of 125 patents, every one of which has paid.

The value of a patent is often deceiving. One concern, which decided
to buy all patents of value in its line of business, paid $6o,000 for three
patents which seemed worthless for its use and stored them away in the safe.
A few years later one of those patents was worth more than the cost of all by
keeping a rival concern from manufacturing the goods.

One of the most successful manufacturers in Connecticut's history, who
had been making a bare living at wood-turning, was called to take charge of
a trunk-hinge factory which his brother had controlled. One day a man
came to him with a trunk-fastener. He bought the patent for $2000 and later
a previous basic patent for about half that amount. The first month of its
manufacture he paid for the patent, and during the life of the patent he
cleared from $3000 to $5000 a month in trunk-fasteners. A single recent
patent—that for the making of washers by a single turn of flattened wire—is
likely to revolutionize the entire business. A descendant of old Eli Terry
went some years ago to a company in Hartford to show a water wheel that
he had made. He was told that it wouldn't work, and it didn't. Later he
was, I believe, the first man to work out the transmission of electric power
for manufacturing, bringing in electricity from Tariffville to Hartford, and
selling it as the truck farmer sells his potatoes.

While the large majority of inventions in Connecticut are little things
brought about by the needs of inside manufacturing, there have been and
are men at work who are born inventors—veritable geniuses. The man who
devised axe machines and machines for the making of firearms was one of a
considerable number. One old man, whose machines, put up twenty-five
years ago, are working still unchanged in one of the most progressive shops
in the State, would sit in a quiet corner of the factory, planning. Then he
would put on paper a mass of lines and figures that meant nothing to any one
else, for, as he said himself, he " couldn't draw very well," and at last he
would begin to build the machine. It is told of him that one day, after fixing
a small lock for a bank, he surprised the officers by telling them that their
vault locks were useless. They didn't believe him, and he said he would
get into the vault within a certain time without hurting a lock, and he did it,
to their amazement and chagrin. There is a man who, by sheer inventive
genius, in the last few years has put on its feet once more an old-fashioned
concern which had been beaten down by ingenious competitors.

Machine companies which have sprung up throughout the State are
racking their brains for new ideas and are building machinery with which
some manufacturing concern will increase profits. Many big concerns make
all their own machinery.
" Why?" an officer of one such company was asked.
" First of all," was the answer, " because a machine company is natu-

rally more anxious about the durability and the reputation of its machine
than it is about our business and our profits. We make a machine to drive
it hard if necessary to get our results. Then, too, if we make the machine
ourselves there is no chance of its duplication."

In separate machine shops and in those connected with large works the
mass of inventions are commonplace, but are saving hundreds of thousands
of dollars yearly to the manufacturer—a profit which competition forces him
to share with the public.

Connecticut manufacturers, with skilled labor working by their sides,
with few natural advantages to help them, have developed the most inventive
community in the world. New product has been made and bettered and
cheapened. Skilled workmanship well paid for, and constantly new and
cheaper methods of manufacture, have beaten down not only competition in
this country, but also European competition on its own ground. There are
few very rich men whose wealth has come alone from Connecticut factories.
There are few skilled workers there who do not live well. And this com-
munity of workers, perhaps better than any other single community in the
world, has shown that by progressive invention it is possible to pay double
wages and at the same time make and sell better products cheaper than any
one else in the world. Given a Yankee and water power, and there is
nothing that he cannot do.



Rapid Rise in Diamonds.

EVERY few months a cablegram

announces another advance in
the price of Diamonds, and we
have it on reliable authority that still
further advances are even now in

contemplation. Notwithstanding the

pronounced scarcity, our close rela-

tions with the Diamond markets of
Europe enabled us to secure a large
supply of loose Diamonds previous
to the recent advance. These are
now at the service of our patrons,
and at prices that make them most
desirable stock to sell—or to keep,
for even in the show case they will
advance in value.

Largest Distributers of

WALTHAM,
ELGIN and
NEW ENGLAND
WATCHES.

The first
principle of

right buying is to  
buy on a rising market

r

/7/

THERE are qualities in Diamonds
I as in other goods. As in all

else WE handle, our Diamond
stock is carefully selected from the
best quality stones, and comprises
only such goods as WE AND YOU
can stake our reputation on. Buy
now, for a month may mean another
advance and we want you to have
that advance and other advances
that may follow.

N. H.WHITE & CO.
21 Maiden Lane, New York.

New York Letter

Precious Stone
Importations
Increase

A reassuring omen of business

stability is afforded by the total

value of the precious stones im-

ported through New York dur-

ing the recent month of Feb-

ruary. The figures as given by Gen. Geo. W. Min-

dil, jewelry examiner at the public stores, show that

the volume amounted in value to $1,808,379.87.

This is not.only greater by $125,000 than the aggre-

gate for February, 1903, but it is also the greatest

amount for any month of February in the history

of the Treasury Department. Specifically, the

volume consisted of cut stones to the amount of

$1,170,436.85, and uncut amounting to $637,943.02.

The appended table gives the classified importa-

tions for the month of February of the past five

calendar years : .

Feb. Mout. Total.

1904 .....$1,170,436.85 8687,943.02 $1,808,379.87
. . .

1902   1,023,154.32 434,177.36 1,457,331.68

1001   1,171,313.60 (104,760.14 1,776,073.74

1900   533,796.70 44,244.09 578,040.79

The eager purchasing of American dealers, in

anticipation of recent price advances, is given as a

reason for the increased volume of importations

during February ; but that there are other and,

from a business standpoint, more gratifying causes

it is perhaps safe to assume.

The trade should beware of ac-

Refused Deposit cepting deposit checks from

Certificate as unknow. persons in payment

Payment for goods. Few dealers can

afford to take chances on the

honesty of strangers. The element of risk should

be eliminated at every stage, but an especially

rigid law should be adopted with regard to orders

whose magnitude is too frequently a fatal allure-

ment. A saving skepticism prevented what ap-

peared to be an attempt to impose upon the Knick-

erbocker Jewelry Co., 215 Sixth Avenue, last

month. A young man, who was a stranger to the

firm, visited the store and selected jewelry value

for $22oo, tendering in payment a certificate of

deposit upon a Western bank. The firm wisely

declined to part with the goods until satisfied as to

the value of the certificate. Inquiry at the bank

named revealed that it would not be payable until

autumn. Its attempted utilization was so very

premature that the concern has reason to congratu-

late itselt upon its shrewdness.

Reed & Barton, the well-known

silversmithing concern, with

headquarters in Taunton, Mass.,

and New York stores at 6

Maiden Lane and 4! Union

Square, have leased for a period of twenty-one

years the entire ground floor and basement of the

building that is in course of erection at the north-

west corner of Fifth Avenue and Thirty-second

Street, this city. The quarters to be occupied by

the firm are the corner store and the entire front-

age on the street, with an "L" running to the

middle of the block, the intention of the concern

being to sub-let the interior store on the Fifth

Reed 6 Barton
Lease New
Quarters

Aii11101:Mi.c1A 'irlathwat

Avenue side. The building will have a frontage

of 66 feet on Fifth Avenue and 125 feet on Thirty-

second Street, and will be eleven stories high.

The removal to be effected by this concern is in

line with a gradual abandonment of the lower

Broadway shopping district by jewelry and silver-

ware houses, and it seems evident that Fifth

Avenue will be the chief center of the Manhattan

retail jewelry business in future years. Reed &

Barton's projected evacuation is inspired by a

desire on the part of that firm to be always located

amid surroundings that will be entirely compatible

with a large and high-class trade. The removal of

this business is one of a number of changes of

location arranged for by well-known jewelry and

silverware firms. Among the other intended re-

movals are those of the Gorham Mfg. Co.' to Fifth

Avenue and Thirty-seventh Street, and the

Mauser Mfg. Co. to Fifth Avenue and Thirty-

third Street.

Jewelers'
Security
Alliance

The regular 'month I y meeting of

the executive committee of the

Jewelers' Security Alliance was

held on Friday, March irth, the

following members being pres-

ent. Chairman Butts, President Sloane, Vice-

presidents Champenois and Wood, Treasurer

Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott,

Alford, Bowden, Brown and Stern of the commit-

tee. The following new members were admitted

to membership:

A mold & To rck, Ellin wood,
Kans.

William 1.. Clark & Co., Balti-
more, Md.

Emil G. Hammer, Holly
Springs, Miss.

A. It. Huebsch, St. Charles,
Minn.

lid. McComas, Broken Bow,
Nebr.

R. N. Allison, Grove City, Pa.
0. M. Atwood, Clifton, Kans.
A. E. Jaquet, Falls City, Nebr.
Isidore Joseph, Houston, Tex.
Geo. W. Kates, Newton, Kans.
Geo. Kummer, Chicago, Ill.
The Porter and Dyson Co.,
New Britain, Conn.

Geo. H. Tucker, Chicago, Ill.
L. J. Wiutermantel Co., Elko,
Nev.

C. F. Cross & Bro., Gadsden,
Iowa.

Otto If. Landgraf, Newark,
N. J.

William J. Robert, Ishpem-
ing, Mich.

James Rollins, Londonville,
Ohio.

Eugene F. Scanlon!), Monon-
gahela, Pa.

J. Lesser, Portland, Ore.

Storck Drug Co., Sheffield,
Iowa.

Blair & Plenkner, Boise,
Idaho.

Milan L. Roberts, Pocatello,
Idaho.

C. A. Swan, Salamanca, N.Y.
Thomas & Koock, Austin,
Tex.

S. G. Brooks & Son, Boston,
Mass.

Whiteside & Blank, Newark
N. J.

The H. M. Hill Co., Lynn,
Mass.

The Muhr Watch Case Co.,
Phila., Pa.

Chas. F. Richards, Seattle,
Wash.

Chas. C. Crooks, Baltimore,
Md.

I. Gans Co., Evansville, Ind.
Oskamp Jewelry Co., Cincin-

nati, Ohio,
M. Ruddy, New London,

Conn.
Boyd Park Jewelry Co., Den-
ver, Colo.

Becker & Barnett, Newark,
N. J.

A. B. Cone, Windom, Minn.

Joseph Schwartz, 1734 Palisade

Novel Swindling Avenue, Yonkers, was visited

recently by a man who gave his

name as Aaron Tusig, and who

offered to sell the jeweler what purported to be

three ounces, four pennyweights of gold leaf in

scraps. Jeweler Schwartz submitted the gold to

examination, melting down one and a quarter

pennyweights of the proffered material. This, it

appears, was found to assay 18 karat fine, and as a

result of the finding the jeweler purchased the

entire lot, paying, it is said, $25 and a ring for it.

Just as the man left the store, Schwartz made a

general examination of the goods and found that

the bottom of the box had been sanded, the gold

leaf wet with some adhesive substance on the incier

Scheme

(so)

-

side, and that to this had been applied fine white

sand. The jeweler started immediately in pursuit

of the stranger and succeeded in overhauling him

as he was in the act of boarding a trolley car for

the city. A policeman placed the man under

arrest and the prisoner was subsequently arranged

before a magistrate and fined $20 with an alterna-

tive of twenty days in jail. He paid the fine.

Death of 
Samuel Lyons, president of the

Lyons Gem Co., 14 Maiden

Lane, died on February 23d, at

the Montefiore Home, this city.

Deceased was one of the oldest dealers in precious

stones in the United States. He was born in Bir-

mingham, England, in 1824, and emigrated to

Canada when a young man. He crossed the border

late in the forties and after remaining for some time

in New York City afterwards moved to Mobile,

Ala., where he engaged in the cotton and

banking business. Coming North after the Civil

War he worked for jewelry and precious stone

firms. He next opened a business in this line for

himself. In 1876, he was joined by Simon Frankel,

now of Joseph Frankel's Sons, who withdrew from

the 'firm after three years. Deceased continued

the business alone until 1902, when his son, Theo.

L. Lyons, was given an interest in the concern, the

name of which then became S. Lyons & Son. The

junior partner retired from the firm after a seven

years' connection with it, and deceased again con-

ducted it alone until October, 1902, when the busi-

ness was incorporated under the name of the Lyons

Gem Co., with a capital of $25,000. Of this enter-

prise deceased was president, his son, Theo. L.

Lyons, vice-president, and his daughter, Miss I. A.

Lyons, secretary and treasurer. Deceased was

well known on the Pacific Coast, to which he made

periodical business trips. In addition to his son,

three daughters survive him. A meeting of the

stockholders of the company was held on March

3d, at which Theo. L. Lyons was elected presi-

dent, David L. Gluck, vice-president, and Isobel

Lyons, secretary and treasurer. The business

will continue as heretofore.

Lissauer & Co. have given up their store

on the ground floor of 12 Maiden Lane to the

Spencer Optical Co. and have moved up stairs

one flight to quarters directly over their old

store. In their new apartments they will be

better equipped than ever to attend to their large

wholesale business. While located on the ground

floor they were more or less annoyed by parties

wanting to buy goods from them at retail. Not

wishing for such trade, they decided to move up

stairs, where they would be away from importuni-

ties of this character. Moreover, their new place

of business affords them additional room, extra

light and better facilities generally for the satisfac-

tory prosecution of their business. The firm have

occupied quarters in this building for the past

twenty-five years. Their many friends in the trade

are invited to call on them in their new apartments.

A. C. Gardner & Co., manufacturing jewelers,

entire office space at their old location is now

who have hitherto occupied taat6.1 eo:nc)e at 21 Maiden

Lane, removed recently to 7 Maiden Lane. The

occupied by *flock & Sherrill.

Samuel Lyons
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DIAMONDS AS AN INVESTMENT.

Many People Buy Diamonds as an Investment. Why?

They are the only class of merchandise that shows no sign of wear and tear, and consequently, never deteriorate

in value.

They are always worth within a reasonable amount of their cost if purchased of the right parties and for
a fair price.

Investors in diamonds will find our grading system a great aid in making a selection, and our
prices such as to make them a good investment.

We have some large stones weighing from two and a half to five carats. These are very fine in quality.

We are anxious to dispose of them, and will offer them at a small advance on cost to cash buyers.

These will prove a better investment than government bonds, as it is the general opinion that prices will

continue to advance.

Send for some if you have a prospective buyer.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

NOTE.—We have two very fine stones weighing from eight to nine carats, fine Wesseltons, absolutely perfect,
which we can offer at a bargain.

Hawkes Cut Glass.
GRAND PRIZE AWARDED AT PARIS EXPOSITION.

'311̀ 1 1111W11

A yellow diamond makes a good show
until compared with a white one.

Examine Hawkes Cut Glass
and look for this trade-mark
engraved on each piece,
without which none is genuine.

T. G. Hawkes & Co.,
Corning, N.Y.

HAW HES

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

UDEN & CONSITINTII
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

sotYd 

pti E R04,

00,
'STA
TRADE-MARK.

u( Oality
THE LEADER in Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, soL AGENT

3 Maiden Lane, New York

April, ion.;

New York Letter

(Continued from page 555)

In an effort to have accepted as

final the decision of the United

States Circuit Court, at New

York, in the Rud C. Hahn &

Co. split pearl case, a petition, signed by some of

the leading jewelry manufacturers and precious

stone dealers of the metropolis, has been drawn up

by Anthony Comstock, attorney, and sent to Sec-

retary of the Treasury Shaw. About two years

ago Mr. Comstock, who is attorney for several pre-

cious stone importers, began this movement, mak-

ing a test case of a quantity of split pearls imported

by Rud C. Hahn & Co., 65 Nassau Street. He

lost the case before the Board of General Apprai-

sers, but was successful in the United States Circuit

Court, to which he appealed. His plea was that

split pearls should be classed as more similar to

pearls set or strung and dutiable at to per cent.

The Government's attorney appealed to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals and the petitioners

seek to defeat this appeal by endeavoring to have

the decision of the United States Circuit Court

established as a decisive criterion. The petition

was very extended, covering all the details. The

salient portion is as follows :

The undersigned jewelers and manufacturers

of jewelry, importers, dealers and users of half

pearls, respectfully urge that this decision be ac-

cepted without further contest. It had long pre-

viously been decided in the case of Tiffany vs.

United States, that real pearls having holes drilled

through them, are dutiable under the tariff law at

to per cent. as more closely assimilating to natural

pearls than to strung pearls, this decision having

been rendered by the United States Circut Court

of Appeals and duly accepted by the Treasury De-

partment, so that drilled pearls are to-day entered

and passed for duty at Jo per cent., except when

imported in groups or collections specially selected

and put together to be strung into necklaces,

bracelets, or the like. Half pearls are never im-

ported in any such collection as this, as the evidence

in the Hahn case clearly shows, and it is submitted

as manifest, that whatever be the proper duty on

real pearls drilled, in ordinary commercial assort-

ment, the same should also be the duty on real

pearls cut in two, in similar assortment.
Those in the several lines of business above

specified, and who have dealings in pearls in all

their conditions, would find it a very great incon-

venience so to adjust their affairs as would be

necessary if half pearls were to be compelled to

pay duty at 6o per cent., while drilled and undrilled

whole pearls are taxed at only To per cent. The

established range of prices of jewelry in which

these stones are used would require to be wholly

readjusted, and such readjustment is always a mat-

ter of extreme difficulty, and generally of great loss

to those having stocks of goods in hand or con-

tracted to be sold or bought.

The signers are:

Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Co.; Ailing & Co.,

Bippart, Griscom & Osborn ; M. B. Bryant & Co.;

R. A. Breidenbach ; Bruhl Bros. & Co.; M. F. Cory

& Bros.; Carter, Howe & Co.; Howard W. Cock-

snaw ; Cross & Beguelin •, Champenois & Co.:

Julius Caeser ; Day, Clark & Co.; Ehrlich & Sin-

nock ; R., L. & M. Friedlander ; Goodfriend Bros.;

Wm. C. Greene & Co.; C. E. Hancock Co.; L.
I feller & Sons ; R. C. Hahn & Co.; Tiffany & Co.;

Untermeyer-Robbins Co.; Waite-Thresher Co.;

J. J. White & Co. (Ihc.); D. Wilcox & Co.; 0. T.

Jonassohn ; Jung, Staiger & Klitz ; Chas. Keller &

Co.; Wm. Kinscherf ; Krementz & Co.; I-1. A.

Kirby Co.; Wm. Loeb & Co.; Mandeville, Carrow

& Crane ; J. T. Mauran Mfg. Co.; C. Moore & Son

(Inc.); Nordlinger & Mamluck ; Potter & Buffin-
ton Co.; T. Quayle & Co.; Rothschild Bros.•, J.

W. Richardson & Co.; C. Sydney Smith & Co.;

Sloan & Co.; Schwarzkopf & Dorer, Ltd.; Snow
& kVestcott.

The Split
Pearl Litigation
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Swindled
" While You
Wait " Scheme

The form of imposition which

may be termed the " while you

wait " swindle has been prac-

ticed upon jewelers in various

parts of the country for some

months past with astounding frequency and still

more astounding success. A recent victim of this

clever scheme is the retail firm of Casperfield &

Cleveland, 144 Bowery. During the month of

February a strange young man made frequent visits

to this establishment and purchased jewelry aggre-

gating in value about $700. He represented him-

self as a soap and haberdashery salesman and gave

his name as Charles Marx. He showed a familiarity

with precious stones. On March ist he called at

the store for the ostensible purpose of buying a

birthday present for his wife. A variety of articles

were shown him from which he made a careful

selection, laying aside several pieces worth in all

about $250. He requested that they be sent to his

apartment on Madison Avenue. The goods were

given to a clerk named Lewis, and he and Marx

set out for the address named. On the way Marx

invited the clerk to lunch in the Waldorf-Astoria,

it being near noon time, and the invitation was

accepted. When the repast had been partaken of

they proceeded on their way. Upon arriving 
at

the apartments, which were of a high-class ord
er,

Marx set about making another scrutiny of 
the

goods. Finally, he asked permission to take them

into the next room for the purpose of 
submitting

them to his wife. The clerk did not object,
 the

stranger went to the " next room " and when 
his

rather prolonged absence had caused the c
lerk to

investigate it was found that Marx and the go
ods

had disappeared. The stranger is somewhat

polished of speech, but speaks in a loud ton
e. He

is about 40 years old, five feet, three i
nches tall,

and weighs about 135 pounds. A rewar
d of $100

has been offered for his arrest.

At a meeting of the Chamber of

Commerce of the State of New

York, held in the building of

that organization on Liberty

Street, March 3d, resolutions

were passed upon the recent demise 
of Daniel

Fuller Appleton, which bore eulogistic
 testimony

to his high character and notable car
eer. Leopold

Stern, of Leopold Stern & Co., prop
osed the reso-

lutions, which were as follows:

Resolved: That this Chamber has learn
ed

with profound sorrow of the death of 
Mr. Daniel F.

Appleton, one of its most devoted and
 respected

members.
Resolved: That a record be made 

upon the

minutes of this meeting, expressive of 
the Cham-

ber's high apreciation of his stainless 
integrity as a

man and a merchant, possessed of 
every attribute

of a most lovable personality.
Resolved: That a copy of this reso

lution be

sent to Mr. Appleton's family.

William J. Cooper, who has

Trusted Watchman been employed f
or the past six

years by E. B. Meyrowitz as

watchman, was arrested on

March 9th, charged with the larceny of about

$20,000 worth of optical goods. A 
large quantity

of the goods alleged to have been
 stolen from Mr.

Meyrowitz's store was subsequently 
seized by the

police in a building at Jay and 
Willoughby Street's.,

Brooklyn, where it is alleged that 
they had been

placed on exhibition for sale at 
public auction.

From the Jay Street building the 
property was car-

ried in a patrol wagon to the statio
n house. Accord-

ing to the Brooklyn police, 
Cooper appeared to

have rented the store, 37 Willoughby Street,

under the name of A. L. Black, and hired

Resolutions on
Death of
D. F. Appleton

Stole Extensively

as his auctioneer, E. Ferlinghetti, of 31 Willoughby

Street. On March 9 the goods were identified by

John Schwenzer, vice-president of the Meyrowitz

Company, and Joseph Daly. There were

fifteen cases containing a general assortment of

goods, valued at $19,400. A satchel containing

gold eyeglass frames and mountings, worth poo,

and two gold watches valued at $50, made a total

value of $20,050, with $131.30 in cash, which the

auctioneer had received and had on hand.

The facts leading to the discovery of the rob-

bery are as follows : Cooper came to Mr. Schwen-

zer on the Saturday preceding the discovery and

said he was going to leave the employ of the com-

pany and go into the trucking business. To help

Cooper in his new venture Mr. Schwenzer gave

him a strong recommendation for honesty, faith-

fulness and good habits, and wished him God-

speed. On the Monday following Mr. Schwenzer

obtained through another dealer a circular signed

A. L. Black, announcing the sale of goods, which

were itemized at the Willoughby Street address,

the sale to be by auction on March 9th. This cir-

cular had been sent by Cooper to the wholesale

dealers in optical goods, with the exception of the

Meyrowitz Company. This was supposed to have

been simply an oversight. Mr. Schwenzer, how-

ever, decided to go to Brooklyn and make " Mr.

Black " a cash offer for the entire stock, which ap-

peared to be right in the company's line. On his

arrival the auctioneer allowed him to look over the

goods. He was astonished to discover the private

house or sale mark of his firm on some of the arti-

cles. Becoming suspicious, he returned to his

office in Manhattan, had an account of stock taken

at once, and found the company was out about

$20,000 worth of goods. Mr. Schwenzer went to

Brooklyn again, engaged the services of a detective

agency, and the case was placed in the hands of

the police of the Adams Street station. The firm

was very fortunate in capturing the goods before

they had been disposed of. In explaining how the

man could get away with such a large amount

without discovery Mr. Meyrowitz said : " Cooper

was absolutely trusted. He was in possessio
n of

the store on Sunday. He could have backed up a

truck and carried off all he chose without interfer-

ence. His plan seems to have been, however, and

he says that it is so, to fill a satchel with gold

frames and lenses which he would take from
 the

wholesale department. It seems that it never

occurred to him to melt the gold, which would have

netted him not less than $6000."

William J. Ward, diamond and jewelry dealer,

has removed from room 1504 to room 508 of 
the

building at 13 Maiden Lane.

• Sloan & Co., manufacturing jewelers, 21

Maiden Lane, intend to erect a new factory build-

ing at Fourth and Mount Pleasant Avenues, 
New-

ark, N. J. This will be a brick structure, two

stories high, with a basement. It will cover an

area of 90 x roo feet.

Henry Doherty, whose death occurred recently

at his home, 4195 Quincy Street, Broo
klyn, was

one of the oldest employees of the United
 States

Assay Office. He was 76 years old and a
 native

of Ireland. In 1849, he obtained employment in

the Philadelphia Mint, but was transfer
red to the

assay office in this city five years later and con-

tinued to work there up to a short time p
rior to

his death.
A. Wittnauer Co. have issued a notice to the

effect that, having succeeded to the busines
s of A.

Wittnauer, they will continue exactly as her
etofore

the manufacture and importation of the 
celebrated

Agassiz, Longines and Touchon & Co. watches
.

(Conirnued on page 559)
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1904 will be a banner year for

COMMUNITY

SILVER

Co-operation with the retailer mutual helpful-

ness—is the basis of our success.

We advertise in the highest grade magazines

and send customers to your store. We are inter-

esting the best people in your town in Commu-

nity Silver.

You can easily make sales because Com-

munity Silver is Sterling in design and effect

and is made in " Triple-plus " only heavier than

triple plate.

The margin of profit to you is generous, although

you sell Community Silver for but little more than

the price of ordinary plate.

THE ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

April, 1904 TI-1E EY- STONE

New York Letter
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At a meeting of the 24-Karat

Club, held on March 9th, Archie

Rutherford, president of the

Philadelphia Jewelers' Club,

was elected a member in place

of C. G. Braxmar, resigned. It was voted at this

meeting to extend the membership limit from

twenty-four to one hundred. This step was the

logical outcome of the marked and 
continuous suc-

cess by which the club and its u
ndertakings have

been attended since the inception 
of the organiza-

tion about three years ago—a succes
s which caused

a rather incongruous disprop
ortion between the

numerical strength of the club and the w
ide scope

of its achievements as a promot
er of good cheer

and dispenser of hospitality. The c
hange of num-

bers in juxtaposition to the success 
above noted is

suggestive of the fine personnel of the me
mbership

of the club as originally constituted
, and it is cer-

tainly not unreasonable to predict that
 the numeri-

cal increase will be duly accompa
nied by a general

enlargement of its social activities. The ne
xt func-

tion to be held under the auspices
 of the club is

scheduled for April t6th. It will be a beefsteak

dinner. A committee has been appoin
ted to make

the arrangements necessary for t
he feast and is

composed of Stephen Avery, W. I. Ro
senfeld and

C. F. Brinck.

Jewelers'
Association and
Board of Trade

At the regular monthly meeting

of the Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade, held Thursday,

March f 7th, in the quarters of

the association, 170 Broadway,

the F. H. Jacobson Co., Chicago, wa
s elected to

full membership in the association, and
 the Maiden

Lane National Bank and the Union 
National Bank,

of Newark, N. J., were elected assoc
iate members.

The jewelry store of Bernard

Karsch, 641 Eighth Avenue,

was recently entered at night

time and silverware valued at

$300 stolen. The cool determinatio
n and audacity

of the burglarizing fraternity were 
displayed in this

robbery to a somew.hat unusual degree. An

entrance was gained to the cellar 
underneath the

the store, and from this apartment a 
section of the

store floor overhead was cut, suf
ficient for one

person to pass through. Luckily, the 
main portion

of the stock was secured in the safes
. The visitors

liberally helped themselves to the sil
verware that

was exposed, and from the size and 
extent of this

it was apparent that its expeditious 
removal neces-

sitated the participation of more than
 one robber.

Ira Goddard, who has been a whole
sale dealer

in watches and jewelry on John Stre
et for over

forty years, recently sold out his stoc
k and in

future will devote himself to the int
erests of the

Jewelers' Safety Fund Society and t
he Jewelers'

Protective Union, in each of which 
organizations

he holds the office of secretary. The premises at

John Street will continue to be his offic
es. From

1868 to 1893 Mr. Goddard was one of the 
partners

ill the firm of Geo. W. Pratt & Co. He
 subse-

quently purchased Mr. Pratt's interest in 
the busi-

ness and afterwards conducted it under his own

name.
The business of L. S. Friedberger &

 Co.,

wholesale dealers in jewelry, was recen
tly incor-

porated at Albany with a capital of 
Sto,000 and

directors as follows : L. S. Friedber
ger, Henry

Demiany and L. S. Segree. The firm-
name is now

Friedberger, Segree & Co.

Store
Robbery

R. R. Fogel, of R. R. Fogel & Co., 177 B
road-

way, reports that he has purchased a 
diamond

mine situated along the Mazaruni River,
 in British

Guiana.

N. J. Felix, watch case maker, hitherto lo
cated

at 12, 14 and 16 John Street, is moving on
 April

1st to 18 John Street.

Louis W. Levy has withdrawn from the firm of

Manasseh Levy, watch jobbers and importers, 1
94

Broadway. This business will be continued by

Manasseh and Benjamin F. Levy under the f
irm-

name of Manasseh Levy & Co., and will be
 re-

moved to 182 Broadway. Manasseh Levy and

Benjamin F. Levy have withdrawn from the 
firm

of L. W. Levy & Co., importers of optical go
ods,

art pottery, etc., 194 Broadway. Louis W. Levy

and N. Glauber will continue this business
 under

the same name in space in the old quarters 
vacated

by Manasseh Levy. The last named leaves for

Europe on April 9th, to purchase watches 
and

novelties in gun metal.

F. R. Simmons, of Henry Ginnel & Co., 
the

Maiden Lane jobbers, recently returned from a
 two

weeks' outing at the leading Florida resort
s. He

was accompanied by his wife, two children and
 his

nephew. Their itinerary took in Palm Beach and

St. Augustine, and the national capitol on the
 way

back. All the party found the trip most enjoy-

able, and the change from the severe wea
ther in

the North to that of the balmy, sunny Gul
f State

was most welcome.

Death of Albert Freund

After an illness of but three days' dur
ation

Albert Freund, who had been in the jew
elry busi-

ness in this city for upwards of three decades,

succumbed on March 16th to the fell malady,

pneumonia, super-

induced by a cold.

He was one of a

quartette of broth-

ers, widely known

in the jewelry trade

of the country,

namely, Max, Louis,

Henry and the late

departed. Born at

Baden, in Germany,

deceased, upon at-

taining his majority,

emigrated to the

United States. His brother Max was th
en the senior

member of the firm of Freund, Goldsmi
th & Co.,

and with this concern the newly-arrived 
Albert

found his first employment. In subsequent years

he was admitted to partnership in the 
business, the

name of which remained unaltered. In 1385,

however, he started in another enterp
rise in part-

nership with H. Z. Oppenheimer, und
er the firm-

name of Freund & Oppenheimer. 
About a dozen

years ago deceased • withdrew from t
his concern

and afterwards continued in busin
ess alone until

about six years ago, when he reti
red from com-

mercial activities. Save for an occasional visit to

the offices of Henry Freund & 
Bro., in order to

keep in harmony with the busines
s spirit of the

times he took no part in matters of co
mmerce

thereafter. Henry Freund was out on his trip
 at

the time his brother died. 
Intelligence of the

event was a severe shock to him
, and he immedi-

ately hastened home to attend 
the funeral. De-

ceased was a member of King 
Solomon Lodge,

F. and A. M., and of the Jewelers' League.

A widow, a son and a daughter 
survive him.

Albert Freund
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Death of Edward Howard

The death of Edward Howard, which occurred

at his home in Dorchester, Mass., on March 4th,

removes one whose name has a permanent pla
ce

in the history of clock and watchmaking in t
he

United States. Deceased was truly an industrial

pioneer, for in addition to his proprietary interest

in the concerns with which

his name has been con-

nected, he was a practical

artificer of exceeding

skill, by nature as well as

by long training and

varied experience. He

was born at Hingham,

Mass., in the year 1813,

and had only attained his

seventh year when his

father died ; thus it be-

came immediately neces-

sary for the youth to

equip himself for the battle of life. At a tender

age he was placed with the village blacksmith and

applied himself to his work with courage and vigor.

He afterwards joined a ship's crew and went to sea.

The abandonment of this latter calling was a

turning point in his life, for it was then that he be-

came an apprentice to Aaron Willard, a noted clock-

maker, of Boston. Here he first came in contact

with David P. Davis, a fellow apprentice, who was

destined to be his partner in future enterprises.

Perceiving the necessity for an accelerated process

of manufacturing clock parts and the business pos-

sibilities likely to accrue from the materialization

of the idea, plans to the desired end were at

once formulated. Meanwhile, the sturdy twain

transferred their services to a maker of balances

and scales. Here they put to a successful test

some of their ideas regarding the use of machinery

in balance making. In 1847 capital was forth-

coming from persons who saw that the business

had a future, and a factory was then started in

Roxbury for the manufacture of clocks and scales

on the new principle.

A couple of years afterward, Mr. Howard met

Aaron L. Dennison, who first applied the inter-

changeable system in watchmaking. He had a

plan for the manufacture of watches on an exten-

sive scale ; this he broached to Mr. Howard, and

both men, together with Mr. Davis, launched an

enterprise which was financed to the amount of

$2o,000 by Samuel Curtis, of Boston. Mr. Dennison

visited Europe and made a study of watchmaking

in England, and in the meantime a factory was

being erected by Mr. Howard. Operations were

duly begun under the name of the American

Horologe Co., and after a year's activity the name

was altered to that of the Warren Mfg. Co. The

title was again changed to that of the Boston

Watch Co., and in 1853, a removal was made to

Waltham. Reverses came in 1857 and the property

was sold for $56,500. It afterwards came under

the control of the late Royal E. Robbins and

evolved into the present Waltham Watch Co.

Mr. Howard returned to Roxbury and re-

engaged in clock and watchmaking. In 1861, the

Howard Clock and Watch Co. was formed, with

a capital of $120,000. This was afterwards trans-

formed into the Howard Watch and Clock Co.,

which latter was succeeded by the E. Howard

Watch and Clock Co., with a capital of $250,00o.

In later years, this was itself succeeded by the

present E. Howard Clock Co., of Boston.

Mr. Howard retired from business in 1882, and

thereafter lived in retirement. A widow and three

daughters survive him.

Edward Itoward



yx, famous as headquarters for
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rtVtre5* railroad watches. That's our
specialty. Our line comprises the
standard makes of American Watches
 all the wanted grades in Open-face,

We started in a small way eleven
years ago, and by keeping everlastingly
at our specialty, have made this busi-
ness the most important of its kind in

Columbus Memorial Building, Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane,

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Room 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAO0, March 24, 1904.

Trade Conditions Reports received from the tern-

and Prospects Prospects tory tributary to this market co-
incide with the views expressed

by visiting dealers. All report conditions as favor-
able for a good spring business, and all feel confi-
dent that as soon as the weather will permit out-
door work a general rush in business affairs will
promptly develop. A credit man in one of our
leading wholesale houses says of the situation

to-day : " Spring business has met with drawbacks
this year in addition to the rather uncertain trend
of things prevailing. The cold weather lasted un-
usually long, and snowstorms have served to check
the movement of a large volume of business. But
we are doing a fairly-good business, which we ex-
pect will improve from now on, and, everything
considered, the situation is satisfactory. The un-
certainty about crops is a disquieting factor, but
farmers are not taking it seriously as yet. Floods
and heavy roads, together with the beginning of
spring work on farms, will be the next check upon
business, and there may be a little rush prior to
the advent of these conditions. Collections are
only fair. What we want is some warm, bright
spring weather."

Exhibition of
Swedish Watch-
makers' Society

The Swedish Watchmakers'
Society of Chicago, held its
annual exhibition March 19th,
in the Swedish Business Men's
Club, 171 East Washington

A silver medal and diploma were 'awarded
Einar Bregge, with Robbins & Appleton, for a
clock, every part of which he made, cutting
.wheels and pinions. The following is the judge'
decision :

We, the undersigned judges appointed by
your honorable society to pass upon the merits of
exhibits, award a silver medal to exhibit No. 22.
In view of the limitation placed upon us by the
by-laws of your society, and feeling that the exhibit
fully merits it, we desire in addition to express our
highest appreciation of the excellency of its work-
manship.

THEO. GRIBI,
A. YOUNGDAHL,
C. A. TIDEN.

Mr. Bregge was awarded a bronze medal three
years ago for making a complete Graham escape-
ment. Robbins & Appleton made the society a
present of one 16 size bridge model movement,
23 jewels, also one Vanguard, 18 size, 23 jewels ;
Elgin National Watch Co., one Veritas, 23 jewels;
Rockford Watch Co., one 16 size, 17 jewel, new

model movement ; Benj. Allen & Co., one 12 size
gold watch, with Elgin movement ; Swartchild
& Co., a number of tools. At to o'clock, when
the exhibition was closed, a banquet followed. The
speakers were: F. A. Lindstrand, John R. Lilja,
Theo. Gribi, G. Ericson, Nels Nelson and others.
There were forty-four members present. Songs
and violin and piano solos were rendered, and a
very pleasant time was spent. The committee
consisted of F. K. Malmstrom, A. Ericson and
Aug. Rodelius.

Improved
Conditions
in North Dakota

North Dakota ought to enjoy a
fairly good business this year,
in spite of the drouth which
seriously affected her crops last

season. A great many new settlers have taken up
their abode in that State during the past three
years, thus opening up considerable new land for
cultivation. It is reported that a larger acreage
was plowed last fall than in any previous year,
which means more extensive seeding. It is likely
that most of the big acreage will be seeded to
wheat. Flax has not proved a profitable crop for
the past two years on account of unfavorable
weather conditions, and during the present selling
season the price has not been sufficiently high to
make a tempting bait. There will of course, be a
great deal of flax sown in North Dakota, as that
State raises every year more than half the flax crop
of the country ; but wheat, under present condi-
tions, holds out better inducements and is con-
sidered a more certain crop. Undoubtedly, trade
will brighten up as the season advances in North

A returning traveler from Texas

Crop Conditions territory has this to say about
in Texai the crop conditions in that State

up to the middle week in March:

" The outlook is not encouraging for winter wheat

and fall oats. Cotton, corn, fodder and the other

diversified crops will have to be the mainstays of
Texas this year. I have never before known such

a fever for cotton planting. There's going to be a

` world ' of land put in cotton in Texas this year.
The farmers are all talking cotton, and most of

them don't seem to grieve much over the grain
crop back-sets, seeming to be convinced that they
can retrieve the situation by increasing their cotton
acreage. If prices for cotton next fall shall ap-

proximate anything like those paid for the crop

just disposed of, this will be the greatest money-

crop year the Lone Star State has ever known.

The people are naturally elated with the conditions

and a spirit of confidence pervades business circles.

C. C. Hoefer, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co.,
and D. H. Abney, both well-known gentlemen in
the jewelry trade in Kansas City, spent two days in
Chicago recently on a special business trip.

Frank Lewald, of F. Lewald & Co., is spend-
ing two months in Southern California with his
family.

Julius Ghislin, manager of the watch depart-
ment at Benj. Allen & Co., is enjoying a three-
weeks' vacation in California. He is expected
home April 1st.

J. B. Norris, one of the best known among
Western traveling salesmen, for years with the old
house of Giles Bro. & Co., but of late years hand-
ling the chain line of Chapin & Hollister, met with
quite a serious and painful accident on the after-
110011 of March 1st, by falling down the elevator
shaft at the Nelson House, in Rockford, Ill. Mr.
Norris arrived at Rockford on the noon train of
that day, on one of his regular business trips.
Dinner over, he went out to call on the trade.
Coming back to the hotel at I.3o o'clock, he in-
quired at the office if his trunk had arrived. He was
told to see the porter in the sample room about
it. Mr. Norris immediately went to the sample
room to seek his trunk. He found it rather dark
and no porter in sight. While exploring the room
he stepped into the elevator shaft, the gate having
been left open by the hotel porter who had gone to
the upper floors with a load of freight. Before
he recovered himself the elevator came down and
would have crushed him but for his cries. The
fall was ten feet, and his ankle was terribly bruised
and wrenched. It was with difficulty that he was
gotten to the train and managed to get himself to
his residence at 4535 Indiana Avenue, this city. A
call at Mr. Norris' home this week found him rest-
ing comfortably and his ankle healing, but he had
a most painful time of it the first two weeks after
the accident. He said that it seemed strange that
such a mishap should befall him after forty years
of life on the road without a scratch or an accident,
but that he felt thankful that it was no worse. Mr.
Norris will hardly be able to take up business
again for several months to come.

Charles H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Com-
pany, returned this week from a three months'
outing spent in California in company with his
family. Mr. Knights is looking unusually well,
and tells us that they enjoyed a delightful trip.
The winter has been ideal in California this season,
and there were more tourists abroad than were
seen in that country before. Most of the time
while away was spent at San Diego, a city that has
a bright future. It is a charming winter resort.
Los Angeles is growing fast, and Mr. Knights
believes it will be but a few years until it has a
population of a quarter of a million souls.

Chas. T. Wittstein, for the past three years
secretary of the Chicago Jewelers' Aasociation,
tendered his resignation at the last monthly meet-
ing of the association and W. F. Juergens, of the
Juergens & Andersen Company, was elected his
successor. Mr. Wittstein resigned on account of
his removal to iiewark, N. J., where the Schrader-
Wittstein .Company are opening up a new factory

which he will have charge of. He leaves for his
new field about April rst.

David Chambers, of F. A. Hardy & Corn-
pany, has just returned from a month's trip to the
Pacific Coast, in the interests of the above firm.
He reports general prosperity in that section of the
country and the dealers well satisfied with last
year's business and hopeful for a still better trade.

(Continued on page 563)
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Diamonds.
When you want good-looking diamonds at

a reasonable price, send your orders to Benj.
Allen 0 Co.

Our diamonds average high in quality and
are procured, in large quantities, at the direct
source of supply. Our selections will please
your customers.

B. A. & Co. 800-Page Catalog.
Certain goods are appropriate to each

season.
Goods for ALL seasons are to be found in

our 1904 Catalog. Orders filled accurately
because of our LARGE STOCK rapidly, by
reason of our system.

BENJ. ALLEN & co.
CHICAGO.

April, 1904

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 560

R. Petersen, for several years past located at
71 East Chicago Avenue in the retail business, has
bought out the business of E. G. Lindquest, 1320
Belmont Avenue, and will consolidate his Chicago
Avenue store with the Belmont Avenue store. Mr.
Lindquest is undecided as to his future plans at
present, but is thinking of locating in some good
live town in the Pacific Northwest.

R. G. Schutz, well known in the Western
trade as the former representative of Hamilton &
Hamilton, Jr., but at present foreign representative
of the United Wire & Supply Company, of Provi-
dence, has been in Chicago the past week calling
on the trade and renewing acquaintances.

D. A. Wilkins, Chicago and Western repre-
sentative of the Ostby & Barton Company, has
gone to Los Angeles, to spend a month with his
family, who are sojourning in Southern California
for the benefit of their health. Mr. Wilkins
expects to call on the coast trade with his fall sam-
ples before returning to Chicago about the middle
of May.

Lloyd 14tilnor, president of Spaulding & Com-
pany, who has been confined to his home for over
a month by illness, is again at his desk.

David B. Aloe, of the A. S. Aloe Company,
leading retail opticians, of St. Louis, was in town
for a few days last week and called on the whole-
sale trade.

Edward E. Swadener, of F. A. Hardy &
Company, took a run down to Louisville last week
and spent two days with the trade in that city.

John M. Cutter, secretary of the Trenton Watch
Company, Trenton, N. J., has been in the city the
past week, interviewing the jobbing trade in the
interests of his company.

W. H. Vogel!, manager of the Chicago office
of Alfred H. Smith & Company, is absent on a
trip to California, where he is combining business
with pleasure. Floyd S. Neely, of the New York
office of this house, will have charge of the Chi-
cago office during Mr. Vogell's absence.

E. H. Pudrith, of E. H. Pudrith & Co., whole-
sale, Detroit, Mich., who have recently succeeded
to the jobbing business of the Detroit branch of
the Scribner & Loehr Company, Cleveland, which
for a number of years past Mr. Pudrith has been
manager of, spent a few days in Chicago last week,
accompanied by Mrs. Pudrith. They were com-
bining business with pleasure.

Tom Hoefer, of M. A. Mead & Co., was laid
up for a week recently at the St. Nicholas Hotel,
St. Louis, with a case of grip. Mr. Hoefer's many
friends will be glad to know that he has regained
his health and is continuing his trips as usual.

Benjamin Chauncy Allen, of Benj. Allen &Co.,
accompanied by his wife, will sail for a two-months'
tour in Europe, on April 28th, on the French liner,
La Savoie. The trip is one of rest, recreation and
travel, combined with some foreign buying for the
firm.

The wholesale tool and material firm of Meyer
& Talbott, of Los Angeles, Cal., was represented
in this market last week by Mr. Meyer, the head
of the firm. Mr. Meyer reports Southern Cali-
fornia quite prosperous thus far this year with
excellent prospects for a fine spring and summer
business.

C. J. Cornwell, for several years past with
Otto Young & Co., has entered the employ of
Sproehnle & Co. as a traveling salesman. He will
cover Western territory.
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W. N. Brooks, for some time connected with
the Chicago office of Simons, Bro. & Co., left the
early part of March on his first trip on the road for
this house. He will cover Western territory.

Frank Le Bron, Jr., son of Jeweler Le Bron,
of Keokuk, Iowa, is in town this week, and was a
pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters. Mr.
Le Bron is thinking of locating in Chicago and
engaging in the advertising business.

I. Mayer, of the R. Hoehn Company, the well-
known thermometer makers, New York, spent a
few days in town recently, in the interest of his
house.

F. C. Spies, of Spies & Co., manufacturing
jewelers, accompanied by Mrs. Spies, has been
enjoying a month's outing in the South.

Edward J. Koch, of E. J. Koch & Co., makers
of cut glass, mourns the death of a sister, Miss
Martha Koch, who accidentally fell down the
elevator shaft, March 1st, at the Mark Skinner
residence, on the North Side. She died from her
injuries a few hours after the accident. Mr. Koch
will have the sympathy of the trade in his sad
bereavement.

F. E. Jack, manager of the Queen City Silver
Company, Cincinnati, spent several days in Chicago
recently, looking into the demands of the trade in
this market as well as trade conditions and pros-
pects in the Western territory.

E. M. Lunt, Chicago manager for the Towle
Manufacturing Company, left for a trip to the fac-
tory the early part of the week.

News has been received by the trade here that
William A. Weightman, the well-known and pop-
ular manufacturers' agent, is lying very low in the
Pennsylvania Hospital, in Philadelphia, suffering
from Bright's disease. The last word from the
sick man was that he was no better and that there
was little hope of his recovery.

John B. Warren, of the general office of the
Elgin National Watch Company, has gone to New
York temporarily to assist Mr. Kinna, who has just
recently taken charge of the New York office of
the Elgin Company. Mr. Warren's place in the
local office has been taken by Paul C. Maylone, a
bright and pleasing young Chicago business man.

Charles Melchor, well known to the trade in
the Middle West from his long connection with
Aikin, Lambert & Co., as traveler in this terri-
tory, is now with C. H. Knights & Co., and will
cover Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Mis-
souri territory for the latter firm. He is already
out on his first trip and is doing a fairly good
business. Mr. Melchor says he expects to feel at
home in Chicago, mainly on account of being near
his brother, Lew. Melchor, the widely-known
traveler for F. A. Hardy & Co.

George D. Lunt, the New York agent of the
Towle Manufacturing Company, has been ill the
past week at the home of his brother, E. M. Lunt,
in this city. Mr. and Mrs. Lunt stopped over in
Chicago for a few days, while en route East from a
visit to California, where Mrs. Lunt's relatives
reside. Mr. Lunt was not feeling well when he
first arrived in Chicago, and soon had to take to
his bed, suffering from a case of grip. At last
accounts he was growing better and expected to be
able to resume his journey East this week.

John Wimmer, the well-known retail optician,
of Indianapolis, Ind., was a trade caller in this
market the early part of last week.

E. B. Meyrowitz, head of the Meyrowitz Manu-
facturing Company, manufacturing opticians, New
York, spent a few days in Chicago recently, and
was a trade caller among our wholesale optical

trade.

Ira Barrows, manager of H. F. Barrows &
Company, the old-established and widely-known
chain manufacturing house of North Attleboro,
has been in Chicago the past week on a personally
conducted trade excursion with " Dick " Robinson,
the firm's Chicago and Western representative, as
the conductor. Mr. Barrows does not often visit
the West, but says he heartily enjoys his visits
when he does come. He and Mr. Robinson left
for St. Louis last night.

Jack Stanley, the well-known manufacturers'
agent, arrived home from an extended Western
trip, which included the Pacific Coast, early in
last week. Mr. Stanley says that he found trade a
bit quiet west of the Mississippi and in the Rocky
Mountain country, but extra good on the coast.
He left this week for a short Eastern trip. While
away he will visit the various Eastern factories that
he represents.

Charles E. Hancock, head of the Chas. E.
Hancock Company, manufacturers of gold jewelry,
Providence, is in town this week. Mr. Hancock
was calling on the trade to-day in company with
C. W. Edwards, the firm's Chicago and Western
representative.

A. I. Agnew, president of the Columbian
Optical Company, Omaha, Kansas City and Den-
ver, was in Chicago for a few days last week com-
bining business with pleasure.

Fred. Pettee, of the traveling force of the
Waterbury Clock Company, Chicago office, is out
again after a month's confinement to his home from
illness.

Louis Schiele, of Wallach & Schiele, the New
York diamond importing house, has been spending
the past week in Chicago, calling on the trade in
company with DeWitt Davidson, the Chicago and
Western representative of the firm.

Gossip Among the Trade

The Scott Bros. Company has recently been
incorporated to do a wholesale jewelry, diaritond
and precious stone business, with a capital of
$30,000. The incorporators are : Frank S.,
Walter M. and S. L. Scott. For the present the
firm will continue business at their old location
on the sixth floor in the Stewart Building.

Inatz Weinman, for ten years past a member of
the firm of Wechter & Weinman, manufacturing
jewelers in the Masonic Temple, has sold out his
interest to Mr. Wechter and has bought into the
firm of Cohen & Nickell, 167 Dearborn Street.
This firm will hereafter read Cohen, Nickell &
Weinman. They have leased new and enlarged
quarters in the Champlain Building, which they
expect to occupy about May 1st.

The Illinois Horological and Engraving Insti-
tute, located on the eleventh floor of the Masonic
Temple, by the time this item is read will have
moved to the fourth floor at 69 Dearborn Street,
where it will occupy more than double the space it
now occupies. President A. J. Clow says that
students are coming in rapidly at present, and that
the spring term of his school promises a good
attendance.

Charles R. Howe has succeeded Charles S.
Hungerford as Chicago and Western representa-
tive for E. L. Logee & Co., manufacturers, Provi-
dence, R. I., with an office at 204 Columbus Me-
morial 

H. 
Building.F.ro

ws & Co., the well-known 
BarH

chain-
makers, will open a Chicago office May 1st, in
room 203 of the Columbus Memorial Building, in
charge of Richard Robinson, their Western repre-
sentative.

(Continued on page 565)
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No. 91050. Apple Blossom Vine. Very
pretty. Per dozen yards, $1.50; per
gross yards, $15.00.

No. 91709. Rose Bush.
No. 91709. 29 inches high,
3 roses and 3 buds to plant,
each $1.00 ; per doz., $10.00.
No. 91710. 24 inches high,
8 roses and 3 buds to plant,
each $1.25; per doz., $12.50.
Roses used in this plant are
of fine quality of muslin.
No. 91712. 24 inches high,
4 roses and 4 buds to plant.
each $1.50 ; per doz., $15.00.
No. 91714 30 inches high,
5 roses and 5 buds to plant,
each $2.50.
Roses can be had in any

desired color, as white, pink,
tea, yellow, cream or red.

No. 91475. Clematis Boommt.
20 inches eh,

Flowers can he had in while,
pink and blue.

No. 91641. Lilac Bush.
No, 91641. 36 inches high, flowers in white and purple,
each $2.00.

No. 91640. 24 Inches high,eaoh $1.09.

Fern Dish Trimmings.
Have you silver or china fern dishes?
Try my fern dish trimmings, they
will improve the appearance of your
dish and help to lind buyers more
easily. A fern tilling for a dish
4inches diameter will cost you $ .655 44 

" " " 1.00
6 " II II II 44 1.25
7 II II II 41 II 1.50
8 14 14 

" 
I. 
" 2.40

No. 91834. Palm Tree.
(Potted.)

6 g
z 

al 40  a 4: a. a.
918.30. 7 12 $3.00 $5.50
91832. 9 18 4.00 7.00
91834. 12 29 6.00 11.00

No.91712. \Vila Rose Bouquet,
1:-; in. high, cacti The.

No. 91187. American 'Beauty
Per doz., $2.25.
,, ,, 1.50.
" " 1.25.

Spray.
No, 91182.
No. 91179.
No. 91177. II II .50.

No. 91112. Carnation Sprays. 14 inches long, made of
Japanese rice paper. So close to nature that it is almost
Impossible to detect it from the natural flower even by
touch. In pink, red or white. Per dozen single
sprays, -$1.75.
No. 91111. 12 inches long, made ou of muslin, in white,
pink or red. Per dozen, $1.00.

91089.
91090.
91042.

No. 91092. Smilax.
Per doz., 60c.; per grs., $6.00
,, ,' 75e.; " " 7.50
" " $1.00 ; " " 10.00

No. 91152. Lilac Spray (ono
of the early spring flowers).
In any of its natural colors,
per dozen, $1.50.

The articles illustrated above are the most desirable for spring decorating.
No. 91028. Lilac Vino with 6 fine
clusters of lilac in white, purple or I would particularly- call your attention to the apple blossom vines, as well as the lilac
pink. Per dozen yards, $6.00; per bush, sprays and vines, the latter being entirely new.
gross yards, $30.00. Have you received my illustrated Catalogue, as well as Spring Circular No. 9? Same will

be cheerfully sent for the asking.

Carl Netschert, 187-189 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

No. 91000. Clematis Vine.
No. 91000. 4 flowers, 15 leaves. Per
dozen yards, $1.80 ; per gross, $18.00.
No. 91001. 2 flowers, 12 leaves. POT
dozen yards, $1.20 ; per gross, $12.00.

No. 91022. Ivy Vine
12 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, 75e.;
per gross yards, $7.50.
No. 91024. Ivy Vine. 18 leaves to yard,
Per dozen yards, $1.25; per gross
yards, $12.50.
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T. P. Thompson, the well-known retail opti-

cian, on the second floor at State and Mon
roe

Streets, is just opening up a retail optical store in

the old Inter-Ocean Building, ground floor, 
at the

corner of Madison and Dearborn Streets, where he

is fitting up a modern store with a complet
e stock

of optical goods. Mr. Thompson will also do

refracting in his new store.

The Geneva Optical Company have been mak-

ing extensive improvements in the arrangement

of their office and salesrooms. They have also 
put

in considerable new fixtures, all of which have

added much to the attractiveness of their estab-

lishment, and will prove of great advantage to

them in the rapid and economical handling of their

increasing business.
J. W. Forsinger, the watch jobber, has re-

arranged and refitted his office in handsome style.

The new arrangement economizes his floor space

and increases his facilities for the rapid handling of

his business.
Mack A. Hurlbut, of Fort Dodge, Ia., spent a

few days in Chicago this Week selecting new things

for his Easter trade. Mr. Hurlbut made a pleasant

call at KEYSTONE headquarters in company with

Steve Leubusher, Northwestern traveler for L.

Gutmann & Sons, of Cincinnati. Both gentlemen

were returning from a trip to Cincinnati, wherein

they combined business with pleasure.

Out-of-Town Visitors

H. G. Gebhardt, of Flandreau, S. Dak., spent

several days in the Chicago market last week

doing some buying and enjoying life in the West-

ern metropolis. Mr. Gebhardt was a welcome

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay

in town, and reports that trade is brightening up

some in his country since the advent of spring.

J. A. Bills & Son, the old and well-known

jewelry house of Vinton, Iowa, were represented

ill the Chicago market this week by Bert. Bills,

who was here ccmbining business with pleasure.

W. H. Homuth, of Bloomington, Ill., was in

town yesterday making the rounds of our whole-

sale houses selecting a line of Easter goods.

BEach & Losey, of South Bend, Ind., were

represented in this market this week by Mr. Beach,

who was here on a purchasing trip.

J. C. Mitchell, watchmaker with Jeweler C. A.

Leach, McCook, Nebr., was met in one of our

wholesale houses the early part of the week, where

he was making some purchases for the home store.

Mr. Mitchell reports spring trade as opening up

fairly well in Western Nebraska, though it was

hardly up to the standard of this time last year.

Dan. S. Jones, of Independence, Iowa, accom-

panied by Mrs. Jones, spent several days in town

last week combining business with pleasure.

F. B. Harris, of Lincoln, Nebr., spent 'a few

days in the Chicago market last week on the look-

out for late spring novelties.
John Ochaska, of Toledo, Ohio, was among

the visiting buyers in this market recently.

E. 0. Little, of Auburn, Ind., was a recent

trade visitor in this market selecting goods for his

spring trade.
Frank Mayr, of Frank Mayr & Son, South

Bend, Ind., was met in one of our wholesale

offices recently, where he was doing some buying.

Mr. Mayr said that though trade seemed quiet thus

far this year, he thought it was not more so than
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usual at this season. He reports that South Bend

continues to prosper, and that the local factories

are busy.
Paul Hohlfeldt, of Escanaba, Mich., was a

visiting buyer in this market recently.

John X. Mayer, of Summer, Iowa, buyer for

the Koberly-Heyer Company, of Summer, Iowa,

was a recent trade caller in the Chicago market.

A coincidence occurred in one of our Chicago

wholesale houses when K. C. Pedersen, of War-

saw, Ill., and W. E. Pedersen, of Clarinda, Iowa,

both well-known and successful Western jewelers,

were introduced and learned that they were both

on their way to Europe to visit Copenhagen and

would sail on the same steamer. They had never

met before, and their relationship was talked over

and found, if any, to be far distant. Both gentle-

men expect to be absent from two to three months,

and their trips are purely pleasure, rest and travel.

THE KEYSTONE joins with their many friends in

the -trade in wishing them bon voyage and a safe

return.
Keith & McChesney, of Iowa City, Iowa, were

represented in this market the early part of the

month by Mr. Keith, who was here on a spring

purchasing trip.
S. P. Giddings & Son, of Sterling, Ill., were

represented in this market this week by Mr. Gid-

dings, Jr., who was here on a buying trip.

Weld & Sons, of Minneapolis, Minn., were

represented in the Chicago market the past week

by Tc.m Weld, who was here combining some

buying with the pleasures of life in the great

Western metropolis.
Jeweler 0. C. Cobb, of Cedar Falls, Iowa, left

for home yesterday after spending some days in this

market selecting goods for his spring trade. Mr.

Cobb reports agricultural conditions as good in his

section of the Hawkeye State, with fairly good

prospects for a good spring and summer trade.

C. J. Kasten, of the Alstead-Kasten Company,

Milwaukee, was a trade caller in this market to-day.

F. W. Green, of Elwood, Ind., was in the

Chicago market for a day recently on a buying trip.

J. C. Peers, of Rockford, Ill., a familiar figure

in this market, was seen to-day among our whole-

sale offices, selecting goods for his Easter trade.

Kryptok Bifocal Association

A meeting of leading opticians from dif-

ferent parts of the country was held in Chicago,

March 24th and 13th, for the purpose of forming an

organization for mutual interests and the protection

of the sale of the Kryptok bifocal lenses. The 
call

for the meeting was signed by the following fi
rms:

John L. Borsch, of Philadelphia ; Klein 
Bros.,

Cincinnati ; Almer Coe, Chicago ; E. B. Meyro-

witz & Co., New York ; John Wimmer, Indiana
po-

lis ; A. S. Aloe & Co., St. Louis ; Andrew J. Ll
oyd

& Co., Boston ; Charles A. Euker, Bal
timore,

and the Columbian Optical Company, 
Denver.

The meeting was a private one and the proceedi
ngs

were partially of a confidential nature, so that 
we

are unable to give them in full. However, we can

say that the meeting was quite successful and 
har-

monious, and resulted in the organization of the

Kryptok Bifocal Association with the following

officers at the helm for its first year : E. B. Mey
ro-

witz, of New York, president ; Almer Coe, of 
Chi-

cago, vice-president, and D. B. Aloe, of St. 
Louis,

secretary and treasurer.

One of the most important measures decided

at the meeting was the appropriation by the 
asso-

ciation of $13,000 for a campaign of advertising
 in
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high-class magazines to spread the merits of the

" Kryptok " lenses before the general public and

thus create a demand for them among the people

and later a demand among the trade. Mr. Meyro-

witz will direct this advertising.
The following gentlemen were present at the

meeting : E. B. Meyrowitz, New York ; John

Wimmer, Indianapolis ; E. Curry Doleman, of

Andrew J. Lloyd & Company, Boston ; D. B. Aloe,

of the A. S. Aloe Company, St. Louis ; Almer Coe,

of Chicago ; John L. Borsch, of Philadelphia ; E.

Klein, of Cincinnati, and A. I. Agnew, of Colum-

bian Optical Company, Omaha.

Death of Frank L. Pitkin

It is with sincere regret that THE KEYSTONE

has to announce the death, at the early age of

twenty-eight years, of Frank L. Pitkin, only son

of E. H. Pitkin, senior partner of the widely and
favorably-known Chi-
cago cut glass and fine
china house of Pitkin
& Brooks, and a
member of the firm.
His death occurred
Friday morning,
March lith. Mr.
Pitkin returned March
6th from a buying
trip to New York,
where he had con-
tracted a severe cold.
Though feeling quite

unwell, he was at the store a few hours the next

day. Monday night his physician ordered him to

bed. Tuesday night pneumonia developed, which

terminated his life Friday morning, at 9.30 o'clock,

when death came suddenly. The trade friends

and acquaintances of Mr. Pitkin, and they were

many, will read with sorrow the news of his death

at such an early age, and at a period when he was

just reaping the rewards of a well-laid and success-,

ful business career. Associated with the firm, of

which his father was one of the founders, he had

spent ten years fitting himself by close attention

and earnest devotion for the wide field he emi-

nently filled. For the past six years he was in

charge of the cut-glass department of the house,

which enjoyed a wonderful development and ex-

pansion under his management. Several years

before his death Mr. Pitkin had become an expert

in the manufacture and sale of cut glass, and took

pleasure ill his work. He was the main spirit in

building Up the firm's factory at Chicago Heights,

and took great pride ill its success. When Frank

Pitkin closed his eyes on the scenes of earth,

Chicago lost a bright young business mall, the

country an earnest lover, his wife a loving and

tender husband, and his family an affectionate son

and brother. He believed in America, the Great

West, and he never lost faith in humanity. The

large attendance at the funeral services, which

were held at the family home, in Oak Park, bore

witness to the high esteem in which he was held in

the community among whom he lived all his life.

The services were conducted by Rev. W. E. Barton,

pastor of the Second Congregational Church, of

Oak Park. The reverend gentleman was inti-

mately acquainted with the deceased, and spoke

feelingly and with visible emotion of the virtues of

his departed friend. Mr. Pitkin was but recently

married to Miss Lucy Bicknell, of Oak Park. His

pallbearers were his classmates, who also were

the attendants at his wedding.

Frank D. Pitkin
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ARTISTIC HALL CLOCKS
Westminster, Westminster and Whit=

tington Tubular Chimes. Five and Nine=
Gong Strike. Hour and Half=Hour Strike.

Our

Sallerroolark
Containa

an
Endie5o
VaTiety.

OUT

11904

Catalogue

tirate,s

the

Line.

Exclusively

Wholesale.

Tubular=Bell Chime Movement
with Dial Removed.

Chiming movements fitted with tubular
bells are superior to all others if the tubes are
properly suspended and accurately tuned. They
vary in length from 4 to 7 feet, and are made
of fine bell metal specially treated for the pur-
pose and are heavy nickel plated. They are
suspended on a crossbar back of the movement
and in such a manner as to always insure the
proper position with respect to the hammers
that strike them, thus insuring an even quality
of tone ; they combine a marvelous sweetness
and purity of tone. Tubular-Bell chime move-
ments are fitted with either 5 or 9 tubes ; 5
tubes produce the " Westminster " chime, and
9 tubes the ".Westminster" and "Whitting-
ton." Either chime every quarter hour or can
be made silent at will ; the hour strikes on a
separate tube. Movements are of highest grade
finish, simple, but durable in construction and
do not get out of order. The dials are also of
the highest grade and have moving moon.

ST. LOUIS CLOCK AND SILVERWARE COMPANY
Between Sixth and. ■11-1

I LOUIS, MO616 Locust St Seventh Streets 
S

•
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An exhibit has recently been

Miniature Mint at sent from this city to the St.
Louis World's Fair which has
an interest for the jewelry trade.

It consists of a miniature fac-simile of the United

States Mint complete, both as regards constructive

detail and practical operation. It will be the
medium of demonstrating the process of coinage

from the melting stage to the completion of the
various pieces of currency. There will also be
exhibited in conjunction with it 4000 coins of varied
denomination and 700 medals. The miniature

mint will strike the official medal of the expo-
sition.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. %yin place upon exhibition

at the St. Louis World's Fair the handsome silver
service which the firm are making for the battleship
Pennsylvania.

A brilliant display of diamonds, rubies, emer-
alds, pearls and other precious stones was recently
made at the jewelry deparment of John Wana-
maker's department store. The articles shown
consisted of necklaces, tiaras, coronets, stomachers
and girdles. Among these was exhibited a seventy-
carat diamond of the first water, and said to be the
largest stone ever cut in America. This and the
miniature representation in precious stones, valued
at $250,000, of the Pennsylvania Building at the

St. Louis Fair, formed the two most unique fea-
tures of this notable display, which was arranged
by Wm. P. Sackett, head of Wanamaker's jewelry
department.

The well-known firm of S. Kind & Sons, hith-

erto established at 928 Chestnut. Street, but which
acquired the premises formerly occupied by H.
Mulles Sons, at I fro Chestnut Street, recently
moved into the last-named quarters where their
floor space is more commodious than in their old
place of business and their facilities generally
augmented. The entire first floor of their new
business home is devoted to retail trade, the rear
of the main store being especially reserved for cut
glassware. A large cut glass " house," walled and
ceiled entirely with mirror glass, affords excellent
facilities for the display of this commodity. At
the rear of the store is the firm's wholesale depart-
ment. The second floor is devoted to the repair
department and the manufacture of gold good,.
The firm first began a wholesale business in 1872,
at 241 Market Street, under the firm-name of
S. Kind & Co. In 1887 the business was enlarged
to include also retail trade and was moved to 541
Market Street. In 1896, under the firm-name of
S. Kind & Son, the business was moved to the
recently-vacated premises at 928 Chestnut Street.
The firm is now known as S. Kind & Sons, the
members of which are Samuel Kind and his two
sons, Frank and Oscar.

By the will of Simon Pfaelzer, formerly a
wholesale jeweler of this city, and whose death
was reported in our last issue, ;;;t6,000 has been
bequeathed to a number of local charities. Deceased
was possessed of an estate valued at $too,o00 " and
upward." The will was probated March
The sum of $10,000 is left in trust to the Jewish
Foster Home, to be added to the Cassie Theobald
Pfaelzer fund, established in memory of the testa-
tor's widow. Other bequests are : Jewish Hos-
pital $t000 ; German Hospital $500 ; Friends'
Home for Children $500 ; United Hebrew Chan-
ties $500 ; Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children $5oo ; Hebrew Education Society $500 ;
Jewish Seaside Home $500 ; German Society of

World's Fair

Pennsylvania $500 ; and Orphans' Guardians $500.
An additional Poo° is left to the Jewish Foster
Home, the income to be expended in providing
amusement for the inmates June 17th of each year,
the anniversary of the birthday of the late wife of
the testator.

Geo. W. Smith & Co., manufacturers of hall
clock cases and artistic store fixtures, have moved
their salesrooms from 1025-27 Race Street to 1609
Chestnut Street, where they have a much more
desirable location and handsomer and more
commodious quarters.

R. M. Cooper & Son, wholesale jewelers,
hitherto located at 2127 Columbia Avenue, have
secured the store at 722 Sansom Street, to which
they will remove about April 1st.

Among the recent arrivals at the Philadelphia
.College of Horology are the following : Geo. L.
Mead, Binghamton, N. Y.; J. E. Valerius, Chicago,
Ill.; Walter Murry, Los Angeles, Cal.; Helen
Peoples, Chester, Pa.; Alfred Harbray, Oleona, Pa.;
Ray Edwards, Idaho ; George B. Kerns, Lock
Haven, Pa.; Paul E. Crosby, Union, S. C.; Harry
Kratz, Souderton, Pa.

Dallas and the Lone Star State

Trade While there is no marked de-
Conditions pression in the trade of this

section, conditions are not as
flourishing as one would wish. This is owing to
the scarcity of rain and consequent deleterious
effect upon crops. Wheat, especially, is reported
as suffering much from this cause. The feeling
prevalent among the dealers, however, is one of
confidence, and as any day may bring a revivifying
atmospherical change, this optimism, in all proba-
bility, will be justified in the end.

R. T. Crawford, hitherto in business in Temple,
has sold nis business to an incorporated company,
of which R. R. Wright is president ; J. C. Murphy,
vice-president, and M. H. Cox, secretary, manager
and treasurer. The firm will be known as the
Crawford Jewelry Co.

J. P. Morgan, of the firm of Morgan & Hawley,
has been on the sick list for the past month.

0. H. Ross, of the Ross Jewelry Co., Waxa-
hachie, was a recent caller on the trade here.

A. A. Everts is still nursing his leg. This
limb, as noted heretofore in these columns, was
injured through being crushed by a horse which
fell with Mr. Everts.

T. E. Henderson, formerly located at Keene,
has removed to Walnut Springs, where he is doing
well.

William Bard, formerly located in Wisconsin,
has removed to Eagle Lake, Texas.

H. J. Ritter and wife, of Seymour, spent sev-
eral days in Dallas during the early part of last
month.

A. M. Wesson, of Midlothian, was a welcome
visitor to this market recently.

R. E. Graber, watchmaker for J. E. Mitchell

Co., of Fort Worth, was a recent purchaser in the

local markets.
S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, had a success-

ful auction sale recently, which was conducted by

R. P. Hill. Jeweler Glidewell was in Dallas lately.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was a welcome
visitor, who made purchases ill the Dallas markets

last month.
Dr. Mollie Armstrong, of the Armstrong

Jewelry Co., of Brownwood, has been visiting her

relatives at Belton recently.
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C. M. Clark, of Ennis, was a recent caller and
buyer in the local markets.

Jim Walton, manager of F. C. Boener & Co.'s
store, Fort Worth, was a welcome buyer in this
city recently.

B. Booth, of Temple, was in Dallas recently
for a few hours between trains, on his way to
Sherman, to attend the I. 0. 0. F. Convention.

W. R. Stitt, of Rogers, suffered from a fire
last month. His loss was about $300.

Merce Walker, of Waxahachie, was in this city
recently.

Pettigrew & Steil, of Jewett, doing a drug and
jewelry business, suffered from a fire recently,
losing their entire stock of goods. They will
resume business as soon as possible.

H. M. Smith, who has been in Bridgeport for
a number of years, recently removed to Graham,
where he has opened a drug business, and has in
connection with it a repair shop. The firm is now
known as H. M. Smith & Co.

W. C. Hilburn, of Graham, has opened an-
other store in Henrietta, to which he will personally
attend. S. A. Graham has been left in charge of
the Graham establishment.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, who has been
located on the north part of the square for the past
fourteen years, has nuked to the west side, where
he has a very convenient location and a neat
store. Jeweler Newton was a recent visitor to
this city.

Walker & Ferris, who have been doing busi-
ness together in Waxahachie, dissolved recently,
Mr. Walker buying Mr. Ferris' interest. The
business will be continued by Mr. Walker.

C. W. Smith, formerly a jeweler of Smithville,
has,, accepted a position on the road for a Kansas
City house.

E. H. Ray, traveling for the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., of Kansas City, has recently been
rejoicing over the arrival of a young lady at his
home in Dallas.

J. M. Lively, of Stamford, was a welcome
visitor and liberal purchaser in the local markets
recently.

Miss Mamie Malone, who has been working
for S. R. Glidewell, at Whitewright, for a number
of years, has resigned and is about to locate at
Alba, where she will continue to work at her pro-
fession as watchmaker.

A Transfer Pad
En. KEYSTONE :—Your readers might be in-

terested in a transfer pad which I have used for
several years, for spoon handles, etc. I have never
seen anything of the kind used by anyone else.

Get a piece of composition, as used by printers
for ink rolls ; cut a piece i"x 2"x X" (or any con-
venient size) and fasten in bottom of small box ;
cut away one side and one end, the side and end
left to be about X inch above top of pad. Then fill
engraving of first spoon with some white powder
(magnesia, is what I use) and press firmly down
on pad, end and side of handle to end and side of
box ; slightly moisten next spoon by drawing it
across palm of hand, and press in same position
and you have a good clean transfer.

Yours truly,
''P. I). Q."Akron, Ohio.

"The Workshop Notes interest me as much as
anything, out I am quite a friend of The Keystone
as a companion throughout. "—H. C Ramsdell,
Jeweler, Quincy, Michigan.
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News from the Northwest

THE

Spring is slow in coming in the Northwest, but

the change in the past month has been decided

enough to warrant the belief that it will soon be

here. There has been a decided moderation in the

weather and the icy grip of winter has at last been

broken for all of which we are thankful. With

the improvement in the weather there has also

been a slight improvement in business. Jobbers

report collections slow, but look for improvement

the coming month. " As soon as the grass gets

green the greenbacks will begin to move," is the

prevalent prediction. There is now every proba-

bility that we shall have another year of bumper
crops, and at the prices now ruling and expected
there need be no decline of confidence in the
immediate future.

J. B. Hudson & Son, Minneapolis, were the
victims of a daring burglary last month. Thieves
cut a piece of glass out of the large front window,
reached in and secured eleven diamond rings and
seventeen watches, valued at $600.

Ernest W. Boerner, head watchmaker for John
B. Erd, Duluth, has gone to Interlocken, Florida,
where he will be married about May 1st to Miss
Beckla Berkelman. Ernest deserves the best in
the land and THE KEYSTONE extends a vigorous
g iod will.

W. D. Funk, Mankato, Minn., a graduate of
the Stone School, St. Paul, has started in business
at Amboy, Minn.

F. G. Nelson has started in business at Inter-
national Falls, Minn.

Ed. H. Gross, Kenmare, N. Dak., was kept
from business the greater part of the past month
by the illness of Mrs. Gross. We are pleased to
announce she is improving and hopes soon to be

as well as ever.
I. D. Allen, Cooperstown, N. Dak., is in

Chicago taking a course in optics.

C. S. Sutter, St. Paul, had a fire scare last
month. Fire started in the basement under his
store, which is occupied by a furniture store as a
warehouse.

Emil F. Hulmer, Stillwater, Mimi., paid a two-

weeks' visit to his old home, Fargo, N. Dak., last
month.

M. A. Hagan, Fargo, N. Dak., suffered a fire
loss last month of $2500, which was covered by
insurance.

N. C. Pabst, Fargo, N. Dak., has moved into
his new store and added new fixtures. He is now
very nicely situated.

I. Goldstein, St. Paul, has filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy ; liabilities $9614.47 ; assets
$2103 ; 43.5o claimed as exempt.

W. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn., has taken
the whole of his big store in order to better
accommodate his growing business.

E. H. Koerner, of E. A. Brown, St. Paul,
wore that broad smile last month which only the

arrival of an heir can produce.
G. A. Klein, Duluth, Minn., was the victim of

a peculiar circumstance last month. He was
awakened about one o'clock A. M. by hearing a
revolver shot in the house. On investigation found
his son, Joseph, age twenty-one, flourishing a
revolver and crying that there were burglars in the
house. In the struggle following the revolver was
discharged four times, two bullets lodging in Mr.

Klein's body. It seems the son was subject to
nightmares, which this time resulted seriously.

The latest reports state there is a chance of Mr.

Klein's recovery.

K EY T ON E

Anton J. Klimek, of Klimek Bros., Little Falls,
Minn., spent a few days in the Twin Cities last
month buying goods and taking the optical exam-
ination.

H. W. Counter, Milbank, S. Dak., suffered a
fire loss last month.

H. Hulshoff, formerly at Ellsworth, Minn., is
now at Rock Valley, Iowa.

Martin Coonan, lately with M. L. Finkelstein,
St. Paul, is now with W. S. Dippo.

H. Fegelson, St. Paul, had his store completely
gutted by fire last month.

A. A. Burns is the new jeweler at Ellsworth,
Minnesota.

0. 0. Rystaad, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has
gone Co St. Louis to take an optical course.

W. E. McLaren, lately with W. R. Lasham,
Grand Forks, N. Dak., is now at the bench for .
Fred. Strauss, Bismarck, N. Dak.

M. J. Bieber, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, has
returned from his maiden trip through Southwestern
Minnesota and South Dakota well satisfied with
his efforts. He says the jewelers of that section
are all mighty nice and know how to help a new
one along.

Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton, Minn., secretary
of the Retail Jewelers' Association, of Minnesota,
was in the Twin Cities last month getting things
ready to start a crusade for members. He says he
wants to hear from every retail jeweler in Minnesota
this month. He reports quite a number of appli-
cations received from jewelers that want to get on
that charter list, but he is looking for more.

I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn., took the
examination before the State Board of Optometry
last month and smiles because he was one of the
successful ones.

A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak., spent a
few days at his old home in Mankato, Minn., last
month, renewing acquaintances.

F. H. Kahle, Belle Plaine, Minn., will retire
from the jewelry business and spend the rest of his
days on his farm.

Wm. Follet, Sandstone, Minn., mourns the
loss of his son, who died last month.

E. E. Church, Clear Lake, Wis., reports that
new boy doing nicely, thank you.

J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis., has gone to
California, where he will meet Mrs. Moody who
has been spending the winter there and will return
May 1st.

L. Oreck, Duluth, Minn., spent a few days in
Chicago on business last month.

Carl W. Slocum, of S. H. Clausin & Co.,
Minneapolis, reports his first Northwestern trip
quite satisfactory.

E. S. Houghton, Brainerd, Minn., has his new
patent blowpipe lamp on the market and reports it
meeting with good success.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month
were : F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.; Julius F.
Young, Owatonna, Minn.; Emil M. Schwenke,
New Richland, Minn.; A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks,
N. Dak.; J. E. Erickson, Gladstone, Minn.; Anton
J. Klimek, Little Falls, Minn.; R. G. Ingraham,
Menomonie, Wis.; F. H. Kahle, Belle Plaine,
Minn.; John Saxine, Prescott, Wis.; I. M. Rada-
baugh, Hastings, Minn.; S. S. Stacey, Lake City,
Minn.; J. H. Girvin, Mankato, Minn.; Dr. E. C.
Roberts, Redwing, Minn ; H. M. Hitchcock, Red-
wood Falls, Minn.; Jay C. Healliska, Princeton,
Minn.; Prof. J. H. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.;
A. Swenningsen Moorhead, Minn.; L. E. Bryant,
Belle Plaine, Minn.; Howard Staacke, Duluth,
Minn.; Frank H. Rivard, Jefferson, S. Dak.; J. L.
Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.

April, 1904

The Diamond Industry in Amsterdam

A consular report recently made by
United States Consul Hill, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, contains the following interest-
ing account of the diamond industry of that
city :

Although the diamond industry is prospering
at Antwerp, and since 1893 has taken root in New
York also, Amsterdam is far and away the greatest
diamond mart in the world, and nearly all the
rough diamonds brought here to be split, polished
and cut are of South African origin, although
stones from Brazil, British Guiana, Australia and
Borneo are handled.

Louis Tas, one of the best-known diamond
brokers, estimates the output of the De Beers
mines annually at 4'3.000,000 ($14,599,500), and of
other mines at X1,000,000 ($4,866,500). Add to
this the cost of labor, the profits of the London
syndicate, etc., and he thinks that the annual
output of diamonds is worth about X7,000,00o
($34,065,500)•

Mr Tas, however, places the output of the
De Beers Company much too low, as the last state-
ment shows that the output was L5,000,000 ($24,-
332,500 for the year ended June 30, 1903. Gardner
Williams, of that company, is authority for the
statement that all other mines produce but 5 per
cent. annually of the amount of the De Beers
product. The same authority states that the
output of the De Beers mines for the eleven years
ended June 30, 1899, was 24,476,000 carats, show-
ing an annual product of more than 2,200,000 carats.

Mr. Kunz estimates that the South African
mines have added 00,000,coo worth of diamonds
to the world's supply, of which not 5 per cent. are
lost in a hundred years, so that practically the
entire world's production in all time are now in
existence.

Mr. Tas gives the leading countries of con-
sumption in the following order : United States,
Russia, France and England. Mr. Williams ranges
countries of importation from South Africa thus :
United States, England,Germany, France and Italy.

The United States cuts no figure at all as a
producer of precious stones, the total annual
amount being less than $200,000, five-sixths of
which are sapphires and turquoises.

Diamond workers are divided into cutters,
splitters and polishers. There are about 9000
people engaged in this industry in Amsterdam.
Mr. Tas puts the number down at 8956. He also
states the number of factories at 64, with 7400
mills. For ten hours' daily work in diamond
factories the weekly wages are:

Splitters   $14.07 to $20.10
Cutters 10  05 to 14.07
Verstellers ro  05 to 14.07
Polishers ro  o5 to 14.07

Business Will Go On
The following obituary recently appeared in a

Missouri paper : "John Anderson, we are sorry to
say, has deceased. He departed this life last Mun-
day. he went fourth without a strugel and such is
life. He kept the grocer store at the Corners and
his wife will still keep it. His virtues were nume-
rus and his wife inherits them. We are happy to
stait that he never cheated and was always an
honorable man and wife is also. His wife will
keep the store jest like he did and will be pleased
to see old customers at eny time."

AQUAINTYOURSELFWITH US
e-And, Our Enormous Wholesale
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT.

WATCH DEPARTMENTDEPARTMENT
embraces all standard makes of American Move-
ments, Solid Gold and Gold-Filled Watch
Cases; full fine of New England Watch Cos'.
complete Watches. Swiss Complicated Watches,
Timers, Strikers, Repeaters, Etc.
JEWELRY DEPARTMENT. Complete line of ,

Solid Gold and Gold-Filled Jewelry, Diamond
Jewelry a specialty. Sterling Silvereare De.
,partment, includes everything in the line of
Toilet, Table, hollow and Flatware. Novelties, etc.

ANAG-

CLOCK DEPARTMENT

.  • / In this department we handle lot Its of every
description, from Nickel Alarm to the finest of
Chime and hall Clocks, but we represent only

, the best foreign and American makers.
SILVERWARE DEPARTMENT is complete in

Evers detail. Full line of Tea Sets, Prize Cups,
Toiletware. etc. 1847 Roger Bros. and Smith's
F latware.

CHARLES f. SMITH,
.MANAGER OF r.INANC ES •

Member National Association of Crecht Merl-
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E.J.Eikseie
SENIOR ME.M.13ER OF

KIIN6 & EISELE .
FIRM FOUNDED IN 1370.

E.A.E15se1e.
jUNIOR MEMBER OF THE FIRM or
JUNG &EISELE,

GENERA,1- MRNAGE.R OF THE.
ZNT 1 R. ESTABLISHMENT.

DlAMON I) CON NO I SSEUR.- .

4-RINTErk

FACTORY
Our factory is one of the largest and best equipped jewelry plants in this

part of the country. Special attention is given to Jewelry Jobbing for the ,
trade. Manufacturing of Class and Society Pins, Badges, Medals, etc. It is
The home of the K-E Ring line. Over 100 people are employed on this par-
ticular work the year round. The K-E Ring line is acknowledged as haying
no equal for finish and superior workmanship. Complete line sold direct to
,the retail jeweler.

MATERIAL DEPARTMENT
rom this department we can supply all kinds at

material used in Watch, Clock and Jewelry repairing. t
Watchmaker's and Engraver's Tools, Workbenches,
etc. Special catalogue furnished on application.
OPTICAL DEPARTMENT carries a complete line

- of Optical Goods, also Opera Glasses, Field Glasses,
etc. Special attention given to prescription grind-
,ng. All work shipped the same day as received.

_

ItINGz6LISELE
J.Tozt-i!T,7,21Am-NDS.

of

RINGS,JEWELRY ETC.
_BUFFALO, N.Y.

-ATANAC \-

CUT GLASS DEPARTMENT

This department is an important feature, as our

line represents the output ol the Niagara Cut Glass
Company, Buffalo, N. Y.; E. A. Eisele, President;

E. .1. tiscle, Vice-President ; H. C. VanAnda, Sec-

retary and Manage,. In other words it is part of

the vast industry of King & Eisele.
Catalogue of Cut Glass sent on application.
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Spring is slow in coming in the Northwest, but

the change in the past month has been decided

enough to warrant the belief that it will soon be

here. There has been a decided moderation in the

weather and the icy grip of winter has at last been

broken for all of which we are thankful. With

the improvement in the weather there has also

been a slight improvement in business. Jobbers
report collections slow, but look for improvement

the coming month. " As soon as the grass gets

green the greenbacks will begin to move," is the

prevalent prediction. There is now every proba-

bility that we shall have another year of bumper
crops, and at the prices now ruling and expected

there need be no decline of confidence in the
immediate future.

J. B. Hudson & Son, Minneapolis, were the
victims of a daring burglary last month. Thieves
cut a piece of glass out of the large front window,
reached in and secured eleven diamond rings and
seventeen watches, valued at poo.

Ernest W. Boerner, head watchmaker for John
B. Erd, Duluth, has gone to Interlocken, Florida,
where he will be married about May 1st to Miss
Beckla Berkelman. Ernest deserves the best in
the land and THE KEVSTONE extends a vigorous
g )od will.

W. D. Funk, Mankato, Minn., a graduate of
the Stone School, St. Paul, has started in business
at Amboy, Minn.

F. G. Nelson has started in business at Inter-
national Falls, Minn.

Ed. H. Gross, Kenmare, N. Dal:. , was kept
from business the greater part of the past month
by the illness of Mrs. Gross. We are pleased to
announce she is improving and hopes soon to be

as well as ever.
I. D. Allen, Cooperstown, N. Dak., is in

Chicago taking a course in optics.

C. S. Sutter, St. Paul, had a fire scare last
month. Fire started in the basement under his
store, which is occupied by a furniture store as a
warehouse.

Emil F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn., paid a two-
weeks' visit to his old home, Fargo, N. Dak., last
11101) iii.

M. A. Hagan, Fargo, N. Dak., suffered a fire

loss last month of $2500, vliich was covered by
insurance.

N. C. Pabst, Fargo, N. Dak., has moved into
his new store and added new fixtures. He is now
very nicely situated.

I. Goldstein, St. Paul, has filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy ; liabilities $9614.47 ; assets
$21o3 ; $843.50 claimed as exempt.

W. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn., has taken
the whole of his big store in order to better
accommodate his growing business.

E. H. Koerner, of E. A. Brown, St. Paul,
wore that broad smile last month which only the

arrival of an heir can produce.
G. A. Klein, Duluth, Minn., was the victim of

a peculiar circumstance last month. He was
awakened about one o'clock A. M. by hearing a
revolver shot in the house. On investigation found

his son, Joseph, age twenty-one, flourishing a
revolver and crying that there were burglars in the

house. In the struggle following the revolver was
discharged four times, two bullets lodging in Mr.

Klein's body. It seems the son was subject to

nightmares, which this time resulted seriously.

The latest reports state there is a chance of Mr.

Klein's recovery.

Anton J. Klimek, of Klimek Bros., Little Falls,
Minn., spent a few days in the Twin Cities last
month buying goods and taking the optical exam-
ination.

H. W. Counter, Milbank, S. Dak., suffered a
fire loss last month.

H. Hulshoff, formerly at Ellsworth, Minn., is
now at Rock Valley, Iowa.

Martin Coonan, lately with M. L. Finkelstein,
St. Paul, is now with W. S. Dippo.

H. Fegelson, St. Paul, had his store completely
gutted by fire last month.

A. A. Burns is the new jeweler at Ellsworth,
Minnesota.

0. 0. Rystaad, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has
gone tb St. Louis to take an optical course.

W. E. McLaren, lately with W. R. Lasham,
Grand Forks, N. Dak., is now at the bench for
Fred. Strauss, Bismarck, N. Dak.

M. J. Bieber, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, has
returned from his maiden trip through Southwestern
Minnesota and South Dakota well satisfied with
his efforts. He says the jewelers of that section
are all mighty nice and know how to help a new
one along.

Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton, Minn., secretary
of the Retail Jewelers' Association, of Minnesota,
was in the Twin Cities last month getting things
ready to start a crusade for members. He says he
wants to hear from every retail jeweler in Minnesota
this month. He reports quite a number of appli-
cations received from jewelers that want to get on
that charter list, but he is looking for more.

I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn., took the
examination before the State Board of Optometry
last month and smiles because he was one of the
successful ones.

A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak., spent a
few days at his old home in Mankato, Minn., last
month, renewing acquaintances.

F. H. Kahle, Belle Plaine, Minn., will retire
from the jewelry business and spend the rest of his
days on his farm.

Wm. Follet, Sandstone, Minn., mourns the
loss of his son, who died last month.

E. E. Church, Clear Lake, Wis., reports that
new boy doing nicely, thank you.

J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis., has gone to
California, where he will meet Mrs. Moody who
has been spending the winter there and will return
May 1st.

L. Oreck, Duluth, Minn., spent a few days in
Chicago on business last month.

Carl W. Slocum, of S. H. Clausin & Co.,
Minneapolis, reports his first Northwestern trip
quite satisfactory.

E. S. Houghton, Brainerd, Minn., has his new
patent blowpipe lamp on the market and reports it
meeting with good success.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month
were : F. Willtnan, Stillwater, Minn.; Julius F.
Young, Owatonna, Minn.; Emil M. Schwenke,
New Richland, Minn.; A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks,
N. Dak.; J. E. Erickson, Gladstone, Minn.; Anton
J. Klimek, Little Falls, Minn.; R. G. Ingraham,
Menomonie, Wis.; F. H. Kahle, Belle Plaine,
Minn.; John Saxine, Prescott, Wis.; I. M. Rada-
bough, Hastings, Minn.; S. S. Stacey, Lake City,
Minn.; J. H. Girvin, Mankato, Minn.; Dr. E. C.
Roberts, Redwing, Minn ; H. M. Hitchcock, Red-
wood Falls, Minn.; Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton,
Minn.; Prof. J. H. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.;
A. Swenningsen Moorhead, Minn.; L. E. Bryant,
Belle Plaine, Minn.; Howard Staacke, Duluth,
Minn.; Frank H. Rivard, Jefferson, S. Dak.; J. L.
Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.

AQUAINTTOURSELFWITH US
e-Aytd Our Enormous Wholesale
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT,

A consular report recently made I 1'

United States Consul Hill, Amsterclan,,

Netherlands, contains the following interest-

ing account of the diamond industry of that

city :

Although the diamond industry is prospering
at Antwerp, and since 1893 has taken root in Ne
York also, Amsterdam is far and away the great( t
diamond mart in the world, and nearly all the
rough diamonds brought here to be split, polished
and cut are of South African origin, although
stones from Brazil, British Guiana, Australia and
Borneo are handled.

Louis Tas, one of the best-known diamond
brokers, estimates the output of the De Beers
mines annually RI 43.000,000 (14,599,500), and of
other mines at L1,000,000 ($4,866,500). Add to
this the cost of labor, the profits of the London
syndicate, etc., and he thinks that the annual
output of diamonds is worth about ‘7,000,000
($34,065,500).

Mr Tas, however, places the output of the
De Beers Company much too low, as the last state-
ment shows that the output was £5,000,000 (24,-
332,500 for the year ended June 30, 1903. Gardner
Williams, of that company, is authority for the
statement that all other mines produce but 5 per
cent. annually of the amount of the De Beers
product. The same authority states that the
output of the De Beers mines for the eleven years
ended June 30, 1899, was 24,476,000 carats, show-
ing an annual product of more than 2,200,000 carats.

Mr. Kunz estimates that the South African
mines have added $400,000,000 worth of diamonds
to the world's supply, of which not 5 per cent. are
lost in a hundred years, so that practically the
entire world's production in all time are now in
existence.

Mr. Tas gives the leading countries of con-
sumption in the following order : United State ,
Russia, France and England. Mr. Williams ranges
countries of importation from South Africa thus :
United States, England,Germany, France and Italy.

The United States cuts no figure at all as a
producer of precious stones, the total annual
amount being less than $2oo,000, five-sixths of
which are sapphires and turquoises.

Diamond workers are divided into cutters,
splitters and polishers. There are about 900,
people engaged in this industry in Amsterdam.
Mr. Tas puts the number down at 8956. He also
states the number of factories at 64, with 7400
mills. For ten hours' daily work in diamond
factories the weekly wages are:

Splitters   $14.07 to $20.10
Cutters lOo5tO 14.07
Verstellers to  05 to 14.07
Polishers io  05 to 14.07

WATCH DEPARTMENT
embraces all standard makes of American Move-
ments, Solid Gold and Gold-Filled Watch
Cases; full line of New England Watch Cos'.
tomplete Watches. Swiss Complicated Watches,
Timers, Strikers. Repeaters, Ltc.
JEWELRY DEPARTMENT. Complete line of

Solid Gold and Gold-filled Jewelry. Diatnond
Jewelry a specially. titer/lop Silveritary De-
partment. in, holes everything in the in,, of
I oilet, 1.11,1, . Hollow and Flatware. Novelties. etc.

CLOCK DEPARTMENT
lit Ito department ot, l,,,,ull ,I,. k, ol

tie,. riptimi. Nom so, kel Alarm to lit, I ila• Ilt

t111114. hut 11111t...1'111 011I,

MI' best toreigo and Ameri4,in makers.
SII k I RWARt Of PAID Mt NT is notiplete in

ts.eis detail. I oll hal al I ea Sets, l'r,,t t ups,
Toiletoare, . IS Roger Bros. and Smith
I latware.

CHARLES f. SMITH.
MANAGER OF r.INANC ES

Member National Ass ocia.tion of CrecItt nen_
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SENIOR. 1,\.E.ZA13ER OF

KIN6 &EISELE.
FIRM FOUNDED IN 1370.

JUNIOR MEM f5ER OF THE FIRM or
ICING & EISELE\ ,

GENERAL MANAGER OF TME
ENT1R ESTABLISI-IPIE.NT.

DIAMOND CONNOISSEUR,.

4-R INTEN 44.
FACTORY .

Our factory is one of the largest and best equipped jewelry plants in this
part of the country. Spet 411 attention is given to Jewelry Jobbing for the
trade. Manufacturing ol Class and Society Pins, Badges, Medals. etc. It b.
the home of the K-L Ring line. Over 100 people are employed on this par- ,
ticular work the sear round. The K-E Ring line is acknowledged as having ,
no equal for finish and superior workmanship. Complete line sold direct to IL
(he retail jesseler.

The following obituary recently appeared in a
Missouri paper : " John Anderson, we are sorry to
say, has deceased. He departed this life last Mun-
day. he went fourth without a strugel and such is
life. He kept the grocer store at the Corners and
his wife will still keep it. His virtues were nume-
rus and his wife inherits them. We are happy to
stait that he never cheated and was always an
honorable man and wife is also. His wife will
keep the store jest like he did and will be pleased
to see old customers at eny time."

MATERIAL DEPARTMENT
I rom this department we ,an supply all kinds o I

material used io Watt h. Clock and Jewelry repairing.
Watchmaker'. and t ngraver's I tools, Workhent hes,
etc . Spec jot t Maim; tie furnished on application.
OPTICAI PARTMENI arries a complete line

of Optical Goods, alS11 Opera Gfasses, field Glasses,
etc. Special attention given to prescription grind-
ing. All work shipped the same day as received.
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CUT GLASS DEPARTMENT
1 his department is an important foature, as our

line represents the output ol the Niagara Cut Glass
ompa,n, Rot fah,. N. V.: E. A. Eisele, 1'n.-.id, ot ;

I . J. I is. le, Vi l e-President: II. C. VanAnda, Se, -
retary and Manage... In other ..ords it is part ol
the vast induslr. of 'king & I isele.

Catalogue of Cut Wass sent on applit ation.
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Moving Moon,

Gilt and Silvered Dial,

Polished Brass Weights,

8-Day Heavy Brass
Movement,

;

ellk"011

A full line of Hall Clocks, solid Mahogany
Cases. New and Artistic Designs.
Fitted up with Westminster or Whit-

tington chimes, five or nine gongs, or five or
nine tubes.

Finest Imported Movements, solid brass

maintaining power.
Quarter Hour Clocks, Mantel and Willard

Clocks in Mahogany Cases.

A Comparison of Our Prices is Invited.
Expert Repairing Done for the Trade.

The many distinctive features of the WALTYL\ M:

TUBULAR CHIME has made it a great seller and last

year we were obliged to refuse orders. This year we have

increased our floor space one-third, and with our improved

facilities we expect to nearly double last year's output. This

will enable us to fill our orders more promptly and give

everybody a better chance to buy an American, High-Grade.

Hall Clock. Our Regulators, Marble, and Office Clocks

are constructed on the same high standard. We shall issue

a complete new catalogue in a few weeks, which will be scut

upon request. ()Iir present catalogue \v..l also be mailed

if desired.

Catalogue
upon application. New York, N. Y.
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TEN KT.

TEN KT.

No. 150. 75e. per dwt.

TEN !CT.
TEx Kr.

No. 497. 75e, per dwt

TEN KT.
TEN KT.

A Perfect Setting Attained ! !
of All Stones in

TEN KT.

No. 339. The. per dwt.

Ti N KT.
N t. 935. 73e. per dirt..

TEN KT.

Tit::4 KT.
TEN KT.

TEN KT.

No. 549. dwt.
TEN KT,

No. 307. 75e. per dwt.

TEN KT. '1'EN KT.

No. 243. 73e. per II t.

Only Genuine Doublets 1111111111111111111',110
No. 436. 75e. per dwt.

Used in Our Rings.

SOLD BY
LEADING JOBBERS.

Insist upon Rings bearing our Trade-Mark. They are 10 K.

DAMM 0 BLOCK,
515 Washington St.

'ets"' Buffalo, N. Y.

- - _

"COLONIAL " No. 25.

It beats the
seconds and
Beats
them all.
THIS "Colonial' Hall Clock in

Mahogany finish or Oak, 7 feet 6 in.
high, with fine imported eight-day,

weight, brass movement ; solid steel pinion;
second beat ; striking the hour and half-
hour ; with 13 in.. brass dial ; engraved
figures and ornamented in center and
corners with etched scroll designs; second
circle ift(1 moving moon wheel. Worth
$1oo.00 at retail. We make this a speei,t1
so that you can aff-ord to refird it at

75.00

and make a great big profit. Every move-
ment guaranteed. It's a world beater.

Ours is the most complete Clock Shop in the United States. Try to find another where you can get all the exquisite

French styles of Clocks and Clock Sets—the typical German productions : the Musical Alarm Clocks, the little Bronze

Timers—the Swiss carved Wall Clocks—the Black Forest and Cuckoo Clocks ; and above all the now famous

"ELITE " Clocks, (the advent of which marked a new era in the clock business of America) in combination with
finest American-made mahogany cases for both Hall and Mantel movements. Add to these the widest variety of parts
and materials. That's the kind of a shop we keep.

BAWO & DOTTER, 26 to 34 Barclay St., 42 & 44 Vesey St., New York.
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AHEAD
In Elk and Fraternal Order
of Eagle goods, our lines are
constantly being increased and
new patterns added. These
Orders are growing rapidly
and it will repay you to carry
a rood line of their emblems
in stock. Selection packages
on request.

Spring brings an increased de-
mand for dainty pins for ladies'
wear; we carry a large variety—
numerous new designs. If you
have not seen our representatives,
wait it Nvil 1 be worth your while,
or let us send you an assortment.

HENRY FREUND
& BRO.,

The Jewelry House,
9 Maiden Lane,

Diamonds,
math's, NEW YORK.
Toweby.

*
*

Patented
Gold Filled

Rings.

*
NONE GENUINE
WITHOUT THIS

TRADE

F. 11. SADLER 0 CO.,
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

MARK,

Retailers' Ring Booklets Free.
To help you in building up your ring trade,
we will send you free On request a quantity
of advertising booklets for distribution in
your locality. We will print your name on
these booklets and no other name will
appear on them. Mention Dept. K.

mprovement is the Trend
of the Times.*

*

*

*

*

11 eight, 12 inches, Diameter, 7% Inchen,

e'The Special
Yogi-Long
is by far the handsomest

clock of the "400-day

kind ill the marl«t. Hand-

some metal dial, 4 inches

diameter, compensated

pendulum.

JOBBING TRADE SUPPLIED.

J. B. BECHTEL 0 CO
725 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

•

April, 1904

Banquet of the New England Manu-
facturing Jewelers' and Silver-

smiths' Association

The annual banquet of the New England Man-

ufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association

was held in the Wellington Hotel, Providence,.

R. I., on Saturday evening, March 5th. It was a

notable feast and worthy of the association under

‘vhose auspices it was held. A unique interest and

a subtle significance always attach to the dinners of

this association, due mainly to its representative

character, to the inseparable connection of the

New England States with the production of jewelry

and to the exclusive place which that industry holds

among our national manufacturing activities. But

apart from this the function was one of note by

reason of the personnel of the members and their

guests of honor. In all there were upwards of 600

participants. At 7 o'clock the members took their

seats, and soon after the speakers and guests of

honor entered, headed by President Henry G.

Thresher.
Seated at the guests' table were : President

lIenry G. Thresher, Secretary Cortelyou, Senator

Aldrich, Lieutenant-Governor Utter, Mayor Miller,

Chief Justice Stiness, Hon. Frank E. Holden,

lion. Robert W. Burbank, Hon. Lafayette G. Blair,

Dr. M. A. Digman, President Faunce, of Brown

University ; President Frederick H. Jackson, of

the Chamber of Commerce ; former president of

the association Frank T. Pearce, Colonel. John L.

Shepherd, General Charles A. Wilson, United

States District Attorney.
The decorations were in excellent taste. Their

most unique feature was the miniature reproduc-

tion, upon the speaker's table, of a scene from the

Russo-Japanese war. This showed Port Arthur

and a number of Japanese battleships, depicted

NVIth a realism that was heightened by a clever
representation of a wrecked cruiser. The menu

was a tempting one, and during the progress of

the various courses the .hotel orchestra discoursed
a pleasing selection of music. The Glee Club

Quartette, of Brown University, also contributed
sonic vocal renderings. The toastmaster was

Robert XV. Burbank, a • well-known Providence
attorney. In hut oducing him, President Thresher
said :

Our distinguished guests proved such a draw-
ing card that they have overwhelmed us. The
absent chairman of our executive committee,
Roswell C. Smith, is in part responsible for this
crowded condition. He, as many of you know,
Is detained at home bysthe serious illness of his
father: I am glad to see. such an assemblage of
int,n here to-night. This association is to be con-
gratulated on the success that it has attained.
luch of this success has been due to the efforts of

the past president, Frank Pearce. But we will
attend to Frank Pearce later in the evening.

Tlik association has done a great deal to bring
the in mufacturing jewelers closer together than
they have ever been before, and we are sure that
we deserve pair sympathy and support. I know
that you be interested to know that we have
sent flowers to the former treasurer of the associa-
tion, Silas. Manchester, Who is at home ill. He is
now recovering, and I think we may well say that
the angel of death has been very good to us during
the past year, for at this moment I can think of no
prominent member who has (Popped out during
the year.

Mr. Burbank made a few appropriate remarks
in assuming the duties of toastmaster. The first
speaker introduced by him was Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor George H. Utter, who made a brief address,
In which he Congratulated l'resident Thresher for
the confidence he showed by allowing the speaker
to choose any subject for his address except that of
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taxes. Mayor Miller followed with an interesting
speech, and after him Secretary Cortelyou was
introduced. Referring to the operation of the

Commerce and Labor Department, he spoke in
part as follows :

We have made fair progress in organization.
We have done as much as was possible in improv-
ing the conditions in the various bureaus, and in
so directing their work that they may yield more
substantial results. We cannot perfect such an
organization or get such results in a day or a
month or a year. We have important laws to
execute. We have to do with some of the gravest
proplems before the American people to-day, and
I assure you that those charged with the adminis-
tration of the new department's affairs have not
failed to realize the gravity of these problems, nor
have they failed to Insist that they must be ap-
proached in the most conservative spirit and with
the determination that while every law will be
fairly and impartially executed, nothing shall be
done that will swerve this new executive estab-
lishment from the great end it has been set
to accomplish, to foster, promote and develop
our commerce and industries.

The department aims to be helpful to such
interests as those you represent. We shall try to
establish high standards in its work. We shall
try to make it a business department. We shall
try to supply it with modern appliances and up-to-
date equipment. We shall try to secure for it the
best trained and most intelligent personnel possible.

You are engaged in a line of business activity
which peculiarly reflects commercial conditions,
and which is quick to feel any change in the gen-
eral prosperity of the country. Cognizant as you
are of such conditions, you can realize the extent
of the problem given to this new department in its
relation to what are popularly termed capital and
labor. There may be vehement outbursts of dis-
satisfaction and discontent with certain existing
methods of business, but the sober second thought
of our people will, I am convinced, approve of a
course that approaches these questions with careful,
conservative judgment and strives to work out

their solution without unnecessary interference and
without the employment of means that would
jeopardize interests which are alike—the interests of
commerce and of the labor that makes commerce
possible.

Senator Aldrich was the next speaker, and he

also referred to the working of the.new govern-

mental department, of which Mr. Cortelyou is the

head. Regarding the jewelry industry, he said :

The manufacture of jewelry has been one of

the leading industries of this State for more than a

century. Within the territory covered by your
organization the growth and success of the manu-

facture has been much more rapid than in any

other part of the country. Two-thirds of the people
engaged in the trade in the entire country are
represented here to-night. The growth has not
been alone in the value of the product or in the
increased number of persons employed. The suc-
cessful prosecution of the business has involved an

workmanship.
demand for better taste and more skillfulkm 

The prosperity of your ancient trade—for it is
older than civilization—depends to a greater degree
than any other upon the general prosperity of the
country, and in wishing you every success for the
future, as I heartily do, I feel that I am expressing
a patriotic solicitude for the general welfare of the
American people.

The next speaker was Col. John L. Shepherd,
who dealt with the question of trade unionism. He

spoke as follows :

Ever since the divine edict that man should
live by the sweat of his brow, the conditions of the
workingman have varied according to climate,
environment, ability ; and this must of necessity
always be so, but in no nation that ever existed has
the workingman made such rapid progress as he
has in this great country of ours. He leads in
every walk of life, and every avenue of fame and
wealth is open wide to him and his children.

Washington was a surveyor, Jackson was a
saddler, Lincoln a lumberman, Johnson a tailor,
Grant a tanner, Garfield a boatman, and McKinley
a farmer, and among the multi-millionaires of our
country who were born to poverty and toil, we
have a Rockefeller, a Carnegie, a Schwab, a
Vanderbilt and hundreds of others ; in fact, almost
every man who has arisen to fame and wealth in
our country has come from the ranks of the toiler,
and to the intelligence of the American working-
man we owe all that we have been, all that we are
and all that we may be. I am lost for words to
express my admiration of the intelligence that has
made him a statesman, of the courage that has
made him the bravest soldier in the world, and to
his love of liberty and truth that has made our
country the refuge of all the world. Can all this
be attributed to the silly superstition of luck ? No ;
it was ability that has recognized and given oppor-
tunity to progress.

Would all this have been possible under the
narrow and selfish laws of trades unions? No, a
thousand times no ; for the laws of the trades unions
are a restraint upon the individual, a bar to progress
and death to ambition. • They place the man of
intellect upon the same plane with the man upon
whom nature has placed an intellectual ban. I am
most sorry that this is true, for I myself have felt
this hard and cruel ban, but by reason of the Pro-
gress of the American workingman I have been
elevated to a higher plane of life, as has every man
who toils in this fair land of ours ; but I have that
faith in the intelligence of the American working-
man that I believe he himself will recognize and
remedy all these things.

The speaker then alluded to the dearly-bought
victory of the Union in the Civil War, and drew a
comparison between it and the question of union-

ism to-day: Continuing, he said:

I am myself a workingman, and in no sense of
the word a capitalist, but I believe this, country
only can and only should exist so long as it is just
to all of its citizens, be they capitalists or laborers.
The workingman who blindly surrenders his liberty
to the walking delegates, and with it the God-given
privilege of working for whom he pleases, when
and where he pleases, and upon such terms and
conditions as may best please him, then will
American workingman have bartered away for a
mess of pottage those great principles of American
liberty that thousands upon thousands of his fellow-
countrymen have died upon the fields of battle to
secure for him, and this great republic, dedicated
to human liberty, will become a miserable failure.

No one can doubt the proposition that many
of the negroes who were held in bondage before
the war were better off than they are to-day. I
mean, Mr. President, in so far as their physical
wants are concerned ; they were taken care of
when they were children, when they became ill,
and when they became old and helpless. But this
was not the question. It was a question of their
manhood and their own freedom ; for, as Lincoln

(Continued on page 579)
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go at Jewe„ry Co
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFAC-
TURER TO THE RETAILER.

Fobs, Lockets, Seals
and Chains

IN GOLD AND GOLD FILLED.

The Bassett Jewelry Co.
Manufacturers' Building,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR

EIGHTY YEARS.

"T 
CLOCK

iii EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks anD Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it, It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co••
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made.
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted

Non=Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,
from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed On French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add 10c.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900. JOHNSTOWN, N. V.
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Providence and Attleboro

In the State House, Boston,

Working Hours 
recently a bill came up for con-

of Women and sideration before the joint Corn-

Minors mittee on Labor, which provided

that a measure should be enacted

making it a misdemeanor to employ women or

minors in manufacturing establishments betw
een

the hours of 6 p. M. and 6 A. M. Thd pas
sage of

this bill, without certain amendments, wou
ld work

a hardship on jewelry manufacturers 
by reason of

the peculiar conditions under which their 
opera-

tions are carried on. The bill was introduced
 by

a member from Fall River, Mass., a town 
noted

for its mills. When the bill came up for a 
hearing

ex-Representative Thomas W. Williams, f
ormerly

of the American Watch Case Pendant Co.; 
Repre-

sentative William F. Maintien, of Maintien Bros.

& Elliott ; J. Thomas Inman, of J. T. Inman & C
o.;

Louis J. Lamb, of C. H. Allen & Co.; A. H. Bliss,

of A. H. Bliss & Co.; George W. Cheever,
 of

Cheever, Tweedy & Co.; ex-Representative Harry

D. Hunt and A. C. Sylvestre representing the

Attleboros and Plainville, were present for the

purpose of showing the disadvantage that jewelry

makers would be put to by the passage of such a

law. Mr. Inman explained to the committee how,

in the packing and shipping departments of jewelry

shops, it became necessary to work later than six

o'clock in the evening. He also stated that

although women and minors may work until 8 P. M.

their total number of working hours per week will

not exceed the legally stipulated fifty-eight, because

the workers concerned start work late in the morn-

ing to offset the extra time in the evening. Mr.

Lamb also urged that in the jewelry shops many

orders come by telegraph, and must be filled

within a limited space of time in order to be satis-

factory to the customer. Mr. Maintien explained

that the work was not by any means arduous and

required dexterity rather than strength. He stated

that it must necessarily be done after the factory

employees have completed the goods during the

day. It was urged as a modification of the pro-

posed law to so alter it that it would prohibit work

after 8 P. M.
The suit brought by the United

Seamless Wire Wire and Supply Co., of Provi-

dence, against H erber t E.

Williams, of Attleboro, was

recently decided in favor of the plaintiff by Judge

Hale, of the United States District Court, sitting

in Boston, Mass. The patents involved No. 381,529

granted to Levi L. Burdon, and another patent

which was discovered by George U. Meyer, which

related to a supplemental feature in the nature of

an improvement on the Burdon system. Patent

No. 381,529 is held by the United Wire and Supply

Co. Judge Hale's decision in both cases is that

all the claims of both patents were sustained and

held to have been infringed by the defendant. The

Court ordered a decree for an injunction and

accounting on both patents. After the decision

was announced the defendant effected a settlement

with the United Wire and Supply Co., and an-

nounced that he would discontinue making filled

wire and confine his business hereafter to the other

lines of specialties that he has been making in

connection with filled wire. The United Wire and

Supply Co. announce that they mean to vigorously

push to settlement the suits pending against other

parties, and that the decision was a big victory for

them. The other parties do not believe that the

decision will much affect the suits still to be decided.

Litigation
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The lawsuit between Thomas F. Greenwood,

of Providence, and Geo. W. Dover, of the Geo. W.

Dover Co., Providence, as to priority of invention

of the improved pin tongue and joint for brooches

and like ornaments, was decided recently by Judge

Seth Shepard, in the Court of Appeals, District of

Columbia, in favor of Greenwood, the appellant in

the case. This suit has been going on for a con-

siderable time. Originally, the examiner of inter-

ferences awarded priority to Greenwood, but on

appeal to the examiners-in-chief this decision was

reversed and priority awarded to Dover, the

examiners being of opinion that the Greenwood

exhibit was not a reduction to practice. On further

appeal to the commissioner, this decision was

affirmed. Greenwood moved for a rehearing

before the examiners-in-chief and filed a number

of affidavits to show that when his exhibit model

was introduced in evidence, the pivot was securely

held in the bore of the pin tongue by pressure, and

that the same had been made loose and the grip of

the pin spring released by frequent and careless

handling in removing the long pivot. The record

shows no action taken upon the motion, and it was

unnoticed in the commissioner's decision. When

the case came before Judge Shepard he reviewed

its progress from the beginning, outlined the salient

points in the .testimony that had been adduced,

reversed the decision appealed from and awarded

priority to Greenwood.

The opening of a new street in Attleboro and

the building of a bridge to connect the sides of the

town DOW separated by the valley of the Ten Mile

River is a recently projected improvement in which

a number of leading jewelry manufacturers are

interested, including Charles A. Marsh, of C. A.

Marsh & Co.; Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney

& Co.; James E. Blake, of the James E. Blake Co.,

and others. The consummation of this project

would, it is said, be a convenience to the public,

especially to employees of jewelry manufactories

from whose journey to and from their work would

thus be eliminated a wide d.?.tour. It is also urged

that the land in the river valley is required for

sites for a number of new jewelry shops. The last-

named reason has an especial interest for the trade.

William H. Garner, of the Dunbar, Leach,

Garner Co., Attleboro, and Mrs Garner have re-

moved to a new home at Newmarket, N. H. Their

departure was marked by a surprise presentation

from their many friends in Attleboro. The silver

anniversary of their wedding occurred a few days

before leavetaking and on this occasion they atten-

ded a dancing p:trty in response to the invitation of

friends. This function resolved itself into a fare-

well reception. At an appropriate stage of the

proceedings, William H. and James E. Blake, of

the James E. Blake Co., on behalf of the assembled

friends, wished Mr. and Mrs. Garner happiness and

prosperity in their new home, and presented to

them a full solid silver table service, consisting of

too pieces of beautiful design. Another feature of

the removal of Mr. and Mrs. Garner to their new

residence, was the presentation to Mr. Garner of

a Morris chair by the employees of the Dunbar,

Leach, Garner Co.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co., of Attleboro, is

preparing a suitable exhibit for the approaching

World's Fair at St. Louis.

The Paye & Baker Mfg. Co., of Attleboro,

intends to erect a two-story office building during

the present spring. The prospective structure will

afford an addition of 2500 square feet to the com-

pany's floor space making the total area to be

occupied by the business 7000 square feet. The

ground floor of the projected building will be

devoted to packing and shipping work, and the

offices will be located on the second floor.

The business of Flint, Mood & Co., of Provi-

dence, was incorporated under the laws of Maine

recently with a capital stock of $2o,000. The object

of the corporation is to manufacture jewelry, and

the officers are : President, Wm. W. Flint ;

treasurer, D. P. Flint, both of this city.

The business of D. C. Baxter & Co., Provi-

dence, was purchased recently by W. R. Powers

and L. C. Powers, who will jointly continue it

under the name of W. R. Powers & Co.

Banquet of the New England Manu-
facturing Jewelers' and Silver-

smiths' Association

(Continued from page 577)

truly said, " No nation can exist one-half slave and
one-half free," and I would ask the workingman
who has surrendered his liberty to the walking
delegate whether he expects the same care to be
taken of him and his children when misfortune
befalls them. If so, I fail to see it in the suffering
of himself and family when, by reason of illness or
loss of position, he can no longer pay his dues
and fines.

In the light of all these things, one is led to
ask, is the American workingman no longer in
possession of that intelligence that has made him
the wonder and admiration of the world ? Does
he not know that he is the best paid, the best fed,
the best clothed and the best homed of any work-
ingman that ever labored beneath the sunshine and
shadow in this world of toil?

Does he know, or does he care to know, the
cause and reason of this marvelous progress of the
American workingman ? If he does, I can tell him
in two of the sweetest and grandest words that ever
fell from human lips : " American Freedom." And
I say to the demagogues, who are misleading the
American workingman, that if they have no care
for all this, and shall continue to defy American
laws and order, and with knife and club and
boycott continue to assault and persecute the
workingman who may not choose to bend his knee
to the walking delegate, carrying their resentment
even to the dead, not permitting them to be laid
away in peace and quietness unless the stamp of
the union label is over all—then will the American
people rise in their might and the walking delegate
and picket and the boycott will be swept from our
land and American liberty and American justice
will again reign supreme.

But I do not believe that the American work-
ingman so little appreciates and understands the
honor and wealth that may come to him and his
children in this great country of ours, that he will
by any act of his attempt to bring it to wreck and
ruin and make it a country frcm which it will be
the greatest ambition of descendants to emigrate
from as it was the greatest ambition of his ancestors
to emigrate to.

I do not wish to be understood as being op-
posed to all • labor unions, for I know that human
nature is pretty much the same, whether it is in the
office or the factory. It is grasping and selfish,
and we must guard against it in order that justice
may come to all, and any organization of employer
or employed that is not based upon this foundation
of justice is un-American, degrading, and should
not have any place in this great country of ours.

An address was then made by Lafayette G.

Blair, of Boston, who said that he had a pleasant

duty to perform, namely, to present his friend,

ex-President Frank T. Pearce, with a loving cup in

behalf of the association. Mr. Pearce made an

appropriate response and the feast came to an end.

The executive committee, to whom praise is due

for the perfection of the arrangements, was com-

posed of Roswell C. Smith, chairman ; Frank B.

Reynolds and Charles M. Robbins. Mr. Smith, as

mentioned by President Thresher, was unavoidably

absent, and an able substitute was found in ex-
President Pearce. .
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The Giant

of

Collar Buttons

in Quality

in Sales

Millions of' Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world.

The Standard Collar Button.

WU?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily

determine the exact amount of 1st K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Lit I le Schoohna.ho now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-eent stamp
to Krementz de. Co.,99Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters' Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Its RepUtat1011.

All Krementz Collar Buttons--of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 86 CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. 8c ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York,

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

Send for my Catalogue and buy your Rings from

The
Manufacturer Direct

I make the
L " Intial
rings;

Gentlemen's
stone, seal,
snake and

gypsy rings.
Ladies'
rings:

Diamond
combination

in opal,
pearls and
doublet and
Diamond
band rim's
)iamond
lockets.

Standard
quality and
reliable
goods. Cut original size.

The problem of nhi king

Plain Wedding Rings
and avoid carrying the same in stock has
been solved satisfactorily by the Ring
Making Outfit made by Ringset Company,
Boston, Mass. See their ads. in KEYSTONE
of November and December, 1903. The
Company has reduced the price of their
uncut mold blocks to users of their outfits
to $6.00 per gross of molds, which puts
the 'outfit within the reach of all. The
Company also makes Stone Ring Molds,
Tiffanies, Belchers, Carbuncles, etc., in
great variety, price $1.00 per dozen.
Catalogue on application. Molds patented.
You can buy through any jobber.

RI NGSET COMPANY,
Boston, Mass.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

Ante-Easter
Dullness

THE

Just prior to the Easter season

trade showed a dullness which

caused jewelers to look about

them for ways and means to keep them 
busy.

Customers were not anxious buyers, as a general

rule, and every form of device was resorted to 
to

make the store as inviting and attractive as poss
i-

ble. Window displays were even more elaborate

than during the Christmas season, and the daint
i-

ness of these shows behind handsome plate gla
ss

was certainly cheery. While social events were at

low ebb, and these are always a factor to the jeweler,

there came by a strange complication of events, the

grand opera season to Pittsburg during the closing

days of Lent. This, no doubt, had a favorable

ihfluence on local trade. •
One of the larger wholesalers

The Merchants' 
when asked, "What's new?"

and Manufacturers' the other day, jocosely rv-

Association plied, " There's nothing new

just now but business, and that

is so blamed new that it hasn't come yet." It is

this class that finds plenty to keep busy with, how-

ever, and if a stray customer with important busi-

ness enters his place, he usually finds a way of

holding on to hint with a vise-like grip. Otto T.

Heeren, of Heeren Bros. & Co., has taken an active

part, representing the jewelry trade of Pittsburg in

the organization of the Merchants' and Manufactur-

ers' Association here. The association is similar to

those in the East, and is organized by leading

wholesale houses and manufacturers who seek to

boom Pittsburg as a wholesale and jobbing center

with the surrounding territory, by arranging for

special rates on railroads for the buyers and

making other inducements for attracting the

smaller merchants to this center. The jeweler is as

much interested in this subject as any other line of

trade, and there is no more active man to push this

cause along than Mr. Heeren.

The association starts with a guarantee of

$10,000 annually for three years, and is intending

to. expend this judiCionsly in advertising the citv

in Western Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio, West Vir-

ginia and Maryland. This section takes in im-

mense manufacturing and industrial communities

which are usually good buyers in all branches of

commerce, and especially when times are at all

brisk. This is the first time that Pittsburg has

attempted such a move, and it is being watched

with close attention. Mr. Heeren is one of the

directors of the new association.
The latest comer to the down-

A New town jewelry trade in Pittsburg

is Charles O'Brien & Company.

This company has secured a

large store room in Wood Street, directly opposite

the new department store now nearing completion,

and to be occupied by James McCreery & Co., of

New York, a concern which is allied to the

H. B. Claffin interests. The new store of O'Brien

& Company stands in a most desirable location,

Which is in line with a heavy travel, and in a street

that has experienced a wonderful transformation

from wholesale and jobbing districts to a retail

center. The store secured is a roomy one, quite

deep, and is at present being remodeled for the

new occupants. Its equipment is to be modern

and attractive, and the new glass front will make

it very striking. Mr. O'Brien, the. head of the

company, has for years been a salesman for

Vilsacks, and is well known.
1-Ugh rents are making changes in some of the

smaller shops. The Keystone Jewelry Company,

jewelry Store
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which opened and closed a year ago in Pittsburg,

and finally relocated in Smithfield Street, is closing

again. The lease could not be extended, as the

building is to be torn down shortly and a new

structure of the skyscraper order is to go up there.

In the outlying sections, particularly the smaller

boroughs, there are removals and retirements,

which show that the quiet of the past few weeks,

prior to the opening of the renting year, is having

a decisive effect on the trade in determining their

future. Rents continue to increase in the com-

mercial center, and are becoming a serious factor

in the ability of the dealer to remain in the swim

for long.

Costly clocks seem to be win-

Clocks as Gifts fling favor as presentation gifts

in this locality over the older

form of a costly watch. Perhaps this is because so

many of the lucky ones already have watches.

During the past month the department heads of

one of the United States Steel Corporation con-

cerns, secured from Hardy & Hayes, of Fifth Ave-

nue, an elaborate hall clock of the imported class,

and representing a considerable outlay, and pre-

sented it to their chief, who has stepped higher in

office. The presentation attracted, considerable

attention, and there is likely to be some similar

purchases on this line, for one such event seems

to encourage another, and at the same time furnish

the cue for the nature of the gift. Whether this

is the idea of the majority of the dealers or not is

not known, but it is certain that at this time there

is an unusual display of handsome and costly

clocks in all of the leading stores.

Much interest has been taken

Interesting in the trial the past week or two
Litigation of A. W. DeLand, former or-

ganizer, the only officer, and so

far as known, stockholder of the DeLand Jewelry

Company, which operated in Sixth Street. De-

Land started originally a club scheme to sell

watches. Then he gradually branched out in a

general retail trade. It was during that time that

the troubles began. W. J. Johnston Co. made the

complaint against DeLand, after he had disap-

peared from the city, leaving many large accounts

unsettled for diamonds and other jewels. The

trial brought out the evidence that DeLand would

enter the store of W. J. Johnston Co. and get a

valuable diamond or diamonds, on a memorandum,

being refused credit. He would leave the store

and take the valuables to a pawnbroker, getting as

much as Ile could for them and return and make a

small payment as coming from the customer.

After securing several thousand dollars' worth of

jewels in this manner, " DeLand Jewelry Com-

pany " disappeared. Then a search was made for

the goods and the property and books of the com-

pany. The diamonds had been scattered among

so many pawnbrokers that it took some time 
for

the police and detectives to gather them up. De-

Land was arrested in New York and brought 
to

jail here, where he has since been, pending 
his

trial. The trial brought more jewelers and paw
n-

brokers into court than has been seen for some

years. It also raised a most peculiar situa-

tion. The charge against DeLand was 
larceny.

The pawnbrokers stood for his conviction until

they found that by his conviction they would 
have

to deliver tip the diamonds to the r
ightful owner

and be out what they had advanced on them. Th
e

W. J. Johnston Co. interests vigorously 
prosecuted

DeLand on the charge of larceny, and after a war
m

trial the jury, with voluminous evidence, one 
side

seeking to make the charge a civil, and the 
other

a criminal case, brought in a verdict of 
" guilty''
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of larceny. The conviction now places the pawn-

brokers in a plight. It does not settle DeLand,

however, as there are other indictments of the

same nature and growing out of the same transac-

tions to be tried, and it is likely that there will be

quite a long sentence ready for him when these are

finished. ln the meantime, under the police regu-

lations, the recovery of diamonds stolen and

pawned requires the owner of the jewels to refund

to the pawnbroker the amount of money advanced

On them, or in other words, to pay for his own

property again. This regulation, it is said, will be

attacked by W. J. Johnston Co. as illegal. The

court is to be appealed to before the case ends on

this matter, and the trade is watching with keen

interest the result of the contest.

The winding up of the affairs of W. J. Best,

who disappeared suddenly some time ago, leaving

his jewelry store in Smithfield Street for creditors

and others to make the best of, will be completed

this month. An auction sale of the stock has been

carried on under authority of the court, and the

store has been leased to other parties. Best has

never been seen since he left the city. It is ru-

mored that he went to California, and during the

past week, it is said, that he entered the city, but

left again when he found that there were process-

servers on his track. There is much mystery about

his movements and much speculation among the

trade, as Best was long a well-known jeweler in

Pittsburg, and until this unusual event was well

thought of by all of letItitlalirg
conversation 

derseaatlieo
rns.with Director

The Proposed Arthur A. Hamerschlag, of the

Horological School Carnegie Technical Schools,

recently, he stated that the

proposition to establish a class for jewelers'

mechanics and watchmakers, as mentioned in

THE KEYSTONE last month, depended on the

jewelry trade of the country. If the manufacturers

and the trade in general take enough interest in

the matter to personally write to the director

informing him of one or more possible students

who would be willing to take up this course, that

the class would be started with the assurance that

there would be at least sixty available students to

start with. The information should state what

number of young men, to the knowledge of the

jewelers, would come should a class be started,

and these possible students should be induced to

communicate with the director. Should the class

be started it would be conducted on a large scale,

and every form of the expert trade would be taught

by instructors of ability. The director said that he

was familiar with the situation regarding the

jewelry trade and was interested to hear from rep-

resentatives if they were willing to take the

matter up.

Threw in the Tobacco

In city stores, where clerks have no control
over the prices of goods, the old-time practice of
" throwing in " something with a purchase has
gone out of fashion. Years ago, however, when

" Long John " Wentworth, afterward Mayor Went-
worth, of Chicago, was a clerk in a grocery store,
it was an established custom. A certain customer

was particularly urgent in his appeals for what in
New Orleans is called " lagnappe."
" Now, Johnny, my boy," he said, on one

occasion when he had bought a gallon of molasses,

" can't ye just throw in a trifle of fine cut?''
Young Wentworth looked at him a moment.

Then his eye twinkled.
" Certainly," he said, and uncorking the jug,

he " threw in " a handful of chewing tobacco. It
cured the man of his habit of asking for a bonus, if

not of the habit of chewing tobacco.
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We Are Headquarters for Engravers' Tools and Supplies.

"Perfectio
TRANSFER WAX
Warranted not to scratch.

The best on earth.

Price. . 25 Cents.

Sent by mail on receipt
of price.

Our Aim: The Best for the
Least Money."

cl"r IS 34 SIZE.

r, Perfection0 Transfer Pad.
A perfect transfer from flat, convex or con-
cave surface. Every engraver should have
it. Have you seen it?

Price, 50 Cents.

Send for our Engravers' Supply Catalog-ue. Here is a
sample out of it :

Flat,
Round,
Oval,
Angellette
and Knife

GRAVERS, 
$1.00 per dozen,
10 cents each.

Everything- else i n prmwrlitIn-

Sischo 0 Beard,
JEWELERS' TOOLS.
MATERIALS, ETC. St. Paul, Minn.

Our SPRING LINES of

Hat Pins, Waist Sets,
Dainty Waist Pins,

Are Most Attractive, Substantial
and very moderate priced.-

Made in all the newest finishes.
Set with Peacock Eyes, Baroque Pearls, Almandines.

5k Scofield & De Wyngaert,
48 and 5o Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.

This is the Clock
you can retail at 75
a good margin of
profit for

C.
We told you about it in last

month's KEYSTONE, aid the paper
was hardly off press before the inqui-
ries and orders began to pour in.
We knew that this Den Clock was
the biggest value in a little clock that
had ever been offered the jewelers
of this country and naturally we ex-
pected it to make a great big hit.
Well, we weren't disappointed.

Have you ordered or inquired for
prices? The jeweler ‘'ho shows
these clocks first in his town is going
to benefit most.

Look at this illustration and think
ot the show you could make with a
dozen of these clocks, and the splen-
did advertising you would get out of
selling them for 75c.

The Den Clock is not a cuckoo
clock and it does not strike. Its
decorativeness you can judge for
yourself ; ornamental front of hard-
wood ; solid brass movement.
We have Just printed a folder that

gives all necessary details. Do you
want a copy

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia.

Portable 10-in. Electric
Sensitive Bench Drill.
For no or 220 volt direct current. Five speed
changes-500, 750, woo, 1350, 2000 R. P. M.
Can be plugged direct into lamp socket. Drill
capacity, 3(-inch. Weight, too pounds. YOU
NEED IT.

$50. With Chuck Fitted, $5.00 Extra.

Bartz, Wygant d Brown,
Motors and Generators. liornellsville, New York.

F. C. JORGESON Sc. CO.
208 & 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

Special 1-ligh=Grade

SHOW CASES and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small Rosewood moulding Stee1=Lined Case.
We challenge the world to produce a better case.

Write for price on what you need
and ask for illustrated circular. "TUE BEST OF EVERYTHING."
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St. Louis Letter

The Opening of
the World's Fair
Draws Nigh

T H E

Trade from the South and
Southwest continues good, and
we believe the outlook for the
coming season is bright. Espe-
cially is this true as to the city

of St. Louis, where undoubtedly there will be a

great deal of money spent during the next eight

months. The jewelers naturally expect their

share of this good money, and are therefore antici-

pating a fairly prosperous spring and summer

business. Socially, great activity prevails as a

result of preparations for the coming Louisiana

Purchase Exposition. It is already safe to say

that a very presentable showing will be made by

the opening day, April 30th. In almost every

respect our Exposition will be greater than the

great white city of Chicago. The grounds are

twice as large, the buildings are larger, and the

amount of money used is almost double. Many

of us did not want the World's Fair, but when we

stand on Art Hill, with the panorama of stately

and magnificent buildings spread out before us, we

are compelled to admit that the citizens of St.

Louis will have no cause to be ashamed of their

"show" as compared to the expositions of Paris

and Chicago. There will be ample accommodations

for people of modest means. If there is any scarcity

of accommodations it will be only of a high-class

nature in expensive hotels. Therefore, those who

desire the luxuries of the very best hotels.during

their visit to the World's Fair should secure their

quarters without delay. The large number of

inquiries now being received from dealers all over

the country has made it necessary for all the prom-

inent wholesale houses in all lines to establish

bureaus of information in regard to hotel accom-

modations, boarding houses and rooms for their

friends and customers. Therefore, manufacturers,

retail dealers and others who intend to visit St.

Louis the coming summer should not hesitate to

write their jobbing friends on this subject, as all

wholesalers here in every line are prepared to

extend all necessary assistance in this direction.
The fourth of the 19o4 spring

Visiting Dealers meetings of the Interstate Mer-
chants' Association has been
the most successful and most

largely attended spring meeting that the association

has ever held. Nearly or quite 5000 out-of-town

buyers registered at headquarters. Many of the

dealers stated that it was their intention to return

to St. Louis and replenish their spring stock at the

time the World's Fair opens. The association is

giving to visiting merchants in all lines a leather-

bound World's Fair souvenir book and buyers'

guide. The book contains information regarding
the principal things of interest to be seen at the
Fair and facts about the leading St. Louis manu-

facturers and merchants.
The St. Louis increase in bank clearings the

middle week of March of 17.5 per cent. was by far
the largest shown in any of the leading cities of the
country. In postal receipts the gain in St. Louis
for February was 11.14 per cent. Things are
moving in the World's Fair city as never before.

Morris Bauman, of the Sidney L. and Morris
Bauman Company, started out on his far Western
trip the last of March and is not expected to return
to town much before the first of May, just in time
for the opening of our great World's Fair.

The Bauman-Massa Company have completed
alterations in their diamond department which will
give them about twenty square feet more space.

Plentiful

KEYSTONE

E. M. Lunt, Western manager for the Towle
Manufacturing Company, spent several days in
St. Louis the early part of the month calling on
the trade in the interests of his firm.

W. J. Rowley, traveler from the St. Louis
branch of the Geneva Optical Company, left the
middle of March for an extended trip over his
Southern territory which includes the Gulf States
of Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas as well as
Arkansas and Oklahoma. Mr. Rowley will be
absent over two months, and anticipates a good
trade for the reason that the South and Southwest
are quite prosperous this season.

The Sims & Gregory Hat Pin and Novelty
Company are a new wholesale concern in St. Louis
handling the Sims patent hat pin and a line of
jewelry novelties. They are located on the second
floor of the Commercial Building in room 204.
Robert Sims, head of the firm, is well known in
the trade as formerly in the retail jewelry business
at Waco, Texas, and laterly as a member of the
traveling force of C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago.
The new firm will carry a large line of World's
Fair souvenirs which they are now pushing.

Paul V. Kaesser, watchmaker for Wm. F.
Kemper, the Franklin Avenue retailer, was mar-
ried recently to Miss Mary J. Schira, of this city.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co., with a

capital stock of $65,000 all paid in, filed articles of
incorporation with the Recorder of Deeds here
last month. The incorporators were : Geo. J.

Hess and S. D. Culbertson 293 shares each ; Rolla

W. Hess 50 shares ; Samuel E. Bamber 6 shares;

and Elizabeth Idler 8 shares.
Joe McKinna, house salesman for the Bauman-

Massa Company, is at his post again after a week's

tussle with the grippe.
President Pfeffer, of the St. Louis Clock and

Silverware Company, wholesale, returned early

last month from a trip to New York and other

Eastern manufacturing points where he was

selecting a line of World's Fair novelties.
George J. Hess, of the Hess & Culbertson

Jewelry Company, retail, has just returned from a

buying trip to New York.
Aron Dorst, of Dorst & Company, the well-

known manufacturing jewelry firm of Cincinnati,

was in St. Louis for .a, day last month combining

business with pleasure.
Geo. J. Gruen, of D. Gruen, Sons & Company,

Cincinnati, was here recently calling on the jewelers

in the interests of his house.
De Witt Davidson, representing the diamond

house of Wallach & Schielle, New York, was here

recently on a business trip.
Harley A. Allen, representing the Attleboro

manufacturing firm of C. A. Allen & Co., was

here last month on one of his regular business trips.

A. Kirkpatrick, of Oklahoma City, Okla., was

among the buyers in this market the early part of

last month. Mr. Kirkpatrick reports trade fairly

good in his section of the country and his town

prosperous and growing fast.

Jeweler Thos. S. Terry, of Downs, Kans., was

met in one of our wholesale offices last month

where he was making his spring purchases. Mr.

Terry said that trade had really been pretty good

thus far with him this year, and that business con-

ditions and prospects had improved Of late on

account of dollar wheat.
David B. Aloe, of the A. S. Aloe Company,

retail opticians, has recently returned from a busi-

ness trip to Chicago.
William Brazeal, of Pacific, Mo., dropped in

on his friends in the wholesale trade here recently.

He was selecting goods for his Easter trade. •
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The John Bollard Jewelry Company, retail,
last month closed a contract with the officers of the
International Golf Association, which will partici-
pate in the Olympian games at the World's Fair

during the month of September, for 800 cups and
souvenirs to be made of sterling silver. The order
amounts to about $7500, and the cups and sou-
venirs are to be awarded as prizes to the winners
of the various contests thatare to take place during
the month of September.

Goodman King, managing director of the
Mennod & Jaccard Jewelry Company, was elected
a member of the board of directors to serve three
years at the annual meeting of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition Company held here last
month. Mr. King is also vice-president of the
committee on Manufactures and Liberal Arts, and
vice-chairman of the committee on Anthropology
and he takes a warm interest in all things pertain-
ing to our great exposition and is an enthusiastic
supporter of our big show.

August Kurtzeborn, of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons,
retail, and Mrs. Kurtzeborn, rtturned last month
from several months sojourn in Southern California.

President Alvin L. Bauman, of the L. Bauman
Company, has recently returned from a two-weeks'
trip on the road. Mr. Bauman thinks that things
will brighten up in a business way in this territory
just as soon as spring arrives in earnest.

J. B. Morris, of Perry, Mo., was among the
recent visiting buyers in this Market.

Charles F. Miller, of Cairo, Ill., was a trade
visitor in St. Louis the early part. of March on the
lookout for spring novelties.

The Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry Company
have been awarded the contract for the punch
bowl which the citizens of Missouri are to give to
the battleship Missouri. The bowl will be one of

the finest ever constructed and will represent the
highest type of jewelers' art. A ladle and twenty-
four cups go with the bowl. It will be the largest
punch bowl ever made, and it will take about two
months to complete it. It will be handsomely
engraved, and when finished will be exhibited in
the World's Fair exhibit of the above firm.

Retail Merchants' Day at the
World's Fair has been fixed for
July 27th. This means that all
the retail merchants in the
United States are invited to

come to St. Louis on that day for a reunion. This
invitation includes the jewelers, of course. All the
retail merchants of Missouri will be here at that
time for their convention. There will be a reunion,
international in character, of the master butchers
at the same time, and it will be an easy matter to
arrange for a general reception for all the retail
merchants and a joint session of all interests. It is
believed by those in charge of the arrangements
that much good can be accomplished by this
national meeting and that the cause of organization
among retail Merchants will be greatly forwarded.

There are 147,259 panes of glass, eighteen by
twenty-three inches, in the Palace of Agriculture at
the World's Fair.

Two hundred of Uncle Sam's marines who
have been on duty at Panama are going to the
World's Fair to give exhibition drills.

Night has been turned into day in all of the
large exhibit palaces. Numerous electric arc
lights have been put in place, and scores of work-
men are busy night and day installing the exhibit.

A pack train of twenty-five horses, with all of

their accouterments, will be one of the novelties at
the Fair. The spectacle will be sent by citizens of
Wyoming to mark Wyoming Day.

Retail Merchants'
Day at the
World's Fair
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TRADE=MARK

Read While You Run.
A great many Jobbers are continually asking us why we do not adver-

tise more. The reason is, we make an excellent quality of chain, and
it appears to us that it will pay the retailers as well as ourselves in the long
run, to have our gold put on our chains, in preference to paying it out
for Wind in advertising, and, at the same time, cutting down the quality
endeavoring to get rich, quick.

When a manufacturer advertises that his ONE-TENTH chains are ONE-TENTH, if he makes ONE-
FORTIETH he should also REMARK that his ONE-FORTIETH chains are ONE-FORTIETH, then a
retailer would have a chance to know what he is buying, and not get into a trap, baited with ONE-TENTH,
and find a little later on that most of the stuff in the trap is ONE-FORTIETH.

Large quantities of one-fortieth Woven Wire Fobs have been placed on the market. Get a U. S. Assay
of some of them. We make all of our Woven Seamless Wire Fobs in one-fifteenth stock, which is one hundred
and fifty per cent. better than one-fortieth. Never be fooled by a big ad. that states anyone is making very fine
goods, when prices are about the same as REPUTABLE CHEAP CHAIN HOUSES sell them for. No
first-class chain house can make goods even five per cent. cheaper than others from the same quality of stock.

Our Spring styles will be ready in season.
No doubt you will want some WOVEN WIRE FOBS in fine quality.

C. A. MARSH & CO., Attleboro, Mass.

Why not have our Catalogue,
Mr. Jeweler.

We will forward it for the asking, prepaid.
Such pins as you see illustrated can be supplied
for any class, club or society, in any one or two
colors of enamel, large or small quantities at
prices quoted, substituting your letters for those
shown in cut. Estimates cheerfully furnished
where more lettering is desired.

See these Prices:

Silver plate,   $ .75 per dozen.
Sterling silver, I  88 • "
Gold plate,   2.25 "
Solid gold.   tr.25 " "

\ \ -rite us to-day.

BASTIAN BROS.,
R 21 South Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

••.•ea.

+111■1111•11111MINIS-

THESE ELECTRO-YLRTING SALTS ARE
PREPARATIONS CONTAINING

,APIVIETALAND CHEM IC ALS IN ACCURATE PRO,
ys,,..ron-rrorr rnoDITCING AT CI (I 7111-3 CORRECT
SHADES. MISSOLVEZI WRTER THE 13AIR IS TITOITCE

RERTIY TOR USE_ WORK ED raw EITHER ITYNAM 0
,..,‘•13ATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS.

SOME OF THE SALTS: ROSE GOLD, GREEN GOLD •PARISIAN,
ROMAN, 14 OR 18 KARAT, RED, GUINEA, OLD ENGLISH GUINEA GREEN,
GUINEA ROSE, GOLD DIP, SILVER SALTS, FRENCH GRAY DIP, SILVER
EBONIZER, OXIDES, ETC.

Our Orange Rose Gold is the Yellowish Red Shade.
Write for Circular and Price List.

S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., nearWhite St., New York.
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Trade Conditions 
A season of comparative dull-j

ness set in some weeks ago,

which has caused the retail trade in general to re-

trench. The condition is in no way alarming,

however, as it is but a repetition of the between-

season lassitude. Among the Wholesale and jobb
ing

trade a goodly amount of business is bein
g done,

and most of the manufacturers report
 a very satis-

factory trade. The demand for jewelry is part
icu-

lady pleasing from the fact that a bet
ter grade of

.goods is being called for than in years past. 
Even

the most ardent pessimist cannot help 
admit that

the season which closed with every firm 
reporting

a profitable business, is an index 
that money is

being more freely circulated. One of the .best

indications of the coming year's prospects, and an

infallible criterion, is the real estate. market.

Financial observers are a unit on the signs which

the realty market reflects. The indications for the

coming summer, based upon this hypothesis, 
are

better by far than was to have been expected.

The era of stock market speculation has been 
suc-

ceeded by one of conservatism, and architects are

overloaded with plans for buildings.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hummel, for sixty-seven years

a resident of this city, died recently at he
r home

at 4316 West Eighth Street, at the advance
d age of

eighty-seven years. The deceased was born in

Baden and came to Cincinnati in 1837, marrying

John Hummel a year later at the Holy 
Trinity

Church. Her husband had come here five years

prior to her arrival and died in 1872. Mrs. Humm
el

is the mother of Jeweler Louis F. Hummel, of 
the

Emery Arcade. Beside him there survive five

other sons, twenty-five grandchildren and ten

great-grandch i Id reit.

Since removing to their elegant new quarters

in the Traction Building, L. Gutmann & Sons
 re-

port a gratifying increase in their business. 
Eli

Gutmann returned the middle of March from

a trip to New York and other Eastern manufact
ur-

ing centers, where he combined business with

pleasure.
Among the Kentucky buyers to make personal

visits to the city during the month were : 0. W.

Smith, of Carrollton ; Nick Sanning, of Butler,

and C. G. Schlenker, of Hickman.

Mr. Moross, manager of the jewelry store of

J. L. Siefert, of Dayton, Ohio, placed a number of

liberal orders with the jobbers- while in the city

recently.
Joe Terlau, son of a former prominent Coving-

ton jeweler, has purchased the store of the late

Ben Niehaus, in Covington. Niehaus died a few

weeks ago. Tedau will continue the business at

the Madison Avenue stand.

The Miller Brothers Jewelry Company has

been awarded the order for the making of the

prizes for the A. A. U. of the Y. M. C. A., which

met in Cincinnati March 25th. The order included

82 gold and silver medals.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herschede are well on

their ■% ay on their tour of South America and the
West Indies.

Dia:nonds
in Kentucky

Reports of diamond finds in

Elliott County, Ky., will not

down, and a company has been

organized to develop the prop-

erty on which the finds are reported. M. E. Bryant,

special fiscal agent of the Kentucky Diamond

Mining and Development Company, was in this

city recently and declared that his company had a

regular Kimberly field and would install machinery

as soon as it could be gotten upon the ground.

K EYST ONE

The manufacturing firm of Theodore Neuhaus

& Co., has been awarded the contract for six of the

eight classes of jewels to be used at the big national

reunion of Elks, which will be held here next July.

The committee havingcharge of the work announces

that there will in all probability be close upon 30,000

jewels made for the reunion.

Thieves robbed the jewelry store of George

Simper, at.717 Vine Street,. by breaking through a

transom. About $5oo worth of watches and chains-,

opera glasses and novelties was carried away.

Herman Barth, of Beer & Barth, of North

Vernon, and H. C. Mitchell, of .Mitchell & Baber,

of Peru, were registered as among the Indiana

delegation to leave personal orders with the trade.

Leo. Gosling has been promoted kohl the fac:-

tory to the office force of Jos. -Noterman & ,Co., to

the position vacated by the death of Edward Hoeni-

melmeyer.
\V. H. Homuth, jeweler, at Bloomington, Ill.,

was among the wholesalers last month.

William Swope, of .Swope & Neff, of Terre

Haute, Ind., recently passed through the city, on a

Southern trip.
Herman Smith, Parkersburg, W. Va., was here

recently, to replenish his stock.

Chris. Mauthe, the Vine Street jeweler, was

recently swindled in cashing a forged check for

one hundred dollars. A. C. Maxwell, a young

son of an attache of the Gibson House, was

arrested on the charge of passing the check.

W. C. Anderson, of Anderson Bros., of Byes-

yule, Ohio, was here several days and left ord
ers

to replenish the firm's stock:

Joseph Scheff, with E. & J. Swigart, recently

lost by death a young son.

A. T. Maupin, of Athens, was among the West
Virginia buyers in the local market during 

the

month.
A diamond parlor is being fitted up by Al

ex.

Myers, a Louisville pawnbroker, who has 
opened

a jewelry store in addition, at the Falls City.

Myers was recently here, negotiating for fixtur
es

and precious stones.

S. Lindenberg,. of the firm of Lind
enberg,

Strauss & Co., is home from a successful 
trip on

the road.
The manufacturing firm of Pohlmyer & 

Roth,

at 121 Longworth Street, are increasi
ng the capa-

city of their mechanical department.

Elaborate preparations are being

made here to entertain about

forty thousand Elks, who are

expected to attend the big re-

union to be held here the middle of
 next July.

The event is of especial interest to 
jewelers, as a

large number of emblems and jewels 
of the order

will be called for. Local manufacturers have been

kept busy on emblem work, especially
 on various

Elk designs. The arrangements for the social

welfare is in the hands of a committee 
of represen-

tative men, who are doing everything in their

Power to outdo Baltimore's 
welcome of last year.

William Robertson, an engraver e
mployed by

the Miller Brothers Jewelry Company, on Feb-

ruary 29th celebrated his eighth 
birthday, although

he is in fact twenty-eight years o
f age. He was

born on leap-year day, February 
29, 1876. His

friends aided in the celebration.

Joseph Phillips, representing the S
terling Glass

Company, is home from a very success
ful Western

business trip. This firm, since its establishmen
t

here, has made a strong bid for the 
Western trade.

William Haynes, of Haynes & 
Millichamp, of

Atlanta, Ga., stopped over while on
 his way to

New York and other Eastern 
cities.

Big Reunion
of Elks
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The firm of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co. have

been thic victi,ll of a robbery. The colored porter

who had been in their' employ the- past fei'v years

appears to have been doing a wholesale buginess at

their expense. Owing to their croivded rooms they

are compelled to'keep.a.great'many boxes and tele 

scopes full of WataieS -outSide their safes, and in

this manner he has beeif stealing for some time

About twenty-five filled.Watches have been recoif--i

'ered front. a pawnbroker, and a great many mord

are still MIssing.. He was arrested and sent to the

Workhouse fo`r two years'. •

C. G. Schlenker, the town jeweler of Hickman;

Ky., was recently: in:. Ciricinniiti to • buy a town

'Clock for the tower 'of 'the'. courthous.r.- He was

cominission,.(1 by the county court and toWn coun-

cil to make the lairdiae.

Jesse N. I lovt, jev,eler, of • Delaware, .0hip,

will be given 'final discharge in bankruptcc:ffi the

Court 'of Judge- Thompson, April 8th.'

E. G. Lohmyer, jeweler, at:666 'York- Street,

NeWport, has moved to 617 York Street,liecause

business had expanded to such an extent that he

needed larger quarters. • •

Frank Herschede, the Fourth Street jeweler,

is making handsome improvements in the store.

They consist of alterations in the front part of the

building, and he has added some elegant new

show cases. . .
William Pflueger, of J6s. Noterman & Co.,

made a- successful business trip .through several

Southern States during the past month and reports

a fair retail trade.

Claim to
Make Gold

Two Newport, Ky.,.men claim

to have discovered, after five

years of labor, the lost secret

of making gold. Their claims

are somewhat startling and at variance with the

tenets of science, one of the most rigid of which

is that gold is an element. The men are Thomas

Cockings, a sheet-roller fireman in a steel mill,

who is a student of metallurgy, and J. N. Reese, a

litho-engraver, who poses as the more versed

alchemist of the two. Substantially, they claim

that gold is not an element, because they are able

to transmute nitrate of silver into gold. They go

further, and• claim that under the same general

plan of transmutation they ,can convert gold into

platinum.: In .a ntitshell, they have experimented

for five years, on a plan to increase the specific

gravity of ,nitrate of silver to that of gold, and

claim to have discovered nature's secret. As an

evidence of their claim, they have promised to

give the secret to science, providing that within

another year they cannot make it profitable. THE

KEYSTONE correspondent has been permitted to

visit their laboratory in the old Kensington tile

works ill Newport, where they, have made about

two hundred tests during their five years of ex-

perimenting. Your correspondent was also allowed

to see the reports of 124 analyses made by different

chemists during that period, each of which showed

a..varying amount.of gold, ranging from a trace to

$1584 a ton. The average percentage, however,

was about $50 to the ton. As the various ingre-

dients required cost in the neighborhood of $400 a

ton, it was contended by them that they had not

been able to control their secret sufficiently to pro-

duce gold at a profit. This is what they hope to

accomplish in the -next year, failing in which, they

promise to give their secret to science. The men

are honest in their belief and have prrsistently re-

fused for years to give any statement of their efforts

to the press, until finally induced to discuss it by

THE KEYSTONE correspondent.



A New Light on the HATPIN Subject.
A COMPLETE STOCK FOR ONE DOLLAR.

Mr. Jeweler, let us give you a Pointer on our new patent adjustable hatpins.
Never before in the history of the jewelry business has anything been invented that
was so practical, and needed so badly by the average jeweler, as our new patent

adjustable hatpin stems.

Our pins do away with the expense of carrying in stock hundreds of dollars' worth
of hatpins to become shopworn and out of date. They do away with that everlasting

question of "something different," for when you have our pins you can select any brooch
from your stock and, with our hatpin stern, you can instantly convert it into a hatpin, and
no one could tell the difference but what it was "Just a hatpin," without a very close

examination. Then the customer can wear it either way, as a hatpin or as a brooch,
and the expense of it being so trifling you can well afford • to give it away to effect the
sale of a good pin.

These pins are being made in several different designs of tops, gold plated, finely

finished and guaranteed to wear well. The side braces hold the brooch in a good, firm

position, and makes it impossible for the brooch to come unfastened. Has extra long
pins, both steel and German silver, gold plated.

We want you to see these pins, and in order to get you to try them, we will send

you ONE SAMPLE DOZEN, ASSORTED, all charges prepaid, for ONE DOLLAR.
Don't put it off, but send NOW.

THE S. & G. HAT PIN & NOVELTY CO.,
Commercial Building, ST. LOUIS, MO.

April, 1904

San Francisco Letter
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A. I. Hall & Son, wholesal
e jewelers, of San

Francisco, have issued a very 
attractive book on

souvenir spoons. Any jeweler ca
n have this book-

let for the asking provided
 he does not ask too late.

G. F. Blakeslee, who manag
es Frank Golden's

jewelry store in Tonapah, Nev
., visited this city

recently and purchased a fine 
stock of jewelry to

refill the show cases of his new
 store.

Henry Abrams, the manufacture
rs' agent of

the Pacific coast, located at 7o8
 Market Street, San

Francisco, returned recently from his 
Eastern trip

with complete new stocks in hi
s several lines, and

left to call upon his retail trade 
from San Diego to

Tacoma.
We regret to announce the de

ath of F. J.

Batchelder, Western representative 
of the Seth

Thomas Clock Co., New York, which event

occurred after a short illness. The dread disease,

pneumonia, was responsible for his 
demise.

George Hunter, who has been con
nected for

the last thirty-five years with th
e Elgin National

Watch Co., in Elgin, Ill., passed 
through here

recently on his way home from 
Honolulu, where

he spent a very enjoyable vacation.
 He was con-

siderably benefited in health by the 
trip.

There appears to be a tendency 
among the

wholesale jewelry houses here to pr
ovide them-

selves with better offices. Several of the jobbing

houses of San Francisco are looking 
over the floor

space in the new buildings that are 
being erected

in the center of this city. A. I. Hall & Son are

the leaders in this movement and 
have already

signed a lease for the entire top fl
oor of the new

fireproof building that is being erected at the

corner of Third and Mission Streets.
 We think

that before this building is completed i
t will contain

quite a few houses carrying kindred l
ines. It will

be finished about January, 1905.

Nordman Bros., of Sutter Street, San Fr
ancisco,

are now being represented by E. Noel
, who is

calling upon the retail trade in the B
ay Cities,

having procured the position made va
cant by the

resignation of J. Pembroke.

Fred. Levy, and family, president of M. 
Schuss-

ler & Co., Inc., of San Francisco arrived 
from the

East recently greatly improved in health.
 He was

glad to reach this sunny clime, however, 
after the

rigors of an Eastern winter.

Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, jewelry man
ufac-

turers, of Sutter Street, San Francisco, 
have pro-

cured the services of J. Pembroke, formerl
y with

Nordman Bros. He will call upon the 
trade in

San Francisco and the Bay Cities in the in
terest of

the first-named firm.
Fred. Dorrence, who travels for Phelps

 &

Adams, is rapidly recovering from a very 
painful

fall which he sustained upon the ice in the 
North

recently. He will be able to call upon his cus
tomers

in the near future.
The Baldwin Jewelry Co. are going to 

open

another retail jewelry store on Market Street, 
which

will increase the number of their stores to
 three.

A. G. Benard, A. I. Hall & Son's new traveling

representative, is making his initial trip calling

upon the retail trade in Northern California, Wash
-

ington and Oregon.
Butterfield Bros., wholesale jewelry and 

optical

dealers, of Portland, Ore., are reaching out
 for

more business, and to this end have started a 
tray-•

cling representative among the retailers of 
Oregon,

Washington, Idaho and Montana. We feel
 safe in

saying they will get their share of business in
 this

Prosperous territory.
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0. Blomquist, the jeweler, has moved int
o a

fine, up-to-date little store opposite the Palace

Hotel, which will afford his rapidly growin
g busi-

ness more display space than was available in
 his

former quarters.
A. Hansen, of Seattle, Wash., came to town

recently to select a new line of jewelry an
d, inci-

dentally called upon his many friends in San

Francisco. Mr. Hansen claims the outlook for

business in his section as the best in his expe
rience.

Fred. Daunt, the enterprising retail jeweler of

Merced, Cal., spent a few hours in town r
ecently

while en route to Santa Rosa, where he will sp
end

a short vacation visiting his brother, who co
nducts

a first-class jewelry establishment at the latter 
place.

J. M. Ricketts, formerly in the employ of H.

Morton, of San Jose, has accepted a posi
tion as

head salesman with M. Spiro, of Kearny 
Street,

San Francisco.

L. Nordman, of Nordman Bros., is vi
siting

his host of friends in New York and Phil
adelphia.

Mr. Nordman makes an annual trip to t
he whole-

sale jewelry centers, and as a result of h
is excur-

sions usually returns with lines of new an
d striking

novelties in jewelry.

Fred. Roth, diamond expert, of M. Sc
hussler

& Co., is on an extended trip to the diamond

markets of Europe, and will spend a 
short time

visiting his host of friends in Chicago 
and New

York before returning to this city.

Walter Green, of Carrau & Green, dia
mond

and jewelry dealers, of Francisco, has returned

home after a quick trip abroad in se
arch of bar-

gains in diamonds. Needless to say, he returns

well stocked up for fall business.

L. Aurich, after several years' experi
ence in

the material department of Nordman 
Bros., has

started on his initial trip upon the road,
 soliciting

material orders for his house.

C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Co. 
,Chicago,

wholesale diamond and jewelry dealers, was

among the visitors in town recently 
enjoying our

balmy climate and calling upon his friends in the

trade. Mr. Knights was much pleased with
 cli-

matic conditions after leaving the frigid atmos-

phere of the Lake City.

L. L. Nordlinger, of S. Nordlinger 
& Co.,

Los Angeles, and wife, visited this city recently

on their honeymoon. Incidentally, they called

upon many members of the jewelry 
trade and were

the recipients of hearty felicitations.

G. Stebbins and wife paid a very 
pleasant visit

to the Coast last month, calling 
upon their many

friends among the wholesale jewele
rs. Mr. Steb-

bins has been connected with the New York

diamond and precious stone house
 of, L. & M.

Kahn & Co. for the past twenty-f
ive years.

Simon Nordlinger, of Los Ang
eles, was in

town last month selecting a new 
stock of jewelry,

and incidently picked up a few n
ew ideas in store

furnishing, which he will apply to
 the new store

that he is going to open in the ne
ar future on South

Spring Street, near Fourth. The
 new location will

be a big improvement over the 
old stand.

C. W. Wickersham, the en
terprising retailer

of Bakersfield, Cal., called upon
 the trade in town

last month and replenished h
is stock of watches

and jewelry, which was very 
much depleted after

a very successful New Year 
season.

Miss Bessie Nordman, eldest d
aughter of Leon

Nordman, of Nordman Bros., S
utter Street, job-

bers, is receiving the congratu
lations of her many

friends upon the announcement o
f her engagement

to S. Ottenheimer.

Hyman Fredericks and wife are n
ow in Europe

visiting points of interest and will 
be away on their

vacation for three or four months. Mr. Fredericks

has made all arrangements whereby his many

customers' wants can be supplied while h
e is away.

Julius Ghislin, manager of the watch 
depart-

ment of Benj. Allen & Co., of Chicago, w
as among

the visitors to our city last month. H
e spent a

very enjoyable time sightseeing. After leaving

San Francisco he traveled south to Lo
s Angeles

and Riverside.

E. D. Elwood, the enterprising retail
 jeweler

who formerly conducted a jewelry and opt
ical store

in Medford, Oregon, has moved his stock and

fixtures to Chico, Cal., where he is doing
 a very

prosperous business.

Kansas City and the Great

Southwest

The spring mania .or " cleaning

News and Gossip up"
 is not restricted to the busy

from the South- housewife, and the spring mov-

western Metropolis ing, which has become a national

joke, will be shared in by sev-

eral business firms. The next month o
r two will

see many changes in location among the
 wholesale

and retail jewelry establishments of Kan
sas City,

and will mark also a policy of expansion
 upon the

part of those who do not move. Edwards &

Sloane Jewelry Co., whose new quarters
 in the

Gumbel Building have already been des
cribed in

TIIE KEYSTONE, will move as soon as th
e building

is in shape, which will hardly be before 
the fifteenth

of April. They will have the whole s
econd floor,

two sides of which are large windows.
 Cady &

Olmstead Jewelry Co. expect to get into
 their new

quarters at loo and ion Walnut Street by the

first of April. The lower portion of th
e building

is being completely reconstructed, and
 it seems

hardly likely that it will be ready on ti
me as the

building is standing on piles which take 
the place

of the lower floor. The Burke Nelson Engraving

Company, which has been in the Altman
 Building

for several years, will move to the 
fifth floor of

1009 Walnut Street April 1st.

The Underwood Jewelry Company is c
losing

out the stock of its store at 18 East Ele
venth Street

by auction, and is going to quit busines
s as soon

as the stock is disposed of. The cause of the sale

is officially given as the failure of the 
partners to

agree on matters of business policy. The stock is

selling rapidly. It is a very neat and complete

stock of jewelry, and the tact that the s
tore is on

" Petticoat Lane " where all of the sho
ppers pass

insures a crowd all of the time.

One of the most unique examples of the ar
t of

the jeweler was turned out last we
ek by J. R.

Mercer's store. It was a life membership card of

fourteen karat gold presented by the 
Eagles of

Aerie No. 47 to their worthy president, 
Captain

John F. Pelletier. The membership card was

appropriately inscribed in enamels of various

colors, and was a rarely beautiful piece
 of work.

It was inclosed in a sterling silver case, ch
ased with

Captain Pelletier's monogram. The whole was

designed by F. E. Woodington, of Merc
er's, who

is a member of Aerie 47.

F. W. Meyer, of 1114 Main Street, has
 gone

East.
Louis Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Compan

y,

found a pocketbook containing a thousa
nd dollars

in currency as he was leaving his fact
ory a few

evenings ago. After waiting a day or so for the

appearance of an advertisement for the 
pocketbook,

Mr. Meyer set actively to work to find t
he owner.

f,
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Don't miss the
New Spring Line of

R. S. CO. Chains
THE ONLY REAL CHAIN GUARANTEE

Now that the magnificent new spring line of J. S. Go. chains
is at the service of the trade, every jeweler owes it to himself
to get a thorough understanding of what the R. S. co.
guarantee means:

The guarantee given with every R. S. co. gold filled chain
is much more than a guarantee as commonly understood—
it is a virtual contract with the buyer of the chain, in virtue
of which we voluntarily bind ourselves to give free of charge
a new chain of same grade in exchange for any R. S. Co. chain
that fails to wear the full 20 years specified iii the guarantee.

GUARANTEED BY MAKER TO CONSUMEP
From the very terms of our guarantee it Nv i 11 be seen that it
is much more than a mere expression of our belief in the
durability of our chains ; much more than a mere assurance
of wear and promise of redress—it is a hard-and-fast legal
obligation to the chain buyer by the largest chain-manufac-
turing concern in the country, with a reputation for strict
honesty of goods and methods covering a quarter of a
century. Our guarantees are founded strictly on our know-
ledge of the amount of gold in our chains and their durability
as proved by actual wear. We know we run no risk in
accepting unqualified responsibility for them until the last
hour of the guarantee period.

CONFIDENCE BASED ON PROVED WORTH 

Rocienberg-Smith Company (incorporated).
Successors to RODENBERG & DUNN and Al.BRO & CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
183-185 Eddy Street.

NEW YORK,
9-11-13 Maiden Lane.

April, 1904 T H

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The State of
Trade

Trade conditions have not been

Such as to Warrant an enthusi-

astic report. The past month

has been very quiet in all 
lines. A careful investi-

gation by your correspondent
 has resulted in find-

ing conditions very 
dull in the retail line as well as

among the wholesale houses. 
There was a feeling

:tmong dealers though, that 
conditions would be

much improved in the near fut
ure. The barometer

of trade, which is the steel 
market in this town, is

getting into a more settled cond
ition. Mills are

resuming work, and in pig iron and tubing an

advance in price has been made, so
 great is the

demand for these products. This part of the State

is to have another additio
n to its industries. The

past month has brought about 
a definite arrange-

ment as to the expenditure of igi
o,000,000 for tube

•orks at Lorain. This means much to all retail

trade. Seven thousand men are to be given em-

ployment before another year, and as a con
sequence

an enormous amount will be 
paid out for wages.

Grant Whittlesey was in Philadelphia and 
New

York the past week on a business 
trip.

The Scribner & Loehr Co. have just sold
 their

branch store in Detroit to the E. H. 
Pudrith Co.

George Scribner and Charles Ramp were i
n Detroit

for a week, taking inventory and
 arranging for a

transfer of the store and property to the n
ew com-

pany. Mr. Pudrith was formerly manager of their

Michigan business.

F. L. Haldy, of the Cowell & Hubb
ard Co.,

%vill spend the greater part of April i
n the Eastern

markets., looking after the interests of the 
firm.

Otto Loehr has returned from a month's 
trip

to the South. Mr. Loehr is much improved in

health, as a result of his trip.

The Webb C. Ball Co. have been maki
ng a

special display of their make of watch the pas
t two

weeks in their store windows. The parts 
of the

watch and means of assembling and adjusting
 were

shown, and attracted much attention from the

public. . .
The past month has seen one of the .best-

known ,jewelers :of the old school pass away.

Jerry Coon died in Toronto a , few days ago a
t the

advanced age of eighty-seven years; He was 
of a

peculiar temperament and a unique character.
 For

nearly half a century he was connected with
 the

old firm of Crittenden, and later with Hogan,
 firms

long since out of existence. Coon was a regular

Beau Brummel and a very popular man.

Frank J. Patton, who spent the winter in Cali-

fornia, returned last month. He says Cleveland is

good enough for him.

Charles E. Gilbert, 661 Hough Avenue, has

sold out his store and stock to E. B. Shaw, who

for the past seven years has been with the Cowell

& Hubbard Co. Mr. Shaw is a ‘vell-known horo-

logical expert, and takes with him in his new

venture the best wishes of his many friends in the

trade. Mr. Gilbert will locate in Detroit.

E. S. Nichols, optician, has taken the optical

department in the Bailey Co. new department store.

This will be the second largest store of its kind in

the city.
E. J. Phillippi, optician in charge of the optical

department of the May Co., was•one of the victims

in the class of " thirty-second • degree," at the

Masonic Temple last month. It is understood that

the " goat " was full of ginger.

C. V. Smith, with C. M. Wilson, Salem, Ohio,

is in the city, taking a course in optics at the Julius

King Optical Co. branch in the Schofield Building.

1KEYSTONE

J. H. Connair has taken charge of the optical

department of the Solomonson Optical Co. Mr.

Connair was formerly associated with J. Ehrlick

& Son, of New York.

Dr. Henry F. Jordan, for the past fifteen years

optician for the Cowell & Hubbard Co., has re-

signed and will locate in the Southwest. Some

city in Texas will probably be selected as his future

home, where he will open up an optical store.

M. D. Preston, formerly of Madison, Ohio,

has removed to Geneva, Ohio, and opened a new

store.
Albert Zang, Alliance, Ohio, was in town last

month. Mr. Zang has just been admitted to a

partnership in his father's business, and with

Fred. Zang the new firm is now J. A. Zang & Sons.

A. A. Wright, of Berea, erroneously described

in the December issue of THE KEYSTONE, as a

" visiting jeweler " to this city, is a news dealer

and stationer. The two jewelers located in Berea

are D. A. Beswick and C. R. Kennedy.

The following Ohio jewelers were in the city

the past month : Walter Dueble, Canton ; J. M.

Welty, Barberton ; C. F. Gardner, Newton Falls ;

W. C. Fisher, Lorain ; C. E. Ennis, Wakeman ;

R. L. Deming, Garrettsville ; William Burger,

Kellys Island ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville ; John

Rich, Painesville ; H. H. Brainard, Medina ; E. N.

Davis, Kent ; C. M. Wilson, Salem ; L. G.

Hamilton, Fremont ; J. G. Wight, Wellington ;

J. B. Avery, North Amherst.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Cleaning and The time of year is at hand

Moving Time vlien the merchant in the South

begins to brighten up and get

ready for the spring trade. There has been con-

siderable activity in this direction among local

jewelers for some weeks and several have mad
e

fancy changes in their places of business , and

stocks. Many stores have been remodeled and

look like new. One of the most striking inst
ances

of this is the store of F. W. Bromberg whi
ch is

being fully overhauled. Mr. Bromberg had an

auction last month to reduce his stock in order t
o

get the work done. The whole store is 
being

changed. Steel ceiling is being put in and all the

wiring rearranged in sightly shape. Mr. Brom
berg

was so anxious to have everything up-to-date
 that

he took a trip to Atlanta and looked at the 
finest

stores there with a view of utilizing some o
f the

best features in his place. Besides the new ceiling

the building will be repainted and brightene
d up.

Handsome new copper signs will be station
ed in

the front and the big show windows perfectly

lighted. More room will be given in the workshop

and also in the storage departments. There will

also be new arrangements for electric 
lighting in-

side the store. A handsome electric c
lock was

some time ago installed.
Things are looking very much

brighter in all lines of business.

Iron has gone up considerably

and the steel mill at Ensley has

begun work again, giving work to a large
 body of

men. Trade has been vitalized by the la
rge ntim-

ber of farmers who are getting their 
supplies and

renewed activity among a number of small
er indus-

tries. A peculiar thing has resulted from 
the re-

cent high price of cotton. Many young men who

deserted the farms for the city have gone 
back.

A large merchant in Birmingham said he 
had set a

Business
Conditions
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large number up for farming this year who had

given up city places to get back. The prospects

are good for high prices on all farm goods and the

men can do well who get into the business. There

is also a great influx of negroes from the cities to

the farms, drawn there by the prospects of doing

well along the " cropper ", lines.. •
Business among the jewelers is

Jewelers good. Several have been seen

and speak well of it so far this

spring. P. H. Linnehan said

he was doing better than he expected, with splen-

did collections, save in the mining districts. This'

latter trade is not showing up so well because the

miners have not been at work regularly in some

cases since Christmas. F. W. Bromberg has been

doing a minimum of trade because of the torn-up

condition of his store, as a result of remodeling the

buildings. He is not without a good daily trade,

however. He will restock with a clean .and fresh

stock and expects to do this year the best business

in his history. The Calhoun Company is doing a

good volume of business, and Manager Gains

seems happy over the prospects. He has been

able to secure and hold a very high-class following.

Abbott Brothers have been fixing up for the

spring and have made things look very attractive

in their store. They are among the old timers and

enjoy a large and influential trade. The Jobe-Rose.

Company has been made to look like new in every

way. THE KEYSTONE correspondent was shown

over the store by the genial young manager, • J..

Neeley Rose, and was surprised at the extent of

the stock. Several large chests of silver have been

put in the stock, including one of Whiting's Sl000

lots. A large cut glass case has been lighted with

electric bulbs so that it gives forth a • shimmer

of light that makes it look like a bower of frozen

foliage under the soft glare of the sunlight, so often

seen in winter scenes. Another case has been

filled with the best in silver plate and large counter

cases have been filled with new goods. .

Frederick W. Kavanaugh, sheriff of the county

of Saratoga, N. Y., has been in the city this week

with friends. He is wearing one of the finest things

in the way of .a badge our people have ever seen.

In fact, Tiffany, who made it, regards it as one of

the best things of its kind in existence. . In the

center of the badge is a diamond weighing 5y,.
carats, surrounded by a score of others of 34'Carat.

J. J. Sullivan is having an auction at :his -13es-

semer store, conducted by Col. J. D. Lewis, .the

well-known .auctioneer, who recently did the same

service for F. W. Bromberg in this city.

Friends of William Rosenstihl, of - Union

Springs, will be sorry to learn that he has.a cataract

in his eye which has made, him almost blind. He

was taken to Atlanta a few weeks ago for an ope-

ration but the eminent specialist, Dr. Calhoun,

decided that it was a little too early for it. He

will operate a little later, however. Mr. Rosenstilil

is the father of Henry Rosenstihl, of Union Springs,

.R leading jeweler and a-member of the governi.ir's

staff ; William Rosenstihl, of the Jobe-Rose

Jewelry Co., Birmingham, and John Rosenstihl, of

Abbott Bros., Birmingham, and a candidate for

member of the Jefferson County Board ofRevenue.

There are no more popular men in Alabama than

the Rosenstild boys.

W. K. Thaxton, of the Reeves Jewelry Com-

pany, had his home burned some weeks ago, but

is back at the old stand, repairs having been made.

It is reported that a certain big installment

house in the city is figuring on putting in a retail

stock, up-to-date and complete.. One of the mana-

gers said he knew nothing of it when questioned.

Well Satisfied
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Nothing Better than The Best

Our gold filled and io K. gold bead neck chains are without
question the standard.

Dealers should be more than ordinarily careful in the selec-
tion of this line of goods.

The absolute certainty as to the quality of the stock is the only
safe course in giving satisfaction to your customers.

Our neck chains, made in seven sizes, as shown in the cut,
are backed by a reputation not exceeded by any other manufacturer.

Our extensive line for the spring trade, including many new patterns, have the same
distinctive character which has made the Pr. St. Co.'s trade-mark a symbol of perfect goods.

Order through any reliable jobber and secure the goods that satisfy.

Providence Stock Company,
SALESROOMS / 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago III.

It John St New York.

115 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

•LEA i • .•

100 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

• • • •

• • • •

• • •

• • LINA Lffia. Ia La

Ask your Jobber

for our beautiful new

original designs of white

stone and fancy colored lockets.

,c s

If you realized the difference, as we do,
between cheap, shoddy cases and T•• Ass!)

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Established 48 Years. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

MANUFACTURERS OF EVEPY STYLE OF

LOCKETS
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

there would be no question about our getting your order.
We haven't attained perfection yet—no one does in this

world—but we have come very close to it, through careful,
painstaking care with every detail.
" QUICK SALES" Show Cases are designed by experts who

have made show cases—the very best kind—for over 30 years.
They are put together by skilled cabinet-makers and

artisans, who are given instructions to use the best materials
Obtainable.

Patent devices of our own place our product out of the
reach of competitinn. "QUICK SALES" Show Cases are hot
duplicated in any other factory. Write to-day for full descrip-
tions and prices on the show case you want. Address our
Detroit office.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
482-490 Fort St.,W., DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.
Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.
Chicago Salesrooms, 199 Fifth Avenue.

JOHN PET?., Pres. & Supt.
HERBERT MALUTT, Secy. & Treas.

April, 1904 T H E

Detroit, Mich., Letter

The State
of Trade

The extraordinarily cold winter

through which we have passed

has had a very depressing effect

upon business in general. A 
large portion of the

territory in this section of the . country
 has been

" snow bound " for a long 
period. In fact, quite a

number of towns have been entirely cu
t off from

communication with the outside world. The gen
e-

ral stagnation of business which 
has been apparent

on all sides and in all channels 
was caused directly,

no doubt, by the abnormal fall of snow. The

approach of spring, however, has arouse
d Mr.

Jeweler from his lethargy, and it is expecte
d that

when the spring sunshine has worked a 
little over-

time, that the wheels of commerce will again
 begin

to revolve with renewed vigor and,
 no doubt, will

make up for lost time.

It is with sincere regret that we chronicle 
the

serious illness of Theodore Gorenflo, Sr., 
father

of Mr. Gorenflo, of Noack & Gorenfl
o. He is

ill with a stroke of paralysis, his entire
 right side

being affected, and little hope is entertained 
for his

recovery. Mr. Gorenflo is fifty-eight years Of age.

He is a director of the Union Nation
al Bank of

this city.
The burglarizing of the store of H. W. Bax-

ter, of Birmingham, Mich., caused the arr
est of

John W. Davis in Detroit a short time ago. H
e has

been bound over to await trial, which will take

place this month. Mr. Baxter's safe was com-

pletely demolished by the use of nitro-glycerin
e,

and a number of watches were stolen.

Paul Kuba, the Gratiot Avenue jeweler, has

moved into new quarters on the same street. Ne
w

fixtures and an increased stock makes his pla
ce

very attractive.
C. G. Draper, of Plymouth, was a recent

visitor among the trade.

The Scribner & Loehr Co., of Cleveland

Ohio, have disposed of their Detroit branch—

stock, fixtures, good will and all. The purchasers

will operate under the title of the E. H. P
udrith

Co., consisting of the following officers and mem
-

bers : E. H. Pudrith, president ; J. C. Geo. 
Rutt-

mann, vice-president ; L. A. Gautherat, secreta
ry

and treasurer. W. H. Horton and I. W. Townsen
d.

C. NV. Chamberlin, of Farmington, Mich., has

been quite successful in supplying railroad watch
es

to men employed by the I). M. R. A recent ord
er

compelled all the conductors and motormen of the

Detroit electric suburban lines to procure watch
es

that would pass a rigid inspection.

W. C. Winger, of Battle Creek, Mich., h
as

purchased Mr. Osborn's interest in the firm 
of

Winger & Osborn, of that city.

C. E. Marvin of Howell, Mich., was seen re-

cently calling upon the jobbers and making pu
r-

chases for the spring trade.

A. Doty, of Elkhart, Ind., has purchased the

stock of John K. 13runk, of that city. Mr. Brunk

is now employed by J. H. Micks & Co.

The arrival of " another girl " has caused re-

joicing in the King family of Adrian, Mich. Charles

king, the optician, is the happy father. THE KEY-

STONE offers congratulations.

John T. Eddington, of Pontiac, Mich., was

down with an attack of la grippe. We are glad to

report that he is again able to take up the reins of

business. Mr. Eddington was recently in Detroit

making purchases.
Ralph Dewey, of Detroit, the Paris repre-

sentative of Wright, Kay & Co., was recently

married to Miss Jessie Duncan, of Pontiac, Mic
h.

K EYSTONE 
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The happy couple left after the wedding for a

bridal trip to Europe.
Beno Jackson, of Adrian, Mich., had an auction

recently. Mr. Jackson is now located in Chatta-

nooga, Tenn.
It is with sincere regret that we report the

death of Mrs. F. N. Pauli, wife of the Pontiac

jeweler. Heart failure was the cause of Mrs.

Pauli's untimely demise.

W. A. Sherwood, of Dundee, Mich., paid a

visit to Detroit, picking up new things to replenish

his stock.
John Kay, of the firm of Wright, Kay & Co.,

has returned after a two-months' trip to Old

Mexico, where he was accompanied by his son,

Wallace. Mr. Kay is interested in the El Plano

placer gold mine, about eighty miles east of Torres.

He reports that there will be within six months as

great a rush to the land of Sonora as there ever

was to the Klondike.
W. H. Gardner, formerly of Harbor Springs,

Mich., has moved out to the State of Washington.

Reed & Wheaton succeed F. L. Reed, of

Cadillac, Mich.

Omaha and the West

Trade
Conditions

While there has been no decided

advance in trade since last

month, few complaints are heard

from the city or country dealers. The wholesalers

say that business is a trifle duller than it should be

in some districts, and that nowhere is there any

indication of great activity. Nevertheless there

are no apparent causes for anything approaching

depression. Considerable uncertainty exists, and

there seems to be a lack of that optimism which

created such animation in business circles for four

or five years. It is possible that this lack of enthu-

siasm is one of the premonitory symptoms of

customary presidential-year paralysis. In the city

a moderately-satisfied lot are the retailers. 
They

are pursuing the even tenor of their way and 
some

of them declare that they see no falling off in 
busi-

ness as compared with a similar period las
t year.

They do not look forward to any surprising 
im-

provement, but, on the other hand, they feel conf
i-

dent that there is to be no backward step. Admit-

ting that the crest of the wave has been re
ached,

they expect to be borne along at a c
omfortable

altitude for several years. Beyond that they can-

not look, and they are willing to leave wo
rry to

the future.

Crop Prices
Encouraging

The prices of cereals are cer-

tainly a most encouraging fea-

ture, but it is admitted that in

spite of the low railway rates

the movement is not big. Indeed the grain rate

situation has discouraged traders. Most grain is

bought for future delivery, and the trade
rs are

afraid that they might lose considerable 
money

should rates suddenly be adjusted. In that case

they would be unable to ship their grain to 
market

and obtain a reasonable profit. Consequently,

they have let grain alone and it remains in t
he bins

to a large extent. It is not considered possible,

however, that a much lower range of pric
es will

prevail later on, and the farmers are conv
inced that

when they sell their wheat and corn it 
will be at

good prices. A little later, therefore, bu
siness may

be expected to take on a better tone.

Frank Betts, the young man who succeeded
 in

taking $1200 from Lincoln jewelers by 
means of

fraudulent checks, has been sentenced to si
x years

in the penitentiary. He was traced to 
Milwaukee,

where he was arrested by the local police as a 
sus-

picious character. When he arrived at the 
police

station his picture was found on the captain's de
sk

and he was instantly recognized. When broug
ht

to Lincoln he was positively identified by his

victims.
John Baumer, one of the pioneer jewelers of

Omaha, has retired from business. Formerly he

was a leading jeweler of the city, but met with

reverses. Of late years he has had a modest little

store on Fifteenth Street, near Farnam. He has

disposed of his stock. E. Ketterer, repairer for

the trade, has taken the place vacated by Mr.

Baumer.
C. C. Payne, who recently bought out his

brother at York, so that the latter might go to

California for his health, has sold his stock to

J. C. Owens. Mr. Payne is now in this city, taking

a course in optics.

E. R. Zilke, manufacturing jeweler, of this city,

and Miss Dufer, were recently married. They have

just returned from a wedding tour in the East.

Salesmen who have returned

Fewer Labor from the Pacific Coast say that

trade is quiet, but that lumber

has begun to sell again in re-

sponse to a building boom over the country, and

that better business is expected. The building

situation in Omaha this season is promising. The

success of the Business Men's Association in com-

bating the strikes last spring has apparently had a

salutary effect, and the workmen are not showing

anything like the unrest that prevailed during

March of last year. Consequently the business

men are more cheerful and confident than usual,

and the contractors are making bids without fear.

J. C. Mann, formerly a Lincoln, Nebr., jeweler,

has engaged in business at South Omaha, which

he considers a promising field.

William Neve, who has been with the Bennett

Company for several years, has gone with the

Huteson Optical Company.

B. C. Martin, of St. Paul, Nebr., is attending

the Omaha Horological and Optical Institute.

Max. Feurman, of the firm of Eisle & Feurman,

who recently engaged in the refining of old gold,

represents the company on the road.

Garett S. De Mots, of Hull, Iowa, has sold out.

A. I. Agnew, until recently manager of the

Columbia Optical Company's Omaha branch, is

now engaged in installing a plant at the Denver

branch for the manufacture of the invisible bifocal

lenses. Elwood Riggs is now manager of the

Omaha branch. J. W. Terry, of Eldorado, Mo.,

is employed as retailer at the Omaha branch.

H. R. Cronk, of Los Angeles, is traveling for this

branch in Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota.

E. 0. Havey has established himself in the

jewelry business at Bancroft, Nebr.

S. A. Sherrerd has discontinued his jewelry

business at Cairo, Nebr.

Word has been received in this city that the

wife of D. M. Gillette, a pioneer jeweler of Dead-

wood, S. Dak., died recently at Los Angeles, Cal.,

where she had been for several weeks on account

of her health. Her husband was with her at the

time of her death. Mrs. Gillette was fifty-two years

of age and was born in Rochester, N. Y. She

went to Montana with her husband in 1865 and re-

mained there until 1876, when she made her home

in Deadwood, her husband having gone into busi-

ness in that city.

Troubles

"Many single numbers of The Keystone are
alone worth the price of a year's subscription to
me."—L. Earle Grant, Jeweler, Portage, Wis.



OW that the opening of the
greatest international expo-
sition in the history of the

world is .approaching, the jewelers
will be interested in the exhibits in
theirspecial lines and their location. All such goods will be shown
in the Palace of Varied Industries, one of the most striking of the
magnificent structures of the St. Louis Exposition. It is 1200 feet
long, '525 feet wide and was built at a cost of $65o,000.

The building has a commanding position. Its
slender towers and broad domes are among the
first to appear as the visitor approaches the City of
Knowledge. Upon entering the main gate near
corner of the grounds .one of the main exposition

lead the visitor between the Varied Industries and

old Objects from All Nations—Palatial
Structure in which they will be Shown—
Wonderful Triumphs of Craftsmanship in

Gold and Silver.

Magnificent
Structure

the northeastern
boulevards will
Manufactures Palaces. Near the southeast corner the Louisiana
Purchase Monument towers too feet skyward. From this corner
one may glance down along the Court of the Cascades and see
the cascades and surrounding gardens, the Festival Hall, and the
Colonnades of States in the distance.

The Palace of Varied Industries is of columnated design, em-
bodying a free treatment of the Ionic order. In the center of the
north facade is a low dome flanked by slender towers 200 feet high.
The entrances on the cast and west facades are elaborate and are
richly embellished with sculpture of appropriate model. The dis-
tinctive.- architectural feature of this superb building, which is
reckoned by many as the most beatitiful. of the exposition palaces,
is the swinging colonade•that • marks the main entrance in the.
middle .of ifie south facade. Here ten great Ionic columns rise
65 feet to the cornice line, forming a circular screen beneath a
huge dome that reaches more than too feet farther skyward.

These monster columns, the largest ever used in a building, are
surmounted with groups of statuary designed by Bruno Louis Zinn.
The colonnade construction on the main fronts affords protection
1)(,th from sun and rain for Visitors. The building, like all the

great structures in the main pic-
ture, is of staff and is ivory tinted.

The giant structure covers about
fourteen acres. In the center are two
large courts, admitting light freely

and insuring perfect ventilation. In this building will be installed
all of those manufactured products which are sold because of their
artistic quality. It should not be inferred that only articles of high
intrinsic value will be seen here. The exhibits include displays of
silverware, jewelry, clocks, bronzes, fine leather • goods, stained
glass, furniture, pottery, glassware and other products of the art
industries. All special machinery for the manufacture of these
articles will also be installed in this building.

Germany will make an exhibit here far surpassing the German
exhibit at the Paris exposition. France will send the greatest dis-
play of silverware, jewelry, bronzes, pottery, art glass, interior
decorations, costumes and millinery ever sent from that country.
Japan will exhibit a wonderful display of porcelain, pottery, carved
wood and ivory, lacquer work, embroideries and silks. Forty
nations will have exhibits in the Palace of Varied Industries.

St. Louis has come in for universal praise for her
management of the great exposition thus far. It
must be remembered, however, that the city has
had some fame in this line previously. Where

nearly every other city has failed, it has for a quarter of a century
or so sustained an annual local exposition, which has paid a profit
every year. Likewise a local fair, which, without State aid, has
outclassed, in attendance and profitableness, every year and State
fair in America. The St. Louis business element is slow but des-
perately sure in all its collective undertakings. When it is sure it
is right it goes ahead with an energy as immense as it is quiet and
effective. The exposition is planned by that element—and in that
achievement of which it has already won wider and more co-opera-
tion than was ever won by any similar enterprise—will not only be a
spectacular success, but in all probability prove a paying investment.

Great Praise for
St. Louis

mra

Ammoromees—......■•■•■•••

Palace of Varied Industries, St. Louis Exposition.
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April with its beautiful growth of early foliage,

plants and flowers, and its numerous varied-hued

sun showers, brings to us the first summer warmth,

together with the desire for the purchase of season-

able jewelry, which should be put in the jeweler's

stock at once without delay. Our jewelry stock con-

tains everything that is new and novel.

EISENSTADT MFG. CO.,
sT.

RAOL 1,1■1.1711

Ag.10010101101eifiataVeNta~0***VedttiWtsOMMTAINOORPACtok- 
1;06WAVOMINNIONOMMOVIONIMER



WALTHAM WATCHES.
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In i11 modern Waltham movements (except 18 size model
 of 1883

known as Church Model) the rmlin wheel and barrel are separate pieces,

which arrangement constitutes a safety device. The main wheel revolves

continuously upon a stationary barrel arbor, and transmits the power of

the mainspring to the rest of the train. In all 18 size Vanguard, or '92

model, and 16 size '99 model movements, contain
ing 19 or more jewels,

the main wheel is fitted with two jewels, forming the bearings on 
which

this wheel turns upon the arbor during the entire running of the watch.

It should be noted that these jewels are Sapph
ire, and of such exceptional

strength as fits them to carry the relatively heavy strain coming on this

member of the train.

Watches having these jeweled main wheels are p
rovided with a barrel

arbor made in two pieces.

To separate the main wheel and barrel, hold 
the mainspring barrel in

the thumb and finger of one hand, and wit
h the other place upon the

square of the arbor a winding key, or winding 
wheel, and turn backward.

The construction of this main wheel and b
arrel will be understood by

referring to the drawing below.

The Robin's Spring Greeting is
a signal for you to brighten up your show case

and window display with New England Watches.
Here are the very ones : Order by Number.

New England Watch Co Waterbury, Conn.
87-39 Maiden Lane, New York. 131 Wabash Are., Chieage. Spreelols ISI(V, San I.'raneiseo,

American Waltham Watch Co.,
Waltham, Mass.

A 7-1r
E

1 1-[ 1111 
• tAiL*

-,-,--

MI I II' 111.111 A
CM 'LIM

0111111 t'r.1;111

" 71"

A : top plate.
B : lower or pillar plate.
C : tempered steel mainspring barrel, h

aving a square hole to fit barrel arbor, a
nd having a hook (c) on its inner

periphery to engage outer end of mainsprin
g.

D: mainspring.
E : main wheel %vith hub.
F F : jewels in hub of main wheel.

G : steel collar screwed to hub of main wheel 
and provided with hook (g) to engag

e inner end of mainspring.

H : polished steel barrel arbor, also shown in 
sectional view.

I : steel winding wheel fitting a squared portion of
 barrel arbor.

K : center pinion engaging teeth of main wheel.

Detailed view of barrel arbor shows it c
omposed of two members, each of which 

is provided with a squared

portion, on one of which the winding wheel is 
secured by a large headed screw (S).

The lower member of this arbor is 
provided with a squared portion and a f

lange on which fits the steel

barrel, and when the two members are screwe
d together the barrel is held between 

them.
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DO YOU
WANT

  a Filled Case made according h) the teachings
of an experience in Casemaking that runs back half a
century ? The BOSS Case \vas "of age" before any
of its living contemporaries had i.s; yet been cradled!

  a Filled Case that has rozied its worth by
actual trial throughout the full term of its guarantee-
period ? The BOSS is the only Filled Case that
has been made long enough to justify its claims by the
roved facts of wear.

  a Filled Case that has never had to change its
name before its guarantee matured ? never zigzagged
in the progress of its definite policy ? never blew hot
and then cold, in its attitude to the retail jewelers'
interests? The BOSS represents fixity of policy
and undeviating consistency of purpose.

DO YOU
WANT

a Filled Case that is not prettiest on the outside

only, but prettiest clean through ? that does as well as

it looks? that is made to wear as well as to sell?

It is the trifle higher cost of the BOSS over the "just

as (rood" that rives it its half-more wearimr value.

  a Filled Case that will safeguard your reputation

in every way and add daily to the total of confidence

in yom- business judgment and moral responsibility?

The BOSS is that Case.

  a Filled Case that, being made " on honor,"

looks backward without regret and f()rward without

fear? It is the BOSS.

Tim KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
T.Qth and Brown Streets,

Philadelphia.
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No. to.

49 in. high, 12-in. dial.
Closing-out price, $15, net

A FEW OF THE
LATEST

TESTIMONIALS

The of yours
which the city bought t wo
years ago litts tiaried

111111111i. It is
usi.,1 daily ill gi% hug East-
ern si ontlaril time:it 12

„i• ,

tie wh isli an Is. heals I
many

is, her signals
at II .1. It is noire
accurate than S.11111.1111,-
111/illet0I'S and iii lull Ili.
Willililig :1111.111i1,11 kor

MOIIIIIS al a
HENRI' L. ST tint ii-
Superiittemleiii set, r

I N. V.

1Ve are more than sat-
isfied with the 1.,14,1 rh.
C1011kS bought of situ :
witt have hail them I ii ser-
vie, loug 0114 sigh to prove
I heir worth.

C. L. tit.isifs,
I I iirrisou, Ark.

Iii \•" Ti ii
of your Chicks - IOW to
each of t Ii I Iirlie Iiiitilitig
Ittulksittnil to 
IleStt 11011SeS. All al,. gi -
ingentire satisfaet ion. I o
my opinion it is the le,t
(lock on the market to-
day for accuracy of t in...-
keeping and beauty cif'

WOIllii Hot take
I hree times the cost of the
No. 10 ill my store, ir I
could not get another like
it; for it attracts more
attention add admiration
than anything else it. the
store.

HIBAROKR,
Roanoke, Va.

We find them ready
sellers. We recommend
them as first-elass iii
every respisi.

J. E. )1 I, KS CO,
I:II:hart, Ind.

No. 42.

50 in. high, 12-in. dial.
Closing-out price, $15, net.

No. 44.

5o in. high, dial.

No. 46.

4754 in. high, 12-in. dial.
Closing-out price, $15, net. Closing-out price, $15, net.

(Furnished without Seconds hand, if desired, or with either Independent or Sweep Seconds hand.)

A month ago, in our advertisement on this page, we called them

"The Matchless Five."
Since then, No. lo has been so nearly sold out (only enough left for a dozen

fortunate jewelers who order firompily) that they I ow

The Matchless Four.
First, No, 20 ; then ./N ; which will be the heNt 1,) CIOSed MIL Whil(! they

httit, " you pay your money and you take your choice "; but

"Standard " Electric Clocks
cannot last long enough for all the Vow buyers. Take advantage of present oppor-
tunities. Remember, no more are being made—the line is discontinued, zs the manu-
facturing space is needed to make inure New York Standard Watches, i9 order to
keep up with increasing. demand.

The " Standard " Electric Clock requires no winding ; has no spring-5 to break, no woghts tofall ; is so simpfr and mechanically peviTt as to make repairs unnecessary ; requires no outside con-necting wires, but is run by a dry battery (such as is used for door-hells, etc.), concealed within theclock-case, the average life of which is eight or ten months, and which can be renewed for eighteencents by any local dealer in electrical supplies ; and is the most accurate of all clocks, as over athousand retailers can testify.

We sell these dr.i.o./ to the retail jeweler. Address,

New York Standard Watch Co.,
.Jersey City, New .Jersey.

A CORDIAL WELCOME

is extended to all our

friends and patrons to visit

and make our establish-

ment their headquarters

during the great World's

Fair. We have provided

everything for your com-

fort and want you to en-

joy the hospitality of the

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE

DIAMOND HOUSE

IN THE WEST.

I
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0 / Iat
rz,z,
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brit•MoRms DAMAN 0,0 t9 OMPIA 1.eik_L/ AL3_,E)

SAINT LOUIS. U.S.A.
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The Watch House of Philadelphia
If you are not quite satisfied with your watch house, try us. We are awatch kouse first arid always.
We have the stock and facilitic-, w-dcr,, just as you wouldhave them filled.
We carry at all times a full and complete line of Elgin, Waltham andHamilton movements, 18 K. and i4 K. gold cases of Keystone and otherstandard makes, gold filled and silver cases.
We make a specialty of casing fine Swiss and complicated movements.We arc agents for Rogers & 13ro. celebrated Star brand of silver-plated

Write to us for catalogue and discount.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS
1.4 South Tcnth Sr., Philadelphia, Pa.

7
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The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer
requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-perienced by many watchmakers who have found that theirdemagnetizer requires the opposite current to that whichthey are able to secure and that they are obliged to use atransformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is topress the spring, turn the crank and gradually move the%yatch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automaticswitch which cannot remain closed through neglect, makingit absolutely impossible for it to " burn out" your machine,an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, ortown, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment'snotice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosedin a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case withnickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by athree cell dry battery which %yin last for a year or more andcan be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are ofbrass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-rately fitted.
And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In factthe additional profit that you can make on demagnetizingtwenty ‘vatches will more than pay the ten dollars which wecharge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. Ifit is not satisfactory at day la ■ial, in efficiency, in construc-tion, in simplicity, Wt• VOU vour money.

Price, WM, express prepaid.
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ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD& STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E"

Nee Ant om a 1 ic F.vegl ass II older.tostic in silver, rolr-plate and gold.

141 143
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(Continued. Part IV.)

46. Different forces act on a machine in motion, which can be
divided into three classes :

1st. Motive forces. These are those which act in the direction
of the movement of the parts which they operate ; it is consequently
to these that is due the motion of the machine.

2d. Useful resisting forces, those which the materials on which
the machine operates, oppose to the movement of the parts which
act on them ; it is these then which we desire to overcome.

3d. Passive or hurtful resisting forces, which arise from the
movement of the different parts of the machine to oppose this
movement. We have already seen that they are due to the friction
of these parts among themselves or on foreign bodies, to shocks
which can be produced between these parts on account of sudden
changes in speed and to the resistance of the air.

Considering the motive forces as positive, since they act in the
direction of the movement, the useful resistances and passive
resistances will then be negative. If we suppose the system
animated by a uniform movement, the algebraic sum of the work of
Ill the forces for any given time will be null, since the gain or the
loss of active power is null, and we will have, in designating by

"„, the work of the motive forces, W, the useful work and WI, the
work of the passive forces :

tt4,, — Wu — W =0,
from whence

lgn = tVez wp,

which shows us that, the movement being uniform, the motive work
is equal to the useful work, augmented by the work of the passive
forces.

When in any machine this formula is verified, we say then that
there is " dynamic equilibrium."

When the•movement of a machine is periodically uniform, the
gain or the loss of active power is null only for a whole number of
periods ; for this time we still have

was = We + 1V p,

We say then that the machine is in "periodic dynamic equi-
librium ;" this is the ordinary state of machines, not only on
account of the shape of their parts, but because of the variations
more or less great in the motive forces, arid especially in the
resistances.

Thus Wu is always inferior to 144„ ; that is to say, a machine
renders less useful work than the motive power applied, because
the work of the passive resistances is never null.

47. Calling P the, motive force acting on any machine, and Q
the useful resistance overcome by this machine, E and e being the
spaces traversed by the points of application of P and of Q in the
direction of these forces and in any equal time, at the beginning
and at the end of which the speed of the machine is the same, the
equation of dynamic equilibrium gives, supposing first that the
passive resistances are null :

PE= Qe, or •Ir;

From the equality between the work and the power and tha
of the resistance, it follows that for the same motive work P E,
according as the force Q may be multiplied by /13, 54, 2, 3, etc.,
tile space e will be divided respectively by the same numbers ; from
whence comes the maxim well known in mechanics: "That which
we gain in force we lose in speed, or what amounts to the same
thin,r
'''

, in distance, and reciprocally."
The preceding proportion enables us to calculate any one of

the four quantities P, Q, E, e, when we know the three others.

(6ot )

For any simple or complicated machine, if the question is to
find the resistance Q that a power P can overcome, we determine
the spaces E and e traversed in the same time by the points of
application of the forces .P and Q. E and e are any distance
whatever if these points of application have uniform movements,
but we take them corresponding to a period if the movement of the
machine is periodic. When the machine is constructed, by putting
it in motion of any sort, we determine the values of E; we deduce
those of e from the relations of the spaces traversed by the different
parts which transmit the movement of the point of application from
P to that of Q.

Let us suppose that the resistance to be overcome Q be too
kilogrammes, and that it is desired to determine what will be the
power of P, neglecting the passive resistances. We commence by
determining the corresponding values of E and e, as has just been
shown. Let E= 2.5 M., and e = o.8o m. ; replacing the letters by
their values, in the preceding equation we will have

P 0.80
100 if — 2.5

from whence
100 X 0 80

32 kilogrammes.

If we had known P we would have been able to determine Q, as
we have just done for P.

48. In machines, especially in industrial machines, the passive
resistances are so considerable that we cannot neglect the work that
they absorb ; the dynamic equilibrium is then expressed by

Wm == 144, W.
For a certain displacement of the parts of the machine, the

work W,,,. W, Wp will be valued as in the preceding case ; thus
P being the power, Q the useful resistance R, R'  the different
passive resistances, and E, e, i, 1' . . . . the corresponding distances
traversed in the same time by the points of application in the
direction of these forces, we have

P E Qe-FRi+ . . . .

49. It may happen that one or several hurtful resistances come
from the shocks between the parts of the machine. The work
absorbed by these resistances is no longer valued by the product
of a force by the distance that its point of application traverses, but
by the loss of active power due to the shock, and this loss, valued
in units of work, enters into the second member of the equation as
the other hurtful works R i R'

By the aid of the preceding equation, knowing in a machine
two of the three following works : the W. = P E, the U' =Q e
and the Wp = R i R' .... we determine the third.

50. Ordinarily one decides to set up a machine capable of
producing a given useful work.

114, = Q e

It is then necessary to determine the W,„ =P E, capable of
producing not only this useful work but of overcoming also the
secondary resisting works.

One should then commence by calculating this hurtful work,
which is done by determining the values of the different passive
resistances R, R' .... in function of Q, and afterward W in
function of W„ .

Having YVp and. W,„ we can determine the value of W,„
expressed as has been said in kilogrammeters and in grammilli-
meters.

51. The motive work W,„ being represented by too, the useful
and hurtful works LK and Wp being for example, 75 and 25, the
loss is then 25 for too; we say in this case that the progiud of the
machine is 75 per cent. If it were possible for the loss to be
nothing, the product would be too per cent ; this fact can never be
realized, which renders absolutely illusive the hypothesis of perpetual
motion. The product of a machine rarely passes 8o per cent. ; it
is nearly always much inferior to this limit.

Note

In this preliminary study we have desired to establish a basis
which is nothing more than the enunciation of some fundamental
principles of mechanics. In the course which is about to follow, we
will make a constant use of them, and all their developments will
be found in the text.

(Continued on page 603)
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CHAPTER 1.

General Functions of Clocks and Watches.

K E YSTON

The Oscillations of the Pendulum and their Relation to the Motive Force.

52. We know that in clocks and watches time is measured by
the periodically-uniform movement of the pendulum or of the
balance wheel.reel.

elates that Galileo, while yet young, was struck with
the regularity of the pendulous vibrations of a candelabra in the
Cathedral of Pisa. He studied the laws of these oscillations and
used a pendulum later on for his astronomical observations. This
instrument, in its primitive simplicity, presented two difficulties ;
when the astronomer left his pendulum to itself, after having
diverted it from the vertical position, the oscillations which were
produced having at first a certain amplitude, diminished little by
little, then finally ceased entirely. He was then obliged, from time
to time, to give an impulse to his pendulum. The second of these
difficulties was the necessity for him to count the number of these
oscillations. It is said that he charged a servant with the execution
of these two functions.

Now, the mechanism of the clock performs unaided these two
functions with a regularity that the man could never achieve directly.

51 Let us seek, in the first place., for the causes which make
the oscillations of a free pendulum constantly diminish.

When a pendulum is moved from its position of equilibrium
0 A (Fig. to), the attraction of the earth, which was perfectly

neutralized by the resist-
ance of the point of sus-
pension 0, is no longer so
in the oblique position 0 B.
It would cause the ball to
descend vertically if the
cord did not force it to
describe the arc of a circle;
at each instant of its re-
turning course the speed
of the pendulum increases
a small quantity until it
reaches anew the vertical
position 0 A: From there
on the inertia, or, if one
prefers it, the velocity ac-
quired, forces it to continue
in its motion and makes it
describe thc arc A B';
from that instant also grav-
ity, acting in the contrary
direction of the motion,
tends to stop it. The
velocity diminishes con-

stantly, and would become null at the moment when the ball would
arrive at a height equal and symmetrical to that from whence it
started, if there were no other forces than those of gravity which
would act on the pendulum.

These forces which exert their action in the contrary direction
it lottliioenmwootion, are resistances of the suspension and of the air; it is
then to these that is due the diminution of the amplitude of the

would 
dpendulum's  b e 

perpetual.
 oscillations. If these forces could be suppressed, the

54. There are two manners of suspending a pendulum—by
means of a knife edge and by means of flexible springs.

The knife-edge suspension is made in such a manner that the
friction is very slight, without its being however completely annulled.
This kind of suspension can be used in regulators whose amplitude
of oscillation is generally small. For this purpose a sort of knife
blade slightly rounded on its edge, and working in the interior of
a hollow cylinder, is fixed transversely to the pendulum rod
(Fig. i). The knife edge, as also the hollow cylinder, should be
made of exceedingly-hard material and thoroughly polished. The
knife edge can then be regarded as a pivot of very small dimensions.
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(We will see later on that the work of friction is proportional
to the pressure and to the greatness of the amplitude.)

The spring suspension consists in terminating
the upper end of the pendulum rod by two short
blades of steel securely fastened on the other end
to any fixed piece. In this system, which is also
very much used, there exists a loss of force
resulting from the distorting of the blades.

55. Concerning the resistance of the air, we
admit that it is in direct relation to the largest
transverse section of the body and to the square of
the velocity with which it traverses the atmos-
phere ; it depends, moreover, whether its form is more or less
tapering. The work of this force should be proportional to the
cube of the size of the amplitudes.

56. Now that we know the nature of the forces which act on
the pendulum during its vibrating motion, we can determine their
work and establish the relation which connects them with each other.

The motive work W. developed by gravity during the
descending half oscillation, is equal to the weight P of the pen-
dulum multiplied by the projection of the arc B A (Fig. 1o) on
the direction 0 A of the force ; therefore, by the length Ab (37).
We will write then

Wm= P X Ab

The resisting work, that is to say the work of the forces which
act in the contrary direction to the motion, is composed of two
distinct forces :

1st. Of the work of gravity developed while the pendulum
traversed the half oscillation ascending, therefore the weight P
multiplied by the projection of the arc traversed A B' on the
direction 0 A ; let us represent this work by the formula

Wu = P X Aa

2d. Of the secondary resisting works arising from the resist-
ances of the suspension and of the air. Knowing the lengths of
the arcs A B and A B', we find the work of the secondary resisting
forces by multiplying the weight P of the pendulum by the
difference of the projections Ab — Aa or ab ; we will then have

11/1"= P X ab

The motive work should be equal to the sum of the resisting
works (46) ; we will therefore have

114n = Wu -I- Vp,

Fig. 11

or substituting
P X Ab = P X Aa P X ab

57. For the oscillations of the pendulum to preserve the same
amplitude, it is therefore necessary that at each of these oscillations
it must receive an impulse whose work should be equal to P X ab.

58. Since the secondary resisting work increases with the
amplitude of the oscillations, it is necessary that the impulse, or
what we should call the work of the maintaining force, should be
greatest when we wish the pendulum to traverse the largest arcs.

We see also that the more we diminish the friction of the
knife edge and the resistance of the air, the less maintaining force
is necessary. We diminish the resistance of the air by using a
pendulum ball of high specific gravity, because for such a weight
the section which traverses the air is smaller. The pendulum can
also be suspended under a glass from which the air has been
exhausted.

59. In order to ma;ntain the oscillations of the pendulum in
clocks we use most frequently motive forces produced by a weight,
a coiled spring or an electric current. The two first will be the
subject of a detailed study in the following chapter.

The Oscillations of the Balance and their Relation to the Motive Force

60. The motion of the pendulum cannot be employed for
measuring time, except in instruments which can maintain a fixed
position. In portable timepieces we utilize the vibratory motion
of an annular balance, mounted on an axis and furnished with a
spiral spring.

61. This spiral spring is a thin blade of metal, of sufficient
length, wound on itself in the form of the spiral of Archimedes, or
of a cylindrical, spherical or conical helix. In each case, one of
the extremities of this blade is fastened to the balance wheel and
the other to a piece fastened to some part of the watch.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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The second stroke of the lower-case A is the same stroke used
in a great many other letters in the script alphabet which will not

be mentioned, as the instructions given for this stroke
will suffiCe. At Fig. 56 we illustrate the second
stroke, or right-hand shade stroke, of the A with the
graver above same in position for cutting it. At this
point the graver is inserted by turning it over in the
hand to the right to such an extent that when it is
inserted in the metal it will cut a stroke the width
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Fig. 58 desired. Great care should be exercised when the
graver is thus inserted to hold it on the same angle

and same distance to the right from the body to make a
shade the same depth and same width from the extreme be-
ginning nearly to the end. When nearing the base guide line
the graver is gradually turned up in postion to cut a V-shaped
incision, and at the same time it is thus turned up it is also turned
around to the right to effect the proper curve at the bottom.

At Fig. 57 we illustrate the principal shade stroke
of a C and E, also of an 0, which is the same as the
first down stroke of the A, and is cut in a like manner.

At. Fig. 58 we illustrate the first shade stroke of an
M or N. This stroke is cut up instead of down. This stroke is
often cut down by engravers who have been thoroughly instructed

in: the art. It will be obviously plain to any who will try

j7 both methods that the method of cutting up is correct.
— Fig. 58 The reason that it is correct is, that the stroke should be

squared at the bottom and should end up at the top the
same as the first down strokes of the A end up at the bottom, which
is a gradual decrease of the shade stroke as it approaches the guide
line until it reaches a fine hair line, at which point the graver is
thrown out. It will be plainly seen that it would be impossible to
cut this stroke down and produce the same effect. Therefore, the
first half of the lower-case N is cut up, also the first two strokes
of the M.

At B, Fig. 59, we show the second or last shade stroke of an
M or N. This stroke is what is called a double cut, it being neces-
Niry to curve it tO the left at the top and to the right at the bottom.
It will be seen that a graver could not be wielded
in such a manner as to cut the letter with any
degree of accuracy with one stroke. A stroke
ii this form could be cut with a flat-face graver
iy using it in the way necessary to cut what is
i;noWn in old English as a roll cut, but it would
not be, practicable to do so in this case for many
reasons. The lower half of the bar is cut down
Hill the upper half cut up. At B we show the
graver ready to insert in the metal to cut the
lower half, and at C in like position to cut the upper half. It will
he seen here that when the graver is cutting the upper half it is
inserted at the extreme left of the top of the first cut made. It is
quite impossible to cut a bar of a letter with a square graver so
that it will begin exactly even with the guide line. It is an easy
matter to start the point of the graver so that it will be on the
point of the guide line; but it is quite difficult to cut the opposite
side of the shade stroke so that it will coincide absolutely with the
point of beginning.

A very skillful engraver can cut a letter like the top of an A,
U or W, which begins parallel with the top guide line, so that

it will appear to be parallel with said line, but it must be con-
ceded that a bar cut iii this manner would not be so sharp and

Fig. 57

Fig. 59

605

deep at the point of beginning as it ought to be, as the said
beginning would necessarily be from the surface of the metal down
to the bottom of the incision on very much of an angle, and the
slightest buffing or wearing would reduce the length of the letter so
that it would be very noticeable. There are a great many skilled
engravers .who never square up the top of a letter. In fact, they
do not think it necessary, and say that a good engraver ought to

imake the cut n such a way that it would not be necessary to make
an extra cut to square it up on the line. While this may be true,
we must admit that if an extra cut is made to square the top of
these letters up, that portion of the bar will be deeper than it other-
wise would, and it will be sharper and clearer and would produce
the appearance that is required in correctly and thoroughly engraved
script. In view of the various opinions on the subject the author
would advise the student to square up the letters if they need to be
squared, and if in his estimation it is not necessary to square them
not to do so. It will be found that the work can be .done with a
better appearance if they are squared up and the original
appearance will last longer when subjected to wear.

At Fig. 6o we illustrate the top of script letters that should
end up parallel with the top guide line, which, as here shown,
indicates that there is a little space at the left
of the extreme point of the beginning of the
incision between the top of the bar and the
guide line. This is the condition a cut is
ordinarily in when cut with a square graver.
In a case of this kind it is obviously plain
to the mind of one who cares to do the work
with a high degree of perfection that if such
a condition exists some remedy should be
applied to correct it. The remedy is to insert the graver at
that point where it was originally inserted and cut a little cut
by pushing the graver forward in the direction as indicated at
B. The point of the graver in cutting this little cut is inserted
at the point of the bar marked A, and is pushed forward in the
same direction as indicated by the graver .shown at B, and it is
pushed forward until the right cutting edge of the graver' arrives at
the point of the B indicated by the arrow C'. Thus, by cutting this
little extra cut, the bar of the letter will be sharp and clean cut at
the top, and as deep as the remaining portion of the bar and, as
before stated, will maintain its orginal appearance a longer period.

The top of A, D, I, J, P, Q, T and U are thus
squared up, also the bottom of K, H, F and P.

in Loop Cutting Another very important point for the student to
learn in cutting script letters is the curving of let-

ters forming loops below the base guide line. If the rules herein set
down are strictly followed for cutting these loops a perfect loop will
be made each time. If one does not follow such rules one is apt
to make the loop incorrect and not know wherein such inaccuracy
exists. At Fig. 6i we illustrate the lower-case G which is cut the
same as the A, except that the second stroke is con-
tinued below the base guide line forming a loop instead
of turning when said line is reached as the A does.
This letter is squared up in the manner previously
mentioned for squaring such letters. The dot on the Fig. 81
base guide line shows the point where the hair line form-
ing the left half of the loop crosses the main stroke of the letter.
It will be seen that the base guide line and the two strokes forming
the loop cross at exactly the same point, as all letters should that
are formed with a loop below the base guide line. The lower-case R
and S are two letters that give students some trouble in cutting,
which is due to the fact that they do not cut the top of the hair line
correctly.

At Fig. 62 we illustrate an R and an S. The hair line which
terminates in the shade line at the top of the top guide line of the

lower-case letters is cut up in the direction of the
arrow. The right stroke of the letter is cut down in
the manner described for cutting such strokes. The

Fig. 82 
difficult part, however, in cutting this letter is the
hair line, which would seem to the student to be
very easy, but the average student finds it difficult to

insert the graver as it crosses the top guide line in such a way as to
make this cut as it should be made. It must be borne in mind in
making this cut that it imitates a loop, and if it imitates a loop it
should be oval in shape ; hence the necessity of holding the graver
ill the hand so as to cut a V-shaped incision when making the cut.

(To BE CONTINUED)
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About Watch Glasses

T H E

A! e.le No. 37 of the serial entitled " Cleaning and Restoring,"

liege n Iii the April, 1901, ineue of Tit K EYSTON E.

E have said nothing about fitting

watch glasses, although this depart-

ment is one of the most important

in,itters of a repair shop. We may keep a

large stock of glasses and still have frequent

instances when we cannot get a glass to fit

properly. If we are located in a town where

there are several stores, each keeping a

tolerable stock, we can usually " send out"

and get one without much bother. This is

poor policy, however, chiefly from the fact

that it makes a bad impression on our

customer and he will, in many instances,

draw the inference that your stock is inferior

to your neighbor's.
While we do not believe any workman

in a job shop can profitably, as far as the

actual cost goes, grind a watch glass to fit,

still we believe it is the better policy to do so

sometimes than to send out, especially if a

customer is in your place. If a customer

consents to call again for his watch, you

might then perhaps send out to advantage,

as the act would not be done to the knowl-

edge of the person owning the watch. There

have been many devices brought to the notice

of the trade for reducing the size of a watch

glass, but none of them have been what we

may term satisfactory.
About the oldest scheme for

Grinding Down this sort of thing is the

ancient plan of clamping a

glass between two bits of

cork, such cork pieces being each provided

with a cone point and one of the cone points

having a collet for a gut bow. Such cork

disks were placed -in the bow lathe or turns

and centered by holding something against

the edge of the glass while one of the centers

or, as the English term them, " runners,"

was pressed lightly inward until the glass ran

true, when the runner was pressed firmly and

the screw set firm.
We have seen workmen who became

very proficient in using such a device, being

able in a comparatively short time to reduce

a glass two or three sizes by a Geneva gage

of sixteenths. The abrasive material gener-

ally used is glass in some form—frequently

another watch glass. Too high rate of speed

K inadmissible; from the liability of shocks,

which have the same effect as a blow. Where

one is required to do much of such work a

special chuck should be provided for the

polishing lathe, as such work should in no

instance be permitted on an American lathe.

What would be still better, would be a

special head for a polishing lathe. We will

describe the new head and then describe a

a Watch Glass
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modified form which can be applied to a

polishing-lathe spindle. We earnestly recom-

mend the making of such a lathe head for

several reasons, which will present them-

selves as the reader gets to understand the

mechanism and action.
To make one, a wood pat-
tern is made, shaped as
shown at A, Fig. i, to hold
the spindle or arbor B. The

wood pattern only represents one-half of the

support A. This will be understood by

inspecting Fig. 2, which is an end view of

A New Plan
for Fitting
Watch Glasses

Fig. 1

Fig. I shown in the direction of the arrow c.

The wood pattern to be made only represents

one half of A A', as seen in Fig. 2—we will

say, the half to the left of the vertical line a.

The idea is, for each lathe head two such

parts are cast and put together by the

screws b, Figs. I and 2.
A recess is left at B con-

siderably larger than the spin-

dle B, and after the two half

parts are placed together a

Babbit metal bearing is cast

into the recess to exactly tit

the bearings of the lathe spin-

dle. By placing paper be-

tween the two halves the Bab-

bit nut can be cast to separate with the two

halves. We show at Fig. 3 a full-length of

the arbor B, and how it is turned with

shoulders at d d, to control the end-shake of

Fig. 2

.7' el

\ . /

0.• 211 y,

Fig. 3

the arbor B. The arbor B should be about

6" long and 3%." in diameter before turning,

leaving the bearings B' about A".
Through the center of B, as indicated at

the dotted lines e, a hole is drilled, which

can best be done after.the spindle is mounted,

by centering and drilling from each end.

On one end of the arbor B is turned a screw,

shown at f, Fig. 2 ; on this goes a series of

heads, one of which is shown at E, Fig. 1.

On the opposite end of B goes a stiff rubber

bulb, shown at F. The idea of the device is,

a rubber band surrounds E, and a watch

glass pressed against it at the same time, the
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air is expelled from F and on releasing F

suction holds the glass firm to E. Our next

effort will be directed toward grinding the

edge of a watch glass so clasped.

(TO BE CONTINVED1

The Modern Timekeeper

Various mechanical devices, such as the type-

writer, adding machines, phonographs, cash regis-

ters and instruments of like nature, have done

much to shorten, improve and systematize the

methods of the commercial and mercantile world.

To the long list must be added the time register,

which automatically keeps the time of a dozen or a

thousand employees in a manner more satisfactory

to both employer and employee than by the old

method, or when a human timekeeper was em-

ployed.
Nor does the advantage of a time register

stop with those who formerly employed an indi-

vidual timekeeper, for many business houses who

never kept any strict account of the fleeting hours

now appreciate the necessity of doing so and are

beginning to measure the time their employees

give them just as they measure the lumber and

calico, or weigh the iron that they buy. This is

not only fair to all parties concerned, but is neces-

sary on account of the great competition that is so

prominent in this busy world, in the strife for

supremacy, or even to obtain and hold one's share

of business. This all means that time, the most

precious of modern possessions, must be looked

after more carefully than ever by all ; from the

largest manufacturer to the smallest store-keeper.

The time it takes to produce and market an article

determines to a very large degree its price, and

those who watch their time the closest can afford to

sell the cheapest. To see a time register installed

ten years ago would have caused some astonish-

ment ; but to-day they are so common that they

create little or no comment. It may be the won-
der of many what the advantages are of the ma-

chine timekeeper over the human timekeeper.

They are many, but first of all, economy. Next

comes accuracy, for the machine cannot make

mistakes, while a timekeeper not only can, but fre-

quently does, and withal the machine makes no

distinction between friends or enemies. With the

human timekeeper they have been known to show

partiality, either in favor of or to the detriment of

the individual, in the keeping of whose time they
act as custodian. As short cuts are the style just

now, and as accuracy and economy are paramount,

is it to be wondered at—the passing of the human

timekeeper?

Arc and Oil Lamps

A French experimenter, Charles Henry, re-

ports that the actual efficiency of the electric arc

over the oil lamp is approximately five to one when

each is burning at its maximum. But when the

arc is cut down to equality in candle power with

the oil lamp it is inferior in efficiency. But this

condition never obtains in practice. The efficiency

of an oil lamp may be improved from 25 to 40 per

cent. by surrounding the lower part of the flame

with a copper ring, to prevent loss of heat through

convection. •

"The only thing that would possibly make The
Keystone snore attractive is the pasting of green-
backs on ad its pages."—S. W. Christine, jeweler,
Washington, New Jersey.
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, 1904 T H. E KEYSTON

Assaying the Precious Metals

Ai I i, le No. 42 of Ilie serial entitled " Gold Working" begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

WE have now spent some time on me-

•••••••■00
chanical accessories- for working the

• 

EVM precious metals and we will next take

Ill) the theme of assaying gold and silver,

both by the wet and dry processes. While

we do not hold that, as a rule, it pays the

ordinary jeweler to assay his own scrap, still

almost every one likes to know how it can be

done. We will now take up some gold

scrap and carry it through the process of

wci assay.
The basis on which the process of wet

assay is conducted lies in the fact that gold

alloyed with twice its-weight of silver will be
attacked by nitric acid, the acid dissolving

the alloy, leaving the gold as a dark-brown
or black powder. The only direct loss by

this process is the cost of the nitric acid, as

the silver is recovered either by precipitating

with common salt as an insoluble chloride or

as a powder of fine silver by inserting strips

of sheet copper, as will be more fully ex-
plained later on. There are several tech-
nical details which are important to success
in such operations. First among them is the
employment of strictly pure nitric acid.

Such C. P. (chemically pure)

The Kind of Acid acid can be bought for about
to Use in Assaying twenty cents per pound by

the single pound and fifteen
cents in seven-pound lots. Another impor-
tant factor in.wet assay is the thorough incor-
poration of the alloy, that is, in perfectly
mingling the silver and gold in the alloy.
Strictly speaking; if we have a lot of old
scrap gold of an average alloy of 12 K. we
can, in adding silver, allow for the silver
already alloyed with the scrap ;. but it is not
worth the bother to do so, as a slight excess
of silver in no way interferes with the success
of the process All- the loss by employing -
a :light excess of silver would lie in the

ti.v(.ssity of employing a little more nitric
06(1 in dissolving out the extra silver.

The extensive use of gold and silver for
tro deposition renders the assay of scrap

" ',1-eater importance than formerly, because
ii IS absolutely necessary to have these
nwtals (gold and silver) in great purity.
Fin therinore, gold assayed either by wet or

process seldom produces gold of suffi-
ci nt purity to work well in the rolls ; but
for electro gilding, gold from the wet assay
process will answer as well as if from mint
assay. Another precaution we would call the
reader's attention to, which is the careful re-
moval of all soft solder from gold scrap by
the use of perchloride of iron or, what fs
better, Geo. E.' Gees' soft-solder destroyer.

All gold scrap and filings should be boiled
in a solution of perchloride of iron or Gees'
soft-solder destroyer to remove all traces of
soft solder. The instructions given for
making the soft-solder destroyer will tell the
reader how to use it._ It is also good policy
to boil gold scrap in a mixture - Of nitric acid
with one-half its volume of water. This is
done to remove' base metals, like iron or
steel. Treatment with both the Gees soft-
solder destroyer and subsequently with nitric
acid will pay the jobbing jeweler for the
extra trouble. Nitric acid reduced one-half
with water will not, except the action is long
continued, remove all traces of lead, and the
perchloride of iron or Gees' soft-solder de-
stroyer will not remove all the iron or steel ;
hence, it is well to use both.

It is a common belief among old ex-
perienced jewelers that gold filings cannot be
worked over with success ; but with the
double process just described, we never
knew a case where the gold from filings was
not entirely satisfactory.

A frequent cause of partial failure, if not
absolute failure, is the production by the wet
assay process of gold of inferior quality,
which is owing to not perfectly incorporating
the added solder with the gold scrap. To do
this it is important that the silver mixture
should be highly heated and the alloy
well stirred with a rod of some kind—the
stem of a tobacco pipe serving admirably
for a small melt.

The best flux for such melt-

The Flux to Use ing is charcoal dust, which
in Gold Melting simply serves to prevent

oxidization. For granulat-
ing, or converting the alloy into small par-
ticles, take a bucket of cold Ava ter and stir it
with a paddle, so as to give.the water a rapid
rotary motion, and then - pour • the melted
alloy into the water, where it will be found in
small particles. It is a safe practice to remelt
these again and granulate a second time be-
fore subjecting the granulated alloy. to the
action of the nitric acid. For each ounce of
granulated silver alloy an ounce of nitric acid
diluted with half an ounce of water should be

placed in a Florence flask.
In ordinary room temperature the action

of the acid will commence immediately, the
temperature rising to near 2000 F. The flask

should be set where the noxious red fumes

will escape into the open air, as they are

poisonous when inhaled in any quantity ;

such vapor also tends to rust tools. At the

close of the action of the acid the red fumes

cease, but frequently the action can be re-

newed by heating the flask and acid in a

sand bath. Such sand -bath can be extem-

porized by using some iron or heavy tin

vessel, filling such vessel with clean coarse

sand and heating it over a Bunsen gas burner..

6og

A tripod made of iron is usually employed
to support the dish of sand. An oil stove is
also useful for heating the sand bath, to
stimulate the chemical action and also for
boiling with soft-solder destroyer.

We dwelt somewhat at length on the
action of heat to facilitate the wet assay pro-

Fig. 1 Fig. g

cess because, in many instances, the novice
in such matters will insist that the acid will
not act ; when, if he would heat the flask a
little the action would go on with great vigor.
We show at Fig. I a Florence flask ; at

ID

:1 Fig. 4

Fig. 2 an iron dish, such as we spoke of for
holding sand. At Fig. 3 we show a tripod,
with legs of about Yi." round iron wire. We
show at Fig. 4 a plan view of Fig. 3 seen in
the direction of the arrow z. The disk D is
made of heavy sheet iron and the legs y
riveted in.

(To 111: t 11 \I !SUED)

Artificial Diamonds

The manufacture of artificial diamonds by the
aid of the electric furnace has been one of the
goals of electro-chemists since Moissan began his
important experiments involving the production of
high temperatures. This distinguished scientist,
it will be remembered, WaS able to crystallize car-
bon and to obtain true diamonds ; but they were
of microscopic size, and attempts to produce
larger crystals were fruitless. Recent experiments
with the same purpose have been carried on in
Germany by Ludwig, and, while they did not re-.
stilt in diamonds of commercial size, nevertheless
they confirmed Moissan's theory that the carbon
crystals known as diamonds are the result of ex-
treme temperature, great pressure and sudden
cooling. Where Moissan employed carbon dis-
solved in iron, which was fused by the electric arc
and was at the same time under high pressure,
Ludwig used carbon alone, employing a bomb.
into which carbon electrodes were sealed and
which contained hydrogen to produce the neces-
sary pressure.

'I hare had The Ko,shme.for years, how many
I cannot stale, and ii is so erce/lenl Mal .1 do not
know whal to suggest as improvement'. I bo; in at
lbe edilorial page and Jim/ eVer
throughout Me magazine—bnsiness ideas as well
as bench-work noles."—J. L. Williams., Jeweler,
Zumbrota, Afinnesola.
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"0 Opportunity, thou didst come
to me when I was young;

And I didst look upon thy face
and knew thee not,

But scorned thee in my early
ignorance.

When wilt thou return, now
that I know thee?"

SHAKESPEARE.

Aa

April, 1904 THE

How to Make a Slide Rest

KEYSTONE

HILE the big machine shops of the twentieth century, with

their automatic equipment, have made unnecessary much of

the work of the home artificer, the skill of the latter can

still be put to excellent purpose in the construction of many

workshop and home appliances. The broad field for such indi-

vidual craftsmanship is well covered in that useful and 
intensely

practical treatise, ".Home Mechanics for Amateurs,"* by George

M. Hopkins. Among the many devices, the construction of which

IT'S

LONG PULL

T'S a long pull trying to get along in this world without a technical education, a definite
trade or profession ; something that you know how to do and do well, that is, of a

money value to the community. Many factors have conspired to make the present and

future the millennium of skilled watch-workers. The increasing value of time, the every-

minute necessity for a good timepiece, the rigorous railroad watch inspection, the

comfortable circumstances of the people, the incompetency of many watchmakers,— all these factors
and others have increased the opportunity and salary of the man of skill who has mastered his craft.

All employing jewelers know well that the graduates of the Waltham Horological School are

recognized as master watch-workers, that it has given the trade its most skilled and highest salaried

craftsmen. If you are thinking of studying horology, as a beginner or to perfect yourself in the art,
write us to-day and learn of our system and success.

WALTHAM HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL, Waltham, Mass.

Fig. 158. The Complete slide Rest.

is described in this book, is a slide rest. For the benefit of our

readers we reproduce this description with the illustrations as 
follows:

While the most ot the work to done on the foot lathe may
 be accom-

plished as expeditiously and quite as well without a slide rest as
 with it, yet

there are some operations that are greatly facilitated by mea
ns of this tool.

Boring, for example—a very difficult thing to do with hand too
ls—

may be done quickly and accurately by using a slide rest. In gear

cutting—described in another part of this section—a slide res
t is

essential.
In the case of this tool, as well as others previously described,

the purchase of a well-made article is recommended. Yet, if one
 has

time and feels so inclined, he may make a really efficient s
lide rest

with no other tools than his lathe and ordinary turning tools
. Figs.

158 to 16o inclusive represent a slide rest that may be m
ade in this

way, Fig. 158 being a perspective view, and Figs. 159 and 16o 
respect-

ively longitudinal and transverse sections of the tool carriage
.

The T-shaped casting A has a longitudinal slot, which 
is made

T-shaped in cross section to receive the head of the bolt that 
confines

it in position upon the plate fitted to the lathe bed. The v
ertical

ears at opposite ends of the casting are bored to receive the 
ends of

the rods B, upon which the tool carriage Cslides.

The first operation in making the slide•rest is to make one 
side

of the casting C perfectly plane. It is then chucked in the lathe

with the plane side next the face plate. Three holes are bored

through it, two for the rods B, and a smaller one for the screw
 G.

It is then chucked on an angle plate, so that the holes for the rod
s B

art.t equally distant from the center line of the lathe, and th
e hole for the

rod I) is bored very carefully to insure the parallelism of its 
sides. The

casting A is now placed upon a plane surface, and the casting 
C is

clamped to the ear at one of

its ends, and adjusted so that

a line drawn through the

center of the holes is exactly

parallel with the bottom of

the casting. The casting C

is used in this manner as a

template for drilling both of

the ears for the reception of

the rods B. It will be neces-

sary to exercise great care

in drilling these holes, as it

is of vital importance to have the rods I? perfectly 
parallel.

of v*ulb'yibshltiriesdpbriyeeMuton51108c. Co. • The book eau be had from 
THE KEYSTONE office on receipt
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The casting C may now be tapped to receive the screw 
G, and the

tool-carrying-bar D may be fitted to its place and turned down a
nd threaded

to receive the internally-threaded boss of the wheel E. This 
boss is fitted

to the base of the casting C, and is grooved circumferentially 
to receive a

split ring F, the latter being drilled to receive the ends of three 
screws that

project through the casting into it and prevent

the boss of the wheel E from moving length-

wise of the hole, while the arrangement

permits of the free rotation of the wheel.

The bar D has a head which is drilled verti-

cally to receive the tool post, and is provided

with a heavy feather at the top, which is

received by the slot formed by sawing into the

upper portion of the casting C To render

the bearing of the bar D somewhat adjustable,

two screws pass through the casting above

the feather. The tool post is of the usual description, having a loose
 collar

above the head of the bar D, and a nut below it. The mortise for receiving

the tool extends a little below the loose collar, so that w
hen the tool is

clamped the post and ring will also be clamped. A slot is
 cut through the

bottom of the casting C, into each of the guide-rod holes, 
to permit of

adjustment in case of wear by means of the screws which pass 
transversely

through the slot. The ends of the rods B are fastened by 
a similar device.

The screw G is prevented from end motion by a should
er on the outside of

the ear at the crank end, and a collar on the inside. 
The rods B and D

may be made of steel or of cold-rolled iron ; the latter 
will be true enough

without turning. The casting may be either of brass or iron ; a g
ood

quality of iron will perhaps prove the most satisfactory. 
The slots may be

cut with the saws described in a former article. The t
ools to be used with

the slide rest have also been previously described.

In Fig. 161 is represented a boring device, which will b
e readily under-

stood without description. The casting A is fitted to the tool-rest socket

and provided with a sliding bar .8, which is like the bar 
D, in the slide rest

above described, excepting that its back end is rounded 
and provided with

a pin which slides in the slotted arm attached to the 
tail spindle of the lathe

by which it is moved, instead of having a moving dev
ice of its own. With

this tool, boring and some kinds of outside turnin
g may be done. It is

Fig. 160. Transverse Section
of Slide Rest
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Fig. 159. Longitudinal Section of Slide Rest

Fig. 161. Boring Attachment

less expensive than the slide rest and answe
rs a good purpose. It is

probable that in making both these tools the services
 of a mechanic provided

with a planer or shaper will be required.

Apropos of These War Times

Business is warfare. It's a hard, constant light to the finish. The

moment a contestant enters the field of commerc
e he is challeged by a host

of competitors. All his movements are disputed and opposed by those

already in possession of the field. He must fight to live. He must conquer

to succeed. So it is that a man of business i
s like a soldier of the regiment.

And like the well-trained soldier, who deligh
ts in the clamor of battle, the

enterprising business man is eager for the struggle
 of competition. He

delights to overcome those who oppose him, and
 he finds genuine pleasure

in outwitting his rivals. It is this spirit of rivalry that sharpens a man's

intellect and spurs on his energy. And unless a man is possessed of this

desire to overcome, to surpass, to stand first
 in line, he can never hope to

carry the day, he will never succeed in the fight.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
tamt send name anti address—not for publication, but as an
r% i Mime of good faith. No attention will be paid to tutony-

fl .11 tanlimunications. Questions will be answered in the
md,, ill which they are received.

_kit /NDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

■bpartment for each year accompanies each December number.
sakscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

ifling questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
keU answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
wit the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Tarnish. "-1 wish you would inform me of
some Way to prevent silyer-plated zuare tarnishing-.

hape no /rouble icilh sterling goods, but have
domed and polished Me plated ware, Men lacquered
it, but still would MI-WA—There are many causes
for the tarnishing of articles of silver, and the
remedy for the trouble depends upon which
one is causing it. In your case inasmuch as
you say you do not experience any trouble with
articles of 'sterling silver, the tarnishing may be
due to the presence of subcyanide deposited dur-
ing the plating operation ; or the fault may lie in
the lacquer used. If it is due to the presence of
subcyanide, the fault may be remedied in several
ways. (I) Smear over the articles a paste of
borax, then heat in a muffle until the salt fuses and
dissolves the subcyanide. This method is not
always to be recommended, however, as it anneals
and softens the metal. (2) Leave the articles in
the plating bath for some time after the current
has been interrupted. This will cause the silver
subcyanide to be dissolved by the action of the
cyanide of potassium. This method is available to
any one, even though plating facilities are not
present, the same result may be arrived at with a
dip in a solution of cyanide of potassium for a few
seconds. (3) Reverse the current for a few sec-
onds at the close of the plating operation ; that is,
allow the article to play the part of the anode. This
operation must be carried on for a few seconds
only, for if continued longer the silver itself will
begin to leave the articles and result in a bad
deposit, whereas the action for a few seconds
merely carries away the silver subcyanide and
does not affect the metal itself.

" I have fro/me/illy notirof
Ma/ after cleaning a wahli and faking ou/
ntaill.svprin,s,r, Ma/ such spring zcill break 7cilnin a

thvs lbe operation. On you accounl for
poll breakage /—No workman of long experience
cal) have failed to have noticed this same fact,
and ninny such observers have their own way to
account for the phenomenon. A favorite explana-
thin seems to be to attribute the breakage to the
oil. We think there can be but little question as to
what the immediate causes for such breakages may
be attributed. Removing a mainspring from its
barrel allows the spring to relax the tension of the
particles of which it is composed. We are all
aware that a mainspring when placed in the barrel
is constantly under tension, and would, if uncon-
fined, spread itself into wider coils. Now it is
permitting a mainspring to completely relax which
begets the condition which tends to the breaking
after being restored to the barrel and wound up to
full tension. The facts are, we know but very little
about the force which we call cohesion. We know
it exists, and that is really about all we positively
know about it. We might add that in connection
with the phenomenon of the force of cohesion, we
have a condition we name elasticity ; and to this last
Property we owe power obtained from the main-
spring of a watch. It seems as if the property of elas-
ticity was owing to a certain relation of the particles
toward each other which resisted disturbance up
to a certain degree, when they would assume a
new relation toward each other termed a perma-
nent "set" or bend. The particles so changed in
then- relation always have a tendency to resume
their former relations, or go back. Thus when we
straighten out a piece of mainspring, it has a ten-
dency to resume Its old curvature ; but at the same
time will frequently break if brought to the curva-
ture it had before straightening out. We have
known workmen to heat a mainspring up to about
356° Or 400° F. after it was replaced in the barrel.
I Ins temperature is easily guessed at by touching
the outside of the barrel with the wetted finger to
see if it will hiss.

"AMminum."—Can you give us a nr poiNicr.s.
on aluminum and its deposition by el, 1,1./v /—
This remarkable metal, which in an oxidized state
(alumina) occurs most abundantly in nature as a
constituent of all clays in combination with silica,
%':is first obtained in the metallic state by Wohler in
the following way : Chloride of aluminum and pure
potassium are heated in a small platinum or porce-
lain crucible, the heat of a spirit-lamp being suffi-
cient, for when the substances begin to react upon
each other the temperature suddenly rises to red-
ness. When the crucible is cold, its contents are
well washed with cold water, by which a finely
divided gray substance with a metallic lustre is
obtained, which is pure aluminum. About the
year 1854, Sainte-Claire Deville, of Paris, devoted
his attention to this subject, substituting chloride
of sodium for potassium, and heating the chloride
of aluminum with this salt in a porcelain crucible
to bright redness, by which the excess of chloride
of aluminum was disengaged, and in the middle of
the resulting saline mass larger or smaller globules
of perfectly pure .aluminum were found. In refer-
ence to the characteristic's of this metal, Deville
says : " It is completely unalterable, either in dry
or humid air ; it .does not tarnish ; and remains
brilliant where freshly-cut zinc or tin lose their
polish. Sulphureted hydrogen has no action upon
it ; neither cold nor boiling water will tarnish it ;
nitric acid, whether weak or concentrated, or sul-
phuric acid employed cold, will take no effect
upon it. Its real solvent is hydrochloric acid.
It will be easily understood that a metal as white
and as unalterable as silver, which does not
tarnish in the air, which is fusible, malleable, duc-
tile and yet tough, and which has the single
property of being lighter than glass, would be
most useful if it could be obtained. If we consider,
besides, that this metal exists in considerable pro-
portions in nature, that its ore is argil [clay], we
may well desire that it should become of general
use. I have much hope that it may be so, for
chloride of aluminum is decomposed with remark-
able facility by common metals at a high tempera-
ture, and a reaction of this nature, which I am
now endeavoring to realize on a larger scale than
a mere laboratory experiment, will decide this
question in a practical point of view." Not long
after the above announcement was made, Sainte-
Claire Deville, •gupported in the practical develop-
ment of his ingenious process by the late Emperor
of the French, succeeded in producing aluminum
in abundance, and bars of this useful metal entered
the market as a commercial product to the great
surprise and delight, not only of scientists, but of
those workers in metals who know how to appre-
ciate the importance of a metal possessing such
remarkable charactertisics as aluminum. We all
know now what an important position it has taken
ill the arts ; but its usefulness may yet receive
further development, it is hoped, by some success-
ful process of electro-deposition. That point,
however, has not yet been fully reached ; although
the metal has been deposited with sufficient suc-
cess to warrant the belief that still more satisfatory
results will be obtained by a further investigation
of the subject. Speaking upon the separation of
aluminum by electrolysis, Deville observes : "It
appeared to me impossible to obtain aluminum by
the battery in aqueous liquids. I should believe
this to be an impossibility if the brilliant experi-
ments of M. Bunsen on the production of barium
did not shake my conviction. Still, I must say
that all processes of this description which have
recently been published for the preparation of
aluminum have failed to give me good results. It
is of the double chloride of aluminum and sodium,
of which I have already spoken, that this decom-
position is effected. The bath is composed of 2
parts by weight of chloride of aluminum, with the
addition of I part of dry and pulverized common
salt. The whole is mixed in a porcelain crucible,
heated to about 392° Fahr. The combination is
effected with disengagement of heat, and a liquid
obtained which is very fluid at 392° Fahr., and
fixes at that temperature. It is introduced into a
vessel of glazed porcelain, which is to be kept at a
temperature of about 392° Fahr. The cathode is a
plate of platinum, on which the aluminum (mixed
with common salt) is deposited in the form of a
grayish crust. The anode is formed of a cylinder
of charcoal placed in a perfectly dry porous vessel,
containing melted chloride of aluminum and so-
dium. The densest charcoal rapidly disintegrates
in the bath and becomes pulverulent ; hence the
necessity of a porous vessel. The chlorine is thus
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removed, with a little chloride of aluminum, pro-
ceeding from the decomposition of the double
salt. This choride would volatilize and be entirely
lost, if some common salt were not in the porous
vessel, The double chloride becomes fixed., and
the vapors cease. A small number of voltaic
elements (two are all that are absolutely .neces-
sary) will suffice for the decomposition of the
double chloride, which presents but little resistance
to the electricity. The platinum plate is removed
when it is sufficiently charged xvith the metallic
deposit. It is suffered to cool, the iodine mass is
rapidly broken off, and the plate replaced." Bun,
sell electrolized the fused chloride of aluminum
and sodium in a deep-covered porcelain crucible,
divided by a partition of porous porcelain, which
extended half-way down the vessel. Carbon elec-
trodes were used, and these were introduced
through openings in the cover. He used a cur rent
from ten cells of his zinc and carbon battery. The
salt fused at 662° Fahr. (the boiling point of met-
cury), and readily yielded the metal. The tem-
perature of the liquid should then be raised to
nearly the melting point of silver, when the parti-
cles of the liberated aluminum fuse, uniting
together into globules, which, being heavier than
the fused salt, fall to the bottom of the crucible.
Corbelli has deposited aluminum by eletrolizing
a mixed solution of rock alum (sulphate of alumina)
and chloride of sodium or calcium with an anode
of iron wire, coated with an insulating- material,
and dipping into mercury deposited at the bottom
of the solution ; a zinc cathode is immersed in
the solution. Aluminum deposits upon the zinc,
and the chlorine set free at the anode unites
with the mercury, forming chloride of mercury
(calomel).

Thomas and Tilley's Process, for which .a
patent was obtained in 1854, consists in forming a
solution composed of freshly precipitated alumina
dissolved in a boiling solution of cyanide of potas-
sium. By another process patented in 1855, calcined
alum is dissolved in a solution of cyanide of potas-
sium. Several other solutions are included in the
same specification, and the invention includes the
deposition of alloys of aluminum with silver,
silver,and copper with tin, silver and tin, etc.

jeancon's Process consists in depositing alu-
minum from a solution of a double salt of alu-
minum and potassium, of the specific gravity
1.161, employing a current from three Bunsen cells.
M. Bertrand states that he has deposited alumi-
num upon a plate of copper in a solution of the
double chloride of aluminum and ammonium by
using a strong current.

Gaze's Process.—Mr. Goze obtained a deposit
of aluminum by the single cell method from a
dilute solution of the chloride. The liquid was
placed in a jar, in which was immersed a porous
cell containing dilute sulphuric acid ; an amalga-
mated zinc plate was immersed in the acid solu-
tion, and a plate of copper in the chloride solution,
the two metals being connected by a copper con-
ducting wire. At the end of some hours the copper
plate became coated with a lead-colored deposit
of aluminum, which, when burnished, presented
the same degree of whiteness as platinum, and did
not appear to tarnish readily when immersed in
cold water, or in the atmosphere, but was acted
on by dilute sulphuric and nitric acids.

"Anneal."—(1) How is steel annealed in water
—do you know of this method Y—There are several
methods employed for annealing with water, which
are generally used when there is not sufficient time
to anneal in the regular way. Among these are
the following : (a) Heat the steel slowly to a dull
cherry red ; then remove it from the fire and with
a piece of soft wood try the heat as it decreases by
touching the steel with the end of the stick ; when
the piece has cooled so that the wood does not
char, plunge the steel quickly into an oil and water
bath. The steel will be found to be very soft when
this plan is adopted. (b) Heat the steel slowly to
a red heat, then allow it to lie in ashes for a few
minutes until almost black, then drop it into soap-
suds and allow it to cool.

(2) I have been sinking hubs into soft steelier
dies and find Mat /here are some parts that do nol
come up. Can you tell me where the fault is P.—
\,e could not give any advice on this subject that
would be of value to you unless we knew of the
entire method you employ and we would also have
to see the work.



614 ASK YOUR JOBBER for
Sample Line of

NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS.

No. 125. " FORTUNA." 16 Size, 12 Jewels.
Solid nickel top plate handaomely damaskeened in gold,
micrometer regulator, out expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw hankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered hreguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed second and center and with
red marginal figures. Hunting lever set. Open-face
pendant set. Price, $9.50.

No. 130.
Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.

Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."
Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

TRENTON
Moderate
in Price.

No. 315. "FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings, straight line lever eacapernent,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick
train, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and red marginal figures.
Stem wind and lever set. Price,$7.50.

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, 'Italiay
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapeleeni,
hardened and tempered brevet hairspring, quick troth,
exposed winding wheels, dust. band, handsome whileenamel dial with depeessed seconds. Hunting lever sel.Open-face pendant set. Price, $6.00,

WATCHES
Thoroughly
well finished.

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dust
band, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-
gram "T. W. Co." Price, $8.00.

Price-List furnished on application.
All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY.

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dial
with depressed second and red niarginal figures. Stem
wind and lever set. ['rice, $5.00.

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

Mistaken Economy
in its worst form, is exhibited in the case of a young
man who thinks he " cannot afford " to spend money
in improving his ability in his chosen work.

We can prove to you by figures taken from
actual experience, that you cannot afford not to take
advantage of the instruction our school offers, and if
you do not have the means right at hand, don't lose
valuable time in trying to save the amount necessary
from your present wages. Any good business man
will tell you that true economy demands that you
borrow what is necessary, which can soon be paid
back with the increase in your salary after your
course in our school. Then, you have a superior
knowledge of your vocation which cannot be lost or
stolen, and is a guarantee of security for your entire
life. Our Prospectus is sent free.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving,

A school where students
realize the utmost on
their investment.

LANCASTER, PA.

ONE OF OUR LATEST STYLE JEWELER'S
CASE AND TABLE.

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY.

" Winter " is not the cheapest, but
"Winter" goods are right. If you want the best
at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

1000, !Ai
ERI

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plains, interior views, new suggestion;
separate fixtures, cases, counters, floor oases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, ■leeks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, des, ribed
and listed in so plain a manner that pat ceo

F1)01Jfery 
make your own plans and estimate the cost

li5(100- e I Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents,

of your fixtures.

We do not claim to be the largest in the world, but we are proud of our factory, our reputation
and our line. We do claim to make the best, at prices that are right. Not how much, mg how
cheap, but how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, substantial, ahead-cf-the•
times fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 1865. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS.

Finlay-Dicks it Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Mississippi,
Louisiana and Alabama.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.

R. H. Birdsall, 42 Front Street, Portland,Oregon, Sales Agent for Oregon
and Washington.

Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this de
partment

me,1 send name and address
—not for publication, but as an

c,...ceice of good faith
. No attention will be paid to su

nny-

, communications. Questions will be answered in the

r in which they are receive
d.

" Stentwind."—(1) I have an 
eighteen size

rua:,entent, fifteen jewel open
-face, stemzvind, lever

scl, and would like to inquire th
e cause for it wind-

i,/!! so hard. It is in an antique pendant case and

if lakes an awful force to 
wind it. Can you tell

in how to make it wind more 
easily 7 I had it all

(Oar/ and can detect no place wh
ere it could bind.—

Fiji you try the winding before 
you put the move-

n, lit in the case? Someti
mes a watch will wind

11.1a1 while in the case, still be fr
ee while out of the

case, and the pendant of the case i
s free

' 
but the

halt lies in putting the movement 
in the case.

JiKI when we are about to give the 
case screw the

I,e;t half a turn the movement 
will take a twist,

throwing the winding pinion out of lin
e with the

pendant of the case ; this causes many 
watches to

wind hard. If this is not the fault, and you find

tit it the movement winds hard out 
of the case, take

the watch apart and examine ev
erything pertaining

Ii, the winding, beginning with the 
winding pinion,

and see that it has a little end sha
ke and is free;

then the bevel and intermediate 
wheels—see that

they are free while the yoke screw is 
tight. Now,

examine the barrel arbor—see that it 
does not bind

ill the barrel ; also place it in the p
lates by itself ;

it should have just a little play. The
n try the arbor

ill the plates with the ratchet wheel 
on. By exam-

ining the winding this way you will 
surely find the

fault, and when once found it will be easy to

remedy. No doubt you know that 
all winding

wheels should be oiled. If the trouble is not in

the movement, then examine the case 
on the same

principle as the movement—see that th
e screw is

not too long that holds the pendant in 
; place the

iihivement in the case without the penda
nt and see

if the winding pinion comes in the 
center of the

hole in the locking spring. The ma
ke of the case

will suggest other places to examine, 
which would

cause binding.
(2) How much heat can be applied 

with safely

to a diamond in hard soldering Y—Th
is is problem-

atical. Don't risk it ; remove the stone. Many a

stone has been injured by attempting t
o solder a

joint close to it.

"Driller."—The best and quickest way to 
drill

Ito/es in lenses—want the method 
involving least

risk of breaking.—There are 
several very good

lens drills on the market at present, 
that you can

obtain through any of the jobbers in 
optical goods

whose announcements appear on our 
advertising

pages ; one of these would probably 
be the " best

and quickest" way to drill. A method
 for doing

such work was given in reply to 
"Glass Drill,"

page 5343, September, 1903, KEYSTONE.

"Oiling Pallets. "—I have considera
ble teouble

.from watches stqpping after clean
ing, and would

illee to know if the slopping comes from
 oiling the

pallet jewels and other parts of the 
escapement. I

nce a vet?, fine oiler. I have tried it
 with and

i Mout oil, but with the same result. I 
clean with

Iyaler and soap, and thy in boxwood 
sawdust.—

1 wording of your communication 
is a little

:on'kuous, especially where you s
ay you have a

ry fine oiler, and have tried it with
 and without

01./.. We suppose you mean you have 
tried the

elLct of oiling or not oiling the esc
apement. Our

I pinion is that your trouble lies deeper th
an oiling

ot the escapement. Allow us to inquire what do

you use for dry brushing the plates afte
r you have

washed them to give them a bright 
look ? We

have known repeated instances of person
s cleaning

watches by washing, and then giving 
them a dry

brushing with some preparation of 
which enough

lingered in the pivot holes to ruin th
e oil, and

render it thick and gummy in a short 
time. A

slight smear of old viscid oil left about 
a pivot hole

or on the face of a pallet stone, will, like t
he leaven

spoken of in the Scriptures, serve to 
start new oil

III the process of thickening, and a g
ummy state

KEYSTONE

will soon follow. Cleaning the escapement of a

watch is really one of the most difficult and pains-

taking operations which comes to the watchmaker.

This is particularly the case from the fact of the

jewels being set with shellac. A mixture of alcohol

and ammonia will clean the hole jewels and remo
ve

every trace of old oil, but this mixture used on t
he

pallets or roller table will sooner or later loosen

such jewels as are set with shellac. Benzine can be

empoyed for cleaning the pallets and jewel pin,

but it is almost impossible to do the work so pe
r-

fectly as not to leave a smear behind which wi
ll

contaminate the oil. Benzine can be used to clean

the escapement, but it should be the pure article.

The workman should also have three alcohol cups

kept especially for benzine cleaning, and each cup

provided with a " scrubber" made by taking the

largest size of camel's-hair pencil set in a quill, and

cutting the hairs back to about X" in length.

These are used to scrub and brush, with benzine,

the pallet jewels, also the jewel pin. As just stated

we have three benzine cups, which we will numbe
r

1, 2, 3. We get up some device for securely 
hold-

ing the pallets in such a way that we can scrub the

stones with the camel's-hair brush and benzi
ne

without danger of loosening them. We wipe the

pallets and holder dry of benzine, and repeat the

washing in vessel No. 2, then in No. 3, the last

containing pure benzine. The caution to use a

separate camel's-hair scrubbing brush with ea
ch

CLIP, should in no instance be neglected. A pa
ir

of hand tongs having the jaws lined with bras
s,

makes a good holder for holding the lever 
and

pallets. If good American oil thickens on a watch

in twelve or eighteen months, you may rest a
ssured

there has been some contaminating influence 
at

work other than arises from the effect of cle
an

brass, steel or jeweled surfaces.

Rings."—(I) Will you kindly Worm  me of

the alloy used for gun metal in making jewel
ry Y—

The term gun metal, as applied to 
articles of

jewelry, as a rule, relates to the finish, not 
to the

metal itself. This finish is a coating of magnetic

oxide of iron, imparted by exposing the 
articles to

be treated (they being made of steel) to an 
atmos-

phere of superheated steam. The method 
of itn:

parting this finish has been described in this

department, together with various processes

whereby such finish may be simulated. The alloy

employed in gun metal (or ordnance metal) 
varies

considerably. One formula calls for brass 112

parts, zinc 14 parts, tin 7 parts, while anothe
r calls

for 90 parts copper and to parts tin. 
There are

many others, but these two will serve to sho
w how

greatly they vary.
(z) What is the metal used in so-called rhe

u-

matic rings f—The manufacturers of s
uch rings

keep the exact nature of the metal empl
oyed as a

trade secret, but it is no doubt merely a 
variety of

magnetized iron. The efficacy of such rings is

supposed to lie in their power to " draw " uric

acid from the system.

"Assay. "—How can I test, approximatel
y,

small amounts of quartz for gold and 
silver? I

can pulverize the quartz in a mortar, bu
t I cannot

separate the gold and silver from the 
powdered

quartz. Is there any book that gives the above

information Y—It requires nice judgment to
 select

what would be an average pound of go
ld-bearing

quartz from a ton of " mineral." The 
better plan

seems to be to select three pounds ; one
 pound of

which our judgment tells us is as near a
n average

as we can get. Then select a pound a 
little above

and another pound a little below the 
average, and

assay the three pounds separately. 
Mineralogists

make two kinds of assays—one they term 
" qualita-

tive" and the other "quantitative" 
assays. The

first is merely to establish the existence 
of certain

metals or substances, leaving the amount 
or quan-

tity of the substances a matter of judgme
nt. What

you desire to know is not that gold o
r silver is

contained in the mineral before you, but you
 desire

to know the quantity contained per pou
nd or ton.

The quartz to be tested should be r
oasted—that is,

heated red hot and thrown into cold water 
to render

it more friable. Mineralogists have hand-rock

crushers which will chew up specimens of rock

with astonishing facility, but a heavy ir
on mortar
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can be employed. Mature judgment will enable

one to pick out and throw away a good proportion

of the rock after it has been broken into compara-

tively good size pieces. But the novice in such

matters had better err on the side of being over-

cautious and break up lumps which seem on the

outside to contain no gold. As the process of pul-

verizing progresses, much of the finer particles can

be washed away on the same principle as gold
washing is conducted. Our work now is to remove

as much as possible the quartz which is only

mechanically combined with the precious metals.
Our present operations have two objects in view.
The first is to remove as much of the quartz as we
can by mechanical means. The second is to lay
bare the particles of metal so that some solvent
can be introduced which will dissolve the silver

and gold and leave the remaining quartz intact,

We have such solvent in mercury (quicksilver).

which will dissolve both gold and silver, forming
an amalgam of these metals, front which heat will

drive off the mercury, leaving the gold and silver
behind. All the mercury will be driven off at a

pale red heat. Absolutely pure mercury should

only be employed, as any trace of lead or tin will

remain with the gold and silver after the mercury
is driven off by heating to a pale red heat. In
small operations the mercury will be lost, but
where the process is conducted on a large scale

the mercury vapor is condensed and used over and
over. The metals remaining after the mercury is

driven off represent the amount of these substances

in a sample pound of quartz. On placing the result-

ing spongy metal in a crucible and heating to a
white heat with carbonate of potash as a flux, the
resulting button is the precious metals contained
in the quartz. TO separate these requires another

operation. For determinative purpoFes—that is,

to approximate the value of a ton of quartz, the

alloyed button is practically a test close enough to

satisfy the prospector. 'I he facts are, a man of
good, sound judgment, after a little experience,
can, by simply roasting and pulverizing quartz,
and washing away the pulverized rock, arrive at a
very close estimate without the use of mercury.
Usually the gold obtained from such sources will
vary from 20 to 2i3 karats fine. The facts of

the case are, no shorthand and specific instruction
can be given for quantitative assay any more than
we could give in one paragraph specific instruc-
tions for cleaning and repairing a watch, which
needed, in addition to cleaning, a new staff and
two or three new jewels and a new hairspring. A
good book for you is " Prospectors' Field Book
and Guide." Can be had at this (Ace; price, $1.50.
This work gives all the processes used in the dif-
ferent methods employed in assaying.

"Know Not."—I hare it new 18 size adjusted
movement, which is faullt in the draw of the pallet
stone. The watch was brought to Me with a
broken pallet staff. 4/ler repairing it ran beauti-
fully and kept excellent time, but was returned a
short time after by the owner, who slated that it
slopped occasionally. I examined it and found the
relations between pallets and scape teeth, guard pin
and roller, roller jewel and forks correct and lock-
ing all right, but on pushing the guard pin up
against the roller it will sometimes remain there
instead of drawing back. The tooth does not leave
the locking face of pallet. Inuit is the fault ?—
The first thing you should do is to find the cause
of the fork not staying over to the banking pin.
Are your pivots on the pallet arbor true (not bent),
highly polished and no cracked jewels? Are the
pallet stones clean and not chipped, and are you
sure you oiled the pallet stones or escape wheel
teeth ? Any one of the above faults would cause
no draw at times. Now, the next thing to look
after, is balance staff true? If not, that would cause
the roller table to be closer at one time than an-
other. Is the outer edge of the table smooth and
highly polished ? Run a sharp knife over the edge
to see if there is any shellac sticking there. In
shellacing a roller jewel sometimes a little shellac
will get on the outer edge of the table ; being very
thin it becomes transparent and can hardly be de-
tected with a glass, but can be with a knife. This
would cause the guard pin to hang to the table at
times. Is guard pin smooth and standing perpen-
dicular? There seems to be some small fault
which we think you will find by examining the
parts referred to 'above.

ii
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W
E make the only line of high-grade college seals, flags and
buttons on the market and sell them exclusively to the
Retail Jewelry Trade.

Jewelers in college towns who have discontinued selling flags
on account of dry goods, clothing and furnishing goods stores
competition, will find it will pay them to carry our goods in stock.
Your customers will readily appreciate the superior workman-
ship, finish and artistic merit, as the tendency heretofore has been
to cheapen the quality and price of college goods.

The trade has our positive assurance that the standard of the
goods and our policy of dealing direct with retail jewelers only, will
be strictly maintained.

Jewelers outside of college towns carrying a large or small
assorted stock of our college goods have the privilege of exchanging
any of the pieces that are unsalable or shop-worn, if not damaged,
for other college goods.

Orders for single pieces are also solicited from Retailers who
carry no stock.

Special Flags made to order for Academies, Seminaries, Busi-
ness Colleges, Public Schools, etc.

WENDELL 6 COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

57 Washington Street.

CHICAGO.

93, 95 and 97 William Street,

NEW YORK.

LIST PRICES:
Large Flags, Sterling Silver, each, $2.00

" Gilt, " 2.50Medium Flags, Sterling Silver, " .85
" " " Gilt, ,

Sinall Flags, Sterling Silr ilt,ra ::
.66
.50

Seals, with ring for fob charm, or
with joint, pin and catch for
brooch, Sterling Silver, . each $2.30Seal Charms or Brooches, S' ter-
ling Silver, Rose Gold Finish, " 2.7oRolled-Plate or Sterling Silver
Mounted Ribbon Fobs, . . . " tooInitial Lapel Button or Scarf Pin, " .5o4 6

" " Gilt, " .66

Finest quality enamel used on all college goods to reproduce the colors absolutely correct.

TRADE <WC)> MARK
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The Jewelers and the Local Press

THE admitted necessity of publicity in
modern business doing has given every

merchant, especially in the smaller towns, a
personal interest in the local paper and its
editor. The old-time custom of putting " a
card " in the newspaper " just to help it
out" should have no place in . up-to-date
store-keeping. The jeweler should buy
space in the local press solely to help his
business ; and as modern competition
generally compels the purchase of such space,

it is the duty of the jeweler as well as every
other merchant to see to it that the paper
thus patronized is such as will ensure a suita-
ble return for his investment. There are
many merchants who lack appreciation of
the value of good local newspapers, and there
are many editors, on the other hand, who for-
get the mercantile interests while catering
solely to the politician. It must be remem-
bered that as every jeweler has his competi-
tor, so every small town has its competing
town, and it is the duty of the merchants to
see that their town has a paper which serves
its interests as against all other considerations
and which circulates wherever in the vicinity
there is a fighting chance for trade.

It is the misfortune of some narrow-
minded merchants to see no competitor but
the fellow across the way or down the street.
They are too prone to forget that some very
lively competitors may live in the next town
or in some distant city. A merchant always
serves his own interest by serving the inter-
ests of his town ; business
brought to his town is busi-
ness brought to his store,
and a good local paper is an
effective factor in this re-
spect. When a merchant
realizes the necessity of a
first-class local paper to him
in his business, he will
probably ask himself this
question: " What can I and
the other merchants of this
town do to make this paper
more effective for the gene-
ral trade interests of the
town ? " The editor should
be constantly asking him-
self : " What can I do to
make this paper a better

advertising medium ? " When the merchants
and the editors of any one town get down to
answering these questions, all of them have
started on the road to more business.

M ERCHANTS have a good deal to do
with the making of the local paper,

and it is partly because they lose sight of
their duty in this regard that there are so
many inferior sheets that do not merit patron-
age. As a rule, merchants should patronize
the local paper much more than they do, and
the editor should pay much more attention to
business interests. The editor who allows
the " devil " to run the office while he is
smoking cigars with the political slate-makers
is not the one that merits the encouragement
of the merchants, and if they are united they
can make their influence felt.

Again the curse of many towns is too many
newspapers. When you have one good news-
paper stick to it and discourage efforts to start
another. You may be hot at the editor and
actually rubbing your hands in anticipation

of seeing him and his cause defeated in the

next election, but forget that for a while and

think of business. What does it matter if

you and the editor disagreed in the last

school election, if by working with that same

editor, patronizing his paper, and helping

him work for the general interests of the

town you are increasing your profits by a few

hundred dollars. Differences of opinion in

every community are constantly flashing up

and fading away, but opportunities for mak-

ing money lost never return. If two news-
papers is a poor business proposition for you
and your town, put your foot down on it and
endeavor to persuade the other merchants
that one paper is enough.

When you buy advertising see to it that
you get what you bargain for. Make sure,
before investing in space, that the paper cir-
culates as widely as possible in the territory
and among the people you desire to reach.
Buy, if you will, the paper that reflects your
party opinions, but always advertise in the
paper that best serves your business.

Capsules of Business Philosophy

A SALESMAN'S anxiety to sell should
never make him forget that customers

have the best right to decide what they want
to buy.

You lost some customers, regular cus-
tomers, last year. Find out why they left
you and get them back. Make it a personal
matter.

The clerk who always waits to be told
what to do will probably have to wait a
long time before he is told to take a higher
position.

The way your father did may have been
excellent in his day, but don't forget this is
another age, a time when you must have an
automobile gait to keep anywhere near the
head of the procession.

If the clerk thinks that the store would
have to close its doors if he leaves, he should

remember that it got along
after a fashion before he
came.

A merchant can best
serve his own interest by
trying to benefit his pa-
trons. Selfishness is very
apt to overreach itself and
defeat its own ends. The
merchant who tries to bene-
fit his customers by giving
them reliable goods at fair
prices is pretty sure to bene-
fit himself by the operation.

Give your store your
main attention. Don't de-
vote time that should be
given to business to manag-

ing the baseball team,
Interior View of the Store of List Bros., Johauuesburg, South Africa.



Are Your Special Orders and Repairs
Being Done to Your Satisfaction

 IF NOT, WHY NOT
We are satisfying 5oo retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other clays besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
tends to Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

A. P. CRAFT & CO.
312 Stevenson Building,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
OUR PRICES WILL CAUSE MORE SATISFACTION. Send for sticker,

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all usbranches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.At a Echool where instructions are given by and under the per-sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Randier, who is recognized asforemost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the bestmasters of Europe and America ; who is the founder of the firstexclusive Engraving School in this country and is still at thehead of the Jewelers' School of gligravinii: established in 1889.Terms and Catalogue on application. Corresfiondence solicited.

1„

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, suite 1119 Masonic Temple,
CHICAGO.

iJII — -  PLATE ENGRAVING, EEL DIES,CRESTS,COATorARMS.
FINE STATIONARY"

PRINTING,
EMBOSSING,ILLUMINATING

NoVEDIDING I NVJTATIONS ANNOUNCEMENTSSEND 25GENTS 
CALLINC,ATHOME,BUSINESS CARDS ETC.1

MONOGR AM

ARTISTIC,KETCHOr VOIJO !CHARD  0.XANDLER imi-EmpLE CHICAGOSUillir9E IlASONMr,

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY,
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS.

REASONS whywe
are the BEST FIRM to do

the Country Jewelers' Work.

Because—All jobs go back the

same day.

Because -Every job is done right.

Because—Every price is low.

Because -Every job is guarantee°.

This is a little Lathe for the tool room and for experi-mental work or for manufacturing operations where the
utmost refinement in accuracy is desired. With its attach-ments for milling and gear-cutting it makes a most desir-able tool.

No. 5 Machinists' Bench Lathe
with Compound Slide Rest.

The design and building have been carried forward ina painstaking way and work can be handled rapidly andith great convenience.
Full details will be sent on request.

Makers of Bench Lathes and Attachments, Bench
Milling Machines, Bench Drill Presses and
Bench Tapping Machines.

Special Bulletins of each on request.

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing 

Can this be Repaired?
We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making newbroken or melted off, the same as new.
We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yea,
parts to match the old one;

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave,,
A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.
WRITE us. Some of our pupils are just finishing  their Course and we will have noisierothers. Now is the beet time to enter.

(19rrespondence solicited. M. L. LANDIS, I io Koch Ave., DETROIT, 110

41,

SLOAN & CHACE MFG. CO ti NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.

April, I 904

Among the Trade

T H E

• trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Alaska

Emory Valentine, of Juneau, who is one of the
ph.neer jewelers of Alaska, accompanied by a
number of friends, recenty took a ninety-mile trip
itt -I small gasoline boat to a remote camp where
It': has interests. The party expected to be gone
three or four days, but after an absence of fifteen
clays, during which no word was received from
them, their friends became anxious as to how they
fared, especially as the waters here become very
roir411 at this time of the year. A revenue cutter
W.1, summoned to investigate, with the result that
the excursionists were found to be securely enjoy-
ing themselves at the place for which they set out.
A delay was made to allow the waters to subside
and thus make a safe return doubly sure.

The repair business of L. F. Kemmis, Doug-
las, was burned out on February 17th, and the
proprietor himself, who is over seventy-five years
ohl and who has two artificial limbs, was severely
burned about the face and hands. At about nine
o'clock in the morning Mr. Kemmis was trying to
rep lir a gasoline lamp, which was not working
perfectly. Suddenly a stream of the dangerous
commodity gushed out and came in contact with
to stove lire, some also depositing on Mr. Kemmis'
clothes. There was an immediate blaze, which
soon reduced the building to a wreck. Mr. Kern-
ini, wrapped himself in a blanket, and upon the
prompt arrival of outside aid was taken care of.
He is recovering from his injuries. The loss of
stock is estimated at P000, but he will resume as
soon as he is sufficiently recovered.

Illinois

• E. Jeanmairet, Mt. Carroll, has invented an
unproved escape wheel, the feature of which is an
oil cup arrangement to keep the oil in front of the
teeth instead of spreading over the wheel surface.

Kansas

C. H. Morrison, of Topeka, has added a
wholesale department to his already prosperous
business, and will himself travel in Kansas and
Nebraska.

Louisiana

A. B. Griswold & Co., of 728 Canal Street,
Orleans, made an elaborate display of the
presented to the " kings" and " queens"

figured in the recent carnival in that city.
T. Hausman & Sons, New Orleans, have been

eNperiencing a steady increase in the volume of
hu,iness. The recent carnival in the " Crescent
City " brought its usual stimulus to business in all
lm -s, but apart from this the firm named has been
uniisually active of late and continues so.

Massachusetts

Alexander Romm, the well-known jeweler, of
16 i.;reen Street. Boston, was married at Congrega-
tion Mishkan Tefila, Roxbury, on Friday, March
isth, to Miss Ida Sharfman. THE KEYSTONE jOillS
Willi the many friends of the happy couple in ex-
tending congratulations.

Charles M. Smith, of 180 Main Street, Fitch-
burg, was married at Roxbury to Miss Susie M.
Anderson, of Somerville, on March 201. The
balmy pair took a short trip prior to going to Fitch-
bur where they reside. THE KEYSTONE joins
wait their many, friends in extending congratu-
lati• its.

Minnesota

Charles Olson, of Charles Olson & Co., of
Nliiineapolis, visited the St. Louis, Mo., jewelry
lii irket last month and made purchases of season-
able stock for a spring trade.

Mississippi

Jos. Sarphie, of Woodville, intends to remove
from that place on or about April 15th. Jeweler
Sarphie opened bUsiness in Woodville in 1896 and
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there built up a substantial trade. Natchez is a
much larger town than Woodville, and no doubt
Mr. Sarphie will put to practical account the extra
business opportunities which it must afford.

J. D. Crane, of Gulfport, who dismantled his
old store at that place, has erected on its site a
new and well-appointed structure, admirably
adapted to the needs of his business. This build-
ing has been erected at a cost of p000, is two
stories high and is of pressed brick and stone.
Jeweler Crane has installed a good stock and is
evidently determined to succeed. He writes:
"Gulfport is the most promising town in the State
and my. ambition is to grow with it. Three cheers
for the jewelry trade and long live THE KEYSTONE."

J. B. Bourgeois, of Jackson, paid a visit lasting
several days, to the St. Louis market last month.
Mr. Bourgeois reports business as unusually good
in his section of the country on account of the
high prices received for cotton during the past
winter.

Missouri

J. L. Betz, of Stanberry, was among the out-
of-town buyers who visited the St. Louis market
last month, selecting goods for his spring trade.

New Hampshire

The partnership hitherto existing between
E. N. Whitcomb and H. J. Whitcomb, in the firm
of Whitcomb Bros., jewelers, Berlin, has been dis-
solved. The business Will hereafter be conducted
by.E. N. Whitcomb at the same location. H. J.
Whitcomb will open a store at Lancaster.

New York

George A. Oppel, Sr., founder and head of
George A. Oppel & Sons, Little Falls, died on
March 2d at the age of seventy-two. Deceased
was one of the best known citizens and business
men of Little Falls, where his career covered
almost fifty years of industry and well-applied
effort. He was born in Saxe-Coburg, Germany,
and there learned the jewelry business. He emi-
grated to America in 1854, and soon after his arrival
entered the employ of a Little Falls jeweler. Three
years later he opened a business for himself, but
this was burned out subsequently. He afterwards
rebuilt the store, which was again destroyed by
fire, and after this catastrophe he located in the
Benedict Block. With the growth of his business
he made some other removals, the business being
now conducted in commodious and well-appointed
premises. Some years ago he admitted to part-
nership his sons George A., Jr., and Irving, since
which time the firm has been conducted under the
name of G. A. Oppel & Sons. As a merchant
Mr. Oppel was progressive, enterprising and a fine
sample of the old-time tradesman. Mr. Oppel's
wife died in June, 1902, and since that time his
health has been impaired. Besides his two sons
who were associated with him in business, he is
also survived by a married daughter. Deceased
was a member of the Presbyterian Church. The
funeral, which took place on Sunday, March 6th,
was conducted by the Knights Templar, of which
he was a member, and by the Rev. Dr. Richardson.

The partnership hitherto existing in the firm of
Taylor & Lowell, of Binghamton, has been dis-
solved. Mason Lowell, of the firm, has associated
himself with T. E. Darrow, formerly a salesman,
under the firm-name of Lowell & Darrow. This
concern will conduct a general wholesale jewelry
business in addition to the manufacturing optical
business formerly conducted by Taylor & Lowell.
They will continue to occupy the old rooms in the
Binghamton Savings Bank Building.

North Carolina

The retail jewelry firm of Gorman & Green, of
Salisbury, is about to open a branch store in
Spencer, which will be under the management of
E. H. Crosby.

North Dakota

The partnership existing in the firm of Blakely
Bros., of Grafton and Minto, has been dissolved.
This business was founded in Minto in 1897, and in
1902 the firm bought out J. L. Egleston, of Grafton,
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thereafter conducting both establishments. The
business at Minto is now conducted by A. W.
Blakely, and that at Grafton by W. R. Blakely.

Ohio

L. V. Stone, the well-known jeweler, who has
conducted a business in Conneaut for a number of
years, retired from active business recently and
sold a half interest in his concern to Theodore C.
Herrick, who for the past eight years has been a
popular salesman and efficient watch repairer in
the store. The firm is now known as that of Stone
& Herrick, and the business will be continued at
the same location. The partnership arrangement
gives Mr. Herrick the sole management of the
business of the firm and, as stated above, Mr.
Stone is to retire from all active participation. For
the present he will devote his time to the settling
up of accounts and matters connected with the old
business and to looking after his other interests.
Frank Stone will remain in the new firm's employ.
L. V. Stone has purchased the house at 556 Har-
bor Street, formerly owned by T. C. Herrick, for
the sum of $.3600.

Jacob Wittlig, of Marietta, died last month at
the age of sixty-five. He was a native of Switzer-
land and there learned the watchmaking trade.
He came to the United States in 1868 with his
family, settled in Marietta and founded the jewelry
business which he conducted there for the past
twenty-five years. He was much esteemed by his
fellow-citizens for his kindly demeanor, and was
known to be munificent in his donations to every
worthy charity. Although he did not yearn for
civic honors, he was at one time elected to the city
council of Marietta, in which office he made a
record for probity and common sense. A widow
and three daughters survive him.

Oklahoma Territory

A recent issue of the Press-Democrat, of Hen-
nessey, announces the arrival of a baby girl at the
home of C. A. Ball, the well-known jeweler, of
that place. THE KEYSTONE extends felicitations.

Oregon

Carl Adler, of Baker City, recently moved
into a new four-story building, the dimensions of
which are too x Too feet. This affords him copious
display facilities and ample space for the comfort-
able transaction of business. The fixtures are an
attractive feature, fashioned in excellent taste and
worthy to adorn a leading metropolitan jewelry
store.

Pennsylvania

Robert S. Gitt, retail jeweler, of Harrisburg,
has decided to give more attention to his optical
department, and has taken a special course on
optics.

Washington

Z. K. Straight, the Walla Walla jeweler, is
about to re-embellish his store. He will take out
all his counters and show cases and install new and
handsome tables and cases in plate glass. The
new wall cases will be of walnut, attractively de-
signed and ornamented. The interior of the
premises will be entirely remodeled to suit the
convenience of customers and store help and thus
facilitate the progress of business. Jeweler Straight,
accompanied by his wife, took a trip to California
recently, going as far South as Los Angeles. This
is the first time he has heen absent from business
for the past ten years.

Wisconsin

E. J. Marcouiller, recently sold his jewelry
store at Lena and purchased the stock and good
will of Geo. A. Runkel's business at Oconto Falls.
He has installed a complete stock of seasonable
goods and anticipates a very satisfactory trade.

The life of The Keystone is its technical
articles. Keep them up. "—Albert L. Porter,
Jeweler, Leonard, North Dakota.
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APRIL TWENTIETH.

IN January, as you may remember,we sent you our Prospectus
in which was a chapter on
'The Sign of the Times."

The Sign of the Times outlined
a rather pretty little plan of ours to
advertise your store and Simmons
Chains by means of Posters.

Remember now?

The idea is this—hire all the
good spaces you possibly can on
barn sides, bill-boards and the like,
and send to us for posters to put
on them.

Blank spaces cost next to noth-
ing, the Posters cost you absolutely
nothing—can you think of a more
inexpensive way to advertise your
store effectively for a month or so?

THE POSTERS are 56 x 42 inches,
done in three colors, carry your
name and address, and are now
ready. You can have as many as
you want. Just write.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY,
ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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A Sleepless

T E

The Show Window

KEYSTONE

The usefulness of the show window is perennial. If

Selling Agent properly trimmed it is a trade stimulant at all times and

under all conditions. Just now it can be made a helpful

1 I. in the disposal of the goods purchased for spring trad
e. These must

displayed to the fullest possible advantage if the dealer is 
to reap the

fullest possible profit from the money which he invested in 
them. Display

in its commercial acceptation is merely another word for
 advertisement.

What, it may be asked, is the primary object of every exa
mple of store or

window decoration ? Obviously, to attract attention ; to assist in selling

goods by. arresting the notice of the passing pedestrians. That is the com-

mon end of every scheme of store and window ornamentat
ion.

Hours are spent in decorating to your satisfaction ; many

Advertising the changes have been made before it reaches that point, and

when it is finished you admire the work, thinking surely

others will do so. No doubt they will—if they happen to

;lass, but did it never occur to you that many more might be brought to

lititice its contents if they knew of it? If the goods be worth so much time

and labor in arranging (as they certainly are), they sho
uld be worthy of

mention in the daily paper. Of course, you do some advertising—why not

give the window a chance? Not of necessity every time a display is

changed, but from time to time, as special goods are show
n. Many persons

would, no doubt, be prompted to go a few steps out of the
ir way to see the

window as advertised. Merchants in many sections are beginning to appre-

ciate this and are making their displays and their news
paper advertising

mutually helpful, the utility of both factors being thus made t
o serve a dual

purpose. It is a well-known fact that there are many people who wo
uld go

a considerable distance to see an article in the window wit
h the price marked

On it, rather than go to a store and ask for it.

Bring it home to yourself ; you may feel the need of som
e garment or

other article, know where you think it may be bought and
 yet you are timid

about going to purchase it. Should you know where it was on exhibition

in a window, however, you would probably stop to 
see if it was what you

wished, and, if so, you would doubtless go within for a clo
ser inspection.

These facts should be borne in mind when advertising

An Interesting copy is being prepared for the newspapers. Inducement

should be given the public to inspect the goods on exhi-

bition. They should be made to feel that such an inspec-

tion is well worth while. In this connection a recent writer has shown by a

simple and interesting mathematical calculation the fa
r-reaching influence of

a show window for good or ill. He writes as follows :

"To appreciate its value you should do a little f
iguring. How many

people pass your store in a day? If the average is ten a minute in the eight

busiest hours of the day, 4800 would pass your window
. This number, 4800,

represents what in newspaper parlance is called " dail
y circulation." Now,

your show window occupies say ioo square feet surface
 space, and in it you

can display attractively quite a line of goods, changing
 the display as often

as you wish. In a daily newspaper with an actual circulation of 
4800, Ioo

square inches (not square feet) would cost approx
imately $to per day, and

Window Display

Calculation
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in this space you can put only cuts of the articl
es themselves, and as a rule

the cuts but imperfectly represent those articles. 
Now, your window space

presents a surface L44 times as great as your Sr° n
ewspaper space, has depth

in addition to surface, and in it can be displayed th
e articles themselves, true

to life as to color, size, shape and everything, an
d, furthermore, they are

seen at the entrance to your store, inside of wh
ich a salesman stands ready

to give additional information and exercise his 
ability in making a sale. This

window space is yours every day and all day; it pr
esents wonderful posibili-

ties as an advertising medium, and it's up to you
 to get those possibilities

out of it. If newspaper space properly used is worth its co
st (and we are

firmly convinced it is) how important it is that s
o valuable an advertising

medium as the show window should not be negle
cted"

But in addition to the wide scope of the possibilities

inherent in the window display by reason of the 
surpris-

ingly large number of persons under whose 
notice it

comes, it is also especially significant on account
 of the

directness with which it appeals to the passing pub
lic. The best advertising

is that which makes a direct proposition to the 
reader, inviting him to act.

This principle is most convincingly exemplified in
 a window dispiay. The

nearer a window comes to the people who pass i
n the street, the stronger

and more salient the appeal it makes, the more 
goods it will sell.

The reviving aspect of nature during the month 
of April should be rich

in decorative inspiration for every enterprising 
storekeeper and window

artist. The dominant note of all decorative eff
orts at this time should be

newness—the universal newness in nature should 
find fitting expression in

the adornment of the store and of the window.

A subscriber writes : " I notice that the effect o
f a window

Colored Lights display is very much increased at night by mea
ns of Col-

for Windows ored lights. My town has an electric light p
lant, but I

do not understand how to color electric lig
ht globes.

How is this done?"

The use of alum makes a suitable substitute fo
r the more elaborate

process when the required colors are not readily ob
tained. Make a solution

of alum water and dip the globe into it after carefu
lly cleaning off all grease

and dust. Have a rack or some other means of holding the g
lobe in a hori-

zontal position while it drains and drys, which pr
ocess, by the way, should

be slow and even in order that the crystallization 
may be uniform. It may

be necessary to repeat the dippings several t
imes. This makes the white

frosted globe. To make a red solution add 
cochineal coloring ; tumeric

makes yellow and indigo makes blue. There is still another method more

simple than the above. With a fine brush cover the globe as evenly as pos
-

sible with good mucilage and sprinkle with talcu
m powder ; for red use a

red powder and so on.
Some merchants desiring to have a few words 

printed on

the window glass for a few days, to be rubb
ed off and

changed, have tried soap, and given it up as 
unsatisfac-

tory. Experienced window trimmers know that soap is

all right on mirrors, but not on windows. Silver whit
ing, mixed with water,

makes a good material for this purpose, but one mus
t handle a brush well

to use it. The sign may be marked off with soap on the 
outside and then

traced on the inside of the glass. It is not often that a jeweler would need

to use such a temporary sign, but it is well to kno
w how in case the

occasion should arise.

Seeing is
Believing

Signs on
Windows

Imposing Display on Floor of a Show W
indow. Designed by Jeweler A. C. Reiohel, 

Union Hill, N. J.
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You see them wherever you go,
They go wherever you see them.

Merchants who seek progressive methods use the
Oldsmobile Light Delivery Wagon. This machine has
demonstrated its usefulness and dependability under all
circumstances. Its driver has nothing to watch but
the road.

The Oldsmobile
Light Delivery Wagon,

Price $850,
is strongly built and of attractive design. It has a
carrying capacity of 500 pounds in a carrying space
of about 30 cubic feet.

For full information, regarding the Oldsmobile line, see our nearest sales agent or write direct. A captivating automobile story :" Golden Gate to Hell Gate," will be sent on receipt of a two-cent stamp. Write Dept. 66.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.
Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

A NEW SAFETY CATCH
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

MADE IN S1111111 NiZO
the ideal

TWO SIZES. Catch for
badge work

STRONGEST, SIMPLEST, BEST SAFETY CATCH
On the market. Consisting of two parts, including spring,

which WILL NOT WEAR Our.

EXACT CUT ()I' LAME SIZE.

OPEN.

BLANCARD Sc. CO•

Manufacturers of

ENLARGED.

Los.D.

96, 98, loo Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK,

Settings, Pin Stems, Ball Joints, Catches, Screw Backs, Etc., ianndGVilver.

Partial View of the Main Room,
WILL YOU VISIT THIS WOIRI_.D'S FAIR. ?If so, pay us a i 'Sit, 10111 Wl. Will show you how we are humid lig (sir stutlenis to beeollie successfulWatchmaker,. our mode la instructing is a system original with us. It comprises science,arm rae) , a saving of time and money to the students.
Results are : Efficient mechanics, good positions, greater pay. Our course is made so com-prehensive hy expert artisans as instructors that any live young man eau thuroughty master it infrom U to 12 months' time. M.Th./1w otn. tow ',Moyne.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, 5815 Easton Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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FREIGHT SAVING
4oP

Show Cases
e_

For forty years we have made the strongest and most artistic show
cases on this continent. We have shipped them everywhere, buyers not he
Laing to pay high cost of freight from our factory to distant points of desth ,
tion, the greater value of " Silent Salesman" over other makes being consid-
ered full return for the money invested. In order, however, to meet the wishes
of many others who would buy of us were the freight obstacle removed, we are
now making a handsome Knock Down show case which is In all respects the
same as our regular line and which makes an actual saving in freight of from
6o to 75 per cent.; no trouble to set them up, and, when set up, their rigidity
is perfect.

.‘ Silent Salesman " Show Cases are made in all shapes and sizes, with
or without illumination, an possess many points of excellence distinctly thoir
own. They are acknowledged to be in beauty and effectiveness the highest
type of the show case maker's art.

Write us for designs and prices.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.
Detroit, Mich. Windsor, Ont.

Aninwss in:rRorr ornicti.

Apra, too THE K EYSTONE

New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions SA hereunder is a

peomanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally

well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department.]

Solder Made in Stick Form

A recent invention of interest to bench workers is known as " Imperial

Solderene," a commodity designed to simplify and facilitate the process of

soldering. The accompanying illustrations show a stick of this product

_IMPERIAL SOLDERENE1;
PA rrN T ApPLICD.FOR

and the manner of using it. The " Imperial Solderene " is furnished to the

trade by W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York. It is a high-grade
solder, ground and mixed with
new, quick-acting fluxes, and
compressed into a convenient
hexagonal stick. It solders
gold, silver, copper, brass, zinc,
iron or steel, without necessi-
tating the use of acids, rosin
pastes, etc. It is claimed that
it will not injure even the most
delicate work, and that it is
especially suitable on the finest

wires and instruments. For small connections only four or five seconds

are required for complete soldering. One stick of this solderene is sufficient

for moo to 400 joints or connections, and as only one operation is necessary

it economizes both in time and labor.

A Unique Den Clock

Dens are one of the fads of the time, and

their decoration is a hobby, on which much

ingenuity is displayed. One essential of every

such den is a unique clock of dainty pattern,

and such a clock is shown in our illustration.

The frame of this clock is made of hard, durable

wood, which, unlike German wood that warps

and cracks in this climate, will stand rough

handling either in transit or in use. The move-

ment is an improved or simplified one, in which

both the wheels and the plates, hitherto made

of wood, are of solid brass. The dial, too, is

made on a new principle. This also was of

wood formerly, and the figures sometimes fell

off. In the timepiece under notice it is made

so that the figures cannot drop. The hands are
not made of bone, as usual, but of a white com-

position, which the makers of the clocks, the

American Cuckoo Clock Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
ckitn to be almost unbreakable. They likewise

state that all the points enumerated, besides

contributing to the durability of the timepiece,
also make for accuracy in its practical operation.

An Ingenious Hatpin Stein

The contrivance shown in the accompanying illustration is a new kind

of hatpin stem, whose special and most valuable characteristic is that

brooches of any kind can be adjusted to it, and thus used

as hatpins if the owner so wishes. The device is made

by the S. & G. Hat Pin and Novelty Co., of St. Louis,

Mo., and such is its utility that it will appeal irresistibly

to the feminine world. Every brooch may thus be made

to serve a dual function, while the device makes a ser-

viceable and pretty hatpin without the brooch. To make

it effective and attractive when used alone, the pin is

made with different designs of tops in gold plate, with

both steel and German silver pins. It has all the quali-
fications of a quick-selling article.

The Small Town as a Field for Merchandising

Most of the complaints that are made in regard to modern
mercantile conditions come from the merchants in small towns.

These merchants are wont to enumerate with much fluency the
disadvantages of their location, while they lose sight of the many
advantages. A writer in the Retailer and Advertiser has the
following to say on this subject :

Advantages of
Small Towns

The retail merchant in a small town has the
advantage of the big city retailer in many respects.
He has the advantage of proximity to the people,

whose patronage he receives or hopes to secure. He has an oppor-
tunity of becoming acquainted with his customers and with those
he wishes to trade with him, and thus has an opportunity of
learning their wants and wishes. His rent is much Tower, propor-
tionately, than is paid in large cities, and he thus makes a big
saving at the outset. Another point in this connection is that th€
comparatively low cost of building in country towns makes it pos-
sible for the resident merchants to own their own stores without
investing a very large amount of capital. The enormous value of
real estate in the larger cities renders it impossible for merchants
of moderate means to own their own stores, and the rents demanded
for desirable situations are as nearly prohibitory as is consistent
with securing tenants.

But lower rent is only one of the advantages possessed by the
small town merchant. His expenses in many other respects are
proportionately low in comparison with those of the city merchant.
He pays lower taxes and lower salaries. The cost of living in small
towns is nearly always less than it is in large cities, and there are
countless minor details in which savings may be effected that would
be impossible in the larger centers of population.

With all these advantages it seems only reasonable
Shortcomings of that the retailer in a small town should be more

prosperous than his brother in the city, but such
is not usually the case. If the country merchant

possesses the advantages claimed, why is he less successful than
the city merchant in the same line ? Some might answer that his
field is limited, and that, consequently, he cannot expect to do an
extensive trade. Such, however, is not a correct statement of the
case. His field is as large as he chooses to make it. The world is
his oyster if be has the ability to open it. There is no limitation
to his field provided he has courage and skill necessary for its occu-
pation and cultivation. Trade is being taken from his very door
by competitors a thousand miles away. The field which he regards
as his own is being invaded on all sides. Why should he not carry
the war into Africa?

The great trouble with the average country merchant is that
he does not advertise. He may publish occasional announcements
in the advertising pages of the local newspapers, or he may keep
an unchanged advertisment in them for months, but he does not
advertise in the true modern meaning of the word. He does no
advertising like that which draws his trade away to the mail-order
houses and the department stores. He can afford to sell goods a
little cheaper than his city competitor, if he sells enough of them,
but without the aid of advertising it is impossible for him to sell
enough. Consequently, the mail-order men cut below his prices,
and sell to his customers in spite of the handicap of mail and
express charges.

The kind of advertising a country merchant needs is the kind
that will convince his customers that he can and will sell goods as
cheaply as the mail-order houses, and thus save them the cost of
transportation. If he can convince them that his goods are a little
better or that he sells them a little cheaper he is that much surer
of keeping his local trade. When he has secured that he can
extend his advertising operations and bring custom from other
fields besides the one he has been accustomed to regard as his own.
With increased sales he will be in a position to make larger pur-
chases and thus secure better discount. This in its turn will enable
him to further reduce his prices and extend his advertising, and his
business will widen like the diverging circles made by dropping a
stone in a pond,

Small Merchants



The Best. Ask your jobber for 

"The Best" Fobs with
Safety Attachment

Patd. Sept. 22, 1903.

We make them, also a
fine line of Lockets,
Guards, Bracelets and
Gents' Vest Chains.
Order now and get
"The Best."

They will please your
patrons.

Bates & Bacon,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

Attleboro, Mass.
9 Malden Lane,
NOW YORK.

103 State Street,
CHICA00.
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All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller.
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Jos A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE. YOU OF THEIR MERITS.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, }
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

10 Ligne.
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0 Size.
12 Size.
16 Size.

Pendant Set Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.
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Among Jewelry Advertisers

Last month we made passing reference
to the necessity for adhering as closely as
possibly to facts in the preparation of adver-
tisements—a necessity which is every day
becoming more apparent. By way of em-
phasis, we wish to add that one of the most
erroneous and at the same time one of the
most universal ideas in the realm of retail
publicity is that the advertiser must claim a
superiority and exclusiveness unapproached
by any other dealer in his line. As some
one has aptly said, he has a weakness for
" claiming everything in sight." This is

RRNEG
FOR GFT

Rings are still the favor-
ite gifts—and they are
prettier this year than
ever. We have a brand
new stock in great va-
riety—rings for brides,
wives, lovers, friends,
everybody. Don't fail
to see the new designs
with mixed settings.

kiminrfison Lzace
20 Rch©d Ot.

frequently reponsible for some amusing ex-
amples of competitive hyperbole between

dealers in similar lines. There is more in

the dictum that " the advertiser should stick

to the truth " than the cynical or the super-

ficial may imagine. This is easily apparent

to any discerning student of current publicity,

the most suggestive feature of which is the

Passing of futile fervency and extravagance
and the approach of an era of plain but ml-

conventional truth, told in such a way as to

make an irresistible appeal to the reader's

reason and appreciation.

The conversational ad., of which this

may be termed a higher development, runs

to ridiculous extremes in some cases ; notably

when ardent or enthusiastic writers set out

to recite the beauties of certain classes of

KEYSTONE

merchandise. It has been found, however,
that the public respond more readily to that
moderation of statement tinctured with origi-

• •
Why it Pays to
Buy Diamonds

First—There's the solid plea-
sure of possession.

Second—There's the advantage
of appearing prosperous.

Third—It helps a man's busi-
ness and credit not only to wear
a diamond himself, but to have
his wife wear a nice one.

Fourth—There's the advan-
tage of having something valu-
able handy in case cash is needed
quickly.

Fifth—There's the solid antis-
fnction of having all the ahove
advantages and still having a 10
per cent. investment. Diamonds
have increased in value 10 per
cent. a year for about ten yeas,
and will continue to advance.

C. L. BYRD & CO.
Memphis, Term.

•

nality which makes a subtle, insinuating

appeal to their common sense and awakens

in them an appreciative interest. There are

already some conspicuous exponents of this

Call up JENKINS'

CLOCK
HOSPITAL

if your clock is out
of repair. We will
call for it, repair it,
put it back in place—
all for a trifle.

Jenkins 8r, Co.
84 Moss
Street.

Telephone
No. 62-40.

incisive style, and it is worthy of note that

they belong to a certain class of merchants

whose success is due in a large measure to

their enterprise and keen perception in mat-

ters of publicity. The advertising jeweler

should bear in mind that it is not altogether
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his claims that count, but rather his manner
of making them. The merchant who tells
the public that " they can't possibly buy any-
thing better," that his reductions are a
" startling revelation," cannot hope to find
as many people to believe him as the one
who tells interesting things about his goods
in a quiet, colloquial strain, backed up by
logical reasoning. No rhetorical scream of
extraordinary bargains, or unheard of reduc-
tions, appeals like a simple statement such

cçç

(-4116140
1/4\--.3111M1
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How Much
Is Your Time

Worth?
If you are a busy man, you count

every minute worth money.
You must depend upon your watch to

do so many things in a certain allotted
time.

You'll miss your engagements if you
haven't a good watch.

You'll miss trains and experience vex-
atious and costly delays if your watch
cannot be depended upon.
We are selling a watch for $23 that

will help you to make money, if time is
money.

ISAAC'S,
Pittsburg, Pa.

as : " The store that has the best goods at
regular prices, is the store that has the best
bargains when these prices are reduced."

There is especial need for truth in ex-
ploiting articles that are shop-worn or other-
wise out of date. No amount of force in the
advertisement can cover blemishes in the
goods. 'Tis better to convert flaws into
headlines and establish a name for square
dealing and integrity of statement, or vindi-
cate that which you have already made. No
one can fool all the people all the time.
Moreover, the man who wants to remain in
business must build solidly and with a view
to future years.



A Successful Auction Sale
and Its Cause.

As to my successful auction sale last month for F. E. Van

Patton, Meadville, Pa., it is only necessary to quote the following

editorial from the ilionzhtg Star of that city :

" The success that has attended the auction or
F. B. Van Patton, the Lafayette block jeweler,
has been due to the personality of the auctioneer,
Sam Martin. Mr. Martin, like Schlitz beer,
conies from Milwaukee, and is just as much of a
success in his line. He is a gentlemanly fellow,
witty and alert, using none of the rough horse-
play which so often passes for wit with the aver-
age auctioneer, and he is successful in keeping
the buyers amused from the time they enter the
store until they leave. Mr. Martin seems to have
made a profession out of his trade."

Probably half the papers of the United States have considered

it their duty to say just as much or more one time or another.

That's the publicity, the satisfaction, that go with the " Martin

Sale." Write me as much in advance as possible.

S. MARTIN,
Jewelers' Auctioneer,

784 First ...Stret,

Long Distance Telephone,
Number North 245. Milwaukee, Wit-1.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to tlu.ir business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our re IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 5 feet long, 8 feet 5 Inches high, 1 foot 4 inches dee!.
inside. Doors slide op, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case 111, I
shelves lined with black felt. I'llade to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $20.00.

Made and

 Sold

y Union Show Case C0 • FACTORY-56-66 Frank St., and 424-428 Maxwell St.105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL
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etters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

no w ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile,

of general interest to the trade. As this page is for

the use of individual readers, we do not hold

ourselves responsible for the views expressed.--

Editor The Keystone.

Origin of Diamonds

ED. KEYSTONE t—I read some time ago in

your journal an interview with M. Moissan, in

which he described how he manufactured dia-

monds. Has Moissan any theory as to the origin of

the diamonds in South Africa, and if so, what is it?

Yours truly, .
" INQUIRER.'

[Moisson's theory is that natural diamonds

were formed by the crystallization of carbon from

the molten iron ore of the earth. An inrush of sea

water produced a volcanic eruption with sudden
evolving of the erupted mass, which was gradually

decomposed by atmospheric agencies to the blue

ground of the funnel at Kimberley. Accord-

lug
s,

 to this theory the method used by nature was

exactly analogous to that successfully employed by

Professor Moissan. Moissan's diamonds were

microscopic in size, but genuine in character. The

most characteristic properties of the diamond are

its great hardness, Its density (3.5), and the con-

version of one grain into 3.666 grammes of carbon

dioxide. When all three properties are presented

together the test is sufficient to establish the genu-

ineness of a diamond. Moissan's diamonds were

shown by this test to be identical with natural dia-

monds, and in addition they exhibited other curious

phenomena which identified them as the same as

natural diamonds. Their form was also similar to

that of natural diamonds.—ED.]

Setting Roller Jewels Without Remov-
ing Hairspring

ED. KEYSTONE t—I ant using a little device of

my own for setting roller jewels without removi
ng

the hairspring, and as it works all right it m
ay

interest your readers to learn how it can be mad
e.

First, take a strip of very light zinc or alumin
um

wide by 5" long, cut two pieces each

1'4" by 3/1." from the end ; then on the long piece

cut a slot wide enough to let the hub of the 
barrel

arbor in gu deep ; rivet the small piece on, a
nd

with a round file cut a half circle out of it to corr
e-

spond with the slot in the large piece, then y
ou

can put the barrel hub in the slot, and close t
he

front of the slot by turning the small piece aroun
d,

when it will fit tight to the arbor. You can use a

blowpipe or hold over an oil lamp and not aff
ect

the hairspring.
The same may be made on the other end 

for

smaller arbors.
Yours truly,

New Alexandria, Ps. A. G. RuGH.

A Jeweler's Advice to his Brethren

ED. KEYSTONE :—Enclosed please find che
ck

for $1 to renew my subscription. In reply to your

inquiry, will say it would be easier for me to 
sug-

gust something that might prove helpful to t
he

waders of THE KEYSTONE than to attempt
 to im-

prove THE KEYSTONE itself ; for no less does the

cl aftsman's success depend on THE KE
YSTONE

than did the completion of the temple at J
erusa-

1,•10. Therefore, I would suggest to my fellow-

workmen that they study more carefully each
 issue,

nd then apply the knowledge thus attained 
to

their individual needs, and give more thou
ght to

their own business and stop worrying so 
much

about Mr. Price-cutter and the like. Advertise

nothing but what they can do, and sell nothing but

what they know to be as they represent.

In the optical line, we realize with regret what

a small percentage of so-called opticians have a

sufficient knowledge of the subject to be deemed

worthy of recognition, and who are crying for the

uplifting of the profession by a suitable name.

No matter how dignified a name may sound, it can

never cover deficiency of knowledge. You should

not be satisfied with present attainments, but study

your business ; put your heart and soul into it,

keep abreast of the times. You'll find you will

not lack for business, when people say, " He un-

derstands his profession."
Yours truly,

Brandon, Vt. C. M. CARPENTER.

New Form of Trading Stamp

ED. KEYSTONE :—I notice in your columns an

article referring to the trading stamp evil. We

have in our city a firm which issues a red stamp

redeemable in cash instead of goods. The cus-

tomer receives goods to the amount of $2.00 for

every book of 600 stamps at any of the stores

handling the stamps, and the merchant gets the $2

from the stamp company. The company sells the

stamps for 45 cents per hundred, and redeems

them again for 335 cents per hundred. There

are many merchants here substituting these stamps

for the others, which are redeemable in goods,

many of a worthless kind, at the company's stores.

This appears to me to be the beginning of the

end of the trading-stamp evil, and it would be well

for eve .y merchant to look into this scheme. Local

concerns will be organized in other trade centers,

eventually driving out the greater evil which exists

to an alarming degree in this city.

Yours truly,
RUDOLPH STELLER.Milwaukee, Wis,

The Minnesota Retail Jewelers'
Association

The newly-formed NI innesota Retail Jeweler
s'

Association is well regarded by the trade in th
at

State, and we are informed that the members
hip is

rapidly increasing. The organization rejoices in

energetic and popular

officers who will exert

their utmost endeavors

to make it a success.

J. Reiner, of Hutchin-

son, Minn., the presi-

dent of the society,

whose portrait is here

shown, ,is a good ex-

ample of the self-made

man. He was born in

Guetenbach, Grand - –

Duchy of Baden, Ger- President .1. Heiner

many, August, 4, 1866,

and there received a good public school educ
ation,

after which he received a three years' apprentic
e-

ship in Arad, Hungary. He emigrated to this

country in 1866, and started in business at 
Hutch-

inson, Minn. By close attention to business he has

developed into one of the leading merchants of th
at

town. His establishment is one of the most up-to-

date in Central Minnesota.

Mr. Reiner is an active member of the Minne-

sota State Optical Association, and has 
always

been an earnest advocate of optical or
ganization.

Judging from his business career he should ma
ke
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an excellent record in the office of president of

the Retail Jewelers' Association of Minnesota.

Jay C. Herdliska, of Princeton, Minn., the

energetic secretary of the society, has had much

practical experience in organization work. His

occupancy of executive roles in the Minnesota

Optical Association has no doubt been a valuable

asset in connection with the work of organization

among the retail jewelers. Born in Austria, in

the year 1862, he came to America at a very early

age. He received his first business training in

Owatonna, Minn., went to Princeton in 1888, and

opened a jewelry business there in 1897. He

graduated from an optical college in Iwo, and has

conducted both lines of business with merited

success. He was one of the charter members of

the Minnesota Optical Association, and is yet one

of its most active supporters.

Book Notice

An Exhaustive Treatise on PI ecious Stones

A complete and masterful work on precious

stones has been a much-felt want in this country.

It is very gratifying, therefore, to announce that

this want is admirably supplied in a large and

handsome illustrated volume of 627 pages, pub-

lished by J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. This

exhaustive work was written in German by Dr.

Max Bauer, professor in the University of Marburg.

The present magnificent volume is an English

translation of the original by L. J. Spencer,

M. A., F. G. S., assistant in the mineral depart-

ment of the British Museum. Both author and

translator were peculiarly equipped for their great

task, and the result is a work as remarkable for its

accuracy as its comprehensiveness.

The big volume is entitled "precious Stones;

Their Characters and Occurrence," and is divided

into three parts. The first part deals with the

natural characters of precious stones, their various

applications and their classification. The second

part is a systematic description of precious stones,

wonderfully lucid and exhaustive. The third part

is devoted to the determination and distinguishing

of precious stones. The opportunity given by the

translation of the work was taken advantage of to

bring it thoroughly up-to-date, the results of the

very latest investigations being incorporated. A

very complete appendix on " Pearls and Corals,"

makes the work all-embracing as far as precious

stones and gems are concerned. In the preface

the author hopes that the work " will be especially

useful to those engaged in the buying and selling

of precious stones, and in their application to

purposes of ornament, namely to gem merchants

and jewelers." A perusal of the work brings con-

viction as to its utility in this regard.

The book is admirably illustrated, but the

portion ot the illustration that will arouse especial

admiration is comprised in twenty colored plates,

which are veritable triumphs of the art of litho-

graphy. In these plates the natural tints are

reproduced with marvelous reality, and are in

themseves a most instructive lesson in gemology.

As an exhibit on paper these illustrations have

probably never been equaled. A very complete

index adds to the value of the treatise as a work of

reference. The book can be had from this office

on receipt of the publisher's price, $15 net.

"I ant most interested in advertising and
Workshop Notes. Emu issue of The Keystone is
worth the price of subscription."—C. S. Bennett,
Jeweler, Guilford, Maine.
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

No. 3 A retails $2.00

STERLING SILVER PENCIL HOLDER.
The daintiest and most useful pencil holder

yet made, and in the most convenient shape—
nearly flat, in reality an oval that.

Retail price—
Plain . • • $1.00
Chased . . 1.50
Decorated Pattern, 2.00

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 6 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.Manufacturers and

Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS an NOVELTIES.
General Agents of RAUL VVIRT.

rWith our Sample Sets you will prevent

Comm.lmencennenI
linvHaUnicaa

and

Proglrama.

orders from being placed with out-of-town parties.

032.7 SampIle Sets
mre h© finest in
the fneIld.

Write fOie
infOTIIIM8YefialrA•

Wedefing
linvilardiona,

Cmlifing CaTda,
Emboaaed
Stmannen-y.

WM. FREUNID 0, SONS, 1174-Em Stzte ateeet, CHICAGO.

The 'Wright° Writes Right
That is the sole reason why it is the best seller
and most popular fountain pen made.

ELEGANT CATALOGUE,
Illustrating over
100 Patterns,
FREE ON
RF.QUEST.

•

so. 30.30.

Assoit'a

'tinseea.
I'l l('tott lea °la'dozr,:eu, Is ,0 per

This Solid Oak Show Case free with first
order for $10.00 to $15.00.

Style B Oak Case, with space for 18 pens and
drawer for boxes, free with first order for
$20.00 or more.

Write for particulars for our FOUNTAIN PEN CONTEST.We have a splendid advertising proposition which will sell foun-
tain pens for you.

WRIGHT PEN CO., 614 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE 'RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
SPECIAL No. 1, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.
A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,
given with the first order of one dozen
or more pens.

Send for catalogue.
Export trade solicited.
Send for prices and dis-
count to the trade.

fLg (9'
All makes 

office and Fact
:ens and Gold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City.

1;0.9
,4 

ory,

-,;.,-, _.7--_,,,-.:.eVc..,- i- C. .$),•

\,W r.:* r ,r(,.-).:;;Z.Z.,--- 0 A • ii' 1

Ask your tubber for
the " RIVAL" Pen.

All pens are 14 K. gold.
Every pen warranted.

Members of NationalAssociat of Manufacturers of U.S.A.
D. W. BEAUMEL 0 CO.,

If there is
send to any

Special Offer to Dealers.
no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on receipt of ,‘,;1.00 in cash or money order, we willexpress office in the United States, all charges prepaid, 1 dozen boxes, regular size00...conSILVER

EL° 8 I POLISH
and 100 samples for free distribution. It's exceptional merit has made it famous around the world.Used by owners and makers of Valuable Plate for more than a quarter century.

Electro-Silicon Silver Soap, $1.25 per dozen.
THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 30 Cliff Street, New York.
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Stationery Department
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Remarkable Stationery Exhibits

\ VO exhibits of stationery which
attracted much attention were seen
in Philadelphia recently. One of

these was shown in a window of the magnifi-

cent new store of Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.
One of their large show windows was entirely

tilled with exquisite specimens of the en-

gravers' and the embossers' art and with the

latest and choicest offerings of all the leading

paper makers. A glance at the window was

an education in good taste as well as in
stationery, as nothing so refined and exclu-

sive in this line had probably ever been seen

in a show window of the Quaker City.
The other notable exhibit was in Wana-

maker's, where was installed a complete pen-

making plant. Seven machines for the seven

important stages of a pen's growth—the

stamping-out machine, the piercing machine,

the marking, the raising, the grinding, the

slitting and the examining—were shown in

active operation. Spectators four and five

deep surrounded the machines all day long

and watched with absorbing interest the

various operations.
The Berlin correspondent

An Effective of the London Stationery
Trades Journal describes an
effective stationery display

which recently came under his notice. The

stationer had made twelve flat, wooden rings

or circular frames, the widest of which

measui ed a little over two yards in diameter,

while the width of the wood was about three

inches. Every ring was made 234 inches

smaller than the next larger one, and their

four quarter sections were marked by little

wire loops. A strong wooden lath was

firmly placed across the

middle of the shop win-

dow and covered with

picture cards. To its

middle four wires were

attached and these passed
through the wire loops of

the frames. After this the

ends of the wires had to

be fastened to the four

corners of a square at the

back of the window, and

the frames fixed to them

in such a manner that the

whole made the impres-

sion of a tent or umbrella

with its point turned to-

ward the onlooker. The

whole thing might, ot

course, also be reversed

and would then appear

Window Display

like a funnel or crater,
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Select
Stationery
We are now showing the latest

styles in Stationery—all the prettiest
fancies of fashion in Writing Papers.

The use of these new papers
is an evidence of good taste
and culture — pleasing to
yourself, a compliment to
those to whom you write.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

Storm & Francis)
Melville Square.

The cards covering the frames are best

fastened with drawing pins and should ex-

tend a little over the outer or inner edge, as

the case may be, in order to cover the

wooden edges. Needless to say, the very

thinnest board must be used for the frames,

and in order to avoid warping it is best to

nail two layers together and to cross the grain.
The sudden destruction of
stationery stocks by the
great Baltimore conflagra-
tion and the eagerness of

the wholesale trade of New York to furnish

fresh supplies in such large quantity resulted

The Jobber
and the Retailer

Stationery
FOR

Home anD Office
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in such a temporary scarcity of goods that

some of the retail trade have been finding

fault with the delay in filling orders. The

American Stationer gives the following

rcasonable explanation by one of the jobbers:

The deluge of orders which were poured
in on us by the trade in Baltimore, whom we
naturally wanted to serve to the very best of
our ability, left us short on a number of
articles about which we usually experience
no trouble in keeping fairly large supplies
constantly on hand, and the deficiencies in
these lines in connection with others that are
apt occasionally to be out of stock, makes a
very unpleasant situation, indeed. Dealers,
for some reason, do not hesitate to express
their impatience at us when they have to
wait for only a short time, but they will trans-
fer their orders to the manufacturer and wait
a much longer time without any word of com-
plaint. This doesn't seem fair to us, but it
seems almost impossible to make it appear
that way to the retailer. Dealers ought to
take a little pains to understand the situation
in the jobbing trade and they would not
always believe us solely responsible for all
the little inconveniences that occur.

The way the stationery trade has become
diversified in recent years, handling not only
the numerous articles and devices that may
strictly be considered as stationery, but fancy
goods, sporting goods, etc., makes it prac-
tically impossible for a jobbing house to
always ship at an instant's notice every
article that happens to be wanted. This
can't be expected of any jobbing house, 'no
matter how extensive its facilities.

Retailers could help us, and at the same
time help themselves, by planning ahead
somewhat and ordering new supplies before
lines are thoroughly depleted. We per-
sonally do not like our customers to overstock,
and when I say order ahead I do not mean
that it would be advisable or wise for them to
order larger quantities of stock than they see
their way clear to handle. But they know,
for instance, that certain lines will be out in
three or four weeks, just as well almost as

they do when the empty
shelves stare them in
the face.

If orders are sent
in to us about the number
of weeks mentioned pre-
vious to actual depletion
of the stock, orders are
likely to be filled in ample
time not to cause any one
any inconvenience. We
endeavor always to re-
plenish our supplies a
number of weeks before
they are exhausted, but,
as I have intimated, in a
business that is so diver-
sified as this, it isn't al-
ways possible to do so.

I suppose the retailer
also will make a slip occa-
sionally, but if he endea-
vors to co-operate with
us he will be certain to
assure himself consider-
able better service.

Ir)
(1.6)

- 

Our new stock comprises all the
perquisites for desk or office—
writing paper, inkwells, blotters,

paper-cutters—all the necessities and many of the luxuries
or woman who writes. We specially call your attention to

Fountain Pens

for the man
a new line of

which have all the latest improvements. Call and examine ther: Com-

pare them with the kind you're now using. Test their merit 1,efore
buying.

14111111■ 

THE STATIONERY SUPPLY CO.
44 Amsterdam Avenue.
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We are headquarters
for

Medals,
Class
Pins

and

Class
Rings

Send for Estimates and Designs and
remember the words,

4  MEYER 9' and 4  QUICK."

Do business with the people who do
business quick.

The
Meyer Jewelry Company,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

Kansas City, Mo.

SPECIAL VALUE. Revell No. 400 K Outfit. I 4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long :5 Show Cases and Tables, eachPRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION. 8 feet long;
2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

Mo ci e rn
ewelry,Fixtures

Show Cases

..AlexurulferillievelLC.
2131-2131 ftL Avenue, CHICAGO,

grt anufacturerai

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.
Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE.
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One w-inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding upand balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show case front glass r4 inches high,top glass 24 inches wide, front and topin two lights each, horizontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.

66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches
high overall, paneled below, glass above.
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Items of Interest

W. E. Stofflet, who has been in the employ of

Ernest E. Muller, the jeweler, of Malone, N. Y.,

for the past twelve years, has resigned his position

and will start in business for himself in Shamokin,

Pa.

E. Happich, manufacturing jeweler and dia-

mond setter, 833 Arch Street, Philadelphia, has

installed new machinery with electric power, and

has otherwise increased his facilities for attending

to his expanding trade.

Sol. Leavitt, of Shenandoah, Pa., has re-

modeled and greatly improved his store. He

recently visited Philadelphia where he made

extensive purchases of fixtures and stock for the

remodeled establishment.

The Swiss Benevolent Society, ro8 Second

Avenue, New York, whose membership. naturally

includes many watchmakers, recently purchased a

plot measuring 50 x roo feet, on the north side of

Sixty-seventh Street, adjacent to Columbus

Avenue, whereon a five-story building is being

erected for the use of that organization.

The Mauser Mfg. Co. have removed their

city quarters from 14 E. Fifteenth Street to Thirty-

first Street and Fifth Avenue. This removal is in-

spired by a desire to be located amid surroundings

in every way compatible with the character and ex-

tent of the business. It is one of a number of

similar removals made or contemplated by leading

metropolitan jewelry and silversmithing houses.

Luther E. Jerome, son of the late Chauncey

Jerome, founder of the Jerome Clock Co., now the

New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., died

recently at his home in the last-named city. He

was sixty-three years old and his death was due to

pneumonia. He was connected with his father's

business for many years and was a well-known

personality in the life of New Haven. His funeral

was attended by the chief city officials, a number of

military officers and a delegation of the governor's

foot guard.

At a recent meeting of the R. Wallace & Sons

Mfg. Co., of Wallingford, Conn., the following

were elected directors of the company : Frank A.

Wallace, ralter J. Leavenworth, Henry L.Wallace,

Clifford W. Leavenworth, Charles D. Morris,

Robert H. Cowles, Wallingford, and Robert W.

Morris, Chicago. The following officers were

elected : President, Frank A. Wallace ; secretary,

Henry L. Wallace ; treasurer, Walter J. Leaven-

worth ; assistant treasurer, Charles D. Morris ;

assistant superintendent, Frank E. Burchfield ;

auditor, Robert H. Cowles.

The death, recently, of Chas. J. Olin, La
Cygne, Kans., removes one who had to his credit

many inventive achievements of interest to the

trade. While conducting a jewelry store in Lan-

sing, Mich., in 188o, he invented the Olin chuck.

After fifteen years of business in Lansing he sold

out and moved to Mason, Mich., where he built

the Olin Chuck Factory. In 1883 he sold a half

interest to Thoma Bros., of Piqua, Ohio, moved

the factory there and changed the name to that of

the Ohio Watch Tool Co. Here he invented and

manufactured the Olin lathe, the Olin foot wheel,

staking tool, screw driver and roller jewel

remover. In 1887 he was elected secretary of the

Jewelers' Guild, which office he held practically

until his death.

Leonard Krower, wholesale and manufacturing
jeweler, New Orleans, La., has shown judgment in
engaging experienced managers for each of his
departments. The diamond, watch and jewelry
line is under the personal supervision of Mr.
Krower himself, Chas. W. Cohen and Adrian
Morais ; the material department under A.
Mugnier ; the optical department under L. 0.
Thompson ; the silverware, clock and cut glass
department under the direction of Emile Magnus ;
while the manufacturing department is under the
supervision of Charles La Branche and E. Schroe-
ber ; all thorough masters of their special lines.

The following pupils have entered the Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., to take the
course in the horological department : Charles F.
Clinch, Elmwood, Ill.; John F. O'Connell, Atlan-
tic, Iowa ; W. W. Schumacher, Hiawatha, Kansas;
Arthur Mienzberg, Milwaukee, Wis.; Charles
Bawden, East Liverpool, Ohio ; Julius Bullock,
Lonaconing, Md.; C. C. Spence, Crystal Springs,
Minn.; Ernest J. Bush, Benton, Ark.; A. E. Shaw,
Madina, Ohio ; H. C. Mason, Cambridge, Ohio;
C. H. Smoot, Denton, Texas ; Asa K. Martin,
W1nchester, Ky.; L. L. Sterling, Maroa, Ill.; Arthur
B. Hines, Covington, Ohio ; H. P. Heneger, Gor-
don, Texas ; 0. B. Stapleton, Granite, Oregon;

W. F. Lutyen, Flanagan, Ill.; Walter Baffling,
Grand Island, Nebr.; Robert A. Meyer, Grand
Island, Nebr.; Otto Purpus, New Bremen, Ohio;

E. Murray Abbott, Wichita, Kans.; 0. B. Rystrom,
Elgin, Ill.; L. T. Dillon, Manly, Iowa ; Anton H.
Homine, Hoople, N. Dak.; Allyn S. Morgan,

Winona, Minn.; Ray Vergeront, Elkhorn, Wis.;

C. W. Morris, Oskaloosa, Iowa ; H. W. Slingluff,
Burlington, Iowa ; Frank Kurtz, Shelbyville, Ill.;

George E. Holmes, St. Paul, Minn.; Harry Mur-
phy, Abingdon, Ill.; George W. Dunn, Sabina,

Ohio ; Geoge W. Ayer, Manistee, Mich.; Karl

Foster, Cynthiana, Ky.; W. Y. Reed, Kiowa, Kan-

sas ; A. J. Bennett, Bay City, Mich.

Gold Stamping Bill in New York

The bill introduced at Albany for the correct

stamping of gold jewelry and explained on page

176 of the February KEYSTONE has been amended
to overcome certain objections made to the meas-

ure. It was held that a person might have gold

jewelry in his possession without knowing that it

was not correctly stamped and thus innocently be

made liable. It was also argued that it was next

to impossible to make an article which would assay

the exact karat stamped. To overcome these

objections two slight changes were made in the

wording of the measure which now reads as fol-

lows, the italics showing the changes :

Section I. The penal code is hereby amended
by inserting therein a new section between Sections
364i and 365, to be known as Section 364j, and to
read. as follows :

Section 364j. Any person, firm, corporation or
association who or which knowingly makes or
sells or offers to sell or dispose of, or has in his,
her or its possession with intent to sell or dispose
of, any article of merchandise, constructed in whole
or in part of gold or of any alloy of gold and having
stamped, branded, engraved or imprinted thereon
any mark indicating or designed or intended to
indicate that the gold or alloy of gold in such arti-
cle is of a greater degree or karat of fineness by
more than one karat than the actual quality or
fineness of such gold or alloy, is guilty of a mis-
demeanor.

Section 2. This act shall take effect January
1, 1905.
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The Psychology of Salesmanship
According to Dr. Silas S. Neff, of Philadel-

phia, a poor salesman can become a good sales-
man if he will only exercise mental influence on
the buyer. In other words, salesmen should be
psychologists; Dr. Neff's advice is largely founded
on common sense, as the following suggestions
show :

Once your customer is before you let your
mind dwell determinedly upon selling him,strength-
ening the determination in his mind to buy.

There are three predominant types of shoppers
—intellectual, the customer who thinks ; emotional,
the customer who feels ; volitional, the customer
who decides. These traits are indicated by the
temperaments, viz., mental, vital and motive. The
first is indicated by the pyriform or pear-shaped
face, showing a predominance of brain over body;
the second, by the predominance of avoirdupois,
and the third, by a predominance of bone and
sinew. Or, in other words, the nervous, active
person with an active niincl, the stout and the
muscular.

To the thinking, logical mind the advantage
of the purchase must be shown ; the buyer must
be convinced by reason. The emotional class is
generally a " sure sale," as things which appeal to
the eye and emotions catch them. All the talking
in the world and all the winning ways in the
universe will not influence the volitional person to
buy a penny's worth more than he wants.

The wealthy customer is proud of the fact that
he does not need to inquire the price, and the
clerk who falls in with his idea of independence
will be the most successful. He may talk style,
quality and everything, but omit the cost.

The customer of limited means is dangerous.
Do not try to decide for one like that. Be accom-
modating and he will buy.

And the customer who is undecided?
In that case the will of the salesman lutist

decide for him. If he has judged correctly he can
lead him to a decision.

As to the bargain hunter, show up the best
bargains and recommend them.

Study the disposition of your customer. There
are different methods of doing this. Some people
are by nature good readers of character. They
feel what a person is. Others are poor judges of
character and must depend upon the signs in the
face for true indications. They cannot determine
by intuition. When in doubt simply study to
please, while turning over in your mind the deter,
mination to sell them. Mental telepathy often
works wonders when rightly used. Most fre-
quently the customer is of a negative mind ; then
the salesman should be positive mentally, though
his external demeanor toward the customer is
accommodating.

If you fail, then take every 'opportunity to
study yourself. Compare your methods with those
of the more successful salesmen. Correct your
own shortcomings. If your OWII methods of going
at a customer are wrong, mend them. Get right
yourself and you will encounter no trouble in
attaining success.

First, make your customer feel at home. Make
him feel that it is a pleasure for you to wait upon
him whether you sell or not. If you do not suc-
ceed in selling him to-day you may to-morrow.
Make the non-buyer go away with the feeling that
it has been a pleasure for you to meet him and he
will come again.

And above all things do not argue with a
customer.

•
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to invest in a line
of New and Improved Machinery.

We can furnish complete
Jewelry Manufacturing.

Send in your old rolls and
reground and polished.

OUR
LATEST CATALOGUE

IS READY.

outfits for

have them
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FRY a bottle
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will refund your money.

ABUP By Mail.
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Pat'd Feb. 4, 1903.

Saves watches, saves time,
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Du Quoin, Ill. No. low Syrup and Plate.
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"Keeping Tab " on Time

BY JOHN TWEEZER

When the world was young and a man
had half a dozen centuries of life, it did
not much matter whether it was 3 P. M. to-
day or some-time-week-after-next. What
were hours to Noah, who passed the five-
hundred-year mark ? What were single days
to old Methusaleh, who, had he been born
‘41 the day America was discovered, would
not have reached his middle age by the
time Dewey " discovered " the Philippines?
No one cared to keep tab on time, when there
was time " to burn." There was too much
If it lying around loose to have ever made it
worth while to take account of stock.

The Sun Dial

As time became more valuable, through
the narrowing of the span of life and changing
economic conditions, some prototype of the
inventive Yankee conceived the idea that it
might be convenient to know just when.
Probably Ahaz had a girl and a trysting-
place ; or a note in bank ; or a hired man
whom he paid by the hour. At any rate his
name is the first on record, in connection
with the sun dial, 7 to B. C. ; and the " de-
grees (or dial) of Ahaz," to which the Bible
refers, was the very first authenticated seven-
jeweled movement.

It was adjusted to heat and cold, possi-
bly, but it went to pieces when the sun was
out of business for the day, or when a pass-
ing cloud got into its mainspring. To be
sure, some later genius made a night dial ;
but doesn't Shakspeare warn us to " swear
not by the moon, the inconstant moon ?"
And when the moon is " full," the observer
ofttimes emulates its happy condition—unless
it is Election Day or Sunday; so that the
moon dial was nevet a howling success,
even in the dog days.

The Water Clock

No doubt the inexpensive sun dial soon
became so everlastingly popular that the
swell society of that earlier day demanded
" something different"—and more expen-
sive. Accordingly, along about 600 B. C.
we find the Four Hundred of the Chaldeans
and Egyptians installing water-clocks in their
homes, warranted to " run " in all sorts of
dark weather. Some of these were very
elaborate indeed. Haroun al Raschid, in
799, presented one to Emperor Charlemagne
which struck the hours—the water falling at
intervals out of an orifice on a copper gong.
The original water clock, or clepsydra,
operated on this principle water was
dropped into a Vertical cylinder, thus raising
a perpendicular. bar which moved an indi-

cator. There were a hundred modifications
of form, and some of the devices were really
quite clever enough to have justified their
waiting to be discovered by an American ;
but on account of the evaporation of the
water they were unreliable in close reckon-
ing, of course ; and it must have been aggra-
vating, after a cold night, to have a Chaldean
domestic excuse her late breakfast with the
announcement, " The water friz up and
busted the clock !"

The Notched Candle

Then came the notched candle—a sput-
tering sort of watch, truly, with much of its
oil on the outside.

The Hour Glass

In the progress of time the hour glass
joined the procession of time-keeping de-
vices ; and it was distinctly the best up to
that date. 'twits evidently suggested by the
later forms of the water clock ; and it is sig-
nificant that while Pompey erected a water
clock in the Roman Law Courts to time the
speeches and " keep the lawyers from bab-
bling overmuch," the sand glass was attached
as a permanent fixture to the pulpits of medi-
aeval churches in order that the people might
note with scorn the preacher who argued
"seventeenthly." The hour or sand glass
is now made use of only by poets, by cooks
zealous in the boiling of three-minute eggs,
and by the Elgin Watch Company, whose car-
toon of Father Time shows the wise old gentle-
man rejecting the earlier timepiece for a better.

The Mechanical Clock

But now humanity began to appreciate
the value of the fragments of time. The
division of the day into hours no longer
sufficed—there needed to be further sub-
division of the dial. So ingenuity was again
awakened, and out of the conflict of ideas
issued the wheel clock—the forerunner of the
modern timepiece. No one knows " for
sure" who first put the mechanical clock into
visible form—the weight of testimony points
to Gerbert, a French monk, who afterward
became Pope Sylvester II ; and the time,
A. D. 990. There was certainly a clock in
St. Paul's Cathedral, in London, 1286 ; it
was subsequently destroyed with the Cathe-
dral in the great fire of London. The earliest
clock of which we have authentic details is
one made by an English monk, Peter Light-
foot, in 1335 ; and in 1379 a German named
De Wyck devised a clock for Charles V of
France, which was in fact the substantial
basis for all the improvements in the present-
day clock.

The "Table" Clock

With increase in the number of clocks
came new whims in those who could afford
them ; and fashion asked for a more compact
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form in the timepiece. The weights were
thought unsightly ; something was wanted
that would lay instead of stand. An old
locksmith of Nuremberg, one Peter Hele,
stepped to the fore with a small clock fur-
nished with a coiled mainspring which would
go in any position and struck the hours. In
1510 he made these in a size that would go
into the capacious pockets of that day ; and

The Pocket Clock

of Peter Hele, the first 'Sortable timepiece,
is thus credited with being the original of the
modern watch.

There are other claimants a-plenty to
challenge the invention : nearly every nation
in Europe shows the " first" watch. But
the onus of proof is upon these others, as
against the inventor of "the Nuremberg
Egg"—for such the watch of Peter Hele was
called, from its shape. Fifteen years later,
in 1525, Jacob Zeck, of Prague, devised the
fusee ; in 1675, Dr. Hooke invented the
anchor escapement ; and in 1765 came along
Thomas Mudge and the lever escapement.
Henceforward is nearly current history.

-In Peter Hele's day close reckoning of
time was .not of vital importance. It was
thought worthy of record that his watch
" did not vary more than half an hour in its
correctness from day to day." The loss of
half an hour a day was of little significance
to those whose days were not crowded with
responsible duties and pressing engagements.
There was no need for accurate measuring of
time, when time was less valuable ; the
shadow of the mountain on the plain was
dial sufficient for the mass. The world was
dull and life was empty ; one's life was not
ordered by the hour.

But in 1904, how changed the needs of
man, how vastly changed the human environ-
ment ! The telegraph and ocean cable have
brought all humanity into close communion.
The recent news of the Jap naval victory
girdled the earth in an hour ; St. Petersburg
knows the price of wheat in Chicago within
a few minutes of the sale. The concern of
the man in Berlin becomes the instant con-
cern of the man in New York or San Fran-
cisco. Distance is annihilated ; the lapse of
time between the uttermost ends of the earth
is counted in seconds. In the strenuous life
of 1904 each day is the beginning of a new
advance, each hour the herald of a new
achievement, each minute the birth of a new
surprise. The accurate recording of these
precious minutes has become the serious
duty of civilized man. "A half hour fast,"
or "slow," in a watch, will no longer serve;
we go on seconds, in these days. The citizen
who is mindful of his interests must "keep
tab" on time. Hence an accurate watch is
the best exponent, in mechanical form, of
present-day civilization ; and the quality of
his watch is the measure of the civilization
of its wearer, J. T.
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Is a True Expansionist. Why?
It Expands your Business.
It Expands your Bank Account.
It Expands your Knowledge.
It Expands your Reputation.
It Expands your Pleasure.
It Expands your Health.
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investigation will prove all the above to be true.

Cahn Optical Co., San Francisco, Coast Agents.
Cohen Bros. and Montreal Optical Co., Canadian Agents.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, New England Agents.
Geneva Optical Co., Geneva, N. Y., Central States Agents.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Refraction of the New-Born

Repeatedly in these columns of THE
KEYSTONE we have mentioned the recent
researches according to which the refraction
of the new-born usually is hypermetropic.
Prof. Elschnig, of Vienna, now calls attention
to the fact that one of the greatest ophthal-
mologists of the last century however came
to quite a different result. This is Jaeger,
whose reading tests are still in general use.
He found in his examinations of the new-
born the refraction to be myopic so frequently
that he pronounced the refraction of the eye
of the new-born to be decidedly myopic.
Prof. Elschnig now puts to himself the ques-
tion : How can this strange contradiction be
explained ? He found the solution by acci-
dent, as follows : In June, 1294, he examined
the refraction of a new-born girl, a few hours
after birth, without any cycloplegic. He
found in both eyes a myopic refraction ot
about 6 D. while a few weeks later he found
the refraction to be slightly hypermetropic.
Later he observed in other new-born children
the same myopia, which, however, disap-
peared at once after the use of atropine.
Prof. Elschnig, therefore, concludes that the
apparent contradiction is due to the fact that
Jaeger examined his children without a my-
driatic whilst the recent observations have all
been made with it. There can hardly be any
doubt that the temporary myopia is due to
the involuntary innervation of the ciliary
muscle in the same way as there occur pecu-
liar movements of convergence in infants.
All these are due to the first attempts of sight
which, like the first attempts of walking, are
accompanied by many other apparently pur-
poseless movements. The same view is held
by Drs. Hess and Heine, as the former states
in his " Anomalies of Refraction " in Graefe
and Saemisch.

Some Good Rules Regarding Sympa-
thetic Inflammation of the Eye

Probably the most dangerous disease to
which the human eye may be exposed is
sympathetic ophthalmia. By this name is
meant that slow and insidious inflammation
which often befalls the good eye of a person
after the other has been injured near the
ciliary region. The injured eye is called the
exciter and the eye secondarily affected the
sympathizer. The exact nature of this
disease is somewhat obscure, but the weight
of the evidence is in favor of micro-organisms
as the exciting cause. These microbes are
supposed to travel from the exciting injured
eye to the other and there to excite that
series of low inflammatory changes which

may destroy the sight of the sympathizing
eye even before the exciting eye has lost its
power of vision. It is this possibility of the
sympathizing eye losing its sight before the
exciting one that makes it so extremely diffi-
cult to give advice to a patient who suffers
from a sympathetic inflammation of one eye.
This subject was discussed lately by Dr. A.
Maitland Ramsay in a post-graduate lecture
before the Glasgow Ophthalmic Institute.
He there gave the following good advice
regarding the treatment of this treacherous
disease:

I. Enucleate at once when the injury is so
severe that the exacting eye is destroyed hopelessly
from the beginning.

2. Enucleate at once on the slightest sign of
sympathetic irritation should the vision of the
exacting eye only equal a perception of light and
darkness.

3. Enucleate at once if a foreign body is
present in, and cannot be removed from, the excit-
ing eye.

4. Enucleate at once when an injured eye is
blind and suffering from recurrent attacks of acute
inflammation, or when it is tender and irritable
as a result of the onset of degenerative changes
—e. g., ossification of the chorioid.

5. Do not enucleate when there is still sight in
the injured eye, and when there is no sign of sym-
pathetic disturbance in its fellow.

6. Do not enucleate when sympathetic inflam-
mation is in progress and there is still sight in the
injured eye, for, under these circumstances, the
removal of the " exciter " will have no beneficial
influence, and the probability is that in the end all
the sight the patient will possess will be in the
primarily injured eye.

Roentgen and Radium Rays in Ocular
Therapeutics

Though the hope that the Roentgen or
Radium rays might make the blind see again
has to be abandoned in view of the latest
experiments, there seems to be a great field
of usefulness for them in other affections of
the human eye. Thus Dr. Darier, of Paris,
reports the results obtained with these two
peculiar agents in the treatment of a variety
of eye affections. The first case treated was
one of small-celled sarcoma in which the
tumors were situated in the eyelids, conjunc-
tiva, face and neck, with extension into the
mediastinum as far as the heart. After ten
treatments, of ten minutes each, extending
over a period of fifteen days' time, all the
facial tumors disappeared and the eyes could
be opened normally. The mediastinal
growths were undergoing absorption. In a
case of specific chorioiditis with stubborn
periorbital neuralgia, 24 hours' application of
radium gave complete relief. In a case of
extensive trumatic hemorrhage into the
vitreous, vision improved from one-tenth to
one-third, with a corresponding clearing up.
of the vitreous after 24 hours' application.
Two cases of retinal detachment and one of
parenchymatous keratitis were unimproved.
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On the Size of the Print Desirable for
School Books

Dr. H. Cohn, who has done so much
for the hygiene of the eyes of school children,
has tested the school books used at Breslau.
He used a so-called line counter which con-
sists of a card with a hole one centimeter
square. His conclusion is that the print is
bad if more than two lines of the print can be
seen through this hole. In this %ray he
found that only thirteen books used in the
schools were printed in good type, while
twenty-one had bad and sixteen partly bad
print. The school board of Berlin has adop-
ted Cohn's proposition to admit only those
books whose print corresponded to the typo-
graphic size recommended by Cohn.

How to Preserve or Restore the Sight
of the Deviating Eye and of Estab-

lishing Binocular Vision in
Convergent Squint

One of the men who have had most ex-
perience in the non-operative treatment of
squint undoubtedly is Dr. Claud Worth,
whose amblyoscope was described in THE
KEYSTONE some time ago. He read a paper
before the British Medical Association last
year regarding the methods of preserving or
restoring the sight of the deviating eye and
of establishing binocular vision, a resume
of which is given below (from the Archives
of  Ofihthalmalogy):

Mr. Worth said that having been engaged for
several years in investigating the subject of squint,
he had made detailed notes of more than !Soo
cases of convergent squint, an account of which
had been published in his book, "Squint."

In it he proved that congenital amblyopia is
very rare, and that at the first appearance of a
squint the corrected vision of the deviating eye is
almost always as good as its fellow. Yet after a
time the deviating eye becomes almost blind, as
the result of long-continued suppression of the
vision of the eye, and this might all have been
prevented.

Whether the sight can be restored depends
much upon the length of time this suppression has
lasted, and, therefore, the first thing to do is to
preserve the sight of the squinting eye by forcing
the child to use it, and to at once correct the re-
fraction. No child is too young for this, and many
of his patients have worn glasses before they were
three months old, and had been cured before they
were able to walk.

It was important that the frames should be
made with very short sides, reaching only to just
above the ears, and these should end in loops, so
that they can be tied on. The bridge should have
a broad flat piece of tortoise shell fitted so as to
distribute the pressure on the nose. After the first
hour or two the child will wear them as readily as
clothes. In order to exercise the deviating eye for.
near things, atropine should be used to the fixing
eye only, every morning. This eye, therefore,
cannot be used for near objects, so the child then
gets into the habit of looking at his toys with the
deviating eye. If the child is young enough the
sight gradually improves, and he may then even
squint with the atropinized eye. The drops are

(continued on page 637)
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then left off, and thus the eye is saved from be-
coming amblyopic.

If central fixation has already been lost, an
attempt may be made to .restore it by continuous
occlusion of the fixing eye by a pad ; if this suc-
seeds, treatment with the amblyoscope should be
practiced. The most harmful practice is to use
atropine for the two eyes, for this effectually pre-
vents the deviating eye from making any attempt
at  H e   hadoexercising 

found 
aitself.
nd certain evidence of a desire of

binocular vision between five and six months,
though probably a certain degree existed before
this. Towards the end of the first year a consider-
able effort will be made in the interest of binocular
vision, and binocular vision reaches its full develop-
ment by the sixth year. After this age, fusion
training is merely a waste of time.

He then described the " amblyoscope " and
its method of use. In many cases the desire for
fusion brings about a sudden cure of the squint,
and no matter what deviation is present, if one can
establish a desire for binocular vision, a permanent
cure may with confidence be expected.

The Use of Retinal Extract in Diseases
of the Retina

It is a well-known fact of physiology
that each tissue of the human body selects
from the blood those materials which it most
needs for its life. One should think, there-
fore, that the tissue should select the needed
material the quicker the more of the required
substances are contained in the blood, and
furthermore, one should expect that a
diseased tissue might recover much more
easily if to it its own specific substance were
offered, ready for us., than if the tissue cells
themselves had to elaborate the substance
from the blood. This reasoning has led to
the administration of glandular extracts in.
medicine and, what is of special interest to
the student of ophthalmology, to the use of
retinal extract in diseases of the retina.

At the last meeting of the Ophthalmic
Section of the Britiih Medical Association,
Dr. R. W. Doyne read a paper in which, ac-
cording to the Archives of Ofihthalmology,
he recorded his favorable results as follows :

When first led to try this, it was with the idea
of supplying, in excess to the blood, a specific food
that was especially valuable to the retina. The
results have been so marked that it points rather
to the presence of some physiological principle,
such as is analogous to the thyroid gland. Fresh
retinx are the most valuable, but a somewhat corn-
plicated preparation is made by Burroughs & Wel-
come, called " Optocine," and this is successful.
One drawback to the treatment is the expense,
as from six to ten fresh retinw a day are necessary.
The supply is limited, and they must be quite fresh.

In the great majority of cases treated, the great
improvement noted is so definite that we must
conclude it is due to the remedy. It doubtless
acts by bringing out a potentiality that may remain
in an atrophic retina. In five cases of retinitis
pigmentosa in which it had been tried, they all
showed improvement, but the treatment must be
persevered with, or they relapse. In four cases of
tobacco amblyopia, they all showed the most
marked improvement. ln a case of optic atrophy
where the patient had been unable to do more than
count fingers for many months, she improved in
eight weeks to such an extent that she could read
words of J. 4, and she is now able to walk about
alone and do shopping.

Another case of atrophy, due to tabes, also
showed marked improvement. Similar improve-
ment was seen in a case of old chorioiditis, with a
damaged and thin retina, the result of myopia.

When he first paid attention to this subject he

had no idea that anyone else had done the same,
but he had since discovered that Louis Dor, in
1897, and Lagrange, in 1898, had used an extract
of vitreous and ciliary body.

In the following discussion Dr. Sydney
Stephenson mentioned three other cases in
which this treatment had been adopted by
him with excellent results while Drs. Nettle-
ship, Edridge Green and Darier could report
only failures, or, at most, doubtful results.
The last gentleman had previously tried
extract of retina, chorioid and ciliary body
which he had injected under the skin. The
patients frequently improved but whether
this was due to the extract seemed very
doubtful to him as he had obtained nearly as
good results with hypodermatic injections of
ordinary salt solutions.

Eyestrain and Epilepsy
In former issues Of THE KEYSTONE we

repeatedly referred to the supposed connec-
tion between epilepsy and eyestrain, asserted
by some authorities. Dr. G. M. Gould, of
Philadelphia, especially has been an ardent
champion of this opinion. The reviewer in
these columns has rather favored the view
that the relation of cause and effect is more
likely to be a very remote one and that prob-
ably the very root of the evil lies in the un-
stable nervous system of the epileptic patient.
At any rate, we need a more extended ex-
amination of many patients before we are
justified in claiming a causal relation between
eyestrain and epilepsy. The reviewer, there-
fore, gladly notices a systematic attempt to
study the question on larger numbers. It is
the work of Dr. G. M. Gould and Dr. A. G.
Bennett, and we reprint it here from Ameri-
can Medicine, as it is written in a calm and
scientific spirit.

For the purpose of making a test as to the
possible influence of eyestrain upon the etiology
and cure of epilepsy, Dr. Gould had requested of
Dr. William P. Spratling, superintendent of Craig
Colony, Sonyea, N. Y., the privilege of diagnosing
the ametropia, etc., in a certain number of cases
of patients of the colony, and of prescribing spec-
tacles for such as seemed in need of them. Dr.
Spratling and the_trustees gladly accepted the offer.
Dr. Bennett consented to associate himself with
Dr. Gould in the tests and in drawing up the final
reports.

The examinations of the eyes were begun on
August 18, 5902, and continued for five days.

This preliminary report is published in order
to show those interested the object in view, the
enormous proportion of epileptic patients suffering
from morbid optical conditions of the eyes, and if
possible to incite similar tests by others.

We examined in all 78 patients, the youngest
up, the oldest 59 years of age, the majority being
young or middle-aged adults. Of these 78, 2
were excluded because of organic diseases of the
eyes, which rendered them useless for the purposes
of the tests in view. Five more were excluded
because of the impossibility, due to psychic or
ocular amblyopia, of diagnosing the ametropia.
This left 71 cases. Of these 3 were excluded be-
cause the ametropia was of so low a degree that it
was thought negligible. These patients needed no
glasses, either for the relief of ocular conditions or
of reflex results. Only about 4%, therefore, 3 ,out
of 71 cases, seemed to us to have eyes so near
normality of optical conditions that they required
no further attention.

Our tests, therefore, concern 68 cases, 35 men
and 4 women. These were chosen for us by the
superintendent regardless of all conditions of epi-
lepsy, age _etc., except that we requested that only
patients lie given us who were sane and who
could read.

The errors of refraction were estimated only
after thorough paralysis of the accommodation by
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means of homatropin and cocaine. Dr. Bennett
diagnosed the muscle-imbalance, made the oph-
thalmoscopic examinations and estimated the re-
fractive errors objectively by means of the retino-
scopic method. Dr. Gould made the subjective
refraction and accommodation tests, and dictated
the prescriptions. The subjective tests were in all
cases those finally relied upon when the patients'
answers could be trusted, and the results seemed
the more accurate. Of these 68 cases there were:

13 cases, approximately 2o%, of myopic or
compound myopic astigmatism.

54 cases, approximately 8o7, of hyperopic or
cumpound hyperopic astigmatism.

33 cases, approximately 5o%, of unsymmetric
astigmatism.

15 cases, approximately 22%, with normal
acuteness of vision (with correction).

23 cases, approximately 34%, with moderately
subnormal acuteness (with correction).

30 cases, approximately 447, with fg vision or
less (with correction).

3 cases only had regular, isometropic, com-
pound astigmatism.

I case only had simple regular astigmatism.
I case only had simple hyperopia.
o case had simple myopia.
9 cases were absolutely isometropic, i. e., about

77% had anisometropia.

The muscle-imbalances of any high or compli-
cating insignificance were unexpectedly absent.
Indeed, in but one case did we think them worth
consideration, so far as final correction was con-
cerned.

The astonishing fact, and the one that we
think deserves most serious attention, is the enor-
mous proportion among these patients of cases of
injurious astigmatic and anisometric defects 

' 
• 67 of

68 cases had astigmatism ; and it is most note-
worthy that about one-half of the entire number of
patients had unsymmetric astigmatism, a defect
which almost inevitably produces the most injuri-
ous results upon cetebral and assimilative function.

This terrible incidence of unsymmetric astig-
matism in epileptics is, we judge, twenty or more
times as great as in ordinary patients. We do not
say that these high and niost injurious ametropic
defects caused the epilepsies of these patients.
That can only be determined in the future by the
careful records of seizures to be kept and corn-
pared with those of the past. If none of the
patients is cured by the relief of eyestrain it would
still not disprove the theory that in a certain num-
ber the eyestrain might have been the initial
cause. And even if this should ultimately be
shown an error, the duty of the State and the
philanthropic to-relieve these patients of the other
morbid effects of these atrocious optical defects is
one that' to longer defer becomes the greatest
cruelty. We have no hesitancy in saying that
sewing or other hand-work, without proper glasses,
With very high and irritating unsymmetric or other
astigmatisms, and with anisometropia, is ruinous
to health in one or several of many ways.

A Living Leech in the Conjuctival Sac
of the Human Eye

That a living leech should be found in
the sac formed between the eye and the inner
lid without causing any trouble is hardly pos-
sible in a healthy eye. It is different, how-
ever, if the eye is chronically inflamed and
constantly irritated by a disease like trachoma.
Here the patient may become so accustomed
to the irritation that a little more of it may
escape his attention or be attributed to his
old trouble. Two such cases have been re-
ported lately by Dr. Y. Kuwahara, of
Nigata, Japan. The doctor treated a case of
trachoma in which a Japanese leech, about an
inch long, was found in the conjunctival sac
near the temporal angle, with its sucker at-
tached to the upper corner without causing
any inconvenience. He also observed
another case in which the leech was found
near the lower sac. The conjunctiva was
very much inflamed and showed several scars.
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It can be said then, in a general way,
that both the rate of motion and size of the
image are smaller in the higher degrees of
ametropia and increase until the condition of
emmetropia is attained—diminishing (in the
case of H. ) again as the point of reversal at
a finite distance is approached.

The edge of Me image is always shadowy
and indistinct in outline, except when one
special relation prevails, and that is when the
fundus of the observed eye and the source of
illumination are at conjugate foci, and, at the
same, time the retina of the observing eye is at
.conjugate focus with the fundus of the ob-
served eye. Under this rare concatenation
of conditions the image is seen to be sharp in
outline and at its brightest. As these con-
ditions are departed from, and proportion-
ately, the outline becomes more shadowy and
indistinct and the image duller.

The Conjugate Foci in Astigmia (Astigmatism)

In the optical state of the eye known as
astigmia (or more commonly as astigmatism),

Flg. 111
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axis, outside the eye, must vary, therefore,
with the varying positions of the conjugate
foci of the two meridians, in respect to the
principal plane of the eye as in ordinary
spherical refraction.

Studying them, then, from this stand-
point, we have : 1. The conjugate focus of
one meridian at infinity e e, Fig. 16, the
other at a finite distance Af1, simple M
astigmia. 2. One conjugate focus at infinity
e e, the other behind the refracting system
at I/1, simply H astigniia. 3. Both conju-
gate foci at a finite distance, but separated by
a focal interval MI (Fig.
17) corresponding to the
meridian m,, and Af,
corresponding to the me-
ridian m2, compound Al
astigmia.* 4. Both con-
jugate foci behind the re-
fracting system, but with
a focal interval H1 cor-
responding to the meridian It „ and H2 cor-
responding to n2, coinfiound H astigmia.
5. One conjugate focus in front of the eye at
M, (Fig. 17), the other at H, behind it, the
focal interval being M, H,, mixed astigmia.

When the two conjugate foci are, by
suitable optical means, brought together, the
focal interval is abolished, and the astigmia
is said to be corrected. The optical agent
used for this purpose is a cylindrical lens
which refracts the light only in the meridian
of its curvature, the light falling in the direc-
tion of its axis being unaffected. Such a
lens is placed before the eye with its curva-

ture corresponding to the meridian
whose refraction it is desired to effect,
and it should be of such quality and
power as to bring the conjugate focus
of that meridian to the same point as
that of the other meridian.

Examples:—There is simple myopic
astigmia, with one conjugate focus at

infinity (e e, Fig. 16), the other at 1111,
20 cm. in front of the principal plane. A
concave cylinder with the
(negative) focus of its
refracting meridian at
20 cm. (— 5 D. ) placed
close to the eye with this
meridian corresponding
to the faulty meridian of
the eye (or what is the
same thing, with the axis
of the cylinder corresponding to the axis of
this meridian), will render parallel rays di-

*It is interesting to note that both Young and Airy, in the
determination of their astignain, used the anterior conjugate

foci in the same manner as we have indicated, this being to

them the obviously simple and direct way, as they were both

myopic. Young's description of his method is as follows :

" The eye, in a state of relaxation, collects to a focus on
the .ellna those rays wide!, diverge vertically from an object

at a distance of 10 inches from the cornea, and the rays which

diverge horizontally from an object at 7 inches distance."

This would make his astigmia — = in. = 1.5 D.
Airy, in his second communication to the Cambridge

Philosoph. Soc., 1846, describes his method as follows : " The

evidence of this astigmatism and the measure of it are given by

the simple observation of bringing a luminous point nearer
and nearer to the eye ; the lines of focal convergence, accord-

ing to the usual rules of focal position, move in the same direc-

tion in the interior of the eye, and then one line and the
other line are successively brought upon the retina or the

image of the point becomes successively a line in one direction

or in the other direction, these directions being at right angles

to each other. It was found in 1825 " (the date of the first dis-

covery of this condition in his eye) "that the distances at

which the luminous point must be placed to give linear images,

were 3.5 inches (11.43 D.) and 6 inches (6.66 D.) and the dif-

ference in the reciprocals for these numbers, or 0.119 (4.77 D.),

is the proper measure of the astigmatism." This had changed

in 1846 to 4.7 inches (8.51 D.) for one far point on conjugate

focus, and 8.9 inches (4.49 D.) for the other focus, with a differ-

ence of 0.100 reciprocal — 4.02 D., showing that though the myo-

pia had diminished the astigmia had remained nearly the same.

Philosoph. Trans. for 1801, on the mechanism of the eye.
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vergent as if they came from its focus. This
focus is, at the same time, the conjugate
focus of the faulty meridian, which is thus
set back to infinity, where the conjugate
focus of the other meridian is to be found.
The astigmia has now been corrected and E.
prevails.

One meridian h 1 with its axis at 18o°
(horizontal), has its far point (Fig. 17) at
50 cm. (H, = 2 D.) and the other h2 with
its axis at 900 (vertical) zo cm. (H,, 5 D.),
both behind the refracting system. The
focal interval 11, H, is then represented by

waere a point can no longer have its conju-
gate focus in another single point, the two
principal meridians at right angles to each
other are of unequal refractive power and
each has conjugate foci of its own which can
be studied separately from those of the other.
These two foci conjugate to the retina, are on
planes perpendicular to the visual axis, which
are separated the one from the other by what
is called the focal interval of Sturm. It has
been customary, hitherto, to consider the
focal interval of Sturm as applied solely to
the two posterior conjugate foci in their re-
lations to the retina, the anterior conjugate
focus being fixed at infinity.

Astigmia has been divided in accordance
with this view into : i. simple astigmia, in
which one focus is on the retina E, Fig. 15,
and the other (a) either in front of the retina
Al; (myopic astigmia), or (b) behind the
retina 1/1 (hypermetropic astigmia) ; 2. com-
pound myopic astigmia, where both foci
M1 M, are in front of the retina ; 3. com-
pound hypermetropic astigmia, where both
foci H, H, are behind the retina ; 4. mixed
astigmia, where one focus, M2, is in front of,
and the other, H,, is behind the retina.

In keeping with our general plan, how-
ever, we can with equal propriety regard

the focal interval of Sturm as separating the
other external conjugate foci,the position of the

retina remaining _fixed. The dimensions and

position of the interval of Sturm on the visual

Fig. 16

the difference in the foci of the two lenses
whose focal distances correspond to these two
foci : 5 — + 2 = + 3 D. A + 3 cyl-
inder, then, with its axis at 900 correspond-
ing to the axis of the meridian of least re-
fraction will remove the focus of this meri-
dian from , 20 cm. ( 5) back to 50 cm.
(+ 2), and the focal interval will be abolished
and the astigmia corrected. The common
conjugate focus, however, still remains at
50 cm., H , behind the eye, and there will
be yet a H. of 2 D. present, which can be
overcome and the eye rendered emmetropic
by a spherical lens which acts upon both
meridians equally, and of such power as to
shift the conjugate focus from 50 cm. back to
infinity. The strength of this spherical lens
is -I- 2 D., which must be added to the
cylinder (-1- j) in order to correct the total
ametropia ; the formula for the glass being

+ 2 CD ± 3, WO.
One meridian has its far point at AI,

Fig. 16 (M= 2 D.) and the other at 111
(H= 3 D. ). The astigmia represented by the

Fig. 17

Hi H2

focal interval Ai, Hi is therefore 3 + 2
5 D. (3 being negative. ) As the H. is negative,
it will require a ± 3 D. cylinder to bring H,
to infinity, for this meridian, while it will re-
quire a— 2 D. to bring the conjugate focus of

to infinity in the meridian at right angles to
it. If the axis H, is at go° and that of Af,
at 1800, the formula for the correcting lens
would be + 3 axis 900 0 — 2 axis 3800.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

American Radium

The chief source of radium is pitchblende, a
European mineral, but lately it has been found that
an American mineral from Utah, carnqlite, yields
sufficient radium to make it a practicable source
from which to obtain that substance. The activity
of radium from carnolite is said, however, to be
inferior to that obtained from pitchblende. Profes-
sor Curie, the discoverer of radium, has said that
some excellent radio-active pitchblende had come
to him from Colorado.
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The Ophthalmometer
is of all instruments the most valuable to the refractionist who desires to doaccurate work. Its utility as a means of helping to correct the refraction ofthe eye is recognized more fully as time passes, so that to-day no refractingroom can be considered complete without one of these instruments of precision.
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THE CHAMBERS-INSKEEP.
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FAIIARDYand COIIPANT
CHAMBERS, INSKEEP & CO.

131-137 WABASH AVE.
ABENTS:

California Optical Co., San Francisco,for Pacific Coast.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New England. (111(ACO9 ILL0. V. Brown. Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia.Raphael, Wheway Et Redfern, Ltd., London, England,for Oreat Britain.
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;
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered In this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, hit
as an evidence or good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that. we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact ago, always approxi-
mate .

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of acconunodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmathm (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency

"A. C. R."— Young man, about twenty-eight years,
farmet and plays a cornet in a band. Eyes
water when hying to read or look at notes and
can scarcely see notes. I tested his eyes, using
trial case only, and got oily good results, bid
ant afraid the cylinders are too strong, although
with stronger cylinder it clears up the hori-
zontal lines better. I will give test: Without
glasses R. E., .2%; L. E., 0; and reads best
with R. E. at seven inches and L. E. at nine
inches. With R. E. — .75 — 2.25 cyl. axis
1750 and L. E. — 3.25 cyl. axis 165°, R. E.
reads 18. and L. E. reads same, though indi-
stint-to/. 1 had trouble to bring out the hori-
zontal lines in astigmatic chart. Lines front
12 to 6 were very bright, but all the others
hazy ; and 3 to 9 could not see the white between
the lines, but with glasses it cleared them up
pretty well but the horizontal lines were still
not so distinct as the others. He wore the
correction for about one hour, and said they
felt all right and could see much better. He
never wore glasses before. Wile you give me
your opinion as to the correction? 1 was
afraid the cylinder was too strong.

In cases or ametropia where the correction has
been delayed for many years, the eyes will not
always at first bear the indicated lenses, when it
becomes necessary to prescribe weaker lenses
temporarily until the eyes learn to adapt themselves
to the new conditions, and then gradually increase
until the full correction is borne. There is no rule
by which it can be .determined beforehand just
what any pair of eyes can bear, and therefore,
except in extreme cases, it is customary to try the
proper lenses at first, and reduce them only when
it is found by actual trial that they produce symp-
toms of asthenopia and discomfort. Accordingly,
we see no reason in this case why the lenses men-
tioned should not be prescribed ; they are likely to
produce some distortion of vision and uncomfort-
able feeling at first. These will probably pass
away inside of a week or two, but if they should
continue unabated for a month, then a reduction
in the strength of the glasses should be considered.

"F. E. A."—A rase has recently come under
my notice : Patient about forty years of
age, been wearing spectacles for several
years ; fitted in the Southwest, from where he
has lately moved. He is wearing — 9 sph. C
— 2 cyl. ax. 9o° right eye ; — 7 sph. C — 1.5o
cyl. ax. 90° left eye. Glasses as Plea had
always given perfect satisfaction previous to
an attack of pneumonia, which occurred shortly
after moving here. Since then he is constantly
troubled with seeing two of all objects ; some-
times the second is a mere shadow, again they
are both perfectly plain. Shutting dine, eye
restores normal vision. A muscular test does
not show any weakness of same.

If this patient sees two objects when both eyes
are open, the second image being removed when
one eye is closed, the condition is one of diplopia,
in which case we must take issue with our corres-
pondent's statement that a muscle test shows no
weakness of the same. If the muscles were
properly balanced and the images fall on the ma-
cula of each eye, binocular vision would result,
that is, single vision with two eyes ; but it two ob-
jects are seen, one with each eye, there must nec-
essarily be some departure from the normal paral-
Id position of the visual axes. Perhaps the mus-
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cular test was not made in the right way : we have
no means of judging this, as we are not told what
test was used. The usual tests by the phorometer
or Maddox rod depend upon the production of an
artificial diplopia, so that the amount of deviation
can be noted and measured. In this case, where
diplopia is already present, no such procedure is
necessary. The patient should be asked to look
at a light twenty feet away, when he will see two
lights. A red lens is placed in front of one eye,
which will, of course, cause the image formed in
this eye to appear red, while the image of the
other eye will appear of its natural color. If the
red light is on the same side as the eye over which
the red lens is placed, the diplopia is homonymous
and is correctible by a prism base out. If red
light is seen on opposite side, the diplopia is
crossed and is correctible by a prism placed base in.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"W. R. s:"— Can one use a mirror in, say, a twelve-
foot dark room for direct examination of the
eyes with test case ? That is, by placing the
chart behind the patient and having the mirror
opposite. Is this method satisfactoiy? If not,
what are the objections to the same ?
Yes, a mirrror can be, and is, used in this way

by a great many optometrists, the advantage being
a doubling of the distance. The rays of light pro-
ceed from the test card to the mirror twelve feet
and back across the room to the patient's eyes
twelve feet, making the apparent distance of the
test card from the patient twenty-four feet. If a
distance of twenty feet is desired the patient may
be seated eight feet from the mirror while the test
card remains at twelve feet. Any desired distance
may be obtained from twelve to twenty-four feet.
Test cards are especially made for this purpose on
which the letters are reversed, as it is well-known
that a plane mirror shows the test letters of their
proper size and shape, but laterally transposed.
Many men who are using this method assert that
it is entirely satisfactory ; and in fact where rooms
are small it is the only way in which the desired
testing distance can be obtained.

"H. M .R."—I have had opticians toll me that
they used in preference to the expensive oph-
thahnoscope for sale by manufacturers a
scheme they devised themselves, made to
of inexpensive tin tubes and a common oil
lamp with perforated chimney, using a + 6 to
+ 8 D. reading or trial-case lens ana thereby
getting a mu large and well-defined view of
the fundus—in a light room. Can you give
me any idea how to make this, or have you a
better scheme P

An optician being a hypermetrope Of + 1.50
D. should vary his findings with the retinoscope
(Geneva) how much, if not using his correc-
tion in operating the machine f Age, twenty-
six years.

In these days, when the optometrist expects
professional recognition, he must not only possess
the educational qualifications, but there must be
a professional air about his office and outfit. The
furnishing of an office with the latest appliances
goes very far towards impressing the patient with
confidence in the operator's fitness for his work.
Home-made apparatus, looliing like a makeshift
and giving evidence of the work of an amateur,
can have no place in such an office. Better have
no instruments at all than clumsy, cheap substitutes.
Use the ophthalmoscope alone by direct and indi-
rect methods, and after a little experience you will
be able to get a good view of the fundus, magni-
fied in the former method sixteen diameters.

In using the retinoscope, the refraction of the
observer is not taken into account. He must have
good vision, either naturally or by means of his
correction, in order to quickly discern the rate and
direction of the movements of the shadow. In
this case the vision is probably good without the

1.5o D., which can be left off without in any way
vitiating the findings.
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"W. R. S."—Patient eleven years old; girl, appa-
rently healthy, just recovered from in grippe.
Distant vision each eye –id. Has worn
glasses + .75 Per. for two years, which
seemed to fit her until attack of grip, since
which time has had considerable nervous
trouble. Complained of seeing immense bugs
and other crawling creatures in the dark, and
can sometimes see thein in the light.' + 1 D.
— .75 D. 1800 each eye brings vision up to

ig and feels vegy comfortable. Now the pe-
culiar part: patient has no range of accommo-
dation whatever, cannot see to read ordinaly
print either with or without glasses, nor does
the addition of plus lenses improve the vision.
She goes to school and can do work on the
blackboard, but unable to see ordinaiy print in
book. This, as well as the seeing imaginaty
things, has come since having the grip. Please
explain.

This is apparently a case of cycloplegia, or
paralysis of the ciliary muscle. It is a very com-
mon sequence of diphtheria, and may also follow
an attack of grip or any other acute disease. The
paralysis is sometimes complete, but is more fre-
quently partial, and may last from a few days to a
few months. In this case the accommodation seems
to be entirely lost, but we are compelled to take
issue with our correspondent's statement that the
addition of convex lenses does not improve the
reading vision. The retina is presumably in a
normal condition, as shown by the fact that the
correction of the refraction brings the visual acuity
up to pr, ; therefore, if the trouble is due to lack of
accommodation, a + 3 D. or + 4 D. lens must
afford clear reading vision. This little patient
should be referred to her physician.

C."—Married woman, aged twenty-five, has
been fitted at different times, but glasses soon
make her eyes hurt. Without glasses eyes hurl,
and reading or sewing makes matters worse.
I: A. it vertical lines dark, horizontal lines
dim. + and — spit. rejected; .25 cyl. ax.
iSo° makes it still more so ; .25 cyl. ax. 9o°
makes the meridians all alike, but makes all
the lines slightly dim at twenty feet but very
good for reading. — .25 cyl. ax. tso° makes
all clear, which I prescribed, but after three
weeks' trial says they make her eyes ache and
cannot wear them. Gave her + .25 cyl. ax.
900. Says they also make her eyes ache. This
woman is hyperopic .25 in one meridian,
wilh active accommodation. Now if I bring
this meridian forward on to the retina she still
accommodated 3( D., which makes her myopic
g. D., and accounts for the dimness at twenty
feet. Without glasses she accommodates to
bring forward the hyperopic meridian which
makes her astigmatic — .25, all of which
causes trouble. What can I do for her P

It is more than likely that this is really a case
of hypermetropic astigmatism, made to simulate
myopic astigmatism by a spasmodic condition of
the accommodation. Such being the case it would
be manifestly improper to prescribe concave cylin-
ders. This is a case in which the fogging system
might be employed with advantage. The strong
convex lens used to fog the sight may be reduced
by concave spheres until the vision approximates
normal, and then further improved by concave
cylinders. For instance, if a 4. D. is first used,
over which concave spheres are gradually incressed
up to — 3. D., and then finally a — .50 cyl. ax.
180° added, what is the result: r. D. S. c —
.50 D. cyl. ax. 18o°, or as it is preferably expressed+ .50 D. S. C + .50 D. cyl. ax. 900, indicating a
case of compound hypermetropic astigmatism. It
would be interesting to know the near point in this
case, which would indicate the amplitude of accom-
modation, and thus give some evidence as to the
possible existence of hypermetropia and its amount.

We are inclined to think that the degree of
astigmatism is greater than the + .25 D. cyl. pre-
scribed, and that there is perhaps some hyperme-
tropia in connection with it, and if such is found to
be the case, the proper correction would probably
relieve the aching of the eyes complained of. If
not, then' a careful investigation must be made of
the muscular equilibrium, in order to determinethe presence of any imbalance that might be
causing the discomfort.
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THE MECHANISM EXPLAINS ITS

SUPERIORITY.

THE GUARD IS WONDERFULLY NEAT—ALMOST INVISIBLE—and means the extreme
of comfort and security. The mechanism makes loosening of the stud screws impossible. Ask your jobber
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We are exclusively wholesalers.
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Every order receives the same careful attention.
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F. A. HARDY- & CO.
Wholesale Opticians,
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A New
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German Eyeglass Cleaners
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When your glasses blur, causing a cloudiness
of vision and severe eyestrain, this cleaner gives
instant relief. May be used for years, as it can be
washed when soiled.

Price, 15 cents ; 2 for 25 cents ; 75 cents per dozen;
$5 per gross.

George Mayerle's Eye Water
The greatest eye remedy in the world.

Price, 50 cents ; by mail, 62 cents ; $4 per dozen ;
$40 per gross.

Address all communications to

GERMAN OPTICAL INSTITUTE,
1071 Market Street,
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Suggestions to Picture-Makers

OW very few would-be pictorial pho-
tographers ever try and study the
why and the wherefore of a satisfac-

tory picture ? They tell you with the utmost
confidence that they know a good thing when
they see it, but when it comes to details, to
really critical construction, they are at fault
immediately.

Photographers as a body,
says a writer in the Photo
Era, have no ar-
tistic training, nor

is any attempt made to acquire
even the rudiments of composi-
tion and drawing. Yet there are
many courses open to those that
would improve their work as pic-
torial photographers. The study
of old masters is often recom-
mended, but, as a rule, more than
a little knowledge is required to
appreciate the lessons that good
pictures teach, and so a modifica-
tion of that advice is suggested.
Don't merely study the coloring ;
it is the form and lighting you
want. Remember your work is
in monochrome, and color to you
must of necessity become a matter
of tone. Tone, or, to use a better
word, tonality, in monochrome
work is a matter that seems to
confuse a number of photogra-
phers. Tonality has nothing to
do with the color of the print, but
refers entirely to the rendering of
the various luminosities in your
picture. For instance, with an
ordinary, uncorrected plate you
get a very short range of tones.
Your browns, blacks, russets, reds,
bright yellows, dark yellows, greens,
and purples all come out in prac-
tically the same tone. Whites and blues
become of the same value, and so naturally

your print has a Very short range of
gradations or tones. All this matters a
great deal when you are studying an oil
painting, because you can see by the colors

of the various objects how they are differen-

tiated from one another ; but in a photo-
graph, unless you get your tone valnes right,
you are going to get a very different result
from the one you saw on your focusing
screen or in your mind's eye.

The picture, or group of

The Picture that pictures, you select for study
should, as far as possible,
appeal to you personally.

Never mind about what other people think ;

you select some type of work you really

enjoy looking at, figure, genre, portrait,

Lack of Artistic
Training

K S T 0 N

landscape, marine, still life, anything ; only
be sure that you have narrowed your selec-
tion down as much as possible, so that you
will have less to distract your attention, and
will be able to make yourself thoroughly
acquainted with every characteristic of the
selected painter.

Now I am going to suggest a still further
development of this idea, and in doing so I
make the suggestion somewhat cautiously;
yet I am convinced of its educational value.
Try and imitate your teacher's work. The
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problem which, while it may probably be very
difficult to solve, will result in teaching him
a great many more lessons than he imagined
at first. A pretty sister will perhaps consent
to sit for you, and if you show her a repro-
duction of the original picture and cannot
manage to persuade her to take an interest
in the experiment, you are not half the
brother you ought to be. If a sister is
not available—well, there are other fellows'
sisters, so that is no excuse. A little dress-
ing up and arrangement will be necessary;

and with a reproduction of the
original picture as a guide you
will probably be no time before
you have exposed your first plate.
If possible, develop it straight away ;
and if you have made any grievous
errors, expose a few more. The
subsequent prints AVM, however, be
your object lesson, and the com-
parison of these with the original will
show you how extraordinarily differ-
ent the two results are. Don't be
disheartened ; this is exactly what I
want you to do it for. The hands
will probably be the chief difficulty,
and the placing and arranging of
the hands is one of the most impor-
tant things you can possibly study
in figure and portrait work. The
drapery will not have the flowing
grace of the original, nor will it aid
the composition so well. The light-
ing will be different, the tone values
wrong, the expression will probably
lack the animation that you thought
you had secured, and, in fact the
whole result will probably be written
down as an egregious failure.

So much for the
Try, Try Again filisrstt thaettesnyipmt Elp. atiiens-

of your model and start experiment
number two. This time you will be

on the lookout for most of the previous
errors, and try and avoid making the same
mistakes again. Your result may not be
better, but don't give in ; try a third, a
fourth, and, if your model's patience holds
out, even a fifth time. Even after all this,
your results may be far from the original
picture ; but you will have learnt more in
making those exposures and in studying
those prints side by side with the original, or
a reproduction from it, than if you had read
half a dozen books on the subject. Failures
should never be regarded as setbacks, but
rather as stepping-stones to success, for each
failure should make one the more determined
to succeed next time,. and the diagnosis of
the causes of the failure will be just where
the amateur will certainly be able to learn
how much he has yet to overcome.

One of the prettiest calendars issued this year by retail jewelers
was that of A. R. McLane, of Moulton, Iowa, the pictorial feature of
which was a photographic print of his bright little boy. A reduced
l'ac-simile of the print is shown above. TILE KEYSTONE wishes for
little Master McLane a long life of health, happiness and honor.

Appeals to You

word imitation has an ominous sound, but
every one must walk before he can run ; and
if the genius of originality is not apparent,
well, surely it is no worse than drawing from
a set model or copying a sketch at an art
school. To do this successfully, a subject
must be taken that is easily available, and
therefore the selection is at once limited.
Landscape offers some opportunity, but the
difficulty of finding a landscape sufficiently
like that of your chosen master's subject
will probably prevent that, and so an alterna-
tive presents itself.

Nearly every photographer
A Model is Useful can persuade some one to

act as model for a while,
and, therefore, in attempting portraiture or
figure work on lines that may be new to the
photographer, he will be setting himself a

Ii
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W very few would-be pictorial pho-
tographers ever try and study the
why and the wherefore of a satisfac-
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they see it, but %viten it comes to details, to
really critical construction, they arc at fault
immediately.

Photographers as a body,
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Era, have no ar-
tistic training:, nor

is any attempt made to acquire
even the rudiments of composi-
tion and drawing. Yet there are
many courses open to those that
would improve their work as 
torial planographers. 'The study
of old masters is often recom-
mended, but, ;15 a rule, more than
a little knowledge is required to
appreciate the lessons that good
pictures teach, and so a modifica-
tion of that advice is suggest (1.1.
Don't merely study the coloring ;

it is the form and lighting you
want. Remember your ‘york is
in monochrome, and color to you
must of necessity become a matter
of tone. Tone, or, to use a better
word, tonality, in monochrome

York is a matter that seems

confuse a number of photogra

pliers. Tonality has nothing u)

do with the color Of the print, hut
refers entirely to the rendering of

the various luminosities in your

picture. For instance, Nyith an
,)rdinary, uncorrected plate you

get a very short range of tones.

Your browns, blacks, russets, reds,

bright yellows, dark yellows, greens,

and purples all come out in prac-

tically the same tone. Whites and blues

become of the same value, and so naturally

your print has a very short range of

gradations or tones. All this matters a

great deal when you are studying an oil

painting., because you can see by the colors

of the various objects how they' are differen-

tiated from one another ; but in a photo-

graph, unless you get your tone x'alues right,

you are going to get a very different result

from the one you saw on your focusing

screen or in your mind's eye.
The picture, or group of

The Picture that pictures, you select for study

should, as far as possible,
appeal to you personally.

Never mind about what other people think ;

you select some type of work you really
enjoy looking at, figure, genre, portrait,

Appeals to You

landscape, marine, still life, am-thing ; only
be SUIT that you have narrowed your selec-
tion down as much as possible, so that you
will have less to distract your attention, ;ual
will be able to make yourself thoroughly
acquainted with every characteristic of the
selected painter.

N)ny I am going to suggest a still further
development of this idea, and in doing so I
make the suggestion somewhat cautiously ;
yet I am convinced of its educational value.
Try and imitate your teacher's work. The

()ie or the lirettio,1 t•al. ;.11;11 h.\
was iluo ..r :k. I. i•I,iri'.

\rus photographit; lo int of hi, hi ighl hi It. WI;

the-SIBIU,. 1/11• Print IS nho,'. I W. h. I `. I s, o•lit, tot
little :Nlaster .)1cl.titit• a Imo; life of Itotilth, IjpiIIv Ind honor.

word imitation has an ominous sound, but
every one must walk before he can run ; and
if the genius of originality is not apparent,

surely it is no worse than drawing from
a set model or copying a sketch at an art
school. To do this successfully, a subject
must be taken that is easily available, and
therefore the selection is at once limited.
Landscape ()tiers some opportunity, but the
difficulty of finding a landscape sufficiently

like that of your chosen master's subject

will probahl■ prevent that, and so an alterna-
tive presents itself.

Nearly every photographer

can persuade scone one to

act as model for a while,

and, therefore, in attempting portraiture or

figure work on lines that may be new to the

photographer, he will be setting himself a

A Model is Useful

problem which, while it may probably, be x'ery
difficult to solve, will result in teaching. him
a great many more lessons than he imagined
at first. prett y sister will perhaps consent
to it for you, and if you show her a repro-
duction of the original pichlre and cannot
manage 1.I) persuade Ifer to take an interest
in the experiment, you are not half the
brother you ought to be. If a sister is
not .tvailable well, there are other fellows'
sisters, so that is no excuse. A little dress-
ing. up and arrangement will be necessary ;

iind \yid: a reproduction of the
original picture as a guide you

Pr"l'ahly be no time before
you have exposed your first. plate.
If possible, develop it straight away ;
and if you have made any grievous
errors, expose a few more. The
subsequent prints will, however. be
your object lesson, ;Ind the com-
parison of these with the original will
slum you how extraordinarily differ-
ent the two results are. Don't be
dislie;trtened ; this is eNactiv what I
\yaw: you to do it for. The hands

ili PriihaltlY he the ehici
and the placing ;ind arranging of

the hands is one of the most impor-
tant things you can possibly study
in figure 1.11(1 portrait work. The

drapery will not have the flowing

grace of the iftiginal, nor ‘‘ ill it aid
the compositiun wdl. The light-
ing will be different, the tone N'alts
wrong, the expression prohahlv
lack the animation that you thought
you haul secured, ;01d, in fact the
whole result will probably be written
(I )\('n as an egregious failure.

S() much for the
Try. Try Again lust attempt. En-

list the sympathies
of your model and start experiment
number two. This time you vill be

on the lookout for most of the previous
errors, and try and avoid making the same
mistakes again. Your result may not be
better, but don't give in ; try a third, a
fourth, and, if your model's patience holds

out, even a fifth time. Ev" after all
 this,

your results may he far from the original
picture ; but you %%oil] have learnt more in
making tilos). exi),)stita s 1O(h in studying'
those prints side hy side ■yith the original, yr
a reproduction from it, than if you had read
half a dozen hooks on the subject. Failtires
ShOtIld neVer be regarded as setbacks, but
ratla•r ;is stepping-stones to success, for each
failure should make one the more determined
to succeed next time, and the diagill )sis of
the CalltieS Of the failure will be just where
the amateur will certainly be able to learn
how much he has yet to overcome.
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Some One
said to us:
"rou are lucky
in that your
customers STICK
to you."

T here may be an element of luck in it,
but we believe it is more largely due
to the fact that we never regard the

first order from any one as the last one we are
likely to have. This is particularly true of
our R business. The personal, prompt and
accurate attention given to every order makes
a permanent customer of one who sends the first.
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The Optical Treatment of Con-
comitant Esotropia

Paper read before the London Optical Society by Wm. ErmEs,
M. O., Olt. M.

(Continued. Part III.)

If the muscle is really shortened, then we must
have several conditions, which may thus be enu-
merated:

I. The extent of outward rotation of the eye
must be diminished to the extent of the shortening.
This it never is. The esotrope can abduct the eye
to the same extent as the hyperope.

2. The shortening, if structural, must be per-
manent. This, again, it never is. During sleep or
under chloroform, it quite disappears. This not
only disproves the myopathic view, but it is addi-
tional proof of the neuropathic one.

In practice we can distinguish three grades of
esotropia

I. Periodic.—In this the esotropia is only
occasionally manifested. The great strain on the
convergence center is balanced by an equally strong
fusion reflex, but if from any cause the general
physical tone of the individual is lessened, we have
the opposing and higher reflex lessened too, and
esotropia shows itself. So that we find the child
squints only when it is ill or run down, during and
after a holiday the eyes are all right. This is just
the class of case where optical treatment gives the
best result ; if neglected, it goes on to the next or
the final type.

2. Constant Alternating Esotroftia.—In this
class the esotropia is always present, but it may
manifest itself in either eye. I3oth eyes have an
equal visual acuity, but the fusion sense is only
rudimentary ; hence, monocular vision, assisted by
convergence, is preferred to the slightly-felt ad-
vantage of binocular vision.

3. The Fixed Esotropias.—In this, the largest
class of case, we find some factor which lessens the
visual value of one eye, and, therefore, the better
one is always used in fixation. These factors may
be quite slight ; thus, half a diopter of astigmatism
is sufficient. Generally speaking, any opacity of
the dioptric 'media, whether in the cornea or lens,
produces it. Congenital amblyopia exanopsia, or
suppression amblyopia must also cause it.

The one great intervening fac-
Weakness of the tor, however, which determines

the transition of esophoria into
esotropia, is weakness of the

fusion reflex ; temporarily weakened in periodic
cases, permanently in abeyance in the alternating
and the fixed.

In esotropia, the visual axes do not intersect at
a point of fixation situated in the median plane;
only one eye fixes, the other is rotated into a
double metric angle. Now, when this is the case,
one of two things niust happen : either the indi-
vidual must have homonymous diplopia or he
must mentally suppress the false image formed in
the deviating eye. The images are homonymous
because the retina always projects the image along
the path of entering rays.

This suppression is rendered easier by the
lowered sensibility of that portion of the retina on
which the eccentric image falls. In illustrating the
relative acuity in the form of a pyramid with its
apex on the macula, you will see how the relative
luminosity makes suppression easy. It may be
thought that the deviating eye would be conscious
of the image in a peripheral part of the field lying
in its visual ax, but this it always suppresses,

Fusion Reflex

even in paralytic heterotropia, where the false
image cannot be suppressed. The patient does
not see two objects, but two images of the same
object.

In suppression amblyopia, it is often possible
to evoke diplopia by placing in front of the fixing

Pig. 11

Relative Luminosity of Images

eye a red glass and using a candle as a fixation
object. The deviating eye may then become
cognizant of the more brilliant image. In the
position taken up, the nasal half of the retina
suffers less than the temporal side, which is prac-
tically never used. There are, no doubt, two dis-
tinct varieties of amblyopia—congenital amblyopia
and amblyopia exanopsia, or suppression ambly-

Fig. 12

Comitaney : Primary and Secondary Deviations

opia. We can distinguish congenital amblyopia to
some extent by its intensity. Such eyes are almost
blind, vision being reduced to fingers at a few feet,
and never being more than A.

Another test is for the relative
Mother perceptivity of the nasal half.

Place a shade over the fixing
eye, then when the patient looks

straight forwards at the deviating eye, move a
white object, such as a visiting card, about in front

Interesting Test
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of the nasal part of the field, so that its image is
formed on the temporal half of the retina. If it is
seen, reduce its area until invisible ; now do the
same on the other side, and the object previously
invisible will be clearly seen.

It is owing to this fact that in suppression
amblyopia the nasal portion is relatively acute,
that we meet occasionally with the variety termed
strabismus paradoxus, in which it has been sup-
posed fresh areas of physiological identity have
been developed ; such an eye, on being directed
to fix an object, instead of rotating the axis out-
wards rotates it further inwards so that the image
falls on a more exercised portion. As a matter of
fact, new identical areas are not developed, as true
binocular vision is always absent.

Suppression amblyopia differs
Reversing Process from congenital amblyopia in

the above manner, and also by
its less intensity. One can often

raise vision in that eye from /06 to Tog, or there-
abouts, and by its curability. That is to say, we
can reverse the process of amblyopia and train the
retina back to its perceptivity. We see such a con-
dition in people with straight eyes, hyperopes and
astigmats, who have never seen clear images. In
these vision improves by correction to a subnormal
degree, but after wearing glasses for some months
or years it becomes normal. This is amblyopia
from defective retinal images, and is a degeneration
of function exactly akin to suppression amblyopia.
If the eye, however, is not properly exercised, it
loses macular supremacy and becomes blind, so
that when directed to fix it makes slow nystagmus-
like movements in its efforts to find an area of supe-
rior perceptivity.

DIAGNOSIS.—It is always an easy matter to
decide the presence of heterotropia in severe cases,
but in slight cases it is by no means easy ; how-
ever, there are several tests at one's disposal, the
most familiar of which is the " cover test," first
described by Elliottson, of Carlisle, in 1840. Stand-
ing in front of the patient, we direct his attention
to the bridge of the nose, and while he fixes it,
bring gently in front of the eye a card or disk. The
uncovered eye at once makes an outward move-
ment to fix. If no movement takes place we
occlude the other eye.

Having decided which is the fixing eye, we
mark on the lower lid a spot of ink just below
the pupil center of each eye. Then covering the
eye, we mark its center when converging, and the
center of the eye now fixing. The interspace indi-
cates the primary and secondary deviations.

The primary and secondary deviations must be
carefully noted, because of a point of great im-
portance. In concomitant esotropia the primary
and secondary deviations are equal, while in eso-
tropia due to paralysis of the sixth cranial nerve
the secondary is greater.

A further distinguishing feature is the diplopia,
which, in paralysis, is always dominant and dis-
tressing and is the ground on which the patient
seeks advice ; whereas, in concomitant esotropia,
the diplopia is absent, and the patient comes on
account of the deformity.

Javal uses a ground-glass screen instead of an
opaque disk ; this has the advantage of enabling
us to see the eye deviate while it cuts off the
patient's vision and causes him to fix with the
other. In a case of low degree not only have we
to eliminate paralysis, but we have to say whether
esotropia is really present, for in some cases it may
be simulated only.

(Continued on page 647)

of Amblyopia
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The Optical Treatment of Con-
comitant Esotropia

(Continued from page 645)

In some cases of myopia the
Meaning of the eyes have an appearance of con-

vergence which a careless ob-
server might readily mistake for

true esotropia, and which probably has assisted in
the view that myopia is not incompatible with con-
comitant esotropia. The diagnosis of these cases
is an essential part of our work in dealing with
esotropia, and to make it clearly understood per-
mit me to draw your attention to the various antero-
posterior axes of the eyeball. To begin with, we
have the geometric axis. That is the line which
joins the mathematical centers of the anterior and
Posterior poles.

It is often spoken of as the optical axis, be-
cause it closely coincides with the optical centers
of the dioptric media, but it clues not exactly do
so. The name optic axis is a frequent source of
confusion to students, who, not unnaturally, assume
that the optic axis indicates the path of rays from a
luminous point of fixation. Hence, I propose to
discard the term optic axis and substitute that of
polar axis as being more definite.

Donders assumed that this polar axis was co-
incident with the major axis of the corneal ellip-
soid, but that is now disproved. Besides the polar
axis we have two others, the visual axis and the
fixation line. The visual axis indicates the path of
rays from a point of fixation through the nodal
points in the lens, and onwards to the center of the
fovea centralis. This axis traverses the cornea to
the nasal or inner side of the polar axis. The
third line, or fixation line, is that joining the point
of fixation with the center of rotation of the eye-
ball. We have, therefore, several angles formed
by the intersection of these secondary axes, with
the polar axis. Thus, we have the angle alpha of
Landoll. This is the angle between the polar axis
and the major axis of the corneal ellipsoid.

Then we have the angle alpha of Donders,
formed by the intersection of the major axis of the
corneal ellipsoid with the visual axis. Donder's
angle is now discarded, and Landolt's does not
immediately concern us. So that when we speak
of the angle alpha,  we mean the angle formed by
the intersection of the polar and visual axis ; in
other words, the sum of the angles of Donders
and Landoll

Angle Alpha

Meaning of the

Lastly, we have the angle
ganinza, which is formed by

Angle Gamma the intersection at the center of
rotation of the eyeball of the

polar axis and the visual line, and it is this angle
which we measure by corneal images. However, is
so nearly identical with alpha that the observations of
one may be considered as applicable to the other.

The angle was first discovered by Helmholtz,
but it was Donders who showed its variations in
ametropia. Thus, in emmetropia, the average is
5 degrees, in myopia, 3 degrees, and in hyperme-
tropia, 7 degrees. I was interested to find that it
was noticed and explained by Porterfield, of Edin-
burgh, so long ago as 1759, in the following words:
"The strabismus may proceed from a fault in the
first conformation, by which the most delicate and
sensible part of the retina is removed from its
natural situation, which is directly opposite the
pupil, and is placed a little to aside of the axis of
the eye, which obliges them to turn away the eye
from the object they would view, that its picture
may fall on this most sensible part of the organ."

H E KEYSTONE

Well, as I have said, in emmetropia the angle
is about 5 degrees, so that we look obliquely out of
our eyes. In hypermetropia, the angle is increased,
and when greatly so the eyes appear divergent.
Conversely in myopia, it is less, and may even be
coincident with the polar axis or go beyond it and
traverse the cornea to the temporal side, in which
it is spoken of as negative and gamma, and this
gives the effect of convergence which I have already
mentioned. There are two ways of investigating
the angle.

NAAS AXIS
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In the first, we cause the eyes to fix an object
III the middle line at a distance of about one meter.
and then gradually approach it to the punctum
proximum. If the eyes steadily follow it until that
point is reached, and binocular fixation is main-
tained throughout, the case is one of apparent and
not of real esotropia.

Secondly, we may observe the corneal image.
The cornea acts as a small convex mirror of 4 mm.
focus, in which we see the tiny erect image of the
luminous point. Many observers use the ophthal-
moscopic mirror flashed into each eye alternately,
but, personally, I prefer a small incandescent lamp
held just below the observer's eye, for this permits
the images to be seen simultaneously, and any
movement of concomitancy is readily noted. The
patient must fix the point of light, otherwise the
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Fig. 14

Hirschberg's Images

images are untrustworthy. To estimate its amount,

I use the Priestly-Smith tape, noting the position of
the corneal reflex and then moving the hand out-
wards until the reflex is exactly central. One can,

as Maddox says, guess the probable amount of
ametropia by the size of gamma—if low, suspect
myopia ; if high, hypermetropia.

There are many ways of measuring the amount
of esotropia. A fairly accurate guess may be made

by noting the position of the corneal reflex, as
shown by Hirschberg. If it lies midway between
the center of the pupil and the edge of the pupil, it

is about 10 degrees. If on the edge of the pupil,
Is degrees. If half way between the edge of the

pupil and the edge of the cornea, 25 degrees. If

on the edge of the cornea, 45 degrees, and if mid-
way between the corneal edge and the outer
canthus, 6o degrees.

[To BE CONTINUED]
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Ohio Optical Society
E. L. Jones, secretary of the Ohio Optical

Society, has issued a notice to the effect that the
annual meeting of that organization will be held in
Columbus, Ohio, on Monday afternoon and even-
ing, April II, 1904. Every member is requested to
invite a friend or optician not a member to attend.
The usual programme on technical subjects will
this year be replaced by discussions on the follow-
ing important questions :

"The Objects of Organization," by F. W.
Wallis. " The Value of Thorough Education," by
Prof. F. Barr. " The Practical Side of Optics,"
by J. B. White. " Legislation : How Can it be
Obtained and Made Effective?" by 1Villiam Burns.
" A State Board of Examiners and a Standard of
Capacity," by Pres. J. C. Eberhardt.

One object of this programme is to give a
better understanding and to promote the cause of
optometry and to encourage higher education
among opticians as well as to further the interests
of the profession. Al! are invited to attend.

Another Victory for Iowa Opticians
The following circular has been mailed to the

members of the Iowa State Association by the
secretary :

I am pleased to be able to inform you of
another great victory for our profession in Iowa, in
a decision given by Judge J. H. Richard, in Wright '
County, February 26, i9o4, in the case of the State
of Iowa against Dr. J. Wilson Edmunds, ophthal-
mologist, of Clarion, Iowa, charged with practic-
ing medicine. The case was prosecuted by the
State Board of Health. Dr. Sams, a member of
the board, residing at Clarion, was the prosecuting
witness, and Dr. Kennedy, the secretary of the
board, was also present at the trial. The ruling of
the court stated squarely that those who undertake
to treat diseases without the use of drugs are not
liable to indictment under the chapter of the Iowa
code relating to the practice of medicine.

It is now up to the State Board to do one of
two things : take an appeal to the Supreme Court,
thus getting a decision of last resort, or to cease
prosecuting opticians. The members of this asso-
ciation and others who were loyal to this cause and
who stood by the principles of our association can
see that their contributions were not made in vain.
We have a rapidly-growing profession and it is
fast coming to the front and is bound to be recog-
nized by the good that is being done.

G. E. BOYCE, Secretary.

Book Notice
A book which will be welcomed by many opti-

cians and optical students is the new work, " Ele-
mentary Ophthalmic Optics," by Freeland Fergus,
M.D., published by Blackie & Son, of Glasgow,
Scotland. As stated in the preface, the aim of the
book is to set forth in a clear and simple manner
those portions of physical and geometrical optics
essential to the student in beginning the study of
refraction. Herein lies the merit of the little book
for the opticians, many of whom have but little
knowledge of the mathematical and geometrical
principles which underlie refractive science. In
the first chapter of the work, consisting of seven
pages, the author has embodied practically all the
trigonometrical knowledge necessary for the oph-
thalmic student, and the other chapters have the
same merit of brevity and lucidity. The little
treatise fills a want for many opticians in that it
deals with a phase of the science not covered in
most books on refractive optics. It can be had
from this office at the publisher's price, $1.50.
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MURINE EYE REMEDIES
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MURINE EYE REMEDY. Cures Eyes, Granulation, Redness, Itching and Burn-
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An Internal Treatment for Cloudiness of the Transparent Media, Sluggish Circulation, Cataract,
Floating Spots, Ancemia of the Retina, Congestion of the Retina, Affections of the Choroid,
Optic Nerve Diseases, Sluggish Action of Pupil, I-Itemorrhage in the Eye, Weakness of Ocular
Muscles, Weakness of Accommodation, Dimness of Vision.

MUSCULAR The muscles of the eye curtain (the iris) and of the pupil are liable to become relaxed from general
WEAKNESS. debility or age, and thereby lessen the visual action of the eye. BANENE is the Systemic Remedy

indicated (8 drops in water taken internally three times daily). Murine, one or two drops in each eye
hourly, for its local strengthening effect. Dimness of Vision accompanied by an INABILITY TO WEAR GLASSES
WITH COMFORT. Murine and Battelle should be in the hands of every individual who wears glasses, and they should
be promptly used at the first indication of discomfort. Price, per bottle, $1.25.

GRANULINE„ For Old and Chronic Cases of Sore Eyes, Granulated Lids, Etc.

Old and stubborn cases which have resisted the ordinary methods of treatment, and where most positive action is desired.
GRANULINE is TONIC, ANTISEPTIC and ASTRINGENT, is a valuable collateral remedy to MURINE, " 2 drops"
in above condition. Price per bottle, $1.50.

HY-DRONE. An Eye Bath.
For cleansing the eyes where there is a discharge of matter, it will relieve the inflammation that causes the discharge
and prepare the eye for the application of two drops of Murine, which should be used every two hours, will restore the
eye to a healthy condition. Hydrone is an excellent lotion for the socket where an artifical eye is worn. It prevents the
formation of matter, and with the daily use of Murine keeps the parts in a healthy condition. Price, large bottles, each, $1.10.

SULPHO=FERRINE A Highly Concentrated Tonic Used During Eye Treatment,
• Makes Rich, Red Blood.

Is a general tonic of the very highest chgracter. It improves the appetite, assists the digestion, enriches the blood, and
should be taken in all cases where a debilitated or nervous condition exists, and continued during the local treatment.

Sulpho-Ferrine is highly appreciated, both by the medical profession and the people, as a safe and effective tonic for
professional men, students and all brain workers. Price, per bottle, St.00.

OLIN'S RED CLOVER COMPOUND. Pink Tablets. For
Sore Eyes Resulting
from Blood Disorders.

We prepare this remedy in tablets for diseased conditions of the blood, and it is a very effectual remedy for Scrofulous and
Syphilitic taints. This remedy together with Murine is acknowledged as the best treatment for sore eyes resulting from
blood disorders. (One bottle is sufficient for one month's treatment.) Price, $1.50.

HYDRARGYRINE. A Powder.
Will remove spots (opacities) of the eye (cornea) which are the results of inflammation or injury. It is the only appli-
cation we have used with satisfaction with Murine in the destruction and removal of Pterygium. It also exercises a general
tonic effect on all the tissues of the eye. Price, $1.15.
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Concerning Temples

The complaint is sometimes made, by
people of a nervous temperament especially,
says Brown's Our Own Idea, that they can-
not wear spectacles because the pressure of
the temple behind the ear is so annoying. In
a good many cases this is more a matter of
imagination than anything else ; but as it is
impossible, as a general thing, for the opti
(-jail to 

-
tell his patient so to his face, the only

thing to do is to reduce the exciting cause as
much as possible.

Of course, one great cause
of too much pressure back

Are Too Short of the ears is insufficient
length of temples. If the

temple is too short, one of two things must
result. Either the temple must be allowed
to drag painfully on the ear, or else the
temple must be " curled out " so that the
hooked part does not come properly down
behind the ear, and a feeling of insecurity is
bound to result. At the same time it must
be borne in mind that if the temple is much
too long it is really more uncomfortable than
if it is too short, because the end of the temple
then presses into the little hollow behind the
lower part of the ear, where the skin is very
tender, and causes almost unbearable soreness.
On the other hand, the temples may be of
exactly the right length. but the curve may
not come in the right place, and consequently
discomfort will be the result.

But one cause of inconve-
nience in wearing hook tem-
ples is the improper fitting
of the bridge. This is a

prolific source of trouble, although it might
not appear so on first thoughts. Suppose a
patient, who needs a medium shallow bridge,
is fitted with one, say Taw or inch deep.
The consequence will be that the centers of
the glasses will always be below the pupil,
and the wearer will have a constant tendency
to look over them. The only way to remedy
this, without altering the bridge, is to push
the bridge high up on the nose, much higher
than it is intended to be worn, and then keep
it in that position by shortening the curve of
the temples so that the bridge cannot slip
down into (what should be) its proper place.

This is certainly most unscientific fitting,
and is bound to result not only in making
the ears sore, but in rendering the glasses
uncomfortable to look through into the
bargain.

One thing must be borne in mind in
fitting temples—that the two ears are very
seldom symmetrically placed on the head.
One ear is pretty sure to be higher than the
other, and one is very likely to be further
forward on the side of the head than the
other. We must be aware of assuming,
therefore, that because the right temple fits
properly the left must do the same if both
are bent alike. And it is not always possible
to fit the back of the ear with the normal
curve of the temple ; either ear or both may
possess some peculiarities of shape which will
necessitate the temples being bent to suit.

The pressure of the temples
on the sides of the head is
another source of frequent
trouble to nervous patients.

In most instances, of course, the temples can
lc carried back from the joint to the top of the

When the Temples

Improper Fitting
of the Bridge

Temples Pressing
on the Head
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ear without touching the skin at all. But
there are cases, where the lenses are neces-
sarily heavy, in which it is better to allow
the temples to touch lightly, because other-
wise the front of the spectacle is apt to
"swing," as it were, when the wearer moves
his head or walks ; and with strong lenses
this is likely to have a very disagreeable
effect. In such cases we must study to
obtain the maximum of steadiness with the
minimum of pressure.

Even with all our care in fitting there
will always be some persons whose skin can-
not bear the pressure of an ordinary temple.
For these we must fall back on some of the
numerous devices—cable temples and the
like—which ingenuity has supplied to meet
such extreme cases.

Northwestern Optical Association
A meeting of the Northwestern Optical

Association was held in the Nicollet House,
Minneapolis, on Friday evening, March i8th.
Addresses were made by H. H. Leavitt, George
Hayward and Paul C. Hirschy. A report was
read by the secretary of the association, E. C.
Roberts, Red Wing. There were about forty
members present, and a lively interest was dis-
played by them in the practical questions dealt
with in the different addresses.

California State Board of Examiners
A meeting of the California State Board of

Examiners in Optometry was held recently in the
California Hotel, San Francisco, for the purpose of
examining candidates to the number of twenty-
five for certificates as optometrists. As may be
anticipated from a classification system, of which
merit is the basal condition, there is noticeable
among the refractionists coming within the baili-
wick of this board of examiners an increasing
high standard of proficiency. The board con-
sists of C. E. Chinn, of the Chinn-Berretta Optici.1
Co., San Francisco ; Mr. Kahn, of the Kahn
Optical Co., San Francisco, and W. H. Kear,
Pacific Grove, Cal.

Quebec Optical Association
A meeting of opticians was held recently at

Laval University, Quebec, and an optical associa-
tion was formed. A committee was appointed to

draft a constitution and by-laws. This committee
consisted of S. S. Grant, chairman and Messrs.

Mount, Carriere, Curran, DeMisle and Decelles.

Illinois Supreme Court Vindicates
Opticians

Many of our readers will remember the test

case instituted quite a while ago in the State of

Illinois, in which an optician, Charles Lincoln

Smith, was prosecuted on the grounds that the

testing of eyes and fitting of glasses was " mechan-

ical surgery " within the meaning of the medical-

practice law of the State. Great importance was

attached to the case, and the trial in the lower

court was notable for the volume and character of

the testimony taken. The decision was in favor

of the optician, but the plaintiffs in the case were

determined on a fight to a finish, and brought the
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case to the Supreme Court. The decision of this
court has also been favorable to the optician. It
is held that fitting glasses cannot be interpreted as
" mechanical surgery " within the meaning of the
State laws, and consequently that opticians are
free to practice their calling, and do not come
under the jurisdiction of the State board of health.
This is justly regarded as a signal triumph for the
refractionists.

First Test of Minnesota Optical Law
As reported in last month's KEYSTONE the

first real test of the law regulating the practice of
optometry in Minnesota occurred at St. Paul,
Minn., where David R. Cohen was arrested,
charged with violating its provisions. After several
postponements, to enable each side to strengthen
its position, the case was called for trial March 5th
and the law given a good test, it being attacked on
all sides and particular stress being laid on its
being unconstitutional by counsel for defendant.
Assistant County Attorney Hanft, of Ramsey
County, ably prosecuted the case, and the result
was a complete vindication of the law, defendant
being adjudged guilty and sentenced to pay the
fine demanded by the law.

The board of examiners naturally feel quite
jubilant over the result, as it was their desire to
have a thorough test made. President Hitchcock
and Secretary Snell deserve praise for their work
in this case, as they insisted on a trial and would
not listen to suggestions to settle it out of court.
The board is watching several other cases of in-
fraction of the law, and as soon as evidence is pre-
sented there will be more prosecutions, as they are
bound to stamp out illegal practice in Minnesota.

Optical Legislation in Virginia
A bill to establish and maintain a State board

of examiners in optometry had been pending be-
fore the Virginia State legislature for several
weeks and a number of opticians appeared before
the legislative committee on general laws and
strongly urged its passage. Counsel was also
present to oppose the bill. When the passage of
the measure seemed assured, some influence was
brought to bear which resulted in its indefinite
postponement. The supporters of the bill are
undaunted by the result and are determined to
have the bill passed in the near future. They
blame its defeat on treachery from within.

An Invitation to Optical Exhibitors
A general invitation is extended to all having

articles and appliances of interest to opticians, to
exhibit them at Milwaukee, August 1st-4th, the
occasion of the meeting of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians. To the end that all may be
accommodated with sufficient and convenient
space, it is requested that application, stating the
amount of space needed, be made as soon as pos-
sible to J. M. Webster, Milwaukee, Wis., chairman
on committee of exhibits.

"The Keystone cannot be improved. It is
all right. Some of the best parts are the ques-
tions and answers in optics and watchmaking."--
D. B.,Shifti'r, Jeweler and Optician, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
E. I, JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to lie held at Milwau-
kee, August 1 to 4, 1904.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

Hon. ALBAN G. II. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
Col,. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DUNSCOMBE, F. II. 0. A., President.
J. II. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
ALFA. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, l•Ipritigiourn, Glasgow.
JOHN LAMONT, Secretary, 514 Victoria Road, Glasgow.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

CLARENCE S. HART, President, Lynn, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, lied Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LowosTawrii, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. DILWORTH, Secretary, 1032 Third Ave., New York City.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
MISS MARGARET .1. Elt ISSAS, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. W. E. PATERSON, PrOSide111, Grand RIIB1(18, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Next meeting, August Is, 1904, at Battle Creek.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
(4. E. Bovos, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

(immix: A. Rotteuts, President, Chicago,
O. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. 11. Wimp, President, Oakland, Cal,
W. less, Secretary, 505 Kearny Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

II. CLAY EvEnsot,K, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER Buil', Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

Otto. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. it.
W. E. Buttegg, Secretary, Manchester, N. It.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

AI,VA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. A DI/LEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. NAGLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CH ALM ERS, President, Lake city, Minn.
C. A. SNET.1„ Sec'y, 608 Nicollet A ve., NIInneapolls, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

II. Ti. Mr RDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. %YENNING, President, Nashville, Tenn.
GEo. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Ste.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.
H. H. BIEGXL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
M iss E.H.CitsrmsN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo,

Kansas Association of Opticians t 1901)

Tilt»t AS (.low p:s LOCK, President, (lay Center, Kane.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

LEON BAER, President, Kansas City.
J. IV. TALBOT, Secretary and Treasurer, Nevada, Mo.

Annual meeting, June 14 and 15, 1904, at St. Louis.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F. JAIINKII, JR., President, Richmond, Va.
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

0. R. KING, President, Lexington, Ky.
J. M. Wow, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SUNDBERG, President, I arg, N. Oak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, (.1 atom, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

F. C. LEASING, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM II. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. link.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

IV. W. CHAMBERLIN, President, Houston, Texan
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, 328 Live Oak St., Dallas, Texas,

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, R. I.
Fttemmatcg Lgwts BLAIR, Secretary, 90 Broad Street,

Providence, II. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

• South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

IVu. D. OERTIII„ President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LgRov RYER, President.
It. M. LocuwoOD, Rec. See., 119 IV. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except. July
and August, at College of the City of New Yolk, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

W. W. BissEid., President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLIIN, President.
C. T. EvANs, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEwcomu, President, Stale and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago,

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS House:, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary IlIld Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCHER, President.
Roogat F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main Street, nu flalo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, Prefildela,
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE Fumidot, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

ORF,N H. HENRY, President, Pueblo, C010.
JANES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo,
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The Optician and the Law
or HE chief optical event of the past month

was the magnificent effort on the part of
the refractionists of the Empire State to
secure favorable consideration for the opto-
metry bill introduced in the legislature at the
instance of the State Optical Society. The
story of the measure and of the vigorous
campaign in its behalf is told on another
page, and makes inspiring as well as instruc-
tive reading for the opticians elsewhere who
have a like purpose in view.

In other parts of the country also the
optical organizations have been giving evi-
dence of their watchfulness and strength, and
have placed to their credit several notable
triumphs. An optician in Iowa who was
prosecuted by the State Medical Society for
practicing medicine illegally won his case
through the aid of the State organization,
and this is the second victory of its kind in
this State. In Wisconsin the State society,
in a determined effort to protect the interests
of the members, actually succeeded in getting
indirect legal recognition for their profession.
A bill before the legislature of the State pro-
vided that any person who, for a fee, pre-
scribed treatment for any bodily infirmity
would be understood as practicing medicine
within the meaning of the act, dentists alone
being exempted. The legislative committee
of the State Optical Society saw danger to
their calling in the broad provision and
finally succeeded in having the measure
amended to exempt " resident refracting
opticians " also. This was a notable tri-
umph, as the indirect recognition prepares
the way for legal professionalization at an
early date.

Spectacles in Disfavor with the Navy

W LILE thcre is no ruling of the Navy
Department that prohibits the wearing

of spectacles, it is well known that be-
spectacled naval officers are regarded with
disfavor by the naval authorities. Captain
W. H. Brownson, superintendent of the
Naval Academy, recently sent to the Navy
Department the resignation of one of the
midshipmen who was forced to resign on
account of his eyes. In submitting the res-
ignation, Captain Brownson says : " It is
most gratifying to find a midshipman who
thoroughly realizes that the Government is
entitled to young men who have no defects
which will interfere with the full performance
of their duties afloat, and further, that a
spectacled battalion of midshipmen is ill-
advised." Placing the ban on spectacles
will, we fear, deprive the navy of some ex-
cellent talent that would be likely to come
its way.
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The Visual Requirements of Engine
Men, Based on Personal Observa-

tions from an Engine Cab

raper read by H. B. 'rotate, M. D., at a meeting of the Chicago
Ophthalmological end Otological Society.

ITIHE House of Delegates of the AmericanMedical Association, at the meeting in
Saratoga last year, endorsed and promul-
gated resolutions from the Section of

Ophthalmology, touching upon the need of sys-
tematic examinations of the sight and hearing
of railway employees, and naming minimum
standards of excellence to be required. For the
purposes of this paper, it suffices to repeat only
that part referring to classification, namely:
" Employees to be divided into two classes.

Class A. Engine men, train men (excepting
baggage men) signal men and switchmen.

Class B. Track foremen, bridgemen, gate-
inen, crossing guards, telegraph operators, station
agents and baggage men.

For the former, the standard should be aa in
each eye separately without glasses. For the latter,
not less than f a in the worst eye, with allowance
for glass wearing ; provided an extra pair was
carried on the person. Both classes to have per-
fect color vision."

The Duty of

What heed will be given by
railroad officials to these recom-

Railroad Officials mendations time will tell. For
the present—at least until a new

generation of employees can be trained, it will
manifestly be impossible to have them adopted in
their entirety, even on roads that have done some-
thing along this line for as much as ten years past.
It takes time to make a thoroughly competent
engineer, and to immediately set aside all those
who do not come up to the standards named, would
be to cripple the service materially and render life
and property in transit more insecure. In this
connection it may even not only be questioned
whether the innumerable good records of those
enginemen who do not come up to these standards
are the results of lucky chance, but as well whether
these good records do not of themselves show
that somewhat lower standards may be compatible
with safe and effective service.

Other things being equal, it is unquestioned
that in old as well as new men, is is desirable.
But which is not unusual in the masses, is better
than la and when something short of the best is
to be accepted, the practical relations between the
work required and the vision needful for it should
be considered. To say that no man can safely run
an engine unless he has 18, is to make a declara-
tion more arbitrary than exact. For the man who
has Lij will say that " the i$ man has defective
vision ;" and the men with la or i4 are not lacking
who will say that they " have run trains for twenty
years and never missed a signal nor read a signal
wrong."

The Degree of

What degree, then, of vision
does an engine man require to

Vision Required safely perform his duties and
how shall it be determined?

This question was brought to me in a practical
way last year, by having to pass upon the fitness of
an old Burlington engineer to continue on his run
on one of the fastest trains. By the test card he
had la in one eye, is in the other. With astigma-
tism corrected, almost la in one eye, fa + in the
other. But when I tried to apply these findings to
railroading, looking for semaphore arms which if

seen at one-half mile in clear weather, plus good
backgrounds, meant fl, I found myself in a maze
of conjectures. Bad weather and bad backgrounds,
which had to be taken into account, complicated
the situation still more, and for lamp signals at
night there was no application at all. Nothing
remained, therefore, but to put myself in his place;
and so I undertook upon myself from the engine
cab a series of observations which extended over
several months and involved about woo miles of
travel day and night and in all kinds of weather.
To make comparisons I took with me my lenses,
which, by first testing myself in the office, I found
would give me at will exactly and no more 18 and
U in a clear atmosphere and good light. The
results of these observations it is my purpose to
give you now in as brief a manner as possible.
Needless to say that these observations are the
basis for whatever opinions I hold upon the ques-
tions involved.

First, as to the effects on is
of the strain of the occupa-
tion and then of unfavorable
w e a t h er conditions. Some
Frenchman, I believe, has de-

clared that the draft on the visual powers is such
that after a run of too or zoo miles an engineer
who started with will do well to show is. I can
only say that I was not so affected by the greater
distance, and the statement must thus be open to
question.

The unfavorable weather conditions are fog,
rain and snow. Fog, of course, may be so dense
that signals are invisible until one is directly under
them ; and the same may be said of rain or snow.
But the two latter in moderation make trouble
because they cloud the windows, and when the
head is put outside the impact of the drops and
crystals is so fierce and painful on the eyes that
the tears quickly flow and the lids cannot be long
held open. At night something also depends on
the kind of headlight used. In snow, paradoxical
as it may seem, the stronger the light the worse off
you are. The electric headlight, which is such a good
thing in many ways in clear weather, is so power-
ful that the reflections from the snow crystals are
sufficient to give the effect of a fleecy cloud or white
veil as wide as the rays extend, floating appa-
rently some 50 or too yards in front of the engine
and through which the. lamp signals are much re-
duced in brilliancy. It has seemed to me that if
smaller parabolic reflectors were used, or the light
stopped down to a pencil ray through a diaphragm,
much of this cloud would be dispelled, and in a
clear atmosphere the light of an approaching
engine would not be so blinding. I aim to have
it tried.

Second, as to what one sees

The Effects of with if in good weather. It is
the Weather difficult to say definitely. The

lamp signals at night, for mani-
fest reasons, can be seen at much greater distances
than the semaphore arms by day. How far I do
not know ; but I know that I was able to make out
the green tail lights of a train approaching on the
other track at a distance estimated by the train
men at two miles. The red lights for some reason
unaccountable to me, unless there is fault in the
coloring of the red glass, do not seem to have as
much penetration as the green, but there is no
difficulty in seeing them a mile away.

And here I must speak of another apparent
paradox. The lamp signals stand out better with
I a than with This is explained when one con-
siders that with is the effulgent rays can be made
out. These effulgent rays give a twinkling, un-

Eye Effects
of Railroad
Engineering
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steady light, which is further accentuated by the
jolting of the engine. With ig these effulgent rays
are blotted out and the lamps stand out as illumi-
nated disks.

For the semaphore arm by day we can figure
in this way. At half a mile as is it occupies the
5/ visual angle in its long diameter and II in its
short diameter. Taking ig as only one-half as
good vision as is—which is certainly a moderate
allowance, seeing that the semaphore arm is more
easily deciphered than the letter on the test card,
it should be easily seen at one-quarter of a mile—
which it certainly is. The question now naturally
arises. Is this good enough ? If we accept the
estimate of train men that an eight-car, 6o miles
an hour express train, properly equipped, can be
stopped without damage within a space of tzoo
feet the answer must be in the affirmative, for there
remains yet 120 feet to spare. During the tests in
Burlington in 1886 with a 50-car freight train at
40 miles per hour a stop was made in 600 feet, but
not without some damage to the contents.

Third, as to the wearing of
glasses : According to my ob-

of Glasses servations the man with la or
is does not absolutely need

them ; but is there any good reason why he should
not wear them if he wants to?

In wind, dust, and falling weather, glasses are
certainly a great protection to the eyes in railroad-
ing, and the question of fogging may be dismissed
if we only stop to consider that fogging only occurs
when going from a cold air into a warm one. Rain
and snow may dim them, but they can be more
quickly and perfectly cleaned than the cab window.
Some engineers rig up small glass screens outside
the cab windows as wind and weather breaks ; but
protective glassses would give more range and be
as easily handled. While we are upon this subject
two additional features about glass-wearing must
not be overlooked. On the old-established roads
the average man does not get to be an engineer
much under 40 years of age. At 45 he will hardly
escape the use of glasses for reading his train
orders and the time on his watch dial. Then again
recent investigation seems to show that astigma-
tism against the rule is developed by the occupa-
tion—the continued peculiar compression of the
lids tending to this result.

If glasses are to be prohibited, the life of an
engineer as an engineer may thus become so short
that men will hardly think it worth while to serve
the apprenticeship.

Finally, as to the methods of
examination. And let me say
at once that these should be
as much on the ground as pos-

sible. I mean by this that while the test card
and special color lantern are not without their
uses, the tests in unfamiliar surroundings and with
materials which the employee has never seen be-
fore and may never see again, should not be given
too much prominence.

I believe it is very much better to depend
more on tests with those things which they will
be expected to see in their everyday work in the
yards and along the lines.

It must also be remembered that vision is a
complex act ; and that some people with is, be-
cause of slower or duller mental perception, may
have poorer practical vision than some others
with gg.

In apprentices the highest type of vision should
be required, but this rule will be just as effective
if unwritten, and nothing is lost by failing to make
use of the expression—" normal vision,"

As to the Wearing

Methods of
Examination
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Progress of the New York Opto-
metry Bill

A notable campaign is being waged by the
refractionists of New York State in favor of the

bill for the regulation of the practice of optometry

in that State. The bill was introduced in the legis-

lature last month, and the preliminary steps taken

by the opticians were told in our last issue. Among

these was a circular letter which was mailed with

a copy of the bill to several thousand doctors in

the State. The letter was signed by B. B. Clark,

president of the Optical Society of the State of

New York, and with the letter and copy of the bill

was enclosed the following postal card :

MR. B. B. CLARK:
Dear Sir—Have read copy of opto-

metry bill submitted by you and beg to say
that, as a physician, I deem its passage by
the legislature of this. State to be in the
interest of scientific advancement and for
the good of the public.

Very truly yours,
  M D

Residence,  

Several hundred favorable replies were re-

ceived, which gave much encouragement to the

opticians.

The Assembly
Committee
Hearing

The bill was given a hearing
before the Assembly Committee
on Public Health on March 8th,
and before the Senate Com-
mittee on March 9th. The

hearings found a strong delegation of opticians in

attendance. The opposition opened with Dr. Van

Fleet as first spokesman. He said he represented

6000 physicians of the State who were opposed to

the bill, in that it was a bill which aimed to legalize

the practice of medicine by those not qualified ;

that the bill was very diplomatically worded and

that the man who drew it up understood his busi-

ness. He happened to think that the chairman of

the committee introduced the bill, and as he, the

speaker, did not know %vho drew up the bill he

hastened to apologize. I le said the opticians of

New York City were opposed to the bill and that

they appeared to enter protest. He gave no rea-

sons as to why the bill was considered bad. Next

to him came Dr. Root, one of the legislative com-

mittee, who said they did not want the bill as it let

down the bars, and they wanted no back doors to

medicine. Culver, of Albany, an, oculist, next

spoke and his talk was on the same lines and very

dry. Next came Meyrowitz, who said the opticians

of New York did not want the bill, as the only man

capable of fitting glasses was the doctor. Mundorf

and Graff, of New York, said the bill was a bad

one, but none of the opponents showed in any way

why it was bad nor why it would not better

existing conditions.
The doctors took up about two

Opticians Plead hours that seemed to tire the

committee a great deal. After

they closed, B. B. Clark, presi-

dent of the New York State Society, spoke in advo-

cacy of the bill. He told the committee how he

had tried to have the legislative committee meet

the opticians half way, and asked them to offer

suggestions as to what kind of a measure they

though would protect the public, as they had

admitted the necessity for some regulation. He

then read the letter which was mailed to the physi-

cians, and stated that a copy of the bill was enclosed

therewith together with a postal card for a reply.

He showed over goo responses from the physicians

endorsing the measure.

Their Cause

He also read letters from oculists in Rochester
and physicians in other cities, including a letter
from Dr. Dittama, Dean of Syracuse University,
endorsing the bill. Letters were also in evidence
from Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., E. Kirstein Sons
Co., Geneva Optical Co. and Standard Optical Co.
stating that they considered the bill a good one
and in the interest of the public. He also showed
by the catalogue of Harvard Medical School that
in four years the graduates spent no more than
thirty-two hours in the study of ophthalmology,
and had to pass an examination of five questions—

only one of which pertained to optometry. He

read a letter from the New York Post Graduate

School, of which Dr. St. John Roosa is president,

to the effect that their course in ophthalmology
covered four or five weeks, and cost $23.00. He
closed his talk by showing that the existing condi-

tions would certainly be bettered by the passage
of this law, and stated that the physicians who had

endorsed it had read it and understood it, while
those who opposed it had not. Their opposition

was, he said, due to the fact that they were fur-

nished postal cards already addressed to their

members of the legislature and asked to do so by
the county socie-
ties. He next in-
troduced W. W.
Bissell, of Roch-
ester, who showed
that the oculists
were benefited by
the educated opti-
cian, and that the
cases they re-
ceived from opti-
cians were as
many as they re-
ceived from phy-
sicians. A. Martin,

the Philadelphia optician, who also. has optical

establishments in New York, Brooklyn and Buffalo,

was the next speaker and made a brilliant plea for

the optician, as also did A. Jay Cross, of New York,

in an admirable summary of their cause.

At the hearing before the Senate

Senate Committee committee the following day
Hearing the same speakers were heard

and the same arguments re-

peated. The Senators were so impressed with

Mr. Martin's plea that when his time allowance

expired they requested him to proceed with his

argument, expressing their willingness to hear him

to the end. Mr. Martin began by giving a brief

history of glasses, showing that the fitting of spec-

tacles was the province of the optician ever since

spectacles were worn. He told how, as spectacle

wearing became more general, the doctors began

to manifest a selfish opposition to the optician,

finally endeavoring to pass a law in New York

State that ‘vould prevent him continuing his time-

honored vocation. Coming to the bill under

consideration Mr. Martin said :

B. B. Clark

Our aim and object in introducing this bill,
gentlemen, is to establish a State Board of Exam-
ination before which all those who wish to engage
in this profession must come and pass an examin-
ation, thus we will be enabled to eliminate the
incompetent element which has been preying on a
credulous public. For the sake of humanity I ask
you to approve of this measure. You have heard
the evidence of a number of medical men who
have told you the importance of the eye and how
delicate an organ it is. We agree with every word
they have said. In fact, their testimony has been
rather in substantiation of our case.

Take, for example, the position which the
dentists occupied thirty years ago. It is almost
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identical with the position we occupy to-day. The
dentists for ten years fought for State recognition.
The same arguments as you have heard to-day
were brought forward by the medical profession
against the passage of their bill. But the cause of
dentistry ultimately triumphed, and I ask you,
gentlemen, if dentistry is not better done to-day
than it was thirty years ago? My question needs
no reply. You know that it is.

Should this bill become a law the public can
buy glasses as merchandise just as any man could
purchase teeth, but according to the laws of this
State no man could fit teeth to the mouth of any
individual without infringing the dentistry laws.
Should this bill pass, no man could enter this pro-
fession and fit glasses to the eyes without first
passing the State board of examination in opto-
metry. This is an age of specialism. We have
specialists on the lungs, brain, skin, eye, ear, nose,
throat, nerv,es, etc. What we want, and what our
bill will do if passed, will be to raise up a special
class of men to practice optometry. Dr. Edward
Jackson has been referred to as an authority on this
subject. I wish to quote Dr. Jackson in regard to
our work. He says : " The opticians are more
keenly alive to the medical aspects of a pair of
glasses than some of the medical profession. Rip
Van Winkle, M.D., cannot understand why a man
cannot go into a store and buy a pair of glasses
just as his grandfather did two generations before
him. If it be desirable that the measurement of
the eye for glasses should be done by a special
class of practitioners. how shall it be brought
about? In this day the first thought of many will
be by special legislation directed to that end. This,
I think, is quite impracticable. Other reasons
against it might be urged, but this alone is suffi-
cient. There is not any sufficiently-defined class
of persons in the country to whom the right to
prescribe glasses could be confined by legal enact-
ment. It has been suggested to confine it to a
legal practitioner of medicine, but the majority of
medical practitioners are not competent to do this
work, and to confer upon them the especial right
to do it on any other ground than that of peculiar
fitness would be a gross violation of legislative
principles."

Dr. Root has told you that no examination of
the eye can be made without the use of a mydri-
atic. Now, we insist that with the use of such
instruments as the retinoscope, ophthalmoscope
and ophthalmometer, which latter instrument
measures astigmatism of the slightest degree, that
the use of drugs is entirely unnecessary, and that
better results can be attained without than with
them.

I would like to refer you to a letter on this
subject, written by Dr. Lewis Taylor, of Wilkes-
barre, to the editor of the Atinals of OphMa/-
urology, a work edited by some of the most noted
oculists in this country : " Insanity, Following a
Mydriatic, Cause or Coincidence." I would ask
you to bear with me while I read his letter, which
is most important. In the July number, 1894, of
this journal, Ile writes :
" Miss Margaret M., aged thirty, came to me

October 23, 189o, at the suggestion of her physi-
cian, on account of severe headaches, from which
she had suffered for a long time. After making
the usual tests of her eyes and a trial of glasses
without mydriatics, I gave her a four-grain solu-
tion of atropine, to be used three times daily, with
instructions to return for tests for glasses. She
came the next two days in succession, and was
tested without difficulty and without any special
evidence of nervousness. On the second day,
while sitting ill my waiting room, she began to talk
in such an excitable and Incoherent manner that I
was requested to see her immediately. Upon
taking her into my private office I found her greatly
excited and weeping over fancied trouble that she
had caused myself and her friends at home. I
gave her a sedative and sent her home in my
carriage and called at her house later in the day.
I found her semi-rational, but every now and then
breaking out in fits of weeping which she could not
control. This condition continued, and a nurse
was procured who watched her faithfully, and she
also received careful medical attention from her
family physician, a gentleman of wide experience
and great ability. Her trouble took the form of
melancholia, from which she did not rally, and
after some months of careful nursing and treat-
ment, it was decided to remove her to an asylum
for the insane, where she still remains."

(Conttnued on page 657)
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KRYPTOK
LENSES

Pat. May 29 and Nov. 21, 1899.
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te INVISIBLE"
BIFOCALS

When the solid people in any community learn what the possession of
Kryptok glasses means in improved sight and improved appearance, THEY
ARE GOING TO HAVE THEM.

Introduce them yourself.
Write for prices and information to the manufacturers controlling your

territory, or to any one of them if your State is not designated below.

A. S. ALOE CO., 414-416 N. Broadway,
St. Louis. For MISSOURI.

JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 1324 Wal-
nut St., Philadelphia. PENNSYLVA-
NIA, DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC.,
74 State St., Chicago. ILLINOIS, WIS-
CONSIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO.,
Denver, Colo. TEXAS, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
UTAH, OKLAHOMA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314
Howard St., North, Baltimore. MARY-
LAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 435 Race St., Cin-
cinnati. For OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Wash-
ington St., Boston. MAINE, NEW HAMP-
SHIRE, VERMONT, MASSACHUSETTS,
RHODE ISLAND, CONNECTICUT.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d St., New
York ; 604 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis ; 360
St. Peter St., St. Paul. NEW YORK, MINN-
ESOTA, NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 N. Pennsylvania St.,
Indianapolis. INDIANA, KENTUCKY.

STUDY
OPTICS

There are great
advantages to every
jeweler in becoming
a skilled and gradu-
ated OPTICIAN.
It is a profession the
importance of which
is being recognized

more every day by people in general ; and as a result
few professions are more remunerative with as little an
outlay of time and study.

The American Optical College gives you
a regular $25 college course by cor-

respondence for only $8.00.
(You can pay $2 down and the balance $1 a week.)

You do not need to drop your daily work. This
school is one of the oldest and best institutions of its
kind in the world ; consequently its diploma carries
prestige.

Every graduate receives the degree " DOCTOR
OF OPTICS."

Prospectus and particulars on application. Address,

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE,
DETROIT, MICH.
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The Glare Shade
Hundreds of Opticians are now
selling them. All should.

They sell at sight and please customers. Made in all sizes
and shades.

In Nickel Silver Mountings, $4.75 per dozen pairs.
Mountings only, - - 3.00 per dozen pairs.

Order from your jobber or send direct to

Claflin Optical Co., Washington, D. C.
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Cures red eyes.
Cures blurring eyes.
Cures inflamed eyes.
Relieves eye pain.
Cures granulation.
Is an eye food.
Removes floating spots.
Cures overworked eyes.
Cures roughness of lids.
Cures discharging eyes.
Cures ulcers on eyes.
Cures children's eyes.
Cures scales on eyelids.
Restores eyelashes.

EYNEED posaesaes all the absorbent,an t i-py rot i e, 81AM lye and astringent properties
useful in irritifted, inflamed and atonic condi-
tions of the eye. It dears and beautifies.

For $3.00 we will send you
prepaid one dozen bottles also
two dozen free sample bottles,
and after a thorough trial if
it does not prove to be better
than anything else you have
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will refund your money.

Sample bottle and testi-
monials free.

M. E. STERN,
Manufacturing Optician,

36 & 38 John St., New York.

EVERYTHING OPTICAL.
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Progress of the New York Opto-
metry Bill

(Continued jiwn page 655)

In reply to this letter the editor of this journal
says : " I am inclined to think the use of the
atropine merely a coincidence, though I am not
prepared to say that it did not have some influence
as the exciting cause in precipitating the attack."
Now, gentlemen, in view of such a lamentable case
as this, we insist that where there is danger in the

use of a mydriatic,
better find some way
of doing without it.

I would now call
your attention to the
general work of fit-
ting glasses. We have
in the State of New
York about eight mil-
lions of people. On
the one hand we have
about 250 optome-
trists who are mem-
bers of the New York
State Optical Society.
We have besides
these about po so-
called opticians, mak-
ing in all a total of

about 550. On the other hand, we have about 5oo
oculists in the State of New York, whose legitimate
work is the treatment of diseased conditions of the
eyes. You will observe the meaning of the word
" oculist " is " one who treats diseased conditions of
the eyes." The meaning of the word " optician " is
" one who deals in optical instruments,' etc. The
meaning of the word ' optometrist " is "one who
measures the refractive media of the eye and corrects
errors of refraction, etc., by means of glasses."
Now, we have the field about equally divided be-
tween the oculist, on the one side, the optometrist
and optician on the other. It is true there are many
1.1 both professions who are unable to do this work
satisfactorily and with credit to themselves

The passage of this bill will elevate our pro-
fission, will specialize it and raise up a class of
IUU thoroughly equipped to do the work which is
now done so indifferently by men in both profes-
sions. We consider our position invulnerable. You
cannot, gentlemen, by means of the English lan-
guage, include such terms in a medical bill which
will exclude us from doing this work without
striking at many other interests and arousing num-
berless sleeping dogs in the shape of Christian
Scientists, osteopaths and numerous other paths,
so that any step which you take in advancing the
passage of this bill will be a step towards progress.
You have heard representatives of the so-called
dispensing opticians. Mr. Meyrowitz has told you
that we were not competent to do this work, that
only a medical man could fit glasses, and yet he
tells you that when he is unable to get a customer,
who calls at his establishment, to go to an oculist,
that he himself will adjust glasses to his eyes.
Now, just consider the attitude which this man
takes. He admits his ignorance and then proceeds
to tell you that he will undertake to fit glasses, and
goes on to condemn the gentlemen who are asso-
ciated with me, who know infinitely more about
this work than any dispensing optician. It does
not require much skill to glaze a pane of glass in a
window. It requires just a little more skill to
glaze a lens in spectacles or eyeglasses. I will
undertake to teach any of you gentlemen in one
week to tell when a lens is ground in accord with
the prescription, or to fill a prescription just as
well as Mr. Meyrowitz does or any of his associates.
The work we do is entirely different from his. We
combine the prescribing, the grinding and the
fitting of the glasses, undertaking to examine the
eye thoroughly for any diseased condition which
may exist. When we find such a diseased condi-
tion we recommend the patient to an oculist, whose
business it is primarily to treat diseased conditions,
and not, we repeat, to prescribe glasses.

Yesterday it was stated by Dr. Van Fleet, who
claims to represent 6000 physicians from the State
of New York, that in doing this work we were
amenable to the law, and that there was sufficient
law on the statute book to cover our case. In
short that we were performing a criminal act and
practicing medicine when fitting glasses to the

A. Martin

correction of any defect of vision. We assured
the committee yesterday that we were unaware of
any law which we were violating and would
welcome any prosecution which Dr. Van Fleet
would decide to bring against us, as we would
then have the opinion of the highest courts in the
State on the legality of the profession in which we
were engaged. Dr. Van Fleet in reply said, if he
had $50oo he would prosecute myself and my
associates who were engaged in this work. I was
not prepared yesterday to reply to this, but since
his remarks the committee representing the New
York State Optical Society after careful considera-
tion have authorized me here to state, that if the
6000 physicians whom Dr. Van Fleet claims to
represent, are either unable or unwilling to sub-
scribe 75 cents each to raise the required $5000
that we, ourselves, will guarantee the payment of
such legal expenses up to $5000 for this purpose.

What is the position which the oculists occupy
towards this bill ? It is simply this, to allow the
present deplorable conditions to continue, allow as
many fakirs and peddlers, dry goods stores, dis-
pensing opticians (most of them utterly incompe-
tent), to go on fitting glasses injuring as many
eyes as they may without lifting a finger to pro-
tect the public, and solely because they fear it may
be detrimental to their profession, and that they
may lose financially by having a special class of
men raised up to do this work. If this bill is
passed it will be directly in the line of progress.

As it will be the duty of many opticians to
appear before State legislators in the same capacity
as those above quoted, our readers will do well to
keep in mind the arguments advanced. The case
of the optician is well stated in the following letter
sent by Charles F. Prentice, M. E., to the chair-
men of the Senate and Assembly committees on
public health at Albany:

178 Broadway, New York, March 7, 1904.
DEAR SIR :—The opposition of certain medical

men to any bill, no matter how crude it may be,
having for its principal object the regulation of the
practice of optometry, is absurdedly illogical from
a strictly scientific point of view. In fact, such
assumed interest in optics is unintelligible, when it
is considered that physicians are not required to
collegiately qualify in optics, and that the State
board of regents makes no provision for their exami-
nation in optical science.

The medical degree
qualifies alone in medical
science, which is entirely
foreign to the more exact
science of optics, and the
present statutes governing
the practice of medicine
do not extend any protec-
tion or rights to physicians
outside of those which they
have earned through the
regents' specific examina-
tion in medical science.

Even the eye physi-
cians' claim to special priv-
ileges in the practice of
optics is, therefore, as ridic-
ulous as it would be for them to claim exclu-
sive privileges which they might base upon a self-
asserted knowledge of astronomy or any other of
the exact sciences. They are fully cognizant of
their own deficiencies in this matter, yet they rely
upon what they consider to be the ignorance of
those whom they seek to convince by their specious
arguments.

If physicians are at any time in the future to
obtain the privileges in optics which some of them
now claim to be exclusively their own, they should
be forced to collegiately qualify and subsequently
pass a rigid regent's examination in optical science.
Until then they should be ignored by the Legisla-
ture or any other body of intelligent and fair-
minded men as optical amateurs seeking to obstruct
the opticians' honest measure to benefit science
and the public.

The opticians seek to elevate their legitimate
calling, which is the practice of applied optics, in
correcting eye defects by lenses only.

The eye physicians' opposition to this laudable
effort is prompted wholly by selfishness, which
their medical training may teach them, but which

Charles F. Prentice
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the sound fundamental principles of science do not
justify.

The eye physicians' sweeping claim is that, as
the eye is a part of the human anatomy, they alone
may treat it by the knife, medicine or lenses,
whether they are optically qualified to do the latter
or not.

Again, I claim that such contention will not be
justified until at least eye physicians shall have
collegiately qualified in optics, and shall have
proven it to the satisfaction of the regents of the
State. Opticians certainly deserve State recogni-
tion for taking the initiative to remedy the existing
evils and which are in great measure due to the
omission of eye physicians to establish a standard
of optical qualification of their own.

.As all physicians may now practice optometry
without collegiate optical credentials, they are
merely optical pretenders, who have no just cause
for opposing the opticians' effort to establish a
standard of optical qualification for themselves.

You will be doing the public and science a
service by reporting this bill favorably.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES F. PRENTICE.

At the request of President Clark, Mr. Prentice
also devised for the members of the Legislature
the following questions, to be asked physicians by
way of disproving the contention that the medical
degree carries with it a knowledge of optometry:

Is it true that the practice of optometry in-
volves a knowledge of optics ?—Yes.

Are physicians in general required to colle-
giately qualify in optics in order to practice medi-
cine ?—No.

Are physicians required to qualify in optics
before the regents ?—No.

Therefore, physicians in general have no con-
cern in optometry.

Do eye physicians (oculists) practice opto-
metry ?—Yes.

Are oculists required by law to collegiately
qualify in optics before beginning the practice of
optometry ?—No.

Are oculists required to qualify in optics before
the regents ?—No.

Therefore, as any physicians before the law
can practice optometry without qualifying, they
are amateurs in optical science.

The above, accompanied by other suitable
matter, was compiled in brochure form and put in
the hands of all the members of both houses of
the Legislature. As the leader of the former effort
made in New York, and recognized by the physi-
cians generally as the leading optician of the State,
Mr. Prentice's advice and co-operation was deemed
especially valuable.

The campaign in favor of the bill continues to
be prosecuted with great vigor. Several Albany
opticians are carefully watching every move antag-
onistic to the measure with a view to checkmating
any coup of the opposition. Not only is the
influence of the opticians individually being brought
to bear on the legislators, but the influence of im-
portant outsiders also. President Clark had printed
and distributed to the opticians postal cards to be
given to influential friends to be signed and sent to
assemblymen and senators. This card informs the
legislators that the measure is for the public good
and should be passed. In fact, no stone is being
left unturned, and the opticians of the country at
large have in this fight an example well worthy of
emulation. It is reassuring, too, to know that not
a cent is being spent except for legitimate ex-
penses, so that victory, if victory there be, will be
the result of an honest, straightforward campaign
in a worthy cause.

THE KEYSTONE earnestly hopes that the
measure will become a law. The advocacy no less
than the cause deserve success.
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Beware of Imitation

Bifocals.
The following correspondence explains itself:

JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO., February 24, 1904.
Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen :—I am writing you for information. Some time ago I bought a line,
represented as your Grooved Bifocal Lenses, from the agent of  
after Ile had explained to me that the lower glass was the same size for all sizes of lenses,
perfectly interchangeable for all lenses. Well, I bought only No t eye lenses, but was
much surprised to find that there was scarcely a fit in the lot. Of course I returned them.

I was greatly disappointed because I had hoped that it would save much trouble
and require less stock it the lower glass was interchangeable.

I thought it possible that improved machinery and attention might have remedied
the fault, and I am writing you for information on that point, as I would gladly use the
lenses if they were as represented. Yours truly,

OUR REPLY TO MR. 'S LETTER :

Mr.   Detroit, Mich., Feb. 27, 1904.

Dear Sir :—We have your communication of the z4th inst., and believe you must be
mistaken in supposing that you received some of our Automatic Grooved Perfection
Bifocal lenses which do not interchange, as they are made with automatic machinery so
it is impossible for them to be otherwise than strictly interchangeable where you have a
stock of both tippers and lowers of our make. We would be very glad if you would send
us a sample of the lenses you have, that we may determine as to their being our goods.
We would be very glad to receive your orders for same and will guarantee them
perfectly satisfactory. Yours truly,

JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO.

JOHNSTON °mem, CO., March rt, 1904.
Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen :—Your favor of Feb. 27th duly received. In the bleantime I wrote the
 asking them if the Grooved Bifocals sent me were your make,
and received an answer saying they were not, but were made by 
Nevertheless, when I bought the goods of Mr.   he told me they
were your make. But, as I said in my previous letter, they were failures and I returned
every one of them.

I will soon make an order and send you. Yours truly,

For the sake of courtesy we though best to
omit the names of the manufacturer, jobber and
customer in the above letters.

The JOHNSTON AUTOMATIC GROOVED BIFOCAL
Lenses are ground automatically Nvith Grinders
Ave invented, and the reading lenses are guaran-
teed to fit all sizes of distance lenses.

Johnston Optical Co.
Detroit, Mich.

Leading Prescription House of America.
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one if you didn't get it, or another if yours was damaged in transit.

DON'T FORGET
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are not complete without them nowadays. A sample pair of
each for the asking.

Borsch & Co.
103 Adams Street,

Chicago.

Established 1864.

IMPORTANT.

For latest Shur-On News
consult the Shur-On Chronicle.
April ist issue also c(mtains news
of interest pertaining to our
CASE LINE.

Your name will be added
to our subscription list on

receipt of a postal.

E. Kirstein Sons Co.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Chicago Optical Society
The Chicago Optical Society met on March

3d at the rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion. In the absence of both the president and
vice-president, G. H. Hazlitt was elected chair-
man. The applications for membership of B. T.
Hoffman and Alexander Saitz were read and laid
on the table for action at.the next regular meeting.
Dr. Earl J. Brown delivered an illustrated lecture,
which was well received. There were thirty in
attendance, all of whom were very enthusiastic
over the instructive character of Dr. Brown's
address. At the next regular meeting the doctor
will give another lecture, entitled " The Diseases
of the Eye with which the Optician should be
Familiar." This meeting will be held at the
quarters of the Chicago Jewelers' Association Oil
April 7th.

Wisconsin Optical Society
At a recent meeting of the Wisconsin State

Optical Society, held in Milwaukee, President A.
Snider in the chair, a report was made by A. J.
Stoessel, chairman of the committee on legislation,
as follows :

To the Officers and Members of the Wisconsin
State Optical Society.
At the last annual meeting this committee sub-

mitted a report advising against seeking special
legislation before the legislature about to be con-
vened at Madison. The above report was adopted,
but as the committee was not discharged it was, of
course, the proper body to watch out for legisla-
tion inimical to our interests. There were two
medical bills introduced into the assembly of f9o3,
neither of which contained in its original form any-
thing dangerous. Both bills were referred to the
assembly committee on public health and sanita-
tion, which reported for passage in their stead a
committe bill No. 637 A. Section 6 of this bill
was, by your committee, considered dangerous to
opticians, inasmuch as it regarded practicing medi-
cine all those who shall, for a fee, prescribe surgi-
cal treatment for the cure or relief of any bodily
infirmity. Section 6 concluded as follows : " Pro-
vided, however, that nothing in this act contained,
shall be construed to apply to any dentist engaged
ill the practice of his or her profession."

In the opinion of your committee the courts
might at some future time have decided that the
correcting of errors of refraction and the prescrib-
ing of glasses to be surgical treatment, and it be-
came necessary to prevent the passage of the bill in
that form. AS prompt action was imperative, the
chairman of your committee decided, after con-
sulting the available members of the committee, to
go to Madison and appear before the assembly
committee in opposition to the bill. In planning his
campaign he saw a chance not only to make the
threatening section inoperative but at the same
time to secure for the opticians of the State the
long-desired legal recognition. He was somewhat
dismayed to had that the membership of the
assembly committee included two doctors of medi-
cine, but found all of the members very courteous
and willing to listen to his arguments.

After convincing the committee that section 6
was indeed dangerous to the interests of the
opticians, which at first they were not willing to
concede, he proposed that they amend said sec-
tion by inserting after the word " dentist " the
words " or refracting optician." This was objected
to on the geounds that it would legalize the acts of
a horde of traveling fakirs. Though both M. D.'s
admitted that there were some good men traveling
about who did excellent work, they were not
willing to let in the many who are fakes for the
sake of the few good ones. Your representative
511W that there was danger of losing the good will
of the committee by insisting on everything, and
finally suggested the insertion of the words " or
resident refracting optician," to which the com-
mittee finally agreed, after lengthy argument. Bill
637 A, as amended, passed both houses of the
legislature, was signed by the governor, published
May 29th and is now chapter 426, statutes of 1903.

The opticians of the State are now not only
safe from persecution, but have gained a legal
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standing, and a foundation has been laid for future
optical legislation, which your committee now ad-
vise the society to ask from the legislature in
the year 1905.

H. Waldeck, A. J. Stoessel and I. M. Addle-
man, who composed a committee to revise the
constitution and by-laws, reported that they were
unable to draft a suitable constitution, owing to the
lack of time, and the chairman, H. Waldeck, re-
quested that the committee be dismissed. The
report was accepted and the committee dismissed.
President A. Snider immediately reappointed this
committee and instructed the members to report
on this matter at the annual meeting, in July. Dr.
G. W. McFatrich, of Chicago, gave a most inter-
esting talk on a subject of general interest. By
unanimous vote the society affiliated with the
American Association of Opticians. Secretary
I. M. Addleman made a report, which showed
that there was an encouraging increase in the
membership of the society. . Recommendations
were made to the committee appointed for the pur-
pose to revise the constitution so that the initia-
tion fee will be $2.00 instead $1.00, as heretofore;
that all dues will be payable in advance, reckoning
from the annual meeting ; that applicants will be
required to pay for the unexpired portion of the
society year (provided, however, that no .smaller
division of time than three months shall be given
credit for), and, further, that the constitution shall
provide that all members who are one year in
arrears with dues or special assessments shall

stand suspended.
The board of examiners reported that G. F.

Imig, of Sheboygan; A. Reinhard and G. F. Ran-
som, of Milwaukee, had passed a satisfactory exam-
ination, recommended them for membership and
requested the society to issue the proper certificates.

A general discussion relating to the entertain-

ment of the members of the American Association
during their convention in Milwaukee resulted in
the society considering itself host for the occasion.

The president appointed three chairmen of as

many committees, with power to select the mem-
bers thereof. These committees are, a finance,
arrangement and an entertainment committee.

They are to act independently of any of those

appointed by the American Association and are to

further any and all matters that may be for the

welfare and best interests of the convention and

those attending it.
The matter of optical legislation was discussed

in a general way, but no official action was taken

in that connection.
The meeting adjourned to convene again at

Milwaukee in the month of July or August, on a

date to be fixed by the board of directors.

Michigan Optical Association
The Michigan Optical Association is making

arrangements for the holding of its summer meet-

ing, which event is scheduled to take place in

Battle Creek, August i8th. One of the pleasant

features of this meeting will be an excursion on

Gull Lake. There will doubtless be a large num-

ber of Michigan opticians in attendance at the re-

union of the American Association in Milwaukee,

Wis., August 1st to 4th, and it is to be hoped that

the inspiration received at this gathering will be so

reflected at the subsequent meeting of the Michi-

gan association as to make it the most successful

in the history of that body. E. W. E. Paterson,

Grand Rapids, president of the last-named organi-

zation, has been invited to act as a member of the

reception committee of the American Association's

convention

•
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American Association of Opticians

The dates for the holding of the annual con-
vention of the American Association of Opticians
are August 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th. The Hotel Plankin-
ton, Milwaukee, Wis., has been selected as the
meeting place. General committees will meet in
Chicago early in April for the purpose of making
necessary arrangements.

The following have been added to the recep-
tion committee and the arrangement committee for
the convention:

Reception Committee :—Mrs. Alva Snider,
Beloit, Wis.; Mrs. W. C. Sommer, Chicago, Ill.;
Mrs. A. G. Larson, Chicago, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Harry P. Holmes, Des Moines, Iowa ; Mrs. Emma
Woodard, Waupaca, Wis.; Miss Nellie Addleman,
Babcock, Wis.; C. B. Tousley, Fort Atkinson,
Wis.; W. J. Hayes, Janesville, Wis.; R. P. Outer-
bridge, Reedsburg, Wis.; E. G. Longcroft, Berlin,
Wis.; I. M. Addleman, Tomah, Wis.; Mrs. Harriett
E. Spencer, Laurens, Iowa ; Mrs..G. E. Boyce,
Waterloo, Iowa ; W. B. Ankeny, Corning, Iowa.

Committee on Arrangements :—Prof. 0. J.
Halbe, Chicago, Ill.; Henry C. Wiegand, Racine,

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Optical

Society of the City of New York was held on
Wednesday evening, March 9th, in the Natural
History Hall, College of the City of New York.
The meeting opened with a lecture by Dr. Walter
J. Bryan on "Strabismus." In the course of his
lecture the speaker explained the causes and symp-
toms of squint and prescribed for its treatment.
He also dwelt upon the visual axis, muscular
action, field of fixation, concomitant squint, con-
stant squint and sudden, variatic and intermittent
strabismus. He told of the methods for measuring
the extent of the defects enumerated. The new
secretary of the society delivered a lecture on
"The Use of the Schematic Eye in Practicing
Ocular Skiametry," and this concluded the scien-
tific session.

The resignation of L. I,. Ferguson from mem-
bership in the society was accepted at the business
session. The executive committee reported in
favor of the " question-box " system. The rules
governing this departure are as follows :

r. Questions need not be signed.
2. Questions should be of such nature as to be

of interest to the members of the society ; other-
wise the choice is unlimited.

3. Questions will be treated in the order in
which they are received.

4. Questions will be published prior to the
meeting, thus allowing time to members in which
to prepare answers.

5. Questions will be read at the meetings and
debated upon by the members.

The following were proposed for membership:
Theodore C. Munch, Brooklyn ; W. Irving Vande-
grift, New York ; Barnet Brauman, New York ;
Otto F. King, New York ; W. Arthur Hohl, New
York ; A. B. Yarrow, Brooklyn, and Paul Shafer°,
New York.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry
The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode

Island Society of Optometry was held in Prescott
Post Hall, Providence, Monday evening, March 7th.
A good deal of routine business was transacted and
a number of interesting addresses on pertinent
questions were made. The speakers included
Messrs. Wilson and Murray, of Providence ; Davis
and Fellman, of Woonsocket ; Tarbox, of Paw-
tucket, and Poole, of Newport.
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.0 Dr. G. E. Shoemaker, Middleburg, N. Y.,
who is one of the brightest optometrists in his
section, has just completed a post-graduate course
on optics in Philadelphia.

• 

A. S. Lindsay, Lebanon, N. Y., is taking
a course on optics, and on completion of his studies
■vill remove to Hamilton, N. Y., where he will
open Up as an optometrist.

• 

Ernest H. Smith, Vineland, N. J., has been
in attendance at the Philadelphia Optical College,
and has returned home to take charge of the opti-
cal department of his father's store.

Je Richard Schell, for a number of years in
the employ J. P. Reilly, a prominent optician, of
Brooklyn, has started in business for himself at
Stapleton, Richmond Borough, New York.

wte Wm. E. Rose, for many years with the old-
established firm of E. D. Tisdale & Son, Taunton,
Mass., matriculated at the Philadelphia Optical
College in January for the long-term course.

Briggs S. Palmer, president and manager
of the John W. Sanborn Co., Boston, Mass., has
been receiving the congratulations of his many
friends upon the arrival, recently, of a baby girl at
his home.

41 Eugene C. Dowe, of Bayonne, N. J., has
favored us with an interesting photographic oddity.
In his optical room there is a large mirror, 4x 6
feet, situated eleven feet from the test card, and
the picture is a photograph of the room taken
through the mirror. The camera, of course, takes
its own picture, and the optician, patient, and
things generally are laughably turned around.

• 

At the latest examination of the State
board of examiners in optometry of Minnesota, the
following were successful in passing the examina-
tion : A. J. Miller, Minneapolis ; Chas. C. Jankel,
Minneapolis ; I. M. Raclabaugh and F. W. Sea-
man, of Hastings ; Anton R. Klimek, Little Falls ;
H. A. Schroeder, David R. Cohen, Leo. H. Deeny,

1'. B. Sweazy and Chas. J. Abisch, of St. Paul.

le Noyes Brothers & Cutler, wholesale drug-

gists and surgical instrument dealers, St. Paul,

Minn., have opened an extensive optical depart-

ment in connection with their instrument business.
A dark-room has been constructed and equipped
with all modern optical apparatus. Bruce Tudor,
with this firm, gives clinical instructions in retino-
scopy. They have issued their first optical cata-
logue, which informs the trade that they carry a
full stock of lenses and do all kinds of prescrip-
tion work.

.4 Dr. Lewis A. Hines, proprietor of the
Hines Optical Co., Savannah, Ga., has removed
his store from Whitokes Street to Oglethorpe
Avenue and Bull Street, where he has one of the
finest retail optical stores in the entire South. The
store on the inside has a handsome velvet carpet,
several large leather chairs, plate-glass show cases
and quartered-oak wall cabinets, with large bevel
French plate mirrors. A 5000-pound fire-proof
safe is set in the back of store. The 20-foot dark
room, which is on the left of store, is also carpeted
in velvet and has all the latest instruments for test-
ing the eye. The work-room with machinery is
in back of store. In front are two 12-foot plate
glass windows, the floors of which are covered with
velvet and sides with mirrors, which make a very
pretty showing.

.4 The Spencer Optical Company have leased
the ground floor and basement of 12 Maiden
Lane, New York, and will take possession May
ist. The new location is exactly opposite their
old quarters at No. 15, that they have occupied by
the company for about eighteen years. The ground
floor will be occupied with the offices, salesrooms
and the department for their optical instructor.
While the basement will be fitted Up as a workshop
to do necessary grinding and fitting of optical
goods, the packing room and for storage purposes.

Os The factory and office of A. Koenen &
Bro., spectacle and eyeglass case makers, at
75 Ft.lton Street, New York, was completely
destroyed by fire on the night of March 9th. The
firm immediately secured the premises at 57 Fulton
Street and fitted them up new tools,and had their
force at work inside of ten days. They are now
working to their fullest capacity in the effort to
catch up with back work. Fortunately their safe
came through the fire in good condition, but even
at that they were inconvenienced by the destruc-
tion of many articles that were hard to replace in
a hurry.

" A Profession for Women" was the title
of an article in a recent issue of a literary weekly
entitled The Inglenook, published in Elgin, III.
The article was from the pen of Mrs. Nettie M.
Juzek, instructor in the Elgin College of Optics
and wife of President Juzek, of the Elgin Horolo-
gical School, and exploited the optical profession
as an attractive one for women. " It is a surprise
to me," she said, " that more of our sex, who are
seeking a pleasant and paying occupation, do not
enter the ranks of the optician. Most women have
all the qualities necessary to success in this line—
a delicate touch, ready wit, a sympathetic tempera-
ment—and it is a very light, pleasant and exceed-
ingly profitable business."

The Ulmer & Daly Co. is an enterprising ad-
dition to the manufacturing and wholesale opticians
of New York City. The members of the new firm,
which is located at 20 Maiden Lane, are Henry C.
Ulmer, of Ulmer & Co., opticians, of Trenton,
N. J., and Joseph Daly, for many years with the
Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., of New York. The Trenton
establishment is being continued as a branch office
of the new company. Both members of the new
firm are men of experience in the business, and
thoroughly versed in all its details and the needs
of the trade. They have made arrangements to
handle some of the best lines of goods, and like
all new concerns, mean to do their utmost to at-
tract trade. Mr. Daly is very popular with the
local trade, and will give it his special attention.

,„ie Stevens & Company, the optical manufac-
turers, have recently taken possession of another
entire floor in the factory building in which they
are located, at 472 Potters Avenue, Providence,
R. I. This gives them just double the space for-

merly occupied. The firm state that the new
acquisition has been made necessary by the grow-

ing demands of their business and by their plans

for future developments. They have fitted an
unusually handsome office in the front section of

the new floor. The ceiling and upper wall space

has been lined with decorated metal work, while

the wood work required is in the choicest quartered
oak with a natural finish. The space has been

divided up into a large room for the general oflice

force, and an inner room has been fitted up to

serve the needs of a private retiring room to be

used by the membership of the firm and their

visiting customers.
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41 By an inadvertance it was stated in our last
issue that W. Guilbault, optician, of Biddeford,
Me., was being congratulated upon the birth of a
daughter at his home. The fact is, he was being
congratulated upon being a grandfather at forty-
one, for it was to Mr. and Mrs. W. Guilbault, Jr.,
that the baby girl was born. We hasten to extend
our felicitations to the rejoicing parents and grand-
parents and to correct an error which, however, is
partially excusable, as no doubt the senior Mr.
Guilbault is as proud of his actual distinction as he
would be of that with which we erroneously
credited him.

The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, is offering its regular $25.00 course by mail,
for only $7.50. Write for catalogue. . —Adv.

Meeting and Banquet of Seattle
Optical Society

The regular monthly meeting- and annual
banquet of the Seattle Optical Society was held
on Tuesday, March 8th, at the Maison Barberis,
Seattle, Wash. Routine business was transacted
at the business meeting and the newly-elected
officers were introduced by S. R. Peck, the retir-
ing president of the society, and took their places.
A number of interesting papers were read on
questions of optics, including one on " The Ideal
Optician," by L. E. Capps ; " The Optician, Past,
Present and Future," by H. C. Eversole ; " Astig-
matic Confusion," by Mark Wilzinski. A good
deal of practical interest was aroused by Mrs. B. T.
Benson's talk on " My Course in an Optical
College."

The banquet, which followed, proved a delight-
ful feast. The menu was a very elaborate one and
unique in terminology. Mr. Wilzinski officiated as
toastmaster and the guest of the evening was
Alfred Butt, of Tacoma. The toast, " Optical
Ethics," was responded to by A. A. Schuchard,
and C. R. Holcomb spoke to " Our Society."
" The Humorous in Optometry " was responded
to by N. Reton, after which the diners were ad-
dressed by Mr. Butt, the guest of honor. The
pleasant function was concluded with the singing
of "Auld Lang Syne."

Canadian Association of Opticians'
The semi-annual meeting of the Canadian

Assoctation of Opticians will be held in Toronto,
on April 1st. The chief feature of the business to
come before this gathering will be the question of
obtaining legislation regulating admission to the
practice of optometry, thus elevating the calling to
its rightful place in the professional category.

Missouri Optical Society
The Missouri Association of Opticians will

hold its annual convention in St. Louis, June
14th and 15th. It is expected that this will be the
largest and best meeting ever held. The associa-
tion has added many new members this year, and
there is promise of many more. Fall into line and
attend this meeting. Dr. Earl J. Brown, of
Chicago, will deliver two illustrated lectures on
" Diseases of the Eye with which the Optician
Should be Familiar." Many other prominent
speakers will be present, and a big time is antici-
pated. Make your arrangements to attend. There
are the attractions of the World's Fair and the
easy railroad rates.
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New England Association of Opticians

The monthly meeting of the New England
Association of Opticians was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, on the evening of March isth.
After routine business had been transacted Chair-
man Palmer, of the banquet committee, reported
the plans for the social gathering to be held on the
evening of April 26th. Arrangements for the dinner
had been made at the Copley Square Hotel, and
the charge, per plate, would be $1. In lieu of

after-dinner talks, the committee recommended
that the company proceed in special cars to
Keith's Theater. Where any number of seats
would be reserved for them at 50 cents each, thus
making the total charge $1.50. It was proposed
that the association assume the other expenses,
such as floral decorations for the tables and for
use of the ladies later at the theater party, car hire
and other incidentals. The recommendations re-
ceived the cordial endorsement of those present,
and the committee was instructed to go ahead and
complete the necessary arrangements.

A. A. Carter, chairman of the general com-
mittee to arrange for the annual meeting in May,
reported the appointment of the following sub-
committees : Programme—Chas. I). Waugh and
Wm. Thomas ; reception—Briggs S. Palmer and
S. C. Hewitt ; lecturers—C. S. Hart ; instruments
and clinical demonstrations—A. G. Barber and
R. W. Thompson. Mr. Carter announced that
sessions would be held in the afternoon and eve-

ning, and a suitable large hall would be secured

probably in one of the big hotels.
The following applications for membership

were received : Active—C. S. Parker, Woburn,

Mass.; Richard M. Cook, Marblehead, Mass.;

Alfred A. Day, Brockton, Mass. Associate—Wal-

ter L. Pierce, Stoughten, Mass.; Charles F. Pettin-

gill, Quit■cy, Mass.
The chair named the following as a committee

to make nominations for officers for the next term,

and on motion the same committee were also

ititliorized to name a representative to go to the

next annual meeting of the American Association

of Opticians : H. C. Doane, Eben Hardy, G. A.

Barron, S. C. Hewitt, A. A. Carter.

This ending the business of the meeting, the

speaker of the evening, F. B. Simmons, of Boston,

a member of the association, was introduced to

speak on " The Ocular :\ Insoles and the Clinical

Uses of Prisms." Mr. Simmons began by stating

that opticians had varied success and failure in the

precribing of prisms. He first described the various

eye muscles and their functions. In speaking of

the many troubles caused by muscular imbalance

of the eyes, he stated that fifty per cent. of what

are known as irritable stomach troubles could be

alleviated by the proper correction of eye troubles

that lay largely in the muscles.

Equally striking results would follow from

complaints of headaches, many of which arose

from the same trouble. Prisms, he stated, when

properly prescribed, do a wonderful amount of

good, and correspondingly could do harm if not

rightly used. He made it a rule in his practice to

make a careful examination for muscle troubles in

all cases that came to him for correction, and

described the method of such examinations. He

favored the use of the phorometer, in preference

to the Maddox rod ; as he had found that the

former showed a greater degree of exophoria,

when the results of the two tests were compared.

I le used as an illuminant an electric bulb, show-

ing a light about a half inch in diameter at twenty

feet, examining for exophoria first and hetero-
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phoria last. In prescribing he also modified the
sphere called for while giving the cylinder full.

In esophoria he uses the full plus correction,
while in heterophoria he reduces the minor correc-
tion called for. In many cases he has found prism
exercises of great value and service in bringing up
the strength of the weaker muscle. He has had,
he stated, much better results in exercising the
external than the internal muscles, most of the
latter experiments being failures. He has also had
good success in giving exercises to patients with
dilated pupils, showing a retinal weariness. These
he places before a window in a strong light, and
had the patient hold a card covering the face for
a few seconds, and then withdrawing for a little
period and repeating for a time. He found that
this reduced the dilation considerably, and in time
it disappeared. He stated that he did not use
prisms at the first correction, but if the muscle
trouble still existed when the patient returned for
the second call in two weeks, he then prescribed
either the use of prisms or prism exercise.

In the discussion that followed the address,
the question of what was a proper charge to
make for prisms loaned in prism exercises, it was
disclosed that several methods are used by the
members. Some charged one dollar for each
change made ; others, this amount where an oculist
had charge and prescribed the changes, and two
dollars for each change where the patient was in
the care of the optician, and he made the changes
as his own examination prompted. Another had
found that charging a lump sum, ten dollars, for
all the changes made in the prism exercises, had
worked only fairly well. This discussion led to
that of the optician charging for making all exami-
nations, and many expressed themselves as feeling
more inclined to do so, though they had not as yet
finally adopted the system. Mr. Palmer strongly
advocated the principle, and told of how well it
was working in the business he managed, and
advised all the other members to adopt it as both
practical and profitable ; especially as it tended to
raise the calling of the refractionist to that of other
professional men in the estimation of the general
public. • At the conclusion of the discussion a rising
vote of thanks was extended to Mr. Simmons for
the address of the evening, and the meeting
adjourned.

There was a committee meeting held March
9th at the office of the secretary, Geo. A. Barron,
3 \\Tinter Street, Boston, to consider plans for an
itintial convention to be held at Young's Hotel,
May 17, 1904 ; at which time lecturers and demon-
strators will be present to explain the use of the
newer optical instruments, to aid optometrists ill
their diagnoses and to assist them in adapting
glasses to the eyes. There were present : Messrs.
A. A. Carter, A. (1',. Barber, W. R. Donovan,
Clarence S. Hart, \rm. D.Ward, Chas. D. Waugh,
Starr C. Hewitt and Geo. A. Barron.

Buffalo Optical Society
The Buffalo Optical Society of Western New

York held its annual meeting io Buffalo on March

8th. The following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, E. V. Syrcher ; first vice-president, J. Wag-
ner ; second vice-president, A. E. Field ; treasurer,
H. B. Wickins ; secretary, Roger F. Williams.
Julius Hansen and David Cederman were elected
members of the executive committee.

Following the meeting, a banquet was held at
Fleishman's cafe. This feast was a gratifying
success and thoroughly enjoyed by the numerous
participants.
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Minnesota State Board of Examiners
in Optometry

The first meeting of the newly reappointed
board of examiners in optometry, of Minnesota,
was held at the State Capitol, St. Paul, March
16th, I 7th and 18th, for the purpose of electing
officers, laying plans for the work and examining
candidates for license to practice in the State.
H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, and C. A. Snell,
Minneapolis, were unanimously re-elected presi-
dent and secretary. This is quite a compliment, as
it is the first time a president has been unanimously
re-elected. A class of nineteen were present for
examination, and at this writing all of the Papers
are not corrected, so we are unable to state the
outcome.

The board made a change in the methods of
examination by allowing more points on the ex-
amination for practical work, giving credit marks
for system in examining a case. The board expect
to issue, during the coming month, a circular to
the optometrists of the State, giving their view of
what each local registered optometrist should do
to help enforce the law and to aid in advancing the
profession.

To the Optometrists of Georgia

ED. KEYSTONE :—I wish to announce through
your journal to the optometrists of Georgia that a
number of the leading refractionists of the State
have expressed to me their views as to the desira-
bility of forming a State society of optometrists.
The sentiment, as far as I have been able to learn,
is unanimously in favor of such action. Several
suggested to me that I endeavor to ascertain the
number of optometrists in Georgia who would
take part in such organization. With this in view,
I take this occasion to say that I will be pleased
to hear front and correspond with any optometrists
in this State who feel interested in the subject.

28 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, Ha, C. E. FoLsom.

An Optical Advertising Device
Writing to Printers' Ink, an English advertis-

ing man says : " A new optical device which has
just been placed on the London market strikes me
as having advertising capabilities. This device
consists of pictures and views printed in half-tone
and presenting at a first glance a very blurred
appearance. On closer scrutiny it is found that
each picture is printed twice, in two colors, red
and green, and a little out of register. In point of
fact, what has happened is that a pair of stereoscopic
views have been printed, one over the other. With
each book of pictures there goes a pair of trans-
parent gelatin eyepieces fixed in a card, and when
the pictures are looked at by means of this con-
traption, which has one green eye and one red one,
they are seen stereoscopically—namely, as if they
.were solid instead of flat, exactly like the familiar
stereoscopic photographs of commerce. The way
in which the invention could be utilized for adver-
tising purposes would be to print showcards for
store Ivindows in this way, setting them back a
little from the front and affixing the eyepiece to the
glass. A picture shop near me has some of the
books on show in this way and the effect is splendid.
I notice that I can never pass that store without
perceiving a string of people waiting to take their
turn at the eyepiece ; and if there were an adver-
tisement to be looked at, I should say that it would
receive a good deal of useful attention. The
invention is called " the plastograph,"
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lenses with trial frames   $8.50
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Climax Folding Case. Size-13%, 10li, 31 ;
weight, 5 lbs. 211 lenses and discs, revol-
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ing 290 lenses and discs with Kerataseope,
Betinnscope, superior &within trial frame.
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OPTICURA.
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Graefe's Prescription. Prepared by

Opticura Specialty Co.,
15 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Spencer Optical Co., New York Agents.
None genuine without trade-mark OPTICURA
and Dr. von Graefe's portrait on each box.
POTENT, YET HARMLESS.
OPTICURA ingredients are harmless, and

prepared with the same ethical care charac-
teristic of the laws of htharinacy and therapeu-
tics, and no fear need be entertained in its
employment., as it is the most efficacious gen-
eral remedy known for all affections of the eye.
Infallible cure for weak or inflamed eyes, burn-
ing or sore eyes, pink eyes, over-worked eyes
anti granulated eyelids. It is halm in every
ease of inflamed or painful eyes, and is soot h-
ing and refreshing to afflicted eyes.

Testimonial:
()pleura ■Specially

DEAR riot :-send another box of OPT!-
CUBA, the A ii g I o-German-Anierican Eye
Lotion, I li nil this preparation Just the thing
to employ with my patients who suffer with
Inflamed eyes, either of the eye itself or of the
lids, even the most aggravated (onus of Inflam-
mation readily yield to treatment whenever the
directions are followed.

Yours truly, It. H. Ktrowr.ks, M. D.
Price per dozen, $2.00. A neat show case sent

free with three dozen or more. Express paid to
all porta of the United States if six dozen or more
are ordered at one time.
Order From Your Jobber or from the Proprietor.
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Aerated Suction Clamp.
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corrugated.
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a copy of the new
edition of

SKIASCOPY
AND

THE USE OF THE
RETINOSCOPE,
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price from $1.50 to $1.
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as the one master trea-
tise on the shadow test,
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in the theory and prac-
tice of this test. It
has 231 pages and 73
illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part
of the world on receipt of

price, $1.00 (4s. 2d.)
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KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
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bench and in office. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

EBN HARDY,
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician.

nor specialty is Prescription NV ork for
the Trade. 1V ork returned the sante day
if received before one o'clock. We are also
mak big a Specialty of Stevens Gold Filled
goods, eft her in quantities or on your pre-
scription work. Give us a trial. 18 years'
experience in the opt ieal business.

EBEN HARDY,
Room 405. 21 Bromfield St., Boston.

mops... 1397-3 M.

I MAKE A SPECIALTY
OF WORK,

using the best of material and guaran-
teeing my work to be

Mechanically Perfect.
All orders receive personal attention.
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Practical Notes

THE KEYSTONE

In soldering the broken straight side
of a gold spectacle frame it is a good plan
to make a sort of wiped joint resembling
in miniature the joint that plumbers make
when joining lead or composition piping,
but only in so far as the solder on the spec-
tacle side is induced to run itself round both
ends of the fractured side. It is difficult to
explain the method in words, but it is simple
enough when observed though not quite so
easy in actual practice as at first appears.
Solder and flux are put upon one of the
broken extremities and caused to run and
at the very instant of running the other part
of the broken side is placed upon or above
it and the molten solder stroked round boll,
fiieces so that it flows upon and unites with
the second part whilst the heat is kept up.
The parts are next quickly and deftly sepa-
rated and placed end to end, union of the
two lots of solder instantly takes place and
cooling is immediately permitted. I am
afraid the explanation here given is not a
very lucid one, but a simple little experiment
made with a bead of shellac and two pieces
of common wire will soon show anyone
what is meant.

With regard to the retempering of parts
• of steel frames that have been heated in sol-
dering. The sudden cooling that takes place
after the operation of soldering, causes the
temper of the parts adjacent to be left very
hard. Hard temper, with its concomitant
brittleness, if excessive, is very undesirable
in spectacle frames ; hence, it is better to
cool clown somewhat slowly when it is desired
to achieve a softer temper. If any portion
of a frame be too hard after soldering, sub-
sequent burnishing and recoloring will gen-
erally restore the necessary temper. Hard
bridges are simply those that have been
allowed to cool very rapidly after heating,
and soft bridges those that have been an-
nealed by heating and cooling down slowly.
But steel varies very greatly in the facility
with which it can be tempered to any given
degree of hardness, very few samples being
precisely alike, sci that often apparently
identical treatment will produce widely dif-
fering results .in various instances. Good
" spring steel " should be used for all best
spectacle work.

Students of the ophthalmoscope who
desire to view the inverted real image formed
in the air by a strong convex lens must learn
to accommodate for it, instead of looking
through the lens and accommodating for the
virtual image formed on the other side, as is
generally the case with beginners. Students

will find it most useful to practice reading
small print by means of the lens. The print
must, of course, be read in the inverted
image, and to this end it is better to turn the
book upside down when practicing, so that
after inversion the type will appear to be erect.
It is a matter of some importance to hold the
lens at a sufficient distance ; numerous stu-
dents fail to observe what they are looking
for simply on account of holding the condens-
ing lens too near the object viewed. The
practice may be made either with or without
the ophthalmoscopic mirror before the eye,
but is better with, as the conditions are then
more like what occur in the actual use of the
ophthalmoscope for its own special purpose.

A handy little Placido's disk for the trial
case or the vest pocket may be made from
one of the ordinary pinhole disks of the test
case by first centering it upon a microscopical
turn-table, and then by means of a suitable
brush running a series of concentric rings of
white paint or enamel upon it, at equal dis-
tances apart as it revolves upon the machine.
When dry and hard this little disk will be
found very useful and instructive. It must
be used at close range as it is so much
smaller than the orthodox Placido, but if
carefully made it will afford equally useful
information whilst it is much less cumbrous.
The pinhole disk employed should be one of
the usual (black) hard-rubber ones found
in the American trial cases. The rings of
white paint show up very well on such a
background. If other material is used it may
be necessary to first give a surface coat of
white enamel and then run on the rings in
black afterwards. As it is used at such a
short distance it is desirable that the central
perforation shall be a small one in order that
but little of the available surface may be lost
for reflection.

When it is necessary to have the eyes
of a spectacle frame made exactly to a given
size and shape it is common for opticians to
send to their manufacturers a sketch or rub-
bing showing more or less accurately what is
required. A better plan is to take the
trouble to make and send a pair of templates.
These may be either of cardboard or metal,
as may be most convenient. When a new
frame has to be made to fit lenses that a
customer is wearing and cannot spare, the
sending of two accurately-fashioned templates
will ensure a perfect fit, whereas a sketch or
rubbing might not.

„st

With regard to burst and broken joints
of spectacle frames, if only one-half the joint
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has suffered damage, it is an economy in gold
frames to make a new half-joint ; but in steel
it is far better to have an entirely new one.
When a workman attempts to make a new
half-joint in steel, it is seldom that he obtains
a well-made and close-fitting joint to finish
with. It is far easier for him to make a fresh
joint from beginning to end than to match a
half-joint that has already suffered wear. A
close fit of both joint collets upon the center
bit of the side can hardly be looked for in
such a case.

In reference to the nickel-plating of
steel, it may not be generally known amongst
opticians that there are two ways in which
this is done. The first and better way is to
deposit a thin film of copper upon the steel,
and afterwards to nickel upon the copper.
This ensures a beautiful and even deposit
that is in every way satisfactory. The second
and worse way is to deposit the nickel directly
upon the steel. This method is cheaper and
takes less time, but the result is far from
being so good as that given by the first
mentioned. The coating is thinner and more
liable to strip. The steel beneath is much
more likely to rust through the plating than
' when there is a substratum of copper. Strip-
ping of the film may also result from a too-
rapid deposition.

Jie .4 .0

Now that motor goggles and masks have
become part and parcel of every progressive
optician's stock, it is necessary to pay some
consideration to their construction. Two
kinds that are now selling call for some com-
ment. One, intended more especially for
ladies, has a large front made all of talc
(mica), and the question arises whether the
fine lines and streaks noticeable in this mate-
rial will not prove irritating to the eyes. I
think there is but little cause for alarm in
this respect. The lines upon the smart
veils ordinarily worn by ladies do not seetti
to exercise any prejudicial effect, and if the
mica masks can be made to fit without much
vibration they should be no more trouble-
some than veils of net or tulle. Another
thing is that, in both cases, they are worn
so close to the eyes as to have very little
effect upon vision and practically none upon
the muscles of accommodation. The other
kind of goggles has a front made entirely
of glass. If, as is sometimes the case, the
whole front consists of one piece of glass,
then they are objectionable. The glass is
prone to split down the center on account
of the strain put upon it when it is placed
on the face. When made up in tinted glass
they are rather costly to repair, and as
they are continually splitting, they become
expensive. - The British Optical Journal
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Injunction Against the Use of the Word
" Waltham " as Part of a Business

Name for Watch Concerns

The exclusive right of The American Waltham
Watch Company to use the word " Waltham" as
part of a business name for watch concerns has re-
cently been settled in a suit brought by that com-
pany in the United States Circuit Court against
Henry Harris and Emil F. Koester, who last sum-
mer started in the business of selling watches at
retail at 96 Fifth Avenue, New York, under the
nam t of " The Waltham Co." Having been noti-
fied by The American Waltham Watch Co. to
stop such use of the word " Waltham," the de-
fendants changed the name to " The Walthan Co."
Being again warned, they made still another change
by adopting the title "The Walhalla M'F'G Co.,
formerly The Waltham Co.," though still continu-
ing to keep their old name " The Waltham Co."
on their signs. Suit was then begun, and on March
8th Judge Thomas granted a perpetual injunction,
restraining the defendants as follows :

First : From using the word " Waltham" or
any colorable imitation thereof, or the word
" Waltham" or the word " \Valhalla " as a part of
the name or title under which defendants or either
of them trade or trades or shall trade or in adver-
tising their business or upon any of their stationery
or upon signs in and about their place or places of
business and from using the said words or any of
them in any way in connection with their said busi-
ness, excepting the use of the word " Waltham" or
of complainant's corporate name in advertising or

selling watches or watch movements made by
complainant.

Second : From using the word " Waltham "
either by itself or in combination with other words
in connection with or in describing, advertising or
selling watches or watch movements except as to
watches or watch movements made by complainant
or in advertising complainant's name in connection
with the sale of watches made by it.

Eyestrain as a Cause of Headache and
Other Nervous Symptoms

In a letter to the journal of the American Medi-
cal Association, George M. Gould, M. D., makes
the following interesting statement :
" To Dr. Stevens and to Dr. Ranney credit is

due for the first, continuous and indefatigable
advocacy of the rOle of heterophoria in causing
eyestrain and its reflexes. But my contention is a
very different one. I believe that heterophoria has
no influence or but little in causing eyestrain or the
reflex ocular neuroses under discussion. In my
writings, I have persistently advocated the view that
tenotomy is not only unnecessary, but is really a
prevention of cure. To me, heterophoria is one of
the results of eyestrain, and what success I have
had in stopping the eyestrain reflexes and results
of eyestrain has been gained without a single
tenotomy. Moreover, I feel convinced that treat-
ment by tenotomy has had the most pernicious of
consequences.
" In the minds of a large majority of the

American medical profession tenotomy has proved
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to be without curative effect on the systemic
reflexes of eyestrain, and in the disappointment at
the failure and continued overemphasis of this
theory, the true theory of the cause in ametropia
and of the real cure by scientific lenses, has been
overwhelmed in undeserved, indiscriminate and
unscientific opprobrium. I could demonstrate this
by any number of quotations from reviews, edi-
torials, etc., from medical journals. In my sketch
of 'The History of Migraine,' etc., I was interes-
ted only in what I think the line of progress—the
main or trunk line—and not in an unused switch
which runs to a deserted mining camp. The
article of Martin, to which I alluded, contended
that migraine was due to astigmatism, heterophoria
not being mentioned. Martin's article was the first
clear statement with which I, am acquainted of the
trtith that migraine is due to metropia. Personally
I do not altogether agree with Martin as to some
details, but I think his contribution is an epoch-
making one, and in the line of definite and con-
tinuous progress."

Time to Pay up Subscriptions
Discriminating readers knew what the editor

meant when he said in a recent issue of the Minne-
apolis Messenger: "There i$ a little matter to
which the Ili/Wenger beg$ to call the attention of
$ome of it$ $ub$criber$. We really hate to $peak
of it, but $ome have $eemingly allowed it to $lip
their mind$. To u$ this i$ a very important inue ;
in fact, it's nece$$ary in our bu$inen, We won't
$peak further on the $ubject. Perhap$ you have
already guened the drift of our remark."

ENGRAVING MADE EASY.
" It all depends on the teacher" is especially true as

applied to technical teaching. The unique success of the
110W world-famed treatise

The Art of Engraving 
is due as much to the author's long experience in teaching
pupils as to his wonderful skill as an engraver. It was this
intimate knowledge of pupils and teaching that enabled him
to build up this ingenious short cut to a complete mastery
of the art. The methods, illustrations, instruction in what
to do and what to avoid—all are original, and are as instruc-
tive to fully-fledged engravers as to mere pupils.

It is bound in silk cloth, contains 208 pages and
over 200 original illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price,

$1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by

THE KEYSTONE 
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The Physical Aspects of a
Theory of Color Vision

By F. W. Er/RIDGE-GREEN, M. D., F. R. C. S., in the °photo-
mie Record.

The view which I wish to bring forward
is that each optic nerve fiber is able to
convey impulses corresponding to all kinds
of light ; that is to say, a very similar condi-
tion exists in the impulses which are trans-
mitted along the optic nerve to that which
is accepted for waves of light previous to
their entering the eye. The limitation of the
number of color sensations was thought to be
necessary because it seemed physically im-
possible that a single fiber of the optic nerve

could convey all waves of light. The facts

of color vision can only be satisfactorily ex-

plained on the assumption that each optic

nerve fiber does convey impulses correspond-
ing to all waves of light.

It occurred to me that if
there were a transforming
apparatus in the eye we
could explain the facts. The

telephone shows how this may be accom-

plished in the case of sound. I saw that the
retina was constructed in a manner theoreti-

cally perfect from this point of view. The

percipient layer of the retina is made up of

two kinds of elements, the rods and the

cones. The portion of the retina corre-

sponding to the central portion of the field

of vision contains only cones. External to

this spot the cones are arranged with one or

more rings of rods around them, the single

ring being around those cones which are

nearest to the central portion. In the rods

there is a rose-colored substance, the visual

purple, which is very sensitive to light. This

photo-chemical substance is found exclusively

in the rods. I assumed that light falling

upon the eye liberated the visual purple from

the rods, just as heat would an ointment,

and a photograph is formed. The decom-

position of the visual purple by light chemi-

cally stimlates the ends of the cones, and

a visual impulse is set up, which is con-

veyed through the optic nerve fibers to

the brain.
I have examined the retinas of several

monkeys after they had been kept in a dark

room, and found that the visual purple was

to be seen in the yellow spot, but situated

between and not in the cones. This view

gives a reason for a great many facts which

were previously inexplicable. For instance,

a bright light may fall upon the fovea

(the center of the yellow spot) without pro-

ducing any sensation, and a perceptible

interval elapses before we are able to see

with the yellow spot, after the remainder of

the retina, the fovea being the last point to

convey a sensation of light. The first fact

The Retina and
Color Vision

we should expect, the cones being insensitive
to light ; the second corresponds to the diffu-
sion into the yellow spot of the visual purple.

All the facts of color mixing,
contrast and after-images

Hypothesis can be explained by the
hypothesis that the visual

purple is the visual substance. A positive
rose-colored after-image can be obtained
after white light or any spectral color.
The ordinary explanation of this, namely,
that the action of the hypothetical red and
violet fibers persists longer than those for
green cannot be true, because it is exceed-
ingly difficult to obtain this after-image after
spectral red, and very easy to see it after
green. It would be against the whole prin-
ciple of the theory that the red fibers should
be excited mast efficiently by green. But if
we assume that the visual purple is the visual
substance, then we have an easy explanation
of the facts.

The fibers of the optic nerve pass to the
visual center. I have assumed that the visual
center transmits to the mind impressions of
white light, and that by it objects are seen
monochromatically, as in a photograph. The
visual center is, therefore, acted upon by
impulses caused by all rays of light, the
color-perceiving center being concerned with
the quality of the impulse within the power
of perceiving differences possessed by that
center or portions of that center. I will now
apply this theory to color-blindness, and it
will be seen that it gives a simple explanation
of the facts.

An Interesting

Cases of color-blindness may

Two Kinds of be divided into two classes,
which are quite separate and
distinct from each other,

though both may be present in the same

person. In the first class there is light as

well as color loss. In the second class the
perception of light is the same as the normal

sighted, but there is a defect in the percep-

tion of color. In the first class certain rays

are either not perceived at all or very imper-

fectly. But these classes are represented by

analogous conditions in the perception of

sounds. The first class of the color-blind is

represented by those who are unable to hear

very high or very low notes. The second

class of the color-blind is represented by

those who possess what is commonly called

a defective musical ear.. Color-blind indi-

viduals belonging to this class can be arranged

in a series. At one end of this series are the

normal sighted, and at the other the totally

color-blind. The colors appear at the points

of greatest difference, and I have classed the

color-blind in accordance with the number of

colors which they see in the spectrum. If

the normal sighted be designated hexachro-

mic, those who see five colors may be called

Color-Blindness
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tentachromic ; those who see four, tetra-
chromic ; those who see three, trichromic ;
those who see two, dichromic, and the totally
color-blind, monochromic. There are many
degrees included in the dichromic class.
There may or may not be a neutral band,
and this is the widest in those cases approach-
ing most nearly to total color-blindness.

I have recorded a case of a
One Eye patient who was color-blind
Color-Blind with one eye. It is an in-

teresting fact that for form
vision the color-blind eye was much the
better of the two, and he could recognize
fine lines in the spectrum with this eye which
were not visible to the other. He saw the
two ends of the spectrum tinged with color
and the remaindergray. It will be noticed
that his color sensations were limited to the
extreme red and the extreme violet, namely,
those colors which present the greatest phy-
sical contrast to each other. Neither the red
nor the violet appeared of the nature of a
primary color, but gave the impression that
they were largely diluted Nith gray, A
theory of color vision must account for a
case of this kind and also for the other varie-
ties and degrees of color-blindness. The
trichromic are a very important class, and
any theory must account for the fact that
they see yellow as red-green and blue as
violet-green. As we should theoretically
expect, when there is shortening of the spec-
trum the centers of the colors are moved
towards the unshortened side.

I will conclude by showing how this
theory will explain the trichromatism of
normal color vision. It also explains why
certain persons see spectral yellow as red-
green and spectral blue as green-violet. In
past ages all saw the rainbow made up of
only three colors—red, green and violet.
When a new color appeared between the red
and green (yellow) it is obvious that a mix-
ture of red and green would give rise, not to
red-green, but to the color which had re-
placed it, namely, yellow.

[In this interesting article, Dr. Edridge-Green
defends the theory that the visual act depends
entirely upon the visual purple. The reviewer
does not believe that this view is entirely tenable,
especially in consideration of the fact that whole
classes of animals like snakes and most inverte-
rates do not show any purple in their eyes, and
still undoubtedly have the power to see distinctly.
Even animals which possess visual purple in every
part of their retina, as the rabbits continue to see
after they. have been exposed to the sunlight so
long that their retina must be completly bleached.
It is, however, another attempt to dispense with
the Young-Helmholtz theory of vision, which is
not perfect by any means, and therefore ought to
be supplanted by a better one, if such can be
found.—ED.

"I am interested in Optical Department
of The Keystone our I find it a great help to me in
the study of that subject,"—E. Sawbough,
Optician, Plano, Illinois.
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Big (44° Balance Staff or Jewel Cabinets. $13.50 with order.

THE NEW
No. 3 Crevice

Carborundum Set.
Complete with Arbor, 28c. net.

Cul exact size.

Just Before We love
Rather than move these goods we make these aston-
ishing net prices:

gross White Glaze Nest Boxes, i to 6, only
moo Watch Tags, regular size, 5oc., only  
woo Duplicate Watch Tags, worth $3.25, only  
moo Watchmakers' Paper, worth 5oc., only

Spectacle Cases by the Ton.
A Straight Temple, worth $1.00, only

I 6 I 1 I
• I JP

" .64, "
.50,

" .20, "

...

If Riding Bow Cases are wanted, put R. 13. after the initial above.
Prices are the same.

$  86

33
2 39

 33

$  79 dozen.
•57 

22

 40
 35 

13

Silverware Boxes, Lined and Blocked.
6 Tea Tanerette Case (imt. leather), our price
12 Tea Leatherette, fine, 6oc. each, our price .
Cold Meat Leatherette, fine, 4oe. each, our price
Sugar and Butter Knife " 4oc.

SAMPLE WILL BE SENT OF ANY GOODS.

l 24 t

22

13c. each.
• 29c. "
• 20C. "

• 20C.

Big "4" Balance Staff or Balance
Jewel Cabinet

is made for us in Springfield, Ill. Each pivot and jewel
is gaged according to the chart in each cabinet. This is the
finest outfit of nice goods on the market. State, in ordering,
Staff Cabinet or Jewel Cabinet.

Genuine °"BIG 4 
Carborundum

Wheels.
Extra Fine--Fine-Fine-
Medlum-Coarse-GraIn.

Diam- I.; in. % in. % in.
eter. wide. wide. wide.
%in. 13c. 20c. 22c.
1 " I5c. 23c. 28c.
13/ " 18c. 30c. 35c.
2 " 21c. 33c. 40c.
23. " 2.3c. 35c. 45c.
" 28c. 45c. 55c.

We have these wheels any
alze desired,at lowest prices.

American made. Warranted exact.
Kind. Our Price.$3.00 "Business" Balance Jewels genuine Ruby, for all grades per dozen, $1.28 net3.00 First Quality Staffs, all high grade   " " 1.28 "3.00 " Gray Staffs, all 7-jewel grade   .98 ".65 II Roller.lewels,Genuinefiarneta,thin,18sIze,newstyle, " " .42 "

Best, $5.00 per gross, all sizes.
2.00 11 Pine Garnet. End Stones, thin assorted   " gross, 1.12 "2.00 1 dozen Solid Silver Crowns and Steins, assorted, 18-16-6 sizes, in

cabinet, very line  complete, .854.50 1 dozen 14 K. Gold Crowns, assorted, Antique or American . . . 2.70.25 Gold Solder for 8 K. and 6 K. work   per dwt.,
.3.00 14 K. Gold Filled Pendant Bows, assorted sizes, Antique or

American .   per dozen, 1.122.00 Ajax Insulators, every size, fronting or Open-Face   " " 1.66
.35 Pivot Drills, all kinds   .271.00 Clock Mainsprings, 516, 38 sizes . . , . . . . .   " " .521.75 1 gross assorted Case Screws, all sizes, for Elgin and Waltham .   " gross, 1.28Or assorted for all styles 18 size movements   " " 1.281.75 1 gross assorted Pillar Screws for Elgin and Waltham   .92Or assorted for all styles 18 size movements   •S 41 .921.00 Pendant Screws, all sizes   16 II .423.00 Itest 25-year Case Pendant BOIVS, assorted on a card, Antique or

American
, 
warranted 1/10 14 K. Gold and stamped . . . " dozen, 3.90

1.50 1 gross White Glazed 1 to 6.Nest Boxes   " gross, .86.20 Black Spectacle Cases, Straight or Biding Bow   " dozen, .14.60 Line Gravers, any style   each, .23.50 1000 Watch Tags, medium size    per Id., .33.50 1000 Sheets of Watchmakers' Paper   II 41 .36
8.50 Ball-Bearing Foot Wheel, Best swing . each, 5.90

35.00 Lathe Motors, Direet .1. \ licrmiting Curi.,•1■( . . . . " 2O.40
Write us for prices on Watch Signs, Lathes, Benches, Motors, Rolls, etc.
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THE LA FAVE
Opticians'

Operating Table.
The Most Economical Operating

Table in the world. Built of iron, fin-
ished in japan and bronze trimmed,
with Oak, Wood or Leather Top. Size
of top, 16 x 24 inches , weight, 35 lbs.

Easily raised or lowered by hand
screw in cogs as shown.

Price, 86.50 with order.

Each table warranted.
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One noz, ty -)e Mainprins

Warranted to be made of Special Selected Steel for

CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY CHICAGO

LEN i8s Double Braced Class 3,1,,......
1K401111E_n7T..r,ST-rfflier1.-W5SIICAMMItleoltIre"

Manufactured by

-22zsse c.5; ndosz-cWodera
PRICE $ 1.75 .rffa Oiaux-de-cAnalo

Each Sfiring Warranted Switz"'I•nd

CALVIN CILAUER CO., _151=153 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Upon receipt of 08c.
we will send a sample
dozen prepaid. Elgin,
Waltham, Hampden,
Howard, etc. Over
600 dozen were sold by
us last month.

Ulysse Sandoz
Robert (Special)
As used for the best
railroad watches in
America. Elasticity,
Temper and Finish of
each Spring is tested
and guaranteed. Try
a Sample Dozen.

We allow in trade
for old silver per Ounce
55c.; 8 K. gold, 35c.;
20 K. gold, 45c.; 14 K.
gold, 62c.; 18 K. gold,
80c. per dwt.

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
Space is five times as large as
our former place.
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How to Invest Your Savings

By Davit) B. EmulAN, Vice-Presideut tlie First National
Bank, Chicago, in the Naturtfity I. ng Pod.

IGHT at the start, the man who has
saved something from his earnings
may as well dismiss from his mind

all thought of investing his surplus in United
States Government bonds-although this is
the kind of an investment that is quite likely
first to be thought of by the person who is
wholly inexperienced in the matter of secu-
rities. Why ? Because they command a
premium so great as to yield less than two
per cent. net to the investor.

Probably the soundest, and
Municipal Bonds certainly the most popular,
as Securities form of public securities is

the municipal bond. A
cardinal point regarding the safety of this
kind of security is the fact that private
individuals may sue a municipal corporation
to compel the payment of its bonds or
obligations, while the Eleventh Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States
prohibits such action from being brought
against States. This well-fought field of
legal precedent clears the way for the in-
vestor. When an issue of municipal bonds
is put on the market the house handling the
securities almost invariably furnishes possible
investors with a legal opinion on their valid-
ity, this opinion being prepared by a lawyer
of recognized standing who. is considered an
authority in this special field. Another im-
portant safeguard is found in the fact that
many States have enacted a law prohibiting a
municipality from incurring an indebtedness
beyond the limit of five per cent. of the
assessed value of the property within its bor-
ders, or probably not much more thag one
per cent. of the actual value.

After satisfying himself of the validity
of a municipal bond, the man who thinks of
investing savings in this kind of security
should take the main facts regarding that
city-its population, character, growth, and
especially its industrial expansion-and care-
fully consider them in relation to the size of
its total indebtedness. It is true that there
has been some repudiation of municipal
bonds, but mainly those of the reconstruction
period when speculation was rampant and
government somewhat chaotic. Repudia-
tion of State bonds has been far more
common.

r

Real-Estate
Investments

Real-estate investment is a
doubtful and difficult field
to the inexperienced. The
net results of most real-

estate investments are disappointingly small,
even in the case of good improved property.
Generally the investor in this security would
realize more in clean profit by putting his
money into a savings bank and drawing three
per cent. on it. Of course, the ideal real-
estate investment -As that of renting the
ground for others to build upon, the im-
provements being in the nature of security.

However, opportunities to make this kind
of an investment in well-located property
are not common. IA'irst mortgages on good
real estate for half its actual value make an
excellent kind of security, although real-
estate values are subject to astonishing
fluctuation, a shrinkage of fully fifty per
cent. being not uncommon. Greatest care
should be exercised by the man putting his
money into mortgages to be sure that his is
a first mortgage. Also, he should invariably
make a personal visit to the property upon
which he expects to place a lien. In buy-
ing a mortgage the investor should satisfy
himself as to the reliability and good finan-
cial standing of the mortgagor. In other
words, he should not neglect to acquire a
personal knowledge of the essential facts that
there are no prior mortgages, mechanics'
liens or other incumbrances resting against
the property ; that the valuation has been
conservatively made ; that the mortgagor's
title to the property is sound, and that all of
the money involved has been actually paid
by the mortgagee.

Directly related to the pro-
Building and Loan blem of real-estate invest-
Associations meat is that of the build-

ing and loan association.
This apparently simple plan of investment
especially appeals to men and women whose
incomes are very modest. The general
scheme upon which these associations are
operated is apparently so simple as to come
easily within the understanding of a school-
boy ; but I have seen shrewd business men,
thoroughly familiar with the intricate details
of expert accounting, lose their savings in
this kind of investment after carefully scruti-
nizing its records. The only advice which I
can conscientiously give regarding building
and loan associations is to keep out of them.

It is almost trite to say that the farm
mortgage is an investment of a very high
character. However, one special precaution
in this field should not be neglected-that is,
to remember that the legislatures of certain
States have enacted statutes essentially
hostile to the rights of investors in this kind
of security. Then, too, care should be
taken to deal only with mortgage brokers
whose reputation for integrity is of the best.

Of all forms of corporation
bonds those of the old and
seasoned railroad companies
are probably the most attrac-

tive. Those which represent a satisfactory
element of security will not, of course, pay a
fancy percentage of return ; but the principle
that the sounder the security the lower the
percentage of return holds good throughout
the entire investment field. Let the man
who intends to put his savings into railroad
bonds keep clear of first issues, or new or
projected railroads, for these generally con-
tain an element of " water," which too often
involves an ultimate process of " squeezing"
by liquidation and reorganization by those
who are " on the inside." There can be
little question, however, that well-selected
railroad bonds are among the best of invest-
ments, as our railroads are to-day in better

Rz.ilroad Com-
pany Bonds
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condition than ever before. Naturally, the
first thing for a man who thinks of putting
his money in a railroad bond is to post him-
self, from annual reports and other reliable
sources of information, regarding the con-
dition of the road, both physically and
financially. Unless the road's net earnings
are at least double its bonded debt charges
he should hesitate to make the investment.

" Public utility " securities,
such as gas and electric-
light plants and telephone
and street railway systems,

are often placed before the investor in very
attractive form, but, as a general thing, their
profits will be found more " estimated " than
actual. Of course, some public utility
securities are excellent, lint keen discretion
is required in selecting them. Never should
the investor put any money into a security
of this kind unless the plant is competed
and paying net earnings amounting to at
least twice the sum required to pay the
interest on its bonds.

Water-works bonds are often good
investments, but they are often subject to
perils and conditions that render them open
to question so far as the inexperienced in-
vestor is concerned. These corporations, of
course, get their lease of life from the city
government in the form of a franchise.
The liability of friction and conflict between
the city government and the water-works
corporation is often an imminent danger and
a menace to the value of this kind of bonds.

Some of the bonds issued by certain
of the great industrial corporations are un-
doubtedly desirable, as are also some of the
preferred stocks in this field ; but the small
investor should not tiust himself to venture
into the wilderness of the " industrials "
without the guidance of some sound and
experienced adviser whose integrity is above
suspicion.

Public Utility
Securities

Very likely the reader has
Stock

ktments 
already asked : " Why do
you say nothing about
stocks ?" Because the specu-

lative element enters too largely into stocks,
broadly speaking, to make them desirable
investments for persons who are in moderate
circumstances and cannot afford to lose
their investments. We should keep sight
of the fact that a bond is invariably a lien on
property, while a stock is the reverse of
this, in that it carries with it a liability-
sometimes to double amount of its face
value. Or, to put it differently, the holder
of a bond is in the attitude of a creditor,
while the holder of a share of stock is, to
say the least, liable to stand in the attitude
of a debtor. Of course, the element of
security varies immensely in stocks, those of
well-established banks and railroads ranking
close to good bonds in this particular.

Often the argument is brought forward
that good stocks are peculiarly desirable
for the reason that they may be instantly
marketed ; but, by the same token, their
value is subject to market manipulation and
is, therefore, a fluctuating one.
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REPAIRING TRADE.FOR THE

Low Prieee. Clood Work.
Prompt Attention.

Best material used. Estimates furnished.
&ad for yrice-art.

I. W. Tome,
DOI South Geo Street, YORK, PA.

EVOCIL.ASS STICK PIN.
Gold rimmed and

blue lenses. Same
size as cut.
Sample, 50c.
Per dozen, $4.00.

NOVELTY M FG. CO.
2862 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, III.

J. CI H. BERGE,
Sand Crucibles an  Covers.
Jewelers' Fluxes and manufacturers of
Polishing Materials. Hibbs' Improved

Assay Furnaces.

95 John Street, NEW YORK.

Evtablishcil I s'ofi

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., carc-
J'any and promptly done by an

A. JETTE,
Lancaster, Pa.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

Watchmaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give elose,personal attention to repairseent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

10 0 00 0
Abbott's Patent Stem
American Watches have

Winding Attachment
A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.

Send them to us and MAKE A PEW
DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Malden Lane, New York

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE.
Sent on selection to reliable
menu facturing Jewelers.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota

;rittycr____irnu.he Crohn Patent Safety auard.

For CUrf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pim The most Practical and only ad-
justableoneinvented. PrIce.$1.50 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelers and material houses.
Sant ple by mai I,25c; in 10 K . gold ,81.00; 14 K.S11.25.
M.CrIORN.ftkr..t fov1,48 &SO MaidenLane,N.Y.

JUST OUT! Wells Perfect Sell-Conforming
Ring Adjuiter, cot from 10 K.
gold titliSt stoek. I■old in front
I wice as thick as on back. Ask
jaair jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd
sizes. gold filled, $2.00;1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz. metal. astd sizes.

85c. For samples, mie small and one medium
large size gold tilled a tot on metal adjuster, 50c,
Address Chester Wells. Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

The Sherman
401-

Safety Pin Protector
For Scarf Pi us, Studs and
Lace Pins. 'Fite latest and
best invented. Can be
adjusted to ttny size pin.
Price, $1.00 per dos.
For sale by ull leading
wholesale jewelry and
material houses.
Sampies by mail, 10 cents.
HyourJoIllwr 4101,111M 11111141.

It, kindly nil. ke to,

0. SHERMAN,
119.4.111nr and 3Inktr,

$6 Newark Ave., Jersey City, N.J.

Par.
■Ilay

15h0.4.

Pitkin's Anti-Break

PEG WOOD
If you try it, you will always use it. It never

breaks oil' iu the finest pivot hole.
25 Cents per Box. Discount to jobbers.

0. H. PITKIN, GALION, OHIO, U.S.A.

We have opened a Department for the
Buying, Selling and Exchange of

SECOND-HAND

Tools, Lathes and Equipment.
Jewelers' Agency Co.

1232 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.
199119199. engraird Its
LIM 0, 83.00 114, doz.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR . PROVIDENCE. R. I.

EMILE DREYER,
Formerly with Tell A. Beguelin,

71 Nassau St., New York City.
NEW HOUSE Prompt Service.

Importer of

Wa tch Material.
SPECIALTIES:

Fine E. D. Swiss and American Main-
springs.

Fine Clock Catgut.
Fine Line of Swiss and American Crowns,

Stems, Bows and Case Springs.
A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Established
1839.

CROUCH 111, FITZGERALD,

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases.
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock.

561 Broadway, 688 Broadway,
Below Cort Intuit Street. Below Fourth :st reet.

723 Sixth Avenue,
Between -list and 483 Streets.

NEW YORK.

114U

The SCHOOL With a
REPUTATION and

with the author of "Modern
Letter Engraving," "The
Art of Engraving" and
"Jewelry Designing and En-
graving" as instructor, is
the school to ATTEND.

The Rees
Engraving School

ELMIRA, N. Y.

Steele Memorial Building.

14th Successful Year.
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Stop and Think.
Very often a man is tempted to use profanity lust

F,it NT. JAN. 213, 1904. because his cuff button is troublesome to attach.

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this—
easy to adjust, will not soil or spoil your cuff, are strong and durable ftud look neat.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Made in 10 and 14 K. gold and in silver. We also
manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in five countries.

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Ards Street, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

[
New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS

Bought front stocks. New as from fac-
tories. Send foreatalogue.

A Inrge n..91.1ment 91.e99119111.1i anonemen1•.

Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best A mericatt-made Jewels, 50 els. a doften.

Watches Repaired for the Trade.
All American Staffs fitted at 50 cents.

PHILIP KATZ,
14 Maiden Lane,
New York.

SOMETHING NEW.

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

Miniatures
burnt in on

vitrified
enamel.

Absolutely indestruc-
tible. 1,17111 last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send five two-cent
stamps for beautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY,
his Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

5:10.

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.'

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to us and we will give you the
names of those who do.

It Is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our proposition.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

1141.

787. 289.

BUTTONS for
ALL SOCIETIES.

Solid Gold, $6.30 per doz.
Rolled-Plate, 3.00 per doz.
Gold Plated, 1.20 per doz.

Chas. K. Winship &Co.
78 State St., Chicago, Ill.

The Ophthalmometer advertised
In your columns is sold. I take this
means of answering the flood of let-
ters that came pouring in. It pays
to advertise in THE KEYSTONE.

DR. M. CAIN,
McLouth, Kans.

Have You Faith in
Your Repail Work?

Do you wish others to have faith in it ? If so, back
each job with a signed guarantee. The best guarantee
form to use is that in

THE KEYSTONE BOOK

OF REPAIR GUARANTEES. 

It assures the customer and safeguards you. The book
has 200 printed guarantee forms with stubs. Each
guarantee is 3 5/4. x 7% inches.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price,

$1.00 (4s. 2d.)

IPLityll.faveci iv:. The Keytcone,
19th Es: nrovvri 111-illadulphits, Rut., U.S.A.
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Animal Magnetism and Watches

UCH has been said in this journal

from time to time in regard to the
animal magnetism of some watch

wearers and its effect, real or alleged, on

the watches they wear. A correspondent of
the British Horological Journal is responsi-
ble for the following contribution on the

subject :

All watchmakers are familiar with the

fact that some watch wearers exercise an

influence over the going of their timekeepers

in a perplexing, not to say an exasperating,

manner. The subject of animal magnetism

is discussed by " H. R." in the St. James

Gazette. He quotes, from the " Etudes

physiques sur le magnetisme animal," a letter

from Dr. Despine to Dr. Charpignon, in

which the former says : " I have seen the

magnetization of several little instruments

used by Mrs. Switz-Band, a cataleptic of

whom I have spoken in my book. That

lady was working at watchmaking. Screw-

drivers, tweezers, etc., were magnetized in

the days preceding her nervous crises. Four

or five days of work, at that time, were suffi-

cient to magnetize these instruments to the

extent that they would raise filings, small

screws, steel needles. * * * I have a screw-

driver which, magnetized in these conditions

two years ago, has preserved its magnetic

properties." Is it to be supposed that a

scientist of Dr. Despine's fame would take no

precautions to guard against the surreptitious

use of loadstone on the part of the woman?

Burdach, in vol. ix. of his " Physiology,"

seeks to prove not only the existence of this

magnetism, but also the further fact that the

fingers of the hand vary in their polarity,

from the case of a man who could attract the

pole of a magnetized needle with his thumb

and repel it with another finger. In 1849,

Dr. Dubois-Raymond communicated to the

Academy of Sciences in Paris several facts of

deviation of needles magnetized by human

contact. These communications were strongly

supported by Dr. Mischerlich and also by

the great naturalist, Baron Von Humboldt.

At the Congress of Occult Sciences, in

Paris, 1900, Major Tegrad, of the French

army, made the following declaration : " In

my presence, M. Pinard, a magnetizer of

Tours, by using the points of his fingers at a

distance, compelled the needle of a compass

to turn, and he even altered the poles of that

instrument. The needle marking the north

turned towards the south and (lid not move

K EYSTONE

afterwards. M. Pinard compelled it to turn,

but it always returned to the south." In the

same way the magnetizer, Ch. Lafontine,

asserts in his " Art of Magnetizing " " A

piece of iron placed horizontally and magne-

tized by passes without contact will come to
repel a magnetized needle to the extent of
more than 200. * * * A bar of magnetized

iron can be rendered neutral by passes."
These experiments have been many times
repeated by other magnetizers and can be

verified in some degree by any strong, full-

blooded person in a manner indicated by

Professor Durville in his " Traite experi-

mental du Magnetisme," vol. i., p. 143. He

says : " Take a very light steel spring, three

or four inches in length. Fasten it to one of

your wrists so that the extremities will fall on

the lines of the thumb and the little finger.

After a time, which may vary between six

and twenty hours, take the spring out and

you can ascertain in the great majority of

cases that it is magnetized and can attract

steel needles, etc."

In " The Art of Magnetizing," it is said:

" After having acquired the proof that the

effects of the vital fluid on the magnetized

needle are the same as those of the mineral

magnetic fluid, I have endeavored to make,

with human beings, experiments similar to

those made with the magnet." Having sus-

pended a young girl in catalepsy with a cord

of floss silk, not twisted, and by the waist he

found that the body followed all the move-

ments that the magnetizer willed to produce

by attraction and repulsion. Again, another

young girl in catalepsy being placed standing

up on the plate of a scale, while the same

weight was on the other plate in order to

produce perfect equilibrium, Lafontine stood

above her on a table and, acting magnetically

on the head of the subject, attracted her so

that the balance was disturbed.

of al ..11

It is not possible to account for these

phenomena by the theory of hypnotic sugges-

tion, for the simple reason that they deal with

inanimate objects which are not amenable to

suggestion of any kind. They are only to be

accounted for, then, under test conditions, by

the existence in man, or at least in some men,

of a magnetic agent, of a fluidic force pro-

ducing physical effects. The practical bear-

ing of the influence of human magnetism on

fine steel mechanism being admitted leads to

the conclusion that steel in the quick-moving

parts of watches should be avoided and that

anti-magnetic watches have come to stay. In

the Electrical Review of April, i9oo, and in

Le Medecin, of Brussels, of May, the same
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year, there are articles by experts showing

that the action of human magnetism on the
steel mechanism of a watch is a well-estab-

lished fact.

Abrasive Materials

Oilstones, whitestones, grindstones and
buhrstones, millstones, pumice, emery and
corundum, together with crushed steel and
adamite, are the most important abrasive
materials mined and manufactured in this
country. While the aggregate amount pro-
duced each year is increasing, there is a

noticeable variation in the production of the

various kinds of abrasive materials. Their

use is, to a certain degree, dependent on the

growth of manufacturing industries ; so there

will be a change in their production corres-

ponding to the increase or decrease of these

industries.
In 1902 the total value of all the abrasives

produced in the United States was $1,32 t , 694,

as compared with $1,194,752 for 1901. There

has been a visible increase in the amount of

oilstones, scythe stones, razor hones and den-

tal points, due to the large demand for this

type of abrasives manufactured from the

sandstone found in Arkansas, and to the suc-

cessful introduction of these American stones

in foreign markets. Heretofore the United

States has imported most of these stones.

Belgium and Germany, France and Italy con-

tributing the larger portion of fine razor

hones and oilstones.
The production of grindstones in 1900

was valued at $710,026, the largest produc-

tion recorded for any year. The price has

decreased from $15 to $8 per ton—that is, in

comparing the values of the production of

earlier years with those of the last few years

is greater than ever before.
At one time a large amount of buhr-

stones was used in the United States for

grinding wheat, but these have been done

away with except for grinding coarser cereals,

mineral paints and fertilizers, since the roller-

mill process was introduced.
The entire demand for pumice which is

used in metal polishing has been supplied from

the islands of Lipari, but recently Hawaii has

begun to ship it and may be able to supply

the whole demand of this country.
Crystalline quartz is used in stone cut-

ting and by marble dealers, and the quality

mined in Pennsylvania is mainly used in

making sandpaper. It is valued at from

to $5.00 per ton, and but little of it is used.

Crushed steel is used principally in the

building trades, and the finer grades known

as " steel emery " and rouge arc meeting

with great success. A Pennsylvania concern
produced 690,000 pounds of it in 19Q2, anti

it was valued five and a half cents per pound,
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Where There's a Hamlin Sale
There's Always a Profit.

.•••

. Cs viltE:V. 4 I

PROFITS

!NI

What is the use of losing money on an auction sale when it's just as easy to make moncy ?
It's an easy matter to get an auctioneer who can sell your stock.
It's altogether another matter to get an auctioneer who can sell your stock—AT A PROFIT.

I can increase your bank balance—there isn't a vestige of doubt about it. I
have conducted money-making sales for hundreds of jewelers—I can do the same
for you.

Another point I want to impress upon your mind—I do not sacrifice a client's
prestige or injure the reputation of his store in order to stack up profits.

All my sales are conducted in a dignified, gentlemanly manner, and my
methods have won me hundreds of warm friends among the jewelers of America.

If you want to get rid of old stock or want to quickly raise money for any
purpose, write me to-day for open dates. My book of testimonials and list of
references is mailed for the asking.

400

W. P. HAMLIN, 28 State Street,ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Jewelry and Art Auctioneer.

-

Message from New-Fought
Battles Success.

Having fought for twenty years in the front ranks of the
auction business, let us discuss again the value of time. With
spring warm weather begins; a thought prevails that the only time
for successful Auction Sale is the month of December, or when
Jewelers are bottled up in a tight place, with the guns of Disaster
trained upon them. True, it has been a great weapon, and the
instrument used by hundreds of embarrassed Jewelers. It had
enriched the prosperous ones. Spring ought to be the active
period of all active creatures ; it stirs up the energies of nature ; it
is the working period of the smallest herb and the tallest tree.
Springtime is the time of the greatest opportunity. When others
lag in the race for success, make it a point to press on, taking the
advantage of the newness of spring. This is your chance to hold
a holiday sale in April or May, and the dull summer months will
find you well ahead of where you are now. The successful man is
the man you want, he will adjust himself to the needed conditions,
and your sale is therefore an assured success, if conducted by me.

R. M. HARDING,
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

Powers Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Free Book giving some very valuable information how to arrange for an auction.

JOHN F. TURNER,
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,
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Write for booklet.

103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

RFERENCES.

The following leading and representative firms for whom I have conducted success-
ful sales will inform you what I have done for them. I can do the same for you.

I WIN SUCCESS BY DESERVING IT.
B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Chicago, III. Frank Curtis Co., Decatur, Ill. Herman Steinman, San Francisco, Cal. H. Y. Hahn & Co., Chicago, Ill.
George Wolf & Co., Louisville, Ky. Emil Steinman, Sacramento, Cal. Speck Jewelry Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Taylor Bros., Houston, Texas.
G. Heitkemper, Portland, Ore. J. K. Basye, Seattle, Wash. Breen & Morris, Attys., Ft. Wayne, Ind. McConahay Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Wm. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis. Buysse the Jeweler, South Bend, Ind. S. N. Jenkins 6c Co., Richmond, Ind. Dorken Bros. & Co., Montreal, Can.
The Jaccard Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. Topliff & Co., St. Paul, Minn. Haines & Oberer, Columbus, Ohio. Lord Bros. 6t Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
C. W. Ernsting, San Diego, Cal. C. 11. Knights & Co., Chicago, Ill. M. Henricksen, Duluth, Minn. Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Morris G. Cohen, Pittsburg, Pa. Estate of H. C. Graff, Fort Wayne, Ind. Andersen & Co., Ishpeming, Mich Henry 0. Yohn, Joliet, Ill.
Geo. C. Bowen, Niagara Falls, N. Y. William Day, Lexington, Ky. Steadly Bros., Carthage, Mo. C. 0. Schulze, Halifax, Nova Scotia.
T. Porte & Company, Grand Forks, N. Dak. Chas. 11. Locher, Lancaster, Pa. J. D. Hawthorn, Kearney, Nebr. James D. Murphy, New York, N. Y.

Sales conducted in any part of the United States and Canada.

H. J. HOOPER, The Auctioneer.
If you are thinking of holding an auction, and if you are an up-to-date Jeweler, you

ought to be, if not I can make you one by turning your old stock into cash, and you know
what cash will do when you are buying goods.

You can generally tell a man by the way he advertises how he sells his goods. If he is
conservative in his statements advertising, you will generally find him a pretty square man to
deal with, and the public will have confidence in him. I think you will find the same in the
Auction business.

You may write me and I will send you the names of the firms I have made sales for the
last six months. You may write them a personal letter. I think they will give you a
favorable reply.

H. J. HOOPER, 22 John Street, NEW YORK CITY.
NOTE.- I guarantee every sale I make.

Considered by the Jewelry Trade throughout the

country to be the most successful Auctioneer

and Money Realizer in the busi-

ness. Now booking dales

for this season. For Terms, References,
etc., write at once.

Success Guaranteed.

All business strictly confidential.

HARRY E. MYERS,
Long Distance Phone, 2297 Main. 1436 Clark Street, CHICA■10, ILL.



KORONES BROS.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY, 

WATCH MATERIALS AND

JEWELERS' SUPPLIES.

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS.

A Full Line of Optical Goods. 38 Chrystie St., NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE. 2994 ORCHARD

If you are a Jeweler and wish to increase your
sales, or an Engraver and want to do up-to-date
Monograms, Inscriptions, fancy Initials, you must
have

HORNIKEL'S
ENGRAVER'S TEXT BOOK,"

the most up-to-date and modern Book for Jewelers,
Engravers and Watchmakers, especially designed
and executed for them. 6o pages, showing plain
and fancy ornamented Cyphers ; Ribbon, Drop and
Block Monograms suitable on Watches, Lockets,

Spoons, Trays, Tea Sets, Cigarette and Match Cases, Loving, Prize and
Presentation Cups. Also etched on Silver Designs, Monograms, Inscriptions.
Embossed in Seal-Wax Color, Monograms and Initials for Seal Rings and
Fobs. No Jeweler or Engraver can afford to be without it. On receipt of
$5.00 the book will be shipped to any address. If not as represented, money

will be refunded. You can purchase the book from your jobber, THE KEY-
STONE or direct from

E. F. NORNIKEL,
Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO.

Would you have an auction sale
conducted if you could clean out
all of your hard stock, not hurt
your reputation or injure your

ft' t tire business, and make alike

profit on t II e sale? I will
guarantee this. In writing,

please state how long you hart

been in business
in the town.
llow largo is
your storeroom?
A mountof stock
on hand? Do
you want to re-
tire from the
business? or
make a reduc-
tion sale? On
receipt of an-
swer to the
above questions
I will be glad to
tell you what to
expect from a
sale. In addi-
tion tothenames
of Jewelers
appearing here,
1 have many let-
ters of reference
from the leading
Jewelers of the
country which I
will send to any
Jeweler inter-
e.4 ed.

Names of
.kwelers
for whom
I have
conducted
sales. f

George Payton, Joplin, Mo.
McArthur Bros., Lamar, Mo.
.I. W. Talbot, Nevada, Mo.
The Dutcher Estate, Kirksville, Mo.
W. H. Evits, Kalamazoo, Mich.
C. L. Taylor, Sedalia, Mo.
Everhart & Co., Warrensburg, Mo.
Wm. P. Owen, Joplin, Mo.
T. W. Martin, Joliet, Mo.
Joe Eckert, Lake Charles, La.
W. G. (Inger, Seattle, Wash,
D. A. Sheppard, Brookfield, Mo.
John Reese, Newton, Naos.
Charley Gant, Glasgow, :if°.

Fairbanks & Co., Raton, N.M.
Estate of J. B. Ryan, Honey Grove, Tex.
J. A. Johnson, Lincoln, Kans.
G. S. Calhoon, Indian Territory.
H. S. Hoock & Co., Meniphis, Tenn.
J. L. Potts, Marceline, Mo,
E. K. Shaw, Manhattan, Kans.
C. E. Rose, Ouray, Colo.
W. R. Marshal & Co., Ilutchinson,Kans.
John Wring, Moberly, Mo.
C. P. Almroth, Brookfield, Mo.
M. Dorentield, Corsicana, Texas.
M. F. Warren, Colorado Springs, Colo.
C. G. Ludwigs, Lexington, Mo.

Write for full particulars and terms. All correspondence confidential.

C. W. BOWMAN, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Litc0a2n sHaeswcs4n, B 1/1, 0dg. .,

J. E. GABRIEL.

AN AUCTION SALE is recog-
nized to-day as a necessity with
an up-to-date Jeweler.

The character of the goods carried
by jewelers, and the ever-changing
styles, require extreme methods for
quick disposal, and such as a well-
regulated auction sale affords.

You are desirous of holding such a
sale, but hesitate owing to the possi-
bility of sustaining a loss and fear the
after-effects as well.

We will conduct your sale on a
profit-sharing basis, which insures
you against any loss.

Will also furnish you with the names of many responsible jewelers for whom we have conducted
sales, and who are to-day better advertisements for us and our methods than printers' ink.

Write us at once for full particulars.

J. A. SINCLAIR.

SINCLAIR & GABRIEL, Jewelers' .21uctioneers,
I FIFTEENTH YEAR. 1905 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.

New style Combs and 24 1904

Hair Ornaments are 
18 

under the dictation of 
4' SoVisi tcontinually being made 4e 

fashion.

Known as the

Providence Shell Works.

ad, •Ilark.

WILLIAM K. POTTER,
Providence, R.

Shell Combs repaired
and repolished anti
made practically new.
Special work made to
order.

Manufacturer of
C3 elicit-1e Tortotse

Shell °clods.

V

MAX R.GREEN&CO.
301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

CO

Nit•Y

-4111110.

Importers of PRECIOUS
ROSE DIAMONDS

OPALS
PEARLS

GARNETS

and IMITATION STONES

DOUBLETS
WHITE STONES

TURQUOISE
ETC. Arr

Engraved ouvertir Spoon.s.
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen.

FRED. A. HASKELL,
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I

.5i de View

ROLLER JEWEL
HOLDER.

I have put on the market a new Roller Jewel Holding Device to hold a roller while
trying it in the fork for proper size before putting jewel in setter to be set in table
Saves time, patience and money. Made of steel, beautifully gold-plated. Self-closing.
A slight pressure on the sides opens the holder to take the Jewel, holding it firmly with
even tension between grooved points, preventing jewel from snapping away. The same

Test Imo!' ials

pressure on sides of tool releases the jewel. One of the best tools on the market to-day
for the watch repairer. Price, postpaid, 50 Cents. Stamps taken.

Address A. W. FLYE, 'Manufacturer, 4 Center St., Gloucester, Mass.given if deNi red. 

'3510 K. of C.

J. Bulova Co
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scription ancl prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

NOTICE

3514 Initial, 3510 Photo.

RING MANUFACTURERS,

• 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Our patent fasten-
ing on all rings.
We can furnish you with any pattern formerly sold by ODENHEIMER
& ZIMMERN or ZIMMERN, REES & CO.

Glebe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

t2 GREEN 
STREET

POLISHING stI COMPLETE, $2.00, PREP 
MO

COTTON. DIDATLE 
AND PS, 

YWCA OLAC 
AIDA.%

ASO AND 
CDTVON AIN" 

SOFAS

MOLE *AB. 
ASO AND 

ONUS.%

FLVI" AND 
A,DIYON WAWA

ISNISTAF 
•01.191DNO 

PAVAN..

esaall3ekEki,a
tee

sArtss-NCTION 
GUARANCI-.1..0 012 

MONI:1 1031 
',DI

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY,
Mani. fio•turers anti Jobbers in Invorporatod.
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P01131181f, Plalelt and GiliglerS' supoies, Motors ana DU1181110S
Proprietors of The " 0. (i. S." Rouge, the best inade for Gold and Silver Polishing.

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK.

J. B. Stone, Artistic Die arid
Office, 87 I'VlItidem Lome. Expert Tool Maker

Fifteen years' experience with the best
houses makes my work its

own recommend.

Vactory 19 Beelltnrwifx St.

New York.

Telephone No. 2541 John.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
It will pay you to follow

our suggestion in the March
Keystone.

W. H. Craft,
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

P T
A g

Victory Button Back.

GEBHARDT BROS.,
■Ialo.r. of

Diamond Mountings,
Class Pins and Badges. —

Victory Attachments.

Samples and New Price-List on application.

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PAY'S

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a specialty.

Lion BLDG., CINCINNATI.

Are you looking for a firm that will do your Repairs
and your Special Order Work

QUICK and at RIGHT PRICES ?
WE ARE THE PEOPLE. Try us.

Cohen, Nickell 8z Weinman, MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
and DIAMOND SETTERS

Exclusively for the Trade

167 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

Foot=Power Lathes.
Correct in principle.

{High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

G.F.WEISWOilli
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and.4wIss
Cake. to take

AnterIeen S. W.
Movements my

prelnIty.
OLD I USES

MADE ram.
Silversmiths'
Building.
131-13 7
Wabash Avt,
CHICAGO.

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN 8z BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

team
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

When writing to advertisers, please mention The Keys tone.



Evans' New Pin Protector aorl Retainer
For Scarf Pins, Brooches, Etc.

Ask Your Jeweler
Foi Them.

Adapted for all'
size pin. Can bc
lustafil ly attached
and Fem.\ with
ease. I roes Ind
to he threaded over
point as other de-
vices of this kind.
Forsale by whole-

sale jewelers and
material houses.
Price, $1.00 doz.

JAMES EVANS, Ii veutor and Maker,
1418 Berryi ill Street,

Sufremen wasted. Harrisburg, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1858.

0
GOLD AND SOLDERSSILVER

All grades of Gold Solder from low karat 10
22 karat. Used for 45 Years in our Factory.
(The largest Jewelers' Findings Factory in the
United States.)

It is good enough for us why not for any
repairer of jewelry who is looking for a solder
that flows easily, has good color and holds well

Order from your Jobber and Insist on
(Jetting the Brand.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.,
Factory, 103 State St.,

Pawtucket, Rhode island. CHICAGO.

CALL AT
our College and we will prove
to you that we have the
most thorough, practical
and up-to-date institution in
this country for teaching
\Vatchmaking, Engraving
and Optics.
Send for our Prospectus.

It will tell you all about it.
See ad. on page 529, this

issue.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology,

Broad and Somerset Streets,
F. W. Schiller, Philadelphia, Pa.

Prineipal.

THOS. J. JIIZEK 8z CO.,

Repairers for the Trade.
Established 17 Years.

Staff, pivot and jewel jobs returned sani.•
day received. All kinds of watch ease, ,jewelry
repairing and stone-setting done.

Watchmakers'Tools and Materials.
We handle the hest mainsprings and staffs

ill the world.
Write for prices im repair work.

ELGIN, ILL.

SOFT SOLDER WITH ACIDS AND FLUIDS
A THING OF THE PAST ! ! !

Practically as good as hard soldering, and without effort or expense.

Is Rapid, Clean,
Economical, Prac-
tical, Convenient.
Always Ready,Easy

to Use.
Requires n

- 

- acids or any do-
sed pt ion.

Price per stick, 20c.; pm dozen, 52.25 ; sample by mail, 22c.

tr MOEN' -NNAF- WE,NI` •etk • \ _$

IMPERIAL SOLDEREKE
• PA rreLr. APP±10 _

We shall shortly place on the mar-
ket the "Imperial Solderene,"
in thin stick form, made to flow
very quickly and easily ; making
it practically as strong as hard
solder.

W. GREEN & CO., 6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK,
11411111.11ftletLIPC..1.:4.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

LOWS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia.

(:,econd lIoor ) (Established 1b92

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

air Prompt attention gluten to Mall and
Express Orders.

Best
American-Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND
HOLE JEWELS. poz.

ahttln irre Ssttant, $1.00

`, 
 polished, line

finish  
I I ole Jewels 

1.25
1  00

,) I bile Jewels, Ruby'and Sap-
phire, fine finished . . . LAO

A large line of R. F. Simmons Co.
Chain ;, Ostby & Barton Co. Stone and Band
Rings, Plainville Stock Co. Carded Jewelry.

Mail orders Nolicited. Selection packages
sent to responsible dealers.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. I,. McEwEN, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Slim
for English, Swiss anti American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Pr ic e, List.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for lir at twenty-live
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, addresa, initials and abbre-
viationa count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than t wo-line initial letter.

To inatire linseed MI money must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach um not later than
the 2501 of each month for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If auswera are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subacribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in W111C11 their advertisement appears.

Ad(lress,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under till, hemline, ONE CENT per word, ror Itrint

twenty-11,e word, Addllional woialb nod otherlIsements,
THREE CEN 'I'M per asril. So advertisement. Inwried
rsr Ph, than 55 rent,

W A TCHM A K ER, jewelry repairer, also plain
I, engraver ; young man. Address, Box
75, Station I), Cincinnati, Ohm. 
pY good, all-around watch repairer, jeweler
1, and salesman. Have good set of tools, good
habits. Middle West pref. "P 992," care
NOySlone.
fi ' l'IC1 AN of following capabilities: Expert(3 frame-fitter and adjuster ; can edge, grind,
solder and bend bridges; 12 years' exp. Address,
" K 965," care Keystone.
AGE 29; 12 years' exp. Watchmaker, no cii-
Li ; have lathe. Want $15 per week, or
will locate at town where it will pay $50 to $100
per month at bench. Wants position by May
Ist. Address, Box 36, Blaine, Ky.
0,001) watchmaker and engraver, have steady
U position, but would like a change. New
England States pref. Own bench and tools.
No oilers under $18 will be answered. "L 8,"
care Keystone.
fly practical watchmaker, 12 years' exp.; thor-
D oughly understand railroad watches. All
the latest and best tools. Absolutely no bad
habits. Box 75, Stoutsville, Mo. 
1/1' young man, understanding welch, clock

and jewelry repairing, hard soldering, en-
graver. 5 years' exp. Central States pref.
Refs. Address, "Jeweler," 73 Eighth Street-,

Ohio. 
pi RST-CLASS watchmaker desires position at
I once. Own tools, good habits; New England
States pref. Address, "E. H. B.," 95 Charles
Street, Springfield, Mass. 
TO travel for material house, by young man,
• 23 years old. 5 years' .exp. at watch bench ;
good if. " It 975," care Keystone. 
tS watchmaker, by man of long exp. Can
:1 make line repairs and understand R. R.
work. Steady job, $25 per week. "II 7," care
Keystone.
A1.1...15NIAN or watchmaker for retail jewelry
0 store. Middle ago, with family ; 15 years in
best stores of Washington, B. C.-in the Intel-
], ss all my life. Best refs. as to character,
integrity and ability. Qualified to take charge
of, store. " P 989," care Keystone.
pOSITION by young 1111111RA general letter and
I monogram engraver. "S977," care Keystone.
WATCH 31 A K ER, having lathe and tools, de-
" sires ii steady position as assistant. "D970,"
care Keystone.
%ATcIlMAKER, fine, 20 years' exp., under-
" stands all watches, stalls pivots. German-
American ; ago 35 ; no bad habits best ref.
!'ages $20. Dreher, 2382 Eighth Ave., NewYork.

10115 Ii man, watchmaker, jeweler, engraverand graduate optician. Own 'lathe and
tools ; Al refs. "T 980," care Keystone.
E I.' If Al "I'IONIST, with outfit and large exp.,

I w iill be open for engagement n April or
May. State salary you pay. Dr. II. Carl Ilelbig,
Lynchburg, Va.

I REFRAL1 IONIS I`, good salesman and
ii I frame adjuster desires position with reliable
firm. " E 979," care Keystone. 
pEFRACTIONIST, experienced graduate, of
JL excellent personality, with complete modern
outfit for optical parlor seeks location. Will
rent or accept position. Address," Optometrist,"
room 5 Besse Building, Springfield, Mass.
pOSITION by graduate optician a good de-

signer and engraver ; also has knowledge of
watchmaking. A position in some good Western
city it'll. Best ref. M. M. McIntire, 7 East
sugar Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 

VOUN11 111811, age 30, exceptional refs. as to
I character, ability, etc., wants position as
manager or assistant manager of optical °dew-
elry display St. Louis Exposition. Om give
bond for any reaaonable amount if necessary.
Address, "0 970," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver alld grad-
" nate optician, 14 years' exp. American,
'nuarried; West or Southwest. '11 978," care
Keystone.

BY reliable young man. Can do all ordinarywatch, clock anti jewelry repairing; have
Immo tools. Single, best refs. Address, Homer
Thomas, Cuba, N. Y. 
HY watchmaker, optician, (registered plianna-
u cat, Iowa) want permanent location. Can
furnish the best of ref. For further information
address, Fred. J. Armantrout, Adair, Iowa. 
11I1t4T-CLASS watch repairer wants first-class
I position anytime ; anywhere,West preferred.
Permanent only. See other Milwaukee address
ad. this 18£111e. A. C. Reisz, St. Paul, Minn. 
vxmarr engraver, jeweler, graduate optician,
IA fair watchmaker 

' 
• 7 years' store exp. Cali-

fornia preferred ; Al refs. Chas. L. Taylor,
Carnegie, Pa. 
Hy exceptionally bright Scandinavian boy of
LI 17 years to finish trade ; particularly adapted
for salesman. Have some all-around exp.
Engraving and photo. on application. Minne-
meta or nearby States pref. Address, 0. G.
Milberg, Duluth, Minn. 
lAY first-class watchmaker capable of doing
Li railroad anti other high-grade work and
taking charge of a business. Best refs. Geo.
Cochran, Ellis, Kans.
Hy May 1st. Watchmaker, engraver and opti-
Li clan. Best refs.; $20 per week. " E. J. C. L.,"
118 Suffolk Street, Ironwood, Mich.
4'1RST-CLASS watchmaker, 20 years' exp., all-
y around man. All tools, no bad habits ;
steady industrious ; go any whore. State
w iages n first letter. " K 956," care Keystone. 
AS head watchmaker

' 
or to manage store or

41 repair department. Now employed but
whiling to consider proposition to change July
15th. Thorough, competent watchmaker, under-
standing railroad watch inspection ; first-class
jeweler, stone-setter, letter, monogram and sou-
venir engraver ; graduate optician, salesman.
Own tools ; 12 years' exp. and. Bradley horolog-
teal course. Married, age 33. Best refs., present
employers and others. " F 962," care Keystone.
I DESIRE a good window location for bench
I work, or will lake a position 

' 
• have all tools.

Address, George A. Messer, East A Istead, N. H.
lATATCHNIAK ER and engraver wants position
" at once as assistant In a first-class house.
Would prefer Philadelphia or an Eastern city.
Have all tools. Address, " W. K. S.," 2609
Jessup Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
WATCHMAKER and plain engraver. Address,

E. R. Farnsworth, Clayton, Mich. 
QITUATIO5r by young man of 20, as jeweler
U and watchmaker ; 3 years' exp. at the bench.
Ohio or Michigan pref. "T 955," care Keystone.
VNORAVER, young man, some exp. watch and
" jewelry repairing, would like position with
50111e waal watchmaker finish trade and be
generally useful. Address, I/. McKay, 79 Lowrie

;heir ille, Ohio.
W,\ 'I I itipl clock repairer is open for position.
" At presem place 7 years. Willits chanee to
improve in higher grade of work. Address,
Willard A. Levers, 533 West York Street,
Philadelphia. 
pY young man 88 assistant watchmaker ; good
II salesman. 18 months' exp. at bench. IV ish
to complete trade ; willi ng to begin on small
salary. Single, tether and reliable ; Al refs.
Address, Winfield Werre, Nashville, Ill.
POSITION at once by young man as Jewel 

• 

engraver. Best of refs. Address, Ben).
Kettlewell, 100 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
A POSITION by a thoroughly experienced
IL jewelry and phonograph salesman. Best of
refs. Will begin on moderate wages. 28 years
old. "M 944," care Keystone. 
fly finst-class optician • $250 outfit. Can take

care of any class of optical business any-
where. Thoroughly competent in every partic-
ular of the business. Degree, Oph. D. " C945,"
care Keystone.
VOMPhrENI, reliable watchmaker and 0110-
I) clan will be open for engagement May 1st.;
20 years' exp. Capable of taking charge of
repair department. 4 }Tars in present position,
8 years head watchmaker itt prominent Chicago
house. " P. J.," Dudley, Watson, Moor & Bro.,
Toledo, Ohio.
AS traveling salesman for optical house to take
15 full line of some new specialty. Refs. given.it Traveler," 187 Main St., New Baltimore, Ohio.

11Y watch, dock and jewelry repairer, plain

• 

engraver. Good, all-around man ; good
salesman, good habits. Would like a job in
St. Louis or elsewhere. "Jeweler," box 153,
Estherville, Iowa.

PAN do almost any kind of watch, clock and
IJ jewelry repairing that any first-dam jeweler
can do •, plain engraver, some fancy. 15 years
at the bench; 12 years running store and optical
business of my own-just recently aold out.
Spent $1000 learning the 2 businesses ; have 4
jewelry and optical diplomas. 86 years old ;
married and have 2 children. Might buy store
if business proved satisfactory and for sale.
Could go at onee , price reasonable, Very best
of refs. E. A. Maxwell, Petersburg, Ind. 

A I WATCH repairer on railroad and compli-
a 1 tatted watches, fair jeweler, engraver and
optician. Have lathe, tools, trial case, oplithal-
nnometer. Speak English, German ; good refiu.
Will go West anywhere ; permanent position
only. A. C. Reisz, Milwaukee, W1A. •

SITUATIONS WANTED.

WATCH M A KER, 42, lirst-class ; 27 years' exp.
In foreign and American watches, wants

permanent position with good hirtu. " E 948,"
care Keystone.
A(AN, 28, wants position at watches, clocks
nk and jewelry. Al refs. Over 2 years with
last employer. Strictly temperate ; own tools.
Rule, 3714 N. Broad, Philadelphia. 
YOUNG man wants position in up-to-date shop
a to finish as all-around monogram and orna-
mental engraver. Chicago only. "13 9," care
Keystone.

BY young man as assistant watchmaker, clockand jewelry repairing. Ref. given. J. B.
' Roithuer, West Newton, Pa. 
ASSISTANT watchmaker, 2 years' exp.-8
11 months in watch school ; age 23. Full set
tools ; plain engraver, optician. Strictly tem-
perate ; 412 per week ;, Milwaukee or Wisconsin
pref. Refs. " Watchmaker," 272 Main Street,
Kenosha, Wis. 
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker. "D 987," care

• 

Keystone. 
Hy watch, clock and jewelry repairer, hard

• 

solderer-no engraving ; not afraid of work.
Box 90e, Bloomfield, Iowa.
pXPERIENCED letter and monogram ela-
n graver, watchmaker and jeweler. Salary
$20 per week. Best of refs. Address, George
Becksteln, room 42 at No. 69 Dearborn Street,
Chicago. 
AT once, by first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
It engraver. Permanent position more of an
object 1111111 large salary. " Watchmaker,"
Elmira House, Elmira, N. Y. 
VIRST-CLASS refractionist and Al jewelry
L salesman desires change. Best of refs. Ad.,
" H 954," care Keystone.

Al RLb tacriobas 1, jewelry salesman, un-
derstands repairing of clocks, jewelry, etc.

First-class refs.; 7 years' practical exp. "M OA"
care Keystone. 
t1tRSTCLASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver,
I salesman, thorough on high-grade compli-
cated and railroad watches. Competent to take
charge of store or repair department. Own
tools, strictly sober and reliable ; only first-class
house need apply. State salary in first letter.
" A 999," care Keystone. 
POSITION by jewelry mfg. and diamond setter
I iu jewelry store. New York, Chicago pref.
State salary in first reply or no answer. "L 6,"
care Keystone.
1/Y young man. Ain first-class watchmaker,
" jeweler anti plain engraver. Have fine set
tools ; must be in Central Iowa. "It 4," care
Keystone.
Pt RST-CLASS watchmaker, with 24 years' exp.
I in the retail jewelry business. A rapid,
accurate and up-to-date workman ; have my
own tools ; good. optician ; have trial case and
Geneva retinoscope, and know how to use it for
successful fitting. I want a permanent position
May 1st with a good house that will appreciate
a good man. No position accepted less than $25
per week. "S 996," care Keystone.
HY young man as watchmakerjeweler, and
Li plain engraver. Own tools and can speak
German ; can give ref. Ago 22 ; prefer Middle
West. Address, 313 Ilowland Street, Charles
City, Iowa. 
yOUNG man, some mcp., wants position with
• go od jeweler to finish trade. Small celery.
Have own tools • help with other ivork. NI, bad
ipm.bilitos;2r.efs. C. E. llill, St. Joseph, Mo. It. F.

WATCHMA KERJeweler,plaiu engraver wants
" position in Chicago ; 10 years' exp. No
bad habits and good refs. Address, "Jeweler,"
6557 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
WATCHM A KE lt, jeweler, plain engraver,. opti-

clan, all-around man, wants position.
Nort h-eolt t St It ; rst-class refs.; 11 years'
exp.; $18 per week. " ti 983," care Keystone.
Hy watchmaker and :toil:1113111, 2 years' exp. at
" bench. Can do plain hard 111111 soft soldering,
have had exp. with French and electric clocks
anti railimul watch inspection. Refs. furnished.
" W II," care Keystone.
PY first-class watchmaker, best of tools and
Li refs.; 23 years at the bench. Healthy loca-
tion only accepted, as health makes me change.
Thos. H. Gwaltney, 1051 Trinity Street, Beau-
mont, Texas.
A I JEWELER and clock repairer, also second
Ito watchmaker, wants position. Have lathe
and most necessary tools. Ant good clerk ; can
give good ref.;  West pref. "S19," care Keystone.
AS head watchmaker only with first-class house
IL willing to pay $25 weekly for a foreign up-
to-date workman ; 20 years' exp. "al 990,"
care Keystone.
DO you want for St. LOUIS World's Pair Swiss
✓ watchmaker with exceptional ability and
capacity? Lathes, tools ; best refs. "A. V.,"
box 267, Dartmouth, W. S., Canada. 
pOSITION as traveling salesman for first-class

house, either general line ofjewelry, sterling
silver or tools and material. Have had 18 years'
exp. in the Jewelry business at the bench and as
salesman: do not care to be confined to the
bench any longer. Am at present employed in
the largest jewelry store in city of 25,000. I am
30 years old ; can furnish Al refs. "It 21,"
care Keystone. 

VXPERIENCED lady engraver desires position
•• in Boston. Competent for all ordinary en-
graving and willing to do other jewelry store
work. "0 25," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

yERY competent Swiss watch and chronometer
I maker and adjuster. Expert in complicated
watches ; 35 years' exp. in Geneva, Paris, Genoa,
London, Liverpool. Married. Ilest lathes and
tools-kuuw how to use them. No ofdician,
jeweler, engraver or salesman. Wages from $25
to $80. " V 24," care Keystone.
AS manager. Thoroughly competent, familiar
La with all branches-optician, engraver. Can
furnish gilt-edge refs. "P 12," care Keystone.
1?XPERIENCED refractionist, well posted in
1) the mechanical work, speaks English, French,
German :eel Spanish fluently, would like posi-
tion will' World's Fair concessionaires. State
terms. A ■Idress, " It '23," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
LINDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VIBST-CLASS optical bench workmen and

▪ 

surface grinders. State age, exp., salary
expected and refs. Address, L. B. Illeyrowitz,
604 Nieollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 
TWO good men. Competent watchmaker, en-

• 

graver and 8111C8118111. Also jewelry repairer,
engraver and clock man who can do light jew-
elry manufacturing. Must he well recom-
mended. State salary expected. mily first-
class, sober experienced men need apply.
Geo. IV. Etna  Jewelry t'o., Butler, Mo.
WANTED, for New York City, competentmm watch and jewelry salesman. One capable
of taking in repairing. Address, "L use, eare
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, with tools.
I' Married man prof. 51. F. Conley, Louisa, Ky.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver ; ref.
" A. Schlensticker, Hamilton, Ohio. 
ppm PETENT watchmaker, salesman, engraver
✓ with tools; optician pref. Immediately ;
permanent position. Write quick ; state age,
exp., salary, qualifications. P. A. Clemmer,
Cresco, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER and engraver. Must be
'1 thoroughly good in both branches. Good
salary ; permanent position to the right man.
Nice city, film climate. " II 998," care keystone.
AT once, young man for good assistant watch-
at maker and jeweler for 6 months' service.
Only honest, reliable, moderate It men need
apply. A. It. Grove, jeweler, Ithenim, Ind.
-IV unexception nal opportuity ror a well-posted

material man to take charge or a material
department. Good salary to Ole right party.
Address, Leonard Krower, :136 Canal, New
Orleans, La.
YOUNG man to finish trade ; good salesman,

▪ 

can engrave and hard solder. Chas. Kuhn,
1748 Chouteau Avenue, St. Lottis.
'IMMEDIATELY, watchmaker and plain en-
• graver with knowledge of optics. Prefer
single man. Permanent place to right party.
Send photo. and sample of engraving in first
letter. C. Simanton, St. Johnsbury, Vt. 
VIRST-CLASS optical bench workman and

• 

surface grinder for Southern city. State
age, exp., salary expected aud ref. "It 972,"
care Keystone. 
unisT-CLAss watch material and tool man to
✓ take entire charge of material department
in well-known and successful ji ibbing house.
Address, " K," I'. 0. box 1067, Nell' York.
WATCHMAKER, witit tools ;. mast be good
H salesman, judge of values in watches and
diamonds

' 
not drink ; give age, ref. and exp.

Hours, 8 to 6 ; pay, $18 to $25 per weck ; steady
position. Webb's Bank, Peoria, Ill. 
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker for New York
It City. Address, " L 951," care Keystone.
PIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and ()lai-
✓ clan. A fine position for a good man by
June 1st. Refs. and sample of engraving.
W. P. Carruthers, Oberlin, Ohio. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician.
mm Steady position to right man. Give full
particulars and send sample of engraving to
A. H. l'Ike, 168 N. Clark Street, Chicago, III.
wANTED, assistant engraver, jeweler and

clock repairer. State salary atal ret first
letter ; steady position. Lou:Milan Bros., Spring-
field, Ill. 
Hy a wholesale watch anti jewelry house, an At
13 traveling salesman for the Northwest terri-
tory and Iowa-an experienced mati command-
ing a large trade and salary. In reply, state
animal sales, character of trade, etc. Address,
" m Northwest," room 601 Columbus Meinorial
Building, Chicago. 
A YOUNG man to do watch and general repair-

• 

tog and to copy on the typewriter. Address,
J. L. McCulloch, Prineville, Oregon.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler at once ; penna-
" nent position. H. C. Bledsoe, Atkins, Ark.
WE desire to engage a traveling salesman ex-
" perienced in selling tools and materials.
A good position for the right man. Address,
Meyer Jewelry Company, Kansas City, Mo. 

WANTED, at once, first-class watchmaker and
" engraver. Ref. must be AI ; send sample
of engraving, salary, etc. in first letter. For a
city of 38,000 in New York State. .1. W. For-
singer, Broadway and Malden Lane, New York
City.

Al WATCHMAKER, who engraves, repairs
jewelry and clocks, salesman ; help all-

around. Steady job that will please you-New
York State. $15 week; send sample of engraving
and photo. " B 10," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

WATCH, clock and jeweler repairer. Will
expect him to wait on trade occasionally

State ability, ref. and wages expected. A. C.
Grant, Sharpsburg, Pa. 
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker ; one who thor-
Th ()uglily understands watch and clock reiiair-
ing. Must hutuve his own tools, including lathe.
Good ref. Single man preE; steady lila, e for
right kind of man. 0. C. Rusted, Tower t 'it ,
N. Pak.
AT once, jeweler and engraver. Good place for
LI a good young man. It. Niiiinch, South
Bend, Ind. 
1YATCHMA K ER, jeweler and fair engraver

for good, permanent position. Young,
single man pref. Send refs. and state age, exp.
and salary expected. Suhrer, the jeweler.
Fernandina, Fla.
11' A NTED-A combination clock and watch
" repairer. Must be competent to repair
hall and French clocks and do good quality of
watch work. Address, " Ii 084," care Keystone. 

EXPERIENCED salesman wanted by a largeSt. Louis jobber of diamonds, watches and
jewelry, for Texas and the Territories. First-
class man only. "B 969," one Keystone.

(1051PETENT watchmaker. You ng man of good
✓ habits. L. S. McCabe & Co., Rock Island, Ill. 
A TRAVELING man who commands trade in
10 Southern and Central States, for a general
first-class line of diamonds, watches and jewelry.
Only suet' as eau furnish good refs. anti have
established trade need apply. "S 14," care
Keystone.
paacTicA I. optiehio, siMP

• 

111811, C0111Ii1.11.•111 10 take -lie,. tot ptical

parlors. To start :!;5t) month. L. II. Armstrong.,
Jacksotivill.•,

lvAD -11mA KElt, jewelry repaiier, engraver,
ako help in store. W ill pa■ n ages.

nue climate. State wages req uited. It...quire
ref. Address, J. F. Clark, I lu Pine Street,
Abilene, Texas.
WIATcl IMA KEIL engraver and good sales-
,' 110111, to buy interest in established busi-
ness in town of 26,000. $1500 to $2500. " I' 22,"
care K,•yst one.
WATi MAKER or assistant watchmaker.
11 Elmer 0. 'fucker, 323 Main Street-, Wor-
caster, Mass.
1.11' June 1st, young 111811 to work in jewelry

• 

store. State age, exp., ability and salary
expected. Chance to advance. Ad., McNamee,
jeweler, 1406 3Iarket Street, Wheeling, W. Va. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver for trade work.

State salary and exp. "11 997," care Keystone.

A YOUNG man, jeweler and engraver. Steadyposition ; ref. required. J. Hirschfield,
Selma, Ala. 
lAY May 15th, a first-class watchmaker, opticiau
u and salesman. Only tirst-class man wanted;
permanent position ; wages $20 per week. Ad.,

5Iahler's Sons, Raleigh, N. C. 

1100D watchmaker and engraver at once.

• 

Hattiesburg Jewelry Co., Hattiesburg, 5Iiss.

yOUNG man as jewel ry and clock repairer and

• 

assistant. watchmaker. I{el it. Perlen,
Utica, N. Y.

1j1IRST-CLASS traveling man for tub Southern
I. or Middle States by an old-established whole-
sale jewelry, watch and diamond house. Must
have an established trade. "L 26," care
Keystone. 

WANTED, a first-class watchmaker and en-graver. Young, Angle man pref. State
qualifications, refs. and salary desired. Harper
& Taylor, Salisbury, Md. 

VIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver, one who
I understands cowmen watch work preferred,
state salary, etc. Send samples of engraving
in first letter. A permanent position to a com-
petent man. No litters answered to those who
are unable to furnish references. This pomition
is in leading store in Northern Indiana.
Hal It. Smith  3t Co., Logansport, Ind.

clOOD young jeweler, clock repairer, some ex-

• 

perience on watches. Steady employment
anti advance to right man. First letter salary,
ability, experience, full particulars. Near Pitts-
burg, prefer local !nen. "II 976," care Keystone.

wholesale watch and jewelry house, Al
" traveling salesman for Indiana and Ohio.
None bet experienced person conunanding
large trade need appiv. Address, " IVIllis IVitr-
ren A Co.," room 601 tolumbits Memorial Bldg.,
Chicago.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

pVERY kind of gold mill silverware, jewelry.
ri watches, platinum. Market value paid Sent
by express or registered mail. Price mg sat is-
factory I will return all articles. 3. L. clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold anti silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sawmill St., Philadelphia.

ANN who is thorough on subjective examine( ion
I/ wishes to take retinoscopy anti oplithalltio-
scopy under practical optician or 0C1111111. State
terms. "C 982," care Keystone.

M EDI 13 51 size, double doored safe of standard
Jo make. Give outside and inside measure-
ments and lowest cash price. Address, A. .T.
Rankin & Co., Roanoke, 'Va.

WANTED.
677

4 PoST clock for ril reel. sign. Chas. M. Banks,
It Wilmington, Del. 
A JEWELER to locate in Ituslisylvania, Ohio ;
A town of 700, cement works, flour mill, saw
mill, etc.; good country and growing ; fine op-
portunity for the right matt. Address, C. A.

'onimereial (lub, It uslisylvanla,Ohio.
kV! LI. pay cash for Hardy oplehalmonieter.
• si arc le lee and condition. Also watch-

1-', lathe. I). W. Hull, Warren, Ohio.
s I A 1:1.1SHED jewelry or optical business in
N !tweet, not under 10,000 pop. Bank refs.

. \ .1,1 re-, Dr. E. Snyder, Laramie, Wyo.
iN 0-HAND genuine bloseley 1 x 2 lathe,

13 without chucks. Must be in good coudition
and cheap. Box 361, Branford, Conn.
SODA fountain. Box 220, Silo, Vis.

'WILLING mill, with or without ring roll. LeeThompson, Andrews, Ind. 
QET of Ingold fraises. Carl Nicholson, Chilli-
u collie, Ohio. 

II°PKINS' hand-jeweling and uprighting tool.Address, with pi ice, "Jeweler," box 236,
Port Washingtee.
A sEcoN1)-11ANI, -lidere.d, 3 slides, for W. &
it %1'. lathe, No. 2. rest on calliper to
tit. same slide, and a pi, or polisher to tit alt1110
lathe. Hare he I ttItttI.. Will pay cash for
lute or all three. I . alio, Ill.

FOR SALE.
UNOER THIS NEWUING TI-11,EE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

I FAVEI.It Y ci a, , 28-tutu t with ease, 20 feet
tt shelving, 54 feet counter, 38 feet show cases,
safe, roll-top betiell and some other things, $500
teost ,10011 ,, and as inualt stock a, y011 IVIAll.
.1nunal ‘.7titto. NII Fine tIll-
iIIIl Itttc., ti III ttt ‘1 II II 5111:111 Capital. 1.11..
tali011 500111, IIII• L Ii lttt pollple will' lung

" I-are Keystone.
ELI:v stItre town III 17110 pop. in loan.

.1 stoel: awl fiXillre, Will invoice about $1500.
Best Mem ion in (own. Chas. T. Alankey,
Britt, Iowa.
QM A LI. stock of wat cites, cloaks and jewelry fa
0 drug store, Good locat ion ; cheap rent. Good
reason for selling. Theodore Schutz, steilat,Nebr,

$2500'Ew ELRY stock, Its titres, safe 2-ellair
barber shop, ne‘v store, 24 x 40 and

lot. Rest. young town in southern Minnesota,
pop. 700 ; water works and city gas. All the
work two men can do. Saint half cash ; can
be bought with or without lsurlier department,
Steensfrup & Cornell. Truman, Shinn.
pEST pay i n g jewel ry store ; fast-growing mil-
l" road and mfg. town of 7000, Northern Penn-
sylvania. Only regularjeweler here. Railway
watch inspector. Big run repairing, small ex-
penses ; cleared over $3500 last year. Only
those meaning business anti have about 24000
cash need answer. Best reasons for selling.
"S 988," care Keystone.
IINL1 jewelry store in Ohio town ; pop. 2000.
✓ Good business and location. "C 5," care
K$Ieoysotootie.

business. No competition. Alfg. town
111. S small butt well-paying jewelry

and growing fast. Address, George Lowell,
Kitlgtioltl, t1 i'.

Il AttE chit t ti-i.. On account of owner's death,
IL Old-eStill/liSIIIII1 jewelry business In NOE118•111
New York, with large farming trade. A good
Place for the right man. Business always paid
well. For particulars inquire, Sirs. Julia
%et sche, Sothis, Wayne County, N. Y. 
rsTA MASH ED, good-paying jewelry business
I, in oil, of the richest farming counties hit

" I 171," (quo Keystone.
THE finest jewelry store and location in the

• 

best city in Die West. Sloek and fixtures
$9000; pop. 18,000. Will pay yeti 10 investigate.
Ad.,' D 48," care Lapp & Flershe chit:lg.:, I II.
lEIVELRY store in live, growing tow it t it
u North Dakota. Good, clean stock. Will
invoice $900. Best location in town. "A 3,"
care Keystone.

AT once, jewelry stock, fixtures and material,
It also tools if wanted, In good town of 2000
people. Invoice about $800. Address, E. E.
Braun, Geary, Okla. 

/11011-CLASS business for sale ; manufacturing,
II retail and importing. One of the oldest es-
tablished and leading houses in the East ; 70
years uninterrupted success. Large store,
prominent location. Steady established trade.
Reputation extending over the entire country.
Large niail order business Merchandise on
hand represents leading and bent American and
European prodects. Ni, old stock ; ti at
machinery, equipment. all modern, up to date,
Business perfectly organized and in active, suc-
cessful running linden Present active manager,
40 years' continuous work, wishes to retire.
Will begot late wit ii reliable party for controlit ng
interest, aeceptable partnership or entire Nisi-
nesm. Rare and exceptional opportunity for
voting man with capital to acquire an estab-
lished, attrael relined and profitable busi-
ness in a heaut Mil city, charming surroundings.
Ni apeculation, no uncertainty. Close atten-
tion and business methods. Success assured.
Principals only ad., " Established Business,"
care Reid, Esitelslyn & Ketcham, attorneys-at-
law, 35 Wall Street, New York City.

(Continued an page 678)
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FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

(Continued from page 677)
A GooD opportunity. The best located jewelry
Li store in the city, established 20 years. Stock
and fixtures $4000 ; can be reduced ; easy terms.
Sickness compels the change. For particulars
address, C. H. Phelp, Bismarck, N. Dak.
JEWELRY stock and fixtures, $1500 ; can re.
Ii duce if required. Good chance for watch-
maker and optician with small capital. Good
lumbering town in winter, the best hay fever
and summer resort in the North in summer ; 5
miles from Mackinac Island. Must sell before
May 15th—other business interests. Address,
Box 15, St. Ignace, Mich.
11,00D-PA TING jewelry business, cheap, in one
U of the best growing towns in Idaho. Stock
and fixtures will invoice between St000 and
$3500. Climate cannot be beat. Must he sold
within 60 days ; other business demands my
attention. " D 821," care Keystone.

$1200 BUYS jewelry and optical store in goodtown of 3500. Poor health, reason for
selling. A. W. Johnson, Spencer, Iowa.
EXCEPTIONAL opportunity (ora quick buyer.
u New, up-to-stook, new fixtures. A very
fine business ; done a $16,000 last year. Watch
inspection goes with the business. Town 5000.
Rent and light $35 per month. $4000 to $5000
required ; no tritiers need answer. Located in
Western Arkansas. Address, " Exceptional,"
care Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., Holland Building,
St. Louis, Mo.
QMALL stock of watches, clocks, jewelry spec-
k) Metes, tools and material. Ad, "L. I. T.,"
box 18, Golden, Ill.

CASH will buy stock of optical goods and
Instruments worth $500. Must be sold

by April 20th. For refs. address, J. /I. Kopp,
R. R. 23, Nashotah, Wis.

$200

fINLY jewelry and optical business in town of
U 1500. Good run of repairing ; will reduce
stock to suit ; low rent. Other business, reason
for selling. Geo. R. Bosworth, iVilliainstown,
Vermont.
A FIRST-CLASS jewelry store, established 17
LI years, doing good business ; complete stocks,
fixtures, tools. Located on the principal busi-
ness street of York, Pa.—York is the most pro-
gressive and also the third best nag. city In
Pennsylvania ; pop. 42,000, with a number of
suburban towns of 8000 pop. within a mile of
the city ; the best agricultural county in the
State. Address, H. M. Rebert, York, Pa.
JEWELRY store in live, growing town of 3500
11 pop. in South Arkansas. Goods clean ; stock
and fixtures will invoice about $2000. The best
location in town, being on court square. A
bargain if sold at once—terms to suit. " 11 085,"
care Keystone.
VIM, out of business. Established since 1835
U in watch, clock and jewelry trade. Located
in present place 22 years. Wish to sell good
will, stock, fixtures, etc. Watch and clock re-
pairing of high order, with long line of regular
patrons. Hotels, theaters and large business
houses close by. No doubtful waiting for work,
It is already assured. Price low. Wm. Pratt
& Son, 195 Tretnont Street, Boston.
JEWELRY business, invoice li5000, Best tOW11

In State ; pop. 15,000 ; monthly payroll over
$70e,000. Industries : Coal mining, zinc
smelters, railroad shops, etc. Fine opportunity.
Town will support stock of $25,000. Other busi-
ness, reason for selling. Would sell half interest
to right party. H. 1.. Morrison, Pittsburg, Kans.
IN the best town in the Northwest, distributing
I point of the inland empire. A well-equipped
retail and jobbing, mfg. and repair shop. Good-
paying mail order business. Steady work for
2 men. Established 10 years; estimated invoice
$2200. Address, .1. M. Arent, 428 Sprague Ave.,
Spokane, Wash.
ESTABLISHED paying jewelry and optical
Ii business in Iowa town of 22,000. Stock
$2500. Can /educe. Address, " X," room 604,
92 State St., Chicago, Ill. 
fp/OD-PAYING jewelry business in OM of the
U richest farm and dairy coa lit ies in Wisconsin.
Leading store in town of 2500 pop. Low rent,
steam heat. Good reason for selling. "F 895,"
care Keystone.
QMALL jewelry store in good city, Fox River

• 

Valley, in Wisconsin. Burglar-proof safe,
show cases and tables at half value ; also small
stock ; only necessary to btty fixtures, $200 re-
quired. Reason for selling, poor health. Write
for particulars. " N 991," care Keystone.
A RARE chance for a good watchmaker, to
a take old stand with good business and fine
run of beach work. Watch inspector position
attached. Large railroad center, in 'healthy
town in Pennsylvania. Little capital required.
Address, " IL 971," care Keystone.
(100D-PAYING jewelry store, Northeast Kan-
W sus ; county seat, 2000 pop ; water works.
Fine fixtures, floor cases, new. Run 14 years
by present owner. Can reduce to 81200 or $1500
cash. Clean stock. One other entail store. Must
change climate. "W 967," care Keystone.
QMALL stock and fixtures, a snap for young

• 

man with small capital, especially a nut/d-
eign. Pop. 7000. Little competition. Must be
sold at once. Chas It. Keil, Menasha, Wis.
IEWELRY stock, fixtures in Southern (alifor-
ml ; invoice about $2500; good chance for
watchmaker and optician ; no optician in town.
Pop. 2500, when factory is running 3500 ; good
climate ; reason for selling, other business.
"W 963," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

VA BUYS jewelry stock, fixtures and busi-ness. Only jeweler in town of 1000 pop.,
two factories, surrounded by rich farming coun-
try A fine opportunity. Address, Box 257,
Richmond, Vt.
IIA III AIN if taken before June 1st. $3000 takes

stm.k and fixtures, which will invoice $3500.
Must sell account partner's illness. Am not
myself aieweler or watchmaker. Fast growing
town of MOO. 150 houses built last fall. Twice
as many building this season. Industries loca-
ting account fuel. Finest climate. Large con-
tributing territory, Little °menet it ion. For
details, addresa at once, "B 956," ea re Keystone.
(TOCK of watches, clocks, jewt•lry, cut gloss,
" musical instruments and bicycles, cheap,
want to go West. F. H. Lenhart, Argyle, Minn. •
A STOCK of jewelry acid fixtures ; invoice
Li about $9000. Good location, clean stock.
In 8000 town in Eastern Ohio •, can reduce to
$7000. Did 814,000 business last year ,• want to
turn all my attention to optical business.
" W 947," care Keystone.
EXCEPTIONAL opportunity. Jewelry ImimsI-
Li ness in old and live Southern town. Sales
$5600. Repairs average $110 month. Store and
residence rent $25 month. One other repair shop.
Established 8 years. Jos. Sarphie, Woodville,
Miss.
IEWELRY business in city of 40,000 pop.; 75
0 factories. Stock and fixtures $900. Repairs
$2200 last year. Louis Warshauer, Brockton,
Mass.

$300 CAS"' balance easy terms, stock and fix-tures $1000. Central Pennsylvania. 8000
inhabitants. "1, 986," care Keystone.
(IN account. of poor health I will dispose of my
✓ established jewelry business in city of Indi-
anapolis, Ind. Fine location, clean stock and
good. fixtures. A chalice to step into a paying
business. Will be glad to correspond with par-
ties meaning business, and would make some
special inducements to the right kind of pur-
chaser. "13 981," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store in Michigan town of 4000.
11 Stock and fixtures about $4000, in nice con-
dition, doing good business. Will sell cheap.
Ill health. " B 953," care Keystone.

$65fifi BUYS the best leweiry and optical Inuit-uu uess in New England. No opposition.
Doing $8000 business a year. Must sell on ac-
count of health. Don't write unless you have
the cash and want the hest business in New
England. " II 20," care Keystone.
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
1' business, in Central Massachusetts city of
6500. Stock and fixtaes about $10,000. Can
reduce stock. Good reasons for selling. "P 17,"
care Keystone.
IEWELKI store in business section of Philo-
(' delphia, cheap. Owner retiring. " B 16,"
care Keystone.
9cfin BUYS well-established jewelry and op-

1P-Ialuy deal business in Pennsylvania manu-
facturing town of 8000. Town thoroughly up-
to-date. A rare opportunity for an all-around
man. Can reduce stock. "J 18," care Keystone.
UHANCE of a lifetime for a good jeweler in a

• 

good town in fruit-growers' center, Benton
County, Ark. A nice, clean stock Just bought
in the fall of 1903, in a nice, clean up-to-date
room in best location in town. Stock and fix-
tures about $3000. Rent reasonable, or will sell
store property. Reasons for selling perfectly
satisfactory. Time on part if desired. A good
workman wanting a location would do well to
personally investigate this. "P 27," care
Keystone.
IEW EERY store in the very best shopping dis-
t, trict of Brooklyn for sale. Stock will inven-
tory $12,000; repairs average $400 per month.
Stock can be reduced to suit purcluwer, and
liberal terms to responsible person. Have other
business and cannot attend to seine. L. S.
Meyer & Bro., 38 Maiden Lane, New York City.
PEST located jewelry store in city ; only 2 other
u jewelers. Satisfactory reason for selling.
About $3000 ; can reduce. Pop. 15,000. Phil
Levy, Henderson, Ky.
IIPTICAL business in city of 225,000 for sale;
u 13 years' established. Average business $6000
per year. Location the best. Lease will run 4
years from May lat. $2500 to $3500 cash will
buy it. Address, " S 946," care Keystone.
A W ELL-FII`TE I) and tip-to-date retail jewelry
I' store in the business center of our thriving
and busy city of Pittsburg. Can reduce stock
to suit buyer, and satisfactory terms to reliable
Puny ; good reasons for selling. Address, S.
Davis & Co., 723 Liberty Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

IIESIRABLE jewelry business in growing
town. Stock and fixtures $3500, can reduce.

Frank Clement, Barton Landing, Vt.

RANI) opportunity for two bright young men,
G a watchmaker and a mfg. jeweler; business
established 10 years, splendid location, nice
clean stock, tine fixtures, doing an excellent
business. Address, A. I... liarstow,Orlikosh,Wis.

11/1 account of the death of the owner a well-
y established retail jewelry business on the
West Side in Chicago can be purchased on easy
terms. Business profitable ; sales averaged over
$400 per month last year ; located in a good
manufacturing district. Repairs average $50
monthly ; stock end fixtures invoice $8500;
rent $30 per month. Fine opening for a watch-
maker with some ready cash. Address "Jewelry
Store," 830 South Halstead Street, Chicago.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

IEWELRY store, geed stock, invoices S-4500,
1a Will reduce. Missouri town of 6000, boom-
log on account of new industries. Railroad
watch inspector. Ideal location. Worth invest/
gating. "W 961," care Keystone.
IRE you looking for the best location in North-
a western Iowa? Bench work runs $125 a
month. For particulars address, Box 881, Paul.
line, Iowa.
(loop, clean jewelry stock and fixtures, invoice
U $6000. Good run of repair work. An Al
location in the best city on Pacific Coast. Ill-
health demands a change. Eastern refs. given.
Address, Box 1196, Seattle, Wash.
THE only jewelry store in town 1200 pop. Re-
I pairs $60 per month, sales $110, rent $10, in-
voice $1500, stock and fixtures. Southeastern
Indiana. "J. IL," care E. & J. Swigart, 17 W.
Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
QTOCK of general goods, excluding groceries,
1-1 value about 81000. Vant 85 per cent, of in-
voice. Address, A. Fuller, Cadwell, Ill.
A STOCK of jewelry and fixtures for sale in an
LI Indiana town of 1000 population. Only store
in town ; small stock. For particulars write
Despres, Bridges & Noel, 103 State St., Chicago.
THE leading and well-established jewelry and

• 

optical business of county-seat town in Ore-
gon. Situated in the heart of the best dairy
and timber section. Mild and healthy climate.
A choice location. Enclose stamp for answer.
Box 97, Coquille, Oregon.
'RETAIL jewelry store in New Hampshire city;
IL pop. 15,000. Best known jewelry business
in State. Location best in city. Best proposi-
tion in New England if you have $2000 cash.
Address, " 968," care Keystone.
pROSPEROUS jewelry and optical cash bust-
a nese in Kansas. Pop. 35,000; growing rapidly.
Good climate location, prices, prospects and
reputation. Only reason for Belling, necessity
of change for wife. Splendid opportunity ; buy
now and get acquainted before holidays. $4600,
will pay to enlarge or can be reduced. "D 964,"
care Keystone. 
ULDEST established Jewelry business in town
U in anthracite coal regions. Good location
for good mechanic. Reason for selling, death
of proprietor. "S 952," care Keystone.
EXCEPTIONAL opportunity for hustler. Old-
al established jewelry business, best location
live Central Pennsylvania town ; big industries.
Small competition. Will sell account failing
oyes for tr, value. "K 954," care Keystone. 
fiNE In:trill.. chronometer, one 16 size Swiss
U chronometer both in good condition. Small
stock goods in live town ; 3 railroads-4th cool-
ing. MI age the cause. Lock box 40, Conti-
nental, ()Ma
A BIG jewelry snap, $3500 stock and fixtures at
Li cost. Best location in town of Salt Lake City,
Utah. Finest climate in world for throat and
lung trouble. Write at once,. as this is a rare
opportunity. " I 28," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

A BARGAIN. One 15-foot wall case ; also 2 or
LI 3 plate-glass show cases and tables. Write
for descriptions. IV. C. Davis, Elkhart, Ind. 
MEW $35 Blickeusderfer typewriter, never

• 

used. My price $25. Howard IN illiams,
Delavan, Wis.
EIRE-PROOF safe, second hand, in good condi-
'. tion. W. A. Gregory, Midland St., West
Bay City, Mich.
11 ENEVA retinoscope and ophthalmoscope
u combined, nearly new, first-class condition;
adjustable table, stool and chair. Complete
office outfit. E. G. Burlingame, Jonesboro, Ark.
A FINE line of materials tools of all deserip-
It suitable for retail jewelry store, at 50
per cent. discount, which are fob lot, mostly
new. Harry M. Parsons, Jeweler, Adams, Maas.
EATON-GLOVER engraving machine, practi-
la catty new ; cost $85 ; 11100 model. Complete
outfit at a bargain. W. H. Pearce, Salem, Mass.
A CHAMBERS, INSKEEP & CO. ophtlialmorn-
a eter, 1903 model, good as new, cost $85. All
attachments for $40 cash. Harry H. Parsons,
Jeweler, Adams, Mass.
101Q KEYsTmiles for sale. Box 124, Gibson-
" burg, Ohio.
THE high-grade jewelers' fixtures in our store,
I 50 W. Twenty-third Street, New York, in-
eluding Holid black walnut wall cases and tables,
plate-glass show cases, chandeliers, etc., are of-
fered for sale at substantial reductions from
cost. Particulars on request. Theodore A.
Kohn & Son, New York.
flOMPLETI?, line of watchmaker's and mi-
l) graver'n tools, cabinet of watch glasses, ma-
terial, a regulator and jewelry. IVIII be sold
very cheap. A d dress, Mrs.Oles, Friendship, N.Y.

TAKES 4 complete New York Standard
electric chock movements. Will sell singly

at $3 each. J. A. Schoenthaler, 103 State Street,
Chicago.

$10

flUTFIT watchmakers tools, cheap, No. 2
I, Moseley lathe, 30 wire chucks, Monarch en-
graving block, Hall's staking tools, Stevens'
pat. N. P. vise, etc. Dr. F. V. Hoffman, 805-6
Lafayette Bldg., Waterloo, Iowa.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQU I PM ENT.

MELTING arrangeriient, 1 foot blower, 1 Eels-
us nor lens muesli re, all in perfect order.
Charles Hueg, East on, Pa.
W ATCH MA KER'S bench, the best that can

a be bought, now as good as new. Also 60-Inch
regulator as good as new. Address, "81 891,"
care Keystone.
A DIRECT current, to 1..4 h. p. electric motor
It of the highest grade made, voltage 230, with
rheostat or controller, including large size pol-
ishing head with flat belting for power mice;
large Creigh Leith optical grindstone and shaft-
ing for $90 cash ; actual cost of plant $1135. All
practically new and in perfect condition—sold
with a guarantee. Reason for sale, change of
motive power in workshop. For particulars
address V. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New
York City.
TIE ZENG refractometer, good as new, 030.
1) Louts Koch, optician, Minneapolis, Minn. 
REVOLVING window display, with electric
la lights flashing 2 colors twice mmm 1 revolution.
3 shelves around display carries 75 pounds and
runs 10 hours alternating current. Send for

cite and photo. A. P. Hirzy, Grand Rapids,
USED 1 year. Jewelers' foot-lathe (Oliver),
U ring rolls, large vise, anvil, melting centime
and roll-top bench. G. J. Hansen, Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
PARGAIN, equal to new; listed at $144, sell for
I, $72 : Ono Rivett lathe, 1 Rivett counter-
shaft, 1 Rivett screw tallstock, Rivett foot-
wheel, 1 Rivett Universal face plate, 1 Riven
compound slide rest, 1 Rivett staking tool, 1
Rivett wheel chuck, 6 Rivett wire chucks.
" 1," care Keystone.
TRIUMPH lathe, first-class condition, 11 chucks
1 and Jacot attachment. First $10 takes it.
A. Bettie, 162 Dodge Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 

SUM OPTICIANS' trial case, good as new."al Will take 34. " B 15,' care Keystone.
A JOHN BLISS chronometer in fine condition;
Al $75. C. F. Ingalls, Waukegan, Ill. 
ATHE, Boley-Moseley No. 2, with tailstock,

• 

faceplate, 29 chucks ; first-class condition,
$25. For particulars, write E. E. Wilber, 140
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

18 SIZE American key-wind movements $1.50
each ; first-class condition. Send money

with order. James Broadbent, 4 South Forty-
second Street, West Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEAPING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

ENGRAVING machine, aunt soda fountain.
11 Box 220, Rio, Wis.
EAT'S rotary eye tester, also muscle test, both
I new. E. S. Murphy, New Castle, Ind.
aENEVA trial case, large size, $35, cost $75.
U Will exchange for IV. 'W. slide rest and face
plate. Geo. J. Wilson, 388 Main St., Spring-
field, Mass.
THREE-BED Brunswick alley outfit, in stor-
1 age at Boone, Iowa, cheap for cash, or will
exchange. Box 514, Abingdon, Ill. 
WANT to trade 1600 acres of South Dakota land
11 for full jeweler's stock. Can divide land
in quarters where it is necessary. Address,
A. D. Tinsley, Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 
PANJO, guitar, typewriter or camera. Ad-
1.1 dress, A Fuller, Cadwell, Ill.
QTEREOPTICON—Want Promo pocket camera
1-1 with filmpack adapter. What have you?
R. B. Schellinger, Keene, N. H. 
PALMS to exchange for goods or city property.
✓ Black land. F. E. Martin, Kitimat, Ind.
EOR exchange, an Underwood typewriter in
I first-class .iondit Ion. Litt he and watch maker's
tools wanted. "V.," care Thos. Juzek & Co.,
Elgin, III.
AM overstocked on R. F. Simmons chains and

.1 set rings, and will exchange theta for a dia-
mond 34 carat to 1 carat, or for watches. These
are all new spring goods. Dwight W. Boydston,
Nevada, Iowa.
PARKER shotgun, $100 type, fine order, 25-
I rifle ; 56 Spencer army gun, 10-volt. motor,
guitar, plating dynamo, autoharp, coaster-
brake -bicycle, card Jewelry, staking tool. Want
diamonds, 

W
regulator, or what have you?

"Jeweler," box 229, hite City,  Kans.
(3.ENEVA retinoscope (oil lamp), with adjusta-
u ble table, like new. Want Hardinge pivot
polisher, bezel chuck, rounding-up tool, hand
rolls or each. ".13 993," care Keysto e.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UPIDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PEP WORD.

A DDRESS of G. W. Stone, boilermaker and
It machinist. Liberal reward. Ed. J. NM-
wohner, Columbus, Nebr.
WOULD appreciate from the trade information
" of a good opening for a jeweler and opti-
cian, or an optical parlor alone. Prescott, 9
High Street, Albany, N. Y. 
WANTED men commanding salaries from $10
11 to $25 a week to write its for positions.
Watchmakers it Jewelers Employment Agency,
Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

pOLLER jewels, 25e. per dozen. W. C. Bonney,
is Keokuk, Iowa,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A Fl NE opport . Will sell half interest in
11 fine jewelry awl rug business to right man.
Want a jeweler, as 1 ant not one mysell—a man
to take charge of that department. Sales, $20,000
annually. Must be good man. " K 927," care
Keystone.
PALANCE staffs, 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per
I dozen. Turned on center and run true.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa. 
WANTED nten to write us, we secure you 
"

pod -
tions in any part of the U. S. Watch-

makers & Jewelers Employment Agency, Glass
Block, Marion, Ind.
TWO good patents issued last year on telegraph

system and instruments : Relays and re-
pesters work oil lines of heavy escape with one-
third of the adjustment now required (having
three times greater range , ; automatically closed
circuit, " imo open keys ;" tio change necessary
except key (optional in Hounder). Telephone
possible same line, same time, with less inter-
ference than now. " B 957," care Keystone. 
flASE1 screws, 15c. per dozen. Finish all right ;
1.1 fit all right. W. C. Bouney, Keokuk, Iowa.
pEVICE for setting ti

"
p full-plate, straight lime

" lever, " Vanguard, etc., 50e. Approved by
leading watch companies after examination.
Literature. Geo.W. Knight, San Marcos, Texas. 
I HAVE a preparation which will remove black

lines from watch dials, caused by cracks till-
ing up with dirt either while being carried or
when repaired. Will Heed with instructions
for 50 cents. F. B. Carpenter, 412% Broadway,
Seattle, Wash.
EOR 25a. will mail 4 new receipts. If you areI not satisfied they are worth dollars to you
will cheerfully return your money. J. M. King,
B. 93, Mattoon, Ill.
HA LA NCE hole jewels, ruby and sapphire; holes
I, nicely polished and set in brims settings for
any make or size of watch. $1 per dozen.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
WANTED  you to try our system of securing
11 reliable help. We can satisfy you. Watch-
makers &Jewelers Employment Agency. Glass
Block, Marion, Ind.
pATENT Cork Extractor. Universal size. Ex-
a tracts corks IA to 2 inches diameter quickly;
doesn't injure cork ; handiest article about the
house ; can be manufactured cheaply. "B 958,"
care Keystone.
HARD solder made to flow like soft. Gold call-
a not discolor nor anneal. Cheaper and easier
to use than any other way of soldering. Send
25 cents for receipt. Neil Chappell, Box A,
Paw Paw, Michigan.
A LIFE scholarship in our college, including di-
It ploma and highest degree, for only $7.50. See
our advertisement, page 660, and write for new
prospectus. South Bend College of Optics. - 
MAINSPRINGS 96c. per dozen. These are it
11a strictly first-class spring. Nothing cheap
abottt them but the price. W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.
MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for informa-
1,' tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, (Mia
THE National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
I Iowa, is offering its regular $25.00 course by
mail, for only $7.50. Write for catalogue 
WANTED stores needing reliable help to write
11 us. We secure you a good man promptly.
Watchmakers it Jewelers Employment Agency,
Glass Block, Marion, Ind.
TRY carrying jewels by sizes of holes—the way
I I sell them. You may like it. W. C
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
TRY one of my oil-tempered gravers. 25 cents
1 in stamps brings you one. Nothing better
for your lathe work. E. H. Gilford, Jr., 79
Appleton Street, Boston, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

WIIERE to receive the highest cash price for
every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of

sweeps, filings brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine 

pe 
gold,

silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Stinson' Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.
WHY not send me your watch cases that need
ml repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G. F. Wadsworth ,SII versmiths' Bldg. ,Chicage,I11. 
ftOLD and sliver-plating, satiu finish,engraving,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch cane repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
ainitlue Building, Chicago.
IIAVE you an old English watch case you want
11 changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
Cl. F. Wadsworth, Sil Yoram it Its' 13Id g. ,Chicago,I11.
WANTED, location for first-class workinan
11 who is watchmaker, jeweler, engraver.
" A 2," care Keystone.
EOUR grades diamond dust for watchmakers'
I use ; $1 each. No. 1 coarse, for charging
copper laps, flies, etc ; No. 2. for opening and
polishing ruby or sapphire jewels ; No. 8 fine,
for facing pallet stones and roller pins. Diamond
splints, mounted, for reducing jewels, 50e.
Also 3 dozen jewels for jobbing, $1. A. F.
Freeland, 376 iVashington Street, Boston, Mass.
/iiEW method turning gravers are the latest
Li out. star and pillion turning in quarter
time taken by ordinary graver. Price, with
instructions $2. Warner Mfg. Co., 29 Harrison
Avenue, Springfield, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

1;1.1. I \ Iforologicati School, the oldest and most
I, o ietil achool for watchmakers Send for

:11,.gite to Elgin Horological School, Elgin,111.

vi are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
1 your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.
I WILL buy of you or your friend, 75 to 250
I vacant resident lots. Want them in one
tract, well located, in live city not under 8000 or
over 50,000. If you haven't anyt4ing in this
line tell time of some one who has, and if I buy
there will be something in it for you. John II.
Raven, Holland, Mich.
THE Omaha Watch-Repairing, Engraving and

Optical Institute starts the student right
and each step is complete in itself, and when
the course is finished there is no necessity for
turning back, for we know the student has been
taught right. A first-class edueat ion in this line
of business can only be secured when) first-class
facilities and expert instructors are provided,
and where the iustructions are strictly up-to-
date. A diploma from this institute means a pass-
port to a good position. We 1111.1111 What we say.
Write ofr particulars. Dr. Tarbox and Gordon.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

D0 you want a man this spring? IVe will haveengravers, first and second watchmakers at
all salaries. Write its your wants, and if we
can fill them we will answer at once. Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich. 

QALESMAN, with established territory cover-
u ing Colorado to the north coast. Thoroughly
experienced in the general jewelry line desires
good, reliable up-to-date manufacturer's line to
sell on commission. Open after April 15th. Al
refs. " R 960," care Keystone.

(IRA DUATh optician, 5 years' exp., wants peat-
y; tion by May 1st. Refs. C. I'. Wetmore,
Barre, Vt.
WOULD like position traveling for time in-
" specter, experienced. Refs "W 13," care
Keystone.

HELP WANTED. 
A FIRST-CLASS all-around watchmaker and
a jeweler; must be it good engraver. " W 789,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
PAYING jewelry business in Southern Wis-

• 

consin. Stock and fixtures about $2000. Poor
health; must sell immediately. Splendid oppor-
tunity for young man. "S 884," care Keystone.

PEARLS BOUGHTFOR CASH
If a customer should bring you any Diamond

Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, end you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN Eh CO.
3 Malden Lane, New York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880 

A Gem of a Jewelry Store
For Sale.

The prettiest small jewelry store in the
country, in splendid town of 8000 in the
middle west. Stock, fixtures and build-
ing new and modern. A well-eatablished
money maker. Profits over $4000 per year.
Bench work $125 per month. . Elegant
living rooms overhead containiele bath
and all modern improvements. Proprie-
tor owns building which may be leased
for a term of years. Stock and fixtures
about $7000. Owner must change climate
on account of health. Address,
ii TWENTIETH CENTURY STORE,"

care of The Keystone.

Repairing
for the Trade.

our work is the kind you tail] your own.

L. E. WINSLOW,
35.37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

DOINGS AND EARNINGS
Your doings determine your earn-

ings. What you can do is limited by
what you know. Come to us and learn
more, then you will surely earn more.
Send for circular.

Canadian Horological Institute,
H. R. PLAYTNER,

DIRECTOR.

115 East King Street,

Toronto. Ont.
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A searching examination
is essential in buying dia-
monds.

First get assortments
from various dealers
compare the color, the
cutting, the degree of per-
fectness, and the price per
carat that's the way to
buy diamonds.

(Possibly we would not
be so candid if we did not
blow our prices were the
lowest.)

J. R. Wood
C./ Sons, DIAMOND

CUTTERS,
2 Maiden Lane,

Cutting Works:
1327-1329 Atlantic Ave..

Brooklyn.
New York.

HERE never was a better time in which to purchase a

NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine than the present.
Not only is this the season of Weddings and Commencements,

when a machine would prove of great advantage.

But in purchasing now you would be enabled to get your

ideas at work in the engraving line which would help keep you busy during

the otherwise dull season.

In these days of fads and fad goods, nearly every sale depends upon your

ability to engrave.

And the profit of the sale depends largely upon the cost of the engraving.

Just think of the boom you could create in Shirt Waist Sets—Cuff Links

and Lockets—if you were in a position to star the engraving end of it at a

small cost to yourself.

Then again if you had this machine now you would have your engraving

business well advertised by the time fall trade begins and would have the

machine down pat and be thoroughly acquainted with it.

If you invested $100 in our finest and most expensive machine and did

only $10 worth of engraving on it in a year's time—even this small amount of

work would be a 10 per cent. dividend on the investment.

In these days a NEW CENTURY is really a store necessity—iust as

important a tool as your lathe.

You can buy one on payments of $5 per month.

Write us for a catalogue.

The Eaton 0 Glover Co.
EXPORT OFFICE

i06-108 Sixth Avenue, New York.

We will send you, free of charge, a Hat Identifier

engraved on the NEW CENTURY, if you will send

us a two-cent stamp for postage.

Sayre Pa.
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Che ORGAN of the JEWELRY e/Ofi CAL TRADES

" Say, BOSS, can't you give a poor devil a little of your surplus cover, to

keep him warm ? You see, these clothes of mine are supposed to be all

wool and are guaranteed for 25 years,' but—gee whiz !

" Why, you poor wretch—you're actually shivering ! Your clothes look all

• right and —

" Sb-sh-sh ! I'll tell you a secret. nothing but cotton !—thin at that,

and mighty cheaply tailored."

" Well, but—how did you come to get into this honest jeweler's stock ? "

" Why, say—it does seem strange ; now, doesn't it ? but I'm here because. I

was represented to him to be just as good as yourself! What do you think

of the proposition that I'm just as good as JAS. BOSS ?—ha ! ha ! "

" 0 you're surely joking ! Nobody would venture to represent thin cotton to

be as good as all wool ; but I must admit that our clothes look very much

alike—same pattern, you see. Of course, yours will not stand much wear,

and will soon pull out of shape ; but it is a blamed good counterfeit. But

wait until you get out into the weather ! "

" Heaven forbid—unless you give me some of your surplus covering ! I'm

'just as good,' in the show case, only : I want to stay here, or woe is me ! "

COPYRIGHT 1904

BY El THORPE PUBLISHER

& BROWN VI MLA
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LLGIN
WATCH
Regulates

the
Business

of
The World

Indispensable to modern life, the Elgin Watch is ever in increasing

demand,—and the balance of business goes to the store that carries

a full stock of Elgin Watches.

See Jobbers' list for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 Sohn Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. 
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.

ii 
Ta13.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Established 1873.

Makers of High-Grade Rolled-Gold Plated, Seamless

Vest and Dickens Chains,

Fob Chains and Lorgnette Chains,

Lockets and Charms,

Neck Chains and Bracelets,

Ribbon Chains and Hair Chain Mountings,

Link Buttons and Scarf Pins,

Waist Sets and Belt Pins,

Bead Necks and Crosses,

Brooches and Earrings.

STERLING SILVER
Toilet Sets and Single Pieces,

Manicure Sets and Single Pieces,

Desk Sets, Shaving Sets, Sewing Sets,

Smoking Sets,

And all kinds of Useful Silver Novelties.

100 RICHMOND ST., PROVIDENCE, R.
BRANCH OFFICES. SAMPLES ONLY.

13 Maiden Lane, New York. 103 State St., Chicago. 360 King St., Kingston, Ontario.

I.
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YOU

CAN SECURE THAT

CLASS PIN ORDER

BY SHOWING

OUR DESIGNS AND SAMPLES.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY.

WENDELL & COMPANY,

93, 95 AND 97 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK.

57 WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.

653

We are a little better fixed
to supply your needs in

R. R. Watches
than the next-best Watch House,
and we should like to have an
opportunity to demonstrate our
facilities in this direction. Try us!

jobbers inThe Non-Retailing Company, and Chains, Lancaster,

1 CASLELADDRE.'5.5*-:,LI 55ACOMP;11.t.V.R.It.
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Our Imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam and we can therefore offer you SUBSTANTIAL INDUCEMENTS.

REMOVAL NOTICE. NVe are now located at our new offices, 12 Maiden Lane, " one flight up,"
directly over the store occupied by us for many years.The change gives us more commodious offices, better light and such facilities as are required to insure prompt andsatisfactory service to our customers.

Jewelers visiting New York are cordially invited to call.

Orders either direct or through our travelers
are solicited.

Selection packages sent to responsible Jewelers.
Our goods are insured while in transit.

12
Maiden Lane,
(one flight up),

NEW YORK.
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results only from using reliable

material. Every watchmaker in

Uncle Sam's country, and his cus-

tomers, can have satisfaction. We

sell goods of known quality.

We have sold these Staffs,

Jewels and Mainsprings for many

years and the quality is always the

same—uniformly good

OUR PRICES:
Per Doz.

E. & J. S. Mainsprings (none better made) 
$1  25

Garnet coiled, 1 dozen in paper 1  00

Hercules .1 a fine low-priced Spring . .75

E. & J. S. American-Made C. & F. Jewels 
1  50

Eagle 
41 ill It It 46  75

E. & J. S. " " Balance Staffs 1  00

Cagle 
44  75

C. & J. S. Roller Jewels 
25

6,1 discount for cash.

Genuine American Material. We

have these materials for all makes and sizes

of American Watches ; stock is complete.

No delays—no blunders.

Note Reduction in Prices of Genuine

Elgin and Waltham Staffs 

and Jewels.
Per Doz.

Genuine Elgin Balance Staffs for 17s Je:Tel Grade, a.ff sizes . . $3:1344

" " " 17 and 21 Jewel Grade, aff 'sizes 4.00

" Co & F. Jewels 7 to 15 " " " " 2.00

" Roller " " 60

" Waltham Balance Staffs for 7 Jewel Grade 2 00
3  00
4  00
5  00
2  00

44 it 15 44 ft

14 il 
" 

44 t4 icy 44 et

44 41 41 44 21 44 GO

44 " C. & F. Jewels, 7 to 15 Jewel Grade

All prices less 6,1 for cash.

Orders Filled Same
Day Received. We fill
material orders invariably on
the same clay they reach us.

Pieces are matched by
competent men, whose long
experience enables them to
execute orders with the utmost
accuracy.

If you do not have our
Illustrated Catalogue,
ask for a copy, which we will
send you without charge.

E.& J.SwiSgart,Cin0chinion.a
til

E. & J. S. Balance Jewels.

E. & J. S. Mainsprings.

MAINSPRINGS.
Sold ooly by E. Is .1.,SZIOmoRT.,0.

Hercules Mainsprings.

E. & J. S. Balance Staffs.

--"7117".711:712i   ii77:rilirm.EqT,
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Triks
The Wise Jeweler

makes the money. He takes advantage of every turn. He
buys carefully, sells advantageously, keeps his stock clean,
saves the filings and sweepings from work bench and floor.
But saving his gold and silver and his sweepings is only the
first step. Getting all the money possible out of them is the
real thing. He demonstrates he is wise when he sends
his sweepings, old gold and silver to us, and tries

Our Plan
This old, tried and true plan of ours is this : You send

us your Sweeps and Old Gold and Old Silver. We send

you a check immediately. If our offer is not satisfactory,

send back the check and we will return your shipment

without cost to you. In doing this you take no chances,

as it is no sale until we hear from you.

Goldsmith Bros.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

Chicago, Ill.
Office, 63 and 65 Washington Street.
Works, 58th and Throop Streets.
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"Ow Perfect '
Direct
Current
Polishing
Lathe Motor.
No. F 127

Price, $30.00

SIZE.

Base of Motor, 6.14

inches.

Height or Motor, 9
inches.

From end to end of

Mandrils, 19

inches.

"Our Perfect
Electric Polishing
Lathe Motors,

For Both DIRECT and AL-
TERNAT1NU Currents.

These motors are a I TO 0 4t
noiseless in (merat ion, and
entirely enclosed, thus pre-
venting injury from dust and
grit.

They are powerful and
speedy, and are run by sh»ple
connection with an ordinary
incandescent lamp socket. Are
sufficiently heavy that it is
U nnecessary to fasten sante.

Cost of running is little;
current used is that of an ordi-
nary lamp.

Further information cheer-
fully furnished upon applica-
tion.

In ordering, state voltage,
for which current, and if
alternating current, how many
alternations,

The New Century
Business Card.

As a business man it must be evident to you that trade
can be stimulated by intelligent advertising. What you
want to know is : How and Where can 1 get something
which will effect material results?

The New Century Business Card gives the answer.
Treated in the brightest style of artistic color work with
stones embossed in high relief. imprinted %vith your
name and address, and judiciously distributed, these display
cards are bound to attract and fascinate the eye.

Pronounced by leading jewelers to be the greatest
achievement in representing precious stones.

Price of 1000 cards with name and address printed $12.00
Price of 5C0 " 6.50
Price of 100 " without " 1.25

Not less than 500 cards printed with name and address.

Two large Art Prints, tztxo inches, of artistic color
work with stones embossed in high relief for show window
or store display, free with every order for woo cards. One
of the above free with every order for 500 cards.

A SAMPLE CARD FURNISHED FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

teL -

; C ? 

4 $

Sent
10 upon appli.

I. cation. 0

"OUR PERFECT" ALTERNATING

CURRENT POLISHING LATHE MOTOR.

No. F 128.   Price, $30.00

SIZE.

!last. of )14-oto-or,
Height of Moloor, 14% inches.

From end to end of Mandrils, 19 inches.

The Kensington is equipped with
all the latest patented improvements
which must be seen and tested to be
appreciated. Particular attention is
called to the style of fastening of the
Rest, Head and Tailstock, to the bed
of lathe. These attachments are

fastened by means of a beveled lug which will always bring these parts in

perfect alignment. With this improvement the lathe must remain in perfect

line, something which can never be maintained with the old-style shoe

fastening. Another special feature is the Sliding Top-over Rest, which

can be adjusted to all positions and can be tightened with one motion of

the hand.
Interchange tvith W. W. ancl

Price, including I 2 wire chucks, I taper and I screw

low,00
a,.4,0400

chuck, 6 /-inch cement chucks and belting-, $25.00 net.
With slide rest, $40.00.

SWARTCHILD & CO•, Jewelers' Building,
134-136-138 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

The Largest and only Exclusive Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Engravers' Supply House in the United States. Established 1870.

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS!

OUSI Atitalt*a
vormals

ACH I LLE PORTAL.

UHR PEPIDU LEN -
& BAROMETEROLASER.

Medai I Ions u.Compassglaser.
BRILLEN-..

u.ORTISCHE GLASER

OLASWAAREN

Uhrmacher.

G EGRUNDET 1848.

Tele9ramm.Aciresse. HAMMEL,VALLERYSTHAL.DREIBRUNNEN

To the Trade:

Bohn-Post- u Telegmphenstallon
VALLERYSTHA4- DREIBRUNIVEN .J,A4101.0Nt December 24, 1903.

6e i Sae rbu rg in Lahr/Vet>.

Goko-coNro

Reichsbank-Nebenstelle
ZAB ER NYE

Alle Arten
FACETTEN G LAS ER,
rundemvale, eckige.
nache und bombiete

aUS

CRYSTALL uTAFE LG LAS.

Information has reached us that several watch material jobbers are

offering for sale, watch glasses, which, notwithstanding the fact that the

labels do not bear the mark V. T. F. (as per above fac-simile), are repre-

sented as glasses of our manufacture.

We herewith caution the American public against this statement of

facts and further beg to say that all of our watch-glass product is labeled

and EACH LABEL BEARS THE MARK V. T. F. in both the obverse and reverse sides;

that the tissue papers in which the glasses are wrapped are all marked with

the size of the glasses, together with the letters V. T. F. and any other

glass sold as V. T. F. without our trade-mark is a base and inferior imita-

tion.

Very truly yours,

Glasfabrik Dreibrunnen,

HIRSH & HAMMEL.
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The New Century
Business Card.

As a business man it must be evident to you that trade
can be stimulated by intelligent advertising. What you
want to know is : How and Where can I get something
which will effect material results?

The New Century Business Card gives the answer.
Treated in the brightest style of artistic color work with
stones embossed in high relief, imprinted with your
name and address, and judiciously distributtal, these display
cards ;ire bound to attract and fascinate the eye.

Pronounced by leading jewelers to be the greatest
achievement in representing precious stones.

Price of 1000 cards with name and address printed $1
Price of 5C0 "
Price of 100 " without ; " 

21 :1128)5

Not less than 500 cards printed with name and address. 

6.50

TW() large Art Prints, 14X1 I inches., of artistic color
work ‘vitli stones embossed ill high relief fiir show window
or store display, free with every order for ioix.) cards. ( hie
of the above free with every order for 50o cards.

A SAMPLE CARD FURNISHED FREE

UPON APPLICATION.
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"OUR PERFECT " ALTERNATING

CURRENT POLISHING LATHE MOTOR.

No. F 128.   Price, $30.00

a Meier. 7li.,x51., inches.

Frtini liii I,, end l maliafik,

The Kensington is equipped with
all the latest patented improvements
which must be seen and tested to be
appreciated. Particular attention is
called to the style of fastening, of the
Rest, Head and Tailstock, to tht• bed
of lathe. These attachments are

fastened by means of a beveled lug which %al always bring these parts in

perfect alignment. With this improvement the lathe must remain in perfect

line, something %vhich can never be maintained Nvith the old-style shot.

fastening. Another special feature is the Sliding Top-over A'e.q, which

can lit• adjusted to all positicms and can be tightened with taw motion of

the hand.
Interchange with \V. W. and i X2.

Price, including 1 2 wire chucks, I taper mid I screw

chuck, 6 y-incli cement chucks and belting n, $25.00 et.
4

NVith slide rest, $40.00.

SWARTCHILD & CO • Jewelers' Building,
134-136-138 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

The Largest and only Exclusive Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Engravers' Supply House in the United States. Established 1870.

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS'
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Information has reached us

offering for sale, watch glasses,

labels do not bear the mark V. T.

that several watch material jobbers are

which, notwithstanding the fact that the

F. (as per above fac-simile), are repre-

sented as glasses of our manufacture.

We herewith caution the American public against this statement of

facts and further beg to say that all of our watch-glass product is labeled

and EACH LABEL BEARS THE MARK V. T. F. in both the obverse and reverse sides;

that the tissue papers in which the glasses are wrapped are all marked with

the size of the glasses, together with the letters V. T. F. and any other

glass sold as V. T. F. without our trade-mark is a base and inferior imita-

tion.

Very truly yours,

Glasfabrik Dreibrunnen,

HIRSH & HAMMEL.



Caution
to Watchmakers.
Our " U. S." MAINSPRINGS
are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the United
States to be the best springs in
point of finish and quality, for
the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain
this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore
call your attention to the fact
that an imitation spring resem-
bling the " U. S.", has been
offered for sale, and in some
instances, we are informed, has
even been placed in " U. S."
boxes. To guard against this
deception we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost
caution in making your pur-
chases, and insist that the trade-
mark "U.S." appear engraved
upon each spring.
ASK YOUR JOBBER POR THEM.

Doubts the desirability of

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and
double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to dials.
Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most perfect tool
of its kind in the market.

Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or large
opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra plungers
for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller remover,
which are kept inside of handle when not in use ; the handle
has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve to fit over
plungers. When changing plungers, open the jaws, hold the
lever down, then unscrew plunger and put another in for hand
removing, and keep the others in handle.

PATENT APPLIED FOR

This Patent Solderless Hat-Pin Stem is the most perfect and best in the market, the construction of it being such 
that it will neither slip or

trial will convince you of these facts. To be had at all the leading Jobbing Houses.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., INC.
nporters of Watch Material, 6o John Street, NEW YORK.

Etrati Wliit Metctli haht.s i St-,cictIty.

For Ito or 220 volt direct current. Five speed
changes—zoo, 750, moo, 1350, zoo° R. P. l.
Can be plugged direct into lamp socket. Drill
capacity, 34-inch. Weight, lc:Jo pounds. YO1'
NEED IT.

$50. With Chuck Fitted, $5.00 Extra.

Bartz, Wygant & Brown,
Motors and Generators. Hornellsville, New York.

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct (ii rrent, $15.00
For Al ternati tig " 6.00

Agents for England,
GRIMSHAW & BAXTER.
26 Uoswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

1—We size our Rings and
replace all stones except
diamonds, 'whether lost
or broken, for two years
after you have sold
them.

exchange any
Rings for any
of gents or
stone-set Rings
time.

The Queen
Ellicott and

South Division Streets,

Is the privilege, which our cus-

tomers enjoy, of exchanging any

of our Rings for new styles at

any time. WRITE FOR A

MEMORANDUM PACKAGE.

We carry 1000 different styles of

10 K Solid Gold Stone-Set Rings.

We pay express charges both

ways and give you one-half

October 1st, one-half January

st terms on all goods selected.

City Ring Mfg. Co.
Buffalo, N.Y.

We sell an assortment of 12 Parker
Clocks at prices stated below:

5 .75
1.00

" 63 " .90
" 98 " 1.25
" 101 " .70
" 102 '' .75
" 108 " 1.20
" 105 " 1.16
" 106 " 1.11 Ask your Jobber

for our beautiful new

original designs of whit(

stone and fancy colored lockets.

We also sell 4 in. 30 hour
Time Alarm America for
50c. net, in case lots.

MANUFACTUPERS OF EVEPY STYLE OF
Aisenstein &

Woronock,
Jobbers in

DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND JEWELRY,

22 Eldridge St., New York.

8 ft. long, 8 ft. high outside, upper part 18 in. deep inside.

Made of oak, golden oak finish, rubbed down by hand, doors slide up,
glazed with heavy double-thick glass, inside of case lined with dark felt, upper
part made in K. D. to save freight.

This case can be made continuous by adding plate-glass mirror section
between, thereby securing any length desired.

This is a high-grade Case sold at a very low price as an ad.

Write for illustrated circular. " THE BEST OF EVERYTHINO."
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The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
cc 6 4 with bed of Cast Iron, same as

other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it.
SEND FOR CATALOG.

More " Rivett " Lathes have been sold through the dull time than ever before. The increase has

been constant and regular from the beginning, due to the incessant care of its manufacture. When you

get the " Rivett " Lathe you get more for your money than in any other lathe in the world.

Use Your Own Judgment. Don't be deceived.

Some dealers will guarantee anything, the cheapest as well as the best, and in the same way ; such

guarantees are worthless. You can save money by buying the " Rivett " Lathe with a bed of cast iron,

the same as other makers use.

We again present a few new ideas in Buttons which we claim are the
hest made goods for the least momy and BEST SELLERS of their class
made by the best emblem goods house in the United States of America.
Your jobber has them. If he has not, then write us for selection.

SOLID GOLD ONLY, ENAMELED ;1 ND ENGRAVED.

A full line of ELK, EAGLE and MASONIC JEWELRY always on hand for your selection.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MAdUFACTURERS or METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

FLWaloridge & Co., 337 Broad -
way,NewYork City,agentsfor Twee.
zerS, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St., New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Solid Gold. Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Rooms I. 2 and 3, I7 S. Meridian St.

MONKEY RING.
Solid Silver, Oxidized.

Manufacturing Jeweler.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Makers of Pat. B. P. 0. E. and Eagle Jewelry. 14=16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

A PRACTICAL AND USEFUL INVENTION FOR THE WATCHMAKER
READ THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIALS OF ITS WORTH AND USEFULNESS.

Chicago, Marc 19, 1904,Mu, CHARLES MARSH, Elgin Ill. h 
Dear Sir :—We are in receipt of your self-adjusting movement

holder and after examining it very thoroughly we believe that it is the
best tool for the purpose that has been called to our attention. The
solidity of the rings on the liase and the manner of positioning the sup-
port to the center :triter and helding it firmly in place while the hands
e're pressed 011, wiiii iii el'111 III make it a very desirable tool.

%Ye would take pleasure in reeemmenaing it wherever we hear of
such a tool being needed. Very hilly yours,

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
G. V. Dickinson General Agent.

MR. CHAS. MARSH, Elgin, Ill. Rockford, Ill., January, 14, 1904.
Dear Sir :—Your "-Self-Adjusting Movement Ifolder " drily revel ved and must say I hat I consider same one

of the most practical and useful inventions in these days of 17-jewel watches so fitr ilitredneed.
This acquisition to the " Watchmaker's Bench " would seem almost indispensable, and will no doubt become

very popular among the craft. Most respectfully yours,
FRANK J. REAVES, Superintendent Rockford Watch Co., Ltd.

MARSH SELF...ADJUSTING MOVEMENT HOLDER.

TO WATCHMAKERS:— Chicago, Sept. IS, 1903.
I wish to say, in regard to the " Marsh Adjustable Movement

Holder," manufactured by Chas. Maisth, of Elgin, III., that I think it
the finest tool for the purp0S0 t'or oh fell it is made on the market. Any
watchmaker understatels the dillieulty of fitting hands on a 17-jewel
watch. With this tool a watch jeweled in the center is as easy to fit
hands on as a 7-jeweled movement, I gladly recommend it II, till prat,
Heal watchmakers. Respectfully,

FRANK F. WINDOM.
Ten years with Charles E. Graves & Co., Chicago, III.

Protects the center jewel front being broken or pushed out of setting while fitting on eftnn011 pillion or bands. The plunger adjusts itself to center staff pi ot, as shown in ent ; by turning lever
Any watchmaker can use this movement holder, as it is simple in construe practical and durable: The fol-locks plunger thin, making it impossibb; to break ir push titer jewel mil ef setting.

10Willg size movements can Ite adjusted to this holder : 18, 16, 12, ti, 0 and 10-o. Price, $2.75, less the usual Cash Discount. Order this Tool from

SWARTCH1LD & COMPANY, Wholesalers in Everything New in Tools and Materials, 134=138 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES.

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

For 43 years WM. KLEEMAN tk CO. have held the record for

High Art Jewelers' Store Fixtures Made to Order,
from plans and specifications iv It they prepare through correspondence or personal inter-
views with their cxperienced t raveling representatives.

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store FurnOure to suit the demand of location, the business expected to

be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get than you used to

pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind or wood or glass and i' lit,' of finish is to your
Individual taste.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED 110W TO MAKE.
Do you need its? If you need informatielt, our draughtsmen are at your service: No

charge for plans, designs or suggest huts.
Delivery guaranteed within the lime it takes the sluggish, old-I i me dealer to pack his stock

14' goods, Mill Ill REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT.

%v M. KLEEMAN 0 CO.,_ 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, NEW YORK.
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-tirade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World.



Try us on your next lot of Old Gold and Silver
you are certain to be pleased. We are old-

fashioned in some ways ; as (for instance) in
employing the principles of common honesty
and good faith. But in other ways we are
the-very-newest fashioned ; as in our metal-
lurgical methods in Refining and Assaying.
We have the model up-to-date plant, and the
most skillful operatives behind it. Try us!

T. B. HAGSTOZ CO., Ltd.,
Smelters, Assayers and Refiners,

709 Sansom St., Philadelphia.
(Works at Riverside, N. J.)

—1116471.4

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS.

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each.

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION.
This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

with the Reliance Brand Bal-
ance Staffs and C. & F. Jewels
Made for all sizes of Amer-

ican movements and guar-
anteed to fit.

BALANCE STAFFS, 60 cents per dozen net. C. & F. JEWELS, 50 cents per dozen net.
Jewelers' Findings stamped Reliance Brand means that it is made of thy best quality st..k.

Send us a trial order and be convinced of our assertion.
A complete stock of American and Swiss Materials always on hand.
We also carry a complete line of Jewelry and Novelties made by the leading manufacturers.
A complete stock of Optical Goods always on hand.
Special attention given to mail orders. Orders tilled from any catalogue.

KORONES BROS Jobbers in Watches, flocks, Jewelry, Watchmakers' Tools, Mate-
s , rials, Jewelers' Supplies, Engravers' Tools and Optical Goods,

38 Chrystie Street, NEW YORK.
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VOLE AGENTS.
FFALO, N- _

FOR DENTISTS AND JEWELERS.

Apply with a Brush.

A very thin coating of ELECTRIC
CLEANSING FLUX PASTE imparts a
clean surface to the gold and causes solder
to flow readily and uniformly. "S'nfterior
to any flux I have ever used," writes an
expert goldworker. By mail, 25 cents.
Ask for Free Trial Package. Catalogue Bk
of gas melting furnaces, blowpipes, etc.,
also sent if desired.

Is often suggested by observation. Look at

this Pivot Polisher in position for pivoting and we
are convinced you will at once begin to think. We

are satisfied welvill hear of your decision. Price,

fitted to any lathe, $30.00. Write for further

information and Catalog No.5 to

1034 St 1036 Lincoln Ave.,Hardinge Bros., CHICAGO. NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier



Falglial Cane as Received. As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 imp 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 washington

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAG

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.

English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting Old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 ‘24 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

These two eats P IOW Flat and Round lieleher Rings These cuts show the same rings with new, high &laws,

m reeehed, will el t we badly worn oft and too low to stones securely rmet, and entire rings refinished like new.

permit resetting stones agalu.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, 5 .75 to $1.25
" ' " eight " " 

65 
• " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Tieleher
' 

Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 60c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

Initial glove ring with one 93, 95 et 97 William St. 57 Washington St.
claw at each and holding I. NEW YORK CHICAGO

1111111011011 11111.1111111111111',1
Cameo glove ring with four
elan, at corners holding set.

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken oti,the same as new.

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze5
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93. 95 aa 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

t-31"r eAtieg--,

AS DELIVERED.

Cic)Id Choir .s Refilled, Renewed and Repaired.

Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Good Work. Lw I°tls©. Prompt Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

If you have occasion to furnish a presentation Star, Badge or Jewel, it is your duty to give the
. committee favoring you with the order, the best value you can possibly obtain. You are sure to please
and make a nice profit besides by dealing direct with Wendell & Co., as they have been doing this
class of work for almost twenty-five years. They have the experience, the facilities and the help ; and
are sure to give you better workmanship, more style, heavier weight and finer quality for the amount
you wish to pay than can. be had if you order through a wholesale house or small manufacturer

They have two large and complete factories.

THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER. CHICAGO

93, 95 & 97 William Street 
Ful. SHOPS 57 Washington Street

The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93. 95 ana 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

93, 95 & 97 William Street
New York City.

The above illustrations are from W. and
Fine Emblem and Special Jewelry.

57 Washington Street,
Chicago.

Co's Catalogue of Medals, Badges, Jewels, Class Pins,
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Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied

customers that will be most convincing. Give us

a chance to add your name to our satisfied list.

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY,
102 and 104 Richmond Street,

Gold and Silver Refiners. Providence, R. I.

You see them wherever you go,

They go wherever you see them.

This graceful vehicle is a familiar sight in every city

street. It is more economical than a horse and will

cover more territory, never getting tired and always

ready when wanted.

The Oldsmobile
Avv-4h. Light Delivery Wagon,

Price $850.00,

is built for service. It has a carrying capacity of 500

pounds in a carrying space of about 30 cubic feet. It

1611 run Ioo miles on one filling of gasoline.

For full information regarding the Oldsmobile line, see our nearest sales agent, or write direct to Dept. 66.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.
Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

697

Replenish Your Diamond Stock for May and June. Our diamonds are not misrepresented
so will insure quick sales. 1st quality

ire of extra fine white and perfect. 2d quality are fine white with slight imperfections which do not affect the lustre of the stones. Order now on
tpproval for comparison. Quality, weight and workmanship on Mountings and Diamonds guaranteed or money refunded. PRICES NET CASH.

Artistic Elk Ring, finely fin-
shed, hand carved, in green
ind Roman gold mounting
mly, to order.
!,To 305   830.00

Extra heavy 14 K.mount-
ing to fit any size diamond,
finished green, Roman or
rose gold, price for mount-
ing only, to order.
IsTo. 311   815.00

Atti7r""Pcilimilidg
Tooth Mounting, 1% ct

.7n. 3,7. 1st quality, 8207.75
4o. 318. 2d " 179.70

Artistic Eagle Ring, finely Thirty-second Degree, ens-
finished, hand carved, rose meted eagle, rose finish, very
gold mounting only, to order. heavy mounting only, to order.
No. 306 824.00 No. 3o7   816.75

Heavy 14 K. mounting,
to fit diamond from Ys to 3i
ct., finished green, Roman
or rose gold, price for
mounting only, to order.
No. 312   811.00

1111111111Ii1111111111111111111111111111Ill

Rose Gold, ct.
No. 319. 1st quality, 853.80
No. 320. 2,1 47.00

Thirty-second Degree, 14 K.
8 dwt , finely finished enamel,
hand carving, to fit any size
diamond, price for mounting
only.
No. 3o8   812.50

OM.
Extra fine rose finished. Rose finish, extra heavy-

heavy weight, good workman- weight, good workmanship.
ship, mounting only, to order. mounting only, to order.
No. 313   820.00 No, 314  824.00

11 11111111111111111111111111111111

Engraved Belcher, 1-32 ct.
No. 321. 1st quality, 854.75
No. 322. 2d

Claw Mounting, ;.;. et.
No. 323. 1st quality, 824.40
No. 324. 2d " 20.65

K. T. Emblem Ring, mount-
ing 14 K. 8 dwt., finely enam-
eled, hand carving, to fit ally
size diamond, mounting only.
No. 309   812.50

Masonic, Roman finished,
6 rose diamonds, heavy carved
sides.
No. 310   818.50

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

14 K. medium weight,Roman 74 K. Roman or rose gold
or rose gold finished, with finish, with diamond.
diamond. No. 316  85.00
No. 15  88.00

Tiffany Belcher. eng., 1/, et,
No. 325. 1st quality, 823.50
No. 326. 2d " 20.45

Fancy Tiffany Belcher, y, ct
No. 327. 1st quality, 823.25
No. 3/8. 2c1 " 19.75

Flat Belcher, 2 et. Flat Belcher, 11 ct. Flat Belcher. 1,/, et. Flat Belcher 11/, ct. Flat Belcher, 154 et. Flat Belcher, 1 ct.
o. 329. 1st quality, $289.50 No. 331. 1st quality, 8243,00 No. 333. 1st quality, 8208•20 No. 3/s. 1st quality, 8171.00 No. 337. It quality, 8152.75 No. 339. 1st quality. 8131.40
1o. 330. 2d " 256.35 No. 332. 2d " 210.25 No. 334. 2d '' 180.50 No. 336. 2d " 143.35 No, 338. 2d " 123.00 No. 340. 2d " 114.50

0111Noilillommomluito
Flat Belcher, 4,/, ct. Flat Belcher, •,5/8 et. Flat Fletcher, et. Flat Belcher, lb et. Flat Belcher, 1/, ct. Flat Belcher, fa et.

To. 341. 1st quality, 890.45 No. 343. 1st quality, 871.00 No. 345. 1st quality, 853•80 No. 347. 1st quality, 838.55 No. 349. 1st quality, 824.00 No. 35i. 1st quality, 817.00
to. 342. 2d " '79.20 No. 341. 2d " 62.25 No. 346. ' 46.75 No. 348. 2d " 33.13 No. 350. 2d " 20.45 No. 352. 2d ' 14.80

Plain Tiffany, 2 ct.
to. 353. 1st quality, 8281.10
to 354. 2d "

i Plain Tiffany, 74 ct.
. 363. let quality, 8107.75
. 366. 2d " 913.10

251.00

i■gb.
Illemetwoommiala

Plain Tiffany, 13,4 ct.
No. 155. 1st quality, 8238.00 No.
No. 356. 2d " 205.25 No.

Plain Tiffany, I ct.
357. 1st quality, 8204.45
358. 2d " 176.50

Plain Tiffany, ct. Plain Tiffany, 3i et.
No. 367, let quality, 888.35 No. 369. let quality, 808.85
No. 368. 2d " 77.00 No. 370. 2d " 60.25

Plain Tiffany, 14 et,
No, 359. 1st quality, 8167.80
No. 360. 2d " 140.00

Plain Tiffany, d ct.
No. 371. 1st quality, 852.30
No. 372. 2d " 45.35

Plain Tiffany, Ws et
No. 361. 1st quality, 8150.00
No. 362. 2d " 120.45

Plain Tiffany, ct.
No. 373. let quality, 836.90
No. 374. 2d " 31.70

A. C. BECKEN, 156 Wabash Ave.,

1111 1111111111,11111111111,111,11,1111,11111111111

Plain Tiffany, 1 ct.
No. 363. 1st quality, 8131.25
No. 364. 2d " 111.50

1111/1111111,111111111111,1111 1 1,idi 11 1,1

Plain Tiffany, ct.
No. 375. 1st quality, 823.00
No. 376. 2d " 19.40

Chicago, Ill.



Read Over These New Reduced Prices. Will Interest You.
GENUINE

WALTHAM

BALANCE

STAFFS.

,1

N. 1365. 1703. 1703A. 2S.14.

Gelltiline \Va1tIiaii

7355.

1,"

11.11anCe Staffs, 7-Jewel Grade, $2.00 per dozen.
1 I

,, 17

" Jewels, 7 to T5"
" " 17 to 23''

3.00 "

4.00 "

5.00 "

2.00 "

2.25 "

6 f

.6 6

Genuine
I I

6 6

8142. 13220, 19369.

Elgin p...a.ance Staffs, 7-jewel Grade, $2.00 per dozen.
3.00 "

jewe15, 7 to 21 "
1■011er jewels, , ,

4.00 "
2.00 "

.6o "

THE CELEBRATED V & P WATCH GLASSES AT  FIGHT PP10ES.

Height 3.

Height 4.

„e11...■16

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

ea-
Height 8.

PRICE-LIST f

Fac-simile of Our Label.

Genevas, . . . $2.00 per gross.
Thick Mi-Concaves, . 2.75 " "
Parallels, . . . 4.50 " "
Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than gross will be charged at dozen price.

4.11.111111111111111111
PARALLEL 

11

„eagiaims■wassm,....

LENTIL-E.

PATENT GENEVA.

40111101MBIMIIIIINEk

EXTRA THICK Nil-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Patent Genevas, . . $4.50 per gross.
Extra Thick Mi-Concaves, 5.50 " "

7  50 " "
high

htilles
Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION.

REGENT BRAND Specialties are Still in the Lead.

Price, $1.50 Per liross.
.15 " Dozen.

is3siioNiALVAM.

tii).2203-
!NM IMANSPAINE111111A0

Price, $10.50 Per Gross. This Handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with
1.00 " Dozen. your first order for 1 Gross Regent Mainsprings.

L\IIINU-e\1,,4 tiff4,\

0 0

0 

0 *-

0 -4--

0 

0 

0 

0 •

0

0 

0 
0 
0-
0 

-Price, $2.00 Per Gross.
.20 " Dozen.

Price, $1.00 Per Gross.
.10 " Dozen.

A Full Stock of VVatclimaker..4"1'001L,S Fvvery Decription.
Orclems Pilled From Any Catalogue.

Send for a sample of the PLATO CLOCK. The wonder of the New Century! No hands; no dial. Price, $6.00 list. Discount to the trade.

CROSS BEGuaIN jImpirLAtveTriitiEE:sipol)rTtleAEriaidimista: JuEEfTraccEtuirRerys:
1 Maiden Lane, New York.

Our New Line of Rimless Eyeglasses
with Offset Guard.

(Patented May 3, 1901)

Mounted vvith our " Albex " lenses, " 0" size. All focus numbers.

No. 950. Nickel-plated Mounting. No. 955. Alloy Mounting.

Mounted with Mi-coquille lenses, " 00 " size.

No. 960. Nickel-plated Mounting. No. 965. Alloy Mounting.

MOUNTING.

GUARD.

LENSES:-

COST,

Description.

Our patented construction, light and strong. Lenses cannot work loose.

Neatly finished offset guard, comfortable and cleanly. Designed on best principles.

Perfectly adjustable.

-• Our " Albex "- and Mi-coquille lenses. Smooth, flat edges.

Notwithstanding- the exceptional 'merit of our new styles, prices will be less than 1.ny

other line of rimless eyeglasses on the market.

Established 187o.

Ask your Jobber to quote prices.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.

Ahrizzcfacluring Opticians

READING, PA., U.S.A.

699



ARISTON

Balance Staffs & Jewels
FININTERIMHZE6111111..

BALANCE STAFFS.

WALTHAM, ELGIN, HAMPDEN AND ILLINOIS.

2 KM. 810. 2. Kind Sim Cal ta Kind Sim Cat. No. a Kt* St,,
w.hem as 37 16 10 Wal. 68/ lap/ 10 37 81g. is 835 • la 5$ 58 0 869 10

3 011 s7 .5 aa 5 68 0318 11 38 IS 558 p o tip 9

3 18 allt o5 al " 6 13310 lo 346 " i8$38 14 57 o e73g to

4, is ,364 ,3 „ .6 :37:9 la 0 t5 58..,. is P BIB{ .8 ss II

5 " i5 064 i4 3 6 ipso to 0 la 558 s. 13 59 18 54 la

• 

as ell 135$ 12 24 6 130o ii 0 213 858 o .4. 14 60 5 eS p 73

7 .5 113 1365 0 0 o 19365 9 43 555•.. 15 6: 5 16 159 01

• 

0 18 065 4 6 ° 0 0365 in 44 :6 50 a.. ii 6a 5 16 60 1/

▪ 

1. ■6 gal • 11 iT o t0360 9 45 IS Mt is 63 is 57 it

° 16 131. 13 28 0 0369 go 0 5 561 N 64 6 ao is

t is 044 lo 19 Jew al8e00 9 47 .6 56 ii 63 •Xto 11

0 16 :84: t yo 515. .8 8570 0 13 48 16 50 la 66 111 5 5 is

.3 16 M ii 31 Of 557 o. a. g 3 49 - e6 564 13 0 01 s

.5 .1 is tot ia 35 le 87s., 14 .50 6 568 go 65 .0 is

.5 oa 7335 ii 33 " iS 857o • wa p 6 568 i 69 " ii *5 13

" 14 7353 la 34 5 i88i.. p 6 sap is 70 •` i6 4e0 it

is 33 * 857 •.. Ii 53 • 6 is is 0 46 706 et

is 35 " .8 857 0 54 o 869 9 75 " 6 90 SO

Please order tall's and Jewels by numbers.

The Ariston Balance Staffs are genuine American-made, highly
polished for high-grade movements ; each pivot is gaged and marked as shown

on chart in lid of Cabinet.
Price, per Cabinet (i gross), $13.50 Net.

The Ariston Balance Jewels are genuine Sapphire, mounted for
high-grade movements, each hole gaged and numbered to correspond with the
Staff numbers.

Price, per Cabinet (i gross), $13.50 Net.
"Similar in appearance to illustrations."

Balance Staffs, American-made, " gray finish,"   per doz., $1.00

Balance Staffs, American-made, polished, "Ariston," . .
Balance Jewels, American-set, "Garnet,"   ,, c 4 •75
Balance Jewels, American-set, Sapphire, "Ariston," . . . . 

, ■ 4 i 
1.25

Roller Jewels, for American watches,   , 4 4 . .25

Waltham Hands, H. & M., genuine,   per doz. pail, .25

Elgin Hands, H. & M., on card,  4 1 I 4 4 4 .25

Waltham Hands, Seconds, genuine,   per doz., .15

Elgin Hands, Seconds, genuine,   .15

Swiss Steel Hands, H. & M.   per doz. pairs, .20, .50, .75

Best Composition Hands, XIV, H. & M.,   per doz. pair, 1.00

Best Composition Hands, XIV, Seconds,   per doz., .35

Cash Discount, 101, except on Net prices.

4
1.25

1

pair,

Jos. B. BECHTEL & CO.,
725 Sansom Street, Philadelphia.

SOFT SOLDERING WITH ACIDS, PASTES

AND FLUIDS A THING OF THE PAST ! ! !
Practically as good as hard soldering, and without effort or expense.

Requite,. no ai id, iif an3 lid ion.
Is Rapid. Clean,

  \ RAO Vtat \.N.N8.E X.X21.4' OR. v. V A. Economical, Prac-
tical, Convenient.

IN G- Always Ready, Easy

PA_TfNJ,',_,VPLIED FOR IO USe.

- _ I Price per stick,
20c.: per dozen,

W. GREEN & CO., Manufacturers, 6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. 
sy2.2,11, Itropie

IMPERIAL SOL DERENE

MAY BRINGS SUNSHINE FROM ABOVE;
YOUNG MAN'S FANCY TURNS TO LOVE,

PRINTS ON MAID-I IPS KISSES SWEET-

LIKE OUR RINGS, CAN'T BE BEAT."

We are closing out a limited number of Ladies' high-grade, 10 K. fancy set rings,

discontinued patterns, at $100.00 net for box of 48 rings.

You can readily realize a Profit of 300
Order a box on approval (express paid).

Chicago,

405
Masonic Temple,

L. KATL1NSKY.

on the same.

raagMin
'41119
Tva9 4111ciamSzp.

'dr tx:x•

WINTER MADE IT, WHICH SIGNIFIES IT IS R
IGHT.

"Winter " is not the cheapest, but "Winter "
goods are right. If you want the best at prices
that are right, write "Winter" for

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, Interior views, new suggestions,

separate tixllires.,eases, counters, floor cases,

soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,

specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described

and listed in so plain a manner that you can

make your own plans and estimate the cost

of your fixtures.,

Sent postpaid On receipt of 25 Cents.

We do not claint to be the largest in the world, but we 
are proud of our factory, our reputation

and our line. We do claim to make the best., at price
s that are right. Not how much, not how

(heap, hut how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, substantial, ahead-of-the-
limes fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 1865. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS.
Finlay-Dicke & Co., New Orelans, La., Sales Agents for Mississippi,

Louisiana and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.
R. H. Birdsall, 42 Front Street, Portland,Oregon, Sales Agent for Oregon

and Washington.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas.

St. Louis Clock and Silver Ware Co. "I'm from Missouri."
Show Me.616 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

A few of our endless variety. We guarantee these goods to be plated with Pure Gold
• 24 karats fine and hand-finished, superior to any gold-plated goods on the market.WORLD'S FAIR SOUVENIRS
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CASCADES FESTIVAL- HALL.

No. 20206 Paper Weight. Venetian
rich gold. Length, 43. in. ; depth,
21n. $1.70.

41 i•
01;li g nn,

SOUVENtR ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION 1904
FL,

te 

^

701

No. 2021 Paper Weight. Rich gold.
Ileight, 3 in.; length, 43. in.; depth,

2 in. $1.70.

All Prices Subject to
Keystone Key and
Cash Discount.

No. 2073 " Show Me" Mules. Rich gold. 6 in.

high, 6 in. wide. $3.00.

No. 19986. Thermometer. Rich Veneliati
gold. Height, 10 in.; width, 5% in. $5.40.

(u-nd,k` r11-11t„Airrita
II I II III liMilli111111-- - I 111111
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CASCADES & FESTIVAL- HALL

Nitt,
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!CASCADES e...f ES1NAL- HALL .

No. 1903. Souvenir Cup. I:t..11 gold.
'Width, 11,4 in. $1.80.

All Prices Subject to Keystone Key
and Cash Discount.

No. 2066. Calendar. Rich gold.
6 i ii. ii igh, 1 1, ill, wide. $3.40.

No. 19556. Clock. Venetian rich gold. 1 day
time. 2 iu. porcelain dtul. Height,

8!.4.", 1u.; width, 6 in. $6.40.

No. 1990. Ink Stand. Rich gold. 6% in. long,

44 in. high. $4.75.

I: 1011 II

ri;1[r„ #t1h ,
eri.,40uo,s,rp
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No. 2056. Clock. 1 day time. . 2 in.
porcelain dial. Rich gold. Height,

Sin,; width, 4M lu. $5.70..

No. 2037. Ink. Rich gold. Ireiglit,

In.; width, 4'/,in. $2.70.
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C AS CADES' 8, FESTIVAL- HALL

No. 2043. Clock. Rich goltt 1 day time. 2 In.
dial. Height, 7111.; width,.13 in. $5.40.

Designs

Patented.

SOIN011ifS
Of Everg

Descriptioo.

porcelain

Largest
Line of

Exclusive
Designs.

No. 2023. Clock. 1 day time. 2 in. porcelain ilia
Rich gold. 73. Ie. high ; 9 in. lung. $8.80.

No. 2062. Clock. Rich gold. 1 day time.
Height, 103 In.; width, 6 in. $9.50.

Designs
Patented.

LII••-kauiaz20

44 _ -7:8-6.14e.

SOUVENIR s'417,1kUllijiglIAS2IT,IrON 190441.,...,r LONG 1 Mt ,5u -2.7 IT .......,„, (

69;lri ----- --.- -
... ,-,---- •)

No. 1898. Clock. 1 day time. 2 in. porcelain
dial. Rich gold. Height, 9 in.; width, 5%
in. $6.75.

ALL PRICES

SUBJECT

TO

KEYSTONE

KEY AND

CASH

DISCOUNT.

11:0

4,-
Mit _

-

No. 1952. Clock. 1 day time. 2 in. porce-
lain that. Height, 7 in.; width, 6 in. Rich
gold, $7.50.



Are Your Special Orders and Repairs

Being Done to Your Satisfaction

 IF NOT, WHY NOT

We are satisfying 500 retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other days besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
tends to • Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

A. P. CRAFT & CO.
312 Stevenson Building,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
OUR PRICES WILL

A Handsome Polished OA Display Stand FREE

CAUSE MORE SATISFACTION.

QUID ANIIE
ementi4 Imp
d Pallet Jewel
E -MURPHY. ea-v
ORILLIA, CANAL/ '

The Strongest Cement
yet (1kcovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, making a touch stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. It k quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Brokett C u GI lass, chins, etc. The same proper-
ties make it invaluable for setting tine Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Glass so that diG eannot work
through the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,

clean eement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America.
Price, 25C.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.,
Wholesale Distributing Agents,

37 Maiden Lane, New York.

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing 

•

Question.

What is the best way to sell
Silver Cream?
We have asked this of a

score of dealers who have made
a remarkable success selling
Silver Cream.

Send for stickers.

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,

broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Ni
ckel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company

Established 38 Years.

A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.

'1141R7P;ICE:,17.,,,listr"
........ ‘• •

Our new jars are fitted with
a patent cap. They ivill not
leak. The jar is air-tight,
so the contents will keep
fresh for an intlelittite time.
'I lie ea]. etto lie removed hi-
t:I:Jolly. It won't stittli—a
ehild e,to take it oil. 'flie,e

!ht.. point, do ttway wttli

ttll the objection:0,1e re,

tures of a serew cap.

Special Offer—with an order for
price $ifi.00, or its equivalent in other sizes, we

This is the best advertising proposition ever

This stand will more than double your sales

Answer.

Display the polish.

Recommend it to your cus-
tomers.
Get them to try it.

After that it sells itself.

Order from your jobber.
or direct.

one gross half-pint or 25C. size Silver Cream,

will give absolutely free this beautiful display stand.

offered by the manufacturers (if Silver Cream.

of Silver Cream.

J. A. WRIGHT CI CO., Keene, N. H.

70.1

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver P:ating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

BEFORE.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
18 John Street, New York City.

This is a little Lathe for the tool room and for experi-
mental work or for manufacturing operations where the
utmost refinement in accuracy is desired. With its attach-
ments for milling and gear-cutting it makes a most desir-

able tool.

No. 5 Machinists' Bench Lathe

with Compound Slide Rest.

, The design and building have been carried forward in
a painstaking way and work can be handled rapidly and
\, ill, great convenience.

Full details will be sent on request.

Makers of Bench Lathes and Attachments, Bench

Milling Machines, Bench Drill Presses and

Bench Tapping Machines.

Special Bulletins of each on request.

AFTER. SESSIONS CLOCKS
miperior Finish. Reasonable Prices.

Sub tantial Movements. Excellent Timekeepers.

We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factories and la
rgely

increased out facilities.
We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VARIET

Y of

DESIGNS in our MARBLEIZED CLOCKS which we believe are the BEST

on the MARKET Write for Catalogue.

The Sessions Clock Co.,
Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks,
Main Office and Factories,

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane.

Successors to U. N. WELCH MM. CO.,

L. LELONG & BROTHER
,7

171 t7.rt.Y'

-

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets,

Gold and Silver Refiners,
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED,
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express.

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty.

THE GOODS
ARE JUDGED
BY THE CASES.

Mean cases or trays make the best goods
look mean; handsome cases give a semblance
of richness to even the poorest goods. We
are the leading manufacturers of Boxes,
Cases, Trays, Chests, for watches, jewelry
and silverware. Our cases, etc., are known

to be the greatest help in the sale
of goods. We have qualities
and grades to suit all jewelers.
Write or call.

SLOAN & CHACE MFG. CO., Limited, NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.

A sample of our handsome Chests, with
 one drawer.

Made in a variety of hard woods, highl
y polished;

metal trimmings, lined with satin or 
chamois.

L. WEIL & SON,
:Mane factut ors of

Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry
and Silverware,

32 Maiden Lane, NW YORK.

Send for Catalogue.
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The Trade Are
Cordially Invited

to our Warerooms, 9, 13 and 15 Maiden Lane, New York,

to inspect the largest and most complete line in

Choice Sterling Silver,

Fine Silver Plate and Rich Cut Glass 

ever displayed. We are also showing our usual new assort-

ment of our Cut Glass with Sterling Silver Mountings.

We shall be pleased to have you make our offices your

headquarters while in New York, whether you purchase

largely or not—that is your .privilege and our wish—and we

offer you the freedom of our establishment.

Our facilities for producing in the best possible manner

anything that can be made in Sterling Silver, Silver Plate or

Cut Glass, which have been largely increased the past few

months are unsurpassed, and our combined force of several

thousand experienced silver and cut glass workers are at your

service.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
9, II, 13 and

Warerooms,

15 Maiden Lane, New York.
FACTORIES:

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
1847 ROGERS BROS.
ROGERS & BRO.
ROGERS, SMITH & CO.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

OENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii Porto Rico, Philippines,
Cinan, U. S. Island of Samoa:Cuba, Mexico and Canada
(except Newfoumlland); single copies. regular issues,
15 cents; special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries
JO Shillings (82.14). per year ; single copies,
1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
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Formal Opening of the World's Fair

JT is suggestive of this age of mechanicaland scientific miracle-working that Presi-
dent Roosevelt, sitting in his office in Wash-
ington, on April 3oth, opened the big fair at
St. Louis by simply touching a golden button,
thereby transmitting the electrical energy
which started the greatest power plant ever
constructed. The Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position is now an accomplished fact, and in
coming months will be the Mecca of the
myriad sight-seers of the world. We are
safe in assuring our readers that there is no
disappointment in store for them in this im-
mense city of palaces, wherein are shown the
collected marvels of creation. On the con-
trary, he who misses without good cause
this magnificent achievement of human
genius and effort has a poor conception of
what is due himself, his kind or his country.

THE world has already had great exposi-
tions, but none probably with such unique

historic significance as the big fair in St. Louis.

As our readers know, it commemorates the
one-hundredth anniversary of the acquisition

by the United States from Napoleon I of all

the land west of the Mississippi, north of
Texas and, loosely speaking, east of the

western slope of the Rocky Mountains. This

vast .1, ea, out of which have been carved the
Indi-n Territory and Oklahoma, and the

Stat s of Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri,
Iow:t, Minnesota, Kansas, • Nebraska, Colo-
rado, Wyoming, the Dakotas, Montana and
part of Idaho, was bought for the absurd
sum of $15,000,000. This treaty was signed

and the purchase effected on April 30, 1903.

This great exposition, a hundred years later,
is an impressive manifestation of the impor-
tance of this most memorable of territorial
bargains.

As far as size goes, the St. Louis Fair
breaks all records. With its 1240 acres,
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition is -twice
as big as the Chicago Fair, four times as big

as the last Paris Exposition, and larger than
the Columbian Exposition, the Pan-American
and the Centennial combined. The approxi-

mate cost of the exposition is $5o,000,000,

of which St. Louis furnished the respectable

amount of $10,000,000. Thirty-six foreign

nations are making displays—France, Eng-
land, Germany, Mexico, China and Japan
each spending half a million dollars. The
efforts and enterprise of the commissioners
have so far been magnificently successful ;
it remains for the public to do its part. It is
doubtful whether any one now living will
ever again have the opportunity to see an
exposition so vast in size.

A Gold-Stamping Law in New York
State

THE bill regulating the stamping of gold
articles, which was introduced in the

New York State Legislature as told in our
February issue, has passed both branches of
that body and at this writing only awaits the
signature of the Governor to become a law.
The bill was originally introduced in the
Legislature in March of last year, but
encountered such vigorous opposition that it
failed of passage at that time. It was re-
introduced in January of this year when it
again encountered strong opposition, but
with the influential and unflagging support
of its friends and the incorporation of some
qualifying amenchnents it was finally passed
on the very last day of the session. The
fact that the bill had the support of the most
influential members of the trade, and was
opposed mainly by the department-store in-
terests, makes it especially interesting to our
readers. As finally passed, its provisions
are as follows:

The People of State of New York, represented in
Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :
Section r. The penal code is hereby amended

by inserting therein a new section between sections
3641 and 365, to be known as Section 364j, and to
read as follows:

Section 364j. Any person, firm, corporation
or association who or which knowingly makes or
sells or offers to sell or dispose of, or has in his,
her or its possession with intent to sell or dispose
of, any article of merchandise, constructed in
whole or in part of gold or of any alloy of gold
and having stamped, branded, engraved or im-
printed thereon any mark indicating or designed
or intended to indicate that the gold or alloy of
gold in such article is of a greater degree or karat
of fineness by more than one karat than the actual
quality or fineness of such gold or alloy, is guilty
of a misdemeanor.

A proceeding for the prosecution of a violation
of this section shall be begun only by the issuance
and service of a summons as herein provided.
Upon any information against a person, firm,
corporation or association for violation of this
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section, the magistrate must issue a summons in
substantially the form prescribed in Section 676 of
the Code of Criminal Procedures, signed by him
with his name of office requiring the person named
in the summons to appear before him at a specified
tune and place to answer the charge, which sum-
mons must be served without arrest by delivering
a copy thereof and showing the original to such
person, or if such person be a corporation, by de-
livering a copy thereof and showing the original to
the president or other head of the corporation or
to the secretary, cashier or managing agent thereof.
At the time appointed, the magistrate must proceed
to investigate the charge, and, unless it shall appear
to the magistrate upon such investigaton that, at
the time the persdh so charged made or sold or
offered to sell or dispose of, or had in his posses-
sion with intent to sell or dispose of, the article
of merchandise concerning which the charge is
brought, such person had actual knowledge that
the gold or alloy of gold in such article was of a
degree of fineness less by more than one karat
than that indicated by the mark stamped, branded,
engraved or imprinted on such article, the charge
must be dismissed.

Section 2. This act shall take effect January
1, 1905.

Our readers will notice that this measure

does not make it compulsory to have gold

articles stamped, but if articles are stamped

a certain karat of fineness, it provides that

such articles must assay at least within one

karat of the fineness so stamped on them.

The one karat provision was added to the

bill on the representation that it was next to

impossible to so gage the fineness that the

manufactured article would assay with abso-

lute exactness the karat stamped on it. The

fact that the law applies only to those who

knowingly make or sell is a protection against

possible imposition.

The College Man in Business

WHF-THER a college education is a

help or a hindrance to the business

man has been the subject of much disputation

in the recent past. The latest contribution

to the discussion conies from a prominent

business mfm who thinks he has made a

discovery which shows that college education

is a sheer waste of time and opportunity as

far as a mercantile or industrial career is con-

cerned. He told how a recent issue of

Science gave a detailed account of the

bestowal of degrees for the summer of 1903,

and a list of the theses on which the degrees

were won. Among these were the following:

"Fertilization and Attendant Phenomena in
Asclepias and Acerates."
" The Development of the Hybrids Between

Fundulus Heterocletus and Menithia Notata with
Especial Reference to the Behavior of the Maternal
and Paternal Chromatin."
" Binary Families in a Triply Connected

Region, with Especiat Reference to Hypergeo-
metric Families."
" Metabolism and the Reaction of Division in

Protozoa."
"Derivatives of Tetrabromorthobenzo-

quinone."
"The Constitution of Oxyacids from the

Thermochem ical Standpoint."
" The Influence of Varying Strength Solutions

of Formaldehyde on Some of the Enzymes of
Animal Origin."
" A Study of Some Derivative of Meta-Diazo-

Benzene Sulphonic Acid, and the Action of Certain

s N

Alcohols on Asym-Meta-Diazo-Xylene-Sulphonic
Acid."
" On the Embryogeny of Ginkgo Biloba."
" The Dehiscence of Anthers by Apical Pores."
" The Morphogenesis of Platystrophia ; A

Study of the Evolution of Paleozoic Brachiopod."

" Read these or try to read them," says

the writer above referred to, "and find if you

can what relationship they bear to business,"

No relationship whatever, and it is foolish to

suppose that any of the graduates who wrote

such theses contemplated a business career.

Notwithstanding their sesquepedalian phrase-

ology these subjects may be of very great

importance in certain spheres of human

activity and research, and all know that

scientific development must go hand in hand

with business development, for both are

necessary to human progress. Our philoso-

phic friend, Dooley, in a famous essay de-

scriptive of modern industry and methods

said: " A cow goes lowin' softly to Armour's

an' comes out glue, beef, gelatine, fertylizer,

celooloid, joolry, sofy cushions, hair restorer,

washin' sody, soap, lithrachoor and bed

springs so quick that while aft she's still cow,

for'rard she may be anything- fr'm buttons to

Panyma hats." Who knows but that asym-

meta-diazo-xylene-sulphonic acid is one of

the chemicals used in these operations.

There's a place for the business man

and a place for the scientist, and the right

kind of college education will be equally

beneficial to both. When old Gorgon

Graham, the hero of " Letters from a Self-

Made Merchant to his Son," was asked the

question, " does college education pay ?" he

quickly answered : " Anything pay; that

trains a boy to think and to think quick ;

anything pays that teaches a boy to get out

the answer before the other fellow gets

through biting the pencil." Just so. If a

young rnan is made of the proper material

it stands to reason that a college education

will help him to comprehend more vividly

and to grasp conditions more quickly and

thoroughly. True, the young graduate may

be overflowing with theories and lofty ideals

which are too far removed from mere busi-

ness policy to be of very great value at first ;

but he will learn to adapt himself very

speedily to more practical aims, especially

if the business into which he enters embraces

any educative elements ; and when he be-

comes efficient in the details of a business he

will naturally be stimulated to make greater

strides toward perfection. The college course

teaches him how to think and how to marshal

his mental forces; and when he has mastered

the elements of his business, his knowledge

can be applied in its furtherance ; his mind

and character will then be strengthened, and

he will be a vastly superior business man to

what he would have been if he lacked the

higher education.
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A Wonderful Floral Clock

OF the many wonders shown at the St.

Louis Exposition one of the most inter-

esting to the jewelry trade will be the immense

floral clock situated in front of one of the

main entrances of the Palace of Agriculture.

The dial of this unique clock is one hundred

feet in diameter, and the larger of the two

hands is fifty feet long and six feet wide. At

this %vriting the clock is in course of construc-

tion, and will soon blossom forth in all its

floral beauty.
We are familiar with the language of

flowers, but their capability to tell the time

will be news to many. The numerals marking

the hours on this immense clock will be

fifteen feet in length and made of bright

colored crocus. In a circle surrounding the

numerals will be collections of twelve distinct

plants, each bed being twenty-five feet long

and twelve feet wide. Nature has ordained

that each of these plants should open its

blossoms at a certain hour of the day, and

the great floral clock will show how the laws

of nature are as exact as the mechanical laws

discovered by man. As the hands of the

giant floral clock will reach the numeral

naming a certain hour, the flowers in the

great bed at the back of the hour so desig-

nated begin to open their buds.
The entire center of the face of the dial,

the space inside the circle created by the

numerals, and seventy feet in diameter, will

be composed of alternanthere, a foliage plant

which is commonly known as " Joseph's

coat," because of its many colors, and encir-

cling this immense bed of alternanthere, and

separating it from the fifteen-foot floral nu-

merals that mark the hour, will be a narrow

band of centaurea, another foliage plant

popularly known as the " Dusty Miller,"

which is a beautiful silver in appearance.

THE hands of the clock, which reached

the World's Fair grounds last month,

are made of a framework of steel, but wooden

troughs filled with soil are provided, and in

these troughs myrtle, ivy and other creeping

green plant will grow luxuriantly and com-

pletely conceal the supporting framework.

Another connecting link between the

present and past in horology, to be shown in

connection with the floral clock, is a mam-

moth hour glass placed on the pinnacle of an

ornate tower. This glass is made of the

heaviest and clearest crystal, with the recep-

tacles for holding the sand, each six feet in

length and four feet in diameter at the base.

The hour glass is to be so suspended that

when the sand is spent the glass automatically

reverses itself and another hour is being told

off. The hour, at the same time, will be

tolled off on a five-thousand-pound bell.
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Marvelous Wealth and Munificence

THE latest and most unique manifestation

of millionaire munificence is Carnegie's

gift of $5,000,000 to endow a heroes' fund.

It may take a committee of experts to decide

what constitutes a real hero, but this has

nothing to do with the generosity of the gift.

As a dispenser of wealth for purposes

designed to elevate humanity and confer

lasting benefit Mr. Carnegie has established

an unprecedented record. Since he began

the distribution of his vast fortune he has

given away in all over one hundred million

dollars. Some of the excellent purposes for

which the money was donated are shown in

the following list :

Carnegie Institute, Pitt:1,111.g $7,852,000

Polytechnic School, Pi 1 I,I,0 rg   2,000,000

Employees' Pension VII od, Pittsburg   4,000,000

Carnegie National I' hi yttr,ity   10,000,000

Dunfermline ClIdONVIIICIII  2,000,000

Scotch universities eittlewolent 15,000,000

Libraries in the United St ale,    27,765,000

Libraries in foreign (am id riei   4,651,750

Peace Tetnple at The ilaglie 1,500,000

National Engineering Noel,' ies   1,500,000

heroes' Fund 5,000,000

Unclassilled gifts in the I:tilted States   16,982,373

Unclassified gifts, foreign   1,250,000

Total   $100,001,123

It is said that Mr. Carnegie is a thor-

oughly happy man, and humanity will not

grudge him this return for his more than

princely largess. His career has been a

unique one from the beginning, but no

development in it departed more from the

established standards than his determination

to make good his famous epigram that to die

rich is to die disgraced.

Proposed New States

THE Republican majority of the House

Committee on Territories last month

reported in favor of the bill to admit Okla-

homa and Indian Territory into the Union

as the State of Oklahoma, and New Mexico

and Arizona as the State of Arizona. The

Democratic minority of the committee recom-

mended the admission of the Territories as

four separate States. The Republican meas-

ure was subsequently passed by the House,

and though it is not likely to get through

the Senate at this session, it is now certain

that the Territories will soon be admitted to

statehood either paired or singly.

Arizona seems to have very decided

objections to being incorporated with New

Mexico, the chief argument being that the

combination would be too unwieldy for the

proper administration of public affairs. Nor

is the contention unreasonable. Arizona has

an area of 113,000 square miles and New

Mexico 122,469 square miles. If admitted

as one State it will have an area of 235,469

square miles, or 30311 square miles less

than Texas. In June last year the popula-

tion of New Mexico was estimated at 284,000,
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and that of Arizona at 160,00o ; and this

disparity appears to be one of the most

vital bases of Arizona's opposition to united

stateship.
Territorially Oklahoma and Indian Ter-

ritory would seem to make an ideal com-

bination. In their climate and resources

they are largely identical, both being excep-

tionally favored for wheat, maize, cotton and

stock-raising. Oklahoma has now a popu-

fation of 650,000, and is being developed at

a marvelous rate. Indian Territory, on her

eastern and southeastern borders, would

nearly double the area of the State, giving it

70,430 square miles, a little more than the

area of Missouri.
THE KEYSTONE has a host of enterpris-

ing and appreciative subscribers in all four

Territories, and will be happy to join in the

welcome to the new States.

America's Central Position

THE fact that the war news hereafter from

Asia to Europe will pass through the

United States evidences at once the central

position of this country in relation to the

nations of the earth and its ever increasing

prominence in international affairs. It is a

suggestive fact that all the war news collected

by the great European news agencies—Brit-

ish, French, German, Italian and others—is

now transmitted to London by way of Amer-

ica's Pacific cable and the United States, and

is being delivered on the way to the American

newspapers. Until a few weeks ago all this

matter was sent by way of India to London

and was repeated from that point for New

York. Under the new arrangement the

United States gets the news before it reaches

Europe. Hereafter New York instead of

London is to be news clearing house for

the world for intelligence from the Russo-

Japanese war. Nicholas II will be able to

get word from the seat of war quicker by

way of the United States than he will by way

of Siberia or any other Asiatic route, and the

people of St. Louis, New York, Chicago and

San Francisco will learn earlier about the

movements of Russian troops in Manchuria

than the Czar himself.

Commenting on this latest development

the St. Louis Globe-Democrat says : " Col-

umbus sailed to the west in order to get to

the East. England, Russia, Germany and

the rest of Europe reverse this process in

getting news from the opposite point of the

compass. In each case the longest way

round is the shortest way home. Measured

across meridians, the distance between Lon-

don and Port Arthur is much shorter by the

Asiatic route than it is by the American, but

the latter has advantages in quickness and
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certainty of oommunication which more than

compensate for the greater distance in miles.

The difference is still greater in the case of

Berlin, Paris, Rome and St. Petersburg.

Nevertheless, the United States will be the

route hereafter far the transmission of the

news between those big contiguous conti-

nents of Europe and Asia."

The Centenary of the Locomotive

IN 1804, just one hundred years ago,

George Stephenson was earning four

dollars a week toiling in Killingworth Col-

liery in England. It was while working here

that he constructed his first locomotive, and

brought into existence the greatest develop-

ing and civilizing agent ever invented. A

casual visit to the great locomotive works of

Philadelphia, a few weeks ago afforded the

writer a most impressive object lesson on the

progress of locomotive construction in the

past hundred years. There we saw in pro-

cess of construction what was truly described

as the largest locomotives the world has ever

seen. While we were contemplating with

awe one of these traction monsters we were

told that the earliest locomotives weighed

from one to ten tons, and that the particular

one on which we were gazing, when com-

pleted, would weigh 480,000 pounds, or 240

tons, 280,000 pounds representing the engine

and 200,000 pounds the tender. These

locomotives are being made for the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Fifteen tons, at a speed of five miles an

hour, was the capacity of the first locomo-

tive in England, and comparatively little

advance was made in the next dozen years

after its appearance. Peter Cooper's one-

ton " Torn Thumb," which was put on the

Baltimore & Ohio road in 1830, could carry

only a little more than this, but it could

make slightly better speed. Each of the

locomotives which are being built for the

Atchison road will be able to draw 6000 tons

of dead weight on a level grade at the rate

of twenty-five miles an hour. The progress

in railroad construction is correspondingly

impressive. History records that back in

1827 the Honesdale & Carbondale Railway

sent to England lor a locomotive, and pur-

chased the famous old " Stourbridge Lion."

Though this engine weighed only six tons it

was found to be too heavy for the wooden

rails with strips of iron nailed on them, and

on this account could be used only to a

limited extent.
Need we add as a matter of interest and

pride that to-day the United States has a

greater railway mileage than all Europe, and

that our railways give employment to a full

million of our best-paid workers.
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Too Much "Very"

SSAY the best for your goods that theydeserve ; but do not exaggerale their
merits.

Exaggeration may " land " the imme-
diate customer and effect the sale ; but the
salesman thereby may spoil the prospect for
a future sale to that same customer.

The eagerness to make the sale in hand
too often blinds the salesman to the effect of
over-statement.

It is a serious mistake to everlastingly
speak of your goods in superlatives.

The wise merchant appreciates " the
strength of the positive degree."

All of your goods are not " the very
best." All cannot be indiscriminately
praised. There must be an exercise of
caution, in stating the comparative worth of
goods.

That merchant makes the strongest bid
for the continuous confidence of the com-
munity who is habitually conservative in
his statements and is sparing in the use of
" very."

There is an immense advantage to you
if your goods surpass expectations: There
is corresponding loss to you if they fail to
make good your promises for them.

The whole effort of the jeweler should
be to secure the public's confidence. In no
other line of trade is confidence so large a
factor in success as with the jeweler. It is
as much a part of his moral capital as it is
of a banker's moral capital. It is the vital
ingredient in whatever there is of the store's
good-will.

When a shopper sets forth to buy cloth-
ing, or groceries, or house furnishings, she
banks largely on her own knowledge of
values ; she goes on her faith in her own
judgment. But when she buys a diamond,
or such a marvel of intricate machinery as a
watch, or anything in gold or silver, she
goes by her faith in the jeweler. She feels
that she is out of her depth ; she must trust
to some one else's guidance.

Human nature is such that we are always
skeptical of a braggart. Shakespeare voiced
the universal attitude toward the " very "
man when he said, " Thou dost protest too
much."

The merchant who is given to exaggera-
tion eventually subordinates himself, in his
own store, to his goods. That is, buyers will
begin to take their own judgment to the
store and the merchant's statements will be
discounted ; the goods must make their own
appeal.

On the other hand, the merchant who
speaks as well, but no better, of the goods
than they deserve can eventually say the
strongest thing for his goods when he says,

" I consider them safe for me to sell." He
is thought to be the best thing, in himself,
in his store ; the buyer buys because of her
belief in this merchant.

The merchant who puts himself into this
relation to his customers is not a " very"
man ; does not exaggerate qualities ; always
keeps within the limits of a conservative
statement. And by the very nature of his
status, he sells only the best goods ; because
his own security lies that way.

He justifies his goods ; his goods justify
him.

The V Between Your Eyebrows
M ERCHANTS should always keep in

mind the instructions of the photo-
grapher, " Now,_ look pleasant, please."
That worried look on your face is not a good
introduction to the sale.

People like to deal with those who show
a bright and cheery countenance. It inspires
confidence; carries a conviction of prosperity;
is helpful in its psychological influence on
the buyer, in many ways.

The V between your eyebrows, and the
strained manner which generally goes with
it, are interpreted variously by the customer.
This interpretation does not always shape
itself into definite thought, but the thought
certainly exists in the sub-consciousness of
the customor. " Is his trade falling off ? Is
his competitor getting the business ? Does
he doubt whether his goods are what they
ought to be ? Would I do better to try the
other store? At least, wouldn't shopping
be a more cheerfiel experience at the other
store ?"

The merchant with the worried look is
handicapped, The other chap, with a smooth
brow and a smiling face, advertises himself
as at peace with all the world ; satisfied as to
the integrity of his wares and the correctness
of his prices ; getting ahead and making
money ; having nothing to worry him in the
attitude of the public toward his store.
People like to deal with those who seem
happy. There's a contagion in cheeriness
and the smile on the inside of the counter
carries a certain fraternal influence to the one
outside the counter.

The writer once ox-mtheard a remark by
one of two ladies, on leaving a shoe-store,
which impressed him. Said the one to the
other, " Isn't Mr. Warnock a comfortable-
looking man ? I declare, he's always a cure
for my blues !"

Get down to the little influences which
determine the public's favor, and you will
find that the " comfortable-looking " mer-
chant has in himself the reasons for the selec-
tion of his store as against another store by
a very considerable number of buyers.
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No, this is not weighing bubbles, or
mere casuistry—it is worth while ! Take
the V from between your eyebrows ; smile
once in a while, though you nearly dislocate
your jaw in the first attempt ; be cheery ;
show a confident and sunny countenance ;
don't " knock," either in vocal speech or in
the speech of facial expression ; " look
pleasant, please ;" and thereby you will hold
some trade which otherwise is sure to go to
your " comfortable-looking " competitor.

"Vell, Commence !"
HE story is told of a German who,
knowing nothing whatever of the man-

agement of horses, secured the position of
driver of an express wagon.

Mounting the seat for the first time, and
ignorant of the customary " g' wan !" or
" git ep !" he picked up the reins and said,
"Vell, commence !"

The trouble with many really bright
merchants is that they don't commence.
They theorize as to when and how to do the
thing which will bring them success ; they
plan the details, consult their friends, in-
quire here and there—and then go to pieces
when it is time to take the center of the
stage and do the thing. Their nerve leaves
them ; they fiddle-faddle ; they back and
side-step. They should heed the German :
" Vell, commence !"
It is nearly as bad to be chicken-hearted

as to be foolhardy. It is almost less creditable.
To back clown, at the time you should

go forward, is more disgraceful than to
plunge ahead too soon. The fellow that goes
off at half-cock has at least some exercise
and tries his nerve ; the other gains nothing
in experience and is worse for the next occa-
sion of opportunity.

You will never accomplish anything by
dreaming. You've got to get into the scrim-
mage if you would get nearer the goal. The
best kind of theorizing is that which comes
after the first blind attempt ; for then one
knows a thing or two, and his future theories
are based on experience. The man who
makes no beginning gets no farther. " Com-
mence," even if you slip and flounder around
and fall ; you will have discovered what not
to do to keep your footing : and that is a
distinct gain. There may he many a hard
bump ahead for you, and skinned knees, and
torn clothes ; but by and by you will have
learned to balance yourself ; then, to step
out confidently ; then, to go fast. The
dreamer, standing on the curb and criticising
your efforts, must stay there ; and you can
call to him derisively,
" Vell, commence l"
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"A REMINDER"

.11 I'. "I'

We have a n umber of times called your attention to

The Gorham Siker Polish
and its merits as the best iirtiele in the market for cleaning and. polishing
Gold, Silver and Glassware.

We have particularly mentioned that it bears the name of Gorham—
a synonym of excellence and knowledge as to silverware and its care.

You have possibly—quite probably—said, " I will order some of it."
It is very possible that the thought and cares of other matters have driven
it from your mind. This " reminder " is to call

The Gorham Siker Polish
to your attention, and remind you that there is nothing manufactured to-
day so efficient, economical and satisfactory for the purpose intended

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths,

BROADWAY AND NINETEENTH STREET, NEW YORK.

BRANCHES:
NEw \' )RK,

21-23 Maiden Lane.
WmKs: Providence and New York.

CHICAGO,
131-137 Wabash Avenue.

SA FI<ANCISC0,
I I 8-120 Sutter Street.

■

May, 1904 TI-1

Exchanging Goods and Refunding
Money

WE have before us a letter from a jeweler
in which he denounces in strong terms

the " money-back-if-not-satisfactory " doc-
trine, as applied to the jewelry business. A
sale is a sale," he says, " and when goods
are once sold there is no reason why they
should be brought back and exchanged."
There has unquestionably been much abuse
of the " money-back " system, and in prac-

.tice it should be carefully and wisely regu-

lated ; but, as a certain statesman remarked,

" it is a condition and not a theory that con-

fronts us." A sale is a sale, and there is, of

course, no legal compulsion to exchange the

goods or take them back and refund the

money, but it is very often good policy to do
so. The liberality of the department store

in this regard is undoubtedly one of its great

claims to public favor.
A very striking case in point came under

the notice of the writer during the holiday

season last year. A gentleman was purchasing

a twenty-five dollar opal ring with triple set-

ting, in the jewelry department of a big Phila-

delphia department store. He said to the

salesman, " I myself don't know anything

of the value of a ring of this kind, and will

have to trust your good faith in the matter."

" To thoroughly satisfy you," said the sales-

man, in response, " I'll tell you what I'll do.

It's now two weeks to Christmas. You buy

this ring, and if you can find in the mean-

time in any store in the city a better ring for

$25 you can come here and I will take this

ring back and refund the money." Did this

customer go hunting for a better ring for the

money ? No. What the salesman said had

thoroughly reassured him. The impression

left by the offer to take back the ring did its

work promptly, and the customer's confidence

was no doubt secured for all time. Had the

salesman not done what he did, the customer

would in all probability have hunted around

to find out whether he had been imposed on,

and some one might have been cruel enough

to tell him he was. It's a good deal like

guaranteeing work at the bench. The work

may be no better than non-guaranteed work

but the fact that the house is willing to

back it up by a signed document reassures

the customer. No one will have faith in a

store which has no faith in itself, and proof

that it has such faith always clinches the

confidence of the patron. The money-back-

if-not-satisfied offer may or may not be bluff,

but it leaves an impression which the depart-

ment store has found very advantageous to it.

Many jewelers, in advertising and sell-

ing diamonds, attract purchasers by offering
to buy back the stones in one., year at a

reduction of five per cent. Such an offer

K EYS TONE

leaves a good impression, and now-a-days
when diamonds are advancing in price, the
offer may be very safely made. It bears out
the jeweler's contention that diamonds are a
safe investment, and convinces customers
that they are incurring no risk in making
the purchase.

Healthy Rivalry Among Clerks

AN intense rivalry, such as would embitter
clerks against one another, is not desi-

rable yet a certain amount of out-in-the-
open rivalry is healthy, both for the business
and for the clerks themselves. In depart-
ment stores where there are many clerks such
rivalry is cultivated by the employers, and
the methods adopted to this end are not un-
interesting to the jeweler.

Some stores excite this rivalry between
their clerks by publishing the comparative
sales of each. A list is made, the position
of honor striven for being, of course, at the
top. The list is hung conspicuously in the
coat-room or some other place frequented by

the clerks. This list is published every

Monday morning, and is the shrine at which

new resolves are offered each week.
In other stores slips are handed to each

clerk on Monday morning containing the

amount of his sales for the past week, in

contrast with the amount of his weekly sales

for the corresponding week last year. If the

clerk is new to the position, he is given the

amount of sales credited to his predecessor

the year previous.
In other stores last year's sales are

accepted as a standard of too, and the sales

for the corresponding period of the present

year are estimated, in.. percentages by this

standard of too. An increase over last year

of 25 per cent. would show as 125 per cent.;

while a decrease would show as 75 per cent.,

or more or less as the . case might be. In

this way actual figures are not furnished.

Such comparisons of results will natu-

rally cultivate in a young man an ambition

to increase his percentages. They will also

have a good effect on the laggard, inasmuch

as he will know that if he falls behind or

keeps at a standstill the fact will be known

to his employers.
Such rivalry, however, as would create

discord would defeat its own object. Har-

mony is necessary to the smooth working of

the political machine, and the jeweler should

keep his eye open for friction. Little im-

positions that some thoughtless clerks will

perpetrate on their companions, and that

seldom come under the eye of authority, may

amount in the aggregate to quite serious evils.

See that your clerks act fairly toward one

another ; their differences affect your business.
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A Jewelers' Parcel Post System

THE article in our last issue entitled

" Small Storekeepers and the Parcels
Post" aroused much interest among the trade,
judging by the number of letters received.
These communications show the bulk of
opinion as strongly opposed to the parcels
post, and yet we were somewhat surprised
at the number of jewelers who believed that
the system would operate to their advantage.
Probably the most instructive letter received
on the subject was the following from an
enterprising jeweler of New York State :

ED. KEYSTONE :—In regard to the editorial
" Small Storekeepers and the Parcels Post," which
appeared in your April issue, I would state that in
my opinion the proposed bill, if it becomes a law
and is administered properly, will be a benefit to
jewelers. Of course, I cannot speak for merchants
in other lines. I have adopted a rural delivery
scheme of my own, which may perhaps interest
your readers. I keep three rural men who cover
a radius of about four miles of the surrounding
country. They have the necessary right to carry
merchandise outside of the mail, and I have made
these rates with them :

No package to cost less than one cent for
carrying each way.

Rates for packages from four to twenty ounces,
one-half a cent per ounce.

Common mantel or wall clocks, 15 cents one
way, or 25 cents for delivery to me and returning.

Common alarm clocks, to cents, or 15 cents
both ways.

I sent out a letter, neatly printed, explaining
the scheme and giving a list of prices on repairs.
This letter stated that in case any customer wanted
to make a purchase he or she could write me, and I
would send on memorandum a selection of the goods
required. Whenever possible I return, the day
after receiving them; articles sent in for repair.
For this purpose I Use large envelopes, on which
suitable advertising .matter is printed. I send a
smaller one for the conveyance of repair jobs, and
this, too, contains rids., together with my name
and address in the ural form.

I find this system a good one, and when I get
it working to full satisfaction I contemplate selling
space on the envelopes to other merchants in the
town. The -personal communication with the
people gives me a chance of enclosing several dif-
ferent ads. printed in circular form, and these
are effective as a means to " follow up." If possi-
ble, I may get up a small trade paper, to be issued
every month or two and sell advertising space in it
to other dealers. You see the scheme can be
adopted in a number of different ways, and if it
can help any other jeweler I am glad to tell of it
through THE KEYSTONE. The point which I now
want to bring to the attention of your readers, is
that the Parcels Post bill provides for a rate of one-
quarter of a cent on sealed packages, and that is
really cheaper than the rate I am paying under my
own arrangement.

Yours truly,
Clifton Springs, N. Y. J. R. HAYDEN.

This letter goes to prove the wisdom of
taking advantage of every opportunity that
offers, and evidences the possibility of turn-
ing almost every happening to advantage.
Many of the trade merely grumble at chang-
ing conditions and make no effort to adjust
their business to the changes. The motion
of the earth and the progress thereon will
not stop at the behest of the grumblers, and
the logical thing to do is to buckle down to
business and make the best of conditions as
we find them.



THE modern organization is an institution
of many activities. Its catalogue of

duties includes the protection of the mem-
bers, the suppression of abuses, the adver-
tising of the town, the development of the
local trade, the furthering of municipal im-
provements, insurance and many other emi-
nently worthy objects. In Harrisburg, Pa.,
there is an excellent type of the local associa-
tion, and its list of achievements is already an
imposing one. The nondescript peddler has
been largely eliminated, profitless competi-
tion is being reasonably regulated and multi-
farious other beneficent ends have been
attained or are in pro-
cess of attainment. So
it is in many other
towns and cities. Over
in England where the

jewelry trade is well or-

ganized, the secretary

of the National Associa-
tion of Goldsmiths re-

cently issued the fol-
lowing notification to •

members :

Arrangements have
been made with an insur•
ance corporation of the
highest repute and with
ample guarantee, to enable
members of the National
Association of Goldsmiths
to obtain special burglary
and fire insurance policies
upon very favorable terms
and at low rates. All
trouble and formalities in
the effecting of insurances
of this class have been re-
duced to a minimum, the
corporation's policies have
been framed to meet the
special requirements of the
trade in a liberal and com-
prehensive manner, and
specimen copies, together with particulars of the
rates of premium, may be obtained upon applica-
tion to me.

dividend from the accounts collected, the
dividends being based on the amount of the
claims. A rating book will be compiled,
and no person listed as poor pay can get
credit from any member of the association,
unless he gets the consent of the secretary of
the stock company. Of course, the secretary
will not give his consent unless he has ample
assurance that the debt will be paid.

A novel departure was a joint voting
contest by the merchants of Waxahachie,
Texas. They purchased a good library, to
be given to that institution, fraternal, educa-
tional or charitable, securing the highest
number of votes. Each ten-cent purchase
made of any of the firms entitled the customer

THIS circular reveals one of the uses to
which organization may be put, and

there are others without number. The Busi-
ness Men's Association, of Elkhart, Ind.,
has formulated a new plan for handling bad
accounts that have been contracted, and
guarding against them in the future. The
merchants and professional men who extend
credit are forming a stock company, and will
issue common and preferred stock. Each
member will pay cash for one share of pre-
ferred stock, worth $25, and is guaranteed
six per cent. interest on his money. The
common stock includes all the old accounts
of the firms in the company. Whenever any
of these accounts is collected it will be credited
to the merchant to whom it belongs. At the
end of the year the company will pay a

The Fine China Store of Vollmer & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

to one vote. The voting was regulated by a
well-framed set of rules and aroused great
local interest and rivalry. All such schemes
militate for the public good and materially
help along business.

LOCAL associations of merchants' are the
order of the day, and the jeweler should

be as prominent and energetic in these or-
ganizations as the grocer or the hotel keeper.
It should be unnecessary to impress on busi-
ness men the necessity of working together
for the good of the town. Indeed, all of
them believe in it as a principle, but when it
comes to putting the thing into practice,
their hatred of the fellow down the street
often handicaps the work and in the end
actually damages the general trade interests
of the town. Co-operation among the mer-
chants of a town is an essential of progress.
If they can agree on nothing else they ought

to agree that more trade for the town is what
they want and they can afford to lay aside
their prejudices for a time and all pull
together as a business proposition. The or-
ganizations of merchants into associations has
overcome much prejudice. Competitors
meet face to face and shake hands now where
in some instances not many years ago they
were sending each other messages of bad will
by the grape-vine route, a route superinten-
ded by some customer who had a financial
interest in keeping up hostilities. The trade
association proves to each merchant that this
competitor is not such a had fellow after all,
that there really is some good in him, and
that he can pull with him for the general

good of the town with-
out losing any of his
self respect. There are
many towns where the
merchants do co-ope-
rate. They are marked
towns. They are known
in .their particular sec-
tion for harmony and
hustle of their business
men. That in itself is
good advertising. It
makes business. Every
man in them is talking
for his town. He is
praising its stores, the
big stocks carried and
the enterprise of the
merchants, and such an
amalgamation of har-
mony, enthusiasm and
enterprise is a business
magnet of irresistible
power. It is regrettable
that the jewelers are so
slow to forget old-time

business antagonisms. Merchants in othcr
lines seem to take much better to organiza-
tion, and the associations of grocers, hard-
waremen and pawnbrokers are many and influ-
ential. There are still comparatively few
retail jewelers' organizations, though in no
branch of business is organized effort so
necessary. We are pleased to notice a more
friendly feeling, however, and several new
societies are the result.

AN Indianapolis merchant recently had a
" Violet Day " at his store. One of

the large display windows was filled with the
flowers. All kinds of attractive vases and
flower holders were used to show off the
beauty of the flowers and incidentally to call
attention to their own merits as pieces of
table decoration. Articles of violet color or
with violet decoration were shown in profu-
sion throughout the store.

Supplement Sheets, illustrating new additions

to BERGEN POPULAR-PRICED CUT

GLASS, now ready. Sent for the asking.

If you intend visiting the St. Louis Exposition

this year, take advantage of our hospitality

there. A week's accommodation without

charge for our friends and customers. FULL

PARTICULARS ON REQUEST.

ELECTROTYPES for local advertising free to customers.

CATALOGUE (80 pages, fully illustrated) for the asking.
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This holds good in business-building. Over half a centiny of progress

could only be founded on principles that are sound and deep.
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TRADE MARK

ESTABLISHED 1852.

HE BED ROCK on which this business has been built is "character"T
—the character of the Glass, the character of the designs, the character

allii reputation of the house. This ("wader

means continued progress.

THE A. L. BLACKMER CO.
(Established 1892.) Nev Bedford, Mass.

NEW YORK OFFICF,

32 Park Place,

Rooms 13 and 16.

,

k." t•-t
Inffmat •

o. 1. 4 IN.
MAY-FLOWDR

FOOTED PUNCH BOWL r

Wmcikeloods fEctt de dxamination
(,y' a triae order-wills exprain

NO. 271. 3 pt. Jug, Portia.

No. 125 P.m

Rich Cut Glass.
Our Claims

New and Original Patterns,
Superior Finish, Moderate Prices,

Promptness in Shipping.

A large and well conceived line particularly
adapted for your trade. TRY IT.
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Manning, Bowman & Comm-- Connecticut.
Meriden,

Nickel and Silver Plate. 

Chafing Dishes. (With Patent " Ivory"
Enameled Food Pan.)

Prize Trophies, Tankards, Etc. lag:P,PPeesv,vtteei;a1A1(olunted.
"Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolators, Etc.

GLASS

.wATER RESERVOIR

No. 308. SECTIONAL VIEW.

When the water is drawn from
the faucet (causing the water in cold
water reservoir to be lowered ), it im-
mediately refills with water from glass
reservoir, and therefore is automati-
cally kept full until all the water in
glass reservoir is used.

M. & B. " ALPINE " WATER
COOLERS.

Wherever the " ALPINE " Hygienic Cooler is used, one candrink any of the celebrated pure spring waters with the assur-ance that it is just as pure, cool and fresh as if taken directlyfrom the spring.
It is constructed with a crystal glass water reservoir, porce-lain-lined cold water reservoir and separate ice chamber. It is soarranged that the ice cannot come in contact with the water.The outer shell is double walled and packed with a non-heat con-ducting material and therefore is the most satisfactory, economicaland convenient Water Cooler made.

Send for Circular No. 86 K, illustrating Complete line.

New York.
Chicago.
San Francisco.

London.

No. 408. 8 quarts.

Nickel or Silver Plated.

Patents Pending.

THE PAIRPOINT
Rich Cut Glass.

No. I347cut. /terry. Design pat'd.
Deco. No. 741.

38 Murray St.,
220 Sutter St.,
Temple Bldg.,
Factories, Etc.,

New York City.
San Francisco, Cal.
Montreal, P. "Q.
New Bedford, Mass.

No. 1036. Vase—" ORCHID."

CORPORATION.
Superior Silver Plate.

No. 3Ro. Swing Kettle. Pat. appl'd for.

Photograph Books of our Complete Lines
loaned to the trade for inspection.

" Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere."

.*6/eccA,k

Cut Glass
June is a favorite month for weddings and the dealer

in giftware must not only consider those which will take
place during the coming month, but also that it will be m-1
anniversary of the weddings of June of other years. A re-
membrance selected from the Clark line is always ;Appro-
priate and sure of appreciation

T. B. CLARK & CO.,I NEW YORK—J. I). DIthridge, 25 West liroadway.
Represented SAN FRANCISCO—J. A. Young, I IS Kearny St.

BOSTON-11. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin St.

312. Jug—liarvard

11-lone.sciale, Pa.

OrrAgAnz"
Deakgna

Supegokoao
IFfinAoh

Incompa
5hAprmerm -,5

BOWEANG GREEN, OHM.

No. 302. Jug—Fern.

New Yon-R. 06A.esu-oonn,

66 W. Broadway.

Chitcago Oanesroonn 
aidiven-sunnithsp ii4lIca1go

S-5t. Louis 5allesroo1lT1lx,

Noll.E.an-nd %Mg:go

We would be pleased to
have you make your head-
quarters at our St. Louis
office when you visit the
World's 17air.
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The

"FLORAL"
Pattern
In "FLORAL-

AMP F1.1, 3,, N'ALL.

"1835 R. WALLACE"
Silver Plate seems like Sterling Silverbecause of the exceptionally delic:i.workmanship and French GrayIt is heavy, too, and has unequaliilwearing qualities.
79 "Floral" pieces made in all, in-chiding spoons, forks, knives and fancypieces.

Ash Your Dealer
For ten cents in stamps we will mail our !tactic,"How to Set the Table," written by Mrs. Rorer,and illustrated with pictures of tables set by her.
R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.

Dept. M, Wallingford, Conn.

THIS IS AN EXACT

REPRODUCTION OF
PAGE 894 OF THE
MAY DELINEATOR.

SERVING OF
AND

WAITING AT
THE TABLE

BY ELEANOR MARCHANT

V.—SERVING A DINNER OR LUNCHEON WITHOUT A MAID

THE' young housekeeper doing her
own work is apt to settle down into
a dreary routine of domestic duties,honestly believing that until her financialmatters improve she must not incursocial obligations and that the grace of

than one large one, restricting the numberat each to six persons. As the hostess'must be both cook and waitress, the
arrangement must be carefully thoughtout and the menu planned in advance.Nearly all the preparation may be ac-

AN INDIVIDUAL ( U FUR A DINNER SERVED %%Trill/UT A AlAID.

hospitality is denied her. This is a 
taken idea. The young housekeeper must
remember that congenial guests, a simplemenu of delicious viands daintily served
and a bright, attractive hostess thor-

complished the day before. Extra silver
that may be required should be washed
and polished ready for use, the linen,
consisting of dinner-cloth, napkins, cen-
tre-piece and doilies should be carefully

THE SALAD COURSE READY TO SERVE.

oughly at her ease are the main essen-
tials of a successful dinner party.

If you are desirous of entertaining
friends at dinner, it will be the wiser plan
to have three or four small dinners, rather

examined, that their surface may be spot-less, and if candle-lamps are used in the
candlesticks or candelabra, they can be
filled, the wicks trimmed and the chim-
neys washed. Flowers and candle-shades

Our too-line advertisement above practically amounts to a full page in the best woman's magazine published. The Delineator is read by
over a million well-to-do housekeepers, and what woman, reading the article on serving a dinner and being attracted by the appetizing illustra-
tion of the salad course, would not instinctively turn to our advertisement of the Floral Salad Set ?And we lel/ her she can obtain this Floral tableware OF HER DEAAre you benefiting by this advertising ? If not, let us send you our catalogue No. 90 K with quotations.

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO., WALLINGFORD, CONN.New Y(irk. Chicago. San Francisco. I oldon.

TRADE 
i1033 

 MARK
LAC

and she will be as proud of it as of
sterling silver.

11It has all the delicate finish and workmanship of sterling.
11It is heavy and rich and of unequaled wearing qualities.
li It bears the stamp "1835 R. WALLACE," which means

everything on plated ware.

For ten cents in stamps We Will mail our book, "How to Set the Table,"
‘vritteti by Mrs. ltortr, and ill n•-.1 rated with pictures of tables set by ner.

11

R. WALLACE 0 SONS MFG. COMPANY, Dept. M,
New York Store : 226 Fifth Ave. Wallingford, Conn.

The above advertisement will appear in the June Delineator and Ladies' Home Journal, occupying 200-lin c sp:ice. It will
pages in the June Harper's Bazaar, Boston Cooking School Magazine, Good Housekeeping and Metropolitan lagazine.

This adverlisin.;,, helps us by assistingyou as our customer to sell our goods.

Don't you think it Nvould pay you to put in a line of the Floral pattern? We have increased our facilities, and are prepared

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO., WALLINGFORD,
San Francisco.New York. Chicago.

also occupy full

to fill all orders.

CONN.
London.



(PROFESSOR
S.F.B.MORSE

—
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Professor Morse in 1847 saw the fruition of his labors in the
perfected telegraph and received many marks of distinction
honoring the great invention. This was also the year of the
wonderful application of electricity by ROGERS BROS., who
originated the process of electro-silver plating.

661847 ROGERS BROS:1
as the goods are now known were first made in a very small
way in plain spoons and forks, but to-day the line comprises
everything that can be desired in the way of knives, forks and
spoons in fancy as well as staple pieces. A few examples are
illustrated on the reverse of this card. Jewelers handling
"1847 ROGERS BROS." goods sell a brand which half n
century of experience has brought to perfection. Made only
by the successors to Rogers Bros.

INIERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., MERIDEN, CONN.

GUARANTEED ay NEW YORK CHICAGO. HAMILTON, CANADA

( MAD AND International Silver Co., Successor. )E 

1847

May, 1904
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OVER

TWENTY THOUSAND

JEWELERS

will receive one of these an-
notincements this week.

OVER

TEN MILLION 

CONSUMERS*

will receive copies of magazines
containing our advertisement
this month.

THIS ILLUSTRATION

is from our Catalogue No, 66 K,
gives full particulars re-

garding our goods.

Lb:1"S WORK TOGETHER.

International Silver Co.,

Meriden Britannia Co.
Al Hill PEN, CONN.

*It is sometimes figured that each copy
of a publication is read by at least five
persons—this would mean that at least
50,000,000 readers will see publica-
tions containing our advertisement
.gach mouth,

THE KEYSTONE

A Palatial Jewelry Store

HE very acme of perfection in jewelry store designing and

  furnishing seems to have been attained in the palatial new

  establishment of the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., at 1218-22

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., an interior view of which is

shown on this page. This beautiful store is especially interesting

from the fact that its architectural conformation. the handsome

fixtures, the ideal arrangement of departments. the admirable

lighting system, all are the work of the company itself and a

striking manifestation of the wealth and versatility of talent in

which the firm rejoices.

The store proper, as shown in our illustration is 230 by 76

feet, and is classic in proportion and form. Ornate pillars of

imposing dimensions support a paneled roof which is prettily tinted

and artistically decorated. A light well in the center admits ihe

requisite sunlight and lends greatly to the brilliancy of the store.

There is a wide center aisle, and several transverse aisles which

divide the floor space into departments. The fixtures, which are

of the firm's own designing and manufacture, are of carved

mahogany and on a scale of lavish richness. They are admirably

adapted for advantageous display, and the unique system of lighting

conduces especially to this end. An ornate gallery circles the store

and this is utilized for the display of marbles, bronzes, paintings

and art goods generally.

The store has many novel features. The diamond department

includes an artificially-lighted mirror room finished in ebony for

the study of effects, and a handsome dressing boudoir. There is

every conceivable convenience for shoppers, one of these being a

handsomely furnished lounging or rest-room of colonial design.

Every precaution has also been taken for the security of goods and

property. The company's entire business, including factory,

stationery and engraving shops, etc., is located in the building,

which is ten stories high and of imposing architectural design.

L Activity in Store Improvement

It is pleasant to nate the activity in store improvement that

has developed in recent years among the trade. This is due partly

to the prosperity which the jewelers have enjoyed for several ye
ars,

partly to the education on the subject afforded by trade jour
nals

and fixture manufacturers, and partly to a healthy spirit of rivalry

among competing merchants. The more progressive jewelers

realize that a chief factor in the sale of jewelry is a handsome store

and suitable furnishing. A weather-beaten store front, with a

decaying dummy clock ; crude, ill-lighted show cases, a dusty

window with faded trimmings, ill-kept, tarnished stock, a sour-

visaged, listless proprietor—any or all of these indicate a lack of

enterprise, a living in the past, a decay that repel trade. On the

other hand " A thing of beauty is a joy for ever." A handsome

store front with fascinating window trim, rich fixtures, a spick 
and

span stock and alert, active, happy-looking salespeople are a ne
ver-

failing magnet, drawing custom from all who see. Such a store is

an irresistable advertisement and begets confidence in the man

and his stock.
Handsome fixtures may now be procured at moderate cost,

and on terms which most jewelers consider very favorable. The

manufacturers will gladly advise patrons as to what best suits their

store and resources, and the fixture catalogues are in themselves 
an

education. The mercantile world moves swiftly in these days, and

the old-time jeweler must get out of his rut, even if the effort

jars to disintegration all his most revered ideas.

moil))

The Magnificent New Store of the Bailey, Banks & 
Riddle t'o., Philadelphia, l'a.
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Rapid Rise in Diamonds.
F., VERY few months a cablegram
I innounces another advance in
the price of Diamonds, and we
have it on reliable authority that still
further advances are even now in
contemplation. Notwithstanding the
pronounced scarcity, our close rela-
tions with the Diamond markets of
Europe enabled us to secure a large
supply of loose Diamonds previous
to the recent advance. These are
now at the service of our patrons,
and at prices that make them most
desirable stock to sell—or to keep,
for even in the show case they will
advance in value.

Largest Distributers of
WALTHAM,
ELGIN and
NEW ENGLAND
WATCHES.

+PivtrAft.
V4?

The first
principle of

right buying is to
buy on a rising market

THERE are qualities in Diamonds
I as in other goods. As in all

else WE handle, our Diamond
stock is carefully selected from the
best quality stones, and comprises
only such goods as WE AND YOU
can stake our reputation on. Buy
now, for a month may mean another
advance and we want you to have
that advance and other advances
that may follow.

N. 11.WHITE & CO.
21 Maiden Lane, New York.

New York Letter

The Merchants' Association of
New York, working in conjunc-
tion with the officials of the
Trunk Line Asssociation, has
caused the arrest of ticket-

scalper Harry Frank, of 663 Broadway, New York
City, on a technical charge of forgery ; the acts
having been committed in connection with the
present series of merchants' reduced rates to the
metropolis. Frank was held in the Center Street
Court in Poo° bail pending the hearing of the case.
District-Attorney Jerome, to whom was presented
the evidence gathered in the crusade recently con-
ducted against ticket scalpers by the representa-
tives of the Merchants' Association and the opera-
tives and detectives of the Trunk Line Association,
has instructed Assistant-District-Attorney Johnston
to fully prosecute the cases to be brought up for
fraudulent manipulation of return-trip certificates.
The retail merchants all over the country will be
pleased to hear of the action taken by the Mer-
chants' Association of New York, for they are in-
nocently made parties to the illegitimate transac-
tions of the scalpers.

The regular monthly meeting of
Jewelers' the executive committee of the

Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, April 8th, the

following members being present: President Sloan,
Vice-Presidents Champenois and Wood, Treasurer
Karsch, Secretary Noyes, Messrs. Abbott, Alford,
Brown and Bowden of the committee. The fol-
lowing were admitted to membership:

Merchants'
Association After
Ticket Scalpers

Security Alliance

Bride & Tinckler, Newark,
New Jersey.

Oscar J. Ludwig, Waterloo,
Iowa.

.T. W. Smith, Slater, Mo.
Jas. A. Sorensen Co., San

Francisco, Cal.
William S. Tarrant & Co.,

Seattle, Wash.
H. A. Bump, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.
F. Jacobs & Bro., Norfolk, Va.
Kirchner & Renich, Minne-

apolis, Minn.
E. T. Lord & Co., Qttenemo,

Kansas.
Chas. H. Morris, Dallas, Ore.
Carl H. Sjoberg, Brooklyn,

New York.
The Bohm-Bristol Diamond

Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Important Decision
on Strung-Pearl
Tariff

Mills Jewelry and Piano Co.,
Streator, Ill.

A. J. Youngdahl, Chicago, Ill.
0. A. Karnes, Overbrook,

Kansas.
B. W. Barrett, Newburyport,

Massachusetts.
E. M. Gattle & Co., New York

City.
J. C. Vickers, Hull, Iowa.
The John Brenner Jewelry

Co., Youngstown, N. Y.
Stone & Herrick, Conneaut,

Ohio.
Rad. C. Hahn & Co., New

York City.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., San

Antonio, Texas.
Hollins Bros., Lake Charles,

Louisiana.
G.A.Cornwell, Glouster, Ohio.

The adjudication of the board
of classification of the United
General Appraisers at New
York, in the protested case of
T. Jefferson Coolidge, Boston,

Mass., makes a ruling of considerable importance
to precious stone importers. The merchandise in
question consisted of pearls pierced and strung on
cotton cords. They were assessed at 6o per cent.
ad valorem, under paragraph 434 of the tariff act
of 1897. In protesting against this classification
the importer claimed that they were dutiable at ro
per cent. ad valorem, and this claim was upheld
by the board, as is shown by its decision, which in
part is as follows:

The evidence taken in this case is to the effect
that these pearls have not been matched nor

Au ,,,, ,,vkAMluan,M.ailiatJAhAtUfil;1111060...041M

selected, nor has their value been increased by
drilling and stringing, and were it not for the fact
that they are strung on cotton cords in bunches,
the board would have no difficulty in reaching the
conclusion that they fell within the scope of the
decision of the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals of the Second Circuit, in re Tiffany vs. the
United States. (112 Fed. Rep. 672.) In G. A. 876
T. D. 11883, and numerous other decisions, the
board held that beads strung on cotton cords were
not dutiable as beads loose, not threaded or strung,
but in those cases the beads were strung within the
trade meaning of the term ; whereas, the evidence
shows that the pearls in this case were not strung
as understood by the jewelry trade. Paragraph 436
provides for pearls in their natural state, not strung
or set. Pearls set would be jewelry, and it is
reasonable to assume that Congress had this fact in
view when it coupled the word " strung " with
" pearls set." This conclusion is strengthened by
reference to paragraph 46, which provides for
articles actually known as jewelry, including pearls
set or strung. The bunch of unselected pearls in
the case now before us does not partake of the
nature of jewelry, and on the authority of the
decision in the Tiffany case, we hold they are by
similitude dutiable at the same rate as pearls in
their natural state. The protests are sustained and
the decision of the collector reversed.

According to the statistical corn-
Precious Stone pilation of General George W.
Importations Mindil, jewelry examiner at the

public stores, the importations
of precious stones at this port during the month of
March amounted in value to $1,932,066, which is
less by about $939,579 than the value of similar
importations during March, 1903, but more by
$38,700 than those for the same month of 1902.
With the respective exceptions, March, 1901 and
1903, the figures for March, 1904, are the greatest
on record. They are made up of cut stones valued
at $1,152,916, and uncut valued at $779,150. The
appended table shows the classified importations
for the past five calendar years:

Year. Cat. Uncut Total.

1904 . . $1,152,916.01 $779,150.08
1903 . . 2,022,804.43 848,840.97
1902 . . 1,386,647.04 507,724.43

$1,932,066.09
2,871,645.40
1,894,371.47

1901 . . 1,410,770.20 817,768.32 2,228,538.52

1900 . . 720,408.40 6°,601.80 781,010.20

H. C. Kionka & Bro., precious stone dealers,
51 Maiden Lane, have dissolved partnership and
the business will be continued under the same
name by H. C. Kionka.

Edward A. Stern recently retired from the
retail jewelry firm of Gattle, Stern & Co., and the
name of that concern has been changed to E. M.
Gattle & Co. Mr. Stern will open a business of
his own at 425 Fifth Avenue, and in pursuance of a
long cherished idea will retail jewelry at that
address after the manner of the dealers in Paris
and other noted centers of fashion in Europe. His
interest in the firm of Gattle, Stern & Co. was
purchased by Mr. Gattle, and save for this trans-
ference of stock and the altered nomenclature the
business remains practically as heretofore.

The optical business of Victor N. Nunes, 479

Fifth Avenue, was recently incorporated at Albany

with a capital of $3000. The name of the firm is

now the Victor N. Nunes Co. V. N. Nunes, A. S.
Nunes and Arthur Forrest are the incorporators.

(723)

The partnership hitherto existing between
Maurice Weiner and Jacob Weiss, in the firm of
Weiner & Weiss, manufacturing jewelers, 51
Maiden Lane, has been dissolved. This business
will hereafter be conducted by Jacob Weiss under
his own name.

Barnett Daniel, formerly in partnership with
M. Bolotin, 43 Maiden Lane, under the firm-name
of Bolotin & Daniel, recently launched a repairing,
case work, cleaning, gilding and order business of
his own at 32 Maiden Lane.

An enterprise was incorporated at Albany
recently under the name of the Corona Diamond
Syndicate, of New York, whose purpose is to mine
for diamonds in South America. The capital of
the concern is $75,000. This company is said to
be practically a successor to the Leggatt, Armeny
& Fogel Diamond Syndicate, which began diamond
mining operations in British Guiana four years
ago. These activities will be continued by the
new management on a more thorough and aggres-
sive scale. The directors of the recently incor-
porated syndicate are : R. R. Fogel and Edward
Pastman, of New York ; and Theodore Bloecher,
of Carlstadt, N. J.

Walter T. Thompson, who has been employed
in various capacities for the past twenty years by
the Elgin National Watch Co., has opened a busi-
ness of his own at 9 Maiden Lane, this city. During
the latter half of his long term with this company
he occupied the position of manager of its New
York City office. Upon resigning from its service
he was succeeded by W. H. Klima. Mr. Thomp-
son will do a jobbing business in watches and
watch cases. He is himself a practical watch-
maker, and his long experience and mechanical
proficiency should serve him well in his new enter-
prise. His office is situated on the ninth floor of
the Jewelers' Building ; a section of it has been
set apart for the convenience of visiting jewelers
who desire such accommodation. Mr. Thompson
contemplates making periodical trips on the road.

Oscar Sherman, inventor and maker of the
Sherman safety pin protector, has removed from
56 Newark Avenue, Jersey City, to 41-43 Maiden
Lane, New York.

Morris Freedman, formerly with Jonas Koch,
and Moe Adels, formerly with Rees & Yankauer,
have formed a partnership under the firm-name of
M. Freedman & Co. This concern will be located
at 59 Maiden Lane, and will manufacture jewelry
for the wholesale trade.

A business was incorporated at Albany last
month with a capital of $5000, under the name of
the Gattle Jewelry Co. This concern will conduct
a diamond brokerage business with offices on
Maiden Lane. The directors are Morris Levinson,
Hyman Gattle and Franklyn Nevins.

The jewelry ,store of Philip Stromberg, 333
Grand Street, was robbed of several hundred dol-
lars' worth of jewelry and silverware recently by five
burglars, who gained an entrance to the premises,
pried open a safe and appropriated its contents.
The robbery occurred in the early morning, and
the perpetrators managed to escape with the booty
and so far have not been discovered.

(Continued on page 725)
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OUR ' GRADE A" QUALITY.

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.
A. Blue white and perfect.B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.B. Extra white and slightly im-
perfect.

E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.White and imperfect.

4. Commercial white and perfect.5. Commercial white and slightlyImperfect.
O. Commercial white and imper-fect.

7. Good color and perfect.8. Good color and slightly imper-fect.
9. Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

The season for spring weddings will soon be here. This creates a demandfor diamond jewelry, particularly single stones for engagement rings.
Most people prefer purity and fine color, rather than size in a diamond forthis purpose.

When you have a purchaser fora fine diamond and wish a grade of stonethat will make most any diamond show color by comparison,

TRY OUR 'GRADE A' QUALITY.
We can furnish you this grade of goods in any size, and at prices that willenable you to meet any competition.

Write us for prices, or let us send you some and compare prices and quality.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO.,

Hawkes
Cut
Glass.

GRAND PRIZE AWARDED Ar PARIS EXPOSITION.

A yellow dia-
mond makes a
good show until
compared with a
white one•

Examine Hawkes Cut Glass
and look for this trade-mark
engraved on each piece, HAWKES

without which none is genuine.
T. G. Hawkes & Co.,

9 Maiden Lane, New York.

Originality of Dain
Charaderitic

of

Egginton' s
Celebrated

Cut Glass.

Highest grade in every
, rape- 1. Sold by bat

dealers everywhere.

Manufadured by

The O. F. Egginton Co.

Corning, N. Y. engraved on every pkce.
Look for trade-mark

Inc. Oa. II, 1899.

Corning, N. Y.

I\Iay. 1904.

New
Post Office

New York Letter

(Continued from page 723)

The conferees on the post
office appropriation bill have
reached an agreement on the
proposition for a site for a post

office at New York. The House provision autho-

rized the lease of a branch post office at the New

York Central terminal, at an annual rental not ex-

ceeding $90,000, and for leasing a building at the

Pennsylvania terminal at a cost not exceeding

$75,000 a year. The Pennsylvania Company de-

clined to accept the lease proposition, and after a

conference between the interests involved, the

Senate amendment, which will become law, was

offered as a compromise. It appropriates $2,000,-

000 for the acquisition of a site for a post office

building within the block bounded by Eighth

Avenue, Thirty-first Street, Thirty-third Street and

a private street or way to be opened for the use of

the Government parallel with Eighth Avenue and

610 feet westwardly therefrom, such site to be

subject to the right of the Pennsylvania, New York

and Long Island Railroad Company to use for

platform and trackage under a plane twenty feet

below the curb line of the adjoining streets, which,

however, is not to interfere with the erection of

supports necessary in the construction of the post

office building. The bill carries no appropriation

for the building, that being left to the future.
A special meeting of the Twenty-

24 K. Club's four Karat Club was held on

Big Membership Thursday afternoon, April 14th,
Influx in the office of The Keystone

Watch Case Co., 23 Maiden

Lane. The chief feature of this meeting was the

admission of thirty-two new members, this being

a result of the decision recently come to by the

club to extend the membership limit from 24 to

too. At this rate of increase, the century mark

will soon be reached. Subjoined are the names

of the new members : Charles R. Jung, Ludwig

Nissen, David Kaiser, Alfred Krower, H. R. Bene-

dict, E. J. Wittnauer, A. W. Woodhull, H. N.

Eliassof, J. W. Riglander, W. H. Kinna, Chas. L.

Power, Robt. B. Allan, Wm. T. Gough, M. L.

Bowden, Jr., A. Schwob, A. J. Van Houten, I. N.

Townsend, Robt. B. Steele, A. L. Brown, I. W.

Cokefair, David C. Townsend, Sam'l H. Levy,

Wm. A. Blythe, Charles W. Harman, Sam'l Kra-

mer, M. J. Levy, E. C. Jamisen, W. S. Kallman,

Wm. S. Ginnell, Wm. A. Bryant, Robt. H. Klitz

and Henry Untermeyer. The by-laws were

amended in several particulars, notably in the ex-

tension of the privilege of membership to persons

in the watch, jewelry or kindred trades ; with the

proviso that the applicant must be connected with

a New York house.
The Universal Protective Asso-

ciation was incorporated at Al-

bany recently with a nominal

capital of $500. W. H. Theo-

bald, formerly United States special treasury agent,

is president and treasurer, and James B. Carples,

secretary of this association. The functions it has

been designed to discharge are " to make all the

investigations necessary to procure evidence of

undervaluation, smuggling or other frauds against

the Government, as well as to substitution, imita-

tion or infringement of patents, trade-marks, de-

signs, labels, copyrights, etc., which may affect the

welfare of its subscribers." It will proceed legiti-

mately to procure evidence against offenders in

this connection, lay its findings before the parties

A New Protective
Association
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aggrieved, and, if armed with the necessary autho-
rity, shall prosecute personally. The association
has offices at i Madison Avenue.

At the regular meeting of
the Jewelers' Association and
Board of Trade last month,
the following firms were
elected members : Bay State

Optical Co., Attleboro, Mass.; Despres, Bridges &
Noel, Chicago ; Eisler & Laubheim, New York;

Louis Manheimer & Bros., Chicago, Ill.; South

Bend Watch Co., South Bend, Ind.; W. T. Thomp-
son, New York, and Western Clock Mfg. Co., New
York branch.

Sigmund Kraus and Joseph S. Jantzen, who

composed the firm of Kraus & Jantzen, leather

goods and mountings' manufacturers, 170 Fifth

Avenue, recently dissolved partnership. Mr. Jant-

zen has retired from the concern and Mr. Kraus,

who has assumed all its liabilities and will collect

all its debts, has been joined by a new partner in

the person of Jacob H. Deitsch. The business will

accordingly be continued at the same address under

the name of Kraus & Deitsch.
The long-established firm of Albert Berger &

Co. is about to remove from 47 to 45 Maiden Lane,
after occupying the quarters at the first-named

address for three and a half decades of years. This

concern has been in existence for a period extend-

ing well over seventy years, having been founded

in 1827 on William Street near Maiden Lane. A

removal was effected in 1848 to the south side of

Maiden Lane, almost directly opposite the quarters

at No. 47. The firm again moved in 1854 to 15

Maiden Lane and remained there until 1869, even-

tually locating at 47 Maiden Lane, the premises

which are now about to be relinquished. Thus

the concern has continuously tenanted quarters on

some portion of the lane for the past fifty-six years,

which is believed to be a more extended tenure of

premises on this street, so favored of the trade,

than that of any other firm now located thereon.

According to a report in a local daily, John

Roger, a customs inspector, who lives at 330 East

Seventy-eighth Street, was arrested April i ith,

charged with stealing a $100 diamond ring from

Louis Zussman, a jeweler, at 54 East Broadway.

The jeweler alleges that he allowed Roger to

take the ring for examination on March 17th, and

that it was not returned. Roger declared that he

lost the ring soon after he got it. Magistrate Cor-

nell, in the Tombs police court, held him under

$t000 for trial. Roger is one of the heroes of the

Spanish-American war. He was shot four times

while in Cuba, and draws a pension of $t8 a month

from the Government.
Harnilton & Hamilton, Jr., have moved

their New York office from the Corbin Building, at

John and Broadway, to 3 Maiden Lane, in the

heart of the jewelry district. The new quarters

are much better adapted to their needs, as the

light is good and better adapted to show off the

line than in the old quarters, besides being much

more conveniently located to the trade in general.

Harris & Harrington have secured the

services of F. Kroeber, the former clock mer-

chant of this city, and will add a number of the

specialties that Mr. Kroeber formerly dealt in

to their line. Mr. Kroeber has a very extensive

experience in the clock trade, and his many friends

in the trade will be glad to learn of his having

made such a satisfactory connection with this

house, that will enable him to continue to handle

the lines that he has dealt in for so long.

James D. Bergen, ,the cut-glass manufacturer,

had another attack of illness last month after a

Jewelers' Associa-
tion and Board
of Trade

short trip to Hot Springs, Ark., where he had
gone to recuperate from a previous attack of grippe.
It appears he returned to his duties before he had
recovered his strength, and suffered a relapse that
threatened to develop into typhoid fever. Careful
nursing, however, prevented the disease from
making headway, but warned the patient that
greater care must be exercised in again resuming
the cares of business. Mr. Bergen is now slowly
recovering, buG it will be some time before he will
be back to his former vigor.

The business of I. 011endorff, importer and
jobber in diamonds, watches, jewelry, clocks and
silverware, 54 Maiden Lane, this city, and 335
Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., was incorporated at
Albany some weeks ago, under the name of the
I. 011endorff Co. The officers are : I. 011endorff,
president ; H. '011endorff, vice-president, and M.
011endorff, secretary and treasurer. The Pittsburg
branch will be in charge of W. S. Peckert, direc-
tor of the company. H. 011endorff, late of the
Pittsburg office, is now at the New York City
establishment and will look after the trade in the
East and South.

At this writing the sum of $470 has been sub-
scribed by the local trade towards the Hospital
Saturday and Sunday Association of New York.
Subscriptions are being received by Leopold Stern
and Emanuel Untermeyer and are reported to be
coming in constantly. Among those who have
already contributed are : Stern Bros. & Co., Op-
penheimer Bros. & Veith, L. & M. Kahn & Co.,
Louis Srausburger's Son & Co., Albert Lorsch &
Co., Eichberg & Co., Joseph Frankel's Sons,
Jacobson Bros., C. F. Wood & Co., Hodenpyl &
Son, Alfred H. Smith & Co., Joseph H. Fink &
Co., I. 011endorf Co., N. H. White & Co., Wm. I.
Rosenfeld, Carter, Howe & Co., J. B. Bowden &
Co., Ingomar Goldsmith & Co., Leopold Rosen-
berger, Freudenheim Bros. & Levy, A. Roseman,
A. Goldsmith, Henry Froehlich & Co., Jonas Koch,
Mount & Woodhull, Aikin, Lambert & Co., Cross
& Beguelin and Smith & North.

Fishel, Nessler & Co., of this city, the proprie-
tors and patentees of the " Breakless Bar Pin,"
have brought suit against J. J. White & Co., Provi-
dence, R. I., who, they claim, manufactured and
sold imitations of their pin. The suit was insti-
tuted April 21St.

The basement of the building occupied by
R., L. & M. Friedlander, 30 Maiden Lane, re-
cently underwent alterations and improvements of
an extensive character.

Official reports from Wash-
Exports of Watches ington give interesting infor-

mation as to the exports of
watches, clocks, jewelry, sil-

verware, etc., for the year 1903 as compared with

1901 and 1902. The figures are as follows:

and Jewelry

Clocks and parts of 
Watches and parts of
Table cutlery  
Ivory, manufactures of . . . 18,495
Jewelers' ashes and sweepings 225,815
Jewelry   1,017,881
All other manufactures of gold
and silver ..... .   211,791

Plated ware   517,208

1901.
91,296,222
1,044,529

33,647

1902. 1903.
81,146,381 $1,091,724

998,109 1,041,805
46,062 69,848
33,664 68,816
239,969 174,158

1,069,056 939,797

269,291 353,224
555,626 662,708

In order of magnitude for 1903, the exports of

clocks and watches and parts of the sante ranked
42d. The combined exports of both lines in 1898

were valued at $1,727,469 ; in 1899, at $1,863,431 ;

in two, at $1,977,694 ; in 1901, at $2,340,751 ; in
1902, at $2,144,490, and in 1903, at $2,133,529, or

15 per cent. of the whole amount of exports for

the year of domestic merchandise ; of which, by

the way, the total value was $1,392,231,302, as

against $1,3s5,401,8y, and in 1901 of $t,460,462,806.
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"A REVOLUTION IN COMPUTING TIME."
From the Sun Dial, Hour Glass and Present Dial Clock,

to the Famous

"Eve' Clock
AN IDEAL TIME=TELLER WITHOUT

HANDS OR DIAL.
The Plato Clock tells the time at a glance, and, as thehour and minutes are shown in figures, no mistake is possible.It is wound, set and adjusted like any other clock, keepsperfect time and will last indefinitely.Only the highest class of material and workmanship isemployed in their manufacture, and the works are protectedby a neat glass globe. The frame is highly artistic andornamental and in fine gold finish.A few of these clocks with the motto " Watch the TimeFly " make

AN IRRESISTIBLE WINDOW ATTRACTIONfor the jeweler and sell as quickly as shown. The upper plate in the illustrations shows the hour and the lower plate the minutes. The change

of the figure every minute on the lower plate is very catchy and impressively suggestive of the flight of time.
The plates can be had in any color—white, red, blue or dark green. In ordering, specify the colors desired.

Retail Price, $6.00. VVrite Di.scount.

American Electrical Novelty and Mfg. Co.,

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

YOBBO & CONSTONTIN
OENEVA, SWITZERLAND

E
liyie 'TS

+
47* ST AN.°

TRADE .MARK.

THE LEADER in / Quality Durability
Adjustment Style

' It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

304-314 Hudson Street, New York City.
Chicago Address, 184 Lake Street.

No. xo.

LEADERS FOR THE
JEWELRY TRADE

We fill the long-felt want of
the jewelry trade for popular-
priced leaders in STERLING
SILVER JEWELRY.

We show the largest line of
Sterling Silver Hat Pins, Belt
Pins, Brooches, Waist Sets,
Links, Scarf Pins, College Pins,
etc., on the market

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Rothschild Bros. Co.
Largest
Manufacturers of
Popular Priced Sterling Silver Jewelry and Novelties.

Attleboro, Mass., U.S.A.
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A Beautiful Silver Service

A pretty custom, which usage has made almost
Imperative, is the presentation of silver services to

our warships by the States and cities after which

they are named. The State of South Dakota has fol-

lowed the custom in presenting a handsome service

to the new armored cruiser of that name. This

service was designed and made by the Gorham

Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., and is remarkable for

art and aptness of the design and the beauty of the
execution. It consists of thirty-two pieces, includ-

ing a punch bowl and ladle with plateau and
twenty-four cups, two candelabra, one soup tureen,

sugar bowl and cream pitcher. The design is sym-

bolical of the sea and South Dakota and is highly

artistic in conception.
The punch bowl is 14 inches high, 18 inches

wide and has a capacity of 36 pints. The body is
surmounted with a grape border well rolled over,

and on each side is an etched farming scene. The
ornamental border includes dolphins, corn, wheat

and other articles. At the top is the seal of South

Dakota, and on the other side the seal of the

United States Navy Department. Two massive

handles of buffalo heads, modeled from a picture

in the office of the governor of the State, serve to

still further complete the identification with South

Dakota. The feet form a strong feature, being

large and strongly chased with dolphins as a

firm support to the body. Between the feet are

mounted shells, seaweed and other articles. The

base is finished with a rope. At the top of the

handle of the ladle is the portrait of an Indian chief.

The plateau or waiter is 25 inches long. In

the center is an etching of the cruiser, with an
inscription which shows the set to have been given

by the State of South Dakota. It is surmounted

by a massive border, on two sides of which are

seals of the State and of the Navy, ornamented by

corn and wheat, oak and laurel. The two massive

handles are formed with entwined dolphins, shells

and other emblems of the sea. The mining scene

on the punch bowl is from a photograph of the

great Homestead mine in the Black Hills, and the

artesian well scene is from a picture of such a well

in the eastern part of the State.
The soup tureen is in keeping with the other

pieces, the body having an ornamental shield, with
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scenes of a buffalo and stag etched on it. The
handles are surmounted with eagles and a shield.
The cover is shelled, and the handle is formed by
two dolphins, entwined. The foot is made to
match the other pieces with dolphins and sea
objects. The sugar and cream jug have etched
subjects of sporting and fishing. The two can-
delabra are each Jo light, standing 24 inches high,
and are very finely proportioned. The arrange-
ment of the branches is very pleasing. Where
they join the body they are surmounted by three
eagles, and on the standard or upright are three
steers, identifying the State with cattle raising.
Between each is a scene of oil wells. The base is
in keeping with the other pieces. The 24 cups
have the State seal, corn and other objects, and
the handles are formed with dolphins. The foot
of each cup has shell decoration.

Making Tea by Clock Work.
A device for making a cup of tea by clock work

has been brought out by an English firm. In that
country tea is more of a breakfast beverage than in
this, and this apparatus is designed for such persons
as want the tea-making operation to be started at
the earliest possible moment, and for the operation
to proceed while the arrangement of the toilet is
being made. The principal feature of this appa-
ratus is the alarm clock, which not only gives the
wakening signal, but also starts the tea brewing.
The clock is connected with a spirit lamp, so that
when the alarm goes off it releases a shutter which
covers the spirit lamp, and as it flies back the shut-
ter strikes a match—duly placed for the purpose—
which lights the lamp, and thus heats the water in
the kettle. As soon as this water boils a deft ar-
rangement of wires causes the kettle to tilt and pour
its contents into the pot set ready to receive it, the
same action ringing a little gong to announce the
pouring out of the water, and also automatically
extinguishing the lamp. The alarm can be set for
any time desired, the result following as a matter
of course. Only those, says a London exchange,
who have had to start at very early hours for a jour-
ney or for work can fully appreciate the luxury of
this little machine, which will both call one at the
proper time and have a hot cup of tea ready for one
as one rises. It just makes all the difference. It
come in handy for all sorts of purposes.
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What Oriental Names May Mean.
In view of the difficulties created in the average

Occidental mind by the average Oriental names,
the following table of prefixes and suffixes will be •
of service to newspaper readers of the war news:
Fu—To the name of a city, indicates capital of
province, a city of the first class. Chou--Indicates
city of the second class. Yi—A small post town, as
Ychang-Yi.

At the termination of geographical terms:
Kiang, ho, yohuan, yohu—All mean stream, river.
Hai—Sea, sometimes lake. Shan—Mountain.
Kuan—Camp, strong, fortified place. Shan-hili-
kuan—The fortified camp where the mountains and
the sea meet, aptly illustrates these three terms.
Ling—Pass over a mountain. Ycheng-chen-holo—
Town, large village.

At the beginning of geographical names the
following prefixes may generally be translated:
Ya—Great, large. Siao—Small, little. Pei—
North. Nan—South. Hei—Black. Huang—Yel-
low. Si—West. Tung—East. Strang—Upper.
Hio—Lower.

Corean terms : In Corea, the termination Po,
or Pho, indicates that the place is a port or harbor
on navigable waters. For instance : Yongampho—
The harbor near mouth of the Yalu river. Masham-
pho—The disputed naval base on the southern shore
of the peninsula. Do—As termination indicates
theat the place is a province, and means, therefore,
" the district of, " or that it is the capital city of such
a province. Han—River.

Throwing Down Gold.
Professor Fergus J. AlcInnes, a well-known

authority, says that a useful method of obtaining a
precipitate of pure gold from any solution contain-
ing mixtures of other metals is to make the solution
strongly acid by either nitric or hydrochloric acid,
then add from ten cc. to one hundred cc., according
to quantity, of commercial formaline. The action
is considerably hastened by a gentle heat, and pure
gold in a crystalline condition is completely preci-
pitated and separated from solutions containing
mercury, zinc, lead, manganese, tin or arsenic.
Platinum is also precipitated, but so slowly that the
gold is separated from it by decantation. Iron is
also precipitatated in a crystalline form by formaline

Silver Service presented by the State of South Dakota to the new armored cruiser of that name.

•



WE will make a customer of you if
you will kindly give us the oppor-

tunity to show you the fine system we
employ in filling your mail orders fbr
Watches quickly and correctly; how
each particular requirement for jewelers
in the line of Watches has our studious
thought and unusual care. The chance
to secure a part of your business is
what we want. Will you give us that
chance ? Write our most convenient
office.

Memorial Colm Building, Chicago. No. 
2Rmooamie7nui,ane, New York.
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WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Room 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO, April 23, 1904.

At last the backwardness of a
backward spring has been
broken. We have a decided

change in the weather to-day and think we can see

a silver lining in the clouds that are rolling by.

What we have been wanting from the beginning

of April is sunshine—lots of sunshine and warm

weather to melt the snow and ice up north of us

and to dry up the fields and the roads. This burst

of warm weather has put a different phase on the

situation, and everything now looks much more

cheerful. This has undoubtedly been as trying a

spring as the West and Northwest has passed

through for years. The effects of a backward

spring, following a severe winter and unusual in-

jury from floods in several sections of the country,

has been felt quite extensively this season by the

wholesale jewelers as well as with all other kinds

of merchandise. While there is a fairly good

volume of business in the aggregate, the market

is without the life and snap which are looked for

when climatic conditions are more favorable and

trade assumes its wonted course. We can see no

reason now for changing in the least the opinion

which we have expressed in these columns re-

cently, that there is no cause for apprehension as

to the business of 1904, or that it should be con-

sidered an off year if fair crops be realized. We

believe that generally the indications are for a fairly

active trade as the year advances, and that the lull

is only temporary. Collections are not quite up to

normal conditions.

The State
of Trade

Personal Mention

Maurice A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., has

just returned from a week spent at French Lick

Springs. Mr. Mead tells us he enjoyed a delightful

outing, and is feeling fine as a result.

The recent death of A. J. Chase, the veteran

traveler who for twenty-seven years represented

the house of Benj. Allen & Company in Wisconsin

and Minnesota, is announced. Though Mr. Chase

retired from the read seven years ago on account

of old age, there are many jewelers in the above

territory that will recollect him well and will be

saddened to read of his passing away. His death

occurred recently at his home in Lake Crystal,

Minn., from complications arising from old age.

Mr. Chase began life in the dry goods business in

Boston, later he came West and settled in Chicago,

continuing in the dry goods line for several years,
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when he decided to try his fortune in jewelry and
engaged with Benj. Allen & Co. as a traveling
salesman. This was in 1872, right after the great

Chicago fire. He remained with this firm until

1898, covering the Northwestern territory regularly

for over a quarter of a century, seldom, if ever,
missing a trip. Mr. Allen speaks of Mr. Chase as

a faithful man and good salesman, though some-
what eccentric, especially as age grew upon him,

but withal a popular man with the trade.
Leon Nordman, of Nordman Bros., the well-

known jobbers, of San Francisco, spent a day or

two in Chicago recently en route East on a business

trip to the manufacturing centers. Mr. Nordman

says business is fairly good on the coast this spring
and that they are looking for a prosperous summer
and fall trade, as crop conditions with them are
better than usual at this season of the year. Mr.

Nordman expects to return to Frisco in time to see

his brother Joseph and wife off to Europe early in
May.

Ed. Baumgarten, Western traveler for M. F.
Barger & Co., met with a mishap at Warrensburg,

Mo., recently, which came near being a fatal acci-

dent. He was trying to get on a moving train and

a baggage truck full of trunks caught him before

he accomplished it. The result of the collision

was that Mr. Baumgarten was a pretty badly-

bruised-up citizen for some days, but fortunately

he was able to continue on his trip.
Jacob Boiskou, for several years past in charge

of the watch repair department at Charles E.

Graves & Co.'s, Clark and Madison Streets, died

April 13, from pneumonia, after a short illness.

He leaves a wife and two children. Mr. Boiskou

bore an excellent reputation as a fine workman,

and was well thought of by his employers.

L. A. Broaddus, formerly with J. S. Lewis

& Co., Ogden, Utah, but for a year past assistant

to Prof. Richard 0. Kandler, of the Jewelers'

School of Engraving, has gone to El Paso, Texas,

where he has accepted a positiOn with W. T.

Hixon & Co.
W. G. Andersen, of the Juergens & Andersen

Company, and family are enjoying a week's outing

at Hot Springs, Va.
John A. Cox, of Benj. Allen & Company, was

called to his old home in Canada last week to

attend the funeral of his brother-in-law. Mr. Cox

has been singularly bereaved of late, having lost a

father-in-law, his mother-in-law, a sister-in-law

and now a brother-in-law, all within the past six

months. Mr. Cox will have the sincere sympathy

of the trade in his bereavements.
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James W. Appleton, of New York, son of the
late Daniel F. Appleton, of Robbins & Appleton,
general agents of the American Waltham Watch
Company, spent several days in Chicago the early
part of the month. Mr. Appleton was being shown
among the trade by R. A. Kettle, manager of the
Chicago office of this firm.

Benjamin Allen and Mrs. Allen returned the
first of the week from a seven-weeks' trip in the
South and East. They enjoyed a month's outing
in Florida. The remainder of the time while
absent was spent in New York and other Eastern
Cities.

G. V. Dickinson, general agent of the Elgin
National Watch Company, returned to his desk
Monday, after a delightful week's outing spent at
French Lick Springs. Mr. Dickinson is looking
fine, and says he never felt better in his life.

Joseph Linz, of Joseph Linz & Bro., the well-
known jobbers, of Dallas, Texas, spent a day or
two in town last week on a business trip. Mr. Linz,
in speaking of trade conditions and crop prospects
in his locality, said that the April rains had put
the country in splendid condition. The prospects
for a good season were never better. He thought
it rather early to draw comparisons, but the indi-
cations were that this season's crop yield will equal
that of 1900, which was the banner year. Texas
was in a flourishing condition, he said, with the
possible exception of the boll weevil district.

Theodore Kuehl, of Geo. Kuehl & Company,
the cuokoo clock importers, has recently returned
from his annual trip to the Black Forest of Ger-
many, the seat of the cuckoo clock industry, where
he spent seven weeks placing his firm's import
orders for their fall trade. Mr. Kuehl tells us that
he had an enjoyable trip, and that the new styles of
cuckoos are handsomer and more attractive than
ever before.

Miss Ethel B. Hyde, for four years past a
faithful and popular employee in the jewelry
department at Otto Young & Company's, was
married on the evening of April 20th, at the home
of her parents in this city, to Fred. Lund. The
young people will make their future home in
Chicago.

Harry Alter, well known in the trade here
from his former connection with several of our
wholesale houses, but at present jewelry buyer for
the L. Bauman Company, wholesale, St. Louis,
has been spending the past week in Chicago,
accompanied by his wife and daughter. They
have been visiting at the home of Mrs. Aller's
parents, who reside in Englewood, this city.

A. Eisenberg, the well-known wholesale
jeweler, of San Francisco, accompanied by his son
Albert, spent a few days in Chicago recently, en
route to the Eastern manufacturing centers. Father
and son were the recipients of much kindly atten-
tion from the manufacturing branch of the trade
while here, and expressed themselves as highly
delighted with their stay in town.

Charles Lester, Chicago and Western manager
for the New England Watch Company, and Mrs.
Lester, recently returned from an enjoyable outing
spent among the mountains of North Carolina at
Asheville.

Henry Reinhard, Southwestern traveler of the
juergens & Andersen Company, was at headquar-
ters last week, after an extended trip over his
territory. He reports a quiet trade this spring,
but says that prospects for a good summer and
fall business seem bright enough. Mr. Reinhard
left Monday for another trip over his territory, the
last for the spring season, and expects to spend
his summer vacation abroad this year.

( continued on page 731)
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A Nice Diamond
is the only kind to have.

Our constant endeavor is to have nice
diamonds to sell at a reasonable price.
The fact that we have long been buying
our goods in the foreign markets and in
large quantities places us in a position to
give the very best diamond service to our
customers. We solicit your orders for
anything you may want in diamonds,
loose or mounted.

Our 800-page Jewelry Catalogue is
the best book for the Jeweler it contains
goods for all occasions and seasons its
pages are full of interest to anyone in the
Jewelry business be familiar with the
best book.

in-LIN 40.

May. 1904
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(Continued from page 729)

A. J. Hodenpyl, the head of the old estab-

lished and widely known diamond importing house

of Hodenpyl & Sons, New York, is spending a few

days among the Chicago trade in the interests of

his firm. Mr. Hodenpyl is often called the dean of

the New York trade and is a distinguished look-

ing, well-preserved gentleman of seventy-six

years. He says time works wonders. When he

last visited Chicago it was a small city of less than

6o,000 souls. This was fifty years ago. As Mr.

Hodenpyl walks our streets to-day he sees wonder-

ful changes and a magnificent city of 2,000,000

souls teeming with life and energy. Though he

seldom gets as far West as Chicago he is some-

thing of a traveler, as he has a record of making
seventy-one trips across the Atlantic. Mr. Ho-
denpyl is a most interesting man to meet.

Steve King, of C. H. Knights & Co.'s travel-

ing force, whose illness did not allow him to do

any traveling during the months of January and

February and March, has so far recovered that he

started out on one of his regular trips early in
April, and reports that he is feeling quite well

again. He is giving a good account of himself in

sales, and is feeling much encouraged over the

future.
F. M. Drummond, administrator of the estate

of the late James A. Todd, for many years vice-

president and Chicago agent for the Towle Manu-
facturing Company, announces that the estate of

Mr. Todd has been settled in the Probate Court of

this county. The estate inventoried at $48,000,

and in addition Mr. Todd carried heavy life in-
surance.

President Jacob Bunn, of the Illinois Watch
Company, Springfield, was a recent visitor among
the trade in this city.

J. Van Wessem, for several years past in
charge of the diamond department at A. C.
Becken's, has recently accepted the position as
manager of the jewelry department of the John M.
Smyth Company, a mail-order house.

Harry W. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Company,

wife and children, are enjoying a pleasant outing
of several weeks at Atlantic City, N. J. Mr. Hahn
will return to Chicago early in May, but the family
will remain at the Eastern resort until late in June.
Mr. Hahn will join them again June 1st.

Edward M. Cox, well and favorably known as
the jewelry buyer at Benj. Allen & Co.'s, will have
the sincere and heartfelt sympathy of the entire
trade in the sad bereavement that has overtaken
him in the loss of his wife who died very suddenly
April 12th, at their residence, 5021 Calumet Ave-
nue, this city, from hemorrhage of the stomach.
The trade was well represented at the funeral,
which occurred April 14th, interment at Oakwoods.

Herman F. Hahn, head of the house of H. F.
Hahn & Company, returned the early part of the
month from a two months' sojourn in Southern
California, whither he went for rest and recreation.
Mr. Hahn spent most of his time at Los Angeles,
a city that has multiplied itself sixteen times in the
past twenty-five years and assumes now quite
metropolitan claims. " It is not only a center for
a great agricultural section of marvelous fertility,"
said Mr. Hahn, " but it has factories, and there are
mines and oil near, and all other things which go to
make a great city. It is not directly on the ocean,
but there is a great natural harbor twenty miles
away at San Pedro, and the Government is build-
ing a three-million breakwater here. The harbor

is said to be the best south of San Francisco, and
with our great trade opening with the Orient, and
possibilities of the Panama Canal, a wonderful
future for the city seems assured. In some respects
it already leads Eastern cities. For instance, Los
Angeles has a telephone for every eight persons,
while Chicago and New York have to be contented
with a telephone for every forty persons. It has
the greatest street car system of any city on the
earth—we mean the most modern and efficient.
There are more automobiles and churches there
than in any other city of its size in the world. But
the thing that really would interest a man like me
most was the great number of jewelry stores there.
I was told that Los Angeles had more jewelry
stores than could be found in the down-town retail
district in Chicago. From what I observed I am
inclined to believe that this statement is the truth.
But the surroundings of the city are even more
interesting. In plain view are the high peaks of
the Sierra Madra Mountains, frequently snow-
capped. In an hour one can reach the very foot
of these mountains by the electric railway, and,
indeed, in one instance, climb well up on the side
of a mountain. In this hour's ride one will pass
groves of oranges, lemons, olives, peaches, plums,
grapes and cherries. The orange and olive trees
are evergreen and an orchard with its contrasting
bright yellow and dark green is as beautiful a sight
as one would want to look upon. Then the flowers
are everywhere and their wealth is one of the
greatest charms of that country. For rest and
health I know of no more charming spot the world
over than Los Angeles and vicinity. As a winter
resort it has no peer. It is simply grand, and I am
always glad to get there."

Harry E. Farquharson, representing E. D.
Gilmore & Co., Leach & Miller and C. A. Smith
& Co., in Chicago and the Western territory, is
spending a fortnight at Attleboro, visiting the fac-
tories of the firms he represents. He returns to
the West early in May.

Ernst A. Zimmerman, cashier at the city desk
in the Juergens & Andersen Co.'s office, has been
promoted to the position of house salesman,
succeeding William G. Morstrom, who has en-
gaged in business for himself.

Percy W. Smith, manager of the Des Moines
branch of the Geneva Optical Company, accom-
panied by Mrs. Smith, spent a few days in Chicago
last week. Mr. Smith brings the news that the
Des Moines branch is doing a steadily increasing

business right along and that they have recently
moved into new modern quarters, where they have
much-improved facilities for the handling of their

business.
H. G. Pfordresher, who represents the chain

line of Geo. L. Brown & Co. in Chicago and the

Western territory, left Chicago this week for a

two-weeks' visit to the firm's factory in Attleboro,

Mass.
Walter Green, of Carrau & Green, wholesale,

San Francisco, spent a day or two in Chicago the

early part of the month calling on his friends in the

trade. Mr. Green was en route home from a trip

to Europe.
George E. Smith, San Francisco agent of The

Keystone Watch Case Company, was in Chicago

for a day or two the early part of the month en

route east on a visit to the main office of the

Keystone Company, in Philadelphia. Mr. Smith

remarked that as far as he could judge conditions

were good all over the coast country, and the feel-

ing prevailed that the season of 1904 would be a

satisfactory one to the business interests of that

section of our Country.
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J. S. Gratz, one of the oldest and best known
travelers in the western territory, for a number of
years past representing A. Hirsch & Company in
the Northwest, died April 16th in Appleton, Wis.,
from heart failure after a short illness. Mr. Gratz
was out on one of his regular trips when stricken
down. His wife was telegraphed for and arrived
at his bedside several days before her husband passed
away. Mr. Gratz was in the wholesale business in
Chicago at one time and was quite well known by
the trade in all its branches.

William G. Morstrom, for fifteen years a house
salesman with the Juergens & Andersen Company,
has bought out the shop and manufacturing busi-
ness of Julius Ziegler & Co., at 78 State Street and
will continue this part of the business at this stand.
Julius Ziegler & Co. will continue their wholesale
business in diamonds and jewelry the same as
heretofore but will seek new quarters which they
will not be able to announce until our next issue.

David Chambers, head of the house of Cham-
bers, Inskeep & Company until its amalgamation
with F. A. Hardy & Co., and since that with the
latter firm, has resigned his position with them and
gone to Portland, Oregon, where he has just open-
ed up a modern retail optical establishment, Mr.
Chambers left for Portland early in the present
month with his family and is already doing business
in his new location. Mr. Chambers writes that he
feels very much encouraged over his prospects and
believes that Portfand has a great future.

Dr. George W. McFatrich, secretary of the
Northern Illinois College, and a well-known teacher
of optics, has been invited and has accepted an
invitation to lecture before the Northwestern
Optical Association at its June meeting which will
be held a St. Paul, on the 22d and 23d days of
that month.

Morris H. :Berg, of Hymen, Berg & Company,
recently returned from a six-weeks' trip to Mexico,
going as far as the city of Mexico and returning via
New Orleans and Memphis. Mr. Berg says that
our neighboring republic is growing and shows a
good deal of prosperity.

Prof. Geo. A. Rogers, the widely-known lectu-
rer and instructor in optics, has been appointed to
fill the vacancy in the faculty of the Northern
Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology
made vacant by the death of Prof. David Ward
Wood. By this arrangement Prof. Rogers will
devote two hours of his time each day lecturing
before the students of the Northern Illinois College
in addition to his regular optical work.

Gossip Among the Trade

The Murine Eye Remedy Company will re-
move, May 1st, from the tenth floor of the Masonic
Temple to the corner of Randolph Street and
Michigan Avenue, where they will occupy much
larger quarters. In their new premises they will
have over three times the floor space they had in
their old quarters, splendid light and all the mod-
ern facilities for the quick and careful handling of
their rapidly increasing business. The Murine
Company have enjoyed a steady growth in business
from their beginning eight years age until they had
largely outgrown their Masonic Temple quarters
and their seeking a new location was made an
imperative necessity by the necessities of their
business.

D. Lindquist recently sold his business at 6837
South Halsted Street, to H. L. Bere, by whom it
will be continued at that location. Jeweler Lind-
quist contemplates locating in some smaller town,
where he will devote more attention to the optical
business than he has hitherto given it.

(Contrnued ors Page 733)
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Late Springtide and Rush Orders
A May rush has resulted from the late

Springtide. We welcome the occasion for the
Opportunity it gives us to show the complete-
ness of our stocks and the excellence of our
service. Whatever your wants in Watches,
Jewelry and Diamonds, and however promptly
you want them, we can satisfy you in stock,
terms and service. Our Diamond offers are
specially interesting in view of the rapidly ad-
vancing market.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY,
DIAMOND CUTTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO.
IMMO,

A TRADE INVIGORATOR.
350 Trays of Genuine Opal Rings as per illustration.

Seamless Gold
Shell Rings.

Warranted to wear
three years in con-
stant use.

Price, $48.00
per gross.

No. R508.

Set with genuine
Opals.

Put up in handsome
tray.

i)ur tray.

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., tri.
101 ..Sabin Street, Providence, R. i., U.S.A.
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(Continued from page 73.)

The Stein & Ellbogen Company have been

making extensive improvements in their sal
esroom

by putting in handsome mahoga
ny display cases

for the Pairpoint line of silver-pl
ated ware and the

Mount Washington line of cut glass, for which

they are special agents. This improvement and

rearrangement of their premises really gives t
hem

more room than heretofore, on acc
ount of better

economy of their floor space. It also adds much

to its appearance.

F. A. Hardy & Co. have acquired 
the space

on the eighth floor of the Silversmi
ths' Building,

which has hitherto been occupied by 
Wm. A.

Rogers, Ltd. This will be so apportioned as to

provide a stock room and surgical instrument
 de-

partment, besides affording an addition to the

company's shop.

E. A. Dayton & Co., wholesale jewelers, tool

and material importers, who have been in busin
ess

at Omaha, Nebr., for many years, are
 about to

remove from that city and become established on

the eighth floor of the Thos. Church Bu
ilding,

151 Wabash Avenue. May 1st is the date set for

taking possession of the newly-acquired quart
ers.

The firm will be accompanied to this city by
 its

office employees and traveling representatives.

The Calvin Clauer Co., tool and material job-

bers, have moved from the seventh floor of 
the

Columbus Memorial Building to the eleventh floor

of the Thomas Church Building, 15r Wabash

Avenue. In its new home the company has more

than quadruple the space formerly occupied. T
he

fixtures, too, are a notable feature ; the wall ca
ses

being of rich mahogany, handsomely carved.

The company's force has been augmented 
and

this, together with the large amount of extra spa
ce,

will immensely facilitate the work of handling
 its

growing business.

The Mauser Mfg. Co.'s local office has been

removed from the fourth floor of the Champl
ain

Building to the ninth floor of the Thomas Church

Building, 151 Wabash Avenue, a change which

affords the company much additional floor space.

The newly acquired quarters have a frontage of 40

feet on Wabash Avenue and extend backward
s to

a depth of 27 feet. They have been handsomely

fixtured with new wall cases and other equipm
ent

conducive to the comfort of the visiting trade

under the supervision of Jack Stanley, the com-

pany's Western manager.

Alexander H. Revell & Co. are removing

their factory from 43t Fifth Avenue, where t
hey

have been located for years past, to the block

bounded by Dayton, Rees and Eastman Streets

and Hawthorne Avenue, where they will 
occupy

the entire block with their store-fixture factory

along with their upholstery factory. This firm has

been doing a steadily expanding business for 
the

past eight years, until their old quarters were
 in-

adequate, hence their seeking a new location.

Otto Young, head of the house of Otto You
ng

& Company, will begin work on his new 19-
story

modern office building at the southwest corne
r of

Madison Street and Wabash Avenue early in 
May,

and expects to have it complete and ready for

occupancy within a year's time. It will be a

handsome business structure and will cost

$1,000,000.

News from the Trade

Geo. B. Ludy, senior member o
f the firm of

Ludy & Taylor, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
, has the sym-
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pathy of his many friends in the trade on account

of his long confinement to his home with a painful

case of rheumatism. Mr. Ludy was first laid up in

December and has been made a house plant until

the early part of the present month, when he gath-

ered up enough of strength to make a trip to Hot

Springs, Ark. The latest reports from him are that

he is on the road to recovery, which will be pleas-

ant news to his friends in the trade.

Louis Seewald, the pioneer jeweler, of Tiffin,

Ohio, is dead. He passed away at his home in

that city April 7th, at the age of 72 years. He is

survived by his widow, two daughters and a son.

Mr. Seewald had been a jeweler in Tiffin for over

forty years and was highly respected by the trade.

The business will be continued by the son.

The A. Graves Company, of Memphis, Tenn.,

have recently made some changes in the per-

sonnel of the firm. N. Nelson, who has been

manager of the firm for the past few years, has sold

his interest to Mr. Cross, who has had charge of

the books of the firm, and Dr. Meyer, the optician,

and will retire. Mr. Nelson expects to take a rest

from business cares for a time, and will go to

Europe for. a few months' trip of sight-seeing,

recreation and rest. On his return he will likely

engage in business again.

Jeweler E. B. Wade, of Galesburg, Ill., has

just returned from a two-months' trip to England,

Scotland and Ireland. Mr. Wade enjoyed his trip

greatly, but says there is no place like America.

He thought the jewelers of the countries he visited

were fifty years behind the •times in their business

methods, their stores and lack of enthusiasm for

their calling. He is more than ever satisfied with

his own country and his own town, and says t
hat

one has only to take a trip like his to find this out.

Richard Miller, the pioneer and well-known

jeweler, of McPherson, Kans., together with his

wife and daughter, will sail for Europe the la
tter

part of April to be absent three months. Their

trip is one of rest, recreation and pleasure en
tirely.

They will visit England, Ireland and Scotland,
 but

expect to spend most of their time while away
 on

the Continent.
Jeweler J. W. Talbot, of Nevada, Mo., has

recently made some improvements in his stor
e-room

by building a gallery where he has located 
his

optical department. Mr. Talbot has always 
pushed

his optical business and is now enjoying a fin
e trade

in this line.
A. C. Taylor, of A. C. Tailor & Son, 

Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, contemplates a trip through the

State of Kansas soon- in which he wil
l combine

business with pleasure.

James B. Hayden, the widely known and 
popu-

lar jeweler, of Topeka, Kans., has been
 spending

the last three months in Southern California,

accompanied by his wife and daughter, w
here they

seeking health and recreation. Mr. Hayden and

his family will return to Topeka about
 May 1st.,

after a delightful stay in the land of 
flowers and

sunshine.
Lucas Hermann, son of Jeweler Joseph

 Her-

mann, of Calumet, Mich., returned the
 early par-

of the present month from a six-w
eeks' stay in

Arizona where he was seeking health
 and rest.

Mr. Hermann gained ten pounds wh
ile away and

says he was greatly improved in health by

the trip.
C. 0. Balliett, of Waterloo, Iowa, we

ll known

in the Chicago trade, has had an 
unfortunate time

of it the past winter, having been 
confined to his

home almost constantly by ill 
health. At last

reports Mr. Balliet was feeling much 
encouraged

over his improving condition.

This office is indebted to Jeweler L. W. Suter,

of Nome, Alaska, for a copy of the Nome New
s, a

special number containing sixteen pages, devo
ted

to a review of the mining industry of Northwestern

Alaska. It is a most creditable newspaper, full of

interesting reading matter pertaining to the won-

derful mineral resources of that far-away section of

Uncle Sam's domains.

H. A. Rotzler, formerly with Jewelers Ed.

Bengston and M. V. B. Elson, of Freeport, Ill., is

just opening up a new store in that town. Mr.

Rotzler bought his opening bill in this market and

proposes to open up a neat store with a well-

selected, fresh, new stock.

Out-of-Town Visitors

F. E. Goodale, son of Jeweler George L.

Goodale, Lenox, Iowa, was in Chicago last week,

en route to Morrocco, Ind., where he will take a

position in H. E. Gragg's store. Mr. Goodale

was a pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters

while in town.
J. M. Kaden, of Grand Haven, Mich., was met

in one of our jobbing houses recently, where he

was making some purchases for the spring trade.

Mr. Kaden brought the news that he had just

recently moved into handsome new quarters.

0. C. Hansen, Baldwin, Wis., was in this

market the early part of the week, making selec-

tions of spring goods for the home store.

J. C. Cleis, of South Bend, Ind., was calling

on our wholesalers and manufacturers yesterday,

making purchases for his spring trade.

J. R. Reeves, of Mount Pulaski, Ill., was a

visiting buyer in this market this week, on the

lookout for spring novelties.

The firm of Trankley & Koerber, of Fort

Wayne, Ind., were represented in this market by

Mr. Trankley, the senior member of the firm, who

was here on a buying trip.

C. V. Conyers, of Oneida, Ill., was among the

visiting jewelers in this market last week, selecting

a line of spring novelties for the home store.

H. E. Volkman, of Kankakee, Ill., dropped in

on his friends in the wholesale business in this

market last week, on a buying excursion.

Jeweler Charles H. Reynolds, of Alpena,

Mich., was in Chicage recently, en route to the

Pacific coast, where he expects to spend some

weeks in travel and sight-seeing. Mr. Reynolds

expects to spend a greater part of his time in

Southern California.

W. F. Laraway, of Glenwood, Iowa, spent a

few days in town the early part of the month, com-

bining business with pleasure.

John Steck, of H. F. Steck & Co., Washington,

Iowa, paid this market a visit the early part of the

month. He was here on a buying trip, and reports

spring business as fairly good in his section.

A Machine with Fingers

Among the exhibits intended fot- the St. Louis

World's Fair is a device for feeding and removing

sheets to and from a platen job-printing press, which

is described as a startlingly uncanny machine. It

consists of two arms, which possess a reaching and

retracting movement resembling that of a human

arm, and each of which terminates in five long,

crooked fingers, the grasping power of which de-

pends upon an automatic suction force in the finger-

tips. The arms work alternately; one delivers the

blank sheets, and the other removes them as they '

are printed and deposits them on a platform.



We hnow that 1904 will be a banner year for

COMMUNITY
SILVER

COMMUNITY SILVER possesses true art. Every line,
every curve of its designs has a reason and meaning.

C OMMUNITY SILVER, designs possess a lasting beauty
that has not been attained by any other plated ware.

The margin of profit to you is large.

Made in Triple-Plus " only—heavier than triple plate.
Guaranteed for five-and-twenty years of family use.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Oneida, N. Y.
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Geo. Marcus, of the wholesale jewelry firm of

the California Jewelry Co., San Francisco, is on a

buying trip to the diamond and precious stone

markets of Europe, and will return home about

June 15th.
Peter Johnson, of Angels' Camp and Sonoma,

Cal., was among the visiting jewelers in town

recently, calling upon. his friends in the trade.

Mr. Johnson brought some fine specimens of 
gold.

bearing ore from one of the finest quartz mines in

this section that he is interested in.

Radke & Co., the enterprising retailers, of

Sutter Street, this city, have remodeled their store

and refitted same with heavy beamed ceiling in

Flemish oak, and altered the exterior to match.

It presents a very attractive appearance and
 makes

a welcome addition to Jewelers' Row.

We regret to announce the sudden demise of

Leo Jacobs, who died on Friday, March t8th, leav-

ing a bereaved wife and four children. The

funeral took place from his late residence at 19oz

Webster Street, this city, and was attended by his

many friends in the trade. His son, Roland Jacobs,

who represents Alphonse Judis Co., was called

home from Arizona to attend the funeral. THE

KEYSTONE joins the many friends of the family in

extending sympathy.
E. Hyatt, the retail jeweler, of Geary Street,

has taken a lease on the store in the new Aronson

Building, on Third and Mission Streets, and will

move into this desirable store as soon as the build-

ing is completed. It looks as though several

wholesale houses besides A. I. Hall & Son would

also make this building their headquarters by the

time the building is finished.

Jos. Rittingstein has opened a small retail

jewelry establishment at 502 South Broadway,

Los Angeles, after giving up his position as watch-

maker for J. Abramson, of South Spring Street.

We are pleased to say that he is doing a satisfac-

tory trade in his new venture.

Alphonse Judis and family contemplate leaving

San Francisco for an extended trip to the East,

visiting their many friends among the jewelry trade.

They will visit St. Louis on their way to New

York, and will return home via the Canadian

Pacific, visiting Tacoma, Seattle and Portland.

Warner Bros., the young retail jewelry firm, of

Third Street, are looking forward to the comple-

tion of the building being erected on the site of

their old store, at Third Street, near Mission, and

are ready to install new, up-to-date fixtures as soon

as the store floor is ready for occupancy.

A. Eisenberg and son, of A. Eisenberg & Co.,

San Francisco, Cal., jobbers of jewelry, are on an

extended trip to the East, where they will call upon

their many friends in the trade. Mr. Eisenberg, Jr.,

will visit all of the large Eastern manufacturing

establishments in Philadelphia, Elgin, Providence

and Attleboro, returning home by way of St. Louis

to pay a visit to the fair.
L. Hunziker, the retail jeweler, of Pendleton,

Ore., visited San Francisco recently with his wife

and family and returned home, leaving his wife

here, to enable her to regain her health. Mr.

Hunziker is building a fine new residence in his

town, and expects to have it completed before his

family returns.
Mr. Goodenough, formerly of Goodenough &

Sparrow, the Geary Street manufacturing jewelers,

has sold out his interests to Mr. Sparrow, and has

accepted a position with Carl Rappe, the retail

jeweler, of Watsonville, California.

Huber Bros., one of the leading retail jewelers

of Dillon, Montana, are now located in their new

store and have fitted it with attractive new show

cases and a fine line of jewelry. They are sure of

doing an increased business, as the new location is

in the center of the town.
I. Abramson is nicely housed in his new store

at 133 South Spring ,Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

His new location is nearer the center of the city

than the old one, and his business is growing

rapidly.
A. E. Morro, who has conducted a retail

jewelry store at 342 South Spring Street, Los

Angeles, since 1892, has decided to improve his

store, so as to be in keeping with the new buildings

being erected upon his block. His new windows

of plate glass, with settings of flemish oak, make a

very attractive appearance. He is having a large

new safe made, and will install a complete new set

of show cases and wall fixtures. His store will

compare favorably with any of its size in this

hustling city.
Mrs. J. P. Trafton, of the J. P. Trafton Co.,

Inc., of Los Angeles, is visiting her friends and

relatives in the East, and will remain there three

or four months. The Misses Trafton accompany

her. We are sure a hearty welcome awaited

their coming.
M. J. Giant, who had the misfortune to be

burned out last month, has reopened his store in

Vallejo, Cal., and without losing very much busi-

ness during the enforced idleness.

Geo. F. Blakeslee, who was formerly employed

by the Frank Golden Jewelry Co., of Tonapah,

Nevada, has gone into the retail jewelry business

for himself, having opened a fine new store in

Tonapah.
Abraham Green, father of Walter Green, of

the wholesale jobbing house of Carrau & Green,

while in Los Angeles last month, was seized with

a severe attack of apoplexy, and as we go to press

the outlook for a speedy recovery is not encour-

aging. Mr. Green is one of the largest diamond

merchants upon the coast, and is closely connected

with several large retail establishments in San

Francisco. We hope for the best and wish him a

speedy recovery.
L. Nordlinger, son of S. Nordlinger, the South

Spring Street retail jeweler, of Los Angeles, spent

a two-weeks' vacation visiting his relations in San

Francisco last month, and returned home feeling

better for the trip.
T. Lundy, the San Francisco retail jeweler,

has had a new plate-glass front installed in his

Market Street store, which now presents a very

bright and attractive appearance, adding a very

prosperous up-to-date look to the whole corner.

This store is under the able management of

J. Spiro and the show windows show the effects

of his good taste.
A. J. Lyon's new store on Temple Street, Salt

Lake City, is a new sample of what a retail store

should be. It is a big improvement over his old

location, and the new fixtures are creating very

favorable comment.
Geo. Doerr has put in a fine new walnut show

case in his retail store in Spokane, which further

benefits this up-to-date jewelry establishment.

Jaeger Bros., the hustling retail jewelers, of

Portland, Oregon, have had a new wall case made

for their store and will install it as soon as they

complete the extension.

W. C. Crawford, formerly with F. A. Van

Norden, of The Dalles, Oregon, accepted a position

as head watchmaker with Geo. E. Dodson, the

retail jeweler, of Spokane, Washington.
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The unprecedented cold weather which we

have experienced so far this spring has not im-

proved trade conditions in this section. The pre.

vailing opinion is that we shall emerge from wintei

directly into summer. The dealers in other lines

who depend largely upon a " spring season," are

very much chagrined at the unsatisfactory trade

conditions which exist, due to a very late and

backward spring. It is hoped, however, that this

status of affairs cannot continue much longer, and

that there will be a revival of business and an

opportunity to make up for lost time.

The Board of Commerce, a strong commer-

cial organization, composed of leading Detroit

business men, has been very successful in pointing

out to non-resident manufacturing concerns the

advantages offered by Detroit as a manufacturing

center. Several very large companies have re-

cently purchased land here and shall move their

entire plants, employees and all to Detroit.

Thanks to the untiring efforts of this organization,

the city of Detroit is beginning to enjoy the dis-

tinction of being one of the foremost manufac-

turing cities of the Union.

W. A. Rankin, formerly with Roelim & Sons,

this city, has recently embarked in the manufac-

turing jewelry business at Toledo, Ohio.

Burt. Vorhees, for a long period with Rol-

shoven & Co., has gone to California to reside.

M. D. Walton, of Armada, Mich., is now

comfortably located in his new store. Additional

fixtures and fresh stock make his place a very

attractive one.
John M. Cutter, of the Trenton Watch Com-

pany, Trenton, N. J., visited the trade recently in

the interest of the company.
Mrs. H. D. Parker, of Dryden, Mich., visited

here recently.
G. E. Hopps, of Kingston, Mich., has opened

a new store at that place.
Walter Emmons, jeweler, of St. Johns, Mich.,

was called to Detroit a short while ago, owing to

the death of a near relative.
Max Jennings, of St. Clair, Mich., vice-presi-

dent of the American Retail Jewelers' Association,

visited Detroit recently calling on the trade.

L. D. Stevens has opened a store at Lansing,

Mich. He was formerly located at Hillsdale.

C. D. Gardner, of Manistee, Mich., has been

suffering from a severe attack of rheumatism. We

are glad to state that he is again able to attend to

his business.
Mrs. 0. C. Bath, wife of Jeweler Bath, of

Ewart, Mich., is very low with an attack of Bright's

disease. We regret to learn that at this writing her

recovery is very doubtful.
E. 0. Wells, formerly with Wright, Kay &

Co., has located at Chicago and is now connected

with Marshall, Field & Co., of that city.

It is with sincere regret that we chronicle the

death of Mrs. S. D. Pond, wife of Jeweler Pond, of

Allegan, Mich. Her malady was pneumonia,

complicated by weakness of the heart and derange-

ment of the stomach.
Among the recent visitors to this market we

noticed : C. B. Bargman, Toledo, Ohio ; Chas.

King, Adrian, Mich.; F. N. Pauli, Pontiac, Mich.;

W. W. Bridges, Marine City ; A. Wagner, of

Wagner Bros., Monroe, Mich.; Leo Kerbs,Wayne,

Mich.; E. H. Cressy, Saline, Mich.; W. R. Gates,

Jr., Morenci, Mich.; Mrs. F. M. Bowdish, Stock-

bridge, Mich.; William Gribben, Carsonville,

Mich.; David Corey, Ubly, Mich.
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Building an Empire with Water

ID E who travels over the sun-blistered plains of the great Southwest
in the La Esmeralda or the Flodora or even in the more comfort-
able but nameless tourist sleeper, sees little in the uninviting land-
scape to attract the husbandmen. Mere words are weak vehicles,

indeed, with which to express his disgust for a country that produces
nothing but mesquite, and sage brush, and cactus—a country where the
jack-rabbit, lean, gaunt and
undersized, appears too
indolent and miserable to
become frightened at the
onrush of the screeching
engine.

It has been said of a
singed cat that it is better
than it looks. How a singed
cat can possess any degree
of goodness, is not apparent,
but the theory holds with
the great desert country of
New Mexico, Arizona and
Southeast California—it is
better than it looks, its pos-
sibilities are astonishing, its
future of brightest promise.

Since the history of the
world commenced, man has
practiced the expedient of
placing water artificially upon the soil in order to promote the growth of
vegetation. He has always done this with a feeling that somehow he was
intruding upon the prerogative of nature—doing a thing, undesirable in
itself, but necessary for the day, and in order to meet his urgent need. So
short is the sight of man that for centuries he could not comprehend that
God placed the water in the shallow bank rivers and the rich, alluvial soil
upon the plains, only requiring him, the man, to devise a way to bring the
two into juxtaposition. But within a decade the West has come to under-
stand and appreciate, in a small degree, the possibilities of irrigation. It is
no longer a theory, an unfortunate expedient, practicable only in a limited
way—it is an accomplished fact, so clearly demonstrated, so eminently
practical, so desirable in every way, that the conservative Congress of the
United States has been moved to sanction its cause and further its progress.

The rivers and streams of the Southwest flow in a sandy
Water the Hope course between low, shelving banks. The present plan

of securing the water is to build a low dam, which will
cause it to rise and flow into a ditch or canal, the head of

which is sunk several feet into the bank. The course of the canal is parallel
with the stream, but creeps gradually away from it, and the intervening
land is supplied with water by subditches and laterals.

Both public and private enterprise are now fully awake
Utilization of to the fact that countless.wealth flows each year from the

western mountain systems into the two oceans, and
modern science and skill, backed by capital, are devising

ways and means wherewith this useless waste may be added to the country's
resources. The Congress
of the United States, in
1902, passed a law known
as the Hansborough-New-
lands Reclamation Act.
Under its provisions all of
the moneys received from
the sale of public lands in
all of the states and terri-
tories west of the Missis-
sippi River are to be applied
to the building of irrigation
works in those states and
territories. It is DOW evi-
dent that this law contains
elements of beneficence to
the individual citizen sec-
ond only to the homestead
law. Already extensive 

•preparations for expending
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this splendid legacy are under way. Skilled engineers, under authority of
the government, are searching the desert country for available sites, and thenext ten years will witness the greatest marvel of reclamation ever known
to the world.

In central Arizona, in the very heart of the arid region, such a site has
been selected. It is in a rock-bound gorge 200 feet wide, through which
the upper branch of the Salt River flows. The darn, built of steel and
masonry, will be 230 feet high, will cost over two million dollars and will
provide storage for a million square feet of water. From this reservoir the

water will be sent down the
channel of the river as
needed and, radiating
through innumerable canals
and laterals, will irrigate
the growing crops at points
from fifty to two hundred
miles below. Keepers and
guards along the way will
keep the superintendent at
the reservoir informed by
telephone as to the amount
of water needed and the
conditions prevailing.

Far up the Colorado,
where the great river has
sunk into the earth by ero-
sion, to a depth of hundreds
and even thousands of feet,
the project of raising the
water to the surface by

electric power, generated by the current itself, is being tested. Engineers
state that the plan is entirely feasible, and if put into operation the great
Mohave deseft will blossom into life and provide homes for a great popu-
lace. All plans of irrigation, however, wherein it is necessary to lift the
water even for a short distance are yet in the experimental stage, and
their practicability is doubtful.

Private capital has taken courage from the action of the
Prosperity and government, and is also undertaking great enterprises.

A company with ample resources has tapped the Colo-
rado River down close to the international line. The

water is taken out upon the delta—a low, flat area—where, under natural
conditions, neither animal nor vegetable life could exist. It is now the
home of thousands of prosperous farmers. Towns are springing up, rail-
ways are building, animation and life have the place of stagnation, death.
Does not this transformation rival the dreams.of the alchemists?

Growing crops by irrigation is much more expensive than under natural
conditions, but the yields obtained are far greater and the probability of
failure much lessened. The cost of water varies greatly. Under some sys-
tems it is as low as $1.50 per acre for the season ; in other cases it reaches
$3.00 and $6.00 per acre. The labor involved is also much greater, especially
in preparing the soil for the seed, the many applications of water rendering
the ground hard and lumpy.

It must not be supposed that all of the desert country is susceptible of
reclamation. Only a comparatively small portion of it is so situated that
the application of water is possible under any system now known. The terri-

tories of New Mexico and
Arizona have, in round
numbers, thirty million
acres subject to irrigation.
The average size of an irri-
gated farm is thirty acres,
but granting each a quarter
section, eighty acres, 375,-
000 farmsteads is the result.
Add to this the area now
under process of reclama-
tion on the California side
of the Colorado River, and
the number of eighty-acre
farms exceeds 400,000. The
population of the territory
embraced in this calculation
is now about 400,000, and
the area under irrigation
two million acres.

Irrigation Canal Showing Barrenness of Soil When Canal was Cut

of the Plains

Rivers and Lakes

Irrigation

Same Canal in a Few Years After, Showing Spontaneous Growth
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ACQUAINT TOURSELFWITH US
eAnd Our Enormous Wholesale
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT,

WATCH DEPARTMENT
embraces all standard makes of Ameritart Move-
ments, Solid Gold and Gold-Tilled Watch;
Cases; full fine of New England Watch Cos'.

' complete Watches. Swiss Complicated Watches,
Timers. Strikers, Repeaters, Etc.
JEWELRY DEPARTMENT. Complete line of

, Solid Gold and Gold-Filled Jewelry. Diamond
Jewelry a specialty. Sterling Silverware De-
partment, includes everything in the line of
, Toilet, Table, Hollow and Flatware, Novelties, .

CLOCK DEPARTMENT

In this department we handle clocks of every

description. from Nickel Alarm to the finest of

Chime and Hall Clocks, but we represent only

the best foreign and American makers.
SILVERWARE DEPARTMENT is complete in

every detail. Full line of Tea Sets, Prize Cups,

Toiletware, etc. 1847 Roger Bros. and Smith's

flatware.

A CORDIAL WELCOME
is extended to all our
friends and patrons to visit
and make our establish-
ment their headquarters
during the great World's
Fair. We have provided
everything for your corn-
fort and want you to en-
joy the hospitality of the
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE
DIAMOND HOUSE
IN THE WEST.

CHARLES f. SMITH,
_MANAGER OF FINACE8.

Member National Association of Credit
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t(t)'I/(, 1,' -SENIOR ME/ABER OF

KING &EISELE.
FIRM FOUNDED IN 1370.

E.A.Eis ele
JuNioR AEM BER OF THE FIRM OF

KING &EdsELE,
GENERAL MANAGER OF TME
ENTIRE ESTABLISHMENT.

DIAMOND CONNOISSEUR-

-

FACTORY s,

Our factory is one of the largest and hest equipped jewelry plants in this

part of the country. Special attention is given to Jewelry Jobbing for the •

trade. Manufacturing of Class and Society Pins, Badges, Medals, etc. It is ,

the home of the K-E Ring line. Over 100 people are employed on this par-

Ocular work the year round. The K-E Ring line is acknowledged as having

no equal for finish and superior workmanship. Complete line sold direct to '

the retail jeweler.
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MATERIAL DEPARTMENT

From this department we can supply all kinds of'
material used in Watch, Clock and Jewelry repairing.;
Watchmaker's and Engraver's Tools, Workbenches,I

etc. Special catalogue furnished on application. I

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT carries a complete line
of Optical Goods, also Opera Glasses, Field Glasses,'
etc. Special attention given to prescription grind-

', ing. All work shipped the same day as received.

J m.17 orrtgis,2 I AMONDS.
OF

12.1[ NG S, JEWELRY ETC.

BUFFALO, N.Y.

CUT GLASS DEPARTMENT

This department is an important feature, as our

line represents the output of the Niagara Cut Glass
Company. Buffalo, N. Y. : E. A. Eisele, President:
E. J. lis, le. Vire-President ; ii. C. VanAnda, Sec-

retary and Manager. In other words it is part of

the vast industry of King & Eisele.
Catalogue of Cut Glass sent on application.

AMID •
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ACQUAINt OURSELFWITH US
411(1-0iir Enormous Wholesale
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT,

WATCH DEPARTMENT
embraces all standard makes of American Move-
ments, Solid Gold and Gold-tilled Wah h
Cases; full line of New England Watch Cos'.
complete Watches. Swiss Complicated Watches,
Timers, Strikers, Repeaters, Etc.
JEWELRY DEPARTMENT. Complete line ol

Solid Gold and Gold-Filled Jewelry. Diamond
Jewelry a specialty. Sterling •;11, erwu re De-
partment, includes everithing in the line of
Toilet, Table. Hollow and Flatware. No. cities, et, .

CLOCK DEPARTMENT

In this department we handle 1104 hs of every

description. I rom Nickel Alarm to It,. I iciest of

Chime and Hall (ho ks. hot we ri.ort.srol only

the best I oreign and American makers.
SILVERWARE DIPAR1MEN1 complete in

every cletail. loll licw of Tea Sets, l'ri.re (ups,

Toiletware, etc . I M47 Roger Bros. and Smith's

F lat.,' re.

CHARLES f. SMITH,
2"S.ANAGER OF' VINANCE3 .

Member National Association of Credit lien..
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A CORDIAL WELCOME
is extended to all our
friends and patrons to visit
and make our establish-
ment their headquarters
during the great World's
Fair. We have provided
everything for your com-
fort and want you to en-
joy the hospitality of the
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE
DIAMOND HOUSE
IN THE WEST.
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SAINT LOUIS. U.S.A.

MATERIAL DEPARTMENT

From this department we can supply all kind, f

material used in Watch. Clock and Jewelry rod. ie..

Watchmaker's and Engraver's Tools, Workhen,

eh. Special f atalogue furnished on application.

OPTICAL DEPARIMENT carries a complete line
of Optical Goods, also Opera Glasses, Field Glasses.
etc, Special attention given to prescription glincl
ing. All work shipped the same day es received.
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FACTORY

Our factory is one of the largest and best equipped jewelry plants in this

part of the country. Special attention is given to Jewelry Jobbing for the

trade. Manufacturing of ( lass and Society Pins, Badges, Medals. etc. It is

the home of the K-E Ring line. Over 100 people are employed on this par-

ticular work the year round. The K-E Ring line is acknowledged as having

no equal for finish and superior workmanship. Complete line sold direct to (

the retail jeweler.
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For every one of

111111 161, 11111

The fact that ONLY GENUINE ELK TEETH ;Ire used in these

ernhlems combined with the exquisite hand-chased workmanship gives the

goods a symbolic individuality ;ind a richness that appeal irresistibly to

I urchasers.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF ALL EMBLEM GOODS, INCLUDING

Only Genuine Doublets Used in Our Rings.
Our Rings are Jo K.; we make no others. Stamping- them with our self-explaining trade-mark and advertising

their quality and price guarantees to every jeweler and his customers that they get what they are paying for ; it also
relieves the jobbers, their ag-ents and the retail jewelers fromguaranteeing- an article the making of which they did not witness. DAMM BLOCK,

515 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Memorandum Packages gladly sent on request.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

AND MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE EMBLEM JEWELRY.
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Patented
Gold Filled

Rings.

Manufactured by

NONE GENUINE
WITHOUT THIS

TRADE

The F. II. SADLER CO.,
ATTLEBOR.0, MASS.

No. 10.

MARK.

Retailers' Ring Booklets Free.
To help you in building up your ring trade,we will send you free on request a quantityof advertising booklets for distribution inyour locality. We will print your name onthese booklets and no other name willappear on them. Mention Dept. K.

IT!

rlo,ra

Sales Office:
7 Malden Lane, New York.

Hat
Pins,

Waist
Sets,

Fobs.

Newest Designs. in
sliTling

Scofield

De Wyngaert,
48-50 Walnut Street,

Novark, N. J.

This Solid
Mahogany
Hall Clock

1/4. Hour Strike,

Moving Moon,
Gilt and Silvered Dial,
Polished Brass Weights,
8-Day Heavy Brass

Movement,

$90..,

A full line of Hall Clocks, solid Mahogany
Cases. New and Artistic Designs.
Fitted up with Westminster or Whit-

tington chimes, five or nine gongs, or five or
nine tubes.

Finest Imported Movements, solid brass
plates, Graham dead-beat escapement and
maintaining power.

Quarter Hour Clocks, Mantel and Willard
Clocks in Mahogany Cases.

A Comparison of Our Prices is Invited.
Expert Repairing Done for the Trade.

W. H. HAYS & CO.

12 Cortlandt St.

IMPORTERS OF CLOCKS,

Catalogue
upon application. New York, N. Y.

"Lest you forget,
We say it yet":

49 inches High,

12-inch Dial.

Closing-out Price,

$15, net. The best wall timepiece ever
made, at a moderate price—
the simplest in construction,. .
requiring least repairs—by
far the most convenient, as it
requires no winding or any
attention for at least eight
months at a stretch—the
most accurate—is

The ' Standard " Electric Clock

But they are no longer made,
and can not be had after our
present stock is closed out.
You would do well to get
some of them while you can.
Here are two popular patterns—there are
two others. Write us for particulars. We
furnish them i with or without Seconds
hand, or with Sweep Seconds hand, as
desired.

We sell these direct to the
Retail Jeweler. Address

New rork
Standard Watch Go.

so inches High,

2-illCh

Closing-out Price,

$15, net.
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We illustrate above our Hall Clock Exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. We haveendeavored to make this the most unique and finest display of Hall Clocks ever made. We cordiallyinvite the Trade when visiting the Exposition to make their Headquarters at our Pavilion, Blocks36 and 37, Varied Industries Building

GEO. W. SMITH & CO., INC.,
3907-19 Powelton PI I 1LADELPH IA, PA.

In Fraternal Order of Eagle, as well as
Benevolent Protective Order of Elk Goods,
we are specialists. We carry everything from
silver buttons to the most expensive charms.
This is a class of trade to cater to, and it will
pay you to lay in a stock of their emblems.
They sell at all seasons of the year.

,et us send you a selection package.
We should like to give you an idea of
the range of prices and patterns.
Designs submitted and prices quoted for
Past Exalted Ruler presentation charms.

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
The Jewelry House

Jewelry, Watches and Diamonds
9 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Grand Opening of the World's Fair

K Y T 0 N 745

A Wonderful Architectural Picture—Immense Industrial Palaces and
Gorgeous Decorations

HE largest and most magnificent exposition in the history of the

world was opened with great splendor and eclat at St. Louis, Mo.,

on April 3oth. Any attempted description of it in the space at our

disposal would be futile. No one, however vivid his imagination,

can conceive of its immense magnitude, impressive beauty and intense

interest until he visits it. The 1904 World's Fair is the only great exposition

to be complete and ready for the opening of the gates on the time appointed.

The following will interest those of our readers who visit the Fair

The Inside Inn solves

one great problem— hotel
accommodations. A month

before the opening this great

hostelry, with accommoda-

tions for 6000 guests, was

ready for the reception of

guests. It is the largest hotel

in the world, and is entirely

within the Fair grounds.

Features of its equipment

are 2500 sleeping rooms. A

force of 1800 trained em-

ployees are required to ope-

rate the hotel. The rates
prevailing at the Inside Inn

are controlled by the Expo-

sition management, and they

do not exceed those charged

at any first-class hotel in

St. Louis in ordinary times.

On the European plan the
World's Fair visitor may be
comfortably located for Itr.50
per clay, including admission
to the Exposition. Prices
for a luxurious room, with
bath, range up to five dollars
per day.

Thiry-eight of the states
of the Union have erected
magnificent club houses in
the wooded section of Forest
Park, and have created what
is called the Plateau of States.
Every type of approved arch-
itecture is represented. The
World's Fair visitor, no mat-
ter from what section, will
find the hospitable portals of
these mansions always open
to him and he will receive a most cordial welcome from those in charge.

Despite the immensity of the World's Fair grounds

Locomotion in covering, as they do, 1240 acres—two square miles—every

section is of easy access. Thirty-five miles of splendid

roadway intersect the grounds. The Intra-Mural rail-

road, with fourteen miles of tracks, whisks the visitors to any section in rapid

time on the payment of one fare. The miniature steam railways have twelve

miles of track and complete the most elaborate transportation scheme ever

designed for any exposition.
The cascade feature of the World's Fair, the center of the " main

picture " for beauty and grandeur, totally eclipses all the courts of honor of

former great expositions. Crystal waters, springing from three monumental

fountains, plunge down as many cascades a distance of 300 feet, with a fall

of eighty feet, and enter the grand basin. Here the waters divide and fill

two miles of marble-rivetted lagoons two miles in length. Beautiful and

picturesque small craft ply these waters and afford the World's Fair visitor

the main
unriv 

exhibit 
pwoal s. of majestic architecture of the splendid structure ofh 

Eleven million dollars will scarcely cover the United States govern-

ment's participation in this greatest of all World's Fairs. The government

building is the largest, handsomest and most expensive ever built for expo-

sition purposes by any government. In it are unrivaled displays by the

Smithsonian Institute, the Navy, War, Post Office, Treasury, Agriculture

and other departments. The display of big guns is made outside of the

building, and the largest and most powerful guns ever made are mounted

and manned by Uncle Sam's most expert artillery men. The government

fisheries, in one of the most graceful of the many handsome structures,

possess exhibits of the keenest interest. A group of sea lions, a school of

sturgeons, and other animals and fish of the sea, sport in an immense pool

in the center of the structure. The denizens of the sea, lakes and streams

are shown in great glass tanks of clear water. Interesting exhibits are

made of fish products, fish culture and models of government fishing boats

are shown. •

For the first time at any exposition a real mint may be seen in operation

at the World's Fair, in the government building. At the close of the Expo-

sition the machinery will be installed in the mint at Denver and will continue

The Magnificent Entrance to the Machinery Building

to make coin of the realm as a part of the excellent coinage plant in that city.

A great whale was taken off the coast of Newfoundland last year.

Exact measurements were made and this monster of the deep was repro-

duced in papier mache in the most minute detail. It is suspended by cables

from the ceiling in the big government building, and may be seen from any

point in the great structure.
The Pike is the great amusement street of the Exposition,

and it is more than a mile long. On both sides of the

wide, vitrified brick boulevard are assembled the shows

of all nations. To attempt to enumerate the great list of

interesting attractions would be to portray all the quaint customs of all the

queer peoples of the world, together with the amusements of the people of

all lands. The games of ancient Rome, the divertisements of the Orient,

the latest and greatest creations of the most famous illusionists, the most

comprehensive collection of wild and trained animals, and all other forms

of entertainment to amuse and instruct find a place in this unparalleled resort.

China, that most ancient of all nations, whose development has hereto-

fore been shrouded in mystery, lifts the veil at the P9o4 World's Fair and

displays her progress and attainments. In the foreign section the National

Chinese pavillion is among the most striking. It is a reproduction of the

residence of Prince Pu Lun, of the royal blood, and that potentate is at the

head of the Chinese Commission to the World's Fair and presides in person,

The Pike or
Midway



Tliere are always more
attractions about

WEISS JEWELRY
than you pay for. Don t
forget that our offices are
your offices at all times

—especially during the
World's Fair. We want you
to see us while in the city.

WEISS JEWELRY MFG. Cu.
GLOBB-DBMOCRAT BLDG.,

SAINT LOUIS, U.S.A.

Rodgers viverlect—St. Louis

May, 1904 THE

News from the Northwest

Spring has at last opened the door in our sec-

tion and is all the more welcome because long

acoming. Farmers have all been busy as bees

getting in the seed for the new crop. Naturally,

business has been a little quiet because of this,

although some sections report an improvement.

Jobbers report all things moving nicely. Collec-

tions are coming a little better, but there is still

plenty of room for improvement. Retailers are

buying only small bills, but meeting them promptly

with a few exceptions. That there will be an im-

mediate improvement is not doubted, as warmer

weather will loosen up everything and the " shirt-

waist girl" will soon be demanding the novelties

in jewelry she is entitled to. May will bring the

commencement exercises in the schools and the

beautiful girl graduate will be looking for her

commencement present, and it behooves the

jeweler to be prepared to catch his share of busi-

ness. The June bride is also rehearsing, and her

friends will be looking over stocks to see where

something new and appropriate can be found. All

this means business for the retail jeweler.

C. E. Wisard, Howard, S. Dak., has quit the

jewelry line
G. T. Babcock, formerly with H. Buss, Clear

Lake, Iowa, has started in business at Waverly,

Iowa.
J. F. Knapp succeeds E. W. Moehler at Mason

City, Iowa.
A. J. Stebbins, Alexandria, S. Dak., has gone

to California.
F. W. Seaman, lately with I. M. Radabaugh,

Hastings, Minn., has begun business at St. Croix

Falls, Wis.
W. A. Swain's Sons, Osage, Iowa, are in their

new store. We give " Ike" his just deserts in

congratulating him on the enterprise and push

which have brought his business so well to the

front.
G. W. Dillon, Jr., Manly, Iowa, has gone to

l'eoria, Ill., where he will take an all-around course

at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute.

F. F. Heidel has begun business at Elma,

Iowa.
Frank Waterbury, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

has returned from his maiden trip through Montana

and reports that section in fine condition.

Louis Hansen, Devils Lake, N. Rik., has plans

already for a new residence, which he will erect as

soon as the weather permits.

The Anchor _Silver Plate Co., St. Paul, are

preparing work on their sample line and expect to

get at work in earnest next month.

H. Piesinger has quit business at Montgomery,

Minnesota.
Julius Anderson, Mora, Minn., suffered a total

loss of his stock by fire last month. Fortunately

he was insured, and uvith his usual push will soon

be in shape again.
M. Belond has begun begun business at Hib-

bing, Minn.
F.D. Day & Co., Duluth, Minn., have put in

a new steel ceiling and new ceiling lights, which

add considerably to the looks of the store.

John Caesar, Stillwater, Minn., has repapered

his store. While at work the paper hangers dropped

a plank from their scaffold and managed to break

one of his 12-foot plate show cases.

Geo. H. Lang and Christ. H. Nerbovig, Man-

kato, Minn., have been having hospitals at home

the past month, their wives being ill. We hope to

be able to write " all's well again," very soon.

K EYSTONE 747

U. G. Dake, Chippewa Falls, Wis., has re-

papered and painted his store. " Bound to keep

things bright " is his motto.
Wm. Landmesser, lately with Frank Hyde,

Sioux Falls, S. Dak., is now at the bench for

Franklin Wells, Jr., Yankton, S. Dak.

W. H. Haynes, Alexandria, S. Dak., has gone

to spend a short time on his claim in Wyoming.

T. Phillips, Chippewa Falls., Wis., was all

smiles last month owing to the arrival of a 15-pound

boy at his home.
Judson A. Beard, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

has completed his first swing around his new terri-

tory, which he says is the best in this section.

W. J. Withers has quit business at Jackson,

Minnesota.
J. Haga, formerly in the business at Hector,

Minn., has gone on the road for Frank Hyde,

Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
G. H. Woodgate, Slayton, Minn., expects to

return this month from a three-months' visit in

England.
Nels S. Nelson, Hutchinson, Minn., has ad-

vanced another notch in his profession and taken

possession of his new store—a good sign of atten-

tiveness to business.
Martin J. Swedlund has left Neche, N. Dak.,

and gone to work for Paul V. McCoy, Minot,

N. Dakota.
E. C. Schow has reopened his store at Ashby,

Minnesota.
. Chris. Rygh, Herman, Minn., has sold out his

drug department and gone to California.

C. C. Raddatz, Waseca, Minn., has moved to

Lewiston, Minn., where he has bought out A.

Knowles.
Christ. Arveson, Sleepy Eye, Minn., was re-

cently elected city treasurer there—a good selec-

tion, which shows the wisdom of Sleepy Eye

citizens.
Jac. Gruesen, Duluth, Minn., has completed

his new cut-glass parlor and otherwise improved

his store. The front row will always find Jac. in a

prominent seat.
E. F. Minder, St. James, Minn., who has been

sick practically all winter, is improving and expects

soon to be able to be as good as ever.

Theo. G. Mahler, Le Sueur, Minn., is now

comfortably settled in his new store, which is cer-

tainly a gem and speaks loudly of Theo's pro-

gressiveness.
W. C. Hudson, a graduate of Stone's School,

St. Paul, has bought out M. E. Brown, Grace-

Ole, Minn.
Ignatius Reiner, Hutchinson, the genial presi-

dent of the Retail Jewelers' Association, of Min-

nesota, has again proven his popularity with his

neighbors by being elected alderman at the last

election.
Miss Francis B. Kelly, for the past three or

four years with E. A. Brown, St. Paul, will be

married at Albany, N. Y., June 1st, to Pierce C.

Calton. They will reside at Detroit, Mich. Miss

Kelly was a general favorite in the jewelry trade,

and while we will miss her, we heartily congratu-

late the happy couple and wish them the best to be

had in their new home.
P. C. Nelson, Jackson, Minn., has moved to

his new store room, which is quite an improvement

over the old one.
Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month

were : Paul Berns, Shakopee, Minn.; Alfred T.

Nelson, Red Wing, Mimi.; Julius Anderson, Mora,

Minn.; P. L. Lillie, Spring Valley, Wis.; 0. A.

Johnson, Elbow Lake, Minn.; S. C. Hone, Osceola,

Wis.; M. Belond, Hibbing, Minn.; C. C. Raddatz,

Lewiston, Minn.; \V. W. McGuire, Northfield,

Minn.; John Saxine, Prescott, Wis.; H. W. Coun-

ter, Milbank, S. Dak.; W. C. Hudson, Graceville,
Minn.; F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.; F. W. Sea-
man, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; I. M. Radabaugh,
Hastings, Minn.

World's Fair News

It will doubtless be of interest to the readers
of THE KEYSTONE to know about the routine

details that will be put in force, now that the great
fair has opened its gates to the world. Numerous

inquiries have been received by exposition officials

during the past month, one from A. K. Wick,

president of the World's Fair Tenting Aisociation,
asks important questions, to which we add the

official answers. Bear them in mind, as they will

be useful to you when you visit the fair:

First. Is there any Sunday opening of the
fair at all ? The answer is that the act of Congress
provides that the exposition shall be closed on
Sunday. The provision will not be in any way eva-
ded. Only those persons who have business on the
grounds, and who are accordingly equipped with
passes, will be permitted to pass the gates on
Sunday.

second. Are children admitted at a reduced
price? Children between the age of five and twelve
years are admitted for 25 cents. Children under
five are admitted free. Season tickets for children
are sold for $15 ; those for adults cost $25.

Third. What are the opening and closing
hours of the fair? The exposition gates will open
for employees at 6 A. m., visitors at 8 A. M. The
exhibit palaces open at 9 A. AL and close at sunset.
No persons will be admitted to the grounds after
11 P. M., and those already within the grounds will
be required to make their exit as soon as possible.

Fourth. May camp stools be carried into the
grounds ? Director-of-Concessions Gregg an-
nounces that the bringing of camp stools into the
grounds will be forbidden, for the reason that if
this was sanctioned it would be extremely difficult
to frame rules to protect the seating concessionaire
in the grand stands. " If necessity is found to
exist for camp stools later, it will be very easy to
arrange for their admission," says the director of
concessions.

Jewelry Trade

The jewelry trade will be well
represented among the exhib-

Exhibits itors at the World's Fair. Tif-
fany & Company, the widely

known retail house of New York, will have an ex-

tensive and valuable exbibit of rich jewelry and

gems. The Gorham Manufacturing Company will

make an extensive and rich exhibition of their

wares, and the Mermod and Jaccard Jewelry Com-

pany, St. Louis' leading retail firm, will have the

most elaborate and elegant exhibit that human

ingenuity can conceive in the manufacturing and

retail jewelry line. It has been prepared by the

most skillful artists in the trade. The exhibit

building of the Mermod & Jaccard Company will

be named in the Golden Pavilion, and it will be

made of solid gold, with the exception of the glass

in the display windows. The structure will haye a

frontage of 65 feet, an altitude of 42 feet and a

depth of 25 feet. There will be four entraufces.

and the floor space will be arranged in the best

possible manner for the accommodation of visitors

and the display of stock. In addition to the above,

the foreign trade will make extensive exhibits,

especially England, France and Germany. The

trade in Paris, France, has perfected arrangements

to make a very profuse display of its lines during

the exposition. The stock will represent a ulash

value of $3,000,000.

"There is no stone as valuable as The key.
stone. "—S. Sve, Jeweler, Pana,
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ESTABLISHED 1854.

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS,

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

92 TO 98 STATE STREET,

CHICAGO.

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND.
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INCORPORATED 1893.
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller.

Made in
6 Different

Grades.

10 Ligne.
Ligne.

0 Size.
12 Size.
16 Size.

Pendant Set, Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JVVEL,ERS.
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL.

je A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS.

6.16

SEND FOR PRICE—LIST.

EDmoND E. ROBERT, SELLING I CROSS & BEGUELIN,3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. 
AGENTS.

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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Providence and Attleboro

Interesting Phase
of the
Tariff Question

An interesting situation de-

veloped recently in the cam-

paign that is being waged by

the Jewelty Tariff Committee

of the Attleboros against the

consummation of a reciprocity treaty with Canada.

The'Massachusetts Legislature had before it a bill

to memorialize Congress in favor
 of such a treaty,

and the bill was referred to the Committee on

Federal Relations. April 12th was fixed as the

final day for the discussion of the bill, and
 Sidney

0. Bigney, chairman of the Tariff Comm
ittee, the

most militant spirit in the anti-reciprocity
 propo-

ganda, appeared in person to oppose the projecte
d

bill. He showed the grave injury that would

result to the jewelry industry by the enact
ment of

any such measure, and said it would
 be " an enter-

ing wedge of free trade in the guise o
f reciprocity."

Opposition to it was also forthcoming from the

representatives of the woolen milling, cotton mill-

ing and finishing interests. In the meantime a

movement was being carried on in favor of the

bill in no less interested a center than Att
leboro.

On the day of Chairman Bigney's appear
ance at

the Massachusetts Legislature, an agent
 of the

Boston Chamber of Commerce had ci
rculated

among the jewelry manufacturers of Attl
eboro a

petition urging the passage of the bill. It has

been alleged that by a verbal adroitness the
 real

purport of this petition was so well obscured 
that

many jewelers unwittingly signed it. Upon learn-

ing this, Mr. Bigney immediately brought the

matter under the notice of President Threshe
r, of

the New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and

Silversmiths' Association through the medium of

a letter, which was published in the At
tleboro

Sun. He also proceeded to issue for the sign
a-

tures of local jewelers an emphatic protest ag
ainst

the measure which some of them had b
een un-

consciously trapped into endorsing.

The Board of Classification of

Duty on Decorated United States General Ap-

Imitation Stones praisers had recently before

them the protest of Julius

Eichenberg, of Providence, against the assess
ment

of duty by the collector at that port at the 
rate of

6o per cent. ad valorem on an importation of 
deco-

rated imitations of precious stones. This assess-

ment was in accordance with paragraph 6o
, of the

tariff act, and the importer, in his protest, 
claimed

that the merchandise was dutiable at 20 per 
cent.

ad valorem, under paragraph 435, of the act
, as

imitations of precious stones not set, and no
t ex-

ceeding an inch in dimension. The board deci
ded,

however, that the words " not engraved, pai
nted

or otherwise ornamented or decorated," as 
occur-

ring in paragraph 435, excluded such imita
tions of

precious stones as have undergone a supera
dded

process of ornamentation or decoration. The 
board.

also maintained that imitations of semi-prec
ious

rock crystal composed of glass, not exceeding s
 inch

in dimension, and not mounted or set, are du
tible

at the rate of 6o per cent. ad valorem under par
a-

graph too, when such articles subsequent to 
their

manufacture into the condition that constitutes

imitations of precious stones, are ornamente
d by

Painting, and not at zo per cent. under paragrap
h

435, the provision of the act u
nder. which the

importer claimed the goods to be dutiable. 
The

protest was accordingly overruled and the col-

lector's decision affirmed.

The Second Precinct, the triennial meeting o
t

which took place recently, is an organizati
on of
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legal voters of Attleboro, which forms a link with

ante-Civil War days. Its activities must possess

an interest for the jewelry fraternity, because it is

the creation of a jeweler now deceased, namely,

Abiathar A. Richardson. Its solitary function is

to administer the fund of $25,000 originally be-

queathed by him and which has been swollen by

subsequent accretions. The earnings of this fund

are apportioned by the Second Precinct to the

local public schools. The municipality has taken

over all the other prerogatives which it possessed.

Three years constitute the term of office of its

trustees. Well-known jewelers recently elected to

this role include the following : Everett S. Horton,

of the Horton, Angell Co.; Charles E. Bliss, for-

merly of Bliss Bros.; Mark E. Rowe, of P. J.

Cummings & Co.; Harry P. Kent, of F.W.Weaver

& Co.; Louis J. Lamb, of C. H. Allen & Co.

After an illness of two years

Death of Christo- from a complication of diseases,

Christopher Duckworth, long

known in the jewelry trade of

this country, died on Monday night April 4th, at his

home in Pawtucket. It is well nigh half a century

ago since deceased first came to Pawtucket. He

was then fifteen years old, and began an apprentice-

ship with the firm of Hunt & Owen, to which

firm he was afterwards admitted as partner.

Twenty years ago he went into business for him-

self, but retired from active commercial life in

1893. He served in the Civil War as captain in th
e

Eighth Rhode Island Volunteers. He took a

practical interest in politics, had been Harbor

Commissioner for the State of Rhode Island for

twenty years prior to his demise, and had serve
d

two terms in the State Legislature. A son and
 a

daughter survive him, the former being Chas. B
.

Duckworth, with the Mouser Manufacturing Co
.,

and the latter Mrs. W. J. Small.

The C. H. Eden Company have taken pos-

session of the new factory building just compl
eted

for them by Jas. E. Blake, adjoining the la
tter's

factory. The new building is one of the largest

factories in Attleboro, and contains 27,000 sq
uare

feet of floorspace. The Eden Company will oc
cupy

the two upper floors and part of the basement
, but

expects to rent out the balance of the ground 
floor.

The firm will continue to make a general 
line of

plated ware of low-priced goods, and in their
 new

quarters will be equipped to increase their 
output.

Miss Mabel I. Hamilton, the youngest daugh-

ter of Ralph S. Hamilton, the well-know
n chain

manufacturer, was married April 16th to Mr. 
Rich-

ard W. Blanding, son of a prominent 
wholesale

druggist, of Providence. The ceremony was
 per-

formed in the Central Congregational Chur
ch, and

was attended by the leading society of 
the city

and many friends and relatives from dis
tant points.

After the wedding the young couple left on an

extended tour. On their return they wi
ll make

their home in Providence, where the 
groom is

engaged in business with his father.

The marriage of Harold Webster Os
tby, of

Providence, to Miss Elizabeth Cooke Fit
ch, took

place last month at the home of the bride's

parents, 16 East Eighteenth Street, New York.

The ceremony was performed by Rev
. Abott E.

Kittredge in the presence of numerous 
friends and

relatives of the bride and groom. The br
ide was

attended by the Misses Doris N. Fitch
, Helen

Ostby, sister of the bridegroom, and Bes
sie Warner

Bailey. Erling C. Ostby was the best man, an
d

Morton Cross Fitch and Lfltleton Fitc
h, brothers

of the bride, Raymond E. Ostby and 
Ralph Ostby,

of Providence, brothers of the bri
degroom, Wm.

P. Chapin, Jr., and Howard H. W
ilkinson, of

pher Duckworth
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Providence, were ushers. The marriage c
eremony

was followed by a reception, which was att
ended

by a large number of guests.

The firm of F. H. Sadler & Co., of Attleboro
,

has been converted from a partnership into a
 cor-

poration; and the name of the concern changed 
to

the F. H. Sadler Co. The company announces

that there will be no change in the quality of 
the

goods manufactured, nor will there be any d
evia-

tion from the square dealing and courtesy to

customers by which the policy of the firm has

always been characterized.

The following jewelers of Attleboro are among

the officers recently elected by the Odd Fel
lows'

Building Association : Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 
0.

Bigney & Co.; Emmons D. Guild, of the W. 
H.

Wilmarth Co. ; Fred L. Torrey, George H. Mer
rick

David E. Makepeace, of the D. E. Makepeace Co
.;

William L. King, of E. D. Gilmore & Co.; A
lbert

S. Ingraham, of A. S. Ingraham & Co., and Ala
xy

W. Potter, of J. M. Fisher & Co. This associ
ation

controls a large business block which it recent
ly

erected in the town.

Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,

Attleboro, achieved a notable victory in the politic
al

arena last month when he was selected by a lar
ge

majority at the caucus and finally by a unanimou
s

vote of the delegate convention to represent t
he

Fourteenth Massachusetts Congressional Distri
ct

in the approaching Republican National Conve
n-

tion. At the Attleboro caucus, which was the

largest of its kind ever held there, Mr. Bign
ey

°brained 578 out of a total of 713 ballots, or more

than 81 per cent. of the whole. Almost all the

delegates chosen at caucuses in other towns and

cities were pledged to him. The final conventi
on

was held at Brockton on April 14, when Mr. Bi
g-

ney's nomination was carried unanimously on t
he

motion of Hon. Silas D. Reed, of Taunton, wh
o

characterized him as " a man of sterling integrit
y,

of business acumen, with ability to speak fo
r the

best interests of the party." On being prese
nted

to the convention Mr. Bigney received an ent
husi-

astic ovation. He delivered a forcible speec
h, in

the course of which he heartily thanked the
 con-

vention for the honor which it had conferred 
upon

him. He was not, he said, a politician in the 
usual

acceptation of the term, but a plain business ma
n

looking for the best interests of the country, esp
e-

cially that section of it.

According to the statistics recently issued by

the Census Bureau the population of Attlebor
o has

grown from 11,335 in Iwo to 12,463 in 1903. Whil
e

the growth thus indicated is not as great relat
ively

as was that during the " bocm " years, it is neve
r-

theless substantial and satisfactory. Above all, it

seems to prove that the period covered was n
ot so

much one of industrial slackness as was the
 pre-

ceding era one of somewhat extraordinary an
ima-

tion. It is interesting to note also that the popu-

lation of the town as officially stated is the no
rmal

one, as it is estimated that when the jewelry s
hops

are at their busiest Attleboro's inhabitants nu
mber

33,500.
The annual meeting of the North Attlebor

o

Country Club was held at the Emerson House last

month, when the election of officers took place.

It is noteworthy that every one of these officials
 is

connected with the jewelry business. They are:

President, G. Herbert French ; vice-presidents,

Edgar L. Hixon, Orrin W. Clifford and Ira Ric
h-

ards ; secretary and treasurer, Herbert J. Strake
r;

executive committee, Edgar L. Nixon, G. Herbe
rt

French, Ira Richards, Dr. Edwin E. Hale, Fre
d.

A. Howard, Clarence W. Fisher, John E. Twe
edy,

Orrin W. Clifford and Alton H. Riley.
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1904 "THE GREATEST EVER."

FOR 7 MONTHS ST. LOUIS OFFERS TO THE WORLD
THE GREATEST AND GRANDEST

'904

WORLD'S FAIR
CIVILIZATION HAS EVER SEEN.

We expect every Jeweler in the United States to be a guestOf St. Louis, some time during the above period, and extend ageneral welcome to visit our MODERN and UP-TO-DATEJEWELRY ESTABLISHMENT, where we are prepared toshow a choice and well-selected stock, complete in every detail, of

1904

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELRY

OPTICAL GOODS
MATERIAL

1904

BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELRY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.COMMERCIAL BLDG.

OLIVE dt. SIXTH.

'Ntav, T9C THE KEYSTONE

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The conditions of all classes of trade have

been very unfavorable during the past month. In

the first place the weather was very inclement, and

spring weather a thing so far unknown. This has

had a marked effect on the retail trade of the city

as well as the country merchants. Locally, there

have been few weddings this spring, another some-

what depressing factor. There has been one re-

deeming feature which must not be lost sight of,

which is that collections have been excellent.

A. T. Hubbard returned recently from a trip

through the East.
Geo. W. Scribner and family have returned

from a trip to Old Point Comfort.

F. L. Haldy has returned from a month's trip

among the Eastern factories devoted to the making

of gold jewelry and diamond-mounted goods.

C. K. Merrill of the Scribner & Loehr Co,,

has returned from a two-months' trip to the east

coast of Florida. Mr. Merrill was accompanied

by his family.
Richard 0. Carter, formerly with Bowler &

Burdick Co., and the past season with Greenleaf &

Crosby, Jacksonville, Florida, has returned to this

city.
The Webb C. Ball Co. have been appointed

inspectors of watches for the C. P. & E. Electric

R. R., as well as the C. *& S. W. R. R. These are

the most extensive electric suburban lines running

out of the city to adopt the inspection service.

The past month has witnessed the passing

away of another of the old jewelers of this city, in

the person of Sylveser Hogan. Mr. Hogan for

twenty-five years was one of the leading jewelers

in this city and occupied the storeroom now used

by the Cleveland National Bank, corner of Sup-

nor and Seneca: Twenty years ago Mr. Hogan

took into partnership one of the pioneer million-

aires of this city, and the firm became Hogan &

Wade. Internal troubles soon arose and in a few

years the house went out of business.

The Bowler & Burdick Co. have just com-

pleted extensive alterations in their storerooms in

the retail as well as the jobbing departments.

The watchmakers of this city seem to have

caught the microbe of moving in the spring, and

as a result there have been more changes than any

previous year. Fred. Schroeder goes from Bowler

& Burdick Co. to Cowell & Hubbard Co.; Fred.

Reiff, from the Ball Co. to Bowler & Burdick Co.;

E. Murback, from Cowell & Hubbard Co., to

Elyria, Ohio.
The Sigler Bros. Co. have completed their

removal to 29 Euclid Avenue, and now have a

store with more floor space than the former loca-

tion with its three floors.

E. L. Wilsdorf, 43 Arcade, has purchased the

wholesale stock of the F. Sands Jewelry Co.,

so Euclid Avenue. Mr. Wilsdorf has closed out

his retail store and will give his attention to the

jobbing trade.
Ginsburg & Tronstein are a new firm of manu-

facturing jewelers, who have their plant at 143

Euclid Avenue, in the Republic Building. They

have put a salesman on the road to market their

mounti ngs.
Thos. A. Craig, Macon, Mo., was a visitor in

this city among the trade during the past month.

J. H. Heiman, 144 Euclid Avenue, was 
re-

cently robbed of a number of scarf pins, cuff but-

tons, etc., which were taken .from his show 
case.

This makes the fourth similar robbery in two 
years

that 1■Ir. I I eitnan has had.

Chas. F. Pecoy, with the Ccwell & Hubbard

Co., lost his father by death last month. Mr. Pecoy

died in Dayton, but was buried here.

L. Seewald, Tiffin, Ohio, a pioneer in the

jewelry business of his town, died last month at a

ripe old age.
I). R. Funk, West Salem, Ohio, has sold out

W. H. Hines. Mr. Funk will remove to Bellefon-

taine, Ohio, and start anew.

J. Barber, Salem, Ohio, will open a new store

in a few days.
The following Ohio jewelers visited the city

during the month : A. E. Kintner, Painsville ; E. N.

Davis, Kent ; Harry Downs, Bellevue ; S. J. Gilger,

Norwalk ; L. J. Goddard, Ravenna ; Walter Dueble,

Canton ; J. Barber, Salem ; A. 0. Amsden, Ash-

tabula ; W. P. Crouthers, Oberlin ; Mr. Dagager,

Oberlin ; Jno. W. Clark, Mount Vernon ; J. 0.

McClintock, Chagrin Falls ; B. F. Phillips, Cuya-

hoga Falls.

Omaha and the West

Outlook Not So
Promising

The Omaha wholesalers have

been complaining considerably

of late concerning the dullness

of trade, especially in coast

territory. Although there has

been a remarkable revival in the building trade in

this city, it seems that the general lumber trade on

the cost has not been stimulated. In fact, many

camps have remained closed beyond the usual time

for opening in the spring and the customary demand

for lumber is apparently lacking. In consequence

business in the lumber camps of Washington and

Oregon has been decidedly slack. Some of the

Omaba jobbers have given their Pacific coast repre-

sentatives temporary vacations. In the intermediate

territory business has been fair, whereas in Nebraska

while there has been no positive boom, yet a steady

improvement is noted. This is perhaps due to the

fact that the soil conditions have been greatly

bettered by generous rains and to the knowledge

that winter wheat did not suffer as much as had

been anticipated as a result of the dry winter.

Consequently the prospects in this immediate

vicinity are considerable brighter than a month ago.

The jobbers, however, have apparently convinced

themselves that the crest of the wave has been

reached and that what with the approach of the

presidential election and a continued stringency

in the money market, the outlook is not so favora-

ble as it was at a corresponding period last year.

E. A. Dayton & Co., whole-

sale jewelers, are removing their

stock to Chicago, where the

company will engage in busi-

ness at 151-153 Wabash Ave.

Mr. George N. Strawn, chief of the office force, and

all employees now connected with the company, will

remain with the company. L. F. Andrews and

F. J. Neasham, traveling salesmen, will be retained

and in addition to E. A. Dayton, who has always

been a successful salesman on the road, another

traveling representative will be added. The removal

of this company takes from Omaha one of its

leading wholesale jewelry houses. It has been in

business here for fourteen years. Mr. Dayton came

to Omaha from Nevada, Iowa, where he was

engaged in the retail business. The firm has always

dealt extensively with the Iowa trade and will

therefore be in a better position to cater to this

trade with Chicago as headquarters.

From Rushville and other parts of Nebraska

and surrounding states there have come to this city

Removal to
Chicago
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recently many packages of "grave teeth." These,

as is generally known among jewelers, are elk

teeth which have been buried in Indian graves and

dug up by the whites or mayhap by Indians more

avaracious than superstitious. The stringent mea-

sures which have been taken in the last two years to

prevent the slaughter of elk by hunters who cared

only for the teeth, have at length created quite an

industry in " grave teeth." While " grave teeth"

are as solid and as well formed as the fresh teeth,

they have become discolored by their sojourn

underground for ten, twenty, thirty or perhaps fifty

years. Some of them have taken on the bright red

color of the blanket in which the Indians wrapped

the body of the corpse. Other teeth have become

dark or reddish, brown, greenish and pink. These

teeth are, of course, inferior in quality to the fresh

elk teeth whose value depends either upon their

pure whiteness or the delicate brown hue that has

found such favor. Nevertheless the " grave teeth"

when highly polished and nicely mounted sell for

about one-third or one-fourth the price of the fresh

teeth.
The Indians were very fond of elk teeth for

personal adornment and sometimes they improved

upon nature by quaint carvings in the ivory. Albert

Edholm, of this city, a prominent jeweler, has an

elk tooth which bears the graceful outlines of a

proud elk carved with rare skill by the celebrated

Shoshone chief, Washakie, after whom Fort Was-

hakie, Wyo., was named.

A handsome pearl was found in the shell of a

fresh water clam in Horseshoe Lake, a small body

of water about fifteen miles north of here.

Fire, which destroyed four store buildings at

Sterling, Nebr., swept away the brick jewelry store

of Jule Schneider. The store was owned by the

Farmers' and Merchants' Bank, which carried

$1500 insurance, the jewelry stock being insured

for $3000.
The Shook Mfg., Co., has sold a store at Silver

City, Iowa, to C. W. Sawyer & Co. The Shook

company has several other stores for sale.

Hall & Co., is the name of a new jewelry firm

at Wausau, Nebr.
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Wilson, of Shenandoah,

Iowa, were in the city recently.

Jeweler Hawthorne, of Kearney, Nebr.,was in

the city calling on the trade recently.

Harry Dixon, jeweler, at North Platte, was in

the city recently.
Dr. Tarbox, of the Omaha Horological and

Optical Institute, has returned from a visit to

Chicago.
M. W. Ludwig, who has been attending the

Omaha Horological and Optical Institute, has

accepted a position at Woodbine, Iowa.

Mr. Bryant has established a new jewelry store

at Woodbine, Iowa.
S. Lindsay, a prominent jeweler of this city,

has just recovered from an attack of the grip which

confined him to his home for several weeks.

Albin Kaas, of Lincoln, has been employed as

jeweler by Samuel Lindsay.

E. G. Blang, a jeweler, at Genoa, has sold out.

C. S. Steiner, of Newman Grove, Nebr., has

established a jewelry store.
G. E. Keirstead, of Tilden, Nebr., and A. A.

King, of Algona, Iowa, are attending the Omaha

Horological and Optical Institute.

S. R. Schultz & Co., of Messena, Nebr, have

sold out to H. Newlan.

C. Walstrom has gone into business at Oak-

land, Nebr.
T. P. Owen has bought the jewelry businecs of

C. S. Payne at York, Nebr.
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The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold
all over the world.

The Standard Collar Button.

WHY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Storyof a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may behad FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 99 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,that is half as good as this one,or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving studentwill be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoonsas an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution." The Story ofa Collar Button"is the hest piece of advertise-
ment construction that hascome toPrinters' Ink's attentionin the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

,Arydre

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality rand Construction have made Its Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 81, CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Malden Lane, New York,

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

Send for my Catalogue and buy your Rings from

The
Manufacturer Direct

I make the
"L" Intial

rings;
Gentlemen's
stone, seal,
snake and

gypsy rings.
Ladies'
rings:

Diamond
combination

ill opal,
pearls and
doublet and
Diamond
band rings.
Diamond
lockets.

Standard
quality and
reliable
goods.

Cut yi original size.

The problem of making

Plain Wedding Rings
and avoid carrying the same in stock has
been solved satisfactorily by the Ring
Making Outfit made by Ringset Company,
Boston, Mass. See their ads. in KEYSTONE
of November and December, 1903. The
Company has reduced the price of their
uncut mold blocks to users of their outfits
to $6.00 per gross of molds, which puts
the outfit within the reach of all. The
Company also makes Stone Ring Molds,
Tiffanies, Belchers, Carbuncles, etc., in
great variety, price $1.00 per d oz en.
Catalogue on application. Molds patented.
You can buy through any jobber.

RINGSET COMPANY,
Boston, Mass.
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Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

A Backward Spring
The backward spring promises

Retards Trade to have an effect, and an un-
pleasant one at that, on trade

conditions through Missouri, Kansas and their

territory. Seldom has this section of the country

had such a cold spring, and probably not more

than once before has a snow storm occurred

on the eighth of April. Even since then the ther-

mometer has been so low that it is thought that

much of the fruit is killed. The freezing point was

reached several times during the third week of

April. The country at large shows many evidences

of an unusual season, for there has been but little

planting, owing to the very wet and cold weather.

Vegetation is retarded generally, and the whole

country looks as it might look early in March in

a warmer spring. Kansas City continues much

the same, with a great deal of building going on,

and the real estate business steady. The real

estate transfers last month were not as great as

expected, but even then they went ahead of the

number recorded during the same time in 1903.

The local election has come and gone, with an

entire change of administration as the result. On

the eighteenth of April Kansas City passed under

a Republican administration, with J. H. Neff, pub-

lisher of the Drovers' Telegram, a stockyards trade

paper, as the new mayor. Mr. Neff is not a poli-

tician, and ran as a business man's candidate.

Out-of-town firms have undergone several.

changes lately, and some important transfers have

been made in retail jewelry stores in territory

tributary to Kansas City.
F. L. Kassill has opened a new jewelry store

ill Pittsburg, Kans.
F. C. Shortless has located in Coalgate, Ind.

Ter., and has established business there.

Alvin Gordon has located in Du Queen, Ark.

The firm of Erickson & Howe, Douglas, Ariz.,

has been succeeded by H. E. Fox.

Sherman Schwartz has sold out his stock at

Coalgate, Ind. Ter.
D. L. Brown, of Glasgow, Mo., has discon-

tinued his business.
A. B. Phinney, of Overbrook, Kans., has sold

out his stock to 0. A. Karnes.

The Commercial Club, of Kansas City, has

started on one of its annual trade trips, with a

large company of Kansas City business men, intent

upon working up interest in the city's business

interests. The jewelry firms are quite well repre-

sented among the various commercial interests.

C. B. Norton, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Com-

pany, has gone on the trip, and the Edwards &

Sloane Jewelry Company is represented by Leo H.

Ludwig, of its material department.

W. E. Lacy, of Moran, Kans., whose stock

was considerably damaged by fire recently, was in

replenish 
Kansas City last week, buying new goods to

Grimm & Smith have opened a new store at

Tenth and Walnut Streets.
E. L. Donaldson, of Edwards & Sloane's

traveling force, who has been in Los Angeles for

his health all winter, is reported to be much better,

and will return to Kansas City in about a month.

Guy M. Shriner, of Gurney & Ware's, has

been wih pneumonia, but is now considerably

better. He is convalescing at his home in Fair-

field, Iowa.
1. R. Mercer has improved his show windows

very much by the installation of new mirrors in
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the end of each one. These mirrors are arranged

so that they are capable of reflecting whatever is

shown in the window forty-two times.
Frank Winkler, Jr., has gone to Lincoln,

Nebr., to work for Frani: Gardner. .

The prizes for the Convention Hall Ball

Masque Skating Carnival were selected from J. R.

Mercer's store, and were probably the handsomest

prizes ever given at an event of the sort in Kansas

City. A large pearl crescent, gold-backed military

brushes, gold and emerald cuff buttons, beaded

chatelaines and handsome umbrellas were a few

of the things given.
Among the out-of-town jewelers who have

come to Kansas City wholesale houses during last

month were : A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.;

Leslie White, Lees Summit, Mo.; J. S. Reed,

Milan, Mo.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.;

Otto Burklund, Osawatomie, Kans.; C. C. Ste-

venson, Pittsburg, Kans.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson,

Mo.; Walter Sperling, Seneca, Kans.; S. E.

Howard, Hastings, Nebr.; W. W. Whiteside,

Liberty, Mo,; Gus. Willman, Lawrence, Kans.;

W. F. Kirkpatrick, St. Joseph, Mo.; S. M. Coffman,

Braymer, Mo.; J. H. Searfoss, Smithville, Mo.;

C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.; Louis Megede,

Richmond, Mo.; J. H. Schmidt, Leavenworth,

Kans.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Continued Dullness For the first time in several

in Business years there is a quietness in
business among the trades

people of Birmingham so marked as to attract at-

tention. A visit to the merchants elicits the infor-

mation that everything is drifting, with all hands

waiting for developments and the making of a new

contract with the miners of Alabama. This latter

matter is one of great concern in Birmingham, and

if it were settled there would very likely be little

to worry about. The new contract with the miners

will be made the first of July, or at least that is the

day set for it. There is some fear that the corpo-

rations and the men will not be able to get together.

Last year the coal companies felt aggrieved of the

result of arbitration with Judge Gray, of Delaware,

as umpire. This year it is anticipated that the

employers will make an offer and stand pat, letting

the men strike if they see fit. If a strike follows,

it means the cessation of work for about ten thou-

sand men. So much wages out of circulation, even

for a month, will have a bad effect on the trade

of the city and district. This makes everybody

careful.

Jewelers
Satisfied

There is a safe volume of busi-

ness, however, and none need

be alarmed that it will not be

large enough to meet all legiti-

mate expenses through the summer. Jewelers are

getting especially well cared for. They have a

fairly good trade in staples, out of which they are

making good profits, though there is little doing in

novelties. Sales are made now and then in plate

and cut glass for weddings and by new house-

keepers, t.nd occasionally a cup or other trophy.

Strange, too, a number of diamond sales have

been reported recently. One of the big stores

reports a prospective deal for a stone running

toward $50o, while a number have been sold for

from pop to $200. But the big business has been

in watches. They have been in the main good

watches for men who want them for regular and

hard service. P. H. Linnehan has had one of the

best runs on watches in his business history. He

is just now straightening out a large number,

which he has found necessary to add to his stock.

Quite a number of things of in-

terest have been happening at

Improvements the handsome store of F. W.
Bromberg, which has been thor-

oughly overhauled and refinished both inside and

out. Steel ceiling and new plate windows have

been installed and a number of conveniences in-

side. Mr. Bromberg himself, has been in Mobile

for several days seeing his relatives and attending

to business matters. He will be back the first of

next week, when he will have to buckle down close

at the store because of the loss of one of his best

men, Stewart Cummings, who has gone to Augusta

to accept a position with William Schweigert & Co.

Mr. Cummings came here several years ago to

work for E. Gluck, to whose business Mr. Brom-

berg succeeded. He married one of the most

popular young ladies of the city and has many

friends. He secured the position which he will

accept through an advertisement in THE KEY-

STONE. His place will not be filled at Bromberg's

for a few weeks ; Ed. Herzog expecting to hold

the whole thing down until just the man wanted

can be secured.
Many Alabama friends know personally and

with great pleasure Joseph E. Veal, of Rome, Ga.,

who celebrated his eightieth birthday last month.

He is one of the oldest men in this part of the

country connected with the sale of jewelry and

kindred goods. The father of the writer has in

his room at this time a clock from his stock that

has been running over twenty years and is still

keeping time. It was five years in service before

it came into the hands of the present owner. It

has in small letters across the face " Jos. E. Veal,

Rome, Ga." He was the moving spirit as a mem-

ber of the City Council in getting a waterworks

system for his city, and seeing that it was built of

Rome materials, pipe, pumps and all. He put in

the first town clock, a Howard movement that

cost poo, with a bell that cost pow.
J. L. Gains, manager for the Calhoun Jewelry

Company, who has been ill, is out again and will

soon be well. He has had the store repainted and

repapered. The street clock recently purchased

was some time getting down to business, but is

now in good order. Many compliments have been

paid Mr. Gains for the placing of this clock in a

crowded thoroughfare, and thereby giving the

people such a convenience.
John Rosentihl, a member of the force at Ab-

bott Brothers, and one of the oldest jewelers in

the city, failed to secure a place on the board of

revenue at the recent election. He had a large

number of friends, however, and made a good race.

William Rosenstild, of Union Springs, Ala.,

father of John and William Rosenstild, of this city,

is suffering much with his eyes. They will be

operated upon in a few days by the eminent

specialist, Dr. Calhoun, of Atlanta, and it is hoped

his sight will be fully restored.
Murray 8z White, booksellers and jewelers, at

Huntsville, have dissolved partnership ; L. A.

White retiring. M. R. Murray, who is now sole

owner, will continue the business.
The Castleberry Optical Company has been

organized at Montgomery, with capital of $20oo.

The incorporators are C. E. Castleberry, A. W.

Lebron and W. S. Keister. Mr. Lebron is at the

head of the Lebron Jewelry Co.
W. C. Abbott, of the Abbott Jewelry Co., in

charge of the optical department, has been ill for

several days, but is better.

Store
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trade or profession ; something that you know how to do and do well, that is, of amoney value to the community. Many factors have conspired to make the present and •
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future the millennium of skilled watch-workers. The increasing value of time, the every- •.4minute necessity for a good timepiece, the rigorous railroad watch inspection, the 
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comfortable circumstances of the people, the incompetency of many watchmakers,— all these factors :44
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and others have increased the opportunity and salary of the man of skill who has mastered his craft.All employing jewelers know well that the graduates of the Waltham Horological School are 
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QINDO
Silver Polish

IS TFIE 131ST

for Jewelers to handle—it is a
quick seller and positively

superior to any known polish on the
market. The patent cap used on jar for
C...ANDO.. is made to perfection.

We call special attention to the im-
portance of a package for Silver Polish
that can be RESEALED after it is
once opened.

Samples sent when requested. Correspondence solicited.

PAUL, MPG. Co.,
13cLston, Mw

STAR BRAND

wiLRicAN
MAINSPRINGS

B E ST
TRADE

P^ R '
MARK

Just a flint at Prices.
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. lixtra quality, linecrocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest specialsteel; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85e,net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabl•net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with your first orderfor a gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to

'V 7
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American BalanceStaffs, extra fine, made by the latestimproved automatic machinery, cor-rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,90c. 15 Jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 07 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash* " STAR Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-
90c. net cash.
tings, made by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special, per do/en,

* " STAR Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. perdozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12bottles.
" STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20t.per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
a Orders filled in rotation as received.

B. Peters & Co.,BW,Li1,711  New York
THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILS

IN THE WORLD.
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Philadelphia Letter

Trade Conditions

T H E

As in most other parts of the

country, trade in Philadelphia

has been greatly interfered 
with, of late, by the

somewhat prolonged inclemency of the weather.

Consequently, the jewelers, in common with the

dealers in most other lines, report a quiet 
season

so far. At this writing, however, there are en-

couraging prospects of the genial sunshine and

bright skies that are characteristic of the spring-

tide. It is safe to assume that this prospective

atmospherical change will be accompanied by a

general revival in trade.
Forty-two tons of gold were

Record-Breaking converted into coins in the

Coinage Philadelphia Mint during the

week of April iith to ,6th.

This vast coinage in so short a time not on
ly

breaks all previous records of quick coinage in

this country, but is said to be unparalleled in t
he

mints of any other nation. From February 6th to

April 16, 1904, there has been coined in the local

mint $60,380,380 in $20 gold pieces. The weight

of the gold required to be operated upon to pro-

duce the week's coinage was over forty-two tons,

or seven tons per day. The deliveries during the

week beginning Monday, April iith, and ending

on Saturday, April 16th, inclusive, aggregated

$11,302,600 gold coinage, an average of nearly

$2,000,000 per day ; on the last day of this record-

breaking week the day's delivery was $2,500,000,

also a record-breaker. The coinage of $20 gold

pieces, if represented in silver dollars laid side by

side on a flat surface, would cover an area of

twenty-two square acres. Or if these silver dollars

were laid one against another, in a straight line,

they would cover a distance of 1424 miles.

The Trades League of this city

Against has entered upon a crusade

Trading Stamps against the giving of trading

stamps to customers. This is

in line with a general movement in the country

toward the abolition of what has come to be

regarded as a pernicious and demoralizing business

practice. The league decided to ask an expression

of opinion from all its members regarding the

matter, and at the next monthly meeting it is

understood that definite plans will be adopted for

the elimination of the trading-stamp system.

The circular issued to members of the league is

largely made up of the argument of ex-Governor

Griggs, of New Jersey, as counsel for the Merchants'

Association of New York, before a committee of

the Legislature of the Empire State. " The busi-

ness is of recent invention and development," Mr.

Griggs stated. " Its development is not yet

finished, but is still going .on. That the business

has proved to be demoralizing to the community

has abundantly appeared. It is not necessary to

show anything of the practical injury that these

trading-stamp corporations have exercised over

retail merchants, compelling them practically to

assume the practice of giving out trading stamps

in order to protect themselves against injury and

loss of trade by reason of the fact that inducements

of that kind were afforded by competitors. The

harmful effects of the trading-stamp business are

universally recognized by merchants as a deadly

parasite on trade, whose abolition is earnestly

sought, not only by those who have not adopted

the system, but by those who have been deluded

into believing it a benefit and have made use of it."

A list of retail merchants' associations which have

decided to discontinue their use on and after
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May 19th, was given, as follows : Pennsylvania

State Retail Merchants' Association, the Retail

Merchants' Associations of Wilkesbarre, Tamaqua,

Milvale, Philadelphia, Lancaster, Chester, Scran-

ton, Erie, Allentown, Pittsburg, Harrisburg,

Hanover, of this State ; New York, Elmira,

Niagara Falls, New York ; New Jersey Retail

Merchants' Association, and those of Asbury

Park, Baltimore, New Orleans, Boston, San Fran-

cisco and Omaha.
The smoker which the Philadelphia Jewelers'

Club had contemplated holding during the month

of April, was indefinitely postponed on account of

the operations incident to the enlargement of the

club's quarters. In order to keep pace with its

growing membership and with the broadening

scope of its social activities, the acquisition of

more room became imperative. As was duly

reported ill these columns, the annexation of the

adjoining premises, at 1227 Chestnut Street, was

decided upon some months ago, and it is the work

of consolidating these two buildings that has tem-

porarily interfered with the social round. The

cause, however, is so indicative of material progress

as to compensate for the unavoidable postpone-

ment, and warrant the expectation that future

functions held under the club's auspices will

assume still wider scope and additional eclat.

The Philadelphia Commercial Museum has

sent to foreign merchants and manufacturers letters

of invitation to visit the Quaker City en route for

the St. Louis Exposition. The letters of invitatlon

explain the advantages of a short sojourn here,

and dwell upon the many unique attractions of

Philadelphia for visitors to our shores. Those

addressed number 15,000 and include a number of

jewelers.
M. Sickles &Sons have purchased the business

of Russell, Murray & Co., manufacturing jewelers

and diamond setters, 706 Chestnut Street, and have

moved the plant to the third and fourth floors of

the new extension to their building. This will add

considerably to the manufacturing facilities of the

firm, and their products will henceforth include a

line of fine diamond mountings, etc.

L. V. Garron recently resigned his position as

salesman and window-dresser in the Wanamaker

jewelry store and has joined the force of the

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. in its palatial new

store. Prior to entering the services of the Wana-

maker store he had served with J. E. Caldwell &

Co. for a period of eighteen years.

Fred. B. Hurlburt, of H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,

recently returned home after an extended sea trip.

Accompanied by his wife, lie sailed for Europe on

February 27th, on the Princess Irene, of the North

German-Lloyd line, and visited the chief points of

interest on the Mediterranean coast. Rome, Naples,

Florence, Milan, Lucerne and Paris were among

the cities visited en route. The return trip was

made on the magnificent Kaiser William IA also 
of

the North German-Lloyd line. Both Mr. and

Mrs. Hurlburt were much pleased with their tri
p,

which they found both interesting and healthful.

It is announced that Gabriel H. Mayer, of

Geo. Mayer & Co., will be married next month.

The lady is Miss Laura Hoffman, of New Yor
k

City. Mr. Mayer's host of friends are already

offergngGineocovv.ratlstciialetrior,nsf.
ormerly of the wholesale

jewelry firm of L. A. Scherr & Co., of this 
city,

died recently at the Rush Hospital. The fatal

malady was consumption, from which lie had

suffered for some years.

Wm. N. Brunner, 711 Sansom Street, repairer

for the trade, has issued a neat little folder 
telling

of his facilities for the repair of watches, clocks.

jewelry and silverware. The text of his talk is the

following apt quotation from Emerson : " Do some

one thing better than anyone else, and though you

build your house in the depths of the forest, the

world will blaze a path to your door."

Dallas and the Lone Star State

H. W. Bounds, of this city, has increased his

working forces by employing H. Wilson as watch-

maker.
A. S. Fonville, of Wichita Falls, was a recent

caller on the jobbing trade.

P. F. Reichow, who has been located at Mount

Pleasant, Texas, for a number of years, was in the

city recently purchasing a safe and stock prepara-

tory to moving to Lexington, Okla. Ter., where

he has a bright future before him.

E. Burroughs, of Wagoner, Ind. Ter., but re-

cently of Italy, Texas, was a welcome visitor in this

city last month. He reports that his home is every-

thing that could be expected, and that future pros-

pects in the territory are good.

R. P. Hill has gone to Sweetwater to hold an

auction sale for J. H. Cooper, of that place.

W. M. Martin, formerly with W. Y. Penn, of

Georgetown, has accepted a position with T. B.

Bond, of Hillsboro.
J. 0. Baker, of Collinsville, was in the market

recently for a small bill of goods for his 'sunimer

trade.
Largent Bros., of McKinner, were unfortunate

in being located in the block that was recently

burned, and their loss included fixtures, jewelry

and books. However, they were partly Covered

by insurance.
J. M. Grogan, of Arlington, who recently re-

covered from a two-weeks' spell of illness, visited

Dallas last month.
J. W. Estes, who recently purchased the stock

of E. R. Smith & Bro., of Smithville, has removed

his stock and fixtures to Coalgate, Ind. Ter., where

he has opened up a nice store.

H. Wilson, formerly with W. A. Peck, of

Denison, has resigned his position.

R. R. Russell, of Farmersville, was in the city

recently making purchases.

F. E. Chase, of the traveling staff of Morgan

& Hawley, has gone on his Southern trip.

J. B. Richards is nqw with W. A. Peck, of

Denison.
Joe U. Ruetsch has moved from 324 Main

Street to the Cockrell Building, 303 Main Street.

The last-named premises have been completely

remodeled to suit the needs of a jewelry store. A

new glass front has been installed and many other

attractive features added. Jeweler Ruetsch has

rented portion of his new store to a typewriter

coni pany.
Robt. A. Terrell, optician for A. A. Everts, of

this city, was recently united in marriage to Miss

Marguerite Brewer, also of this city. The marriage

took place April 6th, at the home of the bride, only

the intimate friends of the parties being present.

THE KEYSTONE joins their many friends in extend-

ing congratulations.

'I always find it enjoyable as ?veil as profitable

in leading The Keystone. Can't really see win,
you are not bankrupt, publishing so much jOr

C able, Jeweler, Mt. /lily, North
Carolina.
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Do You Want This Protection?
Chains stamped R. & D. or R. S. Co. are manufacturedby us of 14 K. Solid Gold Tubes filled with composition metal,and are thoroughly well made. Because they are so made weare able to fully warrant them. This warrant, too, is a guar-antee that IS a guarantee.

A guarantee for a gold filled chain is not unusual. It is its
manufacturer's advertising stock in trade. It is useful in con-vincing the prospective customer, but a most vague and unsatis-factory pledge to the purchaser.

We warrant our chains to wear TWENTY YEARS andwe make this pledge e).cactly as binding as any watch -case guar-antee. A registered CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEEis supplied with every chain.

The last link of each chain is stamped with a number which
corresponds with the number on the Certificate of Guarantee.If the chain does not wear as warranted this certificate entitlesyou to a new chain.

We make these 14 K.
of newest and most staple
strong a guarantee, cannot
chain wearers.

Sold only through Jobbers.

Gold Filled Chains in a large variety
patterns. Such a line, backed by so
but interest all chain purchasers and

Ask yours for an assortment.

RODENBERG-SMITH COMPANY,
(Successors to kODENBERG & DONN and ALBRO & COMPANY),

NEW YORK OFFICE-9-11-13 Maiden Lane. 183 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

Reasons for The seasonable trade this spring

Conservatism broke a spell of quiet that

to the jeweler seemed a little

disconcerting. During the lenten season business

had dropped off with a severity that was 
unusual,

and while there was no lack of confid
ence in better

times that were coming, the " better times"

seemed to hang back with a most trying pe
rsist-

ency. To those dealers who had stocked up

during the rush period, and with the belief
 that

there was no end to the prosperous and ab
normal

business conditions, this shut down of active

trade was a shock. Some of them, and in fact

most of those complaining were among the 
younger

members of the trade, and .now count the exper
i-

ence a valuable one for the future.

As sized up at this time by the leading dealer
s

and manufacturers, business conditions are 
now

assuming a normal and conservative position—one

of the best kind possible to attain. There is

business, and a good, healthful kind of busines
s.

It has changed from the rush and speculat
ive kind

to the thoughtful and careful class of trade. It has

increased the safety of credits many times,
 and

correspondingly has increased confidence in t
he

minds of the manufacturer, jobber. wholesaler an
d

dealer. Easter holidays showed this to be the

case here. There was a strong movement of

Easter novelties, and of a high order. The stocks

on hand were all well selected and the displa
ys of

the various stores were among the most attra
ctive

yet seen. This trade has retained much of its

active life since, and to-day finds most of the

dealers looking satisfied, with perhaps smaller

profits and lower prices, but with a capacity 
for

earning a fair return for their labor and invest
ment.

The average dealer, as well as

the average business man, looks

upon the jewelry trade of Pitts-

burg as a good barometer of

general financial conditions. It certainly seems to

be the case at present. There is the same conser-

vatism shown in financial circles, but rea
sonable

in its demands and with elements of stren
gth that

show how well have the lessons of inf
lation and

abnormal boom in all lines of business been

learned by the business people as a whole.
 There

is an open purse for all legitimate trade, 
however,

and where prices are not elevated beyond 
reason,

there is a buyer for all shops. Rents have taken a

serious turn in many sections of the city
. They

have gone so high that at this season 
there are

more vacant stores than at any time in 
ten years.

It is one of those situations that comes 
after flush

living and unnatural rates and prices in 
all com-

mercial trade. Next season, after a long period of

idleness of property, the owners will see the

unwisdom of such demands and come do
wn, and

a change will take place that will be 
better for

them as well as the city.
There have been very few en-

tries into the jewelry trade this

spring by newcomers. The

enterprise of Charles O'Brien

& Company, which was mentioned las
t month, is

shortly to be ready. This company has secured a

handsome store in Wood Street, and 
the altera-

tions now about completed on the bu
ilding will

make the store one of the most modern an
d hand-

some, both in exterior and interior, in t
he city,

while the location, being along the new 
develop-

ment of business growth in Pittsburg, 
makes the

venture the more interesting. Another new store

is that of A. Markovits, who secured a 
small but

_

Unusually
High Rents

Enterprising
Newcomers
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well-appointed room at Ross Street and Fifth

Avenue. The location seems a bit out of the

ordinary for jewelry trade, but in a section of the

foreign populace that has never been backward in

supplying business for the jeweler. The front of

this store is black, and the interior of the display

window is black. It is so much so that it attracts

attention, while its effectiveness in bringing out

the jewels and stock shown on black velvet is

remarkable
Heeren Brothers & Company report their

factory working steady, and with plenty of business

ahead. The trade in the big store has kept up

normally and satisfactorily. Otto T. Heeren has

gone to Europe for his annual trade buying for ne
xt

fall and winter, and will be away for some time.

Nettie Steel, the young woman

The Diamond stenographer, who went some

Theft • time ago to the diamond dealer,

Sam. F. Sipe's place of business

in Fifth Avenue, and in an attempt to secure 
a

diamond valued at it400, swallowed it and was

subsequently arrested and held for trial in cou
rt

on the charge of larceny, was up for trial
 last

month, her case attracting much attention. 
The

details of the case were mentioned in THE K
EY-

STONE at the time, the young woman 
having

borne, prior to this occasion, an unblemished r
epu-

tation and was a member of a respectable 
family.

In the trial Mr. Sipe, on the witness stand, 
testified

that after the girl's arrest .she had been 
promised

leniency by detectives if she confessed to 
stealing

the stone. This was held by the court to be suffi-

cient to shut out all further evidence secured

from her after the promise was made, and so

disconcerted the prosecution that they could

do little else in the case. The defense boldly

put in the statement that the diamond that

the young woman swallowed was her own,

which she put in her mouth in the 
excitement

and swallowed for the same reason. A
s what

she said in her confession was ruled out

by the court, this statement could n
ot well be

controverted. When the jury took the case and

remained out all night, they disagreed, 
and a new

trial will have to be given the young wo
man. The

case is one of the strangest in all its 
incidents that

has been witnessed in this city, and 
particularly by

jewelers. From present indications the case is

likely to be dropped, though no decisi
on has yet

been reached.

An Erring
Clerk

Another case which has attracted

attention of the trade locally has

been that of Harry Molby, a

clerk in the employ of Heeren

Brothers & Company, who was arrested 
on March

zo, after some work by detectives, 
and several

hundred dollars' worth of diamonds, ring
s, stones of

various kinds, and watches, pins and 
other valu-

ables were recovered which the firm 
claimed and

which Molby took from his employers an
d secrete&

in his boarding house during the prio
r two or three

months. The young man had been 
employed in

the store for several months, and c
ame from an

excellent family in Allegheny. He is s
aid to have

had a clean record and never before 
was in any

sort of trouble. The missing of sev
eral valuable

stones and jewelry by the firm was r
eported some

time ago, and a close watch was being 
kept by the

heads of the house on all employees. 
A private

detective was finally employed, result
ing in the

arrest of Molby. When the young man was

arrested he' confessed his offense and 
was sent to

jail. The stolen property was recovered 
and W.

T. Hoffman, of Heeren Brothers 
& Company,

stated that it was not probable that an
ything further

would be done to prosecute him. This is due to

the fact that the clerk had made a clean breast of

the offense, and it was felt that the prospects of his

reform without punishment other than what he has

suffered would be greater than if the case was

pushed in the courts. Owing to the prominence

of the firm and the high standing of the young man

involved, the case caused something of a mild

sensation in jewelry circles as well as in general

public affairs.

Diamond-Selling

With the advance in the season

and advertising of the retail

Scheme trade a novelty has been sprung

in Pittsburg at least by M. J.

Smit, the veteran dealer, of Fifth Avenue, who has

made a specialty of selling diamonds on the insta
l-

ment plan. The effort he is making consists of the

application of the savings bank scheme for all cu
s-

tomers desiring these brilliants. He gives each

instalment customer a small savings bank, the k
ey

to which is held by the firm. This is taken home

with the purchase, and it is argued that the 
pres-

ence of the bank is a constant reminder and a
id to

the holder of the diamond to deposit weekly 
sums

toward the payment of the diamond, which 
he

carries when a month or stated period has ela
psed.

The idea is attracting not a little attention and 
is

said to have been fruitful of much new business
 of

this class.
Spring house cleaning is noticed among many

of the dealers. The stores are being renovat
ed in

some instances, but on the other hand it is also
 a

conspicuous fact that aside from a general cleani
ng

and brightening of the store interiors and the

touching up with paint, etc., that alterations are

few. There is not the change in locations that

marked spring a year ago, but in some inst
ances

there has been a curtailment of space on the pa
rt

of dealers to bring down the fixed charges.

The completion of the .Wash-

ington National Bank office

building, at Fifth Avenue and

Washington Streets, is under-

stood to be another marked advance by the jewel
ry

trade out Fifth Avenue to the east. The new buil
d-

ing is several squares over the famous " Hump
 "

and so far removed from what was once consi
d-

ered the only business district of the city that,
 to

old residents, the transformation that is taking

business out that far is a source of wonder. It is

learned, however, upon good authority that not
 a

few wholesale jewelers are preparing to establi
sh

themselves in this new building in a few weeks.

It would seem as if this is but another of the 
many

instances of high rents forcing smaller trades fr
om

the congested districts.

Vilsack and Gillespie Brothers report trade as

moving satisfactorily with the advance in the

season. Stock buying for the fall is under way,

but generally confined to a smaller scope and a

most severe selection in all lines. Not a few of

the dealers are preparing to take their annua
l trip

to Europe earlier this season.

Another
Big Building

Finding Things that Drop from Bench

ED. KEYSTONE :—Some watch repaire
rs may

never drop any material from their ben
ches, but I

sometimes do. Striking matches, using search-

lights, etc., are not always satisfactory 
methods of

finding. When I drop a small screw or 
any piece

of watch while repairing I take a br
oom, sweep

from under the bench out into a well-li
ghted place,

pick up my lost piece and proceed.

Yours truly,

Rural Hall, N. C. J. W. WOLFF.
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REMEMBER
that our prices are as low as any conservative
wholesale dealer could ask to have them, when
the quality of our stock is taken into consid-
eration, r-8, I-1 o, 5 seamless gold filled.
Our woven wire fobs are I - I 5, which is morethan iso per cent. better than the 1-4o ones floating on the market.Our elegant new fall styles, embracing rnall novelties in chains, are readyfor jobbers' inspection.

It has been reported that a house, calling itself The Retailers' CoOperative Supply Co. have stated that they can sell our chains at ourprices. We have never had any dealings with above house, and areunable to find who they are. Our goods are sold to jobbers only, andat one price.

C. A. MARSH & CO., A_TTLEBOR05 MASS.

612:,
HO I

4

stoc

51:SI

Itt1114,_ 
4080 30245131 weighs 5 dwts. 10 K. at 80c. per dwt. 5092 weiFhs 5 d wts. 10 K. at 75c. per dwt.

4940

4129 " 4 " finished. Stones or seal 3024 " 3 " roman finished. Stone rings612 " 6 " tops.

il 0092
U104 " 8 " Hand chased and rose 4045 • 4 " Hand chased, polished or

4080 " 4 " jare set with genuine doublets.2351. Set with b9 real pearls and diamond center. $7.50 in 10 K. $8.50 in 14 K.it'e make hund -sds of designs in ladies' and gents' rings, pendants, etc., in 10 and 14 K.,at popular prices. We will be pleased to send selection packages to responsible dealers.

S. FRACKMAN, 51 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

1111111111111111:r11111110

75C. is not the price to you,
but the price at which this
clock can be profitably
retailed.

We've had a pretty hard time to keep tip withthe orders for these new Den Clocks. Reasonenough. They've made good, and over all theland dealers are stirring things up by selling these
handsome little clocks for 75c. Look at the illus-tration again—think of a windowfull of these clockswith a 75c. price card. Wouldn't that make a lotof people step into your store pretty lively? Sendfor the Den Clock Folder if you want details.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia.

If you are like the rest of us, you havemade up your mind that this spring's businessis going to he the best season in your exper-
that
ience. It is for merchants who get this spirit lasuRs°'

were i 11 tended.
They are a fit setting for the daintiest and finest line orSpring goods you have ever handled.
Designed and made by men who are familiar with showcase making from A to 7., and who have made good show casesfor over 30 years. Holiest cabinet-making and high-grade mate-rials place "QUICK SALES" Show Cases above suspicion of

cheapness.
We will send prices, descriptions and handsome circular incolors upon request to our Detroit °Mee.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
482-490 Fort St. ,W., DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.
Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.
Chicago Salesrooms, 199 Fifth Avenue.

JOUN PET?., Pres. & Supt.
JIhRLIhRT MALOTT, Secy. & Treas.
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Bad Weather

THE

The extremely untoward weath-

er which has prevailed here ever

Hurt Business since the middle of last Novem-

ber, has had a disastrous effect

011 spring business in general 
until the latter part

of April. The cold streak which struck Ohio

Valley States has held on with
out breaks of any

moment. It has remained thirty days longer t
han

the normal condition of past 
years, with the result

that all spring business has 
stagnated. People

refused to prepare for spring or 
summer with ice

and frost abroad each night. 
The general depres-

sion, naturally, has had its effect 
upon the jewelry

trade, and while some of the firms 
report a fair

business, most of them are complaining of
 dullness.

There is every indication, however,
 that with the

opening of the warm weather and of the 
gates to

the St. Louis Fair, the city will 
witness the arrival

of many people westward bound 
and business will

revive. The manufacturers continue to
 be busy

turning out emblem work for the Elks'
 national

reunion and other big events of the s
ummer.

L. C. Harding, former banker,

Defaulting wanted here for having passed

Banker Caught a worthless check for $500 on

the Duhme Jewelry Company,

is in custody of the local police afte
r many adven-

tures on the part of Detective 
Callahan, who

went to Tampa, Fla., to bring Har
ding to Ohio.

Harding's friends made a hard fight to keep 
the

prisoner out of Ohio. They brought pr
oceedings

in habeas corpus, but the detective 
and Post Office

Inspector Bannerman concealed Harding in a 
mail

car so that no legal service could be 
obtained on

them in Florida. After the train had reached

Atlanta, and the wires got to working, H
arding's

wife caused the arrest of the detective
 for kid-

napping. Other efforts were also made to keep

the prisoner in Georgia, such as the filing of

criminal warrants upon which it was hoped the

Federal government would be frustrated. 
These

efforts were all fruitless and, after vario
us delays,

Harding, alias Blazer, was landed within the 
juris-

diction of the Ohio courts. Harding organized a

bank which Eyed but a short time. At the time

he knew the bank was about to close its 
doors, he

wrote out checks which he had cashed 
here, in

Louisville and at other places. The Louisville

police have a warrant for him, and the Po
st Office

Department is also said to have taken a look 
into

his method of using the mails in 
operating the

defunct bank.
Bids were recently opened in Judge 

Smith's

court for the purchase of the Duhme 
Brothers'

jewelry store at 138 East Fourth Street, 
which has

been in the hands of a receiver. No 
award has

yet been made.

The entire stock of jewelry of Frank 
Flint, who

for years was engaged in business on Vi
ne Street,

and later at 516 Race Street, has filially 
been sold

out at auction. The sale lasted more than 
a month.

Mr. Flint will likely re-embark in the business

again at a 'future date.

A. G. Schwab, of the firm of A. G. 
Schwab &

Bro., and Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & 
Sons,

were in New York City last month.

Joseph Noterman, of Jos. Noterman & 
Co.,

attended the Scottish Rite Conclave at 
Louisville,

Ky., last month.

The jewelry firm of Plant & Company, 
at 427

Elm Street, went into the hands of a 
receiver last

month on the petition of Maurice M. Pl
ant, who

sued for a dissolution of the partners
hip. The

KEYSTONE

other member of the firm is Henry J. Cantrowitz.

The receivership was the outcome of a disagree-

ment between the partners. The Superior Court

placed Attorney Harry Friedman in charge to

wind up the affairs. Assets were estimated at

about $20,000 ; liabilities being considerably less.

James P. Jones, proprietor of the Paris Jewelry

Company, of Paris, Tenn., accompanied by his

better half was recently among the wholesalers and

incidentally took in some of the sights.

Information has been received of the death at

Tiffin, Ohio, of Lewis Sewald, the oldest jeweler

in that section of the State, after an illness of

several months.
Mr. Scheff, of Scheff Brothers, jewelers, at

Wheeling, W. Va., was in the city to replenish his

summer stock.
The engagement of Eli Gutmann and Mrs.

Blanche Untermeyer, of San Francisco, has been

announced. The wedding will not occur until fall.

Mr. Gutmann is a member of the well-known

wholesale firm of L. Gutmann & Sons.

The Gem Jewelry Company, at 32 Arcade, was

robbed of $5oo worth of jewelry a short time ago

by a transom thief.

C. J. F. Bene, who retired from the wholesale

business a year ago, and was succeeded by the

reorganized firm of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,

sailed for Europe a short time ago to take an

extended cruise of three months.

E. & J. Swigart, of 15 East Fifth Street, are

fixing up their jobbing quarters and installing new

and modern cabinets.

The pen factory of 0. E. Weidlich, in the

Nevada Building, was recently visited by fire 
and

narrowly escaped complete destruction. The firm's

loss was slight.
A large number of choice pieces of Rookwood

pottery, which will constitute the exhibit at the

St. Louis World's Fair, were recently exhibited 
at

the Fourth Street stores of Loring, Andrews & 
Co.

Constable Ehman seized a lot of jewelry at

Abraham Rubinovz's store at 15 East Pearl Street,

on complaint of James Flomerfelt, a man
ufacturer

of New York City. Flomerfelt charged that

Rubinovz, while formerly employed by him 
as

a salesman, converted goods of the firm 
to his

own use and then started in business for 
himself.

Burglars who had been detected in the building

of the Homan Silver Plate Company a few 
weeks

ago had a thrilling experience in escaping ar
rest.

Two men had been seen on the first floor b
y the

night watchman. They fled to the elevator 
plat-

form and attempted to run it into the cellar. 
The

power was off, and the truck with its two pas
sen-

gers suddenly dropped to the bottom of the 
shaft.

Neither seemed to be badly injured and made 
their

escape. About sixty pounds of metal were stolen.

The National Metal Trades' Association, with

national headquarters here, some weeks ago 
met

in Philadelphia and reaffirmed its principles 
not to

arbitrate any question with men on strike. H. N.

Covell, of Brooklyn, was elected president; Ro
bert

Wuest, Cincinnati, secretary ; F. A. Geier, Ci
ncin-

nati, treasurer.

The store of Benc21 Brothers, at Hamilton,

Ohio, was twice visited by burglars within the
 past

month. The first robbery netted the thieves about

$800 worth of watches and jewelry and is 
supposed

to have been done by crooks making th
eir head-

quarters in this city. Two weeks later, a 
colored

man was caught in the act of trying to sn
eak a tray

of diamond rings from the show case. In
 his haste

he spilled most of the plunder on the 
floor, but

was caught with a gold chain in his possession,

which will be sufficient to convict him.
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After an extended and highly satisfactory trip

through Havana and various winter resorts in

Florida, Edward Hirsch, the financial man for

Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, has reached

home much improved in general health.

The first ball team to be organized this season

among employees of jewelers' establishments was

organized among the force of the Gustave Fox Co.,

the middle of April. A social was held at Stanley

Hall, on Saturday April 16th, for the benefit of the

new club. An enjoyable event was recorded and

a neat sum is said to have been raised for the

benefit of the club.
Thomas Lovell, the retail jeweler at 428 Race

Street, was seriously ill during the past .month ;

during which time the businee was in charge of

Mani Staggeman, a veteran employee.

Charles Hoffman, manager of the Arcade

jewelry store, at Springfield, Ohio, was recently

here to buy new fixtures for an annex to the

company's store.
Two young fellows relieved Jeweler George S.

Rekart, of 1533 Vine Street, of a tray of rings

valued at $150, taking advantage of his absence to

work their game upon a seventeen-year old clerk,

who fired a shot at the fugitives.

Frank Herschede returned some weeks ago

from a several weeks' trip to the West Indies. He

is superintending the completion of a hall clock

exhibit which be made by the Herschede Hall

Clock Company at St. Louis World's Fair.

The Commercial Club of this city accompanied

Secretary of War Wm. H. Taft to St. Louis on a

special train in time for the formal opening of the

big fair, at which the Secretary represented Presi-

dent Roosevelt. The head of the War Department

spent a few days prior to the trip among his old

home friends.
William Jackson has sold out his jewelry store

at Seymour, Ind., and is again back with the Arcade

Jewelry Co., with which firm he was connected

before he went to Indiana.

A local firm has placed a large clock in the

steeple of the Holy Trinity Church on West Fifth

Street. The timepiece is a mammoth affair and

was secured in Boston.

Max J. Lasar, king of diamond smugglers,

who was under constant surveillance of customs

officers of several countries during the last ten

years, has died at his home in Roumania of a

general decline, which was brought on him while

he was serving a term of four years in New York,

after having tried to smuggle a box of loose dia-

monds across from Montreal. A half dozen years

ago Lasar landed in Cincinnati with a lot of smug-

gled stones and tried to dispose of them at low

prices. The trail got so hot he disappeared and

was next heard of in Europe, where he made

heavy purchases of uncut stones. It was the

espionage which was started at that time which led

to his being trailed into Canada, and apprehended

after he had induced a young bride, who was

crossing to the United States, to carry over for

him a candy box. She supposed it was some

wedding present. When the inspectors opened

it and exposed a quart of diamonds the young

woman nearly had a spasm.

The following were among the visitors to the

trade during the past month : 0. Sherwood, Fal-

mouth, Ky.; F. H. Snyder, Lexington, Ky.; James

P. Jones and wife, Paris, Tenn.; Mr. Scheff, of

Scheff Brothers, 'Wheeling, W. Va.; C. Cole,

Ceredo, W. Va.; A. C. Davis, Coolville, Ohio;

C. K. Hamilton, Lebanon, Ohio; Charles Hoffman,

Springfield, Ohio ; J. H. Drake, Lebanon, Ohio;

and Phil Hort, Aurora, Ind.
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State of Business Business the early part of theand Prospects Good month was a little quiet, but
is again picking tip, and we

believe when the footings are made up they will
show that April this year is ahead of the same
month last year. Trade is doing its best to be
good, notwithstanding the backwardness of spring,
the constant rains the first half of the month and
resulting floods in a large part of our territory. At
this writing the flood dangers seem to have
passed over, and if the present sunshine will only
stay with us for a week or ten days, trade will
brighten up wonderfully. Our city presents a
lively appearance ; there are more people on her
streets than were ever seen before, all of which is
caused more or less by the near approach of
the opening day of the World's Fair. By the time
these lines are read in THE KEYSTONE the greatest
and grandest of expositions will have opened its
gates to the world. We would advise our friends,
however, not to come before the month of June, as
by that time the grounds and the exhibits will
have received their finishing touches. Many
dealers cannot afford to be away from home
during the fall trade. Therefore, we expect a
large number of jewelers in June, July and August.
To those who have no personal acquaintances in
this city who could identify them, we suggest that
before leaving home they have their firms or their
local banks write a letter to some business corre-
spondent in St. Louis in regard to their credit,
with the personal signature of the visitor attached,
so they will have no difficulty in identifying them-
selves and having their drafts cashed should they
run short of funds while here. During all great
world's fairs there are imposters. Wholesale
houses at such times are compelled to be unusually
careful in cashing drafts. Therefore, it is only
fair and prudent that a jeweler visiting this city
without any personal acquaintance, should make
such arrangements that he will have no trouble in
identifying himself. We would like to suggest
also that it would be a good idea to have all your
mail, telegrams, etc., sent to this city in care of a
certain correspondent, and to carry in your pocket
written instructions- in case of accident to immedi-
ately communicate with that house. Among the
millions of people who will visit St. Louis this
summer there will be cases of sudden sickness and
some serious accidents, and we offer these sug-
gestions, believing them worthy of consideration.

Although the promoters of our
World's Fair have spent very
little for advertising it is an
affair of great importance to the
people, who are learning more
of it every day. As the open-

ing draws near their interest increases, and about
every man, woman and child in the middle West,
the South, the Southwest and the far West are
planning to go. Speaking of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition and its importance Mr. Samuel Eisen-
stadt, of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company,
said : " St. Louis is undoubtedly to have a World's
Fair far surpassing anything the world has yet seen.
Its present promise challenges the wildest flights
of the imagination. No one can conceive what has
been accomplished without seeing it. The scope
of the enterprise is gigantic, its detail is bewildering,
and the beauty and artistic combination of build-
ings, grounds and water make the place a region
of enchantment. The visitor to our World's Fair
will find himself in fairy land, in wonderland, and

Of Great
Importance to
the People

this without reference to what his experiences .in
sight-seeing have heretofore been. What we St.
Louis people want is that this impressive fact shall
be sufficiently well known at home and abroad to
bring the people out as our great show deserves."

St. Louis is again breaking bank
clearings records. For March,

on the Increase 1904, the city's clearings were
16 per cent. in excess of the

same month in 1903. For the three months of
1904 the gain was 15 percent. over the correspond-
ing time last year. A little Of this gain, of course,
is due to the World's Fair work, but only a little.
General business in St. Louis is more active and
extended than it was a year ago. The city is riding
high on the prosperity wave.

A prominent railway man from
Galveston, in a recent interview,

Prosperous had the following to say about
present conditions in the South-

west : " The South and Southwest are wonderfully
prosperous just now, as a result of the big grain
crops and the short cotton crop at very high prices
last year. Industrial and business conditions gene-
rally are excellent. While it is a little early to
make crop prognostications, conditions promise
well. Wheat is already above ground and looks
well. Cotton also promises well and a tremendous
acreage has been planted."

The bank deposits in Kansas,
according to a late report from
the State Bank Examiner, are
equivalent to $69.89 for every
man, woman and child in the

State. Another good wheat crop and about every-
body will be wearing diamonds out in the Sun-
flower State and the jewelers doing the business of
their lives.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company have
established and put in operation a bureau of
information for the use and convenience of their
friends and customers who intend to visit St. Louis
during the exposition season. For this purpose
they have fitted up handsome quarters on the third
floor of the Holland Building, and have put
J. L. D. Rodgers in charge. They are prepared
to make arrangements for hotel accommodations
or rooms with private families and furnish informa-
tion concerning the World's Fair or anything else
that may be of service to their friends and
customers.

John Graves, one of the pioneers in the trade
in Missouri, for many years connected with the St.
Louis trade, but now located at Rolla, Mo., was in
town for a couple of days the early part of the
month calling on his friends.

Otto Rink, of Carlyle, Ill., was among the
visiting buyers in the St. Louis market last month,

H. B. Hall, of Carthage, Mo., spent a few days
in St. Louis last month selecting some spring bills
from our wholesale and manufacturing stocks.
Mr. Hall says trade in his section is about as usual
at this season of the year.

Albert E. Wuestermann, the lively and suc-
cessful jeweler of Champaign, Ill., paid the St.Louis market a visit last month and was warmly
welcomed by his friends in the trade here. Mr.
Wuestermann is among the " sunshine " order of
dealers and always looks upon the bright side of
business. He reports trade good with him for a
backward spring, and was of the opinion that
things would brighten up as soon as the weather
became more seasonable. He was delighted with
our World's Fair and thought it was progressing
finely for the opening day. Mr. Wuestermann
promised to come back later on and take time to

Bank Clearings

The Southwest

Kansas Makes
Good Showing
in Bank Deposits

- May, 9o4

do the " greatest exhibition " thoroughly, and seeall about what America has been doing since theChicago World's Fair eleven years ago.
A. J. Blackstock, of Van Buren, Ark., was awelcome trade visitor in the St. Louis market forseveral days last month, making liberal selectionsof goods for his spring trade. Mr. Blackstock saysthe Southwest is prosperous and that prospects arebright in his section for a good spring and summerbusiness. Like all who visit St. Louis these days,Mr. Blackstock found his way out to the Expositiongrounds and took a look at our World's Fair. Hewas most agreeably surprised by the immensity ofthe undertaking and the fine progress that wasbeing made towards completion for the opening

day. Mr. Blackstock said he would surely returnlater in the season and devote several weeks toseeing the Fair thoroughly.
The new and enlarged quarters of the SidneyL. & Morris Bauman Company, on the third floorof the Commercial Building, are handsome andmodern in every particular and their arrangementis fine. In their new office this firm have threetimes their former space and every facility for therapid and careful handling of their business. Thisfirm is the only exclusive house in the wholesalediamond business in this market and have built upa fine trade, though they have been establishedonly two years. They are now in splendid shapeto welcome their friends who may visit the World'sFair.
P. J. Ellis, of Jonesboro, Ark., was in town forseveral clays last month doing some spring buyingand taking a look over the Exposition grounds.Like everyone else who has visited the grounds oflate, Mr. Ellis speaks enthusiastically of our greatFair. He thinks it will be the greatest Expositionthe world has ever seen.
Samuel & Morris Eisenstadt, of the EisenstadtManufacturing Company, are at their posts after afortnight's sojourn at Eureka Springs, Ark. Theyenjoyed their delightful outing, and say that theyfeel much invigorated from their short stay at thischarming resort.
Carl Shibley, of Van Buren, Ark., was amongthe welcome visiting buyers in this market themiddle week of April.
Jeweler E. K. Kane, of Pinckneyville, Ill., wasa visiting buyer in the St. Louis market recently.
Fred H. Smith, manager of the Geneva OpticalCompany, Chicago, spent a few days at their St.Louis branch the early part of last month lookingover the firm's increasing business at this point.
Miss Daisy Bauman, second daughter of MeyerBauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry Company, wasmarried to S. P. Fisher, a prominent and success-ful young business man of Cleveland, Ohio, on theevening of April 12th, at the Columbian Club inthis city. The wedding was a brilliant social affairlargely attended by the friends of the bride andgroom. Mr. and Mrs. Fisher will make their futurehome in Cleveland.
Allen V. Cockrell, representative of the Expo-sition at Washington, D. C., writes in regard to the

issue of Louisiana purchase commemorative postage
stamps : " The first issue will consist of 90,000,000
qnes, 225,000,000 twos, 7,500,000 threes, 9,500,000
fives, and 6,5oo,000 tens. The issue will be ready
for distribution April zr, and will be sent out at
that time to postmasters for sale to the public from
April 30th to December ist. They will not be
sold before or after this period."

" The Keystone is all I desire ; it fills everywant."—I. H. Cartwright, Dodgeville, Wisconsin.

The front of the handle represents

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS

LOUISIANA PURCHASE TERRITORY

In Panorama, Viz : The Setting Sun ; The 
Buffalo and the Indian ; The

Lewis and Clark Expedition ; The Prospectors ; The 
Settlers in Prairie

Schooners and the Modern Locomotive.

In the Bowl is shown the Cabildo in which was 
signed the Treaty

ceding the. Louisiana Territory by France to the United 
States.

The opposite side bears the official signature of W. 
B. Stevens,

Secretary of the Louisiana Purchase 
Exposition,

without which no spoon is official.

We have secured the contract from the 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company for the manu-

facture and sale of this spoon, which will be sold to 
the public by the RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

only. The figures quoted above are the prices at 
retail. A suitable discount will be allowed to the

dealer, which, together with further details, will be 
disclosed for the asking. The design of this spoon

is not local, but historical, and will 
therefore sell in every section of the world. The spoon itself is pro-

nounced by everyone to be the most finely 
finished and artistic of any ever gotten out for this 

purpose.

EISENSTADT MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS.
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The Watch House of Philadelphia
We are Agents for

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1. FLATWARE.
Send for discounts.

A complete line of Elgin, Waltham and Hamilton
Movements, and the leading makes of Gold, Gold Filled
and Silver Cases.

Try us for scarce goods.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS,
14 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

OLDEST WATCH HOUSE IN AMERICA.

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer

114 163 129.

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-perienced by many watchmakers who have found that theirdemagnetizer requires the opposite current to that whichthey are able to secure and that they are obliged to use atransformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is topress the spring, turn the crank and gradually move thewatch away and the work is done.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automaticswitch which cannot remain closed through neglect, makingit absolutely impossible for it to " burn out" your machine,an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, ortown, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment'snotice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosedII a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case withnickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by athree cell dry battery which will last for a year or more andcan be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are ofbrass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-rately fitted.
And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In. factthe additional profit that you can make on demagnetizingtwenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which wecharge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. Ifit is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD 84 STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E"

•• 

.........
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203

205

204

New Automatic Eyeglass Holder,made In silver, roll-plate and gold.

Fruit blossoms, arbutus Or ;.iny kinds of wild

flowers make a charming May window aurae-

tiOn, and New England Watches scattered 
among

the blossoms give an immediate 
business value to such a display. No

other line of watches is so splendidly 
calculated to attract all sorts and

conditions of men and women, boys and girls. 
People buy watches when

they would not spend money for less 
useful articles of jewelry.

n-111)any , Waterbury, Conn.New England Watch C(
57-9 Lune, 171 wahash Ar..nee,

San Francisco. 

Chieago.
..Neu York.

Spreckels Building,

144 143 154
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The 'Breakless" Bar Pin.
14 K. GOLD ON STERLING SILVER.

Hard to distinguish from the genuine diamond platinm-set bar pin.

The life of a bar pin depends
on how it is made. The joint,
catch and bar of the Break-
less Bar Pin is made of one
S( )IR 1 piece of sterling silver
and therefore guaranteed not

to break. The 14-karat gold finish on sterling silver, with stones ofmarvelous aml lasting brilliancy, makes it next to impossible to distin-guish the " Breakless " from the genuine diamond platinum-set bar pin.In popularity as an ornament for the waist, collar, cuff or belt it hasno equal.

DO' BAR,JOINT &HOOK
ONE PIECE

Has no sharp
corners to catch in
the material of a dress.

PATENTED
APRIL 12, 1904

It adds much
to a smart
attire.

.CainNes mailed on r('quest.

WARNING We hereby notify the trade in gen-eral that a patent has been granted• on our "BREARLESS BAR PIN"--No. 757,032, under date of April is, 1904—which gives us the exclu-sive right to manufacture and market this invention.We have learned that an imitation of this pin is now on the mar-ket, and we are taking measures to put a stop to this infringement,

/
as we intend to protect our patent rights, and to this end have in-structed our attorneys i Messrs. Dickerson, Brown, Raegener &Binney) to proceed against all who refuse to respect the validity ofour patent. Sellers and users of pins, not our make, are equally asliable as manufacturers.

FISHEL, NESSLER 0 COMPANY,
SILVERSMITHS AND JEWELERS,

New York.
Office and Works,

79-85 Crosby Street.
salesroom.

556 Broadway.

The Latest
Addition

to
The Keystone

Library

NEW BOOK ON 
We have complied with the

general demand for a republi-
cation ill book form of the well-
known Keystone serials on the

Lever, Cylinder and
Chronometer Escapements,

and have thus placed at the ser-
vice of the trade and students
of horology the most complete
and masterly treatise on escape-
ments ever compiled. It is the
work of two of the most accom-
plished and experienced teach-
ers of horology, is thoroughly
practical and wonderfully easy
of comprehension.

ON BACK OF EACH

TRApt AR

ERLIffl

"z214.,0

EMEAKLESS BAR PIN

ESCAPEMENTS 
The new work is both teacher

and text-book, the illustrations
(!xcelling anything of this char-
acter ever attempted. It far
surpasses any available corres-
pondence course in scope and
value, and is an excellent sub-
stitute for school instruction. No
stt ident of horology or Avork man
can afford to be without it. It
contains 198 pages and nearly
200 original illustrations.

Sent to any part ot the world on receipt
of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

•1.14 
•

1,1111172rli
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' Mr

Lcbolt & Co., West 23d Street, New York City.

ONE OF OUR STORES.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF 
JEWELRY STORES.

f you are thinking of either Fixtures or Show Cases, we

money and brains can produce. We have our own architect and

And estimates, or estimates from your own architect's designs tuld

make the best that

Will furnish designs

specifications.

JOHN HOFMAN CO.,
Rochester, N. Y., U.S.A.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGLl.

REFERENCES:

T. & E. Dickinson, Buffalo, N. Y.
Tilden & Thurber Co., Providence, R. I.

Saks & Co. (jewelry department), New York City.

W. H. Mortimer, Pottsville, Pa.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
E. Keller & Sons, Allentown, Pa.
C. Willis Bixler, Easton, Pa.

Henry Oemisch, Rochester, N. Y.
E. J. Scheer, Rochester, N. Y.
Ettenheimer & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Fred F. Mead & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

F. A. Robbins, Springfield, Mass.

L. Lewis & Co., New London, Conn.
Henry Kohn 8z Sons, Hartford, Conn



j Food for thought.

HE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
is the only case-making concern with a diversified

ownership  that is to say, no one man or one family
owns a controlling interest in it. A hundred or more
people, scattered near and far, own it. No one man is
indispensable to its prosperous growing the death of
any one individual or the withdrawal of any one interest
lvould not disturb its operations or alter its traditional
policy. Consequently, the possibility of changes that
Nvould vitally affect the Corporation are so very remote as
to practically assure the continuance of present Keystone
methods and morals "forever and a day." The charter
of The Keystone Watch Case Company is perpetual.

In every other Watch Case Company the controlling
interest rests in a single individual, or in two, or in a
family. The death or withdrawal of an individual from
a firm or a "close" corporation makes it necessary to
dispose of his interest. If that interest is a controlling
one, the passing of it into new hands often means a
fundamental change in the policy of the corporation;

76og

often means incorporating under a new name, thus 
wiping

out former guarantees ' and agreements ; often means

discontinuance of the business entirely. Within only a

score of years seven case-making concerns have passed

away, for one reason or another, and their 
"guarantees"

were laid in the grave with them.

The Keystone Company is the only case-making

concern which fully meets all the conditions 
required by

the wise and far-seeing jeweler. The quality of its

product is, of course, beyond question ; but, more 
than

that its organic structure, as a corporation, justifies a

confidence that the Company will be in existence 
through

the jeweler's lifetime, and after, to answer 
for its guar-

antees.

As to others, the "individual" and 
"family" con-

cerns well, seven have died ! Wouldn't it be uncom-

fortable for you to find some cases in your stock, 
and a

lot more sold and guaranteed, when the concern 
that made

them is a "dead one"?

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia.
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LOORS.S NE Off ILVER.
WEARS LIME OffLVER.You WOULD Nar KNOW ifT ffS NOT STERLIWG 51(LVER.

Our Toilet Goods the wonder and success of the Season.
Finish, style and price unequaled.

The above cut shows our Floral design. Our most popular designs are the "Floral" and the "Gladys,"the Gladys being a handsome figure set.

„1, i„ I;„x.Comb, Hair Brush, Mirror and Cloth Brush, $6.00
Comb, Hair Brush and Mirror, Put tip in nice Box. 

These goods are extra large size.

MANUFACTURERS,

Salesroom

. 4.50

726 Chestnut Street,
Factory: NerwaA, N.J.

Less 6% 10 days.
5%, 30 "

Philadelphia.

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED 

TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, 
Direct.] er trio liorological School, of Lode Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMAN N, Director of the Horological
 and Electro-Mechan ical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., C
harleston. S. C. Former pupi: of the

Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904. by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.)

(Continued. Part V.)

When we place in a watch movement the balan
ce wheel fitted

only with its spiral, there is found a p
osition in which the elastic

iorce ot the spring exercises no influen
ce on the balance. The

latter is then in the condition of repose.

When we move the balance from this positio
n in either direc-

tion the elastic force of the spr
ing tends to bring it back to the

point of repose ; there are then produ
ced oscillations analagous to

those pendulum.scillato
oscillatory motion tion is very useful for measuring time and

has the advantage of being suitable 
for employment in all portable

timepieces.ces.
Suppose A (Fig. 12) the point of repose of a 

balance

wheel ; if the latter be moved from that position the angle

A 0 B a, and if at the point B it be released, thus allo
wing the

elastic force of the spring to act on it, this f
orce will impart to it a

movement of rotation whose speed will increase up to
 the point A.

Passing that point, the spiral will exert a force contrary to the

direction of the motion and tending to stop it. If it were possible

to produce such a movement without there being •any passive

resistances acting on the balance wheel, the latter 
would traverse a

new angle, A 0 b = 0.,

then would come back to B,
and so on indefinitely.

It is not so in reality,
for there are a number of
resisting forces which act on
the balance and which pre-
vent it from arriving at b.
These forces are :

I. The friction of the
balance pivots.

2. The resistance of the

air.
3 A loss of force resi-

dent in the spiral, the true
cause of which is not abso-

A lutely defined but the ex

Fig. 12 

-

istence of which can be per-
fectly established.

These secondary resisting forces have the effect of 
diminishing

each oscillation a small quantity, which is represented 
in the figure

by the angle B' 0 b. Calling 0,' the angle B' 0 A, we have

/;', 0 --- — .

If, as we have done for the oscillations of the pe
ndulum, we

designate by W„, the motive work exerted by the spiral
 while the

balance wheel traversed the angle a, Wu the resisting work pro-

ceeding from the spiral during the second part of the 
oscillation ;

therefore, while the balance wheel traverses the angle 0.'
, and WI,

the secondary resisting work of the passive forces, we would

obtain the equality (46)

Or

Wm --=-- W, Wp,

Wp = Wm — Wu.

The work of the maintaining force should be, 
both for the

balance and for the pendulum, equal to the 
secondary resisting

work, if you wish to preserve the initial greatness o
f the amplitude

of the oscillations ; otherwise expressed, the work of th
e maintaining

force should be equal to the work of the force of th
e spiral while

the balance wheel traverses the angle a — a'.

63. We can admit that the resisting work 
increases with the

amplitude of the oscillations, as we have shown 
for the pendulum,

and conclude that more motive work would be 
necessary to tra-

verse larger arcs than for smaller ones,

64. We use exclusively for motive force in portable 
timepieces

the elastic force developed by a spring enclosed in th
e interior of a

cylinder called the barrel. This piece, generally toothed, turns

around an axis, and this action is conveyed to the b
alance wheel by

special mechanism, which we are going to pass rapidly
 in review.

Wheel-Work.

Its Purpose in the Mechanism of Clocks and Wat
ches

65. The motive force, not acting directly either on the 
pendu-

lum or on the balance Wheel, is first transmitted by
 a system of

toothed wheels or train of gearings that is called in t
echnical lan-

guage the wheel-work or the transmission. This force, thus trans-

ported, is received by a mechanism which is the esca
pement ; it is

this last whose function is to restore to each oscillation of the

pendulum or balance wheel the loss of force,

Wu,

occasioned by the secondary resisting forces.

66. When a weight is used as motive force, that weig
ht is sus-

pended to the extremity of a cord unwinding from a c
ylinder fixed

concentrically on the axis of a toothed wheel. This wheel A

(Fig. 13) gears in a second wheel much smaller t
han the first and

which is called a pinion, on which is fixed concentrica
lly a second

Fig. 13

toothed wheel B, which in its turn gears in the pinion b, and so on

to the last pinion, on whose axis the escape wheel is fastened. Th
e

same thing takes place when the motive force is that of the
 spring

in the barrel. In this case the barrel gears directly into the first

pinion a.
6. The different wheels of the wheel-work in watches bear

the following names :
I. The barrel.
2. The center wheel *(large intermediate wheel).

3. The third wheel (small intermediate wheel).

4. The fourth wheel (seconds wheel).

5. The escape wheel (escape wheel).
The pinions carrying the four last mobiles take the same name

as the wheel to which they are riveted.
68. The mechanical work of the motive force is then trans-

mitted by the wheel-work to the escape wheel. This transmission

cannot be effected, however, in a complete manner, because 
part

of the force is absorbed by the friction of the gearings and
 of the

(761)

*We give here the appellations still in use in most of the horo
logical workshops of the

canton of Neuchatel. The names of large and of small intermediate wheels ar
e really

obsolete and should he replaced by the fohowing, which 
are in better relation to the positions

of these two mobiles: " renter wheel" for the first end " int
ermediate wheel '' for the second.

To avoid confusion, we conserve, however. In this edition th
e denominations in use in this

locality. (The usual names employed in A meriea have been 
made use of by the translator )

(Continued on page 763)
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THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds, byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns. from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining-) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-

value of old metal received.
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.
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95 William St.,
New York,

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your billswith the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms thattake gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they anymeans of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place avalue on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,
ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted.

or
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57 Washington St.,
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Lessons in Horology

KE.YSTON E

(Continued from page 761)

pivots, by the inertia of the moving bodies and sometimes also by

the defects resident in the gearings.
69. Beside the transmission of the force, the wheel-work should

fulfil another function : this is to reckon the number of oscillations

that the pendulum or the balance wheel executes during a deter-

mined time and to indicate this number by means of hands on a

properly-divided dial. We must, therefore, combine the relation

of the numbers of teeth in the wheels to the numbers of leaves in

the pinions, so as to make this indication conform to the division of

time. Thus, the center wheel carrying on its axis the minute hand

should complete one rotation during one hour, and the fourth

wheel carrying the second hand should make one revolution each

minute.
(The hour hand is carried by a wheel forming part of an

accessory wheel-work, which will occupy our attention later.)

Escapements.

To. Several kinds of escapements have been constructed,

differing more or less from each other, but whatever they may be

their function consists always in restoring to the pendulum or to

the balance wheel the speed which the passive resistances have

made them lose. The most perfect escapement will be the one

which will effect this work by altering as little as possible the dura-

tion of the oscillation.
Since the movement of the balance wheel as well as that of the

pendulum is an oscillating movement, the escape wheel is arrested

during part of the oscillation ; it is only when the balance or the

pendulum has traversed a determined arc that the wheel becomes

free and is put in motion. During this time it acts either directly

on the balance, as in the " cylinder " escapements or the " detent,"

or on an intermediate piece, as in the " anchor " escapements.

After having traversed the angle of impulse determined, the wheel

is arrested anew until another disengagement. The manner in

which this arresting is produced differs according to the kind of

escapement.
71. In most of the escapements the action of each tooth of the

wheel corresponds to two oscillations of the balance wheel or pen-

dulum. Thus, in a watch, the balance wheel executes 30 oscilla-

tions during one complete revolution of a wheel of 15 teeth ; in a

clock, the pendulum makes 6o oscillations during one revolution of

an escape wheel of 30 teeth.
72. To recapitulate, the study of the functions of horological

mechanism can be divided into four principal parts, which are :

I. Power—study of motive powers.
2. Transmission—study of wheel-works and gearings.

3. Reception—study of the escapements.

4. Regulation—study of regulating and adjusting.

Maintaining or Motive Forces.

The Weight as a Motive Force.

73. We will adopt in the beginning as units in the calculations,

the millimeter as unit of length, the gramme as unit of weight and

of force, which gives us for the unit of mechanical work 
the

granzmillimeter. We will choose the second as the unit of time.

74. Among all the forces which are used in horology in order

to maintain the oscillations of the pendulum, the weight is at 
once

the most regular, the most simple to obtain and the one whose

intensity can be regulated with the greatest facility.

75. If a certain weight P (Fig. 13) is suspended at the end of

a cord wrapped around a cylinder the radius of which increased by

half the thickness of the cord is equal to r, the work of this force while

the cylinder executes one revolution will be expressed by (38)

P X 2 1l r.

Dividing this work by the number N of oscillations that the

pendulum executes during one revolution of the cylinder, we will

have as quotient the mechanical work developed by the weight

during one oscillation of the pendulum, thus:

17 p x 112 r/ .

763

We know that a part of this mechanical work is lost during its
transmission to the pendulum : calling W, this last work, we

should have the equality

W P — wu= Nip,

in which we will replace WP by its value, thus :

Px2wr Wu = Wi) .

We see then that the determination of the work which the
pendulum receives at each oscillation ( Wp ) depends also on the
knowledge of the work lost during its transmission by the wheel-
work and the escapement. We understand, consequently, the

difficulty that there is to determine the motive work, since this

work does not depend alone on the weight and on the dimensions

of the pendulum but also on the resistances to be overcome during

an oscillation.
Here are, however, two calculations taken from practice which

will aid in more firmly fixing the ideas on this subject:
16. First Calculation.—The motive weight of a regulator

beating seconds is 2000 grammes ; this weight is suspended at the

end of a cord which unwinds from a cylinder, with a radius of

15 millimeters. What will be the work produced by this weight
during the unit of time?

The mechanical work effected by the weight while the cylinder
executes one revolution will be

2oo0X2/0<15,_-_ 188496 gr.m.

A wheel A is fastened to the cylinder (Fig. 13) gearing in a
pinion which carries on its axis a second wheel B, which in turn
gears into a pinion b, this last pinion carrying on its axis the minute
hand should then execute one revolution an hour. The numbers
of teeth and leaves of these moving bodies are distributed in such
a manner that the pinion h executes 45 turns while the cylinder
makes one ; consequently, one revolution of the cylinder takes
place in 45 hours or in

45 X 6o y 6o = 162000 seconds = N.

We will then obtain the work produced by the weight during one
oscillation of the pendulum, by the application of the formula,

P 2 7 r 188496w p i-060 I.163 gr.m.

We will show the manner of calculating the work lost during
the transmission when we treat of the questions of frictions, of the
inertia of the wheels, etc. ; for the present, let us admit these calcu-
lations as made and adopt for this special case the value

wu = 0.413 gr.m.
We will then have

or
1.163 — 0.413 = 0.75 gr.m.

The weight of 0.75 grammes, exerting its action on a dis-
tance of one millimeter, is then sufficient to keep up the oscillations
of a pendulum whose weight is about 6500 grammes. The ampli-

tude of the oscillations is 2° 6'.
77. Although that which follows is a little outside of the problem which

we have just solved, let us profit, however, by the data that we possess to
calculate further the angle

0 A — 0 ,4 (Fig. to).

This adjunct to the preceding solution does not, moreover, lack in interest.
Following an equation previously established (56), the work of the force

capable of maintaining the oscillations of a pendulum was expressed by

---PXa b.

PX ab= 0.75 gr.m.;
We can then put

or, again, 0.75b 0.0001154.6500

The length of a simple pendulum beating seconds is about 994 milli-
meters for our latitude.* Let us suppose that the entire weight of our pen-
dulum is assembled at a single point, the distance from the center of gravity
to the center of suspension will then be equal to the length of a simple pen-
dulum beating seconds. We will have

A b = 994 — 994 cos A 0 B
A a = 994 — 994 cos A 0 RI.

*Latitude of Neuchatel
(TO DE CONTINUED)
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You've got to utilize the Oki Gold and Silver Scraps in
order to keep steam up in your repairing department.To keep steam up to the highest mark, you'll have to
send every consignment to Us—we're giving liberal valua-tions, paying highest prices and guaranteeing honest, quick,
satisfactory dealings.

We place a valuation and send check same day consign-ment is received, then hold the consignment subject to your
acceptance of check. If you aren't satisfied, we'll return itjust as received, charges prepaid.

Special facilities for refining Sweepings, and you getyour returns within three to five days after receipt.
Old Gold, 8 K., 32c. dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K.. 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K., 48c. "
Old Gold, 14 K., 56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c. "

.10

Gold-Plated Scraps,
20 to 30c. an ounce.

Old Silver (fluctuating).
Very highest market price.

THOMAS J. DEE
& COMPANY,
REFINERS AND SMELTERS,
67 0 69 Washington Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

bit

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our "IDEAL" CASE.It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
•

12 inches wide, lower shelf r6 inches.

orna-mented with egg and dart.
- The construction of this case is first-class. it has a nicely molded top, 

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Made and Sold by

%'v all Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet. long, 8 feet 5 inches high, I foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $7o.00.

-Union Show Case Co. 05 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL
• FACTORY-56-66 Frank St., and 424-428 Maxwell St.

May, 1964
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THE ART
OF

ENGOVING

ILLUSTIATED

T H E KEYSTONE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction We have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

over written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

In book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 61.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XV. Begun in March, tgo3)

When the graver point arrives at the top guide lin
e, the graver

being held in the position necessary to cut the ha
ir line as mentioned,

the graver is simply dipped in it and pus
hed quickly directly down-

ward without turning over to the right or 
the left. This swells the

line as much to the left as to the right, and 
then, instead of break-

ing the cut off by lifting the graver dir
ectly up when the proper

length has been reached, it is thrown out by 
throwing it more to

the front thus ending the stroke oval sh
aped instead of the shape

shown at B. The latter shape is the shape of 
ending in which this

cut is practiced by some beginners. 
They think that when a

heavier stroke is desired the proper thing to do 
is to turn the graver

to the right, which in almost all cases i
s true, but not in this case

for the reasons above mentioned. Therefore, the student is re-

quested to give special attention to these two 
cuts in cutting the

lower-case letters.

At C, Fig. 63, we show the S where the dotted 
line represents

the hair line and the graver in position to c
ut the shade stroke at

the right. This stroke is cut upwards as the graver indicates
, but

it will be seen that the stroke is not a curved s
troke

all the way to the top. When arriving at the point

C marked A the shade stroke is converted into a
 hair

line, and from that point to the top guide lin
e the

line should be made a perfect hair line, a
nd from

that point of the letter indicated by the point of

Fig. 63 the graver around to the beginning of the letter

it should also be a hair line. It might be well to here

state to the student that almost invariably 
when a beginner cuts

script letters for the first time he does not 
sufficiently discrimi-

nate between the hair lines and the shade 
strokes.

As has been mentioned previously the na
tural ten-

dency of the beginner is to turn the hand 
over in

holding the graver so that it will make a shade 
stroke,

and this tendency follows the beginner throu
gh his pre-

liminary work if he is not extremely cautious, and it

will give him trouble when he arrives at the st
age of

cutting the most beautiful letters, the script 
alphabet.

A hair line should be a hair line from 
beginning to

end. Hair lines in script letters never vary in th
eir

width. The shade strokes should increase and de-

crease in their widths uniformly and a shade 
stroke

should never be continued past a point where 
a hair

line begins, and as to where such point of 
beginning

and ending exists we will show the complete 
script

alphabet so that the student will have an 
accurate

guide. Another letter that gives the student some

trouble is the lower-case E, the trouble being 
that he

does not start to cut the loop at the top 
correctly. Some will begin

too far down and some will begin too hi
gh. All these

things should be governed by set rules. 
The rule in

_ this case is to begin to cut the loop at the 
top at

Fig. 64 a point midway between the top and 
the base guide

line, as shown in our illustration at Fig.
 64.

At Fig. 65 we illustrate the down stroke
 of an H, K or F with

the graver in position at the bottom to cut the 
little extra cut indi-

cated by the dotted line B at the bottom of
 said stroke. That

portion of the stroke C, which is the termin
ation of the three letters

mentioned as here outlined, is in the form 
that it would end up by

cutting downward. In other words, it is impossible to cut it
 so that

it will end square on the lower guide line. it is therefore necessary

to cut the little extra cut indicated by the dot
ted lines in order to

square it up. The graver in cutting this ex-

tra cut is inserted at the base of the stroke

as here indicated.
The strokes that we have here mentioned

constitute all of the strokes in lower-case

script letters that would need special atten-

tion. All the other strokes being easy to

cut, or of such simple character that the

student would be able to cut them with

the instructions he has received in regard to
 other cuts, further

reference to the lower-case letters is deemed 
unnecessary.

We would say, however, in concluding the l
ower-case script

letters that in cutting them the down strokes ar
e all cut first ; then

the plate or article in hand being engraved is 
reversed and all the

shade strokes cut up ; then all the hair lines are 
cut, which finishes

the letter.
The word " Ethelind," shown at Fig. 66, is 'here

 shown as it

would appear after the engraver has cut all of t
he down strokes and

Fig. 65

7b5

Fig. 60

is ready to cut the up strokes, which are the hal
f of the stroke of

the M at the left and the first shade stroke of the 
N and the upper

half of the shade stroke of the H at the right.
The graver is usually, if not always, thrown 

out in

The Formation script letters at the center of a curve at the top o
r at the h

of Script Capitals bottom. As shown by the method of cutting

the word " Ethelind," it is plain to be seen

that the object in throwing the graver out at the 
termination of a

curve at the top or at bottom is to avoid the 
necessity of turning

the article completely around in one's hand. 
This method of en-

graving is more rapid than any other, and en
ables the student to

quickly terminate a shade stroke and as dexterou
sly begin a hair

line. If letters are cut in this manner, it is not necess
ary to turn the

graver and the article in hand so much, which, by 
the way, are both

turned automatically when engraving. In this case it would not be

necessary to turn, in making a curve, more than 
45° of a circle,

which enables us to do the work by cutting the strok
es up and out and

down and out with more rapidity and a higher 
degree of accuracy.

At Fig. 67 we illustrate the complete script 
alphabet. We

A,„gx.„9:,/
(/2 72,,.1;7J

„JeVyfidli2,44fc700e/11'

here show the lower-case letters, 
previously described, simply to

illustrate their respective relation in size as compared with the

capitals. It will be seen that the lower-case 
letters are one-third

the height of the capitals. In the first letter of the alphabet, t
he

capital A, it will be seen that the loop 
at the lower right side of the

letter should come up half way or nearl
y half way to the top of the

letter, and that the hair line should be 
a plain scroll, curving from

the center down to the left. The shade 
stroke at the top should start

in a very fine hair line and the shade
 should be gradually increased

until nearly two-thirds down, at which 
point it should be gradually

diminished until the stroke nearly reac
hes the base line, at which

point it is thrown out. The student will remember that we 
have

formerly mentioned the fact that all loo
ps should be cut by throw-

ing the graver out in the center of the 
loop.

(To az oommoiss)
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F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208 & 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

Special H igh =0 rade

SHOW CASES and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small Rosewood
We challenge the world

Write for price on what you need
and ask for illustrated circular.

ng Steel-tined Case.
to produce a better case.

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING."

If You Are One
of the few not using or have not seen the

BRILLIANT
GASOLINE GAS LAMPS,

write for our K. S. catalogue,
which tells all about them.

Over 125,000 in daily use, and expense averages
LESS THAN 15c. A MONTH. 

Brilliant Gas Lamp CO., 42 State St., Chicago, Ill.

The Southern merchant looks upon Baltimore as the natural
supply depot for the South. Besides other advantages, he has that
of time-saving—that one important secret of many successful mer-
chants. Our stock which is at your command insures prompt
service, and our watch-word " Jewelry for the Jeweler " rests upon
that solid foundation of right goods at right prices, for we handle
only such goods as can be sold with an absolute guarantee of entire
satisfaction.

Should your business now experience the usual Spring dullness,
why not allow us to assist you in overcoming that dullness by send-
ing some of our sellers ? Anyway, it can do no harm if you write
for a selection package, which we are always pleased to send to any
responsible Jeweler.

J. ENGEL & CO., Baltimore, Md.

May, T 904 THE

A Grinder for Watch Glasses

Article No. 39 of the serial entitled " Cleaning and Re
storing,"

begun in the April, 1901, issue of THE KEYSTONST.

0T may be well, before proceeding

with the details of our glass grinder,

to say a few words more about the

lathe head we described in our last preceding

article. The spindle we described was made

by drilling, as we then suggested, but steel

tube can now be obtained, which is smooth

on the inside, with the walls thick enough for

turning down to form the shoulders of the

spindle. Such tubing is really the cheapest

material for making such spindles, as it saves

much labor in boring out, as the cone centers

of the lathe can be set in the tube at each

end. We would also add that such a lathe

head is useful for many other purposes ; in

fact, a lathe head made in the manner

described is about the best polishing head

one can employ.
By boring out the hole in

the tube slightly taper, cone

shank drills can be fitted to

run most delightfully true.

We show at Fig. x a spindle made in this

way, having the hole indicated by the dotted

Practical
Tool Making

%- • • •

•

Fig. 1

lines b b tapered out a little at each end, say

to the Morse taper (V8 " to the foot). This

taper need extend into the tube only for about

g ". We show at d B' , Fig. 2, such a

  ar ,

Fig. 2

taper. The part at d is turned down to a

sort of neck, to allow the part B' to be

readily heated with an alcohol lamp for the

purpose of melting soft solder to hold the

drill. A drill set with soft solder while the

lathe is running, runs as true as if set with

lathe cement, and holds a thousand times

better. We will speak further of this type

of lathe after we describe the device for

grinding watch glasses.

We show at D, Fig. 3,

a vertical section of the

chuck shown at E, Fig. 1,

of our last preceding article.

This chuck consists of a disk

of either metal or hard rub-

ber carefully fitted to the

screw/of the lathe spindle

A, so that on exhausting the

air from the recess H on the face of the

chuck, the gl.t G will be held tight against

Fig. 3

KEYSTONE

n. It is well to bear in mind, that inasmuch

as the bulb or ball shown at Fin former arti-

cle, must necessarily be somewhat small, it is

well to make the recess Hof as small capacity

as possible, in order to make the atmospheric

pressure against the glass G, Fig. 3, of the

present issue, as great as possible. Good

judgment, aided by understanding exactly

what we wish to accomplish, will soon set

us right.
For grinding the edges h k of the glass

G, Fig. 3, we have recourse to the concave

tool shown at Fig. 4, which is a similar sec-

tion to Fig. 3, that is, a

longitudinal section on

the line of the axis

of the lathe spindle.

The oblique lines at i

indicate the interior sur-

face of the grinder.

There should be several

Fig. 4 sizes of these concaves,

to fit the different sizes

of glasses to be ground. There should also

be several sizes of chucks like D, Fig. 3.

We should, probably, before we proceed

further, say something more about the rub-

ber band it, Fig. 3. It may be a little diffi-

cult to obtain such bands, which are perfectly

adapted for this purpose, but generally, such

bands can be found in druggists' sundries.

Sometimes it is necessary to use some com-

pound to make the joint between the rubber

and the glass air tight.

Usually such joints can be rendered tight

by a mixture of glycerine and white wax,

compounded by heating the glycerine, and

adding the wax until the right consistency is

obtained. The concaves like C can be made

of wood or metal. Fine-grained, hard wood,

like dogwood, or gum tree, also apple and

pear wood, can be used. To this list we can

ada boxwood and white holly. The grain of

the wood should run in the direction of the

dotted lines 1 1, Fig. 4. For grinding

material, about the best

substance is carborun-

dum. It comes in all

grades of fineness. Type

metal also makes good

concaves, the chief trou-

ble with it lying in its

weight. Wood is the

best for polishing the

ground surface, and the

material to employ is oxide of tin, or as it is

known in the arts, " putty powder." Fig.

5 is a view of Fig. 4 seen in the direction of

the arrow c.
A concave formed out of sheet copper,

about illy" thick, spun up or beat out over

an extra convex case stake, also makes a

very good tool for grinding, the abrasive

material being emery or carborundum. We

Fig. 5
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show such a concave tool at E, Fig. 6. The

protuberance at F can be made of some of the

hollow ball brass buttons, soft soldered to E,

to serve as a handle. An old-fashioned high

(convex) watch glass also does nicely on the

principle spoken of early in this article, when

we mentioned the cork holder process for

using with the bow lathe. The

concave tool at Fig. 6 can be

used to illustrate the manner of

using such a high watch glass,

the button "%being supplemented

by a cork or small block of

wood, cemented to the glass E.

When such a glass is used,

it is employed either wet or dry,

the two surfaces of glass seeming to attack

each other in a peculiar manner. For glasses

nearly flat on the inside, a flatter convex is

employed and the grinding managed by re-

versing the sides of the glass G, as relates to

the chuck D. For rounding the edges of

the glass G, a larger convex is employed

than to just match the curvature of the edge.

In this, as in most mechanical matters, the

best guide to success is experience after hav-

ing the proper tools provided. The glass

grinders (large convex watch glasses) can be

manipulated to almost produce a polish, so

much so, in fact, that a copper tool like E,

or the wood concave like C, Fig. 4,. will soon

give a perfect polish. A liberal supply of

grinding tools, like CE (both copper and

glass), should be kept on hand, so that when

we are called upon to fit a glass in this way,

we can do it quickly and with a good show

of dexterity and skill ; all such things have a

tendency to impress the customer with the

ability of the workman and his facilities for

doing work. Such matters are of more

importance than most people take into

thought. It is not necessary that a man

should run down his opponent in business.

Most customers can see pretty well for

themselves.

Fig. 6

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Jewelry and Magic

According to the conclusions of Prof. W.

Ridgeway, finger rings, earrings, bracelets,

brooches and other articles of personal adornment

originated not from the esthetic sense of our re-

mote ancestors, but from their belief in magic.

Even civilized men to-day sometimes entertain a

superstitious regard for small stones and pebbles

of peculiar shape or color, and carry them about

as charms. Professor Ridgeway says the Greeks

and Asiatics used stones, beads and crystals pri-

marily as amulets, and cut devices on them to

enhance their magical power. The use of such

stones as seals was secondary, and may at first

have been for sacred purposes only. When a

primitive people first find gold they value it only

for its supposed magic, and wear nuggets of it

strung with beads.
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JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS, ENGRAVERS, OPTICIANS,

DENTISTS, SURVEYORS, MACHINISTS, ELECTRICIANS, MOULDERS, ETC.
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' Brown &Sharp's Tools& Cutters.
L.S.Starretrs Mechanical Tools.
Moises Twist Brills&Reamers.
CarpentersTaps&fhes&Taplikenches. r_
Stillsoris,Coes&Trimo'sfirenches.
Bemis& Calls Combination Wrenches.
Miliers falls& BIM ng&Spencers Goods.
Ca rd's Screw Plates &Hand Chasers.
Prentiss &Phoenix Vises
MalievifuSAutomaricgrilisgcrewBriveis.
fray&COs Braces&Tool handles.
Stupakotis Comparometers.
Brown&Sharp's InvoluteGear Cotters.
Screw CuiringtathisLlathe Chucks.
Model Gearit eelsiMilling Wheels.
Machine Set and Cap Screws.
Micrometer Gauges & Callipers.
Toilet and horse Clippers.
Hand, Breast &Ratchet Drills.
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Iland&Wheel Brushes &Buff .
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German Silver in Sheets orifire.
MusicWire, Brasswire,Stubs fill Cods.

I Gold,Silver and Badiaw S !der
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Practical Outfit for Wet Assay-

ing Gold

rtivle No. 43 of the ent i led " c.old W,0.1; Mg," begun in

the November, 190o, i, ■Ie of THE Ki

LIE entire outfit for wet assaying need

not cost to exceed seventy-five cents.

This estimate would not, of course,

include the tripod, except we made 
it our-

selves. The iron ring shown at Fig. 4, of

our last preceding article, is b
est made by

getting the ring D cast. .Let the i
nner dia-

meter of the hole in the ring be 5" an
d the

outer diameter 7"; this will make the flat

band of the ring t" wide, and to 
have it

steady let it be 1/t" thick. The legs C are

of ri." round iron and riveted in by 
making

the top ends a little tapering s
o that the

process of riveting in will draw the le
g tight

in the hole.

It is a good plan to saw off the le
gs

after they are riveted in place, so as to

insure their being of exactly the same
 length

and also to accommodate the heig
ht of the

tripod to the kerosene lamp or Bunsen

burner placed under it. The sand bath dish

can be made from any little stewpan
 which

will fit the ring. It is well to take some

care to see such pan fits well, fo
r even if

extreme care is observed the handle 
b may

be hit and the valuable contents of 
the flask

spilled. Care is everything in such oper-

ations, and extends to such little m
atters as

turning the handle b back out of 
the way

during the several processes.

Usually the acid will attack

the silver rapidly at once,

but if not, place the flask in

the sand bath and heat untif

a brisk action ensues. There will probably

be enough copper in the silver to 
give the

solution a decided green color, but
 this will

do no great harm. It may not be amiss to

say that the best line of policy to 
pursue in

the wet assay of gold is to use nearly pure

silver for alloying the gold, as it ssa
ves some-

what in acid, but the ordinary old 
silver ,such

as accumulates in a jeweler's 
store can be

used. The refining processes we shall de-

scribe will furnish an abundance of fine

(pure) silver which can well be used for

alloying gold subjected tta the ia':et assay pro-

cess. After the acid ceases to act the 
super-

natant acid is poured off, and it is well to

pour on the gold another dose 
of nitric acid

diluted as before with half its bu
lk of water

and again heat up to see if any chemical

action will be renewed, which can 
be told by

red fumes rising in the flask.

The second close of acid. is on
ly a pre-

caution, as it is to be understood 
that all the

silver is dissolved and nothing
 remains but

the gold in the shape of a brown-
black pow-

Dissolving Out
the Silver in
Wet Gold Assay

KY$TONIE
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der. Still, the silver seems to resist the acid

to a certain extent, hence some assayers boil

the gold residum in sulphuric acid to remove

a last trace of silver. We would here beg to

make some additional and explanatory

remarks. When speaking of the melting

together of the silver and gold we recom-

mended careful stirring, and also a second

fusing and process of granulation to insure a

perfect mixture, because if any alloy of gold

and silver with the percentage of gold above

one to two of the silver, the acid will not a
ct

on it and the refined gold will retain a t
race

of silver. There is a sulphuric acid process

which gives better results than the nitric aci
d

one, but it is too complicated for general us
e.

After the silver is all dissolved from the

alloy, pour off the acid. This second acid

can be used for the first acid in any subs
e-

quent assay, and should be placed in a sep
a-

rate bottle and marked as to what it is. 
The

idea to work on is, that chemically pure

nitric acid, diluted with one-half its vol
ume

of water, is placed on the gold alloyed 
with

twice its weight of silver ; said alloy 
being

granulated by the process described, and 
the

action of the acid stimulated by heat to
 do

its uttermost. Economy would dictate that

we exhausted the acid, that is, made
 it eat

all it would. But in carrying out this plan

we would be apt to leave some of the
 silver

undissolved, hence we use the second d
ose

of acid, which we remove and empl
oy, as

above stated, for the next assay.

After the acid is removed from the

brown-black precipitate, said precipitate is

washed by pouring on water and then 
pour-

ing it off again, repeating the operation

several times. To reduce this precipitate to

an ingot it is mixed with carbonate o
f potash

and fused in a black-lead crucible. 
A com-

mon sand or Hessian crucible can b
e used if

we take the precaution to " glaze
 " it by

dusting it inside with pulverized bo
rax, and

heating it red-hot to fuse the bora
x. This

operation prevents the gold from entering

the pore3 of the crucible.

When the precipitated gold is to be

used for electro-metallurgical purp
oses it can

be dissolved in aqua regia, and p
recipitated

with cyanide of potassium or ammonia
 without

the bother of melting. To recover the silver

we have several processes at our disposal,

the most practical one seems to be
 to place

strips of sheet copper in the acid solution,

when the silver will be precipited 
as pure

silver which can be scraped from th
e copper,

collected, dried .and mixed with s
al tartar

(carbonate of potash) and fused to a
 button

in a black-lead crucible. Another plan is to

add a solution of salt to the nitrate
 of silver

as long as any white precipitate is 
formed.

This white precipitate is chloride of

silver, and can be used direct f
or making

silver-plating solutions. It can also be

reduced by placing strips of zinc in a wa
tery

mixture to which a few drops of sulphur
ic

acid has been added.

'Chloride of silver is not held in very

high repute by electro-platers for mak
ing

plating solutions, as it is generally believ
ed

that a deposit of silver from solutions m
ade

from the chloride is apt to strip when b
urn-

ished. The electro-deposit from solutions

made from silver chloride is very white, an
d

to be highly recommended for matt go
ods

and clock dials.

The copper solution, after precipitating

the silver, can be deprived of its copper
 by

inserting strips of zinc, which will throw

down the copper in fine powder. Such

copper dust, after thorough washing, ca
n be

mixed with mercury for making cupric 
amal-

gam for mending plated goods like cake

baskets.
In our next article we shall take up the

method of cupellation, but we would sa
y to

our readers that the wet assay we have

described is, in our judgment, much the 
most

desirable for general use in jewelers' pl
aces

of business.
[To BE CONTINUED]

History of the Madstone

T'he madstone cannot be .1 -,signed
 to a place

either in geology or mineralogy, that
 is to say, a

stable position. Its composition is not definite ;

and it may possibly he found upon 
any beach or in

any gravel pit, and the supply i
s always equal to

the demand.
There are even now many of these 

precious

talismans in this country, and the believers in

their efficacy always know where
 the nearest is

kept. One of them had been the
 property of an

Ohio negro, and was placed, after 
the death of the

owner, in the State library at Colum
bus. There it

was recently applied to the wound 
caused by the

bite of a supposedly rabid dog. The
 dog recovered,

and the woman to ‘vhom it was a
pplied died of

blood poisoning, caused by the u
nclean contact.

Such a stone was kept in the Vir
ginia State

penitentiary for years and was ope
n to all comers

for application to the bite of a m
ad dog, or other

allied woun(ls. One such (perha
ps the same) was

at a later date sold at auction f
or $39.

Still more famous was that brought from

Russia in 1887 by a physician o
f that country, %vim

settled in Nevada. It had previously been ex-

ploited in that country for it least a
 century and a

half, a fact supported.by d
ocumentary evidence.

The document was written in
 native Russian, and

as nobody concerned could re
ad it everybody im-

plicitly believed what they were 
told of it. The

owner offered the stone for sa
le at St000, and a

joint stock company was form
ed for the purchase.

A number of shareholders ad
vanced $1 each, and

the balance was made up by a 
farmer, who became

its keeper when the purchas
e was completed. Its

fame still flourished, and it is
 said that an offer uf

ic3000 has been refused for it.

"The Keystone always receives a
 kind wel-

come."—H. L. Rickey, Jeweler, 
Trenton, N J.
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Practical

THE KEVSTONe

Outfit for Wet Assay-

ing Gold

h cnt it " i01.1 \VrIdii un iii

lI IIt li.Ey,1■0.1 ...

■ l T. Still, the silver seems to resist the acid

II Ccrtain cNtcllt, llulleC Sottle 
;Issayers

the gold residum in sulphuric acid to remove
a last trace of silver. We would here beg 

to

make some additional and explanatory

remarks. \\lien speaking of the melting

1-TE entire outfit for ‘tet assaying need 
together of the silver and gold we recom-

not 
r 

cost to exceed seventy-five cents. 
mended careful stirring, and also a second

ill: 
s estimate would not, of course, 

fusing and process of granulation to insure a

include the tripod, except we made 
it our- perfect mixture, because if any alloy of gold

selves. The iron ring shown at Fig. 4., of 
and silver with the percentage of ;2,011 I 

above

otir last preceding article, is best 
ntade by one to two of the silver, the acid will not act

getting the ring D cast. .Let the inner dia- on it and the refined gold will retain a trace

meter of the hole in the ring be 5" and 
the of silver. There is a sulphuric acid process

outer diameter 7"; this \yin make 
the flat which gives ltettt r results than the nitric acid

lyind of the ring s" wide, and to have it one, hut it is too complicated for general use.

steady let it be " thik The legs C After the silver is all dissolved from the!.4:c. 

of yi." round iron and riveted in by making alloy, pour off the acid. This second acid

the top ends a little tapering 
so that the can be dosed for the first acid in any sttbse-

process of riveting in will draw the leg 
tight quent ass:ty, and should be placed in a sepa-

rate Issale and marked as to tyhat it is. The
in the hole.

It is a good plan to saw off the 
legs idea to work On is, that chemically pure

after they are riveted in place, so as to nitric acid, diluted with one-half its 
volume

insure their being of exactly the same 
length of water, is placed on the gold 

alloyed with

.111(1 also to :iccommodate the height of 
the twice its weight of silver ; said alloy 

being

tripod to the kerosene lamp or Bunsen granulated by tile process described, :tnd the

burner placed under it. The sand bath dish action of the acid stimulated by heat to 
do

can be made from any little 
stewpan which its uttermost. Economy would dictate that

\yin fit the ring. It is well to take some we exhausted the acid, that is, made it 
eat

care to see such pan tits well, for even if sfil it NVOUltl. Iltit in carrying out this plan

extreme care is observed tile handl(! b 
may we would be apt to leave some of 

the silver
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silver-plating solutions. It can :Ilso be

reduced by placing strips of zinc in a watery

mixture to which a few drops of sulphuric

acid has been added.

'Chloride of silver is not held in very

high repute by electro-platers for making

plating solutions, as it is generally believed

that a deposit of silver from solutions made

from the chloride is apt to strip When hilt 
II-

kited. The electro-deposit from solutions

made from silver chloride is very white, and

to be highly recommended for matt goods

and clock dials.

The copper solution, after precipitating
the silver, can be deprived of its copper 

by

inserting strips of zinc, which will throw

down the copper in tine powder. Such

copper (lust, after thorough washing, can be

mixed with mercury for making cupric 
amal-

gam for mending plated goods like cake

baskets.
In our next :Irticle we shall take up the

method of cupellation, but we would stty to

Our readers that the wet assay WC have

described is, in our judgment, much the most

desirable for general use in jewelers' places

of business.
[To ii ''11NCED

History of the Madstone

The madstone cannot be .1•-•.iy.tted to a place

he hit and the valuable contents of 
the flask undissolved, hence tye use the second dose either in tt.eologY or iniuvr 11", \ • Ilki k to s;iv,

spilled. Care is everything in such oper- of acid, Ndliell We remove and 
employ, IS stahie posiliol . its compeiti. 1. ■-• not definite ;

ations, and extends to such little matters :is :Wove stated, for the next assay. and it may possibly be found upttn ;tny 
beach or in

turning the handle b hack out of 
the way After the acid is removed from the any gravel it, ;Hal the supply k always equal to

during the sever:d pr..cesses. 
brown-black precipitate, said precipitate is thc '-lemantl.

Dissolving Out
the Silver in
Wet Gold Assay

i ll a 1,1„,:k_it„,(1 c,•„(.0,1(.. A ,..,,,,,_ owner, ill the St.,iie library at Colurnbus. There it

a brisk action ensues. There will probably and fused •, tt,,,, recently applied to the wound caused by 
the

be enough copper in the silver to 
give tla. mon sand or Ilessiatt crucible can be 

used ti .
hit., of a stippi isedly rabid clog. The dog 

recovered,

solution a decided green color, 1nat this 
will xve take tile precaution to " glaze" it by and the W/111;01 10 Will/111 it Wal; applied died of

do no great harm. It may not be amiss to (lusting it inside \y ids pulverized 
lior:ix, an(1 1 1 1 ; ;I po.sonaut,  C. I used hy the unclean contact.

Stich a stone wits kept ill the Virginia State

say that the 1)est line of policy to 
pursue ill heating, it red- hot to fuse the borax. 

This
penitenti:iry for years and was open to all comers

the wet aStiaV of gold is to use nearly pure 
operation prevents the gold from entering for ;Ipplication to the bite of a 

mad dog, or other

silver for alloying the gold, as it 
-,:ives ti(1111e- the IH■re; k If 1 Ile (TIleil de. illikti W ■MI1(1ti. One till(-11 ( 1 wrinlpti the sante) was

\\lien the pre.Hpitatetl gokl is to lJe

wh:tt in iteld, htlt the ordinary old silver 
such ;:t a later date sold it (it Ii ittr

as acctuntilates in it jeweler's store cilli Is titil.'d for e1ectro-Inet..11tirgica1 
purposes it can Still wort• famous was that brought from

used. The relining processes we shall de- be dissolved in aqua vegia, and 
precipitated -Russia in Is57 Ity a physician of that 

country, who

scribe \yin furnish an ablintlance ( if tine with cyanide of potassium or awl-twill:1 
without

SIShere are en:en now many of these 
precious

the :it‘i(1 will :Itutck ty:tslted by pawing on water and then potw- talismans in this country, and the helieyers in

thc silver r:tpidly at once, ing it off again, repeating the operation • t 
,,•eiacitcy always know where the nearest k

tn

but if not, place the Oast: in 
several tirnes. To reduce this precipitate to kept. One of them had been the property 

lif

.tlie sand hath 1.11(1. he.d. until an ingot it is mixed ■vith carbonate of 
potash ohio ne,gro, and was placed, after the 

death of the

settled in Ne ;Ida. itret ttltil y beta, i•X-

plt Med in that country for at least 
it century and a

(pure ) silver which Call WC11 he lltied fOr the 'miller of melting. To recover the silver , „.
win, a fact supported by documentary 

evidence.

:ffloying gold subjected to the wet ase-ay 
pro- we have several processes at our disposal, .,., ,

t fie (tocument was written us 
native Russitn, and

.. evervtiodv im-

cess. After the acitl ceases to act the 
super- the most practical one seems to 

be to place „s „„h,„1‘. „,,„„rned could read a

natant :tcid is poured off, :Ind it is well to strips of sheet copper in the :Icid solution, ',licitly believed what they were told 
of it. The

joint stock company was formed 
for the purchase.

diluted as before with half its bulk ctf water silver which can be scraped froths the 
copper, , - - , - , , , , 1

A mmmer ot soaretiott,ers 
advanced $1 each, and

and ag:tin he.tt up to see if any chemic:d collected, dried and mixed with sal la 
rhtr ow ii ii 

was ill;Rie up by a f,am,r, who hec,mi,

iction will be renewed, which can be 
told by I carbonate of potash) and fused 

to a button : ,its .(eeper when the purchase was 
completed. Its

red fumes rising in the flask. 
in a Hack-lead crucible. Another plan is to fame still flourished, and it Is said that an offer ti

The second dose of acid. is I mly a pre- add a solution of salt to the 
nitrate of silver $3000 has becn 

refused for it.

caution, as it is to be understood that 
all the as long as any white precipitate is 

formed.

silver is dissolved and nothing 
remains but This white precipitate is chloride of

the gold in the shape of a brown
-black pow- silver, and can be used direct for 

making

POU r on the gold another 
dose of nitric acid when the silver will be precipited 

as pure owner offered Ole stone for stile itt ;i4l000, and a

"The Aill'IOar' aiWayS n't eiPCS a kind Web.

COW. " —II. L. Richey, Jewelei , 
frothm,
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LOOSE AND MOUNTED

JOS. NOTERNIAN & CO.
509-511-513 RACE ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO

The Best. Ask your jobber for

"The Best" Fobs with
Safety Attachment

Patd. Sept. 22, 1903.

We make them, also a
fine line of Lockets,
Guards, Bracelets and
Gents' Vest Chains.
Order now and get
"The Best."
They will please
patrons.

your

Bates & Bacon,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

Attleboro, Mass.
9 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK. 

103 State street,
CHICAGO.
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Annual Clocks and their Working

Translated fur THE KEYSTONE from the Revue Internationale
de L'Horologerie.

(6)-tz01

HESE clocks, whose motor is a

spring, are called annual, because

a single rewinding is sufficient to

keep them going for four hundred days. It

is interesting to examine the special construc-

tion which allows of so long a period.

In the first place the motive force is

transmitted to the movement by the inter-

vention of three supplementary wheels, in

order to avoid the employment of too large

a barrel ; the third wheel is omitted ; the

motion work is geared immediately with the

pinion of the vertical wheel. This arrange-

ment secures a long period of going, but

above all, this result is secured by the use of

a torsion or rotating pendulum, which is

suspended to a long blade of thin steel,

receiving its impulse from the lever.

The lever engages with a fork, in which

the spring of the pendulum (that is, the

thin blade) is adjusted in such a way as

to form the pivot or axis of rotation.

It is evident that the

system of the three in-

termediate wheels, of

which we have spoken,

requires for the motive force a barrel

spring much stronger than that of ordi-

nary clocks. In studying the dial work

we notice another important feature.

The cannon pinion is provided with a

re-enforcing spring, serving as guide to

the dial work, on which it exercises a suffi-

cient pressure to assure precise working.

This pressure constitutes a delicate function,

because if the dial work presses too much

on the pinion of the minute wheel, the latter

engaging directly with the vertical wheel,

would transmit to the latter all the force

employed in setting the hands. The teeth

of the vertical wheel would incur the risk of

damage and the consequent stopping of

the clock.
For the suspension of the pendulum it

is particularly necessary to verify the drop

or unlocking of the teeth of the vertical

wheel, which is accomplished in the following

manner : The pendulum is suspended and

the locking position marked, taking as a

guiding point the long regulating screw,

which, fixed transversely in the support,

serves for adjusting the small suspension

block. An impulse of about a third of a turn

is given to the pendulum while observing the

vertical wheel. If the oscillations of the

pendulum, measured on the two sides, taking

the locking point as the base, are symme-

trical, the drop is also equal, and the rate of

the clock regular and exact ; but if, on the

Peculiarities of
the Annual Clock

E K Il7 STONE

contrary, the teeth of the vertical wheel are

unlocked sooner on one side than on the

other, so that the pendulum in its swing

passes beyond the symmetrical point on one

of the pallets and does not reach it on the

other, it is necessary to correct the unequal

drop in a way which we will describe.

The small block in the illus-

tration, in the form of a vise

b, between the jaws of which

the steel blade is pressed by

two screws, has a lower cylindrical portion,

which is fitted in a hole made in the support,

and is kept immovable by means of the

transverse screw a. If the vibration of the

pendulum passes beyond the average swing

on the left side, it is necessary to unscrew

the screw a and turn the extension block b

slightly to the right. If the deviation is pro-

duced in the opposite direction, it is neces-

Our Illustration
Explained

sary to turn it to the left. The watchmaker

must find the proper measure of these cor-

rections. They should be as small as pos-

sible, and the operation should be repeated

until the drop is exactly equal on the two

sides. The more exact this operation the

surer will be the desired results. As the

drop is often disturbed by the fact that the

long thin steel blade is twisted, it is necessary

to test the escapement anew when the clock

is put into position on the premises of the

buyer.
The adjustment of the clock of four

hundred days is effected with the aid of

regulating weights, placed on the disk of the

pendulum. By moving these away from the

center by.means of a screw on the center of

the disk, the centrifugal force is augmented,

the oscillations of the pendulum slackened,

and the clock goes slower. The contrary

effect is produced if the weights are brought

nearer the center. If necessary .to replace

the pendulum spring, the adjustment is com-

menced by shortening or lengthening the

blade to a certain extent. For this purpose

a bit of the spring is allowed to pass through

the suspension block as a reserve. If the

restricted space does not allow of attaining

771

this end, it is necessary .to increase the

weight of the disk, adding one or several

plates of metal in a depression made in the

lower part, and removing the plates screwed

to it, which are too light.
The points which we have

noticed are of the most im-

Annual Clocks portance with reference to

repair and keeping in order

of an annual clock. It very often happens

that the evil is sought for where it does not

exist. The holes are stopped up and the

gearing corrected, while a thorough exami-

nation would show that the stopping, or the

irregular rate of the clock, proceeds only

from the condition of the escapement.

Annual clocks are enjoying an increased

favor with the public ; their good qualities

allow confidence, the rate being extremely

regular, and when adjusted, not having a

tendency to get out of order. They are

suitable for offices ; their silent course

recommends them for the sick chamber,

and the subdued elegance of their deco-

ration, which is adapted to the styles of

modern art, as well as to those of the

empire, causes them also to be a valued

ornament in the home.

Repairing

What Asbestos Really Is

In the important work of protecting

life and property from fire, there is a grow-

ing appreciation of the value of asbestos,

and a constant increase in its use. It has a

combination of properties unlike that of any

other substance found in nature. No other

product as yet discovered could take its

place. It has been called mineral wool, and

also the connecting link between the mineral

and the vegetable kingdoms. After the

fibers of asbestos have been separated from

their mother rock they have a fluffy softness

and whiteness much like that of wool or

cotton, and by a process very similar to that

of ordinary weaving, they are converted into

cloth. It is a cloth, however, which, owing

to its mineral origin, is impervious to fire,

and herein lies its value. It is more and

more extensively used in this country for

fireproof curtains, for firemen's helmets,

jackets and leggings, and for gloves and

shields for men working at the mouths of

furnaces. The texture of the fabric resembles

that of canvas, so it is too coarse, as now

manufactured, for such delicate materials as

those of lace curtains and women's dresses,

for which its use has been suggested, but an

interesting way in which it is now utilized is

in the work of surgeons in making splints

and dressing wounds. Cotton and wool must

be specially treated to be rendered abso-

lutely clean and antiseptic, while asbestos

is naturally so.
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No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardenedand tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dust
band, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-gram " T. W. Co." Price, $8.00.

ASK YOUR JOBBER for
Sample Line of

NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS.

No. 130. No. 135.
7 Jewels. ii Jewels.

Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.
Nameless. Engraved Monogram "*T. W. Co."

Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

TRENTON
Moderate
in Price.

No. 318. "FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetypinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quicktrain, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enameldial with depressed second and red marginal figures.Stein wind and lever set. Price,$7.50.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewels.
Nickel darnaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screii
bankings, exposed polished steer winding wheels, dust
band, depressed center and seconds, white enamel dial
with monogram " T. W. Co." Price, $9.5o.

WATCHES
Thoroughly
well finished.

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened 1111(1 tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed seconds. Hunting lever set.
Open-face pendant set. Price, $6.00.

Price-List furnished on application.
All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY.

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetypinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dialwith depressed second and red marginal figures. Stemwind and lever set. Price, $8.00.

, N. J., U.S.A.
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LEARN to do your own Letter
and Monogram

ENGRAVING for
$5.00

Our Complete course of Instruction teaches how to do Script, Old English, Roman and Fancy Lettering, all kinds of Monograms andInscriptions on Jewelry, Silverware, Seals, Coffin Plates, etc. Sharpening of tools, holding articles, bright cutting, " thread-lining, ' cuttingtough metals, transferring, and many " tricks of the trade" made perfectly clear and well illustrated. The secrets of quick, exact sharpeningof tools without long practice and how to engrave straight and curved lines without slipping, are each worth ten times the price asked.$5.00 pays for the course of lessons and also an outfit of three fine, sharpened gravers, steel marker, marking compound, leather pad,fine Washita oilstone, pencil dividers, twelve metal plates, six band rings and six thimbles to practice on, and a set of alphabet sheets to teachletter drawing quickly in a unique way.
This course is of more value than many trade schools, as it is the work of a practical engraver now working for the trade. It costs onlyone-twentieth the price of an engraving machine and enables you to do three small jobs while a machine would do one.
American School of Engraving Morrill, Kansas, December 29, 1903.Dear Sirs :—The following you may use for publication : This is to certify that I have purchased your Course in Engravingand find it practicable, and I am well pleased with the outfit. It is all you said it was. I understand the lessons and I havehad no trouble in following instructions. I did fair script in one week. After I practiced for about two weeks a travelingsalesman stopped here. I showed him my work, and he said: " That is better engraving than a great many do that haveworked at the bench for years." Inclosed are two plates I engraved, and which please examine and point out faults. howare the monograms7' Yours truly, S. P. HALDEMAN."Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver was standing over my shoulders and telling me what to do. I could dopretty good work after one week of practice."—RAY C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. Dalt.Other testimonials for the asking. $5.00 PAYS FOR ALL.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING,
Foreign customers please add 40 cellt8 to cover postage. 30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S.A.The book of Lessons in Letter and Monogram Engraving, described above, without any tools or materials,will be sent to any address, postpaid, for $2.00.
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Workshop Notes

T H

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart
ment

must send name and address—not fo
r publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention wi
ll be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in 
Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies eac
h December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these 
indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,as simila
r questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in
 each answer, and

tell the issue and pagc on which the infor
mation may be found.

"Acelvlene."—Will you please give me wha
t

iuformalion you can as to the mixing of 
acetylene

and air, etc. ? I mean forcing air
 into the tank of

carbide gas to give a stronger 
pressure.—The

forcing of air into such a tall is 
something that

should not he considered in any way.
 Rule No. 8

of the national board rules governi
ng the construc-

tion of acetylene generators reads as follows :

" Must be so arranged as to contai
n the minimum

amount of air when first started or 
recharged, and

no device or attachment facilitatin
g or permitting

mixture of air with the gas, prior to 
consumption,

except at the burners, shall be a
llowed." This

rule probably owes its existence t
o the fact that,

owing to the explosive properties 
of acetylene

mixed with air, machines should be so designed

that such mixtures are impossible. In view of the

fact that you think of increasing the 
pressure, we

would call your attention to another 
rule, which

provides that apparatus requiring pre
ssure regu-

lator must be so arranged that the g
as pressure

cannot exceed three pounds to the 
square inch,

and that such apparatus must be
 provided with

additional safety blow-off attachment
 located be-

tween the pressure regulator and the 
service pipes

and discharging to the outer air. 
Regarding this

mixture of acetylene and air, Profess
or Lewis, in

his work on "Acetylene," remark
s that the em-

ployment of a mixture of acetylene an
d air is pre-

cluded, because such mixture involves greater

danger than would be incurred by 
the employ-

ment of pure acetylene, the te
mperature of igni-

tion of acetylene mixed with 35 
per cent. of air

being, according to Le Chatelier, 480
 in a large

room. You do not state in your i
nquiry just why

you desire to increase the pressur
e, but we infer

that you desire to increase the i
lluminating power.

Experiments have been conducted alo
ng this line,

and it has been found that a mixtu
re of acetylene

with oil gas—particularly of an in
ferior quality—

shows an enormous increase in the 
illuminating

power, which is increased to about 
three times the

original power. A small burner is 
less advanta-

geous for a lighter gas than a large
r one, whilst a

large burner cannot be employed at 
all for a heavy

gas. The photometric tests were
 conducted with

the classes of burners now ge
nerally in use for

lighting railroad cars, no special 
burners being

employed. Each burner was adjusted to prod
uce

a full flame without considering the pressure 
at

which the gas burned, and with
out taking into

consideration the question as to whethe
r the size of

the flame was the most advanta
geous possible with

regard to the consumption of gas 
and the illumi-

nating power. It will be seen that the admixt
ure

of a greater percentage of ac
etylene does not show

a proportionately favorable incr
ease of illuminating

power. In view of the fact that it is just 
the infe-

rior sort of oil as which would be improved first

of all, the inferior kind now very 
commonly used,

and that a mixture of this gas w
ith zo per cent. of

acetylene—burnt through a No. 40, the 
burner now

most in use on the railway systems—w
ill increase

the lighting power to three time
s its present value,

it will be acknowledged that s
uch an increase of

lighting power will represent a tremendous pro-

gress in railway car lighting. 
Pure coal gas can-

not be photometrically measured 
in the small oil

gas burner, because it burns 
through these burners

with a blue flame ; but on mixing
 30 per cent. of

acetylene with the coal gas a 
considerable increase

in the illuminating power of the fl
ame was attained

through various oil gas burners. 
A mixture of 30

per cent. of acetylene and 70 pe
r cent. of coal gas

showed an illuminating power e
qual to that of oil

gas when burnt alone. If, therefore, the railways

employ a mixture of coal gas and
 acetylene, they

would be able to attain a light 
about equal to oil

gas lights in a very simple 
manner by merely

putting up an acetylene ge
nerator and suitable

means for compressing gas at 
such points where

coal gas is n9w t9 be had, thus 
forming a charging
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station for the railway cars. The mixture of acety-

lene with oil or coal gas is effected by coupling

two gas meters in the desired relative proportions,

feeding the gases separately to each meter and

combining the systems at the rear of the meters,

where the combined gas is drawn off by pumps.

In order to prevent the vibration from the pum
ps

being communicated to the gas meters, a concus-

sion box is inserted in the system, as in the case of

gas motors.

"Restore."—Can you give any information .re-

garding the restoring of a turquoise to its original

color f—lt is sometimes possible to restore a 
tur-

quoise which has faded, by repolishing ; but t
he

operation is not always successful. It will probably

be best for you to submit the faded stone to
 a

lapidist ; he will no doubt be able to tell you if
restoration is possible.

"Winder."—(1) Please tell me the correct wa
y

to set up an American watch. I 
sometimes have

trouble getting the fork or lever in 
place. I mean

a full-plate movement.—There are 
several ways

you can put a full-plate watch together
, either one

being correct : Some workmen place
 the fork in

place in the upper plate and hold it 
there with a

pair of tweezers until they put the
 plate in place,

when they proceed to put the pivots 
in the jewel

holes. Others use a small piece of brass 
wire

flattened at both ends and bent as sho
wn at Fig. t.

They place the fork in its place on 
the upper plate,

using this brass wire to hold it

there until the two plates are

put together. Another way is

to place all wheels in the lower

plate and the fork in the upper

plate, and by holding the lower

plate containing the wheels in

the left hand, the upper plate with the
 fork in the

right hand and gradually bring them 
together, tilt-

ing each plate until they meet, being
 careful not

to tilt the upper plate enough to c
ause the fork to

fall out. With full-plate watches containing a

straight-line escapement, and also with t
he every-

day full-plate movement, a good pl
an is to put all

wheels and the fork on the upper 
plate first, then

put the lower plate on top. At first you may ex-

perience a little trouble to get the 
fourth-wheel

pivot (second-hand pivot) and center pivot in

place, but after a little practice it will c
ome easy.

(2) Please tell me if it is necess
ary to use a

winder in putting in a mainspring
. What is the

best way P—It is always advisable 
to use a main-

spring winder to put the spring in th
e barrel, for

several reasons. One particular reas
on is, if you

put the spring in with your fingers yo
u are apt to

throw the spring out of flat, which wil
l cause it to

bind top and bottom in the barrel. Again, the

fingers and hands should not touch 
the mainspring

any more than is necessary, as the 
perspiration will

cause a mainspring to break quicker 
than anything

else. The Starks mainspring winder i
s considered

one of the best for all-around work
.

(3) What is the best and quickest wa
y to get

the measurements and do a job 
of pivoting on

balance staff, and do you think it best 
to Put in a

new staff?—lt depends upon the wo
rkman and the

kind of watch we are repairing as to
 whether we

put in a pivot or a new staff ; some 
workmen can

pivot a staff in a short space of time 
and make a

first-class job of it. A good pivoting job is as

good as a new staff, provided it is d
one right—that

is, it must be put in true, and the 
other end of the

staff or the balance wheel, must no
t be discolored

when drawing the temper ; but we 
advise a new

staff for all high-grade watches. 
In putting in a

new pivot on a balance staff, the 
proper way to

take the measurements is to remove
 both the upper

and lower cap jewels and screw 
the bridge or cock

in place ; then take the comp
lete length of the

staff by using a Boley mm. gage, pl
acing one point

on the upper hole jewel setting and 
the other point

on the lower hole jewel. We will 
say it measures

5.9 mm. Now suppose the lower p
ivot is the one

that is broken off : we measure the 
length of the

staff minus the pivot with the same 
gage. Say it

measures 5.6 mm., which shows us tha
t the staff is

.3 mm, short. We now measure t
he staff from the

roller-table shoulder to the broken 
pivot and find

it to measure 2.3 mm. We know 
that this end of

the staff is .3 mm. short and shou
ld measure 2.4 mm.

After drilling the hole and putting 
the plug in we

stone off the plug until the staff measures from the

Fig. 1

roller-table shoulder to the end of the plug 2.4 
mm.,

when we turn and finish the pivot.
(q) I have a regulator that runs by weig

ht

and I want to know if heat will affect the time 
of

it, such as a hot room, and in the summer time 
the

sun shines on the pendulum late in the evenin
g.

Will that affect the time and how can I tell ex
actly

when it is in beat f—A regulator should not 
be

placed where the sun can shine on the pendulu
m,

as the heat from the sun will cause the pendulum

to expand and the clock will lose time. Any great

change of temperature will cause the clock to vary

in time. To put a clock of this kind in beat, hang

the clock in such a position that when the pendu-

him is at rest one tooth of the escape wheel will

rest on the center of a pallet stone. Screwed on

the case of the clock at the bottom of the pend
u-

lum there is or should be ,an index marked wi
th

degrees. Now, while the escape-wheel tooth is

resting on the pallet, as explained above, the poi
nt

of the pendulum should point to zero on the inde
x.

Move the pendulum until the tooth just escap
es

and note how many degrees beyond zero the pe
n-

dulum point is. Say it escapes 4° to the left : now

move the pendulum until the next tooth egcape
s—

it should escape 4° to the right of rezo. But let

us suppose it does not escape until the point of t
he

pendulum registers 5° to the right of zero. In this

case the rod attached to the pallets must be bent

until the escape-wheel teeth escape when the pen-

dulum is moved an even number of degrees to the

right and left of zero, when the clock will be 
in

beat.

"Turned."—When rubber, such as is used in

optical instruments, turns yellow, can it be ma
de

black again P—As a general rule you can re
polish

such hard rubber and restore the finish. The pr
o-

cess is much the same as that employed for poli
sh-

ing any other hard substance. A nice polish c
an

be imparted with oil and flour of emery, but 
if a

high, glossy polish is desired, it can only be

obtained by using rotten stone and oil.

"Running."—What is the cause of a clock

running thy in a few months? I was careful 
that

there was not enough oil on to start it runnin
g out

of the holes, but it had been worn and I t
ook a

punch and closed in the holes, so it ran very s
mooth

and easy.—There are several reasons for a 
clock

running dry. One is too much oil, which will 
cause

it to run away. Hanging the clock in a very warm

place, such as on a wall where there is a flue
, will

cause the oil to dry up in short order. Bad or old

oil is another cause. But one of the main causes

of clocks running dry is the method used by
 some

workmen in cleaning and repairing them. If the

pivot holes of a clock are polished with roug
e, or

burnished, or opened with a round broach 
after

they have been closed, you will find that hol
es so

treated will run dry in a much shorter time
 than

other pivot holes, because brass, like other 
metals,

is porous and absorbs oil. When a clock is

cleaned by any method except burnishing or

polishing the pivot holes, you do not take th
is oil

from the pores, but just as soon as you do 
polish

or burnish the hole you close up some of the 
pores

and open fresh ones, which absorbs more oil,

causing the clock to run dry in a short time. 
A

little more oil on these pivots will remedy
 this

fault.

"Steel.—Please inform me of a practical plan

to soften steel—want it very soft.—There ar
e various

processes for annealing steel, some of whic
h are

better adapted to a given class of work tha
n others.

Inasmuch as you do not say just what you 
desire

to anneal we will give a process well ada
pted for

small quantities, as follows : Heat to a c
herry red

in a charcoal fire and pack in sawdust in
 an iron

box ; keep the steel in the pack until cold. 
Where

the quantity is larger and it is desired to 
have it

very soft, pack with granulated charcoal i
n an iron

box, as follows : Having at least one-half
 or three-

quarters of an inch in depth of charcoal i
n the

bottom of the box, add a layer of granulated
 char-

coal to fill spaces between the steel, and also
 one-

half or three-quarters of an inch space betwee
n the

sides of the box and the steel, then more s
teel, and

finally one inch in depth of charcoal well p
acked

on top of the steel. Heat to a red heat and hold

same for from two to three hours, and do not re-
move steel from the box until cold.
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W
E make the only line of high-grade college seals, flags and
buttons on the market and sell them exclusively to the
Retail Jewelry Trade.

Jewelers in college towns who have discontinued selling flags
on account of dry goods, clothing and furnishing goods stores
competition, will find it will pay them to carry our goods in stock.
Your customers will readily appreciate the superior workman-
ship, finish and artistic merit, as the tendency heretofore has been
to cheapen the quality and price of college goods.

The trade has our positive assurance that the standard of the
goods and our policy of dealing direct with retail jewelers only, will
be strictly maintained.

Jewelers outside of college towns carrying a large or small
assorted stock of our college goods have the privilege of exchanging
any of the pieces that are unsalable or shop-worn, if not damaged,
for other college goods.

Orders for single pieces are also solicited from Retailers who
carry no stock.

Special Flags made to order for Academies, Seminaries, Busi-
ness Colleges, Public Schools, etc.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY,
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 and 97 William Street, 57 Washington Street.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

LIST PRICES:
La,r,ge Flags, Sterling Silver, iltera ea ch, 83:ss000

Medium Flags, Sterling Silver, " .85
" " Gilt, ' z.zo

Snrall Flags, Sterling Silver, "
•.gg

Seals, with ring for fob charm, or
with joint, pin and catch for
brooch, Sterling Silver, . each $2.4oSeal Charms or Brooches, S. ter-
ling Silver, Rose Gold Finish, " 2 yoRolled-Plate or Sterling Silver
Mounted Ribbon Fobs, . . .

Initial Lapel Button or Scarf Pin,
" " " Gilt,

z.00
.5o
.66

Finest quality enamel used on all college goods to reproduce the colors absolutely correct.

TRADE <wc> MARK
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Workshop Notes

T H E

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

"Pivoling."—Should the staff be removed from

balance while annealing and pivoting ; especially

in high-grade watches and where upper pivot is

needed Y—We do not think it advisable to pivot a

balance staff of a high-grade watch ; a new staff

should be put in. In putting a pivot in a balance

staff, whether the upper or lower pivot, the balance

should not be removed ; for you cannot remove it

without injuring the hole in the wheel unless you

turn away the part of the staff that is riveted over

to hold the wheel on, then you would have nothing

left to rivet it on with ; then again there is always

the danger of throwing the balance out of true in

unstaking it. Let the wheel remain on the staff

while pivoting it. To draw the temper of either

end, we have described several methods many

times in THE KEYSTONE. If you want to unstake

the balance to put in a new staff, remove the old

staff by holding it in a wire chuck by the hairspring

shoulder and turn away the hub, when the wheel

will come off true and without any trouble.

"Two Cuckoos."-1 have two cuckoo clocks.

They will run all right except the side where the

bird comes out to tell the quarters. Once in awhile

this side will start and will not stop until it runs

down. Please tell me what to do.—From the

description you give us we think the striking side

of the clock is not put together properly ; i. e.,

when the clock is done striking or strikes the right

number of times it does not lock securely, or the

wire that drops in the slot of the wheel is bent and

does not drop in the slot free. Take the move-

ment out of the case and make it strike the quarter

hour, but allow the wheels to run around slowly

and just as soon as it has struck note carefully just

where the locking pin is in relation to the wire that

it locks on. The pin, after the clock has just

struck, should be no greater or less a space than

three or four teeth away from the locking wire.

If you will alter the train until the pin is in this

position there is no danger of the clock keeping

on striking, providing the wire that drops into the

slots of the wheel is free.

" Variable."-1 have an eight-day clock which

gains about five minutes in Me firs*/ three days after

winding, and loses five in the remainder of the

week, so it comes out even at each winding time.

The clock is about new and, as far as I can see, in

good condition. The suspension spring fits Me

slit tightly, and the crotch fits the pendulum rod

with the least bit of play—rod is not worn ; pallets

are polished and the clock is in beat.—This is not 
a

rare occurrence but happens quite often, and no

doubt is caused by the mainspring being set. By

this we mean the mainspring does not give equal

power to the train, but binds, and sometimes there
is Very little power in the train while at other time

s

there is a great deal. At all clock factories they

test the mainsprings for power and to see that the
y

unwind evenly ; those that do are marked No. 1,

and those that do not are called " seconds." The

seconds are used only for the striking side of the

clocks, while the perfect ones are used for the run-

ning, or time side. Sometimes, however, a seconds'

spring will be put on the time side and will cause

the clock to run in the manner you describe. We

think a new mainspring will remedy the trouble.

"Pivots. "—Please tell me the best and' easiest

way to polish pivots, as I have more h-ouble in

getting a polish on pivots than any job I have to do.

—The secret of getting a round and highly polished

pivot depends as much upon the workman as it

does with the method he uses. First, you cannot

get a highly polished pivot if the staff or pivot you

put in is soft ; second, you must do your turning

down with a good, sharp, polished graver, so that
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when you are through turning the pivot it will be
smooth and not contain deep cuts left by a dull
graver. For polishing, all we need are iron and
bell-metal slips (the shape and description of these
slips you will find in the February, 1904, KEYSTONE,
on page 247). With the iron slip we use oilstone
powder and oil, and grind the pivot until it is per-
fectly smooth and the proper size ; then use the
bell metal slip with No. diamantine and oil,
which will take out all the small scratches and it is
ready for the polish, which is done with a boxwood
slip and No. 2 diamantine and alcohol. Take a
small bottle and fill it about one-third with No. 2
diamantine, then put in enough alcohol to make it
about two-thirds full ; shake the bottle and after a
few seconds use some of the alcohol from the top
on the boxwood slip. This gives the finest parti-
cles of diamantine and will give a good polish.
The lathe should be run at a fair rate of speed
when using the boxwood slip. Some workmen
prefer to use crocus and oil for the final polish—
this is used on the boxwood slip the same as the
No. 2 diamantine.

"Angular Motion."— The drawings in all the

books on horology that I have ever read show the

angular motions of the lever to be .to°. Do all

detached levers have this amount of motion, or does

it vas)/ in different snakes and sizes,' If it differs,

can you give me a table showing- the motion for

the different makes, grades and sizes of American

watch es P—Most all makes of American watches

have to° of fork action or very near it. It is an

easy matter for any workman who is interested to

tell exactly how many degrees of fork action any

movement has. To do this we first provide our-

selves with a very fine-pointed pair of spring

dividers and setone leg to agree with the center of

the pallet staff and the other leg with the tip of the

horn of the fork as shown at Fig. t, where the arc

Fig. I

A Cshows that the dividers are set correctly. Now

sweep on a piece of sheet brass or copper an arc

to exceed 600 and with the dividers establish an
arc of 6o0, as shown
at Fig. 2, between
D F. Divide this
arc into six equal

Fig. 2 parts, which repre-
sents to° degrees of

angular motion of the fork in question. Next cut

out a small disk of thin sheet brass (B, Fig. 3)

about the diameter of a roller table, and with the

dividers set as when they sweep the arc D F, Fig.

2, sweep across the center an
arc as shown at D C, Fig. 3.
The full circle B represents
the brass disk. Next take a
to° space in our dividers from
the arc D F, Fig. 2, and lay
three points off on thts disk
B as shown at R S T, Fig. 3.
Lay the little disk B, with its
to-degree spaces, under the
fork in the roller sink of the
movement and move it about
with a pointed pegwood until one of the marks

R S is under the fork and coincides with the tip o
f

one of the horns of the fork. We now move th
e

fork over to the opposite bank and by the space

between R S judge with an eyeglass if the fork has

to° action. One disk of this kind will answer fo
r

the measurement of angular motion of all other

eighteen size movements of that size and grade
.

It will be noticed on the disk B there are two extr
a

curves besides the one marked .0 C, and the short

lines R S 7' are made radial. If we sweep the

curves from known radii we can use them for

comparison for levers of different lengths.
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Fig. 3

"Cannon."—Will you please info, m me how
to prevent a cannon pinion from working upwards
when selling the hands? This, of course, refers
to a stem-wind movement.—There are many styles
of cannon pinions used in different makes of watches
and each would have to be altered according to
the make and shape of the cannon pinion to prevent
it from working up when sewing the hands, but
the principle is the same in each case. We will
take for illustration a plain cannon pinion shaped
something like Fig. t. Suppose this pinion will
not stay down on the center post, Fig. 2, the first
thing we do is to put the pinion on the center post
and see if it comes even with the top. As a rule it
does. About half way down on the center post
we turn a small groove with a graver as shown at
Fig. 3, and measure this distance carefully from

ihg 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Jig.4

the top of the center post down to the center of
the groove and mark this distance on the cannon
pinion, then take a small, round file and file a
groove on one side exactly the same distance down
as on the center post, but be sure you do not file
through—see Fig. 4. We now take a blunt center
punch, and by placing a round broach or a piece
of brass wire that does not fit tight in the cannon
pinnon, we give it a fair tap with the hammer to
bulge it in at that point when, if our measurements
are correct and we place the cannon pinion on the
center post, the small impression we made in the
pinion will enter the groove in the center post, and
the pinion cannot slide up when setting the hands.
As stated above, all cannon pinions are held down
on the same principle, even though of different
shapes.

"Magnet"— I would like a little information
on demagnetizing. Some lime ago I was told by
an electrician that he could demagnetize a watch
by attaching a piece of twine to Me bow, twist the
twine, then hold over a dynamo and gradually draw
the watch away while the twine was untwisting,
causing the watch to revolve. Is there anything to
this Y—If the dynamo is of the alternating-current
variety, the method is practical ; in fact, the em-
ploying of twine is not even necessary. All that
needs becione is to hold the watch near one of the
poles and gradually draw it away. Be very careful,
however, not to touch any part of the dynamo, or
you will get the full strength of the current. This
matter of demagnetization has been considered
fully and at length in tis department, and we
would suggest that those of our readers who are
interested read the replies to previous questions of

a similar character. Suck replies can be readily
located with the aid of the index that accompanies
each DeCeMbef KEYSTONE.

"Oiler."—(1) How much oil should be used on

a balance pivol?—It is almost impossible to say

just how much oil to put on balance pivots, but the

proper way to oh the balance of a watch after it

has been cleaned is to put a little oil on the end
stone before putting it in place, then just a little

oil in the cup of the jewel. The object of putting

oil on the end stone is, it frequently happens if the

oil is put in the cup of the hole jewel only it does

not run back to the end stone, causing the pivot to

run dry on it.
(2) Please describe a satisfactosy watch oiler.

—Most every watchmaker has what he terms a

pet watch oiler, but a satisfactory oiler can be

made from a piece of gold wire about the thick-

ness of a No. 6 needle by flattening the end with a

hammer and then dressing it up until it will take

just enough oil to do for a pivot of an o size move-
ment, the end of the oiler to be shaped something

like a pivot drill. This, placed in a suitable handle,

makes an ideal oiler.



100 NEW DESIGNS IN STERLING HAT PINS.
AUTOMOBILE HAT PINS.

SASH PINS, WAIST SETS, CUFF PINS, BROOCHES and BUCKLES, in up-to-date finishes.BRACELETS and BEAD NECKS (Sterling and Gold Plate).
Full line BACK and SIDE COMBS, LORGNETTE CHAINS, CROSSES, ETC.
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Such pins as you see illustrated can be supplied
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Solid gold,   11.25

Write us to-day.
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for the Now Engiend vvoitc:h
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The Show Window
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ECORATION DAY brings one of the most notable opportunities
of the year for the execution of patriotic window displays. The
occasion calls up such a flood of patriotic memories that its spirit
must be interpreted by a design having for its dominant note

peace, triumph or solemnity, or the three combined. Sentiment undoubt-

edly rules the greater proportion of human action, but its influence varies

with the character of the sentiment aroused. Taking the necessarily-

practical view of the occasion, it may be remarked that liberal purchasers

are scarcely ever found among those who mourn. The opposite feelings

will, in many instances, induce liberal buying. And in decorating windows

for Memorial Day these phases of the subject should be kept vividly in

mind. It is manifestly unwise to arouse sentiments in the minds of possible
customers which will have a tendency to decrease buying. It is sound

business policy to create sentiments the tendency of which will have exactly

the opposite effect.
The Civil War, the reconciliation of the blue and the geay, and such

later events in United States history as the Spanish-American war, may be
subjected to treatment on this occasion. Since our late wars there are more

soldiers' and sailors'
graves to decorate than
ever before, and a new
interest in Memorial Day
has been aroused. There-
fore, the wise merchant,
who persistently caters to
the moods and whims of
the great public, will see
that his show windows
pay a fitting tribute to
the occasion. To evolve
a tableau or decorative
scheme appropriately
symbolical of any of these
episodes, will not entail
much expenditure, and
anyway, if the effort is
even partially successful,
the advertising resulting
from it will undoubtedly
more than compensate
for the outlay. The
name Memorial Day in-
stantaneously evokes
ideas of flags, shields,
portraits, busts, arms, cannon,
ciations of the famous war.

A decorative scheme may be worked out which has for its nucleus a

slab in the center of the background, with the words "In Memorium "

on it in scroll. This slab may be draped with the national colors, so

arranged that the inscription can be easily read. On the floor of the

window, in front of this, a sheathed sword and a musket may be laid across

each other. A wax figure of a female representing " Columbia," suitably

draped and girdled, and with the usual diadem on her brow, may be placed

at one side in the act of laying a wreath upon the slab. To convey the idea

of peace and restored friendship between the North and South, a stuffed or

imitation dove may be suspended from the window ceiling. To aid in the

interpretation a sign may be contrived, bearing the words " Peace to the

Dead and the Living."
If an electric sign cannot be devised, the legend may be lettered on a

handsome card draped in blue and gray. The goods may be arranged in

the foreground of the window to suit the taste of the decorator. The

attractiveness of the display can be considerably heightened by draping the

top and sides of the window with flags held in the center by black 
ribbons

or tassels.

white, and these pillars are wound with chains. The terrace in front of the

arches is also decorated with the chains, watches, statuary, articles of bric-a-

brac, silverware and cut glass being likewise suitably shown. In conjunction

with this display an elaborate advertisement was run in the press, in which

inspection of the window by the public was invited. Additional publicity

was given to it through the fact that this advertisement embodied an offer of

prizes to the pupils in the sixth, seventh and eighth grades of the public

schools for the best essays describing the display. The interest aroused was

further stimulated by the subsequent exhibition of the different prizes in the

window.
One of the prettiest ideas for an Easter window display that has come

under our notice was that executed for F. W. Badger, of Beaumont, Texas,

by J. R. Segall, optometrist with that firm. The color scheme in this dis-

play was pink and green and an arch bearing the electrically illuminated

sign " Badger" was supported by capped square pillars. The letters of

this word were made to appear in succession and to remain illuminated

until the word was completed. Then each letter was separately flashed out

and the process repeated. Underneath the centerpiece, which was a hanging

basket of flowers, was a turning table and this was connected with the pulley

that drove the contact breaker. Flowers were tastefully arranged through-

out the window to heighten the seasonable effect. The entire display and

the fixtures for the electrical apparatus were constructed from old boxes and
cardboard and apart from
the lamps and sockets the
expense incurred was in-

Handsome Display of Harrison & Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

military regimentals, relics and other asso-

Handsome
Displays by
Jewelers

The display shown in the accompanying illustration is

one that was designed and executed for Harrison & Co.,

of Sault Sainte Marie, Mich., by William Feltham, of that

firm. The goods exhibited are principally chains. The

background of the display is composed of three arches, the main one of

which has the map of North America outlined on it. On one side of this

stands the Goddess of Liberty, holding in one hand an illuminated 
repre-

sentation of a chain factory, while the other points to the chains in the 
win-

dow, The three arches are supported by columns of purple, 
surmounted by

finitesimal. The motor
used was one by which
the fans are worked in
the summer. In the exe-
cution of a display such
as this, the fundamental
factors are a knowledge
of electricity and a mod-
erate degree of mechani-
cal skill.

Another very hand-
some window was de-
signed by S. Prager, of
Terre Haute, Ind. It
was in the form of three
arches with electric
lights. Over the outside
arches were crosses, also
dotted with electric
lights, and in the center
arch was an Easter bell,
the tongue of which was
an incandescent bulb. A

handsome display of statuary, lamps, glassware, jewelry, clocks and watches

was shown, and attracted much attention. Mr. Prager's store is noted for

its handsome window displays.
Every window trimmer has distinct and separate ideas

from every other, even in the same line of displays. For

Ideas instance, a jeweler, who far years has been quoted for

his good taste and judgment, said to us that white was

the only color that should be used for backgrounds to show jewelry and

silver, especially the latter. He said : " You take a cheap article of silver,

put it on a dark background and it is looks still cheaper, where, if you take

the same article and give it a soft white background, its value appears

advanced too per cent., while a good article is absolutely perfect with such a

This jeweler also suggested for window displays in the spring, tea sets,

knives, forks and spoons—in fact, everything needed by new housekeepers.

He said a good uniform window show could be made up of cake baskets,

bakers, butter dishes, etc., or of any pieces uniform in shape and size. He

does not think solid displays are altogether the best, because, he says, a

person naturally concludes the store carries a complete line of any article

shown in the window.
An original window display of washing utensils was made by a Boston

store a few weeks ago. A large wash tub, made to represent a clock, was

the principal attraction. The tub was placed at the top of the window,

with its bottom toward the front. Around the edge clothes-pins were

arranged to represent Roman numerals. Two sticks with small brushes at

either end served for hands, and the pendulum was a washboard, suspended

on a mop handle, which swung in front of a large ironing board. A small

motor, with a number of speed reducers, kept the clock going with moderate

accuracy. The remainder of the window was filled with wash-day goods.

Many Differing
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My DEAR PROFESSOR :
I suppose after a wait of three or four years you may think it strange to hearfrom me. I saw your ad. in THE KEYSTONR, " Ten Years of Success," and 1 wishto write and congratulate you and wish you many years of success. I am still inthe MOM` place. Have done all kinds of work since leaving you and wish to say thatmy stay with you was very satisfactory indeed to me and would not have missed itfor twice, yes, three times what it cost me. Remember we kindly to anyone I knowand again congratulating you, I beg to remain,

Yours most respectfully,
CHAS. A. TOWNSEND.

Millerton, N. Y., March 29, 1904.

This is the kind of a college you want to attend, andhere is a sample of one of our student's work, Mr. M. M.McIntire, of Mt. Vernon, Ohio. He had no experiencewhatever before attending our college and engraved theplate below while taking a combined course in Watchmak-ing, Engraving and Optics.

We can teach you to do as well, and it won't takelong. The summer months is a good time to attend—weare not so busy and do not have any vacations.A thorough, practical knowledge of Watchmaking,Engraving and Optics is what we can give you, for we areexpert teachers. Our Prospectus will give you full infor-mation. Send for it to-day.
Address

The Philadelphia College
of Horology,

Broad and Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
F. W. SCHULER, Principal.

IT DOES NOT PAY TO DO YOUR
OWN WORK.

Watch Repairing
for the Trade.

THE BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP IN THE COUNTRY.

Regtfating and Adjusting a Specii,fty.

Good Work Best Material I I
Promptly Done Reference Given.
At Fair Prices. Estimates Furnished.

WM. N. BRUNNER,
zit Sansom Street, Philadelphia.
Bell Telephone. fl(I H11■11

ESTABLISIILD 1890

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY,
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS.

REASONS why we
are the BEST FIRM to do
the Country Jewelers' Work.

I Because—All jobs go back the

same day.

Because—Every job is done right.

Because—Every price is low.

Because -Everyjob is guaranteed.

bill Grill gill Ma oh I
This machine is designed especially to meet thedemands of the jeweler. It will carry emery andbuffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and withperfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to tile minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes forheavy jewelry work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

117.111

Established Till Years.

James H. Dederick's Sons,
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS.

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Itiaind Wire,Rolled to Any Gage.
ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER.BUYERS OF 

OLD GOLD AND SILVER. 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Arc you looking for a lion that will do your Repairs
and your

Special Order Work
WE ARE THE PEOPLE. Try us. QUICK and at RIGHT PRICES?

Cohen, Nickell & Weinman MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
and DIAMOND SETTERS

Exclusively for the Trade

/ 67 DCarbOrn Srcct, CHICAGO.
Write for our
New Price-List on Repairs.

May, 1904

Instrument for Showing Standard
Time all over the World

at any Hour

HIS invention, says the British Horo-
logical Journal, relates to an improved
method of and instrument for comparing

local clock-time anywhere with meantime

at Greenwich or any other place, and has for its

object, among other purposes, to facilitate com-

parison of local-time at any place, as shown by its

clocks and watches, with clock-time all around the

world by means of an adjustable attachment to any

timekeeper, such as ordinary clocks and watches.

Before describing the method and instrument

constituting this invention, I will describe the

fundamental principles upon which the invention

is based :
As is well known, "Standard Time,"

referred to the meridian of Greenwich,

has been adopted for railway and other

purposes in the countries mentioned in

thc following table —as copied from

kVhitaker's Almanac for 1902 :

Place

Greenwich  
Mid-Europe 
Cape Colony 
Natal  

America:—
Inter-colonial  
Eastern  
Central  
Mountain  
Pacific  

Australia and Japan :—
West Australia  
Japan
South Australia  
Victoria 
New South Wales . . .  
Queensland and Tasmania
New Zealand . .

Fast or
Central Slow of
Meridian Greenwich

0° Oh.
15 K 1 h. fast.
2234 E. I% h. fast.
30 E. 2 h. fast.

60 AV. 4 h. slow.
75 W. 5 h. slow
90 W. 6 h. slow.
105 W. 7 h. slow.
120 W. 8 Is. slow.

120 E. 8 h. fast.
135 E Oh. fast.
14234 E. 934 Ii. fast.

150 E. 10 h. fast..

17234 E. 1134 h. last.

"The globe is supposed to be

divided into zones extending 7° 3on

each side of the Central-Meridians, and

the local-meantime is used for all places

within that zone."
In considering how
to mechanically avail
myself of these data
for the purposes as before men-

tioned, I proceed as follows :—

A disk or circle—hereinafter called the circle-

of-zones, or longitude-plate—is graduated round

its upper-surface circumference into twenty-

four equal divisions, each of which shall represent

one of the before-named twenty-four hour zones of

15° each ; each separate degree being also marked

when the size of the longitude-plate is large enough

to permit of this being done.
But inasmuch as I seek to apply this invention

also to ordinary clocks and watches which count

the hours from o h. to XII h., it is necessary to

adapt the graduated divisions of the longitude-

plate so as to meet this exigency.

I will, therefore, proceed first to describe the

circle-of-zones, or longitude-plate, applicable to

the twelve-hour dials of clocks and watches ; and

afterwards the same as applicable to such dials as

count the hours from o h. to 24 h,

For use with the clocks and watches having

the ordinary twelve-hour dials I graduate the whole

circumference of the longitude-plate from o° all

round (to the right) to 1800, and these into twelve

equal divisions of 15° each—instead of twenty-four,

as before mentioned.
I will describe the accompanying drawing.

Mode of
Procedure
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The before-named adjustable longitude-plate,
or circle-of-zones, is represented inside the double
or thick circle to the center, the fixed clock or
watch-dial of XII hours being represented outside
the said double or thick circle.

At any convenient distance below these short
outer graduations I describe a concentric circle;
and inside this a second concentric circle at a cor-
responding distance or width apart as the first
circle is from the outer circumference.

Across the spaces confined between these
circles and the circumference I draw dividing
lines—directed to the center—being only as long
as the two spaces are wide. The first of these
dividing lines I draw at 7W, to the right of o°,
and repeat them thereafter 15° apart all round,
which causes the twelfth and last to be at 172° to
the left of o°. The twenty-four equal spaces thus
obtained—twelve of them being outside, and twelve

from the center and terminating at the before-
mentioned second concentric circle, intermediate
between each of the before-described dividing lines.

For dials that are figured to
A Simple count the hours consecutively
Method from o h. to 24 h., the graduating

and dividing of the longitude-
plate round its circumference only from o h. to 24 h.
Is much more simple. In this case the graduations
are made from o° to 18o° half way round to the
right ; and from the same o° to the same 1800, the
other half way round to the left.

At a convenient distance below these circum-
ferential graduations it is preferable to draw a con-
centric circle, the space between which and the cir-
cumference is divided into twenty-four zones—
twelve to the right of o° commencing at 7°—and
twelve to the left of o°, both meeting at 1800, on
each side.

As in the preceding case, of dials counting
from o h. to XII h., these zones are limited to 15°
each, and the dividing lines commenee at 7 on
each side of o°, or the prime-meridian of Greenwich:
those to the right being used and observed half way

round to indicate the time at all longi-
tudes east, or fast of the observer any-
where ; while those degrees and zones
to the left indicate on the fixed dial of
the timekeeper adjacent to them the
time at all longitudes west, or slow of
the observer anywhere.
The longitude-plate, or circle-of-

zones, suitably adapted to any given
timekeeper, having been prepared sub-
stantially as described, and centrally
pierced to fit the eye-end, hollow-shalt
or bosspf the hour-hand tightly, so that
it will revolve with it, but be readily ad-
justable to any given position, or altera-
tion of position—just as the hour-hand
itself revolves with the axle on which it
fits—is so attached to and below the
hour-hand as to move smoothly over
the dial when carried round by the
hour-hand.

Obviously the longitude-plate should
not be so large as to cover any part of
the hours marked on the clock or
watch-dial.
And it is equally obvious that instead

of a longitude-plate centrally attached
to the boss of the hour-hand as before
described, such a circle-of-zones circum-
ferentially marked substantially as de-
scribed—omitting the central part of the
longitude-plate below or within the be-
fore-named second concentric circle—
may be so made and fitted as to revolve,
adjustable by a screw to the hour-hand,
within the groove on, or level with, or
below, the level of the clock or watch-

face, either outside over—or inside under—the
hours figured on the fixed dial, so as to interfere as
little as possible with second-hands and winding
places where such exist, and where such modifica-
tions of the invention are desirable and con-
venient, without departing from the spirit of the
inventions.

Having adjusted the hour-hand—in any con-
venient manner so that it will not slip and be easily
readjustable—centrally to any desired zone, or
degree of longitude, corresponding to the locality
of the observer east or west of Greenwich, replace
the hands in the usual way. Independent of the
longitude-plate, or circle-of-zones, the hands will
indicate the local time. The corresponding time
at any other place in the world will be indicated on
the dial adjacent to the zone, or degree, of its
longitude. Wherever the central-meridian of a
zone is divisible by 15 the minutes are the same as
at the place of observation, when its longitude is
also a multiple of 15. But when the central-meri-
dian is not a multiple of 15, such as at Cape Colony
and New Zealand, the minute-hand is either a half-
hour too fast, or too slow—or more or less accord-
ing to intervening longitudes.

It only now remains to say that the longitude-
plate, or circle-of-zones, may be made of any suit-
able material, and of any size—for use on the dials
of watches, or house or tower-clocks, or as office
or school-charts.

But it is obvious that the principle and use
of the invention is applicable for all places,
whether they have adopted Greenwich time
or not.

inside, of the before-named first concentric circle—

represent the before-described twenty-four zones

of one hour each.
When the longitude-plate so prepared is

attached centrally to the hour-hand of a clock, or

watch, so as to revolve with it, these radial divid-

ing lines would at noon, or any full hour,. corre-

spond with the half-hours, or midway between

each of the figures on a twelve-hour dial.

The inner twelve zones are subdivided and

marked and used—in all respects but one—in the

same manner as the outer twelve zones. This dif-

ference I will now describe :
The outer twelve zones are graduated and

marked consecutively from o° to 18o° with plain

figures—preferably indicating every multiple of 15°

—(to the right about) and are so used and observed

to indicate the time at all longitudes east, or fast

of the observer anywhere.
The inner twelve zones are graduated and

marked consecutively—in the same way—from the

same o° to the same 18o° (to the left about), and

are so used and observed to indicate the time at all

longitudes west, or slow of the observer anywhere.

Further, I consider it would be useful and con-

venient to indicate on the longitude-plate the posi-

tion of the " central-meridians " by lines radiating
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THE ONLY WAY.
Many first-class workmen throughout the country recom-

mend a young man to the horological school for his training
of head and hand when he has decided to take up watch
work and its kindred trades. This is proven by the fact that
seventy-five per cent. of our students have been recom-
mended by the leading jewelers and watchmakers of their
community, and twenty-five per cent. are the sons of patties
who are in the jewelry business, and in many cases represent
the largest establishments in their section. They realize
that they will get many times more attention in a throughly-
equipped, well-established watch school, where there is a
full corps of competent instructors, than they can possibly
receive as apprentices in a store where the watchmaker is
too busy to take time for the proper instruction, or the jeweler
is rushed without being plied with questions from a novice,
and the engraver has something else to do when not at work
on h4 Own line, waiting on customers or other work about
the store which demands his attention.

At Bradley the work has been systematized so that a
student can get the greatest possible amount of work in
the shortest time, and the grade of his work is many points
ahead of the average apprentice who has put in five or six
times as much work and time in the store.

Bradley Horological Department is no experiment—it
is the oldest school in the country, the largest, the best
equipped as regards tools and instructors, with financial

backing which guarantees everything as represented.
You can get watch work, jewelry work, engraving and

optics.
Send for catalogue to

Among Jewelry Advertisers

HE effectiveness of advertising is deter-

mined by quantity and quality. The first

is a matter of cash and opportunity, the

second a matter of brains and judgment.

How to cultivate quality is an important ques
tion

with all dealers who seek business through the

medium of publicity. It can be safely laid down as

an axiom that common sense is the first essenti
al to

quality in an advertisement. It is the safest founda-

tion for an appeal to the favorable considerati
on of

the public at large. It is true that advertisements

The CLOCKS in a house
are very potent in mak-
ing the first impression
when one enters. Think
of this when you go
calling again, and no-
tice the CLOCKS in the
houses you enter. You
w ill be surprised how
much they tell of the
character of their own-
ers. We want you to get
interested in CLOCKS.
They are very attractive
and interesting in many
ways, both useful and
ornamental. We are
clock wise and can tell
you as well as show you
all about them.

The Largest Building in the World Used Exclusiveiy for the Purpose of Instruction
In Watch Work, Jewelry and Engraving.

'Horological,' Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.

llpeifuiti";(0- WatehOil.
lb* Newnan:aim,.71rop-Beefifiset; 44.„

'.4417; ;A 76,14a.
_Arass. 0.416114.6y. ainadar

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR

EIGHTY YEARS.

WATCHOO CLOCK

OIL EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co., Grimshaw & Baxter,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London.
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America,

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made.

Montgomery

Bros.,
Third and

Spring Sts.

DURING the past year
U silver bullion has been
steadily ad vanciug ill
price, and to-dity silver
bars are worth 15 per

cent. more than t,vo
years ago.

THIS means but one
thing—an advance in

the price of sterling sil-
ver table wares.

WE anticipated this in-
,tTircpreuasrcehasaensd doubled

UR stock of desirable
U patterns in spoons,
forks, knives and all ta-
ble silver is larger and
more complete than ever.

WE will continue sell-
" ing these articles at
the old prices.

L. B. Moore,
Jeweler.

effort of the reader's understanding to 
comprehend

it. Unless he is especially interested in 
the thing

advertised, the reader will not rarely exert his

reasoning faculties to interpret any 
involved or

ambiguous statement made about it. 
Thus the

necessity for clearness, unmistakable clearness

and force becomes apparent. These are the first

essentials of full, free and satisfactory 
expression

and the surest way to conserve them 
is to use

short sentences. There is no doubt that the

colloquial style is the most catchy, but 
great care

must be exercised lest it degenerate int
o the slang

of the street-corner. An informal, 
face to face

pression. The body of the advertisement
 should

however be a solid business fact, and 
all other

features should unite in driving that fa
ct home to

the reader. Advertisements are not perused as

eagerly as is news matter, hence the n
ecessity for

attractiveness of form and impressiveness 
of sub-

stance in every announcement design
ed to catch

business. Display, the medium by which attention

is arrested, is solely a matter of g
ood taste and

clever type manipulation. This lies between the

publisher and the advertiser, and is 
governed by

varying conditions. Naturally the dealer who pays

We make a specialty of railroad

watches. He uses a special move-

ment containing 21 jewels, one that

runs with wonderful accuracy and

is built to stand the wear and tear,

smash and slam of the railroad

business.

in which it is lacking may bring returns, but t
hese

returns are merely spasmodic, and of a chanc
e

nature that indicates how much more might be

accomplished by the adoption of saner methods.

The surest way to write a common-sense

advertisement is to tell in plain, straighforward

English something about your goods that will

appeal to the interest, appreciation or economi
c

spirit of possible buyers with the object of induc
-

ing them to visit your store. On a groundwork

such as this you can proceed to prune, alter, elabor
-

ate or embellish so as to increase the power of
 int-

CLOCK PRICES
CUT IN HALF

Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted
Non-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, iiI sizes,
from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900. JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.

Wo have gone
through our
stock of wood
clocks in our
first toor show-
room acid chip-
ped a big piece
off the price of
each. We have
carefully over-
hauled them
and repolished
the cases, so that
every one will

be a satisfactory
purchase. We
have no space
in our eases to
show them—

. that is the only
reason we have
for cutting the
prices in two,
and they should
quickly find
new homes to
regulate.

Its a matter of taste

with a man whether he

prefers a blonde or a bru-

nette for his wife, as it

is also a matter of ta
ste

, whether he chooses a Dia

1. mond, a Pearl, a Sapphir
e

or an Opal to present

I his fiancee as an

lith Engagement
Ring.

4\4 i 

iIIil

Engagement Rings
We have all kinds of precious

stones, set in many beautiful designs

and combinations to suit all tastes,

all fancies and all purses, that are

gems of the jeweler's and gold-

smith's art.

FRANK V. KENT & CO.

talk is a more effective means of creating 
business

than is a personal letter ; in like manner
 the chatty,

colloquial advertisement is bound to win more

interest and have amore desirable effe
ct upon the

reader than the highly orthodox, stilted 
and round-

about form. Every retail, advertiser should aim to

cultivate the shorter personal style which 
has not

only an arresting quality but is also 
more easily

remembered. It will occur to the reader and re-

awaken his attention hours after he has 
read it—

while the rather 'fieavy, long-paragraph
ed account

may not even be read, or will be merel
y skimmed

over to be suddenly dismissed thereafte
r.

THAT WATCH OF
 YOURS 

STEWAPT, DAWSON & CO.
SYDNEY. N. S. W.

his advertising bills promptly is the one most

likely to get consideration in this 
respect.

With regard to the wording of an 
advertise-

ment, it seems somewhat futile to 
give specific

directions. They may not be equally practicab
le

in all cases, and anyway every 
man has his own

point of view and his own way of 
expressing it.

But there are certain general pr
inciples of expres-

sion which no one who spends mo
ney on adver-

tising can very well afford to ignore. 
In the first

place the meaning which it is desi
red to convey

must be made so obvious that it w
ill require no

has needs just as much as you 
have. You

need cleaning and fixing up once i
n a while,

lind so does your watch. About on
ce a year

the proposition of cleaning and o
iling that

watch collies up. WS then that yo
u want to

think of me. The treatktnt worded 
a watch

is Just the same whether it is the 
best or the

poorest make—that is, the best at
tention is

given it. WADE is an expert at h
andling

watches. Let lino tt x up your timepiece.

(You WItiCh lift through the window)

Main Street.
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LOCKETCHRINS
VEST CHAINS
LORGNETTES

SCARF PINS
BRACELETS

BROOCHES
DICKENS
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Glasses

May, 1904 THE

World-Famed Expert in Precious
Stones

are known to be the BEST
They are guaranteed to be strict'y first quality glass without bubbles or scratches.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior 2,
sold by the -
of the United
lows:

Genevas  
Mi-Concaves
Extra thick Mi-Concaves
Patent Genevas   

. . .

Extra thick Parallels

W B & C glasses
than other and
brands, and are
l-ading jobbers
States as fol-
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The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 forwatch glasses was awarded to the W B A C brand.

E. W. Streeter Retires from Business--His Remark-
able Career and Experiences

VE operations on his eyes within the last

three years have made imperative the re-

tirement from business of Edwin W.

Streeter, the famous London jeweler and

expert iii precious stones. Mr. Streeter's establish-

ment in Bond Street is as well known as the bank,

and sometimes nearly as valuable.

Beneath the shop is a capacious safe, which

often contains as much as a million pounds' worth

of valuables. It stands on a base of concrete to

prevent tunneling, and is fitted with four steel

doors, to disturb which means the ringing of alarm

b-lls in all parts of the building. A guard of men

sleep near it every night, and a powerful dog

prowls round its iron walls.
Mr. Streeter has in his possession what he con-

siders to be the finest diamond in the world. It

was once the property of the Emperor of Delhi,

and is valued at £14,000. The largest diamond he

had ever seen during his career weighed about

one thousand carats, and is owned by a syndicate

of dealers. Its value complete would be about

$25,000,000, but it is now being cut up.
The son of Henry Russell, who

was originally Mr. Streeter's

of Kimberley partner, once owned the whole

of the site of the present Kim-

berley diamond mines. After working it at con-

siderable profit, Russell and his partner sold the

ground for $25oo. It is now worth probably

$1,5oo,000,000. A small shanty which the miners

had erected was sold separately for a few pounds.

It was subsequently discovered that the mud with

which its walls were plastered was literally full of

diamonds in the rough.
Mr. Streeter also prided himself on having

probably the finest collection of opals in the world.

It is in the form of a necklace and pendant ; the

latter being a single stone inches by I inch.

The most remarkable point with reference to this

unique collection is that it was cut from one block

of solid opal. It is worth about $9000.

It was Mr. Streeter who was instrumental in

exposing the notorious Pinta, who claimed to have

discovered the philosopher's stone. His method

consisted in having a bag of gold dust concealed

up his sleeve, from which, by an ingenious contri-

vance, he was able to squeeze the powdered metal

unnoticed into the crucible. By this means he was

able to melt a sovereign and produce three or four

times its weight in metal.
In a recent interview Mr. Streeter said :

" I was the first to open up the diamond mines of

South Africa. At that time my business place was

at Bevis Marks, and I had for a partner one Harry

Emmanuel. The firm was known as Emmanuel

Brothers, formerly Robert Streeter, jewelers to

Queen Anne.
" We had in our office as clerk the late Cecil

Rhodes, and it was our interest in South African

mines that turned the attention of the empire-

maker to that continent.
" I also opened up the ruby

mines of Burma. Soon after

the taking of the place by the

British, one of my sons, who

was in Australia, wrote over to me expressing a

wish to go to Burma, as he felt sure there were

ruby mines there.

Once Owned Site

nt Exhibitions of the World Since 1826.
. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size makethem on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. '1 hey
, try the W B & C and don't lie deceived by bluffing and humbug-time a great many brands have sprung lip in 0111 day, and Hover

Rubies from
Burma
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" An expedition was fitted out, headed by my

son, and an adventurous journey was made. On

the way $2500 worth of silver was stolen, and

there was nothing with which to pay the natives.

" In this enterprise I was associated with Lord
Rothschild. When the company was floated, the

crowd outside his lordship's premises was so great

that he had to be assisted over the people's heads

to gain admission. Applications were also being

made at my private residence till the early hours

of the morning.
" My latest expedition—my last expedition—is

to Egypt, the Eastern desert, the vast tract of land

between the Nile and the Red Sea, the richest

territory in all the world. I have been engaged

upon this for about twenty years, but at last it is in

working order.
" I first obtained a clue to it from a gentleman

named Floyer, head of the Egyptian telegraph

department, and altogether I have sent out three

expeditions. The first was in charge of Seton

Kerr, the second headed by Allen Foster, and the

third by John Jane. We found emeralds in abun-

dance, gold and copper, iron and other materials."

Mr. Streeter was asked to tell some of his

jewel stories, and he readily responded:

" During the Indian mutiny," he said, " at the

taking of Delhi the royal palace was sacked, and

some very valuable jewelry was secured. Major

Probyn got possession of a string of fine pearls,

and brought them to me for valuation. I valued

them at $150,000. I believe they were used for the

purpose of obtaining remounts, horses being scarce

in that campaign, as they were in South Africa.

" But the strangest story is that

in connection with the Delhi

diamond. This got into the
possession of one of the hussars,

but the commanding officer forbade him to retain

it, as he would have nothing to do with loot. The

hussar, however, was not so easily to be deprived

of so precious a gem, and he hit upon a very

simple, yet effective expedient to retain posses-

sion of it. He embedded it in a pill, which he

gave his horse, and so got away with it. Later he

complained that his horse was suffering from some

serious malady, and was unfit for service, directing

that it should be shot. This was done, the hussar

subsequenty holding a secret post-mortem on his

dead steed, and removing the diamond. Thus the

stone reached this country, and was purchased by

the Duke of Brunswick, and from his grace I

acquired it.
" Another curious little story," continued Mr.

Streeter, " is that connected with the opal. Some

years ago one of my sons, who was located in

Australia, was bidding adieu to a chum of his,

who was going some distance up-country. The

latter was mounted on a horse, and as he rode

away my son picked up a stone and playfully threw

it after him. It struck the metal part of the saddle

and broke in two. Upon picking it up my son

was astonished to see right in the very heart of it a

beautiful opal.
" This was the first discovery that opals might

be found in ironstones. It was an ironstone he

had picked up. But this story has a tragic sequel.

Soon after, the young fellow who rode away, came

into a big fortune ; three months later he, while

out hunting, was thrown from his horse and had

his neck broken."
Here Mr. Streeter blew through

the speaking-tube and directed

that certain pieces of ironstone

should be brought to him. This

was done—a large piece and a small piece. The

latter was cut through and polished ; right in the

The Delhi
Diamond

Opals in
Ironstones
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very core of it was a beautiful scintillating opal.

This was the stone thrown by Mr. Streeter's son.

The other, the large stone, contained a mass

of opal. Tapping it, Mr. Streeter significantly re-

marked : " By cutting this in two I may find a big

opal in the center—you never know.
" But there," continued Mr. Streeter, " I could

tell you a great deal more than you can print.

The story of my activity is nearly told ; past three-

score years and ten, with failing sight, I have

written my last book, embarked upon my last

expedition."
Mr. Streeter, whose retirement must be a

severe loss to the industry in which he has gained

fame if not fortune, is a gold medalist of the Royal

Order of Frederick and the holder of a gold medal

from the King of the Belgians.
He has written several notable books on pre-

cious stones and pearling, including " The Great

Diamonds of the World," " Pearls and Pearling

Life," and " Precious Stones and Gems."
One of his extensive enterprises was that in

connection with pearling, which he subsequently

handed over to one of his sons.

Largest Diamond to be Cut

Ill jewelers' circles great interest has been

awakened by the announcement that cutting opera-

tions have been commenced on the great Jagers-

fontein Excelsior, the largest and finest diamond

in the world. The stone was held for ten years

before its owner could make satisfactory arrange-

ments for its cutting, which has now been under-

taken by a firm in Amsterdam, Holland. It was

transported from London to Amsterdam under

special protection, and a carpeted room, with a

specially made safe, has been provided for its care

during the progress of cutting and polishing. The

responsibility of handling and guarding so precious

a stone may be gathered from the fact that its value

may be almost anything. When discovered it was

estimated to be worth $1,000,00o, but in its finished

state it will command a fabulous price.
The story of the discovery of this wonderful

gem is of no little interest. It was found on June

30, 1893, at Jagersfontein, in the Orange Free State,

South Africa. The stone was picked up by a

native while he was loading a truck, and although

a white overseer was standing near him, he man-

aged to secrete it and keep it on his person for

some time. In this case, however, it did not

appear that he proposed stealing the gem, but

only•wished to deliver it personally to the mana-

ger. This he did, and as a bonus he received

$750 and a horse, saddle and bridle.

The diamond weighed in the rough exactly

9173( carats, or about 7% ounces avoirdupois. It

is of a beautiful bluish white color, and shaped

like the broken-off end of an icicle. The diamond-

iferous monster measures three inches in length,

one and one-half inches in thickness, two and one-

half inches in greatest breadth, and one and one-

third inches in least breadth. The Excelsior has

now been broken into sixteen pieces, the three

largest of which are 158, 147 and 130 carats, respec-

tively. These individuual gems, in themselves of

exraordinary size, will be, when fully cut and pol-

ished, among the fittest in the world, and the value

of the original stone will thus be multiplied.

'For goodness sake do not seralch my name off
your list I would be like a fish out of water without
The Keystone."—Geo. W. Hess, Bloomsburg, Pa.
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STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU
We are making and SELLING carloads of

Finest Silverware.
Why ? Because quality and prices are right and we don't

sell department stores or price-cutters.
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A NEW SAFETY CATCH
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

MADE IN Small Sizethe ideal
TWO SIZES. Catch for

badge win 1.

STRONGEST, SIMPLEST, BEST SAFETY CATCH
on the market. Consisting of two parts, including spring,which WILL NOT WEAR OUT.

EXACT CUT OF LARGE SIZE.

OPLN.

BLANCARD & CO.,

EN LARt1ED.

OPEN.

96, 98, Too Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK,

CLOSED.

Manufacturers of
Settings, Pin Stems, Ball Joints, Catches, Screw Backs, Etc., ainadVilver.

Partial View of the Main Room.
WILL, YOU VISIT THIQ WORLD'S FAIR?If so, pay us a visit, and we will show you how ‘Vo are teaching our sludeols lo become successfulWatchmakers. Our mode of instructing is tt system original with us. It comprises science,accuracy, a saving of time and money to the students.Results are : Efficient mechanics, good positions, greater pay. Our course is made PO com-prehensive by expert artisans as instructors that any live young man UM thoroughly master it infrom ii to 12 illollt118' time. Write for on,. new (ithilogue,

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKINO SCHOOL, 5815 Easton Ave., Si. Louis, mo.

FREIGHT SAVING

Show Cases
For forty years we have made the strongest and most artistic showcases on this continent. We have shipped them everywhere, buyers not hesi-tating to pay high cost of freight from our factory to distant points of destina-tion, the greater value of " Silent Salesman " over other makes being consid-ered full return for the money invested. In order, however, to meet the wishesof many others who would buy of us were the freight obstacle removed, we arenow making a handsome Knock Down show case which is in all respects thesame as our regular line and which makes an actual saving in freight of fromGo to 75 per cent.; no trouble to set them up, and, when set up, their rigidityis perfect.
" Silent Salesman " Show Cases are made in all shapes and sizes, withor without illumination, and possess many points of excellence distinctly theirown. They are acknowledged to be in beauty and effectiveness the highesttype of the show case maker's art.
Write us for designs and prices.
5, 6, 8 and to-ft. K. D. Cases, Antique Oak finish, carried in stock.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.,
Detroit, Mich. (Address Detroit Office.) Windsor, Ont.

May, 1904

Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile,
of general interest to the trade. As this page is for
the use of individual readers, we do not hold

ourselves responsible for the views expressed. -

Editor The Keystone.

Brazing Cast Iron, Etc.
ED. KEYSTONE :—Seeing the inquiry of

" Brazer," in the Workshop Notes department of

the March issue of THE KEYSTONE, concerning the

brazing of cast iron, I would say that he can pur-

chase an effectual compound from Ethan Viall,

215 South Main Street, Bloomington, Ill., who has
invented a brazing process. It is a red powder

and somewhat resembles powdered brick. It will

unite broken castings, or cast iron to steel or

wrought iron ; in fact, it can be used for brazing

anything in place of borax, while the joint does
not necessarily have to be cleaned before brazing.

It is used the same as borax. I have seen him

braze pump handles, and he says that one has

never broken afterwards. I have brazed washers

broken in three pieces, made of cast iron, and it is

impossible to break them where they have been

brazed. Yours truly,

Bloomington, Ill. F. G. ISEMINGER.

Secret of Hard-Winding Watch

ED. KEYSTONE 1—" Stell1WilICI," who asks for

information in the Workshop Notes department

of your April issue, regarding a hard-winding

watch, may be benefited by learning of my expe-

rience. A customer brought in a watch with wind-

ing square twisted off from the winding stem.

Hard winding was found to be caused by the

winding pinion being fractured, pressure from

winding stem causing the arbor to expand in yoke,

making it almost perfectly tight while pressure was

applied. The above experience is so infrequent,

that trouble in this direction is not looked for.
Yours truly,

Port Washington,Wis. CHAS. F. ECKEL.

[Letters similar to above have been received
from several other subscribers.—En.]

ED. KEYSTONE :—I read with much interest

your answer to " Stemwind " in April number, as I

used to be greatly annoyed with the same trouble.

You covered the cause thoroughly to a practical,

experienced man ; yet to be more explicit, I will

further add that after you have noted all the causes

mentioned, if the watch still winds hard, see if the

movement doesn't fit too shallow or too deep in

the case. In most instances they fit too deep, as

the case screws naturally draw the movement in.

In these two causes one can readily see that the

winding pinion is not on a level with the center of

the pendant. It took me longer to discover this

simple cause than all the rest combined. But in

Ike language of one of the heroes of my State.

" Be sure you are right, then go ahead."

The most simple and quick roller jewel setter

is the one I use, without removing the hairspring.

Take a piece of copper wire, about No. 20, 1g

inches long ; file flat about X the thickness, -jPg

inch long on each end. With a round-bottom

graver cut a groove in each flattened place, bend

the wire in the middle, bringing the flat surface

together ; bend both ends up a little X from the

ends, and bend both apart about % from the ends.

K E V S TONE

Place the roller in the grooves, press the wires
together tight enough to hold up the weight of the
wire ; let the jewel hole be opposite the bent end,
place a piece of shellac on the jewel hole, holding
the wheel ; put the wire in the lamp flame till the
shellac melts, set the jewel in the hole, reheat and
true up while wire is cooling. You can make
several sizes, but one will answer, as you can bend
the wire to clasp any size roller table.

Hoping the brethren who adopt this device
will meet with success, I beg to remain,

Yours truly, W. T. RAY.

A Key to Prices
En. KEYSTONE :—If you can induce the whole-

sale houses to use a key in their catalogues instead
of the 50 cent. off as at present, it would be a
great help to the retailers and would, I am sure,
be greatly appreciated by them ; as everybody,
or at least nearly everybody, knows now-a-days
when you show them a catalogue just what the
article costs.

Yours truly,
Iron River, Mich. M. OCIIILTREE.

Regulating the Beat of Clocks
En. KEYSTONE 1—Misapprehending my letter

on " Regulating Clocks," which appeared in your

March issue, a number of jewelers have written to

me asking if I meant that each clock was regulated

after it had been given the exact number of beats

to the minute. I could not find time to reply to all

of those who wrote me, and I therefore wish to

inform them through THE KEYSTONE that after

the clock beats the exact number of beats to the

minute it is then practically regulated, but it needs

two or three days' watching to get it running very

close. In the replies which I did send I stated

that an Ingraham kitchen clock should have 71

beats, but it should have 142 ; and the Ingraham

mantel should have 186 instead of 93. The Seth

Thomas kitchen clock should have 156 instead of 78.
Yours truly, F. P. HEWES,

Delavan, Wis. wills H. Williams.

Beware of This Man

ED. KEYSTONE :—This man will come into the

store, if he has not been there already, and will

spend the day, if necessary. He will say, " I rep-

resent So-and-So, the well-known manufacturing

company. I am introducing a line of perfumery

and toilet goods to the jewelry trade, and only sell

to one firm in one place." He will show you testi-

monial letters from jewelers, which tell how well

they have done with the goods and how it helps

their regular business, etc.
This man never does business with people

who understands the goods and know the value of

them. He not only sells to jewelers, but a neigh-

bor of mine who keeps a wall paper store has the

same outfit of goods. In some places milliners

are his victims, and in one instance he victimized

a stove dealer.
After he has spent nearly a whole day with

you, and convinced you that you can sell goods

that you know nothing about, he will read from

his contract the " guaranty of sales," which is a

fake promise to buy back the goods at the end of

a year and pay cash for them.
Finally, you consent to have the goods sent to

you ; believing that it you cannot sell them you

can return them, etc. Well, you sign the order
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and what does he do then? He goes to the tele-
graph office and sends your name to the firm, and
you are just $160.84 worse off than when he came
in. Although you have paid out no cash, you have
done this : you have ordered $16o.84 worth of
toilet goods of which you know nothing, and agreed
to pay cash less 5 per cent. discount, or agreed to
sign six innocent-looking papers called " accept-
ances," which are nothing more nor less than pro-
missory notes. You may imagine if you sign the
It acceptances " giving you a year's time to pay for
the goods that you are still doing business with the
concern this man represents, but such is not the
case, for they immediately sell your notes to
another collection concern at a discount and then
you and the first concern are through business for
ever, and you will have to pay the people who
bought the notes, as they are protected by all the
laws in regard to commercial paper. A traveling
representative of a well-known perfume house in-
forms me that this man receives for his day's work
3335 per cent., or $53.61.

You will notice by the enclosed clipping from
a Brockton newspaper, that this dishonest fellow
is not particular how many sale agencies he makes
in a town.

Yours truly,
" EASY MARK."

[The clipping enclosed by our correspondent
tells of a case in which the agent of the perfumery
company visited a town and promised the sole
agency to each firm buying his wares, but on a
contract left with the houses it was specified that
the firm would not be bound by any statements of
agents. On this contract, it is said, the perfumery
concern is going to sue the firms that, finding they
had not sole agency, sent back the goods left with
them. It is to be hoped that the above warning
will put our readers on their guard against such
schemes.—En.]

A Clearing House of Ideas
En. KEYSTONE :—I find a great wealth of

practical information in THE KEYSTONE, and take
special interest in Workshop Notes. I believe
much would be gained if subscribers would ex-
change views in your columns ; or, if having dis-
covered something new,they would give their fellow-
tradesmen the benefit of same, and in turn receive
a like compensation from some brother jeweler.

Yours truly,

Cape Girardeau, Mo. ED. STEINMEVER.

[Our columns are always open for such an
exchange of views, and we invite our subscribers
to send us novel and practical ideas of general
interest.—En.]

Covering for Unsightly Posts
ED. KEYSTONE :—I have posts hi my store and

find them somewhat unsightly. IN hat would you
recommend to give them a pleasing appearance?
Is there any material I can cover them with that
would be preferable to painting?

Yours truly,
Terre Haute, Ind.

It P. B. S."

[A good covering for pillars or posts of this
kind is onyx paper. It is easily applied to any
smooth surface, and in appearance is as handsome
as the beautiful stone which it is made to imitate,
showing every detail of the original in the veins
and color effects. It looks exactly like genuine
onyx and is very cheap. When properly put on it
may be varnished, after which it will last for a
number of years, as it can be washed and cleaned
like any other varnished surface. In window trim-
ming, onyx paper can be used to cover any kind
of frame work or columns, and its appearance is
pleasing.—ED.]
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You are
Running a Race
with everyone who is working at the same trade you are.
All are striving for the prize of the best-paying positions, or
the " best business in town." Some are falling behind the
" bunch " and others are barely keeping up who might be
among the winners. Who are the winners? None except
.those who are carefully trained for the race.

The Secret of Success is Technical Training.

Watchmaking and Engraving are, we believe, really the
best-paying occupations. To, reap the advantages, however,
one must be a capable workman. The only way to learn
the right methods economically is to go to a school. We
have been told by persons who ought to know, that our
school is the best. It is our aim to have it so, and the ability
of our graduates to hold the highest salaried positions would
seem to indicate that it is so. Let us send you our Prospec-
tus, which will interest you.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving,
.Tewelers over the en lire
country ask for our gradu-j
at(,s as work nen.

LANCASTER, PA.
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K & D QUALITY

Li

Cuts 4 5 Size.

No. 401. Parallel Centers. Solid Nickel.
No. 902. Parallel Centers. Brass.

No. 904. Solid Nickel.
No. 405. lire.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

MADE BY

KENDRICK & DAVIS,
Lebanon, N. H.Send for

Catalogue No. 5.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Arkansas

Lewis Marshall, whb has been identified with
the Camden Jewelry and Music Company, of Cam-
den, has recently resigned his position with that firm.

W. M. Hatley, of Camden, will visit the Chi-
cago jewelry jobbers in the near future on a pur-
chasing trip.

B. Gottlieb, the popular jeweler of Pine Bluff,
sailed for Europe the loth of April, in company
with his son Joseph and several citizens of Pine
Bluff. Mr. Gottlieb will visit his old home in
Frankfort, Germany, and other points of interest
in the Fatherland prior to his return. I. R. Leitner,
who has been with Mr. Gottlieb for a number of
years, will have charge'cluring his absence.

W. B. Elliott & Bro., of Camden, have moved
into their handsome new store. Mr. Elliott was
for some time located in the Hardy Drug Store,
but increase of business caused the recent move.
The new store is well appointed, the fixtures being
in cherry and beveled glass mirror and presents a
charming effect. H. E. Elliott, who has been in
the lumber business in Arkansas for some time, is
identified with his brother in the jewelry business.

W. J. Hutsom, of Helena, has purchased the
jewelry store of Mrs. Fannie Claffine, of Turnica,
Miss., and has had the stock and movable portion
of that business conveyed to Helena. Jeweler
Hutsom is preparing to equip his store in a very
handsome fashion.

A. J. Blackstock, of Van Buren, has sold his
stock and fixtures to Carl Shibley, who will con-
tinue the business at the same location and with
the same staff of assistants. Mr. Shibley is an
accomplished and progressive business man, who
will, no doubt, make a gratifying success of this
undertaking. Mr. Blackstock has no definite plans
for the immediate future, but will take a well-
earned rest for the present, having been tied down
to business continuously for the past fifteen years.

District of Columbia

John Hansen, the well-known jeweler, 704
Seventh Street, Washington, recently purchased
from Justice Ashley M. Gould, of the District
Supreme Court, a handsome residence at the head
of Oak Avenue, in Tacoma Park. His residence
is one of the prettiest in Tacoma Park, and the
price paid for it by Mr. Hansen was p000. During
the year past much of the interior has been re-
modeled, and an addition has been made contain-
ing two handsome rooms, one of them a spacious
dining-room, finished in quartered oak.

Illinois

The store hitherto conducted by E. H. Gould-
ing's Sons, of Freeport, has been sold to 0. I).
Emerick, who has long been a resident of that city
and until recently connected with the State Bank
there. Last September Ed. P. Goulding suffered
a paralytic stroke which, in his own words, " put
him out of business," and since then he has been
unable to attend the affairs of the firm as he would
wish to. Pursuant to medical advice he has given
Ill) this end of the business, but the old store at
Alton, established in 1852 by his father, is still
doing business at the old stand under the able
management of the younger son, C. S. Goulding.
Mr. Emerick, the successor of the Goulding con-
cern at Freeport, has an elegant stock, and in view
of his popularity in that section, and his progressive
ideas, should make a success of his new undertaking.

Indiana

A. A. Clark, who recently opened a jewelry
store in Spencer, has purchased the store in that
place formerly owned -by L. E. Heaps, and has
moved into the last-named premises.

Iowa

J. L. Warbasse, jeweler, optician and musical
instrument dealer, of Denison, is watch inspector
for the C. N. W. Railroad. Mr. Warbasse has
built up a substantial business in his different lines,
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but has not in any way relaxed his efforts to secure
more trade. He is a believer in modern methods
of storekeeping, ample display of goods in the
window and in the store, attractive surroundings,
good advertising and all other factors that are
known to make for progress. He is one of the
best-known jewelers in that section, and doubtless
many years of success still await him.

Louisiana

The Jewelers' Fraternity, of New Orleans, held
its regular monthly meeting on Friday evening,
April 8th. After the transaction of routine busi-
ness the meeting proceeded to the election of
officers. This resulted in the unanimous choice of
the following : Otto Granzin, president ; Thos. F.
Hall, vice-president ; Daniel S. Ramelli, recording
secretary , Alphonse Mandot, financial secretary;
L. I). Fincke, treasurer ; Albert Dusse, warden.
With the exception of Thos. F. Hall, who was
elected to succeed L. B. Sorenson in the vice-
presidency, the officers named above are identical
with those of last year. Mr. Sorenson declined to
be again a candidate for office owing to business
exigencies. The officers will be formally installed
at a meeting to be held on May r3th. This occasion
will be marked by a grand smoker, which promises
to prove a delightful event in every respect. A
committee has charge of the arrangements, and is
composed of Frank Cerise, chairman; F. H. Poley,
George Villermain, Joe Owi it, Albert Dusse, Daniel
S. Ramelli and Thos. F. Hall. These gentlemen
are working zealously for the success of the reunion,
and it is safe to predict that their efforts will be
amply rewarded by the result. The Fraternity is
a social and benevolent organization composed of
employees of regular jewelry stores. The present
membership amounts to eighty. Its objects are to
promote fraternal feeling, to relieve the sick and
distressed, and to further the interests of members.

A recent issue of the New Orleans Sunday
Times contained a highly eulogistic review of the
business and career of J. D. Bayhi, 1618 Orleans
Street, that city. Mr. Bayhi was born and brought
up in New Orleans and received a liberal education
at a commercial college. He established his present
business three years ago, and has succeeded in
building up a substantial trade. He makes a
specialty of repair work and buys large quantities
of old gold and silver, besides broken watches and
jewelry. He is prominently identified with a
number of secret and benevolent organizations.

Maryland

Arthur C. Macy, who was connected with J. S.
MacDonald, of Baltimore, for sixteen years and
who two years ago went on the road for Fred. W.
Lewis, and subsequently for Henry E. Oppen-
heimer & Co., both diamond and pearl firms of
New York City, recently decided to give up travel-
ing and go into the retail jewelry business for him-
self. He has purchased the business hitherto
conducted at 33 W. Lexington Street, Baltimore,
by Henry A. Schroeder, has entirely renovated the
premises, installed mahogany fixtures, electric
lights and an ample stock of high-class goods. He
hopes to have one of the prettiest jewelry stores in
the city, and to this end will give especial attention
to the decoration of his place of business. Mr.
Macy has begun under encouraging auspices and
has the good wishes of many friends, both in Balti-
more, which is his native city, and in the jewelry
trade of the East and Middle West.

Massachusetts

John Beckford Flill, of John B. Hill & Son,
Beverly, died recently after an illness of three
weeks duration. Deceased had reached the vene-
rable age of eighty years and was a native of Bev-
erly. He served his apprenticeship with Edward
Currier, of Salem, and on November 1, 1844, he
opened a store for himself on Cabot Street, Bev-
erly. In 1854 he moved the building back and
built an addition to it. In 1866, however, he pur-
chased another building, remodeled it and con-
tinued in business at this stand until his demise.
He made changes in the structure from time to
time to keep up with the progress of his business.
In 1884 his son, John F. Hill, became associated
with him in business, the firm-name since that time
being John B. Hill & Son. Deceased was perhaps
the best-known business man in the town, and
during his long career there had served with credit

in many civic capacities ; namely, as auditor, school
committeeman, overseer of the poor and assessor.
He represented Beverly in the Legislature in 5854,
5874 and 5876. He was the pibneer of the gas
business in that town, and was treasurer of the
gaslight company for a quarter of a century. He
was a Mason of high degree, and was also a mem-
ber of Beverly lodge, Knights of Pythias, a promi-
nent member of the First Baptist Church, Bass
River lodge of Odd Fellows and other organiza-
tions. Besides his son John F. Hill, the surviving
partner in the business, he is also survived by a
married daughter and another son, C. F. Hill, of
Somerville.

Michigan

W. L. DeGraff, the jeweler and optician, who
has been at New Buffalo for the last eleven years,
has been appointed watch inspector for the Chicago
division of the Pere Marquette Railway.

George Haller, of Ann Arbor, is mourning the
loss of his wife, who died recently after a long
illness from a complication of diseases. Prior to
her marriage deceased was Miss Mary B. Krause.
She was a devoted wife and mother, who was held
in high esteem by a large circle of friends. THE
KEYSTONE unites with the many friends of the
bereaved family in extending its condolence.

Missouri

J. C. Bellinger, of Alexis, Ill , has accepted a
position in the jewelry department of H. M. Sig-
loch's " City Drug and Jewelry Store," Keytesville.
He entered upon his duties on Monday, April 4th.

New Jersey

The jewelry business hitherto conducted at
Washington by W. H. Merrill has been purchased
by James H. Johnston, hardware merchant of that
place, and incorporated as a department of his
regular business, with Mr. Merrill in charge.

New York

Frederick W. Butler, a well-known jeweler
and one of the most promising business men of
Albion, died recently at the age of sixty years.
Deceased was a native of the Isle of Wight, Eng-
land, and came to America with his parents in
1852. It was in 1863 that he came to Albion and
entered the jewelry store which was then conducted
by H. W. Preston. He remained in this establish-
ment seventeen years. In 1882 deceased succeeded
to the business of the late J. T. Brown, and this he
owned and conducted up to the time of his death.
The late Mr. Butler accumulated a substantial busi-
ness. He enjoyed the esteem of the entire com-
munity in which he lived. He served on the board
of education for a part of one term, and rendered
efficient service in that capacity. He was a mem-
ber of Christ's Episcopal Church ; Renovation
Lodge, No. 97, F. & A. M.; Orleans Chapter 175,
R. A. M., and was also a member of the Albion
Chamber of Commerce. A widow, one son and
two daughters survive him.

Henry Elbe, a well-knomi member of the
jewelry trade of Niagara Falls, and one of the
most widely esteemed citizens of that city, died
recently. Deceased was born in Hamburg, Ger-
many, in 5840. He came to America in 1859. land-
ing at New Orleans. His entire career in this
country was devoted to the jewelry and watch-
making business. He it was who established the
firm now conducted at so 5 Falls Street, Niagara,
by his eldest son, Max H. Elbe. Deceased was a
charter member of Niagara Falls Lodge, No. 81,
I. 0. 0. F., and of the Niagara Falls Exempt Fire-
men's Association, being one of the organizers of
that association and its vice-president up to the
last election. He was a veteran of the Civil War,
having served in the Confederate navy as a gunner
on board the sister ship of the /1/errintac on the
Mississippi from 1861 to 1862. He was taken
prisoner, was subsequently liberated, came North
and located in Niagara Falls, where he remained
until his death. He was an honorary member of
Mabon Post G. A. R., of Sanborn, being ineligible
for active membership on account of serving on
the Confederate side. The funeral was attended
by delegations from the bodies with which he was
affiliated and by a large number of citizens. In
addition to M. J. Elbe, who, as told above, now
conducts the business, deceased is survived by
another son, Sigmund Cr. Elbe, a married daugh-
ter and a number of other relatives.

(Continued on page 791)
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Styles in Stationery

T H e

110SE of our readers who are sta-
tioners as well as jewelers have a
double interest in weddings, inasmuch

as they are in a position to furnish the invi-
tations, etc., as well as the presents. As the
demand for wedding stationery
forebodes a brisk matrimonial
season it will gratify the jeweler-
stationers to know that thus
far this year there has been
practically no change at all in
the style of wedding stationery
and for the summer months it
may be safely assumed that
there will not be. This asser-
tion is ventured because the
prominent engravers in New
York and in other large cities
have already bought so heavily
of practically the same stock
and sizes that were in vogue
last year, that no change can
be contemplated very soon.

On the subject of wedding
stationery for this season the
American Stationer says :
Engravers and stationers in

smaller centers are beginning to place their
orders for the same lines of goods, and
judging from the present demand, the sales

of wedding stationery this season will cer-
tainly go far beyond that of any previous one.

The increase in the demand for this variety
of stationery from year to year is said by the

representative houses in the line to be little

short of marvelous. Only a few years since

the manufacture of such goods was of com-

paratively slight importance, but under the

stimulus of the constantly increasing demand,

it now occupies considerable of the attention

of the most prominent manu-
facturers of high-grade station-
ery. Only this year another
house, which has long been
widely and favorably known as
a maker of high-class papeteries
and writing papers, has entered
the wedding stationery field and
the demand for its goods is
already so large that the suc-
cess of the deparment is as-
sured beyond a doubt.

The increased demand for
fine wedding stationery is ac-
counted for, not so much by
our actually increasing popula-
tion as by the greater pros-
perity of the country and the
desire on the part of all the
middle classes to live up to all

Wedding
Stationery
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an interesting and important a matter as a
marriage ceremony.

The increased demand for
wedding stationery is said to
be specially noticeable from
the more rural sections of

the Middle and Far West and the South.
The big cities and more important towns in

High-Grade
Stationery
in Demand

—Miss or Mrs.

Miss or Mrs.

Gentlemen's.

Gent,emen's

Gentlemen's.

.
Gentamen s Club

the little conventions in such

Fashionable Sizes of Cards

these territories report a constant and increas-
ing demand for the best wedding stationery,
and dealers there who have not yet awakened
to the possibilities of this business cannot
afford to neglect it much longer.

As already mentioned the changes in
styles this year have been comparatively un-
important and are manifest most in a ten-
dency to make the sheet rather more nearly
square than it has been, making the envelope
more oblong than last year. While this new
style has had some demand it may be men-

tioned that it has not displaced the style of
last year to any great extent. This means,
therefore, that the sheet which is slightly
longer than it is wide may more especially be
considered the correct thing,

The Stock

78.9

The stock remains exactly
and Lettering what it has been, a heavy

variety of vellum-finished
paper that approaches a dead white, or an
absolutely colorless tint if that expression be
allowable, as nearly as possible.

Old English, script and Roman are all
in good form as regards the lettering. Per-

haps the first mentioned will be
more used than last season.
For exceptionally fine functions
it is to be preferred perhaps,
but the cost, which is about
three times as much as script,
tends to restrict its popularity
somewhat.

The style of wording has
not changed since last year.
Those who have THE KEY-
STONE on file will find the cor-
rect form of wording by refer-
ing to the Stationery Depart-
ment, page mu, of the July,
1903, issue.

The diagrams on this page
show the various sizes of cards

which have the imprimatur of fashion at the
present time.

New Styles
in Paper

The tendency in writing
papers this spring is more
emphatically than ever in
favor of fabric finishes. Most

styles, of course, resemble those so widely

known to the trade under the original fabric

paper names of French organdie and linen

lawn, though the lines so cleverly imitated .

in the web and woof of the papers may now

be had very much finer and very much

coarser than originally. In sizes the ten-

dency is towards a sheet but slightly longer
than wide. This size when folded gives an
oblong shape and the oblong envelope, which
is the most

Mr. and Mrs.—Reception.

Miss or Mrs.

Miss or Mrs.

Miss or Mrs.

Miss.

Fasiliouable Sizes of Cards

popular one just now, can be
used with it. Possibly the
most noticeable feature about
the spring envelopes is the
numerous varieties of the wal-

let flap that are being shown.

There are round wallet flaps,

the wallet flap with square
corners, the long wallet flap,

the abbreviated wallet flap, and

a long list of others which
deviate more or less from the

more commonly known varie-
ties of wallet flaps. The old
conventional style of wedge
shape flap still figures well in
the lines, but it has lost con-
siderable of its popularity to the
wallet flap. Many licenses have
also been taken with it and it is
shown much longer and much
shorter than ever before.
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Among the Trade

(Continued from page 757)

New York

Robert B. Lowe, of Lowe Bros., of Port
Byron, was married recently to Miss Nora F.
Kelly, formerly of Weedsport. The ceremony
was performed by Rev. A. B. Minaker at his
home in Nauvoo. THE KEYSTONE joins with the
many friends of the happy pair in extending them
congratulations.

Ohio

D. R. Funk recently sold Out his business at
West Salem to N. H. Hines and purchased that of
the Brown Jewelry Co., of Bellefontaine.

The partnership hitherto existing in the firm
of D. C. Cornwell & Bro., of Glouster, has re-
cently been dissolved by mutual consent, D. C.
Cornwell retiring from the concern. The business
is being continued at the same location by G. A.
Cornwell, who was manager of the firm of D. C.
Cornwell & Bro. since its inception.

A sorrowful affliction has fallen upon F. D.
Pierce, of Ashley, whose wife died recently, leaving
a fifteen months' old baby. Jeweler Pierce has
many friends in the trade, who will regret to learn
of his misfortune. THE KEYSTONE joins with
them in extending to him sincere sympathy in his
sad bereavement.

Pennsylvania

C. W. Bixler, the well-known jeweler, of
Easton, has announced that on March ist he
formed a partnership with Samuel I'. Ludwig, who
has been connected in business with him for so
many years. The firm is now known as that of
C. W. Bixler & Co.

August Loch, one of the best known jewelers
of Allgeheny, is mourning the loss of his wife,
whose death occurred recently after a four months'
illness. Deceased was highly esteemed by a large
circle of friends, and much sympathy is felt for the
bereaved family.

I. Neafach has purchased and will continue
the business that has been conducted successfully
in Johnstown for the past twenty-two years by
W. A. Kraft.

Texas

A. Arnold, the popular salesman and watch
repairer for C. E. Erber, of Texarkana, is about to
erect a fine new residence in that city. Mr. Arnold
is a recent benedict.

Burton Chapman, the genial missionary for the
Elgin National Watch Company, is visiting the
trade in Texas and Arkansas this month.

A. S. Tonville, of Wichita Falls, will move
into his new store building during the summer
with a new stock of goods and fixtures.

L. M. Frey, who conducted the Henrietta
Jewelry Company, of Henrietta, has closed out
the business.

S. Gloyd has opened a repair shop at Hico.
Mr. Gloyd contemplates putting in a full line of
watches and jewelry in the fall.

C. G. McCord, who was for a number of years
with the Dublin Drug and Jewelry Company, of
Dublin, has embarked in the commercial world for
himself. Mr. McCord has a small, well-appointed
store and stock and his popularity in Dublin assures
his success.

Dan Copeland, of the Copeland Jewelry Com-
pany, of Marshall, will pay a visit to the Eastern
markets during the present month.

Mrs. W. D. Pittman, wife of the popular
jeweler at Mexia, recently underwent a delicate
surgical operation at Fort Worth, Texas.

J. A. De Gaugh, of Terrell, is closing out his
jewelry stock and will hereafter devote his entire
time and energy to the drug business.

Goodman & Miller have closed out their
jewelry stock at Navasata.

F. L. Schuester, of Texarkana, whose store
building was damaged by fire a short time ago, is
now established on Broad Street in a very pleasant
location. Mr. Schuester is one of the oldest
jewelers in the business, having spent forty years
of his life in this line.

Jeweler G. W. Haltrom, of Bowie, is soon to
occupy a new store building which is being erected
for his occupation. Mr. I laltrom is regarded as one
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of the most progressive and tilletTSSIll dealers in
the Southwest, as he is identified with jewelry
stores at Chickasha, Ind. Ter., Enid Hobart, Okla.

Haltrom expects to occupy his new store in
Bowie some time in June.

E. W. Treen, of the missionary force of the
Waltham Watch Company, has been calling on the
trade in Texas the past month.

E. Smith has recently opened a jewelry store
in Bowie. Mr. Smith has been identified with the
jewelry trade for a number of years in the South-
western country.

C. Wilson has resigned with \V. A. Peck, of
Denison, and accepted a position as salesman and
watch repairer with Jeweler I I. \V. Bounds, of
Dallas.

Joseph Ruetsch, the popular Main Street dealer
in Dallas, is about to move into a fine new store
building which is being fitted up especially for him.

J. Hunt has recently opened a jewelry store at
Henrietta. I\Ir. Hunt is a practical watchmaker
and competent jeweler.

E. Arnold, who has been with Chas. E. Erber,
the popular jeweler, of Texarkana, for the past
five years, resigned his position as salesman for
Mr. Erber and will return to his old borne in
St. Louis, where he will engage in the hotel busi-
ness on West Bell Place, in company with his
mother.

West Virginia

F. Midelburg has opened.a new jewelry store
in Charleston with a nice line of watches, clocks,
diamonds, jewelry and art goods.

The Traveling Man of To-Day

" Man," says the poet, " is half divine," " and
half asinine," replies the cynic. Perhaps the truth
is that he is both of these and a lot of other things
besides. Of course, the traveling man is only the
average man away from home, and yet that some-
how doesn't sound just true. He is a little more
and less than that. Let's put it this way : He is
the average man who has answered the wander
call in his breast.

Were you ever a boy in a corn
The Drummer— field on a hot June day, and

just as you had come to the end
of the row and were taking a

long pull at the lukewarm water in the jug by the
fence corner, did the afternoon train, westward
bound tt forty miles an hour, pass around the
corner of the hill and go roaring and screaming off
into the strange land that lay over and _beyond
Brownville ? Or did this happen in the evening
when you had washed the stains of the day's work
from you and had gone down to the post office and
then over to the depot to see the train go through?
And did something give a savage tug at your heart
so that it hurt, as with big hungry eyes you saw all
of these people going so blandly and with such
careless mien into that wonderful and enchanted
land that lay east of Jasperville ?

We have memories of a fellow that has crept
away by himself on many such a night, and there,
lying on his back amid the grass and looking at
the stars, he had such a hungryness to get on that
train that he thought he would die of it. Oh ! to
step briskly along as did that little round man with
grip in his hand ! To laugh and call by his first
name the wonderful being with the brass buttons
and the cap, and then to hear the bell ring, the
snort of the engine and the plangent thump of the
wheels upon the rails.

The world has moved fast in
recent years, and the rapid evo-
lution that has taken place in
all things has necessarily af-

fected the traveling man. We are living in a new
commercialism to-day. The old methods of mer-

Boyhood's Idol

The Modern
Salesman

791

chanotsing have been revolutionized. Like the
crude machinery used in the industrial world of
the past, they have been set aside for the new and
improved inethods which are now in force. The
high intellectual and moral plane of present-day
civilization demands higher laws to govern the
relations between the distributer and the purchas-
ing public. With this advance has come also the
demand for a higher class of men as salesmen on
the road—men with larger abilities and a wider
range of talents. The modern idea calls for true
salesmanship, which, in its highest sense, is a
science and an art. It is a science because of the
many deep principles And complex laws involved,
an art because of the talent and skill required in
the application of those laws and principles to
effect a desired end. The ability to sell goods
successfully is inherent, just as the talent to paint
a picture is born in the artist.

The secret of salesmanship is to reach the will
of the customer, and there are two channels to the
human will, the intelligence and the emotions. It
is the man who has the power to create a desire in
the customer that is the man of value. The wise
salesman—the one who has this creative power—
first gains his customer's attention, then her inter-
est ; and interest ripens into desire, and desire into
a resolve to purchase. So much is involved in this
pro,cess, simple as it seems, that a whole lifetime
may be spent in attaining a high degree of perfection.

The primary essential of sales-
Energy the First manship, as in every other walk

of life, is that indispensable force
called energy. It is the active,

wide-awake salesman who heads the list. The
successful salesman must be a hard worker not
only with his hands but with his head. He must
go below the superficial part of his brain—must
stir up his mental soil. The unthinking salesman
makes his profession automatic, robbing it of its
real life and soul. The model salesman must be
a man of ideas ; he must acquire a thorough
knowledge of his stock of goods. A knowledge
of human nature, too, is almost as indispensable
as a knowledge of the merchandise itself. Some
customers can be driven, others must be led ;
some must be talked to, others must be allowed to
do the talking, etc. He should study well the law
of suggestion, being able to quickly judge the
customer's tastes and fancies, then hasten to supply
the demand. He must possess tact—that faculty
of the mind which gives quick perception and
ready discernment ; must cultivate good judgment
—that operation of the mind which enables him to
decide things wisely and correctly. Determina-
tion, sincerity, punctuality, constancy—these are
other essentials which the ideal salesman must be
acquainted with.

Requirement

Artificial Camphor.
There is now in operation, on a commercial

scale, at Port Chester, New York, an artificial cam-
phor factory, the product of which is intended to
compete in the market with the natural substance.
It is maintained that it does not differ, except in
the manner of its origin, from that extracted from
the camphor-trees of Formosa. Artificial camphor
is made from essential oils derived from turpentine.
Chemically the only difference between turpentine
and camphor is the possession by each molecule of
the latter of one atom of oxygen which is lacking
in the former. By a chemical process the needed
oxygen is supplied. Three-fourths of the whole
supply of camphor is used in the arts, and one-
fourth in medicine.
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Our Rights and Our Duties

BY JOHN TWEEZER

In a recent address, President Eliot, of
Harvard University, said that George Wash-
ington always considered more his duties
than his rights.

Of how many of us can this be said ?
Is it not a fact that from our habitual view-
point we first focus our eyes upon our rights
and so strain our vision in study of that
interesting subject that subsequent contem-
plation of our duties is a trifle blear-eyed?
Or is it not a fact, indeed, that many of us
never withdraw our gaze at all from the fas-
cinating study of " rights " ? never get so far
as even to entertain the thought that there
may be " duties " somewhere within the
range of vision ? And yet what vast mis-
chiefs to the human society might be averted,
what splendid gains might be added to the
total of human happiness, what inspirations
would come to the practice of justice and
equity, if with each one of us individually,
and with communities and peoples as a whole,
the rule of George Washington obtained—to
consider more one's duties than one's rights !

Nowadays we hear much assertion of
the rights of labor: I fail to notice anywhere
a reminder from the propagandists that labor
has equal measure of duties to be observed
and fulfilled. So to, as Disraeli wrote,
" Property has its duties as well as its rights.''
In the whole range of human activities, in all
the crowding interests of individuals and
nations alike, too much place is given to
discussion of the rights of man and men—far
too little to the contemplation of the coinci-
dent duties which give vitality to those
rights. One cannot assert rights who makes
no acknowledgment of duties. They cannot
be separated. They go in pairs, always.
The assertion of a right presupposes the
performance of a duty. And here is the
crux of the whole matter, as Washington
peiceived it and as all honest men would
practice it, had they the moral strength of
Washington : One must fierform his duties

BEFORE he demands his rights.
But what an upsetting this would make

of universal policies and practices ! The
whole world would be turned topsy-turvy—
to the whole world's advantage. Disputes
between nations would have to pass through
the alembic of arbitration, and when the
moot questions between them would come
forth refined of their dross, resultant wars
and wastes would be few indeed. How
many " strikes," how many " lockouts,"
would survive the practice of first considering
the duties, respectively, of Labor and Capital?
The crowded calendars of the courts of law
would be wiped nearly clean ; the legal pro-

fession would be a barren field, if men prac-
ticed the advice of Abraham Lincoln, in his
speech of February 21, 1859 : • " Let us
dare to do our duty, as we understand it."

And you, Mr. Jeweler—and you, Mr.
Clerk—where would you stand, if you culti-
vate the practice of first studying the question
of your duties before you " squared off " in
assertion of your rights ? Wouldn't there
have to be a necessary shifting of your
habitual point of view ? Wouldn't a flush
come to your cheek, as you recalled the posi-
tions taken by you in the past on this ques-
tion or on that? Wouldn't there be some
acute spasms of conscience and some very
active mortifications of spirit?

You demand the performance of certain
services to you, on the part of your employees:
have you faithfully fulfilled your own duty to
them, before insisting on what is due you ?
Have you taught them as you should, re-
spected their personal dignities as you should,
safeguarded them from temptation as you
should, inspired them by example as you
should ? Have you honored their rights, as
you should?

And you : You are much concerned
lest the " boss " ignore your rights in the
matter of wage and hours and what-not; you
may not " speak up," but you nurse your
sense of deprivation. You sulk, or give
grudging service, or sow the seeds of dis-
loyalty in your associate clerks ; but you
never get outside of yourself for a minute to
look the question of your duties squarely in
the eye. Isn't your first duty to be loyal?
and your second duty to give the utmost
service within your powers ? See that these
duties are well and faithfully performed ;
then venture to assert your rights. In nine
times out of ten the rights will have been
recognized by this time and the " boss " will
thus have fulfilled his duty.

The whole matter resolves itself to a
question of correct appreciation of the rela-
tions of man to man, of men to men, of
peoples to peoples. In its last analysis it is
simply the interpretation of the Golden Rule :
" Do unto others as you would have others
do unto you."

Do not be too zealous in the assertion
of your rights, until you have shown zeal in
the performance of your coincident duties.
You cannot be ignorant of what your duty
is, in each varying condition of your environ-
ment. " The primal duties shine aloft like
stars." The sense of duty is omnipresent,
like the Deity. It pursues us ever ; is
always with us, for our happiness or misery.
The whole philosophy of rational life is
embraced in the phrase found in the Book of
Common Prayer: " To do my duty in that
state of life unto which it shall please God
to call me."

Wanted
A young man answering to the fol-

lowing description, for a position which
gives opportunity for advancement to
great responsiollities.
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He must not be too clever, but must. not
be stupid. Capacity for " catching on " and
holding what he catches will count for more
than mere smartness.

He must not watch the clock, but watch
his work until the work is done the best he
knows how.

He must be dissatisfied only with his
own performance and continually be trying
to improve on his last performance.

He must endeavor to find better ways
than the old ways; must look for weak spots
in the old routine and discover how best to
mend them ; and though .his original sug-
gestions may not be at once adopted, the
habit of original thinking will establish his
value as a constructive force and constantly
enlarge his own executive capacity.

He must talk little ; his work and ex-
ample must talk instead. But he will listen
closely when others talk, if their talk is
worth while.

He must be ambitious to get on ; must
love the work for the work's sake and for
the training which it gives ; must look ahead
for better things, but prepare for the better
things by doing perfectly the thing in hand,
day by day.

He must not give grudging service, but
put his heart into his work. He must seem
anxious to give a little more labor than he
gets in wage ; much more interest in his
employer than his employer shows of interest
in him. He must look upon the store as
his personal estate: talk for it, guard it from
misrepresentation, promote its welfare in
every way within the range of his oppor-
tunities. And he will acquire this deep-
seated interest for his own sake as well as the
store's sake ; for he will grow in usefulness
as his devotion grows.

He must be loyal in every way to his
employer, and always faithful to his own
sense of duty.

The young man who answers to the
above description can have his choice of a
thousand situations to-morrow. He is not
" crowded out "—the positions are positively
begging his acceptance. Doors fly open at
his approach. The world is full of the other
kind, but there is never enough of this right
kind to half go 'round. And with each
coming year he will be more and more in
demand ; for the world's work is growing
bigger and harder every day, and with each
advance comes louder call for the young man
who " knows how " or can learn how. There
are more places of the right kind than there
are young men of the right kind. J. T.
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Ocular Gymnastics in Exophoria and

Insufficiency of Convergence

The value of gymnastics in disturbances
of the ocular balance is becoming recognized
more and more. A clear exposition of this
branch of ocular therapeutics has been given
lately in the " System of Physiologic Thera-
peutics, Vol. VII," by Dr. W. L. Pyle.
This well-known ophthalmologist points out
that one of the greatest causes of muscular
asthenopia is insufficiency of the convergence,
with or without accompanying exophoria.
The prescription of proper glasses, temporary
abstinence from near work, and general hy-

gienic and tonic treatment will suffice in most

cases to bring relief from the asthenopic

symptoms. When, however, these measures

do not afford relief, ocular gymnastics are

indicated. For minor cases the " thumb or

finger exercise" is of value. This consists

in exercising the convergence by drawing the

thumb or index-finger gradually toward the

bridge of the nose, meanwhile trying to

maintain a single image of the finger. The

finger should be withdrawn immediately

before diplopia results. This should be re-

peated a dozen times at each exercise, and

the method should be used several times

daily. The more important method is that

by graduated rhythmic exercise in overcom-

ing successively stronger prisms, bases out.

Formerly prisms of I° to 8° strength were

employed. The following is the later method

suggested by Dr. G. M. Gould for developing

high adducting power by exercise with strong

prisms : The amount of exophoria is noted,

the abduction and adduction are then meas-

ured, followed by the measurement of the

convergent-stimulus adduction. This is ob-

tained by coaxing the patient to overcome as

strong a pair of prisms as possible, with

bases out. It will generally be found that a

pair of 8° or io° prisms is as much as can be

overcome at first ; but if the exophoria is not

too great, it is seldom that, after a few trials,

a patient cannot fuse the image of a candle

flame at zo feet (6 meters) with this handi-

cap. The examiner should then prescribe a

pair of prisms, bases out, suiting the strength

to the indications, giving slightly less than

the full amount of adduction power. It is of

great importance to have the prism set in a

well-adjusted interchangeable prism-frame.

The patient is instructed to place himself zo

feet (6 meters) from a flame, and endeavor

to fuse the double image ; if, as is usual, it is

impossible for him to fuse at this distance, he

must approach the flame until he gets the

single image, then walk backward, keeping

his gaze steadily fixed on the flame, until he

reaches his starting point. This is much

more difficult for the patient than having

some one withdraw the marked card from the
near point to the flame ; so that, whenever
feasible, it is preferable to call in the assist-
ance of a second person, particularly in the
earlier days of the exercise. If the image is
still single, the patient is told to hold it
steadily so for about a quarter of a minute,
then to raise the glasses and gaze at the flame
with naked eyes for the same length of time,
and repeat this ten or twenty times three
times a day. At the next visit the strength
of the prisms is increased and the exercise
continued at home and at each succeeding
visit an addition Of about 5° may be pre-
scribed until the patient can, without the
slightest trouble, overcome a pair of 25° or
30 prisms. Patients may be educated to
overcome a combined prism-strength of over
mo°, base out. An arrangement may be
effected to hire the prisms and make
the necessary changes for a very mod-
erate charge, and the patient is saved the
expense of buying a whole outfit of lenses
that would be useless to him after a few
weeks. Exercise should be continued for
some time after apparent cure, to prevent
relapse.

A Little Trick Valuable in Removing a
Foreign Body from the Cornea

In the Zeitschrift f. Aughlk., Dr. Baas,
of Worms, Germany, describes a little trick
which does not seem to be generally known
and which he has found very valuable in
removing foreign bodies from the cornea or
conjunctiva. In such cases where no assist-

ance is at hand, and where lateral illumina-

tion is necessary, the doctor tells his patient

to lift the upper lid himself, but in such a

manner that the patient lifts the lid of his
right eye with his left hand, and that of his

left eye with his right hand. In this way the

patient's arm rests on his head and is out of

the way, while the doctor has the left hand

free for holding the lens for illumination,

as his right hand handles the instruments.

A further advantage is that the patient is

more quiet, because he has to concentrate

his whole attention on the proper position of

his hand and fingers.

On Heterophthalmus

Heterophthalmus signifies that ocular
condition in which one eye possesses a light

iris, whereas the iris of the other eye has a

dark (brown) color. Formerly this condi-

tion has been regarded as an innocent play

of nature, but according to the observations

of Dr. Georges Weill, in Strassburg, Ger-

many, this view must be modified decidedly.

This ophthalmologist concludes from his

observations that the lighter eye mostly, if

not always, suffers from an insidious inflam-

mation of the uveal tract which frequently

(795)

brings on cataract. He believes that in heter-
ophthalmus we have to do with disturbances
of the circulation which began before birth,
then become stationary, and finally show
themselves again in the form of cataract and
iridocyclitis.

Regarding the Development of School
Myopia

Frequently it has been asserted that the
myopia of school children had its cause in
the insufficient illumination and the had print
of the schoolbooks. It was hoped, therefore,
that better attention to the light and the print
would soon reduce the percentage of those
boys who become myopic during their school
life. This hope, however, has not been ful-
filled. Dr. Schoute, of Amsterdam, for ex-
ample, examined the schools of Amsterdam
very minutely and found the daily illumina-
tion as well as the print of the books quite
sufficient in almost ninety per cent. Still he
found that no less than one-third of the
school children had become myopic during
their school years. He therefore concludes,
that it is the close work in itself which pro-
duces the alarming degree of myopia and ad-
vises that the instruction should be simplified.

Some Obscure Cases of Eyestrain

That sometimes, in spite of the best
efforts of the refractionist, the patient is not
relieved of his annoying symptoms, is well
known to every experienced reader of these
lines. Of course, that this want of satisfac-
tion in some cases may be due to the fact
that the refractionist overlooked a certain
unusual defect, cannot be denied, but that
this need not be the explanation in every such
case, is clearly shown by the paper of Dr.
F. W. Marlow, in the New York Medical
journal. This careful ophthalmologist re-
ported three cases of this kind, from the
study of which he drew the following con-
clusions :

The most careful investigation and the appa-
rently accurate correction of all the discoverable
errors may completely fail to relieve the symptoms;
may, in fact, aggravate them, and yet the symp-
toms may still be due to eyestrain. Indeed, the
fact that glasses which are apparently correct aggra-
vate the symptoms is, I .believe, in most cases
evidence that the latter do arise from eyestrain,
and that a latent error is present ; usually an error
in the muscle balance. In all the cases described,
the possibility of the existence of the kind of error
which was finally found to be present, was fully
appreciated from the first. In the second place, I
believe that lapse of time is a very important factor
in the elucidation of the true nature of these cases.
The action of the accommodation in neutralizing
refractive errors is so automatic and persistent,
that all efforts to annul it sometimes fail to be
completely effective ; even atropine and other
powerful cycloplegics failing to bring about a com-
plete relaxation. The natural relaxation due to
advancing years often reveals a hitherto latent
error. Similarly the instinctive tendency to see
single and not double causes the intrinsic muscles to

(Continued on page 797)
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contract so as to maintain a parallelism of the visual
lines. This contraction is so constantly maintained
that the muscles get into a condition of tonic spasm
which is extremely persistent. Just as we have a
spasm of the accommodation in cases of hypero-
pia and astigmatism in the interest of. clear vision,
so we have a spasm of the extrinsic muscles in the
interest of single vision, and the latter is far more
difficult to demonstrate than the former. It is sur-
prising what high degrees of error..may remain
latent year after year and produce a train of symp-
toms absolutely intractable to treatment until the
manifestation and correction of these errors has
occurred. I have seen some cases which have in-
clined me to think that not only is lapse of time
the only thing which will reveal the true nature of
the ocular conditions, but that old age itself is
reached, in some cases, before the
true condition becomes manifest.

The Angle Gamma and
its Relation to Squint

There mostly exists con-

siderable confusion about the

exact meaning of the angle

gamma. Casey Wood, in the

Posey-Wright text-book, de-

fines it as follows : The angle

gamma is that formed at the

center of rotation by the optic

axis and the line of fixation.

A better definition in the

opinion of the reviewer would

be : The angle gamma is the

angle which the line of fixa-

tion forms with a line that is

erected normally at the mid-

dle of the corneal surface.

Any reader may at once ob-

K EYSTONe

1.500. A similar difference exists in the

two cases reported by Dr. Brawley.

The angle gamma may be either positive or
negative. When positive the line of fixation cuts
the cornea to the nasal side of the optic axis and
the effect, when the visual axes are parallel, is that
of a divergent strabismus. When negative the line
of fixation passes to the temporal side of the optic
axis, thus causing a deviation inward of the optic
axes and an apparent convergence during paral-
lelism of the visual axes.

Although a perimeter may be used in measuring
this angle, a more practical instrument is the devio-
meter of Worth. This instrument permits of a
measurement of the angle gamma being taken
during the measurement of a deviation, so that
one may note the size of this very important angle
in each case without the necessity of a special
device involving an extra expenditure of time.

The deviometer is constructed upon a scale of
tangents to degrees at 6o cm. distance, on the
principle of the Maddox scale and the Priestley
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binocular and stereoscopic vision and normal
muscle balance led to an examination of the angle
gamma, which proved to be of the negative variety,
measuring R. E. 6° and L. E. 3°.

Cases have been known where a tenotomy
was performed for just such a condition. It is also
possible for a positive angle gamma to cover up an
actual convergent strabismus of low degree, and
for a negative angle to mask a slight divergent
strabismus.

These would seem to be sufficient reasons for
adopting this as a routine measurement in all cases
of strabismus, especially as it can now be carried
out with practically no extra trouble or loss of
time during the measurement of a deviation with
the deviometer.

Astigmatic Changes
In a recent number of American Medi-

cine, Dr. Julius Pohlman, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
reports his personal experience about the

change that may occur in the

astigmatic refraction of the

eye. His study is based upon

tam n a clear idea about this

angle if he takes a skiascopic

mirror, or in fact any mirror with a hole

in it, and reflects the image of the flame
of a candle on the eye of a person sitting

about a yard away from him. He will then

see a small, bright corneal image, and if

he tells the person to look at the hole of

the mirror, he will observe that the corneal

reflex, which of course lies in the visual

line, will not occupy the middle .of the

cornea, but a position usually more or less to

the nasal side. The distance between the

middle of the cornea and the light reflex may

be regarded as a measure of the angle gamma.

Sometimes this angle may be so great as to

give rise to the appearance of squint, which

can be excluded only by the cover test.

In the February number of the Ofik-

inalmic Record Dr. F. E. Brawley reports

two such cases, together with a method of

objectively measuring the angle gamma.

We reprint here the essential part of that

paper, but will remark right here that the

values for the angle gamma here given are

not the highest ones observed, for Donders

had one case in which he found as much as

t. 3°. It further must be mentioned that

Mauthner believes that the apparent squint

is observed only in such cases in which the

angle gamma differs for both eyes. In his

cases he, indeed, observed that the average

value for the angle gamma in the right eye

was 4°, while that for the left eye was only

Smith tape. An electric lamp, 5 x inches, situated
at the zero of the scale, gives a very clear linear
corneal reflex. A push-button controls this lamp
and allows of a very rapid flashing on and off of
the light, which is especially valuable in examining
children, whose gaze would otherwise be attracted
from the fixation point by longer continuance of
such a bright light.

The patient sits at the end of a 6o cm. tape
and with one eye covered looks with the other at
the marker which slides along the reversible arm
bearing the scale. The light is flashed on from
time to time, as the marker is gradually moved
along the arm and away from zero, until the light
reflex appears in the exact center of the cornea.
The position of the marker now shows in degrees
the size of the angle. A lighted wax taper held
before the marker may be used as a fixation point
for children. The observer must of course note
the position of the corneal light reflex from a
position at the zero of the scale.

Case i. M. G., aged seventeen years. Poor
vision with asthenopic symptoms, though not
marked. Had been told that she squinted.
Refraction :

R. E. + 3.5 cyl. ax. 800 O—o.5 =V. pi.
L. E. +4.0 cyl. ax. too° — o.5 sph. =V. h.

All tests for strabismus negative. Patient was
then found to have a normal muscle balance and
full binocular and stereoscopic vision. Angle
gamma, however, measured in R. E. 8° and L. E.
90 instead of the usual 4° to 6°. The accompanying
photograph, kindly furnished by Privat. Doc. Dr.
Heine, shows the apparent divergence.

Case 2. L. K., aged thirteen years. Always
short-sighted. An apparent convergent strabismus
was noticeable across the room. All tests for stra-
bismus negative. Refraction was — 9.0 sph. in
each eye, giving a vision of 1. The presence of

eyes which were examined

and re-examined by him dur-

ing a period of ten years, the
re-examination occurring from
one to ten times, at intervals

varying from six months to

five years. All eyes below

the age of fifty years were

examined under a cycloplegic.

No doubtful cases were

counted, but only those in

which a definite change could

be measured and in which the

patient reported satisfactory

improvements f ro m t h e

change of glasses. He des-

ignated all astigmatic condi-

tions in which the axes

were parallel or formed an

angle of 900 or 1So° as
regular, whereas, all other

cases were called irregular.

The doctor paid no attention to changes in

the accompanying hypermetropic or myopic

refraction, as every refractionist knows and

recognizes them.
Three series of cases were examined.

Each series comprises 300 persons, who came

back for a re-examination, and it is very in-

teresting to remark that in each series the

proportion of consecutive cases to those re-

examined was almost exactly the same—that

is, one patient among five returned for re-
examination.

The proportion between male and female
patients among the 4po cases studied, was 62
females to 38 males ; t. e., about 3 women to 2
men. Among the goo re-examined cases were 573
females and 327 males, 64 to 36, practically the
same proportion. Taking the three sections sepa-
rately, the first 300 gave 190 females to i TO males,
63 to 37 ; the second 300 gave 197 females to 103
males, 65 to 35 ; the third 300 gave 186 females to
114 males, 62 to 38.

Among the re-examined 9oo cases were 682
hyperapes and 218 myopes,765 of the former to
24% of the latter. Divided again into the three
sections, the first 300 gave 230 hyperopes to 70
myopes, 77% and 23% ; the second 300 gave 231
hyperopes to 69 myopes, 77% and 23% ; the
third 300 gave 221 hyperopes to 79 myopes, 74%
and 26%.

Among the 284 of the re-examined 9oo, 32%
showed changes in their astigmatic corrections,
case in every 33/6. These 284 cases presented 171
females and 113 males ; i. e., 6o% to 4o%. There

(Continued on tage 799)
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

(Continued from page 797)

were among them 205 hyperopes and 79 myopes,
72% of the former and 285Yo of the latter.

Among the 900 re-examined cases,
classified according to age, the doctor found :

Below to years  59
Between to and 20 years 166
Between 20 and 30 years  276
Between 30 and 40 years 182
Forty years and over 217

In the 284 cases which showed a change
in the astigmatic refraction the age was as
follows :

Below to years  22 Or 37%
Between to and 20 years 45 " 28 "
Between 20 and 30 years  too " 36 "
Between 30 and 40 years  57 41 31 11

Forty years and over 6o " 28 "

It is remarkable that the different periods
of life show such small differences with regard
to the change of astigmatism, and it seems
that we have to give up the old idea and to
accept the statement of the author that the
different ages show changes in the astigmatic
refraction with about equal frequency. These
changes were observed to be as follows :

I. Increase of astigmatism, 142 cases, 5o7.
2. Change of astigmatic axis, 89 cases, 31%.
3. Increase of astigmatism and change of axis,

21 cases, 7%.
4. Change of regular to irregular axis, 16

cases, 6%.
5. Change of irregular to regular axis, 16

cases, 6%.

The author recapitulates his conclusions
in the following lines :

From a study of 900 cases examined and re-
examined, nearly every third showed changes in
the astigmatism ; 50%, half of all the changes
found, presented a simple increase in the quantity
of astigmatism without any change of axis ; 31%
gave merely a change of axis ; these two combined
accounted for 81% of all the changes recorded.
The other 19% were almost equally divided be-
tween (t) increase of astigmatism plus change of
axis ; (2) change of regular to irregular ; and (3)
change of irregular to regular axis.

A Shade to Protect the Examiner's
Eyes from the Bright Light when
Working with the Source of
Light Close to the Mirror

in Skiascopy

There can be no doubt that in skiascopy
better results may be obtained with the source
of light close to the plane mirror than with
the light over the head of the patient. This
was clearly pointed out years ago by Dr.
Edward Jackson. At the same time it cannot
be denied that if the source of light is so near
to the examiner's eyes the bright light flashes
into his unused eye and produces more or
less fatigue and dazzling. In a recent num-
ber of The Ophthalmic Record Dr. Mark D.
Stevenson, of Akron, Ohio, calls attention to
this fact and expresses his belief that many
examiners have given up this method on this
account. To avoid this fatigue from dazzling
he has constructed a little shade, the rationale
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and details of which he describes in the
following lines :

If a book is held five or six inches in front of a
five or ten millimeter opening in the light screen
or chimney, it is easy to see what a large area of
light there is on the examiner's face in making this
test. In order to place the mirror in the central
brightest light, his unused eye must also be in the
light.

If the examiner places the light screen or chim-
ney on the opposite side to the eye used in making
the test, so that the light will pass across his face
at an angle Of about 45°, he can shade his eyes by
holding a large mirror in the unused hand two or
three inches from the source of light, and still
place the other mirror in the central bright light.

This shade, as illus-
trated in the diagram,
prevents the bright light
from passing to the ex-
aminer's eyes, which are
now both in its shadow.
The mirror with which
the test is made being
held in front of the eye,
near the edge of the
shade, is situated in the
bright central light. The
shade is supported by a
ball and socket device
admitting of easy adjust-
ment, and can be quickly
placed on any of the
cover chimneys in use.
Its both sides may be a
dull black, but the writer
prefers to have a mirror
on the side next the cover
chimney which, when
properly adjusted, reflects
light on the trial case, so
that the desired lenses

may be quickly found. The device is very easily
adjusted and, unless the examiner varies his dis-
tance from the light, may be used for weeks at a
time without changing its position.

The examiner places the eyes in its shelter and
his mirror in the bright light. The writer has also
had a cheaper and simpler shade made which
cannot be so readily adjusted but gives the same
desired results.

An Ophthalmodynamometer

Literally the word ophthalmodynamo-
meter signifies an instrument which measures
the power of the eye. Landolt first proposed
the word for an apparatus of his own, by
means of which he could determine the power
of convergence and accommodation of the
eye. His instrument consisted " of a cylin-
der blackened on the outside, which can be
fitted on a candle of ordinary size. The
cylinder has a vertical slit about a third of a
millimeter in breadth, a series of fine open-
ings which form together a vertical line, and
a circular aperture about one millimeter in
diameter. The slit and the openings are all
covered with ground glass. When the candle
is lighted they constitute luminous objects of
fixation." This instrument certainly is used
very little in this country, probably because
the use of a candle in the office is always
more or less annoying. To obviate this
difficulty, Dr. C. A. Wishart, of Pittsburg,
Pa., has modified the instrument so that
the electric light may be employed. He
uses it very much and describes the modifi-
cation of the Landolt instrument as follows :

I find daily use for one which I have adapted
to the electric-lighting current, but which may be
used with a storage or dry-cell battery, where the
light current is not available. In connection with
the street current and a rheostat is a small to-volt
lamp with a handle (Fig. 1), and over this is
slipped a metal cylinder (Fig. 2), closed at the
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top and blackened on the outside. The cylinder
is provided with a vertical line of small openings,
about one-third of a millimeter, placed about one-
third of a millimeter apart, also with a single circu-
lar opening two millimeters in diameter. Instead
of the ground glass I have placed inside of the
metal cylinder a cylinder of white cardboard.

To determine the maximum of convergence
the vertical line of small openings is used, and
starting at a point one or more meters distant from
the patient's eyes, the instrument is carried toward
his face in the median line ; when the near-point of
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convergence is reached (or more correctly, as soon
as it is passed) the line is doubled (crossed
diplopia).

To determine the near-point of accommoda-
tion the same line of small openings is used and
gradually carried toward the patient ; when the
limit of accommodation is passed, instead of distinct
points of light, it will appear as a vertical line of
overlapping diffusion circles.

When investigating the relation between ac-
commodation and convergence, Landolt says:
" When convergence and accommodation har-
monize, the patient will see single and distinctly
the row of luminous points as such. If conver-
gence be at fault, the line will appear double, the
diplopia being crossed if there be insufficiency, or
homonymous if there be excess. Should there be
a failure in the optical adaptation the points will
appear blurred."

The reviewer must confess that though
the substitution of the electric light for the
candle certainly is an improvement, still there
is hardly any need for such instrument at all.
A well-defined straight line, on a piece of
white stiff paper, will answer very well to
determine the near point of convergence and
even that of accommodation. At least in
his own practice he has found this simple
contrivance perfectly sufficient.

The Largest Searchlight
The largest searchlight in the world, manufac-

tured in Germany, is now in St. Louis, and is to
crown the dome of the Woman's Magazine Building,
on the World's Fair grounds. The lens is seven
feet across and will reflect a light of 6,000,000
candle power that can be seen zoo miles from
St. Louis, it is asserted by the manufacturers. It
was the intention of the company to install the
light secretly, and in the middle of the night flash
it across the city.

The light will be one of the features of the
World's Fair. The company guarantees that it
will throw letters against the sky that can be read
150 miles away. World's Fair days and events of
unusual interest will be hearalded abroad in this
novel fashion. No searchlight on the World's
Fair grounds will compare with this giant lamp, it
is claimed.

It will be installed on the highest point near
St. Louis. The dome of the building is 135 feet
from the ground, and the ground at that point is
116 feet above Broadway. The lamp is mechanic-
ally arranged so that at the touch of a key it will
recede into the dome and be completely covered.
The operation is hydraulic. It can be directed at
any angle in every point of the compass by a simple
manipulation of keys from the office.
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TO THE TRADE:
We wish to notify the trade that we have obtained a perpetual

injunction restraining Cohen 11ros., Ltd., of Toronto, from using
our trade-mark 'SHUR-ON' or the word 'SHURE-ON,
and we hereby warn thc trade against selling any article as
SHUR-ON unless coming through us, as we shall protect
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An Exposition of the Principles of Re-

fraction in the Human Eye Based

on the Laws of Conjugate Foci
(Continued. Part IX.)

With 19 original illustrations.

III SWAN M. Buttwitrr, M. D. Ph. D., Professor o
f Ophthal-

mology and Otology in tile Medical School of the

University of Georgetown, Washington, D. C.

[Copyright by SWAN M. BuitNim, 1903.]

Determination of Astigmia by Skiascopy

The movement of the bright spot on the

fundus being necessarily in the same plane

as the mirror movement (at right angles to

its rotation axis), it is only the refraction in

a single meridian corresponding to that plane

that is determined in skiascopy. As it is

possible, however, to make the axis of mirror

rotation correspond to any meridian of the

refracting system it is desired to examine, it

is easy to determine separately the refraction

in any two meridians at right angles to each

other as we have it in astigmia. To this end

it is only necessary to find the points of

reversal separately for the meridians of least

and greatest refraction (always at right angles

to each other), to know the value of the

focal interval of Sturm. Knowing, then, the

far points of the two meridians, the strength

of the cylindrical lens required to bring them

together marks the degree or amount of

astigmia.
Example:—Meridian with its axis at 900

requires + 3 to bring about a reversal at

I M., that with its axis at 1800 requires a

+ 2. There is, therefore, i D. of H., with

its axis at 1800, and 2 D. of H., with its axis

at 90°. The astigmia is therefore 4- 2 — 1

= D. axis 900, with a general H. of

I D. common to both meridians (compound

hypermetropic astigmia.

Determination of Astigmia by the Ophthalmoscope

In the determination of general aine-

tropia by means of the ophthalmoscope

(direct method), we saw that when the two

retina were brought into the positions of

conjugate foci, and the details of the. fundus

of the observed eye were pictured distinctly

Upon the retina of the observing eye, the

ametropia was abolished, and the focus of

the lens through which this was effected

marked the far point of the observed eye

(the observing eye being emmetropic). In

astigmia, there being two foci, corresponding

to the meridians of least and greatest refrac-

tion at right angles to each other, it is neces-

sary to determine the conjugate focus or far

point of each of these meridians separately.

This is done by taking as the objects of

observation, the retinal vessels running in

various directions across the background of

the eye. In astigmia the vessels whose

general course corresponds to one direction

will be seen more distinctly than those run-

ning in a direction at right angles to this.
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These directions will correspond to the axes

of the two principal meridians, respectively.

It now remains to find the lens through which

the vessels corresponding to the axis of each

of these meridians are seen most distinctly,

separately, and the difference in their power

will express the amount of astigmia.

Example : The vessels running in a

vertical direction are seen most distinctly

with a ± 3 D., while those running in a

horizontal direction are seen distinctly with a

I D. There is then H. -= 3 D. with the

axis at 9o0 (vertical), and H. = i D. with

the axis at 1800 (horizontal). There is then

a general H. = x D. and an astigmia of

3 — I = 2 D. axis 900 ; compound hyper-

metropic astigmia ^ + 2. ax. 90°.

Formulae for Conjugate Foci

In order that the action of these laws

governing the refraction of the eyes, in the

various manners described in the foregoing

thesis, may be brought together under a

general mathematical formula applicable to

all possible conditions, we add an exposition,

K-.f-15 f,-20
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Examples : / = o. Then l =1.11.1
x 20 301 ; that is, when B is at the0 0

anterior principal focus F, the conjugate

focus, C, is at infinity. Similarly when I, = o,

C being at F„ by formula (3) 13 or the

other conjugate focus is found at infinity.

When I = 00 , l =3:.= o. 13 then

recedes to infinity and C advances to F1.

When / is positive, to the left of F, /1 is

also positive and to the right of F1, and vice

versa. When, however, /1 is negative, and

to the left of F1, I is also negative and to the

right of F, and vice versa, and both are on

the same side of the principal plane A.

Examples : I -=.200 mm. , l = m =
1.5 mm., C is then positive and 1.5 mm. to

the right of F, and, 20 + 1.5 z--= 21.5 mm.

behind A. Conversely when C is 21.5 mm.

behind A, B or the far point will be zoo mm.

in front of F, or 215 mm. in front of the

principal plane A. This will correspond to

the far point of a myopia of 4.5 D.

When /, — 1, C being I film. to the

left of F1, 1 = = — 300 m01 ; B, the

far point, will then be 300 mm.

to the right of F, that is, —

300 + 15 = — 285 mm. be-

hind A, which represents the

position of the far point of

3.5 D. of H.
When I, — 20 mm., C

'ill find itself at A, the principal plane,

and I will be -329-e- = — 15 mm. Since

A is equal to 15, B will find itself also

at A, and the image and object will be

superposed.
It will be seen, from the examples given,

that a variation of i mm. in the position of

C in its relation to the position of the

retina in E, brings an alteration in the posi-

tion of the other conjugate focus or far point

of about 3.5 D. When 1, is positive, this

far point will be in front of the eye, M.; when

it is negative the far point will be behind

the eye H.

A

E---3

Fig. 18

based on the simple formulEe for conjugate

foci given by Gavarret, (Les images par

reflexion et refraction, Paris, z866). In this

treatment we accept as fixed values the

optical constants of the reduced eye of

Donders, where the posterior principal focus

for parallel rays A F, (Fig. A =
20 111M. , and the anterior principal focus A I,

= f = 15 mm. B and C indicate the posi-

tions of other conjugate foci, and the relation

of these to the principal foci F and Fi have

the values I and /1. The varying values of

/ and /, are counted from F and F in such

manner that all values of I to the left of F

are considered as positive. (+), while all

values to the right of F are negative (—).

All values of /, to the left of F„ are counted

as negative (—), while all values to the right

of F, are counted as positive (+). It will

be seen that P., marks the position the retina

occupies in emmetropia, being at the posterior

principal focus for parallel rays.

The general formula for determining

the values of I and /, is,

ill =111. (1).

The values of f and f, being fixed, any
change in the value of / must be associated

with a change in the value of 1,, and vice

versa, and in accordance with the following

formula, deduced from (1) :

L ib (2), I, =1-1,-, (3).
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A New Method of Coloring Photo-
graphs

From a good negative, the simpler the subject

the better, print on a piece of rollable film exactly

as for a lantern slide ; one or two trials will show to

just what density the positive should be. Select a
suitable backing paper of any delicate shade,
although for many subjects white does as well as
any kind of tint, and press them against one of the

panes of the window, the film next the glass. On

the paper draw roughly a pencil outline of the

subject, as a guide to the application of the color,

which may be laid on the paper with a free hand,

the photograph giving all the beautiful shading-.

I3ind them together, glass in front and cardboard

behind, to keep the film flat, and the color will be

found to show through the film with all the beauty

of a painting by a good technical artist.



is the most necessary of all instruments for the
refractionist to have. It gives information in regard
to astigmatism that can not be gotten in any other
way, saves time and lessens the possibility of error.

the following extract from a book review published
in the New York Post Graduate journal, for March,
1904:

" To our mind the ophthalmologist who does not
usually rely upon this instrument (the Ophthalmo-
meter) ""1"1' * is like the fishermen on the
Banks of Newfoundland, who go to sea without a
compass or a sextant and rely upon dead reckoning."

We will be pleased to send pamphlet descriptive
of the Hardy XX Century model upon application.

MORE HARDY OPHTHALMOMETERS ARE IN USE
THAN ALL OTHER STYLES COMBINED.

F•AllARDYandCOMPAMT
AGENTS

111.
:

California Optical Co., San Francisco,
for Pacific Coast.

Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New England. (1111ICACIO,D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia.
Raphael, Wheway di Redfern, Ltd., London, England,

for Great Britain.

ATLANTA. GA.
DENVER. COLO.

PARIS. FRANCE.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable tot to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what. improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

6. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"G. M: W."-Woman, aged fifty-seven years, had
been wearing- for several years R. E. - 2.75
D. S, L. E. - .1.75 D. S.; recently not satis-
factory. N V.. .R. L. 110-5-0,. Pin-hole,
R. QA. fair, L. good. Dist. test with lenses,
R. - 5 D. S. =- rkg; L. - 8 D. S. 0. Gave
for reading glasses, R. - 1.50 D. S.; L. -
4.50 D. S. The distance lenses were satis-
factory ; but could not use reading lenses. She
went to another optician, who changed the
reading lenses to R. - .1 D. S., L. - 3.75
D. S., which are giving her satisfaction.
Where was my mistake ? How should I have
known how much to reduce the distance lenses
to make reading ?

The rule for determining the reading glasses in
myopia in young people is as follows : Subtract
from the full correction of the myopia those
glasses the focus of which represents the distance
at which the patient desires to read or write. And
as thirteen inches is considered a favorable reading
distance, and as 3 D. represents this distance,
therefore the distance correction is diminished by
three. Then when the patient reaches the age of
forty or over, allowance must also be made for the
presbyopia, which would naturally be present at
that particular age. These are the rules for the
optometrist's guidance, who, however, must use
his own judgment and perhaps modify them in
each individual case.

The error that was made by our correspondent
was that he did not make these allowances, and
therefore his glasses were too strong. If the
writer was correcting this case he would deduct
3 D. for the reading distance and 2 D. more for the
presbyopia, and then try whether the glasses thus
found would be satisfactory. This would leave
piano for R. E. and - 3 D. for L. E. Each eye
must be tried separately ; can the right eye
read well without any lens, or does a weak con-
cave lens improve ? Compare also the effect of a
weak convex. Can left eye read well with the
- 3 D.? Does the addition of a - .50 D. improve
or make worse? Does the addition of a + .50 D.
improve or make worse? By following out some
such plan, the proper reading glasses can soon
be determined.

"F. H. K."-I have a client whose age I should
say is about twenty-eight. I tested her eyes by
means of trial case, using the fogging method
and found manifest hypermetropia of 0.75
and with the Maddox rod it look et 6° prism to
bring streak of light to candle jla me.
1 examined Me glasses she had been hying to
wear and fintud them to be -I- 0.75 sph. She
said that she coubl ,w/ wear them and so came
to me for something better. I gave her a pair
of simple prisms, base out, of 1° over each lye,
which she reports to be perfectly sails/in-Thu
and very much pleased with Mem. Mil, as I
believe her to have a chronic spasm, my giving
prisms has been bothering me. Do you Mink
the wearing- of prisms would in any way injure
her eves? Can a spasm be measured with
an optometer without asking client her age, as
in dynamic skiascopy.

The 6° of esophoria would tend to corroborate
our correspondent's. belief that his patient has
spasm of accommodation. Such being the case he
should have made an effort to increase the strength
of her convex lenses instead of taking them off
altogether. If prisms seemed necessary for the

comfort of the patient's eyes, they could have been
combined with the convex spheres. The prisms
alone, bases out, are not likely to allay the spasm,
in fact they are more apt to increase it. We are
not told the symptoms of which patient complains,
and hence we do not know just what is expected
from the glasses ; but in a case like this where the
existence of hypermetropia is undisputed, convex
lenses should not be omitted. In the determination
of the question as to whether spasm is present a
knowledge of the age is not necessary so long as
patient is on the sunny side of presbyopia.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"C. I. M."-Kindly advise what correction you
would suggest in the following case Gentle-
man, aged fifly-eight, farmer; general health
only fairly good. Nasal catarrh ; tear duct
stopped, causing tears to run down cheek, also
causing pains above the nose or between the
eyes when exposed, sometimes lasting two or
three days. Has worn glasses for reading for
twenty years. The last pair, ± 1.75 D. sph.,
bought over the counter. Subjective examin-
ation: Visual acuteness without glasses, twen-
ty feet 0. U. = if but not good; 0. D. = tg
not good; 0. S.  gg not good. Pinhole no
Improvement. Visual acuteness with glasses
very little improved : z D. sph., 0. U.

gg but not good, only one or two letters
readable. Cylinders, or -, no benefit with
or without sph. Evidence of astigmatism ?Joy
slight; though/ lines blackest two and three
a D. and 12 0. S. No corneal astigmatism
noticeable zvilh keratoscope. Accommodation
without glasses reads 2 mm.letters PP., 0. l
ten inches ; P. R., thirty-four inches. hi/-
proved with -I- 3 D. sph., 0. U., non. letters
PP., seven inches; P.R. sixteen inches, but it
had an unfamiliar appearance, so I asked him
to look al Me blocks for a few minutes. He
stated Mal they were all /he same blackness
but the lines seemed to vary ; Me fines in the
rig/it-hand block with 0. D. were zigzag-, and
with 0. S. just the reverse in the left-hand
block. I placed a 2° prism, base up, over 0. D.
and 3° prism, base 4, over 0. S. This cor-
rected the zigzag and also removed the peculiar
feeling- that the + 3 D. sph. produced.

As the patient lives in the country and is
vet), anxious for glasses, 1 fitted him with
+ 3 D. .sph. for 0. U. and asked him to call
again in six to eight weeks, or sooner.
-Sphincter muscle action, diminished 0. D.
mm., dilated 0. 1). min.; diminished 0. S.

min.; dilated 0. S. 4 mni.

If this gentleman has a marked and trouble-
some case of nasal cartarrh he should be treated
for it. He should also have the operation per-
formed for obstruction of the lachrymal duct, and
then he would be in proper condition for our cor-
respondent to obtain the best results from glasses.
Otherwise, as long as these troubles continue, there
are no glasses that will be entirely satisfactory. If
no corneal astigmatism is present, that is, if both
vertical and horizontal meridians have sante curva-
ture, then astigmatism against the rule is probably
present, because normally the vertical meridian of
the cornea has a sharper curvature than the hori-
zontal. Therefore, in this case, we think a convex
cylinder would be accepted with its axis horizontal.

We are at a loss to understand why prisms
were placed over both eyes bases up ; they would
simply displace the images of both eyes downward.
Of course, the one prism being stronger than the
other would cause a slightly greater displacement.
Practically, the conditions are the same as if a t°
prism was placed over 0. S. base up. Inasmuch
as these prisms corrected the zigzag and made
vision more comfortable, there is presumably t° of

hyperphoria. But why did not our corres-
pondent use some of the well-known muscle tests,
and thus determine if any imbalance existed,
whether any exophoria or esophoria was revealed,
or any hyperphoria, making the examination first
at a distance and then at the reading point ? In
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this way he would have been able to prescribe
prisms scientifically if any were needed. Without
any definite information on the muscle balance, we
would say that if any prisms were combined with
the + 3 D., they are more likely to afford relief if
placed bases in than vertically.

"G. W M:"-To-day I had a patient, an old
lady, say, about sixty-five, who had been wear-
ing - 2.75 for distance. On examination,
the result was beyond me, and I now appeal to
you. 1 give you the diagnosis as follows..
L. E.: Can read without glasses at three
inches ; everything a blank without glasses be-
yond three inches ; can see for distance with
- 2.75. What shall I give her for reading ?
R. E.: Everything " on a drunk" at three
inches, this without glasses ; evetything a
blank beyond three inches, with or without
glasses of the - 2.75. What shall I give her
for distance ? What shall I give her for
reading ?

Our correspondent has failed to give us the
definite information necessary for an intelligent
conception of the case. We must have some idea
of the amount of vision afforded by the - 2.75 D.
lenses. If this is a case of myopia, we are inclined
to think it is much greater than indicated by the
lenses mentioned. The first thing to be.done is to
ascertain the acuteness of vision at twenty feet.
If the patient is unable to name any of the letters
at this distance, then let her approach to fifteen
feet, to ten feet, or even to five feet. After this the
pin-hole disk should be used to determine if the
vision is susceptible of improvement, and if so, to
what extent. Then may come the test by the trial
case, unless our correspondent is accustomed to
use the retinoscope, which would quickly show
the condition of refraction and the approximate
amount of error.

"L. G. C."-YOung lady, dressmaker, age thirty.
June 25, Igor, eyes tested by one of the leading
oculists of this city and given the following
correction : 0. - 25 cyl. axis 18o° ; 0. S.

.25 C - .5o cyl. ax. zSo° for distance. For
reading 0. D. + .50 C - .25 cyl. ax. 1800,.
0. S. 4- .75 C - .50 cyl. ax. 1800. She
wore this correction with poor satisfaction
until September 6, 1902, when she came to me
for examination. I gave her the following
correction 0. - .25 cyl. ax. 180°
Pri.S7/1 baSe Out. 0. S. + .25 - .50 cyl. ax.

. Ilneld not accept a plus cylinder. With
the Maddox rod it look a 12° prism base out to
bring. the streak of light through the flame.
She hos 700171 this correction until the present
time with good results as far as vision is con-
cerned, but eyes pain through the center of the
eye whether she uses them constantly or not for
near work. Cannot gel along without the
glasses. Re-examining, her visual acuteness
0. D. 0. S. gg. With 0. D. + .25 cyl. ax.
yo° o. --i- .50 eyr. a.r. 90° gg, but blur a
little. Pane/urn proximum, without glasses,
0. D. five inches; 0. S five and one-half
inches. It takes a 16° prism base out to bring
the streak of light through lhe flame with the
Maddox rod.

In view of the poor satisfaction the patient has
had with her glasses, we would suspect the astig-
matism to be hypermetropic instead of myopic ;
which suspicion seems to be justified by the last
examination made by our correspondent. An
error of this kind is of frequent occurrence on
account of spasm of accommodation which is so
likely to be present and which will make a case of
hypermetropic astigmatism appear to be myopic.
The presence of esophoria would also point towards
a hypermetropic condition of the Jefraction. If
the convex cylinders fail to afford relief after a
patient trial, then the muscular anomaly should
receive attention. We would suggest that a 3°
prism be combined with the cylinder over each eye
base out ; if no improvement, increase to a 4° over
each eye ; if this does not suffice then 5° over each
eye. If the patient still continues to suffer, then a
tenotomy should be considered, or some form
of galvanism to strengthen the external recti
muscles. The patient should be advised not to
overtax her eyes.
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no more cases from that source. I therefore would

advise you to exercise great care in these cases

lest a like experience should befall you.
Worth has introduced a method

for testing children too young

to read, by means of a series of

ivory balls, varying in diameter

from X inch to iX inches. These are rolled on

the floor at a distance of six feet. The little

patient, wearing a shade over the better eye, runs

after these, and thus, by the size of the balls seen,

some relative estimate can be made. I have been

unable to regard them, howr;ver, as in any way the

equivalent of Snellen's type.
You all know that a patient who can only read

ins, e. g., could say how many letters there were in

the fy line, although he could not read any of them.

The whole letter subtends an angle of 5/ at the eye

at the distance they should read, but the individual

lines of the letter subtend only 1/. So in the line,

the patient can see the 5/, but not the

Hence, a child who could see an ivory ball

equaling a a letter at 6 meters, could not be re-
garded as having an acuity of 10,. Again, an object

in movement is far more readily distinguished than

one at rest, e. g., in scouting the horses are picketed

with the heads towards the enemy's lines, so that the

waving of the tail may not be seen, as it is much

easier to see the moving tail than the still horse.

I have endeavored, in a work of art, to

arrive at something like an approximation to Snel-

len's type. It represents an object familiar to little

ones, but which, I fear, requires some explanation

to you. It is a figure of Mr. Punch, so dear to all

infants, and that figure can only be recognized as

his by the head, which, at 6o, subtends 5 m., being

equal to -,pe, and its lines subtending the same

angle as Snellen's type. The same holds good of

the other points, thus the baby's face = -16g, the

bottle I'D the three legs pg, the crown 11'1, the hat

and the moon ; all the lines are exactly the

same thickness as Snellen's.
I place this picture at 6 meters and say, Who

is that? If successfully answered, I ask questions

in order : What is he carrying? 'hat has the baby

got in its hand ? How many legs has Mr. Punch?

What has he on his head? What is on the baby's

head ? Where is the moon? Thus, I get a com-

parative result. If he cannot be distinguished, I

bring him nearer until he is ; then, in recording, I

say Mr. Punch to crown
The keynote of treatment is

Treatment of this : We must reverse the pro-

Esotropia cesses by which esotropia has

manifested itself, and, in optical

treatment, we have four separate means at our

command, all of which have to be used.

I. Correction of the Hypermetropia.—This is

the most important measure. The correction must

be very exact. The process I always adopt is first

to register the visual acuity by the Snellen distance

type, or, if the patient is too young, by the

" Punch " test. Next, I order atropine to be

placed in each conjunctival sack of a strength of

four grains to the ounce, four times daily for four

days. It is useless to order the sulphate, the pure

neutral alkaloid must be used, as this alone is

soluble in vaseline.
A Small portion, the size of an oat seed, is

inserted on the point of a conical glass rod. The

ointment has many advantages over the aqueous

solution. The disadvantages of the latter are, its

liability to decompose, and the chances of absorb-

tion by some running down the cheek into the

month, which a child always has open when any-

thing is being done to its eye.

Paper read before the London Optical ,-.■” y by WM. ETTLF.S, A Children's
M. D., Ch. M. Test

Method of

(Continued. Part ri.r.)

The method I generally employ

Priestly-Smith is that of Priestly-Smith, of
which there are several imita-

tions, but none so good as the original one. A

tape one meter long is provided with a ring at each

end. The patient holds one ring against his temple,

the operator holds the other end with the mirror ;

a second tape, graduated in tangents to degrees,
or meter-angles, slides through the fingers of his
other hand, the movement of which is followed by
the better eye. As soon as the corneal reflex of

the deviating eye is central, the measure is read off.

Maddox's method is identical with this. In-

stead of following the hand, the eye reads figures

denoting tangents to meter-angles until the observer

finds the central corneal reflex.
Measurement by the perimeter, introduced by

Javal, is still in vogue, but is open to several objec-

tions. To begin with, the operator's head gets in

the way, and it is consequently impossible to

measure small angles, and, besides, the apparatus

is clumsy and difficult to adjust.

Charpentier tried to get over the difficulty of

small angles by placing a candle at the point of

fixation, and noting the point on the arc where the

reflex was central—the axis of the eye would be

half the angle noted, because L. of incidence and

rellexion are equal. It; in its turn, is open to the

_objection that the light reflex is projected on the

caustic curve of the cornea, because of its spheri-

cal aberration.

Measuring Adult

The old linear methods have
quite gone out Of use ; one,

Esotropes however, meets with these curi-
osities. The most popular was

that of Sir William Lawrence, a curved ivory plate

marked in J15 of an inch, which was applied to
the lower lid of the deviating eye. The zero of

the scale was central, and corresponded with the

center of the pupil if the eye was straight. The

adversion of the eye was then noted by reading off

the position of the pupil center. I repeat that in

the measurement of esotropia no method is so

simple and accurate as that of Priestly-Smith.

To measure the vision of adult esotropes is

quite a simple matter. We simply place the patient

in front of Snellen's type and ascertain the acuity

for each eye. I would, however, suggest the desi-

rability of really closing the better eye when the

esotropic one is being tested. I never now trust

the trial frame, but exclude the eye with an eye-

shade. I once came an awkward cropper on this

very point. A medical man, who was the habit of

referring a good many cases to me, sent his son

who had esotropia for treatment. One eye was

amblyopic and I directed orthoptic treatment. A

year after he came and I wrote a glowing letter to

his father, stating that his vision had improved far

beyond my anticipations. After six months he

came again with a note to the effect that the vision

seemed unsatisfactory.
I used the eye-shade and was horrified to

find that the vision was exactly where it was

when I first saw him. Obviously, he had on

the second occasion looked past the occluding

disk. Of course, I had to explain that the good

result was a mistake on my part ; but it was a

serious mistake for me, as since then I have had
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When the patient returns, the pupils are widely

dilated and accommodation is wholly suspended,

so that the total hyperopia is unmasked. No one

who is not in the habit of constantly using it can

have any conception of the difference between

given cases before and after its use. At the pre-

liminary skiascopy, the shadows may reverse with,

say, a 2 D. sph., and after atropine we may
find 6 or 7 D.

The Use of
Atropine

The disadvantage of atropine is
that it exposes to the light re-

flex the basilar portion of the

cornea, the reflex of which often

travels in a direction opposite to the central reflex.

However, with practice, one soon becomes accus-

tomed to neglect the former and concentrate the

attention on the movements of the tiny central

reflex. I invariably use the plane mirror at a dis-

tance of one meter, while the source of light is

shielded and very small—only 5 to 7 nun. in

diameter, i. e., about the size of a dilated pupil.

Thorington's chimney, with an iris diaphragm, is

the ideal illuminant.
Having worked out the error with the greatest

care, the glasses are ordered for constant wear,

and until these have been obtained, the atrophic is

ordered to be continued twice daily. When the

glasses are in situ, atropine is stopped. The reason

is that the ciliary muscle has been accustomed to

act excessively, and that powerful innervation has

become a habit often quite difficult to break. The

child puts its accommodation in force for distance,

and so renders itself artificially myopic. With

atropine this occurs to a far less degree. The

ciliary muscle gradually recovers its tone after the

long rest, and settles down when the foveal image

is at its best.
I attach the greatest importance to the accurate

fitting of the glasses. Whenever possible, I order

periscopic ones, as they are optically better and

less liable to get smeared by the lashes. The lenses

are invariably circular, and should be as large as

possible, so that the child cannot look past the

edge. In astigmatism it is difficult to obtain the

periscopic effect, although it is occasionally possi-

ble in cases of high astigmatism, by placing the

concave cylinder next the eye. Opticians would

confer a vast boon on the community by rendering

it possible to obtain toric lenses at a reasonable

price.

Children and

I never now order glasses under

two years of age. Not because

Glasses the child, in falling, is liable to
injure his eyes with fragments,

for the lenses simply crack across, but because they

never remain clean for any time. I have often tried

glasses on young children under two, but have

never been able to obtain any benefit to counter-

balance the drawbacks. After two, however, I do

not hesitate to prescribe for them. As I have said,

the lenses should be circular and the bridge a

wide W.
The ear pieces should be short and looped, so

that they can be tied in position—curl sides should

not be used under four years of age. When the

glasses have been obtained, if they have a cylin-

crical element, I always test them to see if they can

be made to rotate in the frames, and if they do I

send them back to be cemented in.

Now, what is the value of correction in treat-

ment? Lang and Barrett, who investigated this

point, found so per cent. permanently cured and 33

per cent. cured while wearing the glasses, or 43 per

cent. I have not been able to go through all my

results, but in 1896 I had records of 285 I had

treated out of 322 cases of esotropia. Of these,

(Continued on page 897)
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38 permanently cured, or 13.3 per cent.; 114 cured

while wearing glasses, or 39.9 per cent.; 18 im-

proved, but still converging, or 6.3 per cent.; i. e.,

59.5 per cent., or, not counting improvements,

equals 53.2 per cent.
This is a higher figure than most
investigators seem to arrive at.

Thus Worth gives only one-third

of all cases. Of course, various

operators vary in technique ; however, I worked

out all my cases myself, and am therefore pretty

confident of their accuracy, and have no hesitation

in saying that over one-half can be cured by glasses.

Of course, the patients cannot do without the

glasses unless their hyperopia diminishes ; if it

proceeds to practical emmetropia, they can dis-

pense with them, but if the refractive error re-

mains it obviously needs glasses.

Continuous Occlusion.—The covering of the

better eye was originally advocated by Beer, in

1800, although I was much struck with observation

of Buffon, in his " Dissertation sur la Cause du

Strabisme ou des Yeux Louches," presented to the

French Academy in 1743, that the fixing eye should

be covered to accustom the deviating eye to fix and

project properly. The mistake made was that this

covering was only carried out for a short time

daily—only about two hours.

Now, Javal has shown that we cannot obtain

any improvement if both eyes are allowed to act

simultaneously. My method now is to cut the

lashes close to the lid margin, and fix them to-

gether with a vertical band of adhesive plaster.

Over this I fill up the orbital hollow flush with

layers of gauze, and, finally, cement it down with

collodion. This pad remains for ten days. When

the patient comes again the vision is tested, the

deviating eye covered, and the pad removed to

permit of disinfection of the eyelids, and then it is

re-applied.
The improvement of vision of the amblyopic

eye is often startling. In two weeks it may run up

from fingers at 6 feet to leg sn., or even Pg. I con-

tinue this treatment for a month, at the end of

which time the retina has recovered as much acuity

as it is likely to do.

Buffon's
Dissertation

Training Binocular

My next step is to train binocu-

lar vision. In special cases, I

Vision order the lens for the better

eye to be ground in smoked

glass, to equalize the luminosity of the image.

That, I am convinced is an important point in

treatment.
Having obtained the lowest grade of binocular

vision we have to raise it to the second grade by

educating the fusion sense, and in this connection

I would draw your attention to a method very little

used, but which has, in my opinion, much to coin-

Mend it—I allude to prism treatment. We place a

candle at 4 meters and then .find the weakest

prism, base out, which fuses. This prism is divided

between the eyes and the accommodation, with

spheres ordered for constant wear for a month.

Next time we again measure the fusion and

prescribe weaker prisms, and so we proceed until

the fusion is perfect. I have not tried this fusion

to any extent, because of the great expense in-

volved ; but if here again this could be reduced, I

should be only too glad to us it more exten-

sively, as I am sure it is a physiologically correct

method.

The best stereoscope for enabling fusion exer-
cises to be carried out is the so-called amblyoscope
of Worth. The child is placed between the opera-
tor's knees, and incomplete pictures are placed in

the tubes ; he is shown how to fuse these, etc.
As I have said, binocular fusion commences in in-

fancy, about the sixth month, and it would appear

to attain its full development about five years of

age, so that the age of patients suitable for fusion

training is from three to five years. After six the

sense is permanently lost, and true binocular vision

is lost with it. When fusion can be maintained,

and the eyes are fairly equal in visual value, read-

ing should be carried out by the " bar" which has

been already described as a test for binocular

vision.
In infants too young to wear glasses, the bet-

ter eye must be kept continuously under atropine.

You have seen that the whole train of symptoms

commences in the ciliary muscle of the fixing eye.

If we paralyze it, the pathological process comes

to a standstill. One often sees an esotropia com-

pletely disappear so long as the eye is kept atro-

pized.. The infant soon learns to regard near

objects with the unatropized eye, and distant ones

with the atropized eye. In this way we set up an

alternating instead of a fixed esotropia, and, as in

alternating cases, we find that the retina has not

suffered from disuse.
In cases where binocular vision has been lost

by opacities in the media, or by congenital ambly-

opia, we cannot, of course, obtain any improve-

ment other than by operation. As these cases,

generally speaking, constitute one-third of the total

number, we are entitled to conclude that two-thirds

of all cases of esotropia are curable without opera-

tion, provided they are placed under treatment

early enough. This is the greatest point of all ;

you can never send the case too soon, but you can

easily defer doing so till too late.

[TIIE END]

What the Blind Can Do

It is fast becoming true that, to paraphrase an

old saying, there is no such word as impossible in

the language of the blind. There is in Philadelphia

a blind newspaper dealer who without help con-

ducts a successful business. The veteran blind

newsdealer, Marcellus Betz, only recently died in

New York from a fall while serving papers on his

route. He lost his eyes in 186o. He was 71 years

of age and had been selling papers since he was 8

years old.

In Berkeley, Cal., there is living a young

woman of 19 who can do almost anything that

others do—except to see. She graduated at the

usual age from the high school. Besides all the

usual accomplishments of the blind, she is a good

musician, reading the raised notes for the blind ;

she is a good seamstress ; she not only uses the

typewriter for the blind, but the ordinary one,

taking down rapidly from dictation ; she plays

whist with interest and skill, by means of pin pricks

Ill the corners of the cards which she understands,

touching each card as played by the others, and

then promptly playing her own. She is an expert

bicycle rider and has made her " century run."

She rests her left hand in riding on the right hand

of her companion and guides the machine with her

right hand.
We have heard of a blind man, also deaf

and dumb, who traveled alone all over the

United States, lived a good and enjoyable life, sup-
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ported himself and family—all by means of a most
ingenious device, the letters of the alphabet tat-
tooed plainly upon the palm and fingers of one
hand. By pointing to these letters others soon
learned to understand what he " said," and their
answers were known to him by the spots or letters
they touched upon his hand in reply.

An essay on " Optimism " by one so heavily
handicapped for existence as to be deaf and blind
may well seem impossible, yet such an essay was
recently published. A cynic might declare that to
be barred from all aspects of the world and dead
to its every utterance were to enjoy it most—as a
diminished evil ! But he wouldn't mean it. A
moment's reflection, however, suffices to show
why Helen Keller, the author referred to, though
apparently doomed to an endless night whose
gloom no voice from her kind can ever pierce,
may indeed exult in the goodness of things, since,
thanks to her human brethren, she has won vic-
tory over these blighting deprivations. How she
feels in this regard, she herself tells us :
" Most people measure their happiness in

terms of physical pleasure and material possession.
Lacking this gift or that circumstance, they would
be miserable. If happiness is so to be measured,
I, who cannot hear or see, have every reason to sit
in a corner with folded hands and weep. If I am
happy in spite of my deprivations, if my happiness
is so deep that it is a faith, so thoughtful that it
becomes a philosophy of life—if, in short, I am an
optimist, my testimony to the creed of optimism is

worthy of hearing. As sinners stand up in meeting
and confesss to the goodness of God, so one who

is called afflicted may rise up in gladness of con-
conviction and testify to the goodness of life."

Even were this essay, Miss Keller's first output
in independent authorship, of no more literary

value than the average " girl-graduate's com-

mencement paper," still it would stand as an edify-

ing volume well worth perusal. But Miss Keller,
in addition, reveals familiarity with the great

writers, knowledge of the world, and a consider-

able degree of information and culture.

The Newspaper Man's Surgical
Wonder

The newspaper man's disregard for mere facts
is proverbial, but he generally produces something

worth reading, if not worth believing. A preten-
tious daily journal now before us has the following :

" Charlie Bird was compelled to undergo a very
painful surgical operation last Sunday. Some time

ago he was struck in the eye by the horn of a cow,
which he was leading from the pasture ; this caused
him considerable trouble, and the same eye was
again injured by the kick from an overloaded gun

which he was using. Inflammation set in, which

made it necessary to remove the member, scrape

it and put it back, which was a very painful opera-

tion. At last reports he was doing as well as

could be expected, and it is hoped he will not lose

his sight."

" Just Suits"

ED. KENWPONE :--j list keep on as you are.

You are on the top shelf now as a first-class

jewelers' magazine. Good enough for for me. I

am most interested in Workshop Notes and

articles on optics. I am interested in all the

articles ; just what suit me.
Yours truly,

Los Angeles, Cal. R. H. WITHERIL.
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Practical Photography

Flashlight Powder Not many years ago it was
Explosions discovered that when the

metal magnesium could be

drawn into wire or flattened into ribbon, the

light it emitted when ignited in contact with

the atmosphere was of such a high actinic

character that it could be used for photogra-

phy, particularly for enlarging purposes, as

well as being used to illuminate dark inte-

riors, mines and many other places which

hitherto it had been impossible to illuminate

sufficiently for photographic purposes.

Several kinds of apparatus had been in-

vented in the form of a self-feeding lamp,

which allowed the magnesium to pass by

means of clockwork mechanism at a regular

speed through the flame of
an alcohol lamp, means be-
ing provided to 'convey the
white smoke of magnesium
oxide through an arrange-

ment to the outside of the

apartment. With such a piece
of apparatus the employ-

ment of magnesium became

perfect as an illuminating

agent for many purposes in
photography, but where a

large group had to photo-

graphed, including, perhaps,

a well-defined interior, the

magnesium lamp was useless.

Resort was sometimes

made to the burning of the

magnesium ribbon or wire

without a lamp ; this plan,

although simple, was uncer-

tain. Then it was found

that powdered magnesium could be employed

by blowing it through an alcohol flame,

giving at the same time a greater volume of

light than could be produced by the use of

magnesium wire or ribbon. It was also

discovered that, owing to the minute particles

of magnesium presenting a considerable sur-

face for the action of the flame and the

oxygen of the air, that the light was almost

instantaneous, and from this action came the

idea of producing instantaneous flashlight

pictures.
The combustion of the metal magnesium

powder itself not being quick enough, efforts

were made to increase the rate of combustion.

This was soon attained by an admixture of

some chemical containing oxygen which

would give the latter off by simple ignition.

Nitrate of potash has been used, but this was

found to be unsuitable, because, when it

became damp the magnesium was attacked

and became in part nitrate of magnesium;

the whole compound then became spoiled.

The use of nitrate of sodium proved no

better. It was then discovered that chlorate

of potash formed the most convenient and

suitable substance to supply the extra oxygen

for the rapid burning of the magnesium, and

the so-called instantaneous flashlight pow-

ders, sometimes a mixture of potassium per-

chlorate and potassium chlorate is used, and

to aid the rapid combustion of the powdered

metal the use of guncotton was introduced.
Many accidents have oc-

Serious Flashlight curred, says the Photo-Bea-
Accidents con, by using some of these

flashlight compounds, in

some cases with loss of life. It does not

appear to be generally understood that all

compounds for flashlight purposes are explo-

sives of a high order and should at all times

be handled with great care. Recently some
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of sulphur. If it is desired to see the action
of a fine grain of sulphur in combination with
chlorate of potash, simply take a few grains
of each of the above in powder form, mix
them with the tip of a knife, place only a
small quantity upon the side of a square iron
weight, then strike with a hammer or rub
the mixture between two hard substances.
A miniature explosion occurs. It will be

readily seen from this that if these bodies are
mixed with such a substance as magnesium
(the latter being a very high electro-positive

metal), with its enormous affinity for oxygen,
that there is a hidden danger that may make
itself manifest at any time. All such com-
pounds as these should be kept in small

quantities only. The metal magnesium itself

is safe to handle, and with a suitable lamp,
where it can be blown
through a hollow flame, it

Lt riking view of the Varied Industries Building, St. Louis Exposition, in whieh the jewelry
exhibits are located,

of the compounds of phosphorous have been

used in combination with magnesium pow-

ders, to aid the brilliancy of the light. The

employment of the phosphides with magne-

sium is as dangerous as the use of the sul-

phides ; in fact many of these combinations

are as explosive as gunpowder, and the line

of safety is so small that even in the hands of

experienced workers very serious accidents

do occur.
The reason for this danger is not far to

seek, from a chemical standpoint. The

affinity between magnesium and oxygen being

very great, only a slight rise in temperature is

necessary to bring this affinity into action.

The result of this rapid combustion is an

explosion in just the same way as an explosion

takes place when gunpowder is ignited.
Flash powders have been
known to ignite through

friction alone, especially if a

chip of wood is in the mix,

Lure, or a small piece of charcoal or any

carbonaceous matter, or even a minute trace

Ignition of
Flashlight
Powders

can be depended upon for
rapid combustion ; this is
the only safe way for em-
ploying magnesium by the
amateur.

If potassium chlorate
must be employed to aid in
the production of an instan-
taneous light, a small quan-
tity only should be mixed
just previous to using, the
mixing to be done with a
bone knife, neither hard rub-

ber nor celluloid should be
used, because friction alone
with these substances always

brings about an electrical

condition that may prove as

effective as heat for ignition.

It will appear from the above

that considerable care must be taken in using

powders in order that explosions and possi-

bly serious damage may be obviated. In

this, as in all else wherein chemicals are used,

the user should be well posted on the char-

acter of the substances which he is called

upon to handle.

To make old photographic plates good

as new a correspondent recommends that

after exposure in the camera they should be

immersed for from three to five minutes in one

per cent. solution of potassium bichromate,

well washed, and then placed in the developer.

The only difference between fresh plates and

plates old and so treated, he said, was that

unless the bichromate was very thoroughly

removed by washing, the action of the devel-

oper would be slow, and even then develop-

ment would occupy a greater amount of time.

It was evident that the success of the opera-

tion depended on the strength of the bichro-

mate solution not exceeding the one per cent.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

JOHN C. Liu:Run ma, President, Dayton, Ohio.
K L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, 0Itio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Milwau-
kee, August 1 to 4, 1904.

Worshipful Company of spectacle Makers (England)

(HON. ALBAN G. II. GIIII1S,A7.211)'., Master.
COL. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DusrscomBE, F. B. D. A., Pre,itlent.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F. I. h., I. ILI). A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Louden, \V., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
ALEX. MoyEAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JA SI ES I I A LMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
Jolts LAMONT, Secretary, 514 Victoria Road, Glasgow.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

CLARENCE. S. IIART, l'resident, Lynn, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINotia, President, Rochester, Minn.
K. C. Rolm:Ives, Secretary, Red SViug, Minn.

Next meeting, June 22 and 23, at St. Paul, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONUSTRETII, Secretary, 21/8 Market SI., Phila., Pa,

Next nweting, May 10, 1904, at Philadelphia.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. DILWORTH, Secretary, 1032 Third Ave., New York City.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. .1 EN K INS, President, Itiet11110Ild, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. W. E. PATERSON, President, Grand Rapids, Mich.
E. Eiment, Secretary anti Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.
Next meeting, August 18, 1904, at Battle Creek.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

Otionos: A. Itonems, I'resident, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude ltmamhuimig, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CnAs. 11. Woon, President, Oakland, Cal.
W. !Isms, Secretary, 505 Kearny Street, Sall Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

11. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

Gno. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. IL
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. II.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

AtvA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis,

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL BA eel •RT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MunnocK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

KEYS'I'ONE

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. WENNINO, President, Nashville, Tenn.
Geo. It. CALitottx, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo,
R. H. IiiixtEl„ Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.11.CitArmAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Cole,

Kansas Association of Opticians 11901)

THOMAS GOWENLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Annual meeting, May 18 and 19, 1904, ttt Wichita.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

LEON BAER, President, Kansas City.
J. W. TALBOT, Secretary and Treasurer, Nevada, Mo.

Annual meeting, June 14 and 15, 1904, at. St. Louis.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F. JAIINKE, JR., President, Richmond, Va.
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, PeterfIlIarg, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLIS, I'resident, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

0. R. KING, President, Lexington, Ky.
J. H. IRMEN, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SUNDBERG, President, Fargo, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Gratiten, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

F. C. LEAMINO, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

Annual meeting, May 2, 1904, at Newark.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM II. Elul's, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Duk.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

W. W. CHAMBERLIN, President, Houston, Texas.
F. M. TAY ioR, Secretary, 328 Live Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTH:lt BLAKE, l'resident, Providence, It. I.
FREDERICK Lenvis BLAIR, Secretary, 90 Broad Street,

Providence, It. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South.Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

--

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

Wm. D. ()ERTEL, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LEIto Y Itymt, President.
R.M.LocKWOOD, Rec. See., 119W. Fift (2(.111 It St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August, at College of the City of New York, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

W. W. IlissELI„ President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EvANs, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEwcomn, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago,
0. J. HAI.BE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS House:, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCHER, President.
noona F. WILLIAMS, secretary, 455 Main Street, Buftalo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Les Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN II. HENRY, l'resident, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMKB A, Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.
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The Victory in Illinois

THE announcement in our last issue that
the Supreme Court of Illinois had

filially decided in favor of the optician who
had been prosecuted by the State Board of
Health for violation of the medical laws of
the State, created widespread interest amorig
the trade, and we received many requests for
a copy of the decision. In order that we
might be able to furnish this information to
our readers we communicated with the
attorney representing the Illinois Optical
Society, and received the following very
courteous reply :

I herewith enclose copy of " Finding of Facts,"
made by the State Appellate Court, in the case of
the State Board of Health vs. Chas. Lincoln Smith.
In order that you may more fully understand, the
Appellate Court, when the case was before it on
appeal by Smith, from the judgment of the Circuit
Court, of Peoria County, reversed the judgment of
the Circuit Court and found in favor of Smith. The
State Board of Health prosecuted its appeal from
this judgment of the Appellate Court to the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court reversed the
judgment of the Appellate Court on the technical
ground that its finding of facts was insufficient to
enable the Supreme Court to determine whether or
not the Appellate Court had properly applied the
law to the facts as found. The case went back to
the Appellate Court, and they made the finding of
facts, a copy of which is herewith enclosed.

From this decision the State Board of Health
then, by writ of error, took the case again to the
Supreme Court, which last court, at its December
term, affirmed the judgment of the Appellate
Court, thereby putting an end to the case.

Inasmuch as the decision of the Supreme
Court was our way, I did not deem it necessary to
incur the expense of procuring a copy of its
opinion, and the case has not as yet been published
in the regular Supreme Court Reports, conse-
quently I ant tillable to furnish you with a copy of
such opinion. It is sufficient for the present, how-
ever, for Its to know that fitting eyeglasses does
not come within the act of the General Assembly,
enforced July 1, 1899, entitled " An act to regulate
the practice of medicine in the State of Illinois."

The result of the case is a most credit-
able triumph for the Illinois Optical Society,
and furnishes further proof of the need for
such a society in every State. The " Finding
of Facts" embodying the decision of the
court is as follows :

We find that appellant was engaged in the
business of traveling optician ; that he went from
place to place in this State, including Peoria,where
the acts in question were performed ; that he fitted
spectacles to persons of defective sight, first ascer-
taining, by test, the kind of lens required by his
customers, then procuring glasses to be ground

accordingly, and placed in a frame and delivered to

his customers, and receiving payment therefor ; that
he advertised himself in the public press as " the

famous Chicago eye expert ;" and in such adver-

tisements he invited persons afflicted with blurring,

dizziness, neuralgia, headaches, spots before the

eyes, inflammation, granulation, winking, trem-

bling spells, cataracts, burning and smarting of

the eyes and various nervous brain affections, to

call upon him ; that these advertisements stated he

did not give medical or surgical treatment ; that in

these advertisements he stated that his glasses,

fitted and ground by his method, benefited his

patrons, and had cured headaches, blurring, itch-

ing and burning of the eyes, etc. We find that

appellant's glasses relieved much trouble while

they were used, but did not cure them. We find

that appellant had no license from the State Board .

of Health. We find that appellant did not practice

medicine or surgery. We further find that appel-

lant did not treat or profess to treat, operate on or

(Continued on page 813)
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THE KRYPTOK LENS.
Pat. Alay 23 .uid Nov. 21, 1899.

THE ONLY reINVISIBLE91 BIFOCAL.

It is not merely that Kryptok glasses sell better than
other bifocals. They sell to the " best people " in every
community, and they are important and valuable enough
for such people to enthuse over and recommend to others.
This will be verified by every optician handling them.

Please write for prices and information to the manufac-
turers controlling your territory ; or to any one of them if
your State is not designated below.

A. S. ALOE CO., 513 Olive St., St. Louis. STATE
OF MISSOURI.

JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 1324 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE,
NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC., 74 State St.,
Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCONSIN, IOWA,
MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., Denver, Colo.
TEXAS, MONTANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS,
COLORADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA, CAL!..
FORNIA, WASHINGTON and OREGON.

F. H. EDMONDS, Washington, D. C. DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314 Howard St.
North, Baltimore, Md. MARYLAND.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 435 Race Street, Cin( innati.
OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washington
Street, Boston. MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
VERMONT, MASSACHUSETTS, R H ODE
ISLAND, CONNECTICUT.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d St., New York;
604 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis ; 360 St. Peter St.,St. Paul. NEW YORK, MINNESOTA, NORTH
AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville, Ky.
KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 N. Pennsylvania Street,
Indianapolis. INDIANA.
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The Victory in Illinois

(Continued from page 811)

prescribe for any physical ailment or any physical
injury to, or deformity of another, except in the
manner and to the extent above stated. We find
that the foregoing were the acts for which appellee
sought to recover and recovered from appellant in
this cause, the penalty prescribed by the act enti-
tled " An act to regulate the practice of medicine
in the State of Illinois,. and to repeal an act therein
named," in force July r, 1899. We hold that these
facts did not give appellee a cause of action against
appellant.

A similar case, as told elsewhere in this

issue, comes before the Iowa Supreme Court

this month. The State society is also making

the fight in this latter case, and we trust that

the efforts of the energetic secretary of the

organization will be crowned with victory.

Ohio Optical Association

The second annual meeting of the Ohio Optical

Association was held at the Southern Hotel,

Columbus, Ohio, on April nth. President John

C. Eberhardt occupied the chair and called the

meeting to order at 2 P. M. The usual routine busi-

ness was transacted and twelve applicants were

admitted to membership. Then followed the

annual address by President Eberhardt, in which

he touched upon many matters of importance to

opticians. Papers were read as follows : " The

Object of Organization," F. W.Wallis ; "The Value

of Thorough Education," Prof. F. P. Barr ; " The

Practical Side of Optics," J. B. White.

Secretary Jones brought up the subject of

forming a nucleus for an optical library for the

use of the members of the Ohio society. The

same was adopted. A motion was made and

carried, that the following resolution be adopted

and embodied in the constitution:

That a branch of this association be created,
to be known as the optometrical section of the
Ohio Optical Society.

Object — The encouragement of systematic
study in analytical and technical optometry.

Requisites for Membership—Good standing in
the Ohio Optical Association and evidence of
qualification to be determined by the board of
examiners.

Certificates—A certificate, signed by the exam-
ining board, president and secretary, will be issued
to those qualifying.

Examining Board—A board of examiners,
consisting of three, shall be elected at the annual
election of officers, to serve for one year, whose
duty it will be to pass upon applicants for mem-
bership, direct the course of study and establish a
standard of capacity.

The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, F. \V. Wallis, Colum-

bus ; vice-president, F. P. Barr, Lancaster ; sec-

retary, Ed. L. Jones, Sandusky ; treasurer, J. B.

White, Columbus ; executive committee : Geo. F.

Merry, Dayton ; Ed. Klein, Cincinnati ; C. B.

Garrettson, Kenton ; membership committee : A.

Zollner, Portsmouth ; F. A. Stengel, Marion;

A. L. Thoma, Dayton ; examining board : J. C.

Eberhardt. F. W. Wallis and J. B. White.

President F. W. Wallis and Vice-President

F. P. Barr were elected delegates to the approach-

ing convention of the American Association in

Milwaukee. A. G. Larsen, of Chicago, who is

chairman of the committee of arrangements and

transportation, told of what is being done at

Milwaukee to entertain those attending the

national reunion. Opticians desiring to attend

the convention are requested to correspond with

the secretary, who mill furnish information regard-

ing hotels, railroad rates, etc.
The afternoon session was brought to a close

and the members adjourned to the dining room of

the hotel, where a banquet was given. Ex-Presi-

dent Eberhardt acted as toastmaser, and responses

were made by F. W. Wallis, F. P. Barr and others.

New En.gland Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held on

Tuesday evening, April 26th, and was followed

by the annual banquet and ladies' night. At the

meeting ballots were taken on the membership

applications of Walter L. Pierce, Stoughton, Mass.;

E. S. Parker, Woburn, Mass., and Charles F. Pet-

tingill, Quincy, Mass.
A formal reception was held at 5.30 and dinner

was served about half an hour later. The last-

named function was a most enjoyable one, and

formed an admirable prelude to pleasant time

spent at Keith's Theater, whither the banqueters

adjourned when the gastronomical part of the

programme had been gone through. The reunion

in all its features was marked by a success that

compensated the executive for its indefatigable

exertions to bring the functions to a noteworthy
climax. President Hart and Secretary Barron

worked with energy for the success of the reunion,

as also did the following banquet committee, to

whom much praise is due, Briggs S. Palmer,

Frederick P. Simmons and F. M. Drisko.

Illinois Optical Society

A meeting of the Illinois Optical Society was

held at the office of the secretary on April 14th.

The president called the meeting to order, and it

was moved, seconded and carried that the reading

of the minutes of the previous meeting be post-

poned until the next meeting. F. J. Meyer, Jr.,

E. Straussburgh, Dr. J. W. Dunlap and F. Purdy

were admitted as members. It was moved and

carried that an official letter signed by the presi-

dent and secretary, be sent to the publishers who

contributed books to the society s optical library.

S. Fowler and 0. J. Halbe were appointed a

committee to revise the constitution and by-laws.

The president and Messrs. Walter Wyatt, Peoria;

0. C. Lamphear, Galesburg ; H. Borsch and

L. L. Boyle, Chicago, were appointed a comtnittee

to prepare a report on the subjects for the next

meeting.

Kansas Association of Opticians
The annual meeting of the Kansas Association

of Opticians will be held at Wichita, Kans., on

May 18th and r9th. It had been originally contem-

plated to hold this meeting on April 27th and 28th,

but a change was deemed advisable in order there

might be an extension of time for perfecting

arrangements and elaborating the programme.

Apart from these advantages, however, the execu-

tive showed a wise forethought in making the

alteration, for the dates now fixed upon occur

during the holding of the Street Fair. For the
last-named event a one and one-fifth rate has been

allowed by the railroads. For the best paper read

at the meeting a De Zeng retinoscope will be given

as a prize, and for the second best a five-dollar
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gold piece. With so many powerful attractions

there is an excellent outlook for a bumper attend-

ance at the meeting, and this, together with the

instructive programme that has been arranged,

should go far to make the 1904 reunion the most

significant that the Kansas Association has yet held.

W. J. Lewis, former president of the associa-

tion, will lecture on " Retinoscopy," giving prac-

tical demonstrations. Prof. Lane, of the South-

western Optical College, of Kansas City, will

lecture on " Practical Optics," and a feature that

promises to prove of considerable interest will be

a quiz class and a question box. In addition, a

number of other papers will be read and discus-

sions will take place on ripe and pertinent optical

questions.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
A special meeting and smoker of the Pennsyl-

vania Optical Society will be held in Parlor 4,

Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, on Tuesday, May

loth, at eight P. M. The subject for the evening
will be " Diseased Eyes; How to Recognize Them
and When to Send Them to the Oculist." Plates
of the various diseases will be thrown on the screen
and the subject discussed by various members.

Anti-Optician Suit in Iowa

In our last issue we announced a victory for
an Iowa optician in a suit instituted by the State
Board of Health. The latest development in the
case is explained in the following circular addressed
to " The Members of the Iowa State Asssociation
of Opticians and all Opticians of the State:"

I wish to inform you that the Edmunds case
has been appealed to the Supreme Court and will
come up in the May term.

I have made a special trip to Hampton at my
own expense to look into this case and to consult
Dr. Edmunds and our attorney and get the facts of
the case to be able to lay it before you in the proper
light, and I find that it is of the utmost importance
to all that we win this case.

Of course, Dr. Edmunds is discharged and
cannot be prosecuted upon this case any further,
no matter what the decision of the Supreme Court
may be, but this is a test case taken up by the State
Board of Health to determine fully whether or not
the fitting of glasses for any defect, ailment or
trouble shall be considered as practicing medicine
in the meaning of the law. The fact that Dr.
Edmunds was an itenerant has no bearing br value
in this case or in the judge's decision. If we stand
back and lose this case the State Board can stop
all of us from doing any refractive work whatever
unless we are M. D.'s ; but if we win, it will settle
this business for all time to come, and give us the
decision we have long been wishing for and we
cannot be molested again. I have consulted some
very able legal talent in this matter, and am not
talking without fully understanding what I am
saying. Our victory would also help other State
societies to establish their rights. This case can
only come up once, so you can see that it is really
the fight of our optical lives. We have one of the
best attorneys in the State, who has been working
on this case for Dr. Edmunds for the past eight
months, and knows every crook and turn in it, and
is well prepared to win it but it will be a hard fight.
It will cost us between $3oo and $400 to carry this
through, and the price is very nominal for a
case like this. It is very essential that every
optician in the State contribute liberally. I will
receive all contributions and send receipts for same,
and will read a list of the contributors at our annual
meeting in June. If more money is sent than is
needed in the end, it will be returned pro rata.
In a few letters already received I have pledges of
about ;Poo. Make your remittance to me at once
as we have no time to lose.

Fraternally yours,
G. E. BOYCE, Sec'ir.
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BEWARE OF
IMITATION
BIFOCALS.

The following correspondence
explains itself :

February 24, 1904.
Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen :—I am writing you for informa-
tion. Some tittle ago I bought a line, represented
SS your Grooved Bifocal Lenses from the agent
of — after he had explained to me that the
lower glass was the same for all sizes of lenses, perfectly interchangeable for all lenses. Well,
I bought only No. 1 eye lenses, but was much surprised to find that there was scarcely a fit in
the lot. Of course I returned them. I was areal ly ilisappointed, because I had hoped that it would
save much trouble and require less stock if the lower glass was interchangeable. I thought it
possihle that improved machinery and attiiiii ion might have remedied the fault, auld I ant writing
YOU for information on that point, as I Wotl hl gladly use the lenses if they were as represented.

Yours truly,

OUR REPLY TO MR. —'S LETTER.
Mr. Detroit, Mich, Feb. 27, 1904.

Dear Sir :—We have your communication of I I o 24th inst., and believe you must be mistaken
in supposing that you received some of Our Automatic Grooved Perfection Bifocal lenses which do
not interchange, as they are made with automat ie machinery so it is impossible for them to be
otherwise than strictly interchangeable where you have a stock of both uppers and lowers of our
make. We would be very glad if you would seed us a sample of the lenses you have, that we may
determine as to their being our goods. We would he very glad to receive your orders for same
and will guarantee them perfectly satisfactory. Yours truly, JOHNSTON OPTICAL, CO.

Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mid,. March II, 1904.
Gentlemen :—Your favor of Feb. 2701 duly received. In the meantime I wrote the

asking them if the Grooved Bifocals Sent me were your make, and received an answer saying they
were not, but were made by . Revert lieless, when 1 bought the goods of Mr. — In. told
tue they were your make. But, as I said in my previous letter, they were failures mad I returned
every one of them. I will soon make an order and send you. Yours tody,

For the sake of courtesy we thought best to omit the names of the
manufacturer, jobber and customer in the above letters.

The Johnston Automatic Grooved Bifocal Lenses are ground
automatically with grinders we invented, and the reading lenses are
guaranteed to fit all sizes of distance lenses.

Johnston Optical Co.
Leading Prescription House of America. DETROIT, MICH.

WARNER & SWASEY PRISM BINOCULAR.
Officially adopted by the NAVY DEPARTMENT as the

"Standard" and now used on every U. S. battleship and cruiser
—also used in the Army, Lighthouse Service and other Depart-
ments of the Government.

UNEQUALED for the tourist, yachtsman, sportsman, etc.
Ask your Jobber for them.

Write for the booklet.

The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

AN ACTUAL FACT
The Great German Eye Water
(From the formula of Dr. Agnew) is the best,
simplest and most 011M:five preparation ever
compounded , forin Hammitt ion of the eyes or eye-
lids, Conjunctivitis, Blepharitis or scaly eye-
lids, Minting, smarting or itching of eyes. Its
antiseptic properties destroy the germs and
prevent acute inflammation. The phenomenal
SUCCORS of this Eye Remedy, has encouraged
several opticians, (would-bo) eye specialists and
" home-made" Doctors to put upon the market
Eye Remedies of divers kinds, and by extensive
advertising attempt to divert the attention of
the trade from a valuable Collyrium that. has
been used for years in nearly every hospital in
the world, to remedies of which little is known,
except by the advertisers, but Gm many opti-
cians who have sold the German Eye Water for
20 to 25 years will attest to its value and recom-
mend no other. Dr. Agnew's portrait is on
every box. Get the original. Sold on Its merits.

A handsome Show Case with your order for three dozen bottles. Also your special labe on
bottles if nix dozen are ordered, and express paid to all parts of the United States. l'rice, 81.63
per dozen, 819.50 per gross. Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER.
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES,

WHAT IS A REMEDY ? Any subst:thee Or preparation used with the view of curing or
allaying morbid action. An it would require many of the valuable pages of Tii is KEYSTONIE to
publish the testimonials received from dealers and users of The Great German 1::.ye Water, I refer
dealers in optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different _parts of the country, selling
this remedy, some of them for more than 20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,
but by the optical trade IMI.USIVELY. N() COCAINE In this formula.

' W. Guilbault, Biddeford, Me Mawhinney & Ryan Co., Omaha, Nebr.
E. W. Folsom, Somersworth, ,N. II. .1. S. Jenson & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. IV. W. Hutchins, Newport, Vt. Wm. IVilson, Oakland, Cal.
D. M. Chapin, Springfield, Mess. It. W. Chamberlain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Easttuan & (4)., Providence, R. I. Hight & Fairfield t'o., Butte, Al ontitna.
F. 141111111, Bridgeport, ('it. C. L. Cooke, Clarksville, l'enti.

REFER- John Emilio, lithia, N. V. Dr. E. .1 I. A riot rig Jacksonville, its.
ENCES: ' Ii. II. Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y. Tito G. A. Balm Dia. ,ic Optical Co., Ann-

August Kost, Jr., Jersey City, N. J. tin. Texas,
.1. 11. Corbett, Sharpsborg, l's. IV. 1. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
S. Engwiller, Mansfield, Ohio. II. Castleberg, Baltimore, Md.
Wm. Gros, Delphi, Ind. C. S. Hart., Lynn, Mass.
It. D. & C. It. Lockwood, Joliet Ill. htermod & Jaecard Co., St. Louis, Mo.
I /r. L. P. Aferar, Marinette, W is. Oscar Muller, Panama.

s. Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Moil nil, Mo. And 1000 others.

The Following Jobbers In Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water 7
D. V. Brown, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.
Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, Newyork. Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal.
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Clinics in Optometry
[All rights reserved.]

[We present herewith the first of a series of clinics, which
will be published monthly in this department. They will
cover all manner of eye defects, front the simplest to the most
complicated, and each clinic will be complete in itself. In
order to Janke these clinics of 11111,X1111U111 benefit, we invite
our readers to join in them by sending Its any criticisms or
suggestiona they may have to make in regard to the treatment
here given.—End

A Case of Simple Hypermetropic Astigmatism

J. S. E., a young man, twenty-five years
of age, was sent by his family physician.
The symptoms of which he complains are as
follows : Trouble in reading, especially at
night, words run together, pains in head and
drowsiness.

The question was asked him, as should
be done in every case that applies for relief,
whether or not glasses had previously beei
worn. He replied that he was given glasses
some four years ago by an optician, but they
were not comfortable, and he never could
wear them. On examination by the lens
measure they proved to be 0. D. — .25 D.
S. s-"'^ — .25 D. cyl. and O. S. —.25 S.

We ask the patient to be seated and
direct his attention to the test card hanging
on the wall directly facing him, and at a
distance of twenty feet. " How far down
the card can you read ?" is the first
question, and in reply he names every letter
on the No. 20 line. We make the proper
note in our record book that vision = To-20,

which means that with both eyes open while

seated at a distance of twenty feet, he is able

to read the line that is marked 20, which

indicates that the acuteness of vision is up to

the normal standard.
Such being the case we involuntarily

make a mental criticism of the concave

glassA which had been prescribed by the

former optician, and we can readily under-
stand why they never were comfortable. We

want to treat everyone fairly and we want to

be treated fairly ourselves, and therefore we

do not think it wise to condemn our com-

petitors. One can scarcely improve his own

reputation by making damaging statements

about the work of others engaged in the

same line of business as ourselves, even

though such statements are entirely truthful.

It is far better to make no comment, to say

nothing.
But we will leave our patient for a

moment, just long enough to preach a little

sermon, using this optician's error as our

text. We do not know who he is, but we

hope he is not a reader of THE KEYSTONE,

because we rather pride ourselves that no

caretul student of this journal could fall into

such an error. Let us take a few moments

to consider this matter.
When we find the visual acuteness to

be 11, what information is to be gained from

this fact ? Presumably, the refraction is

emmetropic, but it may be hypemetropic, or

slightly astigmatic, that is hypermetropic

astigmatism. It cannot be lnyoftic. Normal

vision positively precludes myopia or myopic

astigmatism. Therefore, in a case like this,

concave lenses must not be tried ; they must

not even be thought of.
How did the other optician commit such a

grievous error, for the prescribing of concave

lenses in the presence of emmetropia or hyper-

metropia cannot be designated in any other

way ? Perhaps he took the weak concave
lenses from his trial case and held them before
his patient's eyes, and of course they were
accepted. Almost any pair of eyes can see
through weak concave lenses at a distance.
But the point we want to impress is that
concave lenses must not be tried when the
vision is normal, and if every optometrist
will burn this rule into his brain, it will act
as a danger signal to prevent him from
straying into paths of error, and also as a
guide post to keep him in the straight and
narrow path of optometric rectitude.

We return now to our patient and com-
mence the test with trial lenses. We place
the opaque disk over the left eye, the right
eye being uncovered and ready for the
examination. We have made the statement
above that concave lenses should not be tried
when the visual acuteness is normal. Per-
haps we had better make a broader rule as a
guide, and that is in every case always to try
convex lenses first. In accordance therewith
we place a + .5o D. sphere in front of the
right eye. The patient does not reject it
absolutely, neither does he seem inclined to
accept it ; he is in doubt whether there is an
improvement or not. Then we take this
sphere out and quickly replace it with a
+ .50 D. cylinder, with its axis at 9o°, so
that the patient can mentally contrast the
effect of the two lenses, and he at once indi-
cates his preference for the latter as being the
best. We repeat the trial of these two
lenses, placing first one and then the other
before the eye, and the patient unhesitatingly
prefers the cylinder, which we then slowly
rotate from the vertical meridian first to the
right and then to the left. The patient is all
the time looking at the No. 20 line of letters
on the test card, and he says, as the axis is
rotated from the 9oth meridian, that the
letters become less distinct, and after several
trials we conclude that the proper place for
the axis of the cylinder is at 90°. We then
place alternately in front of this lens a + .25
cyl. axis 9o°, and a + .25 S., both of which
are rejected. In order to verify the rejection
of the cylinder, we remove the ± .5o cyl.
and 'place in its stead a + .75 cyl., with its
axis in the same position, when the patient
says the former is the better. We now feel
pretty sure that the + .5o D. cyl. axis 900

is the proper correcting lens. This repre-
sents a case of simple hypermetropic astig-
matism with the rule.

Perhaps some one may ask why we did
not try the card of radiating lines in order to
detect the presence of astigmatism in this
case. We reply that we do not consider this
a reliable test in a case of slight hyperme-
tropic astigmatism, because the ciliary muscle
is so quickly brought into action, and by the
irregular contraction of which it is said to be
capable the defective meridian is neutralized.
Theoretically, when astigmatism is present,
on account of the difference in refraction of
the two chief meridians, the lines running in
one direction seem blacker and more distinct
than those in the direction at right angles,
and therefore when a variation is noticed in
the distinctness of the radiating lines, we
say astigmatism is present. This difference
depends upon the fact that the light entering
the emmetropic meridian is focused upon
the retina and is distinct, while the rays
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entering the ametropic meridian are focused
in front of or back of the retina, and hence
are indistinct. But if the accommodation is
brought into action and the hypermetropic
meridian thus made emmetropic, both merid-
ians will focus upon the retina, and conse-
quently no difference will then be discernible
between the radiating lines.

Another reason why we place but little
dependence upon this test for astigmatism, is
that in the lower degrees of the defect, where
the differences between the lines can be but
slight, the patient may be unable to detect
them. So much depends upon the intelli-
gence of the patient, and there are so many
patients whose powers of observat ion are but
little developed, that the value of this test in
the majority of cases is doubtful.

Instead of the card of radiating lines we
use the card of test letters, and practically
determine the existence of astigmatism by
the acceptance of cylindrical lenses. If the
patient is in doubt whether cylinders are
better than spheres, and if the rotation of
the cylinder makes vision neither better or
worse, astigmatism is probably absent. But
if the cylinder is quickly accepted, and if its
rotation produces a decided impairment of
vision, we may safely conclude that the case
is one of astigmatism.

We now try the left eye. The + .50
sphere is promptly rejected, as is also the
+ .5o cylinder, with its axis placed at 9o°.
Before removing the latter, however, we try
the effect of rotation. As the axis is turned
to the right vision is made noticeably worse,
but as it is.turned to the left an improve-
ment is perceptible, although patient says
that vision is clearer without either of these
lenses. We now have a clue, however ; the
fact that vision is improved by rotation of the
cylinder in one direction, and impaired by
turning the other way, indicates astigmatism.
We now try a + .25 cylinder, and as we
expected it is at once accepted, and after a
few trials we find that the proper position for
the axis is at 700.

We then try the range of accommoda-
tion and find the patient can read the smallest
print from 44 to 30 inches. By calling to
mind what the normal near point should be
at this age, we know that 454 inches is about
right for this age, and that therefore the
amplitude of accommodation is not impaired.

We pass on then to an examination of
the nniscular equilibrium, and for this pur-
pose we prefer the Maddox rod, which is
placed over the left eye in a horizontal posi-
tion. We say to the patient that he will see
a reddish vertical streak as he looks at the
light across the room, and we ask him on
which side of the light the streak appears to
be. He replies that it is on the left side and
about two inches away from it. We men-
tally analyze this condition : the streak on
the same side as the eye, over which the rod
is placed, means a homonymous diplopia, is
due to esophoria, and is correctible by a
prism base out. We therefore place a prism
of t°, with base out, over the right eye, and
now the patient says that the streak runs up
and down through the light, and we make a
note in our record book that there is an eso-
phoria of I°. This is a not uncommon cort-
dition to find, and it is too slight to call for
correction.

(Continued on page 81e)
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Geneva Special, No. 1136.
HE above illustration represents a new ten-karat solid gold riding frame placed on the market May 1st.
This frame is the best value for the money that we have ever offered, and that is a large statement, as
we have given the trade many good things in the past 30 years. It carries the Geneva Guarantee of

being full to karat fine and bears the Geneva stamp of superior quality in finish and workmanship. Is made
in r, o and oo eye sizes, and assortment of SS bridges in each dozen, as follows :

1 Pair Mt,
I " MI, L. S.,
I " Mi, E. L. S.,
I " M2, L. S.,
I " Ni, E. L. S.,
I " Ni, L. S. ,

2' X 1 - plus A4- -8 .

21 2c lit 0.
21 x -Ar  — A.
21-5/1. x 4-1 0.
21 x 1 — -6.
21 X -8-1 o.

(Tlif outset.)
(On plane.)
(Tlfr inset.)
(On plane.)
(-6 inset.)
(On plane.)

2 Pair Ni,
NI+, L. S.,
Ni'-,.
N2,
N24-,

21
21
21
21

X i plus A.
2c -,11,- 0.
X A plus r'T.
x 4- plus JIG-.
X plus 118-.

(111r outset.)
(On plane.)
(TIT outset.)
(T14- outset.)
(TIT outset.)

Price is only $21.60 per dozen net cash. Sample pairs, postage paid,
Orders for less than one dozen, or for different assortment of bridges than above, will be charged i oZ, addi-
tional. Note the construction and finish of end piece. Temples always close flat. You can get this end piece
on no other frame. Note weight and stiffness of bridge. Order one dozen or one pair, weigh them, assay
them, and compare them in price with any solid gold i o K. frames you may have in stock, and you
will use them permanently for your fine trade. Note trade-mark in bridge.

This frame is not in the hands of Jobbers or Wholesale Opticians, and can only be procured direct from
our Geneva Office, or through our travelers, and as it is impossible for our representatives to call on every
Optician, we make THE KEYSTONE carry the message to all the Optical trade, giving dealers in every part of
the world the advantages possessed by those who are able to call in person at our office.

Geneva Optical Co.,
N. B.—" Geneva pz, Work is accurate." Geneva, N. Y.

Geneva Superior Binoculars are used by the U. S. War Dept.
General Catalogue sent on request.
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY

KEYSTONE

This serial is the well-known exposition of the principles of ophthalmoscopy and thepractical use of the ophthalmoscope, which forms one of the chapters in Dr. Tscherning'scelebrated treatise, " Physiologic Optics," which can be had from this office on receipt of theprice, $3.50 (14s. 7d.)

Methods of Illuminating the Fundus of the Eye.—It has been
known from the remotest times that the pupil of certain animals
(dog, cat, etc.) can appear luminous. The phenomenon was
thought to be analogous to the production of light by the glow-
worm (phosphorescence) ; in reality it is due to the existence of
the tapetum, a part of the chorioid, the retinal surface of which is
strongly reflecting and has a metallic reflex : its purpose is not
very well elucidated. As to the human pupil, it has been known
for a long time that it may, in very rare cases, appear luminous
after the development of an interior tumor of the eye (amaurotic
cat's-eye). Beer also remarked the ocular glow in certain cases
of aniridia. •

Towards 1850 Cumming and Bruecke discovered the method
of making the pupil of the normal eye appear luminous, and
Helmholtz, in 1851, achieved the great invention of the ophthal-
moscope, which was destined to revolutionize ophthalmology.

A

Fig. 125

Like every other object the fundus of the eye sends back light
when it is illuminated. Let A (Fig. 125) be a luminous point for
which the eye is accommodated. This point sends into the eye
the cone ABC, the rays of which reunite at D. This point, being
illuminated, sends the rays in all directions ; those contained in the
cone ABC emerge from the eye to meet at a point A. Generally,
therefore, the eye can send back light to a point which has first
sent the light to it, and if in ordinary circumstances the pupil of
the eye appears black, it is because the pupil of the observing eye,
being black, cannot send light back into the observed eye. In
order that it may appear luminous, a luminous source must be
placed in front of the observing eye ; this is what we do by means
of the ophthalmoscope.

Following are the different circumstances in which we can see
the pupil luminous:

a. The pupil of albinos is seen red because the fundus of the
eye is illuminated by the light which has passed through the
sclera. If we cover the eye with a screen pierced by an aperture
corresponding to the pupil, the latter appears black. By concen-
trating a bright light on the sclera by means of a lens, we can make
the pupil of a normal eye luminous, especially if the person has a
fair complexion.

b. If, in the case of Fig. 125, the eye is not exactly focused
for the luminous point, the latter illuminates on the retina a circle

Fig. 120

of diffusion (ab, Fig. 126). This circle sends back the light not
only in the direction of the luminous point, but also in neighboring
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directions ; thus the point a sends back the cone BaC, which,
outside the eye, takes the direction AR, Cd so that the observing
eye o may be placed in this cone. Placing a lamp at some distance
from the observed eye and sighting near the border of the flame,
from which we shelter ourselves by a screen, we can frequently see
the pupil luminous, especially if it is a little large and if the patient
does not fix the flame.

The experiment succeeds more easily if the observed eye is
strongly ametropic, because then the rays, having emerged from
the eye, soon diverge greatly, so that the observing eye may easily
find a place in the luminous cone. If the eye is not ametropic we
can make it so by means of a strong lens or by putting it under
water, or, as Bellarminoff has lately done, by placing a plate of
glass in contact with the cornea so as to eliminate the refracting
power of this membrane. By this latter means we can make the
fundus of the eye visible for several persons at once. In the case
of amaurotic cat's-eye, the presence of the tumor in the interior of
the eye.makes the latter strongly hypermetropic, so that the fundus
becomes easily visible.

C. PRINCIPLE OF THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE OF HELMHOLTZ. —
Let AB (Fig. 127) be a plate of plane, parallel glass and L a lamp,
which sends light towards this plate. The greater part of the light
passes through the plate, but a part is reflected towards the
observed eye D. It enters this eye and illuminates the retina.
The latter sends back light towards the plate ; a part of this light
is reflected towards the lamp L, but the greater part passes through
the plate and enters the observing eye C, which, consequently,
sees luminous the pupil of the observed eye. To compensate for

Fig. 127.—Principle of the o ,Itthalmoscope of Itelmholtz

the loss of light, which, proceeding from L, passes through the
plate, Helmholtz used several plates, placed one behind the other.

d. PRINCIPLE OF THE ORDINARY OPHTHALMOSCOPE. —We
obtain a more intense illumination by means of a silvered mirror;
the observer looks through a small portion from which the coating
has been removed or which has been perforated. As a concave
mirror concentrates the light it illuminates better than a plane mirror,
and the latter better than a convex mirror." Generally it is useful
to have a good illumination ; but we sometimes see better the very
delicate changes in the fundus of the eye by using a weak illumi-
nation, and very delicate opacities of the vitreous body or of the
crystalline lens disappear if the illumination is too strong.

,The clearness of the retinal image of the flame which is formed in the observed eye is the
same in all cases, but the image is larger when we use a concave mirror than when we use aplane or convex mirror. One can verify this for oneself by putting one's eye in the place of
the observed eye. The image of the flame which one sees then in the mirror corresponds to
the illuminated part of the retina ; it is larger in the case of the concave mirror than with the
plane or convex mirror. Placing the flame behind the mirror, one sees, in the same circum-
stances the opening as a luminous circle, which corresponds to the part of the fundus of theeye which the observer can see at once (ophthalmoscopic field.)

[To BE CONTINUED]
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THE MECHANISM EXPLAINS ITS

SUPERIORITY.

THE GUARD IS WONDERFULLY NEAT—ALMOST INVISIBLE—and means the extreme
of comfort and security. The mechanism makes loosening of the stud screws impossible. Ask your jobber
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letters is shown. This possesses every advan-
tage of the $12.00 Cabinet, except that it has no
elevator. Each of its eight charts are balanced
in any desired position by its own balance weight.

It cannot get out of repair. It always works.
Ours is the only Cabinet containing a full

subjective test.
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(Continued from page 8.5)

We then turn the rod around to the
vertical position, which causes the streak to
be seen horizontally, and we ask the patient
what position it assumes with reference to
the light, and he replies that it passes
directly through it. This indicates that the
superior and inferior muscles are equally
balanced and that there is no hyperphoria.

Inasmuch as the eyes are apt to vary
slightly from day to day, it is well in almost
any error of refraction, but especially in
astigmatism, to repeat the examination. We
therefore ask our patient to return to-morrow,
explaining to him the care that should be
taken in prescribing glasses. When he
returns we make another examination along
the same lines as before, and obtain the same
result. We therefore feel that we are justi-
fied in prescribing the lenses we found as
follows :

0. D. ± .50 D. cyl. axis 9o°.
0. S. ± .25 D. cyl. axis 7o0.

Which we advise to be worn constantly.
If the second examination had shown a

different result from the first, we would have
asked our patient to return a third time.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

New Jersey Optical Society
The first annual meeting of the New Jersey

Optical Society will be held in the Continental
Hotel, Newark, N. J., at 7.30 P. M. on Monday,
May zd. A committee of arrangements, consist-
ing of F. C. Learning, T. C. Bothman, R. G.
Smith, F. H. Hewelett, L. A. Rochat and Jos. J.
Hartman, has been appointed. This committee
has arranged for some very interesting speakers,
and has decided to make this event a complete
success. The most notable feature of the regular
business will be the election of officers.

The society now numbers about too of the
foremost opticians of the State, and it is hoped
that there will be many more before the close
of the next year. The society has already accom-
plished some good work for the New Jersey opti-
cians, and its finances are in a healthy condition.

New York City Optical Society

The regular monthly meeting of the Optical

Society of the City of New York was held on

Wednesday evening, April 13th, in the Natural

History Hall, College of the City of New York.

In addition to a very large attendance of local

opticians, there were also present a number of

guests from Halifax, N. S., Binghamton and New-

burg. Dr. Walter Bryan opened the scientific ses-

sion with a lecture on " Errors of Refraction."

He dwelt upon emmetropia, hypermetropia and

myopia, their causes, symptoms, diagnoses, treat-

ment and prognoses. The doctor invested his

subject with considerable interest and will give a

continuation at the next meeting, when he will

take up the subject of astigmatism. Prof. R. M.

Lockwood gave an interesting talk entitled " Some

Odd Cases from my Note Book." The question

box was a feature of the meeting that evoked

numerous instructive debates on matters of prac-
tical interest to the optician, and this brought the
scientific session to a conclusion.

President Ryer occupied the chair at the busi-
ness session, when the minutes of the March meet-
ing were read and adopted, a number of bills
ordered paid and the following applicants, who
were proposed at the last meeting,admitted to mem-
bership : Theodore C. Munch and A. B. Yarrow,
Brooklyn ; W. Irving Vandegrift, Barnet Brauman,
Otto F. King, W. Arthur Hold and Paul Shapero,
New York. An application for membership from
I. Bergen, of Newburg, was laid on the table in
accordance with the usual procedure. Mr. Frankel,
of the executive committee, addressed the mem-
bers on the subject of a special class. He stated
that as only a few replies expressing a desire to
join such a class had been received, he deemed it
wise to abandon special class work and employ all
talent for the benefit of the society as a whole, and
in view of that would move " that the special class
formation be abandoned." This motion was car-
ried unanimously.

The chair appointed Messrs. Frankel, Lock-
wood and Ehrlich as a committee to make arrange-
ments for the banquet by which the society decided
to terminate its spring season. The meeting
afterwards adjourned.

Chicago Optical Society

The Chicago Optical Society held a meeting
on April ist. This meeting was called to order by
the president, and the minutes of the meeting held
March 3d were read and approved. B. T. Hoff-
man and Alexander Saitz were admitted to mem-
bership, and Earl J. Brown, M. D., was made an
honorary member. A motion was made and car-
ried that the regular May meeting be the last be-
fore vacation, and that the society meet in Sep-
tember on the usual date.

Dr. Brown concluded his illustrated lecture,
which, like all his preceding talks, proved of much
interest. At the regular May meeting the members
will relate their experiences with difficult cases.
The attendance was the largest of any one meet-
ing yet held by the society.

Kentucky State Optical Association

The second annual meeting of the Kentucky
State Optical Association will be held in Louis-
ville, Ky., on Tuesday, May 17th. There will be
an afternoon and an evening session. On account
of the May races, special railroad rates will pre-
vail. This, together with a programme that is at-
tractive from a social as well as professional stand-
point, should insure a large attendance.

Minnesota Society Offers Prizes

The following circular has a special interest
for Minnesota opticians and a general interest as a
good example for other State associations:

Minneapolis, Minn., April 2, 1904.
The Minnesota State Optical Association offers

premiums to the amount of Po for the four best
papers upon the subject, " How Best to Care for
or Prescribe for Imbalances of the Internal and
External Recti Muscles," the premiums being as
follows: $ro for the best paper, $5 for the second
best, $3 for the third and $2 for the fourth.

Competition will, of course, be confined to
members of the association, and each paper must
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not exceed 2000 words. The papers must be pre-
sented at the next meeting in June, and if possible
be read by the author. Notice of intention to con-
test should be filed with the secretary not later
than May Toth. A committee of judges to pass
upon the merits of the papers will be appointed by
the president of the association on or before the
time of the meeting, or the question of merit may
be submitted to the vote of all non-contesting
members who may be in attendance at the
meeting.

Some features of the next meeting will be:
A course of four or five lectures of forty-five to

ninety minutes each, by Clifford S. Friedman, fort
merly lecturer on refraction in the Northern Illinois
College, of Chicago. These will be instructive,
practical and altogether useful to each and every
one of us in our regular practice.

Discussion of the subject, " The Enforcement
of the Optical Law."

Amendments to the Minnesota optical law;
these to be received, discussed and referred to a
legislative committee, but not to be finally acted
upon until the following meeting of the year.

Some interesting amusements for the enter-
tainment of the association.

It has been deemed advisable to hold the June
meeting in the Twin Cities, the date and other
details to be included in a later circular, to be sent
out in ample time for all to plan to go.

By order of the board of directors.

J. M. CHALMF.RS, President.
Attest : C. A. SNELL, Secretary.

Death of Professor David Ward Wood
David Ward Wood, professor of optometry at

the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology
and Otology, died suddenly on April 14th. He
left his office on that day and went to a neighboring
restaurant for lunch, but before he hadeven tasted
the repast he sank down, dropped on the floor and
died. The coroner's post mortem examination
showed that his sudden death was caused by fatty
degeneration of the heart. Deceased was of Anglo-
Scottish extraction ; he was born in Pennsylvania,
the son of Auley McCauley Wood, and was edu-
cated at Bucknell University in that State and at
the Albany Law School. Intellectually, he was
variously distinguished. He practiced law for
about ten years, during which time he was a writer
for or editor of some of the most prominent papers
in the country. From the age of eighteen he was
a public speaker of note and was in great demand
for patriotic occasions, sometimes being engaged
for a Memorial Day address two years in ad-
vance.

In 1875 he came to Chicago with the intention
of devoting his life to agricultural journalism.
This profession he followed for over twenty-five
years. About two years ago Prof. Wood became
a member of the faculty of the Northern Illinois
College of Ophthalmology and Otology as Professor
of Optometry. To this work he brought a master-
ful mind and a zealous spirit.

Among the tributes evoked by his sudden
taking off are the following resolutions, prefaced
by a touching preamble, which were passed by the
faculty, students and Alumni Association of the
college:

Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to the
memory of the departed to say we feel that we
have lost a most efficient instructor and friend who
had at heart the welfare of each member of the
class, faculty and Alumni Association.

Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with
those who, as members of his family, were still
nearer and dearer to him.

Resolved, That these resolutions be transmitted
to the family of the deceased as a token of our
respect and esteem, and that a copy be framed and
hung upon the wall of his class room.
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Five Reasons why our AMETROPO-

METER is the Greatest Aid any Optician Can
Place in his Refracting Room:

Palevile'd Me leading countries.

First — It detects and corrects accu-
rately all errors of refraction.

Second—Patient as well as operator
can tell positively when eye is pro-
perly corrected.

Third—Eyes can be examined in one-
half the time required by any other
system. Remember ! One-lea/f!

Fourth—It is the best trade-getter ever
placed in a refracting room.

Fifth—It convinces the patient that he
is properly fitted. This is worth
millions, and is half the battle in
making a sale.

Send for descriptive circular, and
we will take chances on receiving your
order for AMETROPOMETER.

Price, $20.00, net.

Without question we are receiving more orders for the AMETROPOMETER
than the combined sales of all other eye-testing instruments. We have sold
nearly woo of them during the last fifteen months, and many purchasers have
acknowledged receipt of the instrument with very flattering testimonials. We
have space here to print only one, but copy of others will be sent upon request.

Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich. Portland, Oregon, Aug. 5, '03.
Gentlemen :—We have now used your Amotropometer for two weeks, anti tind it works to

perfection. Sevorid of mil. old customers coming in with new patients we have induced to have
their eyes exinii i nod h■ I hk instrument, and tind in evvry t•ase it brings out Name results as found
and prescribed loi lo•io measuring myopia, by penuet ropla anti astigmatism it cannot be
equaled. Yours very truly, PHILLIPS BROS.

Johnston Optical Co.
Leading Prescription House of America. Detroit, Mich.

WESTERN OPTICIANS,

We Want Your Optical
Orders and Prescriptions

We guarantee to give you the promptest ser-

vice and most accurate work on your 0. All

It orders are sent out on the day received.

We solicit the orders of all Western optical

people, knowing that we will be able to give

them the best of satisfaction.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Wholesale Opticians,

Denver) Colo.16o6 Curtis Street,

A NEW PRINCIPLE.

)„-
,I(L=

The Mayer Triangle
The Guard that won't come off.
Requires less spring pressure, has three bearing surfaces, less
conspicuous, more comfortable.

lo K. Gold, . . per dozen,
10 K. Gold Filled, . 2.00

German Silver, . 1.00

Less 6%. Gross lots, less 20% net.

Sample Pairs, postpaid :
Gold, 75c. Gold Filled, 30c. German Silver, 15c.

GEO. MAYER & CO.
MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS,

134 South Eighth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Glare Shade
This is the time of year that every

dealer in optical goods should replenish
his stock of smoked glasses. No stock is
complete without the GLARE SHADE.

THE GLARE SHADE SLIPS OVER distance glasses. No annoy-
ing conflicting temples and bridges to irritate the nose and ears.
Made in all sizes and shades.

In Nickel Silver Mountings, $4.75 per dozen pairs.
Mountings only, - - 3.00 per dozen pairs.

)rder fn )t11 y(fili johl)cl or ,..end direct to

Claflin Optical Co., Washington, D. C.

L. Manasse Co.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians,

88 Madison Street,
Tribune Building, Chicago.

Send us your orders and prescription work. We will fill
them at once at the right price. .
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Wry-Neck and Spinal Curvature
Due to Eyestrain

Ptgl

N the following we reprint a few cases
as reported by Dr. George M. Gould,
of Philadelphia, in American Medi-

cine. He is convinced that eyestrain may
cause wry-neck, and even spinal curvature,
and bases his conviction on the following
cases observed by himself:

In 390r a young woman of 18 years of age,
was sent to me from a distance because of severe
and protracted headaches, bloodshot eyes, ble-
pharitis, and pains in the eyeballs. The state of
her health had compelled her to quit school.
She had breakfast-anorexia, and a poor appetite
generally. I found her static refraction was:

R. + Sph. 2.50 cyl. 0.37 ax. 900 =10 +
L. + Sph. 2.25 + cyl. o.5o ax. 9°°=+

without muscle imbalance. -
There was no improvement in her general or

special ocular symptoms by the use of the glasses
that I had ordered. On account of The tuberculous
history of her parents and of a continuous cough,
I advised that she should be placed under the care
of a general physician, to 'live out of doors, etc.
I did not suspect that I had made a blunder in my
prescription for glasses. Two years later, i. e., in
1903, I could not find that any change was requi-
red in her glasses, although I made a careful
retesting, again under mydriasis. I had evidently
repeated my error, however, of two years previous.
I then noticed a drooping of the right shoulder, an
inclination of the head to the right and downward,

)a fiat chest, round shoulders, etc., and urged that
the girl should be placed in the care of a teacher of
physical training, to correct these vicious conditions.
This was finally agreed to, and Miss Devennie, of
Philadelphia, took charge of her. As a result of
her examination she found spinal curvature. There
was no disease of the bone, and an orthopedic
surgeon was not called in. Within a few days after
systematic gymnastic training was begun the patient
return to my office with a spontaneously-made and
original discovery. It was announced in these
words : "Doctor, when I straighten up and hold
my head straight as you and Miss Devennie want
me to do, I cannot see well." The explanation of
the failure of the glasses to cure the headaches, etc.,
was at once plain, and still clearer the reason for
the spinal curvature and torticollis. I had un-
doubtedly failed in accuracy to correct some odd
axis of astigmatism. Painstaking testing now
showed that the astigmatic axis of the right eye was
9o°, with the head slightly canted down and to the
right, and that it was 75° with the head erect. In
previous refractions I had stupidly allowed the girl
to hold her head in this way while refracting the
right eye. Immediate change of the right lens in
her spectacles from 9o° to 75° (there was no change
in the amount of ametropia, and none in the axis
of the left eye), produced the noteworthy result
that she can now see well only with the head erect.
When holding the head canted down and to the
right, as formerly, she "cannot see well." While
taking gymnastic exercises her teacher has noticed,
without the girl's knowledge of the fact, that, being
without the glasses, the head takes its former abnor-
mal position and right shoulder droops, the back
becomes.more hu .ed, etc. With the glasses on,
the erect position is at once assumed. The proof
seems beyond question that the torticollis, droop-
ing shoulder, bent back, flattened chest and spinal
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curvature, are all the product of 18 years of the
enforced habit of inclining the head in order to ob-
tain clearer vision with the right eye through an
axis of astigmatism differing 15° from that of the
other eye in symmetry.

Moreover, since the change in the right lens
was made, and the erect position assumed, the
patient has been suddenly and entirely relieved of
a pain in and about the sternum, which for many
years had given her much uneasiness. This pain
was not constant, but came on with exercise, deep
breathing, coughing, etc. She had not spoken of
it much, because of the disinclination to allude to
the "consumption" which it was supposed to in-
dicate.

It is needless to add that the headaches, ano-
rexia, etc., which the former glasses failed to cure
have also disappeared with the placing of the right
axis at 75° instead of 9o°. I think this is primarily
due directly to the correct lens, which has abolished
the reflex, but of course there is a secondary result
from the proper position of the body, increased
lung-capacity (which is demonstrated), better oxy-
genation of the blood, etc. The spinal curvature
is rapidly disappearing, the head is habitually held
erect, the shoulders and back are almost normal
and the general health perfect.

The following additional case is confir-

matory evidence of the theory:

A patient, herself a professional physical train-
ing expert, a woman of 25, of perfect physical form
and health (except occasional ocular reflexes) tells
me that, for several years, at about the age of 16 to
19, she had a decided curvature of the spine, diag-
nosed by excellent physicians. She also had torti-
collis. By the most careful and long-continued
physical training under experts in physical culture
the head was brought to a normal position and the
spine made perfectly normal. She now has a very
high degree of astigmatism both axes at 1700 — a
defect which would not allow binocular fusion with
the head in the normal position. I take it that the
results of the several years of arduous training
could have been more easily and quickly secured
by cylindric lenses at proper axes. Several girls
in the same college class with my patient had torti-
collis and spinal curvature, which has persisted
despite all efforts and training, and one of these at
least has endured years of wretchedness from head-
ache, sickheadache, etc. (eyestrain reflexes), while
her wry-neck and curvature have become worse.
I have also had a case that cannot be described as
one of torticollis, but rather of abnormal position
of the head. This patient, a man of 25, has held
his head in the position to be described so long as
he can remember. The head is thrown backward
in a constrained and unnatural position, and also to
the left side. In refracting him it was impossible
for me to get him to hold the head downward and
forward in a normal position. In a second or two
after placing it so, it would return to the retracted
and noticeably unnatural poise. This led me to
examine the ocular muscular imbalance more accu-
rately, and I found that most rare anomaly which
has been called "cyclophoria." He had never had
diplopia, but the axis of vision of one eye was so
far below and to one side of that of the other that
it was only by this abnormal and constrained posi-
tion of the head that they could be fused and diplo-
pia thus prevented. The patient said that this posi-
tion of the head prevents him in walking from see-
ing the ground for some distance in front of him; it
also necessitates his holding his book or paper very
high. He has never had the usual reflex symptoms
of eyestrain, and has only a moderate degree of
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compound hyperopic astigmatism without anisome-
tropia. Prisms equal to 6° base down right, axis
too°, fused the two images, added greatly to the
clearness of vision, and enabled him to hold his
head in a normal position. He was right-eyed,
with equal acuity of vision. He had never had any
spinal curvature.

In order to illustrate the ease with which

the ocular cause may be overlooked, he gives

the history of another patient :

A young man was brought to me in 19ot by
his father. He had evident symptoms of eyestrain.
I found the following error of refraction:

R. — S. 0.25 + C. 5.25 ax. 75°
L. + S. o.so C. 6.00 ax. 75°

This ametropia was properly corrected. The
father incidentally remarked that the boy had
spinal curvature. I had noticed that he had a
malpoise of the head, but I was too stupid to recog-
nize its significance. I recommended that the boy
should be placed in charge of a good orthopedic
surgeon. Dr. H. Augustus Wilson was consulted,
verified the diagnosis of spinal curvature, and, by
proper treatment, the spinal abnormality and
malposition of the head have entirely disappeared.
Dr. Wilson had also in mind the possibility of the
spinal trouble being due to the eyes, but as the
patient was referred by an oculist, he undertook
the correction of the defect by orthopedic
methods only, and said nothing to me of the pos-
sible cause, the ametropia. There is no doubt as
to the truth of the theory in this case, and almost
none, also, as to the fact that without the correction
Of the ametropia there would not have been so
speedy a cure of the spinal rnalcurvature.

After citing some cases reported by
Drs. Stevens, Bradford, Wadsworth, Lovett,
Risleya and Young, Dr. Gould expresses
his conclusions as follows :

tr. Habitual abnormal position of the head is
frequently the cause of spinal curvature.

2. These abnormal positions may be due to
some error of refraction, which necessitates the
torticollis, wry-neck, cant or depression, in order
to secure clearer vision.

3. The error of refraction is usually a slight
asymmetry of the .axes of astigmatism, whereby
the clear-seeing or most-used eye (usually the right
in right-handed persons), has an axis io° or 15° to
either side of 9o° or 18o°, 1. e., at about axes 75°,
105°, 165° or 15°.

4. The heterophoria, which has been the sup-
posed cause of the functional torticollis, etc., is
itself usually a result of the refractive error, proper
correction of which, at a sufficiently early age,
cures the heterophoria, the torticollis, and the
spinal curvature.

Tscherning's " Physiologic Optics "*
In regard to the translation of the above

famous work, the Journal of Ophthalmology
says:

This excellent treatise could not have found a
better translator into the English language than
Dr. C. Weiland, who himself is a well-known writer
in the same field. It is based on Tscherning's
original investigations, and this edition is enlarged
and revised by the author. No oculist can afford
to be without it.

*" Physiologic Optics" is published by THE KEYSTONE
and will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, 43.50.
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An Ophthalmometer is a Necessity for the
Careful Refractionist.

It Saves Time and Insures Accurate Work.

REMEMBER 

The Ophthalmometer gives
valuable information in regard
to astigmatism that cannot be
found in any other way. It
shows the presence of corneal
astigmatism and the meridians
of greatest and least curvature.

May 1, 1904.

Can be supplied with

attachment for city

electric current or with

battery.

4, '111(‘ C. I. Ophthalmometer, shown above, is in use in over a
Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

Name,

Address,

thousand offices and has met with the greatest success. It is scien-
tifically built, well finished, and besides its acknowledged utility as an

instrument of precision that no refractionist can afford to be with-
out, gives a professional tone to the office that is invaluable.

For Sale by All Jobbers.
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Optometrists as Advertisers

S the optometrist is a comparatively
new figure in professional and busi-
ness life, it is only natural that his

advertising should be distinctive if not unique.
His methods of publicity, indeed, furnish an
example of the advantage of starting out
unencumbered by convention. This advan-
tage has been one of the principal factors in
the progress of the nation at large, and it has
had much to do with the progress of the
Optician. But there is another reason for the
originality and intelligence which usually
distinguish optical publicity in the fact that
the refractive business is a peculiarly educa-
tive one, necessitating on the part of those
engaged in it a thorough acquaintance with

A Mere
Spectacle Vender
Is Not an Optician.

i, a part ieularly ■Intigerotis q,iik ; ho
shoo Id he 4, en mere slimmed t han t he em-
pi medieine. There is litany IL
W110 Illay Vase your rheumatism. Ito( there
is not one chance in a 10111111'01 111111, 11113

speettieles bought front a peddler will Indp
your eyesight ; there ((IT it hundred chattet”i
that they will hurt your eves, Iturl them
seriously, too. It is very intintrtant that
your glasses should be exactly correct.

If you are in doubt regarding your glasses,
consult our Graduate Optician; he will ex.
amine your eyes free of charge and advise
you honestly.

S. M. NATHAN,
258 Main Street, Y. M. C. A. Building.

We make the glasses complete in
our own factory.

a very fascinating science, whose importance

to the public has grown coincidently with

the demands made upon human vision by

our modern industrial development. Then

again, the opticians are an organized body,

having well defined ideas of progress, and

what more logical than that one of the results

of their co-operative striving for a higher

standard of proficiency should be advertising

that states the merits of the individual opti-

cian in terms worthy of an aspirant to pro-

fessional recognition ? Here we would utter

a word of caution to the optician who, im-

patient of slow progress, risks his prestige

by extravagant statements of the bargain-

counter and auction-room variety. The eyes

are a portion of the anatomy that few, if any,

care to have treated on the cut-price basis,

and it is not the wisest policy for the optician

to cheapen his calling by depending upon

price reductions as a business bait. How-

ever rampant the bargain mania may be in

regard to wearing apparel, etc., the irre-

pressible instinct of self-preservation imparts

a salutary sedative to it in all matters involv-
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ing the treatment of bodily imperfection.
The advertising optician should bear this in
mind and manifest in his announcements such
a sense of responsibility as will earn for him
a professional prestige, inspire confidence in
the minds of prospective customers and bring
home to the community the absolute need
for eye examination that is based upon a

1)1-. 11. P. Holmes.

MISS NINA KNOWLAND,

Stenographer for Weeks Medicine Co.,
joyfully admits that Dr Holmes

was correct. She says:

ii 
I haV01191 ball a livadaelle since I 1,11I It

my glasses. I suffered almost enlist:Hilly It
months without knowing my eyes wcre the
cause. Or. llohnes' diagnosis was correct."

NINA 1:1Nowi.AND,
1021 Locust H.

Miss Knowland, like many eye-soden :s,

lias perfect vision without glasses. For It

rca,oll she thought ber eyes could not be the

cause of or (rouble. People who cannot see
are easily persuaded I out they need glasses.
I( is a ntel, flowerer, that there are thousands
of people whose Vision is perfect who suffer

f rent eyes! ra
No one but a competent ophthalmologist

can measure your eye defect and correct it.
1/r. Holmes is thoroughly competent and
absolutely reliable. Examination free.

HARRY P. HOLMES,
Oph.

Suite 230 Utica Building,

6th and Walnu'

scientific system whose accuracy has been
assured and in which there is neither guess-
work, chance-work, doubt nor experiment.
Nothing can more militate against the pro-
fessional aims of the optical fraternity than
undignified advertising. Vaunting assevera-
tions and sweeping guantees are more likely
to defeat their own ends than to result in
any permanent good either to the individual
optician or to the calling of which he is a
member. Instead of establishing for him the
reputation of being a skilled refractionist,
these methods are rather calculated to create
doubts as to his sincerity and get him stig-
matized as a pretender and a quack, and in
the present scientific age the last-named
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institution finds itself anathematized on all
sides, by the opticians themselves no less
than by the public generally. The rectifica-
tion of visual defects is a serious and critical
occupation ; necessarily it has certain com-
mercial elements, but they must not be
allowed to predominate if the optometrists
would attain the goal for which they are so
earnestly and successfully striving.

We show on this page three advertise-
ments, each of which differs in character
from the other. The spectacle peddler is
an excellent subject for a good hammering
in optical advertisements, because much
trade is lost and much discredit engendered

An Eye
Point.

If you want perfect 'vision,
you should have your eyes
examined often. A slight
correction promptly attended
to may insure you perfect eyes
to the end of your life!
We will measure your eyes

I —overcome the defects—and
insure you most satisfactory

The S. Galeski Optical Co.
901 Last Main street.

by this parasite on the profession. Adver-
tisers will find it to their advantage to
educate and warn the public on this matter.

A somewhat unusual advertisement for
an optician is the testimonial ad. of H. P.
Holmes with portrait. The testimonial
form of advertising may be much overdone
in some fields of publicity, yet it has lost
none of its force, especially when a well-
known member of the local community is
the author of the testimonial. The Holmes

advertisement is decidedly good publicity,
and it is not surprising that the opticians are
now using testimonials more liberally. We
notice that many opticians use testimonials
from friendly oculists, and these must be
especially effective. The testimonial is well
worthy the attention of all advertising
opticians.

The third advertisement here shown is a
good sample of the more usual form of
optical announcement. It is pointed, force-
ful and effective. We are pleased to notice
the improved character of optical advertis-
ing generally.
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Masonic Temple,
The Home of the College.

The Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology Masonic Temple,

CHICAGO.
The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES. 

Life Scholarship, $25.

WRITE FOR ANNOUNCEMENT.
1904 now ready.

Includes Correspondence and Attendance
often as desired. Enter at any time.

Courses as

G. W. McFATRICH, M.D., Secretary,

Masonic Temple, Chicago.
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WE ARE LEADERS, AS USUAL.

A Few of Our Winners—
Fine French Enziameil Pins and
Highest Grade Chain.

Our 20=Year Frames are the best yet. Stamped B. S. 0. Co. Ask for them.

BAY STATE OPTICAL CO., Attleboro, mass.

A Thermometer
Catalogue

SOMETHING NEW. JUST OUT. A CATA-
LOGUE FROM WHICH YOU CAN DO
BUSINESS IN A LINE YOU MAY

NOT CARRY IN STOCK.

Our new catalogue is the only complete one published,
listing and illustrating

Thermometers, Barometers,
Hydrometers, etc.,
Artificial Human Eyes,
Hypodermic Syringes and Needles,
Sundries of All Kinds Related to Above Lines.

If interested, send us your name, as we \visit to complete
our mailing lists by April 15th.

The R. Hoehn Co.
Manufacturers of Thermometers, Barometers and Hydrometers,

I. MAYER CI CO., Proprietors,

80-82 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.
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The American Association of Opticians
The committee on transportation has secured

railroad rates of one and a third fare for the round
trip to Milwaukee on the occasion of the annual
convention of the national organization which will
be held in that city August 1st to 4th.

The St. Louis Exposition has named August
9th, the Tuesday following convention week, as
Opticians' Day. An auditorium has been placed
at the disposal of visiting opticians, and a reunion
is planned. The programme for this reunion is
to be announced later.

The committee on arrangements for the annual
meeting are hard at work on the programme for
the occasion, and a great treat is in store for the
convention.

The Iowa Test Case
En. KEYSTONE:—In regard to the case against

optician J. W. Edmunds, reported in last month's
KEYSTONE, the indictment charged him with prac-
ticing medicine contrary to law " by dieting his
patients and causing them to take certain exercises,
and to wear glasses and spectacles which he fur-
nished." The part quoted was the point of attack
under the demurrer ; it being the contention of the
defendant that the acts complained of could not
constitute the practice of medicine in any sense,
and could not even constitute a general system of
treating and healing human diseases. At the first
trial the court, Judge Whitaker, after an exhaustive
argument overruled the demurrer and held that
such acts might constitute the practicing of medi-
cine within the meaning of the Iowa law, and par-
ticularly %vithin the meaning of the acts regulating
the practice of medicine. On the same question
his instruction to the jury is in part as follows :
" It is not necessary for the State, in order to sub-
stantiate the charge made in the indictment, to
show that the defendant prescribed medicine or
drugs for diseases or ailments of different persons,
but if you find * * * that he prescribed, recom-
mended or advised the wearing of certain eye-
glasses or spectacles * * * as a treatment for the
cure or healing of certain ailments * * * then the
defendant would be a practicing physician as con-
templated by the laws of Iowa and the indictment
in this case."

A literal following of these instructions would
have meant "guilty," but the jury disagreed. At
the second trial the attorney for the defendant
again demurred to the indictment. The second
argument covered stibStantially the same ground
as the first and the court, Judge Richards, at first
seemed to hold the same opinion as Judge Whitaker,
but before the jury was fully selected gave the
following ruling :

" The specific things or acts alleged in the
indictment do not constitute or lie within lv h a t is
known or understood as the practice of medicine
or surgery; hence the chapter (relating to the prac-
tice of medicine) does not apply to them ; they are
not forbidden by law, and therefore the indictment
does not charge an offence under the laws of this
State."

Should the ruling of Judge Richards be sus-
tained in the Supreme Court, it will certainly stop
all further prosecution of opticians in the legitimate
practice of their profession in Iowa under the
medical law. Should the ruling of Judge Richards
be reversed in the Supreme Court it would prob-
ably effect but little change in the present condi-
tions, yet it would probably make the position of

those of the profession that are most aggressive

in their claims and advertisements less secure

from prosecution.

KEYSTONE

The whole matter will be presented in the
fullest detail possible at the June session, in Des
Moines, of the Iowa State Association of Opticians,
at which time we hope to have a very full attend-
ance of its members, and to which meeting we
also extend a very earnest invitation to all practic-
ing opticians of the State. W. B. AM< ENV,

President Iowa State Association of Opticians.
Corning, Iowa.

Colors in the Testing Room.
In repapering or recoloring walls of a testing-

room it is well to consider every little influence
which may tend to success or failure in certain
cases which crop up now and again. The physio-
logical side of the question has always been fully
recognized, and neutral or dull tints are chosen.
A peculiar warm softening influence seems to go
with the deeper shades of the red end of the spec-
trum, especially that tint known as " madder
brown." There is, however, a mental side which
is too often neglected, and it is here where im-
provement may be effected. All patterns are best
avoided ; scrolls, flowers or designs arrest the
attention, and particularly when they become
obtrusive on a floor covering. The object should
be to impart the idea of distance, and for this
purpose horizontal lines are best—if lines there
must be—all leading from the eye to the type. It
is astonishing what a difference is experienced in
running the eye along two walls, one with vertical
and the other with horizontal lines upon it ; there
is a gliding motion in the one instance, a jerky one
in the other, the gaze being arrested by every verti-
cal line. Again, the eye wanders along a horizontal
line from " near " to " far, " rarely the reverse, but
it will look with equal readiness from " far " to
" near " with the vertical lines, and in addition
there is always a tendency to focus the vertical
rather than the horizontal on account of the great
part they play in ordinary vision.

—British Optical Journal.

School Hygiene of the Eye
J. w. Sherer, in the St. Louis Medical Review,

emphasizes the importance of examining the eyes
of every pupil before systematic study is under-
taken in order to discover and correct any defect
of vision that may exist. The other important
points that should 'claim our attention are : ( i)
Light ; (2) the position of the body during the
hours of study ; (3) amount of near work to be
done ; (4) type used in school books.

Light should come from above and to the
left ; there should be sufficient illumination to
enable an eye with normal acuteness of vision to
read diamond type at fourteen inches in the darkest
part of the room on gloomy days.

The author agrees with Risley, who favors a
southern exposure (rather than Norris, who favors
a northern), because he believes that every apart-
ment that is reguhrly occupied should be flooded
with sunshine. \\lien artificial light is necessary
he prefers the electric incandescent lamp enclosed
in a lightly-frosted globe which conceals the film,
and produces a diffuse light.

As to desks, the adjustable variety should be
used as well as an adjustable seat. Both -should
be adjusted so that the pupils feet rest comfort-
ably on the floor and the arms on the desk, with-
out elevating the shoulders or leaning forward.

As to the amount of near work to be done,
the author makes a plea for as frequent intervals of
relaxation as the nature of the study will allow,
the younger the pupil the more consideration he
should be shown.
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Optical Notes

Je Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Slater have opened an
up-to-date optical office at 6o South Street, Utica,
New York.

.0 R. S. Gitt, of Harrisburg, Pa., adopts
unique methods of advertising his optical depart-
ment. An idea was recently originated by R. I.
Deihl, of that establishment, which proved very
catchy and effective in exploiting that end of the
business. It was in the nature of a puzzle and
much interest was aroused in its solution.

41 E. Kirstein Sons Company, Rochester,
N. Y., obtained an injunction against Cohen Bros.,
of Toronto, Ont., restraining them from using
the trade mark " Shur-on," which was spelled
" Shure-on." This company has just issued sev-
eral price-lists and a catalogue, which the trade
will find useful for reference and ordering.

.4 One of the features of the recent annual
meeting of the Ohio Association of Opticians was
an exhibit of optical instruments, in which the lines
of the following firms were represented : White-
Haines Optical Co., E. Klein, with Kryptok lensEs;
Murine Eye Remedy Co., John Key Optical Co.,
W. H. Reisner Co., lens measurer, and the
Mincer axis finder.

,p8 Geo. W. Magee, of McIntire, Magee &
Brown, manufacturing and wholesale opticians,
Philadelphia, Pa., recently returned from a trip to
Europe. Sunny Italy had a special charm for him,
as it has for most other travelers, and he visited
Rome, Naples, Genoa and other points of interest
in that. country. The trip Europewards was made
on the Princess Irene, while the homeward voyage
was made on her sister ship, the Hohenzollern,
both of the North German-Lloyd line. Mr. Magee
greatly enjoyed and has been much benefited by
his trip.

jS The Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., of
Rochester, N. Y., has perfected plans for the
enlargement of its plant on St. Paul Street. The
space in front of the present factory, as well as
that which adjoins on the north side, will be occu-
pied by a new building, three stories high, running
470 feet on St. Paul Street, with a depth of 40 feet.
This building will be used for office quarters. It
will be connected with the main structure by means
of a court and will be replete with modern improve-
ments. The offices in the old building will be
converted into work departments, thus affording
the additional space which the increasing business
of the company demands. It is estimated that the
cost of enlargement will be about $15o,000.

Free sample pages of lectures and lessons of
the Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to readers of THE KEYSTONE on application
to The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Ask for special price for May. —Adv.

Cementing Bifocals
For cementing bifocal lenses in spectacle work

it is an undoubted advantage to use the dried
Canada balsam re-dissolved in some suitable sol

v 

-
Zylol is a favorite substance, though its ad-

vantages over benzol are doubtful, and it is less
rapid in drying. Of the three substances, benzol,
zylol and toluol, the order of merit for rapidity of
evaporation and consequently speed of drying is
the order in which they are written. Benzol is
easily obtainable everywhere and, as before stated,
it does not appear that zylol has any properties as
a solvent of balsam that benzol does not likewise
possess, and it is a worse drier.

—British Optical Journal.
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THE

MIDLAND
TABLE
No Weights
or Cranks.

Specially designed

for

Refractive Work

and

Office Purposes.

The mechanical construction, height adjustment, symmetrical appearance and finish of the
" Midland " is superior to any table on the market, the metal body being finished in black enamel and
the top (16 x 24 inches) covered with dark green morocco line leather, giving a handsome and durable
effect.

Price, $9.00 each, subject to a cash discount of 6%.

Weight, 65 pounds, safely boxed for freight shipment.

Tortoirette

Shell.

Velvet-

Lined.

We herewith present to the trade something ENTIRELY NEW, HANDSOME and DUR-
ABLE in EYEGLASS CASES.

PRICES Lettered, Not Lettered, Not Lettered,
$33.00 per gross. $2.75 per dozen. 25 cts. each.

Send its an order and be the first to show your patrons this desirable article.

MERRY OPTICAL COMPANY, Jobbers,Manufacturers and

1009=1011 Walnut St., KANSAS CITY, U.S.A.
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Influence of Environment on
the Eye

Paper by Haien:ma STILLSON, M. D., read before the Amer-
ican Academy ot Ophthalmology.

RANTING that acquired traits may
be transmitted, would it not be well
to impress upon our minds the im-

portance of the effect of daily environment
upon the eye, such effects as come from ocu-
pation, climate, habits, etc.? The eye in its
embryological development is formed by a
juxtaposition of two saucer-shaped layers.
The eye then is, as a rule, at birth hyperopic
(perhaps astigmatic); and over-use of the
eye in early childhood tends to deform it
more.

The statistics looking towards the
effects of occupation upon the production of
myopia are not yet sufficiently studied to
warrant a definite conclusion, but we might
say in general terms that the prolonged use
of hyperopic or emmetropic eyes at near
vision will tend to the production of myopia.
The infrequency of myopia among watch-
makers may be accounted for by the fact
that, as a rule, watchmakers use a micro-
scope before one eye in viewing the object
manufactured.

But the prevalence of myo-
pia among students is pro-
verbial. The effects of school
life upon the eyes are dwelt

upon at length in the text books, and we may

safely relegate this part of the subject to the

text books. But I cannot refrain from quo-
ting one or two pregnant remarks. Risley,

in Norris and Oliver's " System of Diseases

of the Eye," sums up the production of

myopia in school life by saying : " The

bvious association of the increasing per-

ntage of myopia with the work of the

-,chools seemed naturally to fix the responsi-

bility for the disease upon the educational

process, and led directly to efforts for the

discovery and reform of faulty educational

methods." And again, " The obvious lesson

that our children dwell upon their educa-

tional training at a too tender age, and that

during the first years at school the methods

of instruction should be so modified as to

avoid as far as possible continuous work at a

near point."
The manner in which miners acquire

nystagmus has been well observed. The

semi-darkness of the mine, the semi-recum-

bent position of the miner with his head

diagonally upward, and the constrained posi-

tion of all the muscles including those of the

eye, produce such a want of harmony in the

ocular muscles as can only be expressed by

nystagmus.

School Life
and the Eyes

The Eyes
of Potters

KEYSTONE

I, myself, have observed
that among the old-school
potters there usually exists
a high degree of hyper-

phoria. The position of the potter at his
lathe is semi-recumbent ; he stands upon his
right foot with his body leaning upon a back-
rest. His left foot is pressed against the
tread of the lathe, while his head is bent
forward toward the right and his eyes look
into the vessel that is being turned, and into
which his right hand is inserted. This pro-
duces habitual torticollis and a hypertrophy
of the lower left rectus and the right upper
rectus. A right hyperphoria of four degrees
is not uncommon among such potters.

I seem to have noticed also a great
prevalence of high degrees of astigmatism
among the sisters of charity. These nuns
usually.wear a head-dress shaped like an old-
fashioned sunbonnet, the front part project-
ing from four to six inches in front of their
faces, and is lined with white. With such
blinkers on, the sisters can only look straight
forward or demurely down. There is, there-
fore, little lateral pressure against the eye-
balls, and if the sister has entered the service
early in life, high astigmatism seems inevi-
table. At any rate, in my observation, astig-
matism is quite prevalent among them.

We are all familiar with the type of
ocular fatigue produced by a change of resi-
dence from the country to the city. The
visitor from the country unaccustomed to
glancing rapidly from side to side at closer
range than usual, soon fatigues the ocular
muscles, producing a nausea somewhat simi-
lar to that produced in some cases by a ride
upon a street car.

A similar condition is often
brought about by the ama-
teur typewriter. The fre-
quent movements of the

eyes from the copy to the keys of the finger-
board soon produce incoordination. This
confusion seems to be produced more rapidly
if astigmatism exists, and if the keys be
round. Some manufactures of typewriting
machines have noted this fact, and now
manufacture their machines with octagonal
or square keys instead of round ones.

Many other disturbances of the eye from
occupation will doubtless occur to you.

I wish to refer to the effect of change of
climate upon the eye. I seem to have
noticed that persons who have migrated
from the South to the North have much
more difficulty with their eyes than persons
who have migrated along the same parallel
of latitude. The population of the Puget
Sound district, for instance, is very cosmo-
politan ; many of the inhabitants are from
the Southern States, many of them from

Eyes of
Typewriters
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Mexico. Many of them, indeed, migrate in
the summer months to Alaska and return.
The effect of this North and South migration,
especially during the first few seasons, seems
to be productive of retinal congestion, or
optic neuritis. This, of course, would be
particularly the case if the patient suffered
from snow-blindness during his visit to
Alaska, and the neuritis would then be ac-
companied by conjunctivitis and corneitis.

Another peculiarity is the
effect upon these patients of
a change from a sunny clime
to a cloudy one. The north

Pacific coast is foggy and humid. This
humidity seems to chill the surface of the
body, preventing perspiration. To a person
accustomed from infancy to rapid perspira-
tion (such as would be produced by a warm,
sunny climate), there would exist a demand
for increased activity from the kidneys, and
the demand is often greater than the kidneys
can comply with. In consequence of this
the kidneys often become inflamed and un-
able to perform their function. Retained
products of waste very frequently produce
retino-chorioiditis and optic neuritis. So,
too, in regard to the use of the eyes in this
foggy atmosphere ; a person accustomed to
bright skies finds it difficult to use the
eyes at prolonged near work in a climate
whose skies are usually overcast by cloud.
So that while persons from Scotland, Ireland
or Scandinavia have very little difficulty in
accustoming their eyes to the climate of
Puget Sound, those from the Mediterranean,
the Southern States and Mexico, have great
difficulty in doing so.

I ought to observe. however, that the
Scandinavians in migrating to the Northwest
country suffer degeneration in other ways.
Dr. Ivar Janson, in the Northwest Medicine,
gives a very graphic account of his observa-
tions upon his countrymen. He mentions
the fact that while confined to their mountains
in northern Europe these people live an
Arcadian life, becoming vigorous, large and
well proportioned, remarkably free from
disease. Yet upon migrating to the North-
west there is a rapid degeneration physically
and mentally. " The proportion of Scandi-
navians in the hospaals for the insane is
quite appalling. And tuberculosis seems to
make up for lost time for past immunity.
I give tuberculosis 25 per cent. of the dead
of the first descendants of people whose envi-
ronments had formerly been staple and fixed."

In the far north—in Alaska, for instance
—the monotony of the long dreary nights in
winter induces profound neurasthenia, par-
ticularly in women ; and in all classes pro-
longed confinement indoors makes injurious
impression on the eyes.

Climate and
the Eyes
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A PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
ALONG THE LINES OF PROGRESS.

From the first this Prescription Department has worked along the lines of progress.
Its success is ample proof.
For from one business year to the next, and the next, to hold patronage straight through despite compe-

tition, despite the tendency of buyers to change about, means nothing else but quality and prompt service.
And the same progressive service that has enabled us to retain our customers indefinitely, will hold you,

because it is infinitely good.
We are headquarters for all Optical Supplies.

■•■

LWRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Our new 1904 Catalogue to dealers—handsomely

illustrated with half-tones from photographs.

12 KARAT GOLD FILLED MOUNTINGS.
We've something very special in these 12 Karat

Gold Filled Mountings—write us about them.

"The Guard That Does the Work."

Prescription and
Repair Work for
the Trade—our
Specialty.

Send two-cent
stamp for our
new Celluloid
Protractor a n d
Measuring Card,
FREE.

BROWN'S SANITARY GUARD.
It stays on without pinching.

It gives the least possible trouble in fitting.
And you won't be bothered with the stud-screws coming loose.

Prices—Gold, $6.50 doz.; Filled, $2.50 doz.; Silver, $1.25 doz.

Our New Celluloid Reading Card has proved a winner.
Easy to keep clean and practically indestructible.

Price, 25 cents.

Wholesale,D • V • B RO W N 9 Manufacturing
Importing, Optician,

736, 738, 740 Sansom St., PHILADELPHIA.
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Developing in the Dark

THE EYSTON

raphy the more cameras he will sell, and
finds the putting up of " ready made"

NE of the greatest of the many puz- developers a profitable occupation ; while
zles in connection with the practice the plate maker, for reasons not easily

‘1141111.%
1:Z.V10 of photography, says the American discovered, followed suit, or rather led in
.1m,a, lir Photographer, is why so many of
more than average intelligence, and whose
" want to know " has resulted in a more
than average acquaintance with things in
general and an intimate knowledge of most
that more particularly concerns themselves,
are content to go through all their photo-
grphic operations with as little knowledge of
of the qualities and quantities of the material
as has the postman of the contents of the
letters he brings to their doors?

Nor is this ignorance confined to de-
veloping and the material employed therein,
but it extends to everything included in all
the various solutions employed ; although
the exigency of space prevents our, at pres-
ent, dealing with more than the developing
material.

Ignorance of
Developing Agents

From a pretty extensive
intercourse amongst pho-
tographers, or at least
camera carriers, we are

safe in saying that at least fifty per cent. of
them know absolutely nothing more about
the developing material they use than that it
comes in one bottle to be diluted with so
much water, in two bottles which for some,
to them, unknown reasons are sometimes
mixed in different proportions, or in one or
two powders to be dissolved in water when
required, and as often as not they go from
friend to friend to find the cause of the
black spots arising from plates having been
placed in the solution before the powder was
all dissolved. More than half of the remain-
ing fifty per cent. make up their own
solutions, but as most of
them use the formula given
by the makers of the plates
they use, they take so much
of this and so much of that
in the prescribed quantity
of water, never giving a
thought, and indeed see-
ing no reason for giving a
thought to how it pans out ;
and such may have used
the same formula for years
without being able to tell
how many grains of the
reducer or of anything else
there is per ounce of the
developer.

For this state of mat-

ters the dealers and plate
makers are mainly to blame.

The dealer knows that the

easier he can make photog-

the van, the dry plate coming before and
bringing with it the popularity.

Whatever be the cause, the fact re-
mains that with the advent of the gelatino-
bromide plate came what, for want of a
better name, may be called the slumping of
developing formulze ; the " A and B " or
the " No. i and 2 " solutions, either ready
for use when mixed in equal parts or with so
much water added ; and so arranged that
only by a mathematical calculation could
the photographer learn the relative pro-
portions of the various ingredients to each
other and to the water employed. While it
is possible that such calculations were some-
times made we have never met a photo-
grapher who had done so, and we have
asked hundreds ; the invariable reply being
that they had used Carbutt's, Cramer's,
Seed's or that of some other plate maker.

As we have said, this state
of matters came in with the
gelatino-bromide plate, as
previous to that time for-

muke were always given in such a way as
to enable the photographer to see at a glance
the relative proportions of every article that
entered into them ; generally the number of
grains per ounce ; or, what we consider still
better, in parts. And it makes a mighty
difference. All the difference between grop-
ing in the dark and working in broad (lay-
light ; the difference between knowledge
and ignorance, or between hoping for success
and knowing how to bring it. But con-
venient and satisfactory as the per ounce

The Gelatino-
Bromide Plate
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method is, we very much prefer formulx in
" parts," although, strange as it may seem,
we have several times been asked what or
how much is a part. One unit in any kind
of calculation is always simpler than where
there are several, and a part stands for any-
thing depending on the ultimate quantity re-
quired from grains and minims up to pounds
and gallons.

To the amateur who takes to photo-
graphy for the pleasure it gives ; to know
what he is doing should be especially inter-
esting, as however much he may enjoy the
almost creative-like appearance of the image
in the developing solution, the pleasure will
be ten times greater if, instead of " trusting
to Providence," i. e. hoping it will come all
right, he knows the proportions and pro-
perties of each of the constituents of the
developer and feels that he can control and
modify them so as to bring it out all right.

But it is sometimes easier
to recognize an evil than to
find a remedy. Individual
plate makers can hardly be

expected to make the desirable change,
business jealousy having long prevented a
united agreement on several even more
desirable changes in their methods. One
especially is much to be desired ; an agree-
ment on a light which should be a standard
for the speeding of their plates, and a
national system of speed marking. For
these and other improvements we shall have
to wait for " a more convenient season,"
but we have faith in its coming. Some day
we shall have a convention of plate makers
and others connected therewith or interested
therein, at which a few more steps shall be
taken towards America's Golden Age of
photography.

Duty of
Plate Makers

A RT PALACE:
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Art Palace at the Louisiana Porcliase Exposition
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Can You Fit and Prescribe
Prisms Correctly?

Muscular Anomalies and Higher Prisms one of the Features
of our Course. Lists for the next class close May 24th.
Class starts promptly on the 30th.

One of the many features of our Course in Optics is a practical study of prisms
and their effects upon the muscles of the eyes.

We not only teach the student how and when to prescribe prisms but when to let
them alone.

We teach him the effects that Hypermetropia, Myopia and Astigmatism have upon
the recti muscles and why some cases of muscular weakness require correction by prisms
and some do not.

We teach him how prisms relieve strain when properly prescribed and how they
increase strain when improperly prescribed.

-We show him how Heterophoria may sometimes cause a Spasm of Accommodation
and how an error of refraction often causes an apparent Heterophoria.

We cover every possible complication of refractive error and muscular weakness that
may arise, and the practical and rational treatment for those conditions.

In fact we make the student so familiar with unbalanced muscles that he will know
the correct thing to do in any case no matter how complicated it may be.

This is just one of the many subjects that is thoroughly covered by our correspond-
ence course of instruction.

Prominent opticians, jewelers, oculis's and physicians in every State in the Union
have told us that we have the most thorough course in Optics in the world.

When this is the verdict of the leading men in the profession all over the country
you will surely take no chances in becoming one of our students.

Our prospectus, " How to Become a GoOd Optician," tells all about our College and
gives full particulars of our course of study.

We will mail it to you free if you will send your name a.nd address.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

No. i McDonald Building, South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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How to Make a Curious Ther-
mometer

THERMOMETER which depends upon
pieces of brown paper and a few horse-
hairs, instead of mercury or spirits, for
its action, is certainly a curiosity, and

Cannot fail to attract attention and interest your
mechanical friends. The Engineer tells how to
make one.

The strips A and B, are cut from thick brown
wrapping paper, the coarser the better. Cut the
strip A t N wide and 30" long, and B II/ wide and
zoN long. Cut button holes in the end of each
strip as shown. The piece C is about long
and is made of thin wood. The hole Eis 4" from

A Curious Thermometer

the wide end. The hand D, is made of very thin
light wood and tapers to a point at one end, a
circle being formed at the other end to act as a
counter weight. The principal thing to be remem-
bered in connection with the pointer is to have the
pointed end just heavy enough to overbalance the
round end so that it will descend by its own
weight.

A small circle of wood, F, is fastened with

glue on the large end of the pointer to which the
horsehairs are attached.

Select a place on the wall where you wish to

locate the thermometer. Then first put up the
lever C by driving a smooth wire nail, or a screw,
through the hole E. Button on strip B, and with

the lever C in a horizontal position, put a tack or

screw through the button hole G, in the lower end

of B. Now button on strip A to the other end of
the lever C To the lower end of strip A attach

three or four strands of the horsehair, bringing the
strands down about 6 inches and fastening them to
the underside of the small circle of wood F on the

pointer D. Then fasten the pointer D to the wall

with smooth nail or screw, which is to be put
through the center of the small circle, F. The

lever Cand the pointer D must work perfectly free

and easy on the screws.
When it is cold the paper and horsehairs will

contract and the pointer will rise, and when it is

warm the hair and paper will expand and the

the pointer will descend. A scale should be made,

and degree marks laid off by marking the position

of the pointer corresponding to the indications of a
mercury thermometer.

You will notice that this thermometer works
diametrically opposite to the mercury thermometer,
the pointer descending with rising temperature,
and rising with falling temperature. A very slight
expansion or contraction of the paper and hair will
move the pointer a considerable distance.

Mother-of-Pearl Shell
By advices recently received by the mail

steamer, the price of black-edge mother-of-pearl
shell has lowered to $25. United States gold per
ton of 2,240 pounds, with a tendency downward.
As there are 600 tons stored in London, Berlin,
Paris, New York, San Francisco, and other -mar-
kets, the supply appears to be double the average
yearly demand. This is a partial explanation of
the great fall in price, which, until recently, has
been generally $700 United States gold per ton. To
account further for the reduced figure in the world
markets of this article, one must look to two sub-
stitutes—a composition, with steel as the chief in-
gredient, and a small shell of the oyster variety are
giving satisfaction to button manufacturers and are
being admired by their patrons where the substi-
tutes have been exploited. However, thick but-
tons of the best grade will continue, it is belived,
to be manufactured from the mother-of-pearl shell ;
and for inlaid work, the latter is not likely to be
driven out by the substitutes above mentioned.
The mother of pearl fishers of French Oceanica
face a grave financial situation, with a prospective
loss of $270,000 during the year 1904. If diving
machines are employed, as in the past year, the
output probably will reach about 5oo tons ; if
•' naked " diving alone is resorted to, about po
tons will be realized. To continue to place shell
in the market will drive the price still lower. Not
to produce, however, will also occasion loss by
reason of labor contracts with traders and divers
extending over a period of many months. Further,
the merchants can not for some time yet to come
receive the full benefit of the supply in the hands
of their agents.

—(.7. S. Consul Doty, Tahiti, Society Islands,

The Future of Radium
So many marvelous possibilities have been

claimed for radium that the public are eager to
know the views of the discoverer on the subject.
M. Curie, who is noted for conservatism of state-
ment, says :

It is quite difficult to predict the future of
radium, but I believe its field will be in the domain
of medicine, rather than of warfare or commerce.
A physician with a tenth of a grain of radium could
receive an unlimited number of patients and proba-
bly effect cure after cure in cases of lupus and can-
cerous affections. The scope of radium is natu-
rally affected by its enormous cost, as an ounce is
worth a king's ransom. Recently, however, I re-
ceived a communication from a firm in Buffalo,
N. Y., claiming to have a new process of extracting
radium from uranium, which may cheapen the
article.

Radium might be a factor in warfare in the
way of producing explosives in a magazine, causing
the disappearance of a ship and the entire ship's
company. But radium is dangerous against indi-
viduals rather than objects. A tenth of a grain
left contiguous to a person is capable of producing
complete paralysis. For this reason it would prove
a dangerous medium in causing crime which would
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defy detection, if it ever becomes as easily obtaina-
ble as other chemicals. It is also dangerous to
bring a tenth grain in contact with a highly-charged
electric battery, because an immediate explosion
is certain. At first we hoped that the blind would
be benefited by it, for a particle of radium inclosed
in a box, placed on the forehead, conveys a sensa-
tion of light to the eye. But we found it did not
enable the blind person to distinguish objects. So
far we have only used radium salts, and in minute
quantities, yet the remarkable results produced
show the possibilities of the pure product are
inestimable.

A man entering a room where there is a pound
of pure radium would perish, but there is no fear of
this, as only radium salts are yet obtainable from
the barium found in Bohemia called pitchblende,
of which a ton often yields less than a gram of
radium salts. Already the mineral of jachimsthal,
which gave my wife and myself our first material,
is exhausted, and only the discovery of a veritable
Klondike of radium will demonstrate the wonderful
force of this chemical so little understood even by
its most ardent investigators.

Before doing what Prof. Gustav Lebon has
suggested, the blowing up of magazines, forts and
arsenals in the enemy's country by using a small
tube of radium, we shall have to find the requisite
amount of pure radium. Its potentiality is won-
derful, and I can even perceive a radium cannon
projecting electric shocks at great distances with
deadly effect.

A Gasoline Engine Kink
The problem of keeping a gasoline engine cool

in cold weather and still avoiding frozen pipes or a'
bursted water jacket has been solved very satisfac-
torily by a writer in the Blacksmith and Wheel-
wright. The accompanying cut illustrates the
the arrangement used.

Two barrels and some piping are all that is
required, one barrel being placed on a bench on a
level with the cylinder of the engine, and the other
one below the freezing line, as shown. The figures
indicate : 1, barrel for water ; 2, cylinder of engine ;
3, barrel for water below ; 4, pump to raise water
to upper barrel ; 5, pipe that lets water in barrel
below when done work, by turning valve 6. The
pump is operated from the engine and when barrel
I is full can be thrown out of gear.
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using the best of material and guaran-
teeing my work to be

Mechanically Perfect.
All orders receive personal attention.

C. A. L. LANGTON,
419 Boylston Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
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Lows J. MEYER
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Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORINO in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACEI.ETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

ISW Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders,

May, 19(4 THE KEYSTONE

New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and ivL!LtiOfl DR hereunder is a

permanent feature of 'Fut.: KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the ..•ry latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit el the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this depart tt tent.]

The New Pivot Flattening and Polishing Tool

In the timing I LI t. ttches it has been found very essential to have the
ends of the balance staff pivots perfectly Ilat and nicely polished in order to
have the friction the same when the watch is running in either a horizontal

or a vertical position.
The illustrations here-
with show a new tool
for flattening the ends
of balance staff pivots
and reducing them to
any length desired with-
out removing the hair.
spring. The makers of
this tool, Hardinge
Bros., of Chicago, claim
that by its use the ope-

ration of reducing and flattening pivots can be more easily and rapidly
accomplished than by placing the balance staff in the lathe. Not only does
the use of this tool enable the workman to attain greater speed, but gives
him the satisfaction of knowing, after he has reduced the pivot to the proper
length, that the end is perfectly flat and polished.

,ARD,NOE
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New Hat-Pin Stem

Anything that tends to prolong the usefulness of the hat piss will be

welcomed by the great army of feminine shoppers. The hat-pin stem shown

in the accompanying cut embodies features calculated to insure long service

and satisfactory wear. It is entirely solderless and of such construction that

it will neither slip nor break. It is furnished to the trade by Henry Zimmern

& Co., Inc., 6o John Street, New York, and from its everyday utility

and improved features is likely to meet with a ready sale.

Improved Cuff Button

As a source of annoyance the cuff button has a time-honored reputation,

so much so that every improvement is eagerly welcomed. The illustrations

here shown represent a cuff button made on

new and improved principle by E. P. Happich,

833 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. This button

obviates the trouble and difficulty usually inci-

dent to the fastening of cuffs, and in addition
to facilitating the adjustment of the latter, it is

strong, durable and neat in appearance. It use effectually prevents soiling

or crushing of the cuff. This button has been patented in five countries

and is made in ten and fourteen karat gold and in silver, and has the

combination of serviceability and beauty that makes the ready seller.

An Improvement in Eyeglasses

An improvement ht eyeglass guards that seems to 'slake for security

and comfort is known as the Mayer triangle, the makers being Geo. Mayer
& Co., Philadelphia, Pa. The fea-

ture of the new guard is its trian-
gular form, as shown in the illustra-
tion, which allows three bearing
surfaces, thus affording greater
security with less pressure. The

guard is especially serviceable in
the case of flat noses, which it

grasps securely yet comfortably.
The triangle is thin, almost to invisi-
bility, and is neat and tasteful as well

as effective. These guards are notieeably becoming to the wearer. They

are, besides, very carefully constructed, and will give long wear as well as

comfort and satisfaction in use.

A New Hygienic Water Cooler

We show in the accompanying illustra-
tion a sectional view of a new hygienic water
cooler, known as the " Alpine," made by
Manning, Bowman & Co., Meriden, Conn.
It is constructed with a crystal glass reser-
voir, porcelain-lined cold-water reservoir and
separate ice chamber. It is so arranged that
the ice cannot come in contact with the
water. The outer shell is double walled
and packed with a non-heat conducting ma-
terial. When the water is drawn from the
faucet (causing the water in cold-water res-
ervoir to be lowered) it immediately refills
with water from glass reservoir, and there-
fore is automatically kept full until all the
water in the glass reservoir is used. These
coolers can be had in nickel or silver plated.
They seem to be thoroughly effective for the
purpose intended, and in this age of germ
hunting and extreme sanitation, they will,
no doubt, command a ready sale.

GLASS

eTER RESERVOIR '

Novel Ideas in World's Fair Souvenirs
A unique profession is that of James J. Hannerty, of St. Louis, Mo.,

whose specialty it is to advise people as to how to have their photographs
taken in order that they may show to greatest advantage. The person to be
photographed goes first to Mr. Hannerty and, after being studied by the
artist, gets from him a pose prescription, which he takes to the photographer,
who takes the picture exactly as directed. One of his greatest triumphs in
posing has been adopted as a World's Fair design and is entitled " A Deed
of the Pen." In this picture Marguerite Silva, the actress, is represented
holding a scroll or map in one hand and pointing with the other to the out-

lined Louisiana Purchase territory.
The picture is remarkable for beauty
and grace. This and other Hannerty
ideas are to be reproduced on World's

Fair souvenirs, and the rights for such reproduction have been secured by
G. A. Schlechter, manufacturing jeweler, Reading, Pa., who, as previously
told in these columns, has secured contracts for vast quantities of World's
Fair souvenirs of different designs. One of these is in the shape of a leg of
mutton, or diagonal shield badge, showing all the States and Territories
included in the Louisiana purchase. It is executed in blue, red, white and
yellow enamel, the official colors of the exposition, and no doubt will prove
very popular.

New Safety Catch
An invention of interest to bench-workers is the new safety catch shown

in the accompanying illustrations. These catches are made in large and
small sizes, the cuts
shown herewith repre-
senting those of the
larger grade. They
are the product of Open

Blancard & Co., 96
Maiden Lane, New York, and consist of two parts including the spring,
which latter will not wear out. The construction of these catches is
strong and simple and those of the smaller grade are admirably adapted
to badge work.

Closed

Eyeglass Stick Pin
The designer of stick pins enjoys a wealth of possibilites for varying the

form of his creations, and as he has an infinite variety of tastes to satisfy lie
is always sure that the style of his product will prove
popular with some section of the jewelry-buying
public. The accompanying illustration represents a
new and unique idea in stick pins. This pin is the
product of the Novelty Mfg. Co., 2962 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago. As will be seen by reference to
the cut, its ornamental feature consists of a pair of
eyeglasses. The lenses are blue arid gold-rimmed.

This pin is of the size shown in the cut, and is so unique as to force
attention. The predilection for novelty now prevalent ensures attention
and sales for such unique designs.

contirrrert an page 83,5)
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Pitkin's Anti-Break

PEG WOOD
If you try It, you will always use it. It never

breaks oil iu the finest pivot hole.
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0. H. PITKIN, GALION, OHIO, U.S.A.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I give elose,personal attention to ropairssent me.
Promptimss my motto. Send for my printed
Pricii-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

100 000Abbott's Patent Stem
American Watches have

Winding Attachment
A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.

Send them to us and MAKE A FEW
DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maden Lane. New York
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of illustrations and prices.
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These eight illustrations are selected at
random front the 200 itnd more original illustra-
tions in the well-known treatise

THE ART
OF ENGRAVING

This unique work not only excels all available
correspondence courses, but very effectively
takes the place of personal school instruction.
A thorough self-teacher for the pupil, it is a
most valuable reference book for the skilled
engraver.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price,

$1.50 (6s. 3d.)
l'ubliehed by

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.
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"Hornikel's Engraver's Text Book,"
the most up-to-date and modern Book for Jewelers, Engravers and Watchmakers, especially designed and executed for them.
6o plates showing plain and fancy ornamented Cyphers ; Ribbon, Drop and Block Monograms suitable on Watches, Lockets,
Spoons, Trays, Tea Sets, Cigarette and Match Cases, Loving, Prize and Presentation Cups. Also etched on Silver Designs,
Monograms, Inscriptions. Embossed in Seal-Wax Color, Monograms and Initials for Seal Rings and Fobs.

About 30 plates are devoted to all styles of monograms, such as plain script cyphers, ribbon, fancy, open-lined,
ornamental and leaf cypher monograms in round, oval. running and dropping styles ; also a great variety of block monograms,
single and display initials, inscriptions done in script, old English, block and fancy letter style ; a variety of alphabets, some
of which are very modern.

Special attention has been given to meet the requirements and tastes of all customers. All specimens are practical and
designed for the jewelry trade exclusively by a practical designer and engraver of twenty-five years' workshop and jewelry
store experience. If you wish to increase your sales, satisfy your customer or do advanced, up-to-date lettering, monograming,
inscriptions and etchings, you cannot afford to be without the book. It is the standard text book, and will be so for many
years. The designs are useful on all kinds of silverware, trays, tea sets, flatware, hollowware, toilet articles, watches, lockets,
match and cigarette cases. Ten plates are devoted to silver etched inscriptions and designs for foot ball, base ball, golf players,
and many other athletic figures useful on athletic prize cups and trophies ; also inscriptions for presentation cups. Six plates
showing a great variety of different styles of monograms for watches ; also inscriptions for watch caps.

If you are a Jeweler and wish to increase your sales, or an Engraver and want to .io up-to date Monograms, Inscriptions,
fancy Initials, you should by all means have " Hornikel's Engraver's Text Book."

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $5.00 (s,1 os. iod.)
Send your order for this book to

THE KEYSTONE,
loth & Brown Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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New Patent Rimless Eyeglass

Our illustration shows one of the new line of rimless eyeglasses just

placed on the market by T. A. Willson & Co., Reading, Pa. The mounting,

Oil which a patent has been obtained, is light and strong, the ingenious con-

struction preventing the lenses from working loose. The guard is a neatly

finished offset, cleanly and comfortable, and very becoming to the wearer.

Indeed, these rimless eyeglasses seem to combine, to a unique degree, the

qualities that make for perfection—serviceability, strength, comfort, security

and neatness of appearance. The popularity of the new line would seem

to be assured.

A New Movement Holder

Inventions to facilitate the

work of the watchmaker continue
to come to light. One of these,
which benchworkers will find inter-
esting, is the Marsh self-adjusting
movement holder, shown in our
illustration. This holder protects
the center jewel from being broken
or pushed out of the setting while
cannon pinion or hands are being
fitted on. The plunger adjusts itself
to the center staff pivot. Turning
the lever locks the plunger firm,
making it impossible to break or

push the center jewel out of the setting. Every size of movement can be

adjusted to this holder, which is being furnished to the trade by Swartchild

& Company, Chicago. Those of the trade who have procured the holder

are said to be highly pleased with its convenience and efficiency.

New Eyeglass Case

The evolution of the eyeglass has naturally been accompanied by

corresponding improvement in the form and construction of the eyeglass

case. In this illustration is shown

one of the latest cases placed upon

the market. It is known as the

" Acme Shur-On," and is the pro-

duct of E. Kirstein Sons Co.,

Rochester, N. Y. This case is of

the same shape as the " Acme "

case made by the same com-

pany. It has thin, round ends and

an additional dome in the bottom. It is modeled on lines that make for

convenience both in handling and carrying, and at the same time insure the

eyeglass against breakage or bending. This company has given to the trade

and public many valuable improvements in spectacle and eyeglass cases.

Shank for Pearl Buttons

L. Votroubek, of Columbus Junction, Iowa, is the inventor of a new

shank or back for pearl buttons. Its constructive features consist of a plug

which is a little larger in diameter than the inside of the sleeve. This flares

the sleeve when the latter is pressed over it, or, in other words, the plug is

first inserted in the undercut hole of the button proper and the shank of the
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back piece is brought down over it. This button when complete cannot be
broken or pulled asunder except by the exertion of extraordinary force.
The shank can be made with either an eye or a pin by which it is attached
to the garment.

Optician's Table for Refraction Work

A recent addition to
the office equipment of
the optician is a specially-
designed table for refrac-
tion work. It is known
as the " Midland " table,
and is made by the Merry
Optical Co., of Kansas
City, Mo. It is very con-
venient in shape and can
be adjusted to any desired
height. The metal body
is finished in black enamel
and the top is covered
with dark green morocco
line leather. Another
novelty just introduced by
the company is a velvet-
lined, tortoirette shell eye-
glass case, which is said
to be admirably adapted
for the purpose intended.
The Merry Company has
quite a number of inven-
tions to its credit that
greatly facilitate the work
of the optician.

Elimination of Platinum from Incandescent Lamps

Numerous attempts have been made to substitute a less costly metal
for platinum. Platinum possesses special properties which make it very
suitable for employment in the manufacture of incandescent lamps. Its co-

efficient of expansion is approximately the same as that of glass, and its
chemical properties are equally important from the point of view of sound

jointing. The discovery of the properties of nickel steel by M. Quillaume

is an interesting development, especially when it is considered that the lamp
industry is menaced by the approaching exhaustion of platinum mines. It

is possible to make great variations in the physical properties of nickel

steel, and consequently to obtain an alloy having exactly the co-efficient of

expansion of glass, so that it may be substituted for platinum to convey the

current to the filament of the lamp. Another solution has been proposed

which appears to give excellent results. The inventor does not accept the

view that platinum is not replaceable, or rather that the joints made in

employing other means are never sound, and he utilizes a special cement
for filling the fissures which are developed between the metallic conductor

and the glass of the bulb during or subsequently to jointing. This cement,

of which the composition is kept secret, gives very good results, and ensures
perfectly sound joints. The Compagnie Generale des Lamps a Incandes-

cence, which employs this process, has been able to effect the entire elimi-

nation of platinum from the lamps manufactured. The cement has the
consistency of soft wax, it is not prejudicially affected by exposure to air,

and it does not melt under the influence of heat. It is placed in a chamber

in the head of the lamp, through which pass the conductors conveying

current to the filament. This solution is a real advance in lamp manufac-

ture, an industry which was at the mercy of impurity contained in platinum,
and, above all, found itself dependent upon a metal becoming more and

more rare, and of which, consequently, the price augments day by day.
Necessity, it is said, is the mother of invention, and the elimination of

any one article or element generally results in the substitution of another,

often a better one. The inventor and scientific investigator are tireless

workers and seem able to cope with any situatic..n that arises. When plati-

num becomes too scarce and high-priced to be available, it is safe to predict

that we shall have an effective substitete.

"The Keystone is good enough for any jeweler who makes good use
of it. I have been working at the bench for fifty-four years and learn
something in every number of your journal. I would advise every
brother jeweler to subscribe for The Keystone and make good use of
it."—I. C. .Bauer, jeweler, Bethel, Missouri.



ROSENTHAL'S CEMENT,-
11:111 CHINA, CLASS. IVORY.
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eetitent. press parts to
venter. Operate quickly,
dry 'over night. Keep
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Prepared by •
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System is Economy and ECOMIIM Leads to Wealth
The Finest Watchmakers' Cabinet Ever Produced.

ONE CENT for each compartment. For sale only by CALVIN CLAUER CO.

Material
Cabinet
Complete
517 Compart-
ments, only

Size, 221!, in. long, 5 in. wide, 5 in. high.
Solid Oak, Walnut or Mahogany Finish.

THE NEW
No. 3 Crevice

Carborundum Set.
Complete with A rbor, 28c. net.

Cut exact size.

American made. Warranted exact.

Genuine 4""BIG
Carborundum

Wheels.
Ex! ra
Med iu m -Coarse-Grain.

14 in. In. 4 in.
eter. wide. wide. wide.

in. I3c. 20c. 22c.
1 " I5c. 23c. 28c.
1% " 18c. 30c. 35c.
2 " 21c. .33c. 40c.
23 " 23c. 35c. 45c.
8 " 28c. 45c. 55c.

We have these wheels any
size desired,at lowest prices.

Kind. Our Price.
$3.00 " Business" Balance Jewels, genuine Ruby, for all grades . . . . per dozen, $1.28 net
5.00 First Quality Staffs, all high grade   " " 1.28 "
3.00 Gray Staffs, all 7-jewel grade   0 0 98 "
.65 0 RollerJewels,Gentline Oarnets,thin,18 size, new style, " " .42 "

Best, $5.00 per gross
' 

all sizes.
2.00 o Fine Garnet End Stones, thin assorted   " gross, 1.12 "
2.00 1 dozen Solid Silver Crowns and Stems, assorted, 18-16-6 sizes, in

cabinet very flne complete, .85
4.50 1 dozen 14 k. Gold Crowns, assorted, Antique or American . . . " 2.70
.25 Gold Solder for 8 K. and 6 K. work  per dwt., .19
3.00 19 K. Gold Filled Pendant Bows, assorted sizes, Antique or

American   per dozen,
2.00 Ajax Insulators, every size, Hunting or Open-Face •  
.35 Pivot Drills, all kinds   0 0

1.00 Clock Mainsprings, 5 16, 38 sizes   11 0

1.75 1 gross assorted Case Screws, all sizes, for Elgin and Waltham .   :: gross,,
Or assorted, for all styles 18 size movements  

1.75 1 gross assorte I Pillar Screws for Elgin and IValtimin  
Or assorted for all styles 18 size movements  

1.00 Pendant Screws, till sizes  
5.00 Best 23-year Cas i Pendant Bows, assorted on a card, Antique or

American, warranted 1/10 14 K. Gold and stamped . . . " dozen, 3.90 "
1.50 1 gross White Glazed 1 to 6 Nest Boxes   .. gross, .86 "
.20 Black Spectacle Cases, Straight or Riding Bow   " dozen, .14 "
.60 Lille Gravers, any style   each, .23 o
.50 1000 Watch Tags, medium size    per M.,
.50 1000 Sheets of Watchmakers' Paper   ' " .36 "
3.50 Ball-Bearing Foot Wheel, Best Swing each, 5.90 "
35.00 Lathe Motors, Direct or Alternating Current  " 29.40 "

Write us for prices on Watch Signs, Lathes, Benches, Motors, Rolls, etc.

- 
We are headquarters for Supplies.

0

0

II 0

1.12
1.66
.27
.52
1.28
1.28
.92
.92
.42

21 Drawers, 56 Bottles,

21 Sealed Compartments in each Drawer

17-7,rilis71-1 11

Opticians use this
Cement.

Jewelers use this
Cement.

Watchmakers use this
Cement.

Cut is only

Price per bottic, $ .25
Dozen, . . . 2.25

THE LA FAVE
Opticians'

Operating Table.
The Most Economical Operating

Table in the world. Built of iron, fin-
ished in japan and bronze trimmed,
with Oak, Wood or Leather Top. Size
of top, 16 x 24 inches , weight, 35 tbs.

Easily raised or lowered by hand
screw in cogs as shown.

Price, $6.50 with order.
Each table warranted.
Correspondence solicited.

Gas ha. .4 MaiRspriais
Warranted to be made of Special Selected Steel for

CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY CHICAGO

PLO' 18s Double Braced Class 3

1Pricze, $1.75.

Ettc.h Spring Warm:tilted.

CALVIN CLAUER CO., 151=153 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Upon receipt of 98c.
we will send a sample
dozen prepaid. Elgin,
Waltham, Hampden,
Howard, etc. Over
600 dozen were sold by
US last month.

Big 4 (special).
As used for the best
railroad watches in
America. Elasticity,
Temper and Finish of
each Spring is tested
and guaranteed. Try
a Sample Dozen.

We allow in trade
for old silver per ounce
55c.: 8 K. gold, 35c.:
to K. gold, 45c.: 14 K
gold, 62c.; 18 K. gold,
80c. pu dwt.

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.
Space is five times as large as
our former place.

May, i9o4 T H E

Items of Interset
-

Jacob Glick has moved back to Stockton, Cal.,
after being in business at Sacramento, Cal., for ten
months. •

E. E. Frost, of Spartansburg, Pa., has moved
from 9 Main Street to a larger and more suitable

location at 21 Main Street. •

R. J. Kewin, of R. J. Kewin & Co., Griswold,

Iowa, has purchased E. E. Wilcox's jewelry busi-

ness at that place. The firm of R. J. Kewin & Co.

has been succeeded by Frank Van Brocklin.

J. F. Carr, Kenton, Ohio, is mourning the loss

of his wife, whose death occurred April 21. He

has the sympathy of a large circle of friends who

knew and admired the deceased and can appre-

ciate his loss.

N. A. McDuffie, after spending three years

with H. C. Leach, of Beaumont, Texas, has opened

up for himself at Lawton, Oklahoma, where he

now conducts a jewelry business under the name

of McDuffie Bros.

Owing to the recent death of W. C. Dickinson,

of Urbana, Ohio, Charles G. Sederberg, of Milford,

Ohio, will close out his jewelry business in the last-

named town and take charge of the affairs of

deceased at Urbana.

Dorst & Co., jewelry manufacturers, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, have leased the third floor of the

new Gumbel Building, Kansas City, Mo., and will

there establish a branch concern, with a working

force of twenty hands at the outset.

D. A. A. Buck, head of the Medina Mfg. Co.,

Medina, N. Y., and well-known as the inventor of

the Waterbury watch, died at Medina on April 7th,

at the age of sixty-seven. Death ensued after a

protracted illness from heart disease.

P. F. Sharick, Ashland, Ohio, has moved back

to his old location in the Opera House block. He

has a fine, large store room, with separate room

for optical purposes, and will add three floor cases

for novelties, cut glass and hand-painted china.

Chas. H. Howe, formerly manager of H. E.

Fox's jewelry store at Douglas, Ariz., and J. G.

Erickson, formerly in the jewelry business at

Marfa, Texas, have bought the Douglas store and

will conduct it under the name of Erickson &

Howe.

Upon the invitation of the American Waltham

Watch Company about seventy-five railroad watch

inspectors assembled at Montreal, Canada, recently

and listened to a lecture by Mr. Duncan, of that

company. He spoke on " The Constfuction and

Adjustment of Fine Watches," and his address

was much enjoyed and appreciated by those

present.

The following students have recently entered

the St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.:

Tilden A. Craddick, Shelbyville, Ill.; Otto Wil-

son, Steelville, Mo.; Paul Jenner, West Salem, Ill.;

0. 0. Rysstadt, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; J. W.

Parks, Brookhaven, Texas ; W. H. Ashcraft,

Oberlin, Kans.; Fred. L. Roseborough, Beatrice,

Nebr.; Thos. C. Knight, San Marcos, Texas ; J. H.

Sherwood, Ewing, Ky.; J. Schubert, Nickerson,

Kans.; Wm. Curnutt, Nickerson, Kans.; W. Gauen,

St. Louis, Mo.; Robt. Weightman, St. Louis, Mo.;

N. H. Hamel, Boston, Mass.; R. J. Adams, Valpa-

raiso, Ind.; W. Rosenauer, Antonio, Mo.; A. E.

Simpson, Los Angeles, Cal.; John Stolle, -Evans-

ville, Ill.; J. Bunton, Louisville, Ky.
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The St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis,

Mo., has issued an illustrated booklet containing a

brief history of that institution and setting forth its

scope and curriculum. The pictorial portions are

illustrative of sections of the school, devices used

therein and work done by a number of its students.

This booklet is handsomely compiled, and will no

doubt prove interesting to all engaged in horolo-

gical and optical work.

A dual misfortune befell Jeweler H. W.

Counter, of Millbank, S. Dak., recently. The first

came when his store was totally destroyed by fire,

and the second and more pathetic when his wife

died, after an illness of six years. Jeweler Counter

is bearing his bereavement with fortitude, and in

due course will make arrangements for -rebuilding.

THE KEYSTONE joins with his friends in extending

to himself and his family sincere sympathy.

George W. Heywood, of Franklin, Mass.,

enjoys the distinction of having occupied his pres-

ent location for sixty years. Last month rounded

out the three-score period of business-doing on

the one spot, and Jeweler Heywood's distinction is

made unique by the fact that he is of the third

generation. " How many more are there who have

been so long in one place?" he asks. It would

be difficult to say, but doubtless there are not

many.

Richard Miller, the pioneer jeweler, of Mc-

Pherson, Kans., will spend the summer abroad.

He will sail from New York on the Red Star

steamer Kroonland, May 14th, accompanied by

his wife and daughter. They will spend a month

or six weeks visiting Mr. Miller's old home in

Fulda, Germany, and the remainder of the sum-

mer touring Europe, visiting Rome, Paris, London

and many other points of interest, returning home

about September 1st.

H. F. Barrows & Co., of North Attleboro,

Mass., one of the oldest chain manufacturing con-

cerns in the country, has been incorporated under

the laws of Rhode Island. The firm is now known

as H. F. Barrows Company, and in its reorganized

form Louis D. Barrows possesses an interest in it.

The incorporation of the firm will not cause any

change in its policy. Its officers are : President,

Ira Barrow s, of New York ; secretary, Louis D.

Barrows ; treasurer, Henry F. Barrows, Jr. •

Eastwood & Park, manufacturing jewelers, of

Newark, N. J., have been succeeded by Eastwood

& Park Co. Gustavus Sickles, a brother of the

members of the firm of M. Sickles & Sons,

Philadelphia, has purchased an interest in the

Eastwood & Park Co., and is secretary of the new

firm. Mr. Sickles, who was previously in the law

business in Philadelphia, has followed the family

bent in associating himself with the jewelry trade

interests, all the brothers now being engaged in

this line.

The jewelry store of John Hellerich, 39 Michi-

gan Avenue, Detroit, Mich., was recently robbed

by burglars, who broke the window and secured

several hundred dollars' worth of watches. The

thieves watched the patrolman on the beat, and

when he was out of the way they smashed the

glsss. One of them stepped into the window and

handed out as many of the watches as the two

could conveniently carry away. The Detroit

department notified the Toledo, Ohio, police to be

on the lookout for men offering such property for

sale. Two men, giving their names as Ed. Fisher

and George Miller, were subsequently arrested ill

that city. Watches and a pawn ticket were found
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on one, and numerous pieces of jewelry on the
other. They were held, pending the arrival of
officers from Detroit.

The J. L. Duke Jewelry Co.'s store, Fayette-
ville, Ark., was burglarized on the night of April
17th, when a number of watches and chains were
purloined. One man, aged about twenty years,
giving his name as Jas. McAnaly, alias Wm. West,
alias " Michigan Kid," was captured at Aurora,
Mo., on the 19th, and had in his possession some
of these goods, and when brought back admitted
his guilt and claims his accomplice as one W. H.
Morgan. The man in custody stated that he and
Morgan were going to St. Louis, Mo., where there
were plenty of fences through whom the goods
could easily be disposed of. A reward is offered
for the detention of Morgan. He is about thirty-
five years old, about five feet nine inches high, has
black hair streaked with gray, black moustache,
and his left eye is crossed.

A Prosperous Trade Society

The Swedish Watchmakers' Society, of Chi-
cago, Ill., announces the beginning of its thir-
teenth year of usefulness with this month.
This society is in a flourishing condition, as will
be shown by the following reports given in by
its officers at the last meeting, on the evening
of April 6th. The meeting was spirited from start
-to finish, three-fourths of the membership being in
attendance. The auditing committee report that
the society has on hand in cash $947.16 ; a library,
consisting of horological books, worth $250 ; and
several high-grade watch movements. The society's
sick fund reported a cash balance of $866.22.
Although there is paid a sick benefit of $7 per
week and at death one dollar for each member in
good standing, there has been an increase each
year in the cash balance of the society's sick fund.
The auditing committee appointed to examine the
books of the society and the condition of the sick
fund, complimented the officers for their good
and faithful work. The newly-elected officers are:
Carl Johanzon, president ; John Ohlson, vice-presi-
dent ; Einar Bagge, treasurer ; John Lundstrom,
recording secretary ; A. Rodelius, vice recording
secretary ; L. Liljegren, financial secretary, and
A. Westberg, marshal. John R. Lilja, John
Ohlson and A. Carlstrom were elected trustees,
and A. Rodelius librarian. Oscar F. Engwall was
unanimously elected an honorary member as a
recognition of his great services and interest taken
in the welfare of the society.

A New Kind of Bronze.

The demands of automobile manufacturers for
a metal able to sustain extraordinary pulling and
twisting strains have led to the invention in France
of a new alloy, which is called "formetal." It
contains, in addition to the usual constituents of
bronze and brass, a mixture of other metallic ele-
ments, which contribute great power of mechanical
resistance. It is also said to be unalterable by the
effects of exposure to the air, and it resists the
attack of weak acids. It can be drawn in bars or
rolled and forged. Nuts and screws made of it are
unoxidizable.

"I have been a subscriber to The Keystone
ever since it was first published awl I have them
bound each year in book fame. 1 cannot afford
to be without it."- A. E. Gamsey, jeweler, San-
ford, Maine.
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STUDY There are great advantages to every
jeweler in becoming a skilled and gradu-

O pT cs nepdoi.otaOPTICIAN
CotI Anil cm 11 I its Isb being reescsoi tgtitit zt eh cel

more every day by people in general • and
as a result few professions are more remunerative with as little an
outlay of time and study.

The American Optical College gives you a regular $25
college course by correspondence for only $8.00.

( You can pay $2 clown and the baL11)(e $1 a week.) You do not need to
drop your daily work. This schoul is one of the oldest and best institu-
tions of its kind in the world ; consequently its diploma carries prestige.

Every graduate receives the degree " DOCTOR OF OPTICS."
Prospectus and particulars on application. Address,

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.

XII
For expert practical knowledge in
higher watch repairing the one
standard treatise is the

Watch Adjuster's Manual,
A complete and practical guide for watchmakers in adjusting
watches and chronometers for isochronism, position, heat
and cold.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on
receipt of $2.50 (ins. 5d.)

THE KEYSTONE, oth 6, Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U.S.A.

WRIGHT.

Mr. Jeweler ! Could you use more money?
If so, write us for date to conduct your auction.
Quickly and skillfully we dispose of stocks, or
any part of them, on a division of 'rolls. This
is the best plan I'm- the Jeweler ; he can't lose.

For more information, 7. i/e to

WRIGHT AND WILLIAMS,
JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS,

103 State Street, Chicago. LA FAYETTE, IND,
WI WA

H. 1. HOOPER, The Auctioneer.
If you are thinking of holding an auction, and if you are an up-to-date Jeweler, you

ought to be, if not I can make you one by turning your old stock into cash, and you know
what cash will do when you are buying goods.

You can generally tell a man by the way he advertises how he sells his goods. If he is
conservative in his statements advertising, you will generally find him a pretty square man to
deal with, and the public will have confidence in him. I think you will find the same in the
Auction business.

You may write me and I will send you the names of the firms I have made sales for the
last six months. You may write them a personal letter. I think they will give you a
favorable reply.

H. J. HOOPER, 22 John Street, NEW YORK CITY.
NOTF..—I guarantee every sale I make.

Considered by the Jewelry Trade throughout the

country to be the most successful Auctioneer

and Money Realizer in the busi-

ness. Now booking dates

for this season. For Terms, References,
etc., write at once.

Success Guaranteed.

All business strictly confidential.

HARRY E. MYERS,
Long Distance Phone, 2297 Main. ro6 Clark Street, CHICA00, ILL.
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Jewels of New York Women

The Fad for Collections of Precious Stones—One
Woman Famous for Her Turquoises, Another

for Her Emeralds —Pearls Above All
Are Fashionable Earrings

Coming Back The
Modish Bracelet

UPPOSE a New York woman has

$100,000 to spend for jewels, what

will she choose ?" a leading jeweler

was asked.
" If she is absolutely jewelless," he an-

swered, " she will probably put most of that

sum into diamonds ; but if she already has a

few jewels, most likely her money will go for

pearls.
" If any one jewel can be said to be

more fashionable than another over here, it

is the pearl, and it is quite true that some of

the finest that were ever in the market are

owned by American women.

" You will oftener find inferior grades of

pearls worn by the English woman of high

degree than by the American, especially the

New Yorker. It is one of the good uses to

which she puts her wealth.

" If I can have pearls at all, I want the

best,' is invariably her demand.

" I think one reason mihy

pearls are having such a

vogue, is that they can be

worn with street dress as

well as evening clothes, and on all occasions,

A single string of pearls just long enough to

circle the neck, which costs anywhere from

$30,000 to five times that sum and more, is

not out of place with a walking suit.

" A long chain of pearls, a dog collar,

as it is called, or an elaborate pearl ornament

might be out of place, but not the single

strand necklace, which the New York woman

has evidently decided can be and ought to

be in evidence on every occasion. It

generally is.
" As most people who keep their eyes

open to the fashions have probably seen, she

wears a row of pearls clasping her collar

even to go shopping. What some people

don't know, however, is that every year the

New York woman grows more particular

about having her pearls match in size and

color.
" Pearls, flawless pearls, were never so

costly as they are now, for the reason that

they were never so scarce and never more in

demand. In a long experience, I have never

known such a demand for pearl pendants—

that is, a single large pear-shaped pearl,

black, gray or white, sometimes topped with

a diamond, but oftener without, which is worn

suspended from a thread-like gold chain.

" Then many of the smartest women

have taken to wearing single large pearls in

Pearls the
Great Vogue

H KEYSTONE

their ears. One of our customers, a woman

who can afford to be odd, came in one day

with a black pearl in one ear and a white one

in the other. More often the pearls match ;

and they always sit close to the ear.

" Yes ; in all probability the drop ear-

ring will come again to its own for the reason

that the Paris jewelers are trying hard to

make it the fashion ; and there are plenty of

New York women who are bound to fall in

with any Parisian fashion, whether it is in

dogs, dresses or jewels."
" In that case, why is not the emerald

the most fashionable stone over here ?" the

jeweler was asked. " A noted London

jeweler is quoted as saying that the emerald

leads among fashionables on the other

side."
" Well, perhaps that jeweler was mis-

quoted. What he probably said was that

emeralds are more in demand than they ever

were before—a statement which is certainly

true of this part of the country anyway.

" Ever since the millionaires began to

multiply in New York there has been a dis-

position to bid for the rarest in any manufac-

ture or product, jewels not excepted. The

emerald is one of the costliest of precious

stones. A first-quality emerald exceeds in

price a first-quality diamond and is overtopped

in price only by a ruby of the same class.

" It has con-le to be pretty well

Americans as understood among jewelers

the world over that rich

Americans can be counted

upon to be sure and generous customers for

rare jewels of any kind, I don't care what.

With the American, prices are never pro-

hibitive. For that reason Americans are

buying—have been buying—emeralds right

along.
" I suppose it would be hard to find a

New York woman of means whose jewel case

does not include some first-class emeralds.

On the other hand, there are comparatively

few who have or aim to have a collection.

And yet there is a steady demand for emeralds

right along, especially for finger rings.

" By the way, it is getting to be more

the fashion for women of wealth to make a

collection of certain stones, or, in other

words, to appear in full dress wearing a tiara,

necklace, stomacher and other ornaments,

all of the same jewels. For instance, there

is one young matron who figures much in

fashionable annals all over the world—a New

Yorker she is—who is famed for her collec-

tion of torquoise ornaments.
" There is another woman

equally well known who is

famed for her emeralds,

which are plentiful enough

almost to cover her bodice, to say nothing of

her neck and arms, when she gets them all

Jewel Buyers

Combination
Settings
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on. I am told that every woman who ever
sees this collection promptly breaks the tenth

commandment. She is the only woman in

New York, so far as I know, who has such a
quantity of emeralds.
" Oh, yes, both turquoises and emeralds

are always set with diamonds. They need
the contrast to set them up.
" There are several New Yorkers with

collections of pearls worth nearly half a mil-
lion of dollars—pearls which are practically
flawless, every one. Of course they are
always worn alone, with the result that Mrs.
So-and-So's famous pearls' are spoken of
time and time again.
" A most beautiful collection of sap-

phires, all matching perfectly, is owned by
another of our customers.
" Rich American women, in fact, are

making more of a specialty of such collec-
tions than the women of other countries, I
find. I hardly think there is any chance of
the fashion becoming common. I wish it

might.
" So far I have not heard of any large

private collections of rubies. Rubies are
scarce, very scarce—that is, rubies of the
first quality, which is the only quality that
applies to the New Yorker able to buy fancy
stones. There are few high-class rubies in
the New York market that do not find ready
customers, and I think the New York woman
is almost as partial to rubies as she is to
emeralds.

Odd Jewels
in Demand

" There is a growing dispo-
sition, in fact, on the part of
New Yorkers to buy fancy
stones of any kind. Cats-

eyes, provided they are of conspicuously

rare design, are snapped up as quickly as a

diamond. There is absolutely no jewel which

is unfashionable.
" As to settings ? There are practically

no settings ; or rather, there are none in

sight. There must be nothing to detract

from the beauty of the jewels.
" Platinum only is used as a background

for diamonds, or any white stone, and as

little of that as possible. Even with colored

stones the setting usually amounts to little

or nothing. There are exceptions, of course,

in the case of the flat, flexible bracelets,

which are so much worn just now.
" For instance, this row of turquoises is

connected with an open work of gold filigree,

and that bracelet of amethysts shows con-

necting links of gold.
" No, we are not selling stiff clasp brace-

lets at all. There is no demand for them.

The flexible clasp bracelet made of a row of

precious stones, which fits the arm, is the

newest style, and an alternative is a very

slender gold chain bracelet from which hangs

a jeweled pendant." —New York Su
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The Auctioneer Who Never
Has Had a Failure.

My methods are new, honest and on business principles, which always bring
the desired results. I send no assistant to fill my dates. But times and con-
ditions have changed in the last few years, and what you want is an up-to-
date, wide-awake auctioneer who can sell the goods and get the prices.

A few letters of this year from prominent Jewelers where I have conducted
sales :

Mr. E. R. Tyler has Just closed a most successful sale for us, selling the goods that we wanted to sell, and at
good prices. We recommend him to business men who are thinking of having a sale as the one to have, for he
works for the interest id' the jeweler at all times. You rs,

1)11111:irk, N. Y., Jaettary 26 1904. JOIN A. STAFT & SON.

JetVELiteS you need an auctioneer to sell your stock and want a profit, T would reconinielld I hal you
get I. IL Tyler. He lois Just closed out my entire stock at a profit. This was my third sale, and Illy only profit
sale out of them all. Yours,

Bellevue, Ohio, February 8, 1904. JAS. E. MORBOW.

E. R. Ty LER, 156 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
I /EAR SIR :—After figuring up the results of our sale we find that we came out much better than we hoped

fon We have not only cleaned out all of our dead stock at a good price, but have become acquainted and done
business with hundreds of people who were never iu our store before. As an advertiser it has been worth
hundreds of dollars to Us. We will be pleased to have you use us as reference, for we feel that we van eousciee-
Lions!): recommend you to any ■Ole who appreciates honorable, business-like methods.

Lead, S. D., February 22, 1904. Yours sincerely, LA AIONTAGUE & INGALLS.

T can say with pleasure I consider E. It. Tyler one of the highest class and best auctioneers in the business.
Ile commands the respect and has the confidence of the public, and as a price-getter has no equal. This was our
second sale. Both conducted by him and both a good profit sale.

Bellefontaine, Ohio, March 20, 1904. Yours, G. S. BROWN & CO.

I have just closed an auction sale with E. R. Tyler, as auctioneer. In the last fifteen years I have had a
number of sales and by the best auctioneers in the country. But I must say that Mr. Tyler excels them :W. lie
sold out my entire stock quick, and at a good profit. He is the mau to get when there is business to be done.

Maquoketa, Iowa, April 1, 1904, J. W. SAMUELS.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Mr. E. R. Tyler has just closed a two-weeks' sale at a profit for us, after one of the supposed lending

auctioneers had disappointed Us by sending a substitute wIto was unable to sell an article.
Kewanee, III., April 15, 1904. 0. F. ERICSON & CO.

EVERY SALE A PROFIT SALE.

Best of Reference. Correspondence Confidential.

E. R. TYLER,
Room 1103, 156 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

Leading
Jewelers'
Auctioneer
of
Kansas City
and the
Great West.

Now is the
time to have
an auction—
before the
weather gets
too hot. I
would be glad
to hear from
you.

D. 0. HERNDON,
506 New York Life Building,

KANSAS CITY, MO.Phone, 2341 Main.

Long Distance Telephone 5765.

Manor

McConnell,

.America' s
Premier
Jewelry
_ductioneers,

Kansas City, Mo.

Sales made for the legitimate jewelry trade only in any
part of the English-speaking world.

No stock too large or fine for us to successfully handle.
We have just closed our second highly successful sale

for Rosenman Bros., San Antonio, Texas.

Remember, we are the Best, because our
methods are Superior to the Rest.

In securing our services you get two first-class men for
the price of one.

Address all communications to CHAS. E. MANOR,
mi6 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

The Hustling Auctioneers for Hustling Jewelers.

On the Subject of Auctions
North, South, East, West

The reports are just the same. They are, that P. E. Pope is the Man who
will sell your stock, and ?tot a lot of .cheap goods put in especially for
ihe sale.

If you wish to verify the above (and you ought to do it if you are in-
terested), write the following firms with whom I have done business lately :

J. H. BARNARD, London, Canada. W. T. GARD, St. John, New Brunswick.
L. I. STEPHENS, Jacksonville, Fla. W. S. TROWBR I E, Colorado Springs, Colo.

I have some printed matter which will prove interesting and valuable
to any jeweler and particularly valuable to anyone interested in a 'sale. It
will be sent for the asking. A post card tr my home offices will bring it,
and also the names of jewelers with whom I have done business in your
neighborhood. Have a few date's open yet, and am now booking business
for the fall. Have already booked dates for one of the largest stocks in
State of New York, and the largest in State of Washington. Don't leave
it to the last—you will find me busy. .

Write the man who has never had a failure in tell years' experience.
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P. E. POPE,
Canadian Office-64 Arthur St., Toronto, Ont. Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.

P. S.—If you have any cheap goods don't send for ow. I am not in that business.

B. F. Norris, Alister et Co., Chicago, Ill.

(leorge Wolf & Co., Louisville, Ky.

U. Heitkemper, Portland, Ore.

Wm. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.

The Jaccard Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.

C. W. Ernsting, San Diego, Cal.

Morris CI. Cohen, Pittsburg, Pa.

(leo. C. Bowen, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

T. Porte & Company, Orand Forks, N. flak.

JOHN F. TURNER,
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

,f()- booklet.

103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

REFERENCES.

The following leading mid representative firms for whom I have conducted success-
ful sales will in f.( win you what I have done for them. I can do the same for pm.

I WIN SUCCESS BY DESERVING IT.

Frank Curtis Co., Decatur, III.

Emil Steinman, Sacramento, Cal.

J. K. Basye, Seattle, Wash.

Buysse the Jeweler, South Bend, Ind.

Topliff & Co., St. Paul, Minn.

C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Estate of H. C. Graff, Fort Wayne, Ind.

William Day, Lexington, Ky.

Chas. 11. Locher, Lancaster, Pa.

Herman Steinman, San Francisco, Cal.

Speck Jewelry Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Breen & Morris, Attys., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

S. N. Jenkins & Co., Richmond, Ind.

Haines & Oberer, Columbus, Ohio.

M. Henricksen, Duluth, Minn.

Andersen & Co., Ishpeming, Mich

Steadly Bros., Carthage, Mo.

J. D. Hawthorn, Kearney, Nebr.

H. F. Hahn & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Taylor Bros., Houston, Texas.

McConahay Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Dorken Bros. & Co., Montreal, Can.

Lord Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.

Henry O. Yohn, Joliet, ill.

C. O. Schulze, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

James D. Murphy, New York, N. V.

Sales conducted in any part of the United States and Canada.
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Best

American -Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND
HOLE JEWELS. Doz.

LIU Stalk, gray iiiI . . $1.01/
lkilatICO Stall's, polished, tine
finish 1 25

Hole Jewels  1.00
Hole Jewels, Ruby and Sap-
phire, fine finished . . . . 1.50

large line of R. F. Simmons Co.
Chains, Ostby & Barton Co. Stone and Band
Rings, Plainville Stock Co. Carded Jewelry.

Mail orders solicit(d. Selection packages
sent t responsible dealers.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. MeFwEN, manager. Manchester, Iowa

DJIt

The Hit of Engraving
is taught in this, the

Largest
i Engraving School.

(Equipped with the fest and in the
finest building) in the most thorough
manner 1,3• the author of "The Art of
Engels•i mi. • Modern Letter nighty-
1112," " .1i•,elry II...signing mid Engrav-

e, c. A eklum lodged the world
,-. Gm gro.at est works ever pub-

! 

1,,,,,,,1 on this art.
Writ,. Its for particulars.

Rees Engraving School,
ELMIRA, N. Y.,

Steele Memorial Building.

I. '
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FULL sIZS.

New style Combs and 1824
lair Ornaments are

continually being made
under the dictation of
fashion.

Known as the

l'rovidence Shell Works.

Tradr-M ark.

WILLIAM K. POTTER,
Providence, R. I.,

•
Shell Combs repaired
and repolished anti
made practically new.
Special work made to
order.

Manufacturer of
4.l.81 u Tu,rtuise
Sholl Goods..

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES

ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

CPALS WHITE STONES

PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS ETC.

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY,
Manufacturers and Jobbers ii 1 ncoi pirated. '

Polistiers' Platers'and Griglers' Supplies Motors and Dynamos
Proprietors of The " 0. 0. S." Rouge, the best made for (M1,1 and Silver Polishing.

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK.

Ertgravec.1 Souvenir 8poort.s6
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen.

ar.V.r2:01/;eviii.' • Ill%
- 

FRED. A. HASKELL,
sTATE CAPITO 206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

J. B. Stone,
)ffi4zt:, $7 Midden L,Ixtic.

F'zik:.txxry, 119 13,0krritt 11 St.

New York.
Telephone No. 2641 John.

Artistic Die and 

Expert Tool Maker

Fifteen years' experience with the best
houses makes my work its

own recommend.

3:,lo K. of C

1. Bulova Co
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

NOTICE

ii1111,1.1111111111 11
3514 Initial.

RING MANUFACTURERS,

• 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

3510 Photo.

Our patent fasten•
ing on all rings.
We can furnish you with any pattern formerly sold by ODENHEIMER
& ZIMMERN or ZIMMERN, IlLES & CO.

Globe Lever end Globe Link Lever
Il.itton Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

F. C. KLEIN. Eva KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

Steam
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones. TOWER AND STREET CLOCKS.
For partiodars, Stilt'

Tit ti

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.,
I i'd IIi. Boston, Mass., l'.S.A.

SOMETHING NEW.

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

II ITS

IHMII I It III

Absolutely indesi rue-
tible. VIII last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send 'lye two-cent
•I amps tor beautiful sample dial and lie-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY,
1 15 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

[MOVEMENTS
New and Second-Hand

BARGAINS I
Bought front stocks. New as from fac-

tories. Send for catalogue.
A large assortment of discontinued movements.

Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best American-made Jewels, 50 cts. a dozen.

Watches Repaired for the Trade.
All American Staffs fitted at 50 cents.

PHILIP KATZ,
14 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Established
1839.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases.
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock.

161 Broadway, 688 Broadway,
Mow Cortlandt street. Below Fourth Street.

723 Sixth Avenue,
Between 41s1. and 42i1 Streets.

NEW YORK.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wlnd
Movements

Special CRAPS made to order in Gehl and Silver
for English, Swiss and American 31ovements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-List.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.

WRITE US. Some of our pupils are just finishing their Course and we W ill have room for
others. Now is the best time to enter.
arrespondence solicited. M. L. LANDIS, i 19 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

WORLD'S FAIR EMBLEMS.

Official Flag Desigit.

PINS, BUTTONS, HAT PINS, FOBS,
CHARMS, SOUVENIR SPOONS,

TRAYS. ETC.

In solid gold, silver, plate, gilt, etc.
Enameled in World's Fair colors.

Patent Applied For.

Solo owner of the Deed of the Pin Design.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

G. A. SCHLECHTER, Manufacturing Jeweler, Reading, Pa.

Louisiana Purchase

Design.

- Ctosi it,9 0 ROLLER JEWEL
Side View HOLDER.

I have put on the market a new Roller Jewel Holding Device to hold a roller while
trying it in the fork for proper size before putting jewel in setter to be set in table.
Saves time, patience and money. Made of steel, beautifully gold-plated. Self-closing.
A slight pressure on the sides opens the holder to take the Jewel, holding it firmly with
even tension between grooved points, preventing jewel from snapping away. The same
pressure on sides of tool releases the jewel. One of the best tools on the market to-day
for the watch repairer. Price, postpaid, 50 Cents. stamps taken.

giN en if desired.
Testimonials Address A. W. FLYE, manufac 4 Center St., Gloucester. Mass.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
Does a record of holding custo-

mers right through since 1892 show
that Craft knows his business?
This is his record.

W. H. Craft,
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Fr
OEBHARDT BROS.,

Makers of

Diamond Mountings,

Class Pins and Badges.

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PAT..

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Victory Button Rack. • victory Attachments. Jobbing a Specialty.

Samples and New Price-List on application. LION BLDG., CINCINNATI.

PATENT., JAN. 2e, 1904.

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will arehl all thi,
easy to adjust, will not soil or spoil your ill It., are Si 11115 and durable and look neat.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Mail, in 10 and 14 K. gold and In silver. We also
manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in live countries.

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Stop and Think.
N'ery often a man is tempted to use profanity Just
because his cuff button is troublesome to attach.

CEN

P011SintiG SET COMPLETE, 
S2.00, PREPAID

CO1TON, 001,NX 
/MD !LI, 

WAICI•I 
0,1,I1ON

I, 0.1 .0 
001,00 RIP. 

GUMS 
•

toNsV, WAN 
OW yin 

sous..

f [LT ANO 
V01,00 001,3

60000, 
POL.9004. 

0RUYMES

S\I II I K•N 
OLARN IT.1'.“ 05

?101,1 REI'L 
\111'.0

Learn to Engrave!
At a Set 1 where practical engraving is taught in all its

liranches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.

At a School where instructions are given by and under the per-

sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Kandler, who is recognized as

foremost authority on Engraving; who studied under the best

masters of Europe and America ; who is the founder of the first

exclusive Engraving School in this country, and is still at the

bead of the Jewelers' School of Engraving, established in i889.

Terms and Catalogue on application. Correspondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, Suite
 nizlin tc. Temple,

PLATE ENGRAVING,5T EEL DIES,CRESTS, COAT-AR MS.1
E STATIONA.R

PR INTIP..IG,Em BOSSING,ILL-UMINATING

WEDDING INVITATIONS,ANNOLINCEMENTS
SEND,25nnCENTS CALL. INC, AT FIONIEML/ sINESSouCTAERLAD:sEozo.

I CHAR D  O. IRTEmpLE kt,HICACO
MONOGRAM

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Kystone.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASON IC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RUN OS, BADGES

AND
--CL

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES

CLASS PINS
AND

001. te\SY

D.G.Braxmar Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers

N9I0 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK.

BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MILITARY
G. A . R.
ATH LET IC,

SHOOTING

C).97-11;4Z 1;‘°‘''

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND ,Coy

OTHER caNI

"'IAL eN°

bSotj)ro6.64
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND

-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK.

IMPORTERS
AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden LaneNEW YORK
Watches

100 Slate St.

Jewel ry ALBANY, N.Y.



844 B. ROBERT & CO•
Watch Case Makers and Repairers.

Springing, Finishing, Polishing,
Engine-Turning, Engraving.

Prompt at tem ion given mit-of-town customers
75.77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.
',rout Building. Top Floor.

Start a Store
That's our specialty. DON'T i art
until you've seen us. We go any-
where for business. M. J ver=
beck, 19 Maiden Lane, New York.

ESTABLISHED 1898.

M. BOLOTIN,
MANUFACTURER or Fl N E
DIAMOND MOUNTINGS.

PENDANTS, CLUSTER WORKS 41-43 MAIDEN LANE,
Ana RINGS A SPECIALTY. ROOM 21, NEW YORK.

REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE.
•••••■••• •■•■•■■■•■•••••••■•■••TOVNI/NIII,10.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most firtietieal and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1.90 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelersandmaterialliouses.
Sampleby 1111511,250; in 10K. gold,$1.00; 14K.$1.25.
M.CROHNdikr•k1artr.48 & 60 MaidenLane,N.Y.

PANS
For Graduation and Wedding Presents.

Made especially for the Jewelry Trade.

Louis Steiner, Importer,
520-522 Broadway, NEW YORK.

JUST OUT!

L.S. an 1
Lattlittl•

Wells' Perfect Self-Gonformlng
Ring Adjuster. cut from 10 K.
gold tilled stock. Gold in front
I wiee as thit•k as on hawk. Ask
your jobber Mr them, 111' I will
semi prepaid Ili 011CV (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz• astd.
sizes. gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75;1 doz.metal.astd sizes.

135c. For saitipl•-, 4am. $mall and elle 111(1111111a
large size gold tilled and one metal adjuster, 50c.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

THOS. J. JUZEK & CO.,

Repairers for the Trade.
Established 17 Years.

st sir, pivot and jewel fjobs ret ...I sante
/lay reteived. .%11 kind o s watch ea's., jewelry
repairing and stone-setting tlotw,

Watchmakers' Tools and Materials.
We handle the best mainsprings and stan

in the world.

Write for prices on repair (vork.

ELGIN, ILL.

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector
For Scarf Pi ns, St uds and
Lace Pins. The latest anti
best invented. t'an lie
atlittSied to eity size pin.
Price, $1.00 per doz.
For sale by all Its-tilingA wholesale jewelry and
material houRee
Samples lry mail, 10 rents.
1 ryourJobber dor. not handle

It. Madly advIns n..

0. SHERMAN,
Inventor Anil Maker,

41-43 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Pol.
May

1003.

Ten Years
is the length of time we
have been teaching young
men the different branches
of the jewelry business.
Our prospectus will tell you
how successful we have
been. Write for it. See
ad. on page 778 this issue.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology,

Broad and Somerset Streets,

F. W. Schuler, Philadelphia, Pa.
Principal.

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Tell A. Beguelin,

71 Nassau St., New York City.
NEW HOUSE-Prompt service.

Importer of

Watch Material.
SPECIALTIES:

Fine E. D. Swiss and American Main-
springs.

Fine Clock Catgut.
Fine Line of ;wise and American Crowns,

Stems, Bows and Case Springs.
A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

.loes not, send to us and we will give you the
names of those who do.

It is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our propesit ion.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

G.F.WagSWOrth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everyt thug in
the line or
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Sliver Plating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

1110101.11andHloloo
Cit.e. to take

Alnerlren 8, W.
Movements rey

opertAlty.
OLD (ARES

MADE NEW.

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-live
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Winded," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations a t as xvords, and are charged
for as part Of the advertisement. NO
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure iltNet t 1011    t ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach us not later than
the 25th of each  th for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarthd,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps  t be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must ace panty the copy of
the advertisement.

A tivertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under Ildit Noodling, ONE CENT per nor", or arta

twonly•Itto MOSS. A.1111111,11a1 11111111.1111111 adverlim.me111.,
irlinEr. VENTS per word. No advertise...It Itsoried
Dir le,, thnn 25 roods.

flY ii rot-class watchmaker capable of doi ng
" railroad and other high-grade work and
taking charge of a business. Best refs. Geo.
Cochran, Ellis, Kans. 

WATCHMAKER, with experience on railroad
11 watches, plain engraver and good salesman.
Own lathe and tools; no bad habits; West pref.
Want position by June 1st. " It 47," care
Keystone.

POSITION wanted by first-class watchmaker.
O Have the exp, and tools for high-grsde work.
Age 35. Permanent place pref. Refs. Address,
"El 51," care Keystone. 

QALMMAN of ability, with an established
O trade through Pennsylvania, Maryland, West
Virginia and Ohio is desirous of making a
change and connecting himself with a first-via:48
watch and jewelry house. "E 50," care Keystone.
POSITION by young man as letter, monogram
I engraver and salesman. Address, "B 46,"
care Keystone. 

WANT a place; am first-class, all-around
1 man. Good salesman, engraving and optics
my specialty. 14 years' exp. Address, 47
Grant Street, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

1VOMPETENT watchmaker and engraver wants
u permanent position. Has full set of tools
Including lathe. Best of refs. Address, Herbert
E. June, Norwalk, Conn. 

laPERT refractionist, of 10 years' exp., is open
LI for engagement on speciii dates in Illinois
and States adjoining. Retail druggists and
Jewelry stores pref. Address, " Refractionist,"
room 601, 103 State Street, Chicago. 

IEWELER and engraver, with modern tools,
u wishes permanent position. M'ill send sample
of work ; best ref. "J. H. S.," route A, box SO,
Macon, Ga.

WATCHMAKER wants position. Call do all
" ordinary watch, clock and jewelry work.
Own tools; strictly temperate ; age 23; best ref.
Box 96, Hayfield, 'Minn.

REFRACTIONIST. Practicing oculist, titer-
11 oughly experienced In refracting, open to
permanent position with reliable firm. Full
particulars and ref. "J. C. L.," 103 Harkness
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

POSITION as general letter, monogram mi-
t graver and die-cutter. Address, Mr. W. F.
Belz, 361 Walnut Street, Elmira, N. Y. 

POSITION as general letter, monogram en-
1 graver and jeweler. Experience. Address,
"s89,,, care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, 5 years' exp.;
" own all tools. Do hard and soft soldering,
speak German and English. Address, " Watch-
maker," 754 Appleton Street, Appleton, Wis.

AS traveling salesman for first-class house,
11 either general line ofjewelry or tools, mate-
rial, findings and card goods or silverware.
Box 60, Augusta, WI,. 
IlY watchmaker, 20 years' exp.; fine watches,

French clocks, jewelry, optical goods ; plain
engraver. Address, " 0 35," cure Keystone. 
fib' watclunaker with exp. on high-grade work;
111 highest ref. Lately head watchmaker in
one of the largest establishments in the South
who were inspectors for 5 roads. South pref.
Address, " Watchmaker," 106 Mouth Second St.,
Columbia, Pa.

HY watchmaker, jeweler, plain engraver, opti-
u clan ,• 5 years' exp. Own tools, trial ease-
no bench. Steady, prompt; no bad habits.
Wish permanent position ; married. " C 52,"
care keystone.
POSITION as watchmaker, or would accept

▪ 

position as assistant watchmaker ; 6 years'
exp.; best refs., etc. Ad., Box 101,Roxton,Texas.

POSITION as salesman on the road ; watch
I house pref. At present am proprietor of a
Jewelry store and have had exp. with thejewelry
and watch trade all my life ; married, age 27.

43," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

I WOULD like a position ; have all tools. Or
1 would hire bench room in some window,
Address, G. A. Messer, East Alstead, N. ii. 
YOUNG Norwegian wishes a steady position.
I Has lathe and nice outfit of tools. Address,
Emile Dreyer, 71 Nassau Street, New York. 

IJVATCHMAKER and jeweler, 12 years' pruc-
" Heal exp.; thoroughly understands rail-
road watches. All the latest and best tool,'
absolutely no bad habits. Box 75, Stott tsville,bio.
A GOOD watchmaker, jewelry and clock re-

• 

pairer and engraver. Have own tools if
necessary. Reference. State wages. Roy B.
Philbick, Baraboo, Wis. 

QITUATION by young man of 20 as jeweler
Iv and watchmaker, 3 years' exp. at bench.
Ohio or Michigan pref.; have tools. "T 61,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver, 12
" years' exp. Can give good ref.; married.
Would like permanent position. " Si 59," care
Keystone.

WAICIIMARER, engraver, jeweler, graduate
Optician-New York aunt Chicago colleges.

An all-around man, age 32, can take entire
charge of store; good salesman ; have tools.
Letters prompt attention. Refs. good. ' 1 58,''
care Keystone.

pOSITION as assistant watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver • also a good salesman. Will

work for a small salary to start with. Best of
refs. Address, Max Lewis, Pontiac, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER anti regraver, young man,.
" desires a steady position. Has a full set of
tools, including lathe. Pennsylvania preferred.
N. N. Copeland, Derouda, l'a.
pY young man who is a first-class, all-around
" man, at once. A good position in Central
Iowa ; have tools. Box 82, Weldon, Iowa.
VIRST-C LASS graduate refraetionist, watch-
': maker, clock and jewelry repairer. Have
trial case, ophthalmoscope, 1 cord test cabinet,
tools for watchmaking. Age 28; good habits;
3 years' exp. L. S. Hazzard, Lewes, Del. 
VOUNG man, watch, clock, jewelry repairer
I and salesman. Prefer Nebraska or close by.
Have good lathe and tools; good refs. Wages,
$15. "P 68," care Keystone.
QT. LOUIS pref. Experienced watchmaker,

• 

salesman and engraver desires position;
tools. State salary. " Watchmaker," 201
Clairmont Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

pObIPETENT railroad watch repairer, good

• 

jeweler, monogram and souvenir engraver,
stone setter, graduate optician and salesman,
now employed, wants permanent position with
reliable firm. Capable taking full charge re-
pairs or store. 12 years' bench exp. and Bradley
horological course. Married, 33 ; strictly sober
and reliable ; tine refs. State salary. IV. H.
Fish, Butler, Mo.

WATCHMAKER, engraver or salesman, 18
,, years' exp. Rocky Mountains or West
pref. Capable of managing business ; no small,
salary considered. "B 70,' care Keystone.
DY June 16th, position as second watchmaker.
✓ Can give the best of ref. as to character anti
ability. "0 71," care Keystone,

A POSITION as watchmaker ; Young man, just
In finished trade ,• 8 years' exp. under first-class
watchmaker. Address, "R. E. M.," box 634,
Muncie, Ind. 

WATCHMAKER, jewelry repairer and plain
vv engraver, by a young man. Box 75, Sta. D,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

/IPTICIAN, engraver anti watchmaker. 1Villing
I) to work for moderate wages to start. Prefer
Colorado or near. "Optician," 117 S. College
Avenue, Fort Collins, Colo. 

pIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and grad-
✓ nate optician, 14 years' exp. American,
married ; West or Southwest. "II 978," care
Keystone.

pXPERT engraver, jeweler, graduate optician,
Ij fair watchmaker ; 7 years' store exp. Cali-
fornia preferred ; Al refs. Chas. L. Taylor,
Carnegie, Pa. 

POSITION wanted by a first-doss monogram
I and letter engraver. Can do jewelry re-
pairing. Good refs. "S 84," care Keystone.
AS second watchmaker, plain engraver and
11 clock repairer. Wishes position under
practical watchmaker to improve on watches.
Have Whitcomb ladle and tools. Address,
"T," 655 Fourth Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 
pOSITION wanted by a first-class watchmaker,
1 plain engraver, optician, good salesman.
Eastern States pref. ,• best refs. State salary
paid. " H 83," eat.° Keystone.

fIRADUATE optician, jobber, clock repairer

• 

and salesman desires permanent position
with jewelry store. Best of ref. sent. " E 55,"
care Keystone 

VINE watchtnaker, first-class jeweler and en-graver destres situation. 7 years' practical
exp.; tine refs. and all tools. Box 132, Butte,
Montana.

WATCHMAKER-good refractionist, good on
" jewelry repairing, good salesman, engraver
15 years. Refs. Pennsylvania pref. Go any-
where. D. T. Davies, care J. W. Clark, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.

wATCIIMAKER and clock repairer. Single
'1 man. 15 years' exp.; no engraver. Ohlo
or adjoining States pref. Address, E. Sellwerer,
519 North Street, Sidney, Ohio. 

POSITION by young man to do repairing and

• 

also wait on trade. Experienced. Good
ref. " E 81," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

WATC1 I M 1: Eli and optician wants 1,oSiti011.
VI 5 years' exp. Can lie generally useful. Al
ref. ATI all-right man at $15 per week. Own
tools and trial case. South pref. "S 60," care
Keystone.

yOUNG man wishes posit ion IS watchmaker.
I Also understands cloak :toll jewelry repair-
ing, hard soldering. Fair engraver. Refs.
State partieulars ill first letter. Sigler, 62
'Eighth  Street, Chillicothe, (Olio.

PRACTICA 1, watchmaker and salesman'. lott-
I miller with railroad inspeet ion. Fair plain
engraver and jeweler. Agi, 25; 7 years' exp.
Single. G...si 11011115, Could manage store or
take road positi1111, Stale wag, and hours.
Photo. if desired. Address, I I,. .11tholl, 606
South 1Vallitil Street, Lansing, Nlich.

y()I'N(i man, lirst -Hass jewelry repaiter and-
I 511,111' seit0I" 318" 14"1,1 0101 :111,1
polisher. A. Niarder, 7 10 East 11121.1 St., New
York City.

AI 11".\TC1111AK Ell, lilt ('4811, engraver end
I salesman desires position with good firm,

\Vest pref. firmest, sober, iffilost dons. IVit tI
last employer 4 years S years' exp. •, own tools;
good 1111111.11111111.1.; 111.St refs. Salary $25 weekly.

roo II 42, 03 1 t•arliorn St .,Chicago.

IK'l'I'l ;is watchmaker, engraver and
around matt. I iilt-edgc refs. as to character

ability, etc. ,1,1tIress, " ' earl' 1:eystonli.

VIA 1" 1st, liv young 110111 as ,vatelinialier, en-
," graver and all-around man. No 10111 habits,
Call give best a refs. IS to elmracter, 11,1141 5',
i.le. Address, Crank Me. \ Ilister, 1Iorrison, III. 

IVATC11 11,1 1: Ell, .jeweler, opt engraver
" and first-class salesman. 1 ming 1111111 of
good appearanee, with good habits. Owns 101119.
Best of ref. Sitt•aks (Written fluently. " It 04,"
care Keystone.
WA'1.--dll'.11 A KElt, engraver, it,welor and tipti-

cian. (Mod all-around man, not an expert.
I wn tools. Steady and honest. " Watelimaker,"
lic.:d state Street, Schenectady, N. V.

It .\ rt . m.k KElt, plain engraver, wants posi-
" thin. Hers. 14 years' exp. Age 30. Ameri-
co,. New England States, Massachusetts pref.
• B s5," care Keystone

Ill l:ST-C1-,ASS watchmaker, 20 years' exp.,
I wishes to ellenge. Familiar with inspection
and all high-grade and (.mm1111111141 work.
T1101'01101 and rapid. " B 86," clue 1:■.yoloin•.
RY It competent watchmaker, jew.eler and ell-
" graver ; also capable of 11111111118cl tiring line
jewelry to order. Own tools. Nlarrieit. Striet ly
temperate. "S 82," ,,aro Keystene.

WATCHMAKER _and graduate optician, 20
years' exp. Ja years old. I.erma ti-A men-

eau. First-class, quick workman. All tools.
Best refs. Good on stall's, pivots, cylinders.
Near N. Y. C. Dreher, 2:182 Eighth Avenue,
New York.

YOUNG 111/111 24, as second watchmaker ; also
1 first-class jeweler, clock repairer. 8 years'
exp; good salesman. Have good lathe i11111 look.
Best habits. Ref. West pref. ":-• care
Keystone.

VOUNG man 27, as clerk in jewelry store in
1 Philadelphia or within :10 milts ; or Atlantic
City. 7 years' exp. Al refs. Box 83, :Mifflin-
berg, Pa. 

110 you want an experienced, steady, sober, re-
77 liable anti all-around jeweler, plain engraver
and optician. About lb yew's running store.
and optical business Of my own. Recently sold
III t. Spent $1000 11`arning these t ratios. I I ave
jvwel ry and optical diplomas, Could go at

ottee. Choice refs. Reasonable wages. E. A.
Maxwell, Petershu rg, Ind.

QUCCEss• It I. optician, watchmaker, jeweler.
I) Own trial set. 0. K. on clocks, ordinary
watch work and jewelry repairing. Practical,
exycerienced. Good refs. " Optic," Bentonville,
Ar ., care J. H, Traylor

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker who is experienced
I on railroad work, wishes steady position.
Can give best of refs. "B 89," care Keystone. 

WATCH MAK ER, jeweler and engraver, young
man, wants a position at once. Good school-

ing. Will work for reasonable salary to get
store exp. Good habits and not afraid of work.
Walter IL Bowser, Kittanning, Pa.

PER week for first-class engraver. Chester
Lindsey, Iola, Kans.

pxmila watchmaker, plain engraver, eta 1-
clan, IS years' exp., holding steady position,

would change for position that suits. Salary,
$25 per week. " it 88," care Keystone.

$15

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

It'ANTED, for New York City, competent
" watch and jewelry salesman. One capable
of taking in repairing. Address, "L 950," care
Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS all-at•ound watchmaker and
II jeweler; nmat be a good engraver. " IV 781),"
care Keystone.

VNtill AVER and jewelry repairer; one who Is
I, used to monogram work and stone setting.
Must be a first-class man and a hustler. Refs.
and sample engraving required. Good wages
to right party ; begin middle •if May. Chat..
Olson & Co.,215 Centrdl A ve., SI i n !teapot is, AI en. 

THOROUGH watchmaker, jeweler, salesman
I and plain engraver. Pop. 2500. Pleasant,
permanent position for right man. Box 264,
Springfield, Tenn.

HELP WANTED.

IIST1'1,Asis watchmaker, jeweler and en-
v graver. Permanent position, good salary.
S. 11. Frank A Co., Helena, Ark. 

(1PTICAL jobber wanted. A first-class jobber
u and all-around man for shop. Not a grad-
uate, but one who understands shop work-tirst-
class rimless man. "(1 32," care Keystone. 

WX.I'CIIMAKER ; moderate salary or com-
mission.  Salary t.x riled, refs. Box 118,

Cochran, tilt.

A It ELI A BLE,;drigle, young-man for engraving
and jewelry repair work. Permanent posi-

tion for good Ivork man. E :17," cttre 1:eysttine.

It 11ST-I 'LASS watchmaker Mr New 1 orl:
it City. " I. 11,1," earl. lieySl11111..

l'ilIZAVELINli salesman Mr wholesale mama'
1 line, Refs. 1111101 be lirsi-elass; permanent
position for a hustler. Apply, D. V. Brown,
740 Samson] Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ptionouuti, romplent watehmaker and en-
graver. Send picture, ref., full particulars

and wages wanted. Apply, W. II. Mendham,
Dawson, Yukon Territory.

VIRST-CLASS wat elimaker and engraver. 0•I;111.
I wages and send refs. with first letter. None
but those. who mean business need apply. Ed.
F. Mayer, Butte, 'Mont.

‘1'.1TCIEMAI:Elt and jeweler t'or !eolith of
" June. (Mod salary. Dr. C. W. tiray,
Nelsonville, Ohio.

IJONEST jeweler to nituradte small store, do the
II bench work. Small bond or cash guarantee
required. Box 744, El Ream, Mile. Ter.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver and stiles-
" man who has $4000 to invest, and who can
take personal charge of business. A line oprr-
Nulty. Tennessee town. Address, " P /2,"

elVar,et '1"It'.ely1'.■ ft (.1n1:'.E , fair engraver, jewelry
" petrel.; .11111e 1,1 11. $18 to 520 eeek. Good
refs. Retiring It'lle11 11111.11 Will Sell 111.W man set.
tools. ineltitling lathe, cash or instalments.
" 1AV616.,'F,'k•t:mN

work and
Ill repairing ; steady position. All., Atlanta
Jewelry Mann Mew ring Co., Atlanta, Ott. 

IVATCI I MA 1: Ell in eountry town in Indiana,who can do good jewelry W111.1: and good,
plain engraving. (mod opportunity for the
right man. Address, Lock box 305, Crown
Point, Ind. 
WATCHMAN ER 11 rid jeweler. State age, exp.;
IT married or si ngle. Must lw well ret•otn-
mended ; $15 per week. N. it. heath, Neodesha,
Kansas.
MANUFACTURING jeweler, clock repairer,
In engraver. Must be first-class. Krucke-
meyer .16 Cohn, Evansville, Ind.

WANTED, first-class watchmaker, engraver
17 and salesman, coinpetent to take charge of
jewelry department. Permanent position to
right man. Location : Central Iowa. Address,
" K," care F. E. Strayer, Cedar Falls, lova.

HEI.IABLE representative for Iowa, Nebraska.
" Eine salary and commission. Fine general
line, including combination goods. None but
ex isrienced need reply. " II 56." care Keystone,

ARGE manufacturing company in the Not II-
14 west, making sterling silver, plated ware,
clocks, novelties and kindred goods, need an
Al sales manager, capable of placing output Id'
factory with about, 6 omit-relent salesmen.
Sufficient capital for business. Territory : west
of Pittsburg to coast. State exp., former em-
ployers, amount of sales and salary expected.
R. B. Snyder, room 4, Minnesota Loan and
Trust Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
A PERMANENT position to an experienced
11 watchmaker. C. Aug. Carmany, Coates-
ville, Pa. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver, permanent. po-
" Wien. State salary, age and exp. Send
sample engraving. Louis Ott, Mansfield, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician ; yottng
" man, 25 to :30. Answer with ref., exp., photo,
and sample of engraving. $12.50 to $15 per week.
Evans Drug & Jewelry Co., Morganfieid, Ky.

WANTED, an optician ; must also be A I jewelry
" salesman ; permanent position and $30 per
week to the right man. The Beck Jewelry Co.,
Beaumont, Texas.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, clock and jewelry
11 work, also help in store ; honest and good
habits ; permanent position. Stale exp., refs.,
wages expected first letter. Box 214, Rock-
ford, Ill.

VOUNG man to do watch and clock work and
1 jewelry repairing ; a good workman with
only the best, of habits. Ilarvey B. Locke,
Amesbury, 311185.

W A Tt I 11 A I■ER, German preferred ; !Wine
" clock and jewelry work. S. E. Avery, South
Haven, M

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

WANTED, ship's ehronometer. r. W. Little,
" 74-79 Corllandt Street, New York City,

WANTED, Swiss regulator movement or COTO-
" plate clock, cheap. Address, C. F. Gates,
Macedon, N. Y.

IA'ATCI-1 sign anti jeweler's safe. Give complete
description and best price, freight prepaid.

F. M. Burney, Elm Creek, Nebr.

PIRST-CLASS trial case cheap for cash. 0. Y.
I Ladd, 467 Eighth Avenue, New York.

WANTED.

A LL-A ItOUN wittchill,ik,r, young 111511 with
it exp. and $2000 cash, to Inty part interest in
business established 1 3 ears, in good tostli, 1500.
Fine farming country hl est conipetent lo
manage. Refs. requited. J. II. %Veber, d
gist, stationer and jeweler, I '05(011 I', Iowa.

TRIA Lset and lens measure. Jim. B. Preseod,
Durango, 1'010.
AV It N. 2 Positive pressure blower.

II one-half horse-power electrie motor, first -
■.lass " Nlotor," care Keystone, 103
State St lee!, Chicago.

Ii''' VA: kind of gold and silverwaie, jewelry.
la watches, platinum. :Market value paid. Sent
I,,. extol's, OP 111g1S11•I'INI 11E111. rill,' 11111 Sails..
factory I will return all art ii•les. .1. L. Clark,
Manor and sweepsinelter of gold and silver tes-
tablished 18701, 727 Stinson' St., Philadelphia.

SEVE"AL "1"ical instru"'""8" send 1."11-71-sciption and lowest cash prict• to WallIstud,
1251 Broadway, Oakland, (MI.

I'
.TE‘VE'LING rest in good condition.

• • Address, 0. limner, 4544 Saasere Street,
Philadelphia, I'll.

A LbInNIETER, pri9optionteter, I eneva
11111111111111111SeOpe Mid tettnitscope combined,

or De Zeng luminous refinoseope and ophthal-
moscope. pay cash. Send full description
and price with first letter. .1. .k. Hill, Catskill,
New York.

IEWI•li.Ell t•• locate at Washington, con:,
410011 GIN•11111g IIVItYPSI .1111V1.111E 14 miles.

Summer trade about s211; \violet- little less.
IV. T. 1: i !bourn, 1Vashingion 1 tepid, (N)nit. _

l'iNV model Chainliers-11151:eim or Hardy 01>11-
,1 1 halimmieter Semi lowest cash price. A. I'.
ifirzy, Grand Rapids,

pARTNEitslio.. lo III optimal!, with
81000 to $2000, want, ill prosperous,

unincumbered opt 1e;11 business. San
Francisco or vicinity It Cash to ititqvase
stock or equipment. Address, " Ito,' care
Keystone. 

fIENEVA instrIllitellt for cash. Gay--
U lord, Brookings, S. Deli.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

IEW ELI{ stm'e, 28-root wall ease, 211 1151
u shelving, 54 teed counter, 35 l'eet ases,

safe, roll-top beneh and some miler things, -rani
(cost $10110), and Its Ilittelt stIo•li as you ‘‘
Annual sales $7000. No competition. Eine op-
portunity for some one with 51111111 eapit al. Lo-
cation South, the place for people with lung
trouble. "S 758," cure Keystone.

JEWELRY store in Michigan town of 4000.
t; Stock and fixtures about $4000, in nice con-
dition, doing good business. Will sell, cheap.
III health. " it 953," care ileystone. 

p1.1.-ESTA BUSHED jewelry and optical
business, in Central Massachusetts city (If

65,000. Stock and fixtures about $10,000. Can
reduce stock. Good reasons for sllliuug. 1P 17,"
care Keystone.
filan) repairing business, ineluding safe, tix-

, u tures and good will in New 'York City.
Ad., Emile I treyer, 71 Nassau st., Sew York.

QM A LI, stock of watches, clocks and jewelry
11 in drug Shlre, Good location, cheap rent ;
going out of business. C. 1•'. Donaldson, Grand
Nleadow, Ali1111.

11 t'sT sell 1 Poor health ! Excellent chance
an for jeweler and optician with small capital.
Bonanza in spectacles. No opposition in 10
miles. Small town, but hustling ; i'lch farming
community in Michigan fruit belt. Low rent,
or vrill sell import y ; terms ill StIlt. I IIVIill'e
$2500 ; Call redact.. DiCkillS011, Kau chdre, 1

VLEGANT store; long lease ; Ismining town ;
U Western Pennsylvania. Investigate this.
Address, "A 45," care Keystone.

$3000 BUYS $4500 stock, fixtures, lease and
good-will. Satisfactory reason for

selling , pop. 15,000. Phil Levy, Henderson, Ky.

IEWELRY business, fixtm•es. Address, 344
tv Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio. 

(INE'-11ALP interest in one of the very best
1.1 jewelry stores of the Southwest. Capital
required, $12,000 to $11,000. Established 1110113'
years in one of the fastest growing cities of the
tinned States (about 40,000 'tow). NO110 1111i a
strictly first-elass 1111111 need 111111 3'. One of the
partners wishes to retire. Eull particulars
given on application. Refs. required and given.
Address, " II 34," care Keystone. 

OLDEST jewelry business in the hustling papercity, Berlin, N. IL-White 31011ntains-I 200
pop. Established 20 years ; bench work has
been $15011 per year. Great. opportunity. Stock
Is being run down. Will require around $4000;
will sell at It bargain. Am tired of confinement
and have large outside interests. A. B. Forbush.

t'STABLISHED jewelry and repair business in
" growing town. Invoice $400; $350 cash
takes it. Good reason for selling. Address,
E. E. Huss, Savonbttrg, Kans.

&ISTABLISHED jewelry store in New York
1:1 City for sale on account of sickness. Stock
and fixtures total about $3800. I want $3.500
for it, or will take $500 for fixtures, etc., and
reduce stock to any reasonable figure. Business
makes $2200 per year above expenses. Address,
Jones, 94 Ferouia Way, Rutherford, N. J.

FOR SALE.
845

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

$18/1/1 tine jewelry store iii.lerge town;
uu tine country. No competition for 20

miles. Good 11.11S1111S for selling. Address,
"Jeweler," Edgar, Wis.

(11)011-PA INt jewelry business Ili Coill rat
fl 1 1111i1111:1 1111111 111. 1111111, hair
jewelry and drug
'2000. Athlress, P. II. box 7:2, 1101.
ii1,1)-EsTA El) jewelry 111111 optical

NWork pays More I hail pen.,
Good 1.11,ilicss and 1111 oltilosil 6111. 1 11111115

aboin 'S2111111, Ill■X SD, Sllinee,

ON acemint 1■1 issle 111.1111 11, II glsiii-1,1). 1 1,g JIll

1.11SilleAS $ide. No opposnion. _1.I

liOX lilt, AlW01111, III.

VI NE litt le jewelry 'I 'll in I hieago

• 

lished 12 years-good Intsiness si met. dent
$15; value about S2u00. .I•i•i•••••••., 'I, I. It.,•
care Arthur L. 11' HMI, 137 1V111,11,11 .1 emu,.

AN okl-establislied jeWelry store iii ..11.. of Ili,
best Indiana towns. 'fcrin, it. Must

be sold as present Mating,' I ... WeSI
Ad.," 55," care I„ 11. Sc1101,..■. 1 II.

1•: only jewelry ,.torc
I (Irillg lit V,lttllll II -:11111: l'I'iIll'Iilt
illtlll. t,l,Ii 111111 lilll '-al' Ill '111111. 1.1,11
rent. "C 42," ea re 1■e■ stone,
ONE of the best jt•svelr: 5tore. ill L
" colt 111 o, I■d•oll 1 I :11 1 10 1. t•deral rc. t, Alle-
gheny, l'a„ across 1 he lo idge from
1 114 10.1 :t Ini,i 1.1 ..-16.111111 a year 1111.11.1. 1.0111'

management. shiel; and ii5Ilircs will invoice be-

,Moon I e ry. Ids ire make one of
t Ivo:en 55111111 and "dont,: would snit to

the hest pa i lig store, in the country.
Thor.. I .111. 1,1111 111.1,1“.1. ill liii. 11.11- 11 1 11111 11118

,'.7511,11111/ 11111111.11 “111 It 20 ia month all the ■ - car
around, :11141 I do not I''lI' 1,1,1 lii. fecal ion as

mine forth, rpose. Iteason forselling
is, I have 2 other 5 tor, and 1 eminot I alie ,are
or owl. all. ir pot Ille
ca511, Mr this is an opportunity that you should
Ill t Ill "5. I IlIjIl i II ill Ile. Ii1.1.1.1y Jewelry (Ii.,
403-105 11'ater Street, Pittsburg, ht.

OP 1 11'.1 1, store, loeided III Nee tdigland
11 imp. 100,000. "I- I, mid Ii x I II le, ill I li,..11•C

1111..11 -2111111. N1.1 II II-. 10,1 yl lir 7-1,111. alIt

IOC:01,11 in heart of busine5s eeilter ; hie rent ;
all modern li xttires ; motor p111111 dark remit.
Reason for selling, other b(lsiness. "I' 77,"

cOaNrel.,K)*(j'Y21:".11:.'■.: and optical business hi town or
about 1200. Nei 111 rs, S7110 ; 111 11(1' !treats .51)11.

Clell11 stook, Ii x111 ros alai gem! Will ;4.28110.
Rent $8.33,,,. Healthy I ''a 01,111. Exeeplitinally-
nice contemn i I V. I mod schools. I'dect ric lights,
Water werl:s. Telephones. New lesidenee if
desired. " 31 70,- care 1:et'stolie.

$500
IONVII. .1 built l311111 intl.. 11' ill 1.1•11111.1.

suit. Reasons for selling, lam'. health. " 'Al 53,"

IT voice S25191. Cii it red lice stock. F. 0. B. cars

care I: cyst one,

clean stock jelvelry, tools, fixtures.

if purehaser 1.0ek lmx 40,
Ithindinsville, Ill.

11.5 •1••(11;t1iPP't1,111 
1
1s5t11, oril• 

IlS

li•I•le'l'i•Te-guil•iliguiliiitiligeull•Ilt;i 1 1":)1111-1
all modern appliances. Doing It refracting
business or alum( 7311011 a year. Centrally lo-
cal(s1 in F:asiern States, drawing from a pop. If
150,000. Established 4 years. Privy low. Write
ft)r particulars. "It NG," 1.111.0 1■CyN11,111..
I i';‘VE1.1iY Will china, svell.seleeted stock, new
1, fixtures. Best local ion Ill ity. County seal.;
5000 pop. Ishrce ratiromls, division point and
good farming country. Eastern Nebraska.
(Mod business, good inn of work, g111.11 prices.
About $4000. have mode 1110110V. \VOW to go
to larger filace. Address, " ilareain," il VI'

Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., K le

RARpchance fors:Iltillet ii l. ,:1111 .1,3 Iituresgood millete. r 
lacd nes,.

Receints over $4000 yearly. is; ertheril I 111111,

Box 216, Pittsburg, Pa. 

TtjEATEST store, heart of city (300,000),
a ground floor, ninth street. Stock and fix-
tures invoice $350. Stake offer. 'Artist sell by
May 15th. .1Ient $25. Optical Institute, 605 Ora nal
Avenue, Milwaukee, 11' is.

I E undersigned will dispose ()I' the stock of
1 gohl ft•ames and mouldings, gold tilled &tunes
all(' mountings, nicliel and 1111111 41111111 frames,
gold tilled temples, ety, and all-tinished lenses,
formerly belonging to 11r. SI Sehei 1011am, whole-
sale optician, l'hicago, who I 11151151' ret ired
from the optical blIsilleSs, at below the actual
manufacturer's cost. A descript ive list of goolls
and prices on application. A sit ilig, of 33' „ to
50 per cent. fully guatranteed. Buyers of large
qtiantifies, your eorrespotidence solicited. .)
dress, with refs., to %vm. Grossman, 410 South
Paiillna Street, I 1, logo, Ill.

$6 000 
1:11. i -

111 

me, t:1:,11.1■11 is,1,1.011„..jget■•■1111i11,,11,11111r1v

and Italoli-repairieg trade, ill tlic `late, in the
bear( III' ii•• hm•ine,. 1,111,11. 1111 Maill SI reel,
Hall 1111111, W1.11 1.1110N/141 With machinery
for jewelry* manurnet tire, tip-to-dale fixtures ; a
gootl, clean stork. Chance of a life time to right
party. " E 36," care Keystone.

TEM' ELI( V and optical business, Pen nay I van i a

• 

town 1500, 411011 outside to draw front. Bench
work $75 month. Stock and fixtures $1500. Can
reduce to suit. No opposition. Good reasons
for selling. Address, ' P 33," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 846)
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FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

( COW,'" uedJ,om page Nis
JEWELRY slim., stock, material and fixtures;
O will inkvoe about. $1100. Good reason for

li:d. eeld, Lakefield, Minn.
Ili:WM.1:Y sleek and lixtures. Best location
tJ in city of 10,000 pop. II Northern Iowa. Four
railroads. New stock and new fixtures. Good
reasons for selling. Address, "K 30," care
Keystone.
I EIVELRY, music and phonograph business,
0 established f..r 16 years. Good location ;
rent cheap. Heas m Mr selling, have other busi-
ness. For full Ir.... Molars address A. B. Wahl,
North Shle Square, lialayet te, Ind!
QMALL stock in gem! town of 1000 inhabitants.
U No oppositien. mml repair trade. Rent and
heat free. Or will sell fixtures alone. F. 1).
Rowley, Factory ille, Pa.
VINE jewelry, souvenir mid optical business in
I growing summer-resort town. Very healthy
mountain climate. Stock will invoice about
$4001, to $5000. All elCillirvI'S enclose stamp.
None lint eash buyers eensidered. Have saved
Slo,ot to it, ten years. Elegant store and fixtures.
Rent moderate. "V 4s," care Keystone.

('.1 I, estahl ,modern and exclusive.
U Best location in New York City. Bargain.
Call er ;uldress, L. S. Richardson, 714 Fuller
Bldg., New York. 

B fsT opening for a large retail jewelry store in
city 175,000 inhabitants. tireat inddcements

to the right part v. !Seam tell shire, good loca-
tion, unquestieneil rep,' tat ion. Fine outlet for
high-grade good,. An import unity for a hustler

1111 by a mane Met tam; of flue goods, to

• 

111,1 I rade in town. Will not require much
Has is something unusual. It will pay

iii vesi i gate. " It 57,' care Keystone.

IIlull-u 'I ,ASS jewelry store in the prettiest city
iii the Northwest. Never had hard times;

good schools ; State University ; surrounded by
lakes; excellent fishing and hunting. Store
profits $10,000 annually ; located on 1111thl buusi-
lives corner ; three large show windows ; large
transient t rade. Location has been a jewelry
store for rat years; no old stock. Reason for

ill-healt li and loss of hearing. This store
will pay ha. II sel rin t Ivo years. Will sell at in-
voke, ie. Ismos ; mi will exchange for like store
iii Walla IblrOSS, "Jeweler," care

!looms, I 37 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
IVEIV stoek of jewelry and store fixtures. Will
11 be sold at a bargain. Mrs. F. W. Morton,
Big Rapids, NI MIL

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

pat sale, it gmel-pay Mg jewelry business in
I the best town in the Indiana gas belt. Am
interested in a manufacturing business and
must dispose ofjeweiry business. Will sell at a
bargain on good terms. E. M. Wilson, Ander-
son, Ind.
ROOD-PAYING jewelry business, established
U 1882; am in the telephone business, which
needs all of our attention. In the gas and oil
belt ; city now lighted with gum 15 cents per 1000
feet ; pop. 2500. Stock /4000; can be reduced.
Will rent building. Best stand in the city ; has
always been jewelry store. Spangle, Chetopa,
Kans.
LEADING jewelry and optical business; nice
U Ohio town of s000 ; handsoine store, clean
stock ; paying $3,),$) yearly prafits; invoice
WOO to $6000; COIllrel it ion limiest reasons
for selling ; books epee te impect cii ; close in-
vestigation invited. Don't write unless you
have cash and mean business. " L 28," care
Keystone.
DARE mrt u n or sale, a watch, jewelry
11, and optical store oe principal business street
of Los A ngeles. Est iildished for 19 years. Stock,
fixtures, safe and good-will, $4000 cash, if sold
at once. Owner going out of lousiness Oil ac-
count of old age. Address, G. Stoesak, 511
South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

$3200 B41.1aYt,ge°:4etttotef th elts,t0jjelszl rytlilly.s. 1.1:Loss

inhabitants ; only 1 other watchmaker ; no opti-
cians in town. City is about center of State.
Nowhere paid better prices for repairing. [lave
to be sold by May 15 ; after that date lousiness
is not for sale. Reasons for selling have to go
to Europe to settle estate. " V 91," care Key-
stone.
pH1CAGO jewelry engraving business paying
V 0227 to $300 monthly ; 1 man can do all work
good reason for selling, Bargain for quick cash
customer. Address, " It. Rogers," Room 601,
103 State Street, Chicago.
plitcAGo jewelry store and optical business,
U established 23 years. Modern stock, includ-
ing assortment of fine selected loose and set
diamonds. Solid cherry fixtures, 3 wall and 7
show cases, etc. Hardy oplithalmemeter, re-
fractometer, oculist's t dal case and fine equipped
dark room. In my own modern store building,
especially built for the purpose. Store rent to
be $35. Lease as requested. Complete invoice
$7000; can be reduced. Bench work, $200 per
month. Owner wishes to retire. " 11 916,"
care Keystone.

9rilin FOltjewelry lotsiness. Last year'ssales
1P-6-um $8000. Best location in city of 9000.
Reason for selling, ii ',less. Located Central
Ohio. Don't write tn. less you mean business.
" U 69," care Keystone.
fiNLIgewelry-optical store in Davis City, Iowa,
It Pays. Work for one man. 0. W. Halstead.
A FIRST-CLASS jewelry store established 17
II years, doing good business ; complete stocks,
fixtures, tools. Located on the principal busi-
ness street of York, Pa.—York is the most pro-
gressive mid also the third best mfg. city in
Pennsylvania ; pop. 42,000, with a number of
suburban towns of 8000 pap, within a mile of
the city ; the best agricultural county in the
State. Address, H. M. Hebert, York, Pa.
ROOD-PAYING, jewelry store, Northeast Kan-
" sas ; county scat, 2000 pop.; water works.
Fine fixtures, floor eases, new. Run 14 years
by present owner. Can reduce to $1200 or $1500
cash. Clean stock. One other small store. Must
change climate. "NV 967," cure Keystone.
QTOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry, cut glass,
13 musical instruments and bicycles, cheap,
wont to go West. F. E. Lenhart, Argyle, Minn.

PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical cash

• 

ness in Kansas. Pop. 35,000; growing rapidly.
Good climate, location, prices, prospects and
reputation. Onlv reason for selling, necessity
of change for wife. Splendid opportunity; buy
now and get acquainted before holidays, $4000,
will pay to enlarge or can be reduced. "D 964,"
care .Keystone.

A RARE chance for a good watchmaker, to
take old stand with good business and fine

run of bench work. Watch inspector position
attached. Large railroad center, in healthy
town in Pennsylvania. little capital required.
Address, " II 971," care Keystone.
A $3000 STOCK of jewelry and fixtures for sale
a at 60 eta. on the dollar. Frank Ferris,
trustee, 507% Colo. Ave., Colo. City, Colo.
JEWELRY store, new stock, new fixtures $2000.
O Pop. 30,000. "S. & S.," 116 First Avenue,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
THE leading optical business in an Indiana

city of over 17,000. $3000 to $4000 a year.
Stocks, fixtures, instruments and good will for
$600 cash. Just about invoice price. I have
the good will of nearly all the M. D's. " D 62,"
care Keystone.

plan-CLASS jewelry business in CentralI Michigan, located in live manufacturing
town. " Al 94," care Keystone.

$3000 BUYS paying jewelry-optical business,,county seat town of 2500. N. A.Heath,
Jr., Hebron, Nebr.

JEWELRY store for sale in Southeastern S.
Dak.; population 1000 ; nearest competition

18 miles ; railroad watch inspector ; stock of
$2000; a good thing. "1' 54," care Keystone.

A TTENTION, please. To an industrious jeweler
Li and optician, German descent, looking for an
Al well-patronized jewelry business, clean stock.
Invoice 66000, fixtures $700. Will sell at 85e.
on the dollar of invoice price in bulk. Can re-
duce stock to $4000, keeping invoice of watches
and plain rings. Only 2 jewelers of same di-
mensions ; 2500 pop.; rich farming and dairy
country ; central %Viscous' it. Terms, spot cash.
Positively no trading. Bank refs. to accompany
first letter ; no attention paid otherwise. "13
49," care Keystone.

$1000 BUYS $1500 stoek, fixtures and safe, inrailroad town of 3500, Northern Miu-
Desoto ; good rum of watch repairing. Good
reasons for selling. "II 93," care Keystone.
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in
11 fine Oklahoma town of 1000 inhabitants,
can be had for cost of fixtures, about $350. De-
cember sales were $551.95. No competition.
Other business. Address, W. Merlon Stottle,
Gotebo, Okla. Ter.

IEWELRY store and small stock in good town
of 1000 in Northwestern Ohio. No opposition.

Part on time. Good reasons for selling. " T79,"
care Keystone.

QMALL stock watches and jewelry in mining
LI town. Big repair trade. Good chance for
workman with small means. "S 76," care
Keystone.

pROletTABLE, up-to-date jewelry store, 90
I miles from New York, mfg. town 4000 pop.,
New York State. No opposition. Healthy cli-
!nate. Will sell for $5300 cash. Have other 'busi-
ness. Grand opportunity. "E 46," care Key-
stone.

ROOD-PAYING jewelry and optical business in
U Southern Indiana town. Pop. 1800. Big
Country trade. Stock and fixtures invoice about
$850. Competition very light. Write for full
particulars. A good opportunity for some one.
Good reasons for selling. " W 29," care Key-
stone.

RARE bargain to man with 82500 cash. Well-
established jewelry and optical business in

Pennsylvania manufacturing town of 8000.
Small towns and summer resort conneded by
trolley. Must sell by June 15th. Have other
business. " .1 92," care Keystone.

MICE jewelry business, stock and fixtures.
11 Price right. Box 156, Hickory, N. C. 

fiN account of bad health will sell for $600 cash
U the only optical business in a Southern
town, which is the county seat, including 10,000
Inhabitants and a surrounding pep. of 75,000.
Address, " D 735," care Keystone.

OLEAN, modern and elegant jewelry business
U located in a thrifty Wisconsin city of 20,000
people. Stock and fixtures valued at $10.000.
Stock could be reduced. Net profit, on business
$2500 per year. Earnest prospective purchasers
Should address at once "1' 67," caroKeystone.

FOR SALE.
uNDER THIS HEADINO THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

A BARGAIN. One 15-fisa wall case ; also 2 tn.3 Vote-glass show causes and tables. Write
for demeriptions. W. C. Davis, Elkhart, Ind.
fiNE electro-plating dynamo for gold, silver
U and nickel-OM ing ; baths aund solutions
complete. Good as lies' ; 120. Polishing lathe
with brushes, complete ; $5. Box 89, Shiner,
Texas.

II A V P. 1110111001(114 (If dies, hubs and cutters,
It le item, lation if years in manufacturing.

Remodeling tool room, and will close them out,
assorted, just as they are, at junk prices. Dft.s,
50 cents to $1 ; hubs, 50 cents ; cutters, 25 to 50
cents. It. J. Macular, 220 Eddy Street, Provi-
dence, It. I.
fiNE oak wall CIISO, new, 10 feet ; 1 oak wall
I., ease, new, 8 feet ; 1 oak L-combination,
ease, 12 feet, plate-glass top, adjustable shelf
brackets; 1 chronometer in line order, palladium
hairspring. Address, Box 401, La Porte City,
Iowa.
(INE Moseley face plate, only $2.50. Couturier,
L, 191 James, Grand Rapids, Mich.
1/111111,TEL,N ring, charm, chain, watch show-
I ease trays, plush, cheap. Murchison Jewelry
Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.
QTARK lathe, Universal head, jeweling attach-
U ment, tail stock, good complement of chucks,
80-pound foot wheel, watchmaker's bench, com-
fort watch-glass cabinet and good outfit of
watchmaker's tools. A good outfit at a price.
Prefer to sell entire outfit. D. H. Cioyd,
Decatur, Ill.
IEWELERS' rolling mills, fine condition,
0 cheap. 909 Greenwich Street, Philadelphia.

SDI FOR new Geneva folding trial case set,‘Iv Geneva Optical Company, No. 948, listed
at $56. Contains 32 pairs each + and — spheres,
20 pairs -I- and — cylinders, 10 prisms, II discs,
one 48 trial, frame and one single cell frame.
Have also an extra empty seal folding case for
ShOVO combination in 114 inch lenses ; will sell
ease only for $4.50. Address, C. H. Ward, room
601 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
HENEVA trial ease. Portable. Cost $100. Will
U take $50. Miss Mantle Dixon, Sabina, Ohio.
QNYDER chuck 15. 312 State Mutual Building,
U Worcester, Mass.
I DE ZENO'S refractometer, in first-class con-

• 

dition, for $25. Apply to Geo. II. Clark,
jeweler, Daytona, Florida.
RAMBLER automobile, nearly new. Will
IL sacrifice. 286, Seaford, Del.
4 -PAIR each flat, ring and wire rolls ; 1 gas
L enameling Mill 111(.1thig furnace, with foot
blower : 1 drop hammer. L. Id tidier, 691 Brush
Street, Detroit, Mich. 
ATHE—Wibster-Whitcomb, 13s, tailstock, 30

JJ chucks ; good condition, $20. Box 86, Mt.
Washington, Md.

WIIAISTER-WHITCOMB lathe, without tail
stock, $14 ; De Zeng refractomer, $18 ;

Chambers, Inskeep ophthahnonieter, $38 ; dial
gage for pivots, $2.50; slide rest for MW. lathe,
$5 ; face plate, $4 ; jeweler's 35 lb. drop and 1
doz. link button dies, $35 ; Webster-Whitcomb
wheel cutting fixture, large index plate and
pointer, universal face plate, 3-slide slide rest,
3 doz. burs and cutters, 1 doz. rounding up cut-
ters, Hardinge escapement matching tool, 1
small diamond scale, 'Brown & Sharpe microme-
ter gage measures .01 of a mm., new K. & D.
staking tool ; plating dynamo Z. L. & I.., cost
$75, sell for 135 ; large foot press and tools to
make rimless eyeglass springs, studs and guards
and rimless spectacles; large foot lathe, 4 It. back
geared, with 1 doz. drills, chuck, face plate and
large slide rest, cost $75. Best offer takes the
lot. " K 40," care Keystone.
IEWELER'S fire-proof safe, Cary make, alum!-
), num filuish ; inside dimensions, 14x18x33
inches; height of safe, 56 inches. Has been in use
2 years and is in perfect condition. First offer of
$100 takes it. It cost new $125. Address, W. II.
Cowley, Clearfield, Iowa.
TRANSIT inst lament ( Bliss) and E'ngle engrav-
I ing machine. Both in good condition.
Cheap. Mrs. A. Shibley, Wooster, Ohio.

ON-E-.Taval oplithalmometer, old style, In goodorder; $15 net. 1.A. Jay Cross retino-ski-
mete; in good order ; never been used ; cost
$40 ; will sell for $25. 1 prisoptometer, good as
new 
' 
• sells for $21 ; will sell for $12. If inter-

ested, address, Fred. Barshel, 517 Madison Ave-
nue, Toledo, Ohio.
RATON & Glover engraving machine, almost
IA new, complete with type. Make cash offer.
S. N. Meyer, 1231 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
RATON & Glover engraving machine, first-class
It condition. A bargain. Clark & Conklin,
Cazenovia, N. V.
RENEVA retinoscope, used 1 month. Clark &
U Conklin, Cazenovia, N. Y.
COMPLETE set of watchmaker's tools at half

el price. Ad., 3205 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

18 WIRE 6-wheel chucks, Boley, W. W., $5.Avery, Auburn, Nebr.
POMPLETE set optician's instruments, good as
U new. C. Ridderhof, Grand Rapids, Mich.
RNORAVING machine, Eaton & (Rover make,
14 nearly new ; price, $35. Lock Box 22,
Lansdale, Pa.

MUSIC box, 205 tunes, 16-inch discs, new, $85.
51 Jay Anton, 121 Summit St., Toledo, Ohio.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

RATON-ENGLE engraving machine, $48. Ad-
Li dress, G. L. Twaddell, Ash Grove, Mo 
WILLIAMS typewriter, Blickensderfer, both
ii In good order. S. 1V. Hall, Norwich, Conn.
ROTARY pivot polisher fitted to T rest of

Rivett lathe. S. W. Hall, Norwich, Conn.
pRANDFATHER (genuine old English) clocks
U for sale, with arch and square brass dials,
oak and mahogany eases, fine specimens. Pho-
tographs sent by Mason, Jeweler, Barnsley,
Yorkshire, England. Established since 1650.
4IPTICIAN'S trial case, $30 ; small gold rolls,
1/ $12.50. H. Brodhun, Wilkes-Barre, Pa, 
leitANCIS engraving machine, full set of at-

tachments, 5 sets type used 2 years, good as
new, cost $90; will sacrifice. Make me an offer.
J. C. Koempel, Galena, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

pOMBINATION tandem bicycle, Royal 1Ver-
v cuter, good condit iuuii, $25, cost $125 ; will
exchange. Prentiss lluulleuulteek, Catskill, N. Y.
QONG slides and films, for Geneva combined
U instrument. Gaylord, Brookings, S. Oak.
fiNE 7-foot hanging Waterbury regulator,

golden oak, 15 gross crystals in cabinet,
bench, foot wheel and counter shall. Bargain.
J. I). Bluirkshaw; St. Johnsbury, Vt.
VINE new \Veda:urn mandolin and case. Want
a diamond, Parker hammerless, typewriter or
what? 191 lowa Avenue, Aurora, Ill.
HENT'S Cleveland chainless, coaster brake bi-
vi cycle, new, never ridden. What have you?
Neville, Conneautville, Pa.
Ii`OR jewelry and repair business, or au
I lunch room, crossing 11. & 0. and Big 4, by
depot ; rented, 1200 year ; tirstmlass maiihine
shop and tools ; small dwelli lug ; 2 lots ; value
about 16000. Also improN tat gatotline engine,
only one made using no I cutleries ; bot-t ii be
dynamo or other liutu,hiauuisiuu. Exchange all or
either. Box 22, Shakespeare, Intl.
VLECTRIC slot graphopone, 1225 ; sliming slot

• 

graphophone 1:35 ; New Century engraving
machine, $100 ; gasoline engine, $135, and other
goods. Want piano, piano player, National
cash register, regulator, cyclopedia set and
other books. J. Stewart, Jr., Burlington, N. C.
WANT to trade 1600 acres of South Dakota land
" for full jeweler's stock. Can divide land
in quarters where it is necessary. Address,
A. D. Tinsley, Sioux Falls, S. Oak.

$80 GENEVA retinoscope, nearly new, willexchange for double-barrel hammerless
shot gun. B. S. Gaylord, Owosso, Mich.

spMIn CARY safe, steel lined, silverware or
anything, for auction sales. H. B.

Lindsey, Iola, Kans.
HARDINGE pivot polisher, good Renew. Want
11 optical trial case, ring and flat rolls. John
.T. Ruch, Cissna Park, Ill.

U. UL silver water pitcher, tilting,
quadruple plate, with clip and truly, new.

Regular price $20. Make offer. Cush or trade.
Collingwood, Norwolk, Ohio, 

WOULD exchange or purchase surplus watch,
11 watch case, clock, jewelry, jobbing material,
Ii nding; oil, tools, etc. In fact anything per-
taining to the business. No lot too small, none
too large. Slake note of this for present and
future reference, as this ad. will not eppear
again. " Watchmaker," 79 Morris St., Spring-
field, Sloss.
WHAT have you to exchange for Apollo piano

player, cost $250. Made by Mellville Clark
Piano Co., Chicago. Watches or diamonds pref.
0. C. Kraehmer, jeweler, Galena, Ill.
Q-DAY electric switch clock, Swiss universal

• 

lathe, steel verge lathe, :Miller's ring gage,
He's demagnetizer, 2 wood clocks complete, 2
wood movements, new 8-day time movements.
Wanted : Slide rest. wheel cutter, escapement
model. W. F. Winslow, Winsted, Conn.
RIVE by eight camera to trade. Want type-
r writer. " L 44," care Keystone.
MOTOR cycle, typewriter and Orient tandem.
la Wanted : Watches, clocks. 286, Seaford, DeL
CM GROCER'S computing scale (new). Want
OLIO trial Case and watch-glass cabinet. W. IL
Hines, jeweler West Salem, Ohio.
WILL exchange 10-room Chicago suburban
" cottage, new, near Metropolitan elevated,
cost 03000, incumbered 31100, due 1906, war-
rantee deed recorded to date, for jewelry busi-
ness in good town 3000 pop. " Expert Watch-
maker," room 601 Columbus Memorial Bldg.,
Chicago.
TO trade, band printing press, type, etc., cost

• 

about $100. KEYSTONES from 1889 to 1902.
Want ophthalmometer, or what have you?
P. O. box 506, Sioux Falls, S. Oak.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER WORD.

you want the cash out of your jewelry busi-
ness right away, without delay, address,

H. Lindsey, Iola, Kans.

WANTED no !natter what salary you demand,
" we can secure you a position in any State
with reliable firms. Correspondence strictly
confidential. 1Vatehnotkers' and Jewelers' Em-
ployment Agency, Glass Block, Marlon. Iud.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A LIFE scholarship i eur college, including dl-

• 

ploma and higlo.s. .higree, for only $7.50. See
our advertisement, page 830, and write for new
prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

ADDRESS of 0. W. stone, boilermaker and
:I machinist. Liberal reward. Ed. J. Nie-
wohner, Columbus, Nebr.

'FOR 25e. will mail 4 new receipts. If you are
I not satisfied they are worth dollars to you
will cheerfully return your mouey. J. M. King,
1712 Broadway, Mattoon, Ill.

CENTS on the dollar positively guaranteed
Ut, for your jewelry business if you want to

sell. II. Lindsey, Iola, Kant!.
THE undersigned will di:lose of I Ile stock of
I gold framem and mountings, gold tilled frames
and mountings, niekel and aluminum frames,
gold filled temples, etc., and lIItllIiTlIlI lenses,
formerly belonging to 111r. NI. seheili elan, whole-
sale ept ieian, I luiItgui, who has recent Iv ret i red
from the opt teal business, at below the tietital
man II fact ti rer'S IS I. A descriptive list of goods
and en application. A saving of 33% to 30
Ill r emit. hilly guaranteed. Buyers of largo
Ii uantities, pm!. 1,urcospoudeuce aolicited. Ad-
dress, with reIT. to wm. Grossman, 416 South
l'au I ina St reef, (hie:ago,

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Vrite for liufiurnia-
01 The Collateral Loan end Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Nilo

52 ADS. for a dollar. One for each week in a
year. Ads. that we have used to advantage

and they're all ready for the printer. Bromfield,
Ness City, Kansas.

IEWELERS visiting the World's hair will do
well by calling or writing to Kuhn the

jeweler for nice, cool, newly furnished rooms
at reasonable prices, located four blocks from
Union Station,1748-1730 Chout eau Ave.,St.Lou is.

WE secure you first-class men to 1111 your posi-
tion, and save you time and money. Write

us what you need and the salary you wish to pay.
Correspondence strictly confidential. Watch-
makers' and Jewelers' Employment Agency.
Glass Block, Marion, Ind.
INFORMATION wanted of C. 0, Hunter for

• 

the benefit of trade (reward). Osborn Gil-
lette, Woburn, Mass.

UREE sample pages of lectures and lessons of

• 

the Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to readers of The Keystone, on applica-
tion to The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Ask for special price for May.

I GOOD big dollar's worth of advertising. 52
/1 ads. each on separate slip ready for the
printer. These are ads. that we have used in
our own advertising. They brought us business.
It's a dollar for the lot. Brassheld, Ness City,
Kansas.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

IVHERE to receive the highest cash price forevery kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given. 

wHY not send me your watch cases that needrepairing? Can replace any part of a cane.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversiniths'BIdg.,Chicago,III.

FREE sample poges of lectures and lessons of
I the Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to readers of The Keystone, on applica-
tion to The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Ask for special price for May. 

fiNE thousand doz. rubber tubes for R. B. 15e.
IL per doz. We cut lenses special size to order,
In doz. lots at regular price. Send for price
list. Red Cross Optical Co., Jewelers' Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.

I HEREBY announce to all watchmakers that
I I do all kinds of repairs on watches ; special
geed work on Swiss movements. I putt in new
cylinders, anchor staffs, etc. Prompt and good
attention to all work given me. M. Gerson,
803 Market Street, Philadelphia. 

OLD and silver-plating, satin finish,engraving,
1.1 engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago. 

IE`LGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
It practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Elgin,III. 

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.

Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago. 

WE have 2000 acres in best showing in the
" Indiana oil fields. We solicit every jeweler
to take a few shares of stock in company we are
now organizing. Refs. given. Write its for par-
ticulars. Pfisterer Bros., jewelers, Dunkirk, Ind.

l'IREE sample to agents. Practical ready-call
I device for telephones. Saves brain work
and hours of time. Sells itself. One sale sells
dozens. Seeing is believing. Send stamp. The
Telephone Appliance Co., 1 Madison Ave.,
Dept. F. A. D., New York City.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
u changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it tome, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
0.1?.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'BIdg.,Chicago,I11.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

THE Omaha IVatch Repairing, Engraving HMI
1. Optical Institute is successful because it has
won the confidence of the public and because its
equipments are of the best and each branch of
work thorough and practical. There is a vast
difference in the ability of instructors in the
different horological schools. If you wish a
thorough training in this line of work. under
practical and competent instructors, you are

Wsure to obtain it in our Institute. e are not
here for a few months or years, but are perma-
nently located and propose that our stork shall
speak for itself. Write us for particulars.
Dr. Tarbox and Gordon.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

W11,1, work for you ono week. No sat isfac-
I tion, no pay ; how is that? " 11 75," cure
Keystone.

VOUNG, married man, first-class watchmaker,

• 

wants position with plenty high-grade watch
work. Does hard soldering, diamond setting,
Main engraving. Own tools. 11'73,1 care
Keystone.
YOU need a first-class watchmaker and you

know it. I am a first-class watchmaker and
I know it. Write me and I'll prove it. " II 74,"
care Keystone.
IS head watchmaker, with first-class house
11 only, foreign up-to-date workman, 20 years'
exp., Al refs., wages $25 to $30 per week.
"AI 87," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, one who is compe-
✓ tent to handle fine watch trade, also a good
salesman.; $20 per week to start, Address,
E. J. Scheer & Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

yOUNG man to do jewelry and clock repairingand plain watchwork. State age, refs. and
salary. " P 96," care Keystone.

WANTED.

WANTED, a location for a good watch and
" clock repairer; no engraver; no stock.
" II 95," care Keystone.

PEARLS Pa%
If a customer should bring you any M81110114

Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN ele CO.
3 Maiden Lane, New York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880 

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
=Pert- A. JETTE,

Established 1899. Lancaster, Pa.

3. 0 H. BERGE,
Sand Crucibles an Covers.
Jewelers' Fluxes and Manufacturers of

Polishing Materials. 
lAt isbs tam; rp ifacr:eesd

95 John Street, NEW YORK.

High•Clasts;

Repairing
for the Trade.

Our work is the kind you call your own.

L. E. WINSLOW,
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

LOUIS GOTTI-IOLD,
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY 1
2345 Eighth Avenue,

Send for catalogue. NEW YORK.

SUCCESS IS ASSURED
To any young man who puts himself

Into our hands and allows us to make
a watchmaker of him success is certain.
We have many calls for men who aim
high. Send for circulars.

Canadian Biological Institute,
116 East King Street,

H. R. PLAYTNER,
DIRECTOR. Toronto. Ont.
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THIS PHOTOGRAPH is the first successful
one ever taken of a diamond (enlarged four diameters).

The best effect is produced by looking at it from
six to eight feet away.

Notice the reflection of the bottom facets in each
of the top facets, and the light leaving the stone.

When all the facets are evenly and properly laid
on the stone the reflection is perfect, and the most
brilliancy is obtained.

J. R. WOOD 0 SONS,
Diamond Cutters,

2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

HOW
How can a Jeweler expect to make the profit that he should when he does his

Engraving by hand?

Flow can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is seldom charged for,
and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges both ways and
the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order and the conse-
quent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase, with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century Engraving Machine,
which plugs up the free Engraving leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next
to no cost? And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer.

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

THE EATON & GLOVER CO.,
Sayre, Pa.EXPORT OFFICE-- lo6=m8 Sixth Avenue, New York.

WILLIAM S. E.VIN , President. GABRIEL If. II YM N, Vice-President. EDWIN 11. IVII1TE, Secretary. FRANK B. GLOVER, Treasurer.

Aational Steel Plate Engraving Company,
(Incorporated).

CA VITAL, $1,1500,000.00.

SpeLIit ri 1-Iligli=Cirade Engraved Stationery,

Bigelow Building, 106-1 08 Sixth Avenue, Near Eighth Street, NEW YORK CITY.

Just about one year ago we offered shares

of stock in our company to the Jewelers of the

United States.

We prophesied success for the company

and good dividends for all those who came in

with us.

Since that time we have made good our

prophesies.

To date our stockholders have received

14% in dividends and another is about to be

declared.

For the purpose of expanding our territory

and business we now offer another allotment

at the same figure as the first, viz., par, $1o.00

per share, full paid and non-assessable.

Subscriptions will be received from one

share to two hundred shares.

Opportunity seldom knocks at a man's

door more than once.

It has knocked at your door twice since

this company was organized.

Any questions you would like answered

will be answered promptly and fully.

There is no time for delay—write to-day.

Address us as above.
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RIB. Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Established 1873.

ManutTacttulrfing jeweReqr5 and SiillveT5milttha9
1100 Richmond se., PR-oviidence, R0 11.

MAKERS' OF DIME GOODS AT MODERATE MMES.

Seamless Gold Filled Vest and Dickens Chains, Fobs and Lorgnette Chains, Neck Chains and Bracelets, Ribbon
Chains and Hair Chain Mountings, Bead Necks and Crosses.

Lockets and Charms, Link Buttons and Scarf Pins, Waist Sets and Belt Pins, Brooches and Earrings.

Time
0 my friend
is money!

—BULWER-LYTTON.

And in this money making age there is an enormous and

increasing demand for accurate timekeepers. This means

that time is money for the dealer who carries a stock of

ELGIN Watches
See Jobbers' list for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 208 Kearny St.

Chain Combination No. 116 C. Fully guannit,,I,

Golid nillled Lockeco.

2248. Rose finish.
2290. Antique finish.
2250. Sterling gray.

2390. Polished.
2394. Rowan.

2450. Polished.
2463. Satin.
2470. Roman.
White stones.

2150. Rose.
12 Brilliants.

1376. Rose.
1877. Antique.

I 'Toilet Sets, nesk Sets, Shaving Sets,
eTllAng 5RilveT I manicure Sets, Sewing Sets, antoking OetSo

and all th(t various single pieces for the Toilet and Manicure, and useful Silver Novelties.

4.11•■■•• 
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l•lat lIii 1 l rise. • .a %%ill) claws
badly

llow the same ring looks when stone is

reset without new elaws. Stone is titA

set,:i re and point is below inside of ring.

lloW We splice settings and stilt I II

lieW i•laWs; stialits do not show and 
l'iligs

are as perfect as u'luin originally 
made.

iliiNv ring It ks 1%01 iew claws and

shine seenrele I s I. Entire ring is

Ii nished likt nese

When we tell you that we have received as many as

75 diamond rings in one day for new claws and 
settings, you will

not think us extravagant for using a full page in THE 
KEYSTONE

to give publicity to this feature of our business, but 
will wonder if

you are getting your share of claw work.

99 out of every 100 owners of diamond rings 
willingly pay

$1.50 to $3 for new claws or settings on their rings, 
but would

not buy a new mounting for $5 to $15.

It is worth while to familiarize yourself and your 
employees

with this work as it is one of the important little things that

help make your business profitable.

WENDELL & COMPANY,
The firm that did much to change the repair end of the 

Retail Jewelry Business from a source Of \\Tony

and dissatisfaction to one of pleasure i.nd profit.

93-95-97 'William Street,

New York.
TWo WONDERFUL SUM'S.

57 Washington Street,
Chicago.

Titrally ling as reiiiii%•eil with Worn oll

claws. Show cannot be reset, as it 
Woolf'

tie too loW to tool: Well and 
the point

Woillil1.111111` heloW I It, inner circle 
of' ring.

(See cid No. 2 of !tat

lloW sante ring looks with new claws

and stone securely reset. Entire ring

is finished like new.

111111

Deal Belcher ring aS received with elaWS

badly IVoril. canilid be reset, as

it Woitlil Ito tut. hoW 10 look well and 
the

point would come below the inner 
chilli,

ring.

(See vitt No. 2 of Hat tusituttul. )

lloW same ring looks t ith new 
claws

and stone securely reset. 
Entire ring

is finished like new.

THE l'ItIrES (11'11TED ABOVE 14111 NEW 
CLAN1'S AND 811"I'INIlS ARE 

SUBJECT 'I'D DI' 11 r.VI' 1.0(WE DISCOUNT.

ALL THE BEST

NEW THINGS,

ALWAYS,

IN WATCHES AND CHAINS,

AND ALWAYS 

AT PRICES THAT

SELL THEM. 

The Non-Retailing Co.,
Jobbers in Watches and Chains,

Lancaster, Pa.

851

„

\

2 TulpstraaL
AMSTERDAM.

LOOSE and MOUNTED

ESTABLISHED 1866.

\

DIAMONDS.
Gold and Filled Watch Cases.
Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam,

and we can therefore offer you substantial inducements.

12 MAIDEN LANE (one flight up),

P. 0. Box 1625. NEW YORK.

\\\

Elgin and Waltham Movements.

Gold and Plated Jewelry.
Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers.

Our goods are insured while in transit.

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH OUR TRAVELERS.

REMOVAL NOTICE : We are now located at our new offices, 12 
Maiden Lane, " one flight upt

directly over the store occupied by us for many years.

The change gives us more commodious offices, better light and such facilities as are 
required to insure prompt and

satisfactory service to our customers.
Jewelers visiting New York are cordially invited to call.



" New Money for Old Gold and Silver."

A MODERN STORY
9' ALADDIN

Good, hig-h-graile materials save time in adjusting, fitting or adapting—

save money. They give satisfaction. A trial order will convince you that

we handle the best materials that can be bought.

,

ONE 

MAH45.PR IN.

Sty I e.

4/01FACTURED EXPRESSLY

CINCINNATI, 0.

E. & J. S. American-Made Balance Staffs.
A bsolutely true and correctly gaged as to meas-

Ii rements. For all sizes and grades of American
watches.
Price—E. & J., S. Brand, all sizes, per doz., $1.00

Eagle .1 14 1,1 if .16 
.75

All Prices
Less
6

For Cash.

Garnet Mainsprings.
Our latest—one of the best mainsprings used. Coiled, very fine

finish, ends and arbor holes being ready for immediate use. All
staple sines and styles for American watehes.

Price—Per dozen, $1.00.
Per gross, 10.50.

MAINSPRINGS.
Sold only by E. a J. SW ItiA RT.

COCINI.4111, 0

NA* 

A spring that fills the de-
mand for a reliable moder-
ate-priced mainspring, for
t he cheaper grades of Amer-
ican ,atches. They give
excel len I sal isfam ion best
value obtainable, for Ille
price. All styles her the
staple sizes of A111101.1111
Wilt dies.

Price—Per doz., $ .75.
Per gross, 8.75.

E. & J. S. American-
Made Balance Jewels.
Slade with greatest care

and accuracy to .tisturt I rile
netting:5 and proper gage fm
the grade for which iii Ii i

intended. Get sample order,
assorted dozen, and insp,t
the perfect finish and cxeel-
lent grade of Jewels.
Price—E. & J. S. Grade,

all sizes, per doz., $1.50
Eagle Brand,

all sizes, per doz., .75

E. & J. S. Mainspring's.
They have stood the test of

time. We have sold these
springs for many years ; their
popularity has increased con-
stantly. They possess the life
and snap necessary in a good
filOarliinAsyPrginogod—. t e r 

Enihi 
pirsi n ug n 

Is
-

wrapped in anti-rust paper, put
up In half-dozen lots. All at vles
and sizes for American watches.

Price—Per doz., $1.25.
Per gross, 14.25.

We have a complete stock of Genuine Factory Materials for all American-
made watches ; also a general assortment' Of Odd and Discontinued Parts not
generally found in material stocks.

Illustrated‘Tool til Materill Catalogue sent free upon request.

HOW IT IS
DONE.

We pay the very highest prices for

old gold and silver immediately upon

receipt of your shipment. Returns for

sweepings within five days of receipt. All

shipments are kept intact, and if our

ofrer is not thoroughly satisfactory, the

consignment will be returned at

once, and we bear all the expense.

Could anything be fairer?

Ooldunith Bros
Office 63-67 Washington St
Works 58"81 Throop St

CHICAGO.



Lebolt & Co., \Vest 23d Street, New York City.

ONE OF OUR STORES.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELRY STORES.

If you are thinking of either Fixtures or Show Cases, we make the best that

money and brains can produce. We have our own architect and will furnish designs

and estimates, or estimates from your own architect's designs and specifications.

JOHN HOFMAN CO.,

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

RgFERENCES:

T. & E. Dickinson, Buffalo, N. Y.
Tilden & Thurber Co., Providence, R. I.
Saks & Co. (jewelry department), New York City.
W. H. Mortimer, Pottsville, Pa.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
E. Keller & Sons, Allentown, Pa.
C. Willis Bixler, Easton, Pa.

Rochester, N. Y., U.S.A.

Henry Oemisch, Rochester, N. Y.
E. J. Scheer, Rochester, N. Y.
Ettenheimer & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Fred F. Mead & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
F. A. Robbins, Springfield, Mass,
L. Lewis & Co., New London, Conn.
Henry Kohn & Sons, Hartford, Conn.

Cce—

HAVE YOU TRIED

The "Longeval" Mainspring

This handsome Oak

Cabinet furnished gratis

with every order for
I gross of

"Longeval"

mainsprings. The

cabinets are constructed

on the principle of the

sectional bookcase—

you can build them to

any required size.

FOR AMERICAN WATCHES?

dampness reaching the springs.

IF NOT, we want you to send for a sample dozen to your

jobber. The " LONGEVAL," as its name implies, has

long life ; it is made with unsparing pains, it is impossible

to conceive of any methods which produce greater and

better safeguards and protection for mainsprings, than have

been adopted in putting this spring on the market.

BRIEFLY, the chief features are : The springs are manu-

factured by the best maker in Europe, with years of successful

reputation, and an experience handed down from ancestors

of mainspring makers, all of whom excelled in the manu-

facture of springs. The " Longeval " springs are protected against

all climatic changes ; each spring is wrapped in anti-rust paper, then

packed in an individual paper box, which is in turn wrapped in lead

foil, as shown in the above illustration, which excludes all pos
sibility of

Twelve boxes, each containing a spring are placed in a stro
ng sliding

box, bearing a label describing the watch for which the springs 
are intended.

The advantages are : No springs exposed to the air and endan
gered by moisture or climatic changes ;

only one spring has to be handled at a time, and not a full d
ozen, as heretofore ; a guarantee accompanies

every dozen springs ; the " Longeval " spring is made of 
highest grade steel, fine in grain, high in

carbon, and carefully finished down by hand, the only method th
at will ensure a spring to stand up well

after years of daily use in a watch. Nothing has been left undone to make the " Longeval" ma
inspring

the finest possible.

NOTICE.
The importers of theme mainsprings are the first

to have employed the idea of putting each spring

in a separate box, thus protecting them against

runt and climatic changes, and to place a number

of these mall boxes in n box or case.
They have taken expert advice as to their sole

and exclusive right to this manner of "dressing "

mainsprings, and have lawn advised that they

have a proprietary right thereto.
The trade la hereby 11ffii lied that any infringe-

ment of this manner of " dressing" mainsprings

for the nutrlivt will he vigorously prosecuted.

Get the Best—The " Longeval."

Order a sample dozen from your jobber ; if you canno
t obtain them there, write direct to

the importers, HAMMEL, Rla LANDER & C
O., 35 Maiden Lane, New York, who will

inform you of the nearest jobber who will supply 
you.



Lebolt & Co., West 23d Street, New York City.

ONE OF OUR STORES.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELRY STORES.

If you are thinking of either Fixtures or Show Cases, we make the best that

moncy and brains can produce. We have our ()wn architect and will furnish designs

and estimates, or estimates from your own architect's designs and specifications.

JOHN HOFMAN CO.,

SEND FOR OH: CAT:11,Ot;LE. Rochester,

REFERENCES:

T. Buffalo, N.
Tilden & Thurber C(). , PrO‘'lliCnCe, R.. I.
S;11:ti C(). ( jewelry (lepartment), New York City.
\V. I I. Nlortimer, Pottsville, Pa.

A. Schlecliter, Reading, Pa.
1<eller & Sons, Allentown, Pa.

C. \Villis Iiixler, Easton, Pa.

N. Y., U.S.A.

Henry Oemisch, Rochester, N. Y.
E. J. Scheer, Rochester, N. Y.
Ettenheimer & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Fred F. Mead & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
F. A. Robbins, Springfield, Mass.
L. Lewis & Co., New London, Conn,
Henry Kohn & Sons, Hartford, Conn.

The

This handsfune Oak
(';Lbinet furnished gratis
with every order for

.if

" Longeval"

tiI1S1)Fi11L. Tlic

cabinets are Ct )11:4111CIA't

principle of the

sectional bo( )1.;case —

you can build them to

any required size.
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HAVE YOU TRIED

1 ongeval" Mainspring
FOR AMERICAN WATCHES?
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k MADE  IN SWITIERLAND.=1
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dampness

box, bearing a label describing- the Nvatch for which the springs izre intended.

l'he advantages ar(• : No) spri:igs exposed to the air and enclang-o!red by moisture or climatic changes ;

only one spring has to be handled at it time, and not it full dozen, its heretolowe ; a guarantee itccompanies

every dozen springs ; the " Longeval " spring- is made of highest grade steel, line in grain, high in

carbon, and carefully finished down by hand, the only m
ethod that will ensure it spring to stand up well

after years or daily use in a Avittch. Nothing has been left undone to mal:e the 46 Longeval " mainspring

the finest possible,

reaching- the springs.

IF NOT, we x'ant .you to send for a sample dozen to :your

jobber. The " LONGEVAL," s its name implies, has

long ; it is made with unsparing- pains, it is imp()ssible

to conceive of any methods which produce greater and

better sitfc.g,tutrols and protection for mainsprings, than have

been aoloi)tcol in putting this spring- on the marl:et.

BRIEFLY, the chief features are : The springs are maim-

fitctured by the best mitler in Europe, with years of successful

reputation, and an experience handed down fro on ancestors

of mainspring makers, all of NVI1()111 (!xcellcd in the mann-

facture of springs. The " Longeval siwings are protected against

all climatic changes ; each spring is wrapped in anti-rust paper, then

pacl:ed in an individual paper box, w-hich is in turn wrapped in lead

foil, its shown in the above illustration, which excludes all i>ossib
ilitv of

Twelve boxes, each containing- a spring. are placed in a 
strong- slio.ling
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for the market will ho vigorously uroscruteol.

Get the Best—The " Longeval."

Order a sample dozen from your jobber ; if You cannot obtain them there, write dit

the imp ter-;, HAMMEL, RIOLANDER & CO., 35 M
aiden Lane, New York, ‘N hi ) ill

inform you of the nearest jobber who will 
supply you.
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Chainmakers and

LOUIS STERN 0 CO.
Silversmiths. Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS.

FULL NICKEL PLATE.

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . .75 each.

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.
WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION.

IN EVERY DETAIL.

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS.

-' GO . '

, i v

,re sth. 1 eivifr P tiv6.

0 14°. • 1 Vili *Iv . ./ li'li'''V • ".... 4 do
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FOR SALE 1317 ALL %JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

180% 4" 1,0,63
% 
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This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

In building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

Ask your jobber for
this label True Blue

Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass

Note the

and
beware of
imitations.

HtGHEST QUALITY,

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

URAT E SIZING0

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELDI

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK: 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier



Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

We will furnish upon

customers that will be

a chance to add your

request a list of satisfied

most convincing. Give us

name to our satisfied list.

4185 K
Pat. May 27, '90.

Pal. )lay

1 02 and 1 04 Richmond Street,

Gold and Silver Refiners. Providence, R. I.

You see them wherever you go,

They go wherever you see them.

This graceful vehicle is a familiar sight in every city

street. It is more economical than a horse and will

cover more territory, never getting tired and always

ready when wanted.

Alt t tau ft 1-cci by tIi I3cs.t Elm 1-1(n.a.s4 ci.11

B„,,LANTHE GUSTAVE FOX CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
We make a specialty of Emblem Goods—Elks, Eagles and Masonic. If your jobber does not carry our lines, write us and we shall either send

a fine selection through him or direct.
The above illustrations are from The Gustave Fox Co.'s Catalogue of F,rnblem Goods. If you haven't one, be sun. and \vrite. It'll interest you.

* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, line
crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest special
steel ; the tins are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-
BEST net, with (20) drawers, xvorth i6.00, with your first order

TJADE :. ON MARS for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
snit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged special 7 Jewel grades,

is Jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-

tings, mnde by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special. per dozen,
90c. net cash.

I a. * " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. per
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.

jrc " STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 21Vc.
per do.ten ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

Mgr All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

ti. B. Peters & Co., BrliTIV:y, New York

Discontinue the Use of Charcoal Soldering Blocks
atitl Ilse instead neat ;Intl

is built for service. It has a carrying capacity of 500

pounds in a carrying space of about 30 cubic feet. It

will run mo miles on one filling of gasoline.

nearest sales agent, or write direct to Dept. 66.

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

WINTER MADE IT, WHICH SIGNIFIES IT IS RIGHT.

"Winter " is not the cheapest, but "Winter"
goods are right. If you want the best at prices
that are right, write "Winter" for

No. 124 Prepared plagoesium
Soldering Block.

Prepared Magnesium Soldering
Blocks are composed of 85 per cent.
Carbonate of "Alagneslum with asbes-
tos fibre. Especially advantageous
for delicate soldering, as the eonipo-
sition reflects heat hiller than the
ordinary Soldering BMA, and is
loose enough to admit of work being
pinned to it.. No. 124 Soldering
Blocks are properly coated on all
but the fire surface to lire, mit flak-
ing anti to make them cleanly to
111111ttle.

By mail, 15 cents.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.
Want Catalogue B. K. of Blowpipes and Furnaces ?

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior vi..■1 s, new suggestions,
separate lixi ores, case,, cm:titers, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specia It e. Blast ratml IuIl , described
and listml in so plain a manner hat you can
make your own plans 1111(1 l'S1 mate the cost
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents.
1Ve do not claim to be the largest in the world, but we aro proud I ,r itir factory, sir repaint ion

and our line. 11'e do chtirn to make the best, al prim.. I m i are Not hmy much, hi"( t„,w
cheap, bid how good, Ask our customers. If you a a at hr ii, siuhishatil ial, he_
times fixtures, write us

Established 1865. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.
SALES AGENTS.

Finlay-Dicks A Co., New Orelans, La.; Sales Agents for Mississippi,
Louisiana and Alabama.

C. I). Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.

It. II. Birdsall, 42 Front. Street, Portland,Oregon,Salos Agent for Oregon
and Washington.

Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas,



Announcement by The Canadian Horological Institute.
The Fifteenth Year and Opening of the New Term

begins on September first, 1904,

when all students should be present. Write for circulars and make application aS early
as possible.

The Demand on us for students has sometimes been greater than the supply
by twenty-five to one. The following advertisements taken from different daily papers a

short time ago show the kind of standing our graduates enjoy:

They
which they
whatsoever

Send

k\TATCII MA lIR W TDA NE — PR EF ER-
v A ItI,V with references from Canadian

Horologieal Institute. Apply to PATEN-
AUDE BROS., Nelson, B.C.

WATCHMAKER WANTED —AT ONCE
—Canadian Horological Institute man

preferred; state experience, tools. and salary
expected. GEO. K GENDRON, Penetan-
guishene.

Mounted with our " Alhex " lenses, "0" size. All focus numbers.

No. 955. Alloy Mounting.

speak volumes for the success of the school, its graduates, their preferment, the eagerness with
are sought, the value and satisfaction of their services. We know of no school of any kind
for whose graduates there is so public and convincing a demand.
for circulars to-day.

Mounted with Mi-coquille lenses, "00 " size.

QUID AMBEI
:tie& entinriQuI
And Pallet Jewel 

CE MURPHY.
ORILLIA, CANADA,

yet discovered---much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. II is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Broken cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-
ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will
fix a sleek Watch Glass so that dirt cannot work
through the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,
clean ment is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America.
Price, 25C.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH e< CO.,
Wholesale Distributing Agents,

37 Maiden Lane, New York.

WO 0 O AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TONE 'AN°
FI NE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY g

Our patented construction, light and strong. Lenses cannot work loose.

Neatly finished offset guard, comfiwtable and cleanly. Designed
Perfectly adjustable.

Our " Albex " and Mi-coquille lenses.

Notwithstanding the exceptional merit of our new styles, prices
other line of rimless eyeglasses on the market.

L. LEL,ONG & BROTHER_
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express
Manufacturing Opticians

Southvve.st Corner

anD 1'1ar.shEt11 Sts.



Rivett Lathe
  _

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
with bed of Cast Iron, same as
other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it.
SEND FOR CATALOG.

Extract from one of several letters of the same kind that we are continually receiving:

In all my traveling from one country to another I have nowhere found a tool which was so useful, so handy, and on which a

mechanic could do such good work in so short a time as on your lathe.
If I could have got your lathe in a few days at the time I was in Boston, I could have bought several of them during the last

five years, but your prices seem high to people who do not know a good tool, especially when you turn dollars into marks.

I enclose a list of the lathe with attachments I have picked out for the present ; later on I will order the rest. I have only the

power to spend two marks on this now, which I am sending through a Boston hank. Please get the lathe ready and let me know

by return mail when it will be shipped. Very truly yours,
BER R EN BERG F.I.EKTR ICITATSW FR K

Wipperfurth, Germany.

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

Portable 10-in. Electric
Sensitive Bench Drill.
For i to or 220 volt direct current. Five speed
changes-500, 750, 1000, 1350, 2000 R. P. M.
Can he plugged direct into lamp socket. Drill
capacity, Weight, lot> pounds. YOU
NEED IT.

$50. With Chuck Fitted, $5.00 Extra.

Bartz, Wygant & Brown,
Motors and Generators. Hornellsville, New York.

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For A I ternati ng " 5.00

Agents for England,
ORIM5f1AW & BAXTER,
29 Goswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

A. N. CLARK (Sc SON, Plainville, Conn.
METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.Walbridge& Co., 337 Broad-
way, New York City,agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Front.) Pat'il.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Side.) Pat'd.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Solid Gold. Patti.

We sell an assortment of 12 Parker
Clocks at prices stated below :

I Parker No. 43 (a) $ .75
" 61 " 1.00
" 63 " .90
" 95 " 1.25
" 101 " .70
" 102 " .75
" 103 " .60
" 105 " .58
" 106 " .55

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto,
Rooms I. 2 and 3, I7 S. Meridian St.

MONKEY RING.
Solid Silver, Oxidized.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Indianapolis, Ind.
1—We size our Rings and

replace all stones except
diamonds, whether lost
or broken, for two years
after you have sold
them.

2-- We exchange any
of our Rings for any
styles of gent? or

CLOCK MATERIAL  
ladies stone-set Rings
at any time.

and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER.

We keep in stock

Is the privilege, which our cus-

tomers enjoy, of exchanging any

of our Rings for new styles at

any time. WRITE FOR A

MEMORANDUM PACKAGE.

We carry 1000 different styles of

10 K. Solid Gold Stone-Set Rings.

We pay express charges both

ways and give you January 1st,

1905, terms on all goods

$ .75
1.00
.90
1.25
.70
.75
1.20
1.16
1.11

$8.82 total, net.

We also sell 4 in. 30 hour
Time Alarm America for
Soc. net, in case lots.

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.
Ellicott and

South Division Streets,
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Exfierience
has given us the " know how " of

Assaying and Refining, and the upto-
datest Refining plant in America backs up

our knowledge. But you must look for some-thing more than experience and knowledge, inyour Refiner, to get the best returns from your OldGold and Silver. You must take into consideration the

in/en/ion
of the Refiner to give you all you should get. Agreat number of pleased Jewelers have provedtheir faith in us by "tieing" to us after theirfirst trial. They know that we are doing theAssaying and Refining business squarely.

T B. Hags/os Co., Ltd 
Smelters, Assayers and Refiners,

709 Sansom St., Phila.
(Works at Riverside, N. J.)

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Superior Finish. Reasonable Prices.

Substantial Movements. Excellent Timekeepers.
We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factories and largelyincreased our facilities.
We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VARIETY ofDESIGNS in our MARBLEIZED CLOCKS which we believe are the BESTon the MARKET. Write for Catalogue.

The Sessions Clock Co.,
Successors to I. N. WELCH WO. CO.,Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks,
Main Office and Factories,

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane.

A NEW IDEA

GE 6/?0,
•S"

Is often suggested by observation. Look at
this Pivot Polisher in position for pivoting and we
are convinced you will at once begin to think. We
are satisfied we will hear of your decision. Price,
fitted to any lathe, $30.00. Write for further
information and Catalog No. 5 to

Hardinge Bros 1034 & 1036 Lincoln Ave.,., CHICAGO.

SPECIAL JUNE Ns, JULY SALE
To Reduce Our Stock.

Wire and Wheel Chucks.
50 cents each, net cash, for all watch-

makers' sizes that we carry in stock. Regu-
lar price, 70e.

Harding° Balance Chuck. Price, 83.75. Regular price, MOO.

ANDING&

.11 
,...!..._. ,.
PIVOT

POLISHER

ai2E

Fitted to any lathe, 41125.00 net. Regular
price, $30.00. Send shoe of lathe to insure lit.

Carborundum
IViteel and M t.

Roller Remover, Complete.
Sale price, 81.75. Regular price, $2.00.

Sale price, 83.00. Regular price, $3.50.
Scud sample chuck.

We reserve the right at these
prices to reject orders at any time
during this sale.

Roller Remover, Plain.
Sale price, 81.40. Regular price, $1.75.

Four-Jawed Chuck.

Sale price. Regular price.
2-inch Chuck   9 0.00. 810.00.
234-inch " 10.00. 12.00.

TERMS, NET CASH.

HARDINGE BROS.
1034-36 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO.

t-111;;T;OL.D'EPTHING
A & 0 

°401
-1.riali°t'

Sale l'rice. Regular Price.
11112  00 net. $2.50.
2.50 " 3.25.

2 Arms3 6

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

BIYGO, BY

HARDINGE BROS

New at yle face phi c. sa le price,
80.75. Regular price, $8.00.

Cylinder Wire limit,.

Six in set.
Salo price, 84.00. Regular pri , II

Roller Chuck.

Six in set.
' Sale price, 194.00. Regular price, $5.00.

C.?

ri
nrass mid Steel Jeweling Chocks.
Made to fit Ne. 38 or 50 wire clittel:.

Sale price. Regular price.
Brass   81.25 net. $1.50.
Steel 175 " 2.50.
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WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Established 48 Years. PROVIDENCE. R. I.

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY STYLE OF

LOCKETS

None genuine without
trade-mark

stamped inside.

Ask your jobber for our beautiful

new and original styles of white-

stone and fancy colored lockets,

now ready for fall trade.

7.126 7425

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

6992

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY,
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS.

REASONS why we
are the BEST FIRM to do

the Country Jewelers' Work.

Because—All Jobs go back the

same day.

Because—Every Job Is done right.

Because—Every price Is low.

Because—Every Job is guaranteed.

THE GOODS
ARE JUDGED
BY THE CASES.

Mean cases or trays make the best goods
look mean; handsome cases give a semblance
of richness to even the poorest goods. We
are the leading manufacturers of Boxes,
Cases, Trays, Chests, for watches, jewelry
and silverware. Our cases, etc., are known

to be the greatest help in the sale
of goods. We have qualities
and grades to suit all jewelers.
Write or call.

A sample of our handsome Chests, with one drawer.
Made in a variety of hard woods, highly polished;
metal trimmings, lined with satin or chamois.

L. WEIL eS SON,
Manufacturers of

Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry
and Silverware,

32 Maiden Lane, NBW YORK.

Send for Catalogue.

50 cents

uiD
9/10
LABOR
SAVING

TRY a bottle

without it, and if you do not

will refund your money.

By Mail.

and you will not do

find it a labor saver

A. Levytansky, Victoria, Texas.

Pat'd Feb. 4, 1903.

The Higgins Watch=Cleaning Machine.
Saves watches, saves time,
Makes money, makes reputation.

J. J. HIGGINS,
Du Quoin, Ill.

BEFORE.

Established 38 Years.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST. MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
18 John Street, New York City.

AFTER.

To the Jobbing  Trade
Caution

to Watchmakers.
Our " U. S." MAINSPRINGS
are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the United
States to be the best springs in
point of finish and quality, for
the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain
this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore
call your attention to the fact
that an 'imitation spring resem-
bling the " U. S." has been
offered for sale, and in some
instances, we are informed, has
even been placed in " U. S."
boxes. To guard against this
deception we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost
caution in making your pur-
chases, and insist that the trade-
mark " U.S." appear engraved
upon each spring.
ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and

double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to dials.
Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most perfect tool
of its kind in the market.

Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or large
opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra plungers
for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller remover,
which are kept inside of handle when not in use ; the handle
has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve to fit over
plungers. When changing plungers, open the jaws, hold the
lever down, then unscrew plunger and put another in for hand
removing, and keep the others in handle.

PERFECTION HAT=PIN STEM.
PATENT APPLIED FOR

This Patent Solderless Hat-Pin Stem is the most perfect and best in the market, the construction of it being such that it wi
ll neither slip or break.

A trial will convince you of these facts. To be had at all the leading Jobbing Houses.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., INC.
Importers of Watch Material,

solid Nic.kci arid White Metal Chain.s

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating and 

1,/c.:.Silverware f

Air

6o John Street, NEW YORK.

a Specialty.

Repairing
Can this be Repaired ? Yes!

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.A. N. SPERRY, Manager.

FREIGHT SAVING

Partial View of the Main Room.

WILL YOU VISIT T-I WORLD'S FAIR,
If so, pay us a visit, and we will show you how we are teaching our students to become successful
Watchmakers. Our mode of instructing is a system orighnil with us. It comprises science,
accuracy , a saving of t i me and money to the students.

Results are : Efficient mechanics, good positions, greater pay. Our course is made so com-
prehensive by expert artisans as Instructors that any live young man cart thoroughty master it in
from 6 to 12 'multi's' time. Write for our new Catalogue.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, stits Easton Ave., ST. Louis, mo.

Show Cases
For forty years we have made the strongest and most artistic show

cases on this continent. We have shipped them everywhere, buyers not hesi-

tating to pay high cost of freight from our factory to distant points of destina-

tion, the greater value of " Silent Salesman" over other makes being consid-

ered full return for the money invested. In order, however, to meet the wishes

of many others who would buy of us were the freight obstacle removed, we are

now making a handsome Knock Down show case which is in all respects the

same as our regular line and which makes an actual saving in freight of from

62 to 75 per cent.; no trouble to set them up, and, when set up, their rigidity

is perfect.
I' Silent Salesman " Show Cases are made in all shapes and sizes, with

or without illumination, and possess many points of excellence distinctly their

own. They are acknowledged to be in beauty and effectiveness the highest

type of the show case maker's art.
Write us for designs and prices.
5, 6, 8 and io-ft. K. D. Cases, Antique Oak finish, carried in stock.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.,
Detroit, Mich. (Address Detroit Office.) Windsor, Ont.



Lighted up brilliantly with electric lig-hts. \Vidth, 38 inches diameter ; is made of the best iron, gilded with XXX gold
kVarranted to stand in any climate. Watch has swell dials, 30 inches diameter.

Complete with Wires to " LIGHT UP." Sign Post is not included.
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Wm. K. Potter,
The Genuine. ' 

Providence, R. I.
Manufacturer.

Trade•NI ark.

New style Combs and !lair Ornaments are continually being made under the dietat ion of fashion.

Shell tombs repaired and repolished and made practically new.
Special Work made to order.

MAX R. GREEN &CO.
301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES

PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS ETC.
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OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.

WRITE US. 1,01111' of 1111 r pupils are just finishing (heir Course and we will have room for

others. Now in the best time to enter.
(brresponrienee solicited. M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

Are you looking for a firm that will do your Repairs
and your

  Special Order Work

We are not looking- for the
one order We want you for
a regular customer.

W. H. Craft,
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892.

Established 58 Years.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

all, and DIAMOND SETTERS
Exclusively for the Trade.

126 State Street, CHICAGO.

Stop and Think.

ALL QUA LITI ES OF Gott-) AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire,
Rolled to Any liage.

T.I, QUALITIES OF OOLD AND SILVER SOLDER.

BUYERS Or

OLD (101,I) AND SILVER. 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Very often a man is tempted to use profanity just

PATENTED JAN. 28, 1804. because his cuff button is troublesome to attach.

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this —

easy to adjust, NVill OI soil 01' l■poil your eta, are strong mid durable and Molt neat.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Alaule in 10 and 1.1 K. gold and in silver. We also

manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in live couutrics.

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Correct in principle.

1-ugh-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior ill construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
achnirahly adapted for the heavier work of %vatch-
makers ancl jewelers. Send jiff our Cidalogue.

We also make a line of Screw•Ctittlng Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

••••-.//"/",

3063 3098 8008

The :Move rings weigh 3 dais. mud, are set with genuine •Ittublefs

(any color livsired I, plain or chased and finished in polished or Itootati

gold. 10 Karat, at $2.25 each.
We manufacture and sm.], untErr I ow Itl.:TA If,

will be to your interest ,to semi us a I rial order. Select ion package s,iil

to rated dealers.

S. FRACKMAN, Manufacturing Jeweler,
St Maiden Lane, New York.

1[1111601116o

125. Price, $45.00, Less 6 per cent. Cash. Ne

The most attractive sign on the market—puts you in the front rank. of Repairing New England Watches for the trade. Our workmen are experts from the factory zuld we do this

work promptly and at reasonable prices. Send us your orders .for New England material.

Southwestern Selling Agents

for the NII:ISVV ngIand Wutch Co.
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We have selected the word BURNO as the Trade-Mark for our new Crucible and Soldering Blocks, which lead all others in quality anddurability. Our crucibles may be used from seventy-five to a hundred times in melting gold, and the gold may be melted quicker and with less gasthan in any furnace. The borax is absorbed in the crucible. We make crucibles of the following sizes No. 1, holding too dwt. or under, andtongs, 75c.; No. 2, 50 dwt. or under, and tongs, 5oc.; No. 3, 25 dwt. or under, and tongs, 35c. One of our soldering blocks will outlast dozens ofcharcoal pads. We make soldering blocks of the following sizes, each block encased, bottom and sides, by a metal holder : No. r, 7 x 7, sc.; No. 2,4g x 3, 2s.; No. 3, 354. x 15c. Our blocks remain level and do not crack.

FINGER RINGS. 
At the request of many would-be purchasers we have decided to sell our outfits for making seamless, plain or wedding rings of the best qualityfor $25.00. Our outfit will enable you to make any finger size of any of so styles. Some of our customers have said that the cost of extra charcoalcrucibles for melting was objectionable, and to overcome this we have invented a new crucible (see our ad. BURNO), and we furnish one of thesecrucibles with our outfit. We have reduced price of uncut mold blocks to $6.00 a gross. We furnish at 2C. a dwt. an alloy without zinc that willcombine with any gold and produce a ring free from pin holes. We make stone ring molds-tiffanies, belchers, etc.-in great variety ; price $r.00 perdozen. Catalogues on application will tell you how to handle our outfit and molds. We make the best blowpipe, $2.00 ; ring-stamping machine, $ro.00 ;tool for instantly cutting bearings in cramps, $6.00. Our rings cannot be distinguished from machine-made rings, and are better because seamless.

Ringset Company, 13ostori, Mass.

Soft Soldering with Acids, Pastes
and Fluids a Thing of the Past 1! !

Practically as good as hard soldering and without effort or expense.

For All Trades and Purposes.
Is Rapid, Clean, Economical, Practical, Convenient, Always Ready,Easy to Use. Requires no acids of any description.

IMPERIAL
SOLDERENE,
No. I, in thick
sticks. Price,

Sample by
20c. per stick. j

mail, 24e.

• 
s

z 

a 
9 9 ".•

; Tr,n, Pg_f

One bundle or stick is sufficient for 200 to 400 Joints, connections or repairs.
IMPERIAL
SOLDERENE, NICAWEN1/4\laO- SC1N.-No. 2, In thin
strips. Price,
20c. per bundle.
Sample by

mail, 24e. VOR. S •

For sale by All Reliable Wholesale and Jobbing Trade.

St.caing Motor with Buffing, Grinding and Turning
Attachments. THE W. GREEN & CO.

" IMPROVED " COMBI-
NATION ELECTRIC
LATHE MOTORS.

(Four Lathes in One, at Price of One.)
Made from 1-5 to 1 Ilorse-Power.
"Nothing better can bP made ;

absolutely (lust-proof, air and wa-
ter tight, and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these
motors will last, in constant
use, for 20 years. (Speed, 1200
to 3000 revolutions per minute,
ate desired.)

FOR ALL TRADES AND PURPOSES. Send for list of reliable unsolicited testimonials.

W. GREEN & PA a n 1161 a chit uariedres

'aLane, NEW YORK U S A, . . .
We solicit correspondence for priccdist, testimonials and particulars.
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Designed and engraved by Mr. V. E. Lurchin, after ten weeks' instruction at

The Rees Engraving School.
Hundreds of others have done as well, so can you, by our method.Learn a good trade. Learn it right by attending the largest and best-equipped school in the country. Write to-day for particulars.
Personal Instructions by F. H. Rees, author of " The Art of Engraving,""Modern I.etter Engraving," etc.
Fourteen Years this school has been known to the trade as strictly high-class. We have special advantages. Write us.

Rees Engraving School,
Steele Memorial Building. Elmira, N. V.

4
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EVERY MAINSPOIVVIIMM2

Price, $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 (truss.

Price, I .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Uross.

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
Is given FREE with your first order for i gross

Regent American Mainsprings.

Lathe Cone for Rings.
OF SOLID MOT.

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit
and will outwear thousands of paper shells. Has a metal
taper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades-one to cut down solder, the other to
finish next to rouge.

Refuse metal can be removed in a few seconds with
ammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents.

A FULL STOCK OF WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Height 3.

ANN,.

Height 4.

dato

Height 5.

I.

Height 6.

Height 7,

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

1=-71(201N1 AN N' CATALOGUE:.

Fan-Simile of Our Label.

Geoevas, . . . $2.00 per gross.
Thick Mi-Concaves, . 2.75 " "
Parallels, . . . 4.50 " "
Fiat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

AMMIN111.11.1111111k
PARALLEL.

LENTI LLE.

400011111.1.

PATENT GENEVA.

Aigia■M■ik
EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

ffava■IMIIIIM/massa

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Patent Cieneves, . . $4.50 per gross.
Extra Thick Mi-Concaves, 5.50 " "
Lentilles, . . 7.50 " "
High Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION.

CASH DISCOUNT, 6 PER CENT.

Cross C.1 Beguelin,
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.
Silver-Plated Ware. Etc..

ST f

Price, $ .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

17 Maiden Lane, New York.

liparfute
_ffass. , MIZA•0•7 4osater

.550 1■1•0.4, 76/4x.

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR

EIGHTY YEARS.

WATOILOCK

EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it, It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

117

Henry Ginnel & Co., Grimshaw Si Baxter
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America,

31 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London.

Iiagotj3ro64
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK.

IMPORTERS
AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches
100 State St.

Jewel ry ALBANY, N.Y.
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The Trade Are
Cordially Invited

to our Warerooms, 9, i 1, 13 and 15 Maiden Lane, New York,
to inspect the largest and most complete line in

Choice Sterling Silver,

Fine Silver Plate and Rich Cut Glass 

ever displayed. We are also showing our usual new assort-
ment of our Cut Glass with Sterling Silver Mountings.

We shall be pleased to have you make our offices your
headquarters while in New York, whether you purchase
largely or not—that is your privilege and our wish—and we
offer you the freedom of our establishment.

Our facilities for producing in the best possible manner
anything that can be made in Sterling Silver, Silver Plate or
Cut Glass, which have been largely increased the past few
months are unsurpassed, and our combined force of several
thousand experienced silver and cut glass workers are at your
service.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
9, 11, 13 and

Warerooms,
15 Maiden Lane, New York.

FACTORIES:

THF, BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
1847 ROGERS BROS.
ROGERS & BRO.
ROGERS, SMITH & CO.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
THE WM. ROGERS MFO. CO.
THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

CIENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.
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Copyright, 1904, by R. THORPE, Publisher. All rights reserved
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

Subscription—one Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Mexico and Canada
(except Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues,
15 cents; special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries
10 Shillings (82.44) per year; single copies,1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should be unffie by a Post-Office Money Order, Bank Clwek
or Draft, or an Lxpress Money Order. Vhen neither of
these can he procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances al Id be made payable
to THE KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, alum Id give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates furnished on application.
No advert isements but those of a reputable character willI

LTo Lverters—Copy  for advertisements must reach us by
the 25th of each month to insure insert ion in the issue of
the following month. Notices of chtiige it advertime-
mettl a should resell us not later than the 201h of the previous

All cmotonumiluLuications should be addressed to

CHICAGO OFFICE:

THE KEYSTONE,
19TH & BROWN STREETS,

103 STATE Sr. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS:

GREAT BRITAIN—ANGLO-AMERICAN OPT. CO., 94 HATToN GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.
BOTWRIGHT & GREY, 18 SPENCER ST., CLEREENwE,L, LoNooN, E. C.
RAPHAEL, WHEWAY & REDFERN, 51 CLERNENwELL ROAD, LoNooN, E. C.
HIRST BROS. 8. CO., LTD., 8 CURECIN Sr., OLDHAM, LANCAS1HRE.

SCOTLAND—JOHN BAIRD, 88 MITCHELL STREET, GLASuow.

Index to Advertisers on page 1007
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Beware of Fraudulent Subscription
Solicitors

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that we
have repeatedly warned the trade

against persons soliciting subscriptions for
this journal without authority from us, we
still find that jewelers 'are occasionally im-
posed on by these swindlers. To every
reader of THE KEYSTONE we repeat:

Do not pay your subscription to any per-
son purporting to represent any subscription
agency, as no such person or agency has any
authority from us to collect subscriptions.

Do not pay your subscription  to any one
not personally known to you or of whose
identity and trustworthiness you are not posi-
tively assured.

Every person authorized to receive sub-
scriptions for THE KEYSTONE is provided
with credentials signed by the publisher and
business manager, and jewelers who are not
thoroughly satisfied as to the bona fides of
the solicitor should insist on seeing these
credentials.

Art in Jewelry Work

HE tendency of contemporary taste
towards art jewelry, properly so called,

affords an excellent opportunity to our young
men who combine artistic instincts with
mechanical skill. The achievements and
glory of such marvelous artificers as Rene
I,alique, Philippe Wolfers and others are an
inspiration and stimulus to all jewelry workers
who aspire to something beyond the merely
mechanical. In former times the only stipu-
lation made in ordering a set of jewelry was
that it should be valuable by reason of the
gems it contained, the goldsmith's work
proper being a secondary detail. But a
radical change has come over our public
taste in this regard, and the change marks a
new and greater epoch in the goldsmith's
craft. A world-famed artist well expresses
the new condition as follows : ' One must
acknowledge the gold and silversmith's craft
as an important artistic factor, entirely dis-
tinct and apart from the subsidiary task of
stone-setting. The recognition of the art of

the metal worker, as worthy and capable in

itself of providing beautiful ornaments with-
out the adventitious attraction of costly gems,
is a decided point gained. Mere glitter and
the vulgar display of affluence are gradually
yielding before the higher consideration of
beauty of form and color."

TT would be well if our cultured young men
of mechanical bent would take a lesson in

this matter from France and Belgium, where
the " new art " school is achieving so much.
In this country, with its freedom from con-
ventionality, its liberality and its opulence,
there should be an excellent field for such
talent as could fashion beautiful gemless
jewelry or, at least, jewelry in which the
gems would not be the sole attraction. One
great want, no doubt, is the lack of technical
institutions to detect such genius in our youth
and intelligently develop it. It is pleasant
to note that the Rhode Island School of
Design, Providence, R. I., is doing a good
work in this direction, and it is equally
pleasant to make record of the help now
being afforded the institution by the New
England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association. The School of Design
gives a special training in drawing, modeling,
die cutting and jewelry designing, etc. The
manufacturers' association has aided the
institution in the past by offering prizes for
jewelry designing and in other ways. Later,
as is announced on another page by our
Providence correspondent, the association
took steps to establish a number of scholar-
ships, and the endowment thus afforded will
be a very material benefit to the school and
later to the jewelry-making industry. The
liberality of the manufacturers is well
directed in this case, and we trust that the
new scholarships will unearth some budding
Laliques and Wolfers to help along the
artistic side of jewelry making in this country.
The field is an inviting one, both for the
glory and remuneration that it promises.
The exquisite jewelry creations of the world-
famed European masters of the " new art"
have elevated these artificers to the high
intellectual and social plane of the painter
and sculptor, and afford an ideal worthy of
the ambition of the most aspiring young
American.
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Financial Statements to Wholesale

Houses

A LEGAL decision of interest to all retail
merchants was recently banded down

by one of the federal courts. It appears that
a certain retail firm made a financial state-
ment to a wholesale house as a basis for
credit, which was signed, and stated that it
was " a true and accurate statement of our
assets and liabilities," and should stand as
to all subsequent purchases unless notice was
given of a change, and they bound themselves
to give such notice in case of any material
change. In the itemized statement of liabili-
ties was a question asking for the amount
"due relatives," which was unanswered,
although they at the time owed $3500 to a
relative. It was held by the Bankrupt Court
that it was a general representation and the
omission to answer was a concealment which
was equivalent to a fraudulent representation,
and entitled the creditor to reclaim the goods
shipped on credit in reliance on such state-
ment, although several months had passed
without inquiry, but without further notice
of any change.

This decision should impress on all
jewelers not only the wisdom, but necessity,
of furnishing absolutely truthful statements,
when such statements are offered as a basis
of credit.

Some Lessons of the War

ON two wrapped copies of THE KEYSTONE
now before us is the stamped injunction,

" Return to the Sender — communication
interrupted." These two copies were in-
tended for jewelers in Port Arthur, and in
*view of the momentous happenings in and
around that harbor for some weeks past, it
was no surprise to us that they did not reach
their destination. We only hope that our
subscribers in the beleaguered city will come
safely through the tragic conflict now raging
in their vicinity.

There is one thing to be said for the
war between Japan and Russia—it is the
genuine 24-karat variety. No military holi-
day is this conflict with its thrilling deeds of
endurance and daring. The fearless Japs
who in hundreds braved the hell-fire of the
Russian forts and ships to block the mouth
of the harbor, the equally brave Russians
who engineered the ammunition train to Port
Arthur, defying death at every moment, the
journeying across the blizzard-swept ice sea
of Baikal, the armies of both belligerents,
now frozen to numbness, now stalled in the
mire of the roadless country, privation, suf-
fering, death—all the factors that make war
the unthinkable thing it is, are present in all
their glory and repulsiveness in this great

KEYSTONH

conflict. General Sherman's laconic defini-
tion of war fits admirably the bitter clash of
Christian and pagan in the far East.

HE Russo-Japanese conflict has proved
for the millionth time that experience is

the best and only reliable teacher. The
wreck of reputations and explosion of the-
ories that characterized the Boer war are not
unlikely to find a counterpart in the struggle
in the Orient. The ponderous battleship,
that fighting fortress of the irresistible force
and immovable body type, has suffered a sad
shock to its prestige since the conflict began.
If one of these awesome warships is liable to
be summarily destroyed at any time by a
hidden wire or insignificant improvised tor-
pedo boat—not to mention the new subma-
rine—it is a question whether the expensive
concentration of strength is any longer justi-
fied. In the accidental destruction of the
battleship Halsuse by an invisible agent
Japan is said to have lost at one blow one-
sixth of her offensive sea power ! Our own
Captain Mahan, the greatest living authority
on such matters, while advising against a
hasty condemnation of the battleship, admits
that the place for such a ship is in the open
sea and that her sphere is not harbor recon-
noitering. But this limitation of her availa-
bility is also a blow to her prestige, for the
time-honored " stand-and-fight" policy is
not so highly regarded in face of modern
science, invention and skill.

Since last writing the brave Japs have
met with a chastening portion of ill-luck, but
adversity has its uses, and the lesson may
not be without its compensation in playing
the great war game with so accomplished and
resourceful a foe.

Marvelous Clock Novelties
N page 955 of this issue, a well-known
traveling salesman facetiously calls atten-

tion to yet another perpetual-motion clock,
this latest being credited to a Keokuk, Iowa,
genius. Last month also the news reached
us from London, England, that one Harrison
Martindale had succeeded in making a
radium clock which " will keep time indefi-
nitely." How near perpetual motion the
new clock will come is thus expressed by
the enthusiastic Harrison : " Empires may
come and empires may go, but my little
clock will keep time in two-minute beats as
long as the radium lasts, or, roughly speak-
ing, for 30,000 years. This is always sup-
posing it is carefully kept out of the way of
cyclones, people with dusters and other
inconsiderate phenomena."

So much has been claimed for radium
that we had a fear that it would solve, in
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imagination at least, a few horological prob-
lems. When it " made the blind see " our
optical readers got interested, and now that
it has summarily retired the escapement, the
pendulum and even the time-honored tick-
tock the jeweler, too, will, no doubt, become
a victim of radiumitis. The secret of the
radium clock is thus imparted to us :

Scientifically stated, the function of the radiumclock is to exhibit the dissipation of negatively-charged Alpha and Beta rays by radium. A smalltube containing a minute portion of radium is sup-ported in an exhausted glass vessel by a quartzrod. To the lower end of the tube (which iscolored violet by the action of the radium), anelectroscope, formed by two long " leaves " orstrips of silver, is attached.
A charge of electricity, in which there are notBeta rays, passes down by means of the activity ofthe radium into the leaves. Like repels like, sothe leaves expand till they touch the sides of thevessel, connected to earth by wires, which instantlyconduct the electric charge, and the leaves falltogether. This operation is repeated every twominutes till the radium is exhausted.

One drawback to this discovery is that
the radium is so nearly exhausted now that a
pinch of it would cost as much as a presi-
dential campaign, but there has been no
exhaustion of the imagination of the radium
enthusiasts. Such is the alleged potency of
the magical powder that, in its penetrative
luminosity it may yet reveal the identity of
the mysterious personage who struck one
William Patterson.

New York Gold-Stamping Law Vetoed

LAST month the New York trade were
congratulating themselves on the passage

through both houses at Albany of the gold-
stamping bill which was printed in full in our
last issue. The measure was so manifestly
fair in its provisions and surrounded by such
safeguards to the honest retailer that the
governor's approval was confidently ex-
pected. In fact the bill had been so amended
and emasculated in deference to the opposi-
tion that not a few considered that, as a law,
it would prove powerless for the purpose
intended. Nevertheless Governor Odell
maintained that it was too stringent and
offered insufficient protection to honest mer-
chants who might innocently violate its
provisions. The plea that 90 per cent. of
the jewelry trade of New York favored the
measure seemed to have little weight with
the State executive who justified his veto
thus : " I would not want to subject inno-
cent merchants by any such proceedings.
Why, under the provision of this measure, a
merchant who shows spurious gold in good
faith, could be brought into court and seri-
ously embarrassed." The amended measure
as passed by both houses and printed in our
last issue, would scarcely seem to sustain this
gubernatorial view, but argument availed not.
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The veto gives the quietus to gold-stamping
legislation in the Empire State at least for
a time.

T N connection with the above it is interest-
ing to note that the New York Legisla-

ture passed and that Governor Odell signed
a Measure of a really stringent character
which, should it prove effective, would greatly
purify business methods in that State much
to the benefit of the jeweler. This law is
aimed at deceptive advertising and greatly
resembles in its terms a law with a similar
purpose in force in Germany. It provides
that:

Any person, firm, corporation or association,
or any employee thereof, who, in ,ft newspaper,
circular or other publication published in this State,
knowingly makes or disseminates any statement or
assertion of fact concerning the quantity, the
quality, the value, the method of production or
manufacture, or the reason for the price of his or
their merchandise, or the manner or source of
purchase of such merchandise, or the possession of
rewards, prizes or distinctions conferred on account
of such merchandise or the motive or purpose of a
sale, intended to give the appearance of an offer
advantageous to the purchaser which is untrue or
calculated to mislead, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor.

As the jewelers, whose advertisements
as a rule are truthful and dignified, have
suffered much from the advertising exaggera-
tions of unscrupulous dealers, the enactment
of this law is a step in the right direction.
The public are certainly entitled to some
protection against systematized falsehood,
though the people who purchase dollar
" diamonds" and ten-cent " gold" rings
merit little sympathy. Any check on reck-
less statement, however, is to be welcomed.
Riotous exaggeration in some advertising
casts a certain-amount of discredit on all.

Chicago and New York Jewelers'
Associations Join Hands

A. CONSOLIDATION of interests, to
which no objection can be taken, but

which on the contrary will necessarily inure to
the benefit of the trade at large, is the recent
combination of the mercantile agency business
of the Chicago Jewelers' Association with the
Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade of
New York. On May 2c1 Mr. Safford, secre-
tary of the New York organization, met a
committee appointed by the Chicago Jewelers'
Association, who stated that if proper
arrangements could be made they considered
it would be for the best interest of all parties
to combine the business end of the Chicago
association with the New York body. With
this Mr. Safford fully agreed, and after sev-
eral conferences a plan was devised by which
the Chicago Jewelers' Association agreed to
turn over their reports, fixtures, etc., and
consolidate the association reports with those
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of the Jewelers' Association and Board of
Trade.

This plan was ratified by the board of
directors of the Jewelers' Association and
Board of Trade at its regular meeting on
May 12th, and by the Chicago Jewelers'
Association on May 17th, and will go into
effect as soon as the details can be carried
out. The consolidation is a natural and
admirable one, and the unification of forces,
effort and system which it implies must needs
be beneficial to the interests alike of whole-
saler and retailer.

Patent Office Methods Criticised

ALL Americans are proud of the Patent
Office at Washington, and for very

excellent reasons. Our patent system is
admitted to be the best in the world, as is
evidenced in its partial or complete adoption
by many other countries, and to the adapta-
bility of the system to our needs is attributed
much of the marvelous progress of our
country. It is with surprise, therefore, that
the public have learned of the recent criti-
cisms of the office and of charges of irregu-
larity in its administration. Chief among the
critics at this time is. Thomas A. Edison, and
his criticisms have naturally attracted more
attention than would be vouchsafed to less
eminent inventors. Mr. Edison's specific
charge is that while his application for a
patent on a device to be used in connection
with a motor-carriage storage battery was
pending, the examiner in the case permitted
a rival inventor to withdraw his own applica-
tion and to insert in the specifications claims
covered by the Edison patent. We have
heard of such charges as this being made in
the past, but nonchalantly considered them
unfounded. Was there really some reason
for them? The forthcoming investigation of
the Edison charges will, no doubt, settle this
question.

MR. EDISON says that the Patent Office
is not well managed, that examina-

tions are conducted by incompetents, that
loose methods prevail, and that violation of
the law is tolerated in permitting applicants
to take back their papers and add devices of
other men's inventions. These are serious
charges, if true, and it must be said that
such laxity and incompetency are not incon-
ceivable when appointments are so largely
political. When the late Lord Russell, the
eminent British jurist, was in the United
States he said he could not understand why
we could have such fine judges under the
system of political selection, and it is to be
hoped that the Patent Office is another case
in point. So, indeed, we would infer from
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an appreciation of the office and its force
which appeared over the name of Nikola
Tesla in the New York Sun. Said Mr. Tesla:

It is to be regretted that statements discredit-
ing the Patent Office should be given publicity, all
the more as there is scarcely another institution
reflecting such honor on the United States. Con-
sidering the vast amount and exquisite character of
their work, the performance of the officials is
really remarkable. In long personal experience I
have found the examination to he far more satis-
factory than I would have ever thought possible.
Many times I have noted with astonishment the
thorough grasp of ideas, the keenness of the criti-
cisms and the exhaustiveness of the search for
anticipations, and invariably I have obtained valu-
able knowledge through the references cited and
suggestions made.

SSUCH are the conflicting opinions of twonoted inventors, and the actuality prob-
ably lies somewhere between. Two things
are certain, however. The business of the
office has developed beyond the facilities for
handling it, and the salaries for efficient
employees are too low. An examiner starts
with $1200 a year as fourth assistant, and
may manage to get up to $1800 as first
assistant. The examiner-in-chief, whose de-
cisions are so far reaching, draws the noble
salary of $25oo a year. This annual remu-
neration might easily be twice as much and
still be well earned. If the Edison investi-
gation directs attention to the needs as well
as the merits or otherwise of the institution a
good purpose will be served.

Admirable, however, as is our patent
system, it has one serious defect. The
system makes easy enough the granting of a
patent, but unfortunately leaves the bene-
ficiary to the law if any aggressor attacks his
right in his own property afterward. A
patent or a copyright should be as absolute
as a marriage certificate, and attempts at
fraud should be opposed, not at his own
expense by the victim, but by the United
States Government, for the seal of that Gov-
ernment ought to be a protection that will be
respected. When the Edison investigation
shall have riveted attention on the patent
laws, the remedying of this serious defect
should be given some consideration.

It is to be hoped that the Patent Office
will be able to clear itself of the serious
charges made by Mr. Edison. As Mr. Tesla
says:

The office is so vital to the interests of this
country that any expressions capable of creating a
doubt in the minds of people as to the faithful per-
formance of duties and competency of its organs
must be deemed unfortunate. Almost all the
technical arts, industries and undertakings are
more or less founded on patent protection, and if
the belief should gain ground that the men called
upon to render important decisions are incapable,
public confidence in the value of these properties
might be destroyed.

It would, indeed, be little less than a
calamity if the great body of American in-
ventors should lose faith in the noble institu-
tion which has done so much for the country.
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Seamless Plain Gold Rings

In the uniformity of their quality the Wheeler line
of Seamless Rings has no competitor. Records show
that for years these rings have assayed as well and
frequently better than stamped.

With the guarantee that they will give a full money
value and the very best of style and finish—have no
other line of wedding rings than the ones bearing these,
our registered trade-marks:

22(441 14 TM K

Hayden krbeeler & Go.
2 Maiden Lane, New York. Telephone, S Corlbral.

Show a 1903 Howard movement to the customer

who is looking for a fine watch. The reputation of its

makers vill need little discussion, and the movement

itself will convince him that its mechanism is that of
the most perfect of modern watches. Instead of putting

the watch in some regular 16-size case, which it fits, supply

one of our hand-made cases, which its value warrants.

If you do not want to carry a stock of these cases,
let us send you a 1-loward booklet, which accurately
shows the beauties of our designs.

LE. Howard e? Co. Watches
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To the Young Smarty, Concerning

the Old Fogy

DON'T be too everlastingly sorry for the

Old Fogy. He knows a thing or two,

although you do know it all ; and he knows

things that are really worth while. Now,

you know a good many things that the Old

Fogy has forgotten ; but he forgot them

because he found they were not worth

remembering. There is no "style" about

him, of course ; his clothes do not lit, there

are no creases in his trousers and he parts

his hair on the side ; but neither are there

creases in his reputation, and he parts his

mind exactly in the middle.

You are not a brand new thing in the

world's experience—there have been smart

young fellows ever since creation, and the

world has been so crowded with them at

times that there was scarcely enough breath

to go around. They criticised the awkward

speech of the superintendent of the pyramid-

building in Egypt ; they poked fun at

Diogenes in Athens, and were convulsed with

mirth over the shabby clothes of the gray-

heads in the Roman Senate. They died,

one by one, and the old earth continued to

revolve without perceptible wobble and

seemed not to mind very much.

Don't lay awake nights worrying lest

things go hopelessly wrong unless you can

soon get on a hill and make yourself heard.

Somehow the old earth managed fairly well

before you ever came upon it with your

doubts or your cocksureness ; and it may be

depended upon to keep up its comfortable

gait, even without you to drive it. The old

folks seem to have managed pretty well.

They have made it a right decent place to

live in. It can be made a better living-place ;

and while you really are not the absolute last

hope of humanity, you can help, in an

humble way, towards this betterment. Maybe

in time you will direct the other helpers ;

but just now, right now, you had probably

best stay with the gang and bear a hand.

The world will call you to command in

good time, if there is in you the stuff that

goes into commanders. Don't fear that you

are going to die unnoticed, if you deserve

notice. Your .rare endowments will come

before the observation of the knowing ones,

never fear. Don't wrap your intellect in

cotton in the meantime, for fear it may get

bruised and soiled. Maybe you could "run"

Wanamaker's store better than J. W. ; maybe

Tiffany's capacity compared to yours is as a

tallow dip to an arc light ; but bide your

time. The world can't lose you if you are

worth keeping in view.

But don't be sorry for the Old Fogy.

He is not sorry for himself, when he thinks

of you. Of course, he may not know a good
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thing when he sees it ; but he really does

know some things that are worth while. So

will you, after while—after you have forgotten

a good deal that you now know too much of;

and then you'll begin to count for something.

" Bide a wee, and dinna fret.".

The Obligations Due to Reputation

W LIEN the ''aesthetic" craze was at

its height in England, some years

ago, Punch presented a clever cartoon by

Du Manlier, representing the duty of "living

up to one's blue china." The aesthete was

reminded that he must conform his life to

his furniture and fixtures, since they were

the expression of the faith of the cult. So

Lord Chesterfield, in an earlier day, in-

structed his son that "a gentleman must look

his station."
The blue china of the aesthetes exercised

a real tyranny over the half-baked disciples

of the cult—those who preached what they

had not the comprehension to practice under-

standingly. There was many a heartburning

and doubt in that long-haired lot !

The same sort of tyranny is exercised by

an accidental reputation. It may be what it

will—a reputation for cleverness, for wit, for

repairing, for advertising, for truthfulness,

for honesty: the obligation follows. It puts

upon the victim the necessity for constantly

maintaining the high-water mark of that one

flood ; it requires that he never fall below

the plane of that achievement.

But the result is wholly good. There

is no doubt that the reputation for doing

successful things, or saying right things, or

acting fittingly in emergencies, has saved

many a man from himself. A sense of pride

calls upon him to sustain the reputation

gained by a fortuitous circumstance ; and

though his soul be scrimpy and his instincts

base and mean, he will be held to high

accomplishment in order that he may justify

the reputation unfairly or capriciously gained.

There is no measuring the good which has

been wrought in the world through the

tyranny of these reputations which have held

men true through pride of the opinion of

their fellow-men.
A man makes a reputation and in turn

is made by that reputation. He creates, and

then is himself created by his creature. He

makes, that he may be made—a Frankenstein

in the ego. There is food for thought as to

whether a good reputation is not one of the

very strongest moral forces in the world, in

the results upon the individual himself; not

necessarily (or indeed likely) a spiritual

force, but one that makes for personal

morality, for good conduct, and for effort in

continuance of the established order of things.
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Overdoing 1. Display," in Jewelers'
Advertising

or HERE are two principal methods in

general advertising—that which con-

vinces by argument and that which compels

attention to through "display." Each
kind is right when it fits its line of goods ;

but each kind will not suit the same line of

goods.
" Jim Dumps " sells "Force" ; why

would not " Jim Dumps" sell watches? Let

us see.
" Force" requires no argument to sell

it. There cannot be much said about

its purity, flavor, digestibility and conve-

nience that could not be said of some other

of the forty different breakfast foods. Be-

sides, it costs little—the cost doesn't count,

even with the frugal-minded—readers would

not bother to read much argument concerning

something that represents so small an outlay

of money. Therefore, the one thing for the

" Force " advertiser to do is to compel the

public to think of " Force" when they think

of breakfast food—to think of " Force"

when they think of eating at all. Conse-

quently, " Jim Dumps," and big display,

and tremendous hurrah generally—anything

to compel notice of the name " Force."

But in selling watches the advertiser

must change his method radically. Here is

no simple commodity which everyone can

understand at sight of it ; no cheap com-

modity which merely requires persistent

mention of its name to convince the buyer

that that is what he wants, when he wants

something of that kind. The whole Dumps

family could never induce a man to think

seriously about buying a full-jeweled watch.

The expenditure is too large to run the risk

of disappointment. The watch must last

many years—it is not bolted and done with,

as is a breakfast food. It is necessary, there-

fore, for the watch advertiser to argue out

his proposition.
And big black type, pictures and flashy

borders are not argument. Forcible " dis-

play" is not forcible argument. The adver-

tisement that bellows and shrieks in half-inch

type may stun the readcr but it will not get

his watch-money. It appears to be trying to

get his cash under false pretenses.

The quiet " pica old-style" type, with

plenty of white space around it—little words

of big meaning—has the air of truth and

sincerity. It will sell watches when mere

"display" would fail.
And remember : To design an adver-

tisement that will attract attention is much ;

but to write an advertisement that will con-

vince is more. And this is far from impos-

sible of accomplishment. Effort and com-

mon sense are the main essentials.



COMMUNITY
SILVER.

We have every reason to repeat the statement made at the bottomof this column, concerning the increasing success of our ware. Everymonth shows a growing strength in public appreciation.

We are determined that these goods shall be at the top, If youhave not yet added them to your line, we feel sure that you will do so.

The designs are not originated in the pattern-shop, but are thecreations of artists, and each piece has its own individuality. Theeffect upon the mind is pleasing—not only once, but always.

The workmanship is exquisite. The " Triple-Plus " plating isheavier than triple plate. Each piece is guaranteed for five-and-twenty years.

Nearly every jobber now has this ware. It is being stronglyadvertised in the magazines and other publications, and public confi-dence has been perfectly established.

We are spending many thousand of dollars in telling people aboutCommunity Silver—its beauty, its guaranteed wearing quality, its sim-ple strength and dignity of design. To the trade we offer a generousmargin of profit, and to the retailer especially we are giving freedomfrom the many little troubles he has had with faulty table-silver.

He is a wise merchant who will write for more news of such anOpportunity.

1904 will be the banner year.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

ONEIDA, N. Y,
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The Trading-Stamp System

"T HAVE read several articles in your
journal regarding trading stamps, but

we in this town know nothing of them.
What are they, anyhow, and how is the
scheme worked ?" The many queries of
this character received call for a general
reply. The trading stamp is so called be-
cause of its resemblance to a postage stamp
in size and superficial appearance, and be-
cause, like the postage stamp, it is supposed
to be worth a certain amount. The store
using trading stamps gives a blank book to
the customer, and on the occasion of every
purchase of sufficient magnitude, stamps are
given and pasted in the book. When the
book is filled, the stamps are redeemable in
goods of all kinds at the trading-stamp store.

Now, as to how the trading-
I-low the Scheme stamp scheme is worked.
is Worked In starting it a contract is

made between the retailer
and the agency supplying the stamps, in
which the agency promises to give a certain
territory to the retailer and not allow a rival
merchant to start the scheme. within that
area. Of course, there is always a danger
of a rival stamp agency starting a competitor
in the territory. Then the stamps are sold
to the retailer at the rate of $5 per thousand,
on consignment, or with a discount of 5 per
cent. for cash. Larger quantities are sold
about as follows, according to our informant:
15,000 with 15 per cent. discount, and 50,000
at 20 per cent. Thus, by purchasing in large
quantities for cash, the cost is reduced con-
siderably. Then the agency sends its solici-
tors throughout the territory assigned the
retailer to make a house-to-house canvass,
telling the people that goods can be pur-
chased at the old price, with the advantage
that the stamps given at that store will insure
the receipt of a useful present at the stamp
agency headquarters.

It depends largely, we understand, upon
circumstances how much percentage or "rake-
off " the stamp man asks. Some instances
as high as 5 per cent. is paid. The average,
perhaps, is per cent. But if the rate is
2 per cent., the business man is paying the
stamp man $2 on every Poo worth of goods
he sells. And for what ? The stamp man
has on exhibition an assortment of premiums
•—goods of inferior quality—which are to be
given away to customers of business men
who have fallen into his trap.

If the scheme appears to
Make-Believe to take well in the town, a
Rival Concerns a rival (?) stamp concern

quickly appears and organ-
izes ill business men not in the original game.
This rival concern often is directed by the
same people who are back of the original,
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and without any one knowing it, the stamp
schemers are often able to enjoy an income
on practically the total business of the town.
Say that a business man is doing $20,000 a
year, and goes into the stamp scheme : If he
signs a 5 per cent. stamp contract, and the
stamp man can get books into the hands of
all his customers, he is paying $t000 per
year to the stamp schemer for the privilege
of doing business with his own old customers.
But say, for instance, that through the use of
stamps he should increase the volume of
business to $25,000. What has it cost him?
Just 20 per cent. You must charge the ex-
pense against the new business, because he
had the original $20,000 doing nicely before
the stamp man struck town.

The big-paying .part of the business to
the stamp people is the " lapses." Hundreds
of people start out with a stamp book and
never more than half fill it. They become
weary of the matter; they lose their book;
they move away—but the merchant has paid
his percentage to the stamp man just the
same. It is said that more than 6o per cent.
of the stamps given out are never presented
for redemption—all of which means a big
profit for the stamp man.

As to the trading-stamp
A Demoralizing system in its relation to the

retail merchant, it can be
safely said that it is a most

demoralizing factor and an unqualified evil.
Of course, when the fad is .new, it has un-
doubtedly an advertising value ; inasmuch
as " something for nothing" always attracts
a certain amount of trade. But it must needs
act as a boomerang, and the stamp man is
really the only one benefited in the end.
Ex-Governor Griggs, of New Jersey, who is
counsel for the Merchants' Association of
New York, denounces the stamp evil as
follows :

Factor

The business is of recent invention and devel-
opment. Its development is not yet finished, but
is still going on. That the business has proved to
be demoralizing to the community, has abundantly
appeared. It is not necessary to show anything of
the practical injury that these trading-stamp corpo-
rations have exercised over retail merchants, com-
pelling them practically to assume the practice of
giving out trading stamps in order to protect them-
selves against injury and loss of trade, by reason
of the fact that inducements of that kind were
being afforded by competitors. The harmful effects
of the stamp business are universally recognized
by merchants as a deadly parasite on trade, whose
abolition is earnestly sought, not only by those
who have not adopted the system, but by those
who have been deluded hito believing it a benefit
and have made use of it.

Individual Stamp
Systems

Aware of the profitable
results to the stamp men,
many retailers are using a
stamp system of their own

—some giving checks which are redeemable
in premium goods of various kinds. This
system is, of course, no less demoralizing
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than the other. Great efforts 3re now being
made to suppress the trading-stamp system,
but repressive legislation does not seem to
be very effective, owing to the difficulty of
drafting a law that will stand the constitu-
tional test. An anti-trading stamp law has
just been passed in New York State, how-
ever, which eminent lawyers claim to be
strictly constitutional. Probability is lent to
this claim by the fact that the measure was
most bitterly contested by the trading-stamp
companies. A number of hearings on the
bill were held before the legislative commit-
tees and before the Governor, at which hear-
ings representatives from the commercial
organizations and merchants in all lines of
trade in all parts of the State appeared in
favor of the bill. The Merchants' Association
of New York conducted a campaign to pro-
mote the passage of the measure, by making
a direct canvass of the merchants throughout
the State. The bill was signed by Governor
Odell on May 9th and went into effect on
June 1st. Its main provisions are :

That trading stamps must bear on their
face the redeemable value, expressed in cents
or fractions thereof.

That all concerns issuing trading stamps
must redeem them at their full face value,
either in cash or in merchandise, at the
option of the holder, whenever presented in
quantities amounting to five cents or over.

As the new law may interest many of
our readers, it is published in full on page
891 of this issue. *

An anti-trading stamp law has also
passed the lower house of the General
Assembly in the State of Ohio, but its pro-
visions are so sweeping that its constitution-
ality is questionable. Thus far the most
effective plan of campaign against trading
stamps has been by organization and agree-
ment among the local trade. In Harrisburg,
Pa., Danville, Ill., and many other towns
and cities the stamp nuisance has been sup-
pressed in this way.

The Danville merchants, to the number
of one hundred and twenty, published the
following signed circular in the local news-
papers over their names :

The undersigned merchants, many of whom
have had experience with trading stamps and pre-
mium schemes, and believing that the principle is
wrong and if continued will be the means of in-
creasing the price or decreasing the quality of
merchandise to cover the cost of such stamps,
hereby announce that on and after April 1st we
will discontinue the use of trading stamps and
premium schemes of all kinds.

The merchants of Danville are following the
example of other cities where the trading stamps
have been extensively used, and have been found
to benefit neither the customer nor the merchant—
the trading-stamp companies reaping the benefits
and accumulating thousands of dollars. Our
patrons are led to believe that they are getting
something for nothing ; but the fact remains,
that articles given away must be paid for by
someone.
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I NCE cut-glass ware has become installed as a permanent and
profitable part of the staple stock of a large proportion of the
retail jewelers, accurate information of the methods of manufacture

is timely and useful. Our previous illustrated articles on this subject. are
admirably supplemented by the following, for which we are indebted to the
Scientific American .•

Glass is a singularly-versatile material, at once refractory
and yielding, yet lending itself to use in thousands of
ways. It is as a means of artistic expression that it is
chiefly interesting, for its utility is beyond all question.

The •iridescent chatoyant colors of antique glass—Nature's destructive
action—do not distract us from the charm of perfect form. Venetian glass,
the beautiful product of the lagoon island of Murano, is so very imprac-
ticably fragile that even its possession is a care. Probably glass would
have remained in a rather humble position if it had not been that a
Bohemian glass worker more than two hundred years ago conceived the
idea of a new invention which was destined to change the glass product of
the world. He thought of making the heavy "flint" or "lead "• glass
larger as regards the dimensions of the walls of the article in order that he
might have more stock to work on, so that he could deeply incise or cut
the glass to form patterns, the sides of the rough cut being in turn polished
to give the effect of a many-faceted jewel. The success of the objet d' art
was not immediate, and it was only when the .crude designs and imperfect
workmanship of the earlier cutters gave way to the labors of highly-skilled
artisans, directed by talented designers, that cut glass, or "art glass,' as
we might term it, took the place to which its great beauty entitles it. It is
to America that we must look for the perfection and the superiority of
design and skillful workmanship of this branch of the industry. There is

Glass as Raw
Material

Grinding the Foot of a Vase

June, 1904 ilmicomeeT,

5e_ang CDWCT.

Good Profits for the Retailer.
" RENWICK " 7, 8, 9 and 10-inch Bowls.

Old favorites retained ; with them the finest things ill 11CW shapes,
new cuttings and new ideas ever offered.

Blowing a Glass Blank

no such thing as absolute interchangeability in the glass-
cutting establishment, and the artistic bent of the various
cutters is encouraged.

Glass is a peculiar product, having as a
base silica, which i fused with alkalies
and metallic oxides to form a hard trans-
parent substance which we all know as

"glass." It can be wrought in various ways, and is
susceptible of a high and, when properly cut, a lasting
finish. There are a number of varieties of glass, composed
of varying ingredients, but we need only concern ourselves
with lead glass, used for decoration by incision, or the
cutting away of portions of the reinforced wall so as to
form an ornate pattern. The raw materials consist of a
sand, so called, of exceptional quality as regards sharpness
and color. It is not a sand in the ordinary sense of the
word, but is a quarried rock which has been crushed.
This accounts for the uniformity of its color, which is so
necessary in producing a steely-blue white glass, which is
to be used for giving the prismatic colors caused by the
cutting process. The red lead, saltpeter and sodium
carbonate are accurately mixed with the sand, and a
small percentage of white arsenic or manganese is added
to bleach or clarify it. The proportion is varied according
to the nature of the finished product. A glass furnace is
a large round or oval fire-brick oven, capable of holding an
aggregation of melting pots. which rest on a floor in
common under a dome called a crown. These pots are
made of unbaked fire-clay. A mouth gives entrance for
the raw material and the workmen's blowpipes, to. which
the molten glass adheres. A furnace may contain as
many as sixteen pots arranged radially on the floor of
the furnace. They are heated before setting, and are

(Continued on page 889)

Composition
of Glass

Advance sheets of our 1904 Catalogues
for the asking.

Electrotypes for local advertising free
to customers.

" GOLDENROD" 313Int Pitcher.

A week's accommodation
in St. Louis FREE to our
customers.

Booklet gives full particulars.

The
X. D. 13elcogen Co.

Main Office and Showrooms,

MurTray Sqreaa,

Hew YoTR..5illversmiths° Eluidding.



Piain & Brooks Makers or
Rich Cut Glass, Chicago, ill.
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GLASSMAKING
WHERE • TIIE • ART • ATTAINS • PERFECTION.

CLEAR AS PURE WATER from a s
parklhig spring is

the Cut Glass made ly us. No other glass approaches it in " co
lor"—

that's an open secret of the trade.

TRADE MARK.

ITS DIAMOND—LIKE BRILLIANCY is a silent a
ppeal that com-

mands sales. Tempered to cyford a maximum of strength,

it has virlucs of Perfect Glass.
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DORELINGER SONS.
iSTABLISHED

1852.

1;(; AIURRAV STREET,
NEW YORK.

883

U ..‘6/ecc/7-iAztb4e6C-4 •VI4c.

No. 366. Bon-13on, "Genoa."

"Look through the world,

'Tis ne'er met with elsewhere."

[ 'eh Qut Glass

It is (luring bad weather and (lull busines-s that the

calamity howler has his happy days ; but he who keeps

everlastingly at it sees neither, but finds his pleasure in

keeping pace with the demand o
f his growing trade, and

he sells Clark's Glass.

T. B. CLARK & CO.,
REPRESENTED

NEW YORK—J. D. D
ithridge, 25 West liroadmr UN .

SAN FRANCISCO—J. A. You
ng, I IS Kearny

BOSTON—FL T. Edwards, 
146 Franklin St.

Honesdale, Pa.
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THE PAIRPOINT
Rich Cut Glass.

CORPORATION.
Superior Silver Plates

Price, $40.00, according to Keystone Key.

Price ;$7.00 according to Keystone Key.

Our recognized leadership in Watches is sufficient earnest of
a like thoroughness in our Cut Glass Department. We are now
showing large assortments of beautiful new patterns, rich in material,
artistic in design and perfect in execution. The patterns embody the
COLONIAL EDGE and other new and fashionable improvements in
finish. You will find our Cut Glass stock the best to select from—
exclusive N'are at big-profit pri(es.

No. 134704. Berry. Design pat'd.
Deco. No. 741.

38 Murray St., New York City.
zzo Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.
Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. Q.
Factories, Etc., New Bedford, Mass.

No. 1036. Vase—" ORCHID."

No. 380. Swing Kettle. Pat. appl'd for.

Photograph Books of our Complete Lines
loaned to the trade for inspection.

Manning, Bowman & Company, CoMnenreicdticn;it.
THE
BEST
KNOWN
METHOD
FOR

MAKING
COFFEE
OR
TEA

GROUND COFFEE

I Vaiti riV1

No. 1993.

" METEOR " CIRCULATING
COFFEE PERCOLATOR.
By this French process of percola-tion, or distilling, coffee of the mostdelicious flavor and of any strength

desired, can be made on the table in a
few minutes. (Also used for tea.)
Made in over fifty assorted

styles and sizes.
Send for circular No. 87K, illustrat-

ing complete line.

Nickel and Silver Plate. 
Chafing Dishes Enameled Food Pan.)

With Patent " Ivor''

New York.
Chicago.

San Francisco.

Prize Trophies, Tankards, Etc.
" Meteor Circulating Coffee Percolators,

Baking Dishes, Table Kettles, Etc.

M. & B. "ALPINE" WATER COOLERS.
Illustrated in Circular 86 K.

Ivory Enameled
Food Pan.

Patented May 23, 1899.

CAN BE USED IN ANY OF OUR CHAFING DISHES.
The greatest improvement ever made in a Chafing Dish. Pure, clean, durable. Itis so constructed that food can only come in contact with the Porcelain-Lined Dish. Thetop rim being plated, the complete Chafing Dish has the same appearance as when madeentirely of metal.

14 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

OLDEST WATCH HOUSE IN AMERICA.

THE A. L. BILACKNIER CO.
(Established 1892.) New Bedford, Mass.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

32 Park Place,

Rooms 15 and x6.

No. 1158.

PRIZE CUP.
SOLID COPPER, English

Pewter Mountings.
Catalogue No. 38 shows

complete line. No. 271. 3 pt. Jug, Portia.

No. 125 Bowl, Iris.

Rich Cut Glass.
Our Claims

New and Original Patterns,

Superior Finish, Moderate Prices,
Promptness in Shipping.

A large and well conceived line particularly

adapted for your trade. TRY IT.



THE "VELVET"
ADJUSTABLE BRACELET.

Pa tented May 19th, 1903.

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST.

A simple arrangement of springs
makes this bracelet adjustable to any
wrist, whatever its size or conforma-
tion. It is thus the extreme of

Comfort, Comeliness and Security
Simple in its parts and strong- in

construction, it is c1ura1)( LIid not

liable to get out of order.
Made in rolled-gold plate and

sterling silver. Plain or with signet
or locket top.

We have a fine assortment of Loving

Cups for prizes, etc.

Drawings for special prize pieces sub-

mitted with estimates upon request.

Jewelers visiting the East during the

summer months are cordially invited to

visit our factory or New York salesroom.

We will be prepared to show you choice

lines of Hollowware, Toiletware and Spoon

Work for your fine and commercial trade

for the fall season.

Mason, Howard & Co,
New York Office:

180 Broadway.

MANUFACTURERS.
Factory:

Attleboro, Mass.

STERLING SILVER ONLY.

Salesroom,

86o Broadway,
New York.

Trad,Miirk.

Factory,

Tot Sabin Street,
Providence, R. I.

_
•"1-;

t.

.."';

Codding & Heilborn Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

NEW YORK CHICA(Io:

C. VAN N Ess,

1 I Maiden Lane.

C. II. BRADY,

88 Monroe Street..

-.\\ I \

I! \

I I:, Kearny St reel.

The Buckle Season
is at hand.

ACTUAL SIZE

-;end to us for samples of our BUCKLE
SETS in new designs and finishes—Hated and
Sterling Silver.

Larg'e line of HAT PINS, SASH PINS,
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, Etc. .111
low-priced, when quality is considered.

BRACELETS AND BEAD NECKS—
,L;tcyliii, and Gold I'Llte.

BACK AND SIDE COMBS-1(.1-1ilig, ;ilt

Trimmings.

CIGARETTE AND CARD CASES,
MATCH BOXES, COIN HOLDERS, Etc.

Sterling Silver and Plated.

Headquarters for SOUVENIR SPOONS, ii
"!'ea and Coltce Sizes.

I lard to distinguish from the genuine diamond platinum-set bar pin.

When the most exclusive
ONE PIECEjewelers take up an imita-

PATENTED
APRIL 12, 1904Has no sharptr011 diamond pin and en-

corners to catch inthusiastically push it — it
the material of a dress.means that the pin has

unusual merit.
Many of the high-class establishments Nvliich will not usually

consider imitation goods at all, order our "BREAKLESS" Bar
 Pins

on sight, and what is more significant, Repeat Their Orders
.

Samples moi41 on

It adds much
to a smart
attire.

No. 12, No. 15, No. IS, No. '21,

812.00 doz. $15.00 doz. $18.00 doz. 521.0n

No. 24, No. 30,

$24.00 doz. 527.ol; $30.00 doe.

i WARNING. 
We hereby notify the trade in gen-
eral that a patent has been granted
on our "BREAKLESS BAR PIN"

No. 757,o32, under date of April 12, tgo4—which gives us the exclu-

sive right to manufacture and market this invention.

We have learned that an imitation of this pin is now on the mar-

ket, and we are taking measures to put a stop to this inf
ringement,

i
as we intend to protect our patent rights, and to this end have 

in-

structed our attorneys (Messrs. Dickerson, Brown, Raegener 
&

Binney) to proceed against all who refuse to respect the validity
 of

our patent. Sellers and users of pins, not our make, are equally as

liable as manufacturers

FISHEL, NESSLER C COMPANY,
SILVERSMITHS AND JEWELERS,

New York.

ON BAckt OF EACH

Salesroom,

556 Broadway. BREAKLEBS BAR Prk
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STAR

BRAND

ROGFRS & BRO. A-1.
(TRADE-MARK)

ALL THESE SALABLE PATTERNS,

including- the IleW floral design, "The Mystic,"
are fully illustrated in

STAR

BRAND

THE NEW * ROGERS & BRO. A=1. CATALOGUE,
which is now ready for distributn HI. The trade are invited to send for a copy.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.,
SUCCESSOR 10 RO G ERS (Sc BROTHER WATERBURY,9 CONN.

NEW YORK WAREROOMS: 9=11=13 Maiden Lane.

The ManulacaTire of
cuyg Gllzoo

(Continued front page 88o)

subsequently filled with about 1600 pounds

of raw material, which soon melts at a tem-

perature of 2500° F., caused by the intense

flame of gas and air, which is deflected from

the dome downward, the products of combus-

tion passing out through a stack.

The glass gatherer receives

his order for a specified size

and shape for his article, and

after obtaining a sample to

guide his memory, takes his iron blowing-

tube, and collecting sufficient of the molten

glass from the pot in the furnace, rolls it to

and fro on a metal plate to produce a uniformity of distribution of

the mass, which is then reheated in a furnace called a "glory-hole."

He then turns it over to a glass blower, who takes the pipe and

blows the article to approximately its final shape. It is then

reheated and given definite form and finish by the most expert

workman of all.three. The tender glass must now be annealed or

tempered to equalize the strains, otherwise the piece would break.

It is then placed in kilns or tempering ovens, where it is first

reheated and then gradually cooled.

The heavy uncut articles are then ready for the cutting

operation, by which they lose considerable weight. Iu some cases

the loss is one-third. The cutting operation really consists of

three stages. The article is first roughed with sand and a steel

grinding wheel. It is then smoothed by a stone cutting wheel, and

is lastly finished by a wooden polishing wheel. A workman holds

the article against the conical edge of a steel wheel secured to a

shaft driven by belts and pulleys. Fine sharp clean sand and

water are allowed to drip on the wheel from a cone-shaped bucket.

The article is pressed

against the rapidly-

rotating wheel, and is

deeply scored or cut.

The heaviest and prin-

cipal lines in the pat-

tern are roughened-in

by these steel wheels

and the sand. In or-

der that all articles may

stand level, the bottoms

are ground on a hori-

zontal grinding wheel,

sand and water still be-

ing used. The rough-

ened article is now ready

for the wet smoothing

stones, which resemble

steel wheels both as to

size and edge, but no

sand is used; these

wheels follow the cuts
that the steel wheels
have made, and also cut
in the finer lines of the
pattern. The practically-

finished piece is now
ready for the polisher,

Progress of
Manufacture

'Design Roughed In Design Polished

The Pattern The Blank

A Cut Glass Plate

whose rouge-charged wheels are of wood,

their size and edge being the same as those

of the steel and stone wheels, and therefore

adapted to follow every line with almost

mathematical accuracy. We have now

the finished piece, which may grace a table

or which may adorn the buffet of the

White House
While cut glass is made

American CutGlass abroad, the examples lack
Superior shape and depth and uni-

formity of cut. For this

reason American cut glass forms an object of

export, and the examples of art in this glass

which will be exhibited at the St. Louis

Expoisition will be a revelation to most

visitors. The Romans and Orientals were

fond of both the cameo and intaglio processes

of engraving, and they had a peculiar combination of both which

we now designate as ' rock-crystal engraving." This is a long

and expensive process, but the superb and highly artistic results

fully warrant the expenditure of labor. The somewhat formal and

mathematical lines give way to floriated designs, or free rein is

given to the plastic fancy by the possibility if not the ease of

modeling. The sculptor in his studio adds clay while he is working

at his bust or group, while the marble-worker cuts off the marble

to attain the same effect, in one case addition and in the other

subtraction—the glass engraver does both. The engravers use

copper disks of various diameters and thicknesses. The steel

spindles carrying the disks are secured to a rapidly-rotating

polishing head, the copper being charged with olive oil and emery

powder. The tools are changed as often as necessary to obtain the

desired effect. Both smooth and matt surfaces may be produced,

or delightful combinations can be made of them. The cut-glass

industry certainly has a bright future in this country.

The inventive genius, freedom from the trammels of convention

and feverish enterprise

of the Americans are re-

sponsible for the won-

derful progress made in

recent years and for the

present status of the in-

dustry. The jewelers

have found in this beau-

tiful ware a most profit-

able line which harmo-

nizes admirably with

their other stock and

gives them a potent lever

for creating additional

business. Cut-glass ware

has become the favorite

gift of the time, and the

jeweler who does not

keep an attractive assort-

ment is certainly losing

an excellent money-

making opportunity.

The ware is now suffi-

ciently popular-priced

to ensure a ready sale,

and for display purposes
it is the equal of jewelry

itself.

:47:::11111:1;:71

tie,*
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Engraving Glass
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OUR PRICES I In our advertisement of last month we said:UNCHANGED "Every few months a cablegram announces an advance
in the price of Diamonds, and we have it on reliableauthority that a still further advance is even now in contemplation." A fewdays later an advance of 5' per cent. was announced—the fifth sinceFebruary, 19031 And more io come.

Many of our patrons, acting on our advice, purchased to advantage by buyingpromptly. As we have still some of the large stock purchased previous to andin anticipation of the several latest advances we can even yet give youadvantageous prices if orders are sent in immediately. The diamonds arethe finest quality and in sizes to suit.

OUR WATCH STOCK is the most complete and tempting ever shown,In Waltham, Elgin and New England Watches, it is all-embracing and affordsthe rarest purchasing opportunity of the present year. Our tips are reliableand mean money-saving.
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N. H. WHITE 6 Co.,
21 Maiden Lane, New York.

The Era of
Removals

New York Letter

May ist, or "Moving Day," as it

has come to be called, met with

its time-honored recognition

among local jewelry firms this

year. Nor was there any diminution from former

years in the chaos and confusion that are insepa-

rable from the general evacuation. Notwithstand-

ing the comparatively centralized character geo-

graphically, of the trade in this city, the desire for

change seems to be as great among jewelers as it is

among dealers in other lines. This, however, is a

sign of growth, for the desire betokens a necessit
y

for more adequate space facilities and the necessity

betokens a spirit of progress. Indeed, in view of

the disorder and dislocation that moving entails
,

the need for larger quarters must be generall
y

pressing since so many firms willingly undergo the

ordeal, some of them quite frequently. But the

changes and the bustle incident to the making o
f

them, are well calculated to break even for a brie
f

period the monotony of the daily routine. More-

over, the work of removal and re-establishmen
t is

usually done in the best ot good humor, and 
at

most it requires only a day or two for firms to 
get

their machinery again working with wonted

smoothness. Of course, all firms do not wait for

the arrival of May 1st to change their locati
ons.

During the weeks preceding that date there 
are

frequent removals, and the present year was by
 no

means an exception in this particular, some of 
the

most notable changes having been already re-

ported in these columns. " Moving Day " is

nevertheless well named, for it marks in a meas
ure

a culmination of flitting activities. Some rebu
ild-

ing operations have been inaugurated on Mai
den

Lane. The premises at No. 49 will give plac
e to

a new twelve-story fireproof structure. The gro
und

floor of the old building was hitherto occupied
 by

the Seth Thomas Clock Co., which concern 
has

become established on the third floor of the 
prem-

ises at 51 Maiden Lane. The building at 47 M
aiden

Lane will also be leveled and a new edifi
ce will

rise upon its site. Albert Berger & Co., hitherto

located there, are now at 45 Maiden La
ne. The

Oriental Bank, Ludwig Nissen & Co., In
gomar

Goldsmith & Co. and Geiger & Bauer a
re the

occupants of the building at the corner o
f John

Street and Broadway, which was leased by 
Ludwig

Nissen a year ago, and subsequently 
remodeled.

The Dennison Mfg. Co. are the sole occ
upants of

the Dennison Building, 15 John Street, w
hich was

completed during the past year. The own
er of the

Jewelers' Court Building, 51 Maiden Lane, 
is now

Edw. Schmidt, who purchased it some w
eeks ago

from Boehm & Coon, the one-time owners of
 the

Jewelers' Exchange Building, 14 Maide
n Lane.

Appended is a partial list of the recent removals,

exclusive of those already mentioned : 
Hirsh &

Hyman, from 40 Maiden Lane to 2 Maid
en Lane.

Horton, Angell Co. (New York office), from

68 Nassau Street to 37 Maiden Lane. Henry

Kahn & Co., from 189 Broadway to 194 
Broadway.

Henry Lederer & Bra., from 37 Maiden
 Lane to

It Maiden Lane. S. & B. Lederer (New York

office), from ii John Street to 9 Maiden Lane.

Lissauer & Co., from ground floor to first floor,

12 Maiden Lane. Henry E. Oppenheimer & Co.,

from 12 Maiden Lane to 3 Maiden Lane. Provi-

dence Stock Co. (New York office), from II John

Street to 9 Maiden Lane. Spencer Optical Mfg.

Co., from 15 Maiden Lane to 12 Maiden Lane.

A worthy achievement of the

New Law Against Merchants' Association was the

passage of the Anti - Trading

Stamp law, which was signed

by Governor Odell on May 9th, and went into

effect June 1st. The new law is said to have the

merit of being constitutional, and if this be so it

will be a boon, indeed, to the business world. As

all KEYSTONE readers are interested in an anti-

trading stamp measure, with the constitutional

qualification, we reprint the law, the provisions of

which are as follows:

Trading Stamps

I. No person shall sell or issue any stamp,

trading stamp, cash discount stamp, check, ticket,

coupon, or other similar device, which will entitle

the holder thereof, on presentation thereof, either

singly or in definite number to receive either

directly from the vendor or indirectly through any

other person, money or goods, wares or merchan-

dise, unless each of said stamps, trading stam
ps,

cash discount stamps, checks, tickets, coupons
 or

other similar devices shall have legibly printed 
or

written upon the face thereof the redeemable value

thereof in lawful money of the United States.

2. Any person who shall sell or issue to any

person engaged in any trade, business or professi
on,

any stamp, trading stamp, cash discount sta
mp,

check, ticket, coupon or other similar device,

which will entitle the holder thereof, on presentat
ion

thereof either singly or in definite number to

receive either directly from the vendor or indirec
tly

through any other person, money or goods, wa
res

or merchandise shall, upon presentation rede
em

the same either in goods, wares or mercha
ndise

or in lawful money of the United States, a
t the

option of the holder thereof, at the value in 
lawful

money printed on the face thereof, provide
d the

same be presented for redemption in nu
mber or

quantity aggregating in money value not less 
than

five cents in each lot.
3. Any person engaged in any trade, business

or profession who shall distribute, deliver 
or pre-

sent to any person dealing with him, in 
consider-

ation of any article or thing purchased, any 
stamp,

trading stamp, cash discount stamp, check, 
ticket,

coupon or other similar device which will 
entitle

the holder thereof on presentation there
of either

singly or in definite number, to receive either

directly from the person issuing or selling sa
me, as

set forth in the second paragraph hereof
, or indi-

rectly through any other person, shall, 
upon the

refusal or failure of the said person is
suing or

selling same to redeem the same as set for
th in the

second paragraph hereof, be liable to the 
holder

thereof for the face value thereof, and 
shall upon

presentation of the same in lots or number 
aggre-

gating in money value not less than five 
cents in

each lot, redeem the same either in g
oods, wares

or merchandise, or in lawful money of th
e United

States, at the option of the holder thereo
f, at the

value in lawful money printed upon the fac
e thereof.

4. Any person, firm or corporation who 
shall

violate any of the provisions of this act,
 shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

5. This act shall not apply to tickets, c
oupons

or other vouchers placed by any merchant or

manufacturer in or upon packages or go
ods sold

or manufactured by him if such tickets,
 coupons or

other vouchers are Issued by such mercha
nt or manu-

facturer in his own name, to be redeemed
 by him.

• (891)

Duty on Coquille
Glass and
Chatelaine Bags

The claim of Hammel,Riglander

& Co., importers of optical

goods, 35 Maiden Lane, that

coquille glasses, measuring

about one and three-quarter

inches in maximutn dimensions are not dutia
ble at

45 per cent. ad valorem, under Par. 109, 
of the

Tariff Act, but on the contrary are free from 
duty,

under Par. 565, of the Tariff Act, was sustai
ned by

the Board of Classification of United States Ge
neral

Appraisers, at New York recently. The opin
ion of

the Board as written by General Appraiser Sh
aretts

was confirmative of decisions rendered in pr
evious

cases of a similar character. It was to the effect

that the articles in question were glass plates
 or

disks, and that they were roughcut or unwroug
ht,

and for the use claimed. As stated above, 
the

protest of the importers was accordingly sustain
ed.

Another protest recently sustained by the Board

was that of E. & J. Bass, manufacturing jewele
rs,

573 Broadway. In this instance the goods consis
ted

of a number of small chatelaine bags which w
ere

assessed at 6o per cent. ad valorem, under Par. 
408,

of the Tariff Act, instead of at 45 per cent.
 ad

valorem, under Par. 195 or Par. 322. In these

articles the bag was made of cotton velvet, and
 the

front of tinsel giving the article a beaded effect,
 but

the bag was not composed in parts of bead
s. It

had a metal framework, was lined throughou
t with

a cheap cotton cloth and had a metal hoo
k and

chain by which it may be attached to a belt or

girdle. The gist of the Board's decision fo
llows :

" It is manifest that the collector's classifica
tion of

the goods as articles composed in part of bea
ds was

erroneous. Being manufactures of cotton and

metal, the articles are specifically provided 
for at

the rate imposed for manufactures in chief 
value of

either of those- materials, and it is unnecessary to

determine which component is of chief , val
ue, as

the rate for manufactures of cotton and 
metal is

the same."
According to the returns made

Importations of by Gen. George W. Mindil,

chief examiner of precious

stones at this port, importations

of these goods for the month of April amo
unted in

value to $1,459,476, which is less by about $498,-

742 than the total amount for the co
rresponding

period of last year. Of the 'aggregate volume for

April of this year $651,652.66 represented the
 value

of uncut, and $808,423.34 the value of cut s
tones.

For the same period a year ago import
ations of

uncut stones amounted to $508,364, and c
ut stones

to $1,449,853, thus showing the rather 
abnormal

decrease of 8o per cent. in the importations of

cut, and an increase of 28 per cent. in imp
ortations

of uncut stones. This condition is said to be due

to the strike of the diamond polishers at 
Antwerp.

The subjoined table shows the classified
 importa-

tions of precious stones for the past five ca
lendar

years:

Precious Stones

Cut. Uncut. - Total.

1904 . . $808,423.34 $651,052.66 $1:945598: 31427168..00

1903 . . 1,449,853.76 508,364.55
1902 . . 1,118,866.82 422,481.79 1,541,348.61

1901 . . 1,579,491.72 718,545.13 2,298,036.85

1900 . . 298,021.87 53,632.57 351,654.44

(Continued on page 893)
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$100 REWARD!

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.
A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

Extra white and perfect.
Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.3. White and imperfect.

4. Commercial white and perfect.5. Commercial white and slightly
Imperfect.

6. Commercial white and imper-
fect.

7. flood color and perfect.8. Good color and slightly imper-
fect.

9. Good color and imperfect.

C.

E.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

Examine

We are not infallible.

named reward to any one

than as represented, as we
a perfect stone.

If we were, we would be willing to offer the above-
who had found one of our diamonds to be otherwise
have never knowingly sent out an imperfect stone as

Thousands of diamonds have been sold by our system of grading, and we
have yet to hear of a dealer being compelled to take back one of our diamonds
because it was not as represented. But being fallible, if we ever do make a
mistake, we will make it good.

If you are particular, this is the safest way for you to buy and sell diamonds.Send to us for your next prospective sale and compare prices.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO.,

Hawkes
Cut
Glass.

GRAND PRIzE AWARDED A T PARIS EXPOSITION.

A yellow dia-
mond makes a
good show until
compared with a
white one.

Hawkes Cut Glass
and look for this trade-mark
engraved on each piece, HAWHEs
without which none is genuine.

T. G. Hawkes & Co.,

9 Maiden Lane, New York.

Manufaaured by

Originality of Design
Charaderistic

of

Egginton' s
Celebrated

Cut Glass.

Highest grade in every
respea. Sold by best
dealers everywhere.

The 0. F. Egginton Co.I„,
Corning, N. Y. engraved on every Piece.

Look for trade-mark Corning, N. Y.

title, 1904 T E
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Meaning of Protests by importers against

" Dimensions assessments under the Tariff

Under Tariff Act Act continue to occupy the

attention of the Board of United

States General Appraisers. An 
interesting point

was raised recently by Albert Lorsch & Co.,

37 Maiden Lane, in regard to a qua
ntity of imita-

tion precious stones exceeding one i
nch in length,

but containing less than one inch of 
superficial sur-

face. The collector assessed these
 goods at the

rate of 45 per cent. ad valorem, under 
Par. 112, of

the Act of 1897, as manufactures of glas
s or paste.

The importers claimed that the goods
 were dutiable

at 20 per cent. ad valorem as i
mitations of precious

stones under Par. 435. The protest wa
s grounded

upon the plea that Congress, having
 used the word

dimensions instead of dimension, in Par. 435
, at least

the average dimension—if not both
 dimensions—

must exceed one inch in order to e
xclude imita-

tions of precious stones from classi
fication there-

under. The Board's decision was giv
en at some

length. It stated that had Congress been legislati
ng

with regard to a single substance th
ere would be

much force in the importer's contenti
on. Congress,.

however, it went on to say, disposed of all
 kinds of

precious stones collectively. The plural word,

" imitations," was employed in ,Par
. 435, and as a

corollary, the plural word " dimensions " was
 used

to make the sentence grammatica
l. " We can see

nothing," the decision continued, " in
 the choice

of language employed by Congre
ss to indicate an

intent to include length, breadth and 
thickness in

the word dimensions. Had such b
een its intent,

the paragraph would probably have read ' not

exceeding one cubic inch in dimensions '
 (see Par.

258.) In our opinion," the decision con
cluded,

" the collector committed no error in
 classifying

the merchandise as manufactures of 
paste or glass

and assessing it for duty at 45 per ce
nt. ad valorem

under Par. 112."

Advance in
Price of Rough
Diamonds

Cable advice received by local

diamond importers at the begin-

ning of last month intimated

another advance of five per cent.

in the price of all grades of

rough diamonds. Apparently the rise was not due

to any cause peculiar to the time of 
its occurrence,

for it is the fifth advance that has ta
ken place since

February, 1903 ; the dates of the 
others being

February 12th, March 23d and Octobe
r 13, 1903,

and February 17, 1904. This latest rise is all the

more inexplicable for the reason th
at most of the

factories of Antwerp and Amsterdam 
are said to

be at a standstill owing to a strike,
 and moreover

there has been but a moderate dem
and for goods

in the American market for the p
ast few months.

The law passed at Albany two

ABumleknSadles Law years ago upon the demand of

Amended the New York Credit Men's

Association, with the object of

regulating the sales of stock in bulk, 
was amended

last month in various particula
rs. Many of the

amendments are merely grammatical 
alterations;

some, however, give the bill a lar
ger and more

definite scope. Three new provisions have bee
n

added and it is chiefly by these that 
the adequacy

of the bill as a preventive of fraud 
has been in-

creased. In its original form the bill pr
esumes all

sales to be fraudulent in the carrying
 out of which

certain conditions are not fulfilled. 
The bill goes

on to specify these conditions, one of 
which is to

the effect that at least five days befor
e the sale, the
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purchaser must " make full explicit inquiry of th
e

seller as to the names, places of residence or p
laces

of business of each and every creditor," now 
amen-

ded to read : " each and all of the creditors 
of the

seller and the amount owing each creditor." A
t this

stage a new provision has been intercalated, w
hich

presumes a sale to be fraudulent unless the 
pur-

chaser shall, in addition to the foregoing, " o
btain

fi.om the seller a written answer to such inquir
ies,"

and the new clause likewise holds the sale to 
be

fraudulent unless the "purchaser shall retain suc
h

inventory and written answers to his inquiries fo
r

at least six months after such sale." Here the

original provisions continue. The following pr
o-

visions have been expunged : From the close 
of

Par. i : "The seller shall at least five days befor
e

such sales file a truthful answer in writing of 
each

and all of said inquiries." From the opening of

Par. 2 : " That, except as provided in the preced
-

ing section, nothing therein contained, nor any 
act

thereunder, shall change or affect the present rul
es

of evidence, or the present presumptions of law.
"

These new provisions have been added at the end:

" 2. The seller shall at least five days before
 such

salefully and truthfully answer in writing each
 and

all of said inquiries, and if such seller shal
l, know-

ingly, willfully make or deliver, or cause to be 
made

or delivered to such purchaser any false o
r incom-

plete answers to such inquiries, said seller 
shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and up
on con-

viction thereof, shall be punished a
ccordingly.

3. Nothing contained in this act shall appl
y to sales

by executors, administrators, receivers or an
y public

officer conducting a sale in his official ca
pacity."

The act is now operative.

The new High School of Com-

merce building, in Sixty-fifth

Street, between Broadway and

Amsterdam Avenue, was for-

mally dedicated on May it with

exercises in which the Board of Education,
 Ex-

President Charles Stewart Smith, of the 
Cham-

ber of Commerce, President Fornes, of the

Aldermen, and others took part. This new high

school is the first and only institution of 
the kind

in the United States. Its new building is also the

first high school erected on Manhattan 
Island for

the use of boys exclusively. The school was

organized only two years ago and has had a

remarkable growth. It now has an attendance of

more than 1300 students, and prospe
cts for so

many more that the Board of Education h
as deemed

it advisable to acquire an additional plo
t of land to

the east of the school for the en
largement of the

present building. The building itself is
 an impos-

ing looking white sandstone structure 
three stories.

high, with a frontage of 150 feet. It cost more than

$400,000. Its establishment by the Board of Edu-

cation was first suggested by Supe
rintendent Max-

well, at a Chamber of Commerce dinner, in 
1898.

It was opened for use in an 
unfinished state last

September. At the dedication, the principal,

James J. Sheppard, outlined the sch
ool's aim and

purpose. This was the first time in the hi
story of the

United States, he said, that a high sc
hool had been

dedicated in which was offered a t
horough four-

years' course devoted solely to the 
preparation of

young men for business careers. 
The school didn't

expect, as many business colleges do,
 he said, to

take graduates of the elementary sch
ools and in a

few months prepare them for bu
siness. Nor was

it expected that the graduates 
of the school would

be finished business men upon
 the receipt of their

diplomas, any more than it was ex
pected that a

lawyer or a doctor would be a fin
ished professional

man upon graduation. But the school did aim to

School of
Commerce
Dedicated
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give its students the requisite technical traini
ng for

a business career, and a breadth and depth of

preparation that would insure all-around efficienc
y.

Special attention would also be paid to the moul
d-

ing of the students' characters. Other speakers

expressed the belief that the school would be
 a

mighty power for good in promoting New York
's

commercial supremacy. Its founding is considered

to mark an important epoch in the city's commer-

cial progress.
The regular monthly meeting

Jewelers' Security of the executive committee of

Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on Friday, May 13111,

the following members being present : Chai
rman

Butts, President Sloan, Vice-presidents Wood and

Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes,

and Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden and Brown of

the committee. The following were admitttd to

membership :

B. Eypel, Long Island City,
New York.

Henry P. Tourner, Blooming-
ton, Ind.

Jensen, Herzer & Jock, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

McHenry & Stevens, Zanes-
ville, Ohio.

Tucker Jewelry Co., Higgins-
vine, Mo.

Southern Loan &Jewelry Co.,
Tampa, Fla.

Rush & Smith, Mount Carmel,
Illinois.

Furman I.,. Shaw, Camden,
New Jersey.

W. T. Thompson, New York.
C. H. Broadbent, N. Y.
Castleberg National Jewelry

Co., Washington, D. C.
H. S. Davis, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

Miss Mary C. Shaw, Troy,
New York.

Towle & V interhalter, Butte,
Montana.

J. Schmelscr, Cent nil's, Ill.
C. A. Richardson Co., Jack-

s011,

Kerr it Tillery, Newark, N. J.
Le Brent Jewelry Co., Mont-

gomery, Ala.
A. It. Mann, Clarksville,

Tenn.
V. A. Morse, El Reno, Olka.
L. Goldberg, Grand Rapids,

Michigan.
Jay Collier, Uniontown, Pa.
Marks & Saxe, Troy, N. Y.
C. H. Noyes, Paris, Texas.
The Cox & Russ Jewelry Co.,

La Salle, Ill.

The Thos. F. Brogan Co., manufacturing

jewelers, have removed from 26 Union Square to

7 West Thirty-eighth Street. The company's new

quarters comprise the entire top floor of a modernly

appointed building.

A representative of a diamond dealer of Paris,

France, arrived here on the A'ronprinz Wilhelm

recently, bringing with him what is reputed to be

one of the finest collections of colored diamonds

in the world. The value of the gems is said to be

$303,000. They were destined for exhibition at

the St. Louis World's Fair.

The partnership hitherto existing between

Walter McTeigue and William Jassoy in the jewelry

manufacturing firm of McTeigue & Jassoy, 31 West

Thirty-first Street, has been dissolved. This busi-

ness will be continued by Mr. McTeigue, who

assumes all the concern's liabilities and will liqui-

date all its debts. Mr. Jassoy has opened a

jewelry manufacturing business at I Maiden Lane,

with his brother, Otto Jassoy, under the style of

William Jassoy & Bro.

David Belais, of H. & E. 0. Belais, has been

elected president, pro. tem., and Ludwig Nissen,

of Ludwig Nissen & Co., treasurer, fir0. tem., of

the Humane Society. This is a recently formed

organization whose object is to prevent cruelty to

animals.
W. Green, of W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane,

accompanied by his wife and family, left recently

for Europe. Mr. Green will combine pleasure and

business on his tour. He will visit the principal

factories in Europe and arrange new business

connections.
Henry Freund, the genial head of the well-

known firm of Henry Freund & Bro., left for

Europe on the Deutschland, May 12th, on a buying

trip. Most of his time abroad will be spent among

the diamond cutters of Amsterdam, where a stock

of choice stones will be personally selected. Mr.

Freund expects to return on the same steamer

about July 1st, with one of the steamer's strong

boxes filled with his foreign purchases.

(Continued on page 895)
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New Milestone in Chain Manufacture.

Directions for Use.
With the bracelet on the left arm.

Draw the center of the handkerchief
between the wires of the bracelet
into the corrugations.
To remove the handkerchief, pull

the bulk of the handkerchief down
gently with the right hand.
Indispensable for holding ladies'

wrist-bags, purses, muffs, fans, etc.
Pass the purse-chain or muff-cord
between the wires of the bracelet.
Pass around twice, so weight. of ar-
ticle will rest on both the wires.

Makers of Gold Filled Chains and Lockets

Be sure to see our new designs and patented Watch
Protector. Jt overcomes all fob fasteners.

HAMILTON 0 HAMILTON, JR.
BRANCH OFFICES :

New York City, 3 Maiden Lane.
Chicago, Ill., 402 Stewart Building.San Francisco, 307 Claus Spreckels.

Works : Providence, R. I.
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Death of

THEE 

New York Letter

(Continued from page F93)

Adolph Keller, senior partner in

Adolph Keller the firm of L. H. Keller & Co.,

wholesale dealers in tools and

supplies, and president of the Keller Jewe
lry Mfg.

Co., died at the Galt House, Louis
ville, Ky., on

May 18th, from a fit of apoplex
y. His remains

were conveyed to New York o
n the following

day. The funeral

was held on Satur-

day, May 21st, from

the Church of Saint

Francis Xavier, West

Sixteenth Street. In

the matter of age,

Mr. Keller may be

said to have been in

the noonday of life,

for he had only

attained his forty-

fourth year. He had

been partially indis-

posed of late and had for years b
een a sufferer

from rheumatism. About a month prior to his

demise he went to French Lick Springs
, Ind., upon

the advice of a physician, but; as he 
began to grow

worse, he left for Louisville, Ky., to consult a

specialist ; but after being in that cit
y ten days,

succumbed. Deceased was born in New 
York City,

and at the age of fourteen entered 
the service

of his uncle, the late L. fl. Keller, t
hen one of the

most widely-known and highly-esteem
ed members

of the jewelry trade. The youth began his life-

work as an errand boy, but his busine
ss aptitude

and industrious spirit soon manifested
 themselves

and his reward was duly forthcoming. 
His advance-

ment was continuous, and upon the 
death of his

uncle, in 1889, he became a partner 
in the firm,

together with his cousin, H. P. Keller
, and L. J.

Boesse. Mr. Boesse retired in 1895 and the 
busi-

ness had since been continued by 
deceased and

H. P. Keller. The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co., of

which deceased was president, was o
rganized a few

years ago with a capital of $6o,000.

The death of Mr. Keller at so early an 
age and

in the midst of a career that was 
notable in past

achievements and rich in future promise,
 is one of

the saddest events of recent o
ccurrence in the

trade. That he leaves a widow, naturall
y over-

whelmed by the affliction, and an 
infant son to

mourn his loss, makes it still more 
pathetic. In

common with their numerous friends
, THE KEY-

STONE desires to extend to the fami
ly sincere con-

dolences in their bereavement.

The L. E. Waterman Co.,

L. E. Waterman 
fountain pen manufacturers,

Co.'s New Factory formally opened their new

Opened factory in the Rhinelander

Building, Duane and Rose

Streets, on Saturday, May 14th. So
me 200 of the

company's employees, together with a 
number of

invited guests, inspected the new 
plant and were

afterwards tendered a very cordial reception.

Frank W. Wakeman, president of th
e company,

acting as host. In its new home the company hav
e

a floor area of 9000 feet, and windows b
eing on three

sides there is an abundance of natural 
light. This

space has been parceled out judicious
ly and with

a view to speed, freedom and com
fort in produc-

tive operations. The reception by w
hich the open-

ing was marked included the inspection by the

guests of the gold at various stages of 
its evolution,

from the original sheet to the compl
eted pen. The

visitors were regaled with choice 
refreshments.

Adolph Keller
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Bishop Collection
of Jades in Art
Museum

The collection of jades be-

queathed by the late Mr. Bishop

to the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, in this city, was placed on

exhibition at that institution

last month. In character and scope this collection

is reputed to be the greatest in America and to be

unequaled by any in Europe. It includes more

than woo specimens, representing the jade in as

many different forms and in various stages of

evolution. This rare accumulation had its nucleus

in the Hurd jade vase purchased from Tiffany &

Co. in 1878, and said to be one of the finest ever

brought from China. It must have been a source

of inspiration to Mr. Bishop, for in the eleven

years that ensued he acquired about 400 pieces.

At about this time Dr. George F. Kunz, the mine-

ralogical expert, was called in and he began the

preparation of a catalogue minutely descriptive of

the collection. There were, of course, numerous

subsequent accretions, and meantime Dr. Kunz

continued to prosecute investigations in conjunc-

tion with eminent authorities in Europe. The

result of their labors will be a most unique compi-

lation ; limited, however, in issue and given only

to public institutions, gratis. At the time of his

demise, Mr. Bishop had expended over poo,000

upon its preparation.
Members of the New York

Watchmakers' Society, to the

number of thirty-eight, visited

the factory of the American

Waltham Watch Co., at Wal-

tham, Mass., on May 16th, upon the invitation
 of

E. C. Fitch, president of the company. The pa
rty

divided themselves into separate groups, thus

affording the individuals an opportunity for a mo
re

adequate and satisfactory inspection of the pl
ant

than would have been possible had they gone

through it in a body. The different knots of visi-

tors were conducted through the great establi
sh-

ment, beginning at the department in which 
the

raw material is handled. Its passage through each

subsequent stage was then followed, the v
arious

processes being lucidly explained by ffiose con-

ducting the visitors. The functions of the multi-

farious machines were also explained, and
 their

practical working demonstrated I operators. The

watchmakers were then shown through the city
 of

Waltham, and were afterwards taken to Bost
on on

a private car. A sight-seeing expedition wa
s also

enjoyed in the Hub, after which the party jour
neyed

back to New York, delighted with their 
trip, im-

pressed by the Waltham Company's plant and

gratified by the courtesy of its officers.

Eliassof Bros. & Co., II Maiden 
Lane, con-

template making some changes in the 
arrangement

of their office, with the object of 
increasing the

space behind their counters.

Mrs. Louise W. Tiffany, wife of 
Louis C. Tif-

fany, second vice-president and d
irector of Tiffany

& Co., and president of the Tif
fany studios, died

recently at the her home, 27 E. 
Seventy-second

Street, after an illness of several 
months.

F. W. Stuart, who has been in the 
employ of L.

Witsenhausen for the past seven years,
 has entered

the services of L.W. Rubenstein, 5
4 Maiden Lane, in

whose interest he will travel in the 
nearby States.

Theodore A. Kohn & Son, retaile
rs, hitherto

located at 56 W. Twenty-third Street
, have become

established in their new and handsomel
y-appointed

building at 321 Fifth Avenue, near 
Thirty-second

Street. This building has been in course 
of con-

struction since the beginning of l
ast fall. It is

built of white marble and iron,
 with a mansard

roof. It is five stories high, and the 
dimensions of

Watchmakers
Inspect Watch
Factory

the ground floor are 138 feet x 26 feet. This por-

tion of the building is occupied exclusively by 
the

firm itself, the apartments overhead being rented

to other concerns.

S. B. Ross, hitherto with Jos. H. Fink & Co.,

has opened business as a diamond dealer at

14 Maiden Lane.
Chas. S. Crossman, of Chas. S. Crossman &

Co., 3 Maiden Lane, accompanied by his wife
,

sailed for Europe, May 7th, on board the Princess

Irene. For Mr. Crossman, the trip will combine

business with pleasure. Italy is the first objective

point, and from there the tourists travel north to

take in the various continental markets.

C. G. Alford, of C. G. Alford & Co., accom-

panied by his wife and daughter, has been enjoying

his usual fishing sojourn at Saranac Lake.

A verdict was recently rendered in the French

courts in the folding opera glass suit which has

been pending for some time. The litigation arose

out of the invention of a folding opera glass by a

French inventor, M. Troispoux. Another inventor,

M. Batault, claimed that a patent previously

obtained by him on a similar glass Was infringed by

Troispoux, but the court, after a review of the

history of such patents, not only decided against

Batault, but mulcted him in the costs of the suit,

500 francs damages and such other damages as

Troispoux and the houses handling his invention

were entitled to by reason of loss of business.

L. H. Davis, of B. H. Davis & Co., importers

of diamonds and manufacturers of diamond

jewelry, 68 Nassau Street, sailed for Europe on

May 31st. He will visit London, Paris, Antwerp

and Amsterdam on business, and will afterwards

sojourn at Carlsbad for the benefit of his health.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade, 170 Broadway,

held Thursday, May 12th, the following firms were

unanimously elected members of the association :

F. S. Gilbert, North Attleboro, Mass.; Wm. H.

Luther & Son Co., Providence, R. I.; Orient Mfg.

Co., East Weymouth, Mass., and the Wadsworth

Watch Case Co. (Chicago branch).

Louis Stern, for the past four years superin-

tendent of the diamond mounting department of

Stern Bros. & Co., has opened in business for him-

self as a diamond mountings manufacturer at 176

Broadway.

Dr. Geo. F. Kunz is collecting for the United

States Geological Survey data regarding radio-

active minerals in this country. He requests

jewelers to co-operate with him in his research by

furnishing him the names of minerals and other

substances, coming under their notice, having a

radio-activity, and also the circumstances under

which they have been obtained. An inquiry ad-

dressed to Dr. Kunz, 40 E. Twenty-fifth Street,

New York, or to Chas. Walcott, director of the

United States Geological Survey, Washington,

D. C., will evoke a reply, giving instructions as to

how radio-activity in a substance can be detected.

The death of Abraham Honigman, a well-

known diamond broker, occurred on May 8th, at

his residence, 213 W. Seventy-eighth Street. He

had reached the thaeshold of his eightieth year,

having been born in Germany in September, 1824.

He came to this country in the 40's, and open
ed

a jewelry business at New Orleans. He afterward
s

traveled through the countries of South America

and then came North and opened a store at Troy,

this State. He came to the metropolis in 185
2

and continued in business here until about one

year ago, when his advancing years necessitated a

relinquishment of business activities. He is sur-

vived by three sons and two daughters.
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MAIL ORDERS.
When you order watches you want

what you order and to have the order
sent out quickly.

We have the goods if any house has
them, and a reputation for promptness.

Try us especially on railroad watches.
Order from our most convenient office.

J. W. FORSINGER,
Wholesale Watches,

Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
Room 771, No. 2 Maiden Lane, New York.
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Generally speaking, trade conditions in 
the

West, Northwest and Southwest are the
 same in

May as they were in April, " only bette
r." Busi-

ness in the jewelry and optical trades pre
sents few

new features, but is content to move a
long in a

steady but not rapid pace. The month of
 June will

open with more encouraging prospects and a

promise of a better business, for the re
ason that

the weather is now much more seaso
nable. The

continued good weather of the past f
ortnight has

made the country roads better, and 
has enabled

the farmers to do an immense amount
 of work,

which has enlivened business in many quarters

where it was dull and added to the m
ovement in

general. This is what the traveling salesmen have

been reporting the past few days. Go
od weather

at this time of the year does not a
lways mean

increased current business in the rur
al communi-

ties. It means that the farmers are very 
busy,

especially when it comes as late as it did
 this year,

and that they are wasting little time go
ing to town

to purchase supplies. They only 
buy what they

must have, and the rural carrier brin
gs them the

mail so that they go to town infrequentl
y. But this

does not worry the dealer. He knows that his

business life depends on the prosperity of his

customers. If they have ample time and good

weather while putting in their crops 
it is a good

indication that they will have a large h
arvest. As

to the general crop outlook in the
 Chicago terri-

tory, it is quite favorable. Hot sun from now on

will bring out the crops very rapidl
y. Take it

altogether, the crop outlook is improv
ed over that

of a month ago. And if the crops are good

we of the great West, Northwest a
nd Southwest

will not have to worry about the el
ection, especially

this year. June will be convention month i
n Chi-

cago, and the low rates which the ra
ilway lines are

granting the Republican National Convention

which convenes in this city June 21st 
to 24th, should

bring in a large number of buyers to 
this market

and undoubtedly will. The rate is one fare both

ways and 25 cents added. Tickets will be on sale

by all roads from June 16th to 2
0th, with return

limit up to June 29th. This will be a most favor-

able opportunity for the out-of-town 
dealer to visit

the market to stock up for the summ
er trade. It is

needless to add that magnificent 
stocks await the

visiting purchasers, as the big jobbin
g houses have

made no curtailment whatever by 
reason of the

temporary quietness. In fact, their lines are more

elaborate and complete than ever before
 at this time.

Personal Mention

Alfred Linton, with Spaulding & Comp
any,

has just returned from a six-weeks' visit 
to his old

home in England. Mr. Linton is looking well and

reports a most delightful trip.

W. F. Newcomb, in charge of the optical

department of C. D. Peacock, has go
ne on an

extended trip to California and the Far West.

Dr. Newcomb is on a vacation trip, see
king health

and pleasure, and he and his party wil
l take in the

Yellowstone Park on their return. They will be

absent until about July 1st.

N. B. Barton, head of the Ostby & Ba
rton

Company, ring manufacturers, Provide
nce, was in

Chicago for a few days the early part of
 the month,

calling on the jobbing trade.

Charles H. Spencer, manager at Norris,

Alister & Company's, returned the e
arly part of

the month from a trip to Oswego, N. 
Y., his old

home, whither he was called to attend
 the funeral

of his father, whose death occurred
 at the family

home in that city April 26th. Mr. Spencer will

have the sincere sympathy of the trade in his

great loss.
John C. Perry, general manager of 

the Ham-

ilton Watch Company, Lancaster, Pa
., spent a few

days among the Chicago trade 
last week. Mr.

Perry was in the West on a flying 
business trip,

stopping off at the leading trade cent
ers.

Wm. C. Sommer, the well-known 
optician,

spent several days the early part of
 the month in

Springfield, Ill., his old home, visit
ing among old

friends and looking up familiar scene
s.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago manager.for 
Robbins &

Appleton, selling agents for the Ameri
can Waltham

Watch Company, has just returned
 from a two-

weeks' visit to the factory in Walt
ham, Mass.

Fend. J. Wertz, who calls on the W
estern job-

bing trade for Martin, Copeland & 
Co., left Chicago

headquarters last week for an ext
ended trip over

his territory, which will include th
e Pacific Coast.

Geo. W. Wells, president of the 
American

Optical Company, Southbridge, 
Mass., spent last

week in Chicago, accompanie
d by Mrs. Wells.

Mr. Wells is visiting the large
r cities of the West,

combining business with pleasur
e while looking

into trade conditions and pr
ospects in the great

Western country. Mr. Wells was inclined to think

that business, if anything, was a 
little better in the

West than in the East, though
 there seemed to be

a great deal of caution displ
ayed in buying in all

sections of the country. Mr. Wells is always a

welcome trade visitor in Chicag
o, as elsewhere, as

the representative optical 
manufacturer of America.

F. H. Noble, of F. H. Noble & Co., ret
urned

this week from a two-weeks' outing spent a
t West

Baden in company with a party of friends. 
He re-

ports an enjoyable and healthful vacation.

H. Lodge, foreign buyer for the ouse of

Spaulding & Company, is now in Europe,
 buying

art goods for his firm.

Alfred Hirst, of Hirst Bros. & Co., Old
ham,

England, a well-known British wholesale 
watch-

makers' and jewelers' supply house, spent
 a few

days in Chicago last week, calling on the
 trade.

Mr. Hirst is on a tour of observation amo
ng the

American manufacturing centers. Mr. Hirst said

he was enjoying his trip and was much int
erested

in what he had been seeing. He expected to
 take

in the World's Fair at St. Louis before re
turning

home.
Geo. W. Hamilton, the well-known practic

ing

optician, for years located at 42 Madison 
Street,

has recently removed to the .second floor
 of the

Stewart Building, where he occupies the
 corner

room.
Joseph Nordman, of Nordman Bros., who

le-

sale, San Francisco, Cal., and Mrs. Nordman,

arrived in Chicago the early part of the wee
k. Mr.

Nordman was en route to Europe and will
 be ab-

sent two months on a trip,wherein he will c
ombine

business with pleasure. Mrs. Nordman will re-

main with friends in Chicago until her h
usband

returns from Europe. On their return to San

Francisco they will take in the World'
s Fair at

St. Louis.
William A. Lamb, who represents the Geo.

 H.

Fuller & Son Company, familiarly know
n in the

wholesale and manufacturing trade from 
Boston to

San Francisco, and St. Paul to Galves
ton, and

from Vancouver to the City of Mexico as 
"Will,"

was married April 6th in El Paso, Texas
, to Miss

Mable Moore, a Chicago young lady, w
ho jour-

neyed to El Paso, accompanied by h
er mother,

so that she could meet Mr. Lamb, who
 was on his

return from an extended trip to the Paci
fic Coast.

They were married in the Episcopal C
hurch in El

Paso on the above date. The next 
day Mr. and

Mrs. Lamb started for the City of Mexi
co, continu-

ing Mr. Lamb's regular trip as their we
dding jour-

ney, Mrs. Lamb's mother, Mrs. Moore
, returning

home. The young couple arrived in C
hicago last

week after a charm* trip, and are now
 at home

to their friends at 4824 Calumet Av
enue. Mr.

Lamb is now receiving the hearty 
congratulations

of his friends, for he is popular with 
the trade, and

Mrs. Lamb is to be congratulated 
upon winning so

worthy a gentleman for a husba
nd. THE KEY-

STONE takes pleasure in extendin
g its best wishes

to both parties.

Among the optical students in a
ttendance at

the Northern Illinois College duri
ng the month of

May, were D. D. Ricker, Aurora,
 Ill.; J. T. Ray,

Brooklyn, S. Dak., and E. H. A
bbott, of Owa-

tonna, Minn.
G. Marcus, of the California Jewe

lry Com-

pany, wholesale, San Francisco, 
accompanied by

Mrs. Marcus, were in town fo
r a few days last

week enjoying life in the Western metropolis.

They were en route to Europe, wh
ere they expect

to enjoy ten weeks of traveling a
nd sight-seeing.

Mr. and Mrs. Marcus stopped off at
 St. Louis for

a few days, to look over the Worl
d's Fair. They

were delighted with the big show 
and will do it

thoroughly on their return.

L. Siligman, of the L. Siligman J
ewelry Corn-

pany, sailed for Europe the early part of the

month to be absent two months. T
he trip is one

in which he will combine some 
business with his

pleasure and sight-seeing.

(Continued on page goi)
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N every occupation there must be degrees of
worthiness. Some so pronounced in excellence
they speak eloquently with an unmistakable ring

of merit.

Our diamond department is imbued with the deter-
mination to give the retail jeweler positive, genuine vdlue
for his money as the result of dealing with us. We own
our large stock of diamonds and precious stones at strictly
bottom prices. Our gems are selected by experts and
imported direct by us.

One of our diamond buyers is now in Europe scanning
the diamond marts for the right kind of goods for the
retail dealer. We are enabled, therefore, to place diamonds
of the highest quality in our customers' hands at lowest
prices, quality considered.

Large or small, your orders always receive our prompt
and intelligent consideration. We see to it that you get
what your order calls for, as we give this department of
our business our unceasing and careful supervision.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

z31 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
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OMMENCEMENT season is here! Watches will

be desirable as gifts. We are prepared to meet the

demand in solid gold and the standard makes of

filled cases, in the very latest • designs. There will be

times in the next few weeks when you will want watches

quick we can render such service. The retail jeweler can

make money by having the goods in stock that are in

demand, thereby avoid losses in your business. Our

1904 Catalog is compiled for the convenience of the 
retail

jeweler; it contains a large assortment of the most desir-

able goods. (See page 3 for index to the Watch Depart-

ment). The handling of mail orders is a science with us.

Try us and be convinced.

The Republican National Convention will be held in

Chicago, commencing June 21st. Tickets on all railway

lines on sale June 16th to 20th inclusive. Return limit

June 29th. Rate, one fare both ways, plus 25c. Should

you be in our city at this time it will be our pleasure 
to meet

you. We invite you to make our store your 
headquarters.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

131 Wabash Avenue, 
CHICAGO, ILL.
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T n() time in the long career of this house have
we been in a better position to give the retail
jewelers the very best of service from every

standpoint.
Not only are we strong in Diamonds, but our regu-

lar lines of Watches, Jewelry and everything needed
by the jeweler are stronger than ever. Remember
please that we are the selling agents for the Mt. Wash-
ington Cut Glass Company and the Pairpoint Corpora-
tion, and we display a full line of their samples.

Reliability is our watchword. Every line of goods
we sell is a trade builder for both ourselves and the
retailer. Long experience is at the service of the dealer
who buys of this house.

During this month there will be many times when
you will want goods quick. Send us your mail orders
and see how well we take care of you.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND CUTTERS,
COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, tAt C CHICAGO.

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 897)

Dr. George W. McFatrich, secretary of the

Northern Illinois College, and Mrs. McFatrich will

have the sincere sympathy of their many friends i
n

the trade in the loss of their infant daughter,
 their

first born. The little one was only allowed to

brighten their home for three short weeks, when

spinal meningitis caused its death.

Theodore Kuehl, of Geo. Kuehl & Company,

cuckoo clock importers, returned the middle of

the month from a ten-days' stay at the St. 
Louis

Exposition, where his firm has a large and coin-

plete display of cuckoo clocks from the 
Black

Forest in Germany. Their booth is located in the

German exhibit and is in good taste and quite

attractive. Mr. Kuehl is enthusiastic over the

St. Louis World's Fair, and says it is a great s
how.

It is his opinion that in view of the physical im
-

mensity of the undertaking, its unequaled area

under roof, its vast acreage, the enormous sums of

money invested, the universal exposition at St.

Louis is to break all records and to set a new pace

in the exploitation and display of the world's

progress. In area its grounds are twice as large

as those of .the Chicago Columbian Exposition,

hitherto the sum and crown of all such endeavors.

It will be remembered that our World's Fa
ir in

Jackson Park eleven years ago cost about $27,000,-

000 in the aggregate. The World's Fair in Forest

Park, St. Louis, is now in full swing and has cost

the builders and exhibitors almost $6o,000
,000.

The total horse power to energize the Chicago

Exposition was 17,000. St. Louis has installed a

concentrated plant of over 40,000 horse power.

To the practical mind accurate figures such as these

convey at least a partial grasp of what is to be seen

this year at St. Louis. The test of its beauty, of

its splendors and of its utilities must come, Mr.

Kuehl thinks, by witnessing the Ivory City itself,

and by applying, if possible, some contrasts

between it and those of Chicago, Paris, Buffalo,

Omaha, Charleston and the lesser expositions of

the past dozen years. Those who have seen its

completed palaces, who have counted the large

number of pavilions, castles, villages, national and

State buildings of all kinds, and marked the unfail-

ing beauty of them, those who have observed the

natural landscape advantages of the fair site and

the noble forest of primeval trees which crown its

many hills, agree that the managers, concession-

aries and exhibitors at St. Louis have already

fulfilled every promise both as to its immensity

and its surpassing beauties. Mr. Kuehl also

believes that the St. Louis Exposition will please

the people and draw great crowds.

Sumner Blackinton, widely known among the

trade from his long connection with the chain

house of W. & S. Blackinton, is in town this

week with a new line—that of the J. G. Fuller

Company—with which he has recently joined his

fortunes. Mr. Blackinton has severed his connec-

tion with the old house entirely, and will in the

future devote his energies to the Fuller line.

Mrs. Elva H. Cooper, of Ashtabula, Ohio, is

taking a post-graduate course at the Northern

Illinois College. Mrs. Cooper is a very bright and

a successful optician.
Charles Melchor, traveler for C. H. Knights

& Co., spent last week at headquarters, stockin
g

up for his June trip.

J. W. Armbruster, selling agent for the Illinois

Watch Company, was in town recently, calling on

the wholesale trade in the interests of his firm.

A. F. King, of King, Raichle & King, whole-

sale, Buffalo, N. Y., was in Chicago last week pay-

ing his respects to the manufacturing trades.

Harry S. Hyman, head of the house of Hyman,

Berg & Co., retail, has been appointed on the

board of governors of the Jewelers' Club of Chi-

cago, succeeding Ernst M. Lunt, manager of the

Towle Manufacturing Co., who recently resigned.

Alphonse Judis, of the Alphonse Judis Com-

pany, wholesale, San Francisco, wife and son

arrived in Chicago last week and remained in town

several days, seeing the sights and calling on the

trade. They left here for St. Louis, where they

expected to spend a week or ten days, looking

over the World's Fair.
Benj. C. Allen, son of the head of the house

of Benj. Allen & Co., accompanied by his wife,

sailed on the French liner La Lorraine for Europe

May 12th, to be absent two months. Their first

objective point was Paris, where they will spend a

week or more. From there Mr. and Mrs. Allen

will spend some little time traveling through

France to Amsterdam, where Mr. Allen will make

the firm's purchases of diamonds for the fall trade.

From Holland they will go to London and spend

three weeks looking over Merrie England. They

expect to return to Chicago about July 15th.

H. S. Butterfield, of Butterfield Bros., whole-

sale, Portland, Ore., spent a few days in Chicago

the early part of the week, calling on the whole-

sale and manufacturing trade. Mr. Butterfield was

combining business with pleasure on his trip,

and expected to visit St. Louis and see the World's

Fair on his return to the West.

President George Johnston, of the Johnston

Optical Company, Detroit, spent several days in

Chicago the early part of the month combining

business with pleasure.

Among the recent graduates of the Northern

Illinois College of Ophthalmology, are Ernst

Strassburger, Chicago ; Nathan Bergson, Chicago ;

Charles Robert Hudgel, M. D., Ladysmith, Wis.;

G. H. Goodwin, Tracy, Minn.; Morris Platt,

Chicago ; Thomas P. Hartley, Toronto, Ont., and

Robert Prather, of Clarendon, Texas.

Frank AlcGuire, the well-known optician, of

Jamestown, Ohio, is spending the summer in

Chicago, in order .to be near his invalid daughter,

who is a patient in one of our city hospitals.

R. E. Boyd, of the house of Purdom & Boyd,

manufacturing opticians, Birmingham, England;

and J. H. Marlow, a retail optician, of Harro
gate,

England, spent a clay in Chicago last week calling on

the manufacturing optical trade. Both Mr. Boyd and

Mr. Marlow were mighty pleasant gentlemen t
o

meet, and said they were delighted with their re
-

ception during their limited stay in the Wester
n

metropolis. They liked our vim and push and our

large way of doing things optical. These gentle-

men were on an extended trip through the St
ates,

beginning with their landing in New York.- From

here they journeyed to Springfield, Illinois, to

visit with a relative of Mr. Marlow's. From 
there

they go to St. Louis to spend ten days lo
oking

over the World's Fair. They go from there to

Philadelphia, and from there to Montreal, and the
n

sail for home.
Dr. G.W. McFatrich, secretary of the Norther

n

Illinois College of Ophthalmology, will addres
s the

Northwestern Optical Association which meets 
in

St. Paul on June 22d.

S. W. Bramley, manager of the clock depart
-

ment at C. D. Peacock's, is off on an 
extended

pleasure outing to California and the Pacific 
North-

west. He expects to take in the Yellowstone
 Park

ere he returns.

John Herschede, of the Herschede Hall Clock

Company, Cincinnati, is in Chicago to-day, calli
ng

on the trade in the interests of his firm.

J. N. Mulford, head of the Mulford Jewelry

Company, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Mulford are

spending a fortnight in Chicago, making up the

firm's new fall catalogue. Mr. Mulford is making

his headquarters at the office of the Towle Manu-

facturing Company while in town.

Fred. C. Klein, of F. C. Klein & Bro., lapi-

dists, sailed for Europe May 7th, to be absent

about three months. Mr. Klein was accompanied

by Mrs. Klein and their family. The trip is one of

pleasure and sight-seeing entirely. The party will

travel extensively on the continent, spending a

considerable portion of their time at Mr. Klein's

old home in Oberstein, Germany.

Egbert Lusk, for several years past house

salesman in the Chicago office of the Towle Manu-

facturing Company, has gone on the road for the

same house, succeeding Mr. Fuller.

Amos W. Huggins, of the house of A. I. Hall

& Son, the well-known jobbers, of San Francisco,

Cal., has been in Chicago this week accompanied

by his family. Mr. Huggins is on his annual buy-

ing trip to the Eastern manufacturing centers,

where he will select goods for the firm's fall trade.

He is always welcomed by the manufacturing trade

in this market, as he is a popular man. Mr.

Huggins, though not buying as freely as last -year,

was of the opinion that the Pacific Coast country

would enjoy a good fall trade.

President Max. Ellbogen, of the Stein &

Ellbogen Company, will sail for Europe early in

June on his regular annual diamond-purchasing

trip. While abroad Mr. Ellbogen will visit London

and other European diamond marts, selecting the

firm's stock of " rough " goods for their fall

cutting. Mr. Ellbogen will be absent about two

months.
George Lawrence, Western traveler for Reed

& Baeton, visited the Chicago office of this firm

yesterday.
Miss Rose Bruce, for five years past a faithful

employee of the Stein & Ellbogen Company, will

be married to Dr. L. Wilson, of Wilmot, S. Dak.,

Thursday, June zd, at her home in this city. After

her marriage she will reside at Wilmot, S. Dak.

Charles F. Wood, head of the diamond house

of Chas. F. Wood & Co., New York, spent a few

clays here the early part of the month at the Chicago

office of the firm. This is Mr. Wood's first appear-

ance in this market in seven years.

Gossip Among the Trade

Chicago was the playground of 2000 Elgin

watchmakers and their wives and children, Mon-

day, May zd, when the annual outing of the

employees of the Elgin National Watch Works

occurred. Fifty cars of the Aurora, Elgin &

Chicago Railway Company's Interurban line were

chartered to bring the excursionists to the city.

The programme included visits to the down-town

retail establishments, the theaters, parks and other

places of amusement.

At a special meeting of the officials of the

Jewelers' Club, of Chicago, which was recently

held at the rooms of the club, 146 State Street,

President Dungan appointed the following com-

mittees : Finance committee—Harry Hahn, chair-

man ; C. H. Hulburd and Ben. Englehardt. En-

tertainment committee—James J. Caldwell, chair-

man ; Sol. Hess and C. W. Edwards. House

committee—Benj. F. Coffin, chairman ; William

Drexmitt and Alfred H. Wittstein.

(Continued on page 903)
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Diamond Conditions To=Day:
Rising market.
General scarcity of rough and finished ihroduct.
Each a good reason for the wise buyer to lay in a stock.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR LOOSE OR MOUNTED
DIAMONDS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our business is the largest of its land in the world, thereby giving
us a prestige and advantage of anticipating rises in the market
and opportunities for picking up bargains that few possess..

Our facilities for filling orders promptly for Diamonds, Watches,
Silverware, Clocks, Optical Goods, Tools and Material are
unsurpassed.

No order too small to receive our immediate and careful attention.

A BARGAIN BUNCH.

EACH RING

A STAPLE AND

QUICK SELLER

COMPLETE FOR $69.759
SUBJECT TO CATALOGUE DISCOUNT.

ALL FINE WHITE

CUT DIAMONDS,
14 K. MOUNTINGS.

149=153 state street, Chicago, 111.

1904 H
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The F. E. Morse Company will remove from

163 State Street to the Thomas Church Building,

151 Wabash Avenue, the middle of June. Their

new quarters will be larger and more modern than

the old.
John Neumann, of Neumann, Rosen & Co.,

manufacturing jewelers, who is the treasurer of the

Chicago District Turn Verein, has arranged to

escort 3000 of his lodge associates to the World's

Fair at St. Louis, June 3oth.

Adolph Schwab, importer of Swiss watches,

has removed his Chicago office from room 418

Silversmiths' Building, to room to16, the same

building, where they have a fine light and nearly

double the space they formerly occupied.

L. A. Eppenstein & Co. have succeeded to the

wholesale jewelry business of A. Davis 8i Co., who

have been located in the Champlain Building up

to May 1st, when they removed to the Silversmiths'

Buildgj
R in.

. Hillinger & Co. have removed from

room 917 Silversmiths' Building to room 807, the

same building, where they have double the space

they formerly occupied.
The Chicago office of the Webb C. Ball Watch

Company is now nicely located in their new quar-

ters in the handsome new modern office building

known as the Railway Exchange Building, at

Jackson Boulevard and Michigan Avenue. The

new office occupies a floor space of over 1200

square feet on the eighth floor of this building,

and has been furnished in modern style with

entirely new fixtures.

Arthur R. McDougall & Co., retail opticians,

are now nicely located in their new store at 29

Wabash Avenue.

James T. Edwards, the well-known manufac-

turers' agent, is now handling the line of the

Davis Manufacturing Company, of Providence, in

addition to the chain line of the B. S. Freeman

Company.

L. L. Rennels, retail, formerly at 709 West

Madison Street, is now located at 637, the same

street.

Woollett & Jacob are a new wholesale firm

who have only recently embarked in business in

room 8o6 Columbus Memorial Building. Both

members are well known in the trade, the former

having been a successful trade repairer and the

latter was formerly with Norris, Alister & Co. and

later with L. H. Shafer & Co.

Burchard & Challen, Eastern manufacturers'

agents, in the Silversmiths' Building, have added

two storage rooms to their quarters, where they

will store stock for their fall business.

The Murine Eye Remedy Company is now

very nicely located in their new quarters at Mich-

igan Avenue and Randolph Street.

News from the Trade

News has reached this office that H. D. Cone,

head of the H. D. Cone Jewelry Company, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, has recently been called upon to

mourn the loss of a much-beloved mother, whose

death was from pneumonia. Mr. Cone will have

the sympathy of the entire trade in his great loss.

The Hanson Jewelry Company, of Princeton,

III., is one of the real progressive and successful

retail firms of the State. Two years ago they

succeeded to the old-established business of 0. H.

KEYSTONE

Pitkin. Only recently they have enlarged their

quarters and made extensive improvements in their

store. They now have one of the real modern and

tasty stores of the Sucker State.

The Tripp-Bradley Optical Company is a new

retail optical house just embarking in business at

Memphis, Tenn. Both members of the firm were

in this market for several days early in the month,

selecting their opening bill for the new store. They

will have a strictly modern establishment and pro-

pose to push their business from the start.

Charles E. Berry, formerly watchmaker for

Jeweler M. H. Bell, of Kalamazoo, Mich., passed

through Chicago recently, en route to Pine Bluff,

Ark., where he had secured a similar position with

R. H. Stearns & Co.
Hupp, Sowers & Johnson are a new firm re-

cently opened up at Streator, Ill. The members of

this firm were all formerly partners or employees

of the old and well-known Streator house of Mills

& Hupp and have opened a new and modern store

under the firm-name as above. They bought most

of their opening bills in this market. The two

brothers Mills will continue the old business of

Mills & Hupp under the name of the Mills Jewelry

and Piano Company.
The Benj. Allen & Company Employees' Bene-

fit Association, recently organized, has been incor-

porated. John A. Cox, E. Schreiner and A. L.

Wiffin were the incorporators.

News has reached the trade here that Jeweler

Harry D. Dunning, of Fremont, Nebr., desires to

sell out his business on account of failing health.

Mr. Dunning has one of the finest stores in Ne-

braska and has long done a successful business.

He is now in Colorado seeking health and is really

a very sick man.
J. D. Lorenzo, the well-known jeweler, of

Mishawaka, Ind., has recently sailed on the Ger-

man liner Kaiser Wilhehn, 2d, for a two months'

tour in Europe. The trip is one of purely pleasure

and recreation.
Kent Clarke, a former well-known silverware

salesman, has recently located at Columbus, Kan-

sas, where he is engaged in the oil business.

Out-of-Town Visitors

W. A. Quimby, of Lead City, S. Dak., was a

welcome trade caller in Chicago recently. When

met in one of our jobbing houses he said that

trade in his section was a bit quiet this spring,

though he felt sure it was about up to that of last

year.
Charles S. Sharp, of Ripon, Wis., was a 

iting buyer in this market last week.

Oscar Hoberg, of Thorpe & Hoberg, Sioux

City, Iowa, arrived in town the first of the week.

Mr. Hoberg was here on a purchasing trip.

C. E. Prouty, of Bradford, Ill., was a trade

visitor in this market the early part of the week,

making purchases for the home store.

W. H. Beck, the well-known Sioux City, Iowa,

jeweler, and his son, W. Cornish Beck, arrived in

town last week and met with their usual warm

welcome from the trade. Young Beck left the

same evening for Washington, D. C., to attend the

graduation exercises of the fashionable boarding

school where his sister graduates. Jeweler Beck

remained in town for several days, attending to

some buying. When seen in one of our manufac-

turer's offices he said that though his business did

not seem to be quite so brisk as at this time a year

ago, still sales were about up to last year for the

first five months. Mr. Beck thought that prospects

were encouraging for a good fall trade.
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H. F. Wichman, a leading jeweler, of Hono-

lulu, Hawaiian Islands, spent several days in

Chicago last week, enjoying life and the sights of

the metropolis of the great West and doing some

buying. Mr. Wichman went out to Elgin for a

day to look through the factory of the Elgin

National Watch Company, and was delighted with

his trip.
Sam. Park, of the Boyd Park Jewelry Com-

pany, Salt Lake City, was among the many West-

ern jewelers in the Chicago market recently.

H. T. Segerstrom, of Ironwood, Mich, was a

visiting buyer in this market the early part of the

mont h.
Kiefer & Wenzel, of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,

were represented in this market by E. J. Kiefer,

who was here, combining business with pleasure.

Mr. Kiefer spent a pleasant day at Elgin, looking

over the big watch factory.

G. W. Chase, a well-known jeweler, at

Moberly, Mo., was in Chicago a few days recently,

and was a welcome trade caller. Mr. Chase was

en route to Buffalo as a delegate to the annual con-

vention of the Y. M. C. A.
C. D. Gardner, of Manistee, Mich., was among

the Northwestern visitors who visited this market

last week on a buying trip.

Jeweler C. K. McCain, of Kokomo, Ind., was

represented in this market recently by G. V. Brown,

his watchmaker. Mr. Brown enjoyed a day at

Elgin during his visit, viewing the big watch

factory.
W. C. Morse, of Farmersburg, Ind., was a

visiting buyer in this market recently, selecting

goods for his new branch store, which he is just

opening up in Shelburn, in the same State.

H. E. Randall, of Hammondsport, N. Y., was

a trade caller in Chicago recently.

W. J. Boszhardt, of Fort Atkinson, Wis., was

a buyer in this market the early part of the present

week.
J. C. Peers, of Rockford, Ill., was among the

recent visiting buyers in this market.

C. F. Graff, of Elkhorn, Wis., was in Chicago

recently making purchases for the home store.

Wilber Gibbs and Mrs. Gibbs, of Bellingham,

Wash., were welcome visitors in the Chicago

market last week. Mr. Gibbs was a liberal buyer

while here and reported that trade was about the

same as last year in his section of the country. Mr.

and Mrs. Gibbs spent several days at St. Louis

looking over the World's Fair before returning to

their far Western home.

The firm of Anderson & Company, of Ishpe-

ming, Mich., was represented in this market last

week by Otto Eger, who was here on a buying trip.

H. W. Yasaan, of Spring Valley, Ill., was

among the many buyers in this market the present

week.
Wm. O'Neill, Dayton, Wash., was in Chicago

this week combining business with pleasure.

John Spencer & Daughter, of Edgerton, Wis.,

were represented in this market recently by Mr.

Spencer, who was here on a purchasing trip.

Hall, Sayles & Fifield, the well-known jewelers

of Janesville, Wis., have been represented in this

market at different times recently by each of the

three members of the firm, who were here com-

bining business with pleasure.

Albert L. Haman, the well-known jeweler and

railway-time inspector of St. Paul, Minn., was in

Chicago recently calling on his friends in the trade.

Charles F. Stifft, the well-known and success-

ful jeweler of Little Rock, Ark., is in Chicago

to-day calling on the wholesale and manufacturing

trade and doing some buying for the home store.



HERE is no business so difficult to master as themining of precious metals, and none in whichpractical experience counts for so much, norin which so much of progress is due to thepractical worker. In every instance it has been thescientist who has followed, and the miner who hasbroken the path with pick and shovel. The UnitedStates has had no small share in this empirical pro-gress. Deep vein and hydraulic mining, and thewhole host of improvements in mining machinery whichmade possible the great gold production of the last halfcentury, were first tried in the United States, and to-daymining machinery the world over is of American inventionand American make.

What Machinery

Crude
Methods of the Past.

Great Loss of Gold.

Improved Machinery
of To-day.

Much of the large production of gold in
the United States is due to the great body of thehas Done metal contained in the gold fields which deep vein andhydraulic mining lay bare, but even more is due to theintroduction of machinery for working low grade, refractory ores, and pro-cesses for saving flour gold—gold too fine to be saved by washing ; and it isthe perfection of this machinery that the country must look to largely for acontinuance of their gold supply.

Forty years ago ore paying less than $25 to the ton was considered ofno value ; now ore paying $1.50 a ton is worked at a profit. In the UnitedStates alone there is a great quantity of low grade refractory gold ore, andin the gravel deposits an unlimited supply of float gold. It was deep veinmining and placer mining by hydraulics in the United States, with theirconsequent great production of gold, that first called the attention of minersto the enormous waste of gold under the old processes and caused theproduction of machinery to save this gold. Deep vein mining had beencarried on in California, on a small scale, since the early '50's, but it was notuntil 1858, with the discovery of the Comstock vein in Nevada, that deepmining became a regular industry. •Up to that time seven-eighths of the gold mined in the world had beentaken from the placers. At the present time three-fifths of the gold pro-duced is taken from the quartz veins and cement deposits, and the greaterportion has to be treated by various processes for freeing the gold from basemetals.

Placer and

When the great bonanza was opened up on the Comstock,vein mining had no past history by which the AmericanQuartz Mining miners could be guided. In the little that had been donein California, placer methods and machinery had beenused. Mexico had been mining gold for 200 years, but she had done nothingsave surface work, and her machinery had not progressed beyond thearastra and the patio process. The arastra, by means of which the ore wascrushed, consisted of a stone-bottomed pan with a frame of wood some tenfeet in diameter. Inside the pan were heavy stone drags attached with raw-hides to arms, which extended over the framework. Horses or mules werehitched to the free ends of the arms and driven around and around, crush-ing the ore under the drags as they went.
After the ore was crushed in the arastra, it went through the patioprocess of amalgamation. In this process the crushed ore with the quick-silver was put into an enclosure paved with stone and surrounded by a stone.wall. Horses and mules were let in and driven around until the gold orsilver had amalgamated with the quicksilver. The quicksilver was thendrained off, squeezed and retorted.
Previous to the discovery of the Comstock mines, the arastra had beensuperseded in California by a crude stamp mill which crushed about one tonof ore to the stamp in twenty-four hours. The stamp was of wood with aniron shoe and dropped about forty times a minute on a piece of cast ironplaced on a mortar block and enclosed in wood. Subsequent to this time,rapid advance was made in mining machinery and in all methods of hand-ling ore. The wooden stamp was replaced by steel stamps, which droppedtoo times a minute and crushed five tons of ore to the stamp every twenty-four hours

Improved
Processes

The pan process of amalgamation, in which the mixingand amalgamation are accomplished by mechanicalmeans, replaced the old patio process ; and where, withthat process, 50 peons and roo horses and mules hadbeen employed, an 8o-horse power engine did the work. High explosiveswere introduced and high speed hoists and mining cages were invented, allof which made it possible to mine and hoist with one zoo-horse power
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engine moo tons of ore from a depth of 15oo feet in one day.With improved pumps and pumping machinery the waterproblem was solved.
Most of the ores of this country require the treatmentof fire before the precious metal can be extracted fromthe base ; yet, during the first two years neither roast-ing nor smelting processes were used on the Com-stock, and, as a consequence, fully 40 per cent. of thegold and silver values were lost. In Europe the rever-beratory furnace was being used for this purpose. Itwas finally introduced here, but the method was foundtoo tedious and costly to be applied to the ore of thiscountry. What was needed was an automatic roasting fur-nace, and after the failure of the reverberatory several auto_matic furnaces were invented and tried. They were all built onthe same lines, and while they were an improvement on the reverbe-ratory there still remained numerous defects.

The process through which the ore went was substantially as follows:First, dampness was eliminated ; then when a temperature of 200 degreeswas reached the sulphur took fire and passed off as sulphurous acid, andfinally the arsenic fused and passed off in fumes.As the ore reached a still greater heat, chlorine, formed from the saltwhich had been introduced with the ore, formed volatile chlorides of anti-mony and zinc blende and fixed chlorides of silver. The gold was then free.This method was successful in the treatment of silver ore. The working ofsilver was cheapened and the output greatly increased.The furnaces were not so satisfactory in treating gold ores, however.It was found that from to to 50 per cent. of the gold values, varying withthe character of ore was lost from volatilization, which occurred when themetal came into contact with the flames, the strong draught in the furnacecarrying off the volatile gold in fumes.
All metals, with the single exception of platinum, arevolatile, and gold in certain combinations is the mostvolatile of all. In telluride of gold, for example, whichhas been found to contain 56 per cent. gold, although nota trace of metallic gold could be found with the most powerful glass, thegold passes off with the tellurium in the form of yellow vapor at a tem-perature of 850 degrees. Ordinarily gold does not fuse until a heat of2 100 degrees is applied.

At the time that the automatic furnaces were being introduced, thechlorination process was being put into successful operation in California.In this process, in which ore is extracted from the auriferous material bymeans of chlorine gas, it is necessary to roast all ores containing sulphuretsand arseniurets.
An attempt was made to use the automatic furnace here, but the loss ofgold was so great that it was found more economical to use the old reverbe-ratory furnace ; which, though expensive and tedious, was free from theobjectionable draught. Chlorination plants to-day are still using this furnaceand stirring the ore by hand.
Experiments with the problem of roasting ores have continued, how-ever. Two muffle furnaces are being introduced now in Colorado, in thepractical working of which the mining world is much interested. Thefurnaces are built on the same lines and differ principally in points ofmechanical construction.
The heat is applied to the outside of the cylinder, so that the flames donot come in contact with the ore. The ore is fed into the cylinder andcarried through in detail by automatic means. No draught is used and nomore oxygen is permitted to enter than will be consumed by the fire. As aconsequence, any gold which is volatilized remains with the ore and isdischarged with it.
The loss of the sulphurets, which were carried away in the water fromthe stamps, was another source of great waste. Soon, however, a mechani-cal concentrator was invented which was capable of working twenty tons aday. By means of this concentrator metals containing the values wereseparated from the gangue, even when these metals had a specific gravity ofonly from one to one and a half greater than the gangue. The con-centration was then worked up to a high per cent. by the chlorinationprocess.
By the time these processes and devices had been perfected, practicallyall the gold mined from veins was being saved, with the exception ofthat which floated in water and could not be brought in contact withquicksilver.

Volatility of
Metals

(Continued on page 913)

GIFTS
for the Bridesmaids? What more suitable or daintier than

" Elf" Enameled 
Watches—bright, iridescent colorings or rich

plain gold with monogram? Nothing would be more constantly worn

and nothing is prettier. Illustrations show exact sizes. We have an

equally fine line in Boys' and Men's sizes.

New England Watch Co., 
Waterbury, Conn.

131 Wabash Avenue, 
Spreckels Building,

San Francisco.Chicago.37-39 Maiden Lane,
New York. •



In Fraternal Order of Eagle, as well as
Benevolent Protective Order of Elk Goods,
we are specialists. We carry everything from
silver buttons to the most expensive charms.
This is a class of trade to cater to, and it will
pay you to lay in a stock of their emblems.
'They sell at all seasons of the year.

Let us send you a selection package.
We should like to give you an idea ofthe range of prices and patterns.
Designs submitted and prices quoted forPast Exalted Ruler presentation charms.

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
The Jewelry House

9 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK7'7,yhy, Watches and Diamonds

3131..M.

The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer

114 163 129s

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their„
demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that whichthey are able to secure and that they are obliged to use atransformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is topress the spring, turn the crank and gradually move thewatch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automaticswitch which cannot remain closed through neglect, makingit absolutely impossible for it to " burn out " your machine,an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, ortown, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment'snotice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosedin a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case withnickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by athree cell dry battery which will last for a year or more andcan be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are ofbrass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-rately fitted.
And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In factthe additional profit that you can make on demagnetizingtwenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which wecharge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. Ifit is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, $10.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD es STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E"

144

2( 3

'21:5

204

New Automatic Eyeglass Holder,made in silver, roll-platc and gold.

143 154

And Wedding Bells-- \
and 1-13- RINGS-- a ■
pleasing, variety
o n'ev designs in all
-patterns this_ 9ummer



440. 33i dwts.

87'2. 2 .1,v1s,

1.5i, I ./ %,

395.

436. 614 dwts,

457. 3«,141 dwts

Rings are guaranteed io K.

We use genuine Doublets only.

Our lines of Rings are carried by the
Leading Wholesale Houses.

,5 dwts.

531. 4,34 dwts.

220. 434 dwts.

44I. 5.1,2 dwts.
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WASHH I NOTONI- ST.
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dwts.
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339. d w t.
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384. 31, dwts.
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354. 3 4 drt.

483. WI dwts.

133, 43 (Awls.
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357. 4.;ti dwts.
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SOLE MAKERS OF

he Solid One Piece
Fancy Set Rings.
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The three greatest Clock bargains ever offered to The Trade,
in the closing=out=and=cliscontinuing sale of

This No. ito This No. 46

F

in. high, 12-ill. dial)
at

$15, net.

Electric Clocks.
and this

Why $12.50, for No. 42.

When we discontinued the making of

"Standard " Electric Clocks we had on

hand an excessive stock of No. 42. A great

many of these have since been sold at the

special price of $15, net ; but we must still

sell about too of them to " even" the stock

with No. to and No. 46, as it is desirable to

have the three patterns " run out " at the

same time.
Therefore we reduce the price on No. 42,

from the special $15 to the extra special
$1,2.50, net,

until Imo have been sold,

when the price on what are then left will be
restored to $15, same as Nos. 10 and 46.

The wise ones who order in time to
get their share of the first hundred No. 42's
will buy the biggest Clock bargain in the

history of The Trade.

The three styles here shown are practically
all that remain of the six styles of

" Standard " Electric Clocks
which we had on hand when the closing-out sale

began. There are not enough left of any of the

other styles to justify advertising them. The three

patterns shown above remain, because the original

quantity of each was largely in excess of the sold-

out patterns—they are quite as desirable. In fact,

No. 10 has led all other patterns in sales from

the beginning.
Testimony to the extraordinary goodness of

these Clocks continues to accumulate in our hands.

Every buyer seems to feel, after the Clocks have

been bought and tried, that this is indeed a real
bargain. Over a thousand Jewelers have told of

their great satisfaction in selling these remarkable

No. 42
(50 in. high, I 2-11. dial)

at
$12.50, net.

timekeepers. There seems to be not one dis-
cordant note in the chorus of praise. " The
Clocks justify every word that you have said in

Praise of them—and more," writes one who has
ordered a fourth lot. Remember :

The " Standard" Electric Clock requires no winding;
has no .rings to break, no weights to fall ; is so simple
and mechanically perfect as to make repairs unnecessary;
requires no outside I onnecting wires, but is run by a dry
battery (such as is used for door-hells, etc. ), concealed
within the clock-case, the average life of which is eight
or ten months, and which can be renewed for eighteen
cents by any local dealer in electrical supplies ; and is
the most accurate of all clocks.

Do not put off your ordering—you may wait
too long. Let us send you one of each, at least
—Land be sure to " get in " on that hundred lot
of No. 42's. We will sell Clocks to you direct.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO.,
Jersey City, New Jersey.
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The Old Man to the Junior Partner:
INIMINNINP

"N ), Billy we don't want any  Filled Cases, and you can return
all that lot that was sent 'on memorandum.' We'll stick to the three
grades of one hne—Keystone Extra, Boss 14 Karat and Boss io Karat.
So there!

" Reasons? Why, Billy, there are more reasons than you can shake
a stick at. One big reason is that I was selling Boss Cases twenty years
before you were born—and twenty years before the kind in that memo-
randum' lot was born, too! Tim Boss Case and I grew up in business
together and the Old Man knows the Old Reliable from 'way back.
I've seen the other makes come along, from time to time, and have their
spurt, and then fizzle out and be forgotten in a little while. Since I first
sold watches I've seen seven Filled Case concerns go up the spout.
Why? Simply because there was no helping it—the gold stuff wasn't
there, or they monkeyed with 'outside' trade, or played fast-and-loose
with their price-lists, or in general didn't seem to have any fixed principles
in trade. Fate will not stand for any such fiddle-faddle policy of business
—such happy-go-lucky ways. The Boss for me, every time—not only
because it is the only Filled Case that has 'proved up' its guarantee
through the_25 years, but because it has done a lot for me. My sense of
duty tells me I should be loyal to it, in turn.

"Sentiment? Well, Billy, you may call it sentiment, if you will; but
when Sense and Sentiment join, you've got a pretty good proposition
behind you. And as for sentiment—now listen a bit, Billy, and you'll
say I'm dead right.—
" In the first place, remember that the Filled Case business heAran

with the Boss Case. James Boss invenied the Filled Case, back in 1853.
Consequently, all the profits I've made on Filled Cases must be traced to
the original Boss Case, which made these profits possible.

"Then, practically every impovemeni on the original invention, every

new good thing in Filled Case construction and ornamentation, is first

shown in the Boss line.

'That's something; but there's a lot more—the things that count for

nioney4rofit to me.

"The name, 'Boss,' stands for fixed iholicy as to prices. I feel that the

Boss is the r o on which we can base profits in the sale of Filled Cases.

If prices and discounts were not rigidly maintained on Boss Cases, what

would result? If Keystone policy ever wobbied on the discount question;

if the Keystone Company ever 'let down the bars' on prices; if the 
Boss

Case was sold at varying figures, and not always at the same price 
to

big or little dealer—well, wouldn't there be the devil to pay, by us

retailers? The smaller case concerns, who are now held to some decent

appearance of maintaining their list prices by the moral force of Keystone

example, would then fall over each other in the effort to unload'; each

jeweler would slash away, in mortal terror lest his competitor was 
buying

at a lower 'bottom figure'; our profits would go by the board.

" Besides, the Keystone people make specific effort, in good 
faith, to

secure to the Jeweler a fair profit on their products, by putting 
restrictions

on the prices at which their cases may be advertised to the public.

Square? Why, yes—proved in more ways than you youngsters will ever

know of.

"So, Billy, you see there's both sense and sentiment in my 
holding to

the Boss for keeps; and you can ship back that 
'memorandum' lot of

another make to the despairing folks who sent it. We know what's what,

in Filled Cases

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia.
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SPOON
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OUR SIZES AY/EIGHTS
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The front of the handle represents

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS
 of the

'

LOUISIANA PURCHASE TERRITORY
In Panorama, Viz : The Setting Sun ; The Buffalo and the Indian ; The

Lewis and Clark Expedition ; The Prospectors ; The Settlers in Prairie
Schooners and the Modern Locomotive.

In the Bowl is shown the Cabildo in which was signed the Treaty
ceding the Louisiana Territory by France to the United States.
The opposite side bears the official signature of W. B. Stevens,

Secretary of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
without which no spoon is official.
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Progress in

(Continued loom page 904)

Placer mining had in the meantime been progressing

with equal rapidity. When the American placers were

Placer Mining first discovered Mexicans flocked into the country, and

as they had much experience with placer mining, the

American miners were prepared to profit by their teaching. Their principal

method, however, was dry washing, which would not answer at all with the

new placers. The miners worked for some time with pick, shovel and pan,

and managed to make good wages where the diggings were rich. Soon the

Chinamen came with the rocker, and this proved to be a decided improve-

ment over the pan. This apparatus required two men to operate it, one to

shovel gravel into the sluice box, while the other shoveled from the scoop

the coarse gravel which did not go through. Tables with riffles—depres-

sions containing mercury—caught the gold which passed through the

perforations.
In the early '6o's hydraulics were first employed in placer mining. In

the beginning of the industry a canvas hose, some six inches in diameter,

capable of standing a pressure of from 30 to 40 pounds, with a nozzle about

*i inches in diameter, was used. With this hose four or times the amount

of gravel one man could handle could be washed down into the 
sluices.

Not content with this improvement. iron pipes capable of standing a pres-

sure of 500 pounds were introduced. To the end of these pipes a nozzle

six inches in diameter was attached. Sluices were constructed from two to

four feet wide, into which the water from the hydraulic washed the gravel

as it was broken down. These sluices were fitted with undercurrents,

riffles, grizzles and all the gold savers then in use. Through these iron

pipes 3000 miners' inches of water could be forced—a power greater than

that required to run one of the largest modern battleships. The hardest

cement melted before this mighty stream, and whole mountains of 
gravel

found in the old Pliocene channels were washed down.

In placer as in vein mining, much of the precious metal was lost in the

first years of the industry, though the impression was that the appliances

then in use saved practically all the gold contained in the gravel. In time

it was demonstrated that 75 per cent. of all the gold contained in the 
aurife-

rous gravel deposits was float gold—so termed because it floated on the

water. It could not be brought into contact with quicksilver, and for years

it was a total loss.

1E
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We have secured the contract from the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company for the manu-facture and sale of this spoon, which will be sold to the public by the RETAIL JEWELRY TRADEonly. The figures quoted above are the prices at retail. A suitable discount will be allowed to thedealer, which, together with further details, will be disclosed for the asking. The design of this spoonis not local, but historical, and will therefore sell in every section of the world. The spoon itself is pro-nounced by everyone to be the most finely finished and artistic of any ever gotten out for this purpose.

EISENSTADT MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS.

•

Dredging and
Amalgamating
Machine

Since the discovery of these enormous losses, much time

and money
have been
spent in ex-
perimenting

with methods for saving this

float gold. The most promising

of these is a combination dredg-

ing and amalgamating machine.

It shows great improvement in
the handling of gravel, but its

chief interest lies in a saving
appliance which saves prac-
tically all the float gold. The

gravel is hoisted and then
clumped into a revolving cylin-
drical screen, which separates
the fine gravel from the coarse.
The fine material, which con-

tains all the values, is passed
into a large tank where it is

forced into contact with quick-
silver several hundred times,
until all the fine gold is saved
by amalgamation. When these

machines are in practical opera-
tion and fulfill their promise,
gravel mining will be revolu-

tionized. Their successful opera-
tion will be of special interest to
California, since they do not
:71olingnfliiiict. with the debris laws,
which put a stop to hydraulic

The Pacific Coast offers an
immense field of work for some

such machine as this. On the coast of California and Alaska there are more

than woo square miles of gold-bearing sands which have been tested and

shown to contain gold to the value of $1 a ton. One company which owns

11,000 acres of beach sands at Nome, made over a hundred borings to bed

rock on its property. the distance to bed rock varying from forty to sixty

feet. The gravel was tested every two feet and was found to contain from

$1 to $4 in gold to the cubic yard.

Wireless Telegraphy in 1904

So little is heard now-a-days of wireless telegraphy that our readers

will be interested in knowing the progress and prospects of wireless inter-

communication from no less an authority than Signor Marconi himself. The

distinguished inventor is thus reported : What are the prospects of wireless

telegraphy for the ensuing year ? To some extent it has emerged from the

experimental stage—that is, over certain distances it is an actual practical

working system—scientifically and commercially perfect. In overcoming

long distances its practical utility has also been demonstrated, but it has

not been able so far to justify itself on commercial grounds.

I know from my own experience, from my own positive knowledge

gained by incessant labor, that the transmission of signals across the

Atlantic is thoroughly practicable. It has been done and is being done,

and in the approaching year I have every reason to believe that I shall be

able to maintain a full and efficient service between Great Britain and the

Unted States. At the present moment we are negotiating with the United

States Government for the establishment of wireless communication

between the American continent and the Philippines, and not only do we

look forward with confidence to establishing wireless communication

on a commercial basis between Great Britain and the United States, but also

between the United States and the continent of Europe.

Our next important experiment will be the connection of Italy and

South America by the wireless system. It is a distance of 65oo miles,

nearly double that to America from London, and I may say we are as

certain of success in this as over the shorter distance.

At present we are working for the British admiralty on wireless commu-

nication between London and Gibraltar. It is proving most successful, and

of the woo miles 500 is over the sea, while 500 is across the Spanish

peninsula. There is no interference with our signals over that distance, and

one of the most important developments of the near future will be the

absolute security with which we can transmit over any distance.

Mines and Metallurgy Building, St. Louis 
Exposition
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The S. O. BIGNEY CHAINS
have become the standard make of
the country.

Our reputation for continually producing new
and original articles is unquestioned.

Our Chains sell and stay sold, which means
that they give entire satisfaction.

Inquire of your jobber for our Gents' Vest Chains made of 1/15, r/to and r/8stock ; our Swell Front Chain, which is a winner ; our Bigney Jr. Patent Fob,Parisian and Oriental Crosses, Guard Chains, Uncle Sams, Negligees, the Ladies'Jaunty, Dickens, Victors, Ponies, Secret Locket Chains, Neck Chains, PatentBracelets, Lockets, Chatelaine Pins and Bead Necks.

New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane. S.a BIGNEY eg Co.

With a

STERLING

TOILET WARE,

MANICURE

and DESK

FITTINGS,

MATCH BOXES,

CIGARETTE

CASES.

Factory', Attleboro, Mass.

WE ARE READY
Complete Line of New Goods for the Season of 1904, in
SILVER and STERLING SILVER FRONT GOODS.

No. 3050.—HAIR BRUSH. One-half actual size.

BRACELETS,

FOBS,

CHATELAINES,
PINS of all kinds,
WAIST SETS,

GOLF

HAT PIN SETS.

TRY OUR NEW METAL: SILVEROIN. It looks and wears like Sterling Silver.

BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
SILVERSMITHS,

New York Office: 3 Maiden Lane. Factory : Attleboro, Mass.
WE DO NOT SELL THE RETAIL TRADE.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The past month has been very monotonous

and uneventful in this section, trade being very

dull in all lines. The iron-ore interests are lazily

awaiting developments. There is little demand

for structural work, and consequently little call for

iron. A similar lack of demand confronts the

dealers in luxuries, which include those in the

jewelry business. The next few weeks will see at

least a temporary revival, as the graduations and

weddings draw near—several dealers report a good

business in commencement gifts already. This

augurs well for next month. There has been a

very fair diamond business done here and gold

jewelry has sold well. Silver goods have been

quiet. Collections among the large firms are

good. Small dealers report poor collections.

A. T. Hubbard spent several weeks the past

month at the private preserves of the Ottawa

Shooting Club, in pursuit of the finny tribe.

Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain and

art department of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.,

will sail for Europe in a few weeks on his annual

buying trip for the firm.

The Sigler Bros. Co. are now established in

their new location, 29 Euclid Avenue, and gave a

public opening oil the 23d ult. The new store

room has been laid with mosaic floor and has new

cases and new trays. It is a decided improvement

over the old location.

The Henry Well Jewelry Co., located in the

Rose Building, Erie Street, have decided to retire

from business and are closing out the stock and

fixtures by auction. Mr. Welf has been in poor

health for some time past and decided to close out.

He has been in harness in this city for over thirty

years.
L. M. Sigler will sail for Europe the first of the

month and will spend several weeks in Amster-

dam and Antwerp.
Harry Goldberg, for some years on Ontario

Street, is fitting out a new store at 311 Superior,

Cuyahoga Building, and will open about the first

of the month. The room is small, but mirror fix-

ings add greatly to its apparent size and attrac-

tiveness.
J. H. Heiman, 144 Euclid Avenue, seems to

be a favorite mark for the crooks. One night last

month the show case in front was smashed and

some plated work taken. He was previously the

victim of several light robberies.

Through the peculiar manipulation of a money

order, one of our well-known jewelers has come

into conflict with the post-office department of the

Government. About six months ago a money

order was issued at Dayton, Ohio, to an individual

for $3.00, which was raised to $50.00 by some one

and passed along. In time it was taken in a busi-

ness transaction by A. D. Ernne, the jeweler, and

cashed in at the post-office department here. In a

few weeks it was discovered to have been " raised,"

so the Government has now brought suit against

Mr. Emile to make it good. Mr. Ernne's conten-

tion being that as the post office money-order

department did not question it when cashed in, his

responsibility has ceased to exist.

The Julius King Optical Co., have been making

an extensive exhibit of all kinds of optical appli-

ances at the convention of the Ohio State Medical

Society, which met here recently at the Hotel

Hollenden.
Arthur L. Wilcox, of Wilcox & Hibbard,

Akron, Ohio, was in town last month showing a

new ring stick which he is manufacturing.

KEYSTONE

H. W. Beatty, the jeweler in the old Arcade,

has been attracting a great deal of attention of late

by his window display of loose diamonds. The

displays have been very attractive.

W. W. Wattles, the veteran jeweler of Pitts-

burg, was a visitor among the trade the past

month. Mrs. Wattles accompanied him on this

trip, which was purely for pleasure.

The following Ohio jewelers were noticed in

town last month : W. P. Crouthers, Oberlin ; D. C.

Steiner, Sterling ; Geo. High, Medina ; F. R. Mont-

gomery, Sandusky ; Harry Downs, Bellevue ; L. J.

Goddard, Ravenna ; C. H. Rogers, Seville; E. J. G.

Lovett, Willoughby ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville;

A. H. Coleman, Akron ; H. S. Sumner, Akron;

F. N. Prevy, Akron ; Mr. Frank, of Frank, Lau-

bach & Clemmer, Akron.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Improving
Conditions

There is a more hopeful feeling

in every section of the State at

this time and business promises

well along all lines, though conditions have been

dull so far. This is natural, however. Summer-

time is always quiet, especially in the farming dis-

tricts while the crops are growing, and the time

for making new contracts with labor in the mineral

sections makes conditions slow there also until a

new trade is made. But outside of these factors

there is much to be grateful for and to rejoice over.

In the first place the last few days have seen rains

over the cotton belt in sufficient quantity to guaran-

tee good crops, and corn and other crops also

greatly benefited by the recent showers, which

were generous as well as timely. Then, several

favorable happenings are reported from the mineral

belt. The big wire and rod mill with its hundreds

of skilled men, at Ensley, has gone to work after

several months of idleness, and there is talk of the

rolling mill of the Republic Co., at Birmingham,

getting back to service again in a few weeks, with

a pay roll of many thousands each week. To this

may be added the fact that several new furnaces

are to get to blast, notably one at Battelle, and two

at Gadsden, with the two million-dollar steel mill

at Gadsden owned by the Alabama Steel and Wire

Co., who have for several years operated the big

mills for wire making at Ensley.
The rains of the past week came

in time to save the farmers

by Timely Rains thousands of dollars in their

crops, which were in bad con-

dition as a result of the long drouth. In many

cases the cotton had been dried up in the stalk,

and in some cases the seed had failed to germinate

and there was trouble to get new seed to replant.

This caused great uneasiness, but now anxiety will

pass away, for the rains will insure a good crop.

Fruit has done and is doing well, with early pea
ches

on the market. Melons will come along well and

bring much money with them. It now looks like

-cent cotton (maybe higher), a price which

will give the farmers plenty of money. A. F.

Armstrong, a banker at Marion, which is in the

heart of the cotton section, said last week to 
the

writer that the farmers of Alabama are in b
etter

shape than they have been for thirty years and that

his people will have lots of money this fall. A

new industry near Marion is also attracting 
much

attention just now, and that is tobacco, which is

being raised there on experiment. The product

has been so good that none could tell it from
 the

Cuba leaf.

Crops Saved

Graduation and
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The time of school closing has

come and with it a good trade

Wedding Presents for the jewelers. Graduation

presents are selling well and

the trade in them is high class. There is also a

good trade developing in presents for June wed-

dings. Several well-known couples are to be

married and their friends are choosing handsome

presents. Graduation pins, class pins and medals

are also in demand, and a number of good orders

have been secured in these. There is also a de-

mand for heavy plate and cut glass fully up to ex-

pectations, and some sales are reported in high-

price Venetian ware, which is becoming very

popular. Good watch sales are reported by

Montgomery dealers and a like report comes

from the Birmingham stores.

The store of C. L. Ruth & Son, in Mont-

gomery, is one of the handsomest in the State.

The improvements noted in these columns some

time ago have been completed and everything

looks bright and attractive. The steel ceiling has

been tastily decorated and frescoed and the cdt-

glass cases in the rear, with the optical furnishings,

are beautiful to look upon. The department for

optical work is one of the most complete anywhere

and gives this firm great advantage in this class of

work. Both the Ruths are popular citizens. The

elder is a member of the city council and is always

in the fight when their is a question of the best

interests of his city to be considered. Young Mr.

Ruth is a member of the board of directors of the

Y. M. C. A., and is making a fight with his asso-

ciates for a new building which is badly needed.

The end of a big burglary case in which a
jeweler is interested is in sight, it seems, in the

transfer to the mines this week of James McCormack

who, last year, broke open the window of the Ike

Loeb jewelry store and secured several watches.

The robbery was committed in the night, the

window being crushed in with a big rock. Several

watches were taken. McCormack was later

arrested in Nashville with some of the watches in

his possession. On trial, he was given five years

in the mines and sent there this week.

The store of the Le Bron Jewelry Company,

Montgomery, has been renovated and beautified

interiorly. Several new cases and shelving plans

have been adopted which lend a metropolitan

appearance to the whole.

A handsome water set was presented to F. C.

Shepard, general freight agent of the Louisville

and Nashville Railroad, who has been transferred

to Owensboro, Ky. It was given by several score

of his friends, and furnished by the Le Bron Jewelry

Company. A handsome loving cup was given by

the directors of the Y. M. C. A., which was furnished

by the Ike Loeb Co.

The Castleberry Optical Co. is open for busi-

ness at Montgomery, and is the only exclusively

optical company in the city and one of the very

few in the State. W. H. Castleberry is president,

and will have entire charge of the business. The

store is on Perry Street under the Arlington Hotel.

Handsome rooms with every facility have been

fixed up.
The new store of F. W. Bromberg, at Birming-

ham, with its new fittings, is one of the most

attractive in the city. Mr. Bromberg has replenished

his stock after the auction, with which he expresses

himself as well pleased.

S. 0. Cox, an old Birmingham boy, is making

his way in Atlanta. He was in Birmingham a few

days ago at the opening of the new country club,

but only stayed a day or two. He has charge of a

large department with Crankshaw.
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Mu BEST ADVERTISEMENT
a firm can have is its reputation for reliabilityand good treatment. We stand on our record.Our prices the highest, our returns themost prompt.

Cincinnati Gold & Silver Refining Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Let us have a trial with your shipments of old gold,old silver and sweeps. We insure satisfaction by hold-ing all consignments of old gold and silver until ouroffer has been accepted.

We pay expressage, whether our offer is acceptedor not. We have special facilities for separating goldand platinum, and solicit this kind of work.

June, 1904

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Business
Looking Up

After one of the very worst

springs that this section of the

country ever experienced, the

coining of the summer season is opening up with

business indications of a more cheering sort.

Trade has been dull with both wholesale and retail

establishments, but in the last two weeks business

has looked up considerably, and is even better

than usual at this time of the year, which is by no

means the best for the jewelry trade. The weather

has been exceedingly cold and wet, and throughout

the country traveling men have remarked upon

the backwardness of work. Rains have delayed

the putting in of crops considerably, but it is

extremely doubtful if there will be any noticeable

permanent damage to trade conditions.
A year ago this time Kansas

Anniversary of City was stricken with a terrible

flood, which fairly paralyzed

business of every description

and caused the loss of thousands of dollars' worth

of property. To-day, every trace of the disaster is

removed and there seems to be no fear that there

will be a repetition of the visitation. During the

early part of May Kansas City people feared

another flood, for the waters rose until the pipe

lines carrying the water supply were cut off. This

lasted only for a day, however, and the damage

was quickly repaired.
The campaign for governor of

Missouri is being closely watched

by business men all over the

State, and there was probably

never a time when the interest in the outcome was

so great. This is because of the entrance into the

arena of Joseph W. Folk, who won international

fame as the opponent and prosecutor of boodlers.

Ex-Mayor Reed was a candidate for the nomination

early in the race but withdrew, and most of the

counties that he counted on went strongly for Folk

at the primaries.

the Flood

H e

A Lively
Campaign

Cady & Olmstead, who have

A Handsome been for several years located

at Eleventh and Walnut Streets,

have moved into their new

quarters at 1009, Ion Walnut Street, just a half

block below their old stand. Their new quarters

are very handsome and, although the arrangement

of the stock is not nearly completed, it is easy to

see that they will be able to fix up a very handsome

store. The building, the second and third floors

of which are occupied by the Merry Optical Com-

pany, has been entirely remodeled, with a great

deal of new iron work about the front, and with

the addition of mosaic floors and many other desir-

able features. Cady & Olmstead's new store room

is very prettily decorated with two shades of green,

against which the mahogany fixtures show up

handsomely. The stock is rapidly being placed,

and in the course of another week it is quite likely

that the store will look as much at home as if it

had been in its new quarters all of the time.

The Edwards & Sloane Company, who have

been expecting to get into the new Gumbel Build-

ing, will probably not be able to take up their new

quarters for a month or two yet. Work on the

building has been progressing very slowly owing

to the backward weather.

The Kansas Optical Association met in

Wichita, Kans., May 14th. A large number of

opticians was present from all over the State, and

the meeting was a very successful one.

Jewelry Store

KevsToNe

The Missouri Optical Association will meet on

June 15th in St. Louis, and the visitors will have

an opportunity to attend the World's Fair as well

as to participate in the convention. Several Kansas

City opticians have decided to go to the St. Louis

meeting.
A. Rosenfield, the Leavenworth jeweler, has

sold his Lohengrin apartment house in Kansas

City for $35,000. The Lohengrin is located near

Thirtieth and Main Streets, in this city, and is one

of the handsomest apartment houses in the city.

Mr. Rosenfield took in part payment a 284-acre

farm in Leavenworth County.
The jewelry store of J. W. Montfort, Alva,

Okla. Ter., was entered by burglars the night of

May 5th, and a large number of watches, rings and

$7oo in money was taken. The money, which was

in gold and currency was in the safe, which was

opened and rifled. Watches were taken by the

dozen, and a number of the most valuable rings in

the stock were also taken. The burglars came

near making a clean sweep, and the robbery was

one of the largest that has ever happened in that

portion of the West. Mr. Montfort has issued a

circular offering a reward for the capture of the

burglars, and enumerating minutely the articles

stolen. These circulars have been sent all over

the country and Mr. Montfort hopes by this means

to recover at least a part of his stolen property.

Guy M. Shriner, of Gurney & Ware's, who has

been ill at his home in Fairfield, Iowa, has recov-

ered and is again at work.
Richard Miller, of McPherson, Kans., accom-

panied by his wife and daughter, has sailed for

Germany, and will be abroad four months. Mr.

Miller was born in Germany and has not visited

that country for more than twenty years. While

abroad he and his family will visit Switzerland,

Italy, France and England.
W. S. Hall, Mankato, Kans., has gone to

Omaha to take a course in engraving.

The Kessill Jewelry Company is a new firm that

has recently opened up a store in Pittsburg, Kansas.

The firm of Arnold & Turck, Ellinvvood, Kans.,

has been succeedcd by Turck & Daugherty.

E. H. Snow and Otto Knaul, of Woodstock,

Hoefer & Company's traveling force, were in the

city last month stocking up for their early summer

trips.
Miss Sarah Kersten, for several years in the

business department of the Meyer Jewelry Com-

pany, and a trusted employee of the firm, is to be

married the middle of June to J. H. Abbott, of

Minneapolis, Minn.
William Slimm, the jeweler, of Wilson, Kans.,

reports that speculators are prospecting for oil in

the vicinity of that town.
J. Q. A. Sheldon, of Manhattan, Kans., is

visiting his son Charles, in this city.

The Miller Optical Company, has succeeded

Peter Miller at Kingman, Kans.

Alvin Gordon has opened a new jewelry store

at Du Queen, Ark.
Charles Wright, who has been in California

for some time, has returned to Kansas City and is

once more with Gurney & Ware.

George W. Wells, president of the American

Optical Company, of Southbridge, Mass., accom-

panied by Mrs. Wells, spent a few days in Kansas

City recently. While here Mr. and Mr. Wells

were entertained by Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Merry.

They will visit Omaha and Chicago en route home.

J. H. Searfoss, formerly of Smithville, Mo., has

opened up a new store at Excelsior Springs, Mo.

Ellsworth Dunning, Concordia, Kans., has

returned from a hunting trip.
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W. D. Groff, of Clyde, Kans., who has been

visiting in Oklahoma, has returned home.

J. B. Hampton, of Colby, Kans., was a visitor

to the Kansas City wholesale houses last month.

He visited at St. Joseph before returning home.

The firm of Erickson & Howe has succeeded

G. H. Howe at Douglas, Ariz.
Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited

Kansas City wholesale houses during the past

week were F. E. Shortess, Traer, Iowa; J. H.

Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; E. R. Williams, Rich-

mond, Mo.; F. Kolstad, Pleasant Hill, Mo.; L. S.

Grimm, Jewell, Kans.; William Glick, Junction

City. Kans.; Otto Burklund, Ossawatomie, Kans.;

C. F. Bass, Huntsville, Mo.; C. L. Gansie, Inde-

pendence, Kans.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.;

H. P. Hobbs, Des Moines, Iowa; Leslie White,

Lees Summit, Mo.; J. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.;

G. N. Rankin, Olathe, Kans.; J. W. Schmandt,

Holden, Mo.; P. C. Peterson, Waverly, Kans.;

A. J. Carruth, Herington, Kans.

"Appleton's Cyclopedia of Applied
Mechanics"

Students of mechanics and mechanical practi-

tioners in all branches have now an excellent

opportunity to procure at a low price the well-

known three-volume library of mechanical knowl-

edge, " Appleton's Cyclopedia of Applied Me-

chanics." This masterly compilation was edited

by Park Benjamin, Ph.D., L.L.B., whose name is

an earnest of thoroughness and reliability. The

contributors to the volumes comprise the best-

known experts in all branches of applied mechan-

ics, and the benefits to be derived from the results

of their researches and scientific accomplishments

are of incalculable value to the man seeking the

highest and most advanced practice in the mechan-

ical field.
As a reference work this cyclopedia has no

equal. It covers authoritatively and exhaustively

10,000 different topics, has 2700 pages and nearly

8000 engravings. It is the recognized standard of

mechanical practice in workshops, manufactories,

technical schools and libraries all over the United

States, and is regarded as indispensable by the

most accomplished machinists, engineers, elec-

tricians and mechanics generally. Each volume is

bound in half morocco, measures ro x 7 x 2 inches,

and they weigh twenty pounds. A feature of the

volumes is the unique excellence of the engravings

which include diagrammatic and sectional draw-

ings with full explanatory details.

No mechanical art on which information is

needed is missing from this work. Agricultural

machinery ; wood, metal, stone and leather work-

ing ; mining, hydraulic ; railway, marine and

military engineering ; working in cotton, wool and

paper ; steam, air and gas engines and all manner

of motors ; lighting, heating and ventilation ; elec-

trical, telegraphic, optical, horological, calculating

and other instruments—these and numberless other

subjects are exhaustively treated.

The cyclopedia is published by the Norman

W. Henley Publishing Co., 132 Nassau Street,

New York, and the price has been reduced to $12

for the complete set of three volumes. Considering

the enormous labor and expense of compilation,

the aggregation of talent represented in the list of

contributors and the size and substantial character

of the volumes themselves, the reduced price is a

rare opportunity indeed. The books can be had

from THE KEYSTONE office on receipt of the pub-

lisher's price as stated above.
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Waltham Clock Co.

Ian utitchirers

HALL CLOCKS,

MARBLE CLOCKS,

OFFICE CLOCKS
AND REGULATORS.

Hall Clocks that Chime on Tubes,
Bells or Gongs.

Waltham, Mass., U.S.A.

FINE
SILVER- PLATED

WARE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

L. A. Littlefield,
New Bedford, Mass.

JEWELRY FOR TIIE JEWELER,

And a complete line of the leading makes

of Watches, railroad and other grades, insures

prompt shipment of all orders received.

Selection packages sent upon request.

J. ENGEL & CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

ROSARIES.
Gold Filled or Sterling
Silver, soldered links,
Stones of all colors.

$18.00
per dozen up (in fancy

boxes). Write for
samples.

L. Witsellfiausen,
37-39 Malden Lane,

New York.
Chicago,

405 Masonic Temple,
L. KATLINSKY.

JUNE, WHEN ROSES ARE IN BLOOM,
GLORIOUS TIME OF BRIDE AND GROOM,

WITH A RING ON EITHER HAND,
NOTHING HAPPIER IN THE LAND

Up-to-date methods in the manufacture of RINGS enable us to offer
exclusive styles and particularly good values. SIGNETS a specialty.
We carry stock in Chicago office, and solicit memo. orders.

Chicago,

405

Masonic Temple,

L. KATLINSKY. 9,)%de%Aea
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Cincinnati Letter

Season Backward

T H E

The customary apathy which

and Trade Dull is to be expected each sum-

mer, has made its appearance

this season with the usua
l result and dull business

is reported all around. The prolonged appe
ar-

ance in the Ohio valley of 
rainy and unseasonable

weather has aided in retarding 
business in general

to such an extent that me
rchants are complaining

considerably. When the fact is con
sidered, that

for several years past all li
nes of commerce have

prospered abnormally, the present
 inevitable reac-

tion should not cause any 
worry, as it was bound

to come. The condition
 is much better than it

has been many a summer wi
thin the memory of all

members of the trade, althoug
h not pleasing to

them. From out of the mass
 of complaints come

gleams of good cheer, diamond dealers and

makers of high-class goods reporting a steady

demand. The jobbing and novel
ty trade seem to

have suffered most from the
 depression, and it is

reasonable to suppose that when t
he St. Louis

Fair is ended, this will have di
sappeared.

Eugene Swigart, of E. & J. S
wigart, spent

three weeks last month fishing a
nd freezing, in the

neighborhood of Sault St. Marie, Mich
., and then

returned home with glowing stories of great

catches and warm sunshine.

Max Greener, the well-known 
jeweler, of Shel-

byville, Ky., was in the city a fe
w days, replenish-

ing his stock.
The firm of Brown & Osborne, 

jewelers, at

Mount Olivet, Ky., has been 
dissolved ; A. F.

Brown continuing in busines
s alone. He was in

the city a few weeks ago, on 
business.

H. W. Curtis, of Knoxville,
 Tenn., stopped

off a few days, while on a trip
 to New York City

and the East. Before leaving, he ordered som
e

diamonds of Jos. Noterman & Co.

The famous old Hellebush Stree
t clock, which

for many years has pointed t
he time of day to

down-town pedestrians, has been 
sold by jeweler

Joe Kenkle to L. C. Eisenschmi
dt & Bro., of New-

port. The clock originally bost 
several thousand

dollars, and was considered one o
f the best of its

kind. It will he set in front of the 
store of the

purchasers, in Newport, Ky.

Wm. S. Witcher, a wrecking

engineer, giving his home as

a Thief Marietta, Ohio, has been bound

over to the grand jury upon a

charge of grand larceny, prefer
red against him by

Frank Flint, the Race Street 
jeweler. Witcher

entered the store and while 
looking at diamond

rings slipped one into his poc
ket. Mr. Flint's

brother, a clerk in the store, no
ticed that he was

one ring short and accused 
Witcher of having

taken it. Witcher denied the accusation, a
nd after

being turned over to the police 
tried to dispose of

the ring by throwing it out of 
the patrol wagon.

The tag became unfastened, h
owever, and the ring

stuck to his finger. At the police station he said

that he had been under the inf
luence of a drug and

did not know what be was do
ing. The detective

department identified him as the
 man who had

committed a highway robbery a 
number of years

ago, for which he served sev
en years in the peni-

tentiary. Witcher's wife came to Cin
cinnati to

hunt up her husband, who had been
 missing from

home for some days, and at po
lice headquarters,

where she reported his disa
ppearance, she was

informed that he was charged w
ith a felony. She

was shocked to learn that he had a
 criminal record

previous to the time she had 
married him.

Jeweler Spots

KEYSTONE

Arthur Speigel, of Gustave Fox & C
o., spent

several weeks in Chicago in the interes
t of his firm

during the month of May.

The firm of Lindenberg, Strauss & 
Co. have

leased the remainder of the second
 floor of the

Carew Building, and expect within a
 short time to

occupy it. The addition of this a
nnex to their

present commodious quarters will g
ive them one

of the largest jobbing rooms in the c
ity.

One of the largest jardiniers

ever exhibited in Cincinnati was

recently shown in the show win-

dows of the Lewis & Neblett

Company, Post Office Square. The 
vase weighs

several hundred pounds, is eleven fe
et in diameter

and about three and a half feet in h
eight. It was

made in Dresden of the famous G
erman pottery

clay in four panels, which were subsequently

screwed together. The decorations 
on the panels

represent alternately "spring" and
 "autumn."

The vase is valued at $250.

Emil Clauss, the Vine Street pawnbrok
er, has

been arrested on a charge of receiving stolen

goods. The case is the outcome of a
n arrest made

nearly a year ago, when Martin 
Blair, a trusted

employee of the Miller Brothers Jewe
lry Company,

was charged with having stolen ab
out p000 worth

of goods. Blair is now serving a term in the

workhouse, and confessed to having
 pawned con-

siderable of the stolen jewelry with 
Clauss.

John Zelley, the well-known jewel
er of Eaton,

Ohio, put in several days among 
the jobbers, re-

plenishing his stock. Zelley reports business. very

favorable, considering the fact that t
his appears to

be an off year.
The stock and fixtures of Duhme Bro

s. & Co.,

East Fourth Street, was sold at 
auction eatly in

May by order of the court. George Halm, a well-

known capitalist, bid it in at $24,
075, and he will

continue the business. Bids had been advertised

for by the receiver, and a numbe
r were received,

which subsequently were rejecte
d by the court.

Following the rejection, the court 
concluded that

better results could be obtained 
by a public sale,

and ordered the sheriff to dispose 
of the property

by auction.
Sol. Gilsey, of S. & H. Gilsey, 

Third Street

jobbers, spent a few weeks during t
he past month

visiting friends at Macon, Ga.

Lee Loeb, of the firm of Herman
 & Loeb, is

home from a week's visit at Frenc
h Lick Springs.

Joseph Noterrnan, Jr., of the Race Str
eet

diamond firm, narrowly escaped 
serious injury a

few weeks ago, while driving in
 Covington. One

of the span of horses stepped i
nto a hole and fell,

tripping the other animal and 
upsetting the trap.

Mr. Noterman escaped injury 
by jumping. The

horses, in trying to extricate t
hemselves, demol-

ished the vehicle.

The police have four men und
er arrest who

are suspected of having robbed
 jewelry stores in

Detroit and Chicago. A lot of 
gold and silver

jewelry was found in their pos
session and taken

by the officers. All are strangers to the local

department.
Chas. Esberger, the over-the-Rhine Vine

Street retail jeweler, has equipp
ed his store with a

new and complete line of staple jewelry and

novelties.

Thomas Lovell made a trip to
 Atlantic City

and other Eastern points, la
st month, to rest up

from a prosperous but trying 
winter season.

Adolph Schaar, formerly travel
ing with Plaut

& Co., has been engaged by
 Lindenberg, Strauss

& Co., to represent them in
 Virginia, West Vir-

ginia, North Carolina and South
 Carolina.

A Gigantic
jardinier

Manufacturing jewelers Joe Noterman and
 Ed.

Croninger went to Frankfort, Ky., May
 t8th, to

attend the State annual conclave of the 
Kentucky

Knights Templar. They were absent from the

city several days.
Elias Phillips has been in the East for a month'

s

relaxation from business affairs.

W. B. Wickward last month purchased the

jewelry and optical goods store of D. C. Jone
s, at

22 Arcade, and is now conducting the business.

Sig. Strauss, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,

recently spent a week in New York and the A
ttie-

boros on business.
Arno Dorst, of Dorst & Co., has been in St.

Louis and the Southwest for a month past, ta
king

in the fair and casting about for a chance to ex
tend

the firm's business by opening another manu
fac-

turing plant.
Frank J. Voiral, jeweler, at Fort Wayne, Ind.

,

was among the wholesalers during the month
 and

left several orders.

Isa Oppenheimer, of Hahn, Oppenheimer &

Co., after a visit to Hot Springs, recently ac
com-

panied Julius Hahn to New York City on
 a busi-

ness trip.
A small fire recently caused some damage to

the jobbing firm of B. L. Young & Co., 218 C
arlisle

Building. Following the clearing up, the firm de-

cided to move back to New York.

The Herschede Hall Clock Co. has on exhibi
t

in the Varied Industries Building at the
 St. Louis

Fair, a beautiful collection of hall cloc
ks. The

exhibit is valued at several thousand dollars.

Frank Herschede personally superintended the

arranging of the exhibit.

0. W. Smith, jeweler, at Carrollton, Ky.
, was

a visitor in tile city recently and left some orders

with the wholesale trade.

The Homan Silver Plate Co. has comp
leted a

number of extensive improvements in 
its repair

department, with a view to developing this
 branch

of the business. When the work of enlargement

has been completed, the capacity 
of the company

in this line will have been largel
y increased and

the firm will be prepared to do al
l kinds of high-

grade gold and silver repair work.

A. J. Wahlrab, of Dayton, Ohio, m
ade a flying

visit to the city a few weeks ago,
 to place a rush

order for certain lines of stoc
k.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co. have remove
d their

show rooms from the second
 to the first floor of

their large Elm Street buildin
g. The move is

made with a view to increasing t
heir floor space in

the sales department. A num
ber of other im-

provements have been made during the
 past few

months, which have resulted in thi
s firm having

one of the most modern and elabor
ate wholesale

plants in the city. The management announces

that the improvements will continue
 during the year.

Philip Harr, jeweler, at Aurora, Ind., 
made a

flying trip to the city to lay in 
some necessary

supplies, and reports a fair busi
ness among the

hoosiers.
Arthur Jacobs, of D. Jacobs & Co.

, was out

on the road for several weeks a
nd returned with a

number of nice orders.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann &
 Sons, visited

New York and other Eastern cities and was

absent several weeks.

Among the jewelers to visit the trade
 during

the past month were : Indiana—F
rank J. Voiral,

Fort Wayne ; Philip Harr, Auror
a. Kentucky—

Max Greener, Shelbyville ; 0. W.
 Smith, Carroll-

ton ; A. F. Brown, Mount Oli
vet. Tennessee—

H. W. Curtis, Knoxville. Ohi
o—A. J. Wahlrab,

Dayton ; John Zelly, Eaton.
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Do You Want This Protection?
Chains stamped R. & D. or R. S. Co. are manufactured

by us of 14 K. Solid Gold Tubes filled with composition metal,
and are thoroughly well made. Because they are so made we
are able to fully warrant them. This warrant, too, is a, guar-
antee that Is a guarantee.6

A guarantee for a gold filled
manufacturer's advertising stock
vincing the prospective customer,
factory pledge to the purchaser.

We warrant our chains to wear TWENTY YEARS and
we make this pledge exactly as binding as any watch case guar-
antee. A registered CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEEis supplied with every chain.

The last link of each chain is stamped with a number which
corresponds with the number on the Certificate of Guarantee.
If the chain does not wear as warranted this certificate entitles
you to a new chain.

We make these 14 K.
of newest and most staple
strong a guarantee, cannot
chain wearers.

chain is not unusual. It is its
in trade. It is useful in con-
but a most vague and unsatis-

Sold only through Jobbers.

Gold Filled Chains in a large variety
patterns. Such a line, backed by so
but interest all chain purchasers and

Ask yours for an assortment.

RODENBERG-SMITH COMPANY,
(Successors to RODENBERG & DUNN and ALBRO & COMPANY),

NEW YORK OFFICE-9-11-13 Maiden Lane. 183 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Providence and Attleboro

So favorably impressed has been

Jewelers Aid the New England Manufacturing

Jewelers' and Si I versmiths' Asso-

ciation by the working of the

Rhode Island School of Design, at Providence,

that members of the first-named body have taken

practical steps with a Niew to further enhancing the

school's usefulness. Of course, the association

has always been a liberal contributor to the school

in a general way, but perceiving the immense va
lue

in an industrial community of the special technical

training which it affords, a committee of the asso-

ciation paid a visit to the school some weeks ago

and what they saw there confirmed their intention

of further endowing the institution. Accordingly

it was decided to establish a number of scholar-

ships. Under this arrangement the donors are at

liberty to select an employee of their own and allow

him to avail of the instruction afforded. The fol-

lowing are the names of the manufacturers who

have shown a particular interest in this connection:

Theodore W. Foster ; Henry G. Thresher, of the

Waite, Thresher Co.; J. M. Buffinton, of the Potter

& Buffinton Co.; William P. Chapin, of the Chapin

& Hollister Co.; Harry Cutler, of the Cutler Jewelry

Co.; Charles M. Robbins, Attleboro ; Charles T.

Paye, of the Paye & Baker Mfg. Co.; Parks Bros. &

Rogers, John T. Mauran Mfg. Co. and George K.

Webster, North Attleboro.
The people of Plainville have

begun a movement which has

for its object the establishment

of Plainville as an independent

town distinct from Wrentham,

with which latter it is now associat2d. A petition

has been circulated and signed by those favoring

the movement, praying the legislature of the State

to grant legal recognition to the town as an inde-

pendent entity. The industrial progressiveness of

Plainville, with its 1200 inhabitants, its jewelry

manufactories and other enterprises, is urged as a

potent reason why it should be made a separate

municipal center. The immediate contiguity of

North Attleboro appears to a section of Plainville

people to justify consolidation with the first-named

town. The geographical connection of both places,

it is true, is so close as to make one appear prac-

tically a physical continuation of the other, but

North Attleboro is situated in Bristol County and

Plainville in Norfolk County and, to probably the

bulk of Plainville citizens, this objection puts

consolidation out of the question.
A projected tour of some Eastern

in
newseple ayJeweler, 
Speedway 

cities by Edward A. Sweeney,

of the W. H. Wilmarth Co.,

and Charles H. Tappan, of the

D. F. Briggs Co., both firms of Attleboro, has for

its object the inspection of city speedways with a

view to ascertaining the best form of top-dressing

for such. The two gentlemen named are devotees

of horse trotting and they, together with a few

other jewelry manufacturers, presented $7500 to

the town of Attleboro for the construction of a

speedway there. The municipality gave $2500

additional, and the work of constructing the track

is now on the verge of completion.

The directors elected at the recent annual

meeting of the stockholders of the Westminster

Bank, Providence, included the following well-

known members of the local jewelry trade:

William 0. Cornell, of Cornell & Andrews;

Frederick A. Ballou, of B. A. Ballot' & Co., and

Joseph P. Burlingame, of J. P. Burlingame & Co.

School of Design

Want Plainville
Made an Inde-
pendent Town

H KEYSTON

At a recent meeting of the Rodenberg-Smith

Co., of Providence, William H. Manchester was

elected treasurer of that concern. He is its

general manager as well. This company intends

to increase its quarters and make other necessary

provisions for its growing business.

A most enjoyable evening was spent at the

Gorham Casino, Providence, some weeks ago,

when the Gorham Orchestra, a talented organiza-

tion composed of employees of the Gorham Mfg.

Co. gave its fourth annual concert. The select-

ions rendered were exceedingly choice, being

made up of high-class compositions, with an

agreeable intermixture of popular numbers. In

addition to the orchestral renderings, there were a

number of clever solos and quartette selections.

Articles of incorporation for the Brown Mfg.

Co. were filed recently with the Rhode Island

secretary of state. The object of this company,

as stated in the articles, is to engage in the busi-

ness of manufacturing jewelry in Providence.

The capital of the concern is $25,000, and the

names of its incorporators follow : William I.

Macomber, William L. Ballou and Alfred S.

Johnson.
The recent departure of Miss Charlotte S.

Taylor from the firm of Regnell, Bigney & Co.,

Attleboro, with whom she was employed as

assistant bookkeeper, to become head bookkeeper

for E. D. Gilmore & Co. another Attleboro firm,

was availed of by the firm she was leaving and by

its employees to make her the recipient of a seal

leather pocketbook as a mark of esteem. John A.

Cunningham, office manager for Regnell, Bigney

& Co. made a graceful and appropriate speech

in formally presenting the gift.

Wm. Smith & Co., chainmakers, Providence,

recently celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the

founding of that firm. The occasion was formally

announced in a handsomely printed folder, bearing

a photograph of the late William Smith, founder

of the business, and extending the greetings and

gratitude of the firm to its customers.

Mrs. Adah S. Sturdy, whose death occurred

some weeks ago, was the widow of the late James

H. Sturdy, who for many years was one of the

leading jewelry manufacturers of Attleboro. Mrs.

Sturdy's death was the culmination of a paralytic

shock, from the effects of which she never re-

covered. She numbered among her ancestors

Roger Williams and Stephen Hopkins, of whom

the last-named was first commander of the United

States navy.
The Paye & Baker Mfg.Co.,of North Attleboro,

has awarded contracts for the erection of an

addition to the company's factory. Portion of the

new structure will be used as an office, and port
ion

as a stock room. It will be a two-story building,

measuring 38 x 34 feet.

The Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade,

Providence, has acquired some additional floor

space and has reinforced its staff of employees.

The association's quarters are situated in the

building of the Union Trust Co., but the grow
ing

demands made upon it necessitated an enlarge-

ment in both its space facilities and working 
staff.

The optical store of Eastman & Co., 19 Aborn

Street, Providence, was entered some weeks 
ago

and robbed of a quantity of goods, including 
tele-

scopes, opera glasses, eyeglass hooks and 
chains,

sample spectacles, reading glasses, etc. Access

was gained to the premises by boring holes 
about

the lock on the rear door, breaking out a 
portion

of the panel and then undoing the fastening
s of the

door. Up to the present writing no clue as to
 the

identity of the perpetrator has been disccvered.
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Amos S. Blackinton, Jr., has resigned from

the position of foreman of W. & S. Blackin
ton

Co.'s factory, North Attleboro, and has accep
ted

the position of general manager of the factory of

S. 0. Bigney & Co., Attleboro. Another recent

change in the staff of W. & S. Blackinton Co. is

the election of George G. Wheeler to the general

managership of that company.

The Jewelers' League inaugurated its base-

ball season at North Attleboro recently, when the

following selectmen of the town pitched, batted

and caught the first ball : Albert Totten, of

Thomas Totten & Co.; .Fred. S. Gilbert and

Frank L. Shepardson, of F. L. Shepardson & Co.

The severance of the connection of Edward E.

Richardson, hitherto assistant business manager of

S. 0. Bigney & Co.'s factory, Attleboro, was made

the occasion of a presentation to him of a beautiful

Morris chair on behalf of the firm and 130 of its

employees. A set of resolutions accompanied the

gift. These expressed the high esteem in which

Mr. Richardson was held by the workers.

The Attleboro firm of Fontneau & Cook was

recently transformed into a corporation under the

laws of Massachusetts, and is now known as

Fontneau & Cook Co. Edward P. Claflin, hitherto

special partner in the firm, has disposed of his

interest therein to Louis Busiere and retired from

business on an ample fortune. Mr. Busiere is a

well-known business man and member of the Board

of Trade of Taunton, and proprietor of the Poole

Silver Co., of that city. Frank Fontneau is super-

intendent of the recently incorporated company's

factory, and William A. Cook is its salesman.

Walter Gardiner, erstwhile partner in the firm

of D. Wilcox & Co., manufacturing jewelers,

Providence, died suddenly at his home, on Thurs-

day morning, May 19th. His death was entirely

unexpected .and caused a severe shock to his

many friends. Some weeks prior to his demise

the partnership which had existed between himself

and Dutee Wilcox in the firm of D. Wilcox & Co.

was dissolved, deceased retiring from the concern.

This business is being continued by Mr. Wilcox

under its old name.
The Corey Mfg. Co. recently removed from

North Attleboro and has become established in

the Metcalf Building, 158 Pine Street, Providence.

The H. D. Merritt Co., of Pawtucket, was

recently incorporated with a capital of Poo,000.

The object of this concern is the manufacture, pur-

chase, sale and use of jewelry, and the names of its

incorporators are : William A. Sherman, Louis E.

Morse and Ella A. Rose, all of North Attleboro.

The death of Herbert N. Mason, at one time a

well-known manufacturing jeweler, occurred at

Attleboro on May 13th, at the age of seventy-three.

Deceased became connected with the jewelry busi-

ness after receiving an education in the schools at

Attleboro. He first entered the factory of E. Ira

Richards & Co., North Attleboro, and afterwards

worked with Charles E. Hayward for many years.

In partnership with Earl Richards he opened a

jewelry manufacturing business under the firm-

name of Mason & Richards, but subsequently dis-

posed of his interest in this concern to Mr. Richards

and went to farming near Mansfield. He came to

Attleboro six years ago and remained there until

his death.
Frederick Young, an employee of the Gorham

Mfg. Co., at Providence, for forty-eight years, died

recently from an apopletic stroke. He was much

esteemed both by his employers and co-workers.

For many years he filled the position of foreman of

one of the company's departments. A widow, a

son and two married daughters survive him.
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ORNAMENTAL MIRRORS.

ORMOLU GOLD 24 K. CLOCKS
OUR SPECIALTY.

OUR PULL LINE IS NOW READY.
Every piece made heretofore has been discarded.

OUR NEW DESIGNS MR PRETTIEST J2-41! MOST ARTISTIC ON THE MARKET
We have iclded a large line of A i Silver-Plated Ware, including- Sterling-.

ANCHOR SILVER PLATE CO.
Main Office and Works, ST PAUL, MINN.

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller.

Made in
6 Different

Grades.

10 Ligne.
H Ligne.
0 Size.
12 Size.
Jo Size.

l'cndant Sct. Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO 1_,GITIMATh ..JVVELERS.
PRICS NOT ADVRTISD IN ANY JOURNAL.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS. SEND FOR PRICE–LIST.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SELLING { CROSS SC BEGUELIN/AGENTS.3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. 17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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News from the Northwest

At this writing it is still too early to state the
outcome of what jewelers have begun to look for

their semi-annual holiday business. The last two

weeks of May and the first two weeks of June,

owing to commencement exercises and June wed-

dings, coupled with the advent of the summer girl,

always give the jewelry line a special boom, and to

use one retailer's expression " 1904 is no exception,

we have a large amount of goods laid aside awaiting

delivery orders," we trust all have received their

due share. The season has been handicapped

somewhat by the lateness of spring and the cool

weather, but it is bound to get warm and our shirt

waist girl and outing flannel suit man %'ill have to

have the opportunity to display their new jewelry.

The Twin Cities should enjoy the visits of a

great many outside jewelers and opticians next

month, as the State Retail Jewelers' Association,

the Minnesota State Optical Association and the

Northwestern Optical Association will hold their

meetings in June. All have good programmes

in view and they should have good attendance.

We note with pleasure that the different associa-

tions are going to devote part of their time to the

;ocial feature, and we think the results will justify

them, as it will be an object for each member to

bring his best girl with him.

John Fredell succeeds Herman Fredell at

Center City, Minn.
John A. Musch, Mellette, S. Dak., has filed a

petition in bankruptcy.

IV. J. Flack, Detroit, Minn., reports a loss by

burglars last month.

We are pleased to note that Jake C. Hub,

Mapleton, Minn., who has been quite ill, has

recovered sufficiently to be again at the store.

The Kuhlo Mfg. Co., St. Paul, has moved to

97 East Fourth Street.
Clifford V. Bates, Huron, S. Dak., has moved

into his new store.
Geo. E. Bierlein has bought out M. F. Troxall

at Bryant, S. D.
G. H. Goodwin, Tracy, Mimi., has sold out to

J. R. Alexander, who has disposed of his drug line

and will devote his entire time to the jewelry

business.
Wm. Grinnell, formerly watchmaker for G. H.

Goodwin, has started in business at Tracy, Minn.

H. F. Wadell, Stewart, Minn., has moved to
Glencoe, Minn.

J. S. Kierstein, a graduate of Stone's School,

St. Paul, has opened a repair shop at Walnut

Grove, Minn.
E. J. Callick, formerly with H. T. Segerstrom

and C. M. Bean, Ironwood, Mich., is now with

Geo. R. Holmes, St. Paul, Minn.

A. J. Krueger, North Branch, Minn., was mar-

ried last month. Albert is expected back in time

for the jewelers' and opticians' meetings, as he has

not missed one so far. Our congratulations, A. J.,

and may your shadow never grow smaller.

J. A. Herbert, Duluth, spent a short vacation

at Alexandria, Minn., last month.

Miss Hattie Haigh, of Sischo & Beard, St.

Paul, spent a pleasant two weeks at Brooklyn,

N. Y., last month.
Fire at Brainerd, Minn., last month caused

C. L. Burnett and E. S. Houghton to pack up

their goods in a hurry. The loss is covered by

insurance. Brainerd has now had four bad fires in

four months: Hard luck, truly.

Jac. Gruesen, Duluth, Minn., is happier than

ever, owing to the arrival of a new girl at home.

Albert H. Sugg, Zumbro Falls, Minn., will be

married June 15th to Miss Lulu Watts, South Troy,

Minn. THE KEYSTONE extends hearty good

wishes to the happy young couple.
L. Sheridan, St. Charles, Minn., is again com-

fortably settled in his store, which was destroyed

by the cyclone last summer.
Reid & Orr, Rochester, Minn., have dissolved

partnership. L. A. Orr will contintie the business.

G. W. Ellis, Stewartville, Minn., has moved

into his new store. •

A. Lagerstrom, Cannon Falls, Minn., is laid

up by having a sprained ankle.
C. L. Eckberg, Red Wing, Minn., after six

months' illness, is again able to attend to his

business.
Emil Dickman, lately with A. H. Sugg, Zumbro

Falls, Minn., has bought out F. IN. Zimmerman,

at Hammond, Minn.
D. E. Furmer, Stewartville, Minn., has sold

out to A. Schroeder.
C. H. Anderson succeeds Howard & Anderson

at Chatfield, Minn.
A. E. Seyl and A. W. Johansen, Chicago

jewelers, took advantage of the railroad war and

paid a visit to the Twin Cities last month to renew

trade acquaintances.
0. G. Hulberg, Duluth, spent a short time at

the World's Fair, St. Louis, last month.

Ed. Gruenhagen, graduate of Stone School,

St. Paul, is now in business at Wentworth, S. Dak,

J. 0. Peterson has moved from Brookings to

Summit, S. Dak. •

Geo. W. Boeringer, St. Paul, has been serving

on the grand jury the past month.

Chas. 0. Mowry, St. Paul, wore a broader

smile than usual last month. Cause : " A new boy

at home."
J. 0. Kellum, Bingham Lake, Minn., is now

located at Milnor, N. Dak.

C. A. Larson, Superior, Wis., was found dead

in his store May 12th. Heart failure.

Henry Caesar, Washburn, Wis., will reopen

his store there, which has been closed for the past

year while he was having his eyes treated.

W. M. Slade has moved from Mitchell to

Alexandria', S. Dak.
‘Vm. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn., came near

having a serious fire loss last month, only the cool-

ness of Mrs. Crandall saving their home from

being destroyed. As it was the damage will

exceed St000.
John Caeser, Stillwater, Minn., has been busy

repapering and painting his store.

Geo. C. Nerbovig, Le Sueur Center, Minn.,

reports the arrival of a baby girl at his home last

month.
C. A. Hoffman, Minneapolis, has moved to

624 Nicollet Avenue.
Paul C. Hirschy, Minneapolis, has moved his

optical parlor to 524 Nicollet Avenue, second floor.

Clifton A. Snell, Minneapolis, will take up

office practice June 1st.

Wm. Schleicher has begun business at Young

'America, Minn.
The following trade visitors to Twin City job-

bers were noticed last month : James E. Reid,

Rochester, Minn.; Cecil S. Dodge, River Falls,

Wis.; 0. G. Hulberg, Duluth, Minn.; E. L. Over-

jorde, Northwood, Iowa ; Emil F. Huhner, Still-

water, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.;

F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; L. E. Bryant,
Belle Plaine, Minn.; C. A. Wilcox, Wahpeton,

N. Dak.; Julius Anderson, Mora, Minn.; Fred.

Willman, Stillwater, Minn.; John G. Bett, Minnesota

Lake, Minn.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Saengerfest The most notable event which

Stimulates Trade has happened in Dallas for some
time was the recent meeting of

the Texas State Saengerfest, which brought thou-

sands of visitors to the city, all of whom were
delighted by the brilliant musical programme

which was rendered. The committee are especially
to be congratulated upon the successful culmination

of their efforts in bringing to Dallas one of the
greatest of living singers, Mme. Marcella Sembrich.

As might naturally be anticipated the great musical
festival had a highly beneficial effect upon local

trade, the jewelers reaping a gratifying share of
the profits.

G. A. Bahn, the popular jeweler-optician of

Austin, is the possessor of what is possibly the

most famous cat in the South. An admirer of this
remarkable feline presented her with a pair of ear-

rings, whereupon a scribe of the Balm establish-

ment composed a poem of two stanzas testifying to
pussy's gratitude for the gift.

G. A. Pfaeffie, the Greenville jeweler, is now
rejoicing in the proud title of papa—a baby boy

having been recently presented to him.
J. M. Grogan and wife, of Arlington, will leave

shortly for a visit Mr. Grogan's old home in
Alabama.

Louis Peine and family, of Wharton, will leave
shortly for a visit to the World's Fair.

The Shuttles-Mitchell Co. has moved to a
larger location over 312 Elm Street.

W. A. Simmons, of Collinsville, I. T., has sold
his interest to his brother, F. C. Simmons.

Maurice Chambers, formerly of West, Texas,
has accepted a position with A. Threadgill, the

Marlin jeweler.
R. H. McDill has opened a store near the

Wilson Building, on Main Street, which he will

conduct in connection with his jewelry and Ivatelt

repair business.
W. A. Peck, of Denison, attended the Shriners'

banquet held in Dallas the first of last month.

S. A. Gordon, of Lockhart, has increased his
stock and moved to a larger building and better

location on the north side of the square.
A. Weatherford, of Plano, will move into

larger quarters on the first of June. We are glad

to note Mr. Weatherford's success.
Among the new firms reported is that of

Largent & White, of McKinney. Both of the

gentlemen composing this concern were formerly
with the firm of Largent Bros., who were recently

burned out and whose business will be continued

by the new firm.
J. W. Pittman, the Cleburne jeweler, was in

Dallas last month.
B. Booth was a recent visitor to Dallas en route

to Sherman to attend a reunion of the Grand Lodge

of Odd Fellows, of which order he is a very

enthusiastic member.
Dr. M. W. Armstrong, of the Armstrong

Jewelry Co., of Brownwood, has been quite ill at
her old home in Temple for several weeks, but we

hope soon to be able to report her complete

recovery.
Elba Elmore, of Pilot Point, was a recent

visitor to the local market. Mr. Elmore leaves on

June 1st for a three-weeks' visit to Hot Springs,

Ark. We hope he will return much improved in

health.
Young jewelers have recently arrived in the

houses of Asa Cordill, of Ballinger, Texas, and

W. E. Wilson, of Navasota.

(Continued on page 927)
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TRADE=MARK

REMEMBER
that our prices are as low as any conservative
wholesale dealer could ask to have them, when
the quality of our stock is taken into consid-
eration, 1-8, i-ia, 1-15 seamless gold filled.
Our woven wire fobs are 1-15, which is morethan 150 per cent. better than the 1-40 ones floating on the market.Our elegant new fall styles, embracing all novelties in chains, are readyfor jobbers' inspection.

1000 NEW STYLES
METAL FOBS, VIZIER CHAINS, VEST CHAINS, LORGNETTES, NECKCHAINS, CHATELAINE PINS, BRACELETS.pir We make goods that will give the consumer satisfaction. -10ff

C. A. MARSH & CO., A_TTLEBORO, MASS.

f

SemoonabLe Nove Hea.
Scofield & DeWyngaert,

48 and so Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.
Sales Office, 1=13 Maiden Lane, New York.

75C. is not the price to you,
but the price at which this
clock can be profitably
retailed.

We've had a pretty hard time to keep up with
the orders for these new Den Clocks. Reason
enough. They've made good, and over all the
land dealers are stirring things up by selling these
handsome little clocks for 75c. Look at the illus-
tration again—think of a windowfull of these clocks
with a 75c. price card. Wouldn't that make a lot
of people step into your store pretty lively? Send
for the Den Clock Folder if you want details.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia.

ILLUMINATED
SHOW
CASE.

JOHN PETZ, Patentee.
Our Mr. John Petz's invention of the illuminating device for

show cases wa the ideal result hitherto vainly sought for by the
progressive merchant—a means to create quick sales and more
sales.

Our show cases possess all the good features of all other show
cases and many features exclusive with us, an excellence which
places them beyond the reach of competition. We charge no
more for our show cases than they are worth.

Write to-day for full description and prices.
P. S.—We make outside show cases, too.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
w Case Builders to Progressive Merchants,

482 to 490 Fort Street, West, DETROIT, U.S.A.
Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.

to 11N PET?, Pres. & Supt. I Lit BERT MALOTT, Secy. & Trcas

June, 1904

Pittsburg and Vicinity

Local Trade
Conditions

T H E

June wedding seasons usually
bring with them bits of cheer to
the jewelers of Pittsburg, and
this year is no exception to the

rule, though the cheer is a little more limited in its

extent. The year is apparently settling down to

be a quiet one for the trade here. Business condi-

tions do not warrant the belief that there is to be

that briskness that characterized the past few years

of rush trade in all its branches, and the majority

of the tradesmen say that what they accomplish

will depend upon their own hard-driving efforts to

bring the trade to them. There is a noticeable

increase in attention to detail in all retail stores

and the wholesaler is doing what he can to meet

every small want of the retailer. The ambitious

and energetic store seeks publicity in the leading

society journals of the city, and has attractive

advertisements for wedding gifts, recognizing this

feature of the business more than in past years.

To the jeweler, as much as to
the other manufacturer, there
took place in Pittsburg this
month one of the most mo-
mentous meetings that has

marked the business history of the city. It was a

social dinner and meeting of the new Merchants'

and Manufacturers' Association, mention of which

was made in a recent issue of THE KEYSTONE.

This association has among its members such

representative firms as George B. Barrett Co. and

Heeren Brothers & Company, representing the

jewelry trade. At the meeting there were discussed

plans for cultivating the trade of the smaller store-

keepers and dealers in what is known as the Pitts-

burg district. This feature of the business has

been left untouched in Pittsburg for years, because

the business here went along without it until the

average business man became dangerously indif-

ferent to its importance. One of the wholesalers

and manufacturers talked earnestly and honestly

upon this subject after the meeting. It was such a

talk as will do good to all the trade, for it did not

spare the speaker in the least. He said that

Pittsburg merchants and manufacturers had at

last awakened to the fact that business would

not always seek them, and that times had

changed so much that it was time for them

to go out and seek business. There has been

it disposition in the past if orders came in

and the house did not happen to have the goods

ill stock, to return them, with a brief statement to

that effect. Now, they would take a little more

trouble to fill them, even if they had to go out to

get them. It was also pointed out that the trade

had suffered, because other cities had taken advan-

tage of this factor locally, and had penetrated

within twenty miles of the city and carried off the

plums, while the local manufacturers were quietly

sleeping in content and without ambition to check it.

The weakness of the position of the local

tradesmen was never more keenly pointed out than

by this manufacturer, and while he referred partic-

ularly to the jeweler, his argument applied to all

trades. He said that changed conditions were

forcing these considerations on the attention of

Pittsburg as never before.
As to the purchase of stock by

retailers this season, it is stated

that in this district there has

been an appreciable falling off,

because most of the retailers have been heavily

stocked up for some time and are averse to loading

The Merchants'
and Manufac-
turers' Association

Conservative
Purchasing

KEYSTONE

up any more. They are pushing their existing
stocks with vim and earnestness all the time, but

are confronted with a quiet condition in all lines of

business, a declining activity, mills running only

thirty, fifty and seventy-five per cent. of their
capacity, and a corresponding decrease in the
earning power of the workers. There are a num-

ber of weddings promised during the next few
weeks, and a share of the trade from them is

coming to local dealers. The stocks, however,
are so large that it will not materially affect new
business, but will rather help clear up the situation
for the fall. Banks are showing well filled vaults

of cash, with a limited demand for it for legitimate

trade, while speculative movements are curtailed

for want of confidence in the general business

conditions of the country. Measured by the iron

and steel trade, the universal measuring stick of

this section, the feeling of unrest and hesitancy is

not unreasonable. There are hopeful signs, it is

true, of stronger conditions ill the near future, w ith

activity in sight for railroad construction and ship-

building, that will help the steel mills, but thus far

it is confined only to " signs."
Some heavy contracts for material have come

to Pittsburg mills during the present month which

means active operations for some time, and involves

the use of probably 30,0430 tons of structural steel.

But then there is the general idleness of the coal

mines on account of the strikes on the great lakes,

which have tied up shipping and has made it

impossible to deliver next winter's fuel supply to

the Northwest. This has made hundreds of coal

mines idle, and thousands of millers are resting on

their oars waiting to be called " back to the mines."
There are but few classes of

Dullness Among laboring men that spend money
more freely than the coal miner
when he has plenty of work,

and he is a good customer of the cheaper jewelry

trade. The consequence of this is that these

smaller merchants are feeling the present depression

more keenly than many of the others.

Again, idleness has brought about a more

active criminal coterie. A negro entered the

store of a jeweler in Frankstown Avenue, East

End, on the evening of May 13th, and asked to

have a watch crystal replaced. While the jeweler

was fitting the crystal the negro made a grab for a

gold watch in the show case before him. The

jeweler started to stop him and the negro threw a

handful of fine dust into the storekeeper's eyes

and escaped. The police seldom capture such

thieves as these, for they disappear in the mining

districts and seldom come back unti they are

forgotten.
P. C. Gillespie, of Gillespie Brothers, Park

Building, spent some time this month in New York

picking up some fresh stock, and' this firm reports

a healthy trade at this time. J. Diamond, one of

the leading optical dealers, who removed to new

quarters at Penn Avenue and Sixth Street, has

fitted up a handsome store, which is admired by

the trade generally. The arrangements of this

store are thoroughly modern and attractive.

Among the suburban dealers

Mining and who recently purchased stock at

G. B. Barrett Co. were H. G.

Davis, who has just opened a

new store in Mt. Gilead, Ohio, and H. C. Morrison,

a well-known dealer in Mt. Pleasant, Pa., which is

in the center of the coke regions. Both report the

present conditions of trade in the mining and

coking regions as hopeful for a conservative busi-

ness during the year. There is a fair call for cut

glassware and for importations of art goods, but

Small Dealers

Coke Regions
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compared with the stocks on hand this is not
wholly satisfactory. The chief movement seems to
be confined to the smaller novelties for summer
decorations and jewelry of the semi-necessary type.
All stores are working on lower margins of profits
and are developing a much keener competive busi-
ness sense than has apparently been necessary
before.

A Jewelers'
Organization

Some time ago there was a
mention made in THE KEY-
STONE regarding a proposed
jewelers' club or trade associa-

tion in Pittsburg. At that time this matter liad
only been informally discussed and in a most
casual manner. During the past month it is learned
that the germ of organization is still working well
and that there are excellent prospects for an organi-
zation among the local trade in time. The greatest
argument in favor of the organization is that it will
do away with the present jealousies of the trade
by fostering acquaintance and a mutual regard
among the jewelers. There is no trade so poorly
organized as the jewelry trade, and those who are
now taking an interest in this movement are con-
vinced that it is a move in the right direction. It
is promised now that a club list will be compiled
this summer, and that definite steps will be taken
before fall.

In talking " shop " with a num-
Exorbitant Rents ber of down-town jewelers it is

learned that rents this year have
advanced in some cases to double what they were
a year ago, and in face of a much slower trade.
The outcome of this was not so apparent this year,
but when the advances were made leases were all
short term—mostly for a year—and at the end
that time there is likely to be considerable changing
going on if the landlords continue to extort unnat-
ural and impossible rents. One instance of this
was cited where a well-known jeweler who paid
$3200 a year, until April of this year, is now asked
$6200 for the same store.

The diamond trade has been holding up some-
what strangely at this time. Advancing prices
have made the business somewhat speculative, but
in spite of all this dealers claim here that while the
general movement of jewelry stock has been slow,

there has been a spurt in the demand for diamonds
that has been exceptionally remunerative.

There has been an unusual number of callers

on the trade in Pittsburg during the present month,

and we have gathered from these the information

that " things are quiet " all through the district at

the present time.
It is said that the new department store of

James McCreery & Company, of New York, which

is to be opened in a handsome new building this

summer, will have a large jewelry department.

The store will have a twelve-story building exclu-

sively to itself, and the edifice is rapidly nearing

completion.

To Cement Leather to Iron

A good way to glue leather to iron is to paint

the iron with a mixture of white lead and lamp

black, dissolved in oil. Then cover with a cement

made of the best glue soaked in water until soft,

and dissolved in vinegar. This is mixed thoroughly

with one-third of its bulk of white pine turpen-

tine, and thinned with vinegar until it can be

spread with a brush. It should be applied to the

iron while it is hot and the leather put on and

quickly pressed into place. It must be held tight

by a clamp while it is drying.
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Height, 12 inches. Diameter, 7. inches.

ellio Special
Yearlong

0

is by far the hand-

somest clock of the

"400-Day" kind in the
market. Handsome

metal dial, 4 inches
diameter, compensated
pendulum.

JOBBING TRADE
SUPPLIED.

J. B. BECHTEL & CO.
725 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

...1■11■■

ANDO

Silver Polish
IS THE BEST

for Jewelers to handle--it is a
quick seller and positively

superior to any known polish on the
market. The patent cap used on jar for

CANDO_ is made to perfection.
We call special attention to the im-

portance of a package for Silver Polish
that can be RESEALED after it is
once opened.

Samples sent when requested. Correspondence solicited.

PAUL, MPG. COeb,

Boston, Mass.

K & D QUALITY

Cuts 15 Size.

\:\
.:411

K

No. 401. Parallel Centers. Solid Nickel. No. 404. Solid Nickel.
No. 902. Parallel Centers. Brass. N... 405. Brass.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

MADE RY

KENDRICK & DAVIS,
Lebanon, N. H.Send for

Catalogue No. 5.

WE LEAD 
with the Reliance Brand Bal-
ance Staffs and C. & F. Jewels
Made for all sizes of Amer-

ican movements and guar-
anteed to fit.

BALANCE STAFFS, 60 cents per dozen net. C. & F. JEWELS, 50 cents per dozen net.
Jewelers' Findings stamped Reliance Brand means that it Is made of the best quality stock.

7

asiDo

Send UR a trial order and be convinced of our assertion.
A complete stock of American and Swiss Materials always on hand.
We also carry a complete line of Jewelry and Novelties made by the leading manufacturer:.A complete stock of Got bill Goods always on hand.
-I al attention gicci Is mail orders. Orders filled from any catalogue.

KORONES BROS Tobbers in Watches, Clocks„Tewelry, Watchmakers' Tools, Mate-
, rill's, Jewelers' Supplies, Engravers' Tools and Optical Goods,

38 Chrystie Street, NEW YORK.

THE FINEST 
IN THE WORLD.
WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILS

-
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Used by all the leading watch factories and by all watchmakers
who value their work. Sold by all tool and material dealers.
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San Francisco Letter

Palatial New

T H E

A notable event of recent hap-

Store pening in the local jewelry

trade, was the opening of the

13ohm-Bristol Diamond Company's new store at

114 Geary Street, this city. The company has

conducted a business at Denver, Colo., for a

number of years and this will be continued. The

establishment just opened in San Francisco,

embodies in its equipment all ,the improve-

ments that modern mechanism and decorative

skill have imparted to the fixtures and facilities

of a high-class store. It is furnished in solid

mahogany and heavy French plate glass ; the

electrical fixtures are magnificent specimens of the

metal-workers' art, and are a considerable improve-

ment on everything that we have hitherto seen in

this line in 'Frisco. The store will be under the

personal management of Mr. Bristol, who will be

assisted by the following force of clerks : A. S.

Cunningham, F. J. Wheeler, F. R. Templeton,

A. J. Breiling and J. M. Ricketts. Mr. Bohm will

in the future make his headquarters at the Denver

store.
Samuel Bayles, who formerly conducted a

jewelry store in Spokane and later a store in

Nome, has returned to San Francisco and will

locate in California as soon as he can find a suita
-

ble location. Mr. Bayles called upon the trade

while here and bought a fine stock of goods.

H. A. Minasian has accepted a position as

head watchmaker with L. Katz, of Sutter Creek,

California.
Geo. Bangle, who conducts a retail store in

'Vallejo, Cal., was in town last month with his

family, and will be among the host of Californians

who are going to visit the exposition at St. Louis.

W. F. Wooster, of Suisun, Cal.; H. C. Zapf,

of Grass Valley, and C. W. Wickersham, of

Bakersfield, Cal., were among the out-of-town

buyers in this market last month.

Albert Haber, of M. Schussler Co., with three

or four other kindred spirits, are roughing it

through the Yosemite, camping wherever night

finds them.
A. Huguenin, who was formerly connec

ted

with Shreve & Co., of this city, will va
cate his

present store on Market Street, and J. Macows
ky,

formerly of Kearny Street, will enlarge Mr. 
Hu-

guein's old quarters and open a fine attractive 
new

establishment some time in the near future.

Geo. M. Roy, of the Roy Jewelry and Optical

Co., of Kearny Street, near Sutter, in the build-

ing formerly occupied by Mr. Macowsky, which

will give him a fine new store nearer the business

center.
Armer & Weinshenk, wholesale dealers in

material and jewelers' sundries, of Sutter Str
eet,

this city, have installed a new up-to-date printing

plant in their establishment, and are very busy

stamping and printing boxes, etc.

F. E. Smith, retail jeweler of San Jose, C
al.,

was a visitor in town attending the Grand Lo
dge

of Odd Fellows when they held their conclav
e

here, as he was a delegate from his home lodge.

F. Golden, of the Frank Golden Jewelry Co.

stores of Reno, Carson and Tonapah, was am
ong

the visiting tradesmen in town last week buying

stock for his three stores.

John M. Sinclair, traveling representativ
e of

Armer & Weinshenk, has started on his N
orthern

trip and will not return to town for three or 
four

months. Mr. Sinclar expects to book a large

numer of orders for fall delivery.

KEYSTONE

A. Eisenberg & Son, of 126 Kearny Street,

San Francisco, recently returned to town from a

six-weeks' trip.
Paul H. Neuffer, the enterprising retailer of

Olympia, Washington, has started in a sight-seeing

tour to Europe and will be away from his old

haunts three or four months.

A. G. Prouty has accepted a position with

Simons, Bro. & Co., of Philadelphia, and will

represent this house covering the entire Pacific

Coast territory, with home offices at 120 Sutter

Street, San Francisco, where he will be pleased to

receive friends of the firm at any time. THE KEY-

STONE joins his many friends in wishing Arthur a

successful career in his new venture.

L. Koberg, the retail jeweler, of Healdsburg,

Cal., was on a buying trip to town last month, and

reports business in his section as fair for this

season of the year. He did not hesitate to desc
ribe

the outlook for future business as very bright.

J. C. Leudan, A. Eisenberg & Co.'s knight 
of

the grip, has started out on a six-months' tri
p to

call upon his friends in the trade.

L. S. Lehrberger & Co., wholesale jewelers of

126 Kearny Street, this city, have been maki
ng a

few needed improvements in their offices, 
which

now present a very bright, attractive appearan
ce.

H. F. Wichman and family, of Honolulu,

arrived in San Francisco on the 0. and 0. 
steamer

China, after a very pleasant voyage. Mr. Wich-

man will spend a few weeks visiting fr
iends in

Brooklyn, New York, and incidentally call u
pon

the trade in New York City.

A. W. Huggins, of A. I. Hall & Son, of 
San

Francisco, is taking a vacation, visiting friend
s in

the East. Mr. Huggins has taken his family with

him, and they will spend some time at St
. Louis,

looking over the exhibits at the exposition.

Alphonse Judis, of Alphonse Judis Co., 
is

among the Coast jobbers who have migrat
ed East.

Mrs. Judis and Master Frank accompany him.

Elberon, N. J., will be their address aft
er they

have visited Chicago and St. Louis. We 
feel safe

in saying, a hearty reception awaits their 
arrival at

this Atlantic Ocean summer resort, as thei
r friends

summering there are legion.

D. S. Buiford and wife, of Whittier, Cal., 
were

among the visiting trades people in town 
recently.

After spending a delightful honeymoon 
visiting

friends in Modesto, Stockton and Sacra
mento, they

returned home by way of the Pacific Oc
ean.

J. Nordman and xvife, of Nordman Bro
s., San

Francisco, is away from his old stamping 
ground,

visiting friends and relations in Europe.
 Uncle

Joe will be absent three or four months, 
and on his

return will visit the watch and case fac
tories in the

East in the interests of his material 
departments.

The trade are extending their sympat
hies to

Rudolph Barth (with Rothschild & 
Hadenfelch)

upon the death of his mother, whose 
funeral took

place from her late residence in this ci
ty on Tues-

day, May loth.

Leon Nordman, of Nordman Bros., 
San Fran-

cisco, returned home from his Eastern 
trip after an

absence of two months, looking in g
ood health.

A. Feldenheimer, of Portland, Oreg
on, passed

through San Francisco en route to the 
East, where

he will no doubt look over the 
market preparatory

to buying for his fall trade.

The Los Angeles retail jewelers reaped a

harvest last month during the co
nvention of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineer
s, doing a

very large business in all railroad 
grades of Ameri-

can timepieces. It made quite a busy month,

particularly as this is the dullest season
 of the year

in the Southern section of this 
State.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

(Continued from page 923)

The following dispatch front Rosebud, Texas,

dated April 25th, is taken from the Dallas News:

" The meeting at the Baptist Church, which has

been going on for the last two weeks closed last

night with a crowded house to hear Rev. Gus

Evans deliver his first sermon. He announced

several days ago that he felt called to preach, and

of his intention to do so. He will dispose of his

business and prepare himself for the ministry.

Mr. Evans has been conducting a very successful

business, but now offers his stock for sale to enter

into a new field of labor. We wish him all success

in his work." Rev. Evans has hitherto been con-

ducting a watch and jewelry repairing business in

Rosebud.
C. It. Pittman and wife were visitors to the

great Saengerfest recently held in this city.

M. N. Harrison, formerly of Pilot Point, is

now in the employ of J. N. Bucher, Hillsboro.

H. H. Hawley has returned from a two-weeks'

visit to Huntsville. During his sojourn he made

quite a reputation for himself as a squirrel hunter.

We regret to annouce the critical illness of W. E.

Berry, formerly in business in Childress, Texas.

I.,. S. Patterson, formerly of the Patterson

Jewelry Co., of Lampasas, Texas, is now in charg
e

of the Walter Hafner Jewelry Co.'s store at

Smithville.
A. H. Kerr, of Corsicana, recently suffered

from a fire at his place of business. We are glad

to announce that Mr. Kerr's loss was one of sligh
t

proportions.
W. E. Heald, the popular San Angelo jeweler,

attended the Grand Lodge of Knights of Pythias

recently held in Houston. Mr. Heald is one of

the most prominent members of the order in Te
xas,

H. D. Leffel, of San Angelo, contemplates a

visit to the World's Fair City in June. It is also

his intention to spend some time at his old home

in the Hoosier State before his return.

Clarence Magee has given up his work in the

jewelry interests to devote all his time to musical

pursuits. He expects to start shortly on a concert

tour of the State, and has already booked as man
y

engagements as will occupy all his time until the fall.

Robert A. Terrell, for many years the efficient

Optician for Arthur A. Everts, was recently unite
d

in marriage to Miss Margaret Brewer, of this city
.

They have the best wishes of numerous friends.

Henry Iverson, of Henry Iverson & Co., Cor-

sicana, and wife, were visitors to Dallas during th
e

Saengerfest.
W. K. Browning, bookkeeper for Morgan &

Hawley, has returned from a two-months' vacatio
n

in Hot Springs.
W. H. James, formerly in the jewelry business

in Sulphur Springs, is now deputy county clerk o
f

Hunt County, Texas.

T. H. Benninger, with J. W. Pittman, of Cle-

burne, is one of the few who have been struck by

lightning and lived to tell of the experience. About

four weeks ago Mr. Benninger was quietly workin
g

at his bench when lie was smitten by a flash ; h
e

was unconscious for a period of two hours. Ever

since he has been answering the inquiries of his

many friends as to " how it felt," etc.

H. J. Ritter, of Seymour, was among the

arrivals during the past month. Mr. Ritter con-

templates moving to Dallas.

A. S. Fonville, of Wichita Falls, has been

forced to seek more commodious quarters, and

now has a store room to himself.
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The Giant

of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
ill Sales

Millions of' Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold
all over the world.

The Standard Collar Button.

WHY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
elan, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz (lc Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"is the hest piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters' Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality Iand Construction have made Its Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ It CO•
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York,

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N.J.

LEADERS FOR THE
JEWELRY TRADE

No. so.

We fill the long-felt want of
the jewelry trade for popular-
priced leaders in STERLING
SILVER JEWELRY.

We show the largest line of
Sterling Silver Hat Pins, Belt
Pins, Brooches, Waist Sets,
Links, Scarf Pins, College Pins,
etc., on the market.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Rothschild Bros. Co.
I.argest
Manufacturers of
Popular Priced Sterling Silver Jewelry and Novelties.

Attleboro, Mass., U.S.A.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

MEIN& CONSTEINTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

001

o -A-
AvsTA141̀

THE LEADER in /

TRADE-MARK.

Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT

3 Maiden Lane, New York

June, 1904

St. Louis Letter

Trade Improving
ill the World's
Fair City

T H

Business at our wholesale

houses, as well as the retail

stores, shows a steady im-

provement over a month ago,

due to the fact that weather

conditions have been more favorable in May than

April. The weather is not quite seasonable. Then

World's Fair visitors are beginning to put in their

appearance in goodly numbers, and our streets

present a busy, lively, animated scene, showing

that there are a large number of strangers in town.

Trade kept up fairly well during the month of May,

and will run about the same as last year at this

time. At a number of houses called upon they

said that, if anything, May was better with them

than last year. The outlook for a large local trade

during the summer and fall is very encouraging,

never was better. In addition to the World's Fair

attendance, St. Louis accommodated several large

conventions last month, including the national

and international press associations, the national

and international good roads' organizations, the

national federation of women's clubs and several

other national and State bodies. Yet there was no

perceptible strain on the facilities of the city for

taking the best care of all corners. So thorough

have been the preparations, that provision is

offered here for a multitude of probability. Rooms

in private houses have been little utilized as yet,

and these can be numbered by tens of thousands.

Our city at one time was apprehensive that its

lodgings and lines of transportation could be over-

taxed, but these questions have been set at rest

by actual tests and enumeration.
Many of the World's Fair hotels

are making rates of 75 cents a

and Rates day for large parties of visitors.

'They will be placed two in a

room. The almost universal rate outside of the

large down-town hotels now agreed upon is $r a

day, and at many private houses the rate has been

reduced to so and 75 cents for each person where

two occupy the same room, rather than allow

rooms to stand empty. So that none of our readers

need stay away from the greatest of World's Fairs

for lack of accommodation at fairly reasonable

figures. St. Louis is a large city, and, like all

large cities, it is prepared to care for the wants of

all classes of the people, the pretentious as well as

unpretentious, those who are fond of display and

those who are satisfied with the simple comforts

of life. Whether the cost of entertainment be ex-

cessive or moderate depends upon the ability of

those seeking entertainment to find accommoda-

tions to suit them. Prices that would appear

reasonable to some, would strike others as being

extortionate. The person who is limited to an

expenditure of $5 a day, must not expect to get

$to worth per diem for his money. If he expects

it, he will be disappointed.
We note that the press of the

country has taken up and is dis-

See the Fair cussing with more or less calm-

ness, sometimes unfairly, the

question of exposition period hotel rates in St.

Louis. A peculiar feature of the matter is the fact

that while some complain of excessive rates, others

are Inclined to think . the prices charged are mode-

rate, everything considered. A Boston artist re-

cently sent a communication to the Transcript of

that city, upon which it commented, criticising the

new schedute that was announced to go into effect

coincident with the opening of the fair. Another

Hotel Facilities

What it Costs to

K E VS T 0 N E

artist who was on the ground at the time, accord-

ing to the same paper, was able to satisfy himself

at the very moderate 'price of $2 per day, and the

hotel people themselves claim that a false impres-

sion regarding terms has gone abroad. The fact

of the matter is, the situation in St. Louis at pre-

sent is precisely what it was in Chicago eleven

years ago. One visitor finds that the prices are

exorbitant ; another experiences no difficulty

whatever in living and entertaining himself on the

most reasonable terms. Those who are seeking

costly accommodations in St. Louis must be pre-

pared to pay well for them ; those who are deter-

mined to practice economy, we are sure will find

little teouble in doing so. Thousands of people

who will visit our great and highly interesting

World's Fair this summer and enjoy every mo-

ment they spend here, will be able to boast on

their return that the experience cost them less than

they expected. Other thousands will likely not

enjoy themselves at all, because the experience

will cost them more than they can afford.
The visitor to the fair is struck

with the ubiquity of the suave

Frenchman and the alert Japan-

ese, and it is evident that these

two nations are represented

more largely than any other foreign countries.

Germany, of course, is very prominent in heavy

goods like iron and steel products. She is not

lacking either in displays that represent the gold-

smith's and silversmith's arts, but generally she

does not make as good a show as might be ex-

pected. It is generally understood that the long

siege of hard times that Germany has been having

the past few years, has resulted in a general curtail-

ment of her displays. Great Britain is prominent

in fine china and other lines that will interest

readers of THE KEYSTONE. The Russian is con-

spicuous for his absence, the original plan to erect

a Russian building on the grounds having been

vetoed at the time of the breaking out of the war

with Japan. South and Central American coun-

tries are not as prominent in this exposition as had

been hoped by its officers, though Mexico has

stepped into the breach to give a good representa-

tion from Latin America. The whole flavor of the

exposition is fully as cosmopolitan as the Chicago

Fair, and herein lies one of its great educational

features. Representatives of every race and almost

every nation of the globe are here, the oddity of

their raiment adding not a little to the charm of

the exposition.

Representatives of
Every Race
Represented

Labor Troubles

Exhibitors in all the buildings

have been complaining bitterly

at the Fair of the inadequate quantity and

poor quality of labor furnished

by the exposition authorities. This trouble will

account mainly for the tardiness of exhibitors get-

ting their exhibits in shape. The Gorham Com-

pany and the Herschede Hall Clock people were

much annoyed by labor difficulties. Happily this

trouble is now mostly over with, and exhibits will

be complete and in good order by the first week

ill June. It seems that the whole fair is unionized

to a degree that is startling. Exhibitors are not

permitted to bring in their employees to set up

their exhibits, machinery, etc., but are compelled

to draw on the exposition authorities for what

labor they need, taking men furnished regardless

of their inexperience at the particular work at

hand, though they are permitted the use of one

superintendent to direct the Work. Laborers prac-

tically unskilled, though bolding union cards, are

able to make from $5 to $8 in an eight-hour day

on the scale of prices in April and May, and corn-
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plaint is made on the part of the exhibitors that

the whole aim of the labor unions seems to be to

make the job last as long as possible ; because they

realize that as soon as the work is completed the

men will be out of work, and it is their plan to

make a year's wages in a few weeks. The fact

that the fair was in an incomplete state last month,

is charged to this " soldiering " programme of tile

labor unions.
W. F. Kemper, our well-known Franklin

Avenue retailer, who is secretary of the Collins

Electric Clock Co., a local concern, has a nice

exhibit of this firm's product in the Varied Indus-

tries Building at the World's Fair. The clocks are

not on the market as yet.
The item in the last 0100111's issue of THE

KEYSTONE, Y.' IliCh stated that the well-known

house of Tiffany & Company of New York, would

have an exhibit at our World's Fair, was a mis-

take, as they are not among the exhibitors at the

exposition, nor will they have a jewelry exhibit at

the fair.
J. H. Bartlett, of Marshall, Texas, was among

the large number of visiting jewelers here last

month, looking over the exposition and doing some

buying. Like all of our World's Fair visitors,

Mr. Bartlett was greatly delighted with the " Ivory

City " at Forest Park. He thought the Fair was

more than worth a trip to see.
Louis I leilbron, of Texarkana, Texas, was a

welcome trade caller here last month. Mr. Heilbron

found his way out to the World's Fair, and was

pleased with our great exposition. He said it was

his impression that it was safe to estimate the

attendance from the Lone Star State at the Fair

between this time and its close at about half the

population, as the citizens of Texas took a great

interest in the Louisiana Purchase Exposition and

would support it loyally and liberally.

J. L. Warren, of the Warren Jewelry Company,

Colorado Springs, Colo., was here for several days

last week, taking in the sights at the World's Fair.

Like all visitors, Mr. Warren was pleased with the

latest and greatest of expositions. He brought

word that the Centennial State would send a large

number of visitors between now and its close.

Among the many jewelers who were in St.

Louis during the month of May, calling on the

trade and looking over the great World's Fair, we

noted : C. E. Banta, Pittsburg, Kans.; A. R.

Wharton, of the Tower Jewelry Company, Spring-

field, Mo.; Chris. Keyler, Nashville, Ill.; W. H.

Childrey, Haw River, N. C.; J. Schmelzer, Cen-

tralia, Ill.; Tom. S. Riley, Mexico, Mo.; I. Zeller,

Durango, Colo.; Geo. Porth, Jefferson City, Mo.;

G. W. Chase, Moberly, Mo.; C. E. Turner, Min-

end Wells, Texas ; Adam Hafner, De Sota, Mo.,

and John Kretting, of St. Genevieve, Mo.

Samuel and Morris Eisenstadt, of the Eisen-

stadt Manufacturing Company, left May 21st for a

ten-days' trip to New York and other manufac-

turing centers, wherein they will combine business

with pleasure.
R. E. Boyd, of the firm of Purdom & Boyd,

manufacturing opticians, Birmingham, England,

and J. H. Marlow, a retail optician, of Harrogate,

England, were in St. Louis the last week in May,

looking over our World's Fair. They were wel-

come callers among the trade here, and expressed

themselves as more than delighted with the won-

derful exposition at Forest Park. Both gentlemen

were of the opinion that it was the greatest they

had ever seen, and well worth their long trip to

see. They were on an extended tour of America,

and said they were delighted with the Great West

and her great central city.

(Continued on page 928c)
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AMERICAN WALTHAM WATCH CO.'S MATERIALS.

WALTHAM BALANCE STAFFS.

1364 1365 1703 1703A 2844 RI42
1 A011 7355 8142.

WALTHAM BALANCE STAFFS ENLARGED 6 DIAMETERS.

13220 19369 8142 5142
rlu 1898-

WALTHAM BALANCE STAFFS.

I Dozen
each Size,
Number, &c.
_

NET PRICES.

q Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET PRICES.

M. Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET KICES.

Sicgle
Balance
Staffs. 

NET PRICES.

7 Jeweled, Sterling or Bond Street Grade 
15 Jeweled, P. S. B. or Royal Grade 
17 Jeweled, A. T. & Co. or Riverside Grade 
21 Jeweled, Vanguard or A cla'n Grade  _  _ _ 

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

$1:05
1.55
2.10

2.60

$0.6o
.85
I.10

T 35

$0.25
• 35
•45
.60

WALTHAM COCK AND FOOT HOLE JEWELS IN REGULAR
SETTINGS.

WALTHAM COCK AND FOOT HOLE JEWELS IN
REGULAR SETTINGS,

7-15 Jeweled Grade
17-23 Jeweled Grade_

I Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET PRICES.

34 Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET PRICES,

M Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET PRICES.

2.25
$1 .05
I.20

So.6o
.65

Single
C. & F. Hole

Jewels.

NET PRICES.

$0.25
•35

WALTHAM COCK AND FOOT HOLE JEWELS IN POLISHED
(ECLIPSE) SETTINGS.

WALTHAM COCK AND FOOT HOLE JEWELS IN
POLISHED (ECLIPSE) SETTINGS.

I Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET, PRICES.

34 Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET PRICES.

M. Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET PRICES.

Single
C. & F. Hole

Jewels.

NET PRICES.

7-r5 Jeweled Grade 
57-23 Jeweled Grade  $2.10

2.35
.10
1.25

$o 6o
.65

$0.30

• 40

WALTHAM COCK AND FOOT END STONES IN SETTINGS.

WALTHAM COCK AND FOOT END STONES IN
SETTINGS.

I t• .zen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET PRICES.

% Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.
_

NET PRICES.

M Dozen
each Size,

Number, &c.

NET 1 RICE&

Single C &F.
End Stones

oreap Jewels 
NET PRICES.

7-15 Jeweled Grade, Ruby, in Composition Settings_ 17-19 Jeweled Grade, Ruby, in Gold Settings 
I9-23 Jeweled Grade, Diamond, in Composition Settings 19-23 Jeweled Grade, Diamond, in Gold Settings 

$1.25
2.25
boo
II.00

$o.65
1.25
5.25
5.75

$0.35
• 75

2.75
3.25

S0.15
.30
1.25

1.15nonrn n Al ••.".. .......---

•

and JEWELS BY NUMBER and STATE THE SIZE, KIND, MODEL and QUALITY REQUIRED.
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( Continued from page 928 a)

An institution which has a per-
Hotel for the sonal and pecuniary interest for

every member of the trade who

visits the St. Louis Exposition,

is the Fielding Hotel and Club, situated at 5605-

5607 Delmar Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo. The

objects of this hotel, as announced by the manage-

ment, are to provide special accommodations for

jewelers, their families and friends who visit St.

Louis during the World's Fair ; to locate them
conveniently to the grounds ; to protect them

against exorbitant charges and for their convenience
generally. Of particular interest to jewelers stay-

ing at the hotel will be a large sample room
(96 x too feet) on the ground floor for displaying

Eastern manufacturers' lines of holiday goods,

thus enabling the visitors to profitably and eco-

nomically combine business with pleasure. One

of the concerns, whose lines will be shown in this
sample room, is the J. D. Bergen Co., cut glass
manufacturers. The names of all the firms repre-
sented and other information can be obtained by
writing to the hotel at the address above given.
But the most attractively-liberal offer in connection
with the hotel is this: That one buyer from each
visiting firm of jewelers will be entitled to one
week's room for himself and wife free of charge.
Apart from this free offer the hotel rates are most
liberal, rooms being obtainable at a rate as low as
one dollar per day per person, European plan.
The hotel is new, fireproof, and has every modern
convenience and improvement.

Jeweler J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, Texas,
who was married in that city, May loth, came
direct to St. Louis with his bride, where they spent
their honeymoon looking over the wonders at the
exposition.

Louis Bauman, the well-known traveling sales-
man, who has for over fifteen years past repre-
sented the L. Bauman Jewelry Company in the
\Vest and Southwest, has resigned his position
wills this firm and gone with Sidney L. & Morris
Kalman Company. Mr. Bauman will continue on
the road, as usual, covering his old territory.

Jeweler Louis Harris, retail, 1214 Franklin
Avenue, sailed for Europe April 26th, to be absent
two months. Mr. Harris will combine some busi-
ness with his travel and sight-seeing.

Will. Lamb, the well-known and popular
traveler for the Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., spent
ten days here last month doing the World's Fair,
accompanied by his bride. Mr. and Mrs. Lamb
were en route to their home in Chicago, after a
most enjoyable wedding trip to the City of Mexico.

S. W. Croft is a new man on the traveling
force of the L. Bauman Jewelry Company. He
will

o Illinoisc 
points in Missouri and

territory.ttohrey. 
smaller

J. L. Wolff, of Paducah, Ky., was among the
many jewelers here last month doing sone buying
and looking over the World's Fair.

Charles Cedarstorm, Northwestern traveler for
the Eisenstadt Company, spent a greater part of
last month at headquarters assisting the house
force in entertaining World's 'Pair visitors and
visiting his family. He is out among his customers
again this month. 

H. M. Hubbard, Texas and Arkansas repre-
sentative for the St. Louis Clock and Silverware
Company for the past eight years, ‘'ill make his
old territory for the L. Bauman Jewelry Company,
succeeding Louis Bauman.

Jewelry Trade

KEYSTON EE

The Missouri Association of Opticians will

hold their regular annual meeting in St. Louis at

the World's Fair, beginning June t6th. A large

attendance is expected from the jewelers of the

State, and the occasion promises to be a memora-

ble one in the history of the society.
Mark Eiseman, Southern traveler for the L.

Banman Company, spent ten days last month at

headquarters entertaining World's Fair visitors.

The firm of Lowe & Youngblood, Monroe,

La., was represented in this market last month by

Mr. Youngblood, who was here with his bride for

several days looking over our wonderful World's

Fair.
J. Reed Elliott, the well-known traveler for

the Eisenstadt Company, spent the month of May

at headquarters assisting the house force in enter-

taining and looking after World's Fair visitors.

Ben. Friedman, of Memphis, Tenn., was here

for several days last month enjoying the sights of

the World's Fair and doing some buying.

Mrs. Jaccard, wife of F. L. Jaccard, Texas

traveler for the Bauman-Massa Company, has jUst

recovered from a serious case of blood poisoning.

Mr. Jaccard has long made his home at Fort

Worth, where he is a popular citizen.

W. C. Gaston, of Keytesville, Mo., was in St.

Louis a few days last month doing some buying

and looking over the World's Fair.

Henry Wicke, a former well-known and pio-

neer jeweler of St. Louis is dead at the age of

sixty-seven years. His death occurred at his home

in this city, May nth. His funeral on the t3th

instant was attended by a number of members of

the trade. The services were conducted under the

auspices of Lyon Post, G. A. R., of which the

deceased was a member. The interment was in

St. Peter's Cemetery. Mr. Wicke's death was

pronounced due to a combination of pneumonia

and Bright's disease. It was stated that Mr. Wicke

had received serious internal injuries three years

ago by being crushed under a brick wall. The

deceased was born in Bremen, Germany, and came

to St. Louis in 185r. For forty-five years he con-

ducted a jewelry establishment at Eleventh Street

and Franklin Avenue. He is survived by his

widow, a former Miss Mary Reiter ; two brothers,

William and Charles Wicke, of Bremen, Germany,

and four children, Mrs. George Kleucker, of

Bromschwig, Germany ; Mrs. Earl Threlkeld, of

Charleston, Ill., and Harry and Wallace Wicke,

both of St. Louis.
Among the many visiting jewelers here World's

Fair opening day were R. G. Rutherford, Mount

Vernon, Ill.; E. Rickmus, New Melle, Mo.; F.

Herold, Jerseyville, Ill.; J. F. Swain, Sparta, Ill.;

E. Roberts, Elvins, Mo.; W. J. Krug, Staunton,

Ill.; Geo. Noterman, Nokomis, Ill.; C. Holderle,

Salisbury, Mo.; E. Giffin, Chesterfield, Ill.; T. E.

Gontermann, Granite City, Ill.; J. H. Keadle,

Belleflower, Mo.; E. K. Kane, Pinkneyville,

and W. H. Wheeler, Palmyra, Ill.

The Herschede Hall Clock Company, of Cin-

cinnati, have completed their exhibit at the World's

Fair. Their booth is near the pavilions of the

Gorham Company and the Mermod-Jaccard Com-

pany in the Varied Industries Building. It is a

handsome and unique affair, showing a fine display

of the firm's make of hall clocks to excellent

advantage. The booth contains moo square feet,

and jewelers will finch it a most inviting and restful

nook to visit.
0. G. Hulberg, of Duluth, Minn., was in St.

Louis for several days last month, looking over

the World's Fair. He thought the big show a

great success and a wonder.
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St. Louis Clock and Silverware Company early
in the season opened up a handsome department
for the display of World's Fair goods on its fifth
floor, which is devoted to exposition souvenirs
exclusively. It has been doing a rushing business
from the start.

E. C. Weidlich and F. B. Weidlich, of Wm.
Weidlich & Bro., spent part of the past month at
headquarters, looking after World's Fair business.
They expect to be in the house most of the time
through the months of June and July to greet
World's Fair visitors.

0. K. Steuwer, who travels in the South for
the Eisenstadt Company, was off the road a greater
share of last month. He visited his old home in
Cincinnati and the remainder of the time was at
headquarters, looking after World's Fair trade.

Geo. W. Wells, president of the American
Optical Company, Southbridge, Mass., accompa-
nied by Mrs. Wells, spent several days in St. Louis
the early part of May. During their stay they

visited the World's .Fair grounds and were de-

lighted with our big show and thought they would

come back later in the season and do the Exposi-

tion thoroughly.
' Joe Auer, Southern traveler for the Bauman-

Massa Company, spent most of the month of May

at headquarters, looking over the lines of Eastern
manufacturers' agents and selecting goods for the

firm's fall trade.
The St. Louis Watchmaking School, R.

Jaegermann, president and manager, has recently

issued a handsomely-illustrated prospectus in

booklet form, showing a picture of their new

building at 5815 Easton Avenue and sectional views

of the class rooms and office. It also contains a
history of the growth of the school and a list of
graduates, and is neatly printed.

Jeweler 0. 0. Russtad, of Grand Forks,

N. Dak., and Mrs. Russtad spent a week in St.

Louis last month, looking over the World's Fair.

They expressed themselves as highly pleased with

our big show.
George Stieffel, of the Mermod & Jaccard

Jewelry Company, is in charge of their exhibits in

the Varied Industries Building at the World's Fair.
Most of the manufactured articles are displayed in

their elegant " gold pavilion " 75 x 25 feet. A

short distance away the firm has a live exhibit,

showing the process of manufacturing jewelry and

various other articles out of gold and silver.

The Rowley Ophthalmological College is a

new optical school just established in St. Louis,

with quarters on the eighth floor of the Holland

Building. W. J. Rowley, the well-known refrac-

tionist and optical specialist, favorably known

among the trade from his long connection with the

Geneva Optical Company as their Southern and

Southwestern traveler, is at the head of this

College. President Rowley states in his pros-

pectus that the object of his school is to teach a

thorough course in optics, and believes that it will

pay those interested to investigate his college

when they come to our great World's Fair.

A. Eisenberg, the well-known wholesale

jeweler, of San Francisco, Cal., and his son,

A. Eisenberg, Jr., were among the trade visitors

in town last month, who were looking over the

World's Fair. They were charmed with the big

show and said that the Pacific Coast would furnish

a large number of visitors before the gates of the

greatest of all expositions were closed on Novem-

ber 3oth. Mr. Eisenberg said he was agreeably

surprised at the largeness and magnificence of the

display. He felt that the fair WaS well worth a

long journey to see.

k
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All Roads Lead to St. Louis

A Magnificent
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition is now in full

Spectacle swing, and the thousands of visitors who pass
through the gates daily proclaim that the great

show is all that was claimed for it, and much more. Your
correspondent, after a brief visit to the marvelous city of palaces,
is already an out-and-out enthusiast. On first entering the grounds
one is impressed by the pomp and splendor of the spectacle. The
picture presented by the main part of the exposition is of surpassing
beauty. Much has been
said and written about the
great fan-shaped main pic-
ture of the World's Fair,
but not enough to portray
adequately its beauties of
architecture and outside fea-
tures. Now that the picture
is finished, the fine points of
it are thrown into clearer
relief, and the skill of the
artists of architecture who
conceived it cannot be ques-
tioned.

With the towering Lou-
isiana Purchase Monument
as a centerpiece, there are
eight enormous exhibit pal-
aces grouped in this section,
forming the surface of the
enormous fan, while the
handle of the fan, as it may
be called, is made up of the
Cascade Gardens and Fes-
tival Hall, on the top and
slope of Art Hill. No fan
ever had a more richly
jeweled handle. It is inlaid
with bright bits of flower
plot and statuary and splash-
ing fountains. The fan-
shaped area embraces more
than a hundred acres. These
eight palaces, in which are
gathered the choicest specimens of art and industry products from
all lands, cover from eight to fifteen acres each, and the wide
spaces between them are embellished by landscape and water
effects never surpassed.

For more than a mile stretch the limpid lagoons, extending
on each side of the Grand Basin, into which pour the waters from
the cascades. Here and there the lagoons are spanned by bridges
which look massive and solid enough to stand for ages, and on
each side of the water is a wide paved promenade. Grass plots,
plentifully besprinkled with beds of blossoms, add to the vivid
beauty of the scene.

What is undoubtedly the most impressively-beau-
tiful feature ever seen at any exposition is the
unique waterfall known as Cascade Hill, at the
St. Louis Fair. The cascade is an artificial

Niagara so beautified by architecture, statuary and illumination
that the spectator is fairly ravished by the sight of it. The cascade
itself is divided into three parts—a large middle cascade with a
smaller one on each side, the water flowing directly into the head

of the Grand Basin. In all, about 90,000 gallons of water per
minute are supplied at a head of 1,59 feet, forming the greatest
artificial water effect ever attempted.

The water is taken from the Grand Basin itself, and raised to
the top of the cascade by a pumping station located under Festival
Hall. The pumping machinery consists of three thirty-six inch
single-stage turbine centrifugal pumps, each driven by a z000-horse
power Westinghouse alternating-current motor. The total horse
power utilized is thus 6000, making this the largest electric pumping
station in the world.

The daylight scenes are vivid and varied, but perhaps the
crowning glory of the expo-
sition is to be found in its
night pictures. The Pike
is a blaze of light and a babel
of sound until near mid-
night. The main picture of
the fair — that fan-shaped
group which includes the
cascades—is the nocturnal
center of interest for those
who delight in witnessing
the grandeurs made possible
by latter-day discoveries in
the science of electric illu-
mination.

When all the great pal-
aces are aglow with their
incandescent lamps—half a
million altogether—and Fes-
tival Hall and the Terrace of
States and the pavilions and
the cascades are illuminated,
then the noises of the day
are hushed and the exposi-
tion becomes a magnified
fairyland of enchantment.

There is music from
bands in the pavilions, from
tinkling lutes and guitars in
the gondolas on the lagoons,
and from the great pipe or-
gan in Festival Hall, while
the waters from the fountains
and the cascades furnish a

their own. When the electric glow, by a wonderful
contrivance invented for this speetacle, is softened and changed
into various tints, touching the flowers and waters, the statuary
and the palaces with new hues from moment to moment, and from
the German castle on the hill ring out resonant chimes of the big
bells—that is to many impressionable natures the supreme moment
of this unsurpassed World's Fair.

England, France and Germany have all reproduced historic
buildings as their national pavilions at the World's Fair. The
Orangery, the Grand Trianon and the Castle at Charlottenburg
represent three of the most famous and beautiful types of European
architecture, and the gardens surrounding them are marvelously
beautiful. These three great nations have very large exhibits in
all of the exhibit palaces. Rivalry between them is keen, and
each government has expended more than a million dollars that
their resources and national achievements may be exploited. Italy
has erected a charming villa on a prominent site south of the
Administration Building, and has surrounded it with typical
Italian gardens.

Festival Hall and Cascade Hill

The Realign!
Cascade

music of
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Omaha and the West

Business Quiet

T E

With all the usual indications

in Nebraska of prosperity present, business

continues dull with the whole-

salers. Collections started poorly at the beginning

of the season, and show little if any improvement.

it is early, however, to tell the effects that the pros-

pects of abundant crops will have upon the trade.

A better spirit prevails in all sections of the State,

and the wholesalers confidently predict that busi-

ness will become better during June and July.

Meantime, however, a number of salesmen have

been granted temporary vacations. It is remarked

that there have not been more than half as many

dealers in the city as there were at a corresponding

period last season, when business was excellent.

Those who have visited the wholesalers, have

been conservative in their buying. Many of them

bought extensively last summer and fall and found

themselves overstocked this spring. This fact and

the fact that demand is unusually light, will explain

why the jobbers are complaining of dull times.

The out-of-town dealers stated they expected to

buy much more heavily when the atmosphere

cleared a little and the indications of prosperous

conditions became more definite.
The Omaha retailers are also

finding trade light, but recently

Retail Business the weddings in the society set

have had a pronounced ten-

dency to improve conditions. Some excellent

sales have been made by the leading jewelers of

handsome and costly gifts. Were it not for these

weddings, the retailers would probably have as

much reason for complaint as the jobbers. On the

%vhole,-trade is unsatisfactory ; but better times are

promised. Here, as elsewhere, notwithstanding

the temporary dullness, there is no feeling of

pessimism. Every one is optimistic and hopeful.

A safe in the store of Hare & Teal, at Mur-

dock, Nebr., was blown with dynamite on May

18th and jewelry valued at $400 was taken by the

cracksinen. No trace of the men who did the job

has been found.
Miss Cleda Strawn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

George N. Strawn, was married recently to Nathan

Roberts, of Kansas City. George N. Strawn, her

father, who is the material salesman for E. A.

Dayton & Co., a firm that moved to Chicago last

month, attended the wedding which took place

just prior to his departure for Chicago. The bride

‘hvoalsnae. graduate of last year at the High School.

Mr. and Mrs. Roberts will make Kansas City their

John A. Musa, a jeweler, of Mellette,

S. Dak., has filed a petition in voluntary bank-

ruptcy in the United States Court. Mr. Musch

schedules his assets at $1650 and his liabilities at

$1216.
J. H. Van Kerk, a prominent jeweler at Shick-

ley, Nebr., has sold out.

The Mawhinney & Ryan Company has in-

increased its capital stock from $60,000 to

$75,000.
John Balmer, a veteran jeweler, of Omaha,

who recently retired from business, has sold his

residence to the Swedish M. E. Church.

W.. A. Quinby, of Lead, S. Dak., while in this

city was a guest of Sol. Bergman.

cLit.yMreocoernet,l.ay dealer of Tekamah, Nebr., was

in 

J. Bryans has gone into the jewelry business

at Woodbine, Iowa. He visited the jobbers in

Omaha some weeks ago.

Dullness in

K E Y ST ON E

M. S. Hall, a dealer of Mankato, Kans., called

on the jobbers last month.

0. C. Zinn, of Hastings, Nebr., was a visitor

in the city recently.
F. Lemon, a prominent jeweler of Ashland,

Nebr., has sold out his business and will move to

Provo, Utah, where he will again establish a

jewelry store.
Max Egge, a prominent jeweler of Grand

Island, Nebr., was a recent caller on the wholesale

trade in this city.
The firm of Eisele & Feirman, which was

established recently for the refining of metals, has

carried out its design of collecting gold and silver

waste, etc. Much of the business of the firm is

now with dentists, who willingly part with gold

and silver to have it refined and who buy it back

after it has been prepared for them bs, the refiners.

Philadelphia Letter

There has been extraordinary

Record-Breaking activity of late in the production

of gold coins at the Philadelphia

and San Francisco Mints. Ope-

rations at the mint in this city during the past

month have broken all previous records of that

institution. The final shipment of a total of

$10,000,000 in bullion was received here from the

assay office in New York on May 9th. The gold

bars were packed in boxes averaging about $60,000

to a box. Each gold bar weighed from twenty-

eight to thirty pounds, and was worth about $8o0o.

About the time this was received at Philadelphia

six tons of gold were being daily turned into

double eagles at the local mint, and each ton was

worth approximately half a million dollars. The

total coinage for one week about that time was

estimated at twenty tons, worth $to,000,000. This

total would have been much larger, it is said, had

not the supply of bullion run out. As fast as the

gold was coined the shining eagles were stored

away in sacks in the mint vaults and treasury notes

representing their value were being issued by the

Bureau of Engraving and Printing at Washington.

One hundred millions of dollars in silver and more

than two hundred millions in gold were in the

mint on May itth. It has been reported that in

accordance with an official order this rate of coin-

age will continue for an indefinite period, or until

the existing stock of bullion is practically ex-

hausted. The unusual coinage activity, however,

has not been confined to May, as for several

months past the gold coining has been larger than

at any other time in the history of the country
.

The mints are making up for the comparatively

small coinage of gold last year, when they were so

busy with the special silver coinage for the Philip-

pine Islands that there was little time for replen
-

ishing the domestic stock of coins. In January,

February, March and April the total coinage of

gold at the United States mints was about 
three

times as large as it was in the entire twelve month
s

of last year. At this writing the gold coinage is

mostly in double eagles, or twenty-dollar pieces
.

The whole number of these pieces turned out 
in

the four months prior to May was 6,370,477. 
An

interesting calculation is made by the New York

Sun, to the effect that if a part of these were 
scat-

tered across the country in a straight line at 
inter-

vals of three feet, a man walking from New 
York

to San Francisco could pick up a 
twenty-dollar

gold piece at every step, and there would 
still be

more than a million pieces left for Uncle Sam.

Coinage
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The recent death of Prof.

Death of Prof. Maxwell Sommerville, of
Maxwell Sommerville Pennsylvania University,

which event occurred some

weeks ago in Paris, removes an interesting and

widely-known figure from the domain of glypto-

graphic art and oriental research. The late pro-

fessor was an enthusiastic investigator of Buddhist

relics, the Buddist religion and the mysticism of

the East generally. The department of his activi-

ties that possessed a particular interest for jewelers,

however, was that of glyptography, or the art of

engraving on gems. He was professor of this

subject at Pennsylvania University, and throughout

his studious career he gave it painstaking and per-

sistent attention. He was a frequent visitor to

Egypt, Africa and the Orient, often jeopardizing

his personal safety in his zeal for more knowledge

of engraved stones. A collection of these gems,

resulting from his expeditions, was exhibited in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, for

some years, but upon the acceptance by the de-

ceased of the professorship at the university here,

the gems were turned over to the last-named insti-

tution. These, together with several other pre-

sentations to the university, represented an outlay

of over half a million dollars.

The annual shad dinner of the Philadelphia

Jewelers' Club was held on Tuesday, May 24th, at

Griffith's Inn, Essington, a delightful spot on the

bank of the Delaware. It was a most enjoyable

function in every particular ; the weather was

beautiful, the programme pleasing and the attend-

ance large. The savory shad formed the feature-

in-chief of the gastronomical exercises, and there

were in addition viands and beverages aplenty.

An array of clever entertainers, vocalists and

musicians• accompanied the party and contributed

much to the humor of the day. The event passed

off without the slightest hitch in the programme,

and every participant enjoyed himself to the

utmost. The club's executive are to be congratu-

lated upon having added one more to their series

of notable successes in the realm of social enter-

tainment.
William M. Waller, jeweler and watchmaker,

1129 South Twentieth Street, died recently after a

short illness from typhoid fever. The news of his

unexpected demise was a shock to his numerous

friends, especially those in the secret and fraternal

orders with which he was affiliated. He was a

member of Rising Star Lodge No. 126, F. &A. M.;

Ajalon Lodge No. 282, I. 0. 0. F., and South-

western Assembly No. 18, A. 0. M. P.

Harry C. Barry, of M. Sickles & Sons, has

been receiving the congratulations of his friends

upon the arrival, recently, of a baby boy at his

home. At this writing mother and child are

doing well.
Wm. P. Sackett has gone to Europe in the

interest of the jewelry departments of Wanamaker's

New York and Philadelphia stores. His tour will

occupy several months.

The following pupils recently entered the

Philadelphia College of Horology : Jay A. Pifer,

Catawissa, Pa.; G. L. Blackwell, Camden, S. C.;

Geo. Rosenstock, Bloomsbug, Pa.; Miss Grace

Willard, Jamestown, N. Y.; G. E. Dail, Windsor,

N.C.; 0. P. Best, Church, Pa.; C. A. Alt, Church,

Pa.; Mrs. C. J. Medows, St. Elmo, Ont.; Nelson

Swetzer, Knox, Pa.; H. C. Cooper, Vladivostock,

Siberia ; E. S. Goldy, Philadelphia ; C. D. Barnes,

Cherry Creek, N. Y.; L. C. Wiley, Randolph,

N. Y.; G. Van Licklen, Patchogue, L. I.; R. M.

Lynch, Oswego, N. Y.; J. W. Anderson, Martins-

burg, W. Va.; Miss Florence S. Rink, Indiana, Pa.
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400

G EO. KUEHL & CO" 
178 E. Randolph St.

Chicago, 111.
Manufacturers and Importers of

Cuchoo

TRADE

with

Sole Agents of the

MARK.

400=Day Clock,
"The Ideal."

YOUR JOBBER 

will supply you.

0

;

II

Compensating Torsion Pendultnn.

Observe that this mechanism is based on
scientific suggestions to regulate the clock in
obedience to the rise and fall of the tem-
perature.

German Patent,
D. R. P. No. 144687.

German Patent,
H. R. F. G. No. 208297.

SOMETHING FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION.
The number of stu-

dents in attendance at the

Horological Department of

Bradley Institute is con-
stantly increasing. This

speaks more for this institu-
tion than anything we could
say. It means that the

school is doing good work,

consequently, turning out

good workmen, and that the
trade appreciates the fact by

recommending others to try
this path which is strewn

with so many successes. A

student in possession of one
of our diplomas or holding
a recommendation from the

institution can be relied upon
as being just as represented.
You can improve your con-

dition. Why not start now
by dropping a postal card to

ti

(0)

F.;

0,bp.

. "ve

,I•

H 0 r0 Ogi Ca 1, " Peoria, Ill.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
nevus for this department

Alaska

I. J. Sharick, of Juneau, has been making

some alterations and improvements in his store and
installing some handsome new fixtures. This is

now one of the handsomest jewelry stores in the

gold-mining State. An interesting feature of
Jeweler Sharick's activities is the voluntary mete-
orological record which he keeps and which is pub-

lished periodically in the press. The observations

are recorded on the regular form supplied by the
Department of Agriculture. They embrace tem-
perature, amount of rainfall, directions of wind,

and general character .of the weather for each day.

Delaware

J. T. Mullin & Son, of Wilmington, had on
exhibition in their show window last month the
handsome cup presented by the Morning- News, of
that city, to the rifle teams that competed there on

May 24th. The trophy was an excellent window
attraction.

Illinois

Jeweler Hapke, of Newman, has been receiving

the congratulations of his friends upon the arrival

on May 12th of a baby boy at his home.

Indiana

The Suntheimer & Mast drug and jewelry

store, at Shipshewana, was destroyed by fire on

April 21st. The firm is composed of J. E. Sun-

theimer, and Uriah E. Mast. The building which

the firm occupied was a triple-front, two-story,

brick structure, which had been erected in the site

of a store formerly occupied by this firm, but which
was also burned. The date of the first burning was

May 20, 1900, and in neither case did the amount of

insurance carried cover the loss sustained. The

firm states that the fixtures and stock destroyed in

the recent fire were worth $19,950, while the

amount of insurance carried was $5000. The mem-

bers of the firm are as yet undecided as to whether

they will rebuild, or purchase a business at some

other place.
Crete H. Daugherty, jeweler, of Fremont,

died recently from pneumonia at the age of sixty-

seven. He was one of the oldest business men in

Fremont. He had been seriously sick during the

winter, but had recovered sufficiently to give atten-

tion to his business. About the middle of April,

however, he contracted a cold, which rapidly de-

veloped into pneumonia and death soon ensued.

Deceased fought through the Civil War, and came

to Steuben county in 1875, locating at Angola,

where he was in business for several years. He

removed to Fremont some twenty years ago, and

there conducted a jewelry business until the time

of his death. For the last two years he has been

a member of the board of town trustees. He was

twice married and is survived by a widow and one

son. By a peculiar coincidence, Miss Victoria Fit-

ting, who lived with the Daugherty family, died

rather suddenly early on the morning following the

demise of the jeweler.

Iowa

A. R. McLane, of Moulton, recently made for

A. A. Org, of Burlington, a ring of somewhat

extraordinary dimensions. The ring is size 13
in., 24K. gold and weighs 32 dwts. It is made on

the style of a signet ring, and has a Masonic and
an Odd Fellow emblem engraved on it. The

wearer, who is 6 feet inches tall and weighs
260 pounds, is an engineer on the Burlington

Railroad.
B. F. Cowles, who hitherto conducted a jewelry

store at Talmage, Nebr., has removed his business

from that place to Hamburg.

Kansas

W. S. Evans, of Hiawatha, announces that he

has sold out his jewelry business there to S. D.

Wones, who has been with him for the past three

years. The new proprietor is a good watchmaker
and a graduate optician and his predecessor speaks
of him in the highest terms.

Henry F. Baier, who has charge of the optical
department in the jewelry store of F. K. Baier,
Salina, recently left for Chicago and will be accom-
panied home by his wife and baby, both of whom
have been on a visit in the Western metropolis for
several months.

Louisiana

The Jewelers' Fraternity, of New Orleans,
held a most enjoyable smoker in the Odd Fellows
Hall, that city, on May r3th. This function was
held for the purpose of celebrating the instal-
lation of the newly-elected officers, and it was a
very happy idea on the part of the executive to
mark the occasion in such an appropriate manner.
The Jewelers' Fraternity is to be congratulated
upon its continuous success as a promoter of good
fellowship.

Maryland

The James R. Armiger Co., one of the jewelry
firms that suffered in the recent disastrous tire that
visited Baltimore, recently became established in
spacious and well-appointed quarters at 310 North
Charles Street in that city. Prior to the burning,
this firm was located at 31 East Baltimore Street.
The new quarters are modern in every respect,
and are three times greater in area than the old,
their dimensions being 28 feet in width and 70 feet
in depth. The lighting arrangement is admirable,
and the walls and ceilings are finished in green and
beautifully decorated with festoons of roses. The
fixtures are of solid mahogany, handsomely
carved. An exceptionally fine stock has been
installed.

Massachusetts

S. P. Prood & Son, of Worcester, have an-
nounced their removal from zoo Front Street to
822 Washington Street, and that hereafter the firm
will be known as that of S. P. Proodian & Sons.
The new name, the firm state, is the more correct
form of the original.

One of the Merchants' Week window attrac-
tions, at Waltham recently, which has been favor-
ably commented upon by watchmakers and others,

is a watch escapement model made by Harrie P.

Gough, of Port Henry, N. Y., a student in the
Waltham Horological School. This model has
been on exhibition in the show window of the
Waltham Jewelry Company's store. The model is
about fifty times the size of a watch escapement

and was made from the rough materials, each por-

tion being first filed into shape and afterwards

polished.

Michigan

Ernest Eimer, who was in the jewelry business

at Muskegon for eighteen years, recently sold his

establishment to Louis B. and Fred. P. Fuchs, of
Chillcothe, Ohio, by whom it is now being con-

tinued under the name of Fuchs Bros. The retire-

ment of Mr. Eimer from the jewelry business was

owing to the large demands made upon his atten-

tion by his optical department. It became practi-

cally impossible for him to attend to both ends as

he would wish to, so that hereafter he will exclu-

sively devote himself to his growing optical branch,

which for the present he will conduct at the old

stand. His successors came to Muskegon well

recommended. Fred. P. Fuchs is an expert

workman and he will have charge of the repair

department.
A. J. Ruff, watchmaker and engraver, who has

been with H. C. Hulett & Son, Marshall, for about

a year, recently engaged in business for himself in

that town, where he occupies a portion of the
premises of M. J. Gillett, the music dealer.

Minnesota

The partnership hitherto existing in the firm

of Howard & Anderson, of Chatfield, has been

dissolved. Mr. Howard has retired and his interest

in the firm has been purchased by Mr. Anderson,

who will continue the jewelry, optical and station-

ery business in the new quarters of the concern.
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Mississippi

T. P. Martin, of Edwards, was married recently
to Mrs. Ida Price. THE KEYSTONE joins with the
friends of the newly-married pair in extending
them felicitations.

New York

T. B. Gasser, of Carthage, has been appointed
local watch inspector on the New York Central
Railroad.

Homer H. Thomas, of Cuba, has been engaged
by Jeweler Franklin J. Ives, of Oneonta, to take
charge of the watch and jewelry department of the
latter's store. This addition to the store force was
necessitated by a large increase in optical work,
which requires all Mr. Ives' attention. A. J. Parke
will continue to assist in the optical department.

North Carolina

Louis Selig, of Elizabeth City, is established in
a handsomely-appointed store at the corner of Main
and Water Streets. This establishment is con-
veniently laid out and their is goodly provision for
stock display. Jeweler Selig first located in Eliza-
beth City in the year 1882, and has built up a sub-
stantial business there. His new business home
bespeaks a progressive spirit on the proprietor's
part and doubtless continued development may be
anticipated.

Ohio

Albert Zoellner, of Portsmouth, has let the
contracts for a fine three-story block at the corner
of Third and Chillicothe Streets, the first floor of
which will be fitted up in elegant style for his
jewelry business.

C. H. Harris, of Portsmouth, recently returned
from the West Virginia mountains, where he had
been on a two-weeks' sojourn for the benefit of his
health.

Oregon

I. Aronson, formerly of Seattle, Wash., has
purchased the stock and fixtures of 0. H. Rieger,
at Portland, and has been selling it at auction. He
states that if he can make satisfactory arrangements
in regard to leasing the store it is his intention to
remain in Portland permanently.

Pennsylvania

Robert C. Hall, of the firm of Chapman &
Hall, of Franklin, has announced that he has pur-
chased the interest in the foregoing business owned
by L. T. Chapman, and that hereafter the store
will be known as the Robert C. Hall jewelry store.
Mr. Chapman, hitherto the senior member of the
firm, has been in the jewelry business in Franklin
for a long number of years, during which he made
a host of friends. The new proprietor is a son of
Rev. H. G. Hall, who was formerly minister of the
Methodist Episcopal congregation in Franklin.
Jeweler Hall first started in the drug business in
Franklin and was eminently successful. Later, he
bought an interest in the Chapman store. He is a
good business man and will, no doubt, achieve
continuous success in the jewelry business.

Tennessee

The firm of Rosenblatt & Co., Greeneville, has
changed its nomenclature to that of Lancaster & Co.

Washington

Lawrence Ludlow Moore, of Lawrence L.
Moore Co., 705 Second Avenue, Seattle, was
married recently to Miss Elsa Earl Deremeaux.
THE KEYSTONE joins with their many friends in
extending congratulations to the happy pair.

West Virginia

Riley Bros., of Philippi, have succeeded to the
business of C. G. Bergman & Co., Buckhannon, of
which concern R. H. Riley is now in charge. No
change will be made in the business of Riley Bros.,
as the newly-acquired concern at Buckhannon will
be conducted as a branch.
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United States Movements.
Made with greatest care at every stage of the manufacturing

process. Every detail carefully watched from start to finish. Quality,
not quantity, is the supreme consideration: we have constantly in
mind the purpose to producc the most accurate timekeepers, grade
for grade, in the market. Thc broadest guarantee is put on every
movement ;ind the rare o)mplaint is met in a liberal spirit.

0 size.
Our 0 size movements are unsur-

passed in quality and beauty. •
Made in lever set only and will fit

any regular 0 size case by simply
cuttiag bezel for setting lever. No
change in stem necessary.

No. 172, Hunting, $03.00.
(According to Keystone Key.)

Nickel, 15 jewels (4 pairs in settings); quick
train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ;
cut expansion balance ; Breguet hairspring ; sunk
second dial ; damaskeened plates ; gilded center
wheel.

Decorated dials, 50 cents extra,

No. 174, Hunting, $14.40.
(According to Keystone Key.)

Ni.;e1, j i jewels (top plate jeweled in set-
tings) ; quick train ; straight line escapement ;
exposed pallets ; cut expansion balance ; Breguet
hairspring ; sunk second dial ; damaskeened
plates ; gilded center wheel.

Decorated dials, 50 cents extra.

No. 176, Hunting, $11.70.
(According to Keystone Key.)

Nickel, 7 jewels ; quick train ; straight line
escapement ; exposed pallets ; cut expansion bal-
ance ; Breguet hairspring ; sunk second dial ;
da.naskeened plates ; gilded center wheel.

Decorated dials, 50 cents extra.

16 size.
Upon examination these movements

will be found, grade for grade, the
equal of any in the market for construc-
tion, workmanship and finish, regardless
of price.

They are made in lever set only, and
will fit any regular 16 size Hunting case
by simply cutting bezel for setting lever.
No change in stem is necessary.

No. 105, Hunting, $15.3o.
(According to Keystone Key.)

Nickel, 15 jewels (4 pairs in settings); quick
train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ;
cut expansion balance ; Breguet hairspring ; patent
regulator ; double sunk dial ; damaskeened plates;
gilded center wheel.

No. 108, Hunting, $11.70.
(According to Keystone Key.)

Nickel, it jewels (top plate jeweled in set-
tings) ; quick train ; straight line escapement ;
exposed pallets ; cut expansion balance ; Breguet
hairspring ; patent regulator ; sunk second dial ;
damaskeened plates ; gilded center wheel.

No. no, Hunting, $9.00.
(According to Keystone Key.)

Nickel, 7 jewels ; quick train ; straight line
escapement ; exposed pallets ; cut expansion bal-
ance ; Breguet hairspring ; sunk second dial ;
damaskeened plates ; gilded center•wheel.

The Retail Jeweler needs UNITED STATES Movements to
"round out" his stock and have the best at a _price that pays. Supplied
by the jobbing trade.

United States Watch Co.,
of Waltham, Mass.

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By .II,LES GROSSMANN, Director of the florological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and
IIERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, is., Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part In.)

From Fig. to the difference A b—A a gives the length a b ; sub-
tracting then the two foregoing equations, one from the other, we obtain

whence follow

csos A 0 — cos A 0 B = —04—;

a b = 994 cos A 0 B' — 994 cos A Oh',

a b 0.0001154

since the angle A 0 13 is equal, in this case, to half of 2° 6', which is 10 3',
we can write, after having completed the calculation of the second member

of the equation :
Cos A 0 — cos 10 = o.000000116.

In order to determine the value of the angle A 0 B — A 0 B' , we can find
ill a table of natural trigonometrical lines the difference between the cosines

of the angles i° 21 and 1° 3'. This difference is 0.0000053 ; we will then
have the proportion,

0.0000053 600
0.000000116 z

60 X 116
from whence x = = 1.3';

5300

then A 0 B — A 0 111 = 1.3il.

78. Second Calculation. —A clock from the Black Forest, such
as those that were manufactured in large quantities during the years
between 1840 and 1850, runs under the action of a weight of
625 grammes. This weight descends in 24 hours from a height of
1250 millimeters. What is the work produced by this force during
one second?

The work produced during the descent of the weight will be

TV= 625 X 1250

in 24 hours ; during one second it will be 24 X 60 X 60 = 86400
times less ; therefore

= 86400
625 X 1250

__ 9 gr.mm.

We see that this clock requires a much greater mechanical
work than that of the regulator of the preceding example. This
difference becomes still more obvious if we compare the two
pendulums. The weight of the pendulum of the last clock is only

8 grammes, while the pendulum of the regulator weighs 65oo

grammes.
Although we could not, at this time, compare two clocks,

whose pendulums have neither the same length, nor the same
weight, nor the same amplitude of oscillation, we note, however,
that the regulator requires much less motive force than a small

clock of the Black Forest.

The Barrel Spring as a Motive Force.

79. These springs are thin blades of properly-tempered steel ;

they are of a sufficient length and coiled up in spiral form in the
interior of the barrel. One of their extremities is fastened to the

wall of the drum and the other to the hub, which is a cylindrical

piece adjusted on the arbor of the barrel or forming part of it.

When one holds firmly either the barrel arbor or the barrel, and
causes the one of these two pieces left free to turn, the spring

begins to wind around the hub and manifests a certain force from
its extremities, which tends to bring it back to its first form. When

the arbor is made fast, the force displayed by the spring has then
the effect of causing the barrel to revolve.

80. The place occupied by the spring in the interior of the
barrel should be equal to half the disposable space.

81. Measurement of the Force of a Spring. The force developed
by the spring is susceptible of measurement. For this purpose let

us adjust on the barrel 'arbor a graduated lever arm, along which a

certain determined weight can slide. While holding the barrel in
the hand, let us set up the spring to the point that we wish to
study, one turn for example ; let us endeavor then to produce

equilibrium by sliding the weight along the lever arm. When the
two actions, that of the weight on one side and of the spring on the
other, neutralize each other, equilibrium is produced, and it is then
evident that the effort displayed by the spring is equal to the
effect produced by the weight. This last effect will be perfectly
determined when we know the size of the weight and the length
of the lever arm, at the extremity of which it exerts its action.
We know that in mechanics the moment of a force (42) is the
product of the intensity of this force by its lever arm.

The moment of the force of the weight will give us then the
moment of the force of the spring.

82. If the lever of the preceding experiment has not its center
of gravity on the axis, it will still be necessary to take account of
the effect produced by the weight of this lever, which cannot,
practically, be reduced to a simple geometric line. In order to
determine this we must find the distance of the center of gravity of
the lever from the axis, and multiply this value by the weight of
the lever. We then add this product to the moment of the force
previously obtained.

Let us suppose, for example, that a weight of 20 grammes,
suspended at the extremity of a lever arm zoo millimeters long,
makes equilibrium with the elastic force of a barrel spring. The
product

20 X 200 = 4000

represents the moment of the force exerted by the weight.
If, moreover, the weight of the lever is 7 grammes, and the

distance from its center of gravity to the center of the arbor 143
millimeters, the moment of the force exerted by the lever will be

7 X 143 -= 1001.

Adding this value to the moment of the force of the weight, we
obtain the moment of the force of the spring that we will designate
by F, then

F = 4000 + woo = 5000 grammes

in round numbers. This is the approximate value of the moment
of the force of the spring in a watch of 43 millimeters (19 lines).

Let us remark that generally these levers are furnished with
counter weights combined in such a manner that the center of
gravity is found on the axis.

83. The number 5000 that we have just obtained, signifies
that the spring considered is capable of making equilibrium with a
weight of 5000 grammes suspended at the extremity of a lever arm
equal to the unit of length, therefore i millimeter (Fig. 14).

(929)

5000 gr.

200 In/m

Fig. 14

20gr.

84. Examining in this manner the force of a spring, we will

prove that it varies very much according to the number of turns

that it is set up. Experience proves in fact that the moment of the

force of a spring being, for example, at its maximum point of
tension, 5000 grammes, this moment constantly diminishes, and
will not be more than about 3400 grammes when the barrel will
have executed four rotations around its axis.

(Continuer( on page 93t)
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(Continued from page 929)

85. We understand then that the imperfections of the primitive

watches being known, the ancient horologists should have sought

means for correcting the inequality of the action of the motive

spring, and that for this purpose they should have invented the

ingenious arrangement of the fusee, which will be explained

later on.
This corrective is really almost entirely abandoned, and is

seldom used except in marine chronometers ; in pocket watches it

has become useless in proportion as the improvements in the con-

struction of escapements have come into use, and as the isochronism

of the oscillations of the balance wheel has been obtained.

Theoretical Study of the Moment of a Spring's Force.

86. Coefficient of Elasticity. When a body receives an exterior

effort, the molecules which compose it tend to follow the direction

of this force ; they approach each other or separate themselves, the

one from the other. The result is a force equal and opposite,

which tends to make the displaced molecules recover their former

This property, common to all bodies in different degrees, is

called their elasticity.
According to the effort exerted, the molecules approach or

leave each other ; the first case is an effect of compression or

contraction, the second is an effect of tension.
87. The reaction is always equal to the action ; we can then

measure the elastic force of bodies by the exterior effort which

is applied to them. The following experiment will explain this

assertion :
88. Let us secure one of the extremities of any vertical rod,

to the other extremity we suspend a weight (Fig. is). This

rod from that moment undergoes a certain elonga-

tion, and we can prove that the molecular effort devel-

oped is equal to the weight producing the elongation.

The elongation of this rod depend on the size of

the force P, on the length of the piece in its natural

state, on the cross section of this piece being assumed

the same throughout, and finally on the material of

which it is composed.
By experimenting on a rubber band we can see

that under the action of a force P, the transverse section

of the body diminishes at the same time that the elonga-

tion is produced. This regular diminution on almost

the entire length of the band does not take place

uniformly near the two points of fastening. Therefore,

it is necessary to take the elements for the experiment

sufficiently removed from these points in order to

eliminate a source of error which would influence the

final result.
Let- us take again, for example, a rod of iron,

whose transverse section is i square mm. ; we have

measured the distance between two marked points

sufficiently removed from the points of fastening ; let L

be this length. We suspend from the lower end of

the rod a weight P, and we measure anew the length

between the two marks ; we obtain then an elonga-

tion 1. Experiments made in this manner have de-

monstrated that, provided the load P does not surpass

a certain limit, 1 remains proportional to the load.

Supposing now that the experiment were physically

possible, let us determine what should be the load P

roe clod 

that could produce an elongation equal to the original.

of elasticity of the body ; we will designate it by the

letter E.

length L. We call this particular value of .P the

The elongation being proportional to the load, we have

P

15

whence

Thus, in the case of an iron rod, whose original length L

was moo millimeters, if we suspended from it a load P of moo

grammes, we will find an elongation of 0.05 mm

moo x moo
E = — 20000000 gr.

0.05

as the coefficient of the elasticity of iron.
89. The elongation 1 is inversely proportional to

section of the body ; thus for a section of surface
above will become P L

E=.i

931

., which gives

the transverse
S the formula

90. When the coefficient of elasticity is known, it is easy to

determine the value of the force exerted by the molecules of a

body subjected to the action of an exterior force by the relation

Els
L •

The fraction represents the elongation per unit of length ; this

fraction should remain very small for this formula to be exact.

The quantities E, s, L are constant ; P and 1 vary together.
The .same formula expresses the relation which connects a

force P of compression to the contraction 1, which results from the

action of this force, when the piece coinpressed does not bend.

We will give then to P and to 1 the signs + and —, + for the

forces of tension and the elongations, — for the forces of com-

pression and the contractions ; the formula then becomes general.

91. Variation of the Coefficient of Elasticity. All watchmakers

know that after having forged a piece of brass, the elastic force of

the metal is increased. In hammering this body one diminishes its

volume, but one cannot change its weight ; the molecules which com-

pose the piece are forced together, and the specific weight of the

metal will be increased. This simple fact shows us that the coefficient

of elasticity of solid bodies should vary with their specific weight.

When a watch (not compensated), regulated to a certain

temperature, is exposed to a higher temperature, it loses about

to seconds in 24 hours for each degree centigrade. The spring is

expanded by the effect of the increase of temperature, its mole-

cules are separated from each other ; the specific weight of the

metal has diminished at the same time as its coefficient of elasticity.

The reverse takes place when the watch is observed at a lower

temperature than that to which it had been regulated.

It does not appear that the coefficient of elasticity of steel

undergoes a great variation by the effect of tempering and that of

reheating. A piece of steel in fact changes its dimensions very

little by tempering. It has been proven that by tempering in

water a piece of steel stretches about T-61-6-6. of its original length,

but that this elongation is lost when the piece is reheated to the

blue color, the specific weight of the steel not being modified, the

coefficient of elasticity retains the same value as that which it

possessed before tempering.
92. We give here a table of the coefficients of elasticity of

some bodies employed in horology. The figures below are taken

from the " Almanac of the Bureau of Longitudes."*

Values of the Coefficients of Elasticity, E.

Substance. Hammer Burdened. Annealed.

Steel 19549 19561

English Steel   18809 17278

very soft   20705
{Creusot Steel Demi-soft   20911
Hard   20599

Silver   7358 7146
Ordinary   7589

1Bronze : 90 Copper.to Tin Phosphorous ' 8250
Laveissiere 906t

Copper  12449 10519

Berry Iron   20972 20794

1 32 Zinc   9277
68 Copper   9395

German Silver : 61 Copper
{18 Zinc

22 Nickel 1 
10788

Brass :

8132 5585

219514578:86

"759

  17044

Gold  
Palladium  

• ••
1 to Iridium 1

IPrliadtiiznetdimPlatinum : t go Platinum
6722

8735 9292zFillaict Glass  

REMARK—The above values are expressed in kilogrammes ; w
e will always reduce them

to gratnmes whenever we introduce the 
coefficient of elasticity I n ur calculations. me

coefficient or the extra line steels employed lit horology is generally superior to the value give
n

in the above table. Experience has led us to 
employ 23000 for its mean value (therefore 23000000

grammes.

*Au almanac published by the astronomers of the Paris observatory,

(To BE CONTINUED)
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THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($ r to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional

(b
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old goldefore refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
value of old metal received.
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, tild returns the line silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.

the price of fine silver.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills

with the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

2

•

57 Washington St.,
Chicago.
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

In book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XVI. Begun in March, 5903)

In the formation of the capital B the loop at the upper left
corner should come down nearly to the top lower-case guide 

line.

The loop at the right of the center of the line of bea
uty should be

on the line half way between the top and the bottom of
 the letter, and

the upper curve at the right of the line of beauty sh
ould be closer

to the line of beauty than the lower one, and 
should be as shown,

and as the dimensions would indicate, shorter than 
the lower one.

In the capital C the loop comes up nearly to the center 
line,

the same as the loop of the A. The loop, as shown in our illustra-

tion, is shaded both at the right and the left. This is done to

show the student that it can be shaded in either pl
ace or in some

cases in both. The writer prefers shading the loop at the right in

cutting the stroke up. The main stroke of this letter is cut down,

and the stroke at the right of the main stroke is cut 
down on less

angle than the main stroke. Said stroke should cross the main

stroke half way between the base and the top guide line.

The line crossing the line of beauty in the D should fir
st be

cut from the line of beauty to the end of the loop. 
Then from the

beginning of said line around up to the top of the loop. 
The main

loop of the capital D should be cut down to the top of 
the lower-

case guide line the same as the similar loop in the cap
ital B.

In the capital E the loop in the center should be

Detail On the center line, drawn half way between the top

in the capitals of the letter and the base, which would make

the top loop of the letter smaller than the bottom

one, this being the correct form of the loop. This loop, as here

shown, is shaded both at the left and the right to show 
the student

that it can be shaded in both places a little or shaded 
more on either

side as the artist prefers. The author's opinion of this loop is the

same as that of the C, viz., that the lower loop 
presents a better

appearance if shaded on the right side in cutting up ins
tead of

being shaded in cutting down. Of course, the main stroke of the

letter is always cut down.
The capital F is simply a line of beauty crossed in 

the center,

as illustrated. In cutting the top stroke the loop should come

down nearly to the center guide line. In practice it will be found

very convenient to cut this top of the F by beginnin
g in the center

of the top and cutting around to the bottom of the 
loop and then

cutting the remaining portion of the top from that 
beginning to the

end in the opposite direction.
The capital G is considered by many beginners a 

difficult letter

to cut, due largely, we believe, to the fact that 
strictly mechanical

lines in its formation are hardly practicable. It will be seen, how-

ever, that the upper right loop protrudes slightly ov
er the end of

the line of beauty, and that the main stroke of the to
p is cut down

to the lower-case guide line, and the stroke at t
he left of the upper

main stroke down to the center guide line. The line of beauty is

cut and formed exactly the same as any line of 
beauty, excepting

that it is shorter, coming slightly above the center 
guide line.

The capital H is engraved in many different

styles. The style here shown is, in the author's

opinion, the easiest cut, and it is preferred because

of such ease in cutting and the fact that it is as

artistic as the other styles. The portion changing the style, to

which we refer particularly, is the top of the line of 
beauty, the one

here shown, and in our opinion the most simple, bei
ng cut in two

strokes. This loop will come down nearly to the center gu
ide line.

It will be seen that the shade stroke at the righ
t of the line of

beauty is nearly parallel with the latter, and if a letter is made in

this way it is quite sure to be correct, the great trou
ble with most

Wherein
Engravers Differ

r

033

beginners being that they form the line of beauty in too much of a

scroll shape, thereby making it impossible to cut the stroke at the

right parallel with it. And a point may be given here to the be-

ginner, if he does not exaggerate the suggestion, that will be of

benefit to him in cutting this letter. That is, to make the line of

beauty of an H straighter than any other line of beauty in the script

capitals. Great care should be exercised not to make the line too

straight. The loop at the right at the top is formed by the hair

line crossing the two main strokes of the H midway between the

top and bottom of the letter. The loop at the right, the same as

all other small loops in the script capitals, is cut up nearly to the

lower-case guide line.
The capital I is formed simply by a line of beauty on the correct

angle of 5o* to 52° with the stroke at the left, which is cut d
own

and crosses the line of beauty on the center guide line.

The capital J is, in general formation, the same as the I,

excepting that a loop is formed at the base of the letter and 
that

this loop protrudes below the line one and a half times the heig
ht of

the lower-case letters. The loop at the left of the line of beauty

forming the top stroke should come down to the top of the l
ower-

case guide line.
The first half of the capital K is formed the same

Engraving as the capital H. The upper half of the right

the Capital K portion of the letter is a hair line only. In some

cases it is shaded slightly and a loop is formed at

the end, but the style here given is used mostly. The lower half

of the right portion of the letter is a double cut which was 
thor-

oughly described in a previous chapter as applied to the lower
-case

N and M. The little loop at the right center of the capital stem is

formed midway between the top and bottom of the letter. The loop

at the lower right of the letter is not made quite as high as 
like loops

in other letters. The reason for this will be plainly seen if the stu-

dent will try cutting it in both ways. Some engravers cut this loop

nearly to the center guide line the same as a like loop in the ca
pital

H, but it is generally made smaller than such loops in other 
letters.

The capital L is formed by a line of beauty, the stroke at the

left being cut down and crossing the capital stern in the ce
nter, and

the base line is cut by cutting from the line of beauty to the 
left and

the end of the loop beginning again on the line of beauty 
and cut-

ting to the right. If this beginning of cutting both ways is made

midway between where the line crosses the line of beauty and th
e end

of the loop, it will not matter. In fact, it is safe to say that such

a position is adopted more universally than beginning d
irectly on

the line of beauty. This base line of the capital L is rather difficult

to cut without making the line appear to curve down
ward too

much. This is avoided by carrying the point of the graver upward

to counterbalance the curving downward of the stroke by the 
graver

being turned over to the right to make the shade.

Engravers do not agree as to the method of cut-

ting the capital M, but the author believes that the

best way to cut the letter is to cut all the strokes

excepting the right stroke of the loop down. The

object of cutting them down is that the top of the letter 
should

be pointed, and, as previously stated, it is easier to make an 
artistic

point of such a letter by cutting down than by cutting u
p, as

the tendency to shading the top of such letters at the curve
 just

before reaching the point is such that it is deemed advisable t
o cut

this stroke down. The tendency to making this line heavier at the

top was described in a previous chapter. The perfect mechanical

capital M would be so outlined as to make the first hair 
line and

the first shade stroke, and the second hair line and 
the second

shade stroke nearly an equal distance apart on the graduating 
scale.

Of course, there will be a variance in cutting these lines, 
but if the

student will bear in mind that he should get them equal 
distances

apart he will have a gage to go by which will greatly assi
st him.

In cutting the capital N it will be seen that the two hair 
lines,

which are nearly the form of lines of beauty, are made al
most par-

allel with each other, and the main shade stroke is nearl
y perpen-

dicular. In the case of the one shown in our cut at Fig. 67 
we have

purposely made this stroke exactly perpendicular, showing the

student that if he aims to get it perpendicular he will avoid 
the ten-

dency to running the hair line at the right of the main st
roke into

the main stroke at the bottom of the line or just before 
reaching the

bottom guide line. While we illustrate this stroke perpendicular,

the student should bear in mind that if it should be o
r can be on an

angle of five or ten degrees to the right it will be more artistic.

(TO Da CONTINUED)

Engraving
the Capital M



Are Your Special Orders and Repairs
Being Done to Your Satisfaction

 IF NOT, WHY NOT
We are satisfying 500 retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other days besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
t(T)ds to Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

CAUSE MORES SATISFACTION.

A. P. CRAFT & CO.
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The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made.
Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted

Non=Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from oo to 20, inclusive, at Si.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.
The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add tic.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance NVith order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900. JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

A

A NEW 1300K ON

WATCH AND CLOCK ESCAPEMENTS.

XII
Just Pubiished

The most complete and masterly treat-ise on the three principal escapements ever
compiled. It treats in an exhaustive mannerof the

LEVER, CYLINDER AND
CHRONOMETER ESCAPEMENTS
and the illustrations excel anything of this characterever attempted. The book is teacher and text-book,all in one, is thoroughly practical and easy of compre-hension. It is bound in cloth, contains 198 pages andnearly 2uo original illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt

of price' $1 . 5 0 (6s. 3d')
Published by

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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About Fitting Watch Glasses

Art iele No. $9 of the serial entitled " Cleaning and Restoring,"
begun in the April, 1991, issue of "I:0 g K MYSTON

mt-R
cannot too earnestly recommend

the careful attention of the trade to

the process of 'grinding and finishing

the edges of watch glasses. We are well

aware that many of the trade will scout the

idea, and insist that a good stock of glasses

will avoid all such bother ; still, times will

occur when we would give considerable for

such facilities. While on the subject, it may

be well to say that the trick many workmen

have of cutting out the channel or groove in

which the glass rests, with the graver, should

never be resorted to for the mere purpose of

" making a glass fit," except the bezel can

actually be improved by such cutting out.

A trouble frequently exists

in bezels, as regards the

fitting of the glasses after

the bezel is in place. We

mean by this, that a glass may rest very

loosely in the bezel when the bezel is re-

moved from the watch, and yet be quite

tight when the bezel is on the watch. Such

a condition generally comes from the center

of a case being out of round. It is a good

policy to examine all cases, to see if putting

the movement into them does not in some

way distort them. Not infrequently we will

find a hunting case that the front lid will fly

Ill) all right with the movement out, but

when the movement is in place, the front

back sticks ; now the rational conclusion in

such cases, is, putting the movement in the

case distorts it.
Of course, some workmen will say the

movement must be true in the round, and

cannot distort the case ; yes, the movement

is undoubtedly round, but the recess in which

the movement goes is not round. It really

makes no matter what the cause is, we

know the result ; that is, when the move-

ment is in the case, the front back

catches and hangs, and when the movement

is out, the case works free, and how to

remedy it is the pfoblem. Of course, we

should first examine and see if there is no

bend or " out-of-shape " look to the back.

It should fit down tight to the center, and

look all right when the movement is out.

Admitting such to be the conditions, we must

then accept the fact to be that if we " do

something " to the case, it will change it

so that putting the movement into it will not

alter its form, so the fly-up spring will open

the front back the same as with the move-

ment out.
Usually a little inspection in connection

with hard thinking " as to what makes it do

so" reveals the mystery. Sometimes the case

Proper Movement
Fitting to Cases
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screws spring the center outward a little and

produce a bad result. Again the recess or

sink in which the movement rests is out of

round, and the perfectly round movement

does it. At any rate, if we locate the trouble,

it is very quickly remedied. Another trick

which we would call attention to, is filing

down the cannon pinion when it touches the

glass. As a rule, in fitting glasses it is by

far the safest policy to always put in as high

a glass as the case will carry. This insures

freedom to the hands, and the cannon pinion

will not rub on the glass.

A little " dodge " in connection with

case springs will just fit in here, and close

out this communication. All workmen of

any experience will often have instances in

which the lip of the fly-up spring will have

cut into the joint, and go under the seat, or

place where the spring should act. The

owner does not feel disposed to pay for a

new spring, and any explanation you can

make, as to the necessity of a new spring

and a piece soldered into the case, will strike

him as a dodge to get his money. This may

not always be the feeling, but in a majority

of instances it will be. Now, the situation

is this : if we can contrive to hold the case

spring lip away, so it acts on the joint prop-

erly, we will accomplish the desired result.

We can generally do this by hard soldering

a piece to the lip, shown at b, Fig. r. Usually

this can be accomplished very readily

by brightening the inside of the lip .4

at a, and fusing a small bit of 14 K.

gold solder, so it forms a little pro-

tuberance to throw the lip back on the joint.

Such addition is shown at the dotted outline a.

The writer has a device

A New Dodge which lie got up for solder-

ing steel specs, which does

the job with great satisfac-

tion. It consists of a collar C, which slips

on the tube D of an alcohol lamp, as shown

at Fig. 3. The blowpipe is shown at B, and

Fig. 1

in Soldering

Fig. 2

Fig.3

is home-made, and adjustable as to distance,

from the flame c. A small flexible rubber

tube is attached to B, thropigh which we

blow. The blowpipe is set to give a steady

pointed flame, of sufficient power to quickly

heat any part of a steel spec frame, and in a

large majority of instances the parts to be

joined are held by the hands, and the job

moved away when the solder flows. In the

present instance, after scraping the lip b to
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make it perfectly clean, a little borax is ap-

plied, and a lump of gold solder the size of

a small pin-head, laid on and quickly fused,

so as not to reduce the temper of the spring.

To prevent the heat from running up the

spring, a rope of wet tissue paper can be

applied to A at the dotted lines c, Fig. 2.
We shall now take up a new theme,

which will be of great interest to our readers,

and which is, how to make a watch through-

out of a new model containing many decided

novel improvements. In these papers we

shall discuss not only how to make the seve-

ral parts, but to have such parts constructed

of the material best adapted to the end of

correct timekeeping and practical service.

The full theory of expansion balances will be

considered, and also other methods than the

composite bi-metallic segments to the balance.

Anti-magnetic matters will also be treated.
[To BE CONTINUED]

Saint Dunstan, the Goldsmiths' Patron

Saint Dunstan, divine and statesman of the

tenth century, celebrated alike in legendary and

authentic history, was born at Glastonbury in 925.

He became Archbishop of Canterbury, and pre-

sided over that see twenty-seven years. He was

not only a patron of the useful and tine arts, but

was also greatly proficient himself Contempo-

rary biographers speak of him as a musician,

painter and architect, as well as a skillful worker

of Metals, who made with his own hands many of

the sacred vessels used at Glastonbury. This repu-

tation as a worker of metals which Dunstan left

behind him, caused the Worshipful Company of

Goldsmiths' to choose him for their patron, as the

amusing lines from "A Lay of Saint Dunstan " so

humorously tell us:
Of course you have read,
That Saint Dunstan was bred
A goldsmith, and never quite gave up the trade!
The compttny—richest in Loudon, 'tis said—
Acknowledge hint still as their patron and bead.

By the goldsmiths he is styled " Seynt Dun-

stan, our blessed patron, protector and founder,"

the annual election of the wardens and change of

punches for marking wares taking place on the

anniversary of his death, May 19th, on the eve of

which the yearly visit of the craft was paid to the

saint's chapel in St. Paul's Cathedral. Since 1660,

however, the date of the annual election and use

of the new punches has been May 3oth.

Few characters in English history have been

more variously represented than that of Dunstar„

and there are many ltgends as to his power over

demons. Everyone is acquainted with the tale of

the devil in the guise of a pilgrim visiting the saint

while at work at his forge, and being seized by the

nose with red-hot tongs ; but few are aware that

the adoption of the horseshoe as an infallible charm

against the visits of " Old Iniquity " can be traced

to another legend of the saint, where, instead of

seizing the demon by the nose, he shod him with

red-hot iron, releasing him only on his bond not to

intrude
Where the horseshoe meets his sight,
On land or MI, by day or night,
On lowly sill, or lofty tiinnitele,
On bowsprit, helm, mast, boom or binnacle.

Saint Dunstan died in 988. His emblem is a

pair of tongs ; he is also represented with a harp,

upon which he is said to have been greatly proficient.
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STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU
are making and SELLING carloads of

Finest Silverware.
Why ? Because quality and prices are right and we don't

sell department stores or price-cutters.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at oncethe beauty, utility and cheapness of our "IDEAL' CASE.It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

Wall Cases. solid Oak. 8The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna- feet long 8 feet 5 inches high
' 

1 foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel 'ohnins and we1ghts. Inside of ease and
mented with egg and dart.

shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.A BEAUTIFUL CASE. Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00.

Made and Sold b_y_U

nion. Sho Cw ase 
I
00 FACTORY-56-66 Frank St., and 424-428 Maxwell St.

105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Assaying by Cupellation

Article No. 44 of the serial entitled " oat Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

E will now take up the process of

assaying or refilling by cupellation.

This process can be employed for

other metals, especially ores, but we will

confine ourselves to the assay of gold and

silver. About the only mechanical essentials

in the process of cupellation are cupels and a

muffle and furnace. cupels are usually made

of bone ashes, and for ordinary operations

the best policy is to buy them. Such cupels

can be had of any dealer in druggists' supplies

at a merely nominal price, in any quantity

desired by the assayer. But, inasmuch,

as we always intend to aid the readers

Of THE KEYSTONE to the fullest extent of

our ability, we will describe the process of

making such cupels. Bones of any kind,

calcined or burned to remove all organic

matter, ground into a powder can be em-

ployed; but the kind of bones most readily

available for the artisan are those forming

the core of the horns of cattle. Such bony

matter is very friable and readily reduced to

powder from the spongy form in which it

exists naturally. Around any tanner's yard

an abundance of cattle skulls can be procured

from which the horns have been knocked off

leaving the cores and a portion of the bony

matter of the skull.
Such bones are exposed to

a red heat for some time,
.

which dissipates all the ani-

mai tissues containing carbon or nitrogen

and leaves the phosphate of lime ready to be

reduced to a powder by grinding in some

sort of a mill, or they can, on a pinch, be

pulverized in a mortar. Where selected

horn cores are used they can readily be

broken into small pieces, after which an

ordinary coffee mill will reduce them to 'a

fine powder. Ordinary wood

ashes can be employed for

making cupels if all soluble

matter is removed. After

the bone

dust is pro-

vided, to
rig. I make cu-

pels we re-

quire molds made of brass shaped to form

the cupel, which is fashioned as shown at

Fig. I and Fig. Ia. The latter figure

being a vertical section of Fig. I seen in

the direction of the arrow i. About

the best form of mold for

making cupels is shown at

Fig. 2, the dotted lines c

indicating the form of recess

inside of the mold. This

Making Cupels

\ el" /

Fig. la

r:

Fig. 2
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mold, as shown, is supposed to separate on

the line/coming into two halves for the sake

of readily removing the cupel. It is not

usual to make such molds in halves, but to

have the formed cupels ejected from the

bottom: a false bottom of brass being fitted

in the lower end of the recess. We think,

however, the novice in such matters will find

time saved to make the

mold separable as shown.

For holding the halves D D'

together a brass ring as indi-

cated at the dotted outline

E, Fig. 3, is driven on to D

1)'. To make certain of the

halves D D' coming per-

fectly together, the steady

pins g g', Fig. 3, are employed. Fig. 3 is

a view of Fig. 2 seen from above.

The plunger FE', Fig. 4, is made

of brass and shaped as shown. As

illustrated at Fig. 4, the plunger

is on a smaller scale than the mold

shown in Figs. 2 and 3 in order to

show it at full length. The part

is only a handle for holding it while

forming cupels. The proper quan-

tity of bone dust is placed in the

mold and the plunger E' set on top

Fig. 4 then F is forcibly struck with a

heavy wooden mallet to compress

the bone dust. Just how hard to strike and

how many blows to give can only be deter-

mined by experience.

A knife edge inserted between D and

throws the ring E off, when the halves of the

mold readily separate and the formed cupel

drops out. No more water should be added

to the bone dust than just sufficient to make

it pack. The boss, or projection d', on the

end of the plunger F forms the recess d" ,

which recess is for holding the metal to be

treated. The circle d", Fig. ta, indicating

the recess formed in the cupel by the boss

d', Fig. 4.
The next thing in order ia

Muffles for the muffle in which such
Assaying cupels are placed during the

process of cupellation. We

show at Fig. 5 a perspective view of such a

muffle. It is formed of well-baked fire clay

and shaped as shown,

that is, it is a half cylin-

der; B with a flat bottom,

B' on which the cupels
a rest when the process of

cupellation is being per-

formed. At z are shown a series of slots

opening into the interior of B to allow a free

circulation of air to oxidize the lead used in

the process. We do not show any furnace

for heating the muffle B, but will do so in

our next article. Before we do so, however,

we would say a few words on furnaces.

Fig. 3

Fig. 5
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In olden times the material choosen for

heating such muffles was invariably charcoal,

but in recent times such fuel has become

scarce and expensive and charcoal has given,

place to other fuels. Coal gas has been used

extensively in late years for such purposes;

also crude petroleum. As far as economy is

concerned, no fuel is as desirable as such

crude oil for two reasons: (a) actual cost of

fuel; (b) safety from accident. Where coke

or other solid fuel is used accidents will occa-

sionally occur, and the contents of a cupel

will be thrown into the fire, and to remove a

few grains of gold from a peck of half-burncd

coke requires about as much labor as the

gold is worth. While with a liquid fuel the

fire chamber is always clean and particles of

gold can be swept together with perfect ease.

(TO DE CONTINUED)

Ring Superstition.
The young man had just selected a handsome

diamond solitaire ring in a jewelry store, and the

hoop was larger than he wanted it to be.

" Will you have that stone put in another ring ? "

he asked the clerk.
" We can have that made any size you wish, "

was the reply.
" No, that won't do. I want it put in a ring

made just the right size, and it must not be cut at

all."
The clerk promised that it should be done.

"Strange how superstitious every one is get-

ting, " said Ile, after the customer had left the store.

" That is an engagement ring, of course, and it is

considered bad luck to have an engagement ring

cut to make it the proper size—supposed to cut the

engagement, you know. That used to be the whim

with wedding rings, and is still, but recently it has

been applied to engagement rings, and now we

have to keep mounts of all sizes and put the stone

selected into one for the purchaser."

The Biggest Carving Knife
" The biggest carving-knife ever manufactured

may be seen at the World's Fair," says The

American Inventor. "This monster blade is thirty

feet in length and has an edge as sharp as a razor.

It is made out of the finest steel, and the handle is

a masterpiece of the cutler's art, elaborately carved

and beautifully polished. It would take a veritable

giant to wield a knife like this. The blade is alto-

gether of American manufacture, and it is expected

to show for the first time that American cutlery

has now reached a point of perfection where it

fears no rivalry. The giant carving-knife cost

several thousand dollars, and special machinery

had to be made before its construction could begin.

No such knife was ever before manufactured."

Ink Spots on Marble

Ink spots on marble may be removed with a

paste made by dissolving an ounce of oxalic acid

and half an ounce of butter of antimony in a pint

of rain water, and adding sufficient flour to form

a thin paste. Apply this to the stains with a brush ;

allow it to remain on three or four days and

then wash it off. Make a second application, if

necessary.
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Every Young Man
can be a Capitalist.

To insure success, his capital must consist of ability to
do his chosen Work better than most people in the same
line. The lives of all successful men illustrate this. They
began with nothing but superior ability. Give yourself a
fair chance ; make Sure that your natural capacity is devel-
oped and brought out to its fullest possibility by training in
the best school.

Money can be easily lost, but superior skill in your
vocation is a permanent and indestructible asset.

As occupations bearing great reward for proficient
workers, Watchmaking and Engraving are, we believe,
without an equal. Our 'school is putting young men on the
road to success every day ; you will be wise if you avail
yourself of the opportunity, and enroll without delay. The
instruction is practical, and is applied individually ; students
rnay enter at any time.

Write for our interesting Prospectus.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

The school whose
graduates are its
best reeommendati In I.

of Watchmaking and Engraving,

LANCASTER, PA.
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New Motion for the Minute

Hand in Chronographs

`ROTiN

E are indebted to the Journal Suisse
d' Horlogerie for the following de-
scription of an entirely new mechan-
ical arrangement by which in chro-

nographs the instantaneous movement of the

minute hand is effected. The inventor is
August Baud, of Geneva, Switzerland.

The mechanism which he has invented
independent and works upon the instant ;

is of easy application and inexpensive. At

all events, several highly competent watch-

makers have declared that its working leaves

nothing to be desired. For a more lucid
understanding of the arrangement of the

working parts we reproduce below a detailed
drawing.

Upon a pivoted detent, A A, is carried
a star wheel, B, held in position by the click

spring C fixed upon the detent A. The free

end of the detent A having the form of a

nose, well rounded, rests against and also

meshes in the chronograph ratchet E, which

is furnished with five semi-circular hollows

equally . distributed around its periphery.

The plate spring D serves to retain the

detent A in its position against the ratchet

E. At the center of the watch is placed the

chronograph wheel F which, when in motion,

makes one turn in exactly one minute. Fixed

upon it is a finger G which in its motion

around the center and at the proper instant

operates the star wheel B. Finally, H

represents the wheel of the minute plate.

Our drawing shows the watch at rest.

When the work is set in motion the ratchet

E makes one-fifteenth [I] a turn ; the nose of

the detent being forced out of the hollow in

\vhich it rested, is now carried for a short

space of time upon the boss in such a way

that the star wheel B is depressed along the

trc a a, and assuming the position indicated

by the dotted circle, comes at the proper

moment in contact with both the finger G

and the minute plate H
The finger G, pushing against the star

B, causes the latter to lift the click spring C.

The construction is such that the falling of

the click spring C into position on the star

wheel B causes it to make a quick jump, or

rapid movement, which it imparts to the

wheel H, thus giving it an instantaneous

motion and advancing it one tooth.

In the absence of the usual arrows indi-

cating the direction of motion of the work, we

take the liberty to inform the reader that as

they see the drawing now, the motion above

described has just taken place and the finger

G is off on its journey for another minute.

If the chronograph be stopped, the ratchet E
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again makes a one-fifteenth [1] turn ; the nose
of the detent A rests upon the circumference
of the ratchet and the position of, the detent
is not altered. To turn the hands back to
their starting point, the ratchet E must again
be given one-fifteenth R] of a turn the nose of
the detent A under the pressure of the plate
spring D will engage the next hollow, and in
this position permit the hands to be turned
back, which is done in the way usual with
chronographs.

From others already known this arrange-
ment differs in that the star B being fixed
upon the detent A, approaches or recedes
from the wheel H according to the position

of the detent at any given time. As a conse-
quence the system may be said to be in a
measure independent from the fact that
neither one of the two principal functions

takes place at the same time ; it is moreover
instantaneous, because these two functions

are simultaneous and instantaneous.

Seconds Counter for the Rapid
Adjustment of Clocks

Translated for THE KEYSTONE front the Deutsch, l'hrtnacher

N response to an article which ap-
peared some time ago, stating that
there was no apparatus of the kind
indicated by our title, M. Kruger, of

Berlin, has shown us a small seconds counter

of his own make, which he has had in service

for several years.
Figs. I and 2 represent it slightly re-

duced. We will give a short description.

A simple watch dial, of which the minute

hand serves for counting the seconds, is fitted

in a plate of metal. The gearing, visible

only in part (Fig. 2), comprises a wheel D,

fixed on an arbor perforated through and

through, and engaging with a pinion on the

Fig. 1

same arbor as the intermediate wheel R,

itself engaged with a second pinion, whose

prolonged pivot carries the seconds hand.

In order to reduce the effect of the play of

the gearing on the movement of the latter, a

spring F, attached to the plate P, exerts on

the axis of the hand a slight pressure, suffi-

cient for the desired effect.
The figure, somewhat enlarged, shows

the joint g designed to connect the counter

with the clock which is to be adjusted, and
to transmit the movement of the minute hand

to that of the seconds.
This organ of brass is composed of the

piece B, teminated by a lengthened cone,
which is adjusted in the perforated arbor of

Fig. 2

the wheel D (Fig. 2). The other extremity
is perforated with a hole large enough to

allow the easy penetration of the pivot G of
the arbor of the minutes. On the piece B a

Fig. 3

socket H slides freely, of which the beveled
shoulder bears the minute hand M This
socket has two long openings opposite each
other, allowing the bolt L and the guide pin
Tscrewed in the piece B to pass (Figs. 2 and
3). A spiral spring E,
whose ends are con-
nected with the pieces
B and g presses the
latter against the hand
Al' already mentioned.
When the holes in B
and that of the arbor Z
are in a straight line,
the bolt L can be easily
introduced and operate
the transmission desired.

Fig. 4 represents
in about double the
size the spherical joint R (Figs. I and 2),
serving to fix the apparatus and to permit it
to readily take its position when in use.

"The Keystone is all righf. It is the best thint,r
for a watchmaker that is published. I can't see
where ii can be improved. 1 ant always interested
in Workshop Notes, as there is always something
useful to be/oiiiid there. "—D. ii Fidler, Jeweler,
Melrose litghlands, Massachusetts.
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You've got to utilize the Old Gold and Silver Scraps in
order to keep steam up in your repairing department.

To keep steam up to the highest mark, you'll have to
send every consignment to us—we're giving liberal valua-
tions, paying highest prices and guaranteeing honest, quick,
satisfactory dealings.

We place a valuation and send check same day consign-
ment is received, then hold the consignment subject to your
acceptance of check. If you aren't satisfied, we'll return it
just as received, charges prepaid.

Special facilities for refining Sweepings, and you get
your returns within three to five days after receipt.

Old Gold, 8 K.. 32c. dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K., 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K., 48c. "
Old Gold, 14 K.. 56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c. "
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Gold-Plated Scraps,
20 to 30c. an ounce.

Old Silver (fluctuating),
Very highest market price.

THOMAS J. DEE
0 COMPANY,
REFINERS AND SMELTERS,

67 C./ 69 Washington Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but as
 an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the Issue and page on which the information may be fo
und.

"Cuckoo."—Please advise how to repair a

cuckoo clock bellows. Uhen it strikes it is very

/hint, but we can't remedy it.—There are but 
two

faults we can think of that will cause the clock 
to

strike faintly ; one is the bellows has a hole in i
t,

the other is the wire does not lift the bellows 
high

enough to fill it with wind. The chances are that

the first fault is the cause. If you find a hole in

the bellows you can close it with a piece of mat
erial

such as the bellows is made of, using photograp
hers'

paste to attach it. As a rule, however, to make a

good job it is better to put in a new bellows. T
hese

you can procure from the American Cuckoo Cloc
k

Co., 37 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia.

"Swiss Regulator."—(1) Am unable to bring

Swiss regulator to lime. It is a fine jeweled move-

ment, has a heavy pendulum, with five steel 
and

four brass rods, large ball. There is an index

fastened across rods near top. On the lett side is

the word " Dilation" and on the right " 
Condens-

ation," with a long rod as indicator, whic
h can

be adjusted by a thumb screw. Just above
 ball

is a hollow screw with holes around for r
aising or

lowering ball. I have tried to regulate with 
this

screw but have failed. Nearly all the 4hanges

made thereby have been variable. What is the use

of the indicator and how can I gel the clock 
to time?

—Swiss regulators containing compensation
 pen-

dulums of brass and steel have always given
 more

or less trouble in bringing to time, esp
ecially in

adjusting to temperature. We have kn
own them

to run correctly in an even temperature, a
nd during

the middle of summer lost as much as 
twenty

seconds in twenty-four hours, and in winter
 gain

the same. Each regulator of this kind requires to

be studied and the pendulum changed 
according

to its actions. This requires months of time and a

thorough knowledge of adjusting compensation

pendulums. Probably when you regulate the

clock you raise or lower the ball too much 
at one

time, which causes a great change in the rate
 ; try

moving the hollow screw not more than a hal
f turn

at any one time ; by doing this you can 
very soon

tell just how much to move it for the clock 
to gain

or lose any number of seconds, aid thus 
be able

to get the clock to run fairly well, prov
iding the

temperature adjustment is somewhere nearly

correct.
(2) I have had a watch which after it ha

s run

about twenty hours will stop with tooth of 
escape

wheel on impulse plane of entering pallet abou
t half

way along. It does not stop every day, but occa-

sionally, and will not do so when the watch 
is

wound. II can always be stopped in the same

Position after running more than half way 
down.

The other pallet is all right. Can you give me the

cause and the remedy P—It seems from your descri
p-

tion the watch must bind somewhere in the trai
n,

and we think it is in the barrel or center w
heel.

Take the watch apart and examine the center

wheel ; see that the pivots are not cut or the hole
s

too large, also that it has end shake ; examine 
all

the wheels for the same trouble, then examine th
e

barrel ; also see if the spring is not too wide an
d

binds in the barrel. There is some binding about

these parts, as you state the watch will run 
about

half way down before stopping, showing that 
it

requires a great deal of power to keep it going
.

Just because it stops with a tooth on a pallet 
stone

does not signify that there is something wrong 
with

that pallet stone, the watch being out of beat 
will

cause that. As it runs satisfactorily when fully

wound shows that the fault is not there, but in 
the

train. A close examination of the train wil
l, we

think, locate the fault.
(3) Can you tell me when And. Dunlop 

was

in business in London ?-172o to 1740.
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"Window Signs."—Will you kindly give us
some pointers on making signs for show windows?
—While card writing is almost necessary to the
window trimmers of smaller cities, few of them
seem to comprehend the proper methods required
to make a show card. They go at in a haphazard
manner, and the result is a haphazard card. A
knowledge of detail is what they require, and we
will endeavor to give a few hints on such details:
Fig. i is a section of a color mining stone bowl,
which can be purchased at paint goods stores.

Fig. 2 IS a piece of smooth marble, eight by ten
inches in size, on which to mix colors. The color
mixing knife is also shown. Fig. 3 includes a set
of camel's-hair brushes, assorted sizes. Fine brush

A is for outlines ; broad ones, 11 and C, for filling
in. The color pots, 4, should be provided with
brush supports, D, so as to keep the brushes from

the paint u'llen not in use. A triangle, 5; a square,

6 ; flat rule, 7 ; and a compass, 8, are also required.

The following hints on colors will be found useful.

Ivory black is prepared from ivory chips. The

chips are carbonized for several hours in crucibles,

then pulverized and lixiviated. It will combine

readily with either oil, turpentine or varnish. It

dries well. English vermillion is a genuine subli-

mate of mercury and sulphur, and is produced in

several shades, from a pale orange to a rich, deep

crimson. Umber is a native ochre ; it is no definite

body, but a mixture of various substances. It is a

soft brown pigment, transparent in oil, owing its

color to the presence of hydrated oxide of iron

and manganese. Carmine is prepared by coloring

alumina with cochineal and tin. It is a deep, bril-

liant scarlet. Ultramarine is a silicate of aluminum

with sodium sulphide. The better ultramarines

are all finer and softer, and more intense in color

than the poorer ones. A color has its full value

when it is in contrast or harmony with other colors.

Nevertheless, between these two extremes—white,

which absorbs all the sun's rays, and black, which

does not reflect any—each color has an expression

and chasacter peculiar to itself, and each is en-

livened as it approaches its lightest shade by its

mixture with white, just as it is saddened and

perishes as it approaches its darkest shade by its

mixture with black. Yellow is the emblem of

light; red is a favorite with all nations of the world.

The expression of blue is one of purity. It is

impossible to attach to this color the idea of bold-

ness or license. It is an unobtrusive and imagin-

ative color. The complementary color of blue
,

orange, corresponds to other feelings. A mixture

of light and heat, yellow and red, orange plays a

brilliant part in the decoration of the universe.

The color with which nature has tinted the back
-

ground of all her pictures—green—is the most

suitable ground for other colors. It unites wonder
-

fully well with yellow and blue, which have pro
-

duced it ; it heightens red, and there is no flowe
r

or ripe fruit which it does not set off to greater

advantage, either by analogy or contrast. It is

only when combined with black that green bec
omes

symbolical of sadness. It then characterizes the

plants which grow among ruins, like ivy. As th
e

window trimmer is frequently required to gild

articles for display, the process may be described
.

The material to be gilded is first covered with 
a

solution of gelatine in hot water, to which an equa
l

quantity of alcohol is added, and the leaf gold 
put

on while wet. .Then take a sheet of soft pape
r and

press and smooth it over the leaf gold unti
l the

gelatine below is evenly distributed. By this spots

in the gilding are prevented. Do not use too 
much

gelatine, as otherwise the gold becomes spotted
;

nor too little, for in this case the binding is too
weak to enable the gold to withstand subsequent

polishing. The surfaces should be cleaned before

gilding. After having the leaf gold put on, the

whole is allowed to dry for ten or twenty minutes,
when the gold is rubbed with cotton, whereby the
lustre is produced. Then another layer of gelatine
is spread on with one stroke of a full, soft and large
brush, and if especially good work be required, a
second layer of gold leaf is put on and covered
with gelatine as before. In this case, however, the
gelatine is best used hot. The same process can
be employed for silvering, but more gelatine should
be taken, as leaf silver is thicker than leaf gold.
As accessories to window trimming, stencils have
come to perform a useful part. Where a number

of show cards are to be lettered in the same man-
ner, no more effective or expeditious way of getting

them out is to be found than by stenciling the
same, unless it is to have the cards printed, a much
more expensive process. Furthermore, aside from

the mere lettering on the card, the trimmer may

add and reproduce any ornament or device he

chooses, and there again avoid the expense .of
having a cut engraved. To begin with, the window
trimmer needs but few things for cutting and
applying his stencils : A very sharp knife, any
kind of extra thick paper (this must be coated with

shellac varnish or oiled to prevent the paint from

soaking into it), some paint brushes, oil and water
color paints of the desired colors, and a bottle of
turpentine. After the patterns or lettering chosen
or designed is traced .or drawn upon the paper,
care being taken that the design introduces cross-

strips to hold all together, it is cut away. Then

the varnish is applied. When dry it is taken up
and the edges of the stencil carefully cut here and
there whers the varnish may have run over, as it is

necessary to keep them clear and sharp. Next the

desired colors are gotten out ; a large plate will

serve for a pallette, though separate saucers for

Fig. 9

each color are preferable. The colors, if oil, are

mixed with a great deal of turpentine, but water

colors should be applied " stiff." Next the stencil

is held firmly against the fabric to be lettered or

decorated, and quickly but neatly painted over,

care being taken that the stencil pattern does not

slip and rub the design, and that part of the fabric

appearing through the stencil each time is thus

stamped. The design can be repeated on the

fabric at will, and in any arrangement the window

trimmer sees fit. On cards and thin papers it is

better to use thickly-mixed water colors in place

of oil colors, as these latter are liable to spread.

In the cities one can get stencils already cut, but

there is no reason why the window trimmer should

not design and cut his own, as very little practice

in this art makes perfect, and one's own designs

are, for many purposes, generally more applicable.

"Traveling."—When a French eight-day cyl-

inder traveling clock gains time when first wound,

and loses the last of the week what is the cause and

remedy ?--This is one great fault with the cylinder

escapement. Being what we term a frictional rest

escapement it is affected very easily in its time-

keeping if it is not clean and the oil fresh. A great

many workmen when cleaning a French clock with

a cylinder escapement neglect to remove the main-

spring from the barrel. It is necessary that this

should be done and the spring given a thorough

cleaning to ensure a free and even power on the

train. Nothing will cause a clock with a cylinder

escapement to vary in time more than a set or

gummy mainspring, for it will gain time when first

wound and lose when half run down, or when there

is but little power on the train. Examine the

mainspring and see that it is neither gummy or

set. If it is set, put in a new spring and you can

probably bring it to time.



No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardenedand tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screwbaukings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dustband, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-gram " T. W. Co." Price, $8.00.

ASK YOUR JOBBER for
Sample Line of

NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS.

No. 130. No. 135.
7 Jewels. 11 Jewels.

Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.
Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."

Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewels.
Nickel dainaskeened, quick train, at raight line escape-ment, ex posed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardenedand tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinicii, screwbankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dustband, depressed center and seconds, Whits enamel dialwith monogram " T. W. Co." Price, $9.50.

TRENTON
Moderate
ill Price.

No. 315. " FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety MI leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.pinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY.train, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enameldial with depressed second and red marginal figures.Stem wind and lever set. Price,$7.50. Manufactured and guaranteed by the

WATCHES
■01,111 1111rioun

111111'■'

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel daniaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered hregnet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial wit Ii depressed seconds. hunt ing lever set.
Open-face pendant set. Price, s6.00.

Price-List furnished on application
No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels.

Nickel  durnaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetypinion, screw ban kings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dialwith depressed second and red marginal figures. Ste,wind anti lever set. Price, $5.00.

I want to tell you
that there is as much difference between Horological Schools
as there is in Solid Gold and Gold-plated Jewelry. We have
been conducting our College over TEN years on the Solid
Gold basis. Our method of teaching is thorough, practical
and up-to-date; the kind of instructions we give you cannot be
had at any other college. If you want a thorough, practical
knowledge of Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics, come to
us, we can give it to you in a short space of time. Send for
our Prospectus—it will prove this to you and will give you
full information.

June, 1904
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in whi,1 they are received.

"Chaser."—Will you please give some pointers
on repousse work, or chasing ? The kind of tools
used, etc. Do you know of a good book on the
subjecti—Repousse and chasing so closely re-
semble one aaother that the terms may almost be
said to be synonomous, so the following brief de-
scription of repousse work will, no dtaubt, give the
information you desire : A piece of metal about an
inch larger all around than the size of the proposed
design Is fixed upon an iron semi-circular block
filled with cement. When the metal has become
cool, the design is drawn or traced upon it, and
the outline of the design is indented with the aid
of a hammer and steel punches called " tracers,"
the preference being always given to those that
are slightly blunt, owing to the fact that if sharp
ones are used the metal is more liable to split in
the later stages of the process. After the outline
is completed the metal is taken off and annealed,
the outline being rendered visible on the reverse
side. The metal is 'tow fixed upon a pad of model-
ing wax with the reverse side uppermost and the
protuberances raised or pushed out by means of a
hammer and punches, in order to form the rough
design. For the bolder details boxwood punches
are employed, while steel punches are used for the
smaller parts. After this the metal is again
annealed, cleaned and refixed on the cement
block, but this time with the reversed side under-
neath, and the background of the design is beaten
down into position with planishing and other
suitable tools. The planes are then treated, leav-
ing the most important parts to be done last. The
alternate chasing from back to front is repeated
several times, until every part has been reduced
to its proper position and form. The surface is
next treated, in order to produce feeling, expres-
sion and fineness of texture ; but excellence in this
part of the work is only arrived at after long prac-
tical experience. This subject is treated upon to
some extent in all works devoted to the jeweler's
art, but we know of no book entirely given up
to it.

Established 1894. Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
(.7.0LLEGE, OPEN ALL -SUMMER.

"Gunner."— Will you kindly tell me how to
put a gun-metal finish on brass F—The true gun-
metal finish is intended for articles of steel. It
can, however, be simulated on brass by several
processes. Lacquering, for instance, with the lac-
quer properly colored, will do it. A steel-gray on
brass can be obtained by using a mixture of
pound of strong hydrochloric acid with r pint of
water, to which is added 5g. ounces of iron filings,
together with a like quantity of pulverized anti-
monic sulphide. A deep black-blue stain on brass
can be produced with a stain made as follows : In
a tightly-closed vessel dissolve by shaking 3X
ounces of copper carbonate in i34 pints of strong
spirits of sal-ammoniac. If a precipitate is not
formed, sufficient copper carbonate must be added
to produce it. Such solution should be allowed to
stand for a few days before use, when the cleaned
articles are placed therein and remain until they
show the desired color.

"Enamel No. 2."—Kindly inform me how to
hard enamel on gold, what apparatus is necessary,
etc.—A detailed description of the process of enam-
eling, together with the illustrations necessary to
make the text intelligible and of value, would be
too long for this department. We may, however,
in the near future take up this subject in a special
article. There are several good books on the sub-
ject, prominent among them being Cunynghame's
"Art Enameling on Metals," price $1.6o. The
following extract from " Silverwork and Jewelry,"
will give you the information you desire regarding
apparatus, etc. The following things will be found
useful: A china mortar and pestle. A small
agate mortar and pestle. A nest of covered palettes

as used for water-colors. A slab of ground glass
about twelve inches square. A large rounded
hematite burnisher. A few wide-mouthed glass
bottles with corks, to hold the enamels. A few
pieces of sheet iron. Some binding wire. A
corundum file. A small flask of hydrofluoric acid.
A six-inch dipping tube, made of quarter-inch
tube, to use with this acid. A lead trough made
by bending up the sides of a square of rolled sheet-
lead—that at five pounds to the foot will do. A
good strong painter's palette-knife. A long han-
dled pair of tongs. A muffle-furnace, or, for small
work, a crucible. The colors used should be pure
and brilliant and few in number. As a general
rule each color should be separated from its neigh-
bor by a line of metal, and be also bordered by a
line of metal. That is to say, where the enamel is
used to decorate a surface it should be enclosed in
cells, made either by cutting them out of the sur-
face with gravers and scorpers, or by raising the
walls of the cells from the back, or by soldering
flattened wire bent to shape edgewise to form the
cell walls or cloisons; the cloisons form a kind of
network which encloses the enamel in its meshes
and carries the metal construction through the
design. The color and sheen of the metal outline
harmonize the different colors with each other, and
give a greater brilliancy of effect than can be
obtained b any other means. The color of the
metal, in fact, is a valuable ground tint. The
limitations of this method are great, but in those
very limitations lies the strength of the student.
The scheme must be completely thought out, the
outline must be clear, and the color clean and
pure. Nothing can be left to chance. Many valu-
able hints can be gained by a careful study of
Indian enamel work ; that of Jeypore in particular
is full of suggestiveness and beauty. Enamel may
be used as a background for set stones, or an effect
of color made the motive of a design, but in all
cases care should be taken to secure a clear metal
outline. For translucent enamel pictures the metal
outline cannot, of course, be used ; but in this case
the whole picture should be small enough to set as
a jewel. The burnished edge of the setting then
takes the place of the metal outline. Large plaques
of enamel are unsuitable for personal ornament.
If enamel is to be used on small figure subjects,
the figures should either be beaten up in the round
from sheet, or carved out of solid metal. Enamel
rarely stands on cast work, partly because of the
inequality of texture of the metal, and partly
because the metal is so full of minute air holes. It
will hold for a time, especially if soft , but sooner
or later will fly off in the form of tiny flakes. This
can in some measure be prevented by stabbing the
ground of the enamel with a sharp graver, so that
little points of metal are left sticking up all over
the surface. These hold the enamel fairly well,
but you can never be sure that it will not flake off
just where it will most be seen. The best grounds
for enamel are fine alloy copper, fine silver, fine
gold and 22 K. gold.

" Broken Screw. "—I have a small plug of a
broken screw in a watch filate that must be eaten
out with an acid. What kind of acid shall I use
and how shall I proceed P—Make a tiny funnel of
beeswax by working it over the end of a cone-
shaped stick. Attach this funnel to the plate so the
broken screw stands at the bottom of it, then place
in the funnel a few drops of sulphuric acid reduced
by adding four parts of water, having the mixture
cool. This will eat out the screw in a few minutes.
There are several tools on the market for remov-
ing such screws, illustrations and descriptions of
which can be seen in the catalogue of any tool and
material house.

" STpeeislum."—I want a couple of disks, about
four inches in diameter, of speculum metal. Can
you tell me where I can get them or give me a for-
mula for the meta/ that you think would answer?
I have one formula as follows : Copper 7 parts,
zinc 3 parts, lin 4 parts.—Speculum metal contains
on an average of from 64 to 69 per cent. of copper
and 30 to 35 per cent. of tin ; the standard formula
for the alloy is 68.21 parts copper, 31.79 parts tin.
In view of this fact, we think the formula you
mention can be improved. Authorities differ

slightly as to the best formula, but the variation is
never of much moment. Otto recommends 68
parts copper, parts tin. Mudge gives 65 parts
copper, 35 parts tin. Richardson's formula is more
complicated, consisting of 65.3 parts copper, 30
parts tin, 0.7 parts zinc, 2 parts arsenic and 2 parts
silver. The old Chinese formula is 80.83 parts
copper, 8.5 parts antimony, while the old Roman
was 63.9 parts copper, 19.05 parts tin, 17.29 parts
lead. We do not know just where you could get
such disks, but with above data, have no doubt you
can make them yourself.

"Copper."— Willyou kindly publish the ivre-
dients necessary for making gold solution, silver
solution and copper solution f—The formula for a
gold solution was given in reply to " Gold Solu-
tion " in issue of January, 1904. That for silver
solution in reply to " Silverer," March, 1904. A
copper solution that is highly recommended, can
be made as follows : In 7 quarts of warm water
dissolve 834 ounces of crystallized carbonate of
soda, adding gradually (to prevent violent effer-
vescence) 7 ounces of crystallized bisulphite of
soda ; then, while stirring vigorously, add 7 ounces
of neutral acetate of copper. In three quarts of
water dissolve 834 ounces of cyanide of potassium,
and, after the first solution has become cold, mix
the two together. Stir thoroughly with a clean
wooden stick, until a clear solution obtains, then
boil for half an hour and filter.

"Engraver."—In the "Art of Engraving,"
September, /903, issue, the writer says : " After
drawing Mese straight fines, the graver being
held in Me hand as directed, allowing the thumb
to act as a guide and sliding it gently ovCr the
surface of the metal" Does that mean that the
thumb should touch the article we are engraving?
I could not quile tinders/and as it read rely much
like it meant Mal, while all the lime l' ve striven not
to lel the fingers touch the article being engraved.
—The thumb should rest on the surface of the
metal on large pieces, and on watch cases, lockets,
etc., against the edge, and when so placed acts as
a guide for the point of the graver, which protrudes
about half inch beyond the thumb. See Fig. 22,
page 24, in " The Art of Engraving." Thefingers
do not touch the article you are engraving, but the
thumb does, for the reason mentioned.

"Gold Leaf."—How is gold leaf put on a
sign?—Dissolve about ten grams of good transpa-
rent gelatin in two ounces of water. If more con-
venient, you can add half the white of a fresh egg
to two ounces of water in a bottle, shake it well
and strain. Place a portion of the mixture in a
clean vial. Apply the mixture with a camel's-hair
brush, painting over the portions of the surface
where you desire the gold leaf to adhere. In doing
such work the novice, as a rule, experiences diffi-
culty in getting the gold leaf from the book in
which it comes, to the surface to be treated. For
this purpose a " tip " should be employed. Such
a " tip " can best be described as a flat brush made
up of coarse, long hairs, widely separated from one
another.

"Lever."— Will you kindly advise me as to the
best course to adopt to get a thorough knowledge
of the lever escapement Y—Probably the best plan
to adopt is to attend a reputable horological school,
announcements of which appear on our advertising
pages, or apprentice yourself to a first-class work-
man. Where this is not possible, it would be well
to procure a standard book on the subject, study
same and practice. It was for this purpose that
we recently compiled and published the book
" Watch and Clock Escapements," which can be
had from this office for $1.50, postpaid. Even
where a course at a horological school is contem-
plated, the previous study of such a book is to be
recommended, as it will undoubtedly save much
valuable time at such an institution. The book
above mentioned not only covers the lever escape-
ment in all its details, but also the cylinder and
chronometer escapements.

I •
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Having established a REPAIR DEPARTMENTin the full sense of the term, we are able totake care of any amount of repairing, replating,and refinishing of all kinds of hollow and flat sil-verware, and ecclesiastical goods, such as articlesmade of white metal, nickel-silver, copper, etc.

To mend a thing well often requires the skill
of expert artisans, such as we employ in our
various manufacturing departments. As alert,
efficient, and intelligent service will be given,
we feel our patrons will find it to their advan-
tage to favor us with their work.

Goods for repair should be sent by freight
express paid, each package showing the

imprint of the sender, and plainly marked
" Repair Department."

Or

THE HOMAN SILVER PLATE COMPANY.
Office,

New York Salesroom : 32 Park Place.
Chicago Salesroom : The Silversmiths Building.
Boston Salesroom : The Jewelers Building.

Factory, and Salesroolii,

2 1 4- 2 2 6 East Seventh Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

.
IMMIMMUUWAIIIiIMUMUMMIMIUMIUMIMMIIMUMMINIUMIIIMMIM 

The Furnishing of Jewelry Stores

WE show in the accompanying illustra-
tion an interior view of the handsome

store of C. I. Josephson, of Moline, Ill. It is
an excellent type of the modern jewelry store
of average size. The floor is of tile and the
ceiling of handsomely wrought metal. The
body of the store is lighted by ten Welsbach
lights and the wall cases by electric lights
inside them. A noteworthy feature of the
wall cases is the curved sections, the glass in
front of which hangs upon weights and can
be lowered and raised easily by means of
brackets attached to the sides, holding a
chain out about seven inches from the sash,
thus making a perfect balance.

There are no counter cases in front of the
sections which are used on the east side for
the display of sterling silver and on the west
for cut glass. This allows the customer to
step up to the case and examine all the stock
or any part of it without having to handle it.

The cases are equipped with a very
simple and effective dust-proof arrangement

on the front doors, consisting of a bracket
extending back from the top of the sash, con-

taining on its lower side a felt cushion which

engages with a similar one, when the door is

pulled down, the bottom and top both strik-

ing with equal pressure.
The case arrangement makes available

for display all the space in the back of the

store and leaves no corners for a collection of

unsightly odds and ends.

In place of a wrapping

stand two drawers on each

side of the store are built

into one, giving sufficient

depth to hold two rolls of

paper of the required

sizes. Slats about two
inches wider than the

paper and about one-

sixteenth of an inch in

depth are cut in front of

the drawer and over them

on hinges are hung two
strips of wood of the same
finish as the drawers.
Screwed on the inside is
a sheet of heavy steel,
which is sharpened to a
cutting edge at the bot-
tom. When a piece of

paper is torn off the strip drops back of its
own weight and folds the strip of paper under
it so that when another piece is wanted lifting
the strip will expose enough paper to take
hold of.

Just above these are shelves or draws
to pull out and wrap the articles on, and
twine is always convenient. The great ad-
vantage of this is that the paper is always
clean and ready and there is no untidy wrap-

stand. There is a mirror door on the
east side of the safe which leads into the shop.
The latter measures 20 X 16 feet. There is
one to the west xvhich leads into the optical
room. The dimensions of this apartment are
22 X 6 feet, allowing twenty feet for testing
vision. The stOre is heated by a hot-water
plant, and all the radiation is from cases
under the two front windows. These have
asbestos hoods to throw the heat out into the
store. In this way no space is taken up in
the store by the radiators.

Treatment of Crank Customers

0 NE of the most delicate duties of the
store is the handling of crank customers.

There are several points to be considered in
dealing with this all too numerous class of
humanity. As a rule the crank has some
very decided ideas of his own as to what he
wants, and as to what would be a good thing

for every one else to have, and the clerk must

not, therefore, disagree with him too strongly.
If he expresses a decided preference for any
particular style of watch or other article,
manifest an interest in his choice if not
approval of it and leave him under the im-
pression that he knows a good thing when he
sees it, and that his ideas are correct.

Don't contradict the crank if you want
his money. Let him talk, and after he is
through you can sell to him without much
trouble.

Don't argue with him if you want his
business. Let him have his own way—
apparently—and you will find he is not so
bad a fellow after all.

Handsome Store of C. I. Josephson, Moline, 111.
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THERE is the crank who comes into the
store with a rush, and is hardly inside

when he may be heard all over the house
with " Where are all your clerks ? I never
come in here that I don't have to wait five or
ten minutes. If I can't get waited on more
promptly I will go somewhere else." But
he never goes anywhere else. When he
wants anything in your line he is back again
with the same old cry. This sort of a crank
likes to be well thought of ; he likes to think
he has made an impression on the entire force
as to his importance. Above all, treat him
nicely ; call him by his name, ask his opinion
on some of the questions of the day, and give
him the impression that he is a very impor-

tant member of the busi-
ness world, and you will
find you can get along
with him without much
trouble.

Then there is the
crank who always wants
something different from
anyone else, and wonders
why the manufacturers
and dealers don't try to
supply the needs of the
public better.

You will find it true
of almost all cranks that
they have some weak
spot ; if you can find that
spot the victory is won,
and you will have a friend
instead of a " crank " to
deal with.



DORST & CO.

TO THE TRADE:
We take pleasure in announcing that we have leased quarters in the New Gumbel Build-ing now being erected in Kansas City, where, about July 1st, we will have in full operation amodern equipped

JEWELRY FACTORY.
This, with our present Cincinnati plant, will give us the best facilities in the country fordoing SPECIAL ORDER WORK and all kinds of JEWELRY AND WATCH CASE

REPAIRING, and we will be better able than ever before to maintain our high standard of
Promptness and Efficiency. We solicit your _Aatronage, and if you will give us a trial wefeel sure we can satisfy you.

rim.; fc)t- Trade,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,
I.I()I LLIiIdilig.

(1i.lt11l-m..:1 1 tut

by using

The World's Best GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

Our 10 K. and 14 K. Pearl and Baroque Pearl Jewelry
stands for quality, artistic designing, and perfect workmanship.

Our Transparent Enamel Brooches, Pendants and Scarf Pins
are especially attractive, and the enameled leaves and flowers

are very near to nature.

Our Solid Gold and Gold Filled Lockets,
in new and original designs, are all made with solid gold invisible joints.They are made in to K. solid gold, and in AI and i gold tilled.

Charles E. Hancock Co.,
7 Beverly St.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Chicago Office :
Room 806 Columbus Bldg.

Manufactured by

59th and Wallace Streets, CHICAGO.
Chicago Salesroom, 103 State St. New York Salesroom, 51-53 Maiden Lane.

Jewelers' Supplies, Class Pins, Medals and Novelties.
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Items of Interset

J. S. Grasborg & Co., Schuyler, Nebr., have
sold out their business to Jeweler A. G. Kupka, of
that city.

David Eber, to9 Joseph Avenue, Rochester,
N. Y., has announced the opening, at 197 East
Main Street, that city, of a new wholesale estab-
lishment with a full line of watches and watch
materials, tools, jewelry and optical goods.

A change has taken place in the firm of Kral!
Bros., Tyndall, S. Dak., L. A. Krall having dis-
posed of his interest therein and opened a store of
his own at Wagner, S. Dak. J. P. Krall is now a
partner in Krall Bros., which firm continues without
change of name.

Max. Kohner, wholesale dealer in watches,
jewelry, materials, etc., Baltimore, Md., recently
received a large order from far-away Johannesburg,
South Africa. It came from one of his former
customers. The goods are now under way for
their destination.

Coleman Bros., Ardmore, I. T., who conduct
a jewelry, drug and musical instrument business,
recently issued a convenient lade two-page folder
designed to. stimulate interest in their first-named
line. It is sensibly worded and will, no doubt,
fulfill the ends for which it was intended.

The firm of H. D. Merritt & Co., manufactur-
ing jewelers, of North Attleboro, Mass., was incor-
porated on May 7th with a capital of idroo,000, and
is now known as H. D. Merritt Company. The
officers of the company are W. W. Sherman,
president and treasurer ; L. E. Morse, vice-presi-
dent, and Miss E. A. Rose, secretary.

At a meeting of the Harrisburg Retail Jewelers'
Association, held in that city on April 21st, a series
of resolutions were passed condemning the pro-
miscuous distribution of price-lists of watch move-
ments and cases, requesting all companies to
discontinue this practice and commending the
action of those which do not follow it.

A. A. Spiegel, junior member of the Gustave
Fox Co., 16 Eist Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio,
was recently presented with a little daughter,
weighing eight pounds. The parents of the little
one are the recipients of general felicitations, as is
alio Mr. Gustave Fox, whom the happy event
m ikes a grandfather and, by the way, his many
friends in the trade are now calling him Grandpa.

James H. Rogers, Gibson City, Ill , has been
granted a patent on an improved watch-bow fasten-
ing. The purpose of this device is to provide a
particular joint between the terminals of the bow
aad the pendant of a watch case to resist wear and
insure a reliable attachment of the bow to the
pendant without requiring a complete diametrical
insertion of a fastening device relative to the
pendant.

Mrs. Wing, wife of John Wing, proprietor of
the Ezra Kelley Oil Co., New Bedford, Mass., died
recently at the ripe age of seventy-two years. Her
demise terminated a long and patiently-borne ill-
ness. She was esteemed by a large circle of
friends for her many gentle and philanthropic
qualities of mind and heart. THE KEYSTONE
unites with them in extending its condolence to
Mr. Wing in the bereavement that has come upon
him. Mrs. Wing was a daughter of the late
Ezra Kelley.

William H. Crins, who formerly was president
of the Gorham Mfg. Co., died recently at his home
oil Linden Street, Providence, R. I. His connec-
tion with the Gorham Company did not terminate,
however, with the relinqiiishment of its presidency,
for he was one of its directors up to the time of his
death. He was born in Newport, in 1819, and
after receiving his education went to earn a liveli-
hood. He was in the painting business for thirty
years, and in 1879 was elected president and a
director of the Gorham Mfg. Co., upon the death
of John Gorham. In 1894 he resigned from the
presidential office and was succeeded by Edward
Holbrook. As a mark of appreciation of his ser-
vices to the company the directorate expressed a
wish that continue as one of its members, and
he 

id o 

The International Silver Company, successors
to Rogers & Bro., Waterbury, Conn., has issued a
catalogue and price-list of the celebrated Star
brand 9f electro-plated spoons, forks, knives, etc.
It is printed on enameled paper in black ink, and
profusely illustrated with half-tones. The different
articles are carefully listed, prices regularly tabu-
lated and with the index at the end the dealer can
obtain at a glance the information he desires. The
jeweler will find this catalogue a ready and conve-
nient source of reference.

Albro & Kettlety have opened business at
167 Dorrance Street, Providence, R. I., as manu-
facturers of fine rolled-plate chains, charms, brace-
lets and fobs. The members of this concern need
no introduction to the trade, as both of them were
formerly managers of the Albro Co., of Providence,
R. I., a firm since consolidated with the Rodenberg-
Smith Co. Mr. Kettlety will represent the new
concern on the road, and Mr. Albro, who has a
thorough knowledge of the productive processes,
will superintend the operations of the factory.

J. H. Mosher, of Akeley, Minn., has one of
the neatest jewelry stores in that section. The
interior of the store is artistically arranged and the
well-selected stock displayed to its best advantage.
An elaborate quick-sales case adorns the wall and
a fine system of electric lights has been installed.
An interesting feature of one of Jeweler Mosher's
recent window displays was an exhibit of some
excellent pieces of pyrography, made additionally
attractive by the reflections from three oval-shaped
French plate-glass mirrors.

After visiting all the various factories and
making a thorough investigation of their methods
and output, Professor Arthur W. Goodspeed, of
the University of Pennsylvania, has placed an order
with the Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass.,
for one of their fine Rivett precision lathes with
motor drive and attachments. The Geological
Survey at Washington has also recently added one
of these lathes to their equipment, and the Bureau
of Standards has another Rivett precision lathe
for the work of the government exhibit at the
St. Louis Fair.

Galt & Bro., 1107 Pennsylvania Avenue,Wash-
ington, D. C., a firm which enjoys the distinction
of being in existence for over a century, made
good advertising capital out of an article which
appeared recently in the Kansas City Star. This
article states that out in the western part of the
country, near Hillabe, Ind. Ter., there is an old
Indian family living in a hut. - Travelers stopping
there recently discovered a number of solid silver
spoons, a cream ladle and other tableware, all
bearing the initials 0. P. Y. This family is de-
scended from the old Indian Chief Opothie Yahola,
and the initials are supposed to be his. The ware
bears the trade-mark of Gait's, Washington, D. C.,
and was evidently brought from the capital in the
early 30's by the old chief, who bought it on some
one of his many trips to that city. The spoons are
worn now to nearly half size.

A. Y. Boswell, jeweler-optician, of Tulsa, Ind.
Ter., advocates the formation of a jewelers'
organization in Oklahoma and Indian Territories.
He believes this to be necessary for the protection
of the interests of jewelers in both of these sec-
tions and he would like to have an expression of
opinion regarding the feasibility of such a move-
ment from other dealers. He expresses the wish
that they communicate with him to the end that
with the concurrence of a sirtUbient number he
might issue a circular letter to the different jewelers
throughout the territories. He mentions Tulsa, Ind.
Ter., Muscogee, Incl. Ter., and Oklahoma City,
Okla. Ter., as centers whose locations and railroad
facilities are such as would make any one of them
a convenient meeting place, and he thinks July 2oth
and 2ist would be suitable dates for assembling.
He would like to learn the wishes of other dealers,
however, and it is desirable, therefore, that in the
responses set to him, which he hopes will be
prompt and numerous, the writers will make sug-
gestions in regard to both of these particulars.

0. H. Pitkin, Galion, Ohio, manufacturer of
the " Pitkin's Antibreak Pegwood," will mail a
25-cent box of pegwood to every watchmaker who
will send him during the month of June eight two-
cent stamps ancl the address of the material house
from which he buys his supplies. Only one box to
any one address at this price. Send to-day.--Adv.

9-17

Death of Henry F. Barrows

Henry F. Barrows, the veteran jewelry manu-
facturer and founder of the firm of H. F. Barrows
& Co., North Attleboro, Mass., died on Thursday,
May 26th. Deceased had a life-long connection
with the trade,
and his career
was marked by
singular energy
and high integ-
r i t y—qualities
which were fit-
tingly rewarded
by a liberal
measure of suc-
cess. He had
attained the
ripe age of 77
years. His
initial step in
the jewelry
business w as
taken in 1853, and his activities continued for thirty-
four subsequent years, at the expiration of which
period he relinquished ownership in favor of his
two sons, H. F. Barrows, Jr., and Ira Barrows, the
latter of whom has charge of the New York otlice;
the former being superintendent of the factory. In
November last the firm celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary.

The deceased was connected with several other
concerns, and N'as president of the North Attle-
boro National Bank almost until his death. He
took much interest in the development of North
Attleboro, and contributed liberally thereto. It is
interesting to recall, that only about a month ago
H. F. Barrows & Co. was incorporated under the
laws of Rhode Island, and Louis D. Barrows was
given an interest in the business. The title of the
firm is now H. F. Barrows Co., and the officers are
as follows : President, Ira Barrows, of New York ;
secretary, Louis D. Barrows; treasurer, Henry F.
Barrows, Jr.

Homy F. Burrows

A New Crucible
The 'Ringset Company, Boston, Mass., has

placed on the market a new crucible, for which
special merit is claimed as to quality and dura-

bility. The crucible may be used from seventy-
five to one hundred times in melting gold, and it
is claimed for it that the gold may be melted
quicker and with less gas than in any furnace. The
crucible is known as the Burno, and is made in
several different sizes.
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The Show Window

K E. V S T OIN E

EVERAL mechanical displays which were recently illustrated in
this department have created some discussion as to the value of

Eiesa this kind of window attraction. We would repeat, that for
jewelers, whose business is primarily mechanical, such displays

ire undoubtedly effective. One of the most expert window dressers has
this to say on the subject :

" It has lately become the fashion to discourage
The Mechanical mechanical displays as well as ' picture ' windows and

elaborate trims of all sorts, under the plea that they are
not business windows." Give me a plain business

window,' says the merchant, and the trimmer does not argue the question
very fiercely, for it saves him a lot of thought and a lot of hard work.
" What is a ' business window ?' What is usually meant by the term

is a window that will sell goods—the final aim of all window trimming.
How can a window sell goods ? By placing them before the public in such
a manner that the observer has a desire for them, and enters the store to
make the purchase. Once in, the customer may see other things she wants,
and no matter how much she purchases under these conditions the credit
of the sale belongs to the window.
" Now, mark one point in this statement. I said ' observer.' All

goods placed in a show window are not observed. Since the street is lined

with windows, all filled with merchandise, few people stop to notice any of
them unless there is something in the window that especially catches
the eye. A ' business window ' that has no attractive quality is not really a

business window. It is a fool window. The attractive window is the

business window. To make an attractive window requires all the brain

power and craft and taste and handiwork of the most expert trimmer. The
inexpert trimmer is the man who decorated that window which is not

attractive and which the passing throng does not see at all. In order to

make a window stand out
from its fellows something
more than a plain arrange-
ment of merchandise is
needed.
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The Simmons
Golf or shirt-waist chain

The above illustration shows some of the brand-new patterns of the SimmonsGolf or Shirt-Waist Chains a distinct summer season novelty. The safety fastenerattached to the chain is made only by us under our own patents and is by far thebest and most practical device yet offered to the trade. It is easily adjusted, can't1)1111. off--and it has no .Arongs to /car or .a,car Me fabric fo which 11 is fastened.
Send at once to your jobber for samples. If he can't supply you, write us and we will send a selec-tion direct and render bill through any reliable wholesale watch and jewelry house you may mention.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, Attleboro, Massachusetts.
New York Office, 9-13 Maiden Lane,

Chicago Office, 103 State St.

Window

"It must be un-
Must Arrest usual and dis-
Attention tinctive to the

extent of ar-
resting the attention of busy
people as they hurry along
the street.

"Shrewd and observant
trimmers have found that the
secret of successful windows
is to have a background or
mechanical device that will
command attention, and then
to place the goods in so inge-
nious a manner that in look-
ing at the display people note
the excellence of the goods
and desire to purchase them.
It's the old idea of first catch-
ing your hare and then cook-
ing it. But you must catch
your nare. You must have an
attraction that induces the
pedestrian to stop and look,
or your window is a flat fail-
ure. This is why beautiful,
artistic and mechanical dis-
plays are to be encouraged
rather than discourged. These
are the real ' business win-
dows.'"

The window
here illustrated
was a very
beautiful one

of the mechanical variety.
The top drapery of this win-
dow was white China silk,
draped over Nile green, and
the floor was white tarleton

A Beautiful
Display
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puffed over Nile green, making a very rich and pleasing effect. The clock
dial was white, bordered with a wide strip of Nile green jeweler's cotton.
The circles, segments and hands on the dial were made of cardboard
bronzed in gold.

They did not lie flat, but were raised a little from the dial. The words
"Spring" and "Time" were pierced in the heavy part of the hands, and
were bronzed in green, which made them very conspicuous. The twelve
diminutive lights around the dial and the one in the center were green.
Encircling the dial there was a vine of bright red roses, beautiful in effect.
The harp, with its white strings, forming the ornamental part of the
pendulum rod, was of cardboard and bronzed in gold.

The pendulum ball had diminutive blue electric lights encircling it, and
the figures " 1904 " were raised and colored with green bronze. The hands
did not move, but the pendulum ball vibrated and the moving colored
electric lights made the entire display very attractive. The pendulum
vibrated by means of an eight-day-clock movement which was attached to
the disk forming the dial. The clock indicated, as will be perceived, no
special time of day, but simply "Spring Time-19o4." The wings, which
denote the flight of time from one season to another, were white, tipped
with gold. The small lights on either side of the two steps were green.
The articles displayed in the window were seasonable silver jewelry,
novelties, etc., with a nice selection of gilt goods to make the color scheme
more effective.

The " Glorious Fourth " 1'ill very soon be with us again,
Fourth of July and its advent will set the trimmers in town and city on

the ragged edge of uncertainty as regards their celebration
window display. For this occasion almost anything in

the shape of national flags and emblems or anything suggestive thereof will
be in order, bearing in mind that an unlimited display of cheap paper
cambric flags, in all possible positions and sizes, becomes vulgar from its
incongruity and want of motive. It would be far better to use a single flag,
or pair of flags of better quality, crossed and artistically draped, simplicity

of arrangement and harmony
of color being the keynote of
every beautiful conception.

Here is a good central
idea for a Fourth of July win-
dow : Procure one small-boy
figure. Dress it simply in a
%'ash suit, as if for play and
hot weather comfort ; pose
it with one elbow on a giant
cannon cracker ( a home-
made dummy, of course),
reaching from the floor to a
convenient height, for the set-
ting of figure and of propor-
tionate diameter. The boy
should be placed in an easy
pose, the head well up, a
straw hat on the back of the
head, one leg crossed, if you
wish, and a piece of punk in
the disengaged hand, as if
waiting. The punk may be
made to appear " alive " by
dipping one end slightly in
glue, and while wet, covering
it with crimson or fire metallic.

On the morning of the
Fourth change the pose, mak-
ing the boy hold the cracker
fuse in one hand, as if trying

to set it afire with the punk in

the other hand. If you wish,

on the morning of the fifth,

change the pose again to a
sitting position on a small box;

bandage the head and one

hand, smearing the bandage

slightly with turkey lake,

ground in water, the punk,

broken shorter, lying near,

and the disengaged hand

supporting the head as if in

pain. Any crimson red will

do if you have not turkey lake.

Displays

.

Handsome 1Vindow Display of Carter-Allen Jewelry Co , Shreveport, La., Designed by J. A. Styron, Jr„
Engraver with the Firm
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How to Invest your Savings

LWAYS the first thing which the prospec-
tive investor must face is his own selfish-
ness—and he would better do it, squarely
and conclusively, right at the start. Money

that has been saved from wages or salary looks
very precious in the eyes of the man who has
earned it.

Naturally, it would seem that this way of look-
ing at the little accumulation would make its
owner doubly careful on the question of risking it.
But often, if not generally, the effect of realizing
how much it means to save even a comparatively
small sum is exactly the reverse ; the owner of the
accumulation says to himself : " This is a big sum ;
I have spent years in saving it ; so large an amount
and one that has cost me so much sacrifice and
steady effort ought to bring me a nice income."

• Consequently, I repeat, the first
Investment or thing for a man to do who has
Speculation saved something from his salary

and wishes to place at the best
advantage, is to hold a very frank session with him-
self and settle the question : "Are you looking for
an investment or a speculation ?" After he has
had this out with himself he is then—and not until
then—in a position to proceed intelligently.
" But," you ask, " how am I tell the difference

between an investment and a speculation ?" Per-
haps it is not wise to attempt arbitrarily to draw a
hard-and-fast line in answering that question ; but
it is difficult to be practical and helpful without
being definite. Therefore I would put the matter
this way : Generally speaking, any proposition that
pledges to yield you more than five per cent. per
annum is a speculation and not an investment.

Let me put the matter another way : Experi-
ence has shown that an investment that yields
more than five per cent. a year contains too large
an element of risk to give the positive and solid
basis of security which should be insisted on by
the man who is putting into the enterprise what he
cannot afford to lose.

Let us suppose that the reader is completely
isolated from personal financial advisers of broad
experience and seasoned judgment, as he would
be if living in a small country town, and that he
must get his information largely from the printed
page and from correspondence. He wishes to get
down to business and learn something about secu-
rities and investments.

By all means the first thing for him to do is to
get hold of the literature of the savings banks and
study their rules and regulations regarding invest-
ments. Why? Because the laws of every State
very carefully prescribe the kind of securities in
which the bank that handles small deposits—the
savings of working people—may invest. Some
States are more severe and rigid than others in
their regulations on this score ; but all are careful
to hedge the savings bank about with restrictions
designed to make its every investment secure. So
the attitude of a savings bank, as expressed in its
rules for the investment of funds, is likely to be
sound and conservative.

Then, too, the savings bank
generally pays three per cent.

the Savings Bank on its deposits. This is a very
fair rate for your money whileyou are simply " keeping it in storage" to get asum large enough for a profitable investment. In

the New England States " mutual " savings banks
are quite common and pay a larger rate on de-
posits. Each depositor is regarded as a share-

The Advantages of

holder. There are certain long-time gilt-edged
securities that pay a high rate of interest, but com-
mand a high premium in the market. Generally,
the savings bank laws declare that when the sur-
plus or reserve of the bank exceeds a certain
amount, there shall be a distribution to depositors.
As a matter of fact, such a distribution in the
mutual companies is generally avoided by invest-
ing in these high-grade, long-time securities which
enable the payment of an exceptional percentage
of interest on deposits. There is a lesson to be
learned here by the prospective investor.

Every big city of the country has at least one
house devoted to the handling of solid securities,
which is known as upright and substantial in its
managment—a house that is in business for a
steady, permanent success, and would regard the
selling of a doubtful security as suicidal, no matter
how large the immediate profit realized. Let the
prospective investor write to a house of this kind
for information and advice ; and then, perhaps,
submit this counsel to his best local adviser. This
is the most practical and secure method of proce-
dure I can outline.

There are, however, a few very
Meaning of important facts which should
Convertibility firmly be fixed in the mind of

every man who has under con-
sideration the investment of his savings. The
security of an investment and the rate of return it
will bring, are not the only things to be considered
in the problem of putting out savings. Among
bankers and financial men the term " converti-
bility " is much used ; and it has a meaning which
should be carefully figured on every time an in-
vestment is made. Not only is it important that
you should have your money invested where it is
safe and brings you a goodly percentage, but also
where you can get it back quickly if any sudden
change in your financial condition should come un-
expectedly upon you.

Then, too, there is still another important
element to be considered in making an invest-
ment—the amount and kind of personal attention
you are able to give the enterprise in which you
invest. If, for any reason, you desire to have no
care in connection with your investment, you must
pay for that immunity in a slightly lower per cent.
of return.

Let us suppose, for example, that you are a
woman with neither the inclination nor the expe-
rience for active business life. It would, then, be
decidedly foolish for you to put your money into
an enterprise or a security that demanded the
personal attention of yourself or of an agent em-
ployed by yourself. And the same observation
applies to a very great number of men in a wide
variety of callings—men who are not in position
to give any personal attention or to have any
anxiety about an investment after it is once made.

For persons of this kind, it
seems to me the high-class
bond furnishes the ideal invest-
ment. All the investor has to

do is to put his investment away in his " tin box,"
or safe-deposit drawer, and cut the coupons at the
proper time. But, of course, there are bonds and
bonds. Those of the United States Government
represent the very pinnacle of security, they are
non-taxable and, because of these and other facts,
command a high premium—so high a premium
that the net percentage of return looks almost in-
finitesimal to the small investor.

He may then turn to the long list of municipal
bonds. The writer has handled millions of dollars'
worth of these bonds, and the instances in which

Bonds and
Mortgages
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this kind of security has proved to be bad are sofew he can almost count them on the fingers of one
hand. It is not difficult to obtain a municipal bond
paying from three and one-half per cent. to fiveper cent. a year that is satisfactory and sound on
the points of security and convertibility. Bondsof this kind—and, in fact, any good bonds—can beused as collateral at the bank for a loan of seventy-five cent. to ninety per cent. on their face value ;or they can be promptly sold at a good valuation.In my opinion there is no better investment.

But let us suppose that the investor has the
time, inclination, experience and ability person-
ally to look after his investment. Then he mayenter the field of mortgages and, perhaps, get a
larger percentage of return. The man who buys
mortgages should, and naturally will, follow theline of his experience and observation. If he is
familiar with city real estate values and the manner
of doing business in the city he may trust himself
to buy city mortgages. On the other hand, the
farm mortgage, next to the high-class bond, is
commonly held to be the best kind of investment.

Of course, it is important to know that the
valuation has been soundly made—and right here
is where the personal experience of the investor
comes in. The more he knows of farm values the
larger return and surer investment he can get.
Generally speaking, good mortgages yield from
four per cent. to six per cent. The man who has
anywhere from $500 to $5000 of savings to invest,
and knows enough about details of taxation and
valuation properly to protect himself, will find a
good field in farm mortgages.

I cannot dismiss the subject of savings and
their investment without the reflection that the
great improvements in cities, in lighting, in urban
and rural transportation—all the great material
civilizers covered by the phrase " public improve-
ments "—are made possible mainly by the savings
of the people who work for salary or wages.

—John Farson, in the Saturday Evening Post.

The Editor's Plight
" We are thorry to fluty," explained the editor

of the Skedunk Weekly News, " that our compo-
thing room wath entered lath night by thome
unknown thcoundrel who thtole every eth in the
ethtablithment and thucceeded in making hith
ethcape undetected.
" It bath been impothible, of courth, to pro-

cure a new thupply of etheth in time for thith
ithue, and we are thuth compelled to go to preth
in a thituation moth embarrathing and diffitreth-
ing, but we thee no other courth to purthue than
to make the beth thtagger we can to get along
without the mithing letter, and we therefore print
the Newth one time regardleth of the loth thuth-
thained. The motive of the mitherable mith-
creant itlf unknown to uth, but doubtleth wadi
revenge for thome thuppothed inthult."
" It than never be thaid that the petty thpite

of the thmall-thouled villain bath dithabled the
Newth, and if thith meeth the eye of the deteth-
able rathcal, we beg to athure him that he under-
ethtimateth the rethourceth of a firth-clath newth-
paper when he thinkth he can cripple it hopelethly
by breaking into the alphabet. We take occathion
to thay to him, furthermore, that before next
Thurthday we will have three timeth ath many
etheth ath he thole." —Ex.

"I do not ask for any improvement, only sendme The ,Keystone."—E. J. Soul/zany, Jeweler,Bedford, Ohio.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions rts hereunder is a

permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department.]

The Stigmatometer
A new instrument which merits the attention of the refractionist is

named the stigmatometer and is shown in the illustration herewith. The
stigmatometer is an instrument constructed on new and scientific principles
for determining the refraction of the eye objectively. The result is obtained
by projecting on the fundus an image of an astigmatic dial. This instru-
ment is the patented product of F. A. Hardy & Company, Silversmiths'

Building, Chicago. It consists of live essential optical parts, namely:
The mirror placed close to the patient's eye at an angle of 45° ; the lens
directly to one side of the mirror and at its own focal length (125 mms.)
from the patient's eye ; the screen or astigmatic dial (a glass plate with
photographic lines thereon) which is arranged to travel back and forth by
rack and pinion adjustment, on a line with the lens and light, so that it may
be focused on the fundus whatever the refraction of the eye ; the lamp beyond
the screen, and the operator's lens plate directly behind the mirror, the
lenses of which move automatically as the screen is moved, so that what-
ever the error of the eye examined, its error is reproduced by the lenses
back of the mirror when the screen is focused perfectly on the fundus.

New Line of Chains
It is only natural that the popular devotion to outdoor pastimes, which

of late years has become so pronounced, should be fittingly reflected in
jewelry designs, particularly in watches and chains. A useful and interest-
ing addition to goods in the latter category is the new line of golf or shirt-
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waist chains that has been placed upon the market by the R. F. Simmons
Company, Attleboro, Mass., and one of which is shown in the illustration
herewith. These chains form a decided novelty for the recreative season
and they have been designed with a view to combining style and service-
ability in the fullest possible degree. They are provided with a safety
fastener, a device made only by this company. It is easily adjusted, can't
pull off and has no prongs to tear or wear the fabric to which it is fastened.
These chains seem to have in an unusual degree all the qualities that appeal

to the buying public.
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New Axis and Prism Finder
One of the latest additions to the equipment of the refractionist is the

Hamilton axis and prism finder, shown in the accompanying illustration.
This contrivance is designed for quickness and accuracy—to economize in
both time and labor. It is the product of Martin, Copeland & Co., Provi-
dence, R. I. It tells positively the axis of any cylinder and the power and

direction of the base of any prism or combination of prisms. It shows at a
glance the amount of prismatic power of decentered lenses and gives the
largest lens possible to obtain after uncut lens has been decentered. In
addition, it gives the axes of broken cylinders without necesitating the
cementing of the parts together. When used without the stand the axis
finder can be carried in the vest pocket, its dimensions being 3 inm. thick
and 52 mm. in diameter.

Improved Ringstick
In the accompanying illustration is shown a ringstick which embodies

several new features. It is made entirely of hard rubber, is hollow and has

no seams. The maker is Arthur L. Wilcox, of Akron, Ohio. The stick
gives the correct measurement up to and including size 13, and on the
reverse side to that shown in the illustration there is a millimeter gage for
ascertaining the widths of flat band rings.

A New Handkerchief-Holder Bracelet
The approach of the sweltering season gives an especial timeliness to

the production of the handkerchief-holder bracelet, a contrivance which
should appeal strongly to femininity and a cut of which is shown herewith.
This bracelet is made by Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., Providence, R. I., and
it fulfils more functions than its name would indicate, for, besides being

such a convenient means of carrying a handkerchief, it is as indispensable

for holding a wrist bag, purse, muff or fan. The handkerchief may be
inserted by drawing its center between the bracelet wires into the corruga-

tions. To remove it, its bulk should be pulled down gently with the right

hand. The purse or muff is attached to the bracelet by passing the purse

chain or muff cord twice around the bracelet wires. - -
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JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS,

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

92 TO 98 STATE STREET,

CHICAGO,

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND.

INCORPORATED 1893.

A TRADE INVIGORATOR.
350 Trays of Genuine Opal Rings as per illustration.

Seamless Gold
Shell Rings.

Warranted to wear
three years in con-
stant use.
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RHODE ISLAND RING CO.,
101 Sabin Street, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.
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Write Your Own Advertisements

ANY jewelers and opticians seem to
be laboring under the delusion that
the capability to advertise calls for

talent and genius far above that which they
possess, that, in fact, they might as well try
to compose a good poem as a good ad.
This is an egregious error. Any good
salesman can write a good advertisement if
he tries. We are indebted to Printers' Ink
for the following excellent article on this
subject :

It's Results
That Tell

The cash drawer is the one
just, final critic of the adver-
tising. Yet many adver-
tisers who make their pub-

licity profitable seem to think that it must
conform to certain set rules. They suffer
from what might be called " fear of the ex-
pert." The critic of the know-it-all type is
disappearing from advertising, but in his day
he talked so loudly about what was right
and wrong, according to his own lights, that
he gained a name for knowing things that he
never knew at all. When a business man
without an intimate knowledge of adver-
tising takes space in papers or magazines
and conducts his own campaign, he some-
times develops an entirely original style of
advertising, eminently suited to his business.
If he is a good business man his advertising
will seldom be weak. It may be crude. It
may lack originality. But it will be strong
and sound, giving plain, blunt facts of
interest to readers who want his goods. Pub-
licity made by a man of this kind is likely
to break down most of the rules and ethics
of the know-it-all critic. The world at large
has a greatly exaggerated idea of the impor-
tance of the self-constituted critic. Faith in
oneself is the basis of all achievement.

KEYSTONE

IF YOU BUY IT OF ROSE IT'S
ALL RIGHT.

To
Wcztch
)83u,Perco

We Itave the be,' asilortment of
in this seelien of the State.

We will duplicate any reliable
watch at the price, save you ex-
press charges, and any risk of
future annoyance.
We sell reliable watches from

$2.50 up.
We sell the 7, 11, 15, 17, and 21-

Jeweled watches in the different
grades in Nickel, Sterling Silver,
Gold Filled and 14 K. Solid Gold
eases.

Gaaranfer it Watches, anti
If they prove faulty front workman-
ship, we w ill jelly return your
0100.

Chao. E. R©
"THE JEWELER,"

Mahr Iron Front Building.

ALWAYS YOUR MONEY'S %MUTH.

Sometimes the business man
Lack of has the courage of his con-

victions, but in other cases
he doubts his methods,

even in the face of success, because they do
not meet the rules laid down by the critic.
In certain instances this doubt has led to
loss.

A New York wholesaler in plumbing
specialties, for example, began a circularizing
campaign a year ago, writing his own copy.
He got excellent results, for his literature
was based on an intimate knowledge of
plumbing trade conditions. After a time,

Self Confidence

On Time.

Punctuality means much to
the young man of to-day.
His good name and salary
may depend on it. We have
Watches and Clocks at all
prices, but every one of them
keeps good time.

If your watch lies, call on us. We
will make it tell the truth to the
second, and at little cost.

Monroe & Jackson,
76 Norfolk Street.
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however, he doubted his own ability, think-
ing that his copy was not in keeping with
the rules of the critics. So he hired an
" expert " to write the next folder. It was
an admirable piece of work, as pure litera-
ture, illustrated with a real old master. As
a thing of beauty it was generally remarked
upon. But it went wide of trade conditions,
gave no information about plumbing special-
ties, brought no results. Another " expert "
gave him a folder and some trade journal
ads. in a humorous vein. Readers liked the
humor, but bought elsewhere. Then the
wholesaler again became his own copy-
writer, following his own judgment regard-
less of fine-spun rules and theories. Other
men of this stamp avoid the " expert," but
never learn to trust themselves. Being self-
taught so far as advertising ability is con-
cerned, they stand in awe of the dictum of a
critic who merely voices his own personal
opinion.

Critics Often
Unreliable

Critics and " experts " have
always been more or less
positive in their views—
even dogmatic. Criticism

is usually passed upon external appearances,
without regard for the complex business
reasons that lie under the surface of all
advertising. Some criticism has done good,
but in creating a false respect for itself it has
also done harm. The critic of the future
will modify his tone, and instead of saying
that thus-and-thus must be so-and-so, he will
state his belief that it should be so-and-so.
Advertising that pays is right. It may not
be the best that can be produced in the
circumstances, but it is certainly not the
worst. It forms an excellent basis for im-
provement. The business man who has
succeeded in producing publicity that fits his
business and brings actual results will do well
to follow his own nose, profiting by criticism
if it will help him, but never giving way to
distrust. From time immemorial the proof
of the pudding has been in the eating thereof.

THE ENGRAVER'S CHISEL
commemorates on any gift the time, occasion and name of giver
—or otherwise—as circumstances may require. An engraved gift
is a double gift—it gives the article more personal value and dignity.
It is a reminder for years. Many jewelry articles can be engraved
in monograms, single letters, quotations and otherwise. Articles
purchased at my store will be engraved to your personal order free
of charge. It will be perfect hand engraving—work that is a
pleasure to you and a satisfaction to myself. Rings, Silverware,
Spoons, Watches, etc., are suitable objects for artistic engraving.

George McL.
Presson,

Jeweler,
15 & 17 Broadway,

Farmington.



Made of genuine long leaf, yellow
pine burs, and a souvenir of the yellow-
pine belt. Rolled-plate mountings.
Durability guaranteed.

Goods sent on memorandum at
$4.00 per dozen.

Solid gold and sterling mountings
priced on application.

Order selection now. Design
patent applied for.

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all itsbranches.
At t Ito School whose graduates are always in demand.At a Sc) I where instructions are given by and under the per-sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Kandler, who is recognizect asforemost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the bestmasters of Europe and America ; who is the founder of the thatexclusive Engraving School in this country, and is still at thehead of the jewelers School of Engraving, established in 1889.Tvrms and Catalogue on application. Correspondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, Suite 111.altslac. Temple,

l'.11.1177.7,,,.17,s,,PLATE ENGRAVING, EEL DIES, CRESTS, COAT"A R Mahi I .FINE STATIONARY'
-, PRINTING,EMBOSSING,1LLUMINIATING

  WEDDING INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS
SEN 25CENTS CA LI- I NO. AT 1-10ME,BU SI NE SS CARDS ETC.

D 

QUITE AA ASON
L
IC

ARTIST tc ■,ETCH 'RICHARD  0.icANDLEIltmginTEmpEv,HICAGOi- OPJOGRA,A

THE ART OF

There's at least one branch of handi-
craft we do not lead in. A firm in this
city has found it necessary to ask the
Treasury Department for permission to
import heraldic engravers under contract.
They can't find anyone sufficiently skilled
in this country—at least anyone out of
employment.

A Philadelphia firm has asked permis-
sion of the Treasury Department to bring
into the United States, under contract,
two heraldic engravers. They state that
it is absolutely impossible to secure skilled
workmen in this art in this country.

The above extracts from the daily press show that enviable positions and high wages are at the command of skilled engravers.A new way to master this art in the shortest possible time, and practically without expense, is furnished in the work

a new treatise on the engraver's art, with special reference to letter and monogram engraving ; specially compiled as a standardtext-book for students and a reliable reference book and guide for engravers. It is bound in silk cloth, contains 208 pages andover 200 original illustrations. The author is a noted engraver and a successful teacher of engraving.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d. )

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Expert Watch Work
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Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile,
of general interest to the trade. As this page is for
the use of individual readers, we do not hold
ourselves responsible for the views expressed.--
Editor The Keystone.

Victims of Schemes
ED. KEYST0NE :—Your article " Beware of

This Man" in May KEYSTONE I read with great

interest. I tried to get another jewelers' journal

to take the matter up some time ago, but did not

succeed as you can see by enclosed letter. I also

enclose a letter from two other dealers, both from

Saginaw, and could give names of many other vic-

tims. A letter from the concern, itself, also

enclosed, will show you that they refuse to fill their

contract on a technicality. They sold, too, t 
only
ohlya

second party in Anderson, and told both 

one party would handle the goods. I

am glad to see that your valuable

paper will protect the jewelry trade

wherever it can be done, and send

you these letters to give you more
information.

Yours truly,

Anderson, Ind. GEO. GREYER.
_

ED. KEYSTONE:—I read letter of
" Easy Mark " in May KEYSTONE with
interest as I had a similar experience
with a concern located in Cleveland,
Ohio, the only difference being that
I required them to give forfeiture
bond to show their good faith. How-
ever, I found that the goods did not
wear as represented and, at the end
of the year, they utterly refused to
take them back so I placed the matter
in the hands of my lawyer. After
running up an expense on my part of
it24.90 they decided to take the goods
back, dollar for dollar, without letting
the suit come to trial. I should have followed the
case up if they had not, but I think it would have
cost me all the bond was worth to have done so.
My advice to anyone taking hold of such schemes
would be to demand bond heavy enough to pay
court costs and several appeals, or let such offers
go by. Yours truly,

H. H. BURNHAM.Fryeburg, Me.

demands a thorough knowledge of adjustment. Without this knowledge no watch repairer of our day can besuccessful or high-salaried. The one way to acquire a complete mastery of this branch is to study

THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUALA Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers in Adjusting Watches and Chronometers for Isochronism, Position, Heat and Cold.
This work is recognized as the standard authority on the adjustments and kindred subjects. It ( ontains an exhaustiveconsideration of the various theories proposed, the mechanical principles on which the adjustments are based. and themethods followed in actual practice.

Sent, postpaid, to all parts of the world on receipt of $2.50 (los. 5d.)

THE KEYSTONE, The Organ of the Jewelry and Optical Trades,
19th (Se Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U.S.A.
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is a most beautiful contract that is practically
impossible to get out of. If the goods are refused
they bring suit and generally win out.

Yours truly,
Montrose, Colo. " EASY MARK, JR."

Catalogue Prices
ED. KEYSTONE :—I would suggest that the

prices of articles advertised be marked with letters
instead of figures, the letters to represent the price.

Yours truly,
JOHN BOND.Mariposa, Cal.

An Interesting Sun Dial

ED. KEYSTONE :—I send you by mail a photo.
of an old sun dial which I had in my store some
time ago. On the reverse side of cover were the
names of all the principal cities of Europe with
numbers corresponding to them on center of top
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one of the new fangled clocks to it. In place of

the locomotive a big clock of peculiar construction

will yank the cars along the track ; the dynamo
will soon cease to buzz and the fretful gasoline
motor will cough no more. All hail to the great
inventor—the man who has made something out
of nothing.

I want THE KEYSTONE to get it on the ground
floor of this proposition. And, what think you ?
Wouldn't it be a good plan to break the news
gently to the clockmakers ? Just wink one eye at
them and tell them to get from under. I'd hate to
see them put out of business, but John Bunch (of
brains), in Keokuk, has done the trick. Imagine
millions of perpetual clocks !

Yours truly,
S. W. RISIEN.

Setting Pallet Jewels
, ED. KEYSTONE :-1 have read of various ways

of setting pallet jewels. I use a piece of mica. It
Punches easily, holds pallet flat, and
by holding a corner of it in the lamp
blaze it conveys heat nicely, while heat
is easily controlled. If the shellac runs
into mica it is easily separated.

Yours truly,
Wm. B. Gal FEEN.

Sandy Hook, Conn.

ED. KEYSTONE :----1 have just read " Easy
Mark's " letter in regard to the perfume swindle,
and wish to tell of another one that has been
worked quite successfully in this part of the
country. There is one firm in the West doing
business under many aliases. Their scheme is
this : The agent comes around with a list of goods
—various articles of jewelry—amountil g to several
hundred dollars, and offers various kinds of induce-
ments to buy such a large amount. The terms
are four notes, due in two, four, six and eight
months. The company warrants the goods to
give satisfaction and will exchange any article free
of charge that fails to wear if returned within five
years. Any article not selling readily can be ex-
changed within a year. A gross profit of 33Y3 per
cent. is guaranteed, provided ordinary dili-
gence is used to sell the goods and nothing sold at
a less profit than is usually charged for jewelry.
The " order " and guarantees look nice, but in
reality the goods are not such as the average
jeweler would have in his store, and the " order "

and with a thread running from number in top to

pin just in front of compass. The owner of the

dial was a lady over seventy years old, who told

me her father owned it as long as she could
remember, and that his folks brought it from Ger-

many with them. No doubt it will prove interest-

ing to KEYSTONE readers.

Yours truly,
Bellefontainc, Ohio. C. A. MILLER.

Alleged Perpetual Motion Clock

ED. liEvsTONE :—The following clipping front

the Des Moines, Iowa, Capitol goes to show that

the problem of perpetual motion has been solved

at last :

John IV. Bunch, of Keokuk, who has
several times before startled the people
by announcing that he has discovered
perpetual motion, now claims to have
actually discovered it and says that the
feature of the World's Fair will be his
everlasting clock, which runs forever
without being wound. He states that he
has a chance of organizing a $to,000,000
stock company which will build a factory
here and employ 1200 hands at the start,
turning out millions of these clocks.

A wonderful invention, verily ! The white

man's burden is ,to more ! To saw up the wood

in one's backyard, all that is necessary is to hitch

Mail-Order Jewelers

ED. KEYSTONE :-1, and no doubt
many others, would like to hear
through THE KEYSTONE, from such
jewelers as conduct a mail-order busi-
ness. I understand that many of them
have got in the game themselves and
find it profitable. Their methods and
experiences would be interesting.

Yours truly,
Detroit, Mich. J. MCC.

A Japanese Jeweler's Business Card
Ell. KEYSTONE :-1.11 view of the part now

being played by Japan on the world's stage the
following business card of a Japanese jeweler may
be interesting :

SHO'V THIS —CARD TO
Nark of Japanese Jinrikishamen

MLA

A FINEST IN TOWN

WHISKYBOY.
No. 17, AIOICHO ITCHOME,(Minalobaskidort.)

YOKOHAMA JAPAN.

Our shop is best and obliging worker that
have everybody known, and haveing art icit,s
Genuine Japanese Crystal and all kinds of
Curious Stones, Shells, Ivo' y Calseyes, Pearl
and pure Tortoise Shell, etc, worked for ladles
hair ornaments, Earrings, Lace Pin, Collor-
Oath Buttons and Fingerrings, also for Gent's
scarf pin, Buttons, Charm, end Spectacles, Gold
and Silver articles, etc, etc, and (Repairs)
gildings gold or Silver plate in electroplate or
plainmending Sword, Fan. Chine, Lockets and
Charms, ete, Carveing, in Laid, work own
nameor monograms or any design according to
orders we ean works how much difficult Job
with lowest l'rice insure. please try, once t my.

don't forget name WHISKY.

This jeweler's card is no less unique than his
name, which flavors strongly of a more Western
civilization. Yours truly,
Lincoln, Nebr. J„.. B. TR ICKEV.
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

No. 3 A retails $2.00

ActuAr, SIZE.

The daintiest and most useful pencil holder
yet made, and in the most convenient shape--
nearly fiat, in reality an oval fiat.

Retail price--
Plain • . .
Chased . • 1.50
Decorated Pattern, 2.00

Made and warranted by

  AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.Manufacturers and

Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS aa NOVELTIES.
General Agents ■of IPAUL, I. VVIRT.

# With our Sample Sets yott will prevent orders Iron-i being pkweil With out-uf-tuwn parties.

Wedcolin.
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Growth in Stationery Goods

N old stationer, who is now the head

of one of the leading houses in this

line, in a recent interview discoursed

very, intelligently the past and present of the

stationery business. Among other things

he said :
" Our rapid industrial progress has

brought many new business opportunities,

but to no tradesmen has it brought more

than to the stationer. The shoe dealer of

to-day sells more and finer varieties at a

greater range of prices than did his father;

the hardware merchant, the dry goods dealer,

the hat dealer, and the grocer, all offer greater

assortments ; but the stationer's stock has

been extended to embrace many new lines

quite unknown to his predecessors, and the

old staples include a greater number of varie-

ties than are shown in most other classes of

goods. Pens, pencils, ink and paper, a few

school goods and some articles for desk use,

so few in number that they could have been

counted on one's fingers, comprised the

entire stock of the old stationer; now the

varieties of these articles may be numbered

by the score, and while they are still staples,

they form but an insignificant portion of the

stock.
" A well-stocked stationery store now

supplies many articles of hardware, the best

selling goods for everyday household use,

that used to be found only in the dry goods

or notion stores, toys in well-nigh infinite

variety, school goods that are being im-

proved and extended every season ; pictures,

busts and other art goods of various sorts,

and novelties without number. These and

many other classes of goods are now regarded

as stationery, and are supplied to the sta-

tionery jobbers. The public have come to

look for them in the stationery store, and

most of them can be handled without the in-

vestment of large capital, and at good profit.

" In fact, these are among the greatest

of the stationer's advantages enjoyed in but

few other branches of business—the use of

small capital, quick returns and large profits.

The sources of supply are more convenient

OUT Sample Sets
are the finest in
the fieRd.

Write for
inTerrnation.

11 74 –II 76 State Street, CHICCAGO.

THE " RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
SPECIAL No. 1, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.
A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,
given with the first order of one dozen
or more pens.

Send for catalogue.
Export trade solicited.
Send for prices and illi-

444.. count tri IItc t nolo.

Ask your Jobber for
the " RIVAL" Pen.

All pens are 14 K. gold.
Every in WarrElited.

Members ilt National
Association of Manufacturers of U.S.A.

Nu. 3. 
Filigree in 

Sterling Silver 
or is 

',old 
Flute. Fut 

actlIal

All makes of Fountain Pens and Gold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City.

D. W. BEAUMEL 0 CO.,
an■ I Factory,

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES
(..q, AND
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manufacturinzJewelers
N9I0 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK.
BADGES &MEDALS

A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MILITARY
G. A.R.

ATH LETIC,
1 5HOOTING 0).

oh, 
An°

1../NG 14C-C)

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
t, AND
AS OTHER NW'As,

CiA 

If there is no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on receipt, of $1.00 in cash or money order, we willsend to any express office in the United States, all charges prepaid, 1 dozen boxes, regular size

IOW mecON
SILVER

Eit0C
and 100 samples for free distribution. It's exceptional merit bas made it famous around the world.

y.
Electro-Silicon Silver Soap, $1.25 per dozen.

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 30 Cliff Street, New York.

POLISH

Used by owners and makers of Valuable Plate for more than a quarter cent
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than in most other branches, and most of the

goods are of small cost and put up in small

lots, making it possible to order frequently

and make small bills. There are other

features of the business that are particularly

advantageous, not the least among them

being the frequent opportunity of showing

new goods and novelties. There is hardly a

day in the year when the stationer cannot

show something new—either entirely new

goods or the old staples in new styles. And

these goods are so pretty and so great in

variety that in few other branches car there

be so frequent changes of attractive display."

The New Papeteries and Tablets

The new lines of papeteries are probably

more attractive than any heretofore shown.

Referring to these the American Stationer

says: While the boxes are never objection-

ably gaudy, even a superficial examination

of the lines convinces one that the covers are

more ornamental than they were last year.

Of course, many of the very quiet designs

which were more or less the features of the

lines then, when manufacturers turned rather

suddenly from a tendency to overdecoration,

are still numerously to be observed in the

lines, and they are not among the least

attractive numbers by any means. A large

share of the consuming trade which uses the

best papers demand just this sort of box. It

has been most frequently decorated perhaps

with some variety of heraldic design, which

is always pleasing to people of a cultivated

taste. Other designs of various sorts also

are available in which the color work blends

most harmoniously, and other artistic little

details also have been given careful attention.
Still other boxes which are
likely to appeal to both the

Boxes popular trade and the trade
of less limited means have

fancy embossing of floral and other designs

of a widely varying character. This is a

class of work in which much care must be

exercised or it is apt to be of a botchy char-

acter which is likely to repel rather than

attract trade. None but an unfair critic,

however, could find fault with any of the

extensive list of boxes displayed in the

various sample rooms. As a matter of fact,

practically all have already received the

decided approval of many experienced buy-

ers, which perhaps is the highest praise that

could be given these papeteries. Indeed,

the assortments are so uniformly good that a

buyer might with perfect safety leave his

selections altogether to the salesman with

whom he usually deals.
In tablets, like papeteries, the new lines

now on display are more elaborately and

Many Handsome
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ornately decorated than they were last sea-

son. The lines are also considerably more

extensive than they have been in some sea-

sons past. The expansion here is accounted

for not only by the natural reason of a con-

stantly-growing population but by the fact

that schools, both public and private, every-

where throughout the country are discon-

tinuing the use of slates and are substituting

tablets instead. This accounts for the re-

markable growth in the demand for pencil

tablets more especially, and in writing tablets

to some extent as well.
It is worthy of note, too,

Continually that the latter class of tab-
Expanding Demand lets are appealing rather

more strongly than ever to

some classes of trade who do not care for the

little convention that says note paper ought

to be used for certain sorts of correspond-

ence, as much as they appreciate the con-

venience afforded in the compactness of the

tablet. The preference is not a commendable

one perhaps, but it is one that the dealer is

compelled to cater to.
Stimulated by the big increase in the

demand for their goods it is not surprising

that manufacturers are growing more enthu-

siastic in the preparation of their lines and

that they have turned out such record-beaters

this year. In some showrooms the displays

of tablets resemble a veritable picture gallery.

Bright-colored covers, all of pleasing design,

prevail. Some of the more expensive ones

are, in addition to the simple color work, still

further embellished by embossing and dainty

lines of gold to emphasize the detail.

Unique Fountain-Pen Display

A much admired attraction, recently

shown in the display window of L. E. Water-

man Co., 173 Broadway, New York, was a

miniature model of their booth at the St.

Louis Exposition. This booth is unique and

elaborate. The four corner posts are imita-

tion I 2-foot model fountain pens. The dome

at the top is made of varicolored leaded-

glass in the shape of half a globe, carrying

out the idea of the " Ideal pen making its

mark around the world." This dome is 3

feet in height. The sides of the canopy

projecting from the half globe also are of

colored glass inlaid with gold pens. The

large pens at the top are of highly polished

brass 3 feet in height. The space occupied

by the booth is 20 by 20 feet. The exhibit

is located in the Varied Industries Building,

which is directly to the right of the exposi-

tion entrance. It is in this building that the

jewelry exhibits will be shown, and many

will be the attractions therein for the visiting

trade.
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Ask your jobber for

BATES 0 BACON'S FOBS
with Safety Attachment

Pahl. Scid. 22, 19113.

;TRAWLING I MENU

Bates & Bacon, Manufhauring Jewelers,

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
5 Show Cases and Tables, each
8 feet long;PRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION.

2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

Mo ci ern
ewelrylixfures

Show CliSeS

Al eraniier H.Tievelli; G.
Dayton, Rees, Eastman Sts. & Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO

cVrt nulacti-trvr

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE.
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sIIdint
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One w-
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding up
and balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, hotizontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.
66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches
high over all, paneled below, glass above.

Notable Tribute
to the American
Drummer

A prominent writer in the
National Magazine pays the
following well-deserved tribute
to the American drummer :
If I were looking for a batta-

lion of Knights of Optimism, the American travel-
ing man would lead the van. Of course, you all
know him ; that jolly, joking, tender-hearted,
generous and hail-fellow who is " well-met " on

every trip. The conquests of trade he leads, with

a grip as a knapsack ; and who ever heard of a
man selling goods who could not smile, be good-
natured and optomistic ? Bouncing about on "lim-
Reds " and way-freights—a twenty-mile drive or a
five-mile walk—he covers his territory, and keeps
the remote and isolated section in touch with city

ways. The boys gather at the grocery to hear him
talk. The country merchant advises with him—

family confidences are exchanged—the duel of
barter is passed when the confidence is reached
that "that man and his house are square." Human
nature is his chief text-book, and he " keeps in
touch with his trade " and knows the people as

well as the merchants. The odd moments of

leisure in waiting for trains, the dreary hours of a
lonely Sunday and weary wait of long winter
evenings are utilized. The traveling men are the
couriers of commerce, and the American travel-

ing-man is known world-wide for keen and hustling
activities.

Oscar Samuels, traveling representative of

J. Engel & Co., Baltimore, Md., was recently

called home from the road, owing to the death of

his brother in New York City.
Messrs. Graves, Miller and Moore, representing

respectively the Standard Optical Company,

Geneva, N, Y., The Pennsylvania Optical Com-
pany, Reading, Pa., and the Bausch & Lomb

'Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y., were all in Kansas

City last week looking after the business of their
respective firms.

The River gives up the Body of the
Long-missing Elgin Secretary

The mystery of the sudden, unexpected and
complete disappearance, six months ago, of Wm.
Geo. Prall, for over thirty years connected with the
Elgin National Watch Company, the greater part
of that period its secretary, has at last been solved.

His body was recovered from the Calumet
River at South Chicago at 6.30 o'clock on the
evening of May 24th, by Frank Todd, a num-
ber of the South Chicago Life Saving Station. It

was identified by the number of a key chain found
in one of his pockets which had been issued by a

Chicago detective agency. There were no marks

of violence on the body so far as could be told by

a hurried examination, and the theory of the police

is that Prall committed suicide while temporarily

demented. The body was seen floating a short

distance within the mouth of the harbor. Appa-
rently it had drifted in from the lake before a strong
east wind. Mr. Prall disappeared the twenty-eighth
day of last November. He was last seen leaving
the office of the Elgin Company, at 131 Wabash
Avenue, at 10.30 o'clock on the morning of his
disappearance. He did not close the desk at
which he had been working for several hours, and
left his overcoat lying on it. Papers of the com-
pany entrusted to his care were found later in
perfect order. The theory of the police at the time
was that Prall had left the city, but it is now
believed that he committed suicide by drowning in
Lake Michigan, walking to his death directly front
the office. Ever since his disappearance the police
have been trying to locate Mr. Prall, and circulars
bearing his picture were sent all over the world.
Announcement %'as made by President Hulburd,
of the Elgin Company, last December that the
accounts of the missing secretary had been inves-
tigated and found correct in every particular, and
that Mr. Prall had also left a large balance in bank
to his personal account. Mr. Prall was born in
England nearly sixty years ago. He was a long
time resident at Oak Park, and a pillar in the
Second Congregational Church of that suburb, of
which he was also a trustee. He was also a mem-
ber of the Oak Park Club and was held in high
esteem by all who knew hint as a neighbor and a
business man. Dr. Sidney Strong, his pastor, said :
' I le %'as the last man any of us thought would
dis;ippear in the manner he did, as nothing that he
ever said or did in any way reflected upon his
character." He left a widow and three children,
William, Laurie and Mrs. Margaret McCusick, only
recently married. " I am absolutely at sea as to
the manner in which Mr. Prall met his death," said
President Hulburd when questioned about it. " It
is my opinion, however, that he %vas demented."

The Minnesota State Retail Jewelers'
Association

The semi-annual meeting of the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association will be held at St.
Paul on June 15th and 16th. A good programme
has been arranged. A paper by I. M. Radabaugh,
of Hastings, on the subject, " The Jeweler as a
Merchant and Store-Keeper " should prove very
instructive to the trade, as Mr. Radabaugh has the
ability to present his subject in a way that convinces.
Emil Geist, St. Paul, will present a paper on
" Watch Repairing," also a subject for good dis-
cussion. President Reiner is arranging for two
more papers to round out the day's work. The
business sessions will be held the 16th, the t5th
being devoted to the social features, including a
trolley ride and boat excursion in conjunction with
the members of the State Optical Association.
The board of directors wish to impress on the
jewelry trade in general that all are welcome
whether members or not, but naturally are still
looking for more applications for membership.
Secretary Herdliska reports quite a number of
applications.

Reward
We will give $5.00 for the present address of

J. H. Burke, who, up to last September, was a
jeweler at Malta, Mont. About 30 years of age,
light auburn hair, smooth face, weight about 155
lbs., Swede, American born, married, last address
was Benson, Minn. Reward also out-red for the
whereabouts of F. Howard, formerly a jeweler at
New,Rockford, N. D. Address; Reed-Bennett Com-
pany,Wholesale Jewelers, Minneapolis,Minn.—Ad24
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Detroit, Mich., Letter

The fine weather this locality has been enjoying
for the past three weeks has had a very beneficial
effect upon business in general, and there seems to
be a better feeling among the trade. While collec-
tions are still rather slow, the general outlook for
summer business is good. Detroit as a summer
resort and convention city is second to none, and
the jobbers are expecting considerable visiting
from the trade throughout the section during the
summer months. As a special inducement to visit
Detroit the railroads will make special rates at
stated periods throughout the summer.

P. Y. Foote, of Bay City, Mich., was quite ill
recently, but is now again able to resume his duties
at the store.

Escanaba, Mich., has been visited by an epi-
demic of typhoid fever. The death rate has been
about from six to eight per day. Coupled with
the recent failure of a large concern there, in which
$200,000 worth of goods were thrown upon the
market, the prospects of a good business are not
very bright.

C. AV.. Chamberlain, of Farmington, Mich.,
was a welcome visitor last month.

Jeweler Wright, of Giddings, 'Wright & Co.;
of Davis, Mich., was seen among the trade buying
for summer business.

P. C. Maylone, representing the Elgin National
Watch Company, spent a week in this section
calling upon the trade in behalf of his company.

F. P. Parker, of Litchfield, Mich., has bought
some new fixtures and stock which add materially
to the appearance of his place.

Geo. M. Tripp has left Litchfield to accept a
position as manager of a jewelry store in Tecumseh,
Michigan.

Mr. De Puy, of De Puy & Brown, of Stock-
bridge, Mich., was seen calling upon the trade
during the month.

F. D. Lamptuan, of St. Ignace, Mich., was in
Detroit last month on business.

Mr. Bennett, son of I.. M. Bennett, of Traverse
City, Mich., visited his uncle, E. K. Bennett, of
Detroit recently.

J. Mednikow, a jobber, of Milwaukee, Wis.,
called upon the dealers here recently on his return
trip from the Eastern manufacturing centers.

0. H. Lutz, of Ann Arbor, Mich., was a recent
visitor here buying goods.

D. B. Bancroft's stock was sold to Noack &
Corea°. The stock was offered for sale at
auction, and Noack & Gorenflo making the highest
bid secured the entire stock.

Mrs. Christopherson, wife of Mr. Christo-
pherson, of the firm of Christopherson & Amsden,
jewelers, of Menominee, lmliclm., died April 20th.

H. J. Levy, of Battle Creek, Mich., has returned
to his native town after an absence of eight months.

W. W. Hicks has purchased the entire stock
and good-will of Adams & Bros., of Tecumseh,
Michigan.

Samuel T. Marsh, aged seventy-one, once a
prosperous jeweler of Detroit, died last month.

The following jewelers were recent buyers in
the market not noted elsewhere : Chas. E. Hight,
111t. Pleasant, Mich.; F. A. Covelle, Wayland,
Mich.; J. A. Barth, Jr., Green Bay, Wis.; A. J.
Smith, Plainwell, Mich.; I. A. Hoard, Watipun,
Wis.; Murphy Bros., Fox Lake, Wis.; G. A.
Weinkauf, Princeton, Wis.; The Square People,
Menominee, Mich.; R. Banger & Co., Oshkosh,
Wis.; A. Molle, Antigo, Wis.; Leo Kerbs, Wayne,
Mich.; E. J. Stroehm, Battle Cr.lek, Mich.; D. D.
Ranney, Leslie, Mich.
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This is a good time
to invest in a line
of New and Improved Machinery.

%grist% Aim

We can furnish complete outfits for
Jewelry Manufacturing.

Send in your old rolls and have them
reground and polished.

i 
OUR

LATEST CATALOGUE
IS READY.
.1■1■11.0

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co•, Manufacturers,
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208 SC 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

Special High=Grade

SHOW CASES and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small Rosewood mouidi
We challenge the world

Write for price on what you need
and ask for illustrated circular.

no Steel=Lined Case.
to produce a better case.

"THE BEST OF EVERYTIONO."

LEARN ENGRAVING.
One hour per day during this dull season will make you pro-

ficient in letter and monogram engraving on jewelry, silverware,
novelties, coffin-plates, etc. We have taught over woo others.
We can teach you to do plain script initials in two weeks and
monograms within a month.
We supply a complete course of lessons (by a New York ex

Pert of 25 years' experience in best shops) ; also a set or three
line sharpened gravers, oilstone, leather pad, 12 metal plates, 6
thimbles, 6 band rings for practice, 25 alphabet sheets, compasses,
steel marker, marking compound and block for holding articles
while engraving that is also an automatic tool-sharpener that re-
quires no practice and saves two-thirds of time. We answer
questions about the work and criticise plates and designs without
charge. Entire outfit, lessons, tools, materials, costs only

FIVE DOLLARS.
Cash in advance to everybody. No outfits sent c. o. d.

Testimonials from satisfied pupils for the asking.

FREE To all who will buy our outfit during Tunewe will give a book of 300 monograms. FREE

THE AMERICAN
SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING,

30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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"In the Leafy Month of June"

BY JOHN TWEEZER

Nature achieves her highest endeavors,

in respect of green and growing things, in

this month of " perfect days." She invites

us in a hundred cajoling ways to walk a-field

and witness her handiwork. Let us turn for

a little from contemplation of our material

affairs while we " loaf and invite our souls."

Lie down under this leafy canopy and

pull a blade of grass. It has very little

strength, nothing of notable beauty—a not-

much-cared-for detail, apparently, in Nature's

abundant provision ; to be trodden under

foot to-day and to-morrow be turned in a

furrow or stacked in withered heaps. But of

all flowers that paint the hills, of all spread-

ing vines and stately trees and fragrant

fruits, no growing thing is by man more

deeply loved, by God more highly graced,

than that narrow stalk of feeble green. It

speaks of rest and meditation and comfort,

of the sustenance of flocks, of slopes, of

soft shadows, of crisp hillsides pearled with

dew, of the infinite hope in those quiet words

of the 47th Psalm, " He maketh grass to

grow upon the mountains." It is eloquent

of humility and cheerfulness : humility, in

that it appears to have been made only for

lowly service—appointed to be trod upon,

and fed upon ; cheerfulness, in that it ap-

pears to exult under violence—stronger for

being rolled, multiplying its shoots when

mowed, sending forth perfume when trod

upon.
And here, on the projecting root of the

tree under your elbow, is still humbler leafage.

This moss is one of the most interesting and

curious things in all of Nature's store. It

has been called the immortal vegetation—for

its upper leaves do not decay nor fall. The

worm frets its not, nor does the autumn fade

it. It neither blanches in heat nor pines in

frost. To it is entrusted the weaving of the

dark, eternal tapestries of the hills ; and

while the winds of departing spring scatter

the apple-blossoms like drifting snow, and

summer dims the flame of the sumac, and

'autumn sends the forest leaves scurrying into

the dark hollows, the mossy stain upon the

edge of yonder hill reflects the sunset of a

thousand years.
Mosses are " the first mercy of the

earth," veiling with tender pity the scarred

roughness of the rocks ; and they are the

last mercy to man, taking up their watch by

his headstone and covering his grave forever

with soft broidery. " Trees for the builder's

yard, flowers for the bride's chamber, corn

tor the granary, but moss for the grave."

But now, lying on your back under

these spreading branches, look through the
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overhead canopy of leaves upon another
form of Nature's beneficence to man. It is

strange how indifferent most of us are to the

wonderful beauty of cloud forms and to the

mystery of cloud formations. There is

scarcely a moment in our lives when Nature

is not producing for us picture after picture,

glory after glory, between our heads and the

arching sky—and we never lift our eyes to

see the surpassing beauty of these exhibi-

tions. Who noticed the precipices of tall

white mountains that girded the horizon at

noon yesterday ? Who saw the spears of

narrow sunbeams that smote upon their sum-

mits until they melted in a dust of blue rain ?

Who saw them later in the darkening_ twi-

light, when the west wind blew the dead

clouds before it like withered leaves ?
And who stops to marvel at the pheno-

menon of clouds and asks, " Why do they

float ?" They are water, and water is

heavier than air—why do they float ? Why

do those colossal mountains of vapor in the

upper air maintain their massy outlines under

the hot rays of the midsummer sun, but melt

away when the sun has set ? "Knowest thou

the balancings of the clouds?" asks the

sacred prophet ; and science sadly answers,

" Verily, no !"
Then again, how is a cloud shaped?

Puzzle no longer as to its material, size and

luminosity ; ask what spins it into a web or

piles it into a snowy pyramid ? Why does

it fall into ripples, or stretch into bars, or

curl in braids, or stand in overhanging preci-

pices ? The curves in which they move, the

very method of their motion, are far beyond

our ken.
But at least, though we be ignorant, we

may yet find bliss without wisdom, if we at-

tend the wondrous panorama which Nature

stretches daily across the broad blue sky.

This vision of beauty is for each one of us

who will turn his eyes to it. Sometimes

gentle, sometimes capricious, sometimes

awful, never the same for a few moments

together ; almost human in its passions,

almost spiritual in its tenderness, almost

divine in its infinity, the clouded sky appeals

to all that is best in the immortal soul of man.

May each of us receive unto himself the

message which it would speak !

An Exquisite June Poem

These perfect verses of James Russell

Lowell, from " The Vision of Sir Launfal,"

will bring joy to all who can read " with the

spirit and the understanding." They breathe

the very breath of the season and are vibrant

with the odor and warmth and life of the

early summertime. I know they will appeal

to the sensibilities of ten thousand KEYSTONE
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readers and bring to the consciousness of

each the joy of living in this "high-tide of

the year." •

What fit so rare as it day in June?
Then, if ever, collies perfect days ;

Then Heaven tries tin' earth if it be in lime,
And over it softly her warm ear lays ;

Whether we look, or whether we listen,
We hear life murmur, or see it glisten ;
Every clod feels a stir of might,
An instinct within it that reaches and towers,

And, groping blindly 11110Ve it for light,
Climbs to a soul in grass and flowers ;

The flush of life may well lw seen
Thrilling back over hilts and valleys;

'The cowslip startles in meadows Frew',
The buttercup catches the sun in its chalice,

And there's never a leaf nor a blade too mean
TO 110 801110 happy creature's palace ;

'The little bird sits at his door in the stun,
Atilt. like a blossom among the leaves,

And lets his illumined being o'errun
IVith the deluge of summer it 1111 1(0 V08 ;

IIis mate feels the eggs beneath In, wings,
And tiw heart In her dundi Itrt.ust nutters and sings;
lie sings to the wide world, and ,he 14, her nest —
In the nice ear of Nature whirl' moil); is the best?

Now is the high-tide of the year,
And whatever of life has ebbed away

Comes flooding back with a ripply cheer,
Into every bare inlet and creek and bay •,

Now the heart is so full that a drop overfills it,
We are happy now because God wills it ;
No matter hoy‘barren the past may have been,
'Tis enough for, tiS tiOW that the leaves are green ;
We sit In the warm shade and feel right well
Now the sap creejts up anud t be blossoms swell ;
We nutty shut our eyes, but*, tainnot help knowing
That skies are clear and grass is growing ;
The breeze comes whispering in our ear,
That dandelions are blossoming near,
That maize hint sprouted, that streams are flowing,

That the river is bluer than the sky,
That the robin is plastering his house hard by ;
And if the breeze kept the good news back,
For other couriers we should not lack ;
We could guess it all by you loiters lowing—

And hark ! how clear bold chanticleer,
Warmed with the new wine of the year,
Tells it all in its lusty crowing!

Joy comes, grief goes, we know not how ;
Everything is happy now,
Everything is upward st riving :

'Tin as easy now for the heart I. Ite true
As for grass to Ite green 111' skies to he blue—
"Tis the natural way of !icing;

IVIlo knows whither the clouds have fled ?
In the unscarred heaven they leave no wake ;

And the eyes forget the tears they have shed,
The heart forgets its sorrow and ;

The soul partakes the 81004011N youth,
And the sulphurous rifts of passion and woe

Lie deep 'Heath a sibuice pure and stuttoth,
Like burnt-out craters healed wi I t snow.

Tweezerisms

There never was a brass band capable

of playing all the airs that the drum major

puts on.

A measly little alarm clock has spoiled

the making of many a fortune—in dreamland.

A " stitch " in time can
by the watchmaker.

It is never too late to

mend.

The mind of a bigoted
pupil of the eye—the more

on it the more it contracts.

be ripped out

advise a man to

man is like the
light you pour

Never put off until to-morrow that which

you ought not do to-day.

"Great fleas have lithe fleas upon their backs to bite 'em,
And little fleas have lesser fleas, and so ad infittitunt ;
While the great fleas themselves, in turn, have greater fleas to

go on,
And these again have greater still, and greater still,—and so on!"

I prefer a forgetory that fails to remem-
ber one's own good deeds, to a memory that

recalls the unpleasant things that were done

by another, J. T.



and Dollars' worth of
time saved by quick,
accurate diagnosis of
defects.
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DOLLARS
and Dollars' worth of

new business sent by

satisfied customers.

is the Model Instrument for the modern refractionist who earnestly desires to be of the greatest benefit to
the community where he practices. It combines quickness with accuracy in these two valuable objective
methods of determining the actual condition of the eye as to health or disease, emmetropia or ametropia;
the retina is shown with all the clearness and distinctness of the most perfect picture. The refraction is
determined by Retinoscopy, the most exact of all methods, for it is a motion test. Write for booklet at once.
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The Influence of Dental Diseases on
Certain Troubles of the Eye

The theory of the dental causation of
various eye troubles is not new. As early
as 1824 Travers called attention to strabismus
as a symptom that sometimes would arise in
children from difficult early dentition, and
Galezowski, the eminent French ophthal-
mologist, has for several decades supported
this theory by many able reports from his
practice. Many other ophthalmologists like
Weinberg, Power, Knies, Bull, Davis and
Weill have contributed valuable data to this
problem, but nevertheless the matter does
not appear to have received the deserved
attention by ophthalmologists and refraction-
ists in general.

Still though the functions of the eyes
and the teeth are so different, the anatomic
relations existing between the teeth and their
sockets on the one side, and between the eyes
and their sockets on the other are so intimate
that one may easily see how morbid affec-
tions of the one organ may influence, either
by direct continuity or by reflex, the func-
tions of the other organ. This is well
indicated by the French ophthalmologist
Despagnet when he says: " The same perio-
steum which lines the orbital cavity extends
to the alveolar border of the upper jaw, the
mucous membrane of the mouth is in direct
continuation with the conjunctiva. Many
times the roots of the upper teeth extend
directly into the antrum of Highmore (a
cavity in the upper jawbone) and from this
situation disease frequently reaches through
the orbit through the thin partition of bone.
The angular artery and certain veins run
almost directly from one region to the other.
The same general nervous supply reaches
both, not only through the fifth pair, but
also through the sympathetic system."

Lately in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, Dr. Willis 0. Nance,
of Chicago, again calls attention to the im-
portance of this fact, and reports several cases
in which an apparently very severe eye trou-
ble was relieved at once by proper attention
to the teeth. His four cases he describes as
follows:

Mr. H., aged twenty-eight, farmer, had been
suffering intensely from pain in the region of the
right eye for nearly two weeks. The lids were
markedly edematous, the eye protruding and deeply
injected, the pupil dilated, and the eyeball but
feebly movable. Iced applications, leeching and
hypodermatic injections of morphia had but tem-
porarily relieved the pain and given the patient
little sleep, the inflammatory process meanwhile
increasing in intensity. On the second day under
observation it was noted that the cheek on the
corresponding side was swollen, and questioning
elicited the information that the patient had suf-
fered periodically for several weeks from a diseased
tooth. Extraction of a badly decayed molar was

immediately followed by the escape of a quantity of
pus, and antiseptic treatment brought about a rapid
amelioration of the orbital and ocular symptoms.

Several months ago Mrs. F., aged thirty-eight,
was sent to me by her family physician. She had
complained of severe headaches and inablity to
read or sew for a period of eight or ten weeks.
The right pupil was widely dilated and there was no
response to light stimulation. Patient was wear-
ing weak convex lenses. Examination revealed
compound hyperopic astigmatism of both eyes,
and the correction was ordered for constant use.
Ophthalmoscopic examination was negative. There
was no history of syphilis. Potassium iodid had
been administered for several weeks in increasing
doses to a maximum of zoo grains per diem, with
no improvement. Examination of the teeth demon-
strated a sensitive upper molar which presented a
cavity of considerable proportions in which restcd
the remains of an amalgam filling. The tooth wi‘s
properly treated, and within a fortnight the mydri-
asis had entirely disappeared.

A man of forty-eight years came to my clinic
presenting a well-marked localized injection of the
sclera of the left eye. This condition had devel-
oped, according to a statement volunteered by the
patient, simultaneously with an attack of toothache
several months previously. The further obser-
vation had been made that, as the odontalgia
moderated in severity, the eye symptoms gradually
disappeared only to return when the dental disturb-
ance recurred. So evident was the connection
that the patient suggested the relationship at the
first visit. On examination, the man was advised
to have several roots extracted, and on submitting,
to the operation was permanently relieved of the
ocular trouble.

The other case was that of a girl, sixteen years
old, who came under my service at the Illinois
Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary. Six months
previously she had been under my care on account
of a scissors-blade injury of the right eye, which
destroyed the vision and left a scar extending
almost entirely across the cornea. On her appear-
ance at the infirmary she complained of intense
supraorbital neuralgia and pain in the left eye so
severe that she had been unable to sleep but little
for forty-eight hours. The conjunctiva was deeply
injecte(l, and there was a ciliary tenderness and
diminution of the power of accommodation. So
distressing were the symptoms that sympathetic
ophthalmitis at once suggested itself, and the
patient was put under careful observation. The
following day a slight swelling of the left cheek
was noticed; the patient was sent to a dentist with
the result that on proper treatment being applied
to several upper teeth the ocular symptoms were
promptly and permanently relieved.

A New Treatment Proposed for Myopia

While speaking about the treatment of
asthenopia before the Ophthalmological
Society of the United Kingdom, Dr. C.
Brooksbank-James detailed a plan of treating
myopia which is quite peculiar. He had
noticed how rare it was to see myopia develop
in watchmakers and those who used a single
eyeglass for magnifying their work. Applying
the same principle to the treatment of myopia
he had come to the conclusion that the
development of myopia might be arrested by
similar means. He mentioned the case of a
patient who had — 1.5 D. myopia and for
whom he ordered a glass of + 1.5 D. to be
used for one eye only, so that convergence
might be prevented. The myopia did not
increase during many months while using
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this method, though it increased 0.5 when
ordinary glasses were used.

The reviewer must state that the use of
convex glasses for the treatment of myopia
is not quite new; for more than twenty years
ago Javal advocated the use of convex glasses
for myopes whose defect was less than 4 D.
His intention was to suppress the accommo-
dation as much as possible; but he employed '
the convex glasses for both eyes, while
Dr. Brooksbank-James uses them only for
one eye, his idea being the suppression of
convergence. The reviewer, however, is
convinced that the method of Dr. Brooksbank
will be accepted by the profession as little as
was that of Javal. For it is very probable
that the use of only one eye will not prevent
the convergence of the other eye, even if the
latter was closed, which point was made
already, at the meeting, by Dr. Bishop
Harman. But if the convergence cannot be
prevented then also the myopia cannot be
arrested, because, in the opinion of the
speaker, the myopia is caused by convergence.
That in his case the myopia did not increase
during many months cannot be accepted as a
positive proof for the efficiency of the treat- •
ment by convex glasses, as a similar arrest is
frequently observed with the usual full cor-
rection. But even admitted that the treat-
ment was effective, and would be so in every
case of progressive myopia, what would be
the result ? Would not the patient develop
more and more exophoria and be in danger
of losing binocular vision? He certainly
would not use both eyes for his near work
which would be a great disadvantage. The
reviewer believes therefore that the treatment
should not be recommended in general,
though there may be a few cases in which it
might be of temporary benefit.

Interesting Experiments with Ultra-
violet Light in its Relation to

the Human Eye

At the last meeting of the German
Ophthalmological Society at Heidelberg,
Dr. Hertel, of Jena, described his experi-
ments which were undertaken to determine
whether ultraviolet light would be useful in
the treatment of superficial bacterial diseases
of the eye, what strength of ultraviolet light
would be borne by the eye and whether this
quantity of light was sufficiently bactericidal
for practical purposes. He used the ultra-
violet light given out by magnesium elec-
trodes, because the magnesium lines in the
ultraviolet are very strong and so few in
number that the wave length of the light used
could be determined with relative ease.
Hertel found that the effects he described
were produced by rays ranging from 309 to
280 in wave length.

These ultraviolet rays were found to be
hghly bactericidal, for the bacteria coli were

(Continued on page 965)
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killed in twenty seconds and the bacteria of
typhoid and cholera in a little longer time.
The statements of Finsen and Widmark that
blood and fat permitted few of these rays
to pass were confirmed in these experi-
ments.

Of the media of the eye the lens was found
to be almost impermeable even in the thin-
nest layer, while the vitreous and the cor-
nea were somewhat less so. This was verified
even for the living eye. In order to see
whether the rays which had passed through
these tissues retained their physiologic power,
bacteria in quartz receptacles were intro-
duced into the anterior chamber and behind
the lens in living animals. It was found that
the bacteria in the anterior chamber were
killed after an exposure of about twenty-five
minutes, but that those behind the lens con-
tinued to live even after an exposure of sixty
minutes. Finally, the doctor produced arti-
ficially a series of corneal suppurations and
then treated them successfully by means of
these rays. His belief, therefore, that it
would be justifiable to treat ulcers of the
human cornea with these ultraviolet rays
appears quite reasonable and hopeful.

New Experiments about the Influence

of the Ultraviolet Rays on the
Retina of the Normal and

the Aphakic Eye

Dr. Birch Hirschfeld, of Leipzic, Ger-
many, lately investigated the influence of the
ultraviolet rays on the retina with special
reference to the presence and absence of the
crystalline lens. The conclusion from the
first set of experiments was that the ability

of the eye to perceive ultraviolet rays is in-
creased by the removal of the lens, which is
quite in agreement with the researches of
Hertel, who found that the crystalline lens is
almost impermeable to these rays. In the
second set of experiments the doctor endeav-

ored to determine whether ultraviolet rays

can cause pathologic changes in aphakic

eyes, but not at all or to a less degree in

eyes with lenses. For this purpose the
doctor removed the crystalline lens from one

eye of eight rabbits, and then subjected both

eyes of each rabbit for the same length of

time to the ultraviolet rays. For purposes

of comparison even a third series of experi-

ments was executed, in which the eyes were

subjected to the action of sunlight and the

electric light after each kind of light had

been deprived of their ultraviolet rays. It
was observed that, after an exposure of from

half to three-quarters of an hour to the ultra-

violet rays of an electric light, retinal changes
appeared in the aphakic eyes of the rabbits,

the chief characteristics of which were solu-

tion of the chromatic substance, diffuse blue

coloration of the interstitial substance and

the formation of vacuoles. These changes,

however, were repaired after some time and

were quite different from those produced to

the exposure to light from which the ultra-
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violet rays had been excluded. In eyes in
which the lens was present, little or no
changes could be observed after exposure to
the ultraviolet rays.

In this connection it is interesting to
remark, that in 1898 Dr. Herzog had made
some experiments to determine the influence
of sunlight and electric light on the retina
and lens. He had found that in three old
rabbits, cataracts were developed after an
exposure of two hours to electric light ; one
of which was less dense three days later and
finally cleared up finally.

A Large Piece of Glass Imbedded in
the Orbit for Twenty Years With-

out Causing Symptoms;
Removal

How long sometimes a foreign body
may lodge in the eye or its immediate neigh-
borhood, without any appreciable irritation,
is again shown by a case of Dr. J. H. Evart;
who, in the Lancet, reports the case of a
woman that came to him with " a small sinus
situated about two centimeters above the
inner canthus of her left eye. The injury
had originally been caused by a clock falling
on her head, the glass of which made a deep
cut across, and to the outer side of her left
eyebrow. This was sewn up and with the
exception of a slight pricking about eight
years ago which quickly passed off and a
puckering of the skin over the inner side of
the upper eyelid, there were no symptoms
until about three weeks ago when the skin
broke and there was a slight watery dis-
charge.
" Probing the small opening, a large

triangular piece of glass, measuring 3 centi-
meters in length, I centimeter in breadth,
and 1.75 millimeters in thickness was found
deeply imbedded transversely above the eye;
the apex, lying on the nasal bones, being
easily felt under the skin.
" It is remarkable that this foreign body

should have remained in situ so long a time
without causing symptoms or damaging the
eyeball, upon which it might easily have
encroached, the edges being quite sharp.
' It was much cracked.' I was therefore
glad that after a trial with a pair of forceps
I removed it digitally, or it would most
certainly have splintered and caused great
trouble."

The Development of Myopia

Iii his recent book, " Myopia, Its Devel-
opment and Importance," Stilling defends
the view that school myopia is due to the
strain of the eyes in reading and writing and
not so much to the unfavorable external con-
ditions under which the work is done. The
cause of myopia is not a disease of the eye,
but simply an increase in the antero-posterior
diameter, brought about by the mechanical
pressure of the extrinsic muscles which are
employed in the act of reading. One must
sharply differentiate this form of myopia from
that serious, usually progressive, condition
in which there is a pathological enlargement
of the eye in all diameters and which has
nothing to do with near work.

A New Book on Diseases of the Eye

Although there is no dearth of good
books on diseases of the eye, there is always
room for a new one which, like that of
Dr. L. Webster Fox, of Philadelphia, is the
outgrowth not only of careful research, but
also, and that perhaps to a greater extent, of
many years of practical experience. The
book, which is published by D. Appleton &
Company, of New York, is a fine specimen
of the typographic art, both as to the paper
and to the print and the illustrations, contains
about 580 pages. In twenty-one chapters
the author treats the development of the eye,
its anatomy, the diseases of the eyelids, the
lachrymal apparatus, the conjunctiva, the
cornea, the sclera, the iris and the ciliary
body, the chorioid, the retina, the optic
nerve, the crystalline lens, the vitreous and
the orbit. Glaucoma and sympathetic oph-
thalmia are discussed in separate chapters,
and the Roentgen rays and their application
in ophthalmology are well described in the
sixteenth chapter. Twenty pages are de-
voted to the relation of the ocular affections
to general diseases and five to the pupil in
health and disease. The two last chapters
treat of refraction and the ocular muscles in
105 pages, while an appendix describes the
general operative technique.

In the preface the author calls his treatise
" a digested summary of the known facts for
use of students who in after life become
practitioners of medicine." This claim is
certainly quite justified ; indeed the detailed
description of many operations like those on
the lids would almost appear too full for the
general practitioner, while the subject of
refraction is dealt with not quite thoroughly
enough from the standpoint of the ophthal-
mologist. The illustrations are usually ex-
cellent, but it would seem to the reviewer
that some might be added, especially in the
diseases of the retina, where, for example,
one for the pigmentary degeneration of the
retina could be easily given in black and
white. The proof-reading has been very
good, although in the very first plate, oppo-
site the title page, two errors have escaped
attention. The one is lobuli adtpis for loculi
actipis, and the second subrasclerale for supra-
sclerale. The book can be heartily recom-
mended to our readers. It can be had from
THE KEYSTONE on receipt of publisher's
price, $4.00.

'A Manual of Diseases of the Eye"

Of less pretensions than the book of
Fox, but nevertheless of great practical value
is the "Manual of Diseases of the Eye," by
Dr. Clarence A. Veasey, of Philadelphia.
In the nineteen chapters, with about 400
pages, the author avoids all theories or
doubtful procedures, and succeeds in giving
a clear and concise statement of the symp-
toms and treatment of all important diseases
of the eye. The subject of refraction and
accommodation is treated in only forty-two
pages, but nevertheless fully enough to give
the student a good view of the practical side
of refraction. The illustrations, print and
paper are excellent, as is to be expected of a
book published by a house like Lea Brothers
& Co. The book can be had from THE KEY-
STONE on receipt of publisher's price, $2.00.
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This serial is the well-known exposition of the principles of ophthalmoscopy and the
practical use of the ophthalmoscope, which forms one of the chapters in Dr. Tseherning's
celebrated treatise, " Physiologic Optics," which can be had from this office on receipt of the
price, $3.50 (Rs. 7d.)

The ophthalmoscope is the only practical means of illuminating

the eye. Nevertheless, a different method may sometimes prove

serviceable. We place the lamp behind the observer so that the

light reaches the observed eye by glancing along the head of the

observer ; we concentrate the light on the eye with a lens. When

the pupil is dilated we can thus see the fundus of the eye feebly

illuminated, and we often distinguish very distinctly details situated

far forward in the vitreous body (tumors of the ciliary body,

detachments, etc.).
Examination by the Erect Image (Helmholtz).—The condi-

tions for seeing the pupil luminous were known, before Helmholtz,

by the researches of Cumming and Bruecke, and Babbage seems to

have already illuminated the pupil with a mirror from a small portion

of which the coating was removed for observation purposes ; but none

of these scientists thought of studying the conditions under which

this ocular glow can form an image of the fundus of the eye.

When preparing the lectures, in the course of which he was

to illustrate for his class the methods of making the pupil appear

luminous, Helmholtz proposed to himself the problem to be solved,

not a difficult task for an experienced physicist. He easily suc-

ceeded in solving it theoretically, and then constructed the first

Patient Fig. 128 Observer

ophthalmdscope by combining some glass plafts with the lenses of

a test case ; after some days of hard work he succeeded in seeing

the fundus of the liviug eye, which no one had ever seen before.

Helmholtz used examination by the erect image. Suppose

that the observer is emmetropic (if he is not, he must correct his

refraction) : he can then see the fundus of the eye of another

emmetrope without any further aid, since the rays emerging from

the observed eye are parallel. If the observed person is not

emmetropic he must be made emmetropic. We, therefore, look

for the strongest convex glass or the weakest concave .glass with

which we can see the fundus of the eye distinctly : this glass

indicates at the same time the refraction of the eye ; but the

observer must cultivate the habit of not using his accommodation,

otherwise the results will be false. The refraction .which we find

with the ophthalmoscope ought to be in agreement with that found

by subjective examination. It must be noted, however, that the

glass of the ophthalmoscope is generally a little farther away from

the eye examined than a glass placed in a frame. We find, there-

fore, as by the subjective method, too low a number for hyper-

metropia, too high a number for myopia, and the error is more

pronounced in the case of an ophthalmoscopic examination on

account of the greater distance. For low degrees of ametropia it

is insignificant ; for high degrees, especially of myopia, it is

sufficient to make the determination fallacious. Latent hyper-

- metropia is generally disclosed by ophthalmoscopic examination,

because, in the dark room, the patients do not fix.

MAGNIFICATION.—To obtain a numerical expression of ophthal-

moscopic magnification, we may compare the retinal image, formed

in the observing eye, of an object (the papilla of the fundus of the
examined eye) with the retinal image which the observing eye would
have of the same object, placed free in air, at the working distance
of the observer. We often make this distance 20 centimeters.

Let us suppose that both eyes, that of the observer and that
of the observed person, are emmetropic.

Let 0 = All (Fig. 128) be the object of the fundus of the
observed eye ; we draw the rays AC and BD parallel to the axis.
These two rays will intersect at the anterior focus +„ and all the

li 
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other rays proceeding from A and B are parallel to either of these;
among other rays +/, E and G which, prolonged, pass through

the anterior focus of the observing eye. After refraction in this eye

these rays are parallel and determine the size of the image Z

Designating by F, the anterior focal distance of the observed eye,

by F' , that of the observing eye, the two similar triangles, CD4,

and EG+,„ give the relations :

= F'1
F,

We see that, if the optic systems of both eyes are alike, I is

equal to 0. The papilla of the observed eye forms in the observ-

ing eye an image equal to itself. By placing the fundus of the eye free

in the air at the working distance, equal to zo centimeters, the retinal

image I, of the object 0 (Fig. 129) would be found by the formula.

0 200
11 = l•

By multiplying this formula by the preceding one, we obtain

the magnification in the erect image :

G = 
zoomm
Fit •

By supposing I 5 millimeters for F„ the magnification would

be about 13, but this number is arbitrary, since the working dis-

tance has been chosen arbitrarily.
If the observed eye is myopic, the magnification is greater,

supposing that the correcting glass is beyond the anterior focus of

the observed eye, as is always the case. The construction is the

same as in the preceding case, but on meeting the concave glass

the rays C+, and D+, (Fig. 130) are made more divergent. The

. • jic..,

EL?
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rays +1,E and ty, G which are parallel to them diverge, therefore,

more than in the preceding case, which makes the image /1 greater.

If there is a case of a myopia of curvature the magnification is still

greater ; the point 4,, is, in fact, situated nearer the observed eye,

which causes the rays HK and LAI, and consequently also the rays

4,,,E and Vi G to diverge still more. In the hypermetropic eye the

reverse takes place. It follows that in an astigmatic eye we see the pa-

pilla elongated in the direction of the meridian of greatest refraction.

(TO BE CONTINUED]
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ENCES:

' W. Guilbault, Biddeford, Me,
K W. Folsom, Somersworth, N. If.
Dr. W. W. Hutchins, Newport, Vt.
1). M. Chapin, Springfield, Mass.
Eastman & Co., Providence, It. I.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport, Conn.
John Enitlin, Utica, N. Y.
B. IL Itrooke, Brooklyn, N. Y.
August Kest, Jr., Jersey City, N. J.
J. G. Corbett, Sharpsburg,
S. Engwiller, Mansfield, Ohio.
Wm. Gros, Delphi, Ind.
II. D. & C. H. Lockwood, Joliet, Ill.
Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, Wis.
Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mound,Mo.

Mawhinney & Ryan Co., Omaha Nebr.
J. S. Jenson & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Wm. Wilson, Oakland, Cal.
It %V. Chamberlain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
C. L. Cooke, Clarksville, Tenn.
Dr. E. II. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.
The G. A. Balm & Optical Co., Aus-

tin, Texas.
W. I. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
H. Castielierg, Baltimore, Md.
C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.
Mermod & Jaceard Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Oscar Muller, Panama.

And 1000 others.
Tho Following Jobbers In Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water
D. V. Brown, 740 Sansoin St , Philadelphia, Pa. Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.Jos. Friedlander & Bro.. 8 Maiden Laue, NewYork, Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal.
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Annual Convention of American
Association of Opticians

Ff'14,41).

HE various committees charged with the
responsibility of perfecting arrangements
for the annual coLvention of the American
Association of Opticians have been work-

ing diligently, and it is safe to predict that the

Milwaukee convention will be an unqualified suc-

cess both in numbers and results. The convention

will be held August 1st to 4th, and a most instruc-

tive and entertaining programme is being arranged

for the occasion.
For the benefit of those unacquainted with the

great city in which the convention will be held it

can be truthfully said that Milwaukee enjoys a

national reputation as a most admirable convention

center. This accounts
for the fact that it is
the Mecca of hundreds

of thousands of con-
vention visitors a n -
nually. From the
dawn of each new year
until its close conven-
tions, national and
state—great and small
—follow in close suc-

cession in Milwaukee.

In the summer months,

the hey-dey of excur-
sionists, conventions
assemble there in such
close'order that it fre-
quently happens that
there are from three
to four organizations,
separate and distinct,
meeting in the city at
the same time. And
there is room and a
greeting for all.

Many things have
combined to secure
for Milwaukee its repu-
tation in respect to
conventions. Dame
Nat ure predestined
this as a rendezvous
for pleasure-seekers, and has greatly favored .the

city in beauty of location and environment, in

delighttulness- of climate and the health-giving

qualities of the soil and atmosphere. Enterprise,

energy and capital took up the work so well begun

and has created a city of handsome streets and

residences ; a wealth of parks ; artistic and stately

public buildings, including Federal, city and county

structures ; an art gallary; a public library and

museum and countless private institutions ; all of

which help to give Milwaukee a reputation for the

things that contribute to enduring greatness in

business, in education, in wsthetics, in civic stability

and in home building.
As a bidder for conventions,

Central and Easy Milwaukee is particularly fa-
vored in those indispensable
requirements of central location,

easy access and hotel accommodations. Situated

in the heart ot the continent, with unequaled rail

and water transportation facilities, it has been

demonstrated countless times that Milwaukee con-

ventions are always banner conventions in point of

attendance. No hotels, collectively or individually,

have a better reputation for the reception and care

of large numbers of visitors than those of Milwau-
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kee. They are many in number, exquisite in their

appointments, unexcelled in their cuisine, and

managed with particular reference to the greatest

comfort and pleasure of the largest number of

guests. Complaints of extortion, crowding and ill

treatment are never made concerning Milwaukee

hotels.
Milwaukee is easy of access from all points of

the North American continent via leading railroad

trunk lines and their connections.
Milwaukee is the legal home, and one of the

principal points on the great system of the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. From Milwaukee,

as a center, extend many of its branches tapping

the gateways to the east, southwest and northwest.

Its diverging routes out of Milwaukee reach the

leading lake resorts in and about the city, thus ren-

dering them very easy of access.
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Though we cannot, in this issue, announce the
authorized programme, we can offer the assurance
that a great intellectual treat is in store for those
who will journey to Milwaukee, and an abundance
of physical enjoyment as well. The lady opticians
will take a more active part than heretofore in
making the convention a success, and their presence
will add to the eclat of the occasion. In our next
issue we will give information in greater detail in
regard to the programme and other convention
arrangements.

Iowa State Association of Opticians
The following circular-letter has been issued

by the Iowa State Association of Opticians :

Dear Sir :—You
Iowa, but you are not

of Access

Scene on White Fish Bay, Four Miles from Milwaukee

Our illustration shows a view on White Fish

Bay, four miles north of the city limits, which is

regarded as one of the most beautiful spots on

Lake Michigan. Here is located the Pabst White

Fish Bay resort, which is annually visited by

hundreds of thousands of Milwaukee people and

their visitors. Approaching White Fish Bay is a

drive of the same name which has become famous

for its scenic environments. Every afternoon and

evening during the summer season may be seen

along this drive hundreds of fashionable equipages,

many of them en route to the Country Club, which

is half way from the city to the bay. Street cars

also run at short intervals direct to White Fish Bay.

This is but one of many pleasurable resorts in the

immediate vicinity.
As was stated in our last issue the committee

on transportation has secured railroad rates of one

and a third fare for all who will attend the Mil-

waukee convention. It is also announced that the

St. Louis Exposition has named August 9th, the

Tuesday following convention week, as Opticians'

Day. An auditorium will be placed at the disposal

of visiting opticians on that occasion, and it is safe

to predict a large attendance, a large number having

already signified their intention of being present.

are practicing optometry in
a member of the Iowa State

Association of Opti-
cians. Why ? The
association is working
for your benefit. It is
elevating the profes-
sion in which you are
engaged and inter -
ested, yet you are not
aiding the association.
Is this fair ? We desire
your presence in our
meetings ,• we want
your endorsement of
our purposes; we
would like your coun-
sel and influence.

It may be that our
methods are not alto-
gether perfect, but you
have no right to sit on
the outside and criti-
cise. Come in and be
a part with us; shoul-
der your portion of the
responsibility.

It's possible that
you are one of those
that have no knowl-
edge of the subject of
optometry except from
home study or a cor-
Tespondence course,
and on that account
feel that you are not
wanted. It's a mis-
take. Many It o m e
students are doing
better work than
others who are grad-
uates from our best

colleges; but in either case if you attend our meet-
ings, you will go home xvith new inspiration, and
you will do better work and more of it.

Our next meeting will be at Des Moines, June
21-22, to which there will be reduced railroad
rates on the certificate plan. You will receive
fuller details of the meeting a little later ; but we
can assure you of a very interesting and instructive
programme, and also quite full particulars of a
test case that will come before the September term
of the Supreme Court, which is of grave impor-
tance to the optical profession in Iowa.

We enclose a copy of the constitution and by-
laws of the association, as well as a blank applica-
tion, which we trust you will feel it your duty to
fill out and send with the necessary fee, $3.50. to
our secretary, so that you may be admitted to
membership before our session.

Since the printing of our by-laws our associa-
tion affiliated with the American Agsociation,
entitling each member of the Iowa Association to
a certificate of membership with the American
Association, and which accounts for the fee being
$.3.5o instead of $2.50, as the by-laws sent herewith
give it.

Whether you send in your application now or
not, we extend to you a very urgent invitation to
be with us at the coming meeting.

Very respectfully,
W. B. A NE ENV, President.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary.



It tells absolutely the meridians of greatest and least curvature of
the cornea. It places the axis of the correcting cylinder without
having to ask your patient any questions. When placed with
the ophthalmometer it is placed right, so that there can be no
mistake and after-correcting of the work.

Price, wired for city electric
current,

Price, with dry cell battery,

Less 6 per cent. cash discount. Less 6 per cent. cash discount.

The Hardy 20th Century Ophthalmometer
is the easiest to operate and read and has many points of advan-
tage over all other styles.

AGENTS:
California Optical Co., San Francisco,

for Pacific Coast.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.,

for New England,
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.,

for Philadelphia.

ATLANTA, GA.
Branches -{ DENVER, COLO.

PARIS, FRANCE.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered iu
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous co llllll unications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a coin Ii history of
each ease and acent•ate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
no tuber ?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"W S. & Co."-We have recently had a peculiar
case in our optical department which we are
unable to solve. Will kindly ask you 0 give
us some information as to the cause and whether
it can be corrected in any way, either by medi-
cal treatment or lenses. A gentleman, twenty-
seven "ears of age, married, was born without
full vision. He cannot distinguish any object,
only like a white mist. He is able to go about
without the aid of any one and has proven to be a
successful cattle dealer. From features of face
and size of eyes has the appearance of hype-
ropia. His eyes are also clear. We have
tried lenses + .75 sph., and with these he was
able to distinguish the different colors of
cloths. This was accomplished by placing
the lens at an angle to the temporal side of
The eye with the pupil directed forward. Vision
at all distances was blurred.

The fact that the features of face and size of
eyes indicate hypermetropia, and that imperfect
vision has existed since birth. would lead us to
suspect microphthalmos, a congenital condition in
which the eyes are noticeably smaller than normal,
due to an arrest of development, or to some unex-
plained pathological process in utero. In these
cases the vision is always seriously impaired, and
in the higher grades it is entirely absent.. In
microphthalmos the cornea is much smaller than
normal, and without the excess of curvature -that
causes the normal cornea to project slightly. The
anterior chamber, iris and pupil are correspond-
ingly diminished. Sometimes strong convex lenses
afford improvement in vision, but in many cases
no help can be afforded on account of the degene-
rative changes in the interior of the eye. If our
correspondent had not stated that eyes were clear,
we would have suspected ophthalmia neonatorum,
a disease of infancy which is a prolific cause of
blindness on account of the opacity of the cornea
caused by it, and which is not amenable to treat-
ment.

'C. H. "-f came across a very peculiai case in
optics recently. Lady, about sixty years, came
in to have her eyes examined. Her right eye
required 2 D. for reading, and when I
covered the right eye she declared she could
see but half of an object, the other half being
entirely shut out from her vision. Nothing
would improve it ; could distinguish nothing
unusual in the appearance of the eye. Has
been having quite a severe nervous trouble but
was in vet', good health at the time. It seemed
to make no difference in what position you
placed the object she could not see the half on
the side nearest her nose.

A condition of vision like this where there is
partial or total loss of vision in one-hall the field,
is known as hemianopsia, or hemiopia. When the
trouble is uni-ocular, as in this case, it generally
depends upon detachment of the retina or a large
retinal hemorrhage. Hemianopsia usually occurs
in the binocular form, and then it indicates disease
at or behind the optic chiasm. Sometimes hernia-
nopsia is transient, but when caused by organic
disease it is of course permanent. In this case,
perhaps, it is functional or hysterical, due to the
severe nervous trouble mentioned by our corre-
spondent. But as a case of this character lies mani-
festly outside the domain of optometry, we think
it would be well to advise the lady to consult a
medical man in order that if any organic disease
is present it may be detected.

'E. C. K"-In buying an ophthalmometer what is
the difference between a glass prism and quartz
prism-is it more exact and how? Is there
any way to use a glass prism so it will give
just as exact reading as a quartz ? Would it
be advisable to pay the difference and get a
quartz one ? I gave a patient the following
0. D. - 3.40 ax. 18o° ; 0. S - 3.50 ax. 18o°.
Combined it with + 48 for reading and it was
perfect. They went to an eminent oculist in
New York who changed the reading to - 2.00
ax. 1800 combined with + Leto. Why did he
lower the cylinder t'

Quartz is considered preferable for making the
prisms of the ophthalmometer, so that the desired
bi-refractive power can be obtained by grinding
them in a certain direction with regard to the axis
of the quartz. One of the prisms is ground with
the grain, while the other is ground at right angles
to it, as illustrated in diagram :

ShOwing direction of axis of qui rtz in the bi-refractive prism
of an oplithaltuometer

In the correction of astigmatism complicated
with presbyopia, the rule is to correct the astigma-
tism first and then combine the necessary convex
sphere for the presbyopia. The only reason we
can suggest for the change ordered by the oculist
is that he must have considered the - 3.50 cyls. an
over-correction, but they should be the same in
both distance and reading glasses.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"A. E. B."-I happened to run across a queer
and surprising case in optics the other day,
which, if you will pub/ish and answer in your
next Keystone, I will be very thankful. Lady,
about forty-five years old, came to the store
with four pair of glasses, ranging all the way
from + to to --I- 20 ; was using a + 1.75 sph.
for reading for over a year, now wanted
something for distance. Vision, 0. D. fain/ ;
0. S. the same. Fly using fogging system
found that no plus sphere would improve, but
rather blur; with a - .50 sph. party could
read all of ig and also part of H. 7'est for
astigmatism by stenopaic slit and also clock dial
showed no astigmatism. Can this be the right
correction? Found that + 1.75 was the best
for reading. Did not make any muscle test,
as time was limited. Party seemed well satis-
fied, but I hesitated in giving prescription.

In a case of this kind, where the vision is
we would be inclined to suspect astigmatism. If
our correspondent uses only subjective methods
of testing, he should by all means try cylindrical
lenses. The fact that the stenopaic slit and clock
dial show no astigmatism is not conclusive. Place
a convex cylinder in the trial frame with axis at 9e
and rotate through the various meridians ; if con-
stantly rejected, try a concave cylinder in the same
way. If the rotation of the cylinder makes vision
markedly better in one meridian and markedly
worse in other meridians, astigmatism is probably
present ; but if the rotation of the cylinder pro-
duces but little effect or if the patient is unable to
decide in what position of axis vision is most im-
proved, the existence of astigmatism is doubtful.
In the former case compare vision obtained by a
sphere with that obtained by the cylinder in its best
position, and the patient will quickly be able to
make a choice. By following this method our cor-
respondent may be able to find something better
than the - .5o mentioned. The fact that this lady
had four pairs of spherical lenses, none of which
were satisfactory, would strengthen the suspicion
of astigmatism and the need of cylinders. At any
rate, the optometrist should be slow in placing
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concave spheres on a patient of this age, unless he
can satisfy himself beyond a doubt that myopia is
actually present.

" 0.0."-May I ask your valued advice in a case
in which I am unable to give a child the desired
near and distant vision so that she can get
along in school ? The measurements given
were repeatedly and carefully taken. Though
not expecting much front the orthoptic exer-
cises of the externals I raised the abduction to
134. tlYial puzzles me is that in a case of
myopia like this there should be any esophoria
at distance. Full correction would force the
child to bring reading 'natter to four inches
from her eyes. Girl, ten years, vely bright.

of vision 0. D. plh, 0. S. Mr. P. P.
four inches, P. R. nine inches ; add. 8, abd. %,
supra. 2, infraduction 1. 4° esophoria at dis-
tance. 5° exophoria at twelve inches. 0. D.
with - 4.00 C - 1.00 ax. 9O ig; 0. S. with
- 3.50 C - Loo ax. go° if Both eyes to-
gether *g. These lenses are rejected for
reading. A reduction of 2.5o D. of the spheri-
cals for each eye enables the patient to read
smallest lest types at twelve inches, but reduces
distant vision to M.

We are inclined to think that perhaps the
formula mentioned is a little too strong. It is so
easy to over-correct a case of myopia that before
one is aware of it, the patient's acceptance of one
glass after another results in a stronger glass being
placed before his eyes than is really necessary, and
when once there the accommodation is called into
action (especially in a young case like this), and
then a weaker lens will be rejected. The fact that
vision in each eye can be raised only to causes
us to question the correctness of the cylinders as
to their strength and position of axes. When the
proper lenses are finally decided upon, in a patient
of this age and with no higher defect, they must
answer both for near and distance. Of course, a
little difficulty is to be expected at first in reading,
but as the accommodation strengthens with use
this will speedily become unnoticeable.

"V. H."-Kindly give me any information you can
on the following case : A man aged forty-
nine years sees double occasionally. R. V.

pior; + .75 cyl. ax. t8o° = fa good, and
some on f8. L. V. = fa, + .5o cyl. ax. 1800

ig. Impossible to improve with any lens.
With the Maddox rod in front of the right eye
he sees the vertical streak to the left of the
light; 40 prism base in brings streak through
the light. With the rod turned in he sees the
horizontal streak above the light ; 2° prism
base down brings streak through the flame.

The first step in this case, as it is in every case
that applies to the optometrist, is a careful investi-
gation into the condition of the refraction. The
result of our correspondent's examination shows
simple hypermetropic astigmatism as the error of
refraction ; but as the cylinders mentioned fail to
raise the acuteness of vision to normal, the ques-
tion arises whether these lenses accurately repre-
sent the optical defect. If they do, and if this
degree of vision is the best obtainable, then there
must be another disturbing element in the case,
possibly an amblyopic condition of the retina. Are
these cylinders in the position that affords the best
vision? Does the addition of a - .25 cyl. or a -
.50 cyl., with axis at right angles, afford any further
improvement in vision? The fact that this man
has reached forty-nine years of age without having
worn glasses, suggests the possibility of a myopic
meridian in the case, which can be determined by
placing a concave cylinder .over the convex. If
accepted, the error of refraction is then proven to
be mixed astigmatism.

After the exact condition of the refraction has
been patiently worked out, we would advise the
indicated lenses to be worn constantly. A second
pair, somewhat stronger, to provide for the presby-
opia-usually present at this age-will probably
be necessary.

If, after wearing these glasses two or three
months, relief is not obtained, then the muscular
imbalance may be looked into. There seems to
be an exophoria and a left hyperphoria ; if these
insufficiencies are verified by several examina-
tions, we would advise a correction of the hyper-
phoria in combination with the other lenses.



SAMPLE GUARD FREE.
To convince the trade that

Bonschur Scroll Anchor Guards

are the most effective guards on the market,
we will send free of charge a sample pair in
Sterling Silver to any dealer on receipt of a
2-cent stamp to pay return postage.

THE GUARD iS WONDERFULLY NEAT—ALMOST INVISIBLE—and means the extreme
of comfort and security. The mechanism makes loosening of the stud screws impossible. Ask your jobber
for them.

Euclid Ave. & Erie St.,

CLEVELAND.

WESTERN OPTICIANS,

We Want Your Optical
Orders and Prescriptions

\Ve guarantee to give you the promptest ser-
vice and most accurate work on your Ve. All

orders are sent out on the day received.

We solicit the orders of all Western optical

people, knowing that we will be able to give

them the best of satisfaction.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Wholesale Opticians,

1606 Curtis Street, Denver, Colo.

This cut is an exact likeness of Johann

farraes, M. D., Oph. D., to whom letters

of patent has recently been granted on an

Optical Appliance called the " Compound-

ometer " which is destined to prove a

revelation to the busy Optician, Oculist

and Jeweler and to all who are anxious to

do quick and yet scientific work. One of

the great features of the Doctor's inven-

tion is, that it combines the principles of
five of the most scientific instruments into
one and the modus operandi is so sim-

plified that it can be satisfactorily operated
by anyone, whether he be an expert Refractionist or a beginner.

The Doctor is well known to many. fie is the author of several books
of interest to the profession, is the Secretary of the well-known Golden
Cross Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat College and Clinic of Chicago, President
of the Chicago School of Ophthalmic Science and Mental Therapeutics,
founder and Superintendent of the Golden Cross College of Advanced
Ophthalmology. Not having completed arrangements with any optical
house to handle the instrument, Ile will be pleased to send a descriptive
circular to anyone interested with a view of either purchasing the instru-
ment or taking the course. Address, The Golden Cross College of
Advanced Ophthalmology, Brizzolara Block, Chicago.

A Correspondence Course for the Progressive Optician.
New thoughts in Ophthalmology, Ophthalmopathy—the new profession.

Every optician should be able to treat the eye provided he can do so with-
out the violation of State Laws. You can practice our teachings anywhere.
You can more than double your income in one month. We are the only
school of the kind. Best Correspondence Course for any Optician, Jeweler,
Graduate or Non-graduate. Write for particulars. Do it now. Address,
Dept. B., Golden Cross College of Advanced Ophthalmology, Brizzolara
Block, Chicago.
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Eyestrain and Brain-Fag

By GEORGIC M. Goutn, M.D., in the Booklovers' Magazine

A
BIRD without webbed toes will hardly
prove as good a swimmer as one with
them. A person whose sense of hearing
and musical tone is so faulty that a dis-

cord is as pleasant and natural as a concord will
make a poor professional musician. Many such
analogies rise in the mind when one sees that
thousands of people choose a literary or studious
calling with eyes far less adapted to the work they
are forced to do than a barn-swallow's feet are for
swimming, or a tom-tom player's love of noise for
conducting the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

If you glance through the biog-
Literary Men raphies of any twenty-five great

literary workers you will find a
strange and striking difference

between the personal lives of perhaps half of the
number, and of the others—twelve or fifteen will

be found to be comparatively healthy, while the

others are constantly afflicted, and endure lives of

intense suffering. Of this class are George Eliot,

Huxley, De Quincey, the Carlyles, Parkman,
Browning, Wagner, Spencer, Whittier, Margaret

Fuller, Lewes, Darwin and Nietzsche.

If we examine carefully the biographies and

letters of the fourteen geniuses just mentioned, it

will be found that they all suffered in much the

same way. They had headache, sick-headache,
dyspepsia, nervousness, indescribable misery, irri-
tability, insomnia and dejection. Moreover, all of

them learned every day that the use of their eyes

in their occupations caused these symptoms, and

that the only cure was non-use of the eyes in such

work. But not one of them, nor one of their many

physicians, ever put the matter exactly that way.

They thought it was either fate that so afflicted

them, or that it was the effect of intellectual work.

Why the walking, the touring, the trips to Italy,

gave relief, none ever saw. The mystery of the

disease baffled them all.
The result in lost time and

• Limited Capability opportunity alone is most
for Work noteworthy. If De Quincey's

opium-eating, as I have no

doubt, was due to his eyestrain, then a large part

of his life was certainly wasted from that cause.

Surely three-fourths of Carlyle's working time and

ability were spent in horseback riding, walking,

and in recovering from the exhaustion of writing.

He produced during his working life about half a

page a day. Darwin was able to read or write

only about two hours a day, and his literary pro-

duct was less than that of Carlyle. Just at the climax

of Huxley's sufferings, at the zenith of his powers,

he was compelled to resign and take to the moors.

For forty-five years his life and power of work had

been greatly crippled by his sick-headache.

Browning avoided suffering by avoiding eye-

work, by going to Italy, by living in the open air,

and, when he could not do this, by living, as his

biographer says, "upon the surface," and by

" countless social engagements." Wagner came

near committing suicide many times owing to his

tortures. He also squandered a large part of his

life in hydropathy, diet and walking, until relief

came all at once from three apparently super-

natural sources. Parkman estimated that seventy-

five per cent. of his life had been wasted by his

inability to use his eyes. He avoided the agonies

of others by simple renunciation. Parkman's

output for fourteen years was about six lines a

and Eyestrain

day. The hideous waste of his superb powers and
valuable time was, I think, fully ninety per cent.
All the newspapers which Whittier edited until he
had to give up all literary work, except verse-
making, had to be discontinued because of his had
health. He was forced to renounce the use of his
splendid abilities as a statesman and reformer, and
for the rest of his life retire to the farm to nurse
his health and write a little poetry. Spencer
avoided suffering by cunning precautions in non-
use of his eyes. More deftly still he hid his lack of
scholarship in such things as German and meta-
physics, which were denied him because he could
not study.

Much Time
Wasted

The record of the large portion
of their lives wasted in travel,
walking and exercise, by George
Eliot, Lewes, Nietzsche, Park-

man, Huxley, Carlyle and others is most pathetic.
Even had it been impossible for these patients to
have stopped the ocular source of their troubles
and diseases, as it now is in. the United States—
not in Europe—they could have prevented them
by the natural method of using other people's eyes.
Nowadays those who are caught in this mysterious
wretchedness get stenographers and amanuenses.

The so-called " brain-fag " is a silly myth.
The brain does not tire ; intellectual work does
not hurt under normal conditions. It is eyestrain
that causes all the brain-fag which the newspapers
have been exploiting of late. Spencer learned this
lesson and escaped the tragedy of Nietzsche and
Carlyle by dictating his writings, getting others to
do his research work for him, and by being willing
to go without vast realms of accurate knowledge.
Parkman was driven to similar expedients. But
all the rest groaned and suffered even while they
wrote little notes and postal cards instead of
letters to their best friends.

The result in suffering was in-
calculable and horrible. There
are biographies of these people
which do not allude to it. Physi-

cians and medical editors have been known who
smiled ironically at the " exaggeration " of " vivid
imaginations," and there are numberless fools who
think they are excused from all sympathy with a
Carlyle or a Nietzsche. They do not know that
the misery of the pain of one attack of the nausea
of sick-headache has not been equaled except in
some medixval or oriental torture chamber. When,
for solme profound reason, the dominant and oldest
instinct of the organism—that for food and nutri-
tion—is violently reversed, it should be plain even
to the stupidest mind that the deepest wrong
exists and that the very springs of life are being
drained. Add to this another symptom almost
equally terrible, intense pain in the brain, the
organ controlling both character and life-processes,
and what disease could be more desperate? How
many of our patients had sick-headache it is impos-

sible to tell, owing to the disinclination, especially

in letters and biographies, to speak of vomiting.

Probably most of them did suffer from it more or

less. With Mrs. Carlyle, Huxley, Wagner and
Darwin it was almost constant when the eyes

were used in close scrutiny. Whittier, Nietzsche,

De Quincey and Carlyle suffered from it also.
Spencer, Browning and Parkman escaped, un-
doubtedly by means of not driving the eyes to the

degree of use that would produce it. But head-

ache alone, without the thirty or sixty-hour

retching, is bad enough. Then it must be remem-

bered that for geniuses like these, upon whom was

laid the heavy duty of world regeneration and
enlightenment, the mental anguish from knowing

Intense
Suffering
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their lifework frustrated was greater than any merely
physical suffering could be. This comes out with
tragical emphasis in a hundred quotations that I
must omit. Until cerebral paralysis came to his
rescue, the mental and physical agony endured by
Nietzsche was one of the most terrible spectacles
imaginable.

There were only two or three
Continued Loss of these patients who were not

extreme sufferers from inability
to sleep. Of some it seemed

the chief complaint, and the bitterness and reitera-
tion of the trouble with most was so great as to
make this symptom of exceptional interest td physi-
cians and physiologists, and to demand a scientific
explanation. For thirty or forty years, one would
judge, several could get on an average but two or
three hours of sleep daily. A full night of sleep
was hardly ever or never secured, and the attempt
to rid themselves of noise constituted their greater
trials and expenses of practical life and dominated
all plans and methods of domestic economy.
Oriental cruelties and physiologic laboratories
have demonstrated the absolute necessity of sleep,
the fatality of enforced wakefulness ; and everyone
knows from personal experience how all health
and happiness is dependent upon that strange
lapsing of consciousness. The indigestion, the
dyspepsia of most of these sufferers was a con-
stantly-etnphasized complaint. Their physicians
could not even suspect that these far-away symp-
toms were caused by the morbid function of
their eyes.

It is noteworthy how frequently proverbial
and empiric wisdom forefelt the lessons here
emphasized. One of Lincoln's maxims was:
" Keep your digestion good ; steer clear of the
biliousness." Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson
said that the would-be centenarian, among other
things, should " work as little as possible by
artificial light." Von Moltke, Sir James Sawyer
and many others have strongly advised regular
out-of-door exercise. Dr. Diet, Dr. Quiet and
Dr. Merryman are old and famous physicians. The
existence of a large number of spas, health estab-
lishments and resorts, cures, hydropathic institu-
tions, sanitariums and the periodic migrations to
Italy, Switzerland and sunny climes where out-of-
door life is encouraged, are all to some extent the
products of eyestrain.

Most suggestive is the fact that
these establishments, whether
frivolous and fashionable, or
scientific and curative, are based

upon a regime which stops close scrutiny by the
eyes. How fashion does this need not be set
forth. Take the best instance of the best class of
these " waters " or " cures "—Karlsbad. In the
first place the old superstition that there is any-
thing mysteriously or miraculously therapeutic in
the water itself, is worthy of the days of opera
bouffe ; and it is far more wonderful that the
humbuggery has been accepted by the world, lay
and medical, so long. The spring water is the
sugar-of-milk placebo which fixes the attention
while several other really important things are
demanded with military authority : I. A diet
which lessens the stored energy of the organism.
2. Baths and other measures which increase meta-
bolism. 3. An amount of walking and exercise
that increases the outgo of force in normal or
physiologic methods.

But note the ignored and revelatory fact im-
plied in all this : All three methods reduce the
overstock of fat and the excess of nervous energy
which are the basis of " gout " and the like ; but

(Continued on page 05)

of Sleep

Rest for
the Eyes
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Eyestrain and Brain-Fag

(Cintlinued from page 973)

while they do this they absolutely prevent close
scrutiny by the eyes. The " walking cure"—or
rest-of-the-eyes cure—that every poor eyestrain and
migrainous patient has found by bitter experience
so necessary, is the sine qua non at Karlsbad.

The diseases of eyestrain show an excess of
nervous energy, and all are dependent upon close
scrutiny by the eyes. All are cured by draining off
the excess of innervation through physiologic
channels—walking and athletics—and stopping
close scrutiny by the eyes. It is most suggestive
and noteworthy that what cures " gout" cures the
hundred sequels of eyestrain, and vice versa.

The biographies and letters of
Nervousness and these geniuses I have cited are

filled with expressions and facts
going to show cerebral and

emotional irritability—what, for want of a better
word, may be called nervousness. The passion
for activity, the desire for change and movement, is
often uncontrollable, and the words used to express
it are painfully intense. It rises to morbid extremes
just in proportion to the amount of eyework
demanded or completed. In every one it took
the form of physical exercise, usually of walking.
Carlyle walked numberless miles, and rode one
horse twenty thousand miles. De Quincey walked
around his " measured circuit " a thousand miles

in ninety days ; during his life he averaged fifteen

or twenty miles a day in walking, often far into the
night. Darwin trudged about his " sandwalk " all

the time he was not hydropathizing. Huxley's
only relief was ten or fifteen miles a day. Browning,
Parkman, Wagner, Nietzsche, even Whittier, were
forced to the same plan of life, each in his special

way. Even Mrs. Carlyle says she walked from six

to ten miles a day for ten years. Parkman's early

fiery athleticism is positively morbid in its intensity.

In his youth De Quincey ran to vagrancy for years,

and Darwin's devotion to sports in his college
days was the despair of his father, and so on.

There can be no doubt that this commanding im-

pulse made Darwin take the Beagle voyage, made
Huxley join the Rattlesnake expedition, and turned

both from other studies to natural history and science.

When Parkman was denied the power of

reading and writing, and when he could not

live among the wilds or go into the army, he

devoted himself to horticulture for fourteen

years — by means of low stools and rolling

chairs—and when he could not do this he rowed

or practiced sedentary gymnastics. Spencer avoided

danger by recreation. Nietzsche denied the need

of walking and action so much that, forcing his

eyes to a relentless fury of study, he positively

went insane. Wagner felt he would literally go

mad unless he should relieve himself by exercise,

and he deeply cursed the "damnable organ of

sitting still." That they lived to ripe old age, thut

their health improved as they grew older, that

when very old most of them could outwalk all the

young men—all this shows that their hearts were

not organically diseased, that they were essentially

sound physically, and that their ailment was truly

functional. The demand and ability to carry out

life-long physical exercise also point to an overplus

of nerve force and an undeniable necessity of drain-

ing the surplus innervation to the large muscles

of the body. But this also points more surely

and clearly to the fact that only by this means

could the eyes be rested and the source of reflex

irritation shut off.

Eyestrain

e IKEYSTONE

It is impossible, says George
Varied Results Eliot, for strong, healthy people

to understand the way in which
sick-headache and suffering eat

at the roots of one's life. It is at first sight strange
that eyestrain may produce in some patients sleepi-
ness and dullness—pure inhibitory effects—while in
others the nervous system may be driven to a fury
of irritation. Thus in the cases of George Eliot,
Whittier and Darwin there was the most painful
lassitude and exhaustion ; while in Carlyle, Wagner
and Nietzsche there was a morbid hyperesthesia
and activity. Often both conditions may alternate
in one patient. Although George Eliot was usually
dejected, depressed and tired, she speaks of " the
excitement of writing " ; and the mechanism is
seen in many sentences, as: " My idle brain needs
lashing." In Wagner, eye-work usually produced
feverish intensity and irritability ; and yet he says :
" Sometimes I stare at my paper for days to-
gether." But it is true, as he says, that exaltation
was the rule and ordinary calm was abnormal.
Hundreds of poignant quotations would vividly
demonstrate this. In the same way Carlyle had to
work with his " nerves in a kind of blaze," " in a
red-hot element," " with his heart's blood in a

state of fevered tension," "in a shivering precipi-
tancy." And yet sometimes it was inhibition
instead of hyperesthesia ; and he sat at his desk,
stared at his paper, his imagination would not
work, and so forth. Writing stirred Mrs. Carlyle's
head to " promiscuousness," and always finally

exhausted her. It " stirred up " Parkman's head,
produced a " highly irritable organism," and he
stopped to avoid greater troubles, as did also
Spencer. But in Nietzsche it drove the sufferer to
"a horrible earnestness," "a nervous excitability,"

" an unendurable Spannung," "a subterranean
fire." To use his own words : " The vehemence
of the interior vibrations was frightful." It drove
Darwin to the sandwalk and De Quincey to opium.

In almost all it produced melancholy, helplessness

and despair.

of Eyestrain

The Case of
Nietzsche

The youth who at twenty-four
was a German professor of
philology, who had so splendid
an organization, physical and

intellectual, as had Nietzsche, who was forced to
give up that professorship in ten years because of
suffering of eyes, head and digestive organs, and
who at the age of forty-five was steadily and fatally
driven into insanity by his ingravescent, atrocious
eye defects coupled with love of knowledge, just at
the time presbyopia was beginning its cruel exag-
geration of misery—such a man and such a fate is
the very limit of the tragical. There can be little
doubt that the over-driven intensity of Nietzsche's
thoughts and writings was the indirect result of his
terrible struggle to see. And there can be no
doubt at all that his later aphorism style of writing
was the direct result of the device to which he was
driven by his eyestrain. He had to walk most of
the time in the open air, and did his thinking and
composition while doing so. He carried a note-
book in his hand and jotted down the detached
sentences. These he then gathered into essays,
but he could not see well enough, or long enough,
to fill out the gaps or mold them to homogeneous
and harmonious unities. Hence the disjointed
and exaggerated aphorism.

We should not fail to note the universal corn-
plaint, in all modern literary criticism, of the pessi-
mism which seems, with its gloom and dejection,
to color half the literature of our time. Melancholy,
morbidity and despair are the confessed results of
" migraine."
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Congenital Absence of Both Inferior
Recti Muscles

That frequently one or more of the six
muscles which move each eye are not pro-
perly developed and that this gives rise to
disturbances of the ocular balance is a fact
well known to our readers. But that some-
times even a whole muscle may be absent
altogether is a rare fact which may be new to
many of us. Such a case has been reported
lately in American Medicine by Dr. E.
Stieren, of Pittsburg, Pa., who there de-
scribed his case as follows :

Wilber S. A., a healthy, well-developed child,
aged six, was brought by his father, upon the
recommendation of Dr. S. H. McKibben, to have
his eyes examined preparatory to beginning school.
His parents suspected " weak eyes," for the
reason that the child would bend over and bring
his face quite close to his picture book and toys.
In other respects he appeared to possess good
vision, recognizing distant objects as readily as did
his parents. However, he would not run races
nor romp with other children, and in this respect
only did he appear different from his brothers and
playmates. His parents attributed this to an
aversion to becoming overheated, as he had
suffered when four years of age an illness lasting
about a week, said to have been due to a " sun-
stroke," in which he had not lost consciousness
but had been rather apathetic for a few days, with
some nausea and vomiting.

He had whoopingcough when two, and measles
when three years of age. There are two older
and two younger brothers and a baby sister. All
are healthy and sound in every respect, as are
both parents.

Examination.—External inspection and palpa-
tion of the eyes reveal nothing abnormal. Globes
are moderately prominent, lids have long curling
lashes, irides are hazel brown, sclera, conjunctiva,
and cornea are clear and glistening. Movements
of both eyes inward, outward and upward are
perfect. When asked to look down, however, the
patient flexes his head upon his chest, his eyes not
making the slightest movement below the hori-
zontal plane.

The flexion of the head is not accomplished in
one movement, but in several jerky nods, until
the line of vision is sufficiently depressed to in-
clude the object sought, when the last nod centers
his vision upon the object. Repeated commands
to look at and name different objects (patient
being illiterate) ranging in size from a silver dime
to a felt hat, placed upon the floor from four feet
to eight feet in front of him, result in the same
succession of downward nods, the article in every
instance being correctly named. Ophthalmoscopic
examination was negative, with about 0.50 D.
hypermetropia in each eye. Pupils react normally
to light and accommodation.

A local anesthetic (a solution of equal parts
of adrenalin chlorid f-moo, and holocain H Cl
1-500) was instilled into each eye several times
and the conjunctiva grasped with fixation forceps
at the lower corneal margin. Each eye could be
drawn downward freely, but the upper lids, with
the patient making efforts to look down, did not
follow the downward movement of the eyeballs.
The lower ocular conjunctiva was freely incised
and retracted in a bloodless field, revealing a total
absence of the inferior rectus in the right eye, nor
could a small strabismus hook introduced find the
slightest rudiments of an inferior muscle. A
similar search in the left eye was refused by the
child's father, but the conditions must be without
doubt the same ; at any rate, there is no reason to
suppose the existence of a paralyzed muscle in
the lett eye.

In presenting this ',case attention is invited to
the rare occurrence of congenital absence of the
extrinsic muscles of the eyeball. In the literature
at my command I am unable to find a record of a
similar case. A few of the text-books make mention
of congenital absence, but the absence of the same
muscle in both eyes must always be a most remark-
able anomaly. Yet, while its binocular occurrence
is rare, it is more kind than monocular absence,
since with the latter there would be troublesome
diplopia with all its concomitants.
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Optic al Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at 51ilwan-
kee, August 1 to 4, 1904.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

How. ALBAN G. H. Gums, M. P., Master.
COL. T. DAvuts SEWELI„ F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DUNSCOMBK, F. It. (I. A., President.
.1. H. SUTCLIFFE, F. R.S. L., F. ). A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, l'resitient, Montreal.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Vritighurn, GlakigOW.
JOHN LAMONT, Secretary, 514 Victoria Road, Glasgow.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EBEN HARDY, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each mouth, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAtruaittt, President, Rochester, Minn.
K C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

Next meeting, June 22 and 23, at St. l'aul, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, I'resident, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LoNowriticrit, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Fa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. DILWORTH, Secretary, 1032 Third Ave., New York City.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
MISS MAROARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. W. E. PATERS41N, President, Grand Rapids, Allelt.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Next meeting, August 18, 1904, at Battle Creek.

Iowa Optical Society (1897

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
G. E. Boyer., Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. RottEns, President, Chicago, III.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. II. Wool), President, Oakland, Cal.
st E. IlEss, See., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

11. CLAY EVERSOLE, PrealdellI, Seattle, Wash.
LEA NDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

GE°. II. ilttowx, President, Manchester, N. IL
W. E. BunettE, Secretary, Manchester, N. IL

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

ALVA SNIDER, PreSideSt, Beloit, Vis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, TOSaah, WIS.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MA III. ER, Piesident, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RA PPo1F1, Secretary, Dothan), N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALISICRS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Seey, 608 Nieollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, Juno 14 and 15, 1909, at Minneapolis.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MuttnocE, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine,

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. WENS'S°, President, Nashville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALitouN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. FINE'', President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. 131Eor.i., Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.CHAPMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

THOMAS GOWENLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

LEON BAER, President, Kansas City.
J. W. TALBOT, Secretary and Treasurer, Nevada, Mo.

Annual meeting, June 19 and 15, 1904, at St. Louis.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F. JAIINKE, JR., President, Richmond, Va,
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLis, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

0. R. KING, President, Lexington, Ky.
J. M. litmEN, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

K P. SUNDBERO, President, Fargo, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. flak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

GEO. F. APPLEGATE, PreSitleIlt, Trellt011, N. J.
J. J. IlAwrmAN, Secretary, It Iloward St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM II. FRITz, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dalt.
D. 0. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

W. W. CHAMBERLIN, 1'reSitiel1I, liotiston, Texas.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, 328 Live Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

Rhode island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, PreSidellt, PreVidellee, R. I.
FREDERICK Linvis BLAIR, Secretary, 90 Broad Street,

Providence, R. I.

Meets first Monday of each mouth.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. It. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1909)
R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT, Secretary.

LOCAL
Central New York Optical Society (1895)

Wm. D. °ERTEL., President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LER° v lt En, President.
R.M.Loettwoon, Ree. Sec., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August, at College of the City of New York, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. ItEsTon, President, Rochester, N. Y.
IIENRY C. MIELKE, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.Nawcomn, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0..1. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HousE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, SeCrelary 1111(1 Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCHER, President.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main Street, Buftalo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
FRED. OF.TM ERS, President.
F. LEE ItiLLEit, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN H. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMICS A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
W. E. HICKS, President.
J. A, McAyoY, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.
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Swindlers in the Optical Field

S
PECTACLE selling is a fruitful specialty

1"." for swindlers, and it behooves all opti-
cians to forcefully exploit this fact in their
advertisements. The nondescript who poses
as an eye specialist and sells a twenty-five-
cent pair of spectacles for as many dollars is
not only a parasite on the optical profession,
but also a most mischievous impostor who
merits suppression in the cause of humanity,
if for no other reason. One way in which the
fraud is worked is revealed in the following
letter from Marshall, Texas, addressed to the
Philadelphia Optical Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
there being no such concern in this city:

DEAR SIR :—I hold receipt for one dollar for
photo. enlargement and frame which your agent
failed to deliver. If not delivered soon please
remit me one dollar.

The name of the lady imposed on and
the alleged name of the agent are then given.
This swindle seems to be extensively prac-
ticed in the South, sometimes spectacles being
offered and sometimes photographs or photo.
enlargements. The credulity of the public in
such matters is pitiable, and the only effective
way to combat the imposition is through the
press. At the solicitation of an advertising
patron newspapers will readily publish a
warning free of charge, and opticians will
find such swindlers a profitable subject for
advertisements. Not only do these fakirs
take money that should be the optician's, but
they also bring discredit on the profession.
The prices which some of them can secure
from unsophisticated people is beyond belief,
and evidence a startling guilelessness on the
part of the rural population. Enlighten your
community on this imposition.

Opticians' Newspapers

AN excellent way to keep the public posted
and to exploit the work of the refrac-

tionist is through the medium of a little
newspaper published and distributed at reg-
ular intervals. Quite a number of opticians
have adopted this form of advertising and
find it very effective. We have before us a
little bi-monthly entitled The Ofilometrist,
published by C. F. Cushing, Niagara Falls,
N. Y., which seems to excellently serve the
purpose intended. The raison d' etre of the
little paper is thus stated :

The object of this little publication is to give
its readers information concerning the proper care
and use of the eye, the organ of the most used and
most valuable of the senses, sight.

It is now a firmly-established fact that the eyes
have to do with more than the sight alone. On
the condition of the eye, its nerves and muscles, is
often dependent the general health of a person,
and the correction of any malformation, strain or
affection of these parts will in such cases restore
one fully to health. We desire to instruct our
readers along these lines, and will in each issue

(Continued on page 979)
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MURINE EYE REMEDIES
"THE OPTICAL AID FAMILY"—JUST EIGHT-COUNT THEM.

MURINE EYE REMEDY.
Cures Eyes, Granulation, Redness, Itching and Burn-
ing, Scales on Lids, Makes Weak Eyes Strong, Dull
Eyes Bright. A Favorite Toilet Requisite. An Eye

Remedy for the Home, Safe in Eyes of Infant and Adult. Endorsed by the Medical and Optical Professions.
Does not Smart. Soothes Eye Pain.
The Medical Profession is supplied in following sizes : For Home use we supply

One Pound—opaque—Shelf Bottle, $6.0o Special Size . . . . $1.25
One-half Pound—opaque, 4.00 Regular Size (the most popular), .5o
Special Size hoo Trial Size (for sample only, this

Each package contains Dropper, Corkscrew and Eye Book. size is too small for regular uses), .25

MURINE EYE SALVE.
(Unguentum Hydro-Murine.)
A Remedy for Diseased Eye-Lids.
Promotes Growth and Prevents Loss of Eye Lashes.

Promptly allays Inflammation (redness) and Irritations of the Eyes and Eyelids. Removes Scales from Eyelids. Cures and
prevents Styes, Cysts and Ulcers. Is a soothing application to eyes that feel dry and smart. It stops the growth of a
Pterygium. Conjunctivitis, Red Eyes and Pink Eye also yield promptly to the influence of Murine Salve.

Price per package (put up in collapsable tubes) Shoo.

BANENE.
MUSCULAR
WEAKNESS.

An Internal Treatment for Cloudiness of the Transparent Media, Sluggish Circulation, Cataract,
Floating Spots, Anaemia of the Retina, Congestion of the Retina, Affections of the Choroid,
Optic Nerve Diseases, Sluggish Action of Pupil, Htemorrhage in the Eye, Weakness of Ocular
Muscles, Weakness of Accommodation, Dimness of Vision.
The muscles of the eye curtain (the iris) and of the pupil are liable to become relaxed from general
debility or age, and thereby lessen the visual action of the eye. BANENE is the Systemic Remedy
indicated (8 drops in water taken internally three times daily). Murine, one or two drops in each eye

hourly, for its local strengthening effect. Dimness of Vision accompanied by an INABILITY TO WEAR GLASSES
WITH COMFORT. Murine and Banene should be in the hands of every individual who wears glasses, and they should
be promptly used at the first indication of discomfort. Price, per bottle, $1.25.

GRANULINE For Old and Chronic Cases of Sore Eyes, Granulated Lids, Etc.

Old and stubborn cases which have resisted the onliimry methods of treatment, and where most positive action is desired.
GRANULINE is TONIC, ANTISEPTIC and ASTRINGENT, is a valuable collateral remedy to MURINE, "2 drops"
in above condition. Price per bottle, $1.50.

HYDRONE. An Eye Bath.
For cleansing the eyes where there is a discharge of matter, it will relieve the inflammation that causes the discharge
and prepare the eye for the application of two drops of Murine, which should be used every two hours, will restore the
eye to a healthy condition. Hydrone is an excellent lotion for the socket where an artifical eye is worn. It prevents the
formation of matter, and with the daily use of Murine keeps the parts in a healthy condition. Price, large bottles, each, $1.1o.

SULPHO=FERRINE A Highly Concentrated Tonic Used During Eye Treatment,
• Makes Rich, Red Blood.

Is a general tonic of the very highest character. It improves the appetite, assists the digestion, enriches the blood, and
should be taken in all cases where a debilitated or nervous condition exists, and continued during the local treatment.

Sulpho-Ferrine is highly appreciated, both by the medical profession and the people, as a safe and effective tonic for
professional men, students and all brain workers. Price, per bottle, $1.00.

OLIN'S RED CLOVER COMPOUND.
Pink Tablets. For
Sore Eyes Resulting
from Blood Disorders.

We prepare this remedy in tablets for diseased conditions of the blood, and it is a very effectual remedy for Scrofulous and
Syphilitic taints. This remedy together with Murine is acknowledged as the best treatment for sore eyes resulting from
blood disorders. (One bottle is sufficient for one month's treatment.) Price, $1.50.

HYDRARGYRINE. A Powder.
Will remove spots (opacities) of the eye (cornea) which are the results of inflammation or injury. It is the only appli-
cation we have used with satisfaction with Murine in the destruction and removal of Pterygium. It also exercises a general
tonic effect on all the tissues of the eye. Price, $1.15•

SOLD BY DRUG AND OPTICAL DEALERS EVERYWHERE.

We supply attractive Optical-Murine literature with your card nicely printed, also Lithographs, Celluloid Easels
and Show Cases for advertising display.

WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR WHOLESALE PRICES AND SPECIAL OFFERS.
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Opticians' Newspapers
(Continued from page 977)

present valuable information concerning the pre-
servation and care of the eyes.

We will be pleased to receive inquiries con-
cerning any defect or affection of the eyes, and will
answer the same in the next issue for the benefit
of all.

THE optician takes care to substantiate
his statements by quotations from unim-

peachable medical authorities, and we find
throughout the little paper such articles as
the following:

To assert that the eyes alone are sometimes
responsible for chronic stomach and intestinal
diseases that have failed to yield to medicinal
treatment may seem, at first thought, to some of
our readers as incredible. Such is frequently the
case, however, and as evidence we quote the emi-
nent Ambrose L. Ranney, A. M., M. D., late pro-
fessor of anatomy of the nervous system in the
New York Post-Graduate Medical School and
Hospital, as follows :
" Eyestrain (either from errors of refraction

uncorrected or from some abnormality of adjust-
ment of the eye muscles) may, and often does,
cause chronic and intractable disturbances of the
stomach, liver and intestines.
" Chronic intestinal and gastric disturbances

may be, and often are companions in much graver
disturbances of the general nervous system that are
due to the same condition, viz., eyestrain."

If it can and has been scientifically demonstrated
that a leakage of nerve force is produced by eye-
strain and causes functional disorders of the stomach
and other organs, is it not best to stop the leak?
" Directly and indirectly this functional dis-

ease (eystrain) is the cause of more suffering than
all the organic diseases combined."—George M.
Gould, A.M., M.D.  

THE spectacle peddler is the subject of an
article, simple in its terms and forceful

in its reasoning. There is no high-sounding
talk, but such simple statement of fact as will
appeal to the reason of the average reader.
We reprint the article which may be useful
to other advertising opticians :

People should be aware of so-called "doctors"
who canvass from house to house in search of
victims. Your eyes are of too much value to you
to entrust them to that class of fakirs. You would
not trust them with yoilr pocketbook : why should
you with that which is of more value to you—sight?
They may guarantee their glasses to be as good
as anyone's, but in a short time when you see
how you have been fleeced, of what value is the
guarantee? Where will you find the man who is
to make it good ? He has departed with your
money, leaving you some cheap, ready-made
glasses and a supply of valuable experience.

But don't give him the chance. Consult an
established optometrist of acknowledged ability,
who will give you an honest opinion con,:erning
the condition of your eyes. If we find on exam-
ination that glasses will benefit you, we will recom-
mend them, but if in our opinion you do not need
them we will plainly tell you so.

Our refracting room is equipped with all that
is modern in the way of instruments for the thor-
ough examination of the eye. You may depend
upon an honest opinion every time, and also on
finding us here at any time to make good our
guarantee.

SHORT articles are devoted to the differ-
ent kinds of lenses, a simple, interesting

explanation being given in each case. The
attention of parents is called to their chil-
dren's eyes, and the following timely warning
given:

Nothing is more common than for defective
sight of children to be regarded as obstinacy, and

KEYS TONE

the existence of a visual defect seems to be the
last thing that ever suggests itself to the mind of
teacher or parent.

.An eminent educator says: • " I have long
since learned to look upon obstinacy and stupid
children as mainly artificial productions. There is
something pitiful in the manner in which children
are not unfrequently punished for unavoidable but
perfectly remediable defects. I hold that these
apparently bad traits of character should lead to
inquiry, especially among parents and teachers, as
to whether the child can see perfectly."

The serious matter of the little paper is
interspersed with optical jokes, rhymes and
other light reading which makes it more
interesting to the public. There is also the
regulation amount of advertising with appro-
priate illustration. Altogether the little paper
is highly instructive and well calculated to
advance the interests both of the optician
himself and the profession generally.

Pennsylvania State Optical Society
A smoker of the Pennsylvania Optical Society

was held in Parlor 4 of the Continental Hotel,
Philadelphia, on Tuesday evening, May io, 1904,
when there was a good attendance of the members
and their friends. The subject for the evening was
" Diseased Eyes--How to Recognize Them and
when to Send Them to the Oculist."

The association has had specially prepared a
number of colored lantern slides, showing the
appearance of the fundus of the eye in different
diseases, and these were thrown on the screen and
explained by the president ; while the questions
asked and the discussions which followed were
very helpful to all.

Patients having chorioiditis and optic neuritis
were shown, so that the members might have an
opportunity of examining such with their ophthal-
moscopes and learning about these diseases from
personal observation.

New Jersey State Optical Society
The New Jersey State Optical Society held its

annual meeting and first annual banquet on Monday
evening, May zd, at the Continental Hotel,
Newark. There was a large attendance, all sec-
tions of the State being represented and the mem-
bers showed a keen interest in the pertinent
questions dealt with in the various addresses.
E. Le Roy Ryer, president of the Optical Society
of the City of New York ; R. M. Lockwood, secre-
tary of the Optical Society of the City of New York;
Frederick Boger and Louis Kahn were guests of
the meeting, and they, together with Wm. J. Berm
and P. A. Dilworth, were elected honorary mem-
bers of the society.

The banquet was a very pleasant affair, the
mend consisting of a choice series of dishes. When
these had been done justice to the speaking com-
menced. F. C. Learning, ex-president of the
society, officiated as toastmaster, and the first toast
of the evening was " Higher Education," to which
George F. Applegate, the newly-elected president
responded. Other speakers and the subjects to
which they responded are as follows: E. Le Roy
Ryer, " Local Organization;" Louis B. Hilborn,
" What Are We Here For;" C. H. Sullivan, " Help
One Another;" Frederick Boger, " Progress of the
New Jersey Society;" Robert G. Smith, " Charge
for Examinations;" R. M. Loc.k‘.vcrodi " profession-
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alism vs. Commercialism;" Jos. J. Hartman, "The
Welfare of Optical Societies;" Fred. H. Hewlett,
" Increased Membership and Originality;" L. A.
Roehat " Frequent Meetings;" Louis Kahn,
"Standard of Prices;" A. Wenzel, " Electrical
Treatment of Ocular Opacities." H. A. Stiles
created not a little amusement by the relation of a
humorous story, and the closing toast was " Health,
Wealth and Beauty ; an Optical Bill and an
Opportunity."

The executive are to be congratulated upon
the manner in which the function was arranged
and conducted.

Dr. Geo. F. Applegate, who has been elected
president of the New Jersey Optical Society, is
among the best known opticians of America. Dr.
Applegate is a native of New Jersey, and was the
first student in the United States to send his appli-
cation and fee to Dr. C. A. Bucklin, of New York
City, who started the
first class to teach op-
tics in the United
States, and made a
specialty of optics for
over twenty years.
He is a charter mem-
ber of American Asso-
ciation of Opticians,
serving as a member
of committee on pre-
liminary organization
and by-laws. He also
served as vice - presi-
dent and in other of-
offices. Of late years he has persistently declined
to accept the nomination or appointment to any
office, but has attended the meetings of the asso-
ciation. He was formerly a member of the Penn-
sylvania Optical Society and was elected one of
the directors.

He is successfully conducting a professional
and manufacturing optical business in Trenton,
N. J., occupying one of the principal corners,
handsomely fitted up for exclusive optical purposEs
and is much interested in the welfare and future
of optics.

Dr. Applegate has further qualified himself by
taking a thorough course in anatomy, neurology
and physiology of the whole human system and
makes a specialty of nervous affections. He has
addressed the American Association and other
societies at different times, and took a leading part
in the organization of the New Jersey Society.

While Dr. Applegate has closely followed the
professional art of the opticians he is also an
inventor, and has been granted five patents for
improvements in eyeglass mountings. He lives in
a handsome home in the residential portion of
Trenton, and is justly proud of his family of four
fine boys, the youngest two being twins. His wife
and himself are accomplished musicians, and most
agreeable and entertaining hosts.

Dr. George F. Applegate

Rhode Island Society of Optometry
The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode

Island Society of Optometry was held recently in
Slocum Post Hall, Providence. There was a large
attendance of members and much interest was dis-
played in the questions discussed. W. P. Wilson,
of Providence, was the principal speaker of the
evening, his paper dealing with scientific methods
of frame fitting being fruitful of a very instructive
subsequent debate. The meeting afterwards
adjourned until June 6th.
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The Meyrowitz Ophthalmometer
Paten tett

.1pril 21, halo
MODEL C.

An accurate, well=made, finely=finished instrument, with new and
valuable features. Sold at a popular price.
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Price, complete, $60. the Trade.
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WHOLESALE MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

104 EAsr 23D STREET NEW YORK U. S.A.
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The Finch
Mounting.
Different from every

other, of wider adapt-
ability than any other,

elegant in appearance,

easy to wear and

EASY TO SELL.

Sample mounting, . • $1•75

Prescription price, 2.25

One dozen, in full assortment, with
0-eye piano lenses, in leatherette
covered tray case for the fitting
table, . . $21.00 net

The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., incorporated,
104 East 23d Street,

NEW YORK.

ROWLEY OPHTHALMOLOGICAL COLLEGE,
( !NCO': )RATED),

Holland Building, Seventh and Olive Streets, Rooms 801-802,
W. J. R()WLEY, Oph. D., N. D.

President and Treasurer. ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE OBJECT of this school is to teach a thorough course in Optics.
THE USE of the trial case (frames and lenses) also optical instruments their use and

abuse. THE LAWS OF LIGHT AND REFRACTION. Rules for transposing and
writing prescriptions, frame fitting, neutralizing lenses and all that is essential to a first-class
Optician.

WE ALSO TEACH ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY of the EYE. THE PHILO-
SOPHY of WEARING GLASSES, and how to measure the Nerve Supply. HOW TO
STRAIGHTEN CROSS EYES without prisms or operations. HOW to CALCULATE
THE AMOUNT of NERVE ENERGY wasted by an error of refraction, and how to stop it.

A NEW SCIENCE BY WHICH 85x of ALL HUMAN ILLS CAN BE RELIEVED
by REMOVING THE CAUSE with the right correction of lenses and proper advice as to
how to diet and. care for. the patient while NATURE does the CURING.

If interested IT WILL. PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE and while attending the GREAT
WORLD'S FAIR, you can attend this school and learn a profession that will make you inde-
pendent, by which you can do untold good to suffering humanity as well as benefit yourself.

We give valuable business pointers to students.
Additional information cheerfully given.
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New England Association
of Opticians

The annual meeting of the New England
Association of Opticians, held at Young's Hotel,
Boston, May 17th, was the most successful in the
history of this pioneer organization. At the after-
noon session over eighty names were registered,
and this number was swelled to 113 at the evening
session. The papers read and discussions were
all of a practical character and the topics well
chosen for their application to present conditions.
The local wholesalers did themselves credit in the
manner in which they looked after the comfort of
out-of-town dealers and, in addition, lent greater
interest to the gathering by making a good dis-
play of instruments, with capable assistants to
demonstrate their workings. The Murine Com-
pany, of Chicago, through their New England
agents, distrilinted sample packages, advertising
easels and leadpencils to make notes with. Mr.
Barber, head of the Globe Optical Co., ably
assisted by his hustling corps of assistants—Drisko,
Thompson, Nagel and Wilkens—and President
Hardenberg, of the Boston Optical Co., with Eben
Hardy and Charley Waugh, all personally looked
after the visitors and local dealers and made them
feel glad they came. As each arrival registered he
was furnished by Chairman Palmer with a neat
satin badge appropriately lettered in gold and his
name inscribed in a space provided on a celluloid
strip across the top, so that his fellow opticians
might be able to address him by name, whether
hitherto acquainted or not.

Afternoon Session

President Hart called the afternoon session to
order at three o'clock, after an hour had been de-
voted to greeting the arrivals and examining the
exhibits in the meeting room. A temporary dark
room had been erected in one corner to permit the
operation of the instruments used in tie objective
examinations. After the minutes of previous

meetings had been read and approved, the treas-

urer made his report, showing a balance of $274

on hand. The trustees of the defence fund also

reported a comfortable working sum in the treasury,

about $259. They announced that the Granite

State and Maine societies had served notice that

they would withdraw from participating in this

general fund, and if so, there would still remain

about $222 to withstand any attack that might be

made against the legitimate rights of the members.

The applications of R. M. Cook, Marblehead,

Mass., for active and R. M. Mansfield, Walling-

ford, Conn., for associate membership were then

balloted on and both elected. The application of

Geo. A. Breald, of Fall River, Mass., was received

and referred to the membership committee. An
acknowledgment of thanks was read from Secretary
Blair, of the Rhode Island Society of Optometry,

to an invitation that had been sent to them to
participate in both the recent banquet and present

yearly meeting. A letter was read from T. D.

Hoyt, Marblehead, stating he wished to join the
association.

Secretary Barron then gave notice of an
amendment to the constitution and by-laws, article

4, section 3, as follows : " No member shall dis-

play or advertise his membership in this associa-

tion in any other way or manner than by the dis-

play of the certificate issued to him by this

association." This went over to next meeting,

under the rules.

On motion, seconded by several, Mrs. Alice
D. Sanborn, of Boston, was made an honorary
member of the association " as a mark of respect
for the great work done for the association by her
late lamented husband, John W. Sanborn."

The secretary then read the result of the mail
ballot for election of officers for the ensuing year,
which resulted in the choice of the following :

President, Eben Hardy, Boston ; first vice-
president, Albert A. Carter, Boston ; second vice-
president, William L. Thomas, Boston ; treasurer,
Walter W. Slade, Boston ; secretary, George A.
Barron, Boston. Executive committee : Clarence
S. Hart, Lynn ; M. J. Atherton, Boston ; Howard

C. Doane, Boston ; W. R. Donovan, Boston ; Her-
man L. Klein, Boston. Trustees of funds : Briggs
S. Palmer, Boston ; A. G. Barber, Boston ; Wil-
IMm D. Ward, Hyde Park ; William E. Hicks,
Lowell ; George H. Newell, Lynn. Membership

EDEN NARDY

Eben Ifardy, the newly-elected president of
the New England Association of tmlicians, was
born in Nova Scotia and came to the United
States in PISS, locating ill thc city of Boston.
Since the tittle of his arrival in this C011iltry he
has been directly connected with the optical
maillitheturing trade. lh, worked with the
firm of A..I. Lloyd Lk Co., Boston, for seventeen
months and then with George II. Lloyd ,X
of the same city, lio* nearly three years. In
January, 1901, lie Aarted in business for him-
self as a manufacturing optician at 5 Province
Street, Boston, subsequently removing to 21
Bromfield Street. 'rids enterprise has de-
veloped with gratifying uniliirmity, due, no
doubt, to the practical expVI'll'Ilte 111111 general
business aptitude of the itroprietor.

committee : Frederick P. Simmons, Boston ; W.
E. Titus, Brockton ; Fred. M. Drisko, Dorchester;
Carl N. Quimby, Boston ; Charles H. Bennett,
Malden. To represent the New England Associa-
tion at the convention of the American Association
in Milwaukee, Clarence S. Hart was named, with
Briggs S. Palmer as alternate.

President Hart's Address

President Hart followed with an admirable
address, closing his work for the year, which was
punctuated and followed by warm applause. After
extending a formal welcome to the members and

guests Mr. Hart said:

History tells us that from the
Interesting earliest times associations have
Reminiscences been formed for the promotion

or accomplishment of special
objects, but to no one was the need of an organi-
zation ever more apparent than to those opticians
who assembled in this house ten years ago the
twenty-fourth of next July, and organized the first
optical association in the United States, and I am
proud to state that the names of eight are still
enrolled as active members of the New England
Association. From this small beginning others
have been formed from time to time until nearly
every State in the Union has its optical association.
We have also a large international body, and a
number of cities have their clubs and societies.
The object of all these organizations is identical,
namely, the protection of our brother optician, to
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encourage and assist optical education and the
building up of a new profession.

When we ask ourselves what has been accom-
plished I am reminded of the manner in which the
business was conducted a quarter of a century ago.
At that time Boston could boast of but twenty-two
optical establishments, and not half of that number
devoted their whole time to optics, and it was a
rare thing to find one in cities of less than 75,000
inhabitants, most of the spectacles being sold by
the jewelers.

As I was apprenticed to a jeweler about this
time to learn watchmaking, and incidentally the
optical business, I can tell you just how it was
done. On one side of the store there was a ten-foot
show case filled with open boxes, in which the
goods were kept, each containing a certain number.
We always kept a full line of two-eye spectacles
ranging from No. 6o to No. 5. One of the first
duties I was asked to perform was to measure and
mark a lot from which the tags were missing.

We did not have a lens measure,
A Meagre a focusing box or trial lenses to
Equipment neutralize them ‘vith, but had

to depend upon a live-foot stick
marked in inches. This we held against the wall
and made use of a convenient widow-sash across
the street in the following manner : We held the
stick against the wall with one hand, and with the
other we would slide the spectacles back and forth
on the stick till we came to the point where the
image of the sash was most clearly defined, and
note how many inches it was from the wall and
mark them accordingly.

To test the eyes we made use of the sliding
optometer, and our most difficult cases were saved
for Mr. Lazarus, who came once a month, for we
were the sole agents for the celebrated Lazarus &
Morris perfected spectacles.

Shortly after this there seemed to be an
awakening to the necessity of better education
among the jewelers, and they began to devote
more time to the study of optics. As they gained
in knowledge they wished to let the prospective
buyer of spectacles know of it so that they might
discriminate between the fellow who had just as
good glasses but was not possessed of as much
skill, and one after another they began to display
cards to that effect, and at the same time letting
them know that it was free until filially nearly
all had them.

The increasing desire for optical
Results of
Organization formation of these associations,

education filially led to the

since which time the advance-
ment has been more rapid, and we note that the
signs began to disappear at about the same rate as
they came, until to-day there are but few left, and
the opticians are beginning to realize the value of
their skill and to ask the public to pay for their
services. Those who are making a specific charge
for their examinations find their patrons are per-
fectly willing to pay the same and to accord to
them the respect which is due a diligent and
conscientious practitioner.

This meeting was suggested that the opticians
of New England might come together and by that
means become better acquainted and more effectual
co-workers in the future, to give manufacturers an
opportunity to exhibit their instruments and show
us the improvements which have been made along
this line of helps to aid us in making more rapid and
accurate examinations, and the speakers who are
to follow will present some new theories for our
consideration.

This body is known as an association of opti-
cians, but as a matter of fact the individuals of
which it is composed do not all style themselves
as such, but choose a name which to them seems
best suited. I find that this applies to all sections
of our country, for in looking over a package of
twenty-five letters which were recently sent me
from different parts of the United States, they
made use of nine different titles. Refracting opti-
cian leading off with seven to its credit, the next in
favor being optician with five, and the balance was
about evenly divided between the other seven.

To my mind this is a serioUs
Single error, and the soone we come

ssiomal Title together and decide upon a title
r

Pofe 
to be universally adopted, the

better it will be for our professional standing. It
ought not to be a difficult matter to agree Upon a
name, for it makes but little difference what it is
so long as it is logical. The American Association

(Conhnued on page 983)



Sanitary All metal surface.
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surface insures a firm, easy pres-
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is the new slogan of the higher optical educationalists. The standard
treatise on the muscles of the eye—their functions, anomalies, insuffi-
ciencies, tests and optical treatment—is the well-known volume,

by ERNEST E. MADDOX, M. D., ophthalmic surgeon to the Royal
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of Opticians have taken the initiative step and
should receive the support of all. If they choose
one at the coming convention I hope it will be
adopted by other bodies, and that individuals will
make use of it in every manner possible, so that
the general public may soon learn to discriminate
between those who deal in optical goods and those
who measure the refractive media of the eye and
correct errors of refraction.

The New England Association of Opticians
has at times allowed some of the younger organi-
zations to outnumber her, but has always striven
to maintain her position as an educator. When
the executive eommittee met at the beginning of
the year they first gave their attention to the matter
of providing a suitable course of lectures for the
season, after which they began the task of letting
those who were not identified with us know of the
work which we were doing and to give to them an
opportunity to aid in its success. To this end
nearly fifteen hundred letters were sent out, as a
result of which the membership has increased over
25 per cent., and the average attendance at our
monthly meetings has far exceeded that of former
years.

While we have made an effort to increase our
membership we have not done so at the expense
of quality. We feel that this organization should
embrace every earnest student of optics in our
jurisdiction. By this I mean all who are anxious
to add to their store of knowledge and at the same
time are willing to assist in the-building up of the
profession.

I wish to impress upon every one in the prac-
tice of optometry the fact that to our associations
more than to any other source can be attributed
the advancement which has been made toward
that high standard of capacity which we hope to
attain in the future, and each of our members
should realize that he is a part of this corporation
and do all in his or her power to strengthen it.

Reading and Discussion of Papers

The first paper of the session was read by
Fred. A. Barber, entitled "Shall we have a Mini-
mum Price-List ?" This practical and timely
address will be found on another page of this issue,

In the discussion that followed, Mr. Palmer stated
that he had interviewed several of the largest
opticians of Boston, and all expressed them-

selves willing to join in a movement to fix on

a minimum price-list. Mr. Barron stated that he

had already acted in that direction by adopting the

list of his big immediate neighbor. Mr. Carter,

who conducts the optical department of one of the

big Boston department stores, told how success-

fully he maintained prices in even such an estab-

lishment, where low prices are thought to prevail ;

besides, he was very much inclined to go further

and make a separate charge for examinations. On

motion of Mr. Palmer, the chair was authorized to

appoint a committee of five, two from Boston and

three from outside points, to draft a minimum

price-list and report at the next meeting. •

The next address was by Henry L. De Zeng, of

Philadelphia, the inventor of the Refractometer,

Luminous Retinoscope, Luminous Ophthalmo-

scope and other instruments that bear his name.

His topic was " Objective and Subjective Op-

tometry, with Retinoscope, Ophthalmoscope and

Trial Case." The speaker said that he had always

been Impressed with the fact that the New England

Association was the most representative body of

refracting opticians of all the societies. Some

others might be greater in number, but this associa-

tion seemed to keep in the vanguard in all educa-

tional and scientific lines ; and, moreover, the

members manifest a most commendable spirit in

working for the advancement of their calling and
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professional standing. He then explained his
method of making an examination : first using the
retinoscope, then proving its findings and working
them out by use of the trial case, and finally ex-
amining the eyes carefully and thoroughly with

t h e ophthalmo-
scope. The speaker
laid stress on the
value and advan-
tages of the fogging
system, explaining
his method of using
it and the ease
ancl certainty with
which it accom-
plished results.
The operator, he
said, lost much
time and was often
led into error by his
inability to control

the accommodation of his patient during the exam-
ination. This could be overcome, he claimed, by
use of the fogging system. Referring to prisms,
which he designated as requiring the highest skill
of all lenses to prescribe properly, he contended
that they should never be prescribed without an
exact and intelligent examination, and only when
the operator was sure they were called for. He
also contended that every refractionist should be
skilled in the use of the ophthalmoscope, so that
he could recognize diseased conditions, though not
attempting to treat them, of course. He predicted

that when they did acquire the proper knowledge
to make a thorough and complete examination of

the eye and to determine just what it needed to
correct any refractive error and also to detect
diseased conditions, they would take from the

oculist much of his refractive work and cause him

to restrict himself more to surgery and treatment

of diseases. When that time comes, his standing

‘'ill be recognized by the public, by law and by

the medical profession. This address lasted an

hour.
The last address of the afternoon session was

an extremely practical paper by Briggs S. Palmer,

on -"Shall We
Charge for Ex-
aminations?" Mr.
Palmer placed
himself strongly
and unequivocally
in the affirmative
and recited all the
well-known argu-
ments why such a
charge should be
made, not only
with profit and
gain in business,
but in raising the
standing of op-
ticians in the esti-
mation of the public. He raised a hearty laugh by re-
ferring to what he classed as " bull's-eye opticians,"
describing them as the fellows who never made a
miss, who had three thousand cases and never a
one to come back—probably because they were'
afraid. This paper created considerable interest

and the most discussion of any on the programme.

Mr. Dey agreed with the arguments advanced in

favor of making a charge, although he had not
definitely done so. He compromised by telling
his patients that the second pair of glasses or sepa-
rate lenses would not cost as much as the first, thus
conveying the impression that some additional

IL L. De Zeng

Briggs S. Palmer
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cnarge had been made at the first. Fred. A. Bar-
ber said the tendency in Lowell was to make a dis-
tinct charge, and the free-examination fellows were
nedging and the whole drift was the other way.
Geo. W. Messier, of Holyoke, stated that he had
been charging a separate fee for several months
and had a sign up to that effect, and it worked
well. Geo. A. Barron, of Boston, said he had
charged a dollar or more for the past three years;
at first without a sign, but recently with one dis-
played. He also referred to a Boston optician who
guaranteed his glasses and went so far as to refund
the money paid and took back glasses that the
patient claimed were not correcting or helping his
vision. He said this practice was building up his
friend's business, even if it seemed somewhat
radical to some. Mr. De Zeng stated that he had
for some time been making a separate charge of
five dollars for examinations and found no trouble
in getting it. Dr. A. A. Klein, the well-known
optical instructor, said he always advised his pupils
to make a charge for examination if they were
competent to make a proper examination. If they
proposed to merely slap glasses on and did not or
could not make an intelligent examination, then
they had no right to charge. He argued against
the possibility of anyone guaranteeing the glasses
they prescribed, owing to the changing condition of
patients under the various mental and physical
changes that all, especially women, were subject to.
He thought opticians should charge $5 rather
than $r, as the latter was too small remuneration
for the work when the optician understood his
business.

Guaranteeing

Mr. Palmer explained what
this system of guaranteeing

Glasses glasses was. If the first were
not satisfactory they made a

second examination, and if necessary changed
the glasses. If that was not satisfying they had
a third examination made by a different operator
in their place. If his findings were different they
made the change, and if this did not suit the
patient they offered to place in the frames, without
additional charge, glasses from any prescription
that the patient might obtain elsewhere. This
certainly appealed to all as the limit in trying to
suit the public, but Mr. Palmer said it was by just
such methods that their business had acquired its
present dimensions. Their charge for eaxamina-
tions, plainly announced, was $1 and $2.

Mr. Simmons explained under what difficulties
he labored, owing to the previous go-as-you-please
management of the business he now conducted,
but he believed in the examination charge, for it
added dignity to the business and gained the confi-
dence of the public. He believed it must be uni-
versally adopted and also a uniform price-list.

H. Felltnan, of Woonsocket, R. I., told of
conditions in his locality—a mill town—and did
not believe with such a trade an examination
charge could be made successfully.

The meeting then took a recess till the evening
session.

Evening Session

The first address of this session was by
Franklin T. Kurt, Ph. B., of Boston, on " Special
Education for Opticians and Dealers in Optical
Goods ; Its Possibilities and Limits." The speaker
began with a reference to the loss the association
and the cause of optometry in general suffered in
the death of Mr. Sanborn, the first president of the
association and of the New England Optical Insti-
tute, of whose staff Prof. Kurt had been a member.
He said an educated man was one admirably

(Continued on page OW
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Clinics in Optometry
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[111 rights reserved.]

[Each of these clinics Is complete in itself, and one of theni
is published each month in this department. They cover all
manner of eye defects, from the simplest to the most compli-
cated, and give the most authoratative procedure in the diag-
nosis and correction of the various visual defects. In order to
make these clinics of maximum benefit, we invite our readers
to Join in them by sending us any criticism, or suggestions
they may have to make in regard to the reatment here
given. The first clinic of the series appeared io the May, 1904,
issue.-En.]

A Case of Mixed Heterophoria

Mr. R. P., 29 years of age, bank clerk.
The symptoms of which this gentleman com-
plains are indistinctness of vision, especially
at night, with occasional pain in eyes and
head.

In answer to our inquiry as to whether
he has ever worn glasses, patient replies that
he was fitted with glasses about eight years
ago, but he has never worn them much
because they were of no benefit to him. We
ask to see them, and on neutralization we find
them to be + .5o D. spherical.

We now proceed to determine the acute-
ness of vision, and we find that each eye
separately can read all the letters on the
No. 20 line, and hence we record the visual
acuity as follows : 0. D. 11, 0. S. H. We
then ascertain the range of accommodation,
and we find that he can read the smallest
type as close as 4 inches and as far away as
20 inches. This near point of 4 inches shows
an amplitude of accommodation of to D.
We recall that this corresponds to the condi-
tions usually found at 20 years, while at 30
the near point normally recedes to 5 inches,
which represents an amplitude of accommo-
dation of 7 D. This indicates a vigorous
condition of the accommodation in this case
when the eyes are used for close vision.

The symptoms complained of lead us to
suspect hypermetropia or hypermetropic
astigmatism. In order to get an idea of the
condition of the refraction we make a hasty
trial with convex lenses held before the two
eyes at one time, and we find that a pair of
+ .5o are accepted. This indicates a hyper-
metropic condition of the refraction, and
proves that there is no tonic spasm of accom-
modation in spite of the fact that the ciliary
muscle is of excessive strength, as shown by
an amplitude of io D. at 29 years of age.

We will now test each eye separately,
and we find that the vision of the right eye
is even better than fl, and that some of the
letters on the No. 15 line are legible. We
try a + .50 D. sphere and it is promptly
rejected. We then try a ± .25 D. sphere
which is accepted. We remove this sphere
and replace it with a + .25 D. cyl., which
we find is also accepted when the axis is
placed at 1800. In comparing these two
lenses and quickly changing from one to the
other, patient is unable to choose between
them. We therefore make a note in our
record book that the refraction of right eye
is represented by + .25 D. S. or + .25 D.
cyl. axis 1800.

On examining the left eye we find the
vision is not quite U. full. A + .5o D.
sphere is rejected, but a + .50 D. cyl. axis
900 is accepted. We rotate the cylinder
towards the left and patient says letters on
the test card are made worse. As we rotate
back towards 90° they begin to, improve,
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and keep on until patient again says the
letters begin to blur, which does not occur
until the axis has passed 200 or 25° to the
right from the vertical. After a few trials
we find that i ro° is the best position for the
axis of the lens.

We next make an examination with the
ophthalmometer. The right eye shows an
overlapping of half a step in the vertical
meridian. Now, it will be remembered that
in the normal cornea there is an excess of
curvature and of refraction in the vertical
meridian of about this amount, and there-
fore in astigmatism with the rule the same
allowance must be made ; consequently this
eye, as far as the curvatures of the cornea
indicate, is devoid of astigmatism.

The left eye shows an overlapping of
one and a quarter steps (1.25 D.) in the
vertical meridian ; after making the usual
deduction of .5o D. or .75 D. the ophthalmo-
meter indicates an astigmatism of at least
.5o D. with the rule.

We feel safe now in deciding that there
is practically no astigmatism in the right eye,
and that its probable refraction is represented
by a ± .25 D. sphere.

The left eye is undoubtedly astigmatic
to the extent of + .50 D., the excess of
curvature being at or near the vertical
meridian. The .ophthalmometer shows the
axis of the cylinder at 9o0, while the test with
the cylinders calls for the axis at i ton. We
would feel better satisfied if both tests agreed
as to the location of the axis ; but this is a
discrepancy that often occurs, and in such a
case we must be guided by the answers of
the patient who, if of average intelligence,
after a few trials will be able to decide in
which position the cylinder affords the best
vision. We therefore repeat the test with
the cylinder by rotating it from one position
to another, when we find that Mr. P. adheres
to his statement that the axis at I to° affords
the best vision.

What is the result of our examination of
the refraction ? 0. D. + .25 D. S., 0. S.
+ .5o D. cyl. axis t to°.

The next step in the examination is the
use of the Maddox multiple rod to determine
the condition of the muscular equilibrium.
We place it in a horizontal position over the
left eye and ask the patient if he sees a red
streak of light running vertically, and if so
what position does it assume with regard to
the light seen by the uncovered eye. He
replies that he sees it and that it is about
one inch to the left of the light. This indi-
cates esophoria of low degree. We try a
prism of t°

' 
with base out, and find this

brings the red streak of light directly through
the flame.

We turn the Maddox rod around to the
vertical position, when the patient sees the
red streak running horizontally, and we ask
him what position it assumes with regard to
the light, whether above or below or through
it, and he replies that the red streak runs
directly through the center of the light. This
indicates a proper balance of the vertical
muscles, and we conclude there is no hyper-
phoria. The dot and line test shows 2 of
exophoria in accommodation.

This concludes the examination for the
day, and in accordance with our usual custom
we ask the patient to return for a further
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examination, telling him we think it advisable
to make at least three examinations before
prescribing glasses.

On the second visit we get exactly the
same result as on the first day.

But on the third day we uncover a con-
dition of latent heterophoria. We measure
the power of convergence and of divergence
as a part of our routine method, and find the
former is equal to 28°, which is normal, while
the latter is equal only to 3°, which is con-
siderably below normal.

For the benefit of our less experienced
readers we will say that the power of conver-
gence is measured by the strongest pair of
prisms, bases OUT, which the eyes are able
to overcome and maintain the light single at
a distance of 20 feet. The normal power is
from 200 to 300, but which can be trained
up to 6o°.

The power of divergence is measured by
the strongest prisms, bases IN, which the
eyes are able to overcome and maintain the
light single. The normal standard is from
6° to 8°.

These tests show in this case a weakness
of th:: divergent muscles, the eyes being
given over to the stronger convergent mus-
cles, which causes a condition of esophoria.

After these duction tests, when each
muscle is called upon to exert itself to the
utmost, any existing spasm of a single muscle
is likely to be broken up, and the true con-
dition of the several muscles can the better
be determined. We now try the Maddox
rod on this case, and instead of the i of
esophoria which we found on the first two
examinations, there is now an esophoria of
to°, and a right hyperphoria of i° has
become manifest.

Instead of prescribing glasses on the
third examination, as we expected, we
tell our patient that there have been some
new developments in the case which make it
more complicated, and that several more
examinations will be required in order to
clear it up.

These tests resulted as follows :

Oct. 31, 1903. Esophoria 100. Right hyperphoria 10.
Nov. 2, " it

4° " 
It 0.

14 3, II If 950 It At 
20.

The first test showed an exophoria of 2°
at the reading point, but the later tests of
the muscular balance at the near point
showed the following results :

Oct. 31, 1903. Esophoria 20°.
Nov. 2, " 5..

At 3, If At

It is a well-known fact that the muscular
balance or imbalance is a variable quantity,
and no two clays show exactly' the same
results. It is also a fact that there may be
a spasm of one of the extra-ocular muscles,
which masks the true condition, as in this
case the test of the muscles at the reading
point at first showed an exophoria, when
really the condition is one of esophoria.

The later developments in this case lead
Its to suspect that the symptoms are perhaps
as much due to the heterophoria as to the
error of refraction. Ordinarily we think it
proper to correct the refractive error first.
Oftentimes such glasses will afford perfect

(Continued on page 987)
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relief to all the symptoms, and by relieving
the strain on the accommodation the hetero-
phoria gradually passes over into a condi-
tion of orthophoria. If, however, the symp-
toms continue unabated in spite of the
spheres or cylinders that have been worn,
then we advise the combination of prisms
for the correction of any existing muscular
insufficiency.

But in this case there is such positive
evidence of spasm of the external recti, and
such a high degree of esophoria after this
spasm had been removed, that we think it
best to give him a prismatic correction at
once.

The amount of esophoria varied.consid-
erably from day to day, and therefore we
hardly feel justified in prescribing a prism
stronger than 3° for its correction. The
hyperphoria was constant after it first made
its appearance ; on three days it was i°, and
on one occasion it reached 2°. We will
therefore prescribe a I° prism for the correc-
tion of the vertical deviation.

The right eye is patient's best eye, and
as the amount of hypermetropia is so slight
we will not correct it. We will place the t°
over this eye, a plane prism without any
spherical or cylindrical curvature.

The astigmatism in the left eye cannot
be ignored, and therefore we will prescribe
the indicated cylinder combined with the
3° prism.

Our prescription reads :

0. D. Prism 1°, base down.
0. S. + .50 D. cyl. axis Ito° C prism 3°, base out.

Perhaps some one may wonder why we
place the weaker prism over the right eye.
We have a very good reason for this ; we
want to interfere as little as possible with the
good eye, and this we do by placing the I°
prism over it. The 3° prism causes a more
marked displacement of objects, which
would be much more noticeable, and hence
more annoying, if placed over the good eye
than if placed in front of the other eye. If a
single prism is prescribed it should always
be placed over the eye with the least acute-
ness of vision. If the optometrist will keep
this in mind he may save himself annoyance
and his patient discomfort, and he may be
able to get more satisfaction out of the use
of prisms.

These glasses were prescribed, and they
seem to have filled the bill completely. It is
now six months and more since Mr. P. com-
menced to wear them, during which time we
have seen him on several occasions on
account of breaking of the left lens, and he
always speaks in the highest terms of the
comfort and relief afforded by the glasses.

Perhaps it might be well to say that
prismatic lenses should not be set in frame-
less mountings on account of the liability to
breakage at the apex end of the prism, which
is very thin. We advised this patient to
have frames, but he preferred frameless
mountings with the result of two broken
lenses since he has been wearing them.

A Subscriber's Suggestion
ED. KEYSTONE :—As to treatment of the

patient in the clinic in your May number, he un-
doubtedly received great benefit from the glasses
prescribed, but the question in my mind is, " Did
he receive all the benefit possible?" I am inclined
to think he did not, because of the element of
doubt present and, owing to that doubt, an insuffi-
ciency of test. In place of stopping at .50 should
you not have continued with stronger lenses until
the patient could say positively that vision was
worse? By use of -I- .50 you established the fact
that hypermetropia existed. Now we know that
in hypermetropia it is possible that the accommoda-
tion is being used for distant vision and if so, that
in placing a weak plus lens before the eye the
patient will see no better and will in many cases
be in doubt as to whether vision is better or not.
The lens merely takes the place of the accommoda-
tion, which relaxes to that extent, making no
change whatever in vision. By continuing to in-
crease the power of the lens so long as best vision
is maintained we finally reach the lens which makes
vision worse, the patient now being artificially
myopic.

The last lens which maintained best vision had
caused the ciliary muscle to relax all it was possi-
ble (under present conditions) and had corrected
one meridian. If at this time the astigmatic chart
be used and a difference be found in the lines, as-
tigmatism is present and we proceed to correct it
by, in this case, concave cylinders, which we add
until the lines appear alike and the type is clear.
Now, with the correcting glass before the eye,
again try plus lenses in an effort to cause the ciliary
muscle to still further relax. The above procedure
I would consider necessary on account of the doubt
expressed by patient, for in accepting + .5o D. it
is, of course, possible that he would accept more
and this we could ascertain only by trial.

Yours truly,
May's Landing, N. J. J. A. LAMBERT.

[It is true that when a weak convex lens is
accepted, it is proper to try a stronger and still
stronger until they are rejected. But on account
of the doubt in the patient's mind whether to
accept the + .50 D. sphere, we were justified in
allowing him to compare its effect with that of a
+ .50 D. cyl. ax. (3°, and his immediate preference
for the latter indicated astigmatism. The reason
the + .50 D. S. was not rejected was because it
corrected one meridian ; and the reason it was not
accepted was because it made the emmetropic
meridian myopic. Instead of removing the + .50
I). S. ancl replacing it with a -I- .50 D. cyl. ax. 900,
we could have placed a — .50 D. cyl. ax. 18o° in
front of it : the same result is attained in each case.

Theoretically, we want to pile up the convex
lenses as long as the ciliary muscle does not abso-
lutely reject them ; but practically, it is not well
to force too strong convex lenses on young
people who have not been accustomed to wearing
glasses.—ED.]

Chicago Optical Society
The Chicago Optical Society met on May 5th,

when, upon motion, Professor G. A. Rogers pre-
sided. The minutes of the regular meeting held
April 7th was read and approved. It was moved
and carried that the secretary send a letter to THE
KEYSTONE, thanking them for donating a subscrip-
tion to their paper. There was a discussion on the
peculiar cases of astigmatism fitted by members
present, after which a motion was made and carried
to adjourn to September 8th.

North Dakota Board of Examiners

E. A. Nelson, secretary of the North Dakota

State Board of Examiners in Optometry has

announced that the first examination under that

body will be held at Devil's Lake, N. Dak., July

tith. It is hoped that as many opticians as possible
will participate in the oral and clinical work before

the examination is over, so as to benefit by their

attendance.
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New England Association
of Opticians

( Con/in ued from page 983)

described by Pat, an Irish laborer, as "a man who
is onto his job." He referred to the difficulty in
young men acquiring an education in many lines
of special study they might be anxious to take up.
This applied to the young man who wished to
acquire a thorough optical education, for nowhere
ontside of Jena, Germany, was a thorough course of
instruction to be acquired. This called for, in his
opinion, first, a high school education and a mind
qualified for the special studies needed later;
second, a good foundation in pure mathematics.
Two years in this study would be sufficient. He
found in his experience in the optical institute that
men of middle age could acquire this as well as
the younger men without its becoming irksome.
Third, he should have a grounding in elementary
chemistry. The refractionist course itself could be
acquired in two years, thus making four years in all.
He advocated the selection of medical men as
instructors so as to win the confidence and support
of the medical fraternity. The speaker pointed
out the inadequate instruction given on ophthal-
mology in the medical colleges. In the three
leading medical colleges of the country only
sixteen lectures at the end of the whole course
were provided for on this subject, and he had yet
to see the curriculum of a single medical course
that would make a man expert in mathematical
work, such as refraction required. He contended
that it would be well for the optician if there was
some law to compel him to acquire proper knowl-
edge before practicing refraction work, as this
would soon raise him to the proper educational
standard. Now there is no criterion to enable the
public to judge whether the optician he goes to
has studied a week or years. He did not believe
the local optical association could allow this state
of things to continue, but should strive to place
their calling on a more permanent and satisfactory
basis. He believed the solution was in the uni-
versity evening courses. That it would be feasible
to reorganize the New England Optical Institute
and map out a course that would give a thorough
optical education. In answer to a query as to the
probable cost of such a course, Prof. Kurt said the
Boston Y. M. C. A. was giving such evening
courses in different branches at a cost of $30 a year,
and further that some of these courses would
answer for the first two years' instruction in
mathematics.

The last address was made by E. LeRoy
Ryer, president of the New York City Optical
Society. His topic was " The Practical Demon-
stration of a New Method of Correcting Astigma-
tism." This consisted of a new astigmatic chart,
in which the lines of the clock dial chart were
carried out across the space covered, instead of
leaving a circle blank in the center. The lines are
made to revolve until the straight line indicated
the proper axis, while the other part of the lines
on chart would present a blurred appearance.
Mr. Ryer has built a special instrument to operate
these special charts, and he demonstrated the
workings by a model that only lacked a few minor
details. After the lecture Mr. Ryer was kept busy
for half an hour showing the workings of the
instrument and chart, both of which created a very
favorable impression, as did the modest young
inventor, who appeared before the association for
the first time.
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BIFOCALS.

Some projected general advertising and a
special St. Louis exhibit will stimulate inquiries
throughout the country for Kryptok Spectacles
and Eyeglasses. Opticians everywhere should
get the benefit of this advertising. It is only
necessary to have cc Kryptoks" and show
them. Every bifocal eyeglass wearer is a prob-
able purchaser.

Write the manufacturer controlling your
territory ; an)7 one of them if your State
is not designated.

A. S. ALOE CO., 513 Olive St., St. Louis. STATE
OF MISSOURI.

JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 1324 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE,
NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC., 74 State St.,
Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCONSIN, IOWA,
MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., Denver, Colo.
TEXAS, MONTANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS,
COLORADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA, CALI-
FORNIA, WASHINGTON and OREGON.

F. H. EDMONDS, Washington, D. C. DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314 Howard St.
North, Baltimore, Md. MARYLAND.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 435 Race Street, Cincinnati.
OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washington
Street, Boston. MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
VERMONT, MASSACHUSETTS, RHODE
ISLAND, CONNECTICUT.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d St., New York;
604 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis ; 36o St. Peter St.,
St. Paul. NEW YORK, MINNESOTA, NORTH
AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville, Ky.
KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 N. Pennsylvania Street,
Indianapolis. INDIANA.
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Shall We Have a Minimum
Price-List?

Paper Read at the Annual Meeting of the New England Asso-
ciation of Opticians, by FRED. A. BARBER

OME say that a man's heart is in his stom-
ach ; others, that it is in his pocketbook.
If the latter be true, this subject is one
that is near to the hearts of us all. The

subject of prices comes to us almost daily, as cus-
tomers tell us that our prices are higher than they
have been paying or something of that sort. We
all try to have regular prices and stick to them,
but it is a hard thing to do when you know that
your competitor across the way will sell glasses or
replace lenses for any price he can get ; so I venture
to say that that either expressed or unexpressed,
the wish has come to every one here that some
uniformity of price prevailed. Perhaps the best
way to help the association to answer the question
put in the title of this talk will. be to tell how the
Granite State Optical Association, one of the off-
springs of this association, adopted a minimum
price-list and why they did so.

About a year ago the opticians
Manchester Opti- of Manchester, N. H., met and

discussed the question of a mini-
mum price-list, finally adopting

one that was used in the city successfully until
:tbout the first of this year, when the subject was
again brought to our attention by the rise in prices
of optical goods, It seemed a good time to extend
the use of the price-list, as several opticians in
different parts of the State had asked for a copy
:111d expressed the wish that more uniformity pre-
vailed in their section ; so a circular letter was sent
out by the Granite State Association, inviting all
the opticians of the State to attend a meeting to
discuss the subject. At this meeting the value of
such action was unanimously urged, not only by
every one present, but by letters from a large
number of the opticians of the State who could not
attend.

'rhe same price-list was adopted which had

been used by the Manchester opticians up to that
time ; it was reprinted with the title, " Minimum
Price-List Adopted by the Opticians of New
Hampshire," and a copy mailed to every optician in
the State, with a circular letter urging its adoption.

I quote the following paragraph from the letter :

The list gives, as you will understand, the
minimum prices ; there are many times when
higher prices should be charged, but this is always
left to the discretion of the refractionist. The
optical business is such that bargain sales do not
induce people to wear glasses who don't need them
The only legitimate way for an optician to increase
his clientage is to do such good work that his
patients recommend it. Too low, or cut, prices
always prove expensive in the end ; it means care-
less and indifferent work—you know the rest. Our
code of ethics needs strengthening, and nothing
does more harm than cutting prices on repair work.
The fact that all kinds of prices are charged for an
article that needs to be so scientifically and mathe-
matically correct as a compound lens for instance,
does not tend to the good name of our profession."

A number of the blanks sent out with this

were returned, signed, and a large number of

letters were received saying that while the writer

did not care to bind himself, he would concur in

the adoption of the list and use it as far as possible.
About this time several Lowell

Lowell Opticians opticians became interested in
this subject, and after one or
two meetings at the Board of

Trade rooms, a local society was organized called

"The Lowell Optical Society," with W. E. Hicks,

cians Adopt List

Like List

K STON E

president, and J. A. McEvoy, secretary. The New
Hampshire price-list was adopted with a few
changes. The idea of organizing a society first
came from the suggestion that a price-list would
have more force if adopted by a society, of which
the user of the list was a member. And in order
that every optician might be induced to join the
constitution was made very simple. The officers
are four in number, the dues are fifty cents per
year ; the membership consists of active members
only, and may include opticians from the sur-
rounding small towns. While the society was first
thought of principally as a means to back up the
price-list, so to speak, its scope will prove broader,
as it bids fair to fulfill its object of promoting good
fellowship among its members in business and
social relations. Surplus money in the treasury
will be used for a supper or entertainment of some
sort as often as desired. Such things cannot fail to
make business relations more harmonious, and
thus hell) in building up the profession at large.

Within the past few weeks, as I have oppor-
tunity, I have called on many of those to whom we
sent lists and asked how they were liked. While

Fred. A. Barber

some have criticised a few of the items as being
too high and others as being too low, all without
exception have agreed that as a whole the list was
very satisfactory, and that they considered it a very
good thing. The criticism that it is too low has
been met by the fact that the optician can get as
much more as he desires, and it is much better to
have a list that will be lived up to than to have one
which is so high that it is sure to be cut by first
one and then another. We do not claim our New
Hampshire list to be perfect. Only by actual use
can it be told what are fair prices to all. It may
be advisable to revise it after it has been in use a
year, according to the suggestions received. But
we are not here to discuss this list ; the question is
not on the adoption of the New Hampshire list, or
of any other particular list, but on having one of
our own.

So much for the "how " of what has been
done in New Hampshire and Lowell, and with
what measure of success. Now for the "why,"
and that brings me to a direct consideration of the
title of this talk—' Shall We Have a Minimum
Price-List?" I will vote " yes " decidedly, as I
believe that what can be accomplished successfully
tn a small association can be done in a large one.
There may be more difficulties in the way, but
there are more to cope with them,

Some of the reasons why I believe a minimum
price-list should be adopted by the association
may be outlined as follows : First and foremost,
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because the members want such a list ; the opti-
cians of New England want it. I have taken every
opportunity to get representative opinions regarding
the matter, calling on or corresponding with many
opticians throughout New England, and all, both
refracting and dispensing opticians, including some
of the largest optical houses in New England, have
agreed in their desire for some such list and belief
in its practicability.

As an association we are trying
Price-List Creates to advance our profession. Ad-

vance must be made by organ-
ized forces ; lack of harmony

among opticians is the greatest enemy of organiza-
tion, and the diversity of prices is the greatest
factor in this lack of harmony. Harry M. Bestor,
in his address before the annual meeting of the
New York State Optical Association a year ago,
said that he knew of no one thing that caused
more contention among refractionists than the
great diversity of prices prevalent. I believe that
is generally true of all sections. An optician in
one of our larger New England cities, in a letter
on the subject we are discussing, said : " I am in
favor of uniform prices, but the situation here is
very bad, as the majority of the opticians are not
on good terms." The adoption of uniform prices
in other cities, notably in Rochester, N. Y., has
created harmony among opticians and has done
much to advance the reputation of the profession.

It stops optical shopping, and by averaging
between the exorbitant charges of some and the
non-profitable cuttings of others, has protected the
public and at the same time has given to the opti-
cian a fair profit on his goods. It may be said that
the expense of carrying on our various places of
business varies greatly, but as a rule, the amount
of business done is in ratio to the expense. The
following incident will illustrate how a minimum
price-list stops " shopping." Soon after the adop-
tion of our price-list in Manchester, a customer
who had been used to getting a compound lens put
in by one of the jewelers for $1.00 called with a
broken lens. The Jeweler said the price would be
more than formerly, as the price of material had
gone up and the opticians of the city had adopted
a minimum price of $1.25. The customer went
out and returned after some time, saying that she
had visited every optician in the city and had been
quoted the same price everywhere, so had returned
to patronize her usual place,

A price-list lying on the counter where people
can see it, with the title, "Adopted by the Opticians
of New Hampshire," or " of New England," and
referred to when quoting a price is sure to make
an impression. It adds to the reputation of the
profession among the public, and public opinion
will prove a great factor in getting legal recognition
of our profession.

From a business point of view we find similar
plans used and endorsed in other lines of trade
and also in the wholesale optical line. Those of
you who deal in photographic as well as optical
goods know the advantage of uniform prices which
are regulated by the manufacturers of the goods.

The success of any list that may be adopted
will depend upon how universal its use becomes.
The membership of this association is only repre-
sentative of New England opticians, so I believe
all the opticians of the various States should be
invited to participate in any action through their
local societies or as individuals. Furthermore, it
might be advisable in many cases to organize small
local societies, as was done in Lowell, to back up
the list ; create an interest in all such work for the
advancement of the profession, as this association

(Conttnued on page 991)

Fraternal Spirit
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An Ophthalmometer is a Necessity for the
Careful Refractionist.

It Saves Time and Insures Accurate Work.

REMEMBER 

The Ophthalmometer gives
valuable information in regard
to astigmatism that cannot be
found in any other way. It
shows the presence of corneal
astigmatism and the meridians
of greatest and least curvature.

June 1, 1904. 4,

Ilease

mail me pamphlet

descriptive of the

C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

Name, _

lararress, _

Thc

Can be supplied with

attachment for city

electric current or with

battery.

C. I.Ophthalmometer, shown above, is in use in over a
thousand offices and has met with the greatest success. It is scien-

tifically built, well finished, and besides its acknowledged utility as an
instrument of precision that no refractionist can afford to be with-

out, gives a professional tone to the office that is invaluable.
4.0/‘

For Sale by All Jobbers.
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Shall We Have a Minimum
Price-List?

(Continued from page 989)

and similar ones are undertaking, and at the same
time to arouse an interest in this association itself
which shall increase its membership and its
effectiveness.

Earnest co-operation along these and similar
lines will result in a uniformity of prices and a
harmony among opticians that will rival that of
other sections of our country, and that will help all
organized effort along ethical, educational and
legislative lines.

Minimum Price-List Adopted by the
Opticians of New Hampshire

Lenses-Frame or Frameless

Spheres

.25 to.8 D.-81.00 per pair, 50c. ah.
8 to 14 D.-81.50 per pair, 75c. n 0
14 to 20 D.-82.00 per pair, $1.0n each.
Torte spheres-$3.00 per pair, $1.50 each.

Extra for smoke or blue, Mc. per loft.
Extra for lenticular, 81.00 per pail'.

Cylinders

*Prescription
.25 to 4 D. . . 82.00 per pair
4.25 to 8 D. . . . 2.5o "
'Pori° cyls . . 5.00 "
Cross eyls . . . 4.00 "

Extra for smoke or blue, $1.00 per pair.

Sphero-Cylinders

With Examination
$3 13) per pair

  3.50 "

+ +, - -
*Prescription With Examination

.25 to 4 D. . . $2.50 (ter pair $3.00 per pair
4. 5 to 6 D. 3.00 " 3 10 "
6.25 to 8 D. . . 3.50 "   4.00 "
8.25 to 10 D. . . 4.50 "   5.00 "
Torte sph-cyl . 5.00 "

Extra for smoke or blue, 81.00 per pair.
Extra for ± c..--- - or - c -I- sphero-cylinder to 4 D., 503.

per pair.
Prisms

1/0 to 4° $2  00 per pair 81 00 e  ch
4W, to 7° 2  50 " 1  25 "
8° to 13° 800 " . . . 1.50 "
14° to 20°   4.00 "   2.00 "

When prisms are combined with other lenses, $1 50 per pair,
75c. each is to be added to the price of such lenses. .

Smoke or Blue
Plano, AM coq., or blown coq
Ground coq., first quality

$0   75 per pair
200 "

Cement Segments

Add to above price of lenses
Fitted on pcx., piano ex., or cyl   $1.00 extra per pair
Fitted on dcx , dee., pm., or sph-cyl . .   1.50

Re-cementing segments, 25e. per pair, 15e. CRCil.

Frames, and Frameless Mountings

Gold
10 K. riding bow (718 14'. weight) 84.50 each
10 K. straight temple (721 weight) ...... .  5.00 "
10 K. riding bow mountings 4  00 "
10 K. eyeglass frame 4  00 "
10 K. bar spring frame   5.00
10 K. eyeglass mountings 300
10 K. bar spring mountings   4.00
10 K. Peerless mountings  3.50
10 K. Shur-on or Finch mountings 400

For 14 K. add $1.00 to above prices.
For larger than 00 eye frames add 50e.
For 7-inch temples add 50c.
For cable temples add $1.00,
Add 50c. for lens-lock studs.
Add 60c. for countersunk studs.
Add 25c, for offset studs.
Add 50c. for anchor, lasso or anatomical guards.

11

11

11

11

11

Gold Pilled

Riding bow frame, A. 0. Co. grade $1  75 each
Riding bow frame, Stevens grade 2  00 "
Straight temple frame 1  75 "
Riding bow mountings (1599)   1.75
Riding bow mountings (1901)   2.00
Eyeglass frames   1.75
Eyeglass mountings (1793)   1.50
Stevens eyeglass mountings   1.75
Shur-on mountings, all styles 250

For gold end pieces add 50c.
For gold bridge add 50e.
For cable temples add.50e.
For larger than 00 eye frames add 50c.
Add 50e. for lens-lock studs.
Add 50e. for countersunk studs.
Add 25e. for offset studs.
Add 35e. for anchor or lasso guards.

11

.1

11

11

11

11
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Steel and Alumnico
All steel frames and mountings $0  75 each
All best alumnico frames, 1338 grade  1.00 "
Best alumnico frames with gold bridge   1.50 "

For larier than 00 eye frames add 25c.
For cable temples add 25c.
Add 25e. for countersunk studs.
Add 50e. for lens-lock studs.
Add 25c. for offset studs.
Add 25c. for anchor or lasso guards.

Material and Repair
Cluards

Steel Filled t 10 K.
Regular cork or zyl . . . . 80.15 each $0.25 each 80.50 each
Anchor or anatomical . . . .35 " .50 " .75 "
Lasso or pivot   .25 " .40 " .60 "

Cork or zyl. on guards 25c. per pair, 15c. each.

Temples
Steel Filled

Riding bow 80 15 each 80.35 each
Riding bow cable   .25 " .50 "
si ra ight temples  lb "
Temple and end pieces  85 "

Springs
Steel Filled

Regular springs ..... $0.15 each $0.35 each
Reduced springs ..... .25 " .50 "
Tilting springs  25 " .50 "
Bar springs  75 " 1.00 "
Shur-on springs   1.25 "

.35

.75 "

t 10 K.
81.00 each
1.50 "
1.50 "
1.50 "

f 10 K.
$0.75 each
1.00 "
1.00 "
1.50 "
2.00 "

Studs
Steel Filled t 10 K,

Frameless A, B, C . . . . $0.15 each $0.35 each 80.50 each
Frameless ajax  20 " .40 "
Frameless countersunk . .  25 '' .50 " .75 "
Frameless lens-lock . . . .  25 " .50 " .75 "
Frameless °Met  20 " .40 " .60 "

.60 11

Miscellaneous

Steel Filled t 10 K.
Solder   80.20 each $0.25 each $0.35 each
Bridges, frame  35 " 1.00 " 1.50 "
Bridges, frameless  50 " .75 " 1.50 "
End pieces   .15 " .35 " .50 <I

I, rameless handles 25 " 3.5 i■ 
.50 "

Cork bridges . . . . . . .15 " .25 " .25 "
No lenses changed free of charge after three months.
No discount allowable except to physicians or nurses, or in

cases of genuine charity.

5 Prescription price Is for replacing broken lenses, or when
making up glasses from prescription furnished b5 customer.

t'25 per cent may be deducted from 10 K. prices when old
gold.is left.

Rochester Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society was held in the office of Clark & Bowen,
Rochester, N. Y., on May 17th. President Bissell
called the meeting to order and Mr. Clark reported
for the committee appointed to send flowers to
Capt. Henry Lomb, and an expression of sympa-
thy in his illness, that these functions were fulfilled
and that a message was received from the patient
expressing his appreciation of the society's action.
It was moved by Mr. Newman, seconded by Mr.
Bausch, and carried, that an order be drawn upon
the treasurer in favor of Clark & Bowen for the
use of their office to date. The society then took
up the revision of the minimum price-list, the
secretary having received some fifteen letters from
different opticians throughout the country in reply
to letters recently sent out by him.

As prices with the members are practically
uniform in everything except toric lenses, it was
felt that no change in the list would be necessary,
unless it were on these. As new lists were to be
printed, it was suggested that this should have
immediate attention. Mr. Schmidt moved that
Messrs. Clark, Bausch and Bissell be appointed a
coinmittee to consider and advise in regard to the
price of torics. Mr. Mielke seconded.

Messrs. Clark, Kirstein and Mincer were then
appointed a nominating committee and they re-
ported that as Mr. Bissell had declined to accept
the office of president for another term, the com-
mittee nominated for that office Harry M. Bestor,
other nominees being as follows : Vice-president,
Edw. Benedict ; treasurer, Parry Newman ; secre-
tary, Henry C. Mielke. Executive committee :
E. E. Arrington, chairman ; Dr. Bowen, C. Sume-

riski, 0. Widman and Mr. Bliss. Mr. Clatk, for
the committee, suggested a vote of thanks be
given President Bissell for his efforts in behalf of
the society during his term of office. Mr. Bestor
made a motion to this effect, which was seconded
by Mr. Newman and carried. Mr. Bausch moved
that the secretary be instructed to cast one ballot
for the officers as nominated, and Mr. Kirstein
seconded.

The society then adjourned to the private
dining room of the Whitcomb Grill for lunch, and
indulged in an informal talk on matters of interest.

Quebec Optical Association
The opticians of Quebec, Canada, have prac-

tically completed the work of organizing an asso-
ciation in that province, and now that the formative
stage has been passed the utility of the newly
formed body as a promoter of fraternal feeling
among opticians and a guardian of their interests
generally should soon begin to manifest itself.
There are said to be four hundred opticians in the
Province, and this number should certainly afford
abundant material for a flourishing organization.
The conditions of membership in the Quebec
Association are generally similar to those of sister
bodies in the United States. Traveling opticians,
peddlers and all dubious practitioners in the optical
domain are debarred from affiliation, a provision
that is obviously essential if the organization is not
to defeat its object-in-chief-the enactment and
enforcement of a law that shall place the optician's
calling on a par with other professions. To be
eligible for admission applicants must have been
engaged in optical work in a resident place of
business at least one year prior to making appli-
cation. The names of the association's officers
follow: Prof. Samuel Grant, honorary president;
R. De Mesle, president; Rod. Carriere, first vice-
president; F. C. Cox, second vice-president; P. G.
Mount, secretary ; N. Beaudry, treasurer ; H.
Seneca], E. H. DeCelles, J. M. Devine, L. V.
Gauvreau, committee.

California State Board of Examiners
There was a meeting of the California State

Board of Examiners in Optometry for the purpose
of conducting examinations in Los Angeles, Cal.,
April 25, 1904. The following were able to satis-
factorily pass the examinations, thereby obtaining
a certificate entitling them to practice in that State:
Hugh W. McLachlan, Chicago ; Nicholas Van
Kammen, Bakersfield, Cal.; Kyle McBratney, E.
Hansell, L. G. Haffner, Arthur Sutton, C. D.
Mueller, Theo. N. Dyches, Geo. A. Collins, of
Los Angeles, Cal.

Notwithstanding the wide publicity that the
California optometry law has been given, both
before and after its passage, many opticians are
wholly unaware of its existence. They go to that
State, and while they have practiced optometry
more or less, they are wholly unprepared and can-
not pass the present examinations. This is par-
ticularly the case as far as practical objective ex-
aminations are concerned. The majority of the
men who fail to pass the State Board examinations
and though they have pretentions as far as the
theoretical and practical knowledge of the retino-
scope and ophthalmoscope are concerned, they
know practically nothing about it when they are
put on the witness stand.

The next meeting of the State board of exam-
iners, for the purpose of conducting examinations,
will be held in San Francisco, Monday, June 6th.

I.



"OPTICAL
SPORTING GOODS."

The opening of the " Touring-Car Season " means

a big demand for Automobik Masks, Goggles
and all kinds of Eye Protectors.

We have all the latest patterns in these goods right in stock ; prices ; from the ordinary

coquille to the luxurious aluminum, velvet and silk face-mask.

Send for our new list, giving illustrations and prices of all the desirable things in this line.

Field Glasses for the Tourist. He is apt to want them from you in t hurry. Remember,

YOU can get them from US in a hurry.

Smoked Goods too many kinds to tell about ; in fact, all the kinds there are, right in

our stock.

D. V. BROWN,
Wlioleale, Importing, ManufLicturing Optic:inn,

Send two-cent stamp for our new
Celluloid Protractor and Measuring Card.

736, 738, 740 Sal1.Son-1 St., PH1L,ADE,L,PHIA.
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The Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology

4 Masonic. Temple,

The Home of the College.

Masonic Temple,

CHICAGO.
The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.

Life Scholarship, $25.

WRITE

Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses as often
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Mounting and Trimming Photo-
graphs

E are indebted to the useful new magazine,
The Practical Photographer, for the fol-
lowing instructive and masterly exposition
of mounting and trimming photographs :

As a rule, a photograph requires to be trimmed
before any mounting or framing is begun. The
exceptions are, for instance, when prints are masked
or when it is desired to maintain some special effect
by showing the border or edge.

For cutting I use a firm-bladed
Trimming pocket knife. A steel straight
Tools edge and hard-wood set square

are required. For small prints
in quantities a glass cutting shape may be used.
For cutting, a pair of paperhanger's scissors is
useful. The print, however, may be laid flat on a
piece of straw board, hard wood, a sheet of zinc or
glass, and the cutting shape placed in position on
the top, a knife being passed round the shape to
cut off the edges of the print. Large prints are
best trimmed with a knife and steel straight edge.

For ovals and circles the cutting
shape is usually a sheet of zinc
(as thick as a halfpenny), having
the correct size and shape of

opening made in it. This may be cut with a fret
saw and finished off with a fine file. The dealers
will supply any size or shape to order. For cutting
ovals, a wheel trimmer with a small pivoted wheel
is necessary.

Zinc Shapes
for Ovals

The guillotine trimmers are use-
Guillotine ful if large enough, but the toys

made for quarter-plate prints
are not very serviceable. Two card-board angles
(see Fig. 33) are laid on the print and moved about
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Fig. 33

so as to show more or less of the picture until it is
seen just how much must be removed. The posi-
tion is then slightly marked with pencil.

The bottom of the print is
Trimming trimmed first, laying the steel

straight edge upon the print
and cutting clean across with the knife upon that
side Of the straight edge away from the center of
the print.

How to Hold

Care should be taken to hold
the knife with its point into the

the Knife corner made by straight edge
and print, as in Fig. 34. If held

as Fig. 35 the knife is in danger of catching on
any slight roughness of the edge of the steel rule,

and running up, to the damage of either print or
fingers. In addition to this risk the knife, held as

in Fig. 35, will give a bevel to the print, and unless
held at exactly the same angle during the whole
of the cut will not trim a perfectly straight edge.

Having cut the bottom edge,
the opposite or top edge must

Parallel Edges be trimmed next. Loosely curve
the print width-ways (Fig. 36),

getting the two ends of the cut edge at vi coinci-
dent, and nick with the knife point through both

To Ensure

Fig. 36

thicknesses of paper at the previously determined
point, say at n. Then lay the print flat again and
adjust the rule so that the cut passes exactly
through these two nicks. The top will now be
trimmed perfectly parallel with the bottom.

To trim the ends square lay the

Square wooden set square on the print
Corners and the steel straight edge

against it. The set square en-
sures a right angle, while the steel gives a hard
edge to cut against. The opposite end may be
treated in exactly the same way. If the trimming

Fig. 37

has been carefully done, the print will be perfectly
rectangular, and the edges straight from corner to
corner. Large cutting glass shapes are apt to give
slightly curved edges just at the corners(see Fig.37).

Always take care to have sea
horizons level ; and buildings
and other objects one expects
to be perpendicular appearing

so in the print. In upright architectural prints, it
is better to commence with one of the long sides;
trimming by a principal upright line. Take care,
however, that it is a line \villa was upright in the
subject. In our English Cathedrals many lines are
out of plumb. When exposing, note the truly
perpendicular and trim by them subsequently.

Make it a rule to trim down re-

Trim gardless of the original size of
Freely the plate until the best propor-

tions have been obtained and

all the unnecessary parts cut off. A part is often
greater than the whole. If an isolated bit of dark
or light comes on the edge, it is better trimmed off.
The margin should not attract attention. The

essential parts of the picture should reasonably till

the print, and due regard should be had to the

decorative effect produced by the principal lines

and masses in the space enclosed by the edges of

the print.
Anything may be used for
mounting a print upon, which is

Mounts flat and suitable in color and

texture. Wooden panels, opal

or plain glass, cardboard, canvas or other fabric

strained on a frame or laid on cardboard, vellum,

and various papers as Whatman, Creswick, Van

Gelder, Japanese vellum.

Seascapes
Architecture

Materials for
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There is a wide range of avail-
Adhesives able mountains. Our choice

depends on the kind of print
and mounting adopted. Pastes suitable for mount-
ing any print on board or stretcher are supplied
by the dealers. If kept well corked, these are
always ready for use. Gelatine forms a good
mountain, is easy to make and only requires melt-
ing in a water bath each time it is required. For
mounting prints by the edges only glue or seccotine
(fish glue) are both useful. The glue should be
good, clean Scotch glue, and made about the con-
sistency of thin cream and used hot.

Gutta-percha tissue may be
Gutta-percha used. It is placed between the

print and mount, and softened
in that position by the application of a warm iron,
a piece of clean paper being laid over the surface
of the print. This mounting is not very durable.

Indiarubber solution is some-
Indiarubber times used, but as the rubber

ultimately perishes, is not to
be recommended.

Ordinary shellac dissolved in
Shellac methylated spirit, forms a good

mountant for prints which it is
desired to place on thin mounts and to preserve
perfectly flat. The solution should be as thick as
good cream.

Wet and Dry

The methods of mounting may
be roughly classified as wet and

Mounting thy. In wet mounting the prints
are first soaked in water (after

trimming, of course), and then laid on a sheet of
glass or on a piece of waxed paper face down-
wards, so that the mountant may be applied to the
back. If many are to be treated of fairly uniform
size, they may be laid together, face to back, and
the superfluous water gently pressed out with a
roller squeegee. The mountain is brushed over
the back of the top print with a soft hog-hair
brush of suitable size. One corner of the print is
then carefully raised with the point of a blunt pen-
knife, the print lifted gently from the pile with the
left-hand finger and thumb, taking care not to
touch the extreme edge, or the adhesive will be
partially removed from that particular place.
The knife is then laid down, and the opposite
corner taken hold of with the finger and thumb of
the right hand, the print being face upwards. The
pasted print may now be held over the mount,
nearly but not quite touching, and when in almost
the correct position it is slightly lowered in the
middle, until the two corners not held by the
fingers touch the mount. If the position appears
nearly or quite correct, the other two corners may
be dropped. The wet print may then be slightly
slid on the mount, if necessary, until exactly in
place. Starch and paste have the advantage over
gelatine, in thai. the print slides easier into its
exact place.

Rubbing
Down

To press the print close to the
mount, two methods may be
used. If a platinotype, a sheet
of clean blotting paper may be

hid over the print and a roller squeegee passed
over.

Sponging
Down

In the case of papers with a
sticky surface, e.g., bromide or

P.O.P., it is usually better to
gently sponge the print into

perfect contact with the mount. The sponge must
be free from grit and used gently. Carbons, and
especially double transfer prints, need very gentle
sponging, or the surface will be rubbed off the
support.

(Continued on page 995)
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42 N. Broad
Street. JOHN L. MOORE 0 SONS, Atlanta,

Georgia.

Wholesale, Manufacturing, Importing Opticians.

"Double A One."
Optical dealers have a way of rating this Prescription Department.

They rate it "AM."

How do we know they rate it thus?

Because they do not hesitate to tell us so ; and when a man is paying money

for anything the compliments he gives are pretty generally sincere.

Unending energy and long experience have done all that's possible to make

a Prescription Department that is worthy of this rating.

Every prescription this department sends out is a verification of this.

We've Something

Very Special in

12 Karat Gold Filled

Frames.

Write for
Our

Catalogue

LOVE
IS

BLIND.

Are You
Blind
to

Your Own
Interest?

If not, you will ascertain the value of
EYE-FIX in preparing the eyes for the
measurements for glasses.

EYE-FIX strengthens weak eyes and
restores normal conditions and the natural
brilliancy to overworked or tired eyes.
EYE-FIX is effective.

All inquiries cheerfully answered.

EYE-FIX REMEDY CO.
Majestic Building,

DETROIT, MICH.

An Eye Tonic That Cures.

Your Jobber Can Supply You.

THE SHADOW TEST
is the
Royal
Road
to

Skill
and

Accuracy
in
Eye

Examin-
ations.

If you wish to become a thorough master of this art in theory and practice,
procure a copy of the noted work,

SKIASCOPY AND THE USE OF THE RETINOSCOPE.
This treatise is recognized as the standard work on retinoscopy. It not

only explains the shadow test, but expounds fully and explicitly the optical
principles underlying it. In depth of research, wealth of illustration and
scientific completeness the work is unique, and a copy of it is an absolute
essential of every progressive refractionist.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price,

$ 1 .00 (4s. 2d.)

Published by The Keystone,
gth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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Mounting and Trimming Photo-
graphs

Accurate
Placing

(Continued from page 993)

With regard to getting the print
truly on the mount, absolute
certainty may be ensured by
marking the mount with the

cutting shape, passing a pencil lightly round. This
line is covered by the print, which has, of course,
expanded a little each way on being wetted.

The print is laid face down on
Dry Mounting a piece of clean paper, firmly

held in position, and paste is
brushed over the back as quickly and evenly as
possible. Then before the moisture of the mount-
ant has expanded, the print is laid in position on
the mount, and a piece of white blotting paper
placed on the top. A roller squeegee is now used
to rub it down, using steady but sufficient pressure.
The mount may be previously marked by means
of pencil dots, showing where the corners of the
print come. In dry mounting the cockling of the
mount is less, though not quite absent.

Another form of dry mounting,
useful where large numbers are

with Pressure to be done, consists in brushing
the backs of the prints with an

aqueous solution of a soft and easily soluble sam-
ple of glue or gelatine. If the prints are enameled,
this may be brushed over the backs while the
prints are on the enameling glasses. When dry
and stripped each print is trimmed, the face of the
mount sponged over with lukewarm water, the
print laid in position. and the whole passed
through a rolling press with considerable pressure.
Perfect contact and adhesion are ensured with no
cockling.

Dry Mounting

Mounting by
the Edges

When prints are mounted on
Japanese vellum or other papers,
it is usual to attach them by the
edges alone. Care must be taken

to have sufficient adhesive to cause the edge to stick
all round, but there must not be too much, or it
will squeeze out and give a messy edge. Hot glue
is serviceable. Experience will soon show how
much must be applied. Use a small hog-hair brush,
and apply the glue for only one-eighth of an inch
all round. This must be quickly done, and the

print at once placed on the paper precisely in the

right. place. No adjustment is possible. Lay on

the top a sheet of clean plate glass, heavy enough

to press the two into contact.
An alternative method of mount-
ing on paper is by means of
the shellac solution previously
mentioned. The trimmed prints,

quite dry, are laid face down and brushed over the

backs with the thick solution of shellac, applied

evenly with a hog-hair brush. This is allowed to

dry. The print is then placed in exact position on

the paper mount, a sheet of clean paper superim-

posed, and a hot iron passed over it two or three

times. The heat causes the shellac to melt. Con-

tact and adhesion are perfect.
I have mentioned canvas on a
strainer or frame as a mount.

Strainers This is more generally used for
very big enlargements, being

cheaper than the large sizes of thick mounting

board, and for photogravures and similar prints

which have a plate-mark, the fabric giving slightly

and preserving the plate-mark ; whereas a more

or less rigid surface like cardboard flattens this

down. The print, photogravure or enlargement

Shellac
Mounting

Mounting on

should be laid face down and pasted thoroughly

on the back, allowing it to lie until limp. The
canvas strainer is then laid on the print, and the

two are pressed into contact from the back of the
strainer. To press the edges a stout paper-knife
or table-knife, very blunt and smooth at the point,

is used between the canvas and the frame.

In determining what the print
Surface of shall be mounted upon, there
Mount are several points to be thought

of. First, the texture. Do not
mount a tiny print with a very smooth surface on
the roughest of papers. Very rough papers are
best adapted for large prints. A rough print may
be placed on a smoother paper and vice versa, but
the contrast should never be so great as to call
attention to either roughness or smoothness. Par-
ticularly, do not stick a thin print on to very rough
paper. The roughness shows through the print
unpleasantly. If the combination is desired, attach
the print by the two top corners only.

I use this term to indicate the
Tone darkness or lightness of the

mount. A print may be helped
by the mount very considerably. If rather light,
do not place it on a black or very dark mount. It
will only look like a light patch. If strong and
dark, a light mount will make the shadows heavy;
while a dark one will make them appear luminous
and transparent, if they have any detail at all.
Where prints have a fair scale of gradation, the
lights or the darks may be accentuated as desired,
by choosing an opposing mount, a dark mount
forcing the high-lights and so on.

This is not to be confused with

Color the " tone " or degree of light-
ness or darkness. When the

whole of the mount is of one color, it is better of
a neutral shade. This may harmonize or contrast
with the print. Thus a brown carbon on a brown

mount gives harmony, while a brownish print on

bluish gray, or bluish green gives contrast. When

mounts are built up of tinted papers, more pro-

nounced colors may be introduced ; but the more

complex the mount, the greater the skill required

to produce a good effect.
Any pronounced color should
be merely a narrow band. A
great variety of papers may be
had, and a complete set of

pieces, 8 in. x by 6 in., should be kept and various

colors tried until the correct ones are obtained.

The width of each band may be determined in

the same way, by experiment. The print should

be laid on a sheet of the paper, the two top

corners having a touch of gum or seccotine applied

not quite at the edge. A sheet of plate glass may

be laid on the top to press flat and keep the print

in place. After a few minutes the outer margin

may be trimmed to size with the knife and straight

edge. Leave, as a rule, a rather wider margin at

the bottom of the print. The whole may then be

laid on the second sheet of paper in the same way,

again trimming after the adhesive has had time to

set. Proceed in this way until finished. Do not

use many papers if few will give the desired effect.

There is no merit in a number of sheets. Handle

the papers carefully so as not to crack them.

The simplest method of protect-

Passe-partout ing the print from the air, dust
and fingers is the passe-partout.

It is inexpensive and effective. A sheet of good

glass the size of the mounted print, and a sheet of

cardboard are required. With a penknife or a half-

inch chisef make two slits through the cardboard,

as shown in Fig. 38. Pass a piece of stout tape

Built-up
Mounts

through a ring and
the ends of the tape
through the slit, and
paste or glue the
ends down on the
other side. When
dry, lay the print on
the cardboard and
t h e well-cleaned
glass on the top of
the print. Now, cut some strips of tough paper
(bearing in mind that these strips are virtually the
frame), about two inches in width, two the length
and two the width of the picture. These are to
be well pasted till limp. They are then applied in
the same way as binding strips to a lantern
slide. Do the two sides first. Then with a sharp
knife cut the corners to a miter (Fig. 39), and re-

move the little three-
cornered piece. Now
bind the ends, and cut
these to fit at the cor-
ners. When the bind-
ing is nearly dry, rule
a faint pencil line about
three-eighths of an inch
from the outside edge,
as dotted in Fig. 39,

Fig. 39 lay the straight edge on
this and with a sharp

knife cut through to the glass and remove
the superfluous paper.

Many a print is half spoiled,
not only by untrue edges, but

with Bevel Edges also by a narrow white bevel
edge showing round some

dark part. The cause may readily be seen by a
glance at Fig. 40, where A shows us the magnified
section of a paper print and
the bevel edge of the paper.
The dark upper line is sup-
posed to indicate the upper
edge of the picture. But
if we turn the print face
downwards when trimming, and cut with a slight
bevel, we get the effect shown in B, when the
print is mounted in the usual way.
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Fig. 38

Trimming Prints

1
Fig. 40
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Plugging Lenses
En. KEYSTONE : — The phrase " plugging

lenses " may sound strange to some opticians, but
the plugging is occasionally done and, indeed,
sometimes cannot be avoided. For instance, a
lens may slip in drilling with the result that the
hole is drilled too near the edge, or a workman
may forget to turn the drill back after drilling for
a short strap, or a lens ground to order may be
chipped in mounting and when ground out the
hole will be too near the edge, and then if the
prongs of the strap are bent they do not look well
and, after cleaning, will easily become loose. To
plug a lens take a sharp rat-tail file and file the
hole sufficiently far back to make it large enough
for the screw to go through without touching the
lens. Then take a soft piece of wood—a common
parlor match will do—point it a little and wedge it
in the hole, taking care not to press too hard.
With a sharp knife cut both sides even with the
surface of the lens and bend the strap so that it
will fit snugly. Then with a needle (an old rat-
tail file ground to a sharp point is better) make a
hole starting at a point nearest the center of the
lens, insert the screw and the strap will fit tight
and not come loose unless taken apart.

Yours truly,
Philadelphia, Pa. "A. B."
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Solid line Broken,
Showing Cylinder.

NEW

Axis el4 Prism Finder.
THE HAMILTON AXIS AND PRISM

FINDER tells positively the Axis of any
Cylinder. Also the power and direction of
the Base of any Prism or combination of
prisms, that is single prism, Base in, out,
up or down; or double prism, Base in and
down, out and down, up and out or up
and in.

50 Prism, Base
Down.

It figures at a glance the amount of prismatic power of decentered lenses and gives the largest-sized lens possible to
obtain after uncut lens is decentered. It gives the axis of broken lenses without the necessity of cementing the parts together.

When used without stand, Axis Finder can be carried in vest pocket. (Size 3 mm. thick, 52 mm. in diameter.) A
great time and money saver. No one who handles lenses can afford to be without it. All who have used it indorse it as
indispensable. Descriptive circular with full directions for all uses will be furnished on application.

PRICE complete with Stand and Case,

$4.00 Net.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

MARTIN, COPELANI) & CO.,
Providence, R. 1.

Manufacturers of Optical tioods.

70 Prism, Base In, or
40 Prism, Base 11p.

You
Will Make Greater Sales

and Better Profits

if you take advantage of this oppor-

tunity offered by the Spencer Optical

Company, of 12 Maiden Lane, who have

arranged with R. H. Knowles, M. D.,

the well-known writer and instructor,

to teach their students in Optometry ;

the latest and best known methods

have been adopted, so that great things

are in store for beginners as well as

those who are more advanced in the

science of Optics ; this subject is taught

in such a plain, practical manner that

every student will become thoroughly

proficient, and the knowledge he has

obtained will enable him to correct all

visual defects which can be corrected

by glasses, thereby giving much better

satisfaction to his patrons and reaping

better profits as a reward. This course

of instruction is absolutely free if

carried out as stated in our annual

announcement. Each graduating stu-

dent can obtain a handsome, engrossed

diploma. For further information send

for our annual announcement.

SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY,

12 Malden Lane, New York City.

The Spring Suction Clamp
rat. applied feri

SPRING SUCTION

possesses many advantages

'where a Spring Clamp should

be used. It is a valuable

addition to the Suction

Family.

1i7v . fo:limehilmera
1702 Chestnut Street,

R Work for the Trade. PHILADELPHIA.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass

The only opt ical School in the world where
students serve a regular apprentitbembip on
bench and in (Mice. All i list ructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

Do you know I have t lie best equipped R
department in the country—all orders can be
tilled same day as received, My case lettering
plant is complete in every way. My stock is
the best assorted. Should you need anything
in my line write for samples and prices
before buying elsewhere—it will pay you.

B. MAYER,
Importer, Manufacturer and Jobbing

Optician,
211 West Baltimore St., BALTIMORE, MD.

BN HARDY,
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician.

Our improved and up-to-date workshop
enables us to return work more prompt ly
than ever. Give us a trial on your pre-
scription work. Also makers of the
improved Hardy Optical Work Bench.
Made any size and style. Write for prices
before ordering elsewhere.

EBEN HARDY,
Room 405, 21 Bromfield St., Boston.

Telephone 407-3S.

$3750
Will buy one of the oldest and

best-paying RETAIL OPTICAL
BUSINESSES in New York City.
Established in present store twenty
years, over 22,000 R records. This is
a chance of a lifetime for a competent
ref ractionist.
The fullest investigation invited.
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Optical Notes

T H

A C. C. Freeland has removed from Conneaut
Lake, Pa., to Saegartown, Pa. He has opened
new optical parlors in Meadville, Pa.

as C. W. Lowe, who has charge of the optical
department in the jewelry store of J. S. Luckey,
Eugene, Ore., has gone to New York to take a
post-graduate course in optometry.

A Dr. S. M. Hardman, eye, ear and throat
specialist, Clarksburg, W. Va., has purchased the
jewelry store of Lee Pabst, of that place, and will
open up a first-class jewelry and optical business in
connection with his office. The doctor has been
connected with the jewelry business for many
years.

je H. L. De Zeng, inventor of the De Zeng
luminous retinoscope and other optical instru-
ments, has opened an optical college at 1321
Walnut Street, Philadelphia. The college is under
the management of Mr. De Zeng, and its courses
will be comprehensive and practical. A number
of students have already been enrolled.

A F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, recently
purchased from the old firm of J. M. & A. C.
Johnston, of that city, the patents on the "Peerless"
eyeglass mounting. The distinguishing feature of
this mounting, as most of our readers are aware, is
that it is made from a single piece of metal and
has no screws to get loose or make trouble.

A A sweeping advance in rentals in Minne-
apolis, Minn., has suddenly upset the calculations
of many opticians of that city. In one case the
rental of an optician was raised from $40 per
month to $75, the space occupied by him being
only 8 x 15 feet. A removal is the result. Several
have decided to remain in their present location
even at the greatly increased rentals.

A The Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.,
has issued a new illustrated optical catalogue of
some 200 pages, in which will be found valuable
information on all manner of goods and apparatus
in which the refractionist is interested. A number
of pages are devoted to trial cases, opera and field
glasses, etc. The book is very handsomely com-
piled and will be a useful work of reference. A
copy will be sent free on request to any refracting
optician.

A In the suit, brought some time ago by
E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y., against
the Ely Eyeglass Co , of Middletown, Conn., the
rights of the complainant were recognized by the
defendant. E. Kirstein Sons Co. have now exclu-
sive control of the patent under which the Ely
Eyeglass Co. was manufacturing, and will hereafter
sell under the trade-mark " Ela Shur-on," the
springs and mountings formerly made by the Ely
Eyeglass Co.

•
A Wm. Wood, of Townsend, Mont., has

opened an optical business there. He was located
in Two Dot for a couple of years, having gone
there, not to remain permanently, but for the
purpose of erecting some buildings there to sell
or rent. He has been located in Townsend twenty-
one years, having put up one of the first stores in
that place, and this he owns together with his own
dwelling and several tenement houses. His store,
however, is leased up to October 1st, and at the
expiration of that date he expects to open in the
old stand with a nice line of watches, jewelry and
optical goods. —

K EY8TON

The Julius King Optical Company has
adopted an excellent way to make the trade
familiar with the merits of the Bonschur scroll
anchor guards. They will send a sample sterling
guard to every optician, free of charge, on receipt
of a two-cent postage stamp Eio cover cost of
mailing.

.St The Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden
Lane, New York, has issued a handsomely
compiled catalogue and price-list, illustrating and
describing the latest productions in optical goods.
A special feature consists of thirteen pages devoted
to lenses and so arranged that any kind can be
referred to instantly. This catalogue is tastefully
printed throughout, and the illustrations are very
good specimens of half-tone work. Prices are
tabulated carefully and the general arrangement is
such as to make it a ready and convenient means
of reference for the optician.

A The committee having charge of the ar-
rangements for the annual banquet of the Optical
Society of the City of New York have decided
upon Wednesday evening, June 15th, as the date,
and Mouquin's, 149 Fulton Street, as the place for
the holding of that function. There will be vocal
and instrumental music and other entertainment,
and there is every indication that it will be a most
enjoyable feast. The arrangements have been
made upon the assumption that members will bring
ladies, though this is optional. The price of the
dinner tickets will be $1.50 each, and there will be
no extra charges.

Free sample pages of lectures and lessons of
the Correspondence Course in Optics will be mailed
to readers of THE KEYSTONE on application to
The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Ask for special price for June. —Adv.

Buffalo Optical Society

At the last meeting of the Buffalo Optical
Society the question of " Minimum Prices " was
discussed and will be again considered at the next
gathering. J. W. Jarvis was elected a member of
the society. The next regular meeting will be
held Friday, June 3d, at eight 1.. M., in New Grue-
ner Hotel, Washington and Huron Streets, at
which time it is hoped that there will be a large
attendance.

Central New York Optical Society

The annual meeting and election of officers of
the Central New York Optical Society was held
Wednesday, May i8th, in the Yates Building,
Syracuse.

Messrs. Watts and Holden were appointed a
committee to arrange for the entertainment of
opticians attending the annual meeting of the New
York State Optical Society, which will be held in
Syracuse, June 28th.

Messrs. Watts, Golder and Holden were ap-
pointed a committee to revise the constitution and
by-laws.

The election of officers resulted as follows :
President, H. C. Watts ; vice-president, C. J.
Fuller ; secretary and treasurer, J. Holden ; libra-
rian, A. G. Golder.

The following were elected members of the
society : W. I. Haynes, H. L. Marqusee, F. A.
Tuerk and I). W. Bull.

A vote of thanks was tendered to F. A. Davis
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& Co., of Philadelphia, for books donated to the
society.

Those in attendance were : W. II. Oertel,
H. E. Watts, D. Snyder, W. B. Gorham, J. Holden,
W. I. Haynes, H. S. Fuller, F. A. Tuerk, E. Wil-
cox, H. L. Marqusee and A. G. Golder.

"The Practical Photographer"
The most thoroughly practical and highly

instructive publication devoted to photography
which has yet come under our notice is the excel-
lent monthly magazine, The Practical Photo-
grapher, published by the Photo. Era Publishing
Co., of Boston, Mass. In its plan the new maga-
zine is unlike any other magazine on the market.
Each number treats of a certain definite branch
of photography and tells all that is known on the
subject in a series of articles by the best authori-
ties. In this way a fuller and more rounded view
of the field is gained than any one point of view
could give. The first, or April number, was a
comprehensive treatise on " Trimming, Mounting
and Framing," and treated these subjects in a
broad and logical fashion. This question is of
timely interest, and the number is the best prac-
tical guide to the solution of these difficult prob-
lems that has yet been placed before the public.
The method of multiple mounting on papers is
fully considered front both theoretical and prac-
tical standpoints, and directions given which will
enable the novice to successfully practice this
difficult art. The second, or May number, covers
the subject of printing on bromide and gaslight
papers, and is as practical and interesting as its
predecessor. The illustrations in each number are
handsome and numerous. The subscription price
is $2.50 a year or 25 cents a copy.

Philosophy of a Traveling Salesman
An old traveling man recently consented to

give some advice, born of his experiences, for the
benefit of his younger brethren. There is sound
philosophy in the following suggestions :

A salesman who seeks to establish himself on
a good footing by unfair means is soon " spotted"
by his fellow salesmen. He loses the confidence
of the first and the friendship of the latter. He is
not a salesman, but a bribe-giver or something
worse.

Work hard, intelligently and perseveringly on
your own line of goods. Never fear competition;
do not see it, hear it nor feel it—that's the way to

i
make competition000ticli toitefeaisr lyoosut

n watching for possible
evil to ourselves resulting from another's methods.
" Let the other fellow lose it."

Competition is like the weather, it's different
on different days, but it's always with us. The
man who fears the weather is sure to "catch cold."

The man who knows the most is not always
the best salesman, nor does the man with the oiliest
tongue sell the most goods.

He who does all the talking is generally less
effectually persuasive than if he gave the other an
opportunity to express himself.

One of the hardest men to sell is he who
always agrees with you. Sometimes it is a good
plan to force him to disagree. It warms him up
and gets him interested.

Cultivate good cheer. There is no more po-
tent factor in salesmanship than the pleasant smile,
the hearty laugh and a strong, true feeling of
" good will toward„all mankind."
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The Best Opticians Are
Our Graduates.

The lists for our next class will close June 21st. The
Course itself will start promptly on the 27th.

The Opticians and Oculists who are doing the most skillful work to-day are

graduates of our college.

They do the best work because their optical training has been the most thorough.

We cover thoroughly every point that will be of value to the man who intends to

fit glasses scientifically.

We drill our students upon every subject in the course until they know it perfectly.

We do not leave them until they are competent to pass the most thorough

examinations and tests.

We continue to instruct them until they are perfectly qualified to receive the

highest degree that is conferred by this institution.

We prepare them for expert work and make them competent to handle the most

difficult and complicated cases systematically and intelligently.

Our 64-page prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician," tells all about our

system of instruction and our course of study.

It contains letters of reference from the leading men in the profession in every

State and Province in the United States and Canada and in nearly every English-

speaking country in the world.

We will mail you this book free if you will send us your name and address.

A postal will do--do it NOW.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

No. I McDonald Building, South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

June, 1904 T

Kansas Association of Opticians

The fourth annual meeting of the Kansas
Association of Opticians was held on May 17th, in
the mayor's office, City Building, Wichita, Kans.
About fifty optometrists from various parts of the
State were present.

Dr. S. W. Lane, president of the Southwestern
Optical College, of Kansas City, delivered an
address on " Advanced Methods of Practical Opti-
cians," and W. J. Lewis, former president of the
association, spoke on " Retinoscopy."

President Thomas Gowenlock, of Clay Center,
and Secretary F. W. Reed, of Wichita, were re-
elected to their respective offices. The question
of legislation to govern the practice of optometry
in the State of Kansas came up for discussion.
This will form the chief feature of the next meet-
ing, which will be held in Topeka during the
session of the State Legislature, when the opticians
will make a strong effort to secure the legal recog-
nition they desire.

Missouri Association of Opticians

The fourth annual convention of the Missouri
Association of Opticians will be held in St. Louis
on June 14th and 15th. Special rates will be avail-
able on the railroads and at the Christian Endeavor
Hotel, and an excellent programme has been
arranged. This will no doubt be the largest meet-
ing in the history of the society so far, and the
executive are to be congratulated upon the manner
in which they have prepared for it. Dr. E. J.
Brown will deliver his lecture on " Diseases of the
Eye, with which the Optician should be Familiar;"
this will be illustrated with powerful electro-
stereopticon. Other speakers include Louis Me-
gede, of Richmond, whose subject will be " Opti-
cal Legislation ;" Elmer H. Schmidt, who will
lecture on " Hyperopia," and Claud M. Wheeler,
who will talk on " The Necessity of Uniform
Schedule of Prices."

New York City Optical Society

The regular monthly meeting of the New York
Optical Society was held on Wednesday evening,
May ir ith, at the Fifth Avenue Hotel. The College
of the City of New York has been the meeting
place for some time past, but a change was decided
upon out of consideration for the college manage-
ment, upon whose good nature the society deemed
itself trespassing, when, as has been the case, the

members remained long after the close of the
scientific session. With the hotel, naturally, it is
different, for discussions can there be prolonged as

long as the members desire, and no one will be
discomfited in consequence. Then again, the
business session at the meeting under notice, was
somewhat extended, owing to the necessity for
making arrangements regarding the coming ban-
quet of the society, and the anticipation of this was
a further reason for the change.

President Ryer formally opened the Lusiness
of the meeting, and the scientific session began
with an illustrated lecture by Frederick A. Bates,
on " Astigmatism and Its Phases." A paper was
read by John E. Meyer, on " Eyeglass Guards and
Their Adjustment," and another by A. M. Frankel,
on "Methods of Measurement for Frames."

The business session was opened by Secretary
Lockwood, who read the minutes of the previous

meeting. Mr. Berger, proposed for membership
at that gathering, was formally admitted, and
Mr. Frankel, chairman of the banquet committee,
made a report to the effect that the committee
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needed more time to complete the arrangements.
It was decided to hold a regular meeting in June,

at which a further report would be heard. At this
writing the date for the holding of the banquet has

not been definitely fixed, but it is known that it

will take place during the latter part of June. The
committee having charge of the preliminaries is
making satisfactory progress in its work.

Kentucky Optical Association

The annual meeting of the Kentucky Optical

Association was held at the Louisville Hotel,

Louisville, Ky., on Tuesday, May 17th. The

following officers were elected for the • ensuing
year : President,
J. M. Irmen, Louis-
ville; first vice-
president, F. A.
Pieper, Covington;
second vice-presi-
dent, S. S. Van
Hoy, Campbells-
ville ; third vice-
president, William
A. Metzger, Lex-
ington ; secretary
and treasurer, C.
H. Bowen, Win-
chester. A. K.

King, of Lexington, was elected delegate to the
American Association Convention, to be held at
Milwaukee, and J. M. Irmen as alternate.

The board of directors appointed by the presi-
dent is composed of : F. A. Pieper, Covington,
chairman ; A. R. Baldwin, Winchester ; W. C.

Ward, Winchester ; S. S. Van Hoy, Campbell-

ville ; W. A. Metzger, Lexington ; Mrs. Jos. Kerns,

Louisville ; L. J. Bachus, Louisville.
A-number of interesting papers were read, and

at the conclusion of the meeting the members

adjourned to the banquet room and partook of an

enjoyable feast. The next meeting of the associa-

tion will be held at Winchester, in October.

President J. M. 'Innen

Utica Optical Club
The annual meeting of the Utica Optical Club

was held at the Masonic Club, Utica, N. Y., on

May 17th. There was a large attendance, and the

reports of the officers showed the organization to

be in a flourishing condition. The following officers

were elected : President, Richard Perlen ; vice-

president, G. H. P. Stone, Ilion ; secretary, C. T.

Evans ; treasurer, B. F. Clark ; member of the

executive board, G. W. Payne. Following the

business session, the opticians enjoyed a banquet.

Charles 0. Biederman, Camden, and G. H. P.

Stone, Ilion, were guests of the evening.

Minnesota State Optical Association

The regular meeting of the Minnesota State

Optical Association will be held at Minneapolis

June 14th and 15th. The railroads offer a one

and a third fare for the round trip, good from

June nth to 17th, returning good to June 21st.

Meetings will be held on June 14th at to A.

2 P. M. and 7.30 P. M., and on the 15th at IO A. M.

There will be a series of four lectures by Clifford

S. Friedman, late of Illinois College of Optics,

which should prove very valuable to the members;

also papers by Prof. Albert Myer, of Minneapolis,

on " Psychology in Optometry ;" E. S. Bugbee,

of Minneapolis on " Optician Versus Oculist ; "

Prof. L. L. Demars, on " Elementary Optics," and

one by Fred. A. Lanctot, of Crookston. In addi-

tion to these the papers offered in the prize com-
petitions will aid in making this a banner meeting.

For the afternoon of June 15th a trolley ride to

one of the lakes, accompanied by a glee or man-
dolin club, is being arranged for the members and
their families. This will be in conjunction with
the Retail Jewelers' Association, the members of
which having promised to join, thus making it a
double pleasure for all.

Optical Society of the State of New
York

The ninth annual meeting of the Optical So-
ciety of the State of New York will be held in the
assembly room of the Yates Hotel, at Syracuse,
N. Y., June 28th.

The annual dinner will be served at 7.30 P. M.,
in the banquet room of the Yates Hotel, and will
be free to all members of the society and its in-
vited guests.

The Syracuse opticians are strenuous in their
efforts to make the meeting a success, and in
point of numbers, interest and enthusiasm this
meeting ought to surpass all former meetings in
the history of the society. Matters of interest,
both financial and social, will be earnestly dis-
cussed. The efforts which the society has made
during the past winter, to have enacted a bill regu-
lating the practice of optometry, will be reviewed,
and plans for the continuance of this work during

the coming winter will be considered. Two papers

of exceeding interest to opticians will be read by

prominent members of the society. All opticians,

not members of the society, are cordially invited
to attend the meeting.

The A. A. 0. Convention Programme

On page 969 of this issue, we refer at some

length to the annual convention of the American
Association of Opticians. Some later particulars

in regard to the programme are the following:
Among the lecturers will be George W.

McFatrich, M. D., of Chicago, one of the best

known lecturers on optometry in the country.

His subject, "Accommodation and Convergence,"

deals with the most vital of the ocular functions.
Dr. Earl J. Brown, of Chicago, will present a

paper entitled " External and Intra-ocular Diseases

the Optometrist should be Familiar with." The

complete programme will be published in our next

issue.
" Physics and Mathematics in Optometry " is

the title of a lecture to be delivered by Prof. R. M.

Lockwood, of New York City.
The convention will be unique, in that there

will be as much thought given to the entertainment

of the ladies as to affairs seriously optic. There

will be no evening sessions ; these will instead be

devoted to social functions, as follows : Monday

evening—reception and promenade concert, with

refreshments at the Hotel Plankinton. Tuesday

afternoon—visits to the breweries " that made Mil-

waukee famous," entertainment and souvenirs.

Tuesday evening—trip to Oconnomowoc and other

interesting points. Wednesday afternoon—ladies

bowling contest for champion trophies. Wednes-

day evening—ladies will entertain the gentlemen,

programme not to be announced. Thursday after-

noon, 12.3o—photographing members and their

ladies ; 5 o'clock, P. M., boat ride on lake returning

to White Fish Bay ; lunch at hotel, 7.30 ; glee

club in musical selections, recitations, etc.; moon-

light return on boat with music and dancing.
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COME AND SEE US AT THE NEW HEADQUARTERS.
NEW CATALOGUE ready June tst, describing the

latest productions in optical goods and listing at prices that
will interest you. Send for copy or come in and look
us over.

SPECTACLES AND EYEGLASSES. Cheap,
incdium and better grades, to me(ot :ill demands.

OPERA GLASSES, HOLDERS. A full line in
pearl, etc., in Mack Improved and Spencer style.

COQUILLE GLASSES
Iiiiis tor quick sales.

R DEPARTMENT on premises.

for summer trade. Special

Complete assort-
ment of frames and lenses. Work returned same day
received. First quality goods used. Best workmanship.
Three mail deliveries (1,14. ACCURACY and PROMPT-
NESS. Send for list.

A full assortment of TRIAL CASES from $io.00 up.
The AUDEMAIR, the handsomest trial case made. Most
modern, up-to-date cases in the market at reduced prices.

OPERA, FIELD and MARINE GLASSES. All the
best makes, also low-priced. Audemair, U. S. Army or U. S.
Marine brand—none better made.

" OPTICURA"—an Eye Remedy. A harmless and most effi-
cacious general remedy known for weak, inflamed, sore aud
overworked eyes. An eye lotion par excellence.

LENTILENE—a preparation to keep your glasses clean. One
trial will convince. Price, $1.00 per dozen.

OPTICAL INSTRUCTION. See notice on page 996 or
send for prospectus. You will make greater sales and better
profits if you are thoroughly proficient in Optometry. Latest
and best methods for beginners or advanced students.

" EYE DEFECTS," How to Detect and Correct Them. By
R. H. Knowles, M. D. $1.00 book for 5oc., or free with
order of $20.00 or more.

THE SPENCER OPTICAL COMPANY, 12 Maiden Lane New York•
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.47
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" I find it Indispensable."—Emil Rils, Philadelphia, Pa.
" I found almost instant relief' '—Nlis E. Lynch, Bridge-port,
" I never had anything help me as it has."—John Brophy,Belvidere, N. V.
" Your eye remedy Is all you claim for lt."—Dr. A. W.collins, North Porte,
" It is a wonderful remedy."—Fredrick Selcox, with Otis

Skinner.

A large bottle of a better remedy that retails
for 50 cents, and costs you even less than a mere
eye water. Recommended by Oculists every-

where. Money refunded if it does not prove to be better than anything you
have ever used before. Sample and testimonials sent free. $3.00 per dozen,sent prepaid. Eyneed makes weak eyes strong—makes dull eyes sparkle—
cures sore eyes and eyelids.

M. E. STERN, Manufacturing Optician,
QUICK PRBSCRIPTION WORK. 36=38 John St., New York.

What School?
We teach Watchmaking, Engrav-

ing and Optics. Positions obtained
for graduates. Students may enter at
any time. Individual instruction.
Send for catalog.

ELGIN
HOROLOGICAL

Elgin, III. SCHOOL.

SONMTHING New.

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

)11 it 'Mona
burnt in on

vitrified
enamel.

Absolutely indestruc-
tible, Will last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. send live two-cent
stamps for bcant Hui sample ■Ibil and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Louis J. MEYER
GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia.
(Second Floor. ) (Estable,hcd tR)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish ofWATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,

OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

jggar Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS

Bought from stocks. Nett' as from fac-
tories. Send for catalogue.

A large amort men I of dim...111.141ml movelinail•.
Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best American-made Jewels, 50 Ctn. ii tiotsit.

Watches Repaired for the Trade.
All A Meritali Staffs fitted at 50 cents.

PHILIP KATZ,
14 Maiden Lane,
New York.

THE DELAWARE OPHTHALMIC COLLEGE.
Dover, Delaware.I Montt/rated !dial.

1 I. you want In go to College, where you are
taught how spectacles are itimle, what they are
made out or, and receive ex neri Mental work,
as well as a full course in I mitt 'ethnology, this
is the College. No correspondence course, For
large Catalogue send ten cents iii stamps.

R. S. Stephens, M.D., LL.D., i're,i(lent.

LON BARNHART, IrfS inotield. Ohio.

Itinnotoeturer or Fine siGNs
Watch & Spectacle
Eleelrle mat

Nu"-Iii""""I' Durable,Elegant and t t raci
BEST SIGNS ON EARTH.

Send for Catalogue.

TO US FOR. PRICES
SAMPLES OF

ETIGRA.VITIG
ATTRACTIVE DESIGNING

-̀ oc'o

AND

PRIMPInG \\(.
NPARKEN6R4vINGN
  ilar■iiiNo co
MI LW/kV KE E. •  

.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketeh and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion freo whether an
invention Is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
Pent free. oldest agency for securing patents.Patents taken through Munn & Co. receivespectai notice, wit bout charge, lit tho

Scientific Merlon.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lareest Mr.
(main tit 4,f any scientific Journal. Tern., fa a
year : teur months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co 361Broadway, New YorkBranch omen, i125 le St., Washington, D. C.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
ono/lion The Keystone.

B. ROBERT & CO.,
Watch Case Makers and Repairers.

Springing, Finishing, Polishing,
Engine-Turning, Engraving.

Prompt at given out-of-town customers.
75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

Front Building. Top Floor.

Light I5c. a Month.
One Quart Oasoline
burns 1 St hours in our

Brilliant
Gas Lamps

(living t00-Candle Gas
Light.

.1 It. t'-, not used
..ecn them, write

1.,■1,11ir

I I tellsalla bout them
and our et her lamps
and Mist Ill'.. over
125,000 ha 11.1.1A NTS
"mid lit ti lug I he last
11 years.

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED.

lou-runitie p.m pr.
BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.,

42 State St., CHICAGO.

O.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everytiting in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Ch•nding Old

Bonin h
Diem to Mine

American B. W.
Movement. lay

Ott) mASER
MADE MEW.

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.
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The Terrible Torpedo

TH KEYSTONE

The Most Destructive of War Weapons - Its Inge-
nious Mechanism –Its Operation

INCE the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese
war so much has been said and heard of
the destructive character of the torpedo

that there is considerable curiosity to

know the manner of its construction. For the
following description we are indebted to Popular

Mechanics : " At its nose a
small metal pin. Behind the

small metal pin a little fulmi-
nate of mercury. Behind the
fulminate of mercury a wisp

of dry guncotton. Behind
the wisp of dry guncotton a
mass of wet guncotton. Be-

hind the wet guncotton a
braced chamber nearly burst-
ing with compressed air. Be-
hind the compressed air a set
of panting cylinders. Behind
everything a set of excited
double-bladed screws. The
whole little water mole bur-
rowing through the waves at
the rate of 30 knots an hour.
The dark, stupendous inter-
posing bulk of a battleship. A sudden jar. The
small metal pin nudges the fulminate of mercury.
The fulminate of mercury whispers to the gun-
cotton. An explosion and an upheaval."

This is the torpedo and its mission, as has
been told, in a nutshell. When the explosion
comes it is all over with the battleship. The little
mechanical " water mole " has worked the com-
plete destruction of its giant object of attack. A
great hole has rent the warship's hull. The vessel
reels, tips, screaks ; the sailors and crew, amid
pandemonium and death, wrought by the bursting
of the oblong submarine shell, struggle wildly for
the lifeboats ; the ship gives a sudden lunge and
down toward the bottom it goes. Above it curls
the whirlpool, and then on the water calming, is
the debris of the wreck and those that are not dead
still struggling for life.

This is the work of the torpedo
Most Terrible and its life's mission is done. It
of Weapons is the deadliest, most stealthful,

most ingenious instrument of

war. It has been declared to display the most
wonderful mechanical ingenuity of any machine
ever constructed by man. The torpedo is so built
that when fired it cannot swerve or deviate from

an absolutely straight course, and the most
powerful ship the world
has ever built is as surely

torpedo boats. They have proved themselves sea-
worthy in a gale, a feat never accomplished before.
Next to England the United States has the most
substantial of the boats, several of which have been
described in Popular Mechanics. Japan's torpedo
boats were built in England, and represent a high
efficiency of workmanship, but not England's best.

The net is the only protection
Net is the Only against the attack of torpedoes,

and they, until recent trials be-
fore the Prince of Wales, at

Portsmouth, England, have proved very unsuc-

Protection

TOOT

alive. No insurance company will take the risk
of insuring their lives.

By seamen the torpedo is called the " baby."
It is shaped like a cigar, and is from 14 to 18
incites in diameter at the thickest part, and from
4 to 20 feet long. The latest and largest size
weighs 1150 pounds, and has a speed of 32 knots
for z000 yards. The 4-inch, or smaller projectile,
has a speed of 30 knots for zoo° yards and weighs
706 pounds.

The torpedo is the most wonderful of all pro-
jectiles, if it may be called a projectile. It is a

self-propelled, self-steering,
self-operating mechanical pro-
jectile, that once fired, per-
forms its duty of death with
almost human skill. It is a
kind of automatic submarine
boat, built at a cost of $3000,
for a single trip on xvhich
depends its success or failure.
It is built with torinnit pains
and carefully kept until the
time for it to start on its one
and final errand of destruction
and give its puny life for the
life of a ship. Thus the tor-
pedo is the costliest as well as
the most formidable projectile
of war. The torpedo boat, as
its name implies, is the craft

generally intrusted with the firing of torpedoes,
although they are made part of the munition of
all warships. Their success in the latter capacity,
however, has never been satisfactorily demon-
strated. There are several makes of the projectile,
the most successful of which is the Whitehead,
named for its inventer, a mechanic of Flume,
Hungary, where the largest torpedo factory is
now located. Torpedoes for the American navy
are built at Brooklyn, under a license from the
patentees. There are factories in England and
Germany.

doomed as it is struck by
a Whitehead torpedo.

Deadly, powerful and
ingenious as they are, the
use of torpedoes is so far
restricted, because of the
perils necessarily encoun-
tered in using them. The
torpedo boat, from which
they are generally fired,
is the frailest of craft, a
rifle shot being sufficient
to sink most of them.
England, however, has
lately produced some
remarkably substantial

•
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A Torpedo in Flight—Sectional View Showing Inferior

cessful. In the mimic battle, in which submarines
aad battleships participated, a submarine torpedo
boat was captured in a net by battleship picket
boats. The ingenious expedient by which the boat
was literally picked up out of the water was the
conception of Admiral Wilson. The officers on
the picket boats attached to one of the nets saw a
periscope moving on the surface of the water, and
they maneuvered so as to make the net bar its pro-
gress. A few moments later a straining at the hawser
told them that they had stopped the progress of
the submarine. Immediately the boat altered its
course so as completely to envelope the unfor-
tunate under-water craft in the net.

The poor little vessel found itself in the toils,
and as the hawser had carried away the periscope,
the sole means of seeing what was happening on
the surface, the crew could do nothing but await
developments. The submarine was raised to the
surface and the crew had the most startling expe-
rience of record. The officers will not soon forget
how they were caught like fish in a cleverly-
planned steel sieve.

The torpedo is successful only when there can
be found men ready to sacrifice their lives in ope-
rating it. The chances are about even that they
■v start out to torpedo a vessel will never return

Torpedoes are fired from tor-
Firing and Handling pedo tubes, above and below

water, generally above. The
torpedo, after striking the

water, sinks itself slightly below the surface and then
I roceeds on a bee line for the object at which it
wits tired. The form of the tube now being issued
to the navy for broadside firing is about 30 feet
long. The lower section of the forward half is cut
away, leaving a long overhanging spoon sticking
out. Inside the cylinder, on the top, is a T-slot,
extending from the breech to the end of the spoon.
In this T-slot fits a small T projection on the top
of the torpedo. Suspended by this projection the
torpedo balances, so as it is sent out of the tube

the T carries it out to
the tip of the spoon in
a horizontal posit io it,

Torpedoes

Destroyers Capturing a Submarine In a Net, tinkled by the Submarine's Periscope, which, as seen in the Picture,
Looks Like a Ball Floating on the Water

and slipping out of the
slot the torpedo strikes
the water nearly level.
Without the suspension
arrangements the nose of
the torpedo %you'd dive
down as it slipped over
the forward edge of the
tube, resulting in a deep
initial dive. The torpedo
is blown out of the tube,
either by compressed air,
suddenly injected into the
rear end, or by an im-
pulse charge of powder.
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JOHN F. TURNER,
AUCTIONEER,

JEWELRY, 13 R I C-A-B RAC, OBJ ECTS D'ART,

103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

As an auctioneer I do nothing but distinctive, high-class work.

Have not a word to say to the man. who is looking for something

cheap. Realizing that the action business has fallen into more or

less disrepute because the field has become invaded by inexperienced

men on the one hand, and by men who promise impossible things

on the other, I promise nothing but careful, conscientious work, with

an experience of over twenty years, I know a good many things

about the auction business and proceed along paths with which I am familiar I have conducted

most all the large sales from New York City to San Francisco, Cal.

My time is valuable, have nothing to give away. But like to get letters from bright, progres-

sive jewelers. In my reply I am likely to make suggestions or give information how to conduct

a successful auction sale without being detrimental to future business, that will amply repay those

who are kind enough to write me. The sooner you write, the sooner I can help you. Write

to-day. All correspondence confidential.

I WIN SUCCESS BY DESERVING IT.

THE ORIGINAL
I have two assistants, one accompanying

me all the time.

The People

Know the
Winner.

The man with a national

reputation. This is the man

who has tried for over 20 years

to elevate the auction business

to a level where it would be

recognized as a business propo-

sition by all jewelers.

Having just closed the J. H.

Leysen & Co. sale, I open

another sale of diamonds, solid

gold, solid silver and cut glass,

nothing else, for Lyons & Co.

Both of these sales in Salt Lake

City, I also make a sale imme-

diately for Roy & Leffler . of

Ft. Worth, Texas, so you see I

am on the go but can take care

of lots of business with my

two assistants.

Respectfully yours,

COLE. T. P. MOODY,
4610 Indiana Ave., Chicago,

JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER.

Long Distance Telephone 1785.

Manor
and

McConnell,

America' s
Premier
Jewelry
Auctioneers,

Kansas City, Mo.

Dame Fortune knocks at every man's door once.

We are knocking at your door for your business.

Will you admit us and reap the reward?

We have a few open dates for this fall. You had better
write and secure our services before it is too late. Remem-
ber, you secure the services of two auctioneers for the price
of one.

Address all communications to CHAS. E. MANOR,

zoi6 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

The Hustling Auctioneers for Hustling Jewelers.

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY,
Alanufacturers and Jobbers in Incorporated.

Polisliers' Platers' and Grliglers' Supplies, Motors and Man
Proprietors Of The " 0. O. S." Rouge, the best made for Gold and Silver Polishing.

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK.

Engraved SOUVenir spoon.s.
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen.

wa
41111' ̂  sr r fj (141 —

STAXE CAPITOL:

GEBI-IARDT BROS.,
Makers of

Diamond Mountings,
Class Pins and Badges.

Victory Button Back. victory Attachments.
Samples and New Price-List on application. LION

OPEN

H I;

CLOSED

VICTORY
PAID

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty.

BLDG., CINCINNATI.

FRED. A. HASKELL,
206 Weybosset St.. Providence, R. I.

J. B. Stone, Artistic Die and
OffIsze, 87 1V1tticitzta Lame. Expert Tool Maker
vactory, 19 13ktokrrittri St.
New York.

Telephone No. 2641 John.

Fifteen years' experience with the best
houses makes my work its

own recommend.

Extraordinary offering to subscribers
of 1-lornikers Engravers' Text Book for
Jewelers, Engravers and Watchmakers.

All those who purchase this practical book of Monograms,
Inscriptions and Alphabets during the month of June will receive
an illustrated treatise how etching on silver is done, Including
[he necessary materials to do this important trade of to engrav-
er's art. Etching on prize cups, in bowls of souvenir spoons has
become very popular the last few years. By knowing how etching
is done, which can be acquired by anybody having Hornikel's
Treatise on Etching iind Materials, you can etch your own sou-
venir spoons and prize cups. Hornikel's Engravers' Text Book
consists of 60 pages and contains all the latest and up-to-date
plain, ornamented cyphers, ribbon Will block monograms, inscrip-
tions suitable for watelles, loekets, spoons, prize cups, all kinds
of silverware, etc. This book, including Hornikers Treatise

on Etching and Materials, can be purchased for $5.00. This offer holds good until 25th of
June ioily. A ftpr that date the Text Book will he sold for $5.00, the Treatise on Etching and
Materials for $2.00, or Text Book and Treatise in combination, S.50. On receipt of $5.00 the Text
Book, including the Treatise on Etching and Materials, will be sent to any part of the country.

B. F. HORNIKEL, Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

S510 K. of C.

J. Bulova Co
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

NOTICE

3514 Initial. 3510 Photo,

RING MANUFACTURERS,

• 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Our patent fasten-
ing on all rings.

We can furnish you with any pattern formerly sold by ODE NHEI MER
& ZIMMERN or ZIMMERN, REES & CO.

Globe Lever end Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The KgStone.

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to us and we will give you the
names of those who do.

It is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our proposition.

0. W. YOuNO & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss eases
changed to fit
American
Stem .Wind
Movements

0
LL

IJ

LI1

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector

GET UN LINE.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movemenss.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Prict -List.

Lace Pius. The
hest invented. I iii be
adjusted to any size phi.
Price, $1.00 per doz.
For sale by II leading
wholesale • y and
material lieose,
Saniptes 10,0,

If pm...jobber Noone
kInell) athl.t• os.

0. SHERMAN,
Invent or owl 31.1ipr,

41-43 Maiden Lane, New York City.

EMILE DREYER9
FOFIlleTly {VII h Tell A. Ileguelin,

7I Nassau St., New York City.
NEW HOUSE—Prompt Service.

Importer of

Watch Material.
SPECIALTIES:

Fine E. D. Swiss and American Main-
springs.

Fine Clock Catgut.
Fine Line of Swiss and American Crowns,

Stems, Bows and Case Springs.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

H. J. HOOPER, The Auctioneer,
Who makes sales for legitimate trade only,
and guarantees every sale he makes.

H. J. HOOPER, 22 John Street, NEW YORK CITY.

NOTE.—I have sold for some of the leading Jewelers in almost every State in the

Union, so you may write me from any part of the United States. I think I can give you

reference from some near-by Jeweler that you are acquainted with.
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JUST OUT I Wells' Perfect Seit-Conformlno

Ring Adjuster, cut front 10 h.
gold tilled stock. Gold in front
twice tts thick as on back. Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only On
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes. gold filled, S2.00; 1 doz.

ldsolid 10 K. go, astd. sizes,
S3.76:1 doz. metal. astd sizes.

ggc. For samples, eite small and tine medium
large size gold filled and one metal adjuster, 50e.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen.Pa•

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuero.

Studs and LaceFor seatf Plits,
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justableoneinvented. PrIce,$1.50 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelersandmateriallionses.
Sam ple by mail,25e; in 10 IC . gold,$1.0014 K.111.25.
M.CROHN,Ilke.2.19,1•••488‘ 50 MaidenLane,N.Y.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE.
Sent out selection to 1 11 tide

tnaltufact tiring jot el, Is.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD,
Maker or Eine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue.

s..nd fer catalogue. NEW YORK.

PANS
For Gradual to oil and \ Ve(Itling Presents.

Made espoci:111■ itor 1 he *Jewelry l'rade.

Louis Steiner, importer.
520-522 Broadway, NEW YORK.

OMAHA STAFF' FACTORY.

Tho hest Iittlattee Stalls and Jewels are none
too good. Our stall' maker, Mr. It. Lester,
made Balance Stan n Doe Eight factory for
more thau 20 years. Any st airdu IIleaded equal
to, or better, than any watelt reentry produel.
It goes without saying t 111're are no better
stair made at any pi•ive. They are true to
size, loerfeet in finish, as tile pivoting its done in
eement elitteks wit It a rotary pivot grinder and
pelisher. Staff titled to width, 65 cents.
Send 81.50 for sample dozen Staffs,

asserted
For ,ale by Jobbers.

ILIt. TA It1107( & GORDON.

Established
1839.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases.

Extra Deep trunks and Cases Always fn Stock.

z6z Broadway, 688 Broadway,
Below Cortlanolt Street. Below Fourth Si 'eel..

723 Sixth Avenue,
Bet 111111 flst and 1211 Streets.

NEW YORK.

More thorough, practical

and up-to-date instructions

in Watchmaking, Engraving

and Optics cannot be had

anywhere.

Read ad. on page 942

this issue, then send for our

Prospectus it will give you

full information.

The Philadelphia College

of Horology,
Broad and Somerset Streets,

F. W. &hiller, Philadelphia, P.
Principal.

PItkin's Antl-Break

PECIWOOD
I will mail a box to every watchmaker send-

ing me de ring the month of June, eight Iwo-
cent stamps and the address of the material
house from which he buys his supplies.
25 Cents per Box. Discount to jobbers.
0. H. PITKiN, GaLION, OHIO, U.S.A.

Souvooir
Spoons

of any locality.
finnt1Inamengenied In
howlx,$11.110 per dos.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, P.1.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
giveclose,personal at lent ion to repairs sent me.

1'1,1111.1111,s my motto. Send for my printed

Priee-List, which is free for the asking.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED 185R.

0
GOLD AND
SILVER SOLDERS

All grades of 4 ;old Solder from low karat to
22 kftritt. Used for 46 Years in our Factory.
(The largest and eldest Jewelers' Findings Fac-
tory the United States.)

If it is good o•notigh for us why not for any
repairer et' ,jewelry who is Imiking for a molder
that flew s I Itas good eidor anti holds well.

Order from your Jobber and insist on
Getting the Brand.

GEO. H. FULLER f5c SON CO.,
103 State St.,

PawIttchei , lOode CHICAGO.

Best
American-Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND
HOLE JEWELS. Doz.

Balance Stall's, gray finish . 54.00
Balance Stank, polished, fine
finish 1 2i

Hole.Jewels 
I (toHole J 1-ewels, Ruby and 5111 

phire, tine finished . . . 1.50
A large line of R. F. Simmons Co.

Chains, Ostby & Barton Co. Stone and Band
Rings, Plainville Stock Co. Carded Jewelry.

Mail orders soliellol. Selection packages
sent to responsible dealers.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
.1. F. ISIclKwas, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," TH REE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as word's, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure Insertion money must ac-
e pally all orders for advertisement PS,
and copy must reach us not later than
the 25th of each  th for Insertion in
the follo%v big  th's issue.

If answers are to he forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 2)1
cents) If they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
ruder 11(11 headIntr, ONE CENT per word, for first

twenty-nte word.. A4141111011,11 1.1r11, 11 il11 11111er11..menIN
TIIIIEE CENTS per word. No adverlInement ItHeriedroe Itn.s than SS rent,

111110ItOUGHLY competent watchmaker, en-
, graver, jeweler, salesman would change.
State salary, hours, etc. Fine refs. ,• Eastern or
8011 1 hern city prel. "D 141," care Keystone. 

AS traveling salesman for first-class house,
1.ilher general line ofjewelry or tools, mate-

rial, findings and card goods or silverware.
Box 60, Augusta, Wis.

(ILD time wattLimaker and jewelry repaii.er ;
L' know the jewelry business and competent.
21 vcars' exp.; age zi; ; state salary given. 308
Union Street, NIonengahela,

HY young man, Jely 15th, as assistant watch-
11 maker. Can do aity ordinary repairs. Want
to advance in trade ; have some tools. Married.
Jno. R. Roberts, Sang, Ark. 

iS traveling salesman for first-class house,
1, either general line ofjeweiry or tools, mate-
rial, findings and card goods or silverware.
Box 96, Hayfield, Minn.

pOSITION as jewelry salesman by an expe-
I rienced salesman. Best of refs.; 3 years'
city exp.: also ex perienct•t1 phonograph sales-
man. ' 97," care Keystone.

iS watelimaker ; first-class engraver, good
it ■alp•illati. In Pennsylvania (Philadelphia
or N. pref.) Gilt-edge refs.; own lathe
and tosols. lee Mellinger, 2816 North Eleventh
Street, Philadelphia.

fly watchmaker, over 20 years' exp.; not afraid
of work. Do hard soldering, good mock-

keeper. I. M. Burgess, Warrensburg, Mo. 

A It plain engraver, fair jewelry repairer ; fiest-
a class on watches, up On railroad work. Own
tools ; good salesman. " W 107," care Keystone.

L'NGRAVER, lady, desires position ; excellent
ii refs., More exp. and window decorator.
Willing to start at first with small compensa-
tion. " M. S.,"1600 N. Twelfth St reel, Philadel-
phia.

APPORTIJNITY to work in jewelry store and
V learn trade under competent watchmaker.
Have 18 months' exp. manager and clerk in
Jewelry :1101.0; no exp. at bench. Age 18 ; good
habits, best ref.  Lock box 304, Kewanna,

LESM AN, with an established trade in the
u central states, wishes to connect himself with
a huge Now York jobbing house or manufac-
turer. " K 111," care Keystone.

RY all-around man, experienced watchmaker
and optician •, can do all kinds or difficult

hard soldering, etc. "F 117," care Keystone.

As traveling representative for established jew-
0 el iv house or kindred line, by meet sales-
man ; 'hustler. 8 years' exp. In Jewelry busi-
ness. Reference, bond and photo, if necessary.
" P 116," care Keystone.

IEWELER and engraver with modern tools,
0 wants permanent position with retail house.
Experienced workman. Address, "J. II. S.,"
route "A," box 80, Macon, Ga.

pERMANENT position wanted as watchmaker,

• 

jeweler and stone-setter. Can take position
June 15th ; owns fine set of tools and ant iii
expert in use of them-20 years' exp. at the
bench. Also Al salesman. Address, " II 124,"
care Keystone.

WANTED, at onee, position as watch, clock
11 and jewelry repairer ; do plain engraving.
Nebraska, lowa or Northern Kansas preferred.
W. E. Cretin!, Plattsmouth, Nebr.

VXPERIENCED watchmaker, salesman and
11 engraver desires position. Competent woo eh-
maker, first-class salesman and good, ordinary
engraver ; age 26. State salary. It Watchmaker,"
201 Clairmont, Detroit* Mich.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

HY young man us assistant watchmaker at tile
" per week. Have lathe stud tools; refit.
"II 125," care Keystone.

VNGRAVER.-Young man of good character
It and ability desires position as engraver and
salesman. Can give refs. and send samples.
" IV 119," care Keystone.

HY young man of exp. and reliability, assistant
LI watehntaker ; AVestern city. A II-around
workman, 6 years la bench ; ref. Address,
" IV 133," oar() Keystone.

VIIIST-CL:ASS mfg. jeweler and diamend-sel ter
and repairer, 30 years at the betteh_ state

salary in first. reply. " k 182," taut Ktystone.

HY first-class watchmaker ; iiti1itlIi, all-areund
IL man. Ilave all tools ; married ; best refs.
" D 131," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, optician with post-graduate
11 course, plain engraver, good salesman ; 15
years ; all-around ii Li I tpeti for position J one
1st. D. 'I'. Davies, 11t. Vernon, Ohio. 

V1 RST-CLASS watchmaker, graduate optician ;
I long exp, in fine stores. Married ; good
refs.; 818 a week. At leisure July 1st. "S 127,"
care Keystone.

AS salesman, by good engraver, fair optician ;
11 thorough knowledge oh the jewelry business,
can manage same I h required. Prefer West.
Address, " It 126," care Keystone. 

RTEADY situation as watchmaker and optician,
u by graduate with 7 years' store ex p. Married;
good ref.; $15 per week. Lock box 411, Pomeroy,
1 OWIt.

YOUNG man, 23, wants position in jewelry
1 store as watchmaker, jewelry repairer and
plain eugraver ; three years' experience ; teols
and references. " It 146," cure Keystone.

YOUNG man as watchmaker or assistan t to
1 first-class nuau ; fine engraver, good Ii ork-
man, salesman. In Pennsylvania-Philadelphia
or vicinity pref.; line ref. " Competent,' 2810
N. 1•'.1eventit Street, Philadelphia.

POSITION by first -el ass letter and monograin
I engraver, capable of cutting signets. Ad.,
W. le Bois, 361 'Walnut Si leek Elmira, N. Y. 

VOUNG man, 21, wants position as watchmaker,
, jeweler and engraver. Single, good habits
and best of ref.; 3 years' exp., also 9 months in
Bradley Ilorolegiod School. Can speak German.
A do tress, lies 173, Si it rgeon Bay, Wis.

_(.1..■ss J.,vder, repairer, also stone-
'. ...tter, w anis pcsit ion. Best refs. Stores in
IV,' or Sonthirrst pref. Address, II. Weber,
21 Willow Si reel, Chicago.

'11:%1 A K and jeweler, 12, years' exp.;
1' tools. M est of Mississippi pref. 812 men
need 110i alls VI% State particulars first letter.
Loek box 401, Hopedale, III.

l'IACNI I man, 26, married, desires position as
I watchmaker, engraver, optician. ii ave
permanent position desire change in Middle
Stales. 'omplete set. tools ; years or exp.; ref.
front present employer. Can take charge of
bttshtitss. Ii.ix 315, ErtIrt, Mich.

posrru,N 1st. 18 years at bench ; watch,

▪ 

clock and jewelry repairer ; clean stock-
keeper. Not ittraid of work ; single. Box 90,
Bloomfield, Iowa.

VOUNG man, 19, wants position as engraver
I and to learn jewelry business in Michigan
or near Detroit. Landis School of Engraving,
Detroit, Alich.

fly practical *watch, clock and jewelry repairer.
" Single, age 26 ; 8 years' exp.; Al refs. Salary
$12 to begin. Chester It. Ham niond,Tun nel, N.Y.
ni"roAtormsT, thoroughly competent and
11 qualified, desires 10 Illnke a change. 11 Dot-
class retail jewelry salesman, expert. window
decorator. Age 31 ; marritxl. Refs. will be
satisfactory. Salary $125 monthly. "S 128,"
care Keystone.

VNGRAVER, watchmaker and assistant sales-
', 1111111 ; 6 years' exp. Address, care Oscar K.,
307 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago. 

DERMANENT position as salesman, watch-
' maker, engraver, jeweler ; clean, up-to-date
store. 6 years previous firm. State salary,
hours, etc.; beat ref. ; East or South preferred.
"C 140," care Keystone.

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker desires position atI once. New England States pref. Address,
" E. H. B.," 45 Charles Street, Springfield, Mass.

WANTED, situation by Sept. 1st as watelimaker
11 and optician ; AI ref. A good man at 815
per week. South pref. Address, "S 149," care
Keystone.

1VATC K I I NI .% Elt, experienced on railroad
1 ,1111 11 engraver, good salesman.
Own lat lie me t ools ; 110 hall 11111dOl. Only go
WHS1111. 1■1111111W1 114(.. " It 142," care Keystone.

WAD 'II NI A K El t, engraver, ottieiait, salesman.
/1 1:01111, 1111-11111111 1111 1111111, 12 years' exp. •, age
all. Full set tools and trial ease; best of refs.
Capable of taking charge. Percy Wilkins, New
llatnpton, Iowa.

HY young num of 18 ; have had over 3 years'
11 exp. Can do clock and lt•welry repairing
and plain a hIlt work. Would like phtee with
chance to tleisla trade; Wisconsin preferred.
"N care Keystone,

SITUATIONS WANTED.

VOTING man, 20, wishes position as watch-
' maker, engraver. Have some tools, refs.
Prefer to lake charge of bench. Sigler, 62
Eighth Street, cliillicothe, Ohio.
HEFRACTIONIST. Practicing oculist, thor-
n oughly experienced in refracting, open to
permanent position with reliable firm. Full
particulars and ref. "J. C. b.," 103 Harkness
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

A.1 1VATCHMAKER, engraver, OW 11 lei1111 1111
salestnau wants permanent position' with

good firm. Age 25; best refs.; own tools; good
address; single. Landis School of Engraving,
Detroit, Mich.
RALESMAN, watchmaker, plain engra) er, very

▪ 

good optician wants position at mice inCent rail
or Northern Iowa. Wages 815 ; have tools.
Box 82, 1Voldon, Iowa. 
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, fair engraver, fa-

• 

miliar with railroad work ; ftihl set of tools.
Can give best of refs. State wages. " P 154,"
care Keystone. 

SA LESM A N and watchmaker, u nderst and
optics; 15 years' exp.; single, age 35 ; good

habits and appearance. Capable of taking
charge if desired. " 1.152," care Keystone.
POSITION, by young man, to do clock and
1 jewelry repairing; experienced. Good
habits, best refs. Iowa or surrounding Slates
pref. Wm. Byrn Patty, Winthrop, Iowa.

ljNGAGEMENT wanted with first-class house
,L by capable watchmaker and salesman as
either or both. Must be in Reeky Nlountain
or Pacific coast city. Addies,, "
care keys Jewelry Co., Butte, Alont.

nosinoN as general letter, monogram, copper-
' plate engraverand steel die-sinker. "C130,"
care Keystone.

11/Y Al watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and opt
u elan, thoroughly experienced in railroad
and other line work. Married, good habits;

own tools and bench. 'roma strictly I I I busi ness.
Can take charge of boonoili 'cork. Want steady
position with pleasant employer by August or
September. South pref. Address, "It 136,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jewelry repairer and en-
I, graver wands situation ; single man. Can
finish best of refs.; state wages. Fred. B.
()wells, Morrison, 111.

liETWEEN June 1st and August hot, situation
liy it watchmaker of 14 years exp.; competent

to take charge of store. " IC 144," care Keystone.

W _' 'I_i 1 I NI AKER, optician, wants .position.
Wetild purchase limited interest in a good

11 11N1111,5 ; capable of taking charge. Ability
a lel eh:Hamer the hest. " W 15S," CII1V Keystone.

W AT( '1 NI K ER and graduate 1:y1'r:it:ling opt 1-
'1 elan, 18 years' exp.

' 
wishes pesition with

first-class house. Own tools, Me. Please state
salary in first letter. Address, "C 156," care
Keystone.

WANTED-A position by middle aged man of
11 20 years' experience as watchmaker by a
good firm. Address, "Box 36," West Lynn,
Mass.

YOUNG single man, 22, four years' exp. as
I watchm aaker nd salesman; good habits,
tools, refs.; permanent position, city preferred.
C. E. E. S., Edison, Ohio. 

'PERMANENT posit Hon as watchmaker, jeweler
1 and salesman, ten years' exp., tine tools,
best references, Wisconsin or near preferred.
A. C. Frank, 602 Grand Ave., 'Milwaukee, Wis.

pIRST-CLASS experienced watchmaker, jeweler
C and engraver desires stivatiott ; reference
and tools ; 1Vest preferred. R. J., Box 132,
Butte, Mout,

0001) watchmaker, jewelry and clock re-
it palrer and engraver. Have own tools if
necessary. Ref. State wages. 1814 St. Mary's
Ave., Omaha, Nebr. 

A POSITION as clerk in jewelry store, to learn
11 trade. State wages for apprentice, Arthur
Ballard, 225 Fourth Street, Baraboo, 1Vis.

QITUATION wattled by young lady engraver,

• 

willing to assist keeping books in order and
act as saleslady. Had soma previous exp. in
Jewelry store. Address, "It," 1119 Masonic
Temple, Chicago. 

QITUATION wanted by engraver. Can assist
1-1 In plain watch work and keep stock in order.
Address, "M," 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago. 

VIRST- CLASS, experienced, steady, sober,
C reliable German ; age 30 ; watchmaker, en-
graver, optician, jeweler, stone-setter and first-
class salesman. Have own tools ; capable of
repairing railroad, English Swiss or compli-
cated watches and clocks. had 14 years' exp.;
8 years haul full charge of a store. Would like
permanent position as workman, manager or
traveling salesman with a first-chess house.
Best, refs. "E. W. B.," 2030 Third Avenue,
Moline, Ill.

WANTED, position with first-class house, hy
VT watchmaker, 22 years' exp. on fine watches,
clocks and mathematical instruments; good
workman, rapid. Address, " Watchmaker,"
2222 Fifth Avenue, Troy, N. Y. 

WATCHMAKER and salesman, with ten years'
" experience, desires permanent position by
July first. Familiar with railroad inspection;
age 32, first-class refs. and photo., good tools,
roll-top bench. " C 167," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

ii 
"

kTelINI AK E It, jeweler, engraver and opt I-
cian, licensed in Minnesota ; 7 years exit.,

age 25, married, refs. furnished. Minnesota or
nearby States pref.; all letters answered. B. J.
111est inghouse, 1Vithasso, Minn.

1YATIVE Texan, EIII1 speak German, Wank
Ii position of some kind. Good reliable man.
Splendid workman, good salesman, best refs.,
$75 month. " It 166," care Keystone.

pERMAN ENT position as watchmaks•r, jeweler

• 

and salesman, 25 years old, 5% years' (•xp.,
own lathe and tools, best refs. Lock Box 4,
Gaines, Mich.

VX PERT engraver, jeweler, graduate optician;
LI fair watchmaker, seven years' store exp.;
California preferred ; Al relerences. Chas. L.
Taylor, Carnegie, Pa.

A COMPETENT diamond setter and jeweler
LI on fine repair work, mane filet tidily; all kinds
of diamond mounting ; all-around high-class
workman. " L 155," care Keystone.

yOUNG man, nrst-class optician, jewelry sales-
, man, desires position by .1111v first ; fai ren-
graver, six months under oculfst and minim ;
,L I ref. ; Illinois, Indiana, Iowa preferred.

o opt ieian," 304 W. Grant St., Streator, Ill.

III elll4 tN as assistant watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver •, also a good salesman. Will

WIIrk fer a small salary to start wit h. Best Of
ref's. Address, Alex Lewis, Pent is , III.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

WANTED, for New York City, eempeteet
11 winch and jewelry salesman. I lee capable
of taking in repairing. Address, " I, l0,' care
Keystone.

A FIRS'r-CLASS watchmaker for New York
is City. Address, " L 951," care K stone.

TIIOROUGIL competent watelima tier laid en-
I graver. Send picture, ref., full partieulars
and wages wanted. Apply, W. 11. Mentilitim,
Dawson, Yukon l'erritory.

MAN to work on French clocks and general
01 jewelry repairs-engraver pref. State what
you can do and wages asked. E. R. Mason,
69 Court Street, Binghamton, N. Y.

IT once, an Al watchmaker, jeweler anti opt i-
It clan. We have our own tools and trial case.
Friedman Bros., Caldwell, Noble Co., Ohio.

AN American, with an established optical busi-

• 

ness in Havana, Cuba, who is now putting
In an American watell department, a ants a
thoroughly compete!, 1, prai.1 kid watchmaker
and optician ; knoWlIsIgc of Spanish not neces-
sary. A good opportenit I bit' a Mall with
ability. Refs. exchanged. "II 104," care
Keystone.

111110ROCGII watchmaker, good engraver and

• 

Optician. :\ 1;111 W1111 11Mg PXI/.; good wages
to capable mato. E. F. Randolph, Williamson,
West Virginia.

A YOUNG num who cam do first-class jewelry
IC repairing, clock repairing and stone setting.
Must have good refs. Would prefer that he
could 'dim engrave. Good position ; state wages
and full particulars in first letter. " T 101,"
care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLAsS salesman and optician and
/1. stock man-a Ii Oh One who has been a
Ii good bench worknitte, so that lie can examine
and take in work intelligently., State salary
and give refs. in first letter. 1T 102,•' cure
Keystone.

WANT young man for watch work and. jewelry
" repairing. $12.50 or 815 per week. Palmer
& Houston, West Point, Ga. 

1URST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and sales-
, man. Salary, 820 per week ; permanent
position ; send references. J. S. Pfeiffer, Par-
sons, Kansas.

A UENTS, to carry optical goods as a eille line
11 by a first-class optical wholesale house,
wanted. "M.120," care Keystone.

(IPTICIAN.-One who has had experience re-
v pairing opera glasses. Apply by letter, stat-
ing by whom previously employed and salary
required, to " It 147," care Keystone.

pNGRAVER, copperplate and general ,must be
Si first class. Also wanted, high-grade watch-
maker ; state age and full particulars. Joseph
Jessop, Belden Hall, Coronado Beach, Cal.

WATCHMAKER, optician and engraver; must
'I be a good salesman and own tools. .Apply
with references, N. C. Dodge, Springfield, Vt. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver, must be thor-
n oughly good in both branches, permanent
position to the right man. One that can do
jewelry work preferred. "S113," care Keystone.

WANTED, experienced traveling salesman to
11 call upon retail trade to represent ring
manufacturing firm. Highest references re-
quired. Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, one that can engrave,do clock and jewelry repairing. State exp,
and salary wanted in first letter. harry
Downs, Bellevue, Ohio. 

IEWELER, clock repairer and engraver, must
11 be first class. it B 184," care Keystone.

HELP WANTEC,

VIRST-CLA SS watchmaker and engraver atI once. Position permanent ; good liglit and
short hours; give reference and salary in first
letter. Address, T. .1. Routledge,  Elmira, N.Y.

AN energetic man who thoroughly understands
LI the jewelry business, one who is capable of
taking full management of a well-established
house; such a one would be required to invest
net less than ten thousand dollars in cash or
1,'''' is anti not allowed to invest more than
wenty-fi ve thousand ; tkr mielt a man we have

the epportunity of a lifetime. lour reference
011151 he lirSi CIIISS awl till11,,y8111 1111.11111N1RineSS
(11111111 answer. "S 122," care I:eysione.

A 1.1:-M AN to sell cut glass as a side line; fine
I1 line, liberal commission. Address, Newark
Cut Glass Newark N..1.

AssisTANT watchmaker and engraver, oneLI who is willing to finish trade. S. Wolfram,
Darlington, S. C.

IEWEJLEIt wanted for summer months. .1. 11.
Sawyer, liar Harbor, Ale.

WATrIIM K ER, jewele enF :111.1 graver, a good
11 all-around man; a splendid "petting and a
permanent position lo right party ; rt•ference
and samples et engraving in lirst letter. Chats.
S. Erber, Texarkana, Texas.

E''ERIENCED traveler for the Northwest to
sell complete jobbing joiweiry line. Steady

employment ; good salary to right party ; write
giving references. Address, Williamson A: Co.,
Room 801, Columbus Alemorial Bldg., Ch hate°.

AN optician to travel, waselling tch wes, jeelry,
and do optical work. The S. '1'. Little .1 ewelry

t'ompany, ( umberland, Md. 

NIERICANIZEI) Scandinavian to run branch
it store for half of profits ; wont workman.
Address, Lock box 271, Spring Valley, 1I inn.

WATCHMAKER, willing to do regain r run el
work, take care ot sieve. Prolo,Iall1 only.

Full particulars : wages, ability first letter.
Box 192, Winsted,

WAN'rE.D, all-areund ept heal workman, litchi-
" ding surface grinder. Stale age and salary
expected. B. Mayer, 211 IV. Baltimore Street,
Baltimore, Md. 

WANTED,  Lit It nee, an all-around ,in to take
11 charge repair department. Salary 818 poor
week to start. Address, "S 169," in ii I:eyst

FIRST-CI. \SS, thorough, retail jewelry
ft salesman ; young gentleman prel. Must

have good rl•COletnentlat lens. Address letter,

with particulars and salary desired, to C. I 1,

box 208, Cleveland, Ohio.

(•oor) watchmaker and engraver ; permanent
,A position, 620 week. Give refs. and full par-
ticulars first letter. Gordon Jewelry 01.,

Shreveport, La.

MFG. jeweler to take charge If repair dept.;
01 engraver pref. Give refs. salary wanted
first letter. .T. H. Lepper, Mason City, Iowa.

VOUNG Mall, Understanding either lens-grind-
ing or refraction, wanting to learn the other,

to run grind in man t newly added to established
business. One able to take half interest pref.
None but hustler wanted. " W 163," care
Keystone.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

JIvl:u')' kind of geld and silverware, jewelry.
IL watches, platinum. Nlarket value paid. Sent
by express or regi $11.11•11 1111111. l'111.1 1 11111 S1111,

factory I will return all Sri .1. L. 1 lark,
refiner and sweepstuelter el gold and silver tes-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansent Si., l'IiiIdIll'I(iliUt.

VNGRAVING machine, second-band, Wanted
" for cash. Box E, C iii'iiivilli',

PRACTICAl1 jeweler and chemist wants to
I form a partnership, placing his exp. against
capital. " A 100," care Keystone.
'MEW model Chambers -Inskeep ophtlialmo-
11 meter. J. A. Worrell,Washin gton C.11,01110.
11,00D watch sign. Address, Box 59, Wapello,
1.1 Iowa.
II NNEVA ophthalmoscope and retinoscope-oil
11 lamp. Krell Bros., Tyndall, S. Dak. 

FIRST-CLASS trial case, second hand, cash.A. W. Clark, Boone, Iowa.
". ROBINS, Utica. N. Y., will buy your entire

01.8UrpIll8 stock. State variety and lowest
price.
MOP press, cutting press, pair rolls. Give
17 complete description and best price. Ad-
dress, " U 138," care Keystone.
QMALL jewelry and optical store, or location,
U New York State preferred. L. Cook, 65
Catherine, Saratoga Springs, N Y.
WHITCOMB or Moseley lathe with attachments.
11 Box 326, Columbia, S. C. 
TO purchase jewelry store, or an interest In one;

▪ 

Pennsylvania or nearby states preferred.
WIII pay 8500 down, balance on time ; thorough
watchmaker, optician, salesman, steady, relia-
ble. "T 159," care Keystone.
A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business; Minne-
/1 sota or Dakotas. Ward Wood, 1325 Nicollet
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn. 
A GOOD second-1mnd street clock-2
ii Must be in good condition-Howarol or Seth
Thomas pref. Bullard Bros., St. Paul, Minn.
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FOR SALE.

UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

II:%1.1:1,11.1' store Michigan town or -111110.
0 Stock and fixtures about t1.4000., in Dice e011-
dition, doing good business. Vi II  seli cheap.
Iii health. " II 953," care Keystone.

It'LEGA N'I' store; long lease ; booming town ;

▪ 

1‘'esterit Pennsylvania. Investigate this.
Address, " •I5," care lI

IP:tn.:LEV store ill North Dakota, 500 pop.;
L1 big farming ceentry, no opposition. '1'ouls
and lixtures nearly new ; invoice $550-a bar-
gain. Small stock. flood reason for selling.
P. E. Ahearn, Con rtenav, N. Dak..
fiNE-ITALF interest in tut., of the very hest
U jewelry stores of the Southwest. Capital
required, $12,0181 to St Logo. Established many
years in mit, of the faste-d growing cities of the
I ilted States I about to,nou now ). None 1,10 it
strictly first -Mass nem need apply one ef the
partners S1,111, 14, ilt II 1• 1111 pall ivithir8
given tin application. required and given.
Address, " II ;;1," cal, 1.1-,1H1111.

1..1.11.1. 1.111/ek 11111. . 6. 111 111,1 1111•:1111111
111 city of 10,000 pop. iti Northern Iowa. Four

railroads. New stock and flew fixtures. I Pool
reasons for selling. Address, " IC 30," care
Keystone.

'I.:WI:Lit)" siert), Pennsylvania town or rillo.
u Shut, lislares about $2500; 1111, 1.1 1111t1111111.
Doing good business good reasons ror
'.I Iui,' vary Keystone.
- -

111IN E opportunity, !own, climate and eountry.
L Stock 525(10. \ ashi ilgiliti. " Al 99," carePK fety:p t o .y

ex(1.1.1s.ve .,11W11.ry shin. in 00,11 ef
- -

• 

2000 in Eastern Neltraslitt. Nv ill sell part or
all or stock and fixtures. floml hwatioo For
wool jeweler and optician, must he gimil 11155,
I/II 111111 TI floe or It. m. i11i I ii,i I N,1111 i1111.1.-
11111;111 11 11 10 lie 1%111,1;111 1111111 ing through. Ail.,
"It i i2,' cdre I:VV.:100e

l'3V ELI: 1: and optical illilliSs DI 1,51, smallU town 111 2100 111`111/11. 111 011' S111111 ; 1111 .1111H-

sition. Ilmich work pays expen,es_ lit veiee
$20011. \Vitt reduee to $1000, A.
Bayne, La.

ft 600 Pd.' V.R. otk,.11xti)irit;s. t'iow n 200n ;
t,ilI' II

sq'e I I i ng. 1.1'1.1,11 11 leW ■1‘.7;liti 51715U-.080. "fit! A. I III 111111,

.Ttest the place for
ta 5500 nho 'giants; stock now being reduced.

Festus Nilo

a young: man with i,I500 (11)

_ ,

A B(41.1T July first, jewelry business in town of

invest. Repair work It ill keep eno. loan hus-
tling ; will bear invest 'goatee. F. %V. Guild,
Franklin, Mass

A S'I'OCK of drugs anti Jewelry at a bargain.
LL Free rent if needed. 1. Loom, St. James, Mo.
A BARGAIN. Wateli bench and feels and
/I Miley lathe :Ind jewelry sto oek ahem 8600.
Write 11ir particulars. W. E. lionise, Kalamazoo,
Michigan.

HN LY jewelry store one of the richest ffirmingI, eon' 111110ities ill '1I:11Ster11 1,1w11. Nil 1.1111(1TeS
of any kind. Demand for best goods. Large
safe, oak sidewall case and show etts(•s ; electric
light, low rent ; clean, up-to-date stood:. Can
show we do business anti make money here.
" Al 110," care Re) --bone.

MICR jewelry 1/11S1111,11. stoek anti lix tures ; no
LI olllIlI5iIIil Priee right.. U. II. Church,
Oak (1

11,! ii 'fl'ile':,;11::;;.0 established bled te,ses Ilte

• 

bt,t pily i II Iho Soalliwest. Siorli and ti S-
hirrs t Ii Vidts. -;H111111; 11111 ill It :1:,11111111111111111.•

holm, I., II, bill a 11..:11111y growth. Address all
tains--itierea,ed limos 1111111. Nut a

ceneetinitati i11115 10 I:. A. N'ictor, box 193,
ol;laletina city, obla. Ter.

FsT.uti.isiim) jewelry and opt hal 11118i net48
" itt prosperous town in Sn'Ill 1 11v:1,11111 Penn-
sylvania 2100 pop. No ether tow it near its
size within a radius of 30 tidies county pep. to
draw from, 10,000. l'resh stock,
repairs pays 1111 expenses and Ina yes a profit.
Good reasons for selling. Sph.lilliil oppoil ii Ii ii'I " P 98," care ICrysitine.

$31)fir1 -FINE jewelry, optical and millineryLluv• store. old stand, well headed ; tieing
good business. Fine NI i unesota town 4000.
Cheap rent. Addre-s, " Ii 114," ettre Keystone.

AT once, jewelry store, stock, IIIIIterial anti ii x-
11 lures. %VIII 8•171.11111. •,..00. (101111 11,111
of 2000. Poor eyes, reason hit: selling. Wat; It
inspector for C. O. & It. R. A dd ess, l. E.
Braun, Geary, Okla. 

REST jewelry, china and optical stock in South-
!, ern Iowa county seat town of 2000 ; opposit ion
light. shook reduced to suit purchaser. Reason
forselling, must go South. No traders. " 1.115,"
care Keystone.

IEWELRY business, Southern Minnesota, pay-

• 

ing 81500 year. Will reduce to 8700; half
cash. "Jeweler," care Marshall, Grant and
N1collet, Minneapolis, M ill 11.

$700 BUYS only new A telt of watches, clocks,jewelry and fixtures in town of 800.
Fine run of WIltell work ; good inland town of
600 to draw front. "It. 51.," drawer 39, Win-
throp, Iowa.

(Continued on page Joao)
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FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

'red ,»» page zoos)
it AIM.: elmlice. on ....vomit of owner's death,
11 for side eld-establi,lied jewelry business in
small tew It in Northern New York ; large farm-
ing Iraqi,. tirichImrho,,d. Annual sales and
repel is a 1 .,111 -5, to 1. 1:nergetie party can largely
increase this. sioeli invoices about $1600; fix-

,•I,•. Business always paid
iv el I a I IL Zetzselle, Sedus, N. A. 
$2500 Val:4 ''‘'.',""i'::ri.';'.1.;r„..1.:.;!,71,1'gg'srg:woods,A, lieend I (.0., K1111SaS City, Mo.

gout) iffi,i Hess in a city .1'4000; central Indiana.
U Address, P. O. hos 72, Attica, Ind.

IEWELRY stem, tools and material. Splendid
ii opportunity. Invoice about $1700. Gus
Evans, Itombutl, Texas.

11000-PAYING jewelry store, Eastern Wash-
" ington coupty seat ; 1200 inhabitants: Stock,
material and fixtures will invoice $2500. W.

Goldendale, Wash.

ROOD-P.\ Y 1 NG jewelry business ; small sleek.

• 

Retts.dj for selling, want to go to optical
school. Address, "jeweler," lock box 381,
Peterson, I ewe.

USTA it LI s II ED, good-paying jewelry business
in one el the richest farming counties in

i 'e.ds. " I 974," care Keystone.

DING exclusive optical business, estab-
r4 lished 6 years ; $3000 yearly business ; in-
voice SAM ; Indiana city of 17,000. Going to
study medicine. Will sell for 0600 if taken
quick. " 1) 127," care Keystone.

THE only jewelry store in town, 1200 pop.
Repairs $60 month ; sales $110 ; rent $10.

Invoice $1500, stock and fixtures. Southeastern
Indiana. "J. H.," care E. & J. Swigart, 17
W. Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

EA Ian; jewelry and optical business, Ohio
IA 1,,wn, emu y seat,* only I other store. Ad-
ii s 121,' care Keystone.

\ YINt; jewelry and optical business in boom-
I hig 10%111, 1500 inhabitants ; established 16
). W ill invoice about $1500. Good reasons

,•11illg. 1,1.1111k LaMOIlt, SylVallia, Ohi0.

1E11:ELM' business, fixtures. 314 Jennings
.\Veli tic, I •leveland, Ohio.

1(.111 salt.--jewelry store, stock, furniture, fix-

• 

tures, look and material.. at a bargain to
close an estate. O. Woleyer, \V illinoIs-
port, I'ai.

$300 BUYS large safe, cash register, 5 showcases, 4-feet wall case, good-will of busi-
ness. Establishe.I 1' years; pays well. 01000
stock jewelry, oldie:al goods, material. I will
sell all or any part. This is a smart mfg. town,
good BVINOUS fur selling. E. 0. Wentworth,
Hartland, Me.

nETIRING from business. Stock and fixtures
it $6000 to $7000 ; can reduce. In a good,
healthy town in Colorado; pop. about 6000.
Last year's business, $10,000. "S. B.," 1515
Tremont Street, Denver, Colo.

A RARE opportunity offered—only reason for
(5 selling is my eyes are failing, wvott to im-
prove my ha It h. Small store ;jewelry, watches,
diamonds, silverware and workshop in mill will
invoice $20,000. Established 10 years. Last
year's business 030,000; net profit 04800. In
growing city 70,000 population. " H 135," care
Keystone.

$;(111 OR over. Jeweiry business in drug
Iani store. No competition ; big repair trade

to draw for 100 miles. J. P. Armlets, Belle
Fourche, S. flak.

MY jewelry and optical business I will sell for
01 $1800—just my invoice price. Am located
in one of the best and most prosperous cities in
Ohio. My store is located in the heart of city.
Business f'roin $1800 to $2500 per year for a
starter. Reason for selling, is poor health and
nothing else. Can give any hank or business
ref. party may ask for. " F 123," eare Keystone.

(IN account of the death of the owner, a well-
u established retail jewelry business on the
West Side, in Chicago, can be purchased on
easy terms. Business pi.otitable—sales averaged
over $400 per month lust year ; located in a
good manufacturing district. Repairs average
650 monthly. Stock and fixtures invoice $3500;
rent $30 month. Fine opening for a watch-
maker with some ready cash. Ad., "Jewelry
Store," 830 S. Halsted Street, Chicago,

RARE chance to purchase nice, clean stock of
II. jewelry in good Ohio town of 12,000. Best
store and location. Want to retire from busi-
ness. Grand opportunity; investigate. "M 139,"
dare Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED refracting opt teal busi-
ly ness ; New England city, pop. 80,000. Stock,
fixtures about $1501); net profits last year $2000.
Modern fixtures, motor power. Good reasons
selling. " B 151," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

1.;001), clean stock, C0111pItal. with liXtIIreS,0000.
U Pop. 15,000 ; only 2 other jewelers. Phil.
Levy, Henderson, Ky.

IEWELRY store, town of 3500. Good terms,
U and long time if desired. 0. B. Jellison,
Blaine, Wash.

/VELE-ESTABLISHED paying jewelry bust-
" nese, Denver Colo.; Sixteenth Street—best
loeatiou. "C 137;" care Keystone.

('HEAP. Established jewelry and repair bust-
y 'less ; only one in town of 1000. Invoice
$350. lock box 311, Royal Center, Ind. 

WW1:IRV and optical business, centrally
Itwatoil III Indiana oil fields; town of 4000;

no competition. Will sell at sacrifice. Have
oil interests reason for selling. " P 129," care
Keystone.

UIRST-CLASS modern jewelry store, steam
L meal. iek, fixtures about $4000; fixtures
new ; no stale, shoddy stoek. Reputation gill-
edged ; cempetitien small ; railroad watch in-
spectors. Fine eliniate ; Eastern Iowa county
seat, 4500. None but cash hnyers wanted, also
competent watchmakers. " I. 150," care
Keystone.

IN Ohio town of 2000, well-established jewelry,
I optical and repairing business. Stock, fix-
tures about $1500. 1 n vest igate. " It 145," care
Keystone.

$1200 BUYS jewelry and op ntical store i 
good town of 3500. Poor luau ii, renew'

for selling. A. IV. Johnsee, Speneer, Iowa.

llJELLESTABLISI-lEhujmmv.l r). , It ieztl, bicycle
" business, well combined and .1ist i of each
other, same room, in finest city ,t1 ituott lii
Indiana. Done over $7000 m%'oil I I 1.11,iness
last year. Must get out ; have ealarrital trouble,
been confined 13 years. Ail honest proposition
Mr right party, and takes about cash—
lump 01' invoice. Only those who mean busi-
ness, and have the cash, need write for particu-
lars. "G 143," care Keystone.

VNTIRE now stock of jewelry and fixtures.
iJ is. O. box 550, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

A NICE, neat, little jewelry store in a good
Li railroad toWll if 8000 in AI i,ottri.
railroads, machine shops, division ...dui aunt
county seat. Invoice 03000; cleared $2663.83
last year above all expenses. This is a rare
opportunity. Artist sell at once oil account of
wife's health. "E 148," care Keystone.

A NICE jewelry business. established 1889;
a center of livestown, with wagon, buggy,
furniture and tobacco factories. Good back
country and summer resort, with fine lithia
waters. Will sell or rent real estate. Full par-
ticulars on request. Satisfactory reason for
selling. N. Bohannon, Chase City, Va.

$1200 BUYS jewelry business. Repairing
pays $1800 year ; sales fine ; in city of

21,000 in Illinois. No opposition on this street;
rent $12.50 month. I am going Into the manu-
facturing business. This is a chance of a life-
time for a single, young man. Write at once
care William Klomset, 145, general delivery,
Chicago, Ill.

VIRST -CLASS jewelry store established 17
1 years, doing good business. Complete stock
and fixtures, located on one of the principal
corners of the square of York, Nebr. On account
of poor health in family decided to change
climate. Ad., 429 Lincoln Ave., York, Nebr.

$4000 Buys a good residence and jewelrybusiness in central Iowa. Will take
less if sold at once. II. M. Dayton, Ceilo, Iowa.

RARE chance to step into a very profitable
11 jewelry and optical business; gilt-edge
reputation. Clean, up-to-date stock and fix-
tures ; can reduce to MOO or $6000. Fine Ohio
town of 7000; wealthy community ; com yet Won
light, expenses low. Investigation invited ;
poor health. " L 157," care Keystone.

QTOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry, cut glass,
u Geneva ophthalmoscope and retinoscope,
safe. Fine-paying optical business, hest run of
bench work, in mining and railroad town of
7000. Highest prices paid for watch repairs any
town ever In. Compelled to change climate
immediately. Fayette Kerr, Murphysboro, III.

HIGH-CLASS jewelry store in the prettiest city
11 in the Northwest. Never had bard times ;
good schools ; State University •, surrounded by
lakes ; excellent fishing and hunting. Store
profits $10,000 annually ; located on main busi-
ness corner ; three large show windows ; large
transient trade. Location has been a jewelry
store for 50 years ; no old stock. Reason for
selling, ill-health and loss of hearing. This store
will pay for itself in two years. Will sell at in-
voice, no bonus ; or will exchange for like store
in warm climate. Address, "Jeweler," care
Wm. A. Rogers, 187 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

ANLY jewel ry-optical store in DEW18 City, Iowa.
1./ Pays. Work for one man. 0. W. Halstead.
TOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry, cut glass,

I,, musical instruments and bicycles, cheap,
want to go West. F. E. Lenhart, Argyle, Minn.
MUST be sold. Best located jewelry store in
111 city ; pop. 8000 ; county seat central Penn-
sylvania. Clean stock, fixtures ; will reduce
stock to suit.. Send' bank refs. if you desire to
investigate. Present stock $8000. Good optical
trade. " 164," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

RA RE opport tut ity to step immloagom.Immiimg
jewelry and eptieal business in N th,,

Iowa town of 3000 ; established 13 years. st,..
and fixtures invoice $3000 to $3500, in
mind t Terms spot cash. Town be i lii i lg.
\Vitt rent or sell. For particulars, address
"F 162," care Keystone.

OFFICE fixtures, stock and 3000 prem.') it ions.Established for 6 rears in city of 300,000
pop.; fine location. open for investigation.
Address," AV 165," care Keystone.

:II:Wit:LEY business mmiii, block ; reasonaide
Ii term,. oldest, 1.ed levated in lei, IL
1111111011111it Imm SOEII IV a good home and business
in good comnittnitm. Pop. 8000. F. I II lin,
IS' lusted, Con it.

BUYS well-established jewelry, .OW111
Lousiness, Pennsylvania mfg. town of

8000. 'Town thoroughly up-to-date. Rare
opportunity for an all-around num. Cau reduce
stock. ".I IS," care Keystone._ _ .
A ,11.:\vELity store in town of 211110 ,, tim TOWII.

Stoek and fixtures will ill a bou t woo.
lied local ion i ii o ii II. ":\I 11.1s," care Keystone.

A Flits'r-ci,Ass ,jcw,lry established 17
L'tlICS,110illg;401.11,11SIlleSS. 10111111,10,10CkS,

fIXII1CCS, 100iS; 10C.111.11 011 111A.
DVSS Stree1 Id' York, Pa. Yi irk is the imed pro-
gressive and also the third hest miiimfl facia lug
1•113, in Penns\ IV.111k1; 1101). ,12,01/11, With mm 1111111-
ber Of sum liii Ismi 1,01 liS 8000 pop. Within a
mile of the eity ; best agricultural county in the
State. Address, I I. M. ltebert, York, Pa. 
ANLY jewelry store; 11CW fixtures, wall case

tiv mirror. Nebraska. Railroad
division watch inspector. Pop. 1200. About
0:0100 ; can reduce. Snap for cash purchaser.
Full particulars letter. " D 170," care

st one.

$2500

I \N't:1,1:1", stationery stock. Nisi hes, estah-
fished 2o ye ;ICS. S10C1( iIIVOiCt•s:-S1/11,

Ila \ 011 road, Ito): 1;7;5, Ypsilanti,
lb ii gm ii,

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

L'ATON-ENG LE engraving in:whine, $48. A d-
rJ dress, G. L. Twaddell, Ash (trove, Mo.
allANDFATIIER (genuine old English) clocks
11 for sale, with such and square brass dials,
oak and mahogany cases, fine speelmens. Pho-
tographs sent by Mason, Jeweler Barnsley,
Yorkshire, England. Established since 1650.
TRIAL ease, watchmaker's roll-top beech, foot-
I wheel, Monarch engraving blocic. Lock box
711, Rock  Rapids, Iowa.  

L1,N('AATER engraving block, with attach-
ments. E. E. Thomas, Paw Paw, Mich.

flNl' ship chronometer, good condition ; cheap.
.1 ('. Faulkner, Russellville, Ark.

VIECI'l; I I' nose glass sign used only a few
It month,. Conspicuous day and night.
Nearly (bedded my optical business. Cheaply
operated. I ;e0e1 reasons for selling at half price.
Large steel watch sign for sale, cheap. A. G.
Bedford, Ionia, Mich.
nE ZENG'S refractometer, good as new ; cheap.
I, Box 498, Ludlow, Vt.
LARGE English pocket chronometer movement.
11 Parkinson 8t. 1. rodshan n key-winder, suitable
for watchmaker's bench or show window, in
perfect. order. Prim, $15. Wm. H. Einhaus,
22 Maiden Lane, New York City.
"'NC/RAVING machine, 4 sets type, 2 sets fig-
U tires ; good condition ; $15. 1M. D. Butler,
Colton, N. Y.

tiARTHN(1 W. 11'. lathe 15 chucks ; cost 023.11—$17.50. A vey, A mu I'm rim , Nebr.
ANE No. 3 Fro neis engraving machine used 2
J years ; perfect order and looks like new ; 5
sets type, graver plane and japanned stand.
Ani an engraver—do not need it. H. '1'. Inc'
Brookville, Pa.
IMXTURES for sale ; Mahogany wall eases,
I rosewood commuter eases, etc. n acc..11 tit of
removal to 9 Mint Arcade Bidding, Chestnut
below Broad. A. R. Justice Co. 718 Cliestput
Street, Philadelphia. (After Jay 1st, 9 Mint
A rcade,)
QECOND-HAND lathe, bench and regulator.
II For particulars, write to S. Painehaud,
Lebanon, N. H.
VEW Geneva ophthalmoscope and retinoscope
Li combined, adjustable table. Best cash offer
takes it. L. M. Lowenthal, Mt. Ayr, Iowa.

A $550 Mosier de Bali 111[11111 burglar and fire-proof
a safe, 8 years old, in fine condition, for 0125.
Alonzo Scott, Marietta, Ohio.
I HAVE., 'thousands of dies, hubs and cutters,

▪ 

the accumulation of years in manufacturing,
Remodeling tool room, and will close them out,
assorted, just as they are, at junk prices. Dies,
50 cents to $1 •, hubs, 50 cents ; cutters, 25 to 50
cents. R. J. Arnenair, 220 Eddy Street, Provi-
dence, R. I.
RARGAIN.—Complete set of jeweler's tools
us with lathe. Address, John Koch, 125 Wash-
ington Boulevard, Fort Wayne, Ind.

sgfl BUYS Eaton & Glover engraving nuichine,vu complete outfit ; just. sms good as new.
Jenison & Augustine, Decatur, Ill.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

QW1SS universal lathe, $9 ; large Swiss wheel
1-, emitter, $18 ; lie 7,eng refractometer, $25 ;
black walnut bench and wheel, $15; jeweling
lathe for split chuck, $4. Other tools cheap.
Duni, watchmaker, Troy, N. Y.

IJATE !node' Francis engraving machine withall attachments, in first-class condition, for
040 spot cash. Address, The Jewelry Mfg. Co.,
Lakewood, N.

NO, 1 Eaton-Engle engraving machine, attach -
ii limits complete. Bought new, used only 1
month ; sold for want of use. $35 cash. S. B.
Emmons, Menden, Mich.

TIE ZENG refractometer, latest model ; good es
If new. New 4-tray case, for stock—piece for
refract °meter with it. Bargain , $38. "
2457 Emerson, Denver, Colo.
RENUINE Whitcomb 1% hard lathe, 29 chucks,
11 6 brasses. In Al condition; 025. Scott &
Hooper, 832 Greenmount Ave., Baltimore, Md.
WATCHMAKER'S tools, cheap ; list fu rnished.
" Barker, 792 Van Buren, Chicago. 
VLECTRIC lighted ophthalmometer, Al; 038:
Li Dr. Geo. N. Wood, Marietta, Ohio.
(10111P1ETE Jeweler's outfit ; small tools, foot-
if wheel, polishing lathe, countershaft, etc.
Big bargain. llobbs, 433 E. Forty-seventh St.,
Chicago.
EYS, 18 size, 01.50 each—Elgin, Waltham and

11 Springfield movements in first-class condi-
tion. Please send money with order, James
Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-second Street, Phila., Pa.
VO. 7 Blickensderfer typewriter, practically
a new ; cost. $50, sell for $30. Fine marine
chronometer, brass-trimmed mahogany case, in
gimbals, by Robt. Roskell, Liverpool, England ;
hits flume rate, in perfect condition ; $70. Extra
tine t rial case in oak roll-top case, with remov-
able t rays and drawers, 253 lenses, trial frames,
ophthalmoscopes, etc.; cost $90, sell for 060—
lift le used. Address, Ezra F. Bowman's SODS,
Laneaster, Pa.

ECON D-11 A ND watch, 11 mg, chain and jewelry
13 trays. Will sell al a bargain. Geo. A.
Colton, Conway, N. II.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

WOULD exchange surplus material with watt:Il-
ly maker. Box 100, Derry, N. II.
A PLAIN lathe ; a Hopkins lathe, with wheel-
Li and rounding-up slide rest, universal
face plate attachments, plenty of chucks and
cutter attachments; nearly new. "B 10(1,"
care Keystone.
VINE old Steiner violin, full course in personal
I magnetism, hypnotism, magnetic healing,
etc., by American College of Sciences. Want
Geneva lathe, engraving block, staking tool, or
what have you? Joe. R. Roberts, Sang, Ark.
AUTOMOBILE, steam ; $200—will take half in
Li watches, jewelry. Also chainless bicycle to
trade for lathe or watches. F. Catlin, Winsted,
Connecticut,
pum, set jeweler's tools for first-class standard
r make typewriter. G. S. DeMots, Orange
City, Iowa.
TO trade, trial case and Geneva lens measure,
I both good as new, for combined Geneva
ophthalmoscope and retinoscope. V. N. Robb,
McPherson. Kans.
IN town 2000 pop. in fine orange and fruit val-
1 ley of California, best jewelry and optical
business $1500. Also 8 store buildings and lots,
02500, $2700, $5000, good rented property, pay-
ing 12 per cent. on investment. For sale or
exchange, the whole or part, for established
jewelry and optical business ill cooler climate.
li. J. Morey, Corning, Cal.

EASTMAN pocket kodak and leather carryingease, for watch crystal cabinet or tools.
I'. G. Spike, Laton, Cal.

160 ACRES East Texas, all or part ; fine landfor any crop; oil prospects. For watches,
Jewelry, optical goods, or what? All clear.
L. B. 43; Penns Grove, N. J.
TWO 4-carat diamonds. Want Rivett slide rest.
I Joseph Erard, St. Ignace, Mich.
A LARM clock dials, 15e. doz.; watch main-
/I springs, 40c. doz. Daniel's, 540 Fifth St.,
San Diego, Cal. Stamps taken.
VALUABLE real estate in health resort, for

jeweler's stock of goods. Address, J. V.
Coates, Saratoga, N. Y.
TWO telephones, magneto transmitter batter-

les, $io cash or window turntable. "F 161,"
care Keystone.

refractometer, new, never been
111 used. Our new optician having a similar
instrument. What is offered? Address, J. Wiss
et Some, 683 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

WieltlIE good help by selling a small Molest
1,) in your business to good watchmaker and
refractionist ; can assist generally or lake
charge; best refs. "J  100," care Keystone.
A CHANCE, established trade, no goods—only
11 mated store to rent ; proprietor compelled
to sell account poor health. For information,
P. P. Smith, Adams, Mass.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

pAsE screws, 15c. per dozen. Finish all right;
U fit all right. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

RALANCE hole jewels, ruby and sapphire ;
U holes nicely polished and set in brass settings
for any make or size of watch. 61 per dozen.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
A LIFE scholarship in our college, including di-
rt ploma and highest degree, for only $7.50. See
our advertisement, page 998, and write for new
prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.
RALANCE staffs, 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per
11 dozen. Turned on center and run true.
W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
VREE sample pages of lectures and lessons of
1 the Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to readers of The Keystone, on applica-
tion to The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Ask for special price for Julie. 
ROLLER jewels, 25e. per dozen. W. C. Bonney,
11 Keokuk, Iowa.

CASH paid for jewelry stores and stocks. Box225, E. St. Louis, Ill.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for inform-
al tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue Cleveland, Ohio.

MAINSPRINGS, 96e. per dozen. These are a
eu strictly first-class spring. Nothing cheap
about them but the price. W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, lowa.
WATCIIMAKERS and jewelers? For 25e. I
" will send you printed instructions for
making the best miller on earth. Very simple—
only common bench tools necessary. .Ad., F. W.
Beeliberger, 12 Norwood Ave., Norwalk, Ohio.

TRY carrying jewels by sizes of holes—the way
1 I sell them. You may like it. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNE). R THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

pAsn paid for watch material, etc. State what
U you have and price you would expect in first
letter. All letters confidential. " Watchmaker,"
79 Morris Street, Springfield, Mass.

VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
1 your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.
RUTT-IN. The only collar button a jeweler
o should sell ; $1.50 per dozen. R. J. Macnair,
Providence, R. 1.
RAVE you an old English watch case you want
in changed into American stem-wind.? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'BIdg.,Chicago,I11.

VLGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
Kt practical school for watchmakers. Send fbr
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Eigin,I11.

WIIERE to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner or
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mall or express ; prompt attention given.

IVHY not send me your watch cases that needrepairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'IlIdg.,Chicago,I11.

VREE sample pages of lectures and lessons of
L the Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to readers of The Keystone, on applica-
tion to The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Ask for special price for June.

fl.OLD and silver-plating, satin finish,engraving,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
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Optical Institute will fill the bill if you are
looking for a school where the proprietors are
practical workmen. Unless time instructors
thoroughly understand their line of work they
are not competent to instruct others. Our suc-
cessful and correct methods of imparting to our
students the necessary Instructions have been
recognized by those highest in the profession
and by the trade generally as having the most
perfect system of instruction yet adopted. Our
Institute is known by its reputation ; this repu-
tation is made by the work accomplished. Our
students receive individual instructions and
can enter at any time. Write for prospectus.
Dr. Tarbox and Gordon.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

WANTED, Sittlati011 by a practical silversmith ;
" 5 years' exp. in Christiana, Norway. Know
manufacturing thoroughly. Wages can be
arranged. Ad., Axel Brogger, Butterfield, Minn.

RXPERT watchmaker, fair engraver, 18 years
I' at bench ; capable of taking full charge. Refs.
Al. "Watchmaker," care (1. Phelps, 415 East
Sixtieth Street, New York.

lc YEARS at bench and running store and

▪ 

optical business. Have 4 jewelry and
optical diplomas. All-around bench and store
man. Could go immediately ; price reasonable;
choice refs. Box 164, Petersburg, Ind.

PEARLS BOrUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN a CO.
3 Malden Lane, New York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880

ESTABLISHED 1898.

M. BOLOTIN,
MANUFACTURER OF FIN E
DIAMOND MOUNTINGS.

PENOANTO, CLUSTER WORKS 41-43 MAIDEN LANE,
AND RINGS A SPECIALTY. ROOM 21, N EW YORK.

REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE.

Repairing
for the Trade.

(_Ills work is the kind you call your ONVII.

L. E. WINSLOW,
35.37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL,

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE,

Established 1899. Lancaster, Pa.

WATCH REPAIRING.
Do not let your work pile up while you

take a vacation. Instruct your assistant
IC send it to me. All work returned same
day as received. Prices 10 per cent. lower
than regattal.

WM.J.ARNIEL, BUFFALO, N.Y.
1100,n 8, id Floor, Moone3•Brisbane Betiding.

J. 0 H. SERGE,
Sand Crucibles an Covers.

m o Improved
Jewelers' Fluxes and Manufacturers of

lisbsbay 
Furnaces.

 rs'
Polishing Materials.

95 John Street, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE at a very low price
and on easy terms,

Dies and Special Tools for manufacturing and
fitting to watches
Abbott s Patent Stem-Winding Attachments.
Also dock on hand and gootl will. Over 100,000
are now in use and there is still a steady demand.

Owner is now President and Manager of the
Calculagraph Company which requires all his
time and attention.
Henry Abbott, 9.11-13 Maiden Lane, New York.

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
/26 State Street, CHICAGO.

/Ream
Itapid.ary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

When writing to advertisers, kindly

mention The Keystone.
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Wedding rings, especially,
should be exactly as repre-
sented—they have constant
usage, often hard wear. If
inferior gold is used or the
ring poorly made, the wearer
is very 'apt to discover it.

\\Te guarantee our rings to
be properly made and the
quality they are stamped.

Our prices are as low as it
is possible to make them.

is R. Wood & Sons,
Ring Makers,

2 Maiden Lane, New York.

THE TIME
The time when a jeweler should purchase a New Century Engraving

Machine is the time he comes to realize the value of the hours he spends doing
engraving by hand.

The time when he realizes that the cost of hand engraving eats a big hole in
his profits.

It's time when he sees the competitive advantages of doing engraving cheaply
and promptly—Of satisfying his customers not only with good work but delivery of
goods when promised.

The time to purchase a New Century is NOW.
You have ample time tIONV to icivertise the engraving end of your business and

to get thoroughly acquainted with the machine.
The machine installed this summer means 1)44-ger sales this fall, and bigger sales

are what you are after.
Write us to-day, ask questions, and learn about our easy payment plan.

Yours very truly,

THE EATON & GLOVER COMPANY,
EXPORT OFFICE: lo6-lo8 Sixth Avenue, New York. Sayre, Pa.

WILLIAik, S. EATON, President. GABIZIEI. ii. IIYM.\N, Vive-President I.:1)11'1N II. WIII s) •tviary. 1; LI:

National Steel Plate Engraving Company,
Incorporated 1.

CAPITAL, $11,8()(),(X)0.()O.

Specialists Ira High-Grade tigrcaved Stationary,

Bigelow Bulang, 106-108 Sixth Avenue, Near Eighth Street, NEW YORK CITY.

We want to hear from every jeweler in the United States who

would like to handle goods in which there is no possible chance

for competition and which will pay a handsome profit, for a small

amount of effort and almost no investment.

You can have full details if you will write us to-day.

National Steel Plate Engraving Co.,
106-108 Sixth Avenue, New York.



3 Boss Filled Cases which  were mistaken for
Solid Gold, after having been worn from 30 to 48 years.

1

JA.s.B ass CA\stlio. 338,
W01111 OR 48 YEARs.

2

FRONT

Rev. John Philip Stein, pastor of St. Thomas
Church, Reading, Penna., is still carrying Boss Case
No. 338, after it had been continuously worn by
relatives of Mrs. Stein since 1854. The history of
this Case has been accurately traced from the original
wearer, Leslie Hayward North, of Fairfield District,
South Carolina, to Miss Arabell North, then to
Alfred Trisvan Fable, then to John F. Fable, back
again to Miss North, who married Rev. Stein and
presented it to her husband in 1878. The Case
has always been in active use.

Each successive wearer always supposed that this
Filled Case was solid gold until a jeweler informed
Rev. Stein that it was a Boss Filled Case. The
Reverend gentleman refused an offer to exchange
it " even up for a solid gold case (for advertising
purposes), explaining that a Filled Case that still
looked like solid gold after 48 years' continuous
wear was good enough gold case for him.

Will J. Corbin, of Clinton, Iowa, carried until recently (when it was secured by the makers, for demonstration
of quality) a Boss Filled Case which had been bought by his father, J. S. Corbin, in July, 186o. The Case " was
constantly carried from date of purchase," writes Mr. J. S. Corbin ; and "several jewelers, at different times, pronounced
it solid gold " (the earlier Boss Filled Cases did not contain the present distinguishing trade-marks). Mr. Corbin
adds, " Indeed, its strength and firmness make it preferable in many respects to a thin solid gold case."

3
Thirty years ago, two brothers in Cambridge, Mass., presented their father with a Boss Filled Case. One

writes : " Father always supposed it was a solid gold case and we did not undeceive him. When he died, after
carrying the Case for 20 years, it went to another brother ; and this wearer believes it is a solid gold case. We
let him think so ; for after 30 years' constant wear it looks like a sure-enough solid gold case."

The only way to tell the present Boss Filled Case

from Solid Gold is to look for the trade=mark.

The Keystone Watch Case Co., i9th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

COPYRIGHT 1904

BY B THORPE PUBLISHER

19 1111 & BROWN 5,9 PHILI1



3 Boss Filled Cases which were mistaken for
Solid Gold, after having been worn from 30 to 48 years.

1

BACK.

Rix JOHN
PHILIP STEIN

JM. 13 ow C.A.ss,No. 338,
WORN FOR 48 YEARS.

2

3

FRONT

Rev. John Philip Stein, pastor of St. Thomas
Church, Reading, Penna., is still carrying Boss Case
No. 338, after it had been continuously worn by
relatives of Mrs. Stein since IS5j. The history of
this Case has been accurately traced fi( )in the original
wearer, Leslie Hayward North, of Fairfield District,
South Carolina, to Miss Arahell North, then to
Alfred Trisvan Fable, then to John F. Fable, back
again to Miss North, \di( RCN. Stein ul
presented it to her husl and in 1878. The Case
has always lft.en in active use.

Each sticcessive wearer always still )()sed that this
Filled Case was solid gold until a je e'er informed
Rev. Stein that it \vas a Boss Filled Case. The
Reverend gentleman refused an offer to exchange

it " even up • for a solid gold case (for advertising-
purpos(s), explaining- that a Filled Case that still

looked like solid gold aher 48 years continuous
wear was good enough gold case for him.

Will J. Corbin, of Clinton, Iowa, carried until recently (when it -was secured by the makers, for demonstration
of (Iuality) a Boss Filled Case which had been bought by his father, J. S. Corbin, in July, 186o. The Case " was
constantly carried from date of purchase," writes Mr. J. S. Corbin ; and "several jewelers, at different times, pronounced
it solicl gold the earlier Boss Filled Cases did not o)ntain the present distinguishing trade-marks). Mr. Corbin
ad( "I 11(1(1.'d, its strength and firmness make it preferable in many respects to a thin solid gold case."

Thirty years ago, two brothers in Cambridge, Mass., presented their fitther with a Boss Filled Case. One
writes : " Father always supposed it \VaS a solid gold case and we did not undeceive him. When he died, after
carrying the Case for 20 years, it went to another brother ; and this wearer believes it is a solid gold case. We
let him think so ; for after 30 years' constant wear it looks like a sure-enough solid gold case."

The only way to tell the present Ross Filled Case
from Solid Gold is to look for the trade=mark.

The Keystone VVatch Case Co., iti & Brown streets, Philadelphia.

1)e
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COPYRIGHT 1904

BY B THORPE PUBLISHER

14'1 & BROWN PHILA.



NOTICE TO THE JEWELRY TRADE.
To THE TRADE.

ON RECEIPT OF THE ENCLOSED CARD. FILLED IN
WITH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, WE SHALL DE

‘,PLEASED TO SEND YOU ACOPY
OF OUR NEW

• GENtRAL OFF ICE•
151 WABASH AVL NUE

CHICAGO.
fACTORIES

.LGN • ILLS.

• BRANCH•OFPICES •

• 11. JONN• STR EP T • NEW •YOR K •
• 2 0 6 EARNEY• STREET. SAN•rRANCISCO.

24 KIN G STREET-WEST• TORONTO • CANADA.

TO ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.:

Nil

Please send a copy of your Net Price-List of Materials to

Thaw.

Reference : County _ _

stah,

The above illustrations are fac-similes of the circulars and cards we are

sending to the jewelry trade in the United States and Canada, announcing

the issue of our 1904. material catalogue.

EVERY JEWELER
should have this catalogue and keep it in a handy place, as it gives the prices,
descriptions and illustrations of all Elgin material to date. There will also be
found in this issue the serial numbers of all movements of our manufacture,
making it very easy to select necessary material to repair Elgin watches. The

jewelers receiving cards and circulars as shown above are to fill in the cards

with name and address, sending the card to our factory at Elgin, on receipt

of which a material catalogue will be sent free of charge. We hope all of the

jewelers will take advantage of this opportunity to secure our most recent
issue of a material price-list.

Elgin National Watch Company.

This is the name of one of our new patterns for this season, as suggested by the design.

The complete line of articles for the Toilet and Manicure will be made in this pattern, and it

has already been pronounced a sure seller for the Holiday season.

These goods are put up in

sets in handsome cases, or can

be bought in single pieces and

matched at any time, as we

shall always carry the full line

in stock, as we do now our

Washington, Jefferson, Victo-

ria, Lincoln, Bead, American

Beauty, Nightingale and Paul

and Virginia patterns.

This feature will be a great

aid to your retail customers in

selling the goods.

Our New Catalogue

will soon be ready. Send
for one.

2386. Large Hair
Brush.

Cut 14 size.
2385. Ex. Large Hair

Brush.

It is finished in French Gray.

Cut %size.

2382. Mirror, Win. 2383. Mirror, kV.

2410. Knife File.

We aIlso make fine seamless ;oil d- fiEled Chains, Lockets„ Ba-aceIlets, IBTO©che,„

Pins, Earring's, Link Buacons, cnf Pins, Waist Sets and Chain Motin&o

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
MA1\\\TUFACTUREKG JEWELERS AND SRLVERSHRTHS,

ROO RAchinDA nd L IPTCOvidence, 1-• IL
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JOHN F. GARLAND

111. L. ABRAMS

SAM. A. SCHREIBER

HENRY M. ABRAMS

STEVE SMITH

seven healthy, enthusiastic hustlers with faith in the lines
we carry, faith in the house we work for and faith in
the people we call on. We know jewelry—other jewelry
as well as Keller Jewelry—and we say with one voice
that no jeweler can afford to miss the goods now in our
sample cases. We can't call on all at once, but will do our
utmost. Try to see us—wait for us if necessary, or write
the firm. It will pay you. This is how we have divided
the United States among us:
JOHN F. GARLAND, . Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wiscon-

sin, Iowa, Minnesota.
J. H. THOMPSON, . . New York, Pennsylvania, Maine, New

Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut.

SAM. A. SCHREIBER, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
5,,,, Iii Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansus.

HENRY M. ABRAMS, Pacific Coast States.

C. L. ABRAMS, . . Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota, Iowa.

STEVE SMITH. . Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri.
H. CARTER, . . . Greater New York and Suburbs.

Yours for a good lull business,

THE REPRESENTATIVES OF

THE KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
64 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

1011

Trade Quickeners.

We have some very interesting things
in low-firiced Watches. They cost
little, but are not " cheap" —they are
good. Just the thing for dull July.
Selection sent, on request.

The Non-Retailing Company
pbers in Watches and Chains, Lancaster, Pa.

2 Tulpstraat,

AMSTERDAM.

'•.\\ ..\\\ \\\\ s\\ \ 1/4

LOOSE and MOUNTED

DIAMONDS.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Gold and Filled Watch Cases.
Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam,
and we can therefore offer you substantial inducements.

L1Stethi

ANS'

\

12 MAIDEN LANE (one flight up),
P. 0. Box 1628. NEW YORK.

\

Elgin and Waltham Movements.
Gold and Plated Jewelry.

Selection packages sent to responsible Jewelers.
Our goods are insured while in transit.

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH OUR TRAVELERS.

REMOVAL NOTICE . We are now located at our 
new offices, 12 Maiden Lane, " one flight up,"

directly over the store occupied by us for many years.
The change gives us more commodious offices, better light and such facilities as are required to insure prompt flIcl

satisfactory service to our customers.
Jewelers visiting New York are cordially invited to call,
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Our broad and comprehensive warranty is a proclamation of

freedom from imperfect tool trouble.
Our Lathes and Attachments are sold under an ironclad

guarantee to give satisfaction.
It is important that you learn our prices before purchasing-.

Your inquiry will receive prompt attention.

1.)01 ■•
- -

.;

Whitcomb Lathe.

With 10 Chucks
.' 17 "
" 22 "

42 "

•
.

•
•

•
.

•
•

•

•

$35"
40.25
44.00
59.00

Gem Lathe Outfit Complete,

$21.15 net cash.
14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and

Belting.

No. 15.
Swing Foot-Wheel.
Each, $5.15 net.

Foot-Wheel No. 1.
Each, $2.15 net.

Write
for
Cash

Discounts. Moseley Lathe No. 2.
With 10 Chucks . • $37.00

17 "• 41.90
"
"

22 " 44.00
42 " • • • 59.00

Geneva Lathe Outfit Complete,

$15.00 net cash.
Packed in wood box same as Gem

Lathe.
14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and

Belting.

Countershaft No. 9.
N. P., each, $2.58 net.

Countershaft No. 12.
N. P., each, 94c. net.

PROMPT SERVICE.—C'(wrect filling of orders and low

I rices are part of the foundation of our business. We make every
customer's interest that of our own, and aim to hold him by fair,
courteous treatment. Send us a trial order for anything you may
need in Tools, Material or Optical Goods.

E. & J. SWIGART,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

" New Money for Old Gold and Silver."
1 0 1 3

A MODERN STORY
Qf ALADDIN

HOW IT IS
DONE.

We pay the very highest prices for

old gold and silver immediately upon

receipt of your shipment. Returns for

sweepings within five days of receipt. All

shipments are kept intact, and if our

offer is not thoroughly satisfactory, the

consignment will be returned at

once, and we bear all the expense.

Could anything be fairer?

Go1d5mith Bros
Office 6)-67 Washington St
Works 58"el Throop St

CHICAGO.
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Flat BeHie" ri g as received with claws
badly worn.

Now the same ring looks when stone Is
reset without new claws. Stone is not
secure and point is below Inside of ring.

Ifow we splice settings and solder in
new claws; seams do not show and rings
are as perfect as when originally made.

How ring tools w ith low claws and
stone securely IL s I. Entire ring is
Ii nished like new.

When we tell you that we have received as many as

75 diamond rings in one day for new claws and settings, you will

not think us extravagant for using a full page in THE KEYSTONE

to give publicity to this feature of our business, but will wonder if

you are getting your share of claw work.

99 out of every ioo owners of diamond rings willingly pay

$1.50 to $3 for new claws or settings on their rings, but would

not buy a new mounting for $5 to $15.

It is worth while to familiarize yourself and your employees

with this work as it is one of the important little things that

help make your business profitable.

WENDELL & COMPANY,
The firm that did much to change the repair end of the Retail Je

welry Business from a source of worry

and dissatisfaction to one of pleasure and profit.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.93-95-97 William. Street,

New York.

57 Washington Street,
Chicago.

r"---
1 10111E> •

Tiffany ring as received with worn oil how same ring looks with new claws Oval Belcher ring as received with claws

claws. Stone cannot be reset, as it would and stone securely reset. Entire ring badly worn. Stone cannot be reset, as

be too low to look well and the point 
is finished like new. it would be too low to look well and the

would come below the inner circle of ring. 
point would come below the inner circle

(See cut No. 2 of fiat beleber.) 
of ring.

(See cut No. 2 of flat beleher.)

THE PRICES QUOTED ABOVE FOR NEW CLAWS AND SETTINGS ARE struJEcT 
To OUR CATALOGUE DISCOUNT.

'flow same 'lug looks with new claws
and stone securely reset. Entire ring
Is finished like new,

APAP Mot ft T.
iff,  

v r
7 T V ,3 1.4 

STAMP
STANDS FOR MERIT.

41 (11113°
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Fall, 1904, Lines Ready.
We have made EXTRAORDINARY preparations for the FALL and

HounAv CAMPAIGN. Never in the history of our house have we been so thor-
oughly aroused to the fact that the RETAIL jEwELER needs attractive goods at
prices that will command the attention of his townspeople. We urge you to
see our line before buying anything in the Avay of

Solid Gold Finger Rings; Solid Gold, Gold Filled or Sterling
Silver Brooches, Scarf Pins, Chains, Dumbbell Links,

etc.; Sterling Silver Novelties and Toilet Ware;
Gun Metal Novelties; Rich Cut Glass.

We can supply all the needs of the Retail Jeweler in the above and many other lines.

COME TO NEW YORK via MERCHANTS' EXCURSIONS,
July 3oth to August 3d, or August 20th to 24th, and at other dates. MAKE
OUR OFFICE HEADQUARTERS.

If you cannot come, drop us a postal and any one of our courteous corps
of salesmen, W. H. BALCH, ASHER GREEN, J. M. KELLER, AVM. H. DAWSON,
EDSON ADAMS, CHAS. WELZM1LLER, NELTON BARR, IRVING COHN, JOHN DAWSON,
Will call on you.

Buy a successful line from "A.. Phenomenally Successful House.

4W11:414 .1:17 I dc't 71 s a% I
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M. J. AVERBECK,
Manufacturer,

Nineteen Maiden Lane,

New York.

SDLIO GOLD FANCY
-ST Ne.SeT RINGS

O5Do u k7C?

_ 430 
. 41,b, SOX '4011r "(CIP

771,k7.
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The Reliable smelting and Refining Concern

WE BUY

every form of Old Gold and Silver—filings, polish-

ings, sweeps, hand-washings, etc., as well as old

metal taken by the jeweler in exchanges—watch

cases, silverware, jewelry, etc. We make accurate

valuations of same and hold the shipment subject

to your acceptance of our offer. If accepted, we

send you check, or draft, or cash (as you may

choose) al once for Old Gold or Silver Scrap ; the

day after, for Filings and Bench Brushings ; in

from three to six days for Sweeps and Handwash-

ing-s, depending upon the quantity. And you get

the exact value of your shipment.

WE SELL
the various qualities of Gold, Silver and Platinum,
either rolled flat or drawn to wire of any gage.
Our prices of Gold are as follows:

to K., 48c. per dwt. 16 K., 72c. per dwt.
12 K., 56c. ' " 18 K., 8oc. " "
14 K., 64c. " "

We make Gold and Silver Solder, either from
formulas furnished or from our own formulas, as
desired. "'I'. B. H " Alloy is 25c. per oz. Guinea
Gold, 75c. per lb. Shot Copper, 40c. per lb., etc.

We furnish tables for Alloying without charge.
T hey will save you figuring.

We have unsurpassed facilities for smelting ores
or residues of any kind that contain Gold, Silver
or Lead by the most modern and economical metal-
lurgical methods.

T. B. Hagstoz Co., Lim • Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia.
— Works, Riverside, New Jersey.

A Blast of Air
under steady pressure and in such
volume as may be required for
blowpipe or furnace work is at in-
stant command if you have a

GENUINE

Manufact tred by

Fletcher

Foot Blower.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
Makers of Illuminating Gas, (lasoline Gas and
Natural (Ms Blowpipes and Furnaces for Jewelers. Buffalo, N. Y.

Catalogue " B-k " free for the asking.

YOU
should stop and consider that it is now possible to. mount your work
with an absolutely perfect BALL JOINT, that with pin and catch

Patented.
No Rivets.

...-11.01,1
■wwwwwmairomemiemiwwmommigar_

A

pair of 

pliers

does

It all.

"gssupeo. •

Costs less than the ordinary kind. This is the way it looks. in use.
Send for samples and particulars; for you cannot afford to overlook it.

,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

103 State Street.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.,
PAWTUCKET, K. I.

ILLUMINATED

17460.0

JOON PETZ, Patentee.

When you buy show cases you want quality—that's certain.

but you don't want to pay any more than you have to.

Our show cases are quality through and through. They

possess all the good features of all other show cases and many

features exclusive with us, an excellence which places them

beyond the reach of competition. We charge no more for our

show cases than they are worth.
Outside show cases are " the thing"—we make them.

Write to-day for illustrated demriptions and prices.

SHOW
CASE.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants,

482 to 490 Fort Street. West. DETROIT. U.S.A.

Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.

JOON PETZ, Pres. 8.: Supt. lIERBERT MALOTT, Secy. & TreaS

Our New Line of Rimless Eyeglasses
with Offset Guard.

(Patented May 3, zgai)

Mounted with our " Allwx " lenses, " 0" size. All 1,,cus numbers.

N. 950. Nickel-plated Mounting. No. 955. Allo

Mounted with Mi-coquille lenses, " 00" size.

No. 960. Nickel-plated Mounting.

MOUNTING.

GUARD.

LENSES.

COST.

Established 187o.

Mounting.

No. 965. Alloy Mounting.

Description.

Our patented construction, light and strong. Lenses cannot w( ,rk. loose.

Neatly finished offset guard, comfortable and cleanly. Designed on best principles.
Perfectly adjustable.

Our " Albex " and Mi-coquille lenses. Smooth, flat edges. _

Notwithstanding the exceptional merit of our new styles, prices will. be less than any
other line of rimless eyeglasses on the market.

Ask your Jobber to quote p-ires.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
Manufacturing- Opicthns

READING, PA., U. S.A.

1( 7
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of
`4

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality

and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

TRA DE MARL M. B. BRYANT & CO.,
7 Maiden Lane, ININ,V YORK.

WE LEAD
,xith the Reliance Brand Bal-
ance Staffs and C. & F. Jewels
Made for all sizes of Amer-

ican movements and guar-
anteed to fit.

BALANCE STAFFS, 60 cents per dozen net. C. & F. JEWELS,

Jewelers' Findings stamped Reliance Brand means that it is made or

without it, and if you do

will refund your money.

Pat'd Feb. 4, 1903.

The Higgins Watch=Cleaning Machine.
Saves watches, saves time,
Makes money, makes reputation.

J. J. HIGGINS,
Du Quoin, III.

BEFORE.

ef2.50

50 cents per dozen net
t he best qualit y st

Send us a trial order and be convinced of our assertion.
A complete stock of American and Swiss Materials always on hand.
We also carry a complete line of Jewelry and Novelties made by the leading manufacturers.
A complete stock of Optical Goods always on band.
Special attention given to mail orders. Orders tilled from any catalogue.

•

KORONES BROS Jobbers in Watches, flocks, Jewelry, Watchmakers.' Tools, Mate-
o 5 rials, Jewelers' supplies, Logravers' loots and Optical Goods,

38 Chrystie Street, NEW YORK.

THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILSIN THE WORLD.

WATCH OIL.
SuprTine

1
NewBedford NoilEGENN

winfjggrur,t

11, 17r

Used by all the leading watch factories and by 
all watchmakers

who value their work. Sold by all tool and 
matsrial dealers.
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CHRONOMETER OIL
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Established 38 Years.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

CND FOR PRICE-LIST. MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
18 John Street, New York City. AFTER.

Good Morning ! !
Have you FOX'S EMBLEMS in
stock ? If not, be sure and write and let us
send you our latest 1904-1905 catalogue.
It is overflowing with new and beauti-

ful designs in the
Emblem line.

The Gustave Fox Company,
14-16 E. Fourth Street, Boylan Building,

CINCINNATI, OH10,
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WINTER

MADE IT,

WHICH

SIGNIFIES

IT IS

RIGHT.

" Winter" is not the cheapest, but " Winter ' goods are right.
If you want the best at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

2$A'
GO- - 

11 
I•RCAO

10--eltt.
000 ty-

7'71 KO
VSTOR -

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, inti3rior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, eases, commuters, floor eases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed in so plain a manner that you can
make your own plans and estimate the cost
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 26 cents.
1Ve do not claim to lc, the largest in the world, but we are proud of our factory, our reputation

anti our line. We do claim to make the best, it lies that are right. Not how ninch, not how
cheap, but how good. Ask our customers. I I you want good, maetical, substantial, ithead-of-t he-
times fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY,
Established 1865. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS.
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orelans, La.; Sales Agents for Mississippi,

Louisiana and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.
It. H. Birdsall, Room No. 7 Hamilton Building, 131 Third Street,

Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent for Oregon and Washington.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas.

ROSARIES.
Gold Filled or Sterling
Silver, soldered links,
Stones of all colors.

$18.00

per dozen up (in fancy
boxes). Write for

samples.

L. witsenhallsen
37-39 Maiden Lane,

New York.
Chicago,

405 Masonic Temple,
L. KATLINSKY.

JULY shows off well the summer-girl's charms,
Her rosy-red cheeks and bared sun-browned arms.
Ready for nthe" RING are these summer daughters.
Our RINGS are ready for your summer orders.

We are closing out a limited number of Ladies' High-Grade
Diamond, Pearl and Opal Rings, discontinued patterns, at
greatly reduced price of $100.00 net for box of 36 rings. Sent on
approval, express paid.

Chicago,

405

Masonic Temple,

KATL1NSKY.

ID, Walla
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From The Trader and Canadian Jeweler."

AN OPEN LETTER to Mr. H. R. Playtner.

SIR :— Some four years ago, when my son, George Godfrey Beall, decided
to follow in my footsteps and become a watchmaker, the question arose,
should I take him into my own business and teach him myself, or send him
to an horological school, and, if so, to what school. The temptation to keep
him at home was great. He would have been of great assistance to me at
once in my business, and at a time I was overworked and much in need of

help, and the question of immediate economy naturally appealed strongly, and, I might send him later on for a short 
finishing term.

I decided (at considerable personal sacrifice) that this plan would not do. If I could not spare him at the commencement how could I expect

to spare him later on when his service would be more than ever valuable and necessary ? That settled it. To school he must go and at once, and I

had no hesitation in deciding that the Canadian Horological Institute was the place for him.

He has now been with me nearly two years since completing his course, and I don't regret my decision—quite the 
contrary. His course of

instruction with me would have been more or less fitful and interrupted, and I am satisfied that being with you, Mr.
 Playtner, and giving his u hole

and undivided attention to the one thing has been a saving of time and, in the end, money.

You returned to me " ready for business" a finished watchmaker in all but the speed, only acquired by long practi
ce. His manual training

and the handling of his tools was all that could be desired. He could make anything—make it perfectly—temper It,
 polish it as good as new, and

frequently better than the original.
His theoretical knowledge was far and away ahead. His deductions and his knowledge of what should be clone were quick and accurate.

Not long since we had occasion to put a new spring detent in a fine English chonometer—a job many watchmakers w
ould hesitate to under-

take. He had never put one in before, nor had I, but he had no hesitation whatever. He had the manual training to make it, 
and theoretically he

knew exactly what was necessary.. The. result was a better article and better finished than the original one, and the
 watch goes better than it ever

did before.
His diploma, which hangs in my shop, gives both my son and my customers confidence, and with your signature, Mr. 

Playtner, it carries the

respect of those who know its value.
The beautiful watch he made while at your school is. I consider, as good as a thousand dollars capital to him as an 

advertisement. The fact

that he has actually made what no other watchmaker in town (I include myself) has made or is capable of 
making, gives him a standing in the

estimation of the public ahead of all his competitors. The course he took in watch and hair-spring adjusting.was time and mone
y well spent, and I

cannot too highly recommend it to those students who wish to.reach the top of their profession, and the knowledge gained 
has proven particularly

valuable in conection with the very large number of high-grade railway watches that come under our care as watch inspectors. 
No matter how badly

broken or how fine the watch we can always return them as good as they were before—generally better—thus doing the 
work here that many watch-

makers have to send to the factory or elsewhere, probably to your school, to have done, a fact which is known and appreciated
 by our customers

and which should be very satisfactory to you, Mr. Playtner.
I have nothing but what is good to say of your school, and I wish the Canadian Horological Institute every 

success in the noble work it is

doing. You don't charge enough. Double your fees, Mr. Playtner, and you will be more appreciated. Yours sincerely,
G. W. BEALL,

Lindsay, 14th March, 1904.

Circulars free to any address on application. Send for one. New term begins September i St.

Wire and Wheel Chucks.

50 cents each, net cash, for all watch-
makers' sizes that we carry in stock. Regu-
lar price, 70e.

ii:tv,iiii, Balance Chuck. Price, 83.75. Regular price, $5.00.

00'
,,041 OCIL.

MAte
--"4 
411,- 409EM -̀

TOOL.DEP7HING TOOL

Sale Price. Regular Price.
2 Arms 82.00 net. $2.50.
 50 " 3.2$.

HOUGHTON
FA C E PLATE

MHO. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

The World's Best GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER
Fitted to any lathe, la25.00 net. Regular

price, $$0.00. :tend shoe of lathe to insure lit.

Roller Remover, Complete. Roller Remover, Plain.
Sale price, 81,75. Regular price, $2.00. Sale price, 81.40. Regular price, $1.75.

New style face pinto. Sale price,
80.75. Regular price, F5.00.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
GRImsHAW & BAXTER,
se Cioswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

Carborunthim
Wheel and M

Cylinder M-ire Chuck.

Six i snt.
Sale price, 84.00. Regular prim, $0.00.

sale price, 83.00. Regular price, $3.50.
Scud sample chuck.

5C. is not the price to you,
but the price at which this
clock can be profitably
retailed.

We've had a pretty hard time to keep up with
the orders for these new Den Clocks. Reason
enough. They've made good, and over all the
land dealers are stirring things up by selling these
handsome little clocks for 75c. Look at the illus-
tration again—think of a wtndowfull of these clocks
with a 75c. price card. Wouldn't that make a lot
of people step into your store pretty lively? Send
for the Den Clock Folder if you 1%,ant details.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia.

Roller Chuck.

Six in sot.
Salo price, 84.00. Regular privy, 85.00.

We reserve the right at these
prices to reject orders at any time
during this sale.

Four-Jawed Chuck.

Sale price. Regular price.
  s 8.00. $10.00,
  10.00. 12.00.

59th and Wallace Streets, CHICAGO.

Chicago Salesroom, 103 State St. New York Salesroom, SI 53 Maiden Lane,

Jewelers' Supplies, Class Pins, Medals and Novelties.

Brass at d Steel Jeweling Chucks.

Made to fit No. 38 or 50 wire chuck.

Sale price. Regular price.
  81.25 net. $1.50.

leeh   1.75 " 2.50.
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Lebolt & Co., West 23d Street, New York City.

ONE OF OUR STORES.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELRY STORES.

If you are thinking of either Fixtures or Show Cases, we make the best that

money and brains can produce. We have our own architect and will furnish designs

and estimates, or estimates from your own architect's designs and specifications.

JOHN HOFMAN CO.,
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

REFERENCES:
T. & E. Dickinson, Buffalo, N. Y.
Tilden & Thurber Co., Providence, R. I.
Saks & Co. (jewelry department), New York City.
W. H. Mortimer, Pottsville, Pa.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
E. Keller & Sons, Allentown, Pa.
C. Willis Bixler, Easton, Pa.

Rochester, N. Y., U.S.A.

Henry Oemisch, Rochester, N. Y.
E. J. Scheer, Rochester, N. Y.
Ettenheimer & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Fred F. Mead & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
F. A. Robbins, Springfield, Mass.
L. Lewis & Co., New London, Conn.
Henry Kohn & Sons, Hartford, Conn.

A Full Stock or Watchmakers' Tools or Every Description.
Lathe Cone for Rings.

OF SOLID GRIT.

Price. $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross.

Pace, a .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
Is gk en FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings.

Height 3.

Height 4.

'oft\

.e••
Height 5.

ar"

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit
and will outwear thousands of paper shells. Has a metal
taper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades—one to cut down solder, the other to
finish next to rouge.

Refuse metal can be removed in a few seconds with
ammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents.

Fac-Simile of Our Label.

Genevas, . . . $2.00 per gross.
Thick Mi.Concayes, . 2.75 " "
Parallels, . . 4.50 " "
Flat Lunettes, . 1.50 " "

41111111.1111■16
PARALLEL.

J  fr\

Price, $ .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

LENTILLE.

,00111111■1•1•1‘111.11111■N

PATENT GENEVA.

40111111MOMMEMINIft

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

OA- 4111ft
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Patent Geneva, . . $4.50 per gross.
Extra Thick Mi.Coneaves, 5.50
Lentilles, . . . 7.50 " "
High Lunettes. . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than 2,, gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION.

01.21DERS 1-711-1-1 t7120/N1 ANY CATALOGUE.

Cross 0 Beguelin, Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver Plated Ware. Etc..

--„sa
rff

$
.7 7.760 1°rzo::is

17 Maiden Lane, New York.
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  WATCHana CLOCK

OIL EZRA KELLEY'S OILWatch Oil

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR

EIGHTY YEARS.

for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel &
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America,

31 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London.

lia66o9ro64 o
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK.

IMPORTHRS
AND

JOBBERS OP

Diam onds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches
100 Stale St.

Jewel ry ALBANY, N.Y.
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WE ARE NOW SOLE AGENTS FOR

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector
For Scarf Pitts, Studs
and Lace Pins. The
latest and best inven-
ted. Can be adjusted
to any size pin.

Price, $1.00 per
dozen.firm. sale by all lead-

- ing wholesalejewelry
.! and material houses.

Ask your Jobber.
for them.

Caution
to Watchmakers.
Our "U. S." MAINSPRINGS
are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the United
States to he the ,best springs in
point of finish and quality, for
the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain
this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore
call your attention to the fact
that an imitation spring resem-
bling the " U. S." has been
offered for sale, and in some
instances, we are informed, has
even been placed in " U. S."
boxes. To guard against this
deception we would suggest
that you exercise the utmost
caution in making your pur-
chases, and insist that the trade-
mark " U.S." appear engraved
upon each spring.
ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool vill remove all sizes of single and

double rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,
and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury to dials.
Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most perfect tool
of its kind in the market.

Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or large
opening, just by turning thumb nut. It has two extra plungers
for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller remover,
which are kept inside of handle when not in use ; the handle
has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve to fit over
plungers. When changing plungers, open the jaws, hold the
lever down, then unscrew plunger and put another in for hand
removing, and-keep the others in handle.

PERFECTION I-IAT=PIN STEM.
PATENT APPLIED FOR

This Patent Solderless Hat-Pin Stem is the most perfect and best in the market, the construction of it being such that
it will neither slip or break. A trial will convince you of these facts. To be had at all the leading Jobbing Houses.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO• • INC.
Importers of Watch Material, 6o John Street, NEW YORK.

)Iid INic;1<1 ,Einci VVIaitt Metal Cl-mirus ct

II A
Uementinsr Imp
d Pallet Jewel
DE MURPHY. e'es,
011ILLIA, CANADA.

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered -much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. Ti is quite transparent, and Win successfully
repair Broken I 'II t I:lass, China, etc. The same proper-
ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Glass 80 Ulla dirt cannot work
through the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,
clean cement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America.
Price, 25C.

SUSSEELD, LORSCH ec CO.,
Wholesale Distributing Agents,

37 Maiden Lane, New York.

L. LELONG d BROTHER
_

Gold and Silver Refiners,
Assayers and

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets,

SWOOPSNOES
BULLION SOLICITED,
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express.

NEWARK, N. J. sweepings Our Specialty.

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes 1

we 
Repair 

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,
Fun broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.A. N. SPERRY, Manager.

Partial View of the Maul Room.

WILL YOU VISIT WORLD'S FAIR?
If Flo, pay us a visit, and we will show you how we are teaching MIT' SI 11.iCIIIN to become successful
Watchmakers. Our mode of instructing is a system original with IS. It comprises science,
accuracy, a saving of time and money to lite students.

Results are : Efficient mechanics, good posit ions, greater pay. Our course is made No com-
prehensive by expert artisans as Instructors that a ay live young Mall Call thorought Illaster it in
from 6 to 12 months' tinte. Write for our !WU Oltalr,tpla.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKINO SCHOOL, 5813 Easton Ave., ST. Louts, mo.

PERFECt
CONSTRUCTION

IN -EVERY DETAIL,

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED
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STEEL

BUSHINGS.
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BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS.

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . • $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each.

A CHUCK MAN' LOON. ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION .YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION.

FOR SALE E3Y ALL JOBBERS
UN TI1-11-; UNITED STATES AND CA.NADA.
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I his guarantee Is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

Ask your jobber for
this label 

The True Blue
Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass

Note the
"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

and
beware of
. . .
imitations.

11! GHE ST QUALTr 1 Fl N I 5H,'

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

ACCURATE SiZINGp

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD7

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier



Rivett Lathes American Waltham Watch Co.'s Materials.
WALTHAM ASSORTMENTS IN PATENT BOXES

- - -

Rivett Lathe No. 2,
for Watchmakers.

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
with bed of Cast Iron, same as
other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it.
SEND FOR CATALOG.

Extract from one of several letters of the same kind that we are continually receiving:
Norwich, Conn.

Gentlemen :—The Jeweling Caliper Rest came all right and after grinding the cutter to suit my own fancy I adjusted it and gave it a trial. I removed it
from the lathe between each of six successive trial jobs and found it to go back again in the proper place every time, so I am well pleased with it and shall take
pleasure in recommending it as well as all the other Rivett attachments I have to my friends in the trade. I had a caliper rest and could never
make it work twice in the same way. Each time that I used it I had to readjust it or it would cut too large or too small, and did not seem to be rigid enough.
You can use my recommendation over my name if you wish at any time, all except the direct reference to the other tool, as I have no desire to injure
another's business. 

Yours very truly,

STEPHEN W. I-1ALL.

INTERIOR VIEW OF WALTHAM PATENT

PAPER BOX HOLDIsCi 1-2 DOZEN SEALED

GLASS VIALS.

PRESSING THE LOWER END OF ANY

ASS VIAL WILL FACILITATE 118 RE-

\\\

Of BALANCE STAFFS, fisortment Noi 101
1365_ __ _ For

2844_ _ __For

8142_ __ For
13220___For
3110 .For
19369_ __For

18-Size P. & L. S., Model of 1883.
16-Size Pendant Setting, Model of 1888.
12-Size Pendant Setting, Model of 1894
6-Size Regular P. S., Model of 189o.
1-Size Pendant Setting, Model of 1882.
0-Size Regular P. S., Model of 1891.

V/ALTHAM PATENT PAPER Box, EN.

LARGEO 4 TIMES.

A. N. CLARK Sc. SON, Plainville, Conn.
MA,UFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED

ci1 LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

H.Walbridge & Co., 337 Broad.
way, New York City.agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

TIGER CLAW RINO.
Side View.

TIGER CLAW RING.
-lid Gold. Pat' d.

INSCRIPTION Of COCK AHO FOOT HOLE JEELS.—Assortment h. 2301.
1075 For 18-Size New Model, Model of 1883.
2892 _ For 16-Size Pendant Setting, Model of r888.
12364 For 8 and 6-Size Old Style, Model of 1873.
1076 _ _ For 18-Size New Model, Model of 1883.

132'73_ _ _ .For 6-Size Regular, Model of 1890.
19441 __For 0-Size Regular, Model of 1891.

METAL BOXES WITH TIPPING COVERS.

PRESSING THE LOWER ENO OF ANY

SMALL METAL BOX WILL FACILITATE ITS

REMOVAL.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Rooms I, 2 and 3. I7 S. Meridian St.

MONKEY RING.
Solid Sit ver, Oxidized.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Indianapolis, Ind.

I DOZEN

A. W.W. Co.

Waltham
18's N.M.
COCK HOLE

J EWE ES

1075

I DOZEN

A. W.W. CO.
Waltham
16's P.S.
COCK HOLE

JEWELS

2892

1 DOZEN

A.W.W. CO.
Waltham
8& 6's 0.S.
COCK HOLE

JEWELS

12364

DOZEN 1 DOZEN I DOZEN

A. LW. CO.

Waltham
18's NI
FOOT HOLE

JEWELS

1076

A. W.W. CO.

Waltham
6's Reg.
FOOT HOLE

JEWELS

13273

A.W. W. CO.

Waltham
O's Reg.
FOOT HOLE

JEWELS

19441

THE ABOVE ILLUSTRATION SHONS MANNER OF REMOVING COVER OF

WALTHAM PATENT METAL BOX.

CLOCK MATERIAL
English G. S. LOVELL CLOCK COGerman Hall Clock
Seth Thomas Movements 18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

The American Waltham Watch Company uses Patent Metal Boxes with
Tipping Covers and Sealed Glass Vials to hold staple parts of Watch Material.

If it is your custom to purchase Genuine Waltham Watch Material in quan-
tities, it will not inconvenience your jobber to supply assorted or separate sizes of
staple parts in Waltham Patent Material Boxes and Glass Vials.

Please notice the initials A. W. W. Co. and the word WALTHAM on the
labels of all covers and Glass Vials, together with "Patented August i3th, '895,
stamped on the bottom of each metal box,
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COME TO THE

ST. LOUIS

WORLD'S FAIR.

Staking

And when you do come, make your headquarters
at our office, where you can receive your mail and
attend to your correspondence. You are welcome
here, and we will do all in our power to make
your visit a pleasant one.

Wm. Weidlich Sc Bro.
Manufacturers' Agents,

Representing NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
WATSON & NEWELL CO.

014 Lt)c...-u.st.

SENSIBLE COMBINATIONS 04
Genuine Crowns, Genuine Sleeves and Stems.

Copyright applied for.

ST. LOUIS, /V10.

K. & D.
.,'N1 an tilact urers Of

kind Other Tools
for Watchmakers and Jewelers.

No. 31!
Rivet Punch Set.

Counterbores for
Watch Screws.

No. 3o8A.
Jewel Screw. Set

of 4.

Send for new Catalogue No. 5.

7Ct N D 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST,

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell.

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

No. 308.
Movement Screw
Sizes. Set of 3.

KENDRICK SC. DAVIS,
LEBANON, N. 1-1.

STAR BRAND

. AMERICAN
MAINSPRINGS-

BEST

T R

THAD MARK

Prices and Quality Right.
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest special
steel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi.
net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with your first order
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, con.
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades.

e0c. 15 Jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-

tings, made by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special, per dozen,
90c. net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will lit properly, 25c. per
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.
" STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.

pet dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
irders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., BrUi.":,, New York

Culman
Balance Chuck.

For Refinishing Balance Pivots,
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect- 1W01 1;att
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

Tute GREATEST TIME.SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC.
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

Its essential points are : It will hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balance
Itycls escape wheels, and pallets of high-grade watches; it gives you the entire length of the

pivot io work on ; it protects the part held from any chance injury ; it will hold any cylinder

1.alanee, the smallest as well as the largest.
The time saved by the use of this tool will more than pay for it in a week. No more trouble

wit h chucks that won't hold true—my chuck must hold true No more twisted hairsprings, bent
balances or cracked rollers. It is impossible to remove a hairspring or roller without getting the

balance out of tree, which changes the rating of the watch, and causes the loss of much time to
true up the balance again. All this is avoided by the use of my chuck.

You can do a better lob with it in two minutes than you ever could in the old way.
Once accustomed to its use, you will never he witImo t it, and you will use it oftener than any

other chuck you have. This tool is made by a prael i a I wul ch maker who has had ten years' ex-
perience working for the I ra,lc, and he guarantees it to do all that he claIns for it, Price, $3.50.

birder tin iii your In:0,11a] jobbur ni lirect from the patentee :not maker,

C. CUL,MAIN VVatchrhaker tc) the TrecIe,
9 .316 IN. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Sezaorma)b)lle Novellne50
Scofield & DeWyngaert,

48 and so Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.

Sales Office, 9.11-13 Maiden Lane, New York.

_
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1 TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS I.._
SWARTCHILD & COMPANY, CHICAGO 1

t
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I, . ,. . ,/ \ / .
"OUR A Perfect" "OUR —.14 Perfect" "OUR A Perfect" "OUR -- 

1
- Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make, Keystone

' Style: Round Size : 18,16Antique

TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make, Crescent
Style : Round

Antique Size : 18,16

TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make, Dueber
Style: Round

Antique Size: 18, 16

a_4-.4
TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make, Fahy's-Brooklyn
Style : Round size :18,16

Antique

SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO.. Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago

I, \ / ‘ / \

"OUR s% Perfect"
.

"OUR ,. ;• Perfect" "OUR Perfect" "OUR N Perfect"
.

.ae:., A

TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make, Keystone

Style, Antique Size : 12, 6, 0

--. a:4 1_,,

TRADE MARK

GENUINECROWNS
Make. Crescent

Style, Antique Size: 12, 6, 0

aCs'.4
TRADE MARK

GENUINECROWNS
Make. Dikter

Style, Antique Size : 12, 6, 0

-
----- a_

TRADE MARK

GENUINECROWNS
Make, Fatty's

Style, Antique Size : 12, 6, 0

SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago

/ \ V / ■ / s.

"OUR I Perfect" "OUR Perfect"
'

."OUR ,:% Perfect"
',1

"OUR --- Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make, Philadelphia•Crown

Style, Antique Size : 18.16,12
6,0

i2_ -
TRADE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make, 111. W. C. Co.
Style, Antique Size: 18.16,12

6,0

TRAOE MARK

GENUINE CROWNS
Make. Wadsworth
Style, Antique Size : 18.16,12

6,0

TRADE MARK

GENUINECROWNS
Make, Essex
Style. Antique Size: 18.16,12

6,0

SWARTCHILD A CO.,Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO.,ChIcago SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago

_
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Fac.similes of Crowns and Sleeves and Stems
put up in the new small.hinged boxes.

These Crowns and Sleeves and
Stems are Genuine Factory Make,
and must necessarily fit accurately.

Imitation Crowns do not in we
handle only the genuine.

Advantages of our "SENSIBLE"
COMBINATION:

Keeps stock always in proper
place.

Keeps stock in salable condition.
Prevents over-stocking, by or-

dering only what is needed to have
assortment complete.

Saves time and labor usually
spent in making imitation material
fit. These are genuine and fit imme-
diately.

"Sensible" Combination of 4 dozen Genuine Crowns, consisting of 48 different sizes and styles and makes, as shown in cut. Price, $11.00

" Sensible" Combination of 4 dozen Genuine Sleeves and Stems, consisting of 40 different sizes, styles and makes, arranged in
. Price, $5.00

separate box in same manner as the Crown assortment, .

These outfits are so assorted that one has a Crown or Sleeve and Stem for almost every American gold or filled 
case, and as soon as

a size or style is sold, one can readily reorder according to label on small box and thereby keep assortment 
intact.

These combinations are the most unique, compact and sensible ever offered.

The cabinet is a well-made carton containing 12 small-hinged 'boxes provided with printed labels as shown.

Send for our 700-page Catalogue.

Our Motto:
"Accuracy and Dispatch."

Swartchild & Company,Esw,d
WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLY HOUSE,

Jewelers' Building, 134=138 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.



Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied
customers that will be most convincing. Give us
a chance to acid your name to our satisfied list.

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY,
102 and 104 Richmond Street,Gold and Silver Refiners. Providence, R. I.

--ximummennem■mmilmmen

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Superior Finish. Reasonable Prices.

Substantial Movements. Excellent Timekeepers.

We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factories and largely
increased our facilities.

We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VARIETY of
DESIGNS in our MARBLEIZED CLOCKS which we believe are the BEST
on the MARKET. Write for Catalogue.

The Sessions Clock Co• IF
Successors to E. N. WELCH MED. CO.,Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks,
Main Office and Factories,

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

Soft Soldering with Acids, Pastes
and Fluids a Thing of the Past !I!

Practically as good as hard soldering and without effort or expense.

For All Trades and Purposes.
Is Rapid, Clean, Economical, Practical, Convenient, Always Ready,

Easy to Use. Requires no acids of any description.
IMPERIAL
SOLDERENE,
No. 1, in thick
sticks Price,
20c. per stick.
Sample by

mail, 24c.

One bundle or stick Is sufficient

IMPERIAL
SOLDERENE,
No. 2, in thin
strips. Price,
20c. per bundle.
Sample by

mail, 24c.

'1.75177-C- -C-t4, C-S1. Is• \OS-AN

7-41V T APFLIC:0

_

for 200 to 400 joints, connections or repairs.

_ _- -

For sale by All Reliable Wholesale and Jobbing Trade.

Showing Motor with Buffing, Grinding and Turning
Attachments. THE W. GREEN & CO.

" IMPROVED " COMBI-
NATION ELECTRIC
LATHE MOTORS.

(Four Lathes In One, at Price of One.)

- - -

FOR ALL TRADES

Made from 1-5 to 1 Horse-Power.
"Nothing better can be made ;

absolutely dust-proof, air and wa-
ter tight, and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these
motors will last, in constant
use, for 20 years. (Speed, 1200
to 3000 revolutions per minute,
as desired.)

AND PURPOSES. Send for list of reliable unsolicited testimonials.

W. GREEN & CO Manufacturers,
.7 6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

We solicit cerrempondouce fur price-list, testimonials and particulars.

03 I

The New VICTORIA Lathe.
Only a few left at this price.
Every one guaranteed perfect

The New
VICTORIA
Lathe takes
Regular
Webster-
Whitcomb
Chucks.

115.00
Less 6 per cent. for cah.

$15.00

The Victoria Lathe is beautifully finished in alternate gray and 
nickel plate, and is made by the celebrated German mechanic, 

Wolfjohn, and is an

improvement over,the regular Geneva lathe, having larger chucks 
and a longer bed, the size of the chucks corresponding to 

the regular Webster-Whit-

comb. Length of bed 9 9-16 inches. Bed to center is i 9-16 inches. The Chuck Combination consists of r Wire Chuck each 
Nos. 4, 6, 8, ro, 12, 14,

16, 18, 20, 22 ; I Wheel Chuck each Nos. i and 3 ; I 
Taper Chuck with male and female center ; I Screw Chuck 

; r Cement Brass each 7-16 and

inch ; 2 Cement Brasses g inch. The whole is encased in a neat x%.00den box, stained in 
imitation black walnut and fitted with brass hinges and

lock and key.

Cut. of Lathe is

about three-
fifths size.

Cuts of Chua,i

and Attach-
ments are
full size.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
Importers arid Jobbers of

Watches, Clocks, Diamonds, jewelry

and Silverware, Watchmakers' Tools,
Materials and Optical Goods.

I 3 I to I 3 7 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.



RELIABLE TRADE MARKS:
Plated Hollowware:

THE DERBY SILVER CO.
(Factory B, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and the line
made has always been salable and tle-
sirable.

WORKS, DERBY, CONN.

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
reentry A, International Silver Co., Successor.)

BARBOUR SILVER CO. NICKEL SILVER
BARBOUR SILVER CO. QUADRUPLE SILVER

Formerly lo.eated in Hartford. One or the other of
these t rade-marks appear on the plated hollowware made
by them. The Nickel Silver line in particular is well
known for its excellence in design and general attrac-
tiveness. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

MADE AND The round trade-mark is
GUARANTEED BY used on their standard

grade of White Metal hol-
lowware, which has been
on the market for half a
century. The Nickel Silver
White Metal Mounts trade-
mark is used on a new line
of hollowware, especially
designed for fine retail
trade. The Silver Soldered
trade-mark is used on the
finest grade of Nickel Silver
hollowware that can be pro-
duced, and is especially
desirable for hotels, clubs
or family use, where the

Is and most expensive grade of silver plate can be
idirded and used. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

PIE-2deol

*eomptiss

'NICKEL SILVERIW. M. MOUNTS

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory F, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollow ware made by them. This brand
of Meriden Ware has been produced
for many years, and is handled by a
large number of dealers with great
success.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.
TRADE MARK

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
(Factory E, Intern at ioual Silver Co., Successor.)

This ( ompany was established in New
Haven nearly fifty years ago, and the
trade-mark shown has always been looked
upon by the best trade as a guarantee of
unsurpassed reliability.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

Thii, I rade-mark appears on plated
hol le w ware made by them, and has beeu
noted or years, front the fact that many
of the innsi beautiful designs brought
out hare been produced by this com-
pany, and have borne this trade-mark.
The designs turned out at the present
time are up to their usual high standard.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and has
a large sale in this country as welt s,
abroad. Their shapes, styles and lin ish
are always the best that it is possible to
produce.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

Plated Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver ( o., Successor.)

)11 HOLMES & EDWARDS.

This trade-mark appears on plated flatware manu-
factured by them.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
(Factory II, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS
1865 WM. ROGERS MFG CO.

WM. ROGERS & SON.
One of these trade-marks appear on pit, o I flat v

made by them. For 38 years prior to 1003 at lIart
'onn., now made at WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

1847 ROGERS BROS.
The above trade-mark appears on plated flatware

manufactured by them. This brand was first made by
Rogers Bros. in Hartford, established in the year sIT
It has been recognized as the standard of quality V,
since it was first put upon the market.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made

by them.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER de CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

*W*ROGERS*

This trade-mark appears OD plated flatware made
by them, and has met with a larg,e sale for many years.
The dealers handling the "Eagle Brand " have always
been well satisfied with the result from its sale.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

ROGERS & BROTHER.
(Factory J, international Silver Co., Successor.)

* ROGERS & BRO. A-I.
This trade-mark appears on plated it made

by them. The " Star Brand " has been upon the
market for half a century, add is handled by ninny of
the most exclusive (healers as their leading line of
electro-plate. Its unsurpassed quality is. well known.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
(Factory K, International Silver Co., Suecesson)

ROGERS & HAMILTON

HAMILTON

One or the other of these trade-marks appear on
the plated flatware made by them. These stamps have
been well known throughout the trade for many years,
and the fancy pieces in particular have met with a
ready sale.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

Sterling Hollowware:
THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
( Factory A, International Silver Co., Successor.)

Formerly !malted i it Ilartford. This
trade-mark appears on sterling hollow- B. S. C.
ware manufactured by them.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
( ',aft ory E, Intel oat finial Silver Co., Successor.)

This trele-timi spin, rs on sterling
hollow wale noole I hem, and at the
present time the line made embraces
nearly C t'r ything oil can be conceived
oi. thought of in t he line of Sterling
Silver. The designs and finishes are
unSUrpassett. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

IPIRUNGri FINE

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-niark appears on sterling hol-
lowware made by them. Any article so
stamped can be sa n.13 looked upon as the
best of the kind it is piissible to produce.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

11

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER de CO.
(Factory I„ International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on the sterling
hollow ware made by I lo ni, and includes '70
a line of Band Wrought Silver, with la
Floral Decorations, as well as many
beautiful designs in Toilet Ware.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.
(Factory I', International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on
sterling lo d low ware made
by them, al 01 includes
large varlet •ri Napkin
Rings, d'ups si RI vU all arti-

925 I INL.des, as well as a general 10 0 0
line of the larger pieces.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

W STERLINCI

Sterling Flatware:
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

(Factory E, International Silver Co., Stivitessor.)
This trade-mark is on sterling TRADEmAlitrsilver flatware made liy them, and
at the present time is being
stamped On a nundier of new,
desiranle and very salable patterns
ill heavy and weights.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN. STERLING ail NE

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory 1., International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark iiiiiiears on sterling Vt%
flat ware made by them, anti includes
quite a variety of styles covering the II
wants of nearly every first-class dealer.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN. .64,11/4,4

Sterling, Inlaid Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

K: E 2cr'rtrMh.f."1•41.7.4:!. lE3
This traile-mark appears on all sterling inlaid flat-

ware made by them. Spoons and forks bearing this
trade-mark are made by a patented process, each article
having a piece of pure silver inserted at the points most
exposed to wear. This brand is guaranteed in family
use to weer twenty-five years.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ORDER FROM THE FACTORY

CHICA(10:
State and Adams Streets.

MAKINU THE CLASS OF UOODS YOU REQUIRE, OR

NEW YORK CITY:
9-15 Maiden Lane and 218 Fifth Avenue.

CANADA:

Hamilton and Toronto, Ontario.

GENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.

•
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THE KEYSTONE
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Jewelry and Optical Trades.
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Some Pertinent Correspondence

COM PLAINTS in regard to certain Imo -
ters affecting the trade have been reach-

ing us with unusual frequency in the past few
months. Some complain of growing care-
lessness on the part of jobbers in the distri-
bution of their catalogues, some copies find-
ing their way, it is alleged, into the hands of
persons having no connection with the trade.
We consider this a very substantial grievance,
and would impress on the erring jobbers the
necessity for its rectification. It is certainly
vexatious for a retail jeweler to discover that
some outside concern or individual has ob-
tained inside information as to goods and
prices through the medium of a catalogue
sent by some wholesale jewelry concern
which owes its existence to trade patronage.
Not many jobbers would be guilty of such a
breach of trade ethics, but apart from the
ethical consideration, we do not see how such
indiscriminate distribution of catalogues can
be justified even from the point of view of
self interest. It is a decidedly demoralizing
factor, with a tendency to weaken and dis-
credit the trade proper, and any such demor-
alization must react detrimentally to the
interests of the jobber.

SOME complaints have also reached us
1̀4 in regard to wholesale houses mailing
special offers to the trade on postal cards.
In a letter before us a Bridgeport, Conn.,
subscriber says : " I enclose two postal cards
from two jobbers in different cities on which,
as you see, a special offer is made with the
net prices given." We would think that this
would be a decidedly injudicious way to
solicit orders, and letters received by us show
that it is. Trade confidences should be held
sacred, and the retailers are quite likely to
resent the promulgation of them in postal
card form. Besides, the postal card has
become somewhat discredited as an advertise-
ment, and we do not hesitate to give it as our
opinion that the jobbers would leave a much
better impression and secure many more
orders if their offers were made by sealed
letter. This is a very pronounced case of
mistaken economy on the part of the job-
bers interested.

Pr II l third set of complaints is in regard
to price-cutting by jewelers themselves.

Several of our correspondents sent us adver-
tisements clipped from local newspapers, and
the prices stated in these advertisements,
especially for watches, show the utter reck-
lessness of some of the price-cutters. "As
the prices are fixed for the wholesalers, why
can they not be fixed for the retailers also ?"
asks one correspondent. "Why will jobbers
sell watches to these price-cutters ?" asks
another. We would have the trade keep in
mind that the price-cutter is not at all the
universal affliction that some of our corre-
spondents seem to think he is. His numbers
and his recklessness are both exaggerated.
At best he is but a temporary nuisance, for
in the nature of things his business is doomed.
The jobber would be only too glad to elim-
inate him if he could, for retailing at cost is
certainly not to the interest of the jobbing
trade. Our correspondents must not let the
price-cutter alarm them immoderately. A
necessary evil, apparently, he will be always
with us, but his period and power for harm
are both too limited to greatly or perma-
nently demoralize.

HERE let us suggest once more the only-
remedy for all these grievances that

C111 possibly be effective, namely, organiza-
tion. Every town where there are a half
dozen jewelers should have its local organiza-
tion, its fixed prices for goods and repairs,
etc. Organized they can make their influence
felt with the jobber that sends catalogues to
outsiders or the one that sends prices on
postal cards or the one that sells to the price-
cutter or the auction house. The benefits of
organization, especially local organization,
we have repeated almost ad nauseam, but the
progress made so far is not encouraging. It
is perhaps legitimate to infer that the griev-
ances which do not compel united action are
not so serious after all. But there are other
uses for organization besides the mere rectify-
ing of abuses. Higher business education is
one, and by no means the least important.
We find, as a rule, that the jeweler who is
a thoroughly accomplished, up-to-date mer-
chant has few grievances and always a fair
share of prosperity.
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Theodore Roosevelt

HALF a decade ago, and some time
before President Roosevelt could have

any idea of succeeding to the high office
which he now holds, he laid down his famous

doctrine of the
strenuous life
as follows : "I
wish to preach,
not the doc-
trine of ignoble
ease, but the
doctrine of the
strenuous life ;
the life of toil
and effort, of la-
bor and strife ;
to preach that
highest form of
success which

comes not to the man who desires easy

peace, but to the man who does not shirk

from hardship, or from bitter toil, and who

out of these wins the splendid ultimate tri-

umph." Many a preacher has been charged

with failure to practice what he himself

preaches, but no such charge can be laid at

the door of Theodore Roosevelt, He has

lived strictly up to his own ideal, and he has

given convincing proof of the thorough prac-

ticability of his own philosophy by his recent

achievement of " the splendid ultimate tri-

umph." A few facts in his strenuous career

will show how true Ile has been to himself,

and how well he merited the progressive

honors that had their culmination in his

unanimous nomination for the Presidency

last month.

COPYRIGHT BY ROCKWOOD, N. Y.

President Roosevelt

THEODORE ROOSEVELT has had a

remarkable career as a fighter and

winner. Ill-health was his first enemy, and

he tackled it with such intrepidity that he

became a champion at boxing and a polo

captain. He then went to Europe and earned

a membership in the Alpine Club by climbing

the Matterhorn and the Jungfrau. At twenty-

live he was in the West, hunting big game.

Returning to New York, he joined the Eighth

Regiment, of the New York National Guard,

and at thirty was captain. Meanwhile he was

up to his eyes in politics, fighting the boss of

his district and getting himself sent to the

Assembly at the age of twenty-four. He

was the Republican candidate for mayor of

New York City at the age of twenty-eight.

He was made a member of the Civil Service

Commission by President Harrison, and

retained by President Cleveland, resigning to

become president of the Police Board of New

York. Next he appeared as Assistant Secre-

tary of the Navy, and threw extraordinary

energy into the war with Spain. He left

his desk for the field of hostilities, and the

magic of his name brought ten thousand
candidates for the one regiment of Rough
Riders. The record of this organization is
known to all. He next became Governor of
the great Empire State, and a unanimous
nomination for the Vice-Presidency was the
next honor to be thrust on him. His acces-
sion to the Presidency on the death of
McKinley was destiny's culminating gift to
him. But much more than all will Ile appre-
ciate the endorsement of his administration
and unanimous nomination for a full term
accorded him by his party.

WHEN he succeeded to the Presidency
on the death of McKinley many

doubted whether his qualifications included
the mental poise and conservatism demanded
by the position. There is no longer any
misgiving as to this. His course in office
has been marked by an ability that has met
all requirements, by a high and earnest
purpose and by a moral and patriotic enthu-
siasm that has appealed to the heart of the
country. It is to be hoped that the candi-
date on the opposing ticket will be as noble
and thorough a type of American manhood
and that the campaign will be one of prin-
ciples from which all personalities will be
eliminated.

Charles Warren Fairbanks

TN many respects Senator Fairbanks, the
nominee for the Vice-Presidency on the

Republican ticket, is the antithesis of Theo-
dore Roosevelt. Without the dash and mag-

netism of his
younger col-
league, re-
served and
reticent, able,
wealthy and
refined, he
seems to be
specially fitted
to preside over
the dignified,
matter - of -fact
body of Sena-

tors. It is
somewhat re-

grettable that the modern tendency is to

emphasize the unimportance of the Vice-

Presidency. The cartoonists and jokers are

largely responsible for this, but the statesmen

who so demonstratively shun the office must

share the blame. President Roosevelt him-

self is an animated proof of the contingent

importance of the Vice-Presidency.

The Constitutional provisions for this

office in substance are that he shall be the

President of the Senate, and that the powers

and duties of the great executive office shall

Senator Fairbanks
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devolve upon him in the event of the death
or resignation of the President, or of his
removal from office, or of his inability to dis-
charge its duties. During the one hundred
and fifteen years of our constitutional history
twenty-five Vice-Presidents have been chosen,
three of whom—Adams, Jefferson and Van
Buren—were subsequently elected President;
five Vice-Presidents—Tyler, Fillmore, John-
son, Arthur and Roosevelt—in the order
named, succeeded to the great office upon
the death of the President. The Chief Ex-
ecutive office of the Republic during- a third
of a century of our history has been filled by
men who had been first elected to the office
of Vice-President.

In view of the names above enumerated
and the stirring events with which they are
associated, it seems unreasonable that the
office is one to be shunned by ambitious
statesmen.

Senator Fairbanks was born in Ohio
fifty-two years ago and was noted even in his
school days for primness of person and habit,
persistence that recognized no obstacle, a
quiet self-confidence that impressed his fel-
lows, and a sagacity and discrimination that
made mistakes impossible. These qualities
made him a great lawyer, a millionaire, a
United States Senator and possibly Vice-Pres-
ident. As in all things else, he was fortunate
in his marriage, and his home life is ideal.
Mrs. Fairbanks is national president of the
Daughters of the Revolution and a woman of
fine character and intellectual strength.

More truly of Senator Fairbanks than of
most men may it be said that he engineered
his own destiny. Luck, apart from the acci-
dent of physical health, had practically no
place in his career. Hard work and good
judgment, fixity of purpose and unswerving
determination were the qualities responsible
for every step from chore boy to Senator.

The Rise of a Retail Clerk

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that
some of the greatest fortunes in the

country have been made in retail business,
the fallacy is prevalent among young men
that the opportunities of the retail clerk are
few and limited. The fact is that the possi-
bilities in this field for talent and the reward
for effort are greater than ever before. "All
our great retail merchants got their start and
made their money under other conditions
than those of to-day," is the discouraging
explanation with which some clerks justify
their hopelessness. In disproof of this we
cannot refrain from presenting to readers the
case of one Harry Gordon Selfridge, of
Chicago.

In 1879 Harry G. Selfridge, then twenty
years of age, applied at the retail store of
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Field, Leiter & Co. for a position. He was
given a place selling. goods at Po a week.

On June 16th, at the head of a $5,000,000

company, he assumed ownership and control

of the great store, recently built by Schlesinger

& Mayer, at the corner of State and Madison

Streets, in Chicago. This is what one man

has done in twenty-five years.

THERE was nothing out of the ordinary

in Mr. Selfridge's rise. He began at

the bottom of the ladder, and in the plans

which he laid out for himself salary was a

secondary consideration. Always with the

future in view, he worked faithfully and intel-

ligently, mastering day by day the details of

the business and absorbing as best he could

the ideas of his superiors. Recognition came

to him as effect follows cause, and he was

rapidly promoted through the various grades

of clerk to the position of a department head.

So efficient did he prove himself in this

minor executive capacity that he was soon

promoted to the position of general salesman.

In the meantime, the firm had been

changed from Field, Leiter & Co. to

Marshall Field & Co. The head of the

firm, Marshall Field, was not slow to appre-

ciate the efforts of his employee, and Mr.

Selfridge, the general salesman, was advanced

to Mr. Selfridge, the assistant superintendent,

and later to superintendent. Always working

in harmony with his chief and furthering

those plans which seemed to tend toward

commercial greatness, Mr. Selfridge strove

with single-minded perseverance to justify

the trust reposed in him. The position of

superintendent gave him a magnificent oppor-

tunity to demonstrate his ability, and the

result was rapid promotion to the general

managership.

ALL this had been accomplished by Mr.

Selfridge in ten years. In 1891, two

years later, and twelve years from the time

he had gone to work at Po per week, he

was made a partner in the firm. Now he has

a store of his own in one of the most magnifi-

cent retail premises in the world, on what is

said to be the busiest corner in the world.

That the success of such a man will

continue, must continue, is a foregone con-

clusion. Mr. Selfridge's rise furnishes to

retail clerks a healthy inspiration. There

was no chance or gamble in his advancement.

He simply made the best use of the physical

and mental qualifications that God gave him,

and his reward came in the natural course.

Mr. Selfridge's purchase suggests the

vast profits of the modern department store,

properly conducted. The single house of

Marshall Field & Co. has already several

millionaires to its credit, including Levi Z.
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Leiter, who died a few weeks ago, H. N.

Higginbotham, who was financial head of the

World's Columbian Exposition, and now

Harry G. Selfridge. Mr. Field himself is

the proprietor of many millions, and it is

suggestive that the fundamental principle of

his business is satisfaction to every customer.

A Belated Convert to Advertising

THERE was a time when a certain class

of long-established and exclusive mer-

chants regarded the advertising of the

aspiring youngsters much as the doctors of

to-day regard the advertising of the quack

specialist. They considered newspaper pub-

licity a breach •of what they regarded as

higher business ethics. But the advertising

competitors grew until they became a serious

menace to the houses that lived on a past

record merely, and then one by one the

latter were forced to join the great army of

advertisers. We had thought that the most

stubborn believer in the old order of things

had long since succumbed to the newer
dispensation, but only a few days ago we

read the interesting story of a New York

house that probably enjoys the distinction ot

being the last to surrender.

A PERIODICAL devoted exclusively to

advertising, told in a recent issue the

story of the conversion of this old and

respectable establishment to the policy of

advertising. The house was established

more than forty years ago, and by fair deal-

ing it achieved a reputation which for years

insured to it a considerable share of trade.

As a rule, the newspaper advertising of that

time consisted mainly of a general announce-

ment, with no specific statements as to sea-

sonable attractions or prices. The announce-

ments were not changed from day to-day, in

most cases not even from year to year. Every

store was known to the comparatively small

population, and the public had not learned

to look to the newspapers for store informa-

tion. Hence this house, which did not adver-

tise, did suffer from the competition of other

establishments, which bought newspaper

space, but did not know how to use it to

advantage.
Gradually the art of advertising was

developed as the increasing population made

it necessary, and the growing enterprise of

merchants led to experiments. Little by

little the trade of the venerable establishment

fell away—or rather day by day the adver-

tising houses encroached on its business.

There came new people into the community

who knew nothing of the houses which were

not advertised, and even the old friends of
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the firm were led away by the attractive

announcements of the new establishments

which were eager for business and made it

easy for the public to trade with them.

M( )RE and more the old house, depend-
ing on its reputation for honesty, lost

trade. That it did not advertise was consid-

ered proof that it was slow—lacking in the
enterprise which appeals so strongly to

buyers. For several years it has been made
clear to the proprietors that they must adver-
tise or perish ; but with the tenacity of men
of principle they have adhered to the old
policy, until now they have had to make the

distinct choice between collapse and adver-
tising. They have decided in favor of the

latter, and they are going into modern

methods thoroughly. Having realized, to

their cost, that this is the age of publicity ;

that the very essence of success is to keep a
growing population alive to their business,

they have resolved to go to the front and
reconquer their former eminence with the
weapons of to-day. The old house has joined
the advertising phalanx and merits a welcome
if only by reason of the sacrifice it made for
a principle doomed by the inexorable decrees

of time.

NEWS has just come from Marion, Ind.,
of another long-established house,

which, after a hard fight of seventeen years
against competitors that advertised, recently
gave up the hopeless struggle and closed out
their business. In this martyrdom to an
anti-advertising policy jewelers will find a
peculiarly apt object lesson. The firm was
the oldest in Marion, and at one time had
the largest retail house in Northern Indiana.
When gas was discovered in Marion, the
town began to grow rapidly, and competition
in all business was soon encountered by all
the old local merchants. The new mer-
chants advertised, but many of the old-estab-
lished firms were slow in believing that it
was necessary for them to use printers' ink,
as they knew nearly every man in the county.
All of them who are now in business con-
cluded that it was necessary to advertise in
order to hold what trade they had and to
increase it, but this one house, confident of
its hold on the public, absolutely refused,
claiming it was money thrown away. The
firm had the best business site in the city,
but the store was never filled with shoppers.
Thousands passed and repassed the place
day after day without stopping. The firm
carried an excellent line of goods, and
treated customers well, but only a few
farmers and some of the old citizens of
Marion patronized the place. The result was
the recent compulsory closing of the business.



Fine ruby jewels in raised gold settings;
double roller escapement ; steel escape wheel;
exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; accu-
rately adjusted to temperature, isochronism and
five positions, and carefully timed ; patent Bre-
guet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; ex-
posed winding wheels and gold train ; fine glass
enamel hand-painted dial.

The features enumer-
ated in the above descrip-
tion show how perfect is
the new I Ioward move-
ment. For one wanting
a fine watch there is noth-
ing superior.

A fine movement needs a fine case,
and our special hand-made cases fill

just that need.

Send for booklet illustrating this movement
in different styles of our hand-made cases.

Suggestions for Street-Car Cards

A SUBSCRIBER, one of the leading

jewelers of the Northwest, writes:

"I was much interested in your article on
Street-Car Advertising, in the April number.

Why can't you show a few sample cards for
Street-Car Advertising? I should appreciate your
suggestions on this line very much, and think other
jewelers would also. It would be welcomed by
the trade in general.

THE KEYSTONE is pleased to learn, for

the thousandth time, that a reader was

" much interested in one of its articles;

and falls in with the subscriber's suggestion

that we carry the subject further and show

examples of street-car cards appropriate for

the use of jewelers. Such an article is timely,

as the season is approaching when the street

car is most largely patronized by potential

customers of the jewelry store.

Therefore the jeweler should cut out the

loud style of street-car card and determine

upon, say, " Caslon " type-face (or something

similar but a little more " condensed " ), and

put his short message across the center of a

plain white card, in two or three lines—not

over four—with or without a border of " Non-

pareil rule" and plenty of white space above

and below the text. The card thus suggested

is here reproduced in miniature:

The prettiest Summer Jewelry that ever

came to town—and easy prices. SMITH,

44 Main St.

Hayden Wheeler C,:T' Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New Tork. mephon,,,s corthlio.

Seamless
Plain
Gold
Rthgs

These are our five shapes of plain rings.

From the melting of the gold to the last

detail of finish, every operation in the manu-

facture of our seamless plain rings has our

personal .attention. Consequently we guar-

antee that every ring will assay uniformly

full value and show such style and finish as

is only attainable with the best workmanship.

Booklet giving full particulars, with
order blanks, furnished on request.

THE first thing to determine is the kind

of card you will show—whether it is to

be " loud," full of color, " funny," pictured,

or otherwise. We advise, for the jeweler,

that it be " otherwise." The best for him

is plain black and white—a little, easily-read

type in black ink, and much white space

above and below the type.

Why ? Well, because a watch is not

like, say, a breakfast food. An advertisement

of the latter can be Jim-Dumped upon the

reader; the advertiser's only thought is to

impress the name of the cereal. He doesn't

care for argument ; he wants only to hit the

eye, not the mind. So the breakfast food

screams at you in red and yellow and pictures

and exclamation points. And so (and

properly) with many other lines of goods

whose adyertisements chromo the car.

But not so with the jewelry line. Here

the advertiser must consider that one doesn't

buy a piece of jewelry as he buys a cigar.

It isn't done on the jump, as on the suggestion

of a ten-foot " Cremo " bill-board. There is

ail orderly process of thinking, in connectiOn

with a jewelry purchase. There is a certain

dignity in the mental appoach to it. And

the advertisement must meet this psycho-

logical condition, and act out its sympathy

with the trend of the prospective jewelry

imyer's thought.

Now, keeping in mind the facts as

explained in our article in the April number

that a street-car card, because of its space-

limits and rea,ding distance, can be only a

reminder of the advertiser to the reader,

cannot present enough details to make a

convincing statement and cannot argue out

its proposition, the following suggestions for

text would seem to fit the average jewelry

store need. Local conditions will suggest

changes here and there; and besides, the

advertiser must always keep in mind the

advantage of putting personality into the ad-

vertisement. But the following may meet the

average requirement without much change.

MOR EOVER, there's much to say in favor

of a plain-type advertisement, with much

white around it, simply for the real strength

of such " display," when it is brought into

contrast with highly - colored - and - pictured

neighboring cards in the car. " Display " is

largely in contrast. The plain-type-much-

white card would probably prove to be the

most conspicuous card in the car, just because

it is " so different " from the others.

Thinking o a Ring? Select from 36 beau-
tiful new patterns lust received by SMITH,
44 Main St.

I am selling a Man's Watch at $18 that is
worth more. Some $25 watches are worth less.
My $18 watch is the best I know of at anywhere
near the price. Snalk, 44 Main.

Laic tor breakfast? We have a good Alarm
Clock at Si which will wake the sleepiest cook.
SMITH, 44 Main.

Buy the boy a Nickel Watch and make a man
of him. Small. 44 Main St., has the right sorts—

$1.50, $3.5e. 55.00.

Nothing fitter for a wedding gift than Cut
Mass. Small pieces at small prices--and gor,,
geous big pieces, too. The completest stock at
SMITH'S, 44 Main St.

Let me show you a cute thing in a shirt -stud
back that saves time and trouble. Smith,

44 Main St.

When you want a Filled Watch Case.
SMITH, 44 Main St., will show you the best
for your money. You can easily go wrong in
buying a Filled Case.

/ don't know everything but I do know how
to mend a Watch. And my charges are not
much more than the tinkers charge, Smith,
44 Main St.

ft Clocks for sale at about cost because of a
change in style. You can save money if you
are not stylish. What's " style " in Clocks,
anyway ? SMITH, 44 Main St.

Must you strain to.read this ? I have spec-
tacles in toy stock which you should have on
your nose—and an expert to find just what you
-need. Smith, 44 Main St.

All kinds of Watch Chains, at all kinds of
prices ; and each the hest of its kind at the
price. SMITH, 44 Main St.

Here's an Easy One

EDITOR THE KEYSTi 'NE :
'Which of these h\ investments would be the

more profitable to an ,plician wishing to locate in
business in a city of 100,000 population?

I. Pay $1200 a year rent for a store located on
one of the principal streets and not advertise ; or

2. Pay $400 a year rent on a side street and
put Poo into advertising ill the daily papers.

Please reply through the valuable KEYSTONE.

The only opportunity for debate of the

foregoing inquiry lies in the question as to

the intention and fitness of the optician.
If the man were a fakir, with no intention

of remaining permanently in the town but

only to stay out the year—with no real

knowledge to back his pretentions—then by
all means he should get on the main street,
make a splurge in display and rope in as
many of the frequent passers as possible.

But our correspondent is really an opti-
cian ; learned in optical knowledge and skilled
in practice; the better he .is " found out "
the more he will prosper; and he intends to
stay in the town " for keeps." There can
be no question as to what is best for him to
do. He should spend his $1200 per year on
the second proposition.

The public—at least the best public—
does not buy lenses for sight-correction as it
buys cigars. Convenience of access is not
its first thought, in selecting its optician.
It will gladly go a little out of its way to find
one in which it has confidence. The eye is
given more thought than the brand of cigar;
and each eye-patient feels that to walk
another block or two, or to climb stairs, is
little tax for the sense of security which it
gives. So that more people will be moved
by the good advertising of a competent opti-
cian than will be influenced by the mere
physical presence of an optical store the
merits of which are unknown.

If you know the optical business from
A to Z, let everybody hear of it. Go on the
side street and tell the public the facts as to
your skill. If you really are adept at the
optical business, and adept at advertising,
you will get much larger returns from the
$800 than from that amount spent in addi-
tional rent on the main street without adver-
tising. You might even locate on a nearby
farm and you will succeed as an optician, if
you are the best in your section and if you
let everybody know it ; the larger number of
those with defective sight would wear a path
through the high grass to your door. If the
off-main-street optician will persistently enlarge
on the importance (4 act-ill-ale lilting, in his
advertisements, and impress his own efficiency

upon readers, they N■ ill hunt him up, wherever
his out-of-the-way place happens to be.

For many kinds of business, the main
street and no advertising; but for the opti-
cian who is really worth while, a side street
and plenty of printer's ink will do the trick.
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COMMUNITY

SILVER

COMMUNITY SILVER, will lead the plated-ware market because it so closely

meets the two essentials durability and " style."

COMMUNITY SILVER, is not merely coming—IT IS HERE. People know

about it. Public confidence in it is already strongly established.

COMMUNITY SILVER, should be placed alongside other plated ware by the

intelligent dealer. None approaches so closely the dignity and correctness

of Sterling.

COMMUNITY SILVER, has nothing gaudy about it.

COMMUNITY SILVER. plating, called "Triple-plus," is heavier than triple, and

each piece is guaranteed for five-and-twenty years of family use.

In addition to all this, AIL Dealer, there is a generous margin of profit for you.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.
ONEIDA, N. Y. NIAOARA FALLS, N. Y.

h■Il II 1,1,
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Importance of Neatness in Dress

NEATNESS in dress has much import-

ance as a factor in everday life, and its

importance increases as the community grows

in wealth and refinement. In a jewelry store

which caters to the more comfortable and

critical class, respectability of dress and

demeanor are especially desirable. A trim

appearance, clean, well-manicured hands and

an amiable manner are worth much to the

young man or old who disposes of jewelry

across the counter. Speaking to an old

drummer on one occasion in reference to a

clerk in his store, a jeweler said : " Fred. is

all right in many respects, but he is incorri-

gibly slovenly in dress and manner. I don't

know what to do with him." " I do,"

answered the drummer. " Tie a can to him

and head him towards your competitor."

Cruel counsel, and yet it suggested probably

the only remedy for Fred's malady.

Was it Thackery who said : " Every

man has a letter of credit written on his

face " ? However this may be, we are,

indeed, our own best or worst advertisement,

and if we appear to disadvantage in any par-

ticular our. standard in the estimation of

others is cut down. The great majority of

people who come in contact with store clerks

know nothing of them outside their clerical

capacity, and judge them solely by appear-

ance and manner. If they are slovenly in

dress the store patrons naturally think that

they are slovenly and slipshod in their work

. also. And they are right. It does not

matter where the slackness or shiftlessness

manifests itself, or what its nature may be,

it will reappear in your work, in your man-

ner and in your person. Many people form

a careless habit of neglecting some part of

their toilet, as when they black only the

front part of their shoes and leave the heels

untouched. The same incompleteness, the

same lack of finish will appear in every letter

they write and in every piece of work they

attempt to do. It will prove a detriment to

character growth. The consciousness of

incompleteness, or " slipshodness," tends to

destroy self-respect, to lessen energy, to sup-

press ambition and to detract from one's gen-

eral ability and usefulness.

There are those, no doubt, who will say

" this matter of dress may cut some figure in

big cities or stores, but in my little store and

plebeian location good dress is neither neces-

sary nor desirable." This is most fallacious

reasoning. The world happily is disposed

to take us at our own estimate, and the

slovenly, shirt-sleeved jeweler can never

cultivate the prestige that should attach to

his craft. Indeed, among the lowly and

uncouth good dress and a refined personality

will be especially impressive if only by reason
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of their rarity. Cultivate this kind of per-

sonal advertising. It has a most beneficial

effect alike on the individual and the business.

Official List of Dead Beats

TT is a misfortune that not all good 
L

store-

keepers are good collectors. A man may

be an excellent salesman and yet be only

indifferently successful in making collections.

Again every community is afflicted with a

certain number of dead beats, and these

people, as a rule, rejoice in a plausibility

which only too frequently imposes on the

merchant. In Belleville, Ill. , the merchants

have an association, and one of its purposes

is to discover and proclaim the dead beats.

The secretary of the association thus de-

scribes the credit system made use of by the

organizaton :

The system we use in Belleville is not so much
a rating system as a " dead beat " preventive.
We think that it is hardly fair to put the name of
John Smith, a well-known dead beat, beside the
name of James Sanders, who is known to be an
honest and honorable citizen. We, therefore,
have a book which contains the names of dead
beats only, and it is understood that no man's
name shall be printed in this book until all honor-
able means of collecting have been employed.
When his name is entered in the dead beat book
he may be sure that he is associated with a bad lot.

It is pretty well known by the citizens here
that such a book exists, and when all other means
have failed we send the following printed form
letter to the delinquent :

MR. JONES:
Your account with Mr. Brown, grocer,

is Mr. Brown has used all honor-
able means to collect such bill. • If you do
not settle with him in ten days your name
will be entered in the merchant's dead
beat book. Signed, SECRETARY.

Our merchants say that this notice has col-
lected lots of old bills that they had years ago

- given up as lost. A man has to be pretty low
down before he will allow his name to be placed
on this book. Each member has a copy of the
book, and if a man whom he does not know asks
for credit, he looks him up. If the name appears
in the book the merchant is pretty safe in refusing
credit. We are altogether within the law, as we
do not boycott but merely warn each other.

The Yearning for the Big City

AFTER a statement of various facts in

regard to the town in which he is located

a subscriber asks : " Would you advise me

to go to a larger city ? You see the field

here is very restricted." Before taking the

risk of removing to a larger city our corre-

spondent would do well to examine more

carefully the alleged restrictions in his present

location. We have known cases—many of

them—in which the restrictions were the

fault of the very merchants who complained

of them. Your field, young man, is just as

wide as you wish to make it. No store is so

hemmed in either by competition or limitation

of territory that it will be found impossible to

enlarge the business. Your town is a good

one, you say yourself, and is surrounded by
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a well-to-do rural population. Get in touch

with this population, cater to their wants,

invite them to your store. Appeal to their

local pride, their pockets, their common

sense. They will appreciate your enterprise

and absorb your arguments. Your location

in a comparatively small town has many

advantages—lower rent, less vigorous or

at least more equalized competition, a con-

stituency personally known to you, low cost

for newspaper space, etc. In the larger city

you will have much to contend with.

Go slow, therefore. Success does not

depend so much on location as on the man.

" What will you do when you leave college,

Tom ?" asked Tom's friend. " Study law,"

said Tom. " But isn't the profession

crowded ? " said his friend. " What differ-

ence ?" replied Tom. " It isn't any con-

cern of mine if somebody gets crushed out."

Just so. Make your own opportunity and

be confident. One's field, be it professional

or business, is just as large or as small as

one wishes to make it. He was a shrewd

old pioneer who said: " He who looks at

the field and says it is all staked will forever

sit by the wayside." We would have our

young friend give himself and his present

location another chance.

Well-Lighted Stores

SPEAKING of the necessity of an abun-

dance of light in a store and outside of

it, Charles Austin Bates very truthfully says:

" It is a fact patent to the most casual

observer that the busiest stores during the

darker hours are the lightest stores—stores

light inside and outside—the stores with the

Sign of Life ' over their doors.

This phenomenon is too generally cred-

ited to mere coincidence. There is a great

big principle involved. Trade follows the

light.
Light streets and light stores catch the

crowd. Nobody wants to live, or shop, or

cat, or play pool in a dungeon. Turn on

the light!
When the light shines on the outer walls

he who runs may read, in letters of fire, the

name you want burned into the enduring

tablets of his memory."

WHENEVER you are tempted to be

short with a customer whose persistent

correspondence is an annoyance to you, just

stop for a moment and think how much it

cost you to secure that customer. Never

mind if his grievance is fancied, it is not wise

to be discourteous to him. You paid out

good money for an ad. which secured his

trade, so don't injure your business to gratify

your temper.
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Jeweler to the Mikado

Japan't. Most Noted Jewelry Store Its
Progressive and Enterprising Proprietor

the Tiffany of the Orient

I I E magnificent achievements of
japan fir lit2r titanic struggle with
Russia have riveted the atten-
tion of the world on the wonder-

f III progress made in the past half century
by the island empire of the Mikado.
Alike in the arts of war and the pursuits
of peace, the sturdy Japanese have forged
to the front until to-day her statesmen,
her warriors, her merchants and her
artisans have proved their right to rank
with the greatest of other nations. Even
in the jewelry trade Japan has made
wonderful strides and can boast of some
of the most progressive merchant jewelers
as well as most ingenious artificers in the
precious metals.

Some months ago we announced
the presence in this country of Mr. Kingora
Ezawa, the widely-known proprietor of
the Tenshodo jewelry store, of Tokyo,
Japan, with seven different branches in as
many different cities of that country. The
illustrations here shown present an out-
side and an interior view of the Tokyo
store. Mr. Ezawa is a good illustration
of the kind of man and merchant who is
responsible for Japan's mercantile progress. When a young man he spent
a few years in the United States in one of the large watch factories and took
advantage of the opportunity to make a careful study of the watch and
jewelry business as carried on in this country. At that time his father was
alive and operating the various large jewelry stores under the name of
Kingora Ezawa, in several of the principal cities of Japan. The house
enjoyed the distinction of being jewelers to the Mikado, and Kingora
Ezawa, pere, was the designer and maker of the Mikado's trundle seat. He
was a very enterprising merchant and established a very notable reputation
among his countrymen for honesty and fair dealing.

When the father died the young man went back to Japan and took up

July, 1904

The Most Notable Japanese Jewelry Store

the management of. the Tenshodo stores in connection with his uncle and
cousins. After becoming thoroughly imbued with the American business
methods and and with the progressive Japanese spirit, he has been develop-
ing the business on American lines and frequently makes trips to this
country for the purpose of keeping himself posted and studying up-to-date
methods, which he incorporates in his own business. He maintains the
one-price system and guarantees absolutely the quality of every article
which he sells. His father was perhaps one of the first merchants in Japan
to adopt the system of taking back anything he sold which was not satisfac-
tory to the customer. He is a liberal and enthusiastic advertiser and is
strongly imbued with the advantages of making attractive displays of goods

in his store. American houses were especially
impressed, during Mr. Ezawa's recent visit to
this country, with his keen instinct in gathering
advertising data and his discrimination of values
in current advertising methods. His questions
always went to the pith of the matter ; his con-
clusions showed unusual clearness of judgment
and his comments in general indicated a highly-
trained business intelligence. United to this
exceptionally keen mercantile wit is a most
agreeable and interesting personality.

Kingora Ezawa. employs about 500 work-
men and clerks. The wages paid to these are
very much less than in the United States, an
average workman receiving from $15 to $20 a
month and experts from $25 to $30 a month.
Only a few designers and workmen of excep-
tional genius and skill receive a higher wage.
The apprenticeship system still exists in Japan,
the apprentices being compelled to serve seven
years with no other compensation than food
and clothing.

An illustrated catalogue of over zoo pages
which lies before us shows the great variety of
stock handled by Kingora Ezawa. It covers
the entire field of the biggest American stores—
watches, clocks, rings, jewelry, optical goods,
everything associated with a modern jewelry
business. He makes a specialty of a number
of American lines, and finds a large and grow-
ing demand for many of these lines, more
especially watches and watch cases.

view 111 the Interior of the Store

Ttut

of the alert dealer is fiaind in the
1904 line of

cm•

The efforts of our designers this season seem to have been

crowned with success as never before.

Advance sheets of our 1904 Catalogue, substantiating this

assertion may be had for the asking.

In all our business history we have never, in any one

season, been able to offer so many really meritorious and excel-

lent things, all at moderate prices, and something we never

lose sight of WITH AMPLE PROFIT MARGINS FOR

THE RETAILER.

Going to The Fair?

A week's free accommodation
at St. Louis for our customers.

Full Particulars on Request.

Jo B3   g C o
Main Office and Salesrooms

5S Murray aareett,

akTeW YOrrho
Chicapicc, 2
SililversTrimiths' BuiRdin •

air ELECTROTYPES FOR LOCAL ADVERTISING FREE TO OUR CUSTOMERS. -1/11ta
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FINEST • GLASS • PLUS • FINEST • NVORK.NIANSI

FINE PIECES, zehelher of Cul Glass or other

virtu, should be wrought out of a stock whose merits

the errlistie skill to be expended thereon.

articles of

are worthy of

THE GLASS CUTTER DELIGHTS to find a glass so z

as ours of his best efforts, and the purchaser delights to buy the

product al such reasonable prices.

:■f■ 1\ it I: AV" STREET,
N YORK.

Designers and Manufacturers of
FAcn : 968 Franklin Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Defignero

oT the
Collconfiali

Edge.

The Originality of Design, the Quality of Blanks and the Superiority of Finish

constitute a few of the virtues which have won a name for our glass. The individu-

ality of our COLONIAL EDGE GLASS is making friends for us every day, and

will make friends for you. Our sample line is now complete and we are ready for

fall business.

OUR NEW PATTERNS EMPRESS, MILAN AND MIKADO,
WILL BE READY NEXT MONTH.

SALEsko()Ms :

Philadelphia,

New York,

DEEP CELERY TRAY—BELLEVUE. (Colonial Edge.)

loric
8" Bowt—ORxtu8D. (Colouial Edge.)



THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION, rj/ ‘60„
New Bedford, Mass.

ar • • lie
Rich Superior RICH

Cut Glass Silver Plat(
CUT GLASS.

Rich in Brilliancy.

Original in Design.

Beautiful in Design,:

Reliable in Quality. In each January and July fir many years we

have brought forward many new and graceful

shapes bearing brilliant and original designs, which

have won for our line a merited reputation for

progressiveness and artistic advancement in ci it

glass

This reputation is still maintained by the superi-

ority of our new line for the fall of 1904.
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" Look through the world,

"l'is neer met with elsewhere.'

BRANCHES:

38 Murray St., New York City.
576 Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. Q.
220 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Factories, Etc.:

New Bedford, Mass.

of our complete line

loaned to the trade for

inspection. I NEW YORK—J. D. Dithridge, as West Broadway.

/, SAN FRANCISCO—J. A. Young, Its Kearny St.
( BOSTON—H. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin St.

Ith-NAAPI*

Rd. Punch Bowl, Angelus.

( Established 1892.1 _

No. 200 'omport,

New and Original Patterns,
Superior Finish, Moderate Prices,
Promptness in Shipping.

Because the finish is

bright,

And the prices are

right,

And the quality is

gtiarinteed.

large and well conceived line, particularly
adapted for your trade. TRY IT.

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 66 West Broadway.

CHICAGO SALESROOM, Silversmiths' Building.

ST. LOUIS SALESROOM, thalami limilding.
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A NOVELTY FOR THE WEST, FROM INDIA.

Sterling Silver Indian "Swami" Ware.

Tea and Coffee
Sets.

Dessert Sets.

Salvers.

Tea Spoons.

Salt Cellars.

Etc., Etc.

SEND FOR A

SAMPLE

PARCEL,
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1,111..Iinii, the limitless of k'ortulie). 13 pieces.

Caskets.

Prize Cups.

Cigar and
Cigarette

Boxes.

Inkstands.

Belts, Buckles.

Etc., Etc.

which will be

sent through

your bankers.

P. ORR & SONS, MADRAS, INDIA.

OUR NEW LINE FOR THE FALL IS

NOW READY

The
Bouquet

Made in
Toilet and
Manicure.

If you have not received our Silver Catalogue,

let us know and we will send you one.

MANUFACTURERS.

Factory, Newark, N. J.

Salesroom, 726 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,
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Chas. Dangiger.

Our Mr. Henry Freund having returned from his purchasing trip to Amsterdam, he, as well as our other
representatives, \\Till shortly be prepared to show you the results of his purchases. It is unnecessary for its to
say much regarding them, as he has clone remarkably well, particularly considering the market conditions. The
goods and the prices will certainly interest you.

In the meantime, we have not been idle in this market, and we think we may justly pride ourselves on ournew fall stock of jewelry and Watches. You will find, as always, an infinite variety, at the'minimum of prices
consistent with the maximum of quality and style.

Messrs. Henry and Louis Freund, as also Mr. Goldschmidt and Mr. Danziger, are about ready to call on
the trade, and we anticipate a further extension of patronage by those who have carried our goods and know
what sellers they are. If your name is not yet on our list of satisfied customers, we hope to add it during
the coming fall.

Makolen Lane, New T(o)rk.

Horological Exhibits at the Exposition

0 the foreigners, at least, the horological exhibits tit the St. Louis

Exposition are disappointing. To Tim KEvs.rt tN it: many of them

have expressed their disappointment. A. Hirst, of Hirst Bros. &

  Co., the well-known wholesale jewelers, of Oldham, England, said

that it %'as impossible to institute even a comparison between the horo-

logical exhibits at St. Louis and those at the last Paris Exposition where

the display was wonderful in magnitude and magnificence. Nor is this

inexplicable. The United States is noted for the serviceable in timepieces

rather than for the unique and curious. Hence the limitations of the

American watch for merely display purposes. While aspiring to serve the

world with the best pocket watch, we have had no desire to invade the

horological cu-
rio field in oppo-
sition to Europe.

Still, there
is much in horo-
logy to interest
the jeweler
shown at the
World's Fair,
both in native
and foreign ex-
hibits. To the
jeweler the
French exhibit
will be particu-
larly interesting.
Here are many
watches of the
kind that a r e
looked f or at
expositions—
curious in d e -
sign, ingenious
in workman-
ship. Of clocks
there are mint.

4 a number of in-
' teresting exhi-

bits, and t Ii
United States
shows up well
in this line.
Apart from
horology, how-
ever, there art -
numberless ex-
hibits that inter-
est the jeweler,
and it is safe to
say that he can
obtain at the big Fair a liberal education in his particular business.

A tiny golden watch, made in the form of a lantern, set

ulNilsisquRe 
Gift dime, 

with diamonds and with a dial not as large as a silver

dime, is the souvenir which Miss Alice Roosevelt will

keep as a memento of her visit to the Bijouterie, or jewel

showroom, of the French section of the Manufacturers' Building at the

\\Todd's Fair, The presentation was gallantly made during Miss Roosevelt's

recent visit to the Exposition City by M. Lagrave, Commissioner-General to

the. World's Fair from France, and the card with it read :

em.,111,1 to
Miss Alice

by 
Government of France,

itty :ti,

The watch is no larger than the end of a man's forefinger, and yet is

perfect in every respect. It was made by Le Roy & Co., for 120 years the

leading watchmakers of Paris, and was one of the three articles made

especially for the Exposition display. Its value is $450. With it was

presented a handsome brooch, in the form of a lace pin, decorated with

jeweled leaves and flowers, and several times. larger than the watch which

it was designed to hold in place on the %vaist of the recipient.

The watch is in the form of a " bull's-eye " lantern, the dial forming

the face. A tiny golden thread takes the place of the " handle ;" the top,

vikovav

vApAypo

ovkvit4k
714/0401,,(64.,01,014,00N,

We are now ready with a complete line of
the new Fall styles and patterns of 18 K.
and 14 K. gold cases of Keystone and other
standard makes ; also of gold filled and silver
cases. The richest, daintiest and most beauti-
ful patterns ever shown.

Our preparations for early Fall purchasing are now complete, and all departments are equally perfect.Jewelers will find their every watch want in our vast new stocks of Elgin and 'Waltham movements.
Our silverware department merits special mention. We are agents for the Rogers & Bro. celebrated Starbrand of silver-plated flatware, and have a big array of the latest patterns in these goods.
'Write for catalogue and discount of silver-plated ware. VVe safeguard the reputation of our patrons byhandling only reliable goods. .

through which rays of light would shoot at times, if the lantern was " real,"

is set with a cluster of diamonds, and at each side, at the points where the

" handle" is attached, is a diamond. The back of the " lantern" is plain

gold, and closely protects the Liliputian machinery which operates the hands.

This xvatch was one of tell which were displayed before

Miss Roosevelt, who thought she was merely being

shown the courtesy of an exhibit. The fact that the one

article of the ten in which she manifested the greatest

interest was to be presented to her as a souvenir was

kept a closely-guarded secret ; and her surprise was complete when, after

she had expressed enthusiastic admiration for the lantern, M. Lagrave lifted

it from the tray, bowed low, and begged her to accept it from the French

M. Lagrave and M. Leon Le Roy, who has charge of the
II is play were
enthusiastic i n
their praise o f
MissRoosevelt's
taste in prefer-
ring lan-
tern
They declare
that, beyond
question, it is
the most perfect
in workmanship
and art of any of
the marvelous
articles placed
before her.
Among the
other articles
were a tiny
golden repeater,
which strikes
the hours, the
smallest watch
of which the
jewelers' world
knows—a per-
fect timepiece of
such small dia-
meter that,
placed upon a
clime, there is
much room left
between its edge
and the edge of
the coin; a
golden w a telt
made inside of a
golden ball, and
set with emer-
alds ; and a ring

whose setting is a watch. The " lantern " watch, however, was 
the only

one of these made especially for the Exposition exhibit. The 
other two

specially made exhibits are a watch made of the size and 
thickness of a

twenty-dollar American gold piece, and another watch made to 
become the

setting of a ring, striking the hours and quarter hours upon the 
pressure of

tiny levers.
A clock made entirely of pins soldered together is a

Electric Clock unique feature at the Exposition. The clock is driven

Made of Pins by electricity, eight •or ten dry cells furnishing the neces-

sary current. The pendulum is arranged St t that its

111""'Inellt in cite direction is obtained through 
Ihit agellcY of a N".ightl the

weight being lifted on the return stroke la an eleetro-magnet brutIght
into-

ically into eirrtlit with the batteries at the proper time by the 
movement

of the pendulum. Thus the energy of the battery is 
utilized to lift the

weight, the potential energy of which is then ready to actuate the 
pendulum.

The clock requires no winding-. There is no other material used in its

construction than pills of various sizes and self-fluxing solder. This novelty

was built to show the possibilities of the solder. Not quite a year was

required for its construction, the work being done entirely by hand.

One of the clock displays that have been much admired is the 
beautiful

exhibit of the Herschede I hall Clock Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Another

mast interesting collection and one which also attracts a great 
deal of

attention, is the handsome display of cuckoo clocks made by Geo. 
Kuehl &

Co., of Chicago,

Other Unique
Timepieces on
Display

The Immense Floral Clock at the st. Louis Exposition. Dial 100 Feet in Diameter ; Numerals 15 Feet in Length ; 
Minute Rand 50 Feet

Long and G Feet Wide. Descriptive Particulars on Page 700, May K EvsTos
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In our advertisement of last month we said:
" Every few months a cablegram announces an advance

in the price of Diamonds, and we have it on reliable
authority that a still further advance is even now in contemplation." A few
days later an advance of 5 per cent. was announced the fifth since
February, I 903 ! And more to come.

Many of our patrons; acting on our advice, purchased to advantage by buying
promptly. As we have still some of the large stock purchased previous to and
in anticipation of the several latest advances we can even yet give you

advantageous prices if orders are sent in immediately. The diamonds are
the finest quality and in sizes to suit.

OUR WATCH STOCK is the most complete and tempting ever shown.
In Waltham, Elgin and New England Watches, it is all-embracing and affords
the rarest purchasing opportunity of the present year. Our tips are reliable
and mean money-saving.

N. FL WHITE Ci CO• 9

21 Maiden Lane, New York.

4

New York Letter

The quantity of precious stones

Diamond Imports that passed through the Ap-

Comparatively praisers' Stores here during the
High month of May amounted in

value to $2,379,836, which is a

very high figure in view of the labor troubles in

the European diamond-cutting cities and the recent

increase in the price of diamonds in the rough.

It is perhaps even a more remarkable circumstance

that as compared with similar periods in the past

these importations are the third largest for any

month of May on record, the two exceptions being

May, 1901, and May, 1903. A classification of the

importations for last May shows that $1,051,594

represented the value of uncut stones, this being

the second largest showing on record under this

heading, and greater by $484,5o8 than the amount

for May, 1903. On the other hand there was a

diminution to the amount of $527,256 in the

importation of cut stones for May, 1904, as com-

pared with the quantity imported during the corre-

sponding month of the preceding year ; this, of

course, is owing to the strikes. The figures show-

ing the classified importations for the month of

May during the past five calendar years, as tabu-

lated by Gen. Geo. W. Mindil, jewelry examiner

at the Public Stores here, are appended:

May. Uncut. Cul. Total.

1900 513,597.85 $ 804,761.16 $1,318,359.01
1901 . . 1,235,877.78 1,944,395.37 3,180,273.15
1902 . 889,229.02 1,386,647.04 2,275,946.06
1903 . . 567,086. 18 1,855,497.78 2,422,583.96

1904 . 1,051,594.43 1,328,241.58 2,379,836.01

So far as diamond imports are an index to the

spirit pervading the business world—and they

must certainly have some bearing on commercial

stability—the latest statistics as shown above must

be considered very satisfactory.
The Merchants' Association of

Reduced Rates to New York announces that the

merchants' reduced rates to this

city for the fall buying season

have been granted. The usual special rate—a fare

and one-third for the round trip—will be operative

from Central Passenger Association territory on

July 3oth, August 3d, inclusive, and August 20-24,

inclusive, with a thirty-day return limit ; and from

the Trunk Line Association section on August

20-24, inclusive, and September 3-7, inclusive,

with a fifteen-day return limit. Expressed suc-

cinctly, the first-named territory extends from the

Mississippi River eastward to Buffalo, N. Y., Pitts-

burg, Pa., Wheeling and Parkersburg, W. Va.,

south to the Ohio River, including the cities of

Chicago, St. Louis and Louisville ; while the Trunk

Line Association rate will apply from the States of

New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of

Columbia and portions of New Jersey, West

Virginia and Virginia. Eastern and Central con-

nections having accorded the concessions noted

above, The Merchants' Association of New York

will now actively push for a favorable vote on its

application to the Southwestern Passenger Bureau,

New York

/ 

which has jurisdiction over the roads in Texas,

Indian and Oklahoma Territories, and in Missouri

south of the Missouri River. The dates suggested

for this territory are those which have been favor-

ably passed upon by the Central Passenger Asso-

ciation, with a similar return limit. To counteract

the general business apathy usually existing during

the season preceding a presidential election, the

association intends to very extensively advertise

the rates and issue literature urging merchants to

come to market, showing the advantages offered

the retailer by this trade center.

The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Maiden

Lane Safe Deposit Co. was
held on June 7th. At this

meeting the president and secretary handed in re-

ports, which showed that the company was making

satisfactory progress. In the election of directors

the only change made was the succession of G.W.

Fairchild, vice-president of the Guardian Trust Co.,

to the place on the board held by Bird S. Coler.

The directorate now consists of the following :

C.G. Alford ,of C. G. Alford & Co.; August Oppen-

heimer, of Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith ; Milton I'.

Bagg ; A. K. Sloan, of Sloan & Co.; Hiram A.

Bliss, of the Gorham Mfg. Co.; Leopold Stern, of

Stern Bros. & Co.; W. F. Carlton ; Alvin L. Stras-

.burger, of Louis Strasburger's Son & Co.; W. G.

Fairchild ; David C. Townsend, of D. C. Town-

send & Co.; W. M. K. Olcott ; Joseph H. Ward

and Louis Windmuller. A meeting of the directors

was afterwards held, at which C. G. Alford was re-

elected president, August Oppenheimer, W. F.

Carlton and Louis Windmuller vice-presidents, and

Maurice Maas secretary and treasurer.
The regular monthly meeting of

Jewelers' the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held June loth, the following

members being present : Vice-

President Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secre-

tary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott, Bowden and

Brown, of the committee. The following were

admitted to membership:

Annual Meeting
of the Safe Deposit
Company

Security Alliance

Harry A. Koritzky, New Or-
leans, La.

H. E. Norris, Fredericksburg,
Virginia.

Mrs. J. Ramser, Rock Island,
Illinois.

Romeo Scotti, Chicago, Ill.
C. H. Adams, Dawson, Ga.
Jos. Astracan, Amarillo, Tex.
Funk & Dukehart, Baltimore,

Maryland.
Geo. Mayer & Co., Phila., Pa.
Myer Posner, Mt. Pleasing,

Pennsylvania.
Otto B. Schmidt, Tiffin, Ohio.
A. Schnell, Troy, N. Y.
I. Neafach, Johnstown, Pa.

Chas. Wathen & Co., Denver,
Colorado.

Lowell & Darrow, Bingham-
ton, N. Y.

Erickson & Howe, Douglas,
Arizona.

Birnbaum Bros., Los Angeles,
California.

Stetson & Crose, Syracuse,
New York.

Eugene Gabriel, New York
City.

Jewelers' Supply Co., Pitts-
burg, Pa.

A. H. Pike, Rockford, Ill.
Oscar D. Emerick, Freeport,

A movement has been started

Want to among some local trade bodies

Accelerate Court with the object of rectifying

Procedure alleged inconvenience arising

out of tardiness of procedure in

certain law courts. The Jewelers' Association

and Board of Trade, of this city, has been asked

to co-operate in this project, and at a recent meet-

ing of the New York Board of Trade and Trans-

portation a resolution was .adopted calling for a

(1051)
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special committee to summon a general meeting

for consideration of the question.

The salesmen and shipping department em-

ployees of the International Silver Co.'s Maiden

Lane establishment indulged in a very pleasant

game of baseball on Saturday, June i rth, on the

Beach Street grounds, Hackensack, N. J. There

was a lively contest for victory which resulted in a

score of eight to seven, the honors going to the

salesmen.
The firm of J. Ehrlich & Sons, manufacturing

opticians and jewelers, whose business was founded

III 1862, and who have four retail establishments in

this city, their general offices being at 223 Sixth

Avenue, has become a corporation under the laws

of the State of New York. The name of the firm

remains unchanged and the business will be carried

on as heretofore. Jacob Ehrlich, founder of the

concern, is president of the new corporation and

Alphonse Ehrlich is its secretary and treasurer,

The firm of W. H. Hays, wholesale dealer in

clocks, 12 Cortlandt Street, has been incorporated

with a capital of $50,000 under the name of the

\V. H. Hays Co., and with W. H. Hays, Solomon

Markstein and R. E. Albers, all of New York, as

directors.
Hugo P. Keller, of L. II. Keller & Co., mate-

rial and tool importers, 64 Nassau Street, has

announced that the business of the firm, from

which death recently removed Adolph Keller, will

be continued as heretofore under the old firm-name.

Louis Friedlander, of R., L. & M. Friedlander,

wholesale jewelers and diamond importers, 32

Maiden Lane, accompanied by his wife, returned

early last month from an extended tour in Mexico

and the Southwest. In the course of their pere-

grinations the couple sojourned for one week in the

Yosemite Valley and explored many mountainous

regions, ascending the celebrated Pike's Peak.

The employees of the Gorham Mfg. Co.'s

down-town establishment held their second annual

outing on Saturday afternoon, June trth, at New

Dorp, Staten Island. The party enjoyed the ferry

ride to the scene of the day's amusement, and upon

arrival, the chief feature of the programme was a

baseball game between the married and the single

members of the party. This resulted in the defeat

of the bachelors by the significant score of 33 to 13.

Gustave Brandt, one of the proprietors of the

Omega Watch Co., left for his home in Paris on

June 10th, after a month's visit to this country,

Canada and Cuba. Mr. Brandt was accompanied

by his mother, and while in this city made his

headquarters with E. E. Robert, who is the firm's

representative in this country. Although quite a

young man Mr. Brandt has shown great executive

ability in carrying out the policies laid down by

his father and uncle, who were the direct managers

of the business previous to their death within the

past year or so. He reported the business as

being in a very prosperous condition, and was

very much gratified at the fine trade that had been

built up for these movements in this country

through the efforts of E. E. Robert and Cross &

I3eguelin, who are the selling agents in the United

States for Omega watches.

(Continued on page 10531



Height, 12 inches. Diameter, 7,;(:, Inches.

`film Special
iroallong

0

is by far the hand-
somest clock of the
"400-Day" kind in the
market. Handsome
metal dial, 4 inches
diameter, compensated
pendulum.

JOBBING TRADE
SUPPLIED.

J. B. BECHTEL & CO.
725 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Hawkes
Cut
Glass.

GRAND PRIZE AWARDED AT PARIS EXPOSITION.

A yellow dia-
mond makes a
good show until
compared with a
white one.

Examine Hawkes Cut Glass
and look for this trade-mark
engraved on each piece,
without which none is genuine.

T. G. Hawkes & Co.,
Corning, N. Y.

,HAWKES.

•

$25 Buys This Ring.
A 1,4 Carat White Diamond, Set in a Fine 4 K.

Hand=Carved Mounting.

)31b,
fiek

3365-

This makes one of the prettiest and most attractive rings
On the market for the price.

And is only one of the many good things in our diamond
mounted line.

Look them over and be convinced.
Our salesmen will see you in the near future.
Send for the above ring, it is cheap at $25, less 3% for

Cash or 4 months net.

C. P. GOLDSMITH & CO.,.
33 Gold St., New York City.

A SAMPLE 
of artistic Casemaking- from otir New Fall Line of

Solid Gold Cases.

The " moir6 " effect, in the back-
ground of this engraving pattern, is
designed to " support " the overlying
work.

The artist has effectively applied con-
trast, in the use of " bright-cut " and
" single-point shading " ; and through
ingenious handling of the graver has
produced " color " effects on the plain
gold.

704

Let us send you a sample fitted with an Elgin or Waltham
movement of any grade—we will be glad to have you send it back
if price and style fail to please.

W. T. THOMPSON,
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY.
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The harrowing details of the

disaster which / ecently befell

the excursion party on the

ill-fated General Slocum, are

by this time painfully familiar

to every one. It is a sad and strange corn-

mentary upon the vaunted efficiency of modern

fire preventives, fire-fighting apparatus, safe-

guards against drowning and mechanical per-

fection in transportation facilities on sea and

land, that a calamity so stupefying in the number

of its victims, and pathetic by reason of the youth

and sex of most of them, could be even remotely

possible. Still sadder is it to think that, as is

being stated in the daily press, human dereliction

contributed in a large measure to the awful holo-

caust, and that nothing but the sacrifice of hun-

dreds of lives with the ephemeral commotion to

which it gives rise will drive some men to their duty.

Among those who lost their lives in this calamity

was William H. Pullman, who had been connected

with the jewelry trade in New York for more than

thirty years as manufacturer and salesman. He

might have saved himself had he been less

humane, for he went down in an attempt to rescue

a child after bringing five others to safety. He was

treasurer of the Sunday-school under the auspices of

which the excursion was held, and naturally he had

an especial interest in the day's outing. Deceased

was forty-nine years old and a native of New York

City. As a boy he began his business career with

Baldwin, Sexton & Peterson, Bond Street. He

afterwards worked for Chas. Knapp, with whom he

learned the jewelry making business. He remained

with Mr. Knapp for twenty-three years, at the end of

which time his employer retired. Deceased then

purchased the business and continued it under the

name of William H. Pullman & Co., at 41 Maiden

Lane. One year later, however, Mr. Pullman was

compelled to retire through ill-health. Going to

Bermuda he recuperated, and when he returned to

New York in Iwo he entered the service of E. A.

Lehman & Co., with whom he remained until the

spring of 1902, when he became salesman for

Kinscherf, 63 Maiden Lane, in which

capacity he continued until his untimely death.

A. widow, a son and a daughter survive him.

Contrary to a report ill the newspapers, H. Kroll,

his wife and daughter, and the wife and two chil-

dren of G. L. Kroll, of Herman Kroll & Co.,

36 John Street, were not lost. Fortunately they

were on another Sunday-school excursion that

day. The victims included a number of others,

however, who were connected with the trade,

directly or indirectly. Among them were William

Klenck, inside salesman for Sussfeld, Lorsch &

Co., 37 Maiden Lane, his mother and brother

Charles ; Christian S. Schoeutt, an apprentice with

Geo. 0. Street & Sons, 24 John Street, his mother

and two sisters, and the daughter, daughter-in-

law and grandchild of Gottlieb Breda, retail jeweler

at 90 Avenue A. Albert Kraal, an ivory and pearl

inlayer, who worked at his trade in Newport, R. I.,

was overwhelmed by the intimation that his entire

family, including his wife, daughter Julia aged five,

and son Albert one year old, had gone on the

General Slocum and were among the missing.

The New York Watchmakers'

Society held an excursion and

Hold Outing picnic on Sunday, June 26th.

The party sailed up Long Island

Sound to Witzel's Point, View Island, College

Point, L. I. The time was pleasantly passed in

The Excursion
Horror. Victims
Include Jewelers
and their Friends

THE

Watchmakers
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dancing, prize bowling, shooting and other popular

amusements, into all of which the contestants threw
themselves with a gusto rare in the followers cf a

sedentary occupation. The homeward trip was

begun about 8 o'clock, and the party arrived at

Ninety-first Street about four hours subsequently,

and notwithstanding the lateness of the hour the

participants were delighted with the day's outing,

their only regret being that it passed away all

too quickly. President Frederick Hub, Secretary

John Schmid and the other officials having charge

of the arrangements acquitted themselves credita-

bly. The members of the society hope that this

will prove the nucleus of a permanent annual fete

day, that will meet with the recognition of the

jewelry and kindred trades.
The following circular has been

issued by the Twenty-four Karat

Aids Japan Club to its members over the

signatures of James R. Gleason,

president ; Frank C. Beckwith, secretary ; Charles

F. Brinck, John L. Shepherd and William I.

Rosenfeld:

The board of directors recommends that this
club contribute one hundred dollars to the Perry
Memorial Relief Fund. This fund is to aid the
suffering families of Japanese soldiers and sailors.
It was organized at a meeting held under the
auspices of the American Asiatic Association at
Yokohoma, Japan, March 3r, 1904, the fiftieth
anniversary of the signing of the first treaty, by
Commodore Perry, between Japan and the United
States.

In this country the movement was inaugurated
by the Asiatic Association of New York, and Hon.
Stewart Woodford is chairman of the general
committee. Already some substantial contribu-
tions have been received, and it is expected that
there will be a ready and generous response
throughout the country.

The Perry Memorial Relief Fund is for purely
humanitarian purposes and invites the non-partisan
interest of the American people—ever ready to help
the helpless. All money collected will be placed
at the disposal of the Minister of the Imperial Japa-

nese Household, to be used toward relieving the
distress of families that are without support through

the absence of those who have taken up arms for

their country. It should be noted that the soldiers

and sailors of Japan serve without pay.
So far as the undersigned are aware, this club

is the first organization of its kind to assist the
foregoing movement, and although the contribu-

tion be small, It might prove a stimulus to greater

efforts in behalf of this charitable cause. If you

favor the recommendation of the board of directors,

please sign and mail the enclosed postal card.
Outside contributions for the object named

will be thankfully received.

The Mouser Mfg. Co. has be-

come established in its new

Manner Mfg. Co. home at Washington Street

and Columbus Avenue, Mount

Vernon, New York. Hitherto this company has

had a manufacturing plant at 14 E. Fifteenth Street.

Its new quarters are commodious in size, judiciously

laid out and equipped with all the adjuncts, me-

chanical and architectural, calculated to make for

speed, comfort and high-class results in productive

processes. The areal dimensions of the building

proper are 250 feet in length and 40 feet in depth,

and its mean height is three stories, while a tower

in the center rises one story more. The construc-

tive material is brick and the trimmings are of

white stone and terra cotta. The toolmakers' and

diesinkers' rooms and press room, with mechani-

cal appliances, are located on one section of the

first floor. To the east of these on the same floor

and in the center of the building are the offices,

sales and showrooms, all of which are handsomely

fixtured and prim;ided with means for communica-

ting with various other portions of the factory.

To the south of the offices there is a passage way,

24 Karat Club
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which connects the eastern and western sections of

the ground floor. On this floor, also, are numerous

toilet and locker rooms and other departments

essential to the completeness of a large manufac-
turing plant. The second floor is approached by
two stairways leading from the space in front of

the offices below. On this floor the silversmiths,

chasers, jewelers, enamel painters and spinners

ply their respective occupations. The third floor

is divided into a finishing and polishing room, a

shipping and galvano-electric department. A

studio, designers' room and a large photograph

gallery are in the tower.

Nicholas Schultz, a retired
manufacturer of gold and

Nicholas Schultz silver leaf, died on June 8th
at his home, 176 Midland

Avenue, Glenridge, N. J., at the age of sixty-seven.

He had been suffering from cancer and had taken

no active part in business for some time, dele-

gating the conduct of his affairs to his two sons,

Oscar and William Schultz. Deceased established

his business at 25 St. Mark's Place, this city, in

1857. He was one of the organizers and for many

years a director of the Union Square Bank, which

was afterwards consolidated with the Corn Ex-

change Bank. A widow, four daughters and four

sons survive him.

Death of

Seventieth
Anniversary of
Snow & Westcott

The firm of Snow & Westcott,
manufacturing jewelers, 21 Mai-
den Lane and Providence, R. I.,
celebrated recently the seven-
tieth anniversary of the founding

of their business. The distinction of being in ex-

istence continuously for seventy years is one that

in a new and ever-developing country such as this
comparatively few firms enjoy. Like most other

concerns whose history stretches back into the early

thirties, this business was inaugurated on a small

scale. It was founded by Smith Owen and George

Owen, and its original name was G. & S. Owen

& Co. Smith Owen died in April, 1889, and in

December, I89o, his brother passed away. At this

stage the concern became known. as that of Snow

& Westcott, the members composing it being James

P. Snow and Charles E. Westcott. Mr. Snow's

connection with the firm began in July, I870. He

traveled in its interest one year and a half and was

then admitted as a partner. His previous business

connections were with Palmer & Bachelder and

Gale, Eaton & Snow, Boston, Mass., and with

H. F. Barrows & Co., of whose New York office

he had charge. Mr. Westcott was in the employ

of the Pluunix Bank, of Providence, R. I., before

coming, in 1868, to G. & S. Owen & Co., as book-

keeper. In 1875 he was admitted as a partner and

in 1881 he became superintendent of the factory at

Providence, R. I., in which capacity he still con-

tinues, Mr. Snow having charge of the firm's

New York salerooms.

A fire broke out recently in the

Fire in Tortoise factory of Rice & Hochster,
manufacturers of tortoise shell
novelties • and ornaments, 184

Grand Street, which wrought damage to the stock

and building amounting to about $4o,000. The

fire originated on the top floor from an unknown

cause. It is surmised, however, that it was started

by rats chawing matches believed to have been left

in the pocket of a garment belonging to one of the

workmen. The flames were confined to the top

floor, the annex rooms in the adjoining building
being communicated with by an arch, the fire-

proof door of which is closed at night. The

damage was covered by insurance, and will re-

sult in no pecuniary loss to the firm.

(continued on page 1055)
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Sample of 1'1 tie, sent express
paid. $1.25 each.

We make this

offer to give the

trade a proof of

the quality of our

Hand-Painted

China—the larg-

est line in the

United States.

Decorated American 'Ferro Cotta
sample Vase. 17 inches high.
Price, $1.75 each, boxed.

L. W. LEVY SE CO.,
Successors to Levy, Dreyfus & Co.,

194 Broadway, NEW YORK.

ART NOVELTIES 

FOR JEWELERS.

Correspondence requested in

relation to our line. Full par-

ticulars on application.

Colored German Stein. 9 inches high.
80 cents each.

;■023

3098 3008

The ii rings welsh 3 dwts. each, are set with genuine doublets
(any color dcsired 1, plant or chased and finished in polished or Roman
gHI■1 to Karat, at $2.25 each.

manufacture and SELL DIRECT to the RETAIL TRADE. It
iH I e pen. interest to send us a trial order. Selection packages sent

to .1 • M is.

S. FRACKMAN, Manufacturing Jeweler,
51 Maiden Lane, New York.

Mantrfaflured by

2073

WI

Originality of Dign

CharaUeristic
of

Egginton' s
Celebrated

Cut Glass.

Highest grade in may

respei,?. Sold by bat

dealers eveiywhere.

The 0. F. Egginton Co.of, „,
Look for trade-mark

engraved on even' piece.
Corning, N. Y.

LEARN ENGRAVING.
One hour per day in

your own shop or home
during this dull season
will make you proficient
in letter and monogram
eugraving on Jewelry,
silverware, novelties,
coffin-plates, etc. We
have taught over 1000
others. We will teach
you to do plain
script in two weeks
and monograms within
a mouth.
Wc supply a complete

emir, of lessons (by a
New York expert ot 25
years' experience in
best shops) ; also a set
of three line, sharpened
gravers,oilstone,leather
pad, 12 metal plates, 6
111'11114es, 6 hand rings
Mr practice, 25 alphabet
sheets, compasses, steel
marker, marking cam-
pound,bloek for holding
articles while engrav-
mg, also a tool-sharp-
ener that saves two-
thirds of time. We
answer questions about
the work and criticise
plates and designs with-
out charge. Entire out-
fit, lessons, tools, ma-
terials, costs only

FIVE DOLLARS.
Cash in advance to everybody. No outfits sent c. o.

Tes:imonials from satisfied pupils for the asking.

To all who will buy our outfit during July we FREEwill give a book of 300 monogramsFREE

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING,
30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS.

COPIED FROM ANY PHOTO.
Our work will not fade or peel off.

Hand-Painted Miniatures
Copied from Any Photo.

We make a Specialty of this
High-Grade Hand-Painting on Ivory.

Perfect Likeness Guaranteed.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO., 45 Maiden Lane, New York.
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The ninth annual convention of

the National Association of

Convention Credit Men began at the hotel

Savoy on June 15th. President

Fontes, of the board of aldermen,
 delivered an

address of welcome on behalf of the ma
yor and

people of the city, and gave the f
reedom of the

city to the delegates to the conv
ention. Oscar S.

Straus, on behalf of the commercial 
interests of

New York, then addressed the 
convention, saying,

ill part :

It is my privilege to bring you the 
greetings of

our great commercial community, 
and especially

of the New York Board of Trade an
d Transporta-

tion. We welcome you to the fr
eedom of our

great metropolis.
There is no nation to-day whose credit sta

nds

higher in the exchanges of the world t
han that of

the United States. Its bonds are not only as good

as gold, they are better, they stand 
at a premium ;

and why is this? Because we are foremost among

the great nations in commerce and
 manufacture.

There is no better index of the e
conomic pros-

perity of a nation than its commerc
ial standing ;

and, as the nation is but an aggrega
te of inch-

viduals, so whatever places the cre
dit of its mer-

chants and business men upon a surer
 and firmer

basis advances the national credit.

The foundation of credit is commercial
 honor.

No greater service can be rendered
 to commerce

than the one your association has s
et before it, to

guard that honor and to prevent its abu
se by those

who would prostitute it to fraudulent 
ends.

0. G. Fessenden responded to 
the addresses

of welcome in behalf of the 
association, and was

followed by J. Harry Tregoe, of Bal
timore, the

president of the association, who de
livered his

annual address. President S. M. Griswold, of

the Union Bank of Brooklyn, tal
ked on banks and

credit. The annual dinner of th
e association was

held that night at the Hotel 
Belleclaire, Seventy-

seventh Street and Broadway.

At the last regular meeting of

Jewelers' Associa- the board of directors of the

tion and Board Jewelers' Association and Board
of Trade of Trade the following firms

were unanimously elected to mem
bership : Ameri-

can Soda Fountain Co., Bosto
n, Mass.; R. L.

Griffith & Son Co., Providence, R
. I.; Wm. L.

Morstrom & Co., Chicago, and Tuttl
e & Stark,

Providence, R. I.

Vanderbilt

Messrs. Tiffany & Co. have just

completed and placed on exhi-

Automobile Cup bition for a few days the rich

silver challenge cup presented

by W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., to the
 American Auto-

mobile Association. The trophy is classical in

form and massive in size, with s
imple decorations

that help to accentuate the stron
g lines of this

superb piece of silversmithing. The
 shape of- the

cup was suggested by some of th
e unique and

beautiful vessels found among the 
silver treasures

of Boscoreale, which date back to 
79 A. D. Includ-

ing the wooden base, it stands 
about 31 inches.

The bowl contains 481 ounces of 
sterling silver and

has a capacity of over ten and a 
half gallons. A

fine portrait of Mr. Vanderbilt in his 
9o-horse power

" Mercedes" at Ormond Beach 
is worked up in

bold relief on the front of bowl, 
while on the back

appears the inscription.
The thirteenth annual picnic of

Pottery Salesmen the Pottery, Glass and Brass

Salesmen's Association, which

jovial function was held on Sat-

urday, June 18th, well sustaine
d the reputation

which this body has so long enj
oyed for the suc-

Hold Picnic

cess by which its social reunions are attended. 
It

was indeed a day of unalloyed pleasure, such a
s

is possible only at a drummer's feast. In addition

to this, however, it was notable on account of th
e

increased interest taken in the association by th
e

firms in the trade which it represents, the heads

and associates of many of which are members 
of

the organization. Their sympathy with the move-

ment was strikingly shown in the readiness wit
h

which they all signed the committee's petition t
o

allow all employees desiring to participate to leave

at II o'clock on the morning of the picnic, but th
is

must likewise be considered a personal compliment

to President Henry Endemann, who has done muc
h

to arouse this interest by his enthusiasm and untir-

ing efforts to strengthen the association in numbers

and influence.

Want Drives Man

Driven to desperation by

hunger and fatigue, a young

to Rob Jewelry Store man, who gave his name a
s

Joseph Keating, dashed into

the store of Adolf Landau, 503 Sixth Avenue, r
e-

cently, smashed a show case with a brick, seized a

watch and ran. A clerk went in pursuit and cap
-

tured him before he had gone two blocks. Whe
n

taken to W. Thirtieth Street police station he told

a sad story of need and depression. For two

weeks, he said, the only rest he had taken was ob
-

tained by sleeping in hallways ; nor had he muc
h

food during that time. He also said that for

twenty-four hours previous to his arrest he had

eaten nothing. The seeming sincerity of the man'
s

story excited the consideration of the police 
and

newspaper reporters, and they made up a colle
c-

tion for him among themselves. He was arrai
gned

the following day in the Market Police Court an
d

held for examination.

Dr. Geo. F.Kunz, gem expert of Tiffany & Co.,

and Dr. Chas. Baskerville, head of the depart
ment

of chemistry at the College of the City of Ne
w

York, who, for upwards of a month, have been ex
-

amining the Morgan-Tiffany collection of jewe
ls

ill the American Museum of Natural Histor
y at

New York, for the purpose of determining th
e

radio-activity of the different minerals, have 
re-

ported the result of their investigations to the Ne
w

York Academy of Science.

David Feiss, i8o6 California Avenue, St. Louis,

Mo., has recently started out with a strong line 
of

diamonds and j ewelry in the interest of Spi
er &

Forsheim, 37 Maiden Lane.

The Keller Mechanical Engraving Co., 570

West Broadway, was recently incorporated at

Albany with a capital of $350,000 and directo
rs as

follows : S. A. Keller, J. F. Keller and W. A. 
War-

man, all of New York.

The firm of Schrader-Wittstein Co., jewelry

manufacturers, Newark, N. J., was incorpor
ated

recently at Trenton with a capital of $25,00
o. The

incorporators. are Chas. T. Wittstein, Walter 
H.

Bond and Paul Munter.

Dominick & Haff, silversmiths, have removed

from 86o Broadway and are becoming 
established

in their new factory at 543 West Tw
enty-third

Street. The new salesrooms of the fir
m are at

3, 5 and 7 West Twenty-ninth Street.

I. W. Becker, head salesman for Aisenstei
n &

Woronock, watch, diamond, and jewelry 
jobbers,

22 Eldridge Street, was married to Miss Ada

Grant on Sunday, June 9th, at New Clint
on Hall,

151 Clinton Street, this city..

Jacob Strauss, of Jacob Strauss & Sons,
 14

Maiden Lane, returned on June 18th on bo
ard the

steamship SI. Louis, after spending two mo
nths in

the diamond markets of Europe, purch
asing desi-

rable goods for the fall trade.
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Chas. L. Trout & Co.

1904 Fall Lines

-b*READY(4,q--

N
ew Designs,
ew Features,
ew Colorings,
ew Desirable Goods

not shown by other

firms

Gold and Filled jewelry,

Silver Jewelry,

Ebony,

Gun Metal,

Silver Novelties,

Brush, Comb and Mirror

Toilet Sets, etc., etc.

Refiresenfatives:

A. M. MIX, New York City.

J. B. CRAWFORD, North Middle States.

I. C. JONES, Northwest

C. H. SCHLIEKER, Southwest

A. C. FELLENCER, Northeast

C'

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
15 MtticWin

Nev.,- York.



We Believe
we have the best general line of
Watches in America. Several hun=
dred satisfied customers will testify
to this fact, but what we want to
impress on your mind is that we
want the mail=order trade of the
jewelers that our salesmen do not
reach.

But this is not all. We want you
to call on us when you visit either
market, whether you want to buy
or not—we shall welcome you and
be glad to see you. In the mean=
time, do not forget to send us your
mail orders for Watches.

J. W. FORSINGER,
Wholesale Watches,

Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane,

New York.
Columbus Memorial Building,

Chicago.
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WESTERN BUREAU 01."01E KEYSToNE
ROOM 601 CoLUMBI'S MEMORIAL BUILDINO

CHICAGo, June 2, 19C4

It is generally believed at this
The State writing that business among
of Trade and both the wholesale and retail
Prospects. branches of the trade for the

first six months of the year

Nvill not quite equal in volume that of the first

half of 1903. While there is nothing in the gen-

eral situation to cause any alarm, the mere fact

that this is a campaign year, and a World's Fair

year, and that we have had the most backward

spring in many years, has caused a decrease in

many lines of business and a general tendency

toward conservatism on the part of the buying

public, especially the farmers. That the jewelry
and optical trades in all their branches have felt
this conservatism, like all other lines, there can
be no doubt. But there are few dealers that have
any real reason for complaint, as the falling off
is but slight. Conjecture is naturally rife as to the
course of business during the remainder of the
year. Crop prospects, fortunately, are good in
the West. From the northern extreme of Chi-
cago's territory down to the farthest south, there
is scarcely a spot that is suffering in any degree.
In many places the farmers were late in getting
their crops planted, but that will not be noticed
now. The warm, damp weather of the past three
weeks has given everything a chance to get well
rooted and in a condition to grow hard and fast
with warm sunshine. Though the next month may
bring some discouraging crop reports for one rea-
son or another, this fact that present conditions
are good is worth something as giving an under-
tone of confidence to speculations as to the fu-
ture. Collections are doing fairly well, consider-
ing the season.

Personal Mention.

Walter T. Ghislin, local manager for the Gor-
ham Manufacturing Company, left the early part
of the week for a ten days' visit to the New York
headquarters of the company.

Alfred Krower, son of Leonard Krower, the
well-known wholesaler of New Orleans, was in
Chicago for a few days last week on a pleasure
jaunt.

Col. S. 0. Bigney, head of the widely known
chain house of S. 0. Bigney & Co., of Attleboro,
Mass., has been in town this week in attendance
upon the National Republican Convention as a
delegate from Massachusetts. Col. Bigney has
long been prominent in politics in his section, and
takes a lively interest in the affairs of State and
nation.

J. R. Perry, who has for years filled the posi-
tion of assistant secretary of the Elgin National
Watch Company, has been elected by the Board
of Directors of the company to succeed the late
Win. Geo. Frail as secretary. We are glad to
note Mr. Perry's promotion, as he is a faithful,
hard-working man and a most worthy gentleman,
who will fit well in the position.

John i.. W,Jo(I, of the diamond importing
house of Chas. F. Wood & Co., New York, is
spending this week in Chicago attending the Na-
tional Republican Convention as alternate dele-
gate from New Jersey. Mr. Wood lives in New-
ark, and has long taken an active interest in poli-
tics.

Alphonse Walter, manager of the old-estab-

lished New York importing house of Albert Ber-

ger & Co., spent last week in Chicago calling on

his old friends and customers in the trade. This

was Mr. Walter's first trip to the Western me-
tropolis in ten years, and of course he met with a
warm welcome. He said that he was glad to
note progress and improvement on every hand
in Chicago, and that he always was an admirer of
her business push and enthusiasm.

John G. Hodgens, Northwestern traveler for
the Geneva Optical Company, sailed for Europe
from New York, June irth, to be absent six weeks.
Mr. Hodgens will combine some business con-
nected with his house with his sight-seeing and
travel, and expects to have a most enjoyable trip.

Hans Juergens, of the Juergens & Andersen
Company, has just returned from his outing spent
in the West and Southwest. Mr. Juergens' trip
was one of pleasure and travel entirely, and he
reports a jolly good time.

G. E. Cornioley, manager of the old-estab-
lished and widely known watchmakers' and
jewelers' supply house of Henry Picard & Frere,
London, one of the largest of its kind in the

world, spent several days in Chicago the early

part of the month, and was a welcome visitor
among the wholesale and manufacturing trade.
Mr. Cornioley was spending a month in America,
combining business with pleasure. He went from

here to St. Louis, where he expected to spend a

few days looking over the World's Fair.
Frank M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., re-

turned last week from a hurried business trip to

the large Eastern trade centers.
Ed. H. Allen, well known in the trade from

his connection with several of our wholesale

houses, has accepted the position of city salesman

with E. A. Dayton & Co.
Burton Chapman, of the missionary force of

the Elgin National Watch Company, has been

called in from the road to look after some special

work at the main office.
Mortimer Evans, house salesman at Benj.

Allen & Co.'s, spent a week doing the St. Louis

World's Fair the early part of the month.
C. C. Hoefer, member of the wholesale firm

of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., Kansas City, spent

two days in town last week, and was warmly

greeted by many friends in the trade.
J. W. Alford, junior member of the whole-

sale house of C. G. Alford & Co., New York,

spent a day in town recently calling on the manu-
facturing trade.

. R. H. Gilmore, with Meyer & Talbot, tool

and material jobbers, Los Angeles, spent several

days in Chicago last week, combining some buy-

ing with his sight-seeing and pleasure.
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H. S. Toynbee, manager of the Ohio Cut
Glass Company, Bowling Green, Ohio, was in
Chicago last week on a visit to the firm's Western
office.

Geo. H. Edwards, of the wholesale and man-
ufacturing firm of the Edwards & Sloane Co.,
Kansas City, accompanied by his little son, spent
two days in town last week on a business trip.

Paul Juergens, the veteran head of the Juer-
gens & Andersen Company, and family are at
their summer home at Power's Lake, Wis., for
the season.

Dr. W. F. Newcomb, optician at C. D. Pea-
cock's, has returned from his pleasure and recre-
ation jaunt to the Pacific coast, and is looking
well. He tells us that he had a thoroughly enjoy-
able trip and that his health is much improved.

Rudolph Noel, brother of our own famous and
only Max, and head of the New York precious
stone house of Rudolph Noel & Co., spent last
week in Chicago calling on the trade.

C. A. Kiger, the well-known Kansas City
jobber, spent a few days in town last week calling
on the manufacturing trade. Mr. Kiger dropped
in at KEYSTONE headquarters, and reports a quiet
spring in the great Southwest, but felt that the
fall business would be much better.

D. Fl. Wells, J. M. Curley and R. A. Reiner,
of the American Waltham Watch Company's mis-
sionary force, spent a few days last week at the
Chicago office. of the company conferring over
the Western field.

Howard H. Deutsch, who has been for some
time in charge of the Philadelphia office of Wal-
lach & Schiele, the New York diamond importing
house, is now looking after the Western territory
of this firm in the place of DeWit A. Davidson,
in addition to his Eastern territory, Mr. Davidson
having resigned his position with the house to
enter other lines of trade. Mr. Deutsch will also
have charge of the firm's Chicago office.

- John E. Bayles, formerly of Chillicothe,
but recently with H. S. Montgomery, general
time inspector of the Santa Fe Railway system,
as traveling watch inspector, is now in charge of
the watch repair department of A. C. Becken.

A. L. Sercomb, Chicago and Western man-
ager for the International Silver Company, is
again at his post, after being confined to his
home by illness for two weeks.

L. M. Levy, superintendent of the factory of
the Philadelphia Watch Case Company, spent a
week in Chicago recently calling on the wholesale
trade in company with F. E. Hyatt, local man-
ager of the company.

William F. Adams, who represents Factory
"L" in the larger cities of the West for the Inter-
national Silver Company, mourns the loss of a
beloved mother, who recently passed away at the
family home in Dorchester, Mass.

Paul &mid], of the traveling force of Wm.
A. Rogers, Ltd., was married to Miss Harriet
Balken, of River Forest, Ill., the early part of the
month. The young couple went South on their
honeymoon, but have now returned and will make
their future home in this city.. THE KEYSTONE
extends congratulations.

Dr. Geo. M. Gill, the well-known Southern
optician, is spending a few weeks in Chicago vis-
iting a sister.

Some of the recent graduates of the North-
ern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otol-
ogy are: Herbert B. Schmith, Clinton, Ill.; Miss
E. J. Cooley, Muskegon, Mich. •, F. Wieneke,
South Chicago; H. S. Turner, Chicago; C. H.
Bridges, Pueblo, Colo. • F. W. Edmonds, Des
Moines, Iowa; J. G. McNeal, Wiggins, Miss.;
Fred. A. Crook, Butte City, Cal.• 

' 
W. W. Fra-

zee, Sedro Woolley, Wash.; W. A. Foley, Chi-
cago Heights, Ill.; R. E. Jones, Buffalo Center,
Iowa, and Geo. H. Schriner, Lebanon, Mo.

Jeweler Daniel Laude, who has been conduct-
ing a retail store at No. 456 West Madison Street
for several years past, is about to move to a
handsome new store two blocks west from his
present location.

0. F. Hall, manager of the Murine Eye Rem-
edy Company, returned recently from a trip to
St. Louis, where lie spent a week installing the
firm's exhibit at the World's Fair. Mr. Hall says
that St. Louis has a wonderful fair—the greatest
the world has ever seen—and advises everybody
to see it.

(Continued on page 1159.)
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It is Important for You
To know that your diamond orders will be quickly and carefully

filled by us. Owing to our large purchases of diamonds, we

are able to buy the finest grades at the lowest possible prices.

We import our gems direct from the cutters in Amsterdam and

are enabled therefore to place diamonds of the highest quality

in your hands at right prices. When you deal with us you

will find that both our goods and service will attract you.

JUNE, 1904.
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Pocket Price List
=OF=

WATCH MOVEMENTS

AND CASES.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
The Silversmiths Building,

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue,

CHICA00, ILLINOIS.

This List is Sent Only to the Trade
and always in Sealed Envelope.

_)

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF RAILROAD WATCHES.

BENJ. ALLEN Sc. CO.
The Silversmiths' Building, 131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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Lloyd Milnor, president and general manager

of Spaulding & Co., sails June 25th for a pro-

tracted stay in Europe. This is Mr. Milnor's an-

nual foreign buying trip, and he expects to be

away three months. Though his health has been

poorly through the early spring, he is now feeling

quite himself again. The present trip will un-

doubtedly be of much benefit to him.
John B. Warren, of the general office force

of the Elgin National Watch Company, who has

been assisting Mr. Kinna in the New York office

of the company, returned to headquarters last

week for a short stay. Mr. Warren returns to
New York June 30th for a prolonged stay.

Irving Smith, general manager of the Cres-

cent Watch Case Company, Newark, N. J., spent
a week in Chicago recently, paying his respects to

the watch jobbing trade.
Dr. Earl J. Brown, of the Geneva Optical

Company, has just returned from St. Louis,

where he lectured before the fourth annual con-

vention of the Missouri Association of Opticians,

which convened at the assembly room in the

World's Fair. Dr. Brown said the meeting was

a large and interesting one, and that the Exposi-

tion is undoubtedly the biggest thing of the kind

that ever happened.
Charles C. Offerman, Chicago and Western

representative of William Smith & Co., gold chain

makers, is enjoying a two months' visit in the

East. He returns early in August.
President L. D. Cole, of the Towle Manufac-

turing Company, is in town this week on a visit

to the Chicago office.
Harry Barton, well known in the trade from

his long connection with A. C. Becken, has ac-
cepted the position of credit man with the Calvin

Clauer Company.
W. F. Juergens, of the Juergens & Andersen

Company, has just returned from a two weeks'
outing spent at the St. Louis World's Fair in
company with his family. Mr. Juergens thinks
the "Ivory City" a wonderful production. He has

no doubt but that it will meet the expectations of
the most sanguine. He tells us that the exposi-
tion is now complete.

J. B. Norris, whom nearly everybody in the
trade in the Western country knows as "Cy,"
made his appearance among the trade again last
week with the assistance of a crutch, after three
months of confinement at his home in this city
from a crushed ankle, received in a fall down the
elevator shaft at the Nelson House, Rockford,
Ill., while on one of his regular trips for Chapin
& Hollister, the chain makers. Mr. Norris has
had a pretty severe time of it, but says he is
mighty glad to be up and about again. He ex-
pects to soon be able to take up his work on the
road again.

We take pleasure
in presenting to our
readers the portrait
of Prof. Richard 0.
Kandler, President
and Chief Instructor
of the Jewelers'
School of Engrav-
ing. Mr. Kandler
has recently been
highly honored by
being elected for
the third time as
President of Ger-
mania Club, Chica-
go's leading musical

PROF. R. 0. KANDIXR. and literary organ-
ization among the German population. Prof.
Kandler is a native of Dresden, Europe's art
center, and came of a family of artists. His
school is now more prosperous than ever, and
its chief instructor enjoys a fine reputation as
a teacher of engraving.

A pretty home wedding, which will be of
more than passing interest to the trades this
Journal represents, was that of Miss Carrie Som-
mer, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Sommer, and Mr. J. Roy Gartsman, city sales-
man for the. Gorham Manufacturing Company,
which occurred at the home of the bride's
parents, 4602 Indiana Avenue, this city, on the
evening of June 7th. The wedding was a quiet

home affair; only the relatives and intimate
friends of the contracting parties were present.
The young people left soon after the ceremony
for a wedding trip to the St. Louis World's
Fair. The father of the bride is widely and
favorably known in the trade as a former mem-
ber of the old jewelry house of Sommer &
Pierik, Springfield, Ill., and at present is in
charge of the optical department of Hyman,
Berg & Company. Mr. Gartsman is one of our
rising young men in the trade who has a bright
future. THE KEYSTONE joins with Mr. and Mrs.
Gartsman's many friends in wishing them a
bright and happy future.

George Wilke, with Otto Mueller, Wausau,
Wis., is spending some weeks in Chicago pursu-
ing a course in engraving.

The marriage of Carl Kreuse, salesman for
Hyman, Berg & Company, and Miss Janet
McNulty, stenographer for the same firm, is
announced for July 20th.

Edward Taylor, secretary and treasurer of
the Rockford Silver Plate Company, who has
been confined to the Hahnemann Hospital, in
this city, for some weeks, by a serious illness,
is recovering, and expects to be about business
again in a short time.

The marriage of William Barker, who covers
the larger towns and cities of the West for the
R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Company, and
Miss Marie Peterson, has been announced. The
wedding occurred at the home of the bride, 1614
Humboldt Boulevard, Chicago, and was a quiet
home affair. Mr. and Mrs. Barker are now on
their wedding trip, which embraced a week at
the St. Louis World's Fair and a tour among
the Eastern resorts. Mr. Barker is one of the
popular men of his profession, and his many
friends in the trade will wish him much happi-
ness in his new relation.

Col. W. J. Leavenworth, treasurer of the
R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Company,
has been spending Convention week in Chicago
as an alternate delegate from Connecticut. He
was accompanied by F. A. Wallace, president
of the same company. As soon as the great
Republican meeting adjourned both gentlemen
left for St. Louis to spend a few days looking
over the World's Fair.

E. R. Von Seutter, an enterprising and
prosperous optician from Mississippi, has tem-
porarily accepted the chair of Refraction at the
Northern Illinois College.

Fred G. Thearle, of C. H. Knights & Com-
pany, and family are located at Lake Geneva
for the summer. Mr. Thearle is at business as
usual, going out to his summer home twice a
week.

ohn H. Hardin, manager of F. A. Hardy
& Company, returned the early part of the week
from an Eastern business trip. The same day
he started on a business errand to Denver,
where he will spend a week looking over the
affairs of the Denver branch of the firm.

M. Goldsmith, of Goldsmith Bros., who has
been confined to his home for two months past

by illness, is now able to sit up and hopes to be
about business again very soon. Mr. Goldsmith
has had a severe siege of it, suffering from a
complication of troubles.

Edward R. Dunnagan, Pacific Coast repre-
sentative of the Bassett Jewelry Company and

J. A. & S. W. Granberry, who has been spend-

ing his vacation at his home in Chicago, leaves

this week for his territory and will not return

until Christmas.

Gossip Among the Trade.

The regular annual meeting of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association, on June 21st, was an im-
portant one from several points of view. The
association voted to eliminate the collection and
commercial agency department in the future and

make the social feature a leader. Then the elec-

tion of officers for another year was a leading
question. The nominating committee, which

consisted of the following: Chairman, M. A.
Mead, H. F. Hahn, L. W. Flershem, presented

the following list of nominations: For president,

Charles H. Hulburd; vice-president, J. P. Byrne;

secretary and treasurer, W. F. Juergens; finance
committee, Harry W. Hahn, Benj. C. Allen,

John II. Hardin; membership committee, Fred.

C. Thearle, Julius Schnering, Henry M. Carle.

These gentlemen were all unanimously elected.
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The future of the association seems more bright
than ever.

The wholesale house of M. F. Barger &
Company will hereafter handle watches exclu-
sively. Mr. Barger has had this step in con-
templation for some little time, and in order to
fully carry it out has disposed of their jewelry
department to the Scott Bros. Company, whole-
sale jewelers on the sixth floor of the Stewart
Building. This change takes place July 1st, and
will enable the first named firm to give entire
and undivided attention to the watch jobbing
business. The last named firm will handle
jewelry, diamonds and diamond mountings at
wholesale, under the management of S. L. Scott,
who has for a number of years past been Mr.
Barger's right-hand man.

Ernst Strassburger, late of Coblentz, and
Arthur Roeder, late of Dresden, Germany, are
new .students at the Jewelers' School of En-
graving. R. W. Johnson, of Mineola, Texas, is
also a new student at this school.

Rodelius & Rosen is the name of a new
jewelry firm at Evanston, Ill. Both members of
the firm are well known in the Chicago trade.
Mr. Rodelius was for eleven years head watch-
maker for Lapp & Flershem, and the past five
years has held the same position with A. C.
Becken. Mr. Rosen has been connected with sev-
eral of our best known retail houses.

The following students are recent additions
to the summer class of the Northern Illinois
College of Ophthalmology and Otoi,ogy; John M.
Phar, Mt. Cannel, Ill.; C. W. Pixley, Lowell,
Ind.; Lamar Herbert, Dyersberg, Tenn.; M. L.
White, Austin, Tex.; M. Goldberg, Chicago; A.
E. Innes, Omaha; G. L. Thacker, Henry, Ill.;
Miss Ida Isch, Washburne, Ill., and A. W.
Pearce, Edgerton, Kans.

The Jewelers' Club, of Chicago, is planning
to bold a picnic at Mill Creek Park, near
Batavia, Ill., on Saturday, June 30th. The occa-

sion promises to be a happy one and a large
attendance is looked for.

Chas. A. Joneson, retail, at 5918 South Hal-

stead Street, will soon move into a handsome
new store opposite his present location.

Benj. Allen & Company have issued a new
pocket price-list of American watches, which
they have just mailed to the trade. Should any

regular jeweler have failed to receive this useful
and handy little reference book they can have it
upon request to the above firm.

The class in mathematical optics at the Chi-
cago Post Graduate Optical College has just
finished its work. This class was composed of

a number of our practicing opticians who de-

sired to better post themselves under the guid-

ance of Prof. Geo. A. Rogers. The class was

what was known as a night class.
The stockholders of the Elgin National

Watch Company held their annual meeting June

8th at the general offices of the company in the

Silversmiths' Building. The meeting was purely

routine in its nature. The retiring directors

were reelected without change. Following the

usual custom, no financial statement was made

public. The list of directors is as follows: A.

C. Bartlett, Ernest A. Hamill, Louis E. Laflin,

George T. Smith, Henry A. Blair, Charles H.

Hulburd, Martin A. Ryerson.
A. C. Bard & Co., diamond importers and

manufacturing jewelers, on the seventh floor of

the Columbus Memorial Building, have incor-

porated their business with a capital of $35,000.

The incorporators were: A. C. Bard, D. H.

Wagar and D. E. Bard. This firm started in

business, at their present location, in May, 19ot,

and since that time have done a gradually in-

creasing business ever since, until they have

found it advisable to increase their capital stock

and incorporate. The officers of the company

are as follows: President, A. C. Bard; vice-presi
-

dent, D. H. Wagar, and secretary, D. E. Bard.

News from the Trade.

Conrad Koch, formerly in the retail jewelry

business at Davenport, Iowa, has succeeded

George F. Schmidt at Mattoon, Ill., and will

open up with a first-class stock about July 1st.

Henry Birkenbusch, of Pekin, Ill., is enlarg-

ing and otherwise improving his model store.

Mr. Birkenbusch is one of the kind of dealers

that is not anything if not enterprising.
(Continued on page Ma.)
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T. S. Larson is a new jeweler in Beloit, 'Wis.,
who has just opened a neat and attractive store.

News has reached the wholesale trade that
the well-known firm of Hall, Sayles & Fifield, of
Janesville, Wis., have dissolved, Mr. Fifield with-
drawing. The business will be continued under
the name of Hall & Sayles.

George S. Schmidt, for a number of years
past located in Mattoon, Ill., has moved to Battle
Creek, Mich., where he will open up a handsome
modern store about July 1st.

Harry Phiffner, of Thyle & Phiffner, Em-
metsburg, Iowa, was married, June 22d, to Miss
Ethelyn Thyle, daughter of the senior member of
the above firm. The wedding took place at the
home of the bride's parents in Emmetsburg, and
the young people left immediately for a bridal
trip to Chicago and the St. Louis World's Fair.
THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

C. F. Leonard, head watchmaker for Jeweler
E. C. Newcombe, of Big Rapids, Mich, was mar-
ried early in June to a very estimable young lady
of that town. THE KEYSTONE extends congratu-
lations.

A. M. Morrow, of Pittston, Mich., expects to
soon move into a fine new brick store. He will
branch out by adding a drug stock to his business.

A. Krautheim, of Muskegon, Mich., has re-
cently added handsome new fixtures to his al-
ready up-to-date store. Mr. Krautheim now has
a strictly modern jewelry establishment, in which
he takes a just pride.

W. W. Hicks, of Tecumseh, Mich., has suc-
ceeded to the old-established and well-known
jewelry business of Adamson Bros., of that town,
the senior member of which, Mr. Tom Adamson,
died about a year ago.

News has reached the trade here that Jeweler
W. A. Huff, of Rensselaer, Ind., has rented a
store in Indianapolis and will remove there at an
early date. Mr. Huff has had a wider field in
view for some time, and has selected the Hoosier
capital to make the venture.

Jeweler Frank P. Wilde, of Milwaukee, Wis.,
has just put in new fixtures and enlarged his
store.

Max Schucht, of Milwaukee, has recently re-
ceived a patent on a 400-day clock, which he ex-
pects to put on the market shortly.

N. W. Cowles, formerly with Jeweler W. H.
Cowles, Audubon, Iowa, has succeeded to the
business of Scott & Co., at Ottumwa, in the same
State.

C. M. Bailey, formerly in business at Taylor,
Texas, but latterly conducting a jewelry business
at Oklahoma City, which he disposed of about a
year ago, is back again in Taylor and has opened
up a new store.

Jeweler E. B. Wade, of Galesburg, Ill., and
wife were injured in a runaway accident June
20th. Both were hurt, but not seriously so, and
had a very narrow escape.

THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in announcing
the marriage of Jules A. Bourquin, junior mem-
ber of the well-known jewelry firm of Bourquin
& Son, at Horton, Kans., to Miss Edith Starbuck,
of the same town. The wedding occurred at the
home of the bride's parents on the morning of
May 25th. Immediately after the wedding break-
fast the young couple left for a two weeks' stay
It St. Louis, where they spent their honeymoon
visiting the World's Fair.

Out-of-Town Visitors.

Edward Vail, head of E. Vail & Co., Wichita,
Kans., is in town to-day taking in the big con-
vention and calling on his friends in the trade.

The Wilbur-Lamphear Company, of Gales-
burg, Ill., were represented in this market last
week by 0. C. Lamphear, who was in the city on
business.

C. W. Lowe, practicing optician with Jeweler
Joe Luckey, Eugene, Oregon, was in Chicago the
early part of the week, en route home from a
trip East. Mr. Lowe was a pleasant caller at
KEYSTONE headquarters while in town, and said
that business was fairly prosperous in his coun-
try—better than it seemed to be in the East.

Harry Kichati, with J. W. Goulding & Co.,
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Port Huron, Mich., was a welcome trade caller in
this market last week.

A. Vanderzee, jeweler-optician of Pella, Iowa,
was met in one of our jobbing houses this week.
Mr. Vanderzee says that Iowa has fine crop pros-
pects—never had better—and that everybody out
his way is expecting a good trade this fall.

J. C. Grasborg, of Schuyler, Nebr., was in
Chicago the early part of June, and made a pleas-
ant call at KEYSTONE headquarters. He brought
the news that be had sold out at Schuyler and
was about to move to South Omaha, in the same
State, and open up a new store.

Leon Wheeler, with Jeweler G. F. Beach, of
Valparaiso, Ind., was in town for a day last week
calling on the trade.

Jennings & Clifford, of Plattville, Wis., were
represented in this market the early part of the
month by W. T. Jennings, the head of the firm,
who was on his return home from Los Angeles,
Cal., where he spent the month of May in attend-
ance upon the General Conference of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, to which he was one of
the delegates.

Leonard C. Woelz, with Luckenbach & Co.,
Los Angeles, Cal., was in Chicago last week, en
route home after spending a delightful vacation
at his old Wisconsin home.

D. C. Prudden, the well-known retail optician
of Kansas City, was in Chicago the early part of
the month calling on the wholesale and manufac-
turing optical trade.

George Cook, of Madison, S. Dak., was a
visiting buyer in this market the early part of the
month.

Walter R. Priebe, with the L. A. Orr Com-
pany, of Rochester, Minn., spent a few days in
Chicago the early part of the month. He was a
pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during
his stay in town.

N. K. Kleiser, of Grand Junction, Iowa, was
among the Western jewelers visiting this market
recently. He dropped in at KEYSTONE headquar-
ters to say that trade was fair in his section and
crop prospects excellent.

A. N. Anderson, a well-known jeweler of
Minneapolis, Minn., and Mrs. Anderson spent
several days in town last week calling on their
friends in the trade and seeing the sights of the
Western metropolis. They were en route to St.
Louis, where they expected to spend a week look-
ing over the World's Fair.

J. A. Johnson, of Goodwin, Ind., was among

the recent trade visitors in this market, making
purchases for the home store.

Peter Blomstrom, of Escanaba, Mich. spent
a few days in. the Chicago market last weeic on a
purchasing trip.

H. 0. Thomas, of Hampton, Iowa, was among
the Western jewelers who have visited this mar-

ket recently.
N. P. Hoffman, of Syracuse, Ind., was a vis-

iting buyer in this market the early part of the

month.
George W. Markle, with Jeweler F. J. Porte,

of Winnipeg, Manitoba, spent a few days in Chi-

cago recently taking in the sights and calling on

the trade. While here Mr. Markle spent a day at

Elgin looking over the big watch factory.
C. A. Graybill, of Lincoln, Nebr., with

Jeweler E. Hallett, of that city, was in Chicago

for a few days recently enjoying life in a great

city. During his stay he was a guest of the Elgin

National Watch Company for a day at their fac-

tory at Elgin.
Charles V. Hass, of Ravenna, Mich., was a

recent trade visitor in this market, making pur-

chases for the home store.
G. Anderson, of Taylorville, Ill., was in Chi-

cago last week combining business with pleasure.

W. M. Waters, of Richmond Centre, Wis.,

paid the Chicago market a visit recently on a pur-

chasing trip.
E. O'Dell, Hobart, Ind., was among the many

visiting buyers in this market the past fortnight.
Robert Nicoll, of Gott friedson & Nicoll, Ke-

nosha, Wis., was a recent visiting buyer in this

market.
C. C. McCain, of Kokomo, Ind., was among

the throng of visiting buyers in this market dur-

ing the week of the National Republican Conven-

tion.
W. H. Carew, of Streator, III., visited the

Chicago market recently on a business trip.

Clyde Morgan, with E. H. Carpenter, of Bur-

lington, Iowa, was a trade caller in the Chicago

market last week.
Geo. E. Feagins, the well-known and suc-

cessful jeweler of Joliet, Ill., was seen among our

wholesale and manufacturing houses last week

doing some buying.
W. J. Graff, who has a store at both Spring

Green and Boscobel, Wis., was in town for a few

days last week on a purchasing trip.
Mr. Brumer, of Brumer Bros., Clinton, Iowa,

was here during Convention week doing some
buying and taking in the crowd.

J. E. Wuersten, of Montpelier, Ind., was

among the many jewelers here this week doing

some buying and taking in the crowds.
L. Ratzersberger, of Milford, Ill., was a re-

cent visiting buyer in this market.
Charles A. Jackson, of St. Charles, Ill., a

frequent and welcome buyer in this market, spent

a day in town last week.
Joe Koen, of Austin, Texas, was a welcome

trade caller in this market last week.
H. F. Barnard, of H. F. Barnard & Co.,

Muscatine, Iowa, has been spending a few days

in town this week viewing the National Republi-

can Convention and doing some buying.
C. F. Graff, of Elkhorn, Wis., was in Chicago

recently on a buying trip.
Fred. Steck, of the house of H. F. Steck &

Co., Washington, Iowa, is spending several days

in Chicago this week, accompanied by his mother.

He has been a welcome caller among our whole-

sale people.
Mrs. K. C. Peterson, wife of Jeweler Peter-

son, of Warsaw, Ill., was a caller among our

wholesale trade recently.
C. I. Josephson, the well-known jeweler of

Moline, Ill., was a welcome trade caller in this

market recently.
S. Sorg, of Eureka, Ill., was a visiting buyer

in this market last week.
J. C. Seaton, of Somomauk, Ill., spent a day

in this market recently selecting goods for the

home store.
Among the well-known trade callers in town

during Convention week was J. E. Klayhote, of

Springfield, Ill. Mr. Klayhote was doing some

buying as well as looking over the big Convention.

J. J. Smith, of Belle Plain, Iowa, spent a

few days this week in Chicago, combining busi-

ness with pleasure.
Frederick K. Baier, of Salina, Kans., was a

recent trade caller in Chicago, combining busi-

ness with pleasure.
Among the prominent Northwestern jewelers

in Chicago during Convention week was J. B.

Hudson, of Minneapolis, Minn. Mr. Hudson is

a frequent visitor here, but always a welcome one.

Mrs. C. E. Hotchkiss, wife of Jeweler Hotch-

kiss, of Ardmore, Ind. T., is spending a few days

in Chicago this week, combining business with

pleasure.
The house of Bullard Bros., of St. Paul,

Minn., has been represented in this market the

past few days by Mr. John Bullard, who came

here to see the Convention and do some buying.

A. Smith, of Admire, Kans., was among the

many jewelers here during Convention week.
Frank Murphy, jeweler-optician, Brazil, Ind.,

spent several days in Chicago this week, looking

in upon the National Republican Convention and

calling on his friends in the wholesale trade.
Charles Wendleboe, of Logan, Utah, son of

Jeweler Wendleboe, has been in Chicago the past

few weeks pursuing a course in optics.
C. W. Hayden, with A. C. Smith, general

railway time inspector, City of Mexico, Mexico,

has been in town the past week. Mr. Hayden is

an old Chicago man, and will spend some little

time here visiting among friends and relatives.

Martin E. Johnson, son of Jeweler Johnson,

of Independence, Kans., is spending a few weeks

in Chicago taking lessons in engraving.
W. G. Polk, of the Wedekind Optical Com-

pany, of Louisville, Ky., was among the many

trade visitors in town during the week of the Na-

tional Republican Convention.
S. B. Emmons, of Minden, Mich., is in town

this week looking over the Republican Conven-

tion and doing some buying.
W. E. Reeves, of Newton, Iowa, was a wel-

come trade caller in the Chicago market during

Convention week.



It's wholly different from all

others—simpler, more attrac-
tive, more secure.
There are no prongs or

springs—no mechanism what-
ever to get out of order; no
loose chain in the pocket
to scratch the watch case.
Just a simple lever that grips

the pocket and holds like a little vise.
It secures the safety of both watch and

fob and is fastened or unfastened in a trice
—as simple as closing a watch case.

The safety attachment is our own pat-
ented device and can't be had with any
other fobs.

Its advantages are so obvious they
explain themselves. It effectually removes
the last objection to fob wearing and is a
new and strong reason why you should
carry Simmons fobs.

All leading jobbers have the Security
Fob. Furnished in all the Simmons styles
and patterns.

R. F. Simmons Company
Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office,
9-13 Maiden Lane.

Chicago Office,
103 State Street.
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The local trade are now experiencing the 
usual

mid-summer dullness, which this year is a 
little more

emphasized on account of the temporary ind
ustrial

and commercial depression, but confide
nce in the

situation remains unshaken and an 
improvement

as fall approaches is confidently antic
ipated.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club

held an enjoyable smoker on

Holds Smoker Tuesday evening, June 7th.

The success of this club as an

entertainer and hospitality dispenser has earned

for it a unique ieputation among the soci
al organi-

zations in the Eastern trade. The latest f
unction

held under its auspices, while, of course, of
 min&

magnitude as compared with the outings, ban
quets,

etc., of the club, was, nevertheless, in its own 
way no

less notable for its delightful programme a
nd the

gleeful spirit by which the event was pervad
ed. A

varied selection of music was contributed th
rough-

out the evening by an orchestra under the 
leader-

ship of Samuel H. Kendle, and various 
other

features contributed by an array of theatrical 
talent

were interspersed at timely intervals. Suitable re-

freshments were served in the billiard room. The

attendance included quite a number of out-of-t
own

jewelers, an evidence of the widening popularit
y of

the club as a medium for fraternization and 
the

interchange of social amenities.
In keeping within the purpose

Excursions for of the organization, which is to

increase the number of buyers

visiting this market, the Mer-

chants' and Travelers' Association has arranged

with the Merchants' and Miners' Transportat
ion

Company for three excursions of Southern m
er-

chants to visit Philadelphia. They will sail from

Savannah July 16th, August 6th and August 20
th.

The Merchants' and Travelers' Association is 
ad-

vertising the excursions by personal letters to the

buyers in the South.
Charged with being implicated

Alleged in the theft of a diamond ring

Substitution Trick from C. I. Wahler, a jeweler, of

141 North Eighth Street, by

substitution, James Meaves, 22 years old, who s
ays

he is a Cuban, living at an apartment house
 in

Arch Street, Ethel Meaves, his wife, and To
ny

May, were arrested and locked up in the 
Sixth

District Police Station June 23. The trio ente
red

Jeweler Wahler's store and asked to examine some

rings. They made no purchase and left. In a few

minutes the jeweler discovered that a diamond ring

with Tiffany setting, valued at about $35, was go
ne.

An imitation ring had been placed in the tray in

its stead. The arrest of the trio followed. Next

day they were held in $5oo bail each, and the police

immediately began to look up their records.

J. Pequignot, 1322 Chestnut Street, recently

produced a very beautiful example of silver-

smithing art in the form of a sacred taberna
cle

for the main altar of a Catholic church in

Philadelphia. The tabernacle was designed and

executed by Mr. Pequignot himself, who has been

highly praised both by ecclesiastics and silver-

smiths for the artistic manner in which the work

has been done. The tabernacle is made entirely

of solid silver, ornamented with gold, 400 ounces

of silver having been used in its construction. It

is somewhat more than 20 inches in height, 16

inches in width and 18 inches in depth. The door

of the tabernacle is 15 inches high by to inches

wide. On this there is a chalice from which gol
den

rays radiate toward the door panel.

Jewelers' Club

Southern Buyers

KEYSTONE

D. V. Brown, manufacturing and wholesale

optician, has found it necessary to make an addi-

tion to his staff of traveling representatives. The

new acquisiton to the force is W. W. Barnes, who

will travel in the South.

Charles B. Lynch, Sixteenth and Market

Streets, has been closing his store at 6 P. M. since

June 15th. He is the only jeweler west of tlje

City Hall who closes early during the summer

months.
The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. recently had

on exhibition in one of their beautiful show win-

dows the handsomely-wrought bronze figure pre-

sented by the Inquirer newspaper to the company

of the National Guard which attains the highest

average at the inspection, which will take place

during the next annual encampment. The prizes

for the recent lawn tennis championship tour
na-

ment were made by this firm.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. were the makers of many

of the handsome prize cups and trophies awarded

at the dog show recently held at Wissahickon

Heights. This concern also furnished the prizes

awarded at the Country Club Polo Tournament

and the Schuylkill Navy Regatta, both of wh
ich

events took place last month.

The jewelry store of Emil Spies, 2129 Front

Street, was recently damaged by fire to the extent

of $2000. This establishment had been renovated

but a short time previously. The fire is said to

have had its origin in a defective electric wire
 in-

sulation. It broke out in the cellar of the premises

in the early morning while Mr. Spies and his fam
ily

were sleeping, and it had attained somewhat serious

proportions before being brought under control.

The occupants of the house were rescued with

some difficulty.
M. Sickles & Sons have installed a plant for

the manufacture of gold goods in the two
 upper

stories of their Chestnut Street establishmen
t, and

will hereafter make their own diamond mou
ntings

and other special order work. They will also

make a specialty in this new department of M
asonic

badges, society charms and emblems, and also
 do

all sorts of special repair work for the trade.

Raymond Clark Smith, manager of Geo. W.

Smith & Co., Inc., 3907-19 Powelton A
venue,

recently returned from the St. Louis Expo
sition,

where that firm has on display a line of hall clo
cks

that are attracting considerable interest by 
reason

of their quaintness. The quarters occupied
 by the

firm's exhibit are Blocks 36 and 37, Varied 
Indus-

tries Building. Mr. Smith was delighted with the

Exposition, so all-embracing in its scope and

amazingly diversified in character.

Wm. T. Miller, 2012 Ridge Avenue, is rejo
ic-

ing upon the arrival at his home of a bab
y boy.

THE KEYSTONE joins with his friends in ext
ending

felicitations.
The A. R. Justice Co. is becoming establish

ed

in its new and handsomely appointed quar
ters in

the Mint Arcade, Juniper and Chestnut S
treets.

Hitherto the store and factory of this compa
ny

were located at 718 Chestnut Street.

I. Press & Son have purchased the retail

jewelry store of Charles Schwartz, 149 North

Eight Street. This is the third store now owned

and conducted by the purchasers, the other
s being

situated at 8 South Second Street and 819
 South

Second Street respectively. The store at 
the last-

named address is the main establishment. 
Abraham

Press, the junior member of the firm, wi
ll conduct

the recently-acquired store on Eighth 
Street. Mr.

Schwartz, who had been in business f
or sixteen

years and is much esteemed in the local trade,

goes to California to recuperate his h
ealth.
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Annual Outing of the New England

Manufacturing Jewelers'
Association

The twenty-fifth annual outing of the New

England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-

smiths' Association, which was held at Field's

Point on Wednesday, June 22d, was, by the unani-

mous sentiment of all who participated, in every

respect the most notably successful fete in the his-

tory of that body. With fairly good weather con-

ditions, a very imposing parade, a delicious clam

dinner, a delightful sail and plenty of other diver-

sions, it would have been remarkable indeed if

every participant had not enjoyed himself to the

utmost limit.
It was shortly after ii o'clock in the forenoon

when this body of jewelers and silversmiths assem-

bled at Masonic Hall, on Dorrance Street, prior to

the parade ; for, inspired by the success of this

feature last year, the entertainment committee had

agreed to allow the public another look at the in-

dividuals who represent the jewelry interests of

this section.
In accordance with that idea, the line was

formed with Sergt. Muldoon and a squad of burly

officers from the Fifth Police District in the lead.

Next came Clark's Providence Band, and then the

members of the association and guests. Japanese

umbrellas were carried by the men, most of whom

were gaily attired in summer raiment, with straw

hats to top the array, and indeed they made a pic-

turesque showing. Much admiration was expressed

on all sides as the men marched through Dorrance,

Westminster, Mathewson and Weybosset Streets.

The party concluded the march on Dyer Street,

where about 12.30 the steamer Mount Hope, which

had been chartered for the occasion, was boarded.

After about an hour's sail the party arrived at

Field's Point, where they posed for a group pho
to-

graph and thence partook of one of Colonel S. S.

Atwell's famous clam dinners.

Once inside the dining hall little time was

wasted, and though things came fast, calls for more

were even faster. " We must have lobster," was

the shout from one table, " So must we," f
rom

another, .and this was quickly followed by " We

want clams," etc. The enjoyment was genu
ine

and continuous, and it was after 2 o'clock wh
en

the last man left the hall.

The boat was again boarded on schedule time

and the party sailed down Narragansett Bay, p
ast

Newport via West Passage and back via East

Passage, visiting Mount Hope Bay. A close run

was made to Newport, giving a splendid oppor
tu-

nity to view the. City by the Sea at close ran
ge.

The United States cruisers Minneapolis and Prairie

were neared and lusty cheers were given to Un
cle

Sam's Jackies. Very good views of the numerous

torpedo boats in Newport Harbor also occasio
ned

much patriotic interest. A variety of diversi
ons

made the trip a very pleasant one. Clarke's Band

rendered some catchy music, and a troupe of col-

ored entertainers played the mandolin, guitar 
and

banjo in clever style, while Henry Mayo and

George Dover, both of the George W. Dover C
o.;

Fred. Mills, of Brown & Mills, and J. E. Twee
dy,

of Cheever, Tweedy & Co., contributed some
 of

the most delightful features of the entertainment

en voyage.
Roswell C. Smith was indefatigable in his

efforts to make the event a success ; he, together

with two other zealous and capable workers, in the

persons of Messrs. Frank B. Reynolds and Charles

M. Robbins, composed the executive committee.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

California
J.. Herbert Hall, the well-known jeweler, of

East Colorado Street, Pasadena, has been electel
president of the Merchants' Association of that
city. He was chairman of the committee of
arrangements which brought the eighth annual
banquet of that organization to a notably successful
issue.

Connecticut

S. H. Wood, of New Britain, has sold his
clock and jewelry departments to Arthur J.
Churchill, but remains in the same store and will
hereafter devote all his time to his optical business.

District of Columbia

Galt & Bro., 107 Pennsylvania Avenue, Wash-
ington, were the makers of a beautiful loving cup
that was recently presented to Crosby S. Noyes,
editor-in-chief of the IX'ashington Evening Star,
as an appreciation of his long services to the wel-
fare of the city. The cup is a very handsome
specimen of the jeweler's art ; its handles and base
are very richly embellished, and a tasteful and
cleverly executed floral design encircles the in-
scription.

Indiana

J. XV. Rankin having succeeded Jeweler Mit-
chell in the firm of 13aber & Mitchell, Peru, that
concern is now known as Haber & Rankin, and the
business will be continued at the old location.

Kentucky

J. B. Delvaux, of Glasgow, died recently from
pnemonia, after being in business at that place for
thirty-seven years. The business is being continued
by his son, T. C. Delvaux.

Maine

I. J. F. King Company, of Belfast, has closed
its store at St. Augustine, Fla., and opened its
store at Asbury Park, N. J. The last-named
establishment is equipped with an entire new set
of handsome quartered oak fixtures ; in size it con-
stitutes practically two stores, for it extends from
Cookman Avenue to Asbury Avenue.

Massachusetts

C. H. Gould, of Northamptmi, has moved
into a new store situated at 189 Nlain Street. Here
he is the sole occupant, and with larger space and
greatly increased facilities, is much better prepared
to meet the wants of his customers than he was at
his former location, 153 Main Street, portion of
which was occupied by a stationer. Jeweler Gould
intends to equip a complete optical department in.
his new place of business in the near future.

The partnership hitherto existing in the firm
of Hussey, Hyde & Co., Salem, has expired by
limitation. Geo. L. Hyde's interest in the business
was purchased by W. G. Hussey, and the concern
lass been incorporated under the name of the
Baird-North Co., with a paid-in capital of $3oo,000.
W. G. Hussey is president and treasurer of the
corporation, and Albert W. Holmes is its secretary.

Willard E. Howard, for the paFt three years
with I I. E. Gray, Philmont, N. V., has started in
the jewelry business at West Stockbridge.

Michigan

A. K. C. Pike has removed his business from
Leonidas to Athens. Mr. Lee, the only other
jeweler in Athens, is advanced in years and has
been in ill health since December last. From that
time until Jeweler l'ike's arrival no repairing had
been done in Athens. In his new location the last-
named dealer will do business under the name of
Artie Pike.

C. T. Erickson, who has been conducting opti-
cal parlors at Adrian, has leased a store on Main
Street in that town and will add jewelry and repairs
to his present business.

Minnesota

Carl Querna, the well-known jeweler, of Madi-
son, was married recently to Miss Lulu May Kitz-
inger. The newly married pair will be "at home"
to their many friends after August I 5th. THE
KEYSTONE tenders congratulations.

The Reid & Orr Co., of Rochester, has dis-
solved. L. A. Orr will continue the business under
the name of L. A. Orr Co. Mr. Reid has retired
from the firm to devote his time to theatrical
interests.

A. H. Sugg, the well-known jeweler, of Zumbro
Falls, was married on June I 5th to Miss Lulu Eu-
nice Watts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Watts, South Troy. THE KEYSTONE extends
congratulations.

New Hampshire

A. B. Forbush, for nearly twenty years a well-
known jeweler at Berlin, retired recently from
active business and has been succeeded by IV. J.
Moore. Mr. Moore is a practical %vatchmaker and
optician of twelve years' experience. He learned
his trade with it large house in St. Albans, Vt.
After leaving St. Albans he went to Greenfield,
Mass., where he remained one year, tifter \vhich he
took a thorough optical course at Geneva, N. V.
Following this course he went to Montpelier, Vt.,
and stayed there until 1902. I ti the latter year he
was engaged by \V. C. Leonard to take entire
charge of his jewelry business in Whitefield. In
his recently acquired store Mr. Moore carries a full
and complete line of watches, jewelry, silver and
plated ware and diamonds. He makes a specialty
of repairing and engraving, and gives personal
attention to optical work in all its branches.

New York

The jewelry stock of Frank Hutchinson, of
Hornellsville, has recently been located in the
store adjoining the First National Bank.

W. P. Smith, of Smith & Ziegler, Palmyra,
has purchased a residence on Colyer Street in that
city.

John D. Green &Co., opened their new jewelry
store on June 2d, at 46 Genesee Street, Utica. A
carefully selected stock of jewelry, watches, dia-
monds, etc., is carried, and the store is equipped
with handsome oak fixtures and has an attractive
glass front.

Ohio

August Gaessler, of Pomeroy, has erected a
handsomely-appointed new store, in which he ex-
pects to become installed sometime during the
present summer. He has given special attention
to its equipment, with a view to making its appear-
ance an advertisement in itself.

G. Judd Williams, of Urbana, recently pur-
chased a three-story pressed-brick building. antl
has tnoVed thereto. from his old location in the
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square. In his new business home he enjoys con-
siderably increased facilities for the conduct of his
business, especially in the matter of displaying
goods.

Texas

T. Van Auken, the well-known jeweler, of
Beaumont, has recently been rejoicing upon the
arrival at his home of a baby girl, weighing nine
pounds.

Virginia

The store of C. D. Quisenberry, at Orange,
was entered some weeks ago at midnight by a thief,
who gained access to it by cutting a large hole in a
window at the rear and springing* apart the iron
bars used to fasten it. Two men were sleeping
directly above the store, and hearing the noise they
immediately investigated. The thief began opera-
tions, one of the men watched and the other went
for the town sergeant. The messenger and officer
S000 returned and the robber was captured, and
was soon afterwards, as Jeweler Quisenberry ex-
pressed it, " looking through the bars of a fire-proof
cage."

Wisconsin

A. F. Hall and W. P. Sayles have issued notice
to the effect that the co-partnership hitherto exist-
ing between Hall, Sayles & Fifield, of Jaynesville,
has been dissolved and that the business will be
continued by Hall & Sayles.

Outing of the Boston Jewelers' Club
The Boston Jewelers' Club held a very enjoy-

able outing and shore dinner at Point Shirley club
house on Wednesday, June 15th. The weather was
beautifully line and the participants, sixteen in
number, were in the best of spirits from beginning
to end. A delicious dinner was served, and when
the diners had been regaled an address of welcome
u'as delivered by President William A. Thompson.
Mr. Thompson spoke in a humorous and genial
vein kind called upon some other members to
:tddress the gathering. This request Was by no
means a vain one, for it evoked a vivacious ta114
from Col. John L. Shepherd, a speaker of consice
erable note on such occasions, another from Benja-
min F. Griscom, the club's newest member, and
third from Commodore Morrill.

The recreative features of the programmm
were no less interesting. A bowling match was,
held, the rival teams being composed of M. N.
Smith (captain), George H. French, F. R. Hollis.
ter, C. F. Morrill, Ira Richards and Col. John L.
Shepherd on one side, and E. W. Martin (captain),
David C. Percival, G. W. Hutchinson, J. B. Mint-
phrey and Benjamin F. Griscom on the other. At
the close of the game the team captained by
Mr. Smith were ten pins ahead of their opponents.
A return was soon afterwards made to the city.
where the members arrived in good time.

The party included A. Barker, G. Ft—French
and guest, Ira Richards, Benjamin F. Griscom,
George IV. Hutchinson, Fred. R. Hollister, John
B. Humphrey, C. 0. Lawton, E. W. Martin.
Woodbury Melcher, Charles F. Morrill, David C.
Percival, Henry XV. Patterson and guest, Col. John
I.,. Shepherd, M. N. Smith, William A. Thompson.

"'fie are most interested in Horology, Clean-ing and Restoring, Gold Working, Workshop.\i/es and your articles on the latest discoveries inscience, all of which makes The Keystone vet),valuable /o Schafer, jeweler, Ken-.Vebraska.
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The front of the handle represents

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS
 of the 

LOUISIANA PURCHASE TERRITORY
In Panorama, Viz : The Setting Sun ; The Buffalo and the Indian ; The

Lewis and Clark Expedition ; The Prospectors ; The Settlers in Prairie

Schooners and the Modern Locomotive. •

In the Bowl is shown the Cabildo in which was signed the Treaty
ceding the Louisiana Territory by France to the United States.

The opposite side bears the official signature of W. B. Stevens,
Secretary of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

without which no spoon is official.

TRACE MAFK 'RADE MAP.,,

We have secured the contract from the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company for the manu-

facture and sale of this spoon, which will be sold to the public by the RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

only. The figures quoted above are the prices at retail. A suitable discount will be allowed to the

dealer, which, together with further details, will be disclosed for the asking. The design of this spool°

is not local, but historical, and will therefore sell in every section of the world. The spoon itself is pro-

nounced by everyone to be the most finely finished and artistic of any ever gotten out for this purpose.
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'We desire to call your attention to the fact that we carry

the largest and best-selected stock of Loose Diamonds in

this section of the country, also being the only exclusive Loose Diamond house

in the West, thus enabling us to quote you the lowest possible prices.

These statements are Facts ! and can easily be proven by comparing our

goods with others, " comparison being the only true test." NN'e feel confident that

after giving us a trial order you will be fully convinced of this fact.

Our Motto, which has been our success : " Small profit ; quick returns."

Our Mr. Sidney L. Bauman is at present makin:;. extensive purchases in

the European markets.
Should you visit St. Louis during the World's Fair, we will be pleased to

extend to you the courtesy of our new and spacious office, and ask you to make

same your headquarters.

l you take the best advantage of the J Lily spirit in your
1 window displays you can attract a splendid share of the
holiday spending. Watches and patriotism make a more
sensible combination than skyrockets and burned fingers.

NEW ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.
37-39 Maiden Lane,

New York,
131 Wabash Avenue, Spreckels Building,

Chicago. San Francisco.
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IF you take the best advantage of the July spirit in yourwindow displays you can attract a splendid share of the
holiday spending. Watches and patriotism make a more
sensible combination than skyrockets and burned fingers.

NEV ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.
:7- A., Maiden loalle,

New York,
l3t NVahasil AVelitte, Spreckels Building,

San Francisco.Chicago.
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To the Trade

We desire to call your attention to the fact that we carry

the largest and best-selected stock of Loose 1)iamonds iii

this section of the country, also being the only exclusive Loose Dia
mond house

in the West, thus enabling us to quote you the lowest possible price
s.

These statements are Facts ! and can easily be proven by comparin
g our

goods with others, "comparison being the only true test." 
We feel confident that

after giving us a trial order you will be fully convinced of this fact.

Our Motto, which has been our success : "Small profit ; quick returns.-

Our Air. Sidney L. Bauman is at present makin:_;. extensive pu
rchases in

the European markets.

Should you visit St. Louis during- the World's Fair, we will be
 pleased to

extend to you the courtesy of our new and spacious office, and ask y
ou to make

same your headquarters.

COMMER
ST. LOUIS
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Rings are guaranteed ib K.

We use genuine Doublets only.

our lines of Rings are carried by the
Leading Wholesale Ilouses.

00--i-"Ac:FURERS.'

011- l000mmono
1111 I 0 KT R N
:/; SOLE MAKERS OF
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A big bargain made still
better, in the closing-out-
and-discontinuing sale

of 'Standard
Electric
Clocks.

This No. 4 2 50 in. high,
9 12 in. dial,

which had been reduced to
$15, net, is now further

reduced to

$12.501 net,

until ioo
have been
sold.

The special reduction on No. 42 is
made to reduce an excessive original
stock of this pattern, in order that
the three remaining patterns
may "run out at the same
time. After ioo have

been sold, the remain-

der will be sold

at $15, same as

No. 10 and

No. 46.

This NO. I 0,
49 in. high,
12 in. dial,

at

$ I 5 , net.

EntireTivaluct dold direct to Retail Jevelen

This No. 4
in. high,

12 in. dial,

. at

$15, net.

rolitable returns are
always assured the,

jr Retail Jeweler
who sells
IC • E-Rings
Long experience
combined with,
best of talent has

enabled 1i6 tO produce and
place 'upon the 'market for
The Fall 5eason,1904, the

UNIQUE,(117;1i* \SALABLE,
.AND ORIGINAL

arkylvo-
,4*.

The three Clocks here shown present the greatest value,at the price, ever offered to the Clock-buying trade. Butthe Clocks are going out, and the opportunity to secure thebargain will soon pass. Order direct of

New York Standard Watch Co.

Jersey City, N. J.

e:ste.m70
10-20 1N.DIVI8ION M‘.

34,2-344 WASHINGTON 8T.
)



OUR AGENTS
D. W. WISER,

11F,N SHIERS,

M. L. LEVY &

AUGUST CHOUI7FET,

\ RTHUR WEBER,

MAX GUNZBURGER,

OTT() J. SOMERS,

E. E. SEAMAN,

will make early calls on the Jewelers with our new fall line of
rings the most comprehensive and beautiful ever shown the trade,.

HEINTZ BROS., 'OILS, BUFFALO, N. Y

July, 1904 TI-IE KEYSTONE

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Conditions Fair and After some weather indica-

Prospects Good tions that seemed to presage
another flood, and after one

of the coldest, rainiest springs that has visited this

section of the country in recent years, Kansas City

and its tributary territory finds itself in good shape

for the real opening of summer. Most of the trav-

eling men for local wholesale jewelry house are at
headquarters getting ready for their July trips, and

all of them report good business conditions through-

out the country near Kansas City. The cold, back-

ward spring hindered crops somewhat, but now,

with the coming of warmer, dryer weather, every-

thing seems to be making up for lost time.
Business is better than usual at this season of

the year. Sales are large, especially for expensive
goods and diamonds, and yet collections are slower

than ordinary. The diamond sales of the larger
houses are greater than ever at this season of the
year, and in fact none of the wholesale dealers
have any cause to complain about business. The
retail trade is not so good, and in fact has been
decidedly quiet lately. The manufacturing jewelers

are busy as usual, and good help is scarce and

much in demand. Skilled workmen are needed in

nearly every department in the manufacturing line,

and several of the factories are adding to their

forces as fast as they can secure competent help.

E. L. Donaldson, of Edwards & Sloane Jewelry

Co., who has been in Arizona and California for
his health since January, has returned to Kansas
City. He was greatly benefited by his long outing,

and has gained greatly. Mr. Donaldson will re-

sume his old position with the Edwards & Sloane
Company.

C. C. Hoefer, of Woodstock,- Hoefer & Co.,

went to Chicago last month for a short stay.

Cards have been received in Kansas City an-
nouncing the marriage of Miss Carolyn Eliza
Lawler to Roy Edward Bertholf, June 14th, in

Rushville, Ill. Mr. and Mrs. Bertholf will be at
home after September 1st, at Cherokee, Kansas,
where Mr. Bertholf is a successful jeweler.

Roy Furnish and Miss Olive Woodward were
married in Kansas City, June 8th. They will live
in Gower, Mo., where Mr. Furnish is in the jewelry
business.

L. Megede, of Richmond, Mo., visited in
Kansas City a few days, en route to the World's
Fair and the convention of the Missouri Optical
Association.

Miss Myrtle White, of C. L. Merry's, is taking
her vacation.

J. R. Mercer will be one of the Kansas City
Shriners to make the trip to California to attend
the Imperial Council meeting in July. Elaborate
preparations are being made for the trip, and the
Shriners will also make a tour of California and
visit Catalina Island before returning home.

Felix Fricke, of Meyer's, is spending his vaca-
tion at the Northern lakes.

Cards have been received in Kansas City from
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lacy Orear, announcing the birth
of their daughter Katherine Bartlett Orear, May
12, 1904. Mr. and Mrs. Orear are now living ht
Boston, but formerly lived ill Kansas City ; Mr.
Orear having for some time been with Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co.

Amos Plank, of Hutchinson, Kansas, visited
the Kansas City wholesale houses last month.

J. M. Scott, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., is
taking his vacation at Excelsior Springs.

Ben. Fricke, watchmaker for Myers, has re-
cently bought a pretty home in Kansas City.

A. 0. Dickenson, of Edwards &Sloane Jewelry
Co.'s traveling force has changed his residence
from Oklahoma to Hiawatha, Kansas.

Harry Sloane, of Meyers, has been ill for
some time, but is recovering.

Miss B. Marshall, of Woodstock, Hoefer &
Co., is spending her vacation in St. Louis.

John Q. Adams, of Merry's, was in St. Louis
last month looking over the World's Fair.

Guy M. Shriner, who has been ill with pneu-
monia at his home in Fairfield, Iowa, has recov-
ered, and is again at his post at Gurney &
Ware's.

The Missouri Optical Association met in St.
Louis, June 15th, with a good attendance, the
largest optical firms of Missouri all having their
representatives there. Some of those who went
from Kansas City were Leon Baer, president of the
association ; C. L. Merry, Dr. Lee Burnam, 0. H.
Gerry and Dr. S. W. Lane.

Omaha and the West

Business
Looking Up

There is every indication at the
present time of a speedy re-
covery in the jewelry jobbing

business. All other lines are showing renewed
activity. The railway freight officials assert that
their tonnage is holding up well, with the pros-
pects good for a steady increase during the sum-
mer and fall. Naturally, the jewelry business will
be the last to feel the improvement. Crop pros-
pects were never better, and all over the State a
much more confident tone prevails in the retail
trade. The out-of-town dealers who have been in
the city recently declare that the end of the tem-
porary business depression has arrived, and that
the summer and early fall will show a distinct im-
provement. whereas the late fall will do still better.
These predictions have had a tendency to lighten
the hearts of the wholesalers, who were beginning
to fear permanent stagnation.

The spring trade did not bring
much content to the retailers,

Graduations although the falling off, as com-
pared to the spring of 1903, was

not serious. Just now, however, they are rejoicing

in a satisfactory rush of business, due to numerous
weddings and the graduation of several thousand

school children. The demand for graduation gifts

has been unusually heavy. For the most part the

purchases are of gifts costing between $2 and

$10, although sales in which three figures are

involved have not been few. There have been

several good sales of diamond pendants, rings

and cuff buttons.

Weddings and

Progress of the

The case which is being pushed
by the Jewelers' Protective

Dennison Case Association, in conjunction with
the Civic Federation of Omaha,

against Tom Dennison, the boss gambler, has made

considerable progress. Following Dennison's in-

dictment by the Harrison County, Iowa, grand

jury on the charge of being implicated in the cele-

brated Pollock diamond robbery of 1892, applica-

tion was made by the Governor of Iowa for the

extradition of Dennison. Governor Mickey, of

Nebraska, granted the extradition in the face of an

adverse opinion filed by Attorney-General Prout,

who contended that Dennison could not be con-

sidered a fugitive from justice. A United States

deputy marshal from Des Moines visited Omaha
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to take Dennison into custody, but found this no
easy task. Dennison was kept concealed until the
deputy marshal agreed that he would allow him-
self to be served with a writ of habeas corpus at
the moment he arrested Dennison. This brought
the case into court.

Judge Day asked Judges Troup and Redick to
sit with him in the case, which involves some novel
points with reference to the extradition and habeas
corpus. The attorneys prosecuting the case
against Denison contended that the court had no
right to grant a writ of habeas corpus in an extra-
dition case, but the Judge held that the prosecution
must prove that Dennison was a fugitive from
justice. This decision has resulted in the prosecu-
tion's showing its hand. Dennison is attempting
to prove an alibi. He has adduced testimony to
the effect that from November 4, 1892, to January
t, 1893, he did not leave Omaha. The convict
Shercliffe in his confession claimed that Dennison
had visited Missouri Valley, Iowa, and dug up the
diamonds during that period. Detectives were
placed on the track and testified that they had
shadowed Dennison from November 4th until
January ist, and that he was never out of town.
About November 18, 1892, he started the policy
game, which made him rich and a power in poli-
tics. The prosecution presented a written state-
ment sent by Dennison to Shercliffe, in which
Dennison itemizes the thousands of dollars he has
spent in Shercliffe's behalf, for the purpose of
showing that Shercliffe is somewhat in his debt.
Dennison admitted writing the statement, but de-
clared that he had made it out at Shercliffe's
request, to assist Shercliffe in some purpose which
the latter did not explain. The hearing came to
an abrupt stoppage at the request of the prosecu-
tion for a continuance. They declared that they
would show by Pinkerton and former Chief of
Police Seavey that the Omaha detectives had not
been assigned to shadow Dennison until several
weeks after November 4, 1892. Mr. Seavey, who
is 'here, states that his testimony will be to that
effect.

A. Mandelberg has presented to the cadet
battalion of the High School a handsome, solid
silver loving cup, to be competed for at the annual
drill. A pennant is offered for the best company,
and a gold medal is given to the individual cadet
who is most proficient in the drill. These prizes
are competed for each year. The Mandelberg
loving cup, however, vill become the property of
the cadet who wins in this competition.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
Optical Institute has been incorporated by A. B.
Tarbox and R. A. Gordon, the former being presi-
dent and the latter secretary and treasurer of the
company. Its place of business is 406 Woodmen
of the World Building. The company will make
balance staffs and jewels. Their maker is R.
Lester, who comes from the Elgin factory. An
automatic machine for the manufacture of the
balance staffs will he installed shortly.

R. M. Scott, formerly with Jeweler Edholm,
of this city, has evidently made a hit at Sheridan,
Wyo., where he is running the Sheridan Inn. He
has recently been elected a member of the Sheri-
dan Country Club, and has been doing clever
stunts on the golf links.

Myron Ochiltree, a prominent jeweler of Three
Rivers, and a graduate of the Omaha Horological
ancl Optical Institute, was in the city recently visit-
ing old friends.

The first trade excursion of the Omaha Cons-.
mercial Club this season was over the line of the
Union Pacific the last days of June.
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Do You Want This Protection?
Chains stamped R. & D. or R. S. Co. are manufactured

by us of 14 K. Solid Gold Tubes _filled with composition metal,
and are thoroughly well made. Because they are so made we
are able to fully warrant them. This warrant, too, is a guar-
antee that IS a guarantee.

A guarantee for a gold filled chain is not unusual. It is its
manufacturer's advertising stock in trade. It is useful in con-
vincing the prospective customer, but a most vague and unsatis-
factory pledge to the purchaser.

We warrant our chains to wear TWENTY YEARS and
we make this pledge exactly as binding as any watch case guar-
antee. A registered CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE
is supplied with every chain.

The last link of each chain is stamped with a number which
corresponds with the number on the Certificate of Guarantee.
If the chain does not wear as warranted this certificate entitles
you to a new chain.

We make these 14 K. Gold Filled Chains in a large variety
of newest and most staple patterns. Such a line, backed by so
strong a guarantee, cannot but interest all chain purchasers and
chain wearers.

Sold only through Jobbers. Ask yours for an assortment.

RODENBERG-SMITH COMPANY,
(Successors to RODENBERG & DUNN and ALBRO SC COMPANY),

NEW YORK OFFICE —9-11-13 Maiden Lane. 183 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Providence and Attleboro

Library a Monu-
ment to Jeweler?
Liberality

The erection of a building in
Attleboro, Mass., to be used

as a public library is now

nearly completed. This nota-

ble project had its origin in

the munificence of Joseph L. Sweet, of the R. F.

Simmons Co., Attleboro, who, a little over two

years ago, presented to the town a plot of land on

one of its main streets as a site fora public library,

on condition that a building costing at least $25,00
0

be erected thereon within three years from tha
t

time In addition he gave $2000 as a cash sub-

scription, and immediately the movement to raise

the required amount by popular local contribution

was inaugurated. When about $15,000 had been

realized the movement seemed to flag somewhat,

and at this time three members of the local jewelry

trade gave a notable display of public spirit by

subscribing over again. They are J. L. Sweet,

mentioned above, who gave $3000 in addition to

his original land and cash donation ; Fred. A.

Watson, of the Watson & Newell Co., who re-

subscribed $5000, and Harold E. Sweet, also of

the R. F. Simmons Co., who gave $800 in addition

tc $200 previously subscribed by him. These sums

were further increased by a contribution of $18t

from the employees of the Watson & Newell Co.,

while a modest business man, who refused to let

his identity be disclosed, gave the generous sum

of $5000. These impressive contributions gave an

impotus to the project that practically insured its

success, and it is expected that the building will

be ready for use by next March.. It is a very

fine specimen of modern architecture, and will

be a handsome addition to the public buildings

of Attleboro. It contains accommodations for

43,000 volumes.

Gorham Employees

The employees of the office

and die departments of the

Enjoy Outing Gorham Mfg. Co., Provi.

dence, held their annual sum-

mer outing at the Warwick Club, on Saturday,

June MIL Dinner was served at I.30, and soon

afterwards a number of athletic contests were in-

dulged in, which included an interesting game of

baseball. Among those whose prowess or skill

obtained prizes were James Baker, who was

awarded a box of cigars, first prize, in the bowling

contest ; J. S. Weeden winning second prize, which

consisted of a pocket-knife. The too yards dash

was won by William White, the award consisting

of an umbrella, and Joseph Bullivant, who ran

second, was given a half dozen pairs of socks. A

pipe and a cigar-case were the prizes awarded to

Walter Davis and James Shanahan, who ran first

and second, respectively, in the pipe race. A.

Sternberg and Wm. White were first and second

in the potato race ; the former receiving a box of

Cigars and the latter a match-safe. The guessing

contest was won by A. Cushman ; the problem

being to tell how many beans were in a bottle. It

was amot enjoyable day's amusement, and the

Programme was admirably arranged by a capable

committee. 

Manufacturing
Jewelers
Hold Outing

The midsummer outing of the

New England Manufacturing

Je weler s' and Silversmiths'

Association, which took place

on Wednesday, June 22d, main-

tained, if, indeed, it did not improve upon, the

degree of success which attended its predecessors.

This year the members and their guests assembled

at the Masonic Hall, Dorrance Street, Providence,

KEYSTONE

at it A. m., when lines were formed and the party,

headed by Clarke's Band, of Providence, marched

to the wharf of the Providence, Fall River &

Newport Steamboat Company, on Dyer Street.

Here they boarded the steamer Warwick, and

enjoyed a very pleasant sail to Field's Point, where

a delicious clam dinner was partaken of. Hence

they sailed down Narragansett Bay via the west

passage, returning past Newport by the east

passage and visiting Mount Hope Bay, with Fall

River in the distance. At 6 r. m. a repast was

served on the boat, consisting of salads, sand-

wiches, rolls, crackers, cheese, coffee and turnover

pies. Varied and enjoyable music was discoursed

throughout the day. The return journey was

made under similarly-pleasant conditions, and the

arrangements were made to enable all members of

the party residing out of Providence to connect

with the trains going to their destinations.

The working hours of females

and minors in the jewelry fac-

and the Labor Law tories of the Attleboros, are

again the subject of an inquiry,

inaugurated this time, however, not by the regular

factory inspecting officials, but by Thomas Dona-

hue, representative in the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture of the third, fourth and fifth wards of Falls

River. Representative Donahue has filed a formal

complaint with Chief J. E. Shaw, of the Massachu-

setts district police, stating that to the best of his

knowledge and belief the labor laws were being

persistently violated in the jewelry manufactories

of Attleboro, North Attleboro, Plainville and

Mansfield. An investigation was begun by the

police and Representative Donahue, subsequently

brought the matter before the Legislature. There

may be some slight technical foundation for this

charge by reason of the peculiar exigencies of the

jewelry manufacturing business, or rather that end

of it which pertains to the packing and shipment

of the finished product. It is an unavoidable work-

ing condition that some employees in the shipping

departments remain later than the regular quitting

hour, so that the goods will be ready for the 10.30

express, at which time vast quantities are de-

spatched. To offset this, however, those employees

who work beyond the prescribed hour in the

evening, are given a proportional extension of the

hour at which, in the ordinary course of things,

they would have to begin operations next morning.

That the manufacturers concerned have no desire

either to evade or violate the law, and that they

are confident of the legality of their position, is

shown by their willingness to submit their books

to the proper authorities and afford every possible

facility for a thorough investigation of this matter.

William H. Tiffany, a retired

Attleboro jeweler, died on the

Wm. H. Tiffany morning of June iith, at the age

of sixty-six. His death marked

the culmination of several years' illness, which
,

during the last two months of his life, became ver
y

acute. He was born in Attleboro and came of 
a

family with a long genealogical line, its founder i
n

this country being, it is stated, a baronet ; namely
,

Sir Humphrey Tiffany. Deceased was a represen-

tative of the sixth generation. In his early life he

was a farmer, but removing from the country t
o

Attleboro, he there learned the jewelry trade. He

was employed by the late Charles E. 
Hayward,

and in turn by the latter's successor, Walter 
E.

Hayward & Co., and also by other Att
leboro

firms. For some years past, however, owing to

the impaired condition of his health, he to
ok no

active part in business, devoting himself a 
great

deal to the cultivation of flowers.

Jewelry Factories

Death of
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Death of 

Henry Thurston, well-known
ejewelry manufacturer, of Attl

Henry Thurston 
-

boro, died on Sunday, June 5th,

at the age of fifty-six. Deceased

was a native of Providence, and in his early days

learned the business of toolmaking. He worked

with the firm of Brown & Sharpe, of Providence,

for a number of years, and afterwards went to

Short & Nerney, of Attleboro. About ten years

ago he formed a partnership with Walter B. Allen

and Frank A. Smith, at which time the firm of

Allen, Smith & Thurston, Attleboro, was founded.

His connection with the firm continued until his

demise, but for some years past he was unable to

take any active part in business owing to the

impaired condition of his health.

Much regret is felt for the friends

of the late Eugene McKiernan,

Salesman Dies a promising young salesman for

the George W. Dover Co., Provi-

dence, whose death occurred recently, after a brief

illness. Deceased was a bright, energetic and

trustworthy young fellow, who had been with the

George W. Dover Co. for about five years. He

had only attained his eighteenth year, but such

was his business talent that at the time of his de-

mise he occupied the post of outside representative

of the firm in Providence and Attleboro.

Hutchinson & Huestis, ring manufacturers, of

Providence, have issued a handsome booklet which

is aptly entitled " Ring Suggestions." The booklet

contains beautifully-executed illustrations of the

H. & I I. interchangeable emblem rings on which

the firm has applied for a patent. The inter-

changeable mechanism on these rings is surprisingly

simple and very effective and must needs be inter-

esting to the jeweler. Illustrations are also given

of a handsome line of non-interchangeable rings

with emblems and initials.

The Kinney Co. is the name of a newly-incor-

porated firm, whose place of business is at 14 Blount

Street, Providence. The object of this firm is to

manufacture college, society and other emblem

goods of a high quality. The capital of the corpo-

ration is $ro,000, and its organizers are quondam

members of the C. M. Robbins Co., Attleboro,

namely, Miss Elizabeth M. Kinney, Charles E.

Child and Frederick H. Boehme. .

The E. A. Fargo Co., of Taunton, formerly of

Attleboro, have opened branch houses in St. Louis

for the distribution of aluminum novelties and

souvenirs. The company is represented in the

exposition city by Jason L. Wells, C. Arnold Slake,

Raymond L. Wells and Harold E. Wells.

Bright Young

Announcement

We have decided to go into the wholesale

watch business exclusively. In order to give our

undivided attention to watches, we have disposed

of our jewelry department to the Scott Bros. Co.,

wholesale jewelers, at 98 State Street, Chicago.

In this connection we wish to thank our customers

for favors shown us in the past, and bespeak for the

Scott Bros. Company the share of the business in

this line that has so generously been given us in the

past. We desire to call the attention of the trade

to the fact that we now carry a larger and more

complete line of watches than ever. In fact, no

larger and better selected line of watches can be

found in the market. We solicit your mail orders

and an inspection when our travelers call.

M. F. BARGER & COMPANY,

Jtal. I, 1904, 103 State St.. Chicago.
—Adv,



Our Motto: Better Values for Your Money Than Any Competitor.
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1LVER,
NERINTRAWARE ,
FL.A.-rvv.A Ft E,

4lati.e4M141.44aver..-7.tr„S, CUT GLA,
GOODS.ITTC,

ORMOLU GOLD 24 K. CLOCKS

OUR SPECIALTY.

PICTURE FRAMES

ORNAMENTAL MIRRORS.

OUR PULL LINE IS Now READY
Every piece made heretofore has been discarded.

OUR NEW DESIGNS THE
ARE PRETTIEST ilLth MOST ARTISTIC ON THE MARKET

\ LI\ added a large line of A.1 Silver-Plated Ware, including Sterling.

ANCHOR SILVER PLATE CO.
Main (Vice and LVOds, ST PAUL, MINN
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TheW B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They arc guaranteed to he strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches.
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher v
much inferior 2.,
sold by the -
of the United
lows:

W B & C glasses
to than other and

brands, and are
leading jobbers
States as fol-

Genevas   per gross $2.75
Mi-Concaves   3.25
Extra thick Mi-Concaves 6.75
Patent Genevas   5.50
Extra thick Parallels   5.50
Flat Concaves, thick   7.50 The only medal at the Paris Exposition of IWO forLentilles for Bascine Cases 10.50 watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826.
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size makethem so that the leading jobbers in the United States will Use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. Theyused to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End."
WATCHMAKERS ! I If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B& C and don't he deceived by bluffing and humbug-ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have Bpi, rig up in one day, and never'lean; from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE WB Its C.

CI
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San Francisco Letter

Col. A. A. Andrews' retail jewelry store,

located on Montgomery Street, in this city, has

been the center of attraction during the entire

month of June. Every tourist who visits San

Francisco, insists upon inspecting this attractive

establishment, and although they are in a measure

prepared for something out of the ordinary, their

expressions of wonderment are a series of adjec-

tives, as it is almost impossible to do the store and

its surroundings justice in the regular tourist guide

books. The colonel extends a hearty invitation to

all jewelers and others who may at any future

period visit the city, and we will assure them that

a trip to the colonel's will be time well spent, as

we know of no store that presents a more spec-

tacular appearance than this one, with its fine

electrical tixtures, its large mirrors and magnificent

paintings.
Phelps & Adams, Pacific Coast agents for the

Gorham Mfg. Co. have put out a fine new square

silver sign which is a very striking example of the

silversmiths' handiwork.

H. D. Hadenfeldt, vice-president of the

Rothschild & Hadenfeldt corporation, has returned

from a very successful trip through the Northwest,

where he called upon the retail trade. Mr.

Hadenfeldt reports the outlook throughout this

territory as very promising.

John H. Carr, who is connected with the

Elgin National Watch Co., called upon THE

KEYSTONE man while in town recently. Mr. Carr

was on the way to the company's home office in

Chicago, after spending a month in Los Angeles,

doing missionary work during the convention .of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.

The Thurlow Block, wherein are housed sev-

end of our leading wholesale jewelry firms, is

being refurnished inside and out, and our friends

are to be congratulated upon the building's fine

appearance.
Harry B. Oberlin, the rising young retail

jeweler, of Fresno, Cal., was in the market last

month, selecting novelties to fill the show cases in

his recently-enlarged store which is now much

more attractive than before.

A. Huguenin, who was formerly located on

Market Street, is moving into his new store at

Grant Avenue and Sutter Street, and have a

very good location right in the heart of the shop-

ping district.
Emil Noel, city salesman with Nordman Bros.,

wholesale jewelers, of this city, met with a painful

accident recently, while boarding a cable car, and

will not be able to call upon his trade in town for

a few weeks. The doctors promise him a speedy

recovery.
George F. Blakelee, the enterprising young

retail jeweler, of Tonapah, Nev., was among the

visiting tradesmen in town last month, calling upon

the wholesale jewelers.
Leon Carnal and family, of Carrau & Green,

are spending a delightful four-weeks' vacation in

Lake County, Cal., and from all reports Mr. Carrau

is depleting the supply of fish in the lakes to an

alarming extent.
William Moore, who conducts a retail jewelry

establishment in Gridley, Cal., was among the

retailers visiting the wholesale jewelers in town

recently.
George Marcus, of the California Jewelry Co.,

wholesale precious stone dealers, of Sutter Street,

this city, is expected home shortly with a large

assortment of precious stones, purchased in Europe.

Richard Radke, of Radke Co., who conduct a

first-class jewelry establishment on Sutter Street,

this city, has left for New York and the East, in

search of novelties in jewelry and kindred lines.

Mr. Radke contemplates visiting the exposition at

St. Louis before returning home.

Alphonse Judis, president of the A. Judis Co.,

incorporated, wholesale jewelers, of San Fran-

cisco, has returned to town, after spending a

delightful vacation, visiting friends in the East.

Mr. Judis avas accompanied by his family.

A. Fleissner and wife, of the Fleissner-Marshall

Jewelry Co., retail jewelers, of Geary Street, this

city, returned home after visiting points of interest

in the East. The vacation has greatly benefited

Mr. Meissner.
The Baldwin Jewelry Co., of San Francisco,

Cal., are going to open another new store on the

corner of Market and Taylor Streets. This is a

very desirable location, as the business section of

this city is tending toward the western part.

Mr. Hamilton, of the wholesale jewelry house

of W.W. Hamilton & Co., of Denver, Colo., called

upon THE KEYSTONE man while on his warhome

from Southern California last month, after spend-

ing a vacation in that delightful part of our glorious

State. Mr. Hamilton was greatly impressed with

our climate, and predicts a great future for the

entire coast.
H. Kallmann, the enterprising retailer, of

1236 Polk Street, this city, is reaching out for

more business, and has remodeled his entire store.

It presents a very attractive appearance with its

new show cases and fixtures.

R. B. Herrick, son of L. W. Herrick, of

Aberdeen, Wash., spent a delightful vacation in

San Francisco last month, visiting points of interest

in this section and calling upon his many friends

in the trade.
Vanderslice & Co., of Sutter Street, this city,

are showing a fine line of official souvenir badges

for the conclave of Knights Templar, as the trien-

nial conclave will be held in this city in September.

An event of this kind needs a vast amount of fore-

sight, as we expect from sixty to sixty-five thou-

sand visitors during the conclave.

Fred. R. Sheridan, Arnold & Steere's \Vestern

representative, has been here and gone again,

after securing orders for fall business. Fred.'s

visits are looked forward to by his many friends

upon the coast with considerable pleasure.

Samuel Dickson, who conducts a retail jewelry

store in Fortuna, Cal., called at THE KEYSTONE

office recently, while en route to the exposition at

St. Louis. Sam. appeared in good health and

spirits and looked forward to a good vacation.

Max. Abrahams, who is in the precious stone

business at 126 Sutter Street, this city, is on a busi-

ness trip to New York and the far East, and will

pay a visit to St. Louis before returning home.

A. A. Huggins and family have returned home

after spending a delightful vacation, visiting rela-

tives in the East. Mr. Huggins looked over the

jewelry market while away, and the results of his

labors will be shown in the new things in the

trunks of the traveling representatives of A. I.

Hall & Son.
T. E. Anderson, who formerly conducted a

retail jewelry store in Pasa Robles, has open
ed

a new establishment in Arcata, Humboldt

County, Cal.
We are pleased to report the speedy recovery

of Captain G. V. Mount, the retail jeweler, of

Petaluma, Cal., after his serious accident. While

driving a spirited horse, the animal ran 
away,

spilling the captain and his family on the road.
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J. W. Pembroke, city salesman with Rothschild

& Hadenfeldt, is on a tour of inspection through

the movement, case and jewelry factories in Elgin,

Philadelphia and the Attleboros, and will also visit

St. Louis. He will return. home via the St Law-

rence River to Chicago, and the Canadian Pacific

to the Pacific Coast.
J. S. Lehrberger, of J. S. Lehrberger & Co.,

wholesale jewelers, is spending a delightful vaca-

tion in Colfax, Cal., and will be away from this

city for six weeks. He is accompanied by his

family. Colfax was Mrs. Lehrberger's old home,

and we feel sure the trip will be beneficial to the

health of all.
The new jewelry store at 453 South Spring

Street, Los Angeles, conducted by C. C. Logan, is

creating some comment among the trade in that

city, upon its neatness and general appearance.

J. L. Cater is E. W. Reynolds' new road rep-

resentative, and he will call upon the trade in

Southern California and Arizona. While Mr. Cater

recently reached here from the Middle West, we feel

sure the retailers will extend him a hearty welcome.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Norchnan announced the

‘vedding of their daughter, Bessie Nordman, to

S. W. Ottenheimer, on June 13th, in this city.

Albert R. Sturtevant, clerk in the jewelry

store of Birnbaum Bros., 437 South Spring Street,

I.os Angeles, Cal., was recently placed under

arrest on a charge of larceny from the store of his

employers. According to the account of the matter

given in the Times-Mirror, of Los Angeles, the

full amount of the loss to the jewelry firm cannot

be fully determined, but it is stated that the con-

cern think Sturtevant has been systematically

robbing them for two years, and that they have

been victimized to the extent of fully $1500. It

was on June 8th that Sturtevant was first suspected

of crookedness. One of the firm's members

noticed that the clerk collected $2.30 from a woman

customer, who paid a bill for watch repairing ; be

placed only $1.50 in the cash drawer. Upon being

questioned Sturtevant denied having received

more than $1.50, and appeared indignant that his

honesty should be doubted. The customer was

looked up and she stated that she paid $2.30 ; the

clerk still maintained that she paid one dollar less,

and it was not until badgered by the detectives that

he admitted his guilt. A subsequent search of his

room revealed numerous rings and other pieces of

jewelry, and it was also found that a lady friend of

his was the possessor of many jewelry gifts from

the clerk. She, however, was unaware of the fact

they were pilfered. Sturtevant's employers are

profoundly disappointed in him, and are loath to

subject him to legal penalties.

How to Cement Rubber

' Rubber articles to be mended are first freed of

adhering foreign particles and thoroughly dried

(Dent. Chem. Woch. through Pop. Sci. Sup.).

Varnish, as, for instance, on rubber shoes, is re-

moved by means of emery paper or a file, and the

part thus treated is well rubbed over with benzin.

The edges of the hole are thee painted ovet with

a solution of Para caoutchoe i benzin, a fi ing

strip of natural rubber bel id over it, and a

solution consisting of 400 .... of benzin, 300 of

carbon disulphide, and 18 parts of sulphur chlo-

ride is applied to the edges by means of some

cotton wool tied to a wooden holder, this solution

serving to vulcanize and to increase the resistance

of the rubber. The joined parts have, of course,

to be well pressed together.
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Trade Conditions 
j
ob be rs and manufacturing

and Prospects jewelers, as a rule, report a con-

siderable increase in business

over last month, and while some of 
them who do not

carry specialties are suffering some
what from past

stagnation, business in general is picking up. 
A

steady demand still exists for diamonds and
 high-

class jewelry, and a busy month of July
 is looked for

because of the expected arrival of several h
undred

visiting jewelers who will attend the E
lks' reunion.

Aside from this local condition, indica
tions are

that the fall trade will begin shortly and
 be better

than   Lv::)•ausisexGpoeocstemda. n 
the jeweler, at 915 Central

Avenue, who narrowly escaped being shot t
o death

last winter, seems to have been followe
d by one

misfortune after another. A few weeks ago hi
s

store was entered on a Sunday by burg
lars, who

tore the safety bars from a rear window an
d, after

breaking through, carried away all of the valu
able

to make yourselves Perfectly at homc
jewelry and opera glasses they could handle.

Goosman's loss amounted to several thousand

dolla rs.
Albert Zoellner, of Portsmouth, Ohio, who

has opened up a new store in that city, was h
ere

early in June and purchased an outfit of fixt
ures

and show cases.

Al. Herman, of Herman & Loeb, recently re-

turned from a business trip through Ohio 
and

Wust Virginia.

are cordially invited

during National Elks' Convention,

at Cincinnati, July f8th to 23d,

-r le

in our new and

ENLARGED QUARTERS.

LINDENBERG, STRAUSS & CO.
Carew Building, Cincinnati.

Rooms 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

Our line of New Goods most carefully selected for this Fall

is ready now.

Injunction
Against Scalpers

The Superior Court has followed

in the footsteps of the St. Louis

courts by granting a perpetual

injunction restraining Cincinnati

scalpers from dealing in non-transferable, 
signed

railroad tickets. The injunction is very bro
ad, and

applies not only to the class of tickets issued to
 the

World's Fair trade and the Elks' reunion, w
hich is

to be held in Cincinnati in July, but to al
l other

tickets of a similar nature. The court held tha
t no

objection could be made to that portion of 
the

ticket-broker's business which relates to the sal
e of

unlimited tickets—tickets good until used. It is

held that the brokers' business, which concerns th
e

purchase and sale of non-transferable tickets
, is

both illegal and fraudulent. In handing down the

decision of the Court, Judge Ferris declared tha
t

the testimony showed that, unless the brokers'
 are

enjoined, not only will the railroad companies

suffer, but the traveling public likewise. He

referred, in this connection, to the ten-days' s
top-

over privilege for Cincinnati which the railroad
s

have offered to give, in connection with Worl
d's

Fair transportation, if they are protected.

J. Dorst, senior member of the firm of Dorst &

Co., spent a few weeks at Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Lindenberg, Strauss & Co. have just com-

pleted extensive improvements in their busi
ness

quarters, which are now the admiration of 
the

visiting trade. The arrangement is methodic and

tasteful, the fixtures rich and de'corative and th
e

entire store inviting and commodious. The im
-

mense stock of goods for fall trade completes th
e

pretty picture.
Joseph Voss and bride, who were married

early in June, spent their honeymoon in Easter
n

cities. Voss is an old employee of A. &. J. Plant.

J. Rosenbaum, representing A. & J. Plant
, is

home from a three-months' trip through South
ern

and Central States.
Both members of the firm of Baker & Ranki

n,

of Peru, Ind., were among the local jobbers a

short time ago placing orders for the fall trade.
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William Oskamp, of the firm Oskamp, Nolting

& Co., sailed from New York for Europe the first

of the month, to he gone the better part of the

summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Duhme have sailed for

Europe, where they will indulge in an extended

cruise of several months.

On account of the death of Mrs. Margaret

Homan, widow of Henry Homan, and mother of

Louis and Joseph Homan, the Homan Silver

Plate Co., of East Seventh Street, was closed

several days during the early part of June.

After negotiations had been car-

A Lawsuit Settled ried on for several months, and

promised to end in an endless

dispute, the Cincinnati Business Mens' Club recently

reached an agreement with Frank Herschede for

the surrender of the lease which they held to the

Herschede Building. The Business Mens' Club,

until about a year ago, occupied all of the upper

floors of the Herschede Building on East Fourth

Street, but surrendered them when the new quar-

ters in the Chamber of Commerce were completed
.

Their lease did not expire until late in t906, to the

Herschede Building, to which they paid an annual

rental of more than $zoo a month. Under the

compromise they get off by paying a bonus o
f

about $3000.
Julian Schwab, of the firm of A. G. Schwab &

Bro., put in several weeks in the East on a shor
t

vacation.
Arno Dorst, of Dorst & Co., is spending his

vacation at Eastern watering places and summer

resorts and, incidentally, is combining business

with his pleasure trip.

Victor Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Bros., the manu-

facturing jewelers, made a successful business 
trip

through Northern and Northwestern States du
ring

June.
Joseph T. Homan, of the Homan Silver Plate

Co., made a flying trip to New York last mo
nth in

the interest of the company.

Both members of the firm of Baber & Mitchell,

of Peru, Ind., were in the city during the mo
nth of

J u ne.
A delegation of nine business

Credit Men's men, headed by A. W. Sommer-

Association field, president of the Cincin-

nati Credit Men's Association,

attended the National Credit Men's m
eeting in

New York City the middle of June. The 
delegation

went there to work in behalf of a law r
estricting, as

far as possible, fraudulent assignments, a
rid asking

for the endorsement of the National 
Association

for some such measure.

Henry Hahn, of the old firm of Henry 
Hahn

& Co., has returned from Atlantic City
 where he

spent a month's vacation.

Chas. S. Untermeyer, of New York, 
accom-

panied by Mrs. Untermeyer, paid Cincinn
ati a visit

last month.
A. G. Schwab and family, and Louis 

Lange

and family, will spend the heated term 
at Ottawa

Beach, Mich.
John J. Cappes, jeweler, at 547 Clark 

Street,

and his brother, William Cappes, of 
Newport, Ky.,

a few weeks ago were principals in a
 double wed-

ding which was solemnized in St. Ga
briel's Church,

Glendale. William Cappes was wedded to Mis
s

Ottilia Verdin. His brother was wedded to Miss

Catherine Verdin. The two young ladies are

sisters, and had formerly been empl
oyed at the

City Hospital as trained nurses.

Bert Ganz, traveling for Gustave Fox
 & Co.,

is home from a trip through West
 Virginia and

Pennsylvania.
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The wedding of Miss Hortense Plant to Percy

S. Lode, of Kansas City, was solemnized June 
1st

at the home of the bride of this city. Miss Plant is

a daughter of the well-known jeweler of this 
city.

After the ceremony the young couple departed for

Southern California on their honeymoon.

Theodore Neuhaus & Co. made a handsome

trophy cup which which awarded the winner of th
e

Cincinnati trophy stakes at Latonia race track on

June 9th.
Simon Hesse, Southern salesman for Herman

Keck & Co., is out again after a five-weeks' illnes
s

with appendicitis.

J. H. Voss, a local watchmaker, was married

June 1st to Miss Josephine Pulsford, of Latonia,

Ky. The young, married couple spent their honey-

moon in the East.
Twenty-five members of the passenger depart-

ment of the B. and 0. S. W. Railroad recently pre-

sented General Passenger Agent 0. P. McCarty

with a gold watch and chain and Masonic charm.

H. W. Curtiss and wife, of Knoxville, Tenn.,

were among the local trade during the month.

George Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., is home

from a vacation spent at Mt. Clemens, and other

Michigan resorts.

Charles Holman, the Springfield, Ohio, jeweler,

was in the city recently.

William Pflueger, of Noterman & Co., has

made his last trip of the season through Ohio and

Virginia.
Joseph Noterman is chairman of the reception

committee of the Covington Elks' Lodge, which

will assist in taking care of the thousands of visiting

Elks expected here the next few weeks.

Mat Iron, of Louisville, was here to attend the

Ohio Turners' Volksfest.

Eugene Swigart is home from a fishing trip of

several weeks among the Great Lakes, and brought

back the customary supply of fish stories.

M. G. Kreusch, of Cambridge City, Ind.,

recently made an assignment for the benefit of hi
s

creditors.
Albert P. Honer, 410 Central Avenue, has

embarked in the real estate business, it would

seem, from the fact that he has purchased o
n

Michigan Avenue, Hyde Park, this city, an elegant

new house for which he paid $5000, cash. His

good judgment in the matter was disclosed by the

fact of his being offered $5oo profit for his propert
y

the next day ; but having bought it for a suburban

home Mr. Honer refused to sell it at any price.

The building has just been completed and Mr.

Honer will be the first to occupy it.

Traveling men for local houses who have come

in off the road, report that almost every Elk jeweler

in the country has signified his intention of attendin
g

the national reunion to be held here this month.

The Sterling Glass Co. is cutting a sixty-inch

crystal vase which is a special order of the Elks'

reunion committee. The design is a very elaborat
e

one, and the vase, when completed, will be worth

several hundreds of dollars.

Solomon Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., who has

been in Europe to make purchases, has wired tha
t

he will be home shortly, owing to the scarcity 
of

available goods.
Visiting jewelers during the past month were :

Kentucky—A. T. Gardner, Carlisle ; Max Greener
,

Shelbyville ; W. H. Mueller, Stanford ; J. Jones,

Lexington ; Frank Fullilove, Owenton ; J. A.

l3agby, Greenup ; Mat Iron, Louisville. Ohio—

Frank Emmerling, Hillsboro ; Chas. Hofman,

Springfield ; Albert Zoellner, Portsmouth. Indiana

—Baker & Rankin, Peru ; Baber & Mitchell, Peru.

Tennessee—H. W. Curtis and wife, Knoxville.



")' OUR OFFER .or the entire lot of

THE STANLEY CLOCKS

Polished Finish,

Black

Wood Case,

Im. Onyx

Columns,

Gilt Metal

()moments and

Feet.

was ;t( pted. SEE OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eight-Day,

Half-Hour

Strike

on Cup Bell,

Cathedral

Gong.

5-Inch Dial.

Height,

ioy Inches.
Base,

8 Inches.

Made by one of the best and oldest clock manufacturers in the United States, at whose request, when
Purchasing this entire lot of 1040 CLOCKS, we agreed, when advertising this clock at

our special price, NOT TO GIVE THE MAKER'S NAME. This name is an unques-
tioned guarantee and appears on each clock in the regular way.

MAKER'S REGULAR PRICE, $5.50

OUR SPECIAL PRICE, $3.90
$4.15 less 6 per cent" or Net Cash.

lots of 6 Clocks, $3.98 les.s 6 per cent., or $3.75 net ccush.
In lots of 12 CIock.s, $3.84 less 6 per cent., or $3.60 net cash.

CHUZACICI.

Our New Tool and Material Catalogue, just issued, is the largest and most
comprehensive book of its kind, and the convenience of its arrangement

makes it invaluable to the Jeweler.

OTTO YOUNG (Fe CO.
Wholesale Jewelers, Chicago.
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St. Louis Letter

Trade Good in the Trade in all lines of jewelry

World's Fair City and optical goods has been

good in St. Louis all through

last month. June was a good month for this city

in a business way. Country and 
city jewelers have

begun to come to the World's Fair in large num-

bers. The people at large are showing up str
onger

and stronger each week. Indeed, they have

already begun to flock to the city in large num-

bers. The St. Louis World's Fair is now corn-

pleted. It will meet the expectation of the most

sanguine. The world has never before seen its

equal, and probably none of us in this generation

will again have an opportunity to see such a wo
nder-,

ful production. The electrical display at night is 
one

of the strongest features of the Fair, and its 
beauty

is beyond imagination.

While our city is well

filled with strangers, there

has been no complaint of

a lack of accommodations

of any character, nor have

transportation facilities to

and from the grounds

proved inadequate. One

thing has been discovered

among the visitors, Which

is that the visiting ele-

ment does not visit our

city to do business to any

large extent, but that they

want to see the exposi-

tion. They are off for a

holiday and have put all

cares of business aside, so

that when they come to

the fair they are not at all

in the mood for talking

" shop," and it appears

that it would be a mistake

to ask them to do so.

The only good their visit

to St. Louis will do, will

be to bring sellers and

buyers in touch with each

other, which will result

in business if followed up
later on. General business is good as well. We

believe as high a degree of prosperity exists in

St. Louis at this moment as can be found any-

where in the United States.
The World's Fair management announces

August gth, the Tuesday following the annual

convention of the American Association of Opti-

cians, at Milwaukee, as " Opticians' Day." An

auditorium has been placed at the disposal of

visiting opticians and a reunion is planned.

The Herschede Hall Clock Company's exhibit

ill the Varied Industries Building is in charge of

Louis Storch, well known in the local trade from

his long connection with several of our retail firms.

This exhibit is now complete and handsome and is

attracting no little attention.
The installation of the floral clock, one of the

most distinctive features of the World's Fair great

outdoor exhibit, has been finished. This clock

stands at the north entrance of the Palace of Agri-

culture. The dial of this monster clock, together
with the immense pavillion in which it is contained,
is 112 feet in diameter, while the entire mechanism
is included in a plate glass frame, and can be seen
from every side. A bell, weighing .5000 pounds,

strikes the hours, while the hands of the clock
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each weigh 2500 pounds. The minute hand is

seventy-four feet long, and its point moves five feet

a minute. Flowers and vines cling to the hands

and move with the mechanism. The dial is set

with 13,000 floral plants.
Landers, Frary & Clark, the well-known manu-

facturers of fine cutlery, New Britain, Conn., have

an attractive booth in the jewelry section of the

Varied Industries Building. Their display is now

complete and very attractive.
An exhibit at the exposition which attracts

much attention from the visiting trade and public,

is the cuckoo-clock exhibit of Geo. Kuehl & Co.,

of Chicago. As shown in our illustration, the ex-

hibit takes the form of a typical Black Forest cot-

tage, which was designed by Bruno Moehring, the

architect of the German section. In this cottage

some of the finest carvings of the Black Forest

industry are on exhibition, and many are the eulo-

Io8I

Charles F. Irons, of the well-known manu-

facturing firm of Irons & Russell, Providence,

R. I., spent a week in St. Louis last month doing

our World's Fair. He expressed himself as well

pleased with the Exposition.

Charles H. Hulburd, president of the Elgin

National Watch Company, accompanied by his

family, spent a week in June looking over the

‘Vorld's Fair. Mr. Hulburd was well pleased with

the " Ivory City," and said that the Fair was every-

thing that man could wish or expect, and that no

one could ever see it all. He thought it spoke for

itself and did it marvelously well. Mr. Hulburd

was so well pleased with the big show that he said

that he and his family expect to return in the fall

and do the Exposition more thoroughly.

The Saturday half holiday is being observed

this "year by both the wholesale and retail jewelry

and optical trades in St. Louis more than ever

before. The reason for

this is the World's Fair

Black Forest Clock Exhibit of Geo. Kuehl 8; Co., of Chicago.

gies of the visitors as they view the beautiful and

ingenious workmanship. For the trade the exhibit

has special interest, and the jewelers linger admi-

ringly around the quiet cottage. Every section and

hamlet of the Black Forrest is represented in this

exhibit, a photograph of which is here shown.

The Gorham Manufacturing Company's exhibit

is now complete. They have a rich and elegant

display which is attracting a great deal of admira-

tion from the many World's Fair visitors who

throng the Varied Industries Building.

The Rookwood Pottery Company has two

exhibits here, one being in the Varied Industries

Building and the other in the Mines and Metallurgy

Building, and they are both complete and very

attractive. T. C. Van Houten, sales manager, is

in charge.
The Van Briggle Pottery Company, Colorado

Springs, Colo., have an interesting exhibit in the

Varied Industries Building of their wares.

Joe Coffman, head watchmaker for jeweler

E. J. Hervey, of Grand Rapids, Mich., spent the

first two weeks of June doing our World's Fair.

Mr. Coffman was highly pleased with the " Ivory

City," and said that the Louisiana Purchase Expo-

sition was well worth the trip to see.

and occasional extra holi-

days are being arranged
to give employees oppor-

tunity to visit the fair

pl often.e

pleasant 
of the most

ant gentlemen in
the jewelry section of the

St. Louis World's Fair
is David Nash, who is
in charge of the Gor-
ham Manufacturing Com-

pany's exhibit. He always
makes visitors feel at
home and is quite ready

to explain the details of

the making of the com-

pany's rich and elegant
wares els which are on exhi-t 

The L. E. Waterman
Company, the widely-

known fountain-pen
makers, have a most in-
teresting and attractive

exhibit located in the

jewelry section of the
Varied Industries Build-

ing at the St. Louis

World's Fair. It was installed by Frank D.

Waterman, president of the company, and is one

of the showiest and most attractive booths to be

seen in the Varied Industries Building.

A. C. Taylor, a leading and well-known jeweler

of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, spent a week in town last

month doing the World's Fair in company with his

family.
Phil. H. Doll, of Las Vegas, N. M., was met in

one of our wholesale offices last month. Mr. Doll

said he came to St. Louis to spend a week looking

over the World's Fair and do some buying. He

was delighted with the big show out at Forest Park,

and said that what he had seen of the " Ivory City''

had amply repaid him for his trip.

Frank. P. Coho, treasurer of the Hamilton

Watch Company, %'as in' town for a lew days last

month.
J. A. De Gaugh, of Terrell, Texas, was in St.

Louis for several days in June doing the World's

Fair. He found it complete and a bigger and

greater exposition than he had anticipated.

F. L. Trepagnier, of Donaldsville, La., was a

trade caller in the St. Louis market last month.

He was here a few days looking over the World's

Fair, and was delighted with the big show.

(Continued on page lo85)



'the Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality

in Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world.

The Standard Collar Button.

W 
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-

S CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from Printers • Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the hest piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters' Ink's attention
In the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar

button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-

tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by *United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. Sc ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York,

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade,

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

jp,w11,1;RS' WALL CASE.

The buying of Show Cases and other Fixtures is serious
business. There is satisfaction then in dealing with a long-
established, reliable house. When you buy a PHILLIPS'
Show Case you call rest assured that it will be right in every detail
—materials, construction and finish. We've been making the
good kind for forty years—don't know how to make the other kind.
catalogue and prices of the Best show Cases built? Just say so on a postal.

The Trade-Mar
of Quality.

s.54'.e&t (data?,

Do you want

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
Established 1864. Address Detroit Office. Branch—Windsor, Ott

E. W. BLISS CO.,
27 Adams Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.S.

Builders and Designers of High-Grade

JEWELERS' MACHINER

POWER,

FOOT

AND

SCREW

PRESSES.

COINING

MACHINERY.

DROP

HAMMERS,

EMBOSSING

PRESSES
AND

SPECIAL

MACHINER

"Stiles " Watch and Clockmakers' Press.

Corresfionden
Solicited.

These Presses made in 6 sizes, weighing from 600
7500 lbs. 'Especially adapted for the manufacture of all kin

of Watch and Clock Works, Jewelry and article3 of sun
construction.

EUROPEAN OFFICE—Clichy prs Paris, France.

Distributing Agents for Chicago and Vicinity, Stiles-Morse Co., 65 W. Washington St., Mese,
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

Signs of Improving Business shows much int-

Business provement over last month.

The little god of love has

been unusually active, and the great number of

weddings swelled considerably the volume of the

retail trade. We are pleased to report the settle-

ment of the serious labor difficulty between the

captains and mates of the inland seas. Until a

week ago from this writing, no boats had gone 
up

the lakes for the season. This tied up the mines

and at the lower lake ports stopped furnaces and

mills as well as paralyzed the coal trade. This

trouble alone was enough to cause a slump in

business. It was more than a local trouble, as it

meant a suspension of industry in several States.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co., the past two

weeks, have been giving up space in their show

windows to an exhibit of the Warner & Swasey

prism binocular.

The Sigler Bros. Co. has just received a cable-

gram announcing the safe arrival of L. M. Sigler

on the continent.

J. T. Schauweker, of Schauweker Bros. Co.,

Colonial Arcade, has been in the southern part of

the State on business the past month.

Webb C. Ball has captured another prize in

his appointment as official time inspector for th
e

Detroit and Mackinac Railroad. Arrangements are

now being made for an early inspection of all th
e

watches carried by the trainmen, conductors, fire-

men and engineers of the road.

Frank N. Gear, who established here a branch

of J. W. Forsinger, Chicago, has returned from a

trip to the Coast. While there, Mr. Gear attended

a convention of railroad men.

J. M. Jenks, the masonic emblem manufac-

turer in the Scribner & Loehr Building, has left

on a trip through the West.

W. H. Burdick, vice-president of the Bowler

& Burdick Co., was the representative of our craft

on the Chamber of Commerce trade excursion

recently given. The trade journeys inaugurated

by the Chamber of Commerce have proven valua-

ble trips for our local merchants and jobbers and

more are to follow.
The past month has seen a number of auto-

matic burglar alarm devices installed by local

jewelers. Sigler Bros. Co., Scribner & Loehr Co.,

Wingate & Nusbaum Co. are now equipped and

the system is a good one.

H. E. Woodford, of the material department

of the Bowler & Burdick Co., has resigned and

gone to the Southwest to settle in Arizona.

Grant Whittlesey has been in New York the

past week on business for his firm.

J. P. Johnston, the well-known optician in the

Colonial Arcade, was married last month to an

estimable lady from Cincinnati. Mrs. Johnston

was formerly Mrs. Eva W. Mertz and is a lady of

many accomplishments, especially in musical lines.

Mr. Baumgartner, watchmaker for the Lewis

Jewelry Co., Colonial Arcade, has resigned and

for the present will take a needed vacation.

Jacob Frank, watchmaker for J. H. Heiman,

144 Euclid Avenue, has also resigned.

The subject of a silver service for the battle-

ship Ohio is again before the people of Ohio.

Some time ago a subscription was started and

about p000 subscribed and then the matter was

dropped. Recently, Col. J. J. Sullivan, of this

City, took the matter up and proposes to bring it

before the Ohio Bankers' Association at its annual

meeting this summer at Put-in-Bay. About $16,000
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is required, and it is hoped that his efforts will be

successful.
The following Ohio jewelers were in town the

past week : A. E. Kintner, Painesville ; E. J. G.

Lovett, NVilloughby ; F. D. Crampton, Burton ;

A. J. Heiman, Barberton ; R. L. Deming, Garretts-

ville ; H. H. Brainard, Medina ; 0. G. Carter,

New London ; Geo. High, Medina ; H. P. Nielson,

Vermillion.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Agreements 
The whole business situation in

and around Birmingham is tied

UI) until the miners and coal

corporations reach a conclusion about next year's

work. The mine year begins the first day of July,

by which time a contract has to be made or all

work will stop at the several hundred mines and

something like 30,000 men will be thrown out of

employment. This contract also regulates practi-

cally all the affairs of labor in the country, and

until it is settled there will be no rest or certainty.

Last year there was a hitch and Judge George

Gray, president of the anthracite arbitration board,

was called in to arbitrate the troubles, the result

being that the miners got pretty much everything

they contended for. The coal operators made no

secret of their chagrin at the turn things took, and

many announced that they would not be caught in

such a contract again.
This year the miners have been in convention

from time to time, and it is given out that a scale

of wages for the new year has been decided upon,

but no such scale has yet been made public. The

plan is for the operators and the miners to hold a

joint meeting and discuss the contract and try to

reach an agreement. This will be done in a few

days, it is presumed. It looks as if the miners are

going to have to accept a reduction, as business is

far below what it was last year, and it is estimated

that there are at this time something like 5000 men

out of work in the Birmingham district. Con-

fronted by conditions like these the miners and

other laboring men cannot hope to get as good a

contract as they had last year. A number of the

furnaces of the district are out, and it is said that

business is very quiet. The operators are in better

shape than for many years for a strike, and the

men in worse ; consequently, it is not thought a

strike will follow.
In contradistinction to the de-

pression ill the mineral dis-

Prospects trict, is the fine crop outlook

in the farm belt, and the pros-

pect for good yields of not only cotton and corn,

but every agricultural product as well. Good

rains have fallen during the past few weeks and

were followed by hot weather, and the cotton is in

fine shape. It looks now if Alabama will make

fully as much as last year, 1,100,000 bales and

perhaps more. This makes the business of the

agricultural section especially good, and gives the

merchants an easy feeling that is productive of fine

sales for the jobber and the manufacturer. It is

also a fact that cotton promises to bring a good

price, which will make the conditions all the

better. There has not been a time in the history

of the South since the Civil War when the fa
rmers

were in as good shape as they are now.

Weddings and school closings

have been the salvation of the

Jewelry Trade Birmingham jewelers for the

past few weeks. Trade, pend-

ing a settlement of labor questions, would 
have

been very quiet if it had not been that the s
chools

Awaiting Labor

Bright Agricultural

Helps for the

closed and several leading young people got

married. This condition also prevailed at Mont-

gomery and Mobile, both of which are good school

towns. F. W. Bromberg, or Birmingham, says

trade in badges and school medals this year has

been remarkably remunerative. The schools have

only begun to buy these necessities at home lately,

and the demand is picking up rapidly. Two large
schools for boys and three for girls make Bir-

mingham a great educational center. The

weddings have been productive of not only

good sales of plate and cut glass, but diamonds

as well. Several big trades in this line have been

made lately.
The Calhoun Jewelry Company has made some

slight repairs on the store lately. Manager Gains

is keeping right up with the march.
The death of William Ludicus, of Mont-

gomery, by suicide a few days ago, removes from

Alabama one of the oldest jewelers in the State.

Mr. Ludicus came to Montgomery from New

York when he was twelve years of age, and re-

turned there in his young manhood to learn his

business. After several years in perfecting himself,

he returned to Montgomery and opened a busi-

ness. He was very successful and accumulated a

great deal of property, which he had at the time

of his death. It is supposed he became crazed as
a result of pain, and took his life after trying in
vain to get relief.

The handsome chest of silver given F. C.

Shepard by the citizens of Montgomery, on the
occasion of his removal to Owensboro, Ky., is
now being engraved at the store of the Lebron
Jewelry Co., that city, and will be sent to Mr.
Shepard later.

Mr. Lebron, of the Lebron Jewelry Company,

Montgomery, was a member of the citizens' corn-

mittee, which was in Birmingham a few days ago

to decide the location of the big Presbyterian
college of the Alabama and Florida synods. He
worked very hard in what proved to be a losing
cause. The college went to Anniston.

Hardwick Ruth, of C. L. Ruth & Son, Mont-
gomery, made the principal address at the flag-day
exercises last week. He is one of the most popu-
lar young men of the city.

Henry Rosenstihl, of Union Springs, member
of the firm there of William Rosenstild & Son,
was at the Auburn commencement with a magnifi-
cent uniform. He is a member of the Governor's
staff.

The Pepperman Jewelry Company, of Mont-

gomery, has put on sale a number of Confederate
souvenirs. Among them are pill trays and match
safes, having pictures of the first capitol of the
Confederacy and the Confederate monument.

They have also souvenir post cards of the same

scenes.

C. L. Ruth, besides being a member of the

Montgomery City Council and conducting one of

the nicest stores in the South, has been made a
director of the Citizens' Light & Power Co., of
his city.

The officers of the United Sons of Confederate
Veterans have supplied themselves with handsome

gold badges furnished by the jewelers. They are
neat in design and very attractive.

"I have been an ardent reader of your vale-
able publication since 1887 and have gained a
great deal of valuable knowledge from same. I
have all copies from 1887 to 19o4. May The
Keystone ever prosper."—E. G. Stoehr, jeweler,
Elgin, Iowa.



REMEMBER
that our prices are as low as any conservative
wholesale dealer could ask to have them, when
the quality of our stock is taken into consid-
eration, 1-8, 5 seamless gold filled.
Our woven wire fobs are 1-15, which is more

than 150 per cent. better than the 1-40 ones floating on the market.
Our elegant new fall styles, embracing all novelties in chains, are ready
for jobbers' inspection.

1000 New STYLES
METAL FOBS, VIZIER CHAINS, VEST CHAINS, LORGNETTES, NECK

CHAINS, CHATELAINE PINS, BRACELETS.
mr- We make goods that \ \ give the consumer satisfaction. 11.2

C. A. MARSH & CO•/ ATTLEBORO) MASS.

We are making and SELLING carloads

Finest Silverware.
Why? Because quality and prices are right and we don't

sell department stores or price-cutters.
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(Continued from page mso

James H. Moore, one of the

" Big Four " in the Rock Island
Railway syndicate, had this to

say regarding conditions in the

great Southwest and the recent

growth of that section : " I have been going into

the Southwest every year, with one exception, for

fifteen years, and before I was myself interested in

Southwestern railroads, I was deeply interested in

watching the development of that country. It has

been rapid, but it has been solid and conservative.

The manufacturing and shipping establishments at

St. Louis, the great distributing point of the South-

west, have grown until they are in many instances

on a par with many similar establishments in

Chicago, the distributing center of the Northwest.

This growth in the great cities dependent on the

Southwest reflects greatly the development of the

country upon which these cities depend. That

country is going ahead year by year slowly, with-

out any great boom, but with a steadiness and

certainty that should bring better results in the

long run than any boom methods that have been

known in the West."

G. E. Cornioley, manager of the house of

Henry Picard & Frere, London, England, one of

the oldest and largest exporting watchmakers' and

jewelers' supply firms in the world, spent a few

days in St. Louis the early part of June calling on

the trade and looking over the World's Fair.

Air. Cornioley expressed himself as delighted with

the last and greatest of expositions, and only

regretted that he could not remain longer and

enjoy it more thoroughly.
XVIII. F. Juergens, of the widely-known house

of Juergens & Andersen, Chicago, accompanied by

his family, spent two weeks in St. Louis looking

over the World's Fair. Mr. Juergens thinks we

have a great Exposition, and that he will try and

come again in the fall so that he may see it more

thoroughly.
J. B. Kraus, of Puyallup, Washington, spent

several June days in St. Louis doing our World's

Fair.
James J. O'Grady, cashier in the Chicago office

of the American Waltham Watch Company, spent

a few days in town last month doing the World's

Fair. Mr. O'Grady was so well pleased with our

big show that he said he proposed to come back

later and see more of it.
Sol. Kaiser, of Louis Strasburger's Son &

Company, diamond importing house, New York,

was seen on the " Pike " out at the World's Fair

last month. Mr. Kaiser says it's a great show—

the greatest on earth—and as for the " like''

nothing ever happened like it before.
At the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, in

1893, there was not an automobile to be seen ; at

the St. Louis World's Fair they take up one-fourth
of the Transportation Building. The question is

asked, " will the horse and buggy be relegated to
the same place with the wooden ox-cart and the

sedan chair in the world's fair of the future?''

The Agricultural Building in the Philippine

Reservation at the World's Fair has been opened
to the public. The exhibit, which is in charge of

Charles L. Hall, unfolds an interesting story of life
Iii the Philippine Islands. There are models of
every class of implements used in the agricultural

exhibits it 
staple 

pursuits of the Philippines, as well as complete
x opflehpernowd,ucttos.bacco, sugar cane, corn and

other 

Prosperity in
St. Louis and the
Great Southwest

THE KEYSTONE

Heeren Bros. & Co., the well-known whole-

sale house of Pittsburg, Pa., have an exhibit at the

St. Louis World's Fair. The exhibit is part of one

arranged by the Chamber of Commerce, of that

city, and will appear in the space set apart for

Pittsburg manufacturers. The exhibit shows

spoons, rings and medals, in various stages of

manufacture, from the beginning to the end of the

process. A special exhibit of medals will also be

made, showing an imitation enamel badge, the

process for making which was patented by William

Heeren.
W. E. Sams, of Clinton, Mo., spent a week in

town the early part of June looking over the

World's Fair. Mr. Sams was delighted with our

great Exposition, and thought that he might return

again in the fall to do it more thoroughly.

The Weiss Jewelry Manufacturing Company

are sending out their handsome, new catalogues

for 1904 to the trade. This firm has too,000

Brazilian beetles placed on the World's Fair

grounds, which are being sold in the form of hat-

pins, scarf-pins and many other novelties.

Frederick H. Larter, of Larter, Elcox & Com-

pany, New York, was among many visiting jewelers

in town last month looking over the World's Fair.

He was pleased with our show and expressed the

desire to come back in the fall and do the Fair

more thoroughly.
A. J. Whipperman, of Idaho Falls, Idaho,

spent a few days last month looking over the

World's Fair, much to his pleasure.

John W. Steele, Southern traveler for C. G.

Alford & Co., New York, spent a few days in

St. Louis last month doing the World's Fair.

Among the many jewelers here from the West

last month, looking over the World's Fair, was

J. I). Diehl, of Rico, Colo. Mr. Diehl was greatly

pleased with the big exposition.

G. R. Clark, of Clark Bros., St. Cloud, Mimi.,

was among the large number of visiting travelers

here in June looking over the World's Fair. He

was well pleased with the exhibits.

C. B. Churchill, superintendent of the New

England Watch Company, Waterbury, Conn.,

spend a few days in St. Louis last month looking

over the "Ivory City." Mr. Churchill expressed

himself as delighted with the last and greatest of

World's Fairs.
Jeweler Robert Ernst, of Vicksburg, Miss„

was among the many jewelers here from the South

last month doing the World's Fair.

M. Lichtenstein, of Salt Lake City, was among

the delighted visitors at the World's Fair last

month.
Charles S. Untermeyer, of New York, and

Mrs. Untermeyer, spent a few days in town last

month doing the big fair.
Edw. W. Bohle, of Bierbaum & Roble, the

well-known jewelers, 2106 N. Fourteenth Street,

was married on Wednesday, June ist, to Miss

Hulda Borgtneier, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F.

Will lam Borgmeier. THE KEYSTONE unites

with the many friends of the couple in extending

felicitations and wishing them many years of

happiness.
The following jewelers were trade callers in

this market during the first half of June : W. C.

Brinkman, of Dutzow, Mo.; 0. R. Nichols, Dowing,

141o.; Geo. Porth, of Jefferson City, Mo.; T. S.

McCall, Kirksville, Mo.; A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, 1.1'.,

J. J. Lysakowski, Lebanon, Ill.; W. H. Wheeler,

Palmyra, Mo.; Robert Tetley, Farmington, Mo.;

A. Gerber, Edwardsville, Ill.; Wm. Brazeale,

Pacific, Mo.; M. Ziegler, Kimmswick, Mo., and

J. F. Swain, Sparta, III.

Signs of
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Detroit, Mich., Letter

The general outlook for busi-

Improvement ness is considerably better than

last month. The good, steady,

summer weather we are enjoying in this section is

having a very beneficial effect on trade. While

collections are still a little slow, no apprehension

is felt here as to the ultimate recovery of trade after

the spring dullness. Now that the fine summer

weather is with us in earnest, the jewelers are

beginning to look around for a place to spend their

vacation. We would say to them that there is no

better place than right in Detroit. With its splen-

did facilities for taking care of crowds, its beautiful

natural surroundings, the cheap rates made by all

steamboat lines and railroads Detroit offers splendid

inducements to the tourist as a summer resort.

The following conventions are scheduled to

take place here:

Baptist Young Peoples' Union, National Conven-
tion, July 7th to loth.

Michigan Funeral Directors' and Embalmers' Asso-
ciation, July 12th to 15th.

National Confectioners' Association, July 14th to
15th.

American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers, July isth and 16th.

American Retail Jewelers' Association, July 17th.

International Federation of Commercial Travelers,
July 25th to 27th.

Knights of the Maccabees, Supreme Tent, July 26th.

Maccabees of the World, Supreme Tent Review,
July 25th to 30th.

American Federation of Catholic Societies, Anthony
Matre, August 2d to 4th.

Eastern Star Benevolent Fund of America,
August 24th.

Special rates will be made by all roads for

these events, and every jeweler should take

advantage of this and visit the jewelry center of

Michigan.
F. M. Montgomery, Sandusky, Ohio, recently

visited the trade in this city and made extensive

purchases.
Burt Wilson, a leading jeweler of Woodstock,

Out., stopped off here on his return from the fair

at St. Louis. Mr. Wilson did some buying while

here to add to his stock.
Chas. Challis, of South Lyons, recently called

upon the trade making selections for summer

business.
Mat Jennings, of St. Clair, Mich., made a flying

trip to Detroit last month on business.

Burr, Patterson & Co., 73 West Fort Street,

Detroit, is the name of a new firm of manufacturing

jewelers who will endeavor to make only •high-

grade goods. The members of the firm are

graduates of Wright, Kay & Co.
R. T. Somerville, manager of the material

department of Noack & Gorenflo, spent his vaca-

tion in Canada visiting friends.
L. M. Bennett, of Traverse City, Mich., was

here last month visiting his brother, who is in the

real estate business. Mr. Bennett is an old jewelry

salesman, having traveled for several Chicago

houses years ago.
Michigan buyers in this market not mentioned

elsewhere were : E. J. Strohm, Battle Creek ;

M. Becher, Allegan ; H. T. Measick, Plainwell ;

H. Wykhuysen, Holland ; W. C. Winger, Battle

Creek ; S. M. Schairer, Dexter ; E. R. Britton,

Eaton Rapids ; M. F. Farrington, Saranac ; E. A.

Prange, Grand Rapids ; J. P. Walton, Durand ;

A. L. Gregory, Lapeer ; M. D. Walton, Armada;

E. S. Barnes, Rochester.
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A TRADE INVIGORATOR.
350 Trays of Genuine Opal Rings as per illustration.

Seamless Gold
Shell Rings.

Warranted to wear
three years in con-
stant use.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity
_

Conservatism in buying, which

characterized the jewelry trade

during the past winter season

and early spring, has had its wisdom pro
ven many

times over during the early summer. June trade

has been quiet as compared with last yea
r, but by

no means dull. The wedding season this year has

been unusually prolific of extensive purchases,

for the work of Cupid has not been affecte
d by

depression in business generally. The average

jeweler will tell you in Pittsburg that stocks for

this season are low. The reason for this is

that he took warning of the signs of the times

and curtailed stock buying. Just now there is a

movement on foot for a purchasing campaign

for fall and winter trade. It has begun with the

foreign trips, and several dealers have either started

for Europe or are making preparations to sail

in a few weeks. Otto Heeren is away now.

P. C. Gillespie, of Gillespie Bros., and his wife

sail in July, and Samuel F. Sipe is going about the

same time. The latter will make extensive dia-

mond purchases. In talking over the diamond

trade, the dealers say that the demand has been

quite steady, and in spite of the fact that prices

have ranged higher than usual, thus discouraging

the investing element in this trade, there has been

a good movement of stock throughout the season.

There has also been a fair call for imported stocks

of all kinds.

The early-closing movement has become gen-

eral, and all the jewelry stores are closing their

doors at 5 o'clock in the afternoon. Another

noticeable feature of the retail trade has been a

general economizing of space, and among the

smaller dealers, stores are being shared with other

lines of business, showing to what extent the high

rentals are forcing extreme measures to make

business profitable. That changes will come in

this direction before another year has passed, has

been forecasted in this journal, and the expressions

heard throughout the city among the jewelers is

all one way : " We will either move to smaller

quarters or get lower rent."

While there has been no spe-

cially - marked feature in the

trade during the past month,

there is a wide-awake deter-

mination on the part of all dealers to present a

strong front in display. There is such a dazzling

variety of styles and designs of window and show-

case decorations that a tour of the stores forms

one of the most interesting spectacles to shoppers.

As to prices now prevailing, the dealers say they

can go no lower than at present. Margins are

small, and the manufacturer has not come down

the least, and it is doubted if he can come down

lower in rates than at present. New stocks of

cut glass are coming, and new designs in this ware

are attracting attention. The novelties in straw-

berry and cherry-colored ornaments in the ware

which are just making their way into popular favor,

promise much according to the opinions of good

judges. Prices are lower, too, for cut glass this

season than usual.
One of the oddities in the trade just now

is the slowing off of business among the subur-

ban populace, where the mills and other large

industrial establishments are located, and where

the depression has been most keenly felt, while

on the other hand the farmer and salaried man

seem to be in a better mood for buying than

usual.

The State
of Trade

THE

Fine Displays
of Goods

KEYSTONE

The strong air of confidence of

Confident of a better things in store for busi-

ness with the coming fall and

after election is over, shows

how really shallow is the present quiet commercial

life. Interviews with a number of the larger iron

and steel men during the past week brings out

the dominant spirit back of business in Pittsburg.

It is the slowing down of trade prior to the election

and the preparation for brisk trade during the late

fall and next winter. The bankers give the same

general view of conditions. There is plenty money

on hand for legitimate business, they say, and all

that is needed is stronger confidence on the part of

the investors. This will take some time to culti-

vate, and until election has passed it is not likely

that any rapid strides in that direction will come.

Among the smaller shops catering to the

miners and tinsel trade, the falling off in demand

has had a depressing effect on the dealer. One of

the results of this is shown by the closing up of

the "Keystone Jewelry Company's" shop in Smith-

field Street, under a constable's sale for rent. The

name, " Keystone Jewelry Company," is used by

S. Mohr, who is made the defendant in the land-

lord's warrant.
Among the changes incident to business in

Pittsburg during the past month has been the

resignation of Harry Ward as treasurer of the

W. J. Johnston Company, wholesalers, and his

appointment to a position with Heeren Bros. &Co.

Mr. Ward started in the jewelry business with

Heeren Bros. & Co., and went from there to the

W. J. Johnston Company, and now returns to his old

firm once more.

Fall Revival

The latter part of June was alive

Commencement with commencement exercises,

not only for all the public

schools and high schools but

for the various seminaries and colleges of the city.

These have been the cause of considerable busi-

ness, as graduation gifts are popular in this city,

and many of the dealers tell of the favorable influ-

ence from this source. The golf season is at its

best, and trophy cups and other prizes are forming

an item of trade, which the dealers manage to hold

pretty tightly to.
The Merchants' and Manufacturers' Associa-

tion which is now at work to interest suburban

trade in Pittsburg concerns, is arranging for a

series of trips of representatives of leading houses

of all lines of business to West Virginia, Eastern

Ohio and throughout Western Pennsylvania. Rep-

resentatives of some of the larger jewelry houses

will go on these trips of conquest. They are pre-

pared to boom the Pittsburg jewelry trade to the best

of their ability.

Gifts

The one great cry among the

Railroad larger houses is for reform on

the railroad train service. It all

discriminates against Pittsburg

business men at the present time, it being easier

for instance, for Parkersburg, W. Va., merchants

to go to Cincinnati for their stock than to come to

Pittsburg, which is much nearer. The Parkers-

burg and Clarksburg merchants tell the local men

that they would prefer to deal in Pittsburg if they

could make the trip as quickly. At present, from

these cities it is possible to spend two nights on

the train and a full day in Cincinnati on business,

while to come to Pittsburg it requires two -days on

the train and a night and a day in Pittsburg to do

business. It took a Pittsburg jeweler to discover

this important drawback to Pittsburg as a trade

center. Similar conditions exist in Eastern Ohio,

and the influence of the new association is at work

to make a change.

Discrimination
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

G. C. Newton and wife, of kVaxithachie, spent

several hours in Dallas recently on their way home

from Mineral Wells, where Mr. Newton went for

the benefit of his health. For two weeks prior to

his visit to the Wells, Mr. Newton was very much

indisposed, but we rejoice to chronicle his re-

covery. D. R. Newton, who has hitherto been

working for his father, G. C. Newton, has been

admitted as a partner in the business, and the new

firm will be known as G. C. Newton & Son.

Mr. Crawford, of the Nilson, Crawford Co., of

Denison, was a recent caller in this market, making

purchases suitable for the wedding season.

J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, who was married

on May loth, left u:ith his bride for St. Louis,

where they spent their honeymoon, looking over

the wonders at the fair.
D. N. Redburn has recently opened a jewelry

store at Canyon, Texas, and is doing a satisfactory

business.

Henry Emerson, engraver for the J. E. Mitchell

Co., Fort \Vorth,. spent a clay in Dallas recently.

S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, was a recent

visitor and purchaser in this market.

G. A. Pfaeffle, of Greenville, was a recent

visitor to the Dallas market.

Henry Iversen, of H. Iversen & Co., of Cor-

sicana, was in the city recently.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersvffle, paid a visit to

Dallas recently.
A. E. Kujawski, of Fort Worth, was a recent

purchaser in this market, having come to arrange

for an auction.
D. W. Henderson, formerly of Huntsville, has

removed to Navasota, where he has opened up a

nice store and is doing a good business.

F. E. Chase, traveling salesman for Morgan &

Hawley Co., spent several days in St. Louis re-

cently, taking in the sights of the fair, after which

he went to Chicago for several days.

E. I. Pittman, of Ennis, was a welcome pur-

chaser in Dallas recently.

E. Clarence Magee, formerly with Morgan &

Hawley Co., but who has lately been devoting

himself entirely to the study of music, accepted an

invitation to sing at the opening of the Texas

Building at the World's Fair.

J. E. Mitchell, of the J. E. Mitchell Co., Fort

Worth, was in our city recently.

J. W. Fields, of Forth Worth, was in the city

recently, buying some tools to complete his

outfit. He is preparing to locate somewhere in

California.

R. M. Craig, of Italy, was a recent purchaser

in our markets. He is well pleased with the future

outlook for business in his section.

H. J. Ritter, who has been in business in Sey-

mour kr several years, has sold Isis entire stock

and fixtures to Lee, the druggist of that town.

Mr. Ritter has accepted a position with one of

Dallas' wholesale houses and is going to travel in

Texas.

W. M. Kidd, J. T. Elliottt, R. H. Shuttles

and J. L. De Grazier, who compose the firm of

Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, recently purchased from

Mike H. Thomas the building on Main Street in

which the firm's jewelry store is conducted. The

purchase price was $26,000. This building has a

frontage of twenty-five feet on Main Street and

runs east on Akard Street one hundred feet. It is

said that there will likely be some slight changes

in the first floor of the building, but that otherwise

there is nothing planned in the way of renovating.
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News from the Northwest

Trade Conditions Conditions are decidedly better
Improving now than at any time this year.

Business for J tine was very good,
being well up to the volume of business in the same
month in previous years. The warm weather has
had its effect, and prospects never were better at
this season for a continuance of the improvement.
The cool weather early in the season had its good
as well as its bad side, the good more than offsetting
the bad in that it left the crops in excellent condi-
tion. Grain is deep-rooted and well prepared to
withstand the storms and drouth during the grow-
ing period, and although this is quite early for pre-
diction as to the outcome, we can truthfully say
that if the favorable conditions continue for the
next four or six weeks the Golden Northwest will
have as large a crop as was ever harvested, and
that means dollars to the jeweler.

The good work accomplished at the meetings
of the Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association, the
Minnesota and North Dakota States Optical Asso-
ciation and the Northwestern Optical Associa-
tions all have a tendency to create better feeling
among the jewelers and opticians, and all help to
bring about harmony as well as put dollars in the
pockets of their members. These organizations
deserve strong additions to their membership lists.

Jobbers report business decidedly better than
earlier in the season, with collections also improv-
ing. Travelers will take their annual vacations
during July to get ready for a good, early start for
a bumper fall business.

Fred. Ohm, Jr., with F. \Villman, Stillwater,
Minn., spent a two-weeks' vacation at Eau Claire,
\Vis., last month.

Henry Birkenhatier, Minneapolis, was called to
Henderson, Minn., last month by the death of a
relative.

M. Abrams has begun business at 25 Nicollet
Avenue, Minneapolis.

J. E. Reid, formerly of the Reid & Orr Co.,
Rochester, Minn., will soon open a new store there.

Thos. Porte, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has moved
to his new store.

Paul Girard, East Grand Forks, Minn., spent
a few days in Chicago last month.

C. A. Westerbaum, St. James, Minn., is spend-
ing a six-weeks' vacation taking in the St. Louis
Fair.

F. J. Bill, Madelia, Minn., a brother of J. J.
Bill and formerly his partner, died at Minneapolis
last month. This is the second death in his family
in three months. We extend Mr. Bill our sym-
pathy in his dual bereavement.

A. Lindahl, St. Paul, had a narrow escape from
serious accident. While hanging a clock the step-
ladder broke, the result being a sprained ankle.
Alec says he hung on to the clock and saved it.

The long-drawn-out suit of the Government
against H. Bockstruck, St. Paul, Minn., known as
the diamond suit, has just been decided in favor of
Mr. Bockstruck. The ruling in effect gives inland
State importers the right to import diamonds direct
without their coming through the Eastern customs
house.

M. A. Gaskill, Rochester, Minn., was a dele-
ate to the K. P. Convention in Minneapolis last

month.
Geo. Charland, Somerset, Wis., has moved to

South Stillwater, Minn.
R. G. Ingraham, Menomonie, Wis., spent a

short vacation at Sandstone, Minn., visiting rela-
tives and casting flies for brook trout.

A. Knowles, formerly in business at Lewiston,
Minn., is now located at Iron River, Wis.

C. E. Gronberg has moved from Bagley to
Alexandria, Minn.

C. N. Richart, Spooner, Wis., had his store
destroyed by fire June 13th. Fortunately, he saved
most of his stock and is now nicely fixed in new
quarters temporarily.

O. Olson, for the past eight years at West
Duluth, Minn., has started in business at Genesee,
Idaho.

Judson A. Beard, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
took in the fair at St. Louis last month.

J. Gansl, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has, after
after seventeen years' successful business, decided
to retire, and is closing out his stock at auction.
Mr. Gansl, after taking a good rest, will locate at
Portland, Ore.

Frank Seiner, Fosston, Minn., was passing
cigars quite liberally last month, owing to the
arrival of a young lady at his home.

Andy W. Blakely, Minto, N. Dak., has re-
papered and painted his store.

A. J. Simkins, formerly watchmaker for A. 0.
Wold, Langdon, N. Dak., is now with Tillotson
Jewelry Co., Carrington, N. Dak.

Jesse Foot, confidential clerk for M. L. Finkel-
stein, St. Paul, Minn., has an his candidacy
for the Republican nomination for county treasurer
this fall. Jesse deserves to win and his friends
are legion.

Wm. Schleicher, a graduate of Stone's School,
St. Paul, has begun business at Young America,
Minn.

The marriage of Miss Hattie Haigh, for the
past four years chief optical clerk with Sischo &
Beard, St. Paul, to Otto Fedders, at Brooklyn,
N. Y., April 28th, has just been announced. Her
many friends in the trade will join us in wishing
her her full share of happiness.

Geo. K. Munro, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has
moved to a new location.

The Anchor Silver Plate Co., St. Paul, held
" open house " June 15th to let the public see their
new plant, which is now in full working order.
Mr. Selinger is justly proud of it. Their new line
is now complete and it certainly is a treat to be
allowed to inspect it. There was a continuous
stream of visitors present all day.

A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has
moved into his new store, of which he is justly
proud. It is one of the finest in the Northwest and
we congratulate him on his push and energy as
well as his good taste.

W. 0. Crane, Carrington, N. Dak., has closed
out his business.

H. W. Counter, Milbank, S. Dak., spent a
week in the Twin Cities, buying a new stock to re-
place the one destroyed by fire last spring. His
new store is ready for busintss and is a credit to
the proprietor.

Leo Scherfins is now at Chinook, Mont.
H. M. Miller, Pembina, N. Dak., has moved

into his new store.
S. Nelson, St. Paul, has improved his store by

the liberal use of paper and paint.
W. G. Coleman,Williston, N. Dak., has moved

to North Bend, Ore.
C. E. Davis, Great Falls, Mont., has just put

in r.n entire new set of fixtures.
Ben Marx, of 1). Marx Sons, St. Paul, reports

taking life easy now in Amsterdam, Holland.
Tuttle Jewelry Co., Butte, Mont., are having

an auction sale to close out stock.
The statement made in the Northwest news of

the May issue of THE KEYSTONE to the effect that
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W. J. Withers had quit business at Jackson, Minn.,
was partially in error. Jeweler Withers is still in
business at Jackson, having merely taken a vaca-
tion during the cold weather in February and
March. It was out of this fact that the rumor of
his relinquishment arose, and we hasten to make
the needed correction.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers noticed the past
month : J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.; A. T.
Nelson, Zumbrota. Minn.; Jay C. Herdliska, Prince-
ton, Minn.; John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn ; I.
Reiner, Hutchinson, Minn.; H. W. Counter, Mil-
bank, S. Dak.; Paul Girard, East Grand Forks,
Minn.; L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn.; George
1 I. Lang, Mankato, Minn.; W. A. Funk, Mankato,
Minn.; F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; I. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; Fred. Willman,
Stillwater, Minn.; Wm. Plackner, Benson, Minn.;
L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn.; J. E. Fricke, Jr.,
Pine Island, Minn.; F. W. Harper, Renville, Minn.;
Hans J. Heram, Elbow Lake, Minn.; Emil M.
Schwenke, New Richland, Minn.; Andrew M.
Wilton, Alexandria, Minn.; H. M. Hitchcock, Red-
wood Falls, Minn.; F. B. Sweet, Marshall, Minn.;
S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.; Earl A. Barker,
Bemidji, Minn.; Lyman W. Mowrey, Stillwater,
Minn.; J. M. Nelson, Ellsworth, Wis.; John Saxine,
Prescott, Wis.; E. S. Houghton, Brainard, Minn.;
F. H. Towne, Sisseton, N. Dak.; John Schoeder,
Elmwood, Wis.; Merton A. Gaskill, Rochegter,
Minn.; R. G. Ingraham, Menomonie, Wis.; George
Charland, South Stillwater, Minn.; W. A. Ridley,
Anoka, Minn.; A. M. Fargeman, Fergus Falls,
Minn.; J. Wm. Brown, Ortonville, Minn.; Chris.
Arveson, Sleepy Eye, Minn.; H. T. Holverson,
Alexandria, Minn.; E. B. Woodward, Spring Val-
ley, Minn.; John N. Nelson, Aitkin, Minn.; A. H.
Mudeking, Owatonna, Minn.; M. Morrison,Winona,
Minn.; B. E. Nelson, Granite Falls, Minn.; C. H.
Todd, New Richmond, Wis.

The Lynx-Eyed Accountant
Some years ago, said an accountant recently,

I was called up to a lumbering region to untangle
a set of books, and when it became apparent that
I would be there some time, they tacked on to my
duties the paying out of some few hundreds a day
for lumber, grain, etc. Whenever an expert is
called into an office he is generally hated by the
whole shooting match, and this case showed no
exception. The manager particularly took a dis-
like to me. There was no bank in the town, mid
one day he brought up about $3000 from the bank
in an adjacent town, I threw out one ten-dollar
national bank bill as worthless.
" Why ?" said the manager.
I said " It is worthless. I have no time to ex-

plain ; my duties here are not to explain worthless
bills."

He said, "Give it to me. I'll give you my
check for it." Instead, he pulled a ten-dollar bill
from his pocket, remarking : " Don't you know
that the top capitalist in this, which is one of
eighteen investments in different States, is presi-
dent of that bank."

The bill was sent to the bank and pronounced
good, from there to Washington, I). C., and there
also pronounced good.

Ten days after, I received a message to go
down the road to meet the old president of the
institution, who was also president of the bank
and several others. He is a nice old gentleman,
and lighting a duplicate cigar of the one he handed
me, said :
" Now tell me why you refused this bill ; my

bank and ‘Vashington say it is genuine."
I replied, " There is no signature on the bill."
The bill had been in circulation for ten years,

was greased and stained, but no one had ever
noticed the lack of signature.

The old president said, " Well, I'll be —, an
expert accountant is all X-rays."
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If now, one of the extremities of the blade is fastened and we
bend the other, making it traverse an angle -1- , the radius of the

neutral fibre will diminish if a is positive, that is to say, if it adds to

the angle 0. If, on the contrary, the extremity Bo is bent in the

opposite direction, the angle e becomes smaller and we have in

this case a negative : the radius of the neutral fibre will increase.
The length Lo of this fibre has not changed by the flexion ;

we will have then in this new position, r being the radius of the

changed position of the fibre,

Lo = r (0 -I- 4),
we then have

93. Limit of Elasticity. If we submit any rod to the action of

different loads, we note that a
s long as the load ch )C'S not exceed a

certain limit, proportionate to
 the transverse section of the body,

the rod resumes 
its original length, after the removal of the veight.

By increasing the wei
ght so as to pass this limit, the elongation only

partially disappears or perhaps d
oes not disappear at all. This

limit is called the " limit of 
perfect elasticity " of the body con-

sidered. If we continue to increase the weigh
t, the elongation

becomes more and more apparent
 and at length a " rupture" is

produced.

The limit of perfect elasticity is ve
ry slight for certain metals,

such as lead, red copper, 
aluminum, etc. Iron, even, does not

possess a very great limit 
; on the other hand, steel, when it is

tempered, increases its limit of elasticity by suitable reheating.

This reheating, known under 
the name of " spring temper," cor-

reiponds to the bright blue color.

It would be of great use in horology to know the exact value

of this limit of perfect elastic
ity of hardened and tempered steel ;

these experiments have not yet been 
thoroughly studied and the

data is consequently lacking. For the present we \VIII confine our-

selves to the results with which the 
practice of Immlogy furnishes us.

94. Moment of the Elastic Force of a Spring Subjected to a

Flexion. Let ..40 130 be ;t spring of circular fo
rm, of rectangular

section, of thickness e and height h. Let us imagine that this

blade of spring be divided in the direction of its length into a

certain number of fibres, one of which
, especially, situated in the

midclle of the body, is called the " 
neutral fibre " for the reason

that it does not change its length 
NVI1C11 tile Spring undergoes a

flexion. When this blade is bent in such a way
 that the radius of

the neutral fibre diminishes (Fig. 
16), the fibres interior to this

undergo a shortening, while the exterior fibr
es are lengthened.

from whence

114

rn 0 =-. r (0 + a),

rn 0
r

The fibre taken whose length is L'o has become

110 ( r v) (0 + a).

Replacing r by the value above, we will have

L'o = v (0 a),

and in working out
Llo = rO O -kv0 -1-va

the elongation 1 of the fibre considered will be obtained by taking

the difference between lengths L' and L'o then

— Llo = = r0 O -Fv0 -1-va—r00—v0

and simplifying
(I) 1 =--- v

This elongation is positive ; but it will become negative for v

negative ; that is to say, for the interior fibres there will be a

shortening. There will also be a shortening if v is positive and a

negative. If these two values are negative, their product is posi-

tive and we have an elongation. Let us remark that the elonga-

tion 1 is independent of the radius ro of the neutral fibre and that

consequently the spring can be of any form.

95. Let us now determine the moment of the force exerted by

two opposite fibres, situated at equal distances + v and — v from

the neutral fibre and let us suppose that the flexion of the 
blade

may have been effected presei-ving the center 0 to the changed

position of the spring ; that is to say, that the blade may 
have

taken the position A B (Fig. 16).
The exterior fibre, which has been lengthened by the flexion

,

will tend to return to its first length and will act with a for
ce P

whose value is represented by (90)

Elsp

in which we can replace 1 by its equivalent v a (94), which

gives us
V ci s

L '

The interior fibre tends to lengthen out and will ex
ert this same

force in the opposite direction, therefore
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The moment MP of the simultaneous effort produced by the

Sro the action of these two fibres will be eq
ual to the sum of the pro-

ducts of each of the two forces by their resp
ective lever arms r v

and r — v. Therefore

Fig. 16 fif P P (r v) — P (r — v),

Let -I- v be the distance of any fibre from the neutral fibre.

v if the fibre is on the exterior and — v if it is on the interior of

the neutral fibre. If r, represents the radius of the 
neutral fibre in

the unchanged position and 0 the angle that 
the two radii ending

a:. the extremities A0 and B,, form between them, we will have the

length L0 of the neutral fibre by the equation

Lo = ru e

iiid tlele length E0 of any fibre whatever whose radius is ro 
v

vihl 
b 

L'o (r0 v) 0.

(3) lif P = P v.

This value is then independent of the rad
ius of curvature of

the spring, that is to say of the distance fro
m the exterior attaching

point of the blade to the center of the barre
l.

Replacing in the equation (3), P, by its value (2) we will have

E s v2 
(4) P 2

Let us now regard the section s, of the fibres considered.

The cross section of the spring being imagined recta
ngular, of

height h and thickness e we will have, supposing first that the blade

(Continued on page 1o91)
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is divided into a definite number of fibres, io for example, the
scction of one of these fibres

S = 0.1 e X It,

since the thickness of one fibre will be in this case the tenth part of
the total thickness of the spring.

Let us admit, what is not absolutely exact, that each separate
fibre acts through its middle part, that is to say, that the distance v
from the middle of the fibre nearest to the neutral fibre be o.o3 e
( Fig. 17), the distance of the middle of the second o.15 e, that of
the third o.25 e, for the fourth O. 35 e and then for the fifth 0.45 e.

U. S. Mint, Philadelphia.
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rig. 17

Since in the equation (4) the term v is to the second power we
should raise each of the five preceding values to the square and
find the sum of them.

We will then have
rst fibre v = 0.05 e
2d " v r o.15 e
3d " v o.25 e
4th " V == 0.35 e
5th " v = 0.45 e

. V2 = 0.052 e2 = 0.0025 e2

. V2 = 0.152 e2 = 0.0225 e2

. V2 = 0.252 e2 0.0625 e2

. v2 ,----- 0.352 e2 = 0.1225 e2

. V2 = 0.452 e2 = 0.2025 e2
_

The sum of 02 0.4125 e2

Replacing now the values determined of s and of v2 in the
equation (4) we will have

E o. I e h. 0.4125 e2
Sum P -= 2 •

This formula represents the moment of the force of all the trn
fibres considered, therefore of the entire spring, while the formula (4)
gave the value of the moment of two fibres only, the one interior
and the other exterior, to the neutral fibre. Designating by F the
preceding sum, we will have, by performing the operations
indicated

(5) Ir„ o.o825 Eeshe

We have obtained the coefficient 0.0825 by dividing the blade of
the spring into to fibres ; if we had supposed it divided into a
very large number of fibres, we would have arrived at a value
very nearly approaching 0.08333, say, TIT. We would have then
Ill this case.

E es h a
(6) F= •

12

96. We have arrived at this last form, which is the exact
one, only by approximation.

Integral (egr*a; calculus furnishes us a means of effecting the above
calculation with an absolute exactitude and for an infinite number
of fib 

(*) VVe give below this second manner of calculating the moment of the force of n prin g.
This calculation, as also all that is written in fine print in this treatise, con be omitted by all
persons unaccustomed to the infinitesimal calculus.
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Let us take up again the equation (4)

jJJ_p=
E a
' 

vs
-  --
L '

Designating the infinitely small thickness of a fibre by d v. we will have for
the section s

on replacing

or

We will place

and we will have

dr. Ii;

d. P 2 If a h v2 d v,

d. P -= 2 fV2 d v.

f d P =

F= 2
E h 
f vs d v -

E h 
vs -4- C.

L-

Replacing v by e, that is to say, taking the integral between the limits
V =- e and v -= o, we will obtain

E h es
F - - a.

97. In the preceding formula, 0. is the angle which We have
made the free extremity of the spring describe from the position where
the elastic effort is null, to the point which we wished to study.
Thus, when we have turned the free extremity of the spring one
revolution, the origina' number of revolutions will be increased by
I, etc. We can then estimate the angle a by counting the number
of turns which the spring is ‘vound up at the moment considered,
not forgetting to deduct from this figure the number of turns which
the spring makes if placed unconfined on a table. Let n be this
difference, we will have

we can write the formula (6)

(7) F=
12L

98. On calculating. the moment of the force of a barrel spring
by means of this equation, and on then comparing- the result
obtained with that which the experiment gives ( 83), we generally
fincl a slight difference. This difference proceeds essentially from
the following causes :

1st. As we have already stated, the value of the coefficient
of elasticity of the spring with which we are engaged could be
perceptibly different from that which we have admitted in the
calculation.

2d. It is difficult to measure exactly the thickness of the spring :
a slight error will give a considerable difference in the result. Thus,
for a spring of o.18 mm. an error of Th. of a millimeter will
influence the result one-sixth.

3d. The transverse section of the blade is rarely a perfect
rectangle ; the spring is often concave on the outside and convex on
the inside.

4th. The calculation supposes the spring to be perfectly free,
but complicated effects are produced when it is shut up in the barrel.

When it is wound around the hub of the arbor there is only a
certain length of the blade which is freed from the coils pressed
against the drum of the barrel. The moment of the force should
therefore be calculated according to the length of the blade freed.

5th. When the spring is wound up to a certain point, the coils
of which it is composed deviate from the circular form and spread
out to one side ; there is thus produced a decompcsition of force,
one of the components of which is directed towards the center of
the barrel and is transformed into friction. We can add a similar
defect which is produced at the center and which on combining
with the exterior fault can diminish, or, in certain cases, increase
the moment of the force of the spring.

6th. Considerable friction is produced between the coils of
the spring ; the oil which we are obliged to use to reduce friction
produces a slight effect by its adhesive force.

99. Example for the Numerical Calculation of the Formula (7).
The dimensions of the spring for a watch 43 mm. diameter (19 lines)
being the following:

Thickness, e, == o. i8 mm.
Height, h, 3.6 mm.
Length, I., = 650 mm.

to calculate the moment of the force of this spring-.

E Ii Ca 2 IT n

[TO BR CONTINUED]
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(Continued. Part XVII. Begun in March, 59030

In forming the capital 0 it will be seen that we

have changed the style of the 0 somewhat from

the old style of Spencerian 0, in which case the

inner line at the left was cut nearer parallel with th
e outer one.

In this case we have shortened the length of the loop
 forming the

middle or right portion of the letter, and have thrown
 the highest

point of the letter over to the right to counterbalance
 the dimin-

ishing of said loop.
Capital P is formed the same as like portions of a capital 

B,

excepting that the loop at the right of the line of beauty c
rosses the

capital stem. Even this is not true in some cases. Some artists

prefer to have the loop slightly curve around upward at 
the right

of the line of beauty. This is a matter that the artist should decide

for himself. The point of meeting of such loop and line of beauty

should be nearly midway between the top and bottom of the

letter.
Forming capital 0, the loop at the top comes down 

to the

middle guide line. The stroke at the base of the letter is cut over

where it crosses the main stroke of the letter to the end
 of the loop

at the left, and from the beginning of such cut to the
 right at the

end of the loop at the right, which terminates a 
hair line. This

loop, in other words, is cut the same as the base line 
of the capital L,

excepting that the loop at the left of the main line i
s fuller than the

loop of the L. It matters not if this loop is begun where the shade

commences to appear to the right, making it all one
 stroke, and

then finishing it up from such beginning to the end
 of the loop by

cutting in the opposite direction.
The student may wonder why it is necessary to cut 

this loop to

the left. He may think that it should be cut by beginning i
n the

center of the loop and cutting this stroke all the way
 over to the

right, but a trial will convince him that the end of
 the loop would

appear very ragged if cut in this way. In other words, we must

return to our original instructions with reference 
to forming loops

and the use of the square graver, which taught u
s that we must cut

all curves to the right, and if the student will bear in mind this

valuable point all through his engraving he will f
ind that he will

never be troubled to know in which direction to cut
 a loop.

The first half of the R is formed the same as t
he B, and the

lower right half of the letter is formed the same as t
he K.

The capital S is a difficult letter to cut, yet a ve
ry

simple letter in its formation. The loop at the

top protruding over to the right without any
 loop

at the base to counterbalance it, confuses the

student in designing or even in cutting it. A good practice to

assure getting this line of beauty on the correct
 angle is to design

rthefeerlroed to.loop on an angle of about Jo° higher than any
 other line of

beauty, which will be sufficient to counterbalance 
the optical illusion

The 
not 

ed.pcitraolssTis formed the same as the capital F, 
excepting

that it is 

The first main stroke of the capital U is a double
 cut, the upper

half being cut upward and the lower half downwa
rd. The loop at

the left of this stroke is cut the same as the like loop
 in the capitals

R, P or B. The second main stroke of the capital U is 
cut down-

ward, and is the same width from beginning to end,
 and is squared

up at the top when necessary.
The capital V is formed by cutting a small s

haded line with a

hair line at the right, increasing in its distance from 
the main stroke

gradually as it is engraved upward. The upper left portion of the

letter is cut the same as a like portion of the capital K
.

Engraving
the Capital S
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The W is formed the same as two Vs placed together, with the

absence of the upper left portion of the letter in the case of the

second V. Great care should be exercised to make the hair lines

of the W parallel with one another, the same as the main shad
e

strokes.
The capital X is simply a series of loops, all of which are cut

by curving to the right, remembering to throw the graver out a
t

the top and bottom of all loops.
The capital Y is made by cutting the stroke at the left down to

the center guide line. The first main stroke of the letter, which is

a double cut, should come down to the lower-case guide line, an
d

the line of beauty protrude up to the top of the capital letters o
r

slightly Under said line.
Capital Z is made by forming the main stroke of the letter a

hair line of beauty, the top and bottom shade strokes being cut an
d

formed the same as a like stroke in the capital L.

The correct & and all figures belonging to the

Engraving script alphabet are made two-thirds the height of

the capitals. The top loop of the 2 can be brought

downward to the center of the line midway be-

tween the top and bottom.
The loop in the middle of the 3 can be formed directly above

the center line.
The loop at the lower left of the figure 4 should be brought

down nearly to the lower-case guide line. The line crossing the

main stroke of the 4 crosses it one-fourth of the distance from
 the

base to the top guide line.
The meeting of the first loop of the 5 and the hair line running

from same to the top is made half way between the top and bot
tom

of the line.
The lower loop of the 6 comes half way to the top of the letter.

The widest part of the shade stroke should be midway betwe
en the

top and bottom of the figure, as shown.

The top of the 9 should come down to the center guide li
ne.

Both the right and the left of the figure o should be shaded e
qually.

These suggestions as to the correct formation of the perfect
ly

plain script alphabet should be followed accurately until the s
tudent

has become familiar with the forms of the letters, and with 
a little

practice he will be able to cut the letters on these strict m
echanical

lines without any particular reference to the rules here laid
 down.

In other words, he will learn by rote to make the letter
s perfectly

true, providing these strict rules are in his mind when pra
cticing.

It would not be policy for the author to even intimate tha
t this

is the exact and only style of script letters. There are a great

many styles of script letters and a great many different m
ethods of

cutting them, but the style here given, as before me
ntioned, is a

perfectly plain one, and one that is used largely in 
the art of

engraving, and forms the basis for a more elaborate letter
, which we

will have occasion to describe later. If the student will keep these

correct forms in mind, and apply to these letters furthe
r instructions

in reference to the formation of more elaborate letters, 
the formation

and cutting of the script letters will not be diffic
ult.

We have already learned the correct formation

The Cutting of the plain script letters, which is the founda-

of Looped Script tion of script letters, no matter of what style or

how elaborate. The general construction of script

letters is the same in all the different styles of formin
g and engraving

them. We will now take up the styles of looped s
cript, and it will

not be necessary for us to enter into a detailed co
urse of instruc-

tion in reference to cutting the same, as previous 
instruction in

cutting loops, bars, etc., will be applicable in this st
yle of lettering.

The angle of the looped script can be on the re
gular angle of 500,

perpendicular or back hand, and as the looped styl
e of script is the

kind that forms the basis for ciphers or script 
monograms, it is

necessary that the student who desires to become 
skilled in cipher

work should thoroughly master the plain looped script letters.

In any fancy engraving the style of the lette
rs can be changed to

suit the artistic eye of the engraver or arti
st, but we must have

some rules to govern the practice of the be
ginner.

There are a great many different styles of fa
ncy script letters.

We do not believe it advisable, from the stan
dpoint of art or busi-

ness, to engrave letters as fancy as one can. 
On the contrary, we

advise a plain, accurate foundation of the lette
r gracefully and artis-

tically elaborated by ornamental work, or by 
the elaborating of the

loops and bars themselves, but discretion must
 be used in the matter

of using loops.

the Numerals

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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LOOPING
llP THE GAP

Alm. :To

4:e
11\ II • /".• pel

There's a gap iu your loop of prof-it
unless you are sending your old gold and
silver scraps and filings here to be converted
into money.

We fill in the gap.
We pay the highest market prices, F:y

at once and pay for full weight.
Let us repeat—full weight and careful

grading of your Olcl Gold and Silver means
more than highest prices ; it's really what
fills in the gap.

We'll send you check as soon as your
shipment is received, and hold the consign-
ment subject to your acceptance. We'll pay
charges if you wish it returned.

Old Gold, 8 K., 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K., 40c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 12 K., 48c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 14 K., 56c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c. a dwt.

Gold-Plated Scraps,
20 to 35c. an ounce.

Old Silver ( fluctuating),
Very highest market
price.

THOMAS J. DEE 0
COMPANY,

REFINERS AND SMELTERS,

67 and 69 Washington St., Chicago, III.

Li2113,112_G_F_

The discriminating customer wants her goods de-
livered to-day—not to-morrow. Prompt delivery makes
satisfied patrons and builds up trade.

The Oldsmobile
Light Delivery Wagon,

Price $850.00,
insures prompt delivery.

This reliable machine does the work of three men
with horses and is maintained at a minimum of expense.
Built for service and gives it.

The Oldsmobile
Standard Runabout,

Price $650.00,
is the most popular runabout in the world—more actual
users—more satisfied users.For full information regarding our line of cars, see our nearest sales agent, or write direct to Dept. 66.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
Metnber of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

July, 1904 T H E

Sizes of Watch Movements and Trains

Arlidi, N.,. -10 of the serial cot it
 (1,aning and Restoring,"

in the April, taut, i,hut, of Tits: Ks:Ywrostic

1,MOST every watchmaker has an

idea that he could make a watch if

he "only had time," but we im-

agine that most workmen, except they fo
llow

some model already made, would meet w
ith

many puzzles and find themselvs in more

than one quandary. For instance, they

decided on making a 16-size movement.

The only way that they could get at 
this

would be to take a 16-size movement an
d

measure the main plate. American sizes are,

we think, with the exception of the 
Howard,

based on the Lancashire, England, si
zes,

which scale is gotten at as follows : 
Take

an initial inch and add to it -ev" (thi
s -3-16. is

for " fall" or room to open the watc
h from

the case when jointed at dial), and
 the num-

ber of thirtieths of an inch indicated by
 the

size number on the scale. Thus a i6-size

movement will measure across the pillar

plate t" plus A" plus ap, or tir. This

size is 1. 7" across the lower or main 
plate.

(In 18 size, .3qa" is allowed for " fall.
")

We thus get at the size of

the main plate. The next

Watches thing to arrive at is the rela-

tive sizes of the wheels form-

ing the train. This is a matter over which

there has been much contention, esp
ecially

as regards the relative sizes of the main 
wheel

and center pinion. This has particularly 
been

the case in American watches, which in 
their

earlier forms were a sort of compromise

between the English and Swiss watches. 
At

the time the American watch was intr
oduced,

English watches ruled, as we may 'say, 
the

market. They were stronger and better

made, and it was the idea of the American

makers to simulate the strength and serv
ice-

able qualities of the English product, 
and

also make use of the Swiss movement, d
oing

ztway lVith the fusee and chain of the Eng
lish

watch, but at the same time avoiding th
e

frail look of the Swiss watch, the train 
of

which was set on the cock and bar plan.

The going-barrel was adopted, which

avoided the use of the fusee and chain parts
,

which could never be successfully manu
fac-

tured by automatic machinery. The joint

and case bolt which held the movement i
n

the case were also gotten rid of, making th
e

double bottom case of the English mak
ers

give place to the jointed cap of the Swiss.

This plan also avoided the expense of th
e

movement cap. This innovation was favored

by the fact that many excellent makers 
had

adopted a full-plate movement jointed 
both

on the pillar plate and the "dome," the

term dome being equivalent to the S
wiss

cap or inner back. Another departure from

About American
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•:!I im I wan practices was the doing ztway with

the stop work " of the Swiss watch.

The great trouble attending the aban-

donment of stop work was the increased

liability of mainspring breakages. The first

idea was to use a thin long spring, giving the

barrel 5 full turns to produce 30 hours' run

of the watch. According to this plan the

mainspring had Go teeth and the center

pinion to leaves. To obtain satisfactory

results with this arrangement the barrel

should have GY, or 7 turns of the winding

arbor when first put in. While the train was

new and the mainspring fresh and lively,

this arrangement did very well, but in a short

time the acting surfaces of the teeth of the

wheels and the pinion leaves got a little worn

and rough, and the spring also lost some of

its " vim," and the watch had a poor motion.

To remedy this some wiirkmen put in new

springs which were a little stronger, but

would not give, when new, more than 54 or

6 turns of the winding arbor.

This policy gave a " good motion " to

the balance when the mainspring was first

put in, but after a little time the spring

relaxed, and then the watch would barely run

for 24 hours, and on some occasions not even

this length of time. Experience has well

established the policy of not attempting to

require the barrel to make more than 3 or

354 revolutions in 24 hours. When stop

work is employed it is not practicable to use

turns of the arbor for 24 hours' run.

Although stop wheels can be dispensed with

and good results be obtained, still we 
hold

that while stop works are not indispensa
ble,

yet they are an important auxiliary to 
best

results. This conclusion is arrived at from

the study of facts relating to mainspring

action, such facts being mostly based on

deductions founded on theories carried 
out

in actual practice. 
•

While a long thin main-

spring gives a more equal

force for several turns during

the center of its action, still

thickening of the oil and other causes 
inter-

fere with such results in actual prac
tice. For

best results we should employ a 
mainspring

placed in a barrel of such proportio
ns that

when first wound and tried it will permit

64 or 7 full turns of the arbor from full

down to tight up, and will afford 4 
turns of

the arbor of nearly equal force, and
 if we

put on stop work which will permit 4 turns

in winding, we will practically obtain 
the best

results and best service.

Not only will a mainspring, placed in
 a

barrel with stop work, give better time

results, but the average period of its 
service

is greatly lengthened by several per
 cent.,

because under no condition during 
service is

the spring taxed to the limit of its 
elasticity.

About
Mainsprings

io§5

Let us suppose, for example, a spring giv
es

in the barrel 6x,, turns. Now, we wish to

utilize 4 turns, which leaves 2 4 turns u
n-

used, consequently if we adjust the spring up

turns before we put on the stop work,

we will have r full turn to go when the stop

work arrests the winding after 4 full turns.

These 4 central turns will not vary but a

trifle in the force excited on the train. In

our next we will consider the advantages of

winding of the Howard and Stratton types.

BE ((N'I I N I 11,1

The Welding of Aluminum

At a meeting of the Faraday Society, Lond
on,

a paper written by S 0. Cowper-Coles stated 
as

follows:
Soldered aluminum joints have proven unsat

-

isfactory, as they will not stand the test of 
time,

because galvanic action takes place betw
een. the

aluminum and solder. One of the chief di
fficulties

encountered in soldering aluminum other tha
n the

formation of oxide, is that a few degrees bel
ow its

welding point it passes into a pasty or britt
le state,

and, being a very good conductor of 
heat, the

solder very rapidly cools and freezes befo
re it has

time to flow sufficiently. He then proce
eded to

describe Dick's machine for welding alum
inum by

the removal of the oxide mechanically, 
combined

with pressure.. Reference was also made to

Heraeu's process of welding aluminum, which

consists in heating the aluminum in a reducing

atmosphere until it reaches the pasty stage, 
when

the joint is made by kneading and 
hammering.

Enrries process, which is somewhat s
imilar, con-

sists in heating the aluminum up to 6
00 deg. C.,

and welding by hammering. The electr
ic weld-

ing of aluminum has not proved co
mmercially

successful.

"In Case of Fire",

The chief of the Philadelphia fire depa
rtment

has published a set of rules " In Cas
e of Fire."

They ought to be learned by heart, lik
e the multi-

plication table, so that when needed
 they will

spring automatically to the mind.

First sound the alarm.

Close the. door and open the windows. A closed

dcor is a wonderful protection against
 flame ; an

open window lets the heat and smok
e out.

Do not fear thick smoke too Much. Go
 down

on your bands and knees—you w
ill find no smoke

near the floor. Nine times out of ten you can de-

scend a stairway so. Many have been burned to

death because they thought a smoke-f
illed stairway

meant an impassable one. There is 
plenty of pure

air to breathe near the floor.

Should the fire-have gained such headw
ay that

all exits are blocked, shut yourself i
n a front room

and lean far out of the window, s
o that the firemen

can see you. Once they see yon, it is reasonably

sure they will rescue you.

Above all, keep cool. The majority of
 deaths

from fire would have been averted
 if the victims

had not lost their heads.

"I am inkrested in the whole 
Keystone ; if

anything more than another, it is 
II'orkshop Notes.

I enjoy reading the allPer
rrellICIII.V."--7. A Chism,

Jeweler, Tompkinsville, Kentucky
.



New Milestone in Chain Manufacture.

Directions for Use.
iv i th the bracelet oil t he left arm.

Draw the center of the handkerchief
bet s%een the wires of I lie bracelet
into the corrugations.
To remove the handkerchief, pull

the hulk of the 1■211illiereliit.f down
gently with the right hand.

Indispensable for holding ladies'
wrist-hags, purses, nititlk, faits, et,.
Vass the purse-eh:tin or muff- cord
between the Nt ire. of the 1,1.1,011'1.
PaSfi areii fel t wive, sit weight of ar-
tide will rest on both the wires.

Makers of Gold Filled Chains and Lockets

Be sure to see our new designs and patented Watch
Protector. It overcomes all fob fasteners.

HAMILTON 0 HAMILTON, JR.
BRANCH OFFICES:

New York City, 3 Maiden Lane.
Chicago, Ill., 402 Stewart Building.
San Francisco, 307 Claus Spreckels.

Works : Providence, R. I.
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Furnaces for Assaying

Article No. .15 of the rial entitled " 'told Work ing,•' begun in

the November, WOO, issue of THE i< E.

A
FURNACE for gold assay can also

be used for enameling ; consequently,

it will pay us to take some pains in

getting one up. The usual form of furnace

for gold assay is made of fire clay, but one

constructed of brick will answer every pur-

pose ; and if we are inclined to be extra nice,

the interior can be plastered.over with fire clay.

The main object in having a furnace of this

kind smooth on the inside is to provide against

accidents, such as the breaking of a muffle or

crucible—not a very probable occurrence, but

still one which may happen at any time.

We stated above such a furnace as we

are about to describe can also be used for

enameling ; we also beg to add it can like-

wise be used for a melting furnace, and when

designed for this purpose it is doubly im-

portant that it should be smooth on the

inside, so as to save all the metal in case of

a crucible coming

to grief. A very

simple and easily-

constructed f u r -

nace is shown at

Fig. I in a front

view. It is madee a c

=   chiefly of ordinary

I -eft rFr ( brick and, as sug-

gested above, the
Fig. 1.

inside (especially

of the lower part) can be plastered with fire

clay made up into a thick mortar and spread

over the bricks with a trowel the same as a

mason plasters a brick wall to smooth it.

At Fig. 2 we show a section

of Fig. I on the line a, as

if seen in the direction of

the arrow C. The brick

portion of the furnace

consists of an arch

resting on two walls

of brick, each about

12" high, as shown at

E E', Fig. 1. The

front B C is made of

cast iron, and parts

on the line e. We

show the cast iron

fronts separate at Fig. 3, and a vertical sec-

tion of the same on the line a, Fig. 1, at

Practical Furnace
Construction

Fig. 2

a;

Fig. 3

KEYSTONE

Fig. 4. The idea is, the metal of the iron

front is as thin as iron can conveniently be

cast, and has flanges cast about XI" wide all

about the edges ; that is, where the iron

front meets the brick arch D and side walls

E E' there is a flange i4"
wide cast, so that the iron

front on the inside next the

tire is in fact a dish, or dishes,

of cast iron, which are to be

filled in with fire clay. A good

idea of the arrangement will be

got from inspecting Fig. 5,

where we show a magnified

view of that part of Fig. 4 above the dotted

line e ; here the flanges n n' are shown en-

larged and the space G filled with fire clay

to the line i.

Those who are situated so they can get

articles made of fire clay can have the entire

front made of such material and baked so as

to hold the form without the iron supports or

front. The opening at A, Figs. i and 3, is

to receive the muffle shown at Fig. 2 of our

last preceding article. The opening at H is

for the admission of air for the support of the

combustion in the furnace if charcoal is used

for heating.

For fuel, nothing equals petroleum in

some form. We have, in some long-ago

published article, spoken of and described a

furnace employing an atomizer which can be

used for this purpose, but we will now also

describe a new device for burning benzine.

In the present furnace the muffle Af,

Fig. 6, is supported at the outer end by a

flange corresponding

to the shaft d, Figs.

I and 4 ; and the

inner end on the pro-

jection k attached to

the back wall L, Fig. 2. A projection like

k cannot well be made of iron, as it would

soon burn off, but is better made of bard

porcelain ; still, wrought iron would last for

some time, especially if it was plastered over

with fire clay.

ii

A

e 

Fig. 5

Irg g gAt-0
Fig. 6

How to Place

In placing a muffle we can

put it in place when the

a Muffle furnace is cold, or can do so

while heated by running an

iron rod through the top of the muffle, as

indicated by the dotted lines n, Fig. 6, and

pushing it in until it rests on the ledge k.

The use of the openings r, Fig. 6, is to allow

the air which passes into the opening of the
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The chief object of such a flue is to

carry the gases generated by the furnace out

of the room. These gases are only such as

the chemicals used in assay and melting throw

off. When this furnace is used for melting,

that is, as a jeweler's melting furnace, some

supports should be provided

on which to place a crucible.

About the best thing for this

purpose is a cross made of

well-burned fire clay or plum-

bago. Such a cross is shown

at Figs. 7 and 8, the fist
being a top view and the latter
a side view seen in the direc-
tion of the arrow I, Fig. 7.
The object of such support is

to allow the flame of gas or petroleum to

play below and around a crucible placed upon

it. For ordinary work—that is, assaying or

melting—a good size for such a furnace is

12" high, io" wide by Ic" deep, that is,

from front back. These are inside measure-

ments. Such a furnace should have the

hearth brick F about 3' above the floor.

Fig 7

ii

Fig. R

ITO BE CONTINEEDI

The Story of a Pearl

In a recent issue of the Zoblagist, Professor
McIntosh contributed an article covering not only
the life-history of a pearl, but also treating of the
methods of collection. Pearls are found in many
shellfish, both lamellibranchs and gasteropods, but
the vast majority of valuable specimens are taken
from the so-called pearl oyster, which is collected
ill various parts of the Indian Ocean. It is found
as far east as Japan, and has increased in the Medi-
terranean since the building of the Suez Canal.
Pearl fisheries are also carried on in the Gulf of
Mexico, at Panama and in California. In fresh
waters, the mussels produce large numbers of
pearls. It is now believed that pearls are due to
the presence of a minute parasite—one of the

flukeworms—which, in the mature condition, in
the case of the British pearls, lives in the intestines
of the eider cluck and the scoter. The eggs from
these mature worms are carried into the mouth of
a common shellfish, pass into the alimentary canal,
and through the circulatory system reach the
blood-vessels of the mantle. There they become
encysted, and divide into another generation
known as cerearice. The cercarita escape, and find
their way into the mussels between the mantle and
the shell. After coming to rest, they form the
center about which the pearl is secreted. The work
of Professor Herdman shows that the pearls of the

Ceylonese oysters are formed by a similar worm.
The adult of this worm is an elasmobranch fish,

and the late larval stages are in a filefish, which

eats pearl oysters. A similar parasite has been

found in the case of the pearl-forming oysters in
Muffle to play over . the melted metal in the

cup and then pass up the chimney through

the flue indicated by the dotted lines 
AT,

Fig. 2. It may be well to say such a furnace

can be built at any place contiguous to a chi
m-

ney, and a piece of stove pipe " masoned in"

to extend into such chimney.

the region of the Gambia. The question is raised

whether shellfish may not be infected artificially

with the parasites, and thus pearl-formation be

stimulated.e

c

Fig.

152
A
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"The Keystone is good enough for a seventy-
five-year-old clock and watchmaker. "—Jackson
Levan, Jeweler, Hamburg-,



ASK YOUR JOBBER for
Sample Line of

NEW TRENTON
ltsamtititall

12111,111,11.110

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel clamaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardenedand tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
baukings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dustbaud, rotnan or arabic white enamel dial with mono-gram " T. W. Co." Price, $8.00.

MOVEMENTS.

No. 130. No. 135.
7 Jewels. II Jewels.

Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.
Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."

Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

TRENTON
Moderate
in Price.

No. .315. " FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeehed, out expansion balance, saltypinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick
train, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enameldial with depressed second and red marginal figures,
Stem wind and lever set. Price,$7.E0. Manufactured and guaranteed by the

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
ba inns, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dust
kool, depressed venter and seconds, whitpereicnea,nic91.d5i0a.l
with monogram " T. 14. Co,"

lflliJiiiiiiii

WATCH ES
Thoroughly
well finished.

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
ARE TO BE HAD IN HUNTING ONLY.

Nickel daunaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pillion, screw bank jugs.,sliaielit line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered hreguei hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
memo,' dial with depressed seconds. Hunting lever m.t.

Price, $6.110.

Price-List furnished on application.
All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

PILICES ACCORDING, TO KEYSTONE KEY.

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, sAfetypinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,exposed winding wheels, ball dsome white enamel dialwith depressed second and red marginal figures. St.-.
wind and lever set. Price, $5.00.

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

We have selected the word BURNO as the Trade-Mark for our new Crucible and Soldering
Mocks, which lead all others in quality and durability. Our crucibles may be used from seventy-five
to a hundred times in melting gold, and the gold may be melted quicker and with less gas than in any
furnace. The borax is absorbed in the crucible. We make crucibles of the following sizes: No. I,
holding wo dwt. or under, and tongs, 75c.; No. 2, 50 dwt. or under, and tongs, 5oc., No. 3, 25 dwt. or
under, and tongs, 35c. One of our soldering blocks \ill outlast dozens of charcoal pads. We make
soldering blocks of the following sizes, each block encased bottom and sides, by a metal holder:
No. I, 7 x 4, 6oc., No. 2, 43/. x 3, 35c.; No. 3, 3y1. x 25, 25c. Our blocks remain level, do not crack
in use, and Nvork may be pinned upon them Ivithout injuring the block. Can be had of us or from
v( ltj r jobber.

RINGSET COMPANY, B)STON, MASS.

July, Ii)ot

Ingenious Clock of Unique Design

V, show in the accompanying illustra-

tion a handsome clock &signed and

constructed by Ernesto Liebe, of

Santa Ana, Salvador Republic, C. A.

The purpose of Mr. Liebe was to sym-

bolize with his clock the great influence that

Cupid has on the world. The wonderful

little god appears playing with the globe that

represents the earth, and at the same time

serves as a pendulum to the ingenious clock.

The Cupid figure, which is gilded, and makes

an artistic ornament, arises from a cloud of

silver which fancifully envelops it. On

the index finger of the little god, which

is raised upwards, and in connection

with the point Of the pendulum, there

is a small piece of wire. The globe

revolves around the finger as a toy in

the hands of Cupid, but the mechanism

really shows us that the finger forms

the end of a pinion which is concealed in

the interior of the statue and revolves

on account of its connection with the

end of the pendulum.
Cupid carries his emblematic bow

on his right arm, and an arrow in

his left hand, with which latter he indi-

cates the minutes on a crescent of silver,

Nvhile the hours are pointed out on a

belt that encircles the globe. The belt

is made of silver and has two sets of

twelve figures, one of which is black,

representing the night, an..1 the other

red, representing the day, both being in

enamel. This belt revolves once around

the globe in twenty-four hours. On the

globe is a fixed hand, which corresponds

with the meridian and serves to point

out the hours on the belt, showing the

hours of the city. The hour of any

point marked on the sphere 'can also be

shown, following the corresponding meridian

until it comes in position with the figures on

the belt.
The arch that supports the pendulum is

made of bronzed iron. The back of the little

god Cupid, with its small and beautiful

wings, is very artistic in appearance. In

the interior is the ins,----nious working mechan-

ism which indicates the minutes. The

principal wheel of this device has a little

plate on its axis, in the form of a snail, which

supports the hand of the movable arm.

When the little plate revolves, the arm going

down indicates the minutes with the arrow.

At the end of each hour the arrow reaches

the figure 6o, and then a counterweight

throws the arm upward to the figure o. An

axis or lever coming out from the center of

the wings allows the arm to be moved at will

so that anybody can place it on the proper

time. The machinery controlling the whole

KEYSTOINI e

movement is secreted in the globe. The de-

sign, as a whole, is unique, and reflects great

credit on the mechanical skill and ingenuity

of the designer and maker, Mr. Liebe,

who has achieved many other triumphs of

horological craftsmanship.

Translated for Tut.: K EywroNc: from 1.it France

To Straighten or Bend a Tempered Piece of Steel

It is often necessary to straighten a

spring, a set-hands, or other picce. Place

is not always possible. Operate in the fol-

lowing way : select a stone so that it will

take as nearly as possible the place of the

old stone ; then fit a piece of brass, turning

it according to the hollow of the end-stone,

and by means of soft solder fasten this piece

neatly on the stone.

To Repair the Pinion of the Center Wheel by Sub-
stituting a Pivot

It often happens that the pinion of the

center wheel has the bridge pivot broken

or worn, so as to be completely use-

less. The following is a simple method

of repairing it, * when the customer is

ill haste and there i3 not xvithin reach

a pinion of the right caliber for the

change. Commence by removing on the

lathe all the pivot up to the shoulder.

Take a new set-hands arbor of suit-

able hardness, having it:; base a little

larger than the pivot to be replaced.

Cut it lengthwise and put it on the

lathe. When the base has been rendered

quite cylindrical, and of the size of the

whole of the bridge, make a puncture,

leaving the length which the pivot is

to have. The set-bands arbor being

rendered more flexible, the remainder

is quickly removed and the piece

finished on the lathe. If the adjustment

is true and the friction in all its parts

suitable, the watch will not suffer from

this substitution. The writer has

watches thus repaired, which have

worked perfectly for more than twenty

years ; it is saving both of time and

money; the repairing may be made at

less than half the usual expense.

Au Ingenious Clock Design

the part to be straightened on a piece of

lead, with the projection above; give a blow

with the edge of the hammer on this hump

until it disappears. For certain small pieces,

something may be placed between them and

the hammer, such as the blade of a screw-

driver, or a punch with cutting edge, of

which the edge is rounded. For cylinder

wheels, three cones of tin or lead of different

sizes, perforated in the center for receiving

the pinion, are quite useful, and cost only the

trouble of turning them. A tempered piece

of steel may be bent by similar means.

To Replace a Stone when there is no Setting

This may be either for a bridge, a plate

or a cock. Generally, the latter is the most

difficult to repair. The pieces of the stone,

say, are gone; the setting has disappeared,

and nothing remains but a hole of irregular

shape. What shall be done ? Fill up the

hole and make everything new ? No, that

To Select a Pinion

The following process is, perhaps,

but little known. Put the wheel on double-

ended calipers or on the lathe. Pass the

teeth over a sheet of paper. First choose a

pinion by the old method, consisting in

doubling the number of leaves, adding one,

and taking the third part; the number found

gives the size of the pinion, according. to the

teeth and the empty spaces of the leading

wheel. Try the pinion on the tracing given

by the wheel; the pinion ought to gain one

tooth for every three turns.

To Prevent the Breaking of Mainsprings

A spring should never be drawn out its

whole length, and it is not necessary to put

it in oil. Simply wrap a cloth around a piece

of wood, and turn it in spiral form for the

cleaning. Make sure that both the hooks

are not too high, and employ the oil used for

the pivots of clocks; it will not dry so soon.

By observing these rules, the chances of the

breaking of springs are much decreased.
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This is a good time
to invest in a line
of New and Improved Machinery.

We can furnish complete outfits for
Jewelry Manufacturing.

Send in your old rolls and have them
reground and polished.

o uR
( LATEST CATALOGUE]

IS READY.

  1.01#

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers,
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Invest $50.00 and get $100.00!
If you could invest $5o.00 and get $too.00 in return, how quick you would jump at

the offer, and this is just what we are doing for our students. Many of them have their
salaries doubled and in some cases tripled after completing
a course at our College.

This is Your Opportunity to Attend.

September 1, 1904,
is the opening of our Fall term. We will teach you Watch-
making, Engraving and Optics in a way that no other
College does, thoroughly, practically and in a short space of time.
give you full information ; better send for it to-day.

The Philadelphia College of Horology,
Established 1894. Broad an Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

We Can Show You Many More Like This.
Willi11118011, West Virginia, bitty s, Itot.

MR. F. w.Sc11111.1111.
Dear it :—

* * * * * * * * * * *
1- have a /111, 1111111 to work for and good pay, 022.00
per week, which is pretty good considering the
amount of experience and time spent at your
College, which I think when a man stops and con-
siders, he will have to decide is wilhout a doubt
the best. in _Atm:riot. I have noticed a list of the
Spring students which have been at your
school, and it looks as if you are still Hs successful
as ever.

\Visiting you a continuance of this success, I
beg to remain, Respectfully yours,

11. D. Psxm,

Our Prospectus would

F. W. SCHULER, Principal.

July, 1904

Workshop Notes

TH KEYSTON F.

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this 
departmeet

most send name and address—not for 
publication, hut as an

I.' 1111CC of good faith. No 
attention will be paid to anony-

',pots communications. Questions will be answered in the

001,•r in which they are receiv
ed.

Au INDEX to the questions answ
ered In Workshop Notes

&port ment for each year accompanies e
ach December number.

li.seribers are requested to preserve these 
indexes, and, before

questions,to refer to them,as similar questions limy
 have

i”.en answered in previous issues. 
These indexes are arranged

ilpliabetically, according to subject covered in each
 answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the
 information may be found.

'Cleaning."—ln cleaning watches and clocks,

I :first wash them in clean benzine, then 
wash in

clean alcohol, Peg out the holes while 
wet, rewash

and thy in sawdust'. The wheels go through the

same process. I peg out the pinions, porish Me
pivois with pith, see to it that they are brie ht, also

/he pivot holes. Now, I sometimes no/ice, after

eight months or so, the oil in 71ewel 
movements

has become red and of a jelly-like 
consislenty.

Irlia/ causes it?. I also ask for your opinion 
o//he

, /,.aning method of another watchmaker. 
He takes

bi, walch down, puts it in benzine cup (
does not

)i/azy' winding parls)—uses one cup of benzine f
or

7effilches—brushes thy piece by piece, some-

times dips his brush in alcohol, then in c
halk and

brushes, pegs out the holes, polishes Me 
pivots if

lwsly, assembles the watch and oils.—To 
cleats

11 ;ltches properly so that they are clean w
hen you

aye through with them, depends very n
early as

much upon the workman as it does upon
 the

method he uses. The workman you speak of
 does

not have a properly cleaned and oiled wa
tch if he

does not remove the winding wheels a
nd only

cleans the parts in benzine. The winding wh
eels

should always be removed so that the old oi
l can

be removed and re-oiled properly. A good
 and

quick method to clean a watch is to take 
it all

apart, including winding wheels, hole and 
cap

jvwels ; place all parts in gasoline for about
 five

minutes or longer, brush each piece as you take i
t

out, then string the large pieces on a piece of 
brass

wire, the small parts, wheels, etc., on another p
iece.

Dip them for about five seconds in a solution o
f

cyanide of potassium—one ounce of the salt
 to a

quart of water. The parts should then be wa
shed

in soap and warm water, rinse them off in clean

water and dip in alcohol and then dried in 
saw-

dust. Be careful to remove all the sawdust that

may be in the recesses of the plates, jewel holes
,

pinions, etc. In oiling the watch use clock oil on

the winding parts and mainspring, also barrel-
arbor

pivots ; place a little oil on the cup jewels befor
e

putting them in place and a little in the cup of th
e

hole jewel. A great many workmen have wa
ys of

cleaning watches that are much shorter than 
this

method, but they cannot get a clean watch 
without

washing it. The cause of the oil turning red may

he in the oil being old, or not enough oil being

Placed there in the first place, causing the
 pivot to

run dry. Keep your bottle of oil in a dark place

tiul take out only enough for several watches o
r

one day's use. Another cause is not enough oil,

causing the bearing to run dry.

".Shelck."—(1) Where can I obMin steel of the

ril: ./1/ thickness (TAW') for suspension spring for

pindutuin beating seconds, and how mak), glas
s

jars and of what dimensions would you use for the

mercury Y—One of the best things that you ca
n

use for a suspension spring is a verge mainspring ;

these springs are of English make and are of good

steel. Have the spring about 1-77,Te thick and

about WI wide. To get good results make the

acting part of the spring about IX" long. Yo
u

can buy of the G. S. Lovell Clock Co., 14 South

Tenth Street, Philadelphia, suspension springs 
of

any length. You can use either one or two jars of

mercury. If one jar is used it should be 2" in

diameter and have a column of about 7X" 
of

mercury. If you use two jars have them 1W1 in

diameter and the same column of mercury,
 74.,/

in each jar.
(2) I have a cast iron support for su

spending

the pendulum like sketch (not reproduced). D
o

you think this will be all right,' I did this so I

could lift off the whole head of the case, and ye
t

look through to adjust the escapement.—The 
iron

support you speak of is very good and 
would

advise using it.

"Watch."—(t) Kindly describe the most prac-
tical way to clean large clock springs, also how to
clean balance hole and cap jewels.—If the clock
springs are not in a barrel unwind them while the
clock is together as far as they will open, soak
them in gasoline and brush between the coils as
good as you cats in order to remove all gummy oil.
Dry them as much as possible and let stand for
five or ten minutes, then rewind the spring, put-
ting on your clamp so as to take the clock apart to
clean. If the springs are in a barrel they should
be taken out to clean properly. Many a clock is
not giving satisfaction just because the springs are
not clean. To clean balance hole and cap jewels,
place them in gasoline for a few minutes. When
you take them out hold them between your tweezers
on the bench, brushing them top and bottom lightly,
peg out the hole in the hole jewel and rub the peg-
wood over the flat surface of the cap jewel. It is
then a good plats to put them in alcohol and
rebrush when taking them out. A good plan to
polish up the setting of.the cap jewel is to make a
polisher in the following manner : Take a small
cork and put a hole in one end in which you
cement a piece of pegwood ; when the cement is
dry place the polisher in a chuck, holding it by the
peg wood and turn the cork to the shape shown at
Fig. t. The cork being soft, the end will shape

Fig. I

itself to the jewel setting ; use a little rouge on the

end of the cork, and by holding the jewel setting

with your tweezers, placing the end of the cork in

the setting, giving it a few turns with your fingers

will restore the setting to its original brightness.

The setting should then be recleaned to remove all

traces of the polishing material.
(2) What is best to remove cement from bal-

ance after pivoting Y Alcohol seems to Injure the

gilding and polish. I use Bollum' s adhesive cement.

—There is nothing better than alcohol to remove

wax from a staff. Perhaps you heat the wax too

much, which causes it to become stringy and

is hard to remove from anything. The next

time you use a wax chuck try using ordinary

shellac instead of the cement you are now using.

Never allow the wax or cement to catch fire.

Fresh shellac should be used after every second

or third job. If the balance should become

discolored dip it in a solution of one ounce of

cyanide of potassium to a quart of water. If

this does not bring it out bright, then use a small

hand felt buff containing a little rouge. Rest the

wheel on a bench block and rub the buff over the

top and bottom of the wheel, being careful not to

rub hard enough to throw the balance out of tru
e

iii the round ; the heads of the screws can b
e

polished in the same way. To polish the rim o
r

between the screws, take a piece of brass wire

about six inches long, bend a hook on each end

and fasten to the ends a narrow piece of cham
ois,

making something like a bow, put a little rouge

011 the chamois, when one can polish between th
e

screws and restore the wheel to its original color
.

The wheel should then be washed thoroughly with

soap and water.

"filsee."—Please tell me how to set and tinsel

an English fusee watch.—By set and unset a 
fusee

watch we presume you mean to let down the m
ain-

spring. Most workmen let the mainspring down

by using a pair of side-cutting, plyers, catchin
g the

ratchet wheel between the teeth and letting it

down a little at a time, getting some one to 
help

him to push the click away. In the March, 1903,

KEYSTONE, on page 343, we described a tool just

for this purpose. In putting the chain on a fusee

watch you will find the chain to contain two differ
-

ent kinds of hooks, one hook having an end to 
it

to act as a brace ; this hook is fastened t
o the

barrel. The other one, which is just a plans hook
,

fastens into the fusee. First fasten the chain on

the fusee, then pass it around the pillars of 
tlse

plate and fasten it to the barrel, wind the chain 
on

the barrel until it becomes tight, then give 
your

101

ratchet about three-quarters of a turn, which winils

the mainspring that amount. The object of this is

for retaining power so that when the watch is 11111

down there is still one-half to three.quarters of a

turn of the mainspring wound up so as to keep
the chain tight.

"Escafiemeuts."—Would be pleased to have you

explain remedy for defective escapements whit h

give Inc a great deal of trouble, such /mid pin

slicking against roller table when second hand is

pressed down.—We do not quite understand what

you mean by second hand pressed down, unless

you mean that when you press on the second hand
the watch overbanks. If the watch is running
when you put the second hand on, and if it goes on
tight, this will take the power from the escape
wheel, which will allow the fork to move at will,
and the guard pin will touch and rub on the roller
table, but if the pin is adjusted properly and the

edge of the roller table smooth and highly polished,

it will not stop the balance. There are several

things to look after to remedy a watch from over-

banking. The edge of the table must be smooth

and highly polished and the guard pin should

stand perpendicular, except in watches where the

edge of the roller table is square instead of round.

In these movements the guard pin has a hump its

it to act against the edge of the roller table. The

proper position of the guard pin, taking for granted

that the pallet action is correct, is that it should be

as close to the roller table as possible without rub-

bing, when the fork is against the banking pin.

Its other words, the guard pin must be so close to

the roller table that when you move the fork away

from the banking pin, the guard pin will touch the

roller table before the escape-wheel tooth leaves

the locking face of the pallet stone. If you should

be compelled to bend the guard pin closer or

farther away irons the roller, bend it in such a

manner that it will stand perpedicular. See answer

to (9), page 1735, November, 5903, issue.

"Reflector." — IrOuld you kindly give the

method used in producing I/o " refler lo?-" on jewel

settings. Ido not mean Me flat upper suriace bid

the cut running front the same to /he jewel—Y on

can get just as good a finish and polish on jewel

settings and bushes as the factories do, by taking a

No. 5 turning graver and sharpen it on a hard

oilstone so that the cutting edge is absolutely

smooth and flat on the three sides—that is, the

angle and the two bottom cutting sides, using

your eyeglass to detect any ridges or rough edges

on the cutting angles, then polish it on a piece of

0000 emery paper, then on a piece of boxwood,

using No. 2 diamantine and alcohol, when you will

have a sharp and very highly polished graver.

Now take a piece of brass wire and drill a small

hole in it, dip your graver in a little soap suds,

shape the end of the brass wire something like the

recess of a jewel setting and by starting from tlse

center of the wire, slowly bringing the graver to

the outer end, you will have a mirror polish. A

little practice will enable you to get a fine polish

the first cut. Much depends upon the graver being

sharp and highly polished.

"Round."—What is the best way to true a

balance wheel in Me round after some one has tried

to close the hole to make it fit Me staff, and thrown

it away front /he center of /he wheel ?--The best

and only way is to remove all screws from the

balance, then place the wheel in a wheel chuck,

when the rim of the wised l will run true and the

hole out of true. Make a graver small enough to

go through the hole in the balance, and w•ith tlsis

you can turn the hole true. You must then make

a staff to fit the wheel, wIsets it will run true in

the round.

"Centers."— have been /old that " lopeit a

duplex watch in beat, so arrange Me hairspring

that the notch in staff or rolle'r will be just in front

of the of centers when the balance is a/ rest."

What is meant by the slot being just in./I-on/ of the

line of centers Y—By line of centers in this case

means, so that the slot in the staff is in a straight

line with the escape wheel pivot hole.
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No. 107. Cuckoo Clock.
Height, 19 inches ; width, 14 inches ; dial, 51 ,' inches.

Half-hour strike and call. Solld Walnut or Oak.
Larg size G. K. move/Lieut. Front of ease made of

three lay s of wood.

GEO. KUEHL cSC CO.,
178 E. Randolph St. Chicago, Ill.

Manufacturers and Importers cf

Cuckoo Clocks
with

Sole Agents of the

MARK

400=Day Clock,
"The Ideal."

YOUR JOBBER

will supply you.

Hear the Truth:
Let us tell you what one of the officials of the Waltham

\\ d h Company said to us concerning the outlook for the
future for watch-repairers.

Ile said there is not only a scarcity of good workmen,
but that the scarcity is increasing, and the demand for good
Nv or k man k increasing accordingly. Why ?

Because the factories are constantly improving their
watches, and the number of highest-grade movements sold
is continually increasing ; to repair and maintain the excel-
lence of these requires better workmen than formerly would
have been considered competent.

Now, mark you, the demand and the reward is for the
best ability. There are plenty of mediocre workmen. It is
the technically-trained man who knows both " how " and
" why," who can choose his position anywhere, or make a
success of a business of his own. The one way to make a
success of your efforts is to go to the best technical school.
So many people, in a position to know, have told us that
our school is the best, that we have come to believe it
ourselves. We certainly do everything we can to make it so.

Write for Prospectus.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

At tontlaiu•..
steadily
imni positions fur all.

of Watchtnaking and Engraving,

LANCASTER, PA.

"Pt
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No. '06. Cuckoo Clock.
Height, 21 inches; width, I 1 inches ; dial, 514 inches,

Half-hour strike and call. Solid Walnut or Oak.
Large size 0. K. movement. Front of ease made

of three layers of wood.

The Latest War News
The overwhelming force of our prices

caused our opponents to retire in con-
fusion and they left the field of trade
to us.
We want your repairing, and having

made the "Largest import shipment of
Doublets and Opals on record," we are
quoting them with other repairing at
15% less than other houses.

(r) All Repairing sent out same day as received.
(2) We give January 1st, ipo, terms on all

Repairing.

Drop us a postal to-day for the special
" Repair inducement" we are offering
this month.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Beecher Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

1
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.-oh, el wishing inquiries answered it; inis department

u mst send name and address --not for imidieation, Mit as an

..vidence of grant faith. No attem ion ill I to anony-

mous iTonntimitiations. 911,1 ions will lat auswortal in tile

order in wtijoh they are receive('

"Rarely."—Vil yen kindly let me know the

reason a clock 77111S 100 S/070 when firs/ wound and

later will run too fast ?—This very rarely happens

in a clock that contains a recoil escapement, the

reverse being the case—that is, it will gain when

first wound and lose when half run down, so we

think the clock contains a dead-beat escapement.

If this is the case a weaker mainspring will lessen

the error.

"Hanging."—It'hal is the cause of a 23:jewe1

movement varying in time. In hanging positions

it will gain one minute ; lay it down tied it will

lose one and a half minuies in twenty-four hours.—

From the way the watch varies in time we believe

there is something wrong with it in general—the

escapement may be out of order, the balance out

of poise, not true in the round and flat. As a rule,

you will find a watch will lose when hanging,

owing to excessive friction on the pivots.

"Cylinder."—(f) Why has a cylinder a groove

around its outside surface, generally near the lop .?

can only be seen when cylinder is removed .from

bushing P—The groove you speak of is not on all

cylinders ; it is of no advantage to the cylinder

itself, and no doubt is put on these cylinders when

the upper plug does not fit as tight as it should,

saving the factory the trouble of fitting a new

plug.
(2) What kind of so/(ler is used to solder second

bits and sunk centers on the better grade of dials

—A solder that will flow with very little heat is

required. Bismuth solder is used by a great many

workmen.

"Barrels."—Could you tell me the fault in

watch barrels—when S firing is down barrel is f
ree

and has shake, but when in slide tongs and wound

up a little it has no shake? Barrel is true when

spring is out. —The barrel being true and free on

the arbor proves that there is no trouble with the

barrel—see if the mainspring is the proper width,

and when you take it out of the barrel see if it will

lay flat. We believe the trouble is in the m
ain-

spring ; when you wind it it becomes out of flat

and binds on the lid and bottom of the barrel—

especially is this true with a spring too narrow for

the barrel.

" Gasoline."—What is the best and most-used

method of cleaning- watches? I /earned to clean
 in

gasoline and thy brush with chalk, but Ilhjink M
ere

must be better me/hods.—We don't know of
 any

work done by watchmakers that differs so much

in the method employed as cleaning watches.

Most every watchmaker knows or should know

how to clean a watch, but few of them take the

time to do it thoroughly. On taking the watch

apart, including all winding vheels, mainspring,

cap jewels, etc., place the parts in a glass dish

containing gasoline. You should have a fine

camel's-hair brush about the thickness of your

finger, something like an artist uses. In removing

the parts from the gasoline hold each piece in the

glass dish with a pair of tweezers and daub it 
with

the camel's-hair brush ; this will rinse off all

gummy oil and dirt, then wipe dry with a clean

rag. This is all the cleaning that is necessary for

the mainspring and steel parts except to brush off

any lint that may adhere to them. The plates,

bridges and wheels are now put through a was
hing-

process. Take two pieces of brass wire .8 111111.

thick and 6 inches long, bend them in such a 
shape

so that you can string the different pieces on 
so as

not to lose them while washing. On one piece

Place the plates, bridges, barrel, barrel
 lid and

all large pieces ; on the other wire put the 
wheels

and small pieces except the balance. These parts

are now dipped in a solution of cyanide of potas-
sium, using about one ounce of cyanide to a quart
of water. Allow them to remain about five sec-
onds in the solution, then rinse them in running
water and wash them with soap and water, using
warm water if possible ; then rinse clean and dip
in alcohol, when they are placed in boxwood saw-
dust until dry. In cleaning the balance there is
no occasion to remove the roller table and hair-
spring, but it should be dipped, washed and dried
by itself. In removing the parts from the sawdust,
they should be brushed with a perfectly clean soft
brush, for the purpose of removing' any sawdust
that may adhere in the recesses of the plates,
jewel holes and pinions. In putting the watch
together use clock oil on the mainspring, barrel
arbor pivots and all winding wheels ; use watch
oil on all the other parts to be oiled, and before
putting your cap jewel in place put a little oil on
it, for it frequently happens if you put oil in the
cup of the balance jewel it does not run back to
the cap jewel, causing the end of the pivot to run
dry on it. A great many workmen will object to

this method of cleaning watches, claiming that it
takes too long ; but to clean watches is like doing
any other repair job, you must have the facilities
close at hand. Anyone becoming accustomed to
cleaning by this method will in a short time be able
to do the work in very near the same time as the
old and unpractical method of brush and chalk, by
which method no workman ever did or can get a
clean watch.

"Poising Tool."—How do I know wizen a

balance wheel is in poise Y I was told Mat by

using a poising tool and tel the balance roll around

on it, wherever it slops the side hanging down is

too heavy. Now, it certainly has to slop some-

where. Ylly idea a f poising a balance is that by

To/hug- it on a poising tool, when it rolls back it is

old of poise, but if it slops and does not roll back it

is all right —Your idea of poising a balance is

correct. When a balance is in poise it will not

stop rolling, with the same screw up, twice or

more, but you must not think that a balance is out

of poise if it should come to a stop, then start to

roll back ; this may be caused by your poising

tool resting on an angle or a little wind caused by

a window or door being open.

'Direction."—Irbuld like to ask if a watch is

adjusted to positions the balance should not vibrate

an equal distance in either direction in any Position

from a given point on Me balance to a given point

on Me phae, in any of the several positions, espe-
daily the vertical and hori.aontal. Have been

observing a couple of movements—one a 17 and one

a 2pjewel adjusted, and they both seem to vary in

Me swing of the balance in different positio
ns.

They both swing,- farther when running on the ends

of the pivots, which are quite rounded, and wo
uld

ask if it was Probably necessary to make them
 so,

and In make the balance swing farther in t
hat posi-

tion to get the time to agree in the different 
posi-

lions.—No doubt the pivots were rounded for posi-

tion adjustment. You will find in all adjusted

watches that the balance takes about one-fourth 
of

a turn more on its pivot ends. In no case will

you find the vibration of the balance 
equal in

all positions.

'Staffs."—(t) To ohat point do the II 1//hlam

people temper their high-grade staffs? 
They are

much harder than any other make. IHth wind do

they polish them? I can' gel the polish t
hat they

do. It See 111S that in spite of me there will
 be some

marks from Me diamantine I use.—We do
 not

believe the Waltham Company make their s
taffs

any softer than a dark purple. Y is impossible

for you to get as fine a finish as the fact
ory unless

you use a pivot polisher. For the final finish they

use Vienna lime.
(2) 117w1 is Me difference  between /he circula

r

and equidistance escapements you refer to 
in Work-

shop Notes, February issue ? What point is taken

for a center to get the draft and impulse 
angles of

the pallets of a lever escapement ? 
Il-hat point is

taken for a cenkr to gel the locking 
and impulse

angle of a club-tooth escape whee/Y—Wit
h circular

pallets, if you take a pair of dividers and place one
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leg in the pallet-staff hole and the other leg so that

it touches the point or locking face of the entrance

pallet and describe a circle, it will touch the far

end of the exit pallet stone. In equal distance

pallets if you will set the dividers as explained

above, the circle will touch the locking face of the
exit stone. They are called equal-distance lockings

because the locking faces are an equal distance
from the pallet center. To get the impulse angle
of both pallet and tooth, the measurements are

taken from the pallet center. As a rule, the pallet

moves to° ; this is divided up as follows : tooth
40, lock I pallet The angle or draft of

the pallet is measured from a line drawn at right

angles to a line from the pallet center through the
locking point of the pallet stone. The locking face
is always or should be made at an angle of 12°.
The angle of the locking face of the tooth is 24°,
and is measured from a line drawn front the center
of the wheel to the point of the tooth.

'foints."—I have trouble in removing Ho' lids

from watch cases. How do you get Me pins out

of the outside fids.P—Probably the best plan to

adopt for doing such work is to follow the factory

process. To do this, remove the small plugs at

each end of the joint with a graver and insert a

tool made of a piece of steel wire and push out the

joint pin. Always drive the pin from left to right.

It is well to have the steel wire but very little

smaller than the hole it goes in, in the joint, as

otherwise you are liable to get it a little bit out of

true and drive it through the joint itself.

'.11ovement."—I have a new 2ilewel move-

ment in which the lop balance pivot is bent slightly,

and the balance is veiy much out of true. If I

straighten' pivot and /rue balance, can I depend on

the watch to run accurately 1 Is it possible to

straighten Me pivot and gel as good results as with

a new staff? Again, if I should put in a new slag

would not this change the position adjustment and

require readjusting ?—lt is very nearly impossible

to straighten an American balance staff pivot with-

out breaking it, unless you draw the temper, and

this we do not advise in a fine movement. If you

can straighten the pivot and true the balance prop-

erly in both round and flat, there is no reason why

you should not get the watch to keep time. lit

putting in a new staff it is a good plan to make a

note just where the roller jewel faced the wheel

before mistaking it—that is, you vant to replace

the roller table so that the jewel is in the same
position as it was originally, and if your balance is

absolutely true the position adjustment will be

changed very little if at all.

"Drilling."-117hat is the best method ofdrill-

ingfor pivoting balance, ek. I have 
Innibte in gel-

thIA, a hole deep enough be/)re breaking a drill.

always heat the staff to a chez-ry red to draw I/o.'

lcmper.—There is as much a secret in drawing the

temper of a balance staff in pivoting as there is in

drilling the hole. We hope you have made a mis-

take when you say, " I always heat the staff to a

cherry red to draw the temper," for if you do this

you ruin the staff and it is not fit to put into any

watch. We presume if you do heat it to a cherry

red you remove the staff from the balance. There

is no necessity to do this, for either end of a bal-

ance staff or pillion can be drawn for pivoting with-

out distorting or bluing the wheel. Read our

reply to " Hard," page 1959, December, 1903, and

" Moon," page 527, April, 1903, KEYSTONES.

"Pallet Fork."— Please in/imn of the advan-

tage of a pallet and fork in one piece in preference

to the one commonly used in IWO par/s.—We do not

see any advantage in a pallet and fork made in

one piece, but there is a diasadvantage in a pallet

and fork of this kind if it has no tail, for it cannot

be poised, and a poised pallet is necessary to

adjust a watch to position if we want to get good

results.
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There should be no ?
as to where to get

The Best" Fobs,
BEST in style, BEST
in finish, BEST sellers,
and BEST quality of
any Fobs made of corre-
sponding prices.

If you have not these
in stock you are missing
the Best thing out in
this line.

We would ' also call your
attention to our line of I/est,
Guard and Neck Chains,
Chatelaine Pins, Lockets and
Bracelets, of which we have
many new patterns---reliable
goods made by the reliable
house of Bates & Bacon,
who give you the benefit of
46 years of experience in
the manuficture of Jewelry.

BATES & BACON,
Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office:

9 Maiden Lane.
Chicago Office:

103 State St.
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The Jewelers and Mail-Order Houses

WE notice quite a change in the tone

of the letters recently received in re-

gard to the mail-order houses. The jewelers

now manifest much more fight and much less

fear than heretofore, and some of the more

combative of them maintain that they can

readily hold their own with the long-distance

catalogue concerns. In a letter before us

jeweler J. H. Lepper, of Mason City, Iowa,

says : " There has been considerable talk

from time to time about the mail-order houses

affecting our business. I am meeting it by

sending them a letter such as I enclose, and

also another enclosure giving a few sample

P'• The whole thing explain
s itself, and

I think makes a good argument to my

customer, who is in the habit of sending

away for his watches ; for we have this kind

of customer here in our locality as my

brother jewelers have elsewhere. But as far

as I have gone it has been a success, and

those I have had a talk with agree that it is

better to keep their money at home if they

can do as well. I have a complete list of the

patrons on the rural free delivery routes, and

the carriers willingly co-operate with me in

carrying in the packages, for it means an

extra income for them.

OUR readers will remember reading letters

similar to the above from other jewelers,

and the timid ones who are so frightened at

the catalogue bogey man, should find encou-

ragement therein. As many will, no doubt,

be interested in the letter which Mr. Lepper

sent to his customers, we reprint it in full, as

follows :

Dear Sir :—It has come to our notice recently

that a number of our customers have from time to

time sent to Chicago mail-order houses for goods

UI our line. We wish to say to such people that

we will be glad to sell them the same goods on

exactly the same terms, and at the same prices

plus mail, express or freight charges, the same as

you pay from Chicago.
We think if you take into consideration quality

as well as price, that we sell as cheaply as the mail-

order houses, and you have the satisfaction of buy-

mg your goods at home and keeping the money

you spend in the county ; for the more goods I

handle and stock I carry, the more taxes I have to

pay, which money is used to improve our roads,

school houses, public buildings, etc.
We admit that they quote lower prices 

on

some things than we do, for they offer them as

leaders to make you think that they are cheap on

all things ; at the same time, they have other goods

catalogued at higher prices than we will sell 
the

same things for. We make special offers 
almost

every week , watch pur catalogues (the news-

papers) and you can pick up bargains as good as
they offer. If you are in need of anything at the

Present time take your catalogue, select your arti-
cles, give us name of catalogue, page, price and
number of articles ; enclose the price plus Chicago
mail, express or freight charges, and we will

be pleased to send you the same goods on above
terms.

All goods we sell are guaranteed, and we are
right here where you can put your hand on us at
ally time to make good any defective or unsatis-
factory goods that we may sell, and we do it
cheerfully.

A word about watch, clock and jewelry repair-
ing. FIRST-CLASS REPAIRING IS A HOBBY WITH US,
we employ only first-class workmen and its our
pleasure to please you. Our work is first-class and
our charges are moderate. A trial will convince
you.

The rural free delivery carriers are allowed

by the law to carry parcels for their patrons, and

for the benefit of our patrons who have a watch,

clock., or other articles that need repairing and do

not have the time to bring it in, we have made the

following agreement of charges for carrying parcels

for us. One pound or less, to cents one way or 15

cents round trip ; over one pound and not more

than 25 pounds, 15 cents one way and 25 cents

round trip ; over 25 pounds and not more than 50

pounds, 25 cents one way and 40 cents round trip.

If your watch is out of repair send it in by the

carrier, we will pay charges one way. We will put

it in good repair and regulate it and have it ready

for you when you come for it, or we can return it

by the carrier and you can pay him for us.
Hoping to hear from you soon with orders,

I am yours respectfully, J. H. LEPPER.

There's a healthy, straight-forward ring

in this letter that must appeal to local patriot-

ism. Most purchasers will buy at home if

such buying does not penalize the pocket,

and assurance of this is what is most needed

petitor rather. In that way you keep busi-

ness and establish friendly feelings with your

rivals. A friend is always better than a foe,

and how can you make a friend more easily?

" If you have no daily paper, or even

no weekly, you can do as did the merchants

where the writer lives—publish an advertising

medium. The publication is called 77w

Drummer. It is a four-page folder, It x 16

inches. The two outside columns of every

page is made up of what is called patent

insides,' such as is used by all country

papers. The other columns are used for the

advertisements of the merchants of the town.

Each one pays for his space in the publica-

tion, the whole amount being enough to

balance the expense of distribution and

printing. The distribution is done by carriers,

and the paper enters every home in the town

and its environs, having thereby a circulation

of about 5000. This appears monthly with

new advertisements, and since it is different

from the ordinary handbill, having the ap-

pearance of a genuine newspaper, it is care-

fully read."

Competition with Department Stores

Tills is wt.:a C. H. Osborne, of Whit-

man, Mass., has to say in regard to corn-

petition with department stores : " Country

storekeepers must not lie back on their oars,

throw up their hands and say it is no use to

try to compete with the large department

stores in nearby cities. They should grasp

the situation with a never-let-go grip and pull

strongly for the trade that is surely theirs if

they use judicious, persuasive, honest adver-

tising, and lots of it. In business a man gets

only what he tries for, not what he may de-

serve. It is a fault to be laid to no other

door but their own that the country stores

barely pay their way and are making no

profits. Advertise for it and the business is

yours.
" If any one comes into your store and

fails to find what he wants, do not let him go

out of town for it. Send him to your com-

(1105)

Where Store Reform Begins

BEFORE a merchant starts out to reform

his store, Ile should reform himself.

Every store is an exact reflection of the busi-

ness habits, ideas and faults of its proprietor.

If the clerks loaf, they get their cue from

him. If they are hustling continually they

get their inspiration from the same source.

The most industrious clerk is likely to

become lazy in a lazy store. The influence

of environment can seldom be overcome.

If the merchant is so busy with outside deals

that he cannot give the store the attention it

deserves, he should get out of the business.

He will lose money in the long run, if he

stays. So as each merchant surveys his

store, let him take the blame to himself if it

is not as he would have it.

DON'T try to make people believe that

you are losing money on everything

you sell. They are inclined to be skeptical

on that subject and find it difficult to under-

stand how a merchant can continually sell at

a loss and yet keep out of the clutches of the

sheriff.
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WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Established 48 Years. PROVIDENCE. R. I.

MANUFACTUREPS OF EVEPY STYLE OF

LOCKETS

None genuine without
trade-mark

stamped inside.

Ask your jobber for our beautiful
new and original styles of white-
stone and fancy colored lockets,
now ready for fall trade.

7426 7125

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

6992

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.
WRITE US. Some of our pupils arc just finishing their Course and we will have room rutothers. Now is the best time to enter.

Cbrrespondence solicited. M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH,

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY,
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS.

REASONS why we
are the BEST FIRM to do

the Country Jewelers' Work.

Because-All jobs go back the

same day.

Because-Every job is done right,

Because-Every price is low.

Because Every job is guaranteed.

Are Your Special Orders and Repairs
Being Done to Your Satisfaction

 IF NOT, WHY NOT
We are satisfying 500 retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other days besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
tends to Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

A. P. CRAFT & CO.
312 Stevenson Building,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
OUR PRICES WILL CAUSE MORE SATISFACTION.

•
Send for stickers.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made.
Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon=Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizesdesired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines inassorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.80 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900. JOHNSTOWN, N. V.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a

permanent feature of THE KEYSDINE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the proelienl jeweler equally
well posted on the neweTst inventions and iniprovements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department. j

New Line of Lockets

The accompanying illustrmion represen.s an interesting line of

lockets, new in pattern, designated by the name of " Beatrice," and

embodying some improved features in the

constructive detail. These lockets are manu-

factured by R. II. Macdonald & Co., Attleboro,

Mass., in a great variety of designs, everyone

of which is attractive in itself. The chief point

of excellence in " Beatrice " lockets lies in the

ingenious character of the joints, which are

made to curve in a degree similar to the curve

of the locket itself, thus improving the sym-

metry of the design and imparting to the fin-

ished article much grace of outline. The deco-

rations are diversified to suit all tastes, and the

line as a whole seems to have all the qualities

of quick-selling stock,

New Balance Chuck

One of the latest improvements in lathe accessories is the Culman

balance chuck, shown in the illustration herewith. Briefly stated, this device

is designed for refinish-

ing balance pivots with-

out removing the hair-

spring or roller, and pro-
tecting them while the
pivots are being pol-
ished. It is made by
C. Culman, 316 North
Sixth Street, St. Louis,
Mo., hence its name.
It is an economizer
of time, and the chief features of its operative excellence are that' it

will hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balance wheels, escape

wheels and pallets of the high-grade watches. It gives the entire length of

the pivot to work on, and it protects the part held from any chance injury,

while at the same time it will hold any cylinder balance from the smallest

to the largest.

A High-Class Novelty from India
Our iliusiration

shows samples of a
very beautiful line

of silverware now
being introduced to

the United States
trade by P. Orr &
Sons, of Madras,
India. These goods

are in sterling •sil-

ver and are beauti-

ful samples of the
richly chased re-
pousse work for
which India is fa-

mous. The ware

is the world-famed

Indian " Swami "
ware, so highly

prized by connois-
seurs on silver
plate. A very hand-

some toilet set is ornamented with hand-chasing and embossing, an Indian

mythological idea being carefully worked out. This land of opulence and

good taste should furnish a good field for the rich " Swami " ware, which

comes in tea and coffee sets, dessert sets, caskets, prize cups, belt buckles,

cigar cases and a great variety of other lines.

New Pattern

An artistic and very appropi late

idea in toilet and manicure silver-
ware is shown in the accompanying
illustration of the new Peacock pat-
tern. This design has been applied
by Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.,
Providence, R. I., to a very elabo-
rate line of articles in the above
category. The detail of the design
is one which brings out in a very
striking manner the niceties of sil-

verware ornamentation. The grace-
ful pose of the bird, with its lithe
form and gorgeous plumage are very
cleverly portrayed, and the buckling
foliage makes a tasteful background.
In the hair brushes and hand mir-
rors the design is more elaborate
than in the several smaller pieces,
the larger dimensions of the first-
named articles affording an oppor-
tunity for a handsome framework of
peacock feathers. The finish is
French gray.

Handy Material Cabinet

A very admirable convenience
for the jeweler, in the material line,
is furnished by Swartchild & Com-
pany, of Chicago, in their well-
named " Sensible Combinations " of
genuine crowns, sleeves and sterns.
The sensible combinations are in a
cabinet—a well-made carton con-
taining:, twelve small hinged boxes
provided with printed labels. By the use of this combination the needed

part or parts may be readily found, the supply is kept in good condition and

the jeweler is always forewarned when stock is running low.

I 10'

in Toilet Ware

New Ball Joint for Pins

A very manifest improvement in pin construction is now on the market.

The improvement is a new kind of joint, which is known as the ball joint,

and which will be a great convenience and labor-saver for the jeweler. This

joint is simplicity itself, there being no rivets and correspondingly little

liability to breakage. The new pin improvement is patented and made by

Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., Pawtucket, R. I., who will send sample and

particulars to all inquiring jewelers.

Opal Mining in Queensland

Opal milling in Queensland has expanded enormously of late years.

The output now cannot be put tt less than $75,000 to proo,000 a year.

Considering the vast area of the district where opals are discovered (a belt

of country 200 miles wide), the industry may be said to be in its infancy.

There is little trouble in mining opal, which lies a short distance below the

surface—a systematic search is all that is required to unearth the tens of

thousands of dollars' worth of opal. The opal is found in two formations—

boulder and sandstone. The boulder is an ironstone formation, for the

most part completely surrounding the precious gem. They are just like a

reef, and can be followed up for some distance. The sandstone, or band

formation, sometimes outcrops on the surface, and some very valuable

015115 indeed have been found within six inches of the surface, but some-

times the sinking is as much as thirty feet, after the manner of sinking for

alluvial gold. The shaft is said to be bottomed when the " clay " is met,

after which further sinking is useless. Buyers of opal formerly visited the

fields and purchased the rough stone, which usually contains 90 per cent. of

matrix, but the modern method of buying is to send the opal by post.

This has been brought about by the fact that it is a most difficult matter to

reach the opal territory, especially in the dry season.



The S. 0. BIGNEY CHAINS
have become the standard make of
the country.

Our reputation for continuously producing new
and original articles is unquestioned.

Our Chains sell and stay sold, which means
that they give entire satisfaction.
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The Show Window

A Handsome
Display

The illustration shown on this page represents a window

display of the Carter-Allen Jewelry Co., Shreveport, La.,

and is a companion trim to the one shown in last month's

issue of THE KEYSTONE. This window contained a fair assortment of rich

jewelry—such articles as have to be taken out at closing tim
e. The figure

is likewise easily removed and the gates easil
y lifted from the hinges. This

figure was cut out of straw-board and then 
draped. The face was a

lithograph, and, in the decorator's opinion, much more e
ffective than a wax

figure, because of its graceful attitude and pleasing exp
ression, character-

istics which cannot be attained with a wax figure. Th
e gate posts and gates

were pure white, and the roses on the rose vine
 twined about them were

pink. The pathway was pure white, bordered by sm
ilax and small green

electric lights. All these small lights were two-candle power. The sma
ll

lights in the form of a ring above the figure were 
blue, and the sign was

done in gold on white card-board. The cupids were
 also pure white. The

balls on the posts were illuminated at night wit
h a sixteen-candle power

white light, The figure was bedecked with jew
els, and held a diamond

ring in one hand and forget-me-nots in the other
. All flowers and foliage

in both windows were artificial. At night this window was very impressive.

ceiling, with about four feet of prism glass at the top. I started my ceiling

from the bottom of the prisms and built it back about t
wo-thirds of the

distance to the background. From there I gave it a downward 
slope to the

height of the shelving in the store. In that way it did not interfere with the

light coming through the prisms, and at the same time gave t
he ceiling a

good canopy effect.
" In the construction of the ceiling I used i x 2-inch strips 

running from

the front glass to the back of the window, spaced one f
oot apart, and

covered the under side with plain white sheeting. This covering I can

change from time to time as the different trims require. 
Where there are

no prism lights, or where there is no cross bar in the wind
ow, the ceiling

should be finished with some sort of ornament, either in 
the shape of a

heavy moulding or a fancy scroll design.

" I have used this plan for some time and now coul
dn't ' keep house '

without it. In fact, it seems almost as essential as the background
 itself,

and it can be treated in the same way as regards covering
 and ornament."

Inquire of your jobber for our Gents' Vest Chains made of 1/15, I/lo and 1/8
stock ; our Swell Front Chain, which is a winner ; our' Bigney Jr. Patent Fob,
Parisian and Oriental Crosses, Guard Chains, Uncle Sams, Negligees, the Ladies'
Jaunty, Dickens, Victors, Ponies, Secret Locket Chains, Neck Chains, Patent
Bracelets, Lockets, Chatelaine Pins and Bead Necks.

Ne‘ru York Office, 3 Maiden Lane. S. 0, BIGNEY 
Co. Factory, Attleboro, Mass,

WE ARE READY
With a Complete Line of New Goods for thc Season

STERLING SILVER and

TOILET WARE,

MANICURE

and DESK

FITTINGS,

MATCH BOXES,

CIGARETTE

CASES.

or 1904, ill

STERLING SILVER FRONT GOODS.

No, 3050.—HAIR BRUSH. One-half actual size.

BRACELETS,

FOBS,

CHATELAINES,

PINS. of all kinds,

WAIST SETS,

GOLF

HAT PIN SETS.

TRY OUR NEW METAL: SILVEROIN. It looks and wears like Sterling Silver.

BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
SILVERSMITHS,

New York Office: 3 Maiden Lane. Factory: Attleboro, Mass.
WE DO NOT SELL THE RETAIL TRADE.

Thiigs Which Mar Good Trims

In the current issue of the Merthanf s 
A'ecord a window decorator

directs attention to the unattractive vacancy of
ten noticed when looking

towards the top of some otherwise well-trimme
d windows. This trimmer

says:
" Many trims which have otherwise seemed perfe

ct so far as back-

ground, fixtures and the display proper were co
ncerned, were marred by

this seeming emptiness

toward the front and top.

And especially is this de-

fect noticeable in stores

having high ceilings.

" Many of the more

modern store fronts are

fitted with prism lights at

the top, and this, of

course, hides the view of

the upper one-third of the

window when seen from a

distance. But when one

stands near the glass the

effect is altogether differ-

ent—in some instances

the upper portion being

strung with wires or stud-

ded with old rusty nails,

pins and screw eyes from

former trims.
" What I would sug-

gest and what I have used,

as have, of course, some

of the other trimmers, is

a false or extra ceiling,

either made of solid

boards or of strips covered

with some suitable mate-

rial.
"Where the firm is

able and willing to spend

money for permanent

overhead fixtures this ceil-

ing is not so necessary ;

but even so, it will not in-

terfere with such fixtures

or framework, and will

work up to advantage for

either a 'picture window'

or a stocky trim. In my

own case, for example, I

had extra high windows,

abuipt fourteen feet to the

Good Window Advertising

J. C. Haupt, the jeweler, of Peabody, 
Kans., apropos of the advent of

electric lighting in that town, designed a unique wi
ndow display recently,

which was much admired for its timeliness and 
ingenious character, and

was very favorably commented upon in the local
 press. The display could

scarcely be more appropriate, for it typified in a 
striking way the improved

system of illumination which the town will 
probably inaugurate. Jeweler

Ilaupt set up a small stationary steam engine and 
dynamo in his window.

For the past four years he has been constructin
g these. The dynamo was

wired to a one-candle power incandescent lamp,
 which hung from a post

and looked like an arc lamp with its shade 
suspended over the globe. On

the post was a sign which caused some 
amusement, for it read : " Danger!

2300 volts." Another sign read : "40-mouse power." The 
boiler holds

three quarts of water and

can steam four and one-

half hours on two pounds

pressure. It is heated by

a gasoline burner and has

a safety valve, steam gage

and whistle. An electric

light was put in operation

over the engine, and thus

the whole prospective

scheme of electric lighting

was symbolized.
Jeweler Haupt states

that this was by far the

best window attraction he

ever had, arid this is little

to be wondered at in view

of the general interest at-

taching to the lighting

question in Peabody.

Apart from this, how-

ever, displays such as the

above, the execution of

which necessitates fine

mechanical skill, invaria-

bly appeal to the public.

Their working rarely fails

to excite admiration, and

this is a valuable adver-

tisement for the dealer's

enterprise aud initiative,

but particularly for his

mechanical proficiency,

and this should serve him

well in his repair depart-

ment.
Mr. Haupt's window

admirably illustrates the

possibilities in devising

unique displays. The char-

acter of the goods, how-

ever, must never be lost

sight of, for the purpose of

all displays is to sell goods.

Another Handsome Trim of the Carter
-Allen Jewelry Co., Shrerepori, La.
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.
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No. 3 A retails $2.00  
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STERLING SILVER PENCIL HOLDER.
The daintiest and most useful peneil holder

yet made, and In the most convenient shape -
nearly flat, in reality an oval Hat.

Retail price—
Plain •• •
Chased . .
Decorated Pattern,

SI .00
I .S1)
2.00

Ailde nn(I ‘‘.;Ircinte(1 by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and
Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS anD NOVELTIES.

General Agents of PAUL, 1 VV112-1*.

#With our -Sample Sets you will prevent orders from bei 1 11.4- I 'laced with

oih

Wedding
Itnviawaiono

and

Announcementa

040.7 Sanapile Oets
nre the ffinegt
the ffieild.

Write TOT
iinfolmaa.tion.

out-of-town parties.

Caning Canda
mnd

Monogrmammed
S'azaoneiry.

WM. FREUND
• 9 1174-117o Otate Street, CillIICAGO.(2prm.r 1 '1,, t, • r, vi •;, :111,1 Steol Di

THE 'RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
SPECIAL No. 1, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, tmt cash.
A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,
given with the first order of one doze.'
or more pens.

Seml for catalogue.
Export trade solicited.
Send lt• priees and dis-
motet I o the trade. •••••••,. C.

1.argu "I'•
lUa wr Mottled.

Cut 27,, actual 
size.

Ask your jobber for
the 'RIVAL" Pen.

All pens are 14 K. gold.
Every pen warranted.

Members of National
.,(Mtion of Manufacturers or U.S.A.

D. W. BEAUMEL 0 CO.,
Plata • oliee and Factory,

All makes oi FountaM Pens and Uold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City.

(SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY'

CHARMS,JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES

4.1. Bull°

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

AND CV
+r)vOL. 106.9`

Tee C. G.Braxmar Co.
ManuracturineJeweIers

1■1910 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES 8 MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

CATALOGU
OF

SEND FOR

tA I LI TA RY
G. A.R.

ATHLETIC,

SHOOTING sV
0, AND

.TPING t4°

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND to.

OTH ER 41./

CC/AL BP

If there is
send to any express office in the United States, all charges prepaid, 1 dozen boxes, regular size

SILVER

Special Offer to Dealers.
no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on receipt of $1.00 in cash or money order, we will

Eaqn1L ii6CflY
POLISH

and 100 samples for free distribution. Hs exceptional merit has made it famous around the world.Used by OW1101'0 and makers of Valuable Mate for more than a quarter century.
Electro-Silicon Silver Soap, $1.25 per dozen.

THE ELECTRO SILICON Co., 3o Clifi. Street, New York.

Midsummer Possibilities in Stationery

rI EWELER-stationers have possibili-

ties Of profits during midsummer

which are not present at any other

scason. Perhaps all stationers have fully as

many possibilities for profitable business 
as

any other class of tradesmen, but it seems 
as

though certain seasons were especially con-

ducive to a- profitable business, and the

midsummer, when everything else is more or

less retarded by the warm weather, is one of

these seasons. • Hot weather does not appe
ar

to affect the retail stationer materially, an
d

certainly the jeweler-stationer has double

opportunities, both of which are well worth

cultivating.

Summer
Opportunities

As in all things else, some

men are able to see and

seize opportunities which

other men pass as useless.

The jeweler-stationer, we hope, is such a

one. The development of this faculty, the

most important in the whole field of merchan-

dising, is what leads to comparative riches in

one instance, while another dealer, with

exactly as good chances, never gets beyond

a mere subsistence.

The first requisite in preparing for spe-

cial midsummer business is to know your

people. If you are thoroughly acquainted

NI•itil your customers and your field, there

will be no possibility of failure. This acquaint-

ance cannot be acquired in a short time, but

its possession is well worth all it costs, for it

makes the opportunity.

Now, what can be done in midsummer

to increase business? A good many dealers

have asked that question. A good many

more are destined to ask it. Some will dis-

cover a satisfactory answer and will jingle

numerous additional dollars as a reward for

their acumen. Others will not find it and

xvill jog along in the same- way. They will

do reasonably well, but those sudden spurts

in business that frequently mean so much on

the profit side of the ledger will be absent.

At the bottom of all merchandising is

the truism that the buyer will take such

goods as he thinks he wants if these goods

are displayed where he can see them... and

the price or something else is of sufficient

drawing power. There are always ways of

increasing- business. Advertising is one

way, perhaps the most potent of all. The

jeweler-stationer who hopes to build up a

brisk summer trade must advertise as briskly

as* he expects his trade to be. And this

advertising must be continuous. It is not

possible to do a profitable business unless

one advertises continuously and consistently.

To advertise to-day and not to-morrow is to

miss some valuable buyers in the off day.

Not all will see it every day, but enough will

see it to bring you some business.

Summer is vacation time.

Probably a large proportion

of your customers go on

vacations. If that is the

case they will require rather more from your

stationery department than they would if

they stayed at home, consequently if you

understand this and seek to increase your

sales of special goods vou will undraibtedly

increase your business. It lies only in culti-

vating your customers' tastes and desires.

In that way you can offer them goods for

their particular use or needs which will ulti-

mately bring you good business.

The young ladies who usually trade with

you are going away for the summer. They

will require quantities of stationery. Just

see that they purchase their supplies from

you before leaving. In this way you will

increase your business, and by supplying them

with goods that will satisfy, you will be able

to retain their trade as long as they buy.

Most manufacturers of papeteries get out

certain special lines which are peculiarly

adapted for summer use. Frequently the

designs are especially prepared for summer

business, and are often symbolic of certain

summer characteristics. These are especially

attractive to young people, and your sales

ought to be correspondingly large.

If your own town is a resort

of note, or if it has numer-

ous of the cheaper class of

boarders, a little catering to

their requirements would not be entirely out

of place. One way to reach such people is

through the now well-known picture post

card which is one of the most profitable

methods known to. the business. In England

immense quantities are used, each card bear-

ing a reproduction of some of the scenic parts

of the town, the large buildings, the bridges

and other features which may be more than

ordinarily interesting.

It sometimes pays to have stationery

engraved with such pictures. If there is

some gentleman among your customers who

has a particularly fine place, ask him if he

doesn't want a neat picture made which he

Vacation
Stationery

The Picture
Post Card

can use on his stationery. Quite likely such

a one will not only supply the cut but prob-

ably also the stationery, and you can do the

printing yourself, as some stationers do, or

have the work done elsewhere, charging for

the supervision of it.

There are scores of such schemes as this

to which a dealer can resort, and which bring

legitimate business and largely increase sales

even in off seasons.

Value of Good Stationery

The stationery N% Inch a bu:,iness house

uses in its correspondence will always be, one

of the first and most important criterions by

which the world will judge that firm's stand-

ing. First impressions are lasting, and in

many cases the first impression that a corre-

spondent gets of a firm's business methods is

the stationery on which the corresporslence

is carried on. Cheap printing, or worse yet,•.
poor writing. paper without any printing at •

all, can hardly produce a favorable impres-

sion of careful, up-to-date methods. On the

other hand, neat and cleanly printed sta-

tionery cannot help but give an impression

of financial soundness, which evidences of

seemingly lower standards cannot efface.

In some instances the appearance of the

letters which merchants write to the manufac-

turers is so slipshod and careless that the

credit man rightly takes it for granted that

that merchant is not running his business on

lines which will enable him to take care of

himself in competition with twentieth-century

methods, ancl therefore he is doubly watchful

before he will take this merchant as an

acceptable risk.

. Nor is this effect of cheap stationery

confined alone to dealings with the large

manufacturers, but to the dealings with small

customers in the merchant's own city. If

they receive letters and statements written on

poor stationery they will have a correspond-

ingly poor opinion of the merchant's methods

and they will regulate their dealings with him

according to this.standard.

If, however, a merchant's . stationer

neat, clean and attractive, it will at One

produce a favorable impr. •..-) both on tb#

manufacturer and the cust .4i. The credA

man will find it harder tn'i'efftse credit, a

the small customer, impressed by the bt

ness-like appearance of letters and statem

will pay his bills more promptly and

greater confidence in any statement wh

merchant may make in his letter.
•

"In our business we invariably get vulue' 4

ceived for our dollars,so enclosed find one dollar for

our subscription to The Keystone, as we consider

we receive more than full value for Me dollar in-

vested."—J. Goldstein & Co., Jewelers, Okla-

homa, Oklahoma Territory.
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The Handsomest Bracelets
on the Market.

The great advantage to the Jeweler,in hand-
ling Carmen Bracelets is the fact that he is
relieved of all responsibility for repairs. If
a Carmen gets out of order, simply send it
direct to us and we will make all necessary
repairs, free of charge. This secures you
in selling the goods and your customer in
buying them.

No. Int . I ocket Open.

A 1-t>\Tc
YOUR
JOHMER.
TO

5H0
YOU

LATEST 5TYLEIN

CARMEN
RACELETS

No. 130.

The
D. F. Briggs Co.
(iold Filled

Rings,

Manufacturers of

Chains, Lorgnettes, Fobs,
Lockets and Bracelets,

ATTI
I MI Broadway,

NEW YORK.

_,EBORO, MASS.
(03 State Street,

CHICAGO, IL)

T is a suggestive development that

one of the greatest editors in the

United States, Arthur Brisbane,

devoted the leading article in a recent issue

of his journal to the subject : " How Should

an Advertisement be Written?" From this

excellent article we make the following

extracts :

What Success

The successful advertisement

writer must be convincing,

Presupposes and in addition to being. con-

vincing, must be interesting.

le must begin his advertising statement in

such a way as to interest the jaded reader,

The man who writes advertisements

spends his employer's money with every

word that he pas down. His words must

SHIRT WAIST
SETS

Ti lst,.ieneww.Atilitttry Sets are the latest Irlade 

I. Ii style Iri(11 p.iot, este!) anti phi
making tuition hole, ant) sewing

(In liii too,.
-old and .ilver in Roman,

plaiii elil 1,S11 and

pi... Flotilla, oval, square, oh-

lona :11,1 ILL \ 1,11111.11S.

I I ii .1.

II:it pin, to Pack .%11

1,1 I..ng
iii-play or NI... \ V .1 V \VF.i.dir in our

Clear vision and simple description—

those are the essentials of all good writing,

including good advertisement xvriting.

We should suggest diffidently, also, that

too much effort at humor is not good in

writing advertisements.

If a man is in need of a pair of trousers

or an overcoat, he is in earnest. He wants

trousers and not a joke.
:\ light touch is good in all writing. But

wit h that general lightness of tone there must

go solemn earnestness when the moment

comes to impress the reader. We are

acquainted with a young man named Kramer.

He manufactures tablets whose character is

not at all romantic. His earnestness exceeds

CHAS. E. ROSE,
Telluride.

Sterling
Silver <Gift

41/1/111A\*:
No. 120.

No wonder tint possessor tot' a good watch
II. clock is careful into whose bands lie
leaves it l'or repairs Iutlu it rttilS 10 110 HS

WOrit properly. 'Many a good watch is lett

III bait hands anti is spoiled by incompetent

or careless repairing.
Does your 111. eloek

need repairing? Is !hill. all
important MM.]° to you

Don't run tlie risk out' bay-
ing your tintepieue ruined.
Itring it to its.

"CARMEN"
",Carmen " Bracelet, with enameled
(Colored) Watch, Swiss Movement,

$18.00 net c,ash.Keystone Key.
In ordering Watch Bracelets, please state what color

enamel is desired.

Comes only in Filled, one-half chased.

BRACELETS.
Same Movement in 20 Years, Plain
Polished, Guaranteed, American Mann-
fitctured Case,

$20°—$2
net cash,

Keystone Key.

These Bracelets come in the " Carmen " Filled
Gold, half chased design only.

We also carry the largest line of

Challoner &
Mitchell,

VIctoria, B. C.

Always your money's worth.

each
them

have a value—or, at least, not one of

must be wasted.
To advertise well means to
succeed in attracting atten-

Advertising tion, and to this end a few

maxims might be con-

structed that would be generally useful and

true in writing advertisements.

The Purpose of

IN selecting a bridal gift

YOU will find nothing

more pleasing, nothing more

lasting than a piece of

our beautiful sterling silver-
ware. We handle all the

newest and best patterns

made by the leading silver-

smiths of America.

Loch man Eli-c•.s.

\tut■:. 

POPULARATICED GOLD RINGS
ill the United States. Over 3000 patterns to select from.

I lave you our latest Emblem Ring Catalogue? If not, we will s(lid
it on application.

zoir R„ferences must accompany orders.

L. W. RUBENSTEIN,
Teltphonc,

3450 Julio. 54 Maiden Lane, New York.

,r whose attention thousands are clamoring.

And having fixed that reader's passing

interest, he must convince hitn of both the

truth and the importance of what he has

It, say.
In addition to being interesting and con-

vincing, the good writer of advertisements

must be businesslike. There must be a sin-

cere, practical ring to what he says. If a

man is asked to spend money, he likes to

feel that he is dealing with a practical, com-

petent man.
Therefore, the really good advertise-

ment must be interesting, convincing, busi-

nesslike and practical.

In addition, the good writer of adver-

tisements possesses, of course, the quality of

terseness. He must learn to be brief, with-

out being dull and colorless.

A mere glance at a good
Diamond is ample as indi-
cating its quality. This can

be in truth applied to any

one of the stones which you

may chance to examine out
of our immense collection,

every solitary stone not fall-

ing one iota short of deserv-
ing the appellation — " a

gem." And equally em-

phatic will even those of

moderate cost prove.

H. B. KENT
7'oron1o, Canada

First would come, in our opinion, the

very old advice from a great writer, to "see

a thing clearly and describe it simply."

in depth the Atlantic Ocean. He gives his

tablets in gold boxes as wedding presents.

He distributes them at banquets. His whole

soul is in those tablets. Needless to say, he

succeeds.
Extensive advertising is based upon the

desire and intent to establish extensive and

permanent business relations with the public.

With such purposes in view, every

advertising statement should have for its

foundation truthfulness. Nothing will last

that is not based on truth. The advertiser

is short-sighted, a foolish investor and a

future failure if he begins an advertising cam-

paign based on falsehood and exaggeration.

This pronouncement by Mr. Brisbane

contains a wealth of advertising philosophy

condensed into a few sentences. Common

sense, enthusiasm, truth, energy and persis-

tency are the qualities that make for success

in advertising as in every other sphere of

human activity. Have confidence in yourself,

Mr. Jeweler, and see what you can do.
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SKILLED WATCHMAKERS
Were never in greater demand than to-day. When we say skilled we mean the class of
artisans turned out by our school, most of whom have good positions awaiting them and
frequently a choice of positions.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
Start in business somewhere, and besides doing all the watch work in your vicinity,

carry a stock from the sale of which you can make a profit at the same time. We graduate
Watchmakers, Engravers, Opticians, perfecting the pupil in all three, where the intention
is to go into business for himself.

MAKE MONEY.
There is always room at the top in this profession as in every other, and the one

who receives our diploma has no difficulty in getting there. Send for circular now and
look into the matter a little. It may he the turning point in your career.

On the very tip top is where you will find the

Waltham Horological School,
Waltham, Mass.

Efili..nrar Ift M 6:1 FE "Jur

CASES AND TRAYS

FOR JEWELRY

AND SILVERWARE

A handsome case or tray is a silent salesman, a certificate of char-
acter, an eloquent pleader for the article or articles it contains. Hand-
some cases give tone to the goods, impress purchasers favorably and
make sides more profitable. Do you fully appreciate their value to
ysati ? We are the leading manufacturers of Boxes, Cases, Trays,
Chests, for watches, jewelry and silverware. We have qualities and
grades to suit all jewelers. \Vrite or call.

L. WEIL, IFIC SONS,
Manufacturers of Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry and Silverware,

Send for Catalogue. 32 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Imoa

No. 705
Collar Button Box.

FINE
SI I XER— PI ,ATED

WARE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

L. A. Littlefield,
New Bedford, Mass.

Aisenstein
Woronock,

WHOLESALE JEWELERS, 

22 Eldridge Street,

New York City, N. K

Thc lines we carry in
stock:

Watches.
American' (4o

CIoi
l:
1
1
,
1111rd,

Swiss, Silver,
Ingersoll,

ielii Plated,
Ansonia.

0

Is o%. P. S. watch, $1.85, net.

Silverware.
1847 Rogers Flatwam,
Wm. "
Meriden Britannia Hollowware.

A full line of Sterling Novelties.

Jewelry. Movements.
Rings,
Brooches,
Scarf Pins,
I.ockets,
Chains,
Earrings,
Bracelets, t;o1.1
links, mot
Eyeglass Chains,
Stud Sets,
Emblem Pins,
Crosses,
Knives,
Cigar Cutters,
Baby Sets.

Trenton,
Waltham,
F.Igin,
New York Standard,
Omega,
Seth Thomas,
Swiss,
All Special Movements on hand.

Optical Goods.
Trial Cases,
It. B. Frames, f Ni• 1,•!,

" I Weil,
E. (1 Mountings,
Lenses.

Clock s.
Alarm,
Oil t,
Kitchen,
Porcelain, III 1111

Bronze, I, Tooke,:
Parlor, and
Cuckoo, styles.
Music and
Novelty,

We carry a full line
o f ‘Vatchmakers'
and Jewelers' Ma-
terials and Tools.
A full line of Find-
ings in plate, filled
and gold.
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The Minnesota State Retail Jewelers'
Association

The semi-annual meeting of the 11Iinnesota

State Retail Jewelers' Association was held at the

Commercial Club rooms, St. Paul, June 16th, and

was a success numerically as well as socially. The

majority of the members arrived on the 15th inst.

in time to join with the Minnesota State Optical

Association in its trolley ride to the beautiful shores

of White Bear Lake, which was much appreciated

by the 
The

 n 
was called to order promptly at

temmeleie
meeting 

i g .

to A. M. by President Reiner. • Secretary Herd-

liska read the minutes of the organization meeting

and incidentally reported an increase of too per

cent. in membership since then, an announcement

which was enthusiastically received. An address

of welcome was made on behalf of the Mayor of

St. Paul, who had been called out of the city, by

City Comptroller Louis Bet; who, in a witty

speech, gave the jewelers complete charge of the

city during their stay, with a proviso that they

would " keep time " and also " good hours."

The President's Address

President Reiner then delivered an address, in

the course of which he said :

Our field of work is, of course, very long and

very broad. There is an almost endless number

of subjects which are vital to the jewelry trade and
contributory to the success of a retail jeweler. It

is not sufficient, to my mind, for a retail jeweler to

he a good workman at the bench ; he must also be

a good business man, a good storekeeper, a man
well up to date in mind and dress, of a progressive
spirit, a good citizen and a gentleman in every

sense of the word.
In looking over our field for work to be done

we Iind many places where the skilled workman is
lacking ; in other places the necessary mercantile
qualifications are not present ; iii other places the
storekeeper is not at his post ; in others the value
of appearances is lost sight of ; in others the
habits of the jeweler are not above reproach, and

in still others, I am sorry to say, the gentlemanli-
ness of the proprietor is below the standard.

Therefore, if we endeavor to acquire these
qualifications, cultivate them in our association.

By so doing our organization will grow and pros-

per and each individual member will be benefited

and better enabled to meet competition, whether

it he fair or unfair. A jeweler of high character,
with some ability as a salesman, with a stock of
reliable goods, not necessarily large, but kept in
neat and clean shape and well displayed, does not
need to be afraid of competition ; he will most
always get his share of the trade. It certainly will
be our duty to use our influence as much as pos-
sible to stop unfair competition, such as that from
department stores and supply houses, but in many
cases those very concerns would never have built
up the trade they now have if the home jeweler
had kept his stock in better shape and attended
better to his business. By bringing ourselves and
our employees to a high standard of efficiency we
shall be in better shape to take up the battle against
all kinds of competition. By devoting considerable
attention at our meetings to the education of our

members in the various phases of business life I
believe success will crown our efforts and many Of
the so-called evils will disappear. Those that

remain we can discuss at our meetings, evolve the
best methods of attacking them and in course of
time we, may be able to reduce them to a minimum.

Of course, harmony must be the foundation of
our meetings as well as of our organization in gen-
eral, as without it we cannot expect to gain any
results. Great accomplishments are the result of
concerted, harmonious action.

We should practice harmony at home with our
fellow-competitors, as it is of the greatest import-
ance, not only to the success of each individual

jeweler, but also to the success of this association
and the jewelry trade in general. This can best be
brought about by inducing our competitors to join
our association and thus reach a mutual under-
standing and work along the same lines for the

improvement of the retail jewelry trade. Antago-
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nism among competitors at home is not only detri-
mental to the jewelry trade from a money point of
view by the cutting of prices, but it makes life and
business disagreeable. Then, again, the integrity
and high standard on which the jewelry business
is supposed to be based are lost in the public eye
and the jewelers become a mere lot of tradesmen
whose honesty is continually in doubt among thep 

Therefore, let us spare no effort to establish
friendly relations among all with whom ‘ve may
come in contact in the course of our business, and
life will be much brighter, better and more enjoy-
able, as the greatest troubles and grievances of the
jewelry business will have vanished and the prestige
of the trade will increase in the public mind.

Regular business was confined to discussion

of business matters and to listening to several com-

plaints regarding " unfair methods" pursued by

some jobbers, which were referred to the Grievance

Committee. An invitation from the Anchor Silver

Plate Co., St. Paul, to visit their factory in a body

was received and accepted and 4.30 P. M. set as

the time.
The Afternoon Session

During the afternoon session Emil Geist, of

St. Paul, read a paper on " Watch Repairing,"

which was handled by the author in a way that

convinced his hearers he was thoroughly compe-

tent to deal with the subject. It gave many of

those present a few little pointers on how to best

handle some of the little faults always confronting

the conscientious watch repairer. This xvas fol-

lowed by a paper by I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings,

on " The Jeweler as a Merchant and Storekeeper,"

which was probably one of the best papers ever

read before a jewelers' association. Mr. Rada-

baugh did not spare his brother jewelers in scoring

them for the %veakness a number of them show as

storekeepers. He told how illImmored some are

when, in the midst of a tough job of repairing, a

customer calls and how untidy some keep their

stocks and themselves. He said 75 per cent. of

our customers are ladies, and there is nothing in

the world a lady sees quicker than dirt.. Clean

linen and clean clothes are the first absolute neces-

sity of a storekeeper, the next is a clean store

room and clean goods on clean cards. He claimed

that the jeweler had the advantage of every other

trade in selling goods, as his goods appealed to the

eye. " The way to a man's heart," he said, " is

through the stomach (the sense of taste), but the

way to a man or woman's pocketbook is through

the eye (the sense of seeing), and you have got to

display your goods to catch the eye and keep ever-

lastingly changing the display."

Advertising was another subject he touched

on. He said : " I ant a great believer in it, and I

have proven to my satisfaction there is more

money in it than anything else, but you have got

to keep at it and do all kinds to catch all classes.

But don't advertise anything you can't back up."

This paper was listened to with the greatest

attention and a vote of thanks tendered Mr. Rada-

baugh. After discussion the meeting adjourned

to visit the several jobbers reported as fair to the

association.
Notes of the Meeting

The next meeting will be held in Minneapolis

the first Wednesday in February, 1905, on invita-

tion of several members present from that city.

The good-fellowship displayed by the members

present, even where from the same city, augurs

well for the future of the association.
They do say that the Wonders of the Katzen-

jammer Laughing Gallery at White Bear Lake

interested President Reiner and Brother Bryant, of

Belle Plain, immensely. They were bound to see
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it all, and we think they did, and no one enjoyed

the laugh more than they.
All agreed that the social part was a good

thing to keep up, and that every meeting should

be provided with just enough to add spice to the

buisness attractions.
An increase of another too per cent. in mem-

bers is expected in the next six months. Every

one present at the morning session not a member
asked for an application blank, saying, " This is

just what we need." Secretary Herdliska says he

still has plenty on hand and wants every jeweler in

the State to write him for one.

The Hostility to New Ideas
The way of the inventor, like that of the trans-

gressor, is usually hard. For about thirty years I

tried to climb, with my submarine, the stone wall

of so-called conservatism in the United States

navy. Much of my energy during this period was

devoted to attempts to convince influential naval

officers that there might be something in the sub-

marine. The idea for a boat of this type came to

me just after the battle between the Monitor and

Illerrimac, and I began to put it in the form of

plans and models when I came to this country

from Ireland in the early seventies. Over a quarter

of a century passed before the submarine received

recognition from the government. From the be-

ginning I constantly submitted models to the navy

departnient. Admiral after admiral threw cold

water on the project. Most of those who conde-

scended to give it any consideration at all urged
objections that had little basis in reason, and

showed a very cursory examination of the matter.

One admiral returned my plans with a brief word

to the effect that once under water, the boat would

be very apt to stay there, and would probably be

more dangerous to her own men than to an enemy.

Another, apparently ignorant of the fact that it is

just as easy to steer by compass under water as on

a foggy night, said that beneath the surface the

boat would be like a blind horse in a strange barn-

yard. The verdict in naval circles was nearly

unanimous that my scheme was visionary and that

I was a crank.
I succeeded filially in interesting private capi-

talists, and in 1881 my first submarine xvas launched.

In derision, the newspapers named it the Fenian

Ram. But now the government owns eight sub-

marines, and there is a widespread opinion that

when put to the test they will revolutionize the

methods of harbor and coast defense. The long

campaign of education that was necessary to gain

this recognition for the submarine was greatly

helped by the development of submarine boats in

France and the interest taken in them in England,

but it was a slow process, and a more difficult one

than the evolving of the submarine itself. The rank

and file of men look backward rather than forward.

I know from my own experience that the

scientists, as well as the naval officers, are much

given to turning a deaf ear to new ideas or theories.

No class of men are more ruled by dogma than

these same scientists. The great majority of them,

even the alleged leaders, who teach science in our

universities, do not think except along the safe

and well-paved highways. They amble along the

big roads with plenty of show and self-assurance,

and draw back from the travel-worn wayfarer who

has just returned from a journey into unsettled

territory. I am free to confess that it does me

good to see the old theories, rocks of the scientific

faith, shaken up and blown up by new discoveries.
—John P Holland, in " Success."
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'Mc\ do best, because most
IJmv look best:
They pay Iwst,

do 1wL,t.
) look Iwq.
( pay

carefully made and in:myety(1.
SO everyone says who sees them.
because competition on them is more restricte(1.

des, in each of 2 sizes:

e.

e.

No. 172, Hunting, $18.00 „According to Keystone Key).
Nickel, 15 jewels (4 pairs in settings) ; quick train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ; cut expan-
.i,ni balance ; Breguet hairspring- ; sunk second dial ; damaskeened plates ; gilded center wheel.

Decorated dials, 50 cents extra.

No. 174, Hun..ng, $14.40 (According to Keystone Key).
Nickel, ti jewels (top plate jeweled in settings) ; quick train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ;
cut expansion balance ; Breguet hairspring ; sunk second ; I; iii plates ; gilded center wheel. -

Decorated dials, 50 cents extra.

No. 176, Hunting, $11 .70 (According to Keystone Key).

Nickel, 7 jewels ; quick train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ; cut expansion balance ; Bre-
guet hairspring ; sunk second dial ; damaskeened plates ; gilded center wheel.

Decorated dials, 50 cents extra.

No. 105, Hunting, $15.30 (According to Keystone Key).
Nickel, 15 jew.k (4 pairs in settings); quick train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ; cut expansion
I I i ace ; Breg no. hairspring ; patent regulator ; double stink dial ; damaskeened plates; gilded center wheel.

No. 108, Hunting, $11.70 (According to Keystone Key).
•

Nickel, I I jewels (top plate jeweled in settings) ; quick train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ;
cut expansion balance ; Breguet hairspring ; patent regulator ; sunk second dial ; damaskeened plates ;
gilded center wheel.

No. no, Hunting, $9.00 .\,,,,rding to Keystone Key).
LA, 7 jewels ; quick train ; straight line escapement ; exposed pallets ; cut expansion balance ; Bre-

guet hairspring ; sunk second dial ; damaskeened plates ; gilded center xvlieel.

United States IVIovements are ham I ly(1 1)v
jekvelcrs who want to give the best to Illy eListomer
they make most fi)r themselves.

United States Watch Co.,
OF WALTHAM, MASS.

those
while
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Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile,

of general interest to the trade. As this page is for

the use of individual readers, we do not hold
ourselves responsible for the views expressed.—
Editor The Keystone.

Repairing Prongs in Diamond Setting

ED. KEYSTONE—I have often seen the q
ues-

tion asked and answered in THE KEYSTONE 
as to

the best and easiest way to repair the clam
ps on a

diamond or other stone setting when broken 
off or

worn too short to hold the stone. Of course, dif-

ferent jobs require different remedies, and 
each

one thinks his way the best. Some of your 
readers

may have made use of the plan I am going to 
give,

or something similar, but I never knew of its 
being

used by any one until I happened to think 
of this

little device.
Sometime since I had to do a job on a fine

diamond ring, where all the claws were worn o
ff

and the owner wanted the setting raised higher.

I found after I had my job fastened togethei
 with

the screw and nut described here it held the p
ieces

together for soldering as if in a vice ; with no

chance to slip, and by loosening the nut a littl
e, the

pieces could be manipulated just as I wanted them
.

Take a piece of iron or steel wire—a piece o
f

an old clock pendulum wire will answe
r—about

one inch long. Bend a loop on the end like Fig. r

and then thread it with your screwplate. Make

(nit of a stiff piece of sheet brass a round wash
er

a little larger than the top of the setting, with
 a

hole drilled through the center large enough 
for

the screw, Fig. r, to pass through (see Fig. 3) an
d

a tap, Fig. 2, threaded to fit on Fig. r. Cut or

file off the tops of the claws even, and measure th
e

outside diameter of them at the top. Now ta
ke an

old piece of gold spectacle temple, or any strip o
f

gold so it is wide enough to make the repairs an
d

of the right color, and bend it into a circle of su
ch

a size that its edge will just fit on top of the cla
ws

of the setting. The ends need not be soldered

together ; the joint can meet between two of t
he

claws. By inspecting Fig. 8 you will see what is

meant. Run the screw, Fig. r, up through th
e

ring and setting. Place the little gold circular

band on top of the claws at Fig. 7 ; then put on

the washer, Fig. 3, and screw on the top, Fig. 2
.

The loop, Fig. 9, at the end of the screw keep
s it

from pulling out. Screw it tip tight and it can't

slip. Place a little borax and solder where each

Claw meets the gold band, Use 11 large, sc
attering,

flame and heat it all at once, and you will have 
is

nice, firm job.

Take off the nut, washer and screw. Saw out

between the claws. File and dress up ; remill the

claws as shown in Fig. 7 and you will have a clean,

workmanlike job. If done right no one can pos-

sibly tell that the setting has ever been pieced ou
t.

You will find this plan lots less trouble, and far

safer, than using pins, binding wire or anything of

that sort.
Trusting this may prove of use to some poor

sinner, I remain,
Yours truly,

Cartersville, (ia. I). C. BECKHAM,

Jewelry Auction Sales

EDITOR KEYSTONE :-111 THE KEYSTONE for

March, 1904, you had an editorial on "Jewelry

Auction Sales," in which you said "an auction sale

well conducted is an admirable institution," and

again, "A legitimate auction sale honestly engi-

neered and well conducted by a reputable and

competent auctioneer is a boon to individual

jewelers." We believe that to be your hones
t

opinion, and we furthermore believe you would

not advocate any line of business policy un
less

you thought it to be for the present and ulti
mate

benefit of the jewelry trade. But your opinion is

probably not founded on any actual experienc
e

with jewelry auctions, but from insufficient or
 mis-

leading information. The excuse for this l
etter

lies in the fact, that in the last twenty year
s we

have had three auctions. Auctions in our line

would be exceedingly rare if jewelers bought
 for

cash or on as short time as prevails in other 
lines

of trade. Because credit is so easy and so long

the average jeweler buys in excess of his n
eeds, or

of his ability to pay on time, providing somet
hing

happens to interfere with the usual course of t
rade.

It has been said that the general condition of

trade in civilized countries is indicated by th
e de-

mand for iron. We in the jewelry trade know
 that

every failure of crops, every lockout, every 
strike,

any apprehension of trouble is immediat
ely re-

flected in our business. Should any one of these

happen in any locality, then immediately
 all the

trade receives letters from jewelry auctione
ers, the

subject matter of which is too familiar to 
need in-

troduction here. If the dealer has bought largely

in anticipation of his usual trade, he is 
apt to find

himself overstocked and in need of funds to

meet maturing obligations. The propo
sition the

auctioneer makes seems feasible, and i
n it he

thinks he sees a way out of his difficult
ies. If his

stock averages $50,000, he is assured 
that a sale

lasting five or six weeks will produce
 $25,000 to

$3o,000. But he is told it will be necessary
 to have

a much larger line of certain goods, and
 is advised

to buy goods that seem much better tha
n they are.

If the sale reaches $23,000, he will find 
that he has

bought new goods for the sale amount
ing to not

less than zo per cent. of that amount. 
When the

sale is over, his stock seems so badly 
broken that

he must buy nearly as much more to 
give it a pre-

sentable appearance. He then has a 
commission

of to per cent. to pay the auctioneer on
 his sale.

During Such a sale there is no revenue 
from

the work benches, as all employees ar
e otherwise

busy. During the five or six weeks he has s
old

from 400 to 500 watches, for which he h
as received

simply cost and the auctioneer's co
mmission. If

he has used his own judgment and 
bought only

such watches for the sale as he would 
buy for his

regular stock, he will still have the average
 number

coming back for free treatment. But if h
e has been

induced to buy a lot of doctored-up second-
hand
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watches and worthless plated cases, with the

cheapest imitation American movements, then

his troubles will never end. If he continues in

business he has a warrant on each and every one

of the watches, which he must maintain, though

they have not been a source profit to him. Let

there be four auctions in as many successive years

in any town of 50,000 or less, and the retail watch

trade is spoiled for those years and for several

more to come ; and the same may be said of plated

flatware, or any other line which the auctioneer

has been pleased to push.

Before a dealer has ever had a sale, he has an

idea that he can look through his stock and select

such things as he would like to have sold, and the

auctioneer will have no trouble in getting cost and

commission. But that is a delusion. It is also a

mistake to think that an auction is ever justified

for the sake of selling the "old stock " a dealer

has accumulated. It cuts a very small figure in

the average stock, and the proceeds from that

alone would always be disappointing. If a stock

is to be sold to a finish, then the dealer must make

UI) his mind to see lots of fine gold 
goods go for

very much less than cost, and the average main-

tained by selling worthless goods bought for the

purpose, far beyond their value.

The success of an auction, that is, the amount

realized, depends as much on the reputation of the

house making the sale as upon the ability of the

auctioneer. In our business, above all others, the

public should be able to rely implicitly on any

statement made, and while that condition very

largely holds, still auctioneers are tolerated who so

willfully exaggerate that customers often buy

silver-plated ware believing it to be solid silver, or

gold-plated goods, thinking them to be solid gold.

After the sale explanations are in order, and happy

is the jeweler who never has a call to make such.

The compensation of an auctioneer is beyond

all reason and out of all proportion to the benefit

rendered, or to his ability to earn it in any other

occupation. He should have a daily or weekly

salary, and be compelled to follow more closely

the wishes or orders of the dealer.
Yours truly,

Butte, Montana. HIGHT & FAIRFIELD CO.

Staff Turning

ED. KEYSTONE :-111 your Workshop Notes"

for May, in answer to " Pivoting," I see you advise

him in putting in a new staff to put the old staff in wire

chuck by hairspring shoulder and turn away the hub.

Now isn't that impracticable? One reason against

it is that it isn't very often possible to get a graver

that is hard enough to turn away the hub of a

staff. It wouldn't be safe to heat the staff so as to

soften it, as it would heat the balance, too. Another

reason urged against it is that it is a big, long job

for so small a result.

A better way, if you have a graver that will

turn a staff, is to put the old staff in wire chuck by

roller shoulder and turn away the part of the staff

that is riveted on balance.
Yours truly,

Watonga, Okla. Ter, W. A. BUNDY.

[A properly tempered graver will turn the hub

of any American-made staff. In turning the hub

away there is very little, if any, danger of the

graver touching the balance wheel ; for by under-

cutting while turning, you will come to a point

where a little ring will come off, when the wheel

can be removed with ease ; whereas, in turning

away the part that is riveted, if the workmen is not

careful and experienced he is apt to take a turn or

two from the arm of the wheel at the hole,—Eu]
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OUR GOLD FILLED CHAINS are only made in the highest grades, and our gold goods will assayas reprey•mte( I.

OUR DESIGNS ;Ire entirely original and up to date, and we do not copy from anybody.
FINISH is the best that can be produced.
Our lines comprise—GOLD FILLED Gents' and Ladies Chains of all descriptions.
to Karat GOLD CHAINS of all descriptions, and SCARF PINS, BROOCHES and LOCKETS.

NO. 633.

Full line of BEAD NECK CHAINS and CHAIN BRACELETSin Gold Filled and to Karat gold.
Also the famous adjustable MARGUERITE BRACELET(Patented June i 8, t9o1) in a large variety of styles, made in (;uldFilled, Sterling Silver and to Karat Gold. Plain, chased, with signet,locket tops or jewels. Display cards and illustrations sent free onapplication.

New York Office, 11 Maiden lane.Salesrooms Chicago Office, 131 Wabash Ave.I
San Francisco Office, 115 Kearny St.

PRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION.

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
5 Show Cases and Tables, each
8 feet long;

2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

eir is4C.
Dayton, Rees, Eastman Sts. & Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
im mediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.
Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE.
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,outside ; three drawers in center, cup-boards either side with horizontal slidingpaneled doors. Upper part 54 incheshigh, 18 inches deep, inside. One w-
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves nobrackets. Shelves and interior lined withdark green felt. Two doors sliding upancl balanced by weights. •

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, hotizontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.
66 inches high to top of rail, 7/ inches
high over all, paneled below, glass above.

J. C. Luden and Lee Weber have just started out
on their first fall trip for W. Green & Co., the New
York material house. The former will cover the
Southern States, while Mr. Weber will look after
the Eastern and Middle States.

The traveling staff of the Keller Jewelry Mfg.
Co., 64 Nassau Street, New York, are now visiting
the trade in the territories named : John F. Gar-
land—Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsion, Iowa
and Minnesota ; J. H. Thompson—New York,
Pennsylvania, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut ;
Sam. A. Schreiber—Virginia, \Vest Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississipi, Louisiana, Texas and Arkansas ;
Henry M. Abrams—Pacific Coast States ; G. L.
Abrams—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis-
consin, Minnesota and Iowa ; Steve Smith—Ne-
braska, Kansas and Missouri ; H. Carter—Greater
New York and Suburbs.

H. E. Cobb, Western man for Daggett &
Clap, spent the month of June on an extended
Western trip, taking in the Pacific Coast.

Harry Bliss, of the 13Iiss Bros. Company, spent
the early part of June in the Chicago market, look-
ing after the interests of his firm.

Frank Newcomb, who covers the Northwest
f, a- M. S. Fleishman Company, spent the larger
part of June at headquarters in Chicago.

Louis Bruns, of the Juergens & Andersen
Company, enjoyed a two-weeks' fishing excursion
UI) in the Eagle River country in Northern Wiscon-
sin last snonth.

Julian G. Schwab, of the traveling force of
A. G. Schwab & Bro., Cincinnati, enjoyed two
weeks in June visiting in New York • and other
Eastern cities.

C. A. Whiting, of Whiting & Davis, manufac-
turers, was seen in the Chicago market in June and
said that he had quite recovered from the severe
illness which had kept him out of the market a
greater part of the spring season.

Steve Bridges, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
Chicago, will enjoy his stmuner outing along with
his family, up among the lakes of Northern Michi-
gan, ill the neighborhood of Traverse City.

Frank E. Chase, the well-known traveler for
Morgan & Hawley, Dallas, Texas, was seen in
Chicago last month, where he was spending a part
of his vacation. Mr. Chase reports Texas as fairly
prosperous this spring, with excellent crop pros-
pects, which, if they mature all right, means a fine
fall business.

Ed. Gallagher, Indiana and Illinois traveler
for Despres, Bridges & Noel, will spend his vaca-
tion at his home in Fort Wayne, Ind.

Harry Greenbladt, who covers the far West
for the M. S. Fleishman Company, expects to
spend his vacation at his home in Omaha, Nebr.

Ed. Weinberg, who travels in Illinois and
Wisconsin territory for the M. S. Fleishman Corn-
pany, Chicago, is spending his vacation at head-
quarters.

James Baker, traveler for A. G. Schwab &
Bro., Cincinnati, paid the World's Fair at St.
Louis a short visit last month.

Charles B. Dyer, Western traveler for the
Baldwin-Miller Company, Indianapolis, finished
his season's business on the road the last of May
and will not start out on his fall trip until some
time during the present month.

F. L. Jaccard, Texas man for the Bauman-
Massa Company, St. Louis, and W. F. Wilms,
Western traveler for the same house, were at head-
quarters the latter half of June, getting ready for
their fall campaign and looking over the World's
Fair. They were greatly delighted with the
" Ivory City " at Forest Park, and say that no
traveler can afford to miss the great exposition,
which they vote a world beater.

Ed. Villemoare, of the traveling force of the
C. B. Norton Jewelry Company, Kansas City,
spent ten days doing the World's Fair last month,
in company with his wife and daughter. Mr. Vil-
lemoare expresses himself as mighty well pleased
with the big show, and says that he wants the fra-
ternity to know that they cannot afford to miss the
great fair, and that there can be no doubt that they
will be well taken care of, at reasonable rates,
during their stay in St. Louis.

Max Noel, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
Chicago, tells us that he will spend his vacation on
the North Side in Chicago this season, instead of
at his usual haunts on the South Side.

Ed. B. Hoffman, of the traveling force of
H. F. Hahn & Co., Chicago, and family, will
spend their summer vacation at Benton Harbor,
Mich., at the Eastman Mineral Springs.

George A. Brown, who for many years repre-
sented A. I. Hall & Son, of San Francisco, on the
road, is now making an extensive pleasure trip
through the East, and while in Philadelphia visited
The Keystone Watch .Case Company's big plant.

Where do You Go from Here?"

x%'here do you go from here?
How tired I am of that phrase!

Out of each year it greets my ear
Three hundred and sixty-five days.

As I leave my home after a rest
The conductor at the train

Takes a grip on my mileage slip
And fires it at me again.

The hotel man gets sociable,
As I pay for his high-priced cheer,

He drops my bill in his yawning till,
With a " \Vhere do you go from here ?"

The barber stands with a tip in hand,
And as I disappear
" Come in again I" he yells, and then
" Where do you go from here?"

The friends I meet upon the street
Keep dinging it in my ear ;

The only song, the whole day long,
Is, " Where do you go from here ?"

At last I dreamed, and to me it seemed
That may time had come to die,

And with the angels bright I took my flight
To the pearly gates on high.

St. Peter stood in thoughtful mood,
At the foot of the golden stair,

But raised his eyes, as I drew nigh,
And asked with thoughtful air,
" Your papers, please—what ails your knees ?"

Then grinning- from ear to ear,
"Oh ! you're one of those traveling men—
" Where do you go from here ?"

—J. W. Welkin:.
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Hotel Proprietor May Keep Drummers
Samples

Judge Luciei F. Burpee, of Waterbury, Conn.,
filed his decision in the city court of Waterbury
in the case of the Royal Novelty Company vs.
Mulcahy, giving judgment for the defendant to
recover replevined goods and awarding damages
of $1 and costs. The case involves the interesting
point of law as to whether or not a hotelkeeper
can seize a drummer's samples, the property of the
company he represents. Proprietor Mulcahy, of
the Broadway Hotel, of Waterbury, took this course
in the case of a representative of the Royal Novelty
Company that was stopping at his house. A tran-
sient of this kind, according to the law, is a guest
and not a boarder, and the common law provides
that goods of a guest can be seized. When Mr.
Mulcahy took the drummer's samples the company
recovered them in a suit of replevin. By Judge
Burpee's decision, the goods are the property of
the hotel proprietor, and he also gets damages of
$1 and costs.

A Cure for Carelessness
When you have learned never to lose anything,

and never to forget anything, you have acquired
that which will not only add to your comfort and
that of those around you, but will be of inestimable
value to you in all the years to come.

The story of how one successful business man
learned this lesson when he was eighteen, is told
in the Country Gentleman.

An old lawyer sent the young man with an
important paper, giving him definite instruction
what to do with it.
" But," inquired the young man, " suppose

that ?,,atI should happen to lose it, what shall I dotin 

" You nmst not lose it," said the lawyer,
frowning.

"I don't mean to," said the young man, " but
if I should happen to?"
" But I say you must not happen to. I shall

make no provision for such an occurrence. You
must not lose it."

This put a new train of thought into the young
man's mind, and he found that if he was deter-
mined to do a thing lie could do it. He made
such a provision against every contingency that he
never lost anything.

He found this equally true about forgetting.
If a certain matter of importance was to be re-
membered, he pinned it down on his mind, fast-
ened it there and made it stay. He used to declare :
" When a man tells me that he forgot to do

something, I tell him he might as well have
said, ' I did not care enough about your business
to take the trouble to think of it again.'
" I once had an intelligent young man in my

employ who deemed it sufficient excuse for having
neglected an important task to say, ' I forgot.' I
told him that would not answt r ; if he was suffi-
ciently interested he would be careful to remember.
It was because he did not care enough that he for-
got. I drilled hitn with this truth.
" He worked for me three years, and during

the last year of the three he was utterly changed
in this respect. He did not forget a thing. His
forgetting, he found, had been a lazy and careless
habit of mind, and he cured it."

"The Riystone just stilts me and is a source of
great cony'orl."—G. B. Tilghman, jeweler, Cape
Charles, t'irginia.



A Handsome Polished Oak Display Stand FREE
Question.

what is the bcst way to sell
Silver Cream?
We have asked this of a

score of dealers who have made
a remarkable success selling
Silver Cream.

Answer.
Display the polish.
Recommend it to your cus-

tomers.
Get them to try it.
After that it sells itself.
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Our new Jars are fitted with
a patent cap. They will not
leak. The jar is tdr-tIght,
SI) the contents will keep
fresh for an indefinite time.
The cap can he removed in-
stitotly. It won't stick—a
eh ild can take it off. The
Once points do away with
all the objectionable fem
Lures of a screw cap.

Special Offer----With an order for one gross half-pint or 25c. size Silver Cream,
price $1 8.c.x), or its equivalent ill other sizes, we will give absolutely free this beautiful display stand.
This is the best advertising proposition ever offered by the manufacturers of Silver Cream.
This stand will more than double your sales of Silver Cream.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case ri•lat lug to their laishiess, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 'IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelfI 2 inches wide, lower shelf i6 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, I foot, 4 inches deep
Doors slide tip, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship In tho knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $7o.00.

0 • FACTORY---56-66 Frank St., and 424-428 Maxwell St
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The American Retail Jewelers' Association

will meet on July 26th in Detroit, Mich. In the

Detroit news letter, on page 1085 of this issue, the

date is erroneously given as July 17th.

The partnership hitherto existing in the firm of

Van Cleave & McGann, Russellville, Incl., has been

dissolved. Mr. McGann has purchased Mr. Van

Cleave's interest and will continue the business

al

orantAet the annual meeting of the South Bend

d.i 

Company, South Bend, Ind., held on June

3d, the following were elected directors for the

ensuing year : Clement Studebaker, S. D. Rider,

E. A. Bazzett, C. T. Lindsey, J. A. Roper, F. H.

Badet, F. G. Eberhardt, Jr., I. A. Sibley, Frede-

rick S. Fish, C. Fassnacht, H. D. Johnson.

P. J. Handel, president and treasurer of the

I [andel Co., Meriden, Conn., is mourning the loss

of his wife, who died last month. The deceased

was only thirty-seven years old. Her death was

due to internal injuries resulting frotri an accident

she met with several years ago. The funeral was

held on June 22d, and the long, mo-urnful cortege

attested the high esteem in which she was held.

The Gustave Fox Company,of Cincinnati3Ohio,

have just sent out to the trade their new emblem

catalogue. The new book is fully illustrated and

well printed. It contains seventy-five pages and

illustrates and describes the firm's extensive and

complete line of emblem goods. Any regular

jeweler who has not already received this catalogue

can have a copy free of charge upon request to the

above firm.

By a typographical oversight the address of

Codding & Heilborn Co., the well-known jewelry

and novelty manufacturers, was given in their adver-

tisement in our last issue as Attleboro, Mass.,

instead of North Attleboro, Mass., the latter being

the correct address, as our readers know. This

firm has shown its confidence in a fall revival by

placing on the market an unusually large product

of quick-selling novelties.

The Quarter Century Club is an organization

composed of those employees of the Brown &

Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, who have 'been in

the service of the company for a period of twenty-

live years. The membership of this club numbers
forty-four, and at its ninth annual meeting, which

was held on Thursday, June 9th, the following

officers were elected : President, Charles A. Wright;

secretary, William E. Ripley; treasurer, John T.

Cranshaw.

D. F. Leary, the jeweler, of Springfield, Mass.,
is advocating the erection of an appropriate monu-

ment to the memory of the late Aaron L. Denison,

father of the American watch industry. Mr. Leary

one of the few persons still living who began

work in the early years of the watch business at

Waltham, Mass., and who knew Mr. Denison well.

le cherishes a profound respect for his memory

as a man and a high type of the industrialist, and

he would like to learn the sentiments of other

members of the trade regarding a project to com-
memorate his services to the country in both

respects. Incidentally, Mr. Leary suggests that if

two-thirds, or even one-half of those engaged in

the manufacturing, wholesale or retail jewelry

trade in this country contributed one dollar each,

the amount in the aggregate would be sufficient to

erect a beautiful statue to Mr. Denison's memory.

KEYSTON

I. Aronson, of Portland, Ore., was recenbly the

defendant in a damage suit brought by 0. H.

Reiger. Complainant claimed that by certain
alleged representations made by Jeweler Aronson

regarding his stock, a portion of which was for-
merly owned by Reiger, the latter's reputation was

injured to the extent of $to,000. Jeweler Aronson
states that complainant had no just claim against
him, and the court seems to have taken the same
view, for the case was dismissed.

The Elgin National Watch Co. has issued its

1904 Material Catalogue, a large and carefully-
compiled publication. It is neatly printed and full

of useful information. The contents are intelli-

gently classified under separate headings, thus

giving the compilation a special value as a source
of reference, and, in addition, the catalogue con-

tains the serial numbers of all movements of the
company's manufacture, making it easy to select
necessary material to repair Elgin watches.

C. L. Norsworthy, 341 Main Street, Dallas,

Texas, has issued an illustrated catalogue and

price-list of watchmakers' and jewelers' supplies.

This catalogue contains over sixty pages and is

printed on white paper in black ink. The goods

are very fully and intelligently described and are

numbered and priced with great clearness and

accuracy. In the concluding pages some technical

matters of interest to the watchmaker are ex-

plained and there is an order blank for the con-

venience of the prospective buyer.

A newspaper of Lowell, Mass., recently pub-

lished a report to the effect that a body found in

the river at Haverhill was that of " Frank C.

Ricard, the missing Lowell jeweler." The friends

of Jeweler Ricard, however, will rejoice to know

that this is a gigantic blunder. The body recovered,

he states, is.that of a Fred. Ricard, with Whom he

has no connection whatever. The false report

originated, possibly, through the absence of Jeweler

Ricard from Lowell, on business, and the simulta-

neous finding of the other Ricard's body.

The jewelry store of H. A. Bromberg, Battle

Creek, Mich., was recently the subject of a very

eulogistic notice in the columns of the Sunday

Record, of that place. The window displays are

an especially attractive feature of this handsome

store. The optical department is in the front of

the store and a beautiful stock of cut glass, solid

silver and other goods is well displayed in fine wall

cases. The watch repairing department is in the

rear of the store, and is illuminated by a fine north

light, and the jewelry and clock repairing depart-

ment is in the basement. Besides being himself

an enterprising business man, Jeweler Bromberg

takes a lively iaterest in the general development

of Battle Creek.

The Filipino Commission, who are now visiting

in this country, were given quite an ovation at

Bridgeport, Conn., on June 18th. Among other

points of interest, they were taken through the

Holmes & Edwards factory of the International

Silver Co., shown and explained how sterling

silver inlaid goods were made and presented with

souvenir coffee spoons, some of which were in

process of production before their eyes. One

member of the commission, when told of the large

output of the factory, exclaimed, "This explains

why we have received so many banquets since we

reached America." They were much pleased with

the souvenir presented to them, and expressed

themselves as much gratified and instructed by

their visit.
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The convocation exercises of the Bradley

Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., were held June

loth-18th. On the opening day the buildings,

with classes in session, were open to the public,

and each subsequent day until the close was given
over to suitable formalities. The convocation

address %vas delivered by President Richard H.

Jesse, of Michigan University, his subject being

" The Leadership of the General Government in
Public Education." The exercises were closed on

the itith by the alumni meeting and the alumni
banquet.

S. Prager, the enterprising jeweler, of Terre

Haute, Ind., recently executed a very attractive

window design that was particularly appropriate

for the June wedding season. In the background

of this display were three Gothic arches entwined

with flowers. From the center one of these an

imitation bell was suspended, over which was the

wax bust of a suitably-attired bride. In each of

the other arches there was a gracefully-poised piece

of statuary and in the center foreground there was

a display of rings. Cut glass articles and tableware

were also exhibited to good adwIntage.

Lynn Smith, formerly of Anderson, Ind., but

who has been located at Rampart, Alaska, for the

past six years, recently spent a day with Thoma

Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Smith showed several

nuggets which he picked up on one of his claims
in the far north country and another which he pur-

chased. This latter was exceptionally large,

weighing over eleven and a half ounces, and it

assayed $19.60 per ounce, which is practically pure

gold. Mr. Smith's trip to the Queen City cost

him over Poo, as he left while navigation was

closed and, in consequence, had to use dogs and

sleigh for over Soo miles of the journey. Thoma

Bros. sold him a complete outfit of tools and

material, he having sold the outfit which he pur-

chased from them six years ago to a jeweler in

Fairbanks, Alaska. His scale of repair prices will,

no doubt, interest his brother dealers in less remote

regions ; they are : Four dollars for a mainspring ;

five dollars for cleaning, and eight dollars for a

balance staff. He owns four or five claims which

he considers very valuable, and expects to return

in a few years well fixed financially.

Oil the Joints of Your Umbrella

A former peddler, now a rich insurance man,

stood in a sheltered corner during a big storm and
watched the umbrellas go to pieces as the wind
hit them full force. " Probably all those umbrellas

are wrecks because of the lack of a little oil," he

said. "That's a trick I learned as a peddler.

An umbrella is primarily a thing of joints, and to

keep it in good condition the joints should be

oiled. I found that nearly all umbrellas break in

the joints first, and why shouldn't they? The

joints are never oiled, and yet are expected to

respond easily to sudden opening. To get the

best use out of an umbrella the joints should be

oiled first with coal oil or kerosene, to clean off

the rust, and then with a lubricating oil to make

them work easily. Thus treated, an umbrella's

framework will last indefinitely.

"The Keystone is a mine of useful iujorma-
lion, cannot see how I could .cet along without if,
cannot see how any workman can .c.el al(wir Toi/h-
oul The /ti's/one. I am parliothil/v inleiTs/ed
in Workshop Notes."—II. J. Rifler, jeweler,
Seymour, Texas.



Twentieth Century
Hall Clocks

are sold
from Coast to Coast,

from Maine to
Mexico.

They can be distinguished

from all others by

Merit of Design,
Artistic Execution,
Quality of Finish.

Special High=Grade

SHOW CASES and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small Rosewood moulding Stee1=Lined Case.
We challenge the world to produce a better case.

Write for price on what you need „
THE BEST OF EVERYTHINO."and ask for illustrated circular.

We now have our new line
ready to offer the trade.
Illustrations and prices upon
request.

" ft all depends on the teacher " ts espeehilly
t Apphed tO teehnieal teaching. The unique

I 110 W world-famed treatise

3907-19 Powelton Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A cordial invitation is extended to the trade, when visitiu,L;
the St. Louis Exposition, to make their headquarters at our
display, Block 37, Varied Industries Building.

The Art of Engraving
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Gem Workers of the Far East

Women Are the Lapidaries of the Philippines—

They Bring Their Own Gold From the

Mines and Beat Out Their Designs

With Hammer and Anvil

1.11;1111'1

NE who has visited Spain and

Morocco must have remarked the

superiority of the Spanish artificer,

who has taught all of the excellencies of his

craft to the natives of his colonies. In the

case of the Philippines, says the Craftsman,

the pupils have improved upon the teacher,

and their art has become famous throughout

the Far East.

Ingenious

Strange to say, the lapidaries

and gem-setters of Manila

Lady Lapidaries are the females of the popu-

lation, their skill and inge-

nuity, taste and workmanship far surpassing

the ability of the male natives.

The shops are small, often mere dens,

with a gloomy anterior, the latter seeming a

singular setting for the beautiful work whose

rich gleams pierce the dusk.

But rents even now are high, and it is

hard for the proprietor to forget that the

Spanish system of taxation rendered it

imprudent for a storekeeper to display a rich

stock.
The customer enters, is disappointed at

the meagre assortment shown, and goes away

irritated that he has been persuaded to leave

his name and address. Later ill the day, or

the next morning, he is invited, nay, urged,

to repeat his visit. If he refuses he is inveigled

there, in one way or another ; should he still

prove obdurate, the persistent, gentle little

brown woman calls upon him or waits patiently

upon the steps of his hotel with her wares in

a locked box under her rebosa.
Such sparkle of color and

glitter of treasure ! Outside

Exquisite Wares the broiling sunshine flames

in the streets, and under the

foggy blue sky that is always associated with

antiquity and the extreme Orient, all Manila

quivers in the languor of the tropics. But

the tiny shop is cool and damp, and before

the wonders there exhibited one forgets the

thermometer.
Necklaces of delicate pink coral ; coral

balls for the decoration of grandees' caps,

statuettes of coral with the body and limbs

formed of the stem and branches of the

growth ; rosaries with beads like drops of

blood ; pendants of pure white pearls ; chains

of pearls, lustrous and pear shaped ; drop-

shaped ear jewels, which the seller assures

one are the offspring of tears and suffering ;

great yellow pearls, the favorite purchase of

the Chinese merchant, and costly strings of

pink pearls of peculiar iridescence.

is due as much to the author's long experience In
teaching pupils as to his wonderful skill es an en-
graver. It was this Intimate knowledge of pupils
and teaching that enabled him to build up this in-
genious short out to a complete mastery of the art.
The methods, illustrations, instruction In what to
do and what to avoid—all are original, and are as
instructive to fully-fledged engravers as to mere

It is hound in Silk cloth, contains 20R pages
and over 200 original illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on
receipt of price, $1.50 (Os. 3d.)

THE KEYSTONE'.
19111 & Brown Streets,

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Variety of

KEYSTONE

There are sets of blood-red cabochon

garnets, consisting of earrings, brooches and

finger rings and other sets of the orange-red

variety, which emits flame-like light in the

dark. Indeed, the kinds of garnet displayed

are bewildering. Silver filigree set with

yellow garnets, mother-of-pearl drinking cups

with handles thickly covered with pale-green

garnets ; nacre knife handles which sparkle

with the lightning of carbuncles, or small

bowls of opalescent mother-of-pearl, which

glow with their red fire.
The saleswoman is astute. Never think

that she does not note the surprise and

admiration upon her visitor's face. Dark
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and comely as the tents of Kedar or the

curtains of Solomon, she turns insinuatingly

and says in her rich alto voice :

, 1, bon i la, m ire Listed I" (" Very

pretty ; louk you !"

One looks, mid—is lost.

It does not seem possible

that the work she is showing

can be gold, only gold—so

fine and lacelike are the

patterns. There are a chain, a necklace, a

chatelaine, a hat-pin and a brooch, all of the

deepest yellow gold, from eighteen to twenty-

two karats fine, and of exquisite handiwork.

The chain seems but a long yellow braid of

hair, tied at the clasp with a true lover's
knot that it may not unravel itself ; the neck-

lace is a flexible, delicate-veined stem, from

which branch pendants of the most delicate

golden ferns ; anything more graceful or

artistic it would be difficult to find, except,

perhaps, in the gold smithies of Ceylon. The

chatelaine is composed of solid ropes of gold

(exact copies of Manila hemp rope, even to

Lace-like
Gold Patterns

1 120C

the threads) with clasps designed like fish-

hooks. The hat-pin is a miniature Malay

creese, with a water lily leaf for a handle,

and the brooch a golden alligator or young

caymen—the scale work being a most inge-

nious imitation of nature.
And this woman has brought the crude

gold from the country, made her own alloys,

drawn out the gold wire and beaten it with

hammer and anvil, following step by step the

most modern and scientific processes of metal

smithing.
These metal workers are as skillful with

silver as with gold, producing beautifully-

wrought bangles of chased silver set with

precious stones, brooches and pendants of

unique design, all witnessing the most

thoughtful human labor. One can have no

idea how much can be done with silver until

he has seen this profusion of devices in which

it is used.

Handsome
Settings

Some of the most remark-

able pieces of jewelry are the
necklaces of pearls, pale
coral and precious stones

united ; the gold pendants set with jewels ;

the heavy silver buckles and clasps, com-

bined with rough coral ; the silver anklets set

with pearls, and the serpent bracelas of gold

incrusted with pearls ; the breast-pin combi-

nations of hammered silver and gray pearls,

or of blue enameled silver wire fancifully

supporting moonstones and sapphires ; the

carbuncle brooches in silver, and the gold

necklaces with pendent topazes.
There are fewer rings, perhaps, than

other ornaments ; the betrothal rings being
almost universally of enameled gold. But

earrings, necklaces, bracelets, chains, buttons,

pins and brooches are abundant.
Then, too, the religion of the islands

being Roman Catholic, jewel work is largely

used in sacred ornaments—in the chalices,

crucifixes, vases, mitres, crosses, dalmatics,

Bible covers, etc., and in the gem-

embroidered robes and girdles for the

statues of the Virgin.

The Filipino lapidaries combine the

ability of the Moorish gemworker with the

patience and originality of the Chinese and

Japanese craftsman. They are adept enam-

elers, sacrificing even design to color in this

branch of their work ; and in all their jewelry

one feels a delicacy and an individuality

altogether irresistible.

It is to be hoped that the introduction of

American civilization into the islands will not

have a tendency to discourage the industry or

dull the enthusiasm of the Filipino lapidists ;

that, on the contrary, the American will

make every effort to encourage the jewelry

workers and create a better market for the

work. This is one of the phases of Filipino

civilization which it would be well to retain.



rikEE ! Big"4" Twenty-Five Dollar Puzzle Page. FREE,IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO TRY IT.
Each picture represents a well-known AMERICAN WATCH MOVEMENT ; for instance, Elgin, Illinois, New Haven, United States. Nowwhat movement do the pictures represent ? For your skill in solving the puzzle, we will give for the first best correct solution, $15.00 ; 2d, $5.00;3d, $1.50 ; 4th, $1.25 ; 5th, 75e.; 6th, 50c.; 7th, 8th, 9th and loth, 25c. each, in tools, material, findings, etc., selected from any catalogue.

-- The prize competition is FREE and open to JEWELERS mid JEWELERS' EMPLOYEES ONLY. Each solution sent in must• have the signature of the proprietor of the jewelry store. Number your answers the same as the pictures in the puzzle and useone sheet of paper in writing out your entire solution. Answers and names of winners vill he published each month. There are ten prizes. Should there be twoor more eqoall V correct solutions the prizes will be divided equally among the successful competitors. The judges will consider the skill displayed and neatness ofthe work. WI it(h your name plainly, and address all answers to Calvin Clauer Company so that they will not reach us before the 2d or later than the 3Ist of July,
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This is for July-a new set of pictures next month.
Wire and Wheel Chucks, formerly $1.00, genuine Dale  our price $ .50 iwt
1....,apecahn I Nialchi lig Tools, regular price $2.50  " " 2.00 "!lard inge l'i■■■( l'elkIlezz, regular price $30.00  " " 25.00 "
I Imighlifil 1.':ive I'lltles, regular price $5.50   6.75 "0 ir, choeii, 1,. 1,1,1 leilanee and roller, genuine Dale, regular price

$1.25 each .. .: . .., ... . . _. . set of 6, all sizes. " " 4.00t',4,f ,,hb.d Harding,. Balance Chucks, worth $5.00   3.75
.1 ,ei "I len Jeweling rlineks, regular price $1.50 ( Brass) . . . . . . " 1.25

64 
" $2.50 (steel ) . . . • • " " 1.75

BE UP TO DATE. KNOW MORE, DO MORE AND MAKE MORE.

Bradley Polytechnic Institute will give you pointers how to be all the above
if you will address a postal to Horological, Peoria, Ill.

I I 20 e

$1.00 Pendant Screws, all sizes   per gross, $ .42 net
5.00 Best 25-year Case Pendant Bows, assorted on a card, Antique or

American, warranted 11014 K. (old and stamped   " dozen, 3.90
1.50 1 gross White Glazed 1 to 6 Nest Boxes   " gross, •86.20 Black Spectacle Canoes, Straight or Riding Bow  " dozen, .14.50 1005 Watch Tags, medium size   11 M . , 

. .33.50 1000 Sheets of Watchmakers' Paper  11 c .368.50 Ball-Bearing Foot-Wheel, Best Swing   cacti, 5.4035.00 imilio Motors, Direct or Alternating Current . . . . . .   " 29.40

ESTABLISHED 1949.

FINISHING AND ENGRAVING DEPARTMENT. 2000 square feet in this one room.

INCORPORATED 1909.

THE WILLIAM C. GREENE CO.

Any- jeweler will do
well to give us a trial
in our Tool, Material,
Findings and Optical
Department. You will
find the entire line.

Material
Cabinet
Complete
517 Compart-
ments, only 4S82 4217

Manufacturers of

Gold Jewelry,
•■••■■■■■•■■■■■■•••■•■■••••

Icn Sabin Street, Providence, R. I.

Scarf Pins, Link Buttons,
Collar Buttons, Studs, Garter Buckles,

Brooches, Heart Charms,
Neck and Guard Chains,

Rings and Crosses.

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all its

branches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.
At a School where instructious are given by and under the per-

sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Kandler, who is recognized as
foremost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the best
masters of Httrope and America ; who is the founder of the first
exclusive Engraving School in this country, and is still at the
head of the Jewelers School of Engraving, established in 1889.
Terms and Catalogue on application. Corresfiondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, suite 1119 Masonic Temple,
CHICAGO.

9 Illyw

•

PLATE ENGRAVING, STEEL DIES,CRESTS,COAT-ARMS.
FINE STATIONARY'

PRINITING,EMBOSSING,ILL.IJMINATING

WEDDING INVITATIONS,ANNOUNCEMENTS

SEND 23Czwrs
Fow 

CALLING, AT HOME,BUSINE G5 CAR OS Era.

HICAGOAHTisTic 'KETCH 'F.
MONOGRAM.

Or ',OUR 
!CHARD  0.KANDLER 

3U 
1119 iiiTEMPLEC
ITC ilASOPLIC

THOMAS McWILLIAMS
MANITACTURES

ALI. KINDS OF REPAIR WORK DONE AND SPECIAL
TOOLS AND MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER.

We would suggest
that you

cut this page out
for comparison.

Size, long, a in. wide, WIS. high. Solid Oak. Sealed
compartments are movable. The finest cabinet. made.

21 Drawers. 56 Bottles.
21 Sealed Compartments in each Drawer

Headquarters for Supplies. Write us for prices on Signs, Lathes, Benches, etc. SEND US A TRIAL ORDER. Order frem any catalogue or circular issued,

Jewelers' Rolls, Presses, Shears,
Drops, Sand Blasts, Automatic
Solder Cutters, Ingot Moulds,
Patent Drop Lifts and Pearl

Workers' Machinery.

THOS. Mc WILLIAMS, mcwSiu=1,°.  Co.
237 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

e7a,

n„Liiir, -"in

The above cut represents the Polishing Bench built by McWilliams Mfg. Co. In 1873



Give your customers what they want,
Satisfaction and Protection. 

Both are furnished by Our New Elite
Satisfaction, because it is a thing of Beauty
Protection, because it prevents the watch

stolen.

•

Fob. (Patent applied for.)

from being dropped or

( Write to-day for a Memorandum Selection Package. )

Special features that make THE ELITE the most popular of all fobs:
The watch cannot be dropped from the pocket, lost or stolen. It is perfectly safe. Nothingon it that will scratch the watch or wear out the bow. No matter what you are doing, it cannot catchon anything. It is always close to the garment. The pin Call he adjusted on the outside of the watchpocket or on the inside of the vest by passing chain around the bottom of the vest. There is plenty of playroom— the watch can be held at least 12 inches from the body. Last, but not least, a new ribbon canbe put on in a minute—no sewing whatever—so simple any man can do it.

Only the highest grade 14 K. Gold Filled stock used in the trimmings. Only the finest ribbed silk forribbons. Average length,71/2 inches. PRICES QUOTED ARE NET CASH.

No. ICI. Roman finish, carved buckle,
polished seal charm. Each $1.40.

No. 1(2. Rose ge1.1 finish heel. le, :1111f,
thyst seal charm. Each $1.00.

=NM

No. K3. Rose gold finish buckle,
onyx seal charm. Each $1.00.

No. 1(4. Roman finish, carved buckle,
polished shield for monogram.

Each 90c.

A. C. BECKEN, 156 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

July, 1)04
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Light in Crystals

AYS from a sacred ruby are fabled in the
Rabbinical legends to have lighted the
ark of Noah. The idea of a crystal as a
fountain of light has been in all times

congenial to the poetic imagination, and nature is

less averse to poetry than is sometimes supposed.
Many crystals shine in the dark, and some very
pretty experiments showing this may easily be

made.
Many diamonds are thus luminous—a property

which may enhance in our eyes the value of these

precious stones. If rubbed with a woolen cloth or
against a hard body, they appear surrounded with
light. In particular, the pretty experiment is
recommended of rubbing a diamond upon gold,
when it shines " like a burning coal excited by
the bellows."

Imprisoned
Sun Rays

Friction, while frequently aiding
luminescence, is not its true
cause. The essential condition
of shining is previous exposure

to light. The gem has been lying in the sun's
rays, and these it has imprisoned and now sets free
in the dark. The sunbeams of Laputa were stored

Ill) in cucumbers ; the real sunbeams are more
fittingly stored away in diamonds, and the crystal
prison, as though because of the light it holds is

of no mere earthly fire, goes on shining even under
water, like the fairy palace under the sea.

In warm water, indeed, the light becomes
brighter, or may be made visible when not other-

wise so. We read that in the thirteenth century
the alchemist, Albertus Magnus, saw a diamond

which shown when it was put into warm water,

and this indicates the early discovery of an im-

portant law. In all cases where bodies shine after
exposure to the sun, heat hastens the emission of

light. It does not increase the total amount of

light emitted, for though the body shines more
brightly in proportion to the rise of temperature,

yet the light lasts a proportionately shorter time.
Borrowing a metaphor from coarse material things

to describe this truly ethereal phenomenon, it has
been said that the phosphorescent body soaks up

light like a sponge, and heat squeezes it out.

The effect of friction on phosphorescent dia-
monds has been proved to be independent of
electricity, and may be a modified form of the heat
effect. Some facts, however, would seem to

render this doubtful, as when Dana, •speaking in

his " Mineralogy " of the phosphorescence of
sulphuret of zinc or blend, says : " Merely the
rapid motion of a feather across some specimens
\Olt often elicit light more or less intense from this
mineral." The effect of friction in disentangling
the imprisoned light may therefore appear to be
still mysterious.

The property of phosphores-
Capricious ence in diamonds is very capri-

cious. Dr. J. W. Draper, in
his " Memior on Phosphores-

cence," relates that a lady who was a relative, had

a pair of earrings, in which were set two large and
beautiful diamonds, both of which he found to be
phosphorescent. They shone after exposure to
the electric spark, which here took the place of
sunlight. She had another pair, and the diamonds

ill both of these phosphoresced also. Yet in the
necklace belonging to this set, containing thirty-

eight fine stones, only one was phosphorescent.

These were white diamonds. A yellow color would

seem more favorable ; thus Du Fay found that

of four hundred yellow diamonds, all were phos-

Phosphorescence

K Y T E

phorescent, while some that were white, rose-
colored, blue or green were not.

We cannot always experiment freely on dia-
monds, but we may obtain equally beautiful effects
with fluorspar crystals, especially those of the
variety called chlorophane. A crystal of chloro-
phane, dropped into water nearly boiling, spreads
around it a soft light like that of a glow-worm in
the grass on a summer night, delicately tinged
with olive green and illuminating beautifully the
transparent form of the crystal. Or the fluorspar
may, after dark, be placed on the kitchen stove.'
It soon becomes visible by its pale glow, then
brightens till it seems filled to overflowing with
the soft green-white light. The reader cannot be
advised to try these experiments on his fine cabinet
specimens, for if they be more than slightly heated
they will be cracked and discolored. Ten or
twenty cents' worth of broken crystals may be
bought of a dealer in minerals, and the following
very pretty experiment made :

The pieces are ground in a
An Interesting mortar till sonic are powdered,

others remaining of various
sizes. They are then sprinkled

on a sheet of iron that has been heated somewhat
below red heat in the colorless flame of a Bunsen
burner—the experiment being, of course, done in
a perfectly-dark room. The fragments begin at
once to shine, growing rapidly brighter. They
pass through a fine series of color changes, the
order of colors varying in different specimens.
We may have greenish-white or orange changing
to light blue, then rose color, then violet, which,
passing through shades of deepening blue, finally
becomes dark. The fine powder changes more
rapidly than the coarser bits, so that the sheet
appears strewn with rainbow colors. Some green
fluor used by the writer gave a beautiful effect, the
crystal dust turning quickly to an exquisite rose
color, while the unbroken rectangular crystals
shone like elfin lanterns, casting around a fine
illumination, olive-green, orange or blue.

Colorless or very clear fluor crystals ordinarily
shine feebly or not at all ; besides the green, the
violet and blue generally shine well. Draper had
a pale Flesh-colored crystal of chlorophane, which
excelled all his other specimens in the splendor of
its light. It shone of a superb emerald-green color
after receiving the rays of the sun. The warmth
of the hand in a dark place made it shine. There
is no fixed relation between the color of the crystal
and the emitted light. At the moment when,

after heating, the crystal becomes dark, its color is
permanently discharged. There is also decrepita-
tion, on which account it may be well to screen
the operator's eyes.

If, in performing the above experiment, the

reader grinds the crystals in the dark, lie will see

that eddies of light follow in the tracks of the

pestle. Breaking, scratching or cleaving a crystal

is another mode of eliciting the light it holds thus

" veiled in pure transparency." Fluorspar is phos-

phorescent both on heating and by cleavage ; other

crystals may be phosphorescent on cleavage, which

Oil heating shine little or not at all.
While cracking up oyster shells

Phosphorescence on a block of white marble of
of Dolomite the variety called dolomite, the

writer was one evening sur-

prised by a flame-colored glow appearing where

the dolomite was struck by the hammer. This

spot in the white stone shone like a kindled coal,

creating the curious impression that the stone was

becoming red hot under the hammer. It was not,

however, hot to the touch. The effect was at first

Experiment
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supposed to be due to the oyster shells, which are
well known to yield, on calcining, the phospho-
rescent calcium chloride. It was, however, found
that the dolomite, which came from a neighboring
quarry at Hastings-on-Hudson, was phospho-
rescent independently of the oyster shells. It was
well known that some dolomites have this prop-
erty. A piece of the stone, rubbed with another,
or scratched with a sharp instrument, shows in the
dark flashes or streaks of fine orange light. Harder
pressure or a smart blow of the hammer gives a
Flame-red glow. The orange streak is nearly
instantaneous, but the reddish glow remains a
moment before dying out. Pieces of ordinary
hard and fine-grained marble do not phosphoresce,
and among dolomites the softer varieties with
large crystals give the best results.

More lively in its manifestations than this dolo-
mite is a kind of stone found in Northern New
York and called significantly " hell-fire rock."
Any one scratching with a sharp instrument a
Piece of this sulphurous-looking stone will see in
the dark the true Mephistophelean fire. The
streak is yellow, resembling that of sulphur
matches.

The most beautiful exhibition
Curious Hell-Fire of this kind was made by rub-

bing together briskly two fine
pieces of rose quartz. The

crystals, each the size of one's fist, were completely
illuminated by brilliant flashes, which shed a light
around, rendering the operator's hand visible. The
flashes were instantaneous, resembling the illumina-
tion from electric sparks. The color of the light
was generally white or light yellow, but sometimes
the crystals sparkled orange color when their angles
struck together and chipped. The experiment
was, of course, most conveniently made by rub-
bing together broken surfaces of the crystals, so as
not to impair handsome specimens. Smoked
quartz and other varieties gave sparks as Well as
the rose.

In making the above experiments an accident
illustrated how it so often happens in the history
of science that the investigation of one thing brings
another to view. In the dark a finger was inad-
vertently thrust through a hole in the broken mica
chimney of a droplight, whereupon the bent edges
of mica emitted a faint flash of light The edges
of the sheet must be struck obliquely, for it is the
cleaving of the thin laminm of the mica
crystals which causes emission of light.

Phosphorescence on cleavage
Many Crystals is a property of a number of

other crystals. The most beauti-
ful example of all is said to

be the phosphoresence of nitrate of uranium
crystals. Each crystal broken in the dark is all
lighted up, and provided they are throughly dry,
it is only necessary to shake up a bowl or bottle of
the crystals to cause a splendid display. This is
of special interest on account of the connection of
this substance with the discovery of radium.

Seeing that the shattering of the crystalline
bonds causes emission of light, one naturally
inquires whether crystals ever give out light in
forming. We find that some crystals do, a most
beautiful illustration being found in the crystal-
lization of arsenious acid, the common " white
arsenic " of commerce. A solution of the sub-
stance, properly prepared and set to cool
slowly in the dark, sparkles as each tiny crystal
forms, while the effect on shaking the solution
resembles a fine display of the phosphorescent
light at sea.

Rock

Phosphorescent

—A. C. Maury, in Scientific Anterkan.
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Thc lc Plain and Fancy Trimmed COMBS
SOUTH ATTLEBORO,

MASSACHUSETTS.

We make a specialty of Inlaid
Stone, Inlaid Gold, Silver and
Bead Top, Rolled-Plate Tube
Edge and Fancy Trimmed
Combs in hundreds of styles.
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The Latest
Addition

to
The Keystone

Library

NEW BOOK ON ESCAPEIVIENTS
'c have complied with tllc

general demand for a republi-
cation in book form of the well-
known Keystone serials on the

Lever, Cylinder and
Chronometer Escapements,

ancl have thus placed at the ser-
vice of the trade and students
of horology the most complete
and masterly treatise on escape-
ments ever compiled. It is the
work of two of the most accom-
plished and experienced teach-
ers of horology, is thoroughly
practical and wonderfully easy
of comprehension.

The new work is both teacher
and text-book, the illustrations
excelling anything of this char-
acter ever attempted. It far
surpasses any available corres-
pondence course in scope and
value, and is an excellent sub-
stitute for school instruction. No
student of horology or workman
can afford to be without it. It
contains 198 pages and nearly
200 original illustrations.

Sent to any part of the world on receipt
. of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

'tt !dished by

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

THP., KEYSTONE

The "Endless Chain" in Summer
Nuisances

BY JOHN TWEEZER

A paragraph now going the rounds of

the newspaper press informs the American
people—and the unfortunate residents of the

New Jersey coast—that

Dr. Dempwolf, of Berlin, announces
that he has found an aquatic insect which
preys upon the anopheles mosquito. fie
is cultivating the insect • artificially, with
the expectation of destroying the mosquito
and the host of germs which inhabits its
body.

The " host of germs " gives one the

creeps! What! Have we been deceived all

this time in thinking that the mosquito, bad
enough at the best, was yet in ilseIf its own

total of depravity ? And now are we to be
told that further it is full of dangerous germs?
Then welcome Dr. Dempwolf and speed his

skill !
But about the time the " aquatic insect "

has finished its fine work on the mosquito,

we'll hear that it, also, has some unpleasant
personal habits which need correction; and

then another destroyer will have to be found

who will do up the new terror. And then

this third chap will develop some qualities

that are not quite agreeable and engaging

and No. I will have to be called from the

air, or water, or earth, or snow, or slush, to

jab his predecessor in a vital spot. And so

the endless chain proceeds; inspiring Nesbit

to say:

'They've found the hug
That eats the hug
That tights the bug

That bites its ;
They've traced the germ
Thai kills the germ
That chows the germ

That smiles us.

They know the bug
That knifes the bug
That stabs the hug

That jail': UN;
They've seen the germ
That hates the germ
That bilfs the germ

That. nabs Us.

They've struck I he bug
That slays the hug

flays I he blig
Thut slicks lie;

They've jailol I lie germ
Thai guides the germ
'1'llat taught the germ
To (ix us.

But still these bugs-
3licrohic thugs—
In spite of drugs

Combat us ;
And still these germs

(Described in terms
Inspiring squirms)

Get at us!"

Indeed, it is Often a question whether

we were not wiser to " suffer the ills we

have, than fly to others that we know

not of." Shakespeare thought so—though

he knew nothing of germs ; and Jones

thought so.
Jones was walking in the park with a

sweet and blushing thing, and they were

discussing the nuisance of English sparrows.

These sparrows had been introduced into

the park to destroy a worm which was play-

ing hob with the foliage; but in time the

sparrows had become so numerous that it

was a question whether the remedy was not

worse than the disease. So the lovely femi-

nine of the pair asked the other " Which

would you rather have, Mr. Jones—the spar-

rows or the worms ?" And that big, stupid
Jones replied, " I don't know—I never had
sparrows "!

Forty Years of American Progress

I i the whole history of civilization there
has been no such swift advance in national
development as in the United States from
1863 to 1904.

Setting aside the immense moral and
intellectual gains in this period : taking no
account of the significance of our expansion
into a world-power by our possessions outside
the area of our old confines : let us look on
the figures merely of our material progress,
as gathered from the cold and unemotional
figures of the census.
parallel :

Behold this amazing

1863 1004

P01,111111 ion 33,000,000 80,000,000
Total national wealth . . . 8.17,000,000,00t) $102,000,000,0u0
National wealth per head . 525 1,600
TO;111 1110110V I•irell1;11iull . . . 595,111111,01111 2,367,000,000
G0111 ltIld silver lit treasury . . 25,5010,000 702,000,000
Total exports ',I3,000,000 1,420,000,000
Total imports 2114,000,000 1,020,000,000
Ex ports, °grim' I t ti ra I 1/4,000,000 873,000,000
Ex ports, maim fact ti res . 41,000,000 407,000,000
Number of farms 2,100,000 6,000,000
Farm property, value  8,000,000,000 22.000,0011,000
Farm products, value 1,500,000,000 4,500,000,0(0)
Farm animals, value 1,250,000,000 2,000,000,000
t'oal product, tons 10,0011,00 250,000,000
Steel product, i0113 10,000 10,000,0(50
Petroleum product, gallons 23,000,000 2,000,000,000
Pig iron, tons . . . . . . . . 1,000,000 14,000,000
t'opper, tons 7,500 270,000
Total mineral product, value 200,000,000 1,100,000,000
Number of factorie 150,000 525,000
Factory employees 1,500,000 6,000,000
Factory wages and salaries . . 400,000,000 3,000,000,000
Factory products, value . . . . 2,0(0,000,000 19,000,000,000
Odd mined, value 47,000,000 82.000,000
Silver mined, value . . . . 13,000,000 75,000,000
Colton, bales . . . (1860) 4,0)50)5)50 10,0501,05)0
Cot ton maim fact ure(1 value( 1860) 115,000,000 900,000,000
— -
Pul,lic debt (1867) 2,248,000,000 019,000,000
Interest on public debt . (1866) 146,000,000 25,000,000
Interest on debt, per head . . . 4.12 32 cents.

There really seems to be good reason

to " let the eagle scream." There really

seems to be justification for exploding gun-

powder in celebration of what we are and

what there is in promise for us, on Fourth of

July of this particular year of grace.

Tweezerisms

One of the most interesting results of

the " scrap " now in progress in the East is

the sudden realization by White Skins, the

world over, that the Caucasian is not the

whole thing and " there are others," even if

these others are a trifle " off " in complexion.

It is better to know little than to know

much that isn't true.

" Life is not so short but that there is

always tune enough for courtesy."

The very-very careful merchant who

regulates his future going entirely by his past

experience is like a man who starts out on a

journey walking backwards. He may get

there, in time, and he will not be run over

by unseen cows ; but he will miss a lot of

1121

the kind of scenery that stimulates the
imagination and is good for the soul, the
mind and the pocketbook.•

Some men have only one idea, and that
one is wrong.

No man is so happy, or so unhappy, as
he thinks.

The only persons of real good sense are
those who agree with our opinions.

Heaven grant us all more prosperity and
better taste !

Diogenes said of personal beauty that
it was " a good letter of introduction " ;
Aristotle callcd it " one of God's best gifts" ;
Socrates, " a short-lived tyranny " ; Theo-
phrastus, " a silent deceit " ; Theocritus,
" an ivory mischief " ; Carneades, " a sov-
erignty which stood in need of no guards."
And most of these philosophers, themselves,
were homely enough to stop a clock !

A decent boldness ever meets with
friends.

"Absence makes the heart grow fonder,"
the song says ; yet presents endear absents.

The self-made man never struck for
shorter hours.

A critic is one, generally, who can't do
it himself.

Don't slap the prospective customer on
the back—few men wear their funny bone
between their shoulder-blades.

The confident manner wins. Some men
succeed because they speak lies as tho they
were truths ; others fail because they utter
truths as tho they were lies.

There is banging and clatter and gun-
powder-smells ; there are frantic " look out,
there !" s and painful yells ; there are pretty
bouquets in the rocket-streaked sky. Please
notice the calendar : it is July.

There are fizzy drinks plenty, and ice
cream, and cake ; there are liquids histor-
ically linked to a snake—for though man is
wet outwards, he's inwardly dry. Do you
ask why this moisture ? Sir, it is July.

There are billings and cooings and walks
'neath the moon ; there are variant melodies,
all in one tune ; there are whispers and
promises, giggle and sigh. It is Love's
harvest season—month of July.

There's a hopeful old fellow, now writing
this screed, who believes that whatever is is
best, indeed. He looks on the world with a
smile in his eye, and wishes all good things

to all, in July. J. T.
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oe \OPHTHALMOSCOPE
and RETINO5COPE

THE MODEL INSTRUMENT for a modern wide-awake Optician or Oculist. This has beenproven beyond any shadow of a doubt, for there are in use to-day OVER TWELVE HUNDREDwhich are GIVING UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION, not only to their owners, but to their thousandsof perfectly fitted patrons, besides the many hundreds of patients who have had diseased eyes which wereDISCOVERED BY THE GENEVA OPHTHALMOSCOPE and TREATMENT INSTITUTEDwhich, by being administered in time, has SAVED THEM from YEARS OF BLINDNESS.This instrument has placed the purchasers in a position where they are absolutely sure of their cor-rections and given them a confidence which they have never enjoyed before, and the Ophthalmoscopeattachment has enabled them to broaden their field of knowledge by making it possible for them toexamine the retina, which extends their field of usefulness to the community and makes them infinitelymore safe for their patronage.
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The Use of Prisms in Determining the
Refraction by the Shadow

That accommodation and convergence
go hand in hand with each other, is a well-
established fact of physiology. It would
seem reasonable, therefore, to expect that if
the convergence could be minimized or even
changed to divergence, a coincident relaxa-
tion of the accommodation should occur.
Reasoning in this manner, Dr. Charles D.
Jones, of Boston, Mass., has tried the influ-
ence of a prism of six degrees, base in, be-
fore the eye not under observation, while
the other eye was tested by skiascopy. He
indeed found that most of his cases showed
a relaxation of the ciliary muscle almost to
the same degree as under the effect of the
cycloplegic. On the other hand, there were
some eyes that did not relax at all with the
prism ; while some eyes gave no relaxation
either to the prism or to the cycloplegic.
The doctor claims no originality for the de-
vice or any infallibility, but believes that the
prism, on account of the steadying effect,
may be of considerable benefit in some cases.

Subjective Skiascopy—A New Method
for the Determination of

Refraction

There can be no doubt that for purposes
of refraction the subjective method with the
trial case and the best visual acuity is still,
and probably will always be, the most reliable
and most decisive procedure. With other
subjective tests, as those based upon Schei-
ner's experiment, we cannot obtain the same
assurance. Still it is frequently very useful
to enable the patient to confirm the one
diagnosis by another one. Not long ago we
published in THE KEYSTONE a new subjec-
tive method for the determination of refrac-
tion called " Kinescopy," and now another
one is offered by Dr. Van Der Bergh and
published in the Anna/es d' Oculistique. It
is called " Subjective Skiascopy " and is
based upon the experiments of Scheiner,
Helmholtz and Tscherning. According to
the Annals, the author employs as a test
object a white isosceles triangle fifty centi-
meters high, with a base of twelve centi-
meters, placed upon a black background
situated at a distance of five meters.
There is a central screen of one millimeter
in diameter, this being arranged so as to
move to and fro before the eye at a distance
of one-half of a centimeter. The triangle is
first placed vertically with its base down If
the figure is seen distinctly, there is emme-

tropia and accommodation is fixed. If it is
seen indistinctly, the use of the-stenopaic slit
in order to determine whether the error is a
spherical or a cylindrical one becomes neces-
sary : This obtained, the triangle is rotated
to a position which is perpendicular to the
previous meridian, and a stylet, made parallel
to the long diameter of the triangle, is passed
before the eye. If the shadow moves horno-
genously with the screen, the error is myopic,
and conversely for hypermetropia.

The degree of the ametropia is measured
by the position of an inverted dark cone
which appears when the stylet crosses the
center of the pupil. Projecting from one
side of the triangle are narrow white strips
which are made perpendicular to the long
axis of the triangle.

When the apex of the inverted dark
cone reaches to the base of the triangle, an
error of twenty dioptries is present. As the
dark cone approaches the apex of the white,
a correspondingly less degree of ametropia
is indicated ; the lateral strips giving the
readings.

When Not to Prescribe Cylinders for
Astigmatic Eyes, and When to

Prescribe Them for Non-
Astigmatic Eyes

Not long ago, in the 015h1ha1mic Record,
Dr. N. C. Steele, of Chattanooga, published
an article of the above title. As the whole
subject may appear very questionable to some
of our readers, it will be advisable to give in
a few words the facts upon which the reason-
ing rests. It may be proved mathematically,
and the reviewer has done so to his own satis-
faction, that the tilting of a spherical lens
produces astigmatism, and the more so the
greater the amount of the tilting. Calcula-
tion shows that if a lens is tilted by a certain
angle—say a degrees, then the dioptric value
of the lens D is increased in the meridian
of rotation to
Di r D — sin2 a I  \

COS2 a cos aJn—I

and in the meridian at right angles to the
first to D - D, cos2 a. The refractive
power of the lens is, therefore, increased in
both meridians, so that, for example, a
+ to D. lens increases in the one meridian
to 10.94 D., and in the other main meridian
to 13.33 D. At the same time it is clear
how there is produced an astigmatism equal
to about 2.50 D. if the lens is tilted 3oO.

The reader will do well if he performs a
little experiment in order to at once clear up
the whole subject without the troublesome
formulie. Take a H- io D. lens, and by
means of it, on a white screen, form a very
small image of the flame of a distant candle.
Now, tilt the lens around the horizontal axis,
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upper part forward, and observe how indis-
tinct the image becomes ; but bring the little
screen nearer and there will appear a pretty
distinct vertical line at the focus of the hori-
zontal meridian. Now, bring the Screen
nearer still to the tilted lens and you will
observe a pretty distinct horizontal line cor-
responding to the focus of the more strongly
refracting vertical meridian. A similar result
is produced by keeping the convex lens
vertical, but adding a + 2.50 D. cylinder
with the axis horizontal, the only difference
being that this increases the refraction of
only the vertical meridian while the process
of tilting increases the refraction of both
meridians. This little experiment then shows
conclusively how the tilting of a lens pro-
duces astigmatism and how the same thing
must occur on looking obliquely through a
lens, as we often do in reading. Of course,
an ideally-adjusted reading glass ought to
produce no astigmatism, as it stands at right
angles to the visual line while reading. But
most people do not wear their glasses in this
position, especially if bifocal glasses are
worn, and thus it happens that some astig-
matism is produced while they read.

Dr. Steele, of course, does not deny the
validity of the rule that in eases of simple
astigmatism of a low degree and of astigma-
tism of low degree combined with a low
sphere, either for distance: alone or for both
distant and near objects, all the astigmatism
must be fully corrected. He gives, as an
exception to this general rule, those cases
that require for near use strong spherical
lenses and those that require a sphere com-
bined with a cylinder, axis horizontal. The
reader will now understand why he does so.
For, as said before, the reading eye, on look-
ing obliquely through a spherical lens, gets
the effect of a sphero-cylindrical combination
with the cylinder, axis horizontal. Many
cases, therefore, that need for distance a
cylinder with the axis horizontal, will require
a weaker one or none at all, because the act
of looking through the reading lenses already
produces a certain amount of cylinder, axis
horizontal. On the other hand, it is clear
that some cases ought to have a cylinder
axis vertical for close work, although they
have no real astigmatism, only to counteract
the cylinder, axis horizontal, introduced by
the oblique look through the reading lenses.
As the author says : In prescribing strong
plus spheres for near use when there is no
astigmatism present, a + .25 D. to + .75 D.
cylinder, axis vertical, can often be ordered
with advantage.

In prescribing astigmatic lenses, axis
horizontal, for near work, the writer is guided
by the following rules : If the astigmatism is
of low degree he omits entirely the cylinder ;
in high degrees of astigmatism he omits a
part of the cylindric element, the amount
deducted depending upon the strength of the

(Conhnued on page 1125)
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sphere and the degree of astigmatism present.
With hyperopic astigmatism, the best medd-
ian vertical, full astigmatic correction is
given. With sphero-cylindric lenses for near
work, axis vertical, the cylindric power
should be increased, the increase to be gov-
erned by same general estimate as in the
opposite condition.

As to the exact amount of the cylinder,
axis horizontal, the author of the article gives
no definite rules. Of course, this depends
upon the degree of obliquity that the reading
glasses have to the visual axis in reading,
and also upon the degree of spherical error
that is corrected. As was shown before in
tile case of a + to D. lens, the astigmatism
may amount to almost 2.5o D. cylinder, but
usually a .25 to .75 D. cylinder fully cor-
rects the introduced astigmatism. If the
exact obliquity in a special case is measured,
one may calculate by the former formulve the
accurate amount of astigmatism ; but as the
calculation is rather complex it will be better
to find the correcting cylinder by actual trial.
On the whole, however, it will be best to
have the reading lenses placed, as accurately
as is possible, at right angles to the visual
line in reading. Then there will be no need
for complicated examinations. On the other
hand, the reader may be able to help many a
patient who, wandering from refractionist to
refractionist, could find no comfortable. read-
ing glasses, by simply taking into account
the cylinder that was produced by the oblique
position of the reading glasses.

A Luminous Test Cabinet

To obtain a greater degree of uniformity
in the reports of visual acuity, Dr. Nelson
Miles Black, of Milwaukee, Wis., in the Ofih-
Mamie Record, proposes a luminous test
cabinet. Absolute uniformity of illumina-
tion, of course, cannot be obtained in the
office, as this would require photometric
measurements. Furthermore, there is no
need of such absolute uniformity, for it has
been shown that within certain pretty wide
limits of the illumination the visual acuity
remains about the same. At the same time
it would be well if, for certain examina-
tions, a standard of illumination could be
established. A step in this direction has
been made by Dr. Black, in his luminous
test cabinet, which he describes as follows :

By placing test letters upon some transparent
substance and lighting this from behind, the diffi-
culty is overcome. Letters pasted on ground glass
were first tried and a common 16-candle-power
incandescent lamp used to light them. This gave
a disk of light directly before the lamp. Then a
lamp of ground glass was tried ; this diffused the
light better, and by pasting some bond paper on
the posterior surface of the ground glass, the diffu-
sion was perfectly uniform. Four charts were
made, two by pasting the letters cut from the regu-
lation Suellen chart and two by painting the letters
Oil the ground glass with black enamel paint, bond
paper being pasted on the back of these. A square
frame was made of tin and fastened to a curtain
pole in the center of the frame by wires running
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from each angle ; the pole is supported by two
common iron brackets at a sufficient distance from
the wall to allow the tin frame to turn and show
all sides ; a cord wrapped three times about the
pole and carried by means of pulleys to the trial
case allows the operator to change the chart at
will. Four ground-glass t6-candle-power incan-
descent lamps light the apparatus and are turned
on and off by a switch at the trial case.

A Luminous Test Cabinet

This home-made apparatus has been in use
three years and has given perfect satisfaction.

The porcelain charts now in vogue give the
best diffusion of light and make an ideal lunnnous
chart, are more easily kept clean than ground
glass and do not require ground-glass lamps.

A Simple Method of Finding the In-
terocular Distance for the Center-

ing of Spectacle Lenses

The distance between the centers of the
spectacle lenses plays a very important part
in the work of the optician. This distance
is usually called the interpupillary distance ;
although, strictly speaking, this word is a
misnomer. Indeed, the distance between the
centers of the two pupils is not what we are
after exactly, for we want each lens so ad-
justed before each eye that its center is cut
by the visual line. This visual line does not
cut the pupil exactly at the center, but usually
a little to the inner or nasal side, and for this
reason the intercentral line ought to be
slightly smaller than the interpupillary dis-
tance. To exactly determine this intercen-
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tral distance, Dr. Angus M'Gillivray, of
Dundee, Scotland, has published in the
Ofildhalmic Review a simple method, which
he describes as follows :

In most of the text-books on ophthalmology
and refraction one is struck by the frequency with
which the interpupillary distance is given as a
guide to the centering of spectacle lenses. What
one should aim at in all cases of orthophoria is to
see that the spectacles are so adjusted that the
visual axes traverse the optical centers of the
lenses, and thus obviate prismatic effect. But the
center of the pupil seldom coincides with the part
traversed by the visual axis, especially in cases
with high angle alpha, as in hypermetropia, conse-
quently the interpupillary distance cannot be re-
garded as a reliable guide.

If a patient be asked to look, with both eyes
widely open, at a lighted candle, held say at
reading distance, a brilliant tiny reflection will be
seen on each cornea. This reflection, as shown by
Priestly Smith and Maddox, corresponds for all
practical purposes to the portion of the anterior
surface of the cornea traversed by the visual axis.
All one has to do then is to find an efficient and
ready means of measuring the distance between
these reflections, i. e., the interaxial distance, at a
point in front of each eye corresponding to the
position of the spectacle lenses.

For the past few years we have used a form of
sliding rule by which accurate measurements of
the interaxial distance can be obtained in a few
seconds. The instrument consists of a mechanic's
pocket steel rule*, round which is rolled a narrow
strip of white paper, with the running end gum-
med down, and so adjusted that it will slide along
easily with the surgeon's finger.

To take the centers for reading glasses, ask
the patient to hold a lighted candle straight out in
front of him and to look steadily at the flame.
The surgeon then places the edge of the rule,
marked in millimeters, over the bridge of the nose
so that the flat surface next the eye may correspond
to the posterior surface of the lenses. The square
end is then placed exactly in front of the left cor-
neal reflection and held there, then the piece of
paper is made to slide along till its edge is opposite
the right corneal reflection. The rule is now re-
moved from the patient's face, and the measure-
ment read off. The surgeon should be careful to
make his observations from a point as close behind
the candle as possible and preferably with one eye
closed.

Instead of the candle flame we have tried, in
conjunction with the sliding rule, the reflection
from an ophthalmoscopic mirror as recommended
by Priestly Smith for strabismometry, but have
found it unsuitable for the obvious reason that the
reflection from the cornece could not be seen
simultaneously.

In estimating the centers for distance glasses
an electric lamp, placed above the level of the
observer's head (6 meters away) is preferable to
the candle flame, as the reflection front the latter is
too small to be seen easily.

Another use the sliding rule can be put to is
to ascertain that the spectacles, before being sent
to the patient, have been centered according to
prescription. To do this, place the rule flat on the
spectacle lenses and after adjusting it so that the
square end may correspond to the vertical line
passing through the optic center of one lens, fix
it in position with the finger and thumb of one
hand. This vertical line can readily be found by
looking through the lens at a vertical line, say the
cord of a window blind, and moving the lens from
side to side till the cord appears unbroken. Once
the square end of the scale is found to coincide
with vertical line passing through the optic axis of
the lens, look at the cord again through the other
lens and slide the paper along till the edge of the
paper and the whole cord are in line. The scale
can now be removed and the correct measurement
read off. The method of estimating the centers of
spectacle lenses by measuring the distance between
corresponding points of each rim is far from relia-
ble, seeing that it assumes that the optic centers of
the lenses and the centers of the spectacle rims are
identical. This is not the case in the writer's ex-
perience, for he has found that opticians are not
always careful ill attending to this important point.

*One might also use the well-known pocket slide calipers
of the mechanics, which would be more substantial than the
strip of paper.
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Malposition of the Head ( Torticollis,

Canted or Tilted Head with Re-

sultant III-health, Spinal

Curvature, Etc., Due
to Eyestrain

- -

The following article by Dr. G. M. Gould
is another outcome of the desire of this well-

known author to show the possible effects of

eyestrain on the remotest organs of the

human body. The reviewer cannot bring

himself to the adoption of such extreme

views as are here expressed by Dr. Gould,
although it may be that in a very few cases

the faulty position of the cylinder axis was

the last straw that was necessary to entirely

break the resistance of the individual. The

article, however, is certainly very interesting,

and at least calls attention to the importance

of correctly finding the axis of the cylinder

prescribed :

For years I noticed that many patients, during

the practical tests of refraction, habitually held the

head in an abnormal position, either sideways,

sideways and downwards, or more rarely in some

other constrained and unnatural position. These

dim memories of such cases, as I gather them to

a hazy foctis,'Inake me think I must have been

bothered with at least hundreds during my fifteen

years of practice. But like so many important

" little " things, these were stupidly ignored, or

the attention was not sufficiently fixed upon them

to stimulate any effective question as to the cause

or significance of the phenomenon. With the ex-

planation of the mystery described in a previous

paper, my aroused attention has enabled me to

discover about twenty cases within two or three

months ; and this is the ordinary run of practice.

The cause and mechanism of habitual malposition

of the head during refraction has now become so

clear to me, thal before establishing the accurate

diagnosis of the astigmatism, I am able to foretell

with considerable accuracy what will be the axis in

the dominant eye. The steps leading to the con-

clusion are roughly as follows

I. The patient must sit with body erect, head

upright, accurately facing the test-letters, the re-

fractionist himself being in such a position that he

will observe with ease and quickness any abnormal

position of the head of the patient. Some mecha-

nism could be easily devised to aid in the detection

of malposition, but I think the best one is the ob
-

servant eye, and the ever alert attention of the

oculist. The old method of absolute inattention

to the position of the patient, whereby he sat at

any angle with the cards, with legs crossed, with

arms and head in any position, the oculist himself

standing or sitting anywhere and anyhow, was

proper only so long as one was ignorant or scornful

of the existence or results of eyestrain.

2. Does the patient's head persistently remain

in or return to an abnormally . inclined, canted
,

twisted, depressed, or elevated position ? If so,

(a) is the patient righthanded and righteyed ? If

righteyed, the peculiar axis of astigmatism causing

the malposition of the head is probably in the

right eye. As I have pointed out, righteyedness

is more primary and of more importance than

righthandedness, and the two are always associated.

(6) Is the patient lefthanded and lefteyed ? If .so,

the ametropic defect is probably in the left eye.

Traumatism, leukoma, a high degree of ametropia,

or of amblyopia, may, of course, rarely compel 
a

reversal of the natural function of dextrocularity

or sinistrocularity.
' 3. All astigmatism, it should be premised, that

can produce head-canting, must be from 8° to 
25°

—usually from ro° to 18°—to either side of axe
s

90° or 18o°. Compensation of a less degree of

aberration than 8° would not be noticed or would

be made by the adaptations of the ocular 
struc-

tures, muscles, etc. Compensation for an astig-

matic axis farther than 25° from 9o° or 
1800 could

hardly be made by the head-inclination, and nature

would meet the difficulty in some other 
way—by

amblyopia, heterophoria, morbid reflexes, etc.

4. Is the tilt of the head dextrad ? If so, the
axis of astigmatism of the dominant eye is in the
neighborhood of 75° or 165°. If hyperopic, the
axis in the great majority of cases will be about
750, because most young hyperopes have the axes
clustering about 900, and rarely about 180°. If
myopic, the axis will probably be in the neighbor-
hood of 165°, because most myopic astigmatisms
are about the itio° axis.

5. Is the tilt of the head sinistrad ? If so, the
axis of the dominant eye will be usually about
105°, rarely 15°.

6. If the head is thrown directly backward or
forward, in a stiff and constrained position, it is
probably due to hyperphoria, and the effort to
bring the two visual axes to a horizontal.

In the large majority of cases the head is
canted to the right, because most young people are
righthanded, righteyed and hyperopic. Hence,
the great number of head tilters have the axis
of their hyperopic astigmatism of the right eye at
about 75°.

The explanation of the malposition of the
head is, of course, simple, though heretofore un-
explained so far as I am aware. The lines of the
vast majority of the objects fixed by the eye are at
axis 90°, and the next largest number at 180°.
Trees, houses, picture frames, doors, windows,
figures of wall paper, etc., scarcely need to be
mentioned, because the printed letters of every
book and newspaper are more important creators
of the feeling of and demand for uprightness in
objects, and ia the mechanisms of visual sensation.
If one who is dextrocular and with astigmatism at
axis 900, will place his correcting lens in the right
eye at 700 or 75°, and then observe the small test
letters with the head upright, and then canted to
the right, it will at once become clear why patients

with the astigmatic axis organicly at 75° habitually
incline the head to the right without accurate
correction or without any correction.

It hardly needs to be added that, as all ortho-

pedic surgeons know, persistent malposition of the

head, especially in the young, will induce secondary

spinal curvature.
The number of patients with these canted

heads is astonishing. The number of those with

secondary and unsuspected abnormally curved

spines is not less remarkable. Out of my score of

cases of canted heads, I have asked several (or

their parents, physicians, etc.) if there was any
knowledge of spinal abnormalism. So certain

were they that it did not exist, that an examination

was with difficulty permitted ; then the fact, hith-

erto unknown, was perfectly apparent. In most of

these cases I have secured the confirmatory and

scientific diagnosis of the well-known ortho-

pedic surgeon, Dr. H. Augustus Wilson. To

gather the data, and to wait for cures, by glasses

alone, requires time, of course. This preliminary

note is made in order to place the method in a

general way before oculists and orthopedists, in

order that the mystery of the diseases of a large
number of patients may be resolved. If only five

in a thousand of eyestrain patients have this

slightly oblique axis of astigmatism, there must be

many thousands of sufferers in the whole country.

I suspect the proportion is much higher. Viewed

only from the standpoint of the refractionist, the

reason for many puzzling failures to cure the ordi-

nary eyestrain reflexes may find a solution in the

foregoing suggestion.
To illustrate, I briefly epitomize a few cases:

CASE I.—That already reported. (See page

821, May, 1904, KEYSTONE.) For about two years

there was no detection of the abnormal axis of

astigmatism of the right eye, nor of the so-called

torticollis, nor of the spinal curvature, because I

had allowed the girl to hold her head to the right

while being refracted. There was no cure of her

headaches, gastric reflexes, malnutrition etc., by

my axis of astigmatism erroneously placed at 9o°

instead of 75°. There was no discovery of the

pain in the chest, coughing "consumption," etc.,

and no cure of these symptoms, because of. the

same blunder in diagnosis. The accurate axis of

astigmatism was discovered by the protest of the

patient that she " could not see" when her head

was held in an upright position. By placing the

right axis at 75° she was " unable to see" (i. e., to

see clearly and easily) with the head in the old

life-long canted position, and the entire train of

symptoms—the cough, pain, "consumption," head-

ache, denutrition, canted head and spinal curva
-
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ture, all disappeared in a few months. I have re-
ceived a letter from her local physician expressing
the greatest delight and wonder at the girl's sudden
restoration to health, and her " complete trans-
formation."

CASE II.—A young man complained of severe
migrainous symptoms, melancholy, unable to carry
on clerical work, loss of positions, etc.; he habitu-
ally held his head to the right, was " lop-shoul-
dered," awkward, etc. Examination by an ortho-
pedic surgeon revealed pronounced spinal curva-
ture, hitherto unsuspected. He could see well
only with the tilted head, and only poorly for
continuous writing, even with the head thus in-
clined. With the astigmatism corrected, he can
only see with the head erect. His symptoms are
disappearing.

CASE Ill.—A lady of 29 had never weighed
over 98 pounds, had always been in feeble health,
was very "nervous," had suffered much from
headaches, gastric troubles, denutrition, etc. All
the physicans and oculists consulted, could not
find out what ailed her, and could not give her
relief. I failed as badly as the rest for over two
years. With the experience of Case I fresh in my
mind, I noticed at a recent visit that the head was
canted to the right. All her photographs show
this odd position of the head since childhood. I
asked her if she was lefthanded. Emphatically
and sorrowfully she said " yes," and described the
many troubles and worries she had all her life
because of her lefthandedness, and the unsuccess-
ful results of the foolish training she had under-
gone to make her righthanded. Asked if she had
any spinal trouble or curvature, she said she had
had spinal pain all her life, but no spinal curvature,
so far as she knew. Examination by her local
physician and by an orthopedic surgeon showed
the existence of the unsuspected curvature. I
prescribed correction of her astigmatism, estimated
carefully with the head erect, and in three weeks
she gained about ro pounds and was the happiest
of women in the relief of many distressing symp-
toms. The glasses ordered were as follows :

R. ± Cyl. 1.75 ax.
L. ± Sph. 0.25 Cyl. 0.87 ax. 1200.

She had been coerced into writing with her
right hand. The tilt of the head to the right shows
that she had for the intellectual tasks of reading
and writing become righteyed, although much
conlused and " mixed" as regards other acts.
The ametropic error is highly suggestive when one
considers her other troubles.

CASE 1V.—Mrs. H., aged 34, has " never been
without backache for five minutes all her life."
She has had sick-headaches, or typical migraine,
since she was a child, and other headaches between
the crises. She has had a great daytime sleepi-
ness, flatulent dyspepsia, intense " nervousness,"
melancholy, uric acid symptoms, " rheumatism,"
etc. She was treated for spinal curvature at about
the age of 18 and pronounced cured. The curva-
ture was thought to be due to a fall. This was
found to be one of the rare cases in which the head
was persistently tilted to the left and also slightly
backward. As she was not lefthanded, I said that
her axis of astigmatism must be about 105° in the
right eye, or if she had acquired sinistrocularity
(lefteyedness) the axis of the astigmatism in that
eye must be about 105°. Upon testing, I found the
following error:

R. + S. 2.00 + C. 0.62 ax. roo° =
L. + S. 2.50 + C. 0.25 "

with 9° of esophoria.

Thus, whether dextrocluar or sinistrocular, the tilt
of the head was necessarily to the left. She is,
however, righthanded and righteyed, although the
right eye is the more amblyopic. Examination of
the spine shows, despite the " cure " at is, that it
is curved to the left in the dorsal region.

The investigation of the significance and sug-
gestiveness of the ocular cause of inclined or tilted
heads, and of many cases of spinal curvature, will
probably throw much light upon other obscure
problems of ophthalmology, neurology, and espe-
cially aid vastly in the practical solution of many
difficulties and perplexities of practical refraction
work and of the daily life of patients'. One can
foresee how it may be one of the causes of hetero-
phoria of all kinds, especially of cyclophoria ; of a
number of chronic and inflammatory conditions of
the fundus ; of strange reflex ocular neuroses, etc.
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY
(Continued. Part III)

K EYS TONE

This serial is the well-known exposition of the principles of oplithalmoscopy and thepractical use or the ophthalmoscope, which forms one of the chapters in Dr. Tscherning'scelebrated treatise, " Physiologic Optics," which can be had from this office on receipt of theprice, Sti..50 (14s. 7d.)

OPHTHALMOSCOPIC FIELD—According to Helmholtz we find
the ophthalmoscopic field, that is to say, the aggregate of the parts of
the fundus of the eye, visible simultaneously by joining by straight
lines the middle of the pupil of the observing eye to the borders of
the pupil of the observed eye, and by making these straight lines
undergo the same refraction in the observed eye as if they were
rays. Figure 131 shows that the field is greater in the hyperme-
tropic eye, smaller in the myopic eye, if the observing eye is
beyond the anterior focus of the observed eye, as is always the
case. As it is the border of the pupil of the observed eye which
limits the field, we increase it by instilling atropine.

Patient

Fig. 131.—Construct ion of the ophthalmoscopic field.

OLscrver

This is an instance of inverse constructions which we frequently
MC in geometric optics; to know what points of the fundus of the
observed eye can send back rays into the pupil of the observing
eye, we reverse the probletn by imagining the pupil of the observing
eye luminous and finding what parts of the fundus of the observed
eye it can illuminate. The result is the same on account of the
reversibility of the optic processes. In reality the field is a little
larger than that which we have found by our construction, since we
have reduced the pupil of the observing eye to a point; from the
point d, situated outside the field, some rays could still enter the
observing eye through the lower parts of the pupil. To have the
field complete it would be necessary to construct, not the image pi
of the center of the pupil p, but the image of the entire pupil
or rather of the opening of ophthalmoscope, formed by the
Optic system of the observed eye. We would thus obtain a
larger field, but the parts near the border would be very slightly
ill U lU mated.

Examination by the Erect Image. Observations.—To tell
the size of intra-ocular objects, it is customary to compare them
with the diameter of the papilla; we thus say that the width of a
staphyloma is the fourth or half of the diameter of the papilla.
The attempts which have been made to obtain more exact measure-
ments by means of a micrometer (Donders, Leroy) have not given
practical results.

The refraction is usually the same for the entire fundus of the
eye. According to Young, if we suppose a sphere drawn around
the eye with the distance of the far point as radius, the position of
the retina is such that it is everywhere found at the place where
the best images of objects situated on this sphere could be formed.
A certain degree of astigmatism by incidence is inevitable for the
peripheral parts; but the retina is here found between the two focal
lines almost at the place which would correspond with the circular
diffusion spot.

Thanks to this arrangement, we can use the papilla for the
determination of refraction by the erect image; generally its refrac-
tion scarcely differs from that of the macula. There are exceptions
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to this rule, however. For instance, I examined on consultation a
young man in whom a myopia of 4 D. was indicated, while a
colleague, very experienced in determination by the erect image,
and myself found, each for himself, emmetropia by the ophthalmo-
scope. It was later established beyond doubt that the patient had
really a myopia of 4 D. Then, asking ourselves whether the
myopia might not be due to a spasm of accommodation, we resorted
to a treatment by atropine, but without changing the result.
Analogous differences seem quite . frequent in cases of excessive
myopia, by reason of the elongated form of the globe.

A difference between subjective and ophthalmoscopic refraction
may therefore be due : i° to a greater distance of the correcting
glass from the observed eye (see last issue); 2° to the fact that a
latent hypermetropia may become manifest in the darkness; 3° to
the fact that the papilla may have a different refraction from the
macula; 4° to simulation.

To judge of the depth of a papillary excavation we can measure
the difference of refraction between the edge and pit of the excava-
tion, keeping in mind that a difference of one dioptry corresponds
to almost a third of a millimeter. We can measure by the same
process the tumefaction of the papilla in cases of optic neuritis, the
distance of an opacity of the vitreous body from the retina, etc.

Another means of judging whether one point is situated in
front of another, consists in making slight movements of the head
(with the ophthalmoscope). We shall then see the nearer point
make a movement in a contrary direction in relation to the other
point (oarallax).

The magnification of 13 which we have found for the erect
image has nothing to, do with the apparent size of the papilla,
which depends on the distance to which we project the image with-
out knowing it. When we begin to use the ophthalmoscope,
the papilla frequently appears very small, and generally its size
seems to vary for different observers. I have noticed a phe-
nomenon of the same kind when looking at a luminous point.
If the point is very distant, the circle of diffusion appears very
large to me. But if I observe a luminous point placed at the 'focus
of a lens of 20 D., held in front of my eye, the point appears
extremely small, and this although the retinal image ought to be
exactly the same in both cases. Accommodation is often charged
with playing a part in this optic illusion, but we must observe that
it takes place even if every trace of accommodation be
excluded. It rests on an unconscious conclusion relatively to the
distance of the object (see chapter XXII).

The macula is usually difficult to see: most frequently the pupil
must be dilated. The fovea is sometimes visible as a dark spot
with a small whitish point in the middle; its place is marked in
every case by the peculiar manner in which the vessels come from
all sides to disappear in its vicinity. We never see a trace of the
yellow color which is so striking in the dead eye; certain authors
have, therefore, considered this yellow coloration as a phenomenon
due to changes after death. and this idea seems confirmed by an
observation which I have made. We generally suppose that if we
do not see the yellow color of the macula, it is because the yellow
light is drowned by the red light reflected by the blood. I, there-
fore, thought that we should be able to see it by illuminating the
eye with a strong sodium flame. The blood does not reflect this
light, or reflects it only slightly, and the appearance of the fundus
of the eye recalls that of photographic illustrations of ophthalmo-
scopic images; we see the vessels black on a gray ground, but the
macula, which we should expect to find illuminated, remains at
least as dark as in ordinary ophthahnoscopy.

[To BE CONTINUED]
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than it is possible to do
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-ment must send name and address-not for isiblieation, hutas an evidelliv or good faith. Questions will h., aii,vered inthe order in whieli they are reeeived. No alien! ion will lwpaid to anonymous comintinieal ions.
To enable us 10 answer questions satisfactorily and giveproper advice in the management of CUSPS stibinittd io is itIs essential that lye he furnished with a complete hitottry ofeach case and accurate hilMittation en I he lob on i lig [stints:1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-mate).
2. Have glasses been previously worn? how long and whatnumber?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvementglasses atlbrd.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and withthem).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).6. Test for muscular inaullicieney.

"E. C. K."-In skiascopy suppose I bring /he orig-
inal source of light two inches from the mirror,
and place over Me -light a lens of two-inch
focus, would that have any effect on tlw result ?
It gives, of course, a much brighter tight.
Suppose I place small print on my forehead
forty inches away, and ask the patient to read
it, don't they use c D. of accommodation?
And if I add - 2 to the findings will that
not be correct at forty inches, or one meler
distance P

The nearer the source of light is approached
to the mirror, the brighter will be the illumination
from the latter, but it would be unnecessary and
inadvisable to place a two-inch lens in front of the
light. The writer prefers the light by the side of
or above the patient's head: the illumination is
ample, and in a darkened room the contrast
between reflex and shadow is well marked.

When patient looks into distance so as to
relax his accommodation, and the emergent rays
focus on the retina of the observer at a distance of
one meter, the artificial myopia is neutralized by
placing a + i 1). lens in front of the eye under
examination. If the patient fixes his sight on the
letters on the forehead of the observer, he uses
I D. of accommodation, thus producing a myopia
of this amount. The far point of such an eye is at
forty inches, or on the retina of the observer. Now
by following the rule we add - i D. to the find-
ings, and this lens would just represent the amount
of myopia in this case.

'L. R. E"-11fr. E., age thirty-three, has wont
concave glasses from childhood. A'. E. V. 4,,
L. E. V. same. He is wearing for R. - 6.50,
L. 6.25. IKth this he reads finest type at
73. inches but no farther. For distance uses
- 8.5o for each eye. He is a bookkeeper;
sees his work be/ler with his distance glasses
Man with his reading glasses. A very careful
test reveals .75, astigmatism ax. 20 in each
eye, also a difference of 1 i. ii, distance
between V of two eyes, both for distance and
reading, that is, right eye requires i D.
stronger glass Man left. With his distance
glasses cannot recognize faces of friends
across the street, say 50 feel. 11 '11/, - i i.for
R. and - .to for L. sees well al 50 feel II 7,a/
would be best for him to use? Is there any
reason why he should not use stronger glasses
than he now uses for both reading and dis-
tance ? Would you correct astigmatism in
both eyes and use 1 D. stronger for I?. eye in
his reading glasses? Uses stronger glasses
vow than when a boy.

While the greatest care must be taken not to
prescribe glasses too strong in myopia, yet at the
same time the pendulum must not be allowed to
swing to the other extreme with the result of giving
them too weak. The desire should be to afford
the patient the best possible vision consistent with
the comfort and welfare of the eyes. In the first
place, in a case of high myopia like this, the full
correction of the error or the glasses that afford
the best vision at a distance, are too strong for
reading. We are told ,that R. - II D. and L.
- to D. enables tatient to see well at 50 feet. It
would have given us a better idea of the case if
our correspondent had noted what letters could be
read on the test card at 20 feet. However, the
important point is to keep these glasses as weak
as possible. Hold a pair of + .5o D. in front of

KEYSTONE

them, and if patient is able to name the letters on
the same line and just as well, the glasses should
be reduced that much. The rule for determining
the reading glasses is to subtract from the full
measure of the myopia those glasses the focus of
which represents the distance at which patient
desires to read or work. Inasmuch as 13 inches
is considered a desirable reading distance, and as
3 D. represents this distance, therefore the distance
glasses are reduced by this amount. This mould
give 0. I). - 8 D., 0. S. - 7 D. But such rule is
not to be blindly followed in every case, but simply
to be used as a guide post. It does not prohibit
glasses a little stronger or glasses a little weaker if
such are found more comfortable and to afford
more satisfactory vision. The question of the
correction of the astigmatism must be determined
by further examinations. If the addition of the
indicated cylinder at the proper meridian produces
a marked improvement in the visual acuity, then it
should be combined with the sphere. But if the
patient is in doubt whether the cylinder adds to
vision, then it is better that it should be omitted.
The glass for right eye may be and should be 1 D.
stronger if tests prove that the refraction of this
eye differs to that extent.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"111. & 111."-(1) Genllemau, aged fifty-three.
After e.ramining with relinoseofte shows 2 D.
of hyperme/ropia in /he 7,ertical meridian and
.50 D. of myopia in the hori.zontal meridian of
Me right eye. Lift eye, with the stenopaic
disk, shows /.75 D. of hyperme/ropia in the
meridian al 105° and .25 D. myopia at 15°.
II 'ha! ■Could you prescribe for reading glasses?

(2) Ilhat is the correcting glass for an eye which
can read no nearer Man 30 cm. and whose
amplitude of accommodation is 5.33 D.?

(3) ii /1(7/ would you do for a patient, twenty-
seven yetll'S old, who is hypermetropic 2 D.,
but cannot read with anything weaker than
plus .1.75 P What would you consider his
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ming our correspondent has made
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the necessary allowance, the prescription according
to the retinoscope examination would be + 2 D.
cyl. axis I8o° C - .50 D. cyl. axis 900• The
result of the stenopaic disk would be 1.75 D.
cyl. axis 15° C - .25 I). cyl. axis 105°. This
shows not only a slight discrepancy in the measure
of the defect but also in the location of the two
chief meridians. The final and decisive test should
be made by trial lenses. The axes of the cylinders
are more likely to be at 90° and 18o°, and they
should be placed there unless the 15° rotation
produces a marked improvement in vision. The
cross-cylinder should then be reduced to a sphero-
cylinder, to which should be added a sphere suffi-
ciently strong (perhaps + 2 D. or + 2.50 D.)
to correct the presbyopia that is present at this
age.

(2) The position of the near point is determined
by the amount of amplitude of accommodation.
If the near point is 3o cm., the amplitude is 3.33 D.;
whereas if the amplitude is 5.33 D., the near point
would be 18 cm. There is a discrepancy in our
correspondent's statement which we are tillable
to reconcile. •

(3) It seems almost incredible that a hyper-
metrope of 2 D. is unable to read with any lens
weaker than -I- 4.75, when such patient is under
thirty. years of age. Ordinarily, at this age, there
is sufficient accommodation to overcome the hyper-
metropia and also to afford good reading vision.
There may be a large amount of latent hyperme-
tropia, or there may be a paralysis of the accom-
modation. Before giving glasses as strong as this
in a young person with less than half the amount
of hypermetropia, the examination must be repeated.
several times, and it must be made certain that no
weaker glass will suffice. This really indicates
some abnormality, so that perhaps it would be
better for the optometrist not to assume too much
responsibility, but, if possible, secure the advice
of,an ophthalmologist.

a.
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"C. E. K."-In skiascopy if I bring the mirror
close to the flame I cannot see, it looks like
spider webs, and I cannot see how anyone else
can, for you have to hold the mirror oblique on
account of the law of reflection, and if I bring
the light to six inches, as you adz.is.e, the mirror
has to be held oblique and I can never see
through it. I always work with light at side
of patient's head, and I am successjid that
way ; but the most peculiar thing to me is I
always observe the reflex with the other eye-
not the oiw with the mirror against it. Aly
work is all right and always has been. Do
others do the same ? I use the stenopaic slit
and find oftentimes errors that will show no
other way. Sometimes the patient will say all
lines look the same, see no difference, and when
the stenopaic slit is on I discover astigmatism
of as high as 1.25. In fact, it seems I can
discover or uncover low + errors no Wei
way, and I do good work ; but it is strange
that authors differ  so in advising their students.
Davis says begin with low lens ,. mak,' others
say begin with strong + lens. Some say do
nothing without a mydriatic ; Davis and others
say a mydrialic is hardly ever wanted. Who
is right P Some say use prisms, others say no.
I correct evelything ; if I find i° prism is
wanted I use it, but I am looking for more
light. How can I correct this case? Filled
patient all rikhl with 0. D. + 3, 0. S.
2 C + 1.25 ax. go°. Anything square looks
narrow at the top. Can I weaken the cylinder
in any way?

We agree with our correspondent in placing
the light by the patient's head, but we cannot
agree with him that he sees the reflex with the
other eye ; this is impossible. The light is returned
to the reflector, and as the reflector has a trans-
parent center some of the light passes through
this into the eye over m.hich the retinoscope is
held. The reflected light cannot enter the other
eye.

Every optometrist who is in practice for any
length of time forms habits of his own and falls
into certain routine methods that may be different
from others. The stenopaic disk forms one of our
methods for the detection and correction of astig-
matism, and yet some observers will prefer other
methods as giving more satisfactory results. Some
think best to commence with weak convex lenses
and increase ; others prefer to commence with
strong convexes and decrease. Some oculists
claim a mydriatic is necessary in every case, but
optometrists know that the majority of errors can
be corrected without its use. We should not pro-
hibit the use of prisms ; but they should be used
with discrimination : the cases must be selected.
If 1° of heterophoria is found to be present, it does
not by any means follow that a prism of 1° should
be ordered.

"A'. E. C."-Palient, lady ; pain in the eyes, delicate
and anaemic. 0. D. V,;, with + i = is.
a S. zcith + ax. yo° O. Candle at
twenty ftel, with rod, lakes 9° Pr15111 base down
to make equilibrium. How much of it ought
.1 to correct / AO diplopia. Or should I by
refracliz'e correction first?

Yes, the correction of the refraction should be
tried first. We presume our correspondent has
carefully determined these lenses, and the only
remark we have to make in regard to them is that
in the presence of i 1). of astigmatism we would
hardly expect to find the acuteness of vision to be
full N.

If these lenses fail to afford relief to the pain
in the eyes after trial, then attention may be given
to muscular imbalance. In making the test for
heterophoria precaution must be taken to exclude
every other source of light except that at which
patient is looking. Otherwise more than one
streak of light will be seen and the accuracy of the
test greatly impaired. If there is really 9° of
hyperphoria, we think a tenotomy the quickest
and surest method of relief. If this is not feasible,
then prisms may be used tentatively, commencing
with 2°, that is, I° over each eye-in one eye base
up and in other base down. If these are well borne,
they may be increased to 2° in about two months,
but vertical prisms often cause great disturbance
of vision it should be remembered.
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Hypermetropic Astigmatism Simulating Myopic

Mt-s. I. A., aged twenty-two, complains
of headache, soreness over eyes and twitch-
ing of lids.

We find the acuteness of vision is fl in
each eye.

In a case like this where headache is the
chief symptom, and where the acuteness of
vision falls somewhat below normal, we
suspect astigmatism. After trial of lenses,
ill which all convexes are rejected, we find
that — I D. cyl., axis 1800, is accepted for
each eye separately, and raises the visual
acuity to fl. We therefore apparently have
a case of simple myopic astigmatism ; but
we don't feel entirely satisfied with the result
of our first examination, not enough so to
justify us in prescribing glasses, and there-
fore we will pursue our investigation further.

We give her the small reading card in
order to measure the amplitude of accommoda-
tion, and find that she can read the smallest
print at the top of the card as close as 7
inches and as far away as 20 inches. The
power of accommodation is therefore 5.50 D.
We recall the normal near point at this
age should be 44 inches, representing
9 D. of accommodation. We are impressed
at once with the fact that the near point has
receded and that the amplitude of accommo-
dation has lessened, which indicates that the
refraction of the eyes is hypermetropic, in-
stead of myopic, as the cylinders chosen
would lead us to believe.

Let us stop long enough to remind the
reader that in hypermetropia there is a de-
ficiency of refractive power, which must be
made up by the accommodation ; this re-

, duces the amount of available accommoda-
tion as revealed by the receded near point.
The " Optician's Manual " contains several
tables showing the position of the near point
and the amount of accommodation at the
different ages. It is well for the optometrist
to have these tables committed to memory,
so that knowing the age of his patient he
can quickly and mentally note if there is any
departure from the normal standard and
whether in the direction of deficiency or
excess of accommodation.

Contrariwise in myopia there is an excess
of refractive power, thus increasing the ampli-
tude of accommodation, which surplus is re-
vealed by a near point closer than the normal
standard for that particular age.

Therefore the receded near point in this
case and the diminished amplitude of accom-
modation, would tend to show that the con-
cave cylinders accepted were incorrect and
would rather indicate a hypermetropic con-
dition of refraction.

We now pass on to determine the mus-
cular equilibrium, for which purpose we place
a Maddox rod over the left eye in a horizon-
tal position, while the patient's attention is
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directed to the light on the other side of the
room. On account of the dissimilarity of
the images formed on the two retinre, the
natural desire for binocular fusion is inter-
fered with, and the eyes are given over to
the action of the muscles uninfluenced by
this instinct, and therefore if there is any
imbalance it at once becomes manifest.

The image formed in the right eye is
that of the light of its natural appearance,
while the image formed in the left eye is a
vertical streak of light of a reddish tint.

We ask patient if she sees a red streak
of light, and she replies that she does not.
This is by no means unusual, and the young
optometrist need not be worried because the
patient fails at first to see the streak and
therefore he is led to fear that he may not be
able to make use of this test, which is really
the most reliable at our command in detect-
ing the presence of heterophoria. The
image of the natural light formed in the
right eye is bright and clear and engages the
attention of the brain to the temporary ex-
clusion of the less distinct image formed in
the eye that is covered by the Maddox rod,
because the latter makes a much less marked
impression upon the visual centers.

We cover the right eye for a second
and then the streak at once becomes visible,
and on removing the cover the streak can
usually be retained in the visual field ; or
perhaps the better way is to rotate the Mad-
dox rod, which at once engages the attention
of the left eye and makes the streak notice-
able. And whenever the patient loses the
streak, as they oftentimes do, one or two rota-
tions of the rod at once brings it into view.

We make use of this little trick with
this lady and we ask her again if she sees a
vertical streak, and now she replies in the
affirmative. We ask her on which side of
the light the streak is located, and she replies
" to the left." Now, let us consider what we
have found : the rod is over left eye, and
streak is seen to left side ; this is the form of
diplopia that is termed homonymous ; that
is, right object is seen by right eye and left
object by left eye, and indicates a condition
of esophoria.

We ask patient how far the streak
appears to be from the light, and she replies
" about three or four inches," which amount
of displacement indicates at least several
degrees of defect. We recall that in esopho-
ria the base of the prism must be placed out,
and we hold a prism of 2° in this position
before the eye and ask patient what effect
it has on the relative positions of the streak
and the light. She replies " that the streak
is still on the left of the light, but closer to
it, perhaps within an inch or two."

We then try a 3° prism in place of this
one, and patient tells us that while streak is
still on the left, it is now almost in contact
with the light. We feel as if this is about
the measure of the esophoria, but before
entering the record in our case book, we
will try a 4° prism base out, and in answer
to our inquiry patient says the streak is
now at least one inch to the right. This, of
course, is an over-correction, and we record
the insufficiency as 3°.

Now, it must be remembered that
esophoria is usually associated with a hyper-
metropic condition of refraction. When we
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find hypermetroia we may safely expect a
tendency to inward deviation, and when the
muscle tests reveal esophoria, we are almost
sure to find that the refraction of the eye is
hypermetropic.

Therefore in this case, in spite of the
fact that concave cylinders were preferred,
the diminished amplitude of accommodation
and the esophoria would both throw a shadow
of doubt over the accuracy of these lenses.

We will now make use of the fogging
system in our effort to detect some of the
hypermetropia which, we think, is existing
in this case in a latent form. We reduce the
strength of the convexes by concaves, until
now we have a plus value of i D. before the
eyes, with which, however, vision is very
much blurred and indistinct. Instead of
reducing still further with concave spheres,
we will try concave cylinders ; placing them
in the trial frame with the position of the axis
at 18o°. We commence with a — .5o cyl.
which produces an immediate improvement
in vision ; we try successively a — .75 cyl.
and a — r cyl. each improving over the
other, and the latter affording a vision of n
full and 44} partly. The axis of the cylinder
is rotated first in one direction and then in
the other, but patient prefers the position of
the axis at 18o° as affording the best vision.
This was the result of the test of the right
eye, and on the left eye a — .75 cyl. ivas
preferred with axis at 18o°. Now let us see
what we have,
0. D., 4. i D. sph. 0 — i D. cyl. axis 18o°
0. S., ± I D. sph. C — .75 I). cyl. axis 1800

Transposing these to simpler forms we get
0. D., + I D. cyl. axis 900
0. S., + .25 D. sph. C -I- .75 D. cyl. axis 90°

We feel now that we have worked out
the proper correction, and we want to use this
case as a text from which to preach a short
sermon to optometrists, and particularly to
the younger and less experienced men in the
practice, that they must be very careful not
to mistake hypermetropia for myopia, and
that they must be slow in prescribing con-
cave lenses, unless the indications for them
are unmistakable.

It is well to remember that in the great
majority of cases that apply to you, the re-
fraction is hypermetropic. In law, a man is
assumed to be innocent unless he is proven
guilty. In optometry we would lay down
and establish the broad general principle that
the error of refraction in any case that applies
to us is assumed to be hypermetropic unless
there is positive and undeniable proof
to the contrary.

We are not likely to give convex lenses
when myopia is actually present ; and if we
did, no great harm could be caused by them.
But we are likely to fall into the error of
giving concave glasses when the refraction is
really hypermetropic (this has been done
over and over again by men who should
know better), thus imposing a tax on the
accommodation and producing a condition •
of asthenopia, with symptoms of great dis-
comfort.

In these days of optical education and
advancement, such an error on the part of
one who considers himself a competent opto-
metrist is inexcusable, and if any reader of
THE KEYSTONE should ever commit such a

(Continued on page n35)
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grievous mistake, we wash our hands of
the responsibility, because we have on
these pages repeatedly warned him of this
danger and pointed out the means of avoid-
ing it.

We have made no mention so far of the
several objective tests, the ophthalmoscope,
the retinoscope and the ophthalmometer, for
the reason that perhaps many of our readers
are not skilled in these objective methods,
but are accustomed to depend upon their
tests by the trial case, and we want to make
these clinics helpful to this class of readers.
We might say, however, iri passing, that the
rctinoscope verified the result last obtained
by the test lenses ; which was further corro-
borated by the ophthalmometer as to the
amount of astigmatism and the location of
the defective meridian.

Our advice in cases of astigmatism, or
in any case where there is difficulty in deter-
mining the exact condition of refraction, is
not to prescribe glasses on a single examina-
tion, but to repeat it for a third time. We
did so in this case and arrived at freactically
the same result each time, but we did not
think it wise to order the full correction at
first, and therefore we compromised on the
following:

0. U., + .50 D., cyl. axis 900

These lenses were prescribed in May,
1903, and have given entire satisfaction.
Patient has called several times since when
lenses were broken, and always speaks in
highest terms of benefits received from the
glasses.

The Opticians' League of the State
of New York

A number of prominent opticians met on May
the t8th, at the Victoria Hotel, and organized
" The Opticians' League of the State of New
York." The objects of the league as set forth in
the constitution and by-laws adopted, are the
general improvement of the optical business from
a scientific as well as commercial standpoint ; pro-
tection from unjust and unlawful exactions ; reform
of abuses in the trade ; diffusion of correct and
reliable information concerning the business, and
the promotion of an enlarged and friendly inter-
course between merchants engaged in the optical
trade.

Two classes of members are provided for—the
active, consisting of individual owners, firms or
corporations engaged in the retail optical trade,
and the honorary, consisting of such as may be
recommended by the board of directors for that
distinction.

The organization was effected by the election
of the following officers : President, E. B. Meyro-
witz ; vice-president, Chas. Lembke ; secretary,
Theo. Mundorff ; treasurer, Alex. Shaw.

These officers are also members of the board
of directors, to which three ether members were
elected, as-follows : For three years, F. Kreuter;
for two years, J. B. Hoecher, Jr.; for one year,
C. L. Pilger ; making seven directors in all.

The constitution and bylaws contain the
customary provisions for amendment, duties of
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officers and committees, order of business, admis-
sion to membership, dues, etc.

The most important qualification for member-
ship is that candidates must be dispensing opti-
cians. Only active members can vote.

Regular meetings are to be held semi-annually
on the third Wednesday of May and November.
Special meetings may be called on request of any
five or more members or of the board of directors.
A rather novel provision is that for the designa-
tion by the president of an active member in every
important city in the State to look after the in-
terests of the league and in a general way to repre-
sent it in his locality, under the title of vice-presi-
dent for such city, county or district, as the case
may be. It is expected that the membership will
be extended to all parts of the State.

Maine State Association of Opticians
The regular meeting and banquet ol the NI,une

State Association of Opticians was held at the
Congress Square Hotel, Portland, on Wednesday
evening, June 1st. Among a number of very inter-
esting papers read was one by F. P. Simmons, of
Boston, on "The Clinical Value of Prisms." A
motion was passed amending the by-laws so that
meetings of the association shall be held quarterly
in future instead of monthly as heretofore. The
meeting also voted to withdraw from the Protective
Fund. A proposal to affiliate with the American
Association of Opticians was taken up and will be
again considered at the next meeting. The attend-
ance included : Herman E. Murdock, Robert P.
Swift, A. M. Wentworth, Edward E. Tuttle,
Eugene S. Pendexter and Lynn Buckly, Portland;
F. A. Perry, Lewiston ; H. W. Jones, Waterville;
V. W. Hills, Norway, and A. P. Allen, Bangor.

New York City Optical Society
The regular meeting of the optical society of

the city of New York was held at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel on the evening of June 8th. After routine
business was transacted the society selected
R. M. Lockwood to act as representative at the
coming convention of the American Association
of Opticians, to be held in Milwaukee in August.
A. Jay Cross was selected to represent the society
at the annual meeting of the New York State
Optical Society, to be held at Syracuse. The
banquet committee reported through Chairman
Lockwood that arrangements had been made to
hold the banquet at Mouquin's restaurant, in
Fulton Street, on the evening of June 15th, and
that in addition to the usual after-dinner speaking,
the company would be entertained by recitations
and music, and an enjoyable evening was prom-
ised. The committee was given authority to
obtain souvenirs and other desirable features for
the occasion.

The lecture of the evening was delivered by
R. M. Lockwood, his subject being "Spasm of
Accommodation. Does It Cover a Multitude of
Sins?" The lecturer took the position that many
writers on this subject overestimated the occur-
rence of spasms of accommodation, and attributed
many of the cases that are supposed to be spasms
to other causes, admitting at the same time that
there may be such spasms, but they do not occur
frequently.

After the lecture several propositions in the
question box were taken up and discussed. The
first question, "Is there any other astigmatism
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besides corneal and lenticular ?" Answeting this
it was suggested that another form of unnamed
astigmatism was due to the irregular form of the
retina. The second question was, " To what extent
are 'grab fronts' available?" It was the general
opinion of those who discussed this point that the
coming-in of bifocal lenses lessened the use of
" grab fronts." In speaking of bifocals, one speaker
advanced the opinion that better results were
obtained through their use by seeing that the lenses
were given the proper tilt, as several complaints of
discomfort from wearers of bifocals had been found
to be due to the lenses being set too straight before
the eyes, and the tilting forward of the lens at the
top overcame the trouble and removed the objec-
tion. It was recognized that "grab fronts" could
be prescribed to advantage in many cases, 'espe-
cially for the use of bookkeepers, where the work-
ing distance varied somewhat and trouble was
experienced in prescribing bifocals. The " grab
fronts " were also recommended where the glare-
shade lenses were needed.

The last question, " Which is the best way to
get your fee—to include with cost of glasses, or
make a separate and distinct charge?" produced
an interesting discussion. Most of the speakers
agreed that the time was ripe for optometrists to
make a distinct charge for examination. It was
pointed out that there was a strong tendency in
this direction in other localities, and several of the
speakers told that they had already adopted the
system to good advantage in their own practice,
Among these were President Ryer and Mr. Fishel,
of Mt. Kisco. Several of the members who are
located in the city in the neighborhood of large
department stores, thought it would be difficult to
obtain an examination fee in competition with the
optical departments of the large department stores,
who made their examinations, as did the neighbor-
ing opticians, without any charge. The diseussion
was informal, and no action was taken on the
subject.

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held at
Young's Hotel, Boston, on Tuesday evening, June
21st. The constitution was amended by the addi-
tion of the following provision to the section named:

Article IV. Sec. 3. No member shall display
or advertise his membership in this associa-tion in any other way or manner than by the
display of the certificate issued to him by this
association.

Article V., Sec. 4,.of the by-laws was amendedby leaving out the words, " his membership in the
association ceases," and substituting the words,
" his name shall be reported at the next regular
meeting of the association for action." This article
in its amended form reads:

Any member of the association who shall be
in arrears for dues for the term of one year, shall
be notified in writing by the treasurer, and if thesame is not paid at the end of thirty days, his nameshall be reported at the next regular meeting of the
association for action."

George A. Seabury, of Clinton, Mass., was
elected an associate member of the association.
The report of the committee on the " Minimum
Price-List " evoked an interesting discussion.

"I would say Mat The Keystone and The
Optician's Manual" have been of great help tome in my optical work."—Homer W. Abbott,Jeweler, Winchendon, Massachusetts.
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Optical Society of the State of New
York

The ninth annual meeting of the Optical
Society of the State of New York was held in the
assembly room of the Yates Hotel, Syracuse, on
June 28th. There was a good attendance of mem-
bers, who showed much interest in the proceedings.
The usual formalities having been gone through,
B. B. Clark, president of the society, delivered
the annual address as follows:

This, the ninth annual meeting of this society,
I believe, finds us in a stronger position than ever
before. The resolution passed at the last annual
meeting, Instructing the officers to incorporate the
society, has been carried out, and we are now
Incorporated under the membership corporation

law of this State.
The raising of
dues, and the is-
suing of certifi-
cates, seems to
have met with the
approval o f t It e
members. These
certificates are on-
ly issued .to those
who pay their
dues, and all mem-
bers should be
prompt in remit-
ting same to the
treasurer.

While our so-
ciety comprises
the leading prac-

titioners of the State, its membership should, and
can, be largely increased. Application blanks can
be secured of any of the officers of the society, and
each member should endeavor to secure at least
one new name. While we desire to increase our
membership, we do not want any but good, honest
men. The aim of our organization is to attain a
higher scientific and practical proficiency, and
there is a sentiment existing, I am happy to say,
that discourages and discountenances unprofes-
sional methods. When the optometrist fully rea-
lizes his limitations and proper sphere of activity,
his status will be much higher. We want each
member to be a credit to the society, and to feel
that his fellow members stand behind him in his
endeavors to do good work and obtain the confi-
dence of the community wherein he practices.

On the tenth of February the officers of the
society introduced in both houses of the legislature
a bill to regulate the practice of optometry and,
while we failed in securing the desired legislation,
the opinion of competent legislators is, that we
conduct(-cl a clean, dignified campaign, made many
friencl,, and that if we will continue along the same
lines IA,: must win. Every dollar expended was
used for legitimate purposes and expenses. The
history of our experience I will not relate, as the
matter ,f legislation will come up in our programme
for di, • assion. The work done along this line has
been considerable, and it has been a source of
satisfaction and gratification to have the support
which has been given me the past year, and I
cannot express my thanks for the assistance ren-
dered by the officers and members of this society.
I believe that we should not stop for an hour, but
that we should continue in our efforts to obtain
the legal recognition and status that we are
entitled to. The first work to be done is to con-
vince our opponents that what we ask for will
prove as beneficial to them as to the public and
ourselves.

One of the best ways of convincing our oppo-
sition is to conduct our business in such a manner
that there will be no opportunity for criticism.
Our field of activity is ample, and I hope you will
all give your opinion in the discussion of the clay
as regards a code of ethics for the optometrist.
The subject of affiliation of the State societies with
the American Association will be taken up at their
next annual meeting at Milwaukee, and if the
resolution which I introduced last year is passed,
allowing the State societies to affiliate by signifying
such desire, without compelling all members of a
State society to become members, I would favor
affiliation, and the sending of a delegate each year,
as I believe that the State societies working in

B. B. Clark
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harmony with the national society will result in
good to us all.

Edward E. Arrington, of the Empire Optical
Co., Rochester, N. Y., delivered a discourse enti-
tled " Experiences at Albany," in which he gave a
very interesting resume of the work done by those
to whom was delegated the work of placing the
proposed optometry bill before the State Legis-
lature. The facts of this have already been pub-
lished in THE KEYSTONE. Perhaps the most
instructive paper read at the meeting was that of
Harry M. Bestor entitled " Professional and Corn-
mercial Optometry," which appears on page 1145,
of this issue.

At the conclusion of the business meeting, a
move was made to the banquet room where the
annual dinner was held. This, if anything, proved
even more enjoyable than any of the delightful
feasts of previous years. The mend was a choice
one, and the company was in the. best .of spirits
throughout. The meeting and banquet, on the
whole, may be put on record as the most successful
yet held under the auspices of the New York
State Society.

Banquet of the New York City
Optical Society

The Optical Society of the City of New York
held the second banquet given by the society at
Mouquin's Restaurant, on Fulton Street, on the
evening of June xsth. The attendance was about
S eventy-five
members, lady
friends and
guests. The din-
ner was served
on the third floor
of this well-
known restau-
rant, which is
specially set
apart for gather-
ings of this kind.
A short table
running across
one end of the
room provided
for the officers,
while the mem-
bers were ar-
ranged at two
long tables, run-
ning lengthwise of the room. Before and during
the serving of the dinner, the guests were enter-
tained by music furnished by an orchestra. When
coffee was served, President Ryer, who acted as
toastmaster, rapped for order, and spoke as follows:

I could barely abide the time when, having
enjoyed this beautiful repast, I could express my
pleasure at seeing so many friends gathered about
this board. To be sure, I often see these same
gentlemen gathered together, but under such
widely differing circumstances that, were they not
familiar to me, I fear I could not readily recognize
many. When we meet ordinarily, it is to unravel
optometrical problems, to consider weighty busi-
ness matters, to examine new and perplexing theo-
ries ; in a word, to grapple with the innumerable
difficulties that inevitably present themselves to
men engaged in any field of science. There, at
our scientific sessions, dealing with purely techni-
cal matters, the gentlemen, to put it plainly, have
technical features—hard, cold, determined, seldom
illumined as they are to-night by smiles, and if so
the expression is but transitory. Here to-night we
have the other side of the picture ; how different,
how far more pleasing ; for a time the veil has
been lifted and the man in his true light shines
forth ; not ffie cold, calculating scientist, but the
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warm-hearted, genial friend. To-night all past
disagreements, all the little heart burnings, the
Petty jealousies that unavoidably, yea naturally,
creep into men's minds will steal out of our memo-
ries never to return, and we will part, I trust,
warmer friends than ever, to meet again after a
short vacation to resume the duty our society
demands of each and every member.

The crowning feature of this most happy pic-
ture I have so far left untouched, and, approaching
it with due reverence, offer as the initial toast,
" Those who as mothers, wives, sisters or sweet-
hearts, guide us toward loftier aims, toward nobler,
holier achievements."

President George F. Applegate, of the New
Jersey Society, was the next speaker. He referred
to the advantageous location of his State, which
permitted its opticians not only to co-operate
among themselves, but also to affiliate with their
brethern in the neighboring cities of Philadelphia
and New York. He pictured the optician of the
future as one who would not restrict himself merely
to correcting errors of refraction, but would also
make a study of the entire nervous system of the
body, as such knowledge would often be a help to
him in properly treating many eye troubles.

A. Jay Cross, the next speaker, was presented
as the ex-president of the city, State and national
societies. After a humorous preface, Mr. Cross
referred briefly to the advancement that had been
made along educational lines, and the necessity for
continued activity in this direction. While legisla-
tion and other things demanded and should re-
ceive the attention and support of the organiza-
tions, he said none of these were so important as
the educational feature. Secretary Lockwood was
then called upon to explain the application of the
optical terms used in the menu, which had afforded
considerable amusement and speculation, and he
did so in a very clever manner.

A. M. Frankel, chairman of the banquet com-
mittee, and a hard worker for the success of the
occasion, was next called upon after a mysterious
introduction and made a very humorous response.
He began by referring to the many names used by
opticians and eye specialists, and the list made a
very formidable array. He described the its glasses
for $t shops, and told of the treatment and sort of
goods they furnished their gullible patrons. Speak-
ing seriously, he referred to the failure of the opto-
metry bill to pass the last session of the Legisla-
ture, stating that its failure was due to " lack of
dough."

Mr. Frankel was followed by Wm. J. Benn, of
THE KEYSTONE, and Frederick Boger, of the
Optical journal, as the representatives of the trade
journals.

Miscellaneous Society Notes
The Indiana Optical Society held its mid-

summer meeting at the Denison Hotel, Indianapo-
lk, on June 27th. The report of the meeting bad
not reached us at the time of going to press.

At the last regular meeting of the Central New
York Optical Society, arrangements were made for
the entertainment of the opticians attending the
annual convention of the Optical Society of the
State of New York, held in Syracuse June 28th.

The California State Board of Optometry held
examinations in San Francisco last month, when
eleven candidates were examined.

Free sample pages of lectures and lessons of
the Correspondence Course in Optics will be mailed
to teachers of THE KEYSTONE on application to
The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Ask for summer rates. —Adv.
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Solid Line Broken,
Showing Cylinder.

THE HAMILTON AXIS AND PRISM
FINDER tells positively the Axis of any
Cylinder. Also the power and direction of
the Base of any Prism or combination of
prisms, that is single prism, Base in, out,
up or down ; or double prism, Base in and
down, out and down, up and out or up
and in.

It figures at a glance the amount of prismatic power of decentered lenses and gives the largest-sized lens possible to

obtain after uncut lens is decentered. It gives the axis of broken lenses without the necessity of cementing the parts together.

When used without stand, Axis Finder can be carried in vest pocket. (Size 3 mm. thick, 52 mm. in diameter.) A

great time and money saver. No one who handles lenses can afford to be without it. All who have used it indorse it as

indispensable. Descriptive circular with full directions for all uses will be furnished on application.

PRICE complete with Stand and Case,

$4.00 Net.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

MARTIN, COPELAND & CO.,
Providence, R. I.

Manufacturers of Optical Ooods.

Cylinder, Axis 70°. 70 Prism, Base In, or
40 Prism, Base Up.

(INCORPORATED),

Holland Building, Seventh and Olive Streets, Rooms 801-802,

W. J. ROWLEY, Oph. D., N. D.
President and Treasurer.

THE OBJECT of this school is to teach a thorough course in Optics.

THE USE of the trial case (frames and lenses) also. optical instruments their use and

abuse. THE LAWS OF LIGHT AND REFRACTION. Rules for transposing and

writing prescriptions, frame fitting, neutralizing lenses and all that is essential to a first-class

Optician.
WE ALSO TEACH ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY of the EYE. THE PHILO-

SOPHY of WEARING GLASSES, and how to measure the Nerve Supply. HOW TO

STRAIGHTEN CROSS EYES without prisms or operations. HOW to CALCULATE

THE AMOUNT of NERVE ENERGY wasted by an error of refraction, and how to stop it.

A NEW SCIENCE BY WHICH 85%, of ALL HUMAN ILLS CAN BE RELIEVED

by REMOVING THE CAUSE with the right correction of lenses and proper advice as to

how to diet and care for the patient while NATURE does the CURING.

If interested IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE and while attending the GREAT

WORLD'S FAIR, you can attend this school and learn a profession that will make you inde-

pendent, by which you can do untold good to suffering humanity as well as benefit yourself.

We give valuable business pointers .to students.
Additional 'information cheeifully given.

P. S.—We shall conduct a night school . during the World's.
EMI* to give sightseers or, parties employed during the day.
a chance to tike this course.

Optical Organizations

THE K EYSTONE

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)
J.11 N EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
E. I,. JoNES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Milwau-
kee, August. 1 to 4, 1904.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

How. ALBAN G. II. Ginns, H. P., Master.
Cot.. T. DAvIes Sewer,r, F. R. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., Englund.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. NV. DusseomBEt E. B. G. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, E.B.G.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, NV., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
Joilx LABtoNT, Secretary, 514 Victoria Road, Glasgow.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EDEN HARDY, President, Boston, Mass.
(.i. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red IVIng, Arinn.

STATE
Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LueosTitent, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa,

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. Ditmoirril, Secretary, 1032 Third Ave., New York City.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JP:NKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
Alms MARLIARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. NV. E. PATERSON, PreSidelli, Mich.
K EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.
Next meeting, August 18, 1904, at Battle Creek.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
G. E. Boyce, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Mick, Waterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. Ronnits, President, Chicago, Til.
0. J. HALITE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago,

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. H. Woon, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM E. Hess, Sec., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash,
LEANDER Bun', Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. Worm, President, Concord, N. IL
W. E. Ituaeme, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

ALVA SNIDER, President,
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHA-LMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MitanlocK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. Swirl', Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. Weems°, President, Nashville, Tenn.
Geo. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, 'Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (18011

R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. BIEGEI„ Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.CHAPM AN, COr.Seey., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

THOMAS GOWENLOCK, Presideiit, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

LEON BAER, President, Kansas City,
J. W. TALBOT, Secretary and Treasurer, Nevada, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F. JAIlex ;Pt., President, Richmond, Va.
J. W. lluellANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLIS, Prelddent, Ohio.
Enwiti L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

0. R. KING, President, Lexington, Ky.
J. M. remeN, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ate., Louisville, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SUNDBERG, President, Fargo, N. pot,
W. R. 13LseeLy, Secretary, Grafton, N. Pak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903) .

Geo. F. APPLEGATE, President, Trenton, N. .T.
J. J. linevonN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM II. ERITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Duk.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dalt.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

W. W. CHAMBERLIN, President, 110118t011, Texas.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, 328 Live Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, R. I.
FREDERICK LEWIS BLA IR Secretary, care O'Gorman Com-

pan Iy, Providence, It. I.
Meets first Holiday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
Si, R. ABBE, SeCretilry, COJUIllbia, S. U.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. De MEst.n, President.
P. G. Mtti- NT, Secretary.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)
C. E. FoLstim, President, Atlanta, Ga.
C. 11. K ittrell, Secretary, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MMYROWITZ, President, New York City.
Titeo. 51UNpoure, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

LOCAL
Central New York Optical Society (1895)

WM. P. Oeirret., President, Syracuse, N. 'V.
JAMES lloi.nee, Secretary, Syracuse, N. V.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LeRoy Rycit, President.
R.M.Locewoon, Rec, Sec., 1I9W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

'Imam' M. Bewron, President, Rochester, N. Y.
II EN ny C. ;NI I ELK n, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)
Iltenn en PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

117.F.NEwcon a, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALITE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902) ,

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Out,
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCIIER, President.
ROGER F. WI LLIAMs, Secretary, 455 Main Street,

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

Citnet.es G. HoLcome, President,
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN H. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Coln.
JAMES A. Iloward, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

W. E. Hems, President.
J. A. McAvor, Secretary, Lowell, Mass,
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Convention of National Association

THE next big event in the world of optics
will be the annual convention of the

American Association of Opticians, which
takes place in Milwaukee; August 1st to 4th,
inclusive. The various committees charged
with the work of preparation have attended
to their duties industriously and intelligently,
the result of which will be, we trust, a well-.
attended and successful convention. The loca-
tion of the convention was well selected for
all who enjoy travel and sight-seeing; special
inducements in railroad rates have , been
secured, an admirable programme has been
arranged and the concentrated essence of a
sublimated good time is promised. There is
the further inducement of " Opticians' Day''
at the World's Fair for all who will take ad-
vantage of the opportunity to go to St. Louis,
and which one will be able to resist the temp-
tation?

Dispensing Opticians Organize

THE Empire State bears out its leadership
among the sisterhood in the number of

its optical organizations. It prides itself on
a State society and no less than six local
societies, some of these with an exceptionally
large and intelligent membership. To this
creditable list another optical organization
has been added, " The Opticians' League of
the State of New York." The new organi-
zation is composed of dispensing opticians,
no other being eligible for membership. Its
work will be along somewhat different lines
from that of the refracting brethren, but the
fundamental aim of both is the same, namely:
the advancement of the interests of the craft.
Organization, intelligently conducted, is
always the instrument of progress, and the
character of the membership of the Opti-
cians' League indicates intelligent direction
of the new society.

. Daring Feats by the Blind

A MOST impressive demonstration of what
the blind can be trained to do with ease

and comfort was given at the annual gym-
nasium exercises of the Pennsylvania School
for the Blind held at Overbrook on June loth.
Before a large audience, and to the accom-
paniment of inspiring music, the pupils per-
formed all kinds of difficult gymnastic feats,
entering into the different contests with a
spirit of abandonment that made the specta-
tors forget that they were witnessing an exhi-
bition by. blind performers. And, most
singular to relate, their Wind school com-
panions, who witnessed the performance in
their mind's eye, enjoyed it just_as much as
the more fortunate spectators.

Although the girls acquitted themselves
creditably in picturesque marches, dances
and wand exercises, the boys carried off the
honors on account of their daring. Two
boys gave a remarkable exhibition of fancy
roller skating. Six boys performed remark-
able feats on the whipple ladder, and a dozen
youngsters entertained in wrestling bouts.

Blindness is, indeed, the most dreadful
of all afflictions, and yet the happy pupils on
that occasion seemed to be delightfully
unconscious of their deplorable deficiency.
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I use the " Neverwiggle " Eyeglass. I must get a pair, can't stand these.

"NEVERWIGGLE."
The " Neverwiggle Eyeglass " has new patent " Bridle Studs," which lock the screws, and is guaranteed never to wiggle

or \\rabble. Our guarantee is good for a new pair if Stud Screw loosens. Any style of guards can be attached, and the
" Bridle Stud " locks them all. The guards and spring are more easily changed than on any other style. Send for a sample
pair at dozen rates.

No goods sold at retail.
JOHNSTON OPTICAL, CO., Detroit, Mich.

SUMMERTIME IN THE SOUTH
CALLS FOR

SMOKED GLASSES. 

We've been telling about our R department,
and while we know that department to be the

best of the kind in the South, we don't want

our customers to lose sight of the fact that we

have a large stock of all kinds of Optical Goods,

and just now want to call their attention par-

ticularly to our full assortment of SMOKED

GLASSES.

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDERS FOR

WHAT YOU NEED IN THIS LINE.

F. A. HARDY 0 CO.,
Send for Catalog. Atlanta, Ga.

The Aerated Suction Clamp.
0 0 0
0
a
0 0
A

THE BEST

SPRING SUCTION

Guard is All Metal.
All Metal Guard is the

Aerated Suction.
Aerated Suction Guard is

the one with the Spring.

SEND FOR SAMPLES.

ASEPTIC, COMFORTABLE, BEAUTIFUL.

They hold like grim death.

---

ORDER THEM ON YOUR R WORK.

7h-ei icalk64717Yra
1702 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

Work for the Trade. Send for price-list.
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Minnesota State Optical Association

The seventh semi-annual meeting of the Min-
nesota State Optical Association was held in Min-
neapolis, June 14th and 15th, and was without
doubt the most successful meeting in the history of
the organization. The meeting was called to order
by President Chalmers at lo A. rd., June 14th.
The minutes of last meeting read and approved.
President Chalmers then introduced Mayor Haynes,
whose address of welcome was considerably more
than a perfunctory affair. It was a thoughtful
discussion of some present-day tendencies, and
especially emphasized the value of scientific study
applied to the needs of our modern life. This was
responded to by Presiden Chalmers, who thanked
the mayor for his kind welcome and, speaking for
Minnesota optometrists in general, said they en-
joyed holding their meetings in the Twin Cities
because the " officials there always make a special
effort to attend the meetings, while some of those
who should attend fail to do so occasionally."
This was followed by the first lecture of the series
by Prof. C. S. Friedman, after which the meeting
was adjourned to 2.30 P. M.

The afternoon session opened promptly at
2.30 P. M. The reports of the secretary and trea-
surer were received and accepted. The report of
the committee on membership was read, and on
motion the following were elected members : E. P.
Long, St. Cloud ; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings;

H. F. Alden, Sauk Center ; J. Kendall Clark, Min-
neapolis ; Mark Rideout, Rushford ; Theo. G.

Mahler, Le Sueur, and B. Nelson, Granite Falls.
Article 2, section r, of the by-laws was amended

as proposed in the notice.
The second lecture of the series was also de-

livered by Prof. Friedman. The discussion follow-

ing proved that all were watching the proceedings

carefully and reaping the full benefit.

I. M. Radabaugh followed with an excellent

paper on " Changes Desired in the Optometry

Law." Mr. Radabaugh thought that several

changes were desirable : r. An age limit forbid-

ding license to be granted to any one under twenty-

one years of age. 2. A change in the terms of

the members of the board of examiners, so that

instead of all being appointed for three years to

have it so that one or two members terms would

expire each year ; thus avoiding the possibility of

an entire new set of examiners going into office at

any one time. 3. The striking out of section 16

of the law. Mr. Radabaugh presented his cause

with enthusiasm and followed it up with convin-

cing argument, showing careful study of his sub-

ject. While he did not insist on all agreeing with

him in striking out a1 of section 16 of the law, he

convinced his hearers that part at least should

be eliminated. His first and second changes all

agreed on as being just and proper. The discus-

sion following this paper was the most extended

of any of the entire meeting, and resulted in a

legislative committee, to report at the September

meeting, being appointed, consisting of Messrs.

Snell, Millard, Radabaugh, Upham, Brown, Wood-

ward and Hitchcock. After discussion regarding

the adoption of the name of optometrist as the

proper name for our profession, the subject of

affiliation with the American Association of Opti-

cians, and the establishment of a State library,

the matter was referred to a committee consisting

of Messrs. Snell, Radabaugh, Harper and Brown

to report at a later session. Adjournment was taken

at 7.00 P. M.
The evening session met promptly at 7.30,

and the proceedings consisted of a general discus-

sion of the enforcement of the optical law. Mr.
Hitchcock opened and was followed by Mr. Snell,
who presented to the members the views of the
State board of examiners and the best methods of
procedure.

A paper by L. L. Demars on " The Eye," was
followed by an essay on " Professionalism versus
Commercialism," by F. A. Lanctot, who was unable
to be present. The paper was read by Secretary
Snell and was followed by the third lecture by
Prof. Friedman. The session ended at 9 P. M.

At 9.15 A. ra., June r5th, Mr. Harper, of the
committee to whom were referred the matter of
adopting the word " optometrist," etc., reported
the recommendation " that the question of affilia-
tion with the American association, be deferred to
the September meeting, as the matter of admit-
ting State associations would probably be more
definitely settled at the August meeting of that
body ; that it is inexpedient at the present time to
establish a library ; that this association adopt the
word ' optometrist ' and encourage its use, and
for the purpose of assisting to that end that a book-
let be printed defining the meaning of the word,
and giving reasons why it is desirable to use it."
Report accepted and committee discharged. On
motion, the following committee was appointed to
draft and prepare the booklet : Messrs. Millard,
Snell and Hitchcock. On motion, it was decided
the members of the board of directors be allowed
their mileage when attending board meetings, ex-
cepting such meetings as are held at times of regu-
lar or special meetings of the association. On
motion, it was decided that the association have
printed a detailed report of proceedings of its
meeting and a copy of same sent to each member
in good standing. Motion was made and seconded,
that the association send a delegate to the meeting
of the American Association in Milwaukee. The
motion was approved, and President Chalmers was
unanimously elected as delegate.

The matter of adopting a uniform schedule of
prices was deferred to the September meeting.

A. M.Wilton, of Alexandria, "took the money"
in the prize contest with his paper on " The Treat-
ment of Imbalances of the Internal and External
Recti Muscles." Mr. Wilton's literary style is
unique, and the merit of his reasoning and aptness
of his illustrations made his paper one of the most
interesting numbers on the programme. It well
deserves the prize which was heartily awarded
him. This was followed by a brief discussion of
the same subject by S. B. Millard, Litchfield.

Bills to the amount of $209.65 were allowed
and ordered paid. Professor Friedman completed

his series of lectures with one on the " Relation of
Accommodation with the Extrinsic Muscles." Ad-

journment was made at 12.15.
At 1.50 P. M. all the members and their ladies

boarded a chartered electric car and took a de-

lightful ride through the Twin Cities to White
Bear Lake, accompanied by the Minnesota Male
Quartette and a reader to enliven them on the

way. After two hours spent in experimenting

with the varied attractions at this popular summer
resort, they reboarded the car and all voted the

meeting the grandest ever. " We will surely all be

Oil hand the next time," was the general remark.

Notes on the Side

The growing popularity and appreciation of

President Chalmers was evidenced by his unani-

mous election as a delegate to Milwaukee.

The presence of H. T. Holverson and A. M.

Fargeman reminded one of the early days of the

association. " Keep a coming."

J. Wm. Brown, Ortonville, takes naturally to
association work. He is always ready to uphold
an argument " that's right."

I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, is the liveliest
baby member we have ever seen. He is certain
he is born into the right kind of an optical family,
and has an abundance of well-directed enthusiasm.

Judging from the interest taken, Mr. Morrison,
Winona, is a member that will make his mark in
association work. This was his first meeting, but,
we venture to say, not his last.

They do say, Secretary Snell and President
Hitchcock, of the State board, were trying to find
a violator of the optical law in the Katzenjammer
gallery. From the length of time it took them to
do it, they must have enjoyed it. So did the rest.

The roller, coaster and water toboggans at
White Bear were kept busy the two hours the
optometrists were there. All regretted the absence
of Chris. Nerbovig, of Mankato, who would have
greatly enjoyed the pleasure of the occasion. The
next meeting will be held in St. Paul, August 3oth,
State fair week.

Among those present at the meeting were the
following :

IV. A. Ridley, Anoka.
A. M. Fargentan,Fergus Falls.
J. Wm. Brown, Ortonville.
Chris. A rveson, Sleepy Eye.
A. M. Wilton, Alexandria.
H. T. Holverson, Alexandria.
E. B. Woodward, Spring Val-

ley.
L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota.
Haus .1. Horan), Elbow Lake.
John N. Nelson. Aitkin.
S. 13. Millard, Litchfield.
H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood

Falls.
F. W. Harper, Renville.
A. IL Mudeking, Owatonna.
Wm. Plackner, Benson.
J. M. Chalmers, Lake City.
E. M. Schwenke, New If ich-

land.
M. Morrison, Winona.
B. E. Nelson, Granite Falls.

F. A. Upham, St. Pau:.
F. J. Pratt, St. Paul.
F. Heitzman, St. Paul.
C. A. Snell, Minneapolis.
J. J. Dowd, Minneapolis.
L. L. DeMars, Minneapolis.
E. W. Griewiseh, Minneapolis.
Paul C. Hirschy,Minnenpolis.
E. S. Bugbee, Minneapolis.
R. H. Anthony, Minneapolis.
J. C. Williams, Minneapolis.
II. H. Scarborough, Minne-

apolis.
A. J. Miller, Minneapolis.
I. Reiner, Hutchinson
I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings.
F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls,

Wis.
C. IT. Todd, New Richmond,

'V's.
E. P. Prouty, Hudson, Wis.

Also quite a few visiting opticians and repre-
sentatives of several wholesale optical houses.

North Dakota State Association

The annual meeting of the North Dakota State
Optical Association will be held at Devil's Lake,
N. D., on Monday, July rith. An interesting pro-
gramme has been arranged and it is anticipated
that there will be a large attendance. On the
same date and at the same place there will be a
meeting of the State Board of Optometry of North
Dakota.

Iowa Optical Society

The meeting last month of the Iowa State
Association of Opticians was notable for the large
attendance and the number of subjects discussed.
The following papers were read : " Objective vs.
Subjective Diagnosis," by J. G. McMasters, Cedar
Rapids ; " Color Lenses," by A. F. Thompson,
Adel ; " Muscular Asthenopia," by Harry P.
Holmes, Des Moines ; "Astigmatism," by J. A.
Ryan, Charles City ; " System and the Necessity
of Attention to the So-called Little Things in the
Examination of the Eye, and Fitting of Spectacle
Frames," by J. S. Pierenger, Bedford ; " Light
and Lenses," by A. Collison, Dexter. Prof. George
A. Rogers was on the programme to deliver two
lectures.

"DO not miss sending a number, for I could
not run my optical department or repair watches
without The Keystone."—M. G. Shirk, Optician,
Spearfish, South Dakota.
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Demonstration of a New Method
of Correcting Astigmatism

Address by E. LB Roy RYER, before the New England Asso-
ciation of Opticians

OR some years I have been working with
the hope of devising an improved method
of ascertaining the proper corrections for
astigmatic conditions, and by proper cor-

rection I mean, not only the required strength of
cylinder but the exact location of its axis. One of
my first conclusions was of a nature such as to give
a new and well-marked direction to my thought,
from which I had no cause to deviate. In
substance it was this : If one were abso-
lutely sure of the meridians of least and
greatest error, the calculation of the amount
of astigmatism would be a relatively simple
matter. In other words, could we ascer-
tain the position for the axis with absolute
positiveness, it would then be an easy
matter to. place cylinder after cylinder
always at this prescribed axis until the
customary result, usually an equalization
of the black lines, was attained.

Started thus, my next
deduction was, natur-
ally, that the present
method of making a sub-

jective calculation was, to say the least,
somewhat crude ; wherein the amount of
the error is first estimated
by trying the various cyl-
inders in regular order and
the truing up of the axis, so
to speak, left to the last.
Hence, I reasoned the fixing
upon the axis is of para-
mounting importance and
must be accomplished before
an attempt is made to esti •
mate the amount of the error.
You know well that the mea-
sure of the meridian of
greatest error is all that
avails aught, and how are
we to measure the meridian
of greatest error if we do
not know where it lies ; and
how are we to know where
it lies unless we know the
situation of the meridian of
least error or as it is commonly, but wrongly,
called the " axis."

Such reasoning inevitably led me to the final
decision that to make a trustworthy subjective test
for astigmatism one must first determine the posi-
tion of the axis, and only after that had been posi-
tively located should the amount be estimated by
means of the various strength cylinders placed
before the eye in the usual rotation.

Now the problem was : how to locate accu-

rately the meridian of least error or the position in

which the axis should be placed. This point
gained an importance in my estimation when I
found that the cause of dissatisfaction was fre-

quently a misplaced axis, and a consequent mis-
calculation in the strength of the cylindrical require-

ment. My work has been chiefly along objective
lines, and it seemed queer to me that I should be

attempting improvement in subjective fields ; yet

something prompted me that .the location for the

axis could best be found by subjective means.

I critically examined all Styles astigmatic test

charts. One was no more serviceable than another,

Importance of
Fixing the Axis

.
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and none met the proper requirements. Why?
Principally, I found, because it required unusual
ability on the part of the patient to differentiate
between the degrees of blackness of the various
sets of lines that each contained, or even if one
were able to see that one set of lines was blacker
than another, when he was given four or more sets
to judge he became confused, and by being obliged
to jump from one set to another, and then on to
another, and so on, he lost all sense of comparison.

Furthermore, if you used a chart with four sets
of lines, you were measuring only four meridians,
namely : the 9oth, if3oth, 45th and 135th. How
about the 165th, or the 3oth, or the tioth ? Yet, if
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utility in astigmatic cases, is absolutely useless in
this respect ; the ophthalmometer affords only a
calculation of the anterior corneal surface ; and
the retinoscope, though the most accurate of the
three, is so only in most skilled hands.

Now to return to our problem:
To Locate Axis how can the point at which the

axis should be placed be ascer-
tained with absolute accuracy.

I started upon this quest with very meagre data,
consisting wholly of the one fact that a cylinder,
when rotated, caused a straight line to appear
broken, except when the line coincided with the
axis of that cylinder or with its meridian of greatest

power. This being true of a cylindrical
lens, why should not all lines not so related
to the meridians of greatest and least error,
appear broken in an astigmatic eye ? For
example, suppose there existed in your eye
a condition of astigmatism that required a
I D. cyl. axis 90° to correct ; should not a
vertical line apper broken to your uncor-
rected eye if you turned your head so that
your perfect meridian (or meridian of least
error) was off the vertical ? When you con-
sider that an astigmatic eye is simply one
that contains a cylindrical quantity, it seems
perfectly reasonable to assume that lines
should appear broken to astigmatic eyes.
Theoretically, you say yes ; but practically,
no. Because you have astigmatism, yet
notice no broken - line effect ; therefore,

the hypothesis that the line
should appear broken is
false. Truly it seems so,
but I still believe that upon
this one point rested the
solution of the problem, and
I continued working on this
principal and, omitting the
various stages t h rough
which I passed, arrived
finally at the following result.

If a chart were made
as shown in Fig. 1, all the
necessary information could
be obtained with surprising
accuracy and expediency.
The crossed lines are, of
course, equally black, and
are printed on a separate disk
that revolves upon a central
pivot. A pointer is placed

on the central line of either set and shows along
what degree the astigmatism lies. Now covering
one eye, ask the patient to look at the chart, which
is placed at twenty feet distance, and note whether
any changes take place. If astigmatism exists the
chart will appear as in Fig. 2 at all stages, except
when one or the other set of lines coincides with
the meridian of least error, when all lines will
appear straight—but one set will be black, the
other gray as in Fig. 3.*

The smallest amount of astigmatism may be
readily discovered, and the point at which the
cylinder axis should be placed is found at once,
and with unerring accuracy. This ascertained, it
is an easy matter to find the cylinder that will
cause the lines to appear equally black. To still
further corroborate the test leave the correction
on and revolve the disk containing the crossed
lines ; if these appear equally black and straight
throughout the entire revolution all is correct ; if
not, the strength of the cylinder is incorrect.

An instrument involving these principles was
at the service of the convention, by means of which
a large number of cases were tested. The instru-
ment contains also a means whereby the fogging
system could be employed.

* Pig. 3 was meant to illustrate this condition, but the
light and dark effects were lost in reproduction ; the horizontal
lines should bc gray, the vertical black.

Accurately
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you added more sets as, for instance as is done

in the clock dial chart, you add a confusing factor,

and even then cannot but partially remedy the evil.

You should, at least, test every fifth meridian, and

to do that, using usual form of chart, would neces-

sitate the employment of thirty-six sets of lines, and

for a patient with a low or medium amount of

astigmatism to pick out the highest or darkest set

from that collection, between many of which no

perceptible difference wonld exist, would be utterly

impossible. This fact is recognized, else charts

would be used that contain the proper number of

sets instead of the usual form with only four or, at

the most, six sets. If, therefore, the point at which

the axis of the cylinder should be placed did not

happen to be at one of the cardinal points, 1800,

90°, 135° or 45°, it was all guess work as to which

location ; and guess work means poor results, and

accounts for a large percentage of the errors made

in prescribing lenses. So much for subjective astig-

matic tests, but turning to objective means one

finds trouble, too. The ophthalmoscope, though

some unpractical medical writers still champion its
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" Professional and Commercial
in Optometry"

Paper read by If. M. BESTOR before the Optical Society of
the State of New York.

Living Up to No one who has witnessed the
Our Aspirations detail of our present-day thor-

ough and scientific examina-
tion of eyes, and has visited our up-to.date and
professionally-appointed examination rooms, can
deny that this part of our work is professional and
strictly so. Most of us take particular pride in this
fact, but how many lessen its prestige by appa-
rently giving it so little weight. I believe I am
not making too broad an assertion when I say that
in professionalism lies the only lasting success of
optometry. If this is so, let us cultivate profession-
alism, let our examination be so thorough as to
impress our patient of its necessity and importance,
let us set a value on our services, and our patients
will not long dispute it, and in the end will value
it and respect us the more. The fault lies with
ourselves rather than the public. We are willing
to wear the cloak of professionalism, but many do
not live up to its standards. We do not make use
of our professionalism as we can and should. Out-
side the aid toward accurate diagnosis we do not
take advantage of the impression a detailed exam-
ination makes on the patient. Its importance and
value do not make themselves felt. At least it
would seem not, from the vast number of opto-
metrists who advertise and practice free examina-
tions. But I am glad to be able to say also that
this time-worn rut so many of us have fallen into
or stumbled over is fast filling up. Why? Because
the optometrists are awakening to the fact that
their examinations are in themselves things of
value and not merely bait to land a customer for a
pair of glasses, because the public know that
something for nothing is merely a snare and put
far greater trust for an honest decision in the opto-
metrist who holds his time and service high
enough to charge for it, and last, but by no means
least, because competition with department stores
or others selling glasses as a side line, will event-
ually lessen the profits in their sale.

New York City, with its oculists
Charging for so adverse to the optometrist,

its enormous dispensing optical
stores, its department stores,

cut-prices, etc., is perhaps as hard a locality as
could be imagined for the optometrist to break
away from established precedent along the line of
free examinations, but it is there that fees were
first charged. Charles Prentice, one day, after
having made an exhaustive examination which
terminated in, " I'll think it over and let you
know," picked up his records of examinations
where glasses had not been sold, and in looking
them over determined that he had made his last
free examination. Soon after a patient came in,
examination was made and glasses were sold, but
in addition to the cost of the glasses a charge of $3
was made for examination. There was no objec-
tions made and he has continued the practice ever
since with highly satisfactory results. This same
experience has been repeated with nearly everyone
who has broken away from the practice of free
examinations. And 'what are the results? You
give better service, feel more satisfaction with
yourself and with your work, obtain better results
and probably pay your rent and possibly more
with your examination fees. If you had been
charging the fee in the cost of the glasses you

Examinations
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have a good card to play in explaining to those
who hesitate, that your charge for glasses and
examination together are no more than you pre-
viously charged for glasses alone, but that you have
adjusted it differently, so in case glasses were not
purchased you would be assured of remuneration
for your time and knowledge. Further, that by
making a distinction between glasses and examina-
tion as a whole, and each separately, they are the
gainer, as you make your charges for breakage
proportionately less.

As for the public view, I believe that the evo-
lutionary stages optometry has gone through in
the past ten years has impressed them more than
it has us. Our advertising, our places of business,
our methods of examination, our care and interest

of their cases, all
have greatly elimi-
nated from their
minds the abuses
of the optical busi-
ness of the past, and
place have left a
constantly- growing
confidence in our
ability and a wil-
lingness to place
their eye-needs in
our care with per-
fect faith in honest
and competent
treatment. And in
speaking of the

public, we must not omit reference to the con-
stantly-growing number of physicians who are
becoming acquainted with our work and are re-
ferring refractive cases to us. In our recent attempt
towards legislation in a canvass of the medical men
of the State, nearly MOO out of the poo signed
themselves in favor of the passage of the optometry
bill. Many more were probably with us but did
not feel disposed to make a definite statement, pre-
ferring to remain neutral. With all this evidence
of public recognition and confidence, why should
he hesitate longer in charging for an examination?

But if we ignore the promptings
of our own wishes, and are not
entirely confident as to the
public acceptance of an examin-

ation fee, cut-price competition with department
stores and others handling glasses as a side line,
will eventually force us out of the business or to
charging a fee for examination. This, of course,
affects the optometrist in the cities more than in
smaller places, but is more or less felt by all.
Already in many cities department stores do enor-
mous business in optical goods at prices we would
find it impossible to meet, and many jewelers,
while no longer engaged in active optical work,
will replace parts and lenses far below a profitable
price. At present, breakage and repairs is a
matter of much importance in every optical busi-
ness, which, if we lost, would greatly affect our
profits, at the same time giving us the appearance
of greatly overcharging our patients, thus losing
their confidence and trade. The optometrist who
is charging for his examination to-day is preparing
for this emergency to-morrow, for the time is
surely coming when lenses and frames will be sold
strictly from a commercial standpoint and the per-
centage of profit very greatly reduced. If we
charge for examination we can much better afford
to meet this competition, increasing our charge pro-
portionally to the decrease in the price of glasses.
Cut-prices is a condition we must guard against as
long as possible, but sooner or later *they will

H. M. Bestor

Results of
Competition
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come, so let us be prepared to meet them when we
have to with as little financial loss as possible.

There is only one way to do this—charge a fee
for all examinations. If you have not the courage
to at first charge a fee over and above the cost of
glasses, charge it when glasses are not purchased,
and you will be surprised how often this will decide
in favor of the immediate purchase. If it does
not, you have been paid for your services and have
a greater chance of making the sale later.

Now that we are speaking of sales we are
entering into the commercial of optometry—" The
mutual change of goods by sale and purchase."

The particular phase of the
Uniformity commercial in optometry that
of Prices interests us most is the retail

price of our goods, and my re-
marks in that line will be confined entirely to the
advantage of a uniformity of retail prices. From a
business point of view, when we consider the uni-
formity of prices among wholesale prescription
houses, why should we not also be as nearly uni-
form in our prices as possible? Of course, the
expense of conducting our various places of busi-
ness varies greatly, but where there is additional
expense there is, as a rule, a greater bulk of
business, so that there would be no necessity of
increasing prices for such localities. But there is
still another reason far more important in my
eyes. I refer to the fraternalism created by such a
movement. This fraternalism is necessary if we
intend to put optometry on a dignified standing, if
we are to establish a standard of competency for
optometrists, and if we hope to enact laws regu-
lating the practice of optometry.

In order to accomplish all this, we must be
one in object ; there must be no conflicting prac-
tices among those who should be united for their
common welfare, and I know no one thing that
has caused greater contention among the public at
large, or more petty ill-feeling between optome-
trists themselves than the diversity of prices that
has so long been in evidence among us.

Wherever uniform prices
Experiences of have been established, based
Rochester Opticians on an average between the

exorbitant charges of some
and the non-profitable cuttings of others, they have
been entirely satisfactory to the public and the
optometrist ; in fact, an absolute advantage to both.
The adoption of a uniform price-list by the
Rochester Optical Society has created such har-
mony among its members as is seldom found in an
organization of this sort ; has practically made
optical shopping in Rochester an unknown factor,
and, I believe, has protected the public from the
exorbitantly highs prices which in some cases have
been made in the past, at the same time giving to
all a consistently fair profit on their goods, taking
into full consideration all average expenses, such as
cost of goods, of doing business, breakage, etc.
We have designated our list as a mininium price-
list, leaving it optional with the individual member
as to how much more they might charge in any
particular case, but through the education of the
public by breakage and repairs we have tound it
practically necessary to make this minimum a uni-
form price, and with the greater number of us
depending upon our exaniination fees to make up
the discrepency between the charge we felt should
have been made and those given according to
our list.

I have cited Rochester because we were the
first to establish a uniform price-list, but these
same experiences have been met wills in many
other cities and localities. A short time ago we
wished to review our price-list, and with that end
in view corresponded with optometrists in all parts
of the country. We were greatly pleased to find
that nearly all were conversant with our prices,
and in many cases had established their prices
accordingly. Uniform price-lists have been estab-
lished as far West as Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, and very recently, mainly through the efforts
of Fred. Barber, of Manchester, N. H., a uniform
list has been prepared for the State of New
Hampshire, and nearly all optometrists of that
State have adopted it. Besides this, a similar list
has been proposed for adoption in the New Eng-
land Optical Association and the Maine Associa-
tion of Opticians. This certainly shows that the
uniform price is becoming universal, and as all
who have adopted the plan report favorably, its
success is only a matter of time.
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The Following Jobbers In Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water:

D. V. Brown, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia, I's. Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.
Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, New York. Chinn-13erettit Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal.

John Seheidig & Co., 43 Maiden Lane, New York.
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Pictorial Pointers for Bromide
Paper Printers

.11■Ir

I I E pictorial worker regards his negative
as only a means to an end. The best
negative is the one which gives him the
nearest approach to the effect he desires.

The choice of a paper is an important matter.
A rapid paper gives a softer, less contrasty effect
than a slow paper. Hence for negatives with
excessive contrast use a rapid paper, and for nega-
tives too flat, too contrasty, employ a slow paper.

A rough surface paper gives more breadth of
effect—suppressing minute details and better lends
itself to the suggestion of atmosphere than does
a smooth or glossy paper.

A warm self-toned paper is best for warm
colored images obtained by long exposure and
slow development, or by toning. Very rough papers
are not generally desirable for quite small prints.

Prolonged exposure tends to
Effects of Varying reduce con-the Exposure and

trasts. Hence,Development
if the scale of

tones in the negative is longer
than the paper can render with
normal printing exposure, then
increase the exposure.

Conversely, shortening the
exposure within certain limits
tends to accentuate the light and
shade contrasts of the print.

In general, prolonging devel-
opment tends also to accentuate
contrasts, but is also liable to
stain the paper.

Shortening development in
general has an opposite effect,
giving softened contrasts.

Diluting the developer slows
its action, and in general has an
effect opposite to that of prolong-
ing the exposure. Hence, for
soft misty " gray-day " effects
give a full exposure and use a
dilute developer. For bright
" sun and shadow " sparkling effects, reduce the
exposure to the practical minimum and prolong
the development.

Increasing the proportion of bromide or other
restrainer tends to emphasize contrasts, especially
during the earlier stages of development.

Local development may be practiced in several
ways. For example : (t) A very dilute devel-
oper may be applied long enough to just and only
just bring out enough of the image to serve as
land-marks for local application of stronger solu-
tions. (2) The paper may be coated with
glycerine. This is allowed to penetrate the paper
and superfluous glycerine removed by placing
between two sheets of clean blotting paper. A
weak developer (half water and half glycerine) is
now applied all over the print until the " land-
marks" are just visible. Stronger developer also
containing half glycerine and half water is locally
applied. In general the procedure is similar to the
glycerine method of developing platinotypes. For
local treatment the following aids may be men-
tioned for large prints : A piece of very soft
sponge held by thrusting a part of the sponge into
the neck of a bottle. A tuft of cotton wool may
be held by a pair of vulcanite forcepts or one's
finger and thumb (though they are not to be
recommended), or a soft camel's-hair brush. The
flat varnish brush shape and also the mop shape in
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quill are both useful. All such brushes, sponges,
etc., should be thoroughly well washed_both before
and after use.

To support the paper during local treatment
we may, for small sizes, conveniently use the flat
bottom (inside) of an ordinary porcelain or vul-
canite or papier mache tray ; for still larger sizes a
drawing board covered with good quality smooth
white American cloth, folded over and tacked
along the edges of the board.

This is best done by using a
Local Control in piece of stout card cut to the

required shape. This may have
a serrated edge for sky or fore-

ground assistance, or a hole with serrated edges
cut in it for local aid at any point within the pic-
ture. Place the printing frame on a table or shelf.
Stand or sit with your back to the light, and keep
the card moving all the time the extra printing is
being given to this or that part, so as to avoid
sudden transitions. A strong contrasty negative
requires a strong light, i. e., bringing the printing

the Printing Frame
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Toning Toning gives us a choice of
many colors, and one need

hardly say that the best toning bath is that which
gives us the nearest approach to the ideal color
required for the particular subject. Each subject
must, of course, be treated entirely on its merits.
Toning in some instances (e. g., uranium) also
means accentuating contrasts. In others (hypo
and alum) the contrasts often seem to be slightly
reduced. The copper method is somewhat irreg-
ular, but the density changes are not very
marked.

Local or double toning has been advo-
cated, but it is of very doubtful pictorial value.
The pictorial worker must always bear in mind
the difference in color and in strength that exists
between the same print when wet and when dry.
Drying dulls the surface, darkens all the tints and
changes the color in a way not easy to generalize
beyond saying that the color is more pronounced,
more red, or blue, or brown as the case may be,
when wet than when dry.

Looking Past I'alace of Electricity at Night, I. Louis Exposition

frame near the light. Weak negatives or those of
feeble contrast are best printed farther away from
the light, or the light may be subdued by covering
the face of the printing frame with one or more
thicknesses of tissue paper, or of ground glass or of
white opal glass. Tissue paper has this advan-
tage : We can, if desired, cut out various sheets
to required sizes and so locally control printing.
If ground glass be used, certain parts can be rubbed
with charcoal or crayon, and so act as local
printing retarders. Where such local printing
control is being used, the printing frame should be
kept moving during printing with a kind of wob-
bling motion. Contrast changes of density are also
under our control to some extent by intensification
or reduction.

In general, intensification tends
Intensification to increase contrasts as well as

density ; for this due allowance
should be made when develop-

ing. Reducing by the hypo and ferricyanide
method tends to increase contrasts. But if the
ammonium persulphate method be used, it tends
to reduce contrasts.

Intensification and reduction of the print should
only be attempted when all other methods have
been tried and failed, as both these methods of
after-treatment are apt to be irregular and show
most when they are least wanted.

and Reduction

White specks,Local Treatment such as dust
of the Dry Print spots and air

bells,first need
attention. Dark spots may be
removed with the retoucher's
needle or the point of a narrow
knife blade. These are merely
mechanical defects.

For local strengthening we
may use crayon in cedar, or
larger crayon with the usual
holder ; for larger passages pow-
dered black chalk, obtainable at
the artists' supply stores, or pow-
dered vine charcoal applied with
the tip of the little finger, a paper
or leather stump, a bit of wash
leather over the finger end, or a
stumping brush. The finger tip
is most sympathetic, of course.

To take out lights, ink eraser
may be used, but this requires
patience, and done gradually.

For lightening small pas-
sages, a suitable - sized hole
should be cut in a bit of thin
celluloid, laid over the place and
the ink eraser used. This limits
the rubbing action in a very con-
venient way.

Water color, black or otherwise, to match the
toning color may be used.

Some of the smooth bromide papers have a
rather greasy feel, so that chalk or crayon does not
" take " very kindly. In such case the print should
be very gently rubbed with the tip of a finger or
ball of the thumb, previously dipped in very finely-
powdered pumice stone or cuttle fish. A print
that has been dipped in methylated spirits and then
allowed to dry has a slightly rougher surface than
otherwise it would have.

But as few pictorial workers are likely to use
very smooth surface papers, we need not further
dwell on these points.

The difference made by using a white or tinted
paper is well known to the water-colorist. Photo-
graphers should take this hint. A black and white
print on white paper may sometimes. be vastly
improved by steeping it in a strong infusion of
household tea or coffee (cold, of course), and then
after blotting off the surface liquid, hanging up to
dry without any washing. For other effects the
small packets of dyes sold by the chemist may be
tried. These, however, are usually too crude or
vivid, but may be toned down by blending. A few
drops of good black (not blue) ink are useful in
this connection.

The pictorial photographer is not very likely
to want to locally color or paint his bromide prints.
But should he wish to experiment in this direction,
he may be glad to know that the print will "take"
the ordinary water colors all the better if it is washed
over with water containing a few drops of prepared
oxgall. The water used with the colors should also
have a few drops of gum arabic solution added
thereto. —J. C. Alien, in the Practical Photographer.
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The Best Opticians Are
Our Graduates.

The lists for our next class will close July 19th. The
Course itself will start promptly on the 25th.

The Opticians and Oculists who are doing the most skillful work to-day are

graduates of our college.

They do the best work because their optical training has been the most thorough.

We cover thoroughly every point that will be of value to the man who intends to

fit glasses scientifically.

We drill our students upon every subject in the course until they know it perfectly.

We do not leave them until they are competent to pass the most thorough

examinations and tests.

We continue to instruct them until they are perfectly qualified to receive the

highest degree that is conferred by this institution.

We prepare them for expert work and make them competent to handle the most

difficult and complicated cases systematically and intelligently.

Our 64-page prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician," tells all about our

system of instruction and our course of study.

It contains letters of reference from the leading men in the profession in every

State and Province in the United States and Canada and in nearly every English-

speaking country in the world.

We will mail you this book free if you will send us your name and address.

A postal will do—do it NOW.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

No. I McDonald Building, South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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Georgia State Optical Association

Pursuant to a call issued by C. E. Folsom, of
the firm of Julius R. Watts & CO., Atlanta, Ga , a
number of refractionists from various towns in
Georgia met at a dinner, on the night of June 1st,
at the Aragon Hotel, Atlanta, for the purpose of
discussing ways and means for effecting the organ-
ization of a State optical society. At the conclu-
sion of the dinner a temporary organization was
formed, with C. E. Folsom as chairman, and
C. H. Kittrell, of Dublin, Ga., as secretary. A
committee on constitution and by-laws, with M. B.
Clason, of Columbus, Ga., as chairman, was
appointed by the chair. The constitution and by-
laws submitted by this committee were adopted
and a permanent organization effected, to be
known as the Georgia State Optical Association,

Officers elected for the ensuing year were:
President, C. E. Folsom, Atlanta ; vice-president,
L. A. Hines, Savannah ; secretary, C. H. Kittrell,
Dublin ; treasurer, G. G. Coffy, Macon. The
board of directors consists of the officers of the
society and two lay mem-
bers, the latter being M.
B. Clason and H. J.
Godin, of Augusta.

One of the provisions
of the constitution per-
taining to the status of
members, provides a pro-
gressive scheme in that
the personnel of the sod-
ety shall consist of active,
associate, non-resident
and honorary members.
Those admitted to active
membership are required
to pass an examination
in optometry. With ref-
erence to the above pro-
vision, M. B. Clason in-
troduced a resolution in
favor of each charter
member passing an ex-
amination to be arranged
later. While the application of said resolution is
a somewhat unique procedure, still it met with
general favor and was unanimously adopted. Mr.
Clason was selected as chairman of a committee
appointed to arrange examinations.

Routine business of organization being finished,
the meeting adjourned, subject to the call of the
board of directors.

At a meeting of the board of directors held the
next day, Savannah was selected as the next place
of meeting, the second Monday in August being
the date agreed upon.

passed by the State Legislature that would elevate
and protect our profession.

We should be required to pass an examination
regarding our fitness as refractionists. Equipped
with such a .certificate it would stimulate us to
reach the highest possible proficiency ; would weed
out the incompetent, and we would thus gain a
stronger hold upon the affections of the public.

At the afternoon session Louis Megede, of
Richmond, read a paper on " Optical Legislation."
This was followed by a discussion of the subject,
"Shall We Discontinue the Free Examinations of
the Eye," in which Dr. H. H. Hatch, of Jefferson
City, led: Another question that formed the sub-
ject of an informal discussion was that of " Optical
Advertising," and this closed the business of the
first day.

The members reassembled on Wednesday
morning at Jo o'clock, when the programme was
continued by Elmer H. Schmidt, of Washington,
Mo., who read a paper on " Hypermetropia."
Claude M. Wheeler, Columbia, Mo., dealt with
" The Necessity of a Uniform Schedule of Prices,"
after which the convention again adjourned. At 2
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Call for Meeting of Texas Society
The following circular has been sent to all the

opticians of Texas by order of the officers of the
State society:

To the Opticians of Texas, Greeting:

We cordially extend to you an invitation to
attend the annual meeting of the Texas Optical
Association to be held in the Beckham Hotel
parlors at Greenville, Texas, July 14, 1904. Ses-
sions at II A. sr. and 1.30 P. M.

Reduced rates on the certificate plan, on all
railroads. Fare, one and one-third for the round
trip ; those going purchasing a full fare one-way
ticket, and obtaining with this ticket, of local
agent, a certificate entitling holder to return ticket
for one-third fare.

We urge every legitimate optician to attend
this meeting, as this will be a very important ses-
sion. If you are not a member of the association,
you should present your name at this meeting. If
it is impossible for you to attend, you should send
your name through the mail ; for " in union there
Is strength," and we know not how soon we may
have to fight for our existence, or when we may
be persecuted by the medical fraternity, as has
been done in many of the States. It was only by

united action that our
optical brethren in the
North, have thus far been
able to win in the " test
suits " brought against
them. It will he your
privilege to listen to some
addresses rendered by
the best optical practi-
tioners in this State, also
discussi■ms of the late
topics ill our branch of
science. So take one
day from your duties and
spend same pleasantly,
sociably and profitably.

Enclosed we send
you a leaflet, in Al hich
you will find an outline
of our constitution and
the list of our officers.

The $3.00 rate holds
good now, but will be
changed soon after the
annual meeting. We
have assurances from
the local committee that
Greenville will give you
a hearty welcome. Re-

tnember the date, July 14, 1904.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, 325 Live Oak St.,

Dallas, Texas.
Dr. T. J. Williams, Fort Worth, Texas ; J. R.

Segall, Beaumont, Texas, Executive Committee.

The members of the Texas Optical Association
recently became affiliated with the American Asso-
ciation of Opticians, and at the meeting, above
announced, they expect to elect a delegate to rep-
resent them at the Milwaukee meeting in August.

G. G. COFFY

Missouri Association of Opticians

The Missouri Association of Opticians opened
its fourth annual meeting in the Assembly Room
of the World's Fair, St. Louis, on June 14. A
number of applications for membership were filed
and some new members were admitted.

President Leon Baer, of Kansas City, delivered
his annual address, in the course of which he said :

Our association has not prospered as it should
because there has been no adverse legislation in
our State that called for an orgsnized effort upon
our part. But I am one of those who believe that
in " time of peace prepare for war." Opticians in
some other States have been caught napping,"
and had a hard fight for their very existence. We
should profit by their experience and have a bill

L. A. HINES C. E Poulos,
Officers of the Georgia State Optical Society

M. B. CLABON C. H. KITTRELL

P. M. the business was resumed with the reading
of a paper on "Snags," by M. E. Schmidt, of
Booneville, Mo., which evoked an interesting dis-
cussion. " How to Become an Expert Refrac-
tionist " formed the subject of a lecture by Dr. S.
W. Lane, of Kansas City, and an interesting dis-
course was also delivered by Prof. Geo. A. Rogers,
of Chicago. Dr. G. E. Boyce,of Waterloo, Ia., read a
paper "The Effects of Eyestrain on the Nervous
System," when another adjournment was made.

At 8 P. M. Dr. Earl J. Brown, of Chicago,
opened the business with a lecture on " Diseases
of the Eye with which the Optician should be
Familiar." This lecture occupied the entire even-
ing ; it was illustrated by a powerful micro-stereop-
ticon. Other features of the convention were a
modern optical room and an instructive clinic.

Upon the invitation of the proprietors the mem-
bers visited the establishment of A. S. Aloe Co.,
where they witnessed a practical illustration of the
manufacture of the bifocal lens. The election of
officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows:
President, Dr. A. H. Hatch, Jefferson City, Mo.;
first vice-president, Claude M. Wheeler, Columbia,
Mo.; second vice-president, Louis Megede, Rich-
mond, Mo.; secretary and treasurer, Elmar H.
Schmidt, Washington, Mo.

The meeting was a very gratifying success, and
it is anticipated that one of its results will be a
large increase in the membership of the association.

Illinois Optical Society
The regular bi-monthly meeting of the society

was held at the office of the secretary on the after-
noon of June soth. The principal work of the meet-
ing was the consideration of the reports of the
committees appointed to revise the constitution
and by-laws.

Buffalo Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Buffalo

Optical Society of Western New York was held on
the evening of July 1st, in New Gruener Hotel,
Buffalo. After the business of the meeting was
transacted and a number of important matters dis-
cussed, the secretary announced that there would
be no meetings held in August or September.



Can you afford to keep on trying to fit eyes without the help that the most scientific
and accurate of all optical instruments can give you ? Is it fair to your customer to guess
when by using the OPHTHALMOMETER you could be sure. Think about it and send
for a descriptive pamphlet of the

and learn what this instrument will do for you that can not be done in any other way.

Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

The Annual Convention at
Milwaukee

LI. arrangements have now been completed
for  the convention at Milwaukee, August

  1st to 4th, and a large and successful
gathering is confidently expected. As

the question of transportation is the most important
one at this time, we have secured the following
facts for the information of those who contemplate
journeying to Milwaukee.

Owing to the excellent trans-
Railroad facilities of the Chi-
Arrangements cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Railway, this line has been se-
lected as the route to the convention, and
arrangements have been
made for special service
for the accommodation of
the delegates, members
and friends en route, at
the principal railroad cen-
ters, viz., Chicago, Kansas
City, Omaha, Des Moines,
St. Paul and Minneapolis.

A special rate of a
fare and a third for the
round trip, on the certifi-
cate plan, has been
granted to all those at-
tending at this meeting.
When purchasing your
ticket, request the ticket
agent at your home ticket
office for a certificate re-
ceipt, for each ticket pur-
chased. The railroad
certificate is one of the
important conditions of
the reduced fare for the
return trip. The holders
of through tickets arriving
in Chicago on trains not
entering the Union pas-
senger station, will be
transferred to that station
i n omnibusses without
extra charge. Arrange-
ments have been made to
leave in a body from
Union passenger station,
August 1st.

is the best line and connects in same depot, Chicago,
with the C. M. and St. P. trains, and those who
may wish to go direct from Milwaukee to St. Louis
may do so without change of depots in Chicago.

It will interest the Southwestern
The South- members of the association to
western Opticians know that all opticians going to

the Milwaukee meeting can pur-
chase a ticket from all points in Texas, Oklahoma,
Indian Territory and Kansas by way of M., K. and
T. R. R. to Kansas City and Chicago, by way of
Milwaukee and St. Paul to Milwaukee, returning
through Chicago and going via the Chicago and
Alton to St. Louis, then by way of M., K. and T.
back home, at the same rate as via same route
going and returning. No extra charge is made for
diverse route tickets. All M., K. and T. agents

Granite State Optical Association

The fifth annual meeting and banquet of the
Granite State Optical Association was held at the
Elms, in Manchester, N. H., on the evening of
June 15th. The report of the treasurer showed the
society to be in a flourishing condition financially.
Resolutions were passed on the death of James F.
Safford, of Rochester, N. H.

Louis E. White acted as toastmaster at the
banquet. The following question was discussed :
" Resolved, that the elements of a lens are of less
importance to the wearer than the way it is
mounted." Affirmative, George H. Brown, Man-
chester, N. H.; negative, \V. H. Mould, Fremont,
N. H. There was an address by W. E. Burpee,
Manchester, N. H., on " Advertising—How, When

and Where." Fred. Bar-
ber, Manchester, N. H.,
responded to the toast,
" The smile that won't
come off."

At the close of the
banquet the following of-
ficers were elected for the
coming year : President,

E. White, Concord ;
first vice-president, C. H.
Sinclair, Concord ; sec-
ond vice-president, F. C.
Sanborn, Wilton ; treas-
urer, NV. L. Fickett, Con-
cord ; secretary, W. E.
Burpee, Manchester.

The executive com-
mittee is composed of
the following : Charles
F. Hussey, Portsmouth ;
Delmont E. Gordon,
Hillsboro ; W. H. Mould,
Fremont ; A. K. For-
saith, Manchester ; N. D.
Sawyer, Laconia.

A vote of thanks was
extended to the retiring
president, George H.
Brown, for his efficient
services as president since
organ iza Hon.Dining Hall in the Plankinton House, Milwaukee, where the National Association will hold its ii1111■111C1

On account of the meeting at

The journey to Milwaukee, August 1st to 4th,
St. Louis the directors of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition have fixed

" Opticians' Day " at St. Louis, August 9th, and it

is the plan to have as many as care to avail them-
selves of the opportunity thus afforded to pro-

ceed to St. Lou:s after the close of the Milwaukee
meeting.

While there will be no attempt made to have

those who visit St. Louis go in a body on any
particular day or train, it is thought that after the
adjournment of the Milwaukee meeting members

will generally prefer to proceed to Chicago on
Friday, August 5th ; spending Friday, Saturday

and perhaps Sunday in that city, and leave Chicago

via Chicago and Alton Railway Sunday night or

Monday morning so as to arrive in St. Louis in

ample time for Opticians' Day at the World's Fair,

Tuesday, August 9th. . .
The foregoing is the arrangement made by

Transportation. Committee. The Chicago . c.i

•Alton kiih;liay is Mentiiiiied for the reason that it

will be glad to furnish information and rates from
all points.

The Wisconsin State Optical
Reception and Society, through its president,
Concert Alva Snyder, and T. 0. F.

Randolph, chairman of recep-
tion committee, has extended to the visiting mem-
bers of the American Association of Opticians and
their ladies attending the Milwaukee convention,
an invitation to be their guests on Monday even-
ing, August 1st, at a reception and promenade
concert to be given at tlie Plankinton House.

The programme will consist of an address of
welcome by President Snider and response by
President Eberhardt, and address to the visiting
ladies by Chairman Randolph, music, refresh-
ments, etc.

This gracious invitation will undoubtedly elicit
deep appreciation, and the event will be a most
fitting opening for the seventh annual convention.

Mrs. Snider, wife of President Snider, of the

Wisconsin society, herself an accomplished opti-
cian, is a member of several cornmittees,. and will
take a prominent part in the. convention.. The.
ladies will take a more prominent part than usual.

The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode
Island Society of Optometry was held at Provi-
dence, R. I., on Monday evening, June 6th. There
was a large attendance—members being present
from various portions of the State. One new
member was admitted and a committee was
appointed to make arrangements for outings on
Friday evenings during the summer months.
H. D. Murray, Providence, read an interesting
discourse on " Nervous Diseases in Relation to
the Eye," ill the course of which he said :

" All nervous affections are divided into func-
tional and organic groups. A very large propor-
tion of nervous affections are hereditary. The
difficulties of adjusting the eyes too often cause
some of these diseases. Out of too cases of neu-
ralgia examined by a prominent eye specialist in
Europe, eighty-four per cent. were corrected by
eyeglasses.
• .. "Epilepsy. is another disease which may be
cured by the removal of ocular defects. The Use

. of, Pi-4;111S for gyimngic..exe.rCis lgtr. Increasing the
strength of the optical muscles is of.great benefit:"
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F. C. JORGESON & CO
208 & 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

Colonial Wall Case No. 123.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

• The wily Optical School in the world where
students serve a regular apprenticeship on
bench and in ollice. All instructions are prac-
tical. Pees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics,
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

8 ft. long, 8 ft. high outside, upper part 18 in. deep inside.

Made of oak, golden oak finish, rubbed down by hand, doors slide up,
glazed with heavy donble-thick glass, inside of case lined with dark felt, tipper
part made in K. D. to save freight.

This case can be made continuous by adding plate-glass mirror section
between, thereby securing any length desired.

This is a high-grade Case sold at a very low price as an ad.

Write for illustrated circular. " THE BEST OF EVERYTHING."

tested in all cases without th
it is a revelation.

Address all communications to Dr. .1. Harraes, Lock Box 187, Chicago.

N. B.—Special Notice to the Profession. I have been asked repeat-
edly tvhether I am the author of a circular that is being widely circulated,
advertising an Astigmometer. I wish to say that the circular in question
does not refer to the Compoundometer, and is not sent out by me nor any-
one with my “uthority.

OPTICS.
He Sees Best Who Sees the

Consequences.
Do you realize that nine out of every ten

of your patients are judging your skill by
the appearance of your testing appliances?
It is a fact that the better the impression
produced, the higher prices you can com-
mand. Dr. Harraes' Compoundometer,
the very latest in scientific optical instru-
ments, handsome, scientific and easy to
operate, the only instrument on the market
that combines four instruments into one.
Endorsed by every Ophthalmologist that
sees it. A great aid in fogging, a great
time-saver, creates a great impression on
your customer. An Optometer, a Refrac-
tometer, an Astigmometer, a Prisoptometer
and a Skiascope if you please, all in one
and for the price of $35.00. Accurate
results obtained, because each method
verifies the other, does away with guess-
ing. The Fogging Method makes the use
of atropine unnecessary. Eyes can be

e heavy Trial Frame. To the busy Optician

A Correspondence Course for the Progressive Optician.
New thoughts in Ophthalmology, Ophthalmopathv—the new profession.

Every optician should be able to treat the eye provided he can do so with-
out the violation of State Laws. You can practice our teachings anywhere.
You can more than 'double your income in one month. We are the only
school of the kind. Best Correspondence Course for any Optician, Jeweler,
Graduate or Non-graduate. Write for particulars. Do it now. Address,
Dept. B., Golden Cross College of Advanced Ophthalmology, Brizzolara
Block, Chicago.

Do you know I have the best equipped R
department in the country—all orders can be
tilled same (lav as reeeived, Illy case lettering
plant I, complete ill (•%I.ii.V wily. My ,toi k
t!iiI,i..i assort. -.tomb' pill 11,141

in my line I Ili. let'

10.1■111. 1,1i • i rig here—it will pay

B. 1V1AVIEiR,
Importer, Manufacturer and Jobbing

Optician,
211 West Baltimore St., BALTIMORE, MI).

THE COLLEGE FOR YOU TO ENTER.
If you want an education that will enable

you to make I, , write or call on Dr. R. S.
Stephens, Presiilciit of The Delaware Oph.
thalmic College (incorporated 1899), Dover,
Del. The time will lte adapted to stilt your
convenience and terms to suit your pockci-
hook. Large catalogue free.

SO1V1Li1'1-1 INCi INI2W.

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

Min iat tires
burnt in on

V itrified

A hsolit iely In 'lest rue-
t ible. Will last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS ANI)
CAPS, k,lain and colored. Send live two-rent
stamps tor beatit trill sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY,
its Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

E.BN HARDY,
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician.

(Mr improved and up-to-date workshop
enables us to return work more promptly
than ever. Give us a trial on your pre-
scription work. Also makers of the
Improved Hardy Optical Work Bench.
Made any size and st yle. IV! ite for prices
I efore ordering elsewhere.

EBEN HAIRDY,
lioom 405. 21 Bromfield St., Boston.

riat 3 M.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss awl American MovemenZa.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price•List.

Established
1839.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases.
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock.

16/ Broadway, 688 Broadway,
Below Cort landt. Street. Tielow Fourth Street.

723 Sixth Avenue,
Between 41st. and 42d Streets.

NEW YORK.

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & 13R0.
/26 State Street, CHICAGO.

Ateam
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

Optical Advertising Booklets.
An up-to-date optician is a professional man, and .as such

his advertising should be dignified, forceful and instructive.
The Keystone Advertising Booklets have all these qualifica-
tions. Thousands of opticians have used them and continue
to use them with fine results. One thousand will cost you
only $4.00, and your name only will be printed on them.
Send for sample and prices for different quantities.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th 8e, Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

July, 1904
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Miss Eva V. Snyder, has opened a very
line optical office at 207 Alesky Building, Portland,
Oregon, and reports that business is very good.

Is N. E. Price, 1655 Lexington Avenue, New
York, is opening an optical parlor in the depart-
ment store of the Manufacturers' Outlet Co., Prov-
idence, R. I.

Charles J. Ziegler, of Smith & Ziegler,
Palmyra, N. Y., is taking a course of optical in-
struction at the Rochester School of Optometry,
Rochester, N. Y.

...te Abner Coe, the Chicago optician, has
issued a neat little booklet containing nineteen
Personal letters to the firm, commendatory of the
Kryptok invisible bifocal glasses. The title of the
booklet is, " What is Said of Kryptoks by Those
Who *Wear Them."

.31 While on his way home recently from
New York City, where he had been taking a
course in ophthalmology, Dr. Lowe, of Eugene,
Oregon, paid a visit to Dr. Edward Clarke, of
Dunkirk, N. Y., and purchased one of Dr. Clarke's
lens-grinding outfits.

W. Guilbault, the enterprising optician, of
Biddeford, Me., marked the twenty-fourth anni-
versary of the founding of his business by the issu-
ance of a handsome four-page souvenir booklet.
This is an attractive compilation typographically,
printed on enameled paper in red ink, and illus-
trated with excellent cuts of the different portions
of the establishment. These, it may be remarked,
are furnished and arranged in a style well calcu-
lated to favorably impress clients.

A change has taken place in the optical
firm heretofore known as that of Kelsey & Gore,
92 State Street, Chicago. Mr. Gore retired and
was succeeded by Walter F. Wienecke, an expert
optician, for many years in the employ of F. A.
Hardy & Co. Accordingly the firm is now con-
dncted under the name of Kelsey & Wienecke.
Mr. Wienecke has proved himself a man of energy,
enterprise and tact, and the business has largely
increased since he became connected with it.

,ot Edwin Want, a veteran of the optical busi-
ness of forty years' standing, desires through these
colunms to thank his many kind and sympathetic
friends of the optical and jewelry trade for the
great assistance rendered him through the exer-
tions of the Spencers of the Spencer Optical Co.,
in enabling him to become a member of the
Samaritan Home, 4r4 West Twenty-second Street,
New York City, where he will be well taken care
of in his declining years and all the comforts to
which he is so well entitled will be furnished him.
Mr. Want has been suffering from paralysis for
several years and is almost entirely helpeless.

.0 Henry Kahn & Co., the wholesale and
retail optical house, of New York City, are now
settled in their fine new quarters at 194 Broadway,
opposite their old location at No. 189, where they
have probably the largest room in the city devoted
to the sale of optical goods. The store is 165 feet
deep by 23 feet wide. The front part is devoted
to the retail business, with the wholesale section
and offices in the rear, fronting the workshop and
developing room for photographic work. In the
center of the store two dark rooms are located,
fitted up with all needful appliances for refraction
work. The whole establishment is handsomely
fitted out, and is one of the " show " optical stores
of the city.

41 Robert A. Thompson, proprietor of the
Oregon Optical Cu., Portland, Ore., will soon install
one of the most complete grinding plants on the
Pacific Coast. He has engaged three expert refrac-
tionists, and when his present quarters are enlarged
he will have one of the largest retail optical estab-
lishments in the Northwest.

jS The following are the names of those who
graduated in the optical class at Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, Peoria, Ill., June 17th : A. Butcher,
Oconomowoc, Wis.; G. H. Day, Fairbury, Ill.;
C. N. Dockhorn, Oskaloosa, Iowa ; H. V. Keller,
Henry, Ill.; C. W. Spawn, Marlin, Texas ; Die
Graham, Elmwood, Ill.; G. E. Eyster, Milford,
III.; A. S. Morgan, Winona, Minn.; E. W. Mickel,
Montrose, Mo.; W. B. Baffling, Grand Island,
Ncbr.; R. Goodholm, Lindsborg, Kans.; E. J.
Dish, Benton, Ark.; C. G. Noeck, Sacramento,
Cal.; IV. Y. Reed, Kiowa, Kans.; H. A. Hanson,
St. Paul, Minn.; C. N. Halforth, Olean, Ind.;
J. Bullock, Lonoconing, Md.; 0. B. Stapleton,
Granite, Ore.; E. A. Wilson, Sher-
wood, Ore.; R. Paulson, Legrand,
Iowa C. Bawden, East Liverpool,
Ohio W.S. Schumacher, Hiawatha,
Kans. M. C. Wasson, Bay City,
Mich. H. P. Henegar, Gordon, Texas ; M. Kirk-
man, Pendleton, Ind.; J. J. Gaffner, St. Jacobs,
Ill.; A. E. Shaw, Medina, Ohio.

115,3

meeting, on june 28th, at Syracuse. Nearly all
members present said they would attend.

Mr. Bausch moved that the society have an
outing some day in July, and that a committee be
appointed to ascertain the best place for holding it.
Mr. Handy seconded and the motion was carried.

The president appointed as this committee
Messrs. Bausch, Bissell and Mielke.

The meeting then adjourned.

Single-Piece Eyeglass Mounting

Renewed interest has been manifested by the
trade in the " l'eerless " eyeglass mounting since
the recent purchase of the patents on this mount-
ing by F. A. Hardy & Co., of Chicago. As most
of our readers are aware, this mounting is made
from a single piece of metal and has the rigidity
ijid strength of all single-piece articles. Our illus-

Rochester Optical Society
The regular meeting of Rochester Optical

Society was held Tuesday evening, June 21st. Presi-
dent Bestor called the meeting to order, with nine
members present.

The minutes of the regular meeting held May
17th and of the special meeting held June 14th
were read and approved. Mr. Arrington made
this motion in writing : That Article VI., Sec-
tion r, of the By-Laws be amended to read : The
meetings of this society shall be held every second
Tuesday of each month, instead of every third
Tuesday of each month, according Article VII. of
the By-Laws." This was laid upon the table, to
be acted upon at the next regular meeting.

The following resolution was proposed by
Mr. Bissell, seconded by Mr. Bausch, and carried :
" That the subjoined additions and alterations be
made in our price-list :"

10 KA RAT GOLD (1001)8

Spectacle how and end piece, complete each 81.60
Eye wire, complete   each 1.25
St this   each .75
Guards, offset   each .75
Guards, Anchor each 1.00
Eyeglass mountings, complete, with Anchor guards . each 4.75

GOLD FILLED GOODS
Frameless end piece each 50.50
Spectacle eye wire, complete emit  75
Studs   each .40
Springs   each .50
Guards, otIket   each .35
Guards, Anchor  each .60

STEEL GOODS
Frameless end piece each 80 21
Spectacle eye wire, complete each .21
Shams  
springs   "1
thiards, offset   earl' .2:1
Guards, Anchor each .10

Torte lenses, up to 8.00 D  per pair 87.00
Torte 10118C8, over 8.00 I)  per pair MOO

A further motion by Mr. Bissell to the effect
" that the price-list as revised be printed and a
copy sent to each member of the society and to the
secretary of each society in this country and Can-
ada," was seconded by Mr. Bausch, and carried.

Mr. Bissell then addressed the meeting, inviting
each member to be present at the State society's

tration explains the idea. The liability to break-
age is very slight and there are no screws to get
loose and nothing to make trouble for the wearer
or the optician. The " Peerless " is indeed an
ideal mounting, in that it appeals alike to the
public and the trade.

The Commoner Diseases of the Eye—
How to Detect and How

to Treat Them,,
Dr. Casey Wood, of Chicago, Ill., and Dr.

Thomas A. Woodruff, of the same city, are too
well known in the United States to need any intro-
duction. They are recognized authorities in the
domain of ophthalmology, and their new book on
the commoner diseases of the eye comes well up
to our expectations, especially if it is considered
that the volume treats ophthalmology from the
standpoint of the physician in general practice. It
therefore does not go deeply into the subject of
refraction, but gives such succinct statements and
rules as will enable anyone who is not a specialist
to handle an ordinary case of refraction. The
book is published by G. P. Engelhard & Company,
and in its 49i pages contains 250 illustrations and
seven colored plates. It can be highly recom-
mended to any reader who wants to know about
the diagnosis and treatment of .the commoner
diseases of the eye in a language which is as free
from the usual technical terms as is possible. The
book can be had from this office on receipt of the
publisher's price, $1.75.

Milled Edges on the Dollar
Et). KEysTuNE :—I always thought that the

siiver dollar was milled on the edge for appearance
sake, but a friend of mine tells me that the milling
has to do with its value. Is this so?

Yours truly,
Atlanta, Ga. C. J. S.

[In a way the milling has to do with its value.
It is a safeguard rather than an ornament. The
old English money lacking this feature was fre-
quently " shaved " by cutting off the rim of the
coin. The notches prevent this being done NVilh-
out discovery. If you get a dollar that has a
smooth rim all around, you have a coin which is
reduced in value by loss of silver which should be
present in it. We doubt if the appearance of the
money was a consideration in this adoption.—ED.]



lII NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY,
Manufacturers and Jobbers in Incorporated.

PoBiers' NMI's' and 
G r tiers' Supplies MOWS aro Sgilamos

Proprietors of The " 0. G. S." Rouge, the best made for Gold and Silver Polishing.

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK.

J.B.St one, Arti.stic-- Die and 
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I ;':.1‘:tory, 19 Beekmars St.

rsicvv York.
Telephone No. 2511 John.

Expert 'Tool Maker

Fifteen years' experience with the hest
houses makes my work its

own recommend.

Victory Button Back.

GEBHARDT BROS.,
Makers of

Diamond Mountings,
Class Pins and Badges.

Victory Attachments.
Samples and Nov Price-List on aPPlieDiiMI.

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PAT o

AUTOMAT I C
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty.

LION BLDG., CINCINNATI.

What School?
We teach 'Watchmaking, Engrav-

ing and optics. positions obtained
for graduates. St idents may enter at
any time Individual instruction.
Send for catalog.

ELGIN
HOROLOGICAL

Elgin, III. SCHOOL.

G.F.Walsworlh
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Sliver Plating
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turning
Chsinging Old

EngII.l Is le.
Caere to lake

AMerican S. W.
Illovernent&

OLD ASFS
SI 4D1 NEW

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

EMILE DREYER 7
Formerly sell Ii 1'1'11 A. I;eguel in,

71 Nassau St., New York City.
NEW HOUSE—Prompt Service.

Importer of

Watch Material.
si' :eIALTIEs:

11110 E. D. Su iss and American Main-
springs.

Fine Clock Catgut.
Fine flue of Swiss and American Crowns,

Stems, flows and Cats° Springs.

A TRIAL WI LI, CiiNVINcli: YOU.

Light I5c. a Month.
burns 11.1 hours in our
One Quart G nasolie 

r-

Gas Lamps
Giving 100 Candle (las

Light.

If you hare 1144
or 80011 I !Win.
1.1rour K. S.Cand,,./.
Wells:ill:11mm them

her hoop,
mid systolic:,
125,000 1,1.;

sold during the last
6 years.

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED

100-Candle l'ottair.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.,
42 State St., CHICAGO.

When writing to advertisers, l'indly mention 7'he Kystone.

3510 K. of C.

I. Bulova Co
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above ore otily
a few of the many
We Make.

NOTICE

3514 Initial.

RING MANUFACTURERS,

• 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

3510 Photo.

OUT patent fasten-
ing on all rings.

We can furnish you with any pattern formerly sold by CDENHEIMER
& ZIMMERN Of ZIMMERN, REES & CO.

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard stoldering.
Can be applied to any button.

Long Distance Telephone 1765.

Manor
1.1

McConnell,

America' s
Premier
Jewelry
Auctioneers,

Kansas City, Mo.

Sales made in any part of the English-speaking world for the
legitimate jewelry trade.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox, the gifted poetess, says:
Laugh and the world laughs with you,
Weep and you weep alone.

The jeweler who has a Manor & McConnell sale has every reason
to laugh and congratulate himself, for they are always successful.
It is the jeweler who employs the other fellow who weeps. .

DON'T BE A WEEPER.
Write now ;mil secure our services before it is too late. Remember, you

secure two men for the price of one. Address all communications to

Our next two sales : CHAS. H. MANOR,
Crawford Jewelry Co., Temple, Tex.
G. It. Meeten, Helena, Mont. rot6 Main  St., Kansas City, Mo.

The Hustling Auclioneers for Iluslling jewelers.

RUDDICK. REALIZER.

DO YOU REALIZE that an Auction Sale will

1st. —Clean up your stock and turn your slow sellers and undesirable goods into money?
2d.—Stimulate your trade and arouse public interest in your stock and store ?
3d.—Furnish you with the cash to purchase new and attractive goods at right prices ?
41.11.—Draw to you many new friends and customers and retain all the old ones ?

DO YOU CONTEMPLATE reducing- your stock or retiring from business? •
DO YOU WISH TO KEEP ABREAST OF THE TIMES and employ the latest and most approved methods

in conducting your business ?
DO YOU NEED THE MONEY ? Write for my new and original plan of conducting sales. It has never

failed to attract and hold an audience, to arouse public interest and spirited competition and to REAP RESULTS.
I guarantee a net profit at the close of each clay's sale.

If you want a legitimate reduction or closing-out sale, honestly conducted, write me.
All correspondence confidemial. The hest of references furnished.

B. S. Ruddick, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Waverly, Iowa.
RED=HEADED. RELIABLE.

DOES IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU
that many sales are lost, owing to the delays in receiving
goods ordered ? You avoid such risks if you send to us,
as our system of filling all orders insures prompt shipment.

J. Engel •Sc Co., Baltimore.

t55

WATCHS, DIA MOND.S AND JVV1-7-7.11-.1RY
170112 '111-1t1:, .11 WV'

Are you looking for a firm that will do your Repairs
and your

Special Order Work
WE ARE THE PEOPLE. Try us. QUICK and at RIGHT PRICES?

Cohen, Nickell & Weinman,
Write for our
New Price-List on Repairs.

Champlain
Building, 126 State Street, CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
and DIAMOND SETTERS

Exclusively for the Trade.

Stop and Think.
PATENTED JAN. 28, 1804. 

Very often a man is tempted to use profanity lust
because his cuff button is troublesome to attach.

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this—
easy to adjust, will not soil 01. :Toil your unit', am strong and durable and look neat.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Made in 10 and 14 K. gold and in silver. We also
manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in live countries,

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A
BRUSHES

12 CREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N J

POLISHING SE1 COMPIDE, S2.. 
PREP MO

.....&373.4EE4f

i0s. \C %.iiiii III 5(\I' 
1031 mg. n

Tortoise Shell.
The (ienuine.

Wm. K. Potter,
Providence, R. I.

Manufacturer.
Trade-Nark.

New style Contlis anti Hair I >moments are continually being made under the (flotation of fashion.
Shell Combs repaired and repolished al111 1111111P practically new.

Special Work made to order.

STATE CAP■TOL

Engraved Souvenir Spoons.
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen. _
--153■Wr/AW- ,

- -••■•..Nr--/..14-, •
FRED. A. HASKELL, 

7

206 Wevbosset St.. Providence. R. I.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
We are not looking for the

(me order We want you for

a regular customer.

W. H. Craft,
210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1802.

Established 58 Years.

James H. Dederick's Sons,
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS.

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round

13:YERS OF 

Rolled to Any Gage.

111.0 GOLD ANDASTiTTIVQEFRA.LITTES OF16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
GOLD AND SILVER SOLDEIL

in g ELGffilig oftille
This machine is designed especially to meet the

of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
bnuing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space refleed to ttie minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES.

For 43 years WM. KLEEMAN & CO, have held the record for

High Art Jewelers' Store Fixtures Made to Order,
from plans and speei acid hills which they prepare t hi-might eoriespundenee or personal inte.
views with their expellee/4A traveling nmresentot

No regular HANO-ME,DOWN ST'OCK, moinits OR DESIGNS.
Every piece or SFOre Furniture to snit the demand of location, the bushiest; expected to

ha gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what y011 110011 want and ought to get than you used to

pay for really-made fixtures, and the kind of NIIINHI or glass and el ri huh is to your
individual taste.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW TO MAKE.
Do you need Its? ir you 11041 information, our draughtsmen are at your service. No

charge fin plans, designs to. saggestions.
:tell very guaranteed within the time it takes theshiggIsh, old-time dealer to pack his stock

of goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT.

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues. NEW YORK.
For 43 years Largest Makers of High Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World.



WILL PAY $10.
Wanted lo,•ai ion iu Eastern States for first-

class Wet, Itend.cr, with small capital. Seto'
particulars to F. ,Jot, W holesaleJe weler, Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

$10.00 paid to party sending in location
accepted.

Blowers. Blow-Pipes.

J. M. WESTMACOTT CO.,
Menefee-
hirers of Jewelers' Gas Blast Furnaces
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
Special Furnaces Send for Catalog A.
made to order. 157 Orange Street,

Ingot Moulds. Providence, R. I, U.S.A.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX, Etc.

WHOLESALE.
Sent on selection to mil:title

manufactuting jen Ours.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota.

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuard.

For Scarf Pins 'n 1:P'
I ,....„.... Studs and Lace

Pin.. The most practical and only ad-
juatable one invented. PH ce.$1.5 0 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelersaminiaterialhouses.
Sam ;deity ma i 1,25c; in 10 K. gold,S1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROFIN,t11....kholr.48& 60MaidenLane,N.Y.

4E'

JUST OUT! Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster, cut from 10 E.
gold tilled stock. Gold in front
t \Vice as thick as on back. Ask
your jobber for them, or T 011
send prepaid at once (ouly tet
receipt or price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes, gold filled, $2.00; I doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.76:1 doz.metal.astd sites,

85c. For samples, ■ine small and one medium
large size gold tilled and one metal adjuster, 5(Ie.
Address Chester Wells. leweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

FANS
For Graduation and Wedding Presents.

Made especially for the Jewelry Trade.

Louis Steiner, Importer,
520-522 Broadway, NEW YORK.

GET UN LANE.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
give close,personal attention to repairs sent Ole.

Promptness my motto. sood toy pi oiled
Price-List, which Is free for the asking.
Room BO2COlumbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

3. 0 H. BERGE,
Sand Crucibles an Covers.
Jewelers' Fluxes and liantifacturers of

Polishing Materials. ssay Fingitnesd

95 John Street, NEW YORK.

WATCH REPAIRING.
1)o not let your work pile up while you

take a vacation. lost ruel y41111.
Ii, siujl ii I 1111% All w ork 11•1111.1114i ,I1110
ti:ly :us 1•I'Vel Vett lo per cent. 1,oler
than regular.

WM. J. ARNIEL, BUFFALO, N.Y.
It ii.a.i 8, 1W Floor, P1001114. -11r1, bane 8411111Ing.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD,
Mak er ir vino

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue,

Send for catalogue. NEW YORK.

Soil VClllf
Spoon

of any locality.
nsmiirr•regrali,11 Ire
book. $4,410 per dor.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE. R. I.

FOR SALE at a very low price
and on easy terms,

Dies and Sia.cial Tools for manufacturing and
lilting to watehes
Abbott's Patent Stem-Windinn Attachments.
Also stock on hand tool good will. I ii pi. 100,1100
are now in use and there is still a steady demand.

Owner is now President and Manager of the
Caleulagraph Company all his
time and attention.
Henry Abbott, 9-1143 Maiden Lane, New York.
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BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EASY, INEXPENSIVE METHOD

of getting a training worth thousands
of dollars, fully explathed it. our new
illustrated magazine, "'the Artisan,"
sent lit KV. our appikation, Contains
inspiring, uplifting thoughts for ambi-
tions men. Full of practical Huge...-
lions that have put many on highway
to success. Do jott want to succeed?
STONE'S SCHOOL of WATCHMAKING,

Top Floor, Globe Bldg., St. Paul.

Pitkin's Anti-Break

PEG WOOD
If you try it, you will always use it. It never

breaks off in the finest pivot hole.
25 Cents per Box. Discount to Jobbers.

0. H. PITKIN, GALION, OHIO, U.S.A.

B. ROBERT & co.,

Watch Case Makers and Repairers.
Springing, Finishing, Polishing,
Engine-Turning, Engraving.

Prompt attention given out-of-town customers.

75=77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.
Front Building. Top Floor.

ION BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio.

S
Manufacturer of Hoe

Watch Sc Spectacle

Fled rle Illtwelemled and

1"""""""""1"1* Intrable,Elegant and Attractive.
IJST SIGNS ON EARTI-I.

Send for Catalogue.

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS

Bought from stocks. New as from ,ac-
tories. Send for catalogue.

A Urgent...Iwo/ of discool I mo/141484141..

Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best A meriean-made Jewels, 50 its. a dozen.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired for the Trade

A merican Stalfs lilted at 50 cents.

Philip Katz 0 Co.,
14 Maiden Lane,

New York.

Emil F.

Hornikel,
Designer and

Engraver
of Motiograms,
Lett ering,erests
/11141 1' 44aIS of
A rills on W at elms
Silverware Ti n d
Ivory.

SOUVENIR
SPOONS:

Names and views (engraved and et elle,' 1.
MAKER OF DIES for Letterheads, Cum of

A riris, crests mid Alonograins.
visrriNo CARDS and WEDDING INVITA-
TIONS engraved and printed.

Sawed-out, carved and modeled Monograms and
Initials for Leather, Ebony and Ivory goods.

When ordering Engraving from your jobber
or lii 1g. agency, request them to have your en-
graving done by E. F. Hornikel. Engraving
TI ei Designing after llornikel's 51odern Tr. Id-
Book if so desired. All work trusted to iii'
will receive careful attention and be returned
promptly.

E. F. HORNIKEL,
Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO.

The Only Collar Button
that makes a nittini happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for thc• use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All .T.Ibbors handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to us and we will give you the
names of those who do.

It is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our proposition'.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

$100 for $50.
September t, 1904, is the open-
ing of our Fall term. If you
want to double your salary, if
you want a thorough, practical
knowledge of Watchmaking,
Engraving and Optics, you want
to attend our College September
1, 1904. Better write to-day for
our Prospectus and have us re-
serve you a bench, for we take
but a limited number of students.
See ad. on page I too, this issue.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology,

Broad and Somerset Streets,

F. W. Soloder, Philadelphia, Pa.
I' iii

Lows J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia.
(Second Floor ) (Established illo3

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Afggii. Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders.

ESTABLISHED 1858.

GOLD AND
SILVER SOLDERS

All grades of I ;old Soldc•r front low karat to
22 karat. Used for 46 Years in our Factory.
(The largest and oldest Jewelers' Findings Fac-
tory in the United Stales.)

If it is good enough for us why not for any
repairer of jewelry who is looking for a solder
that flows easily, has good color and holds well.

Order from your JobbeBrraanndInsist on
(letting the 

d. 

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.,
Factory, 103 State St.,

Pawtucket, Rhode Island. CHICAGO.

“—
TOWER AND STREET CLOCKS.

FM' parli4.111,1r,, o 41444 tr., 18081irlrilli•
THE l■ I 181I,NE.

IE. HOWARD CLOCK CO.,
ts12. lioston, Mass., U.S.A.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

titan 25 cents.
Under heading "SltttationsWanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-rive
words. Additi (((( al words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except ''Situations
Wanted," TIlltEE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations e t as words, and are charged
For as part of the advertisement. No
display ot her than two-line initial letter.

To insure inset     y must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach us not later than
the 25th of each month for insertion in
the following  th's issue.

If an are to be forwarded,
TEN irEwrs in postage stamps must be
enelosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must, accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who itre iiot R111/AleribPrR
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a iimpy of the paper
lii wid ell their advertisement appears.

A ddreati,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under tido heading, ONE l'EN'If per word, for first

twenty•Ilve worth.. ,11141111oleal wor4144111111 Illivertim•mentm,
THREE CENTS per word. Ni, IttlrerlIseneent Inserted
for lele, II no 118 reel,

11DSITION in up-to-date optical office, 15 years'
exp.; graduate 2 optical colleges ; choice

refs. If satisfied, would lil:e to buy half interest
Cl, all of the business. E. A. Maxwell, Baraboo,
Wisconsin.

VOUNG man, 23, wants position in Jewelry
a store as watchmaker, jewelry repairer and
plain engraver ; three years' experience ; tools
and references. " B 140," care Keystone.

VOUNG man having full set of tools, including
L lathe, desires steady position as watch-
maker. " II 183," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker and engraver, used to compli-
eated work—has knowledge of the finer

adjustments. AI refs. from large city house.
" O 203," care Keystone.

Hy young man as assistant watchmaker, good
LI salesman, at $10 per week. Have lathe and
tools. Address, IT. B. Rote, Axe Nlituu, Pa.

A GOOD watchmaker, engraver, graduate ()Mi-
ll clan and jewelry repairer, wishes a position
by July 25th. " .1 '202," care Keystone.

POSITION as traveling salesman at, once. Will
go anywhere. Don't, write unless you mean

business. K L. Hodges, Warren, Ark.

RY first-class watelonakrr, salesman, fair en-

• 

graver. Competent to take entire charge of
business. Best of refs.; the West pref. Address,
"S 200," care Keystone.

A GOOD watch, clock, jewelry repairer and
11 salesman. Have good set ■)I 1.5)15, good
habits ; wages 815. Nebraska pref. " Watch-
maker," lock box 7, Bradshaw, Nebr.

VOUNG lady, with 10 years' t•sp., wants posi-
t tion as assistant watchmaker. Fannie II.
Barron, box 148, Wadsworth, Medina Co., Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, optician,
I, desires to make change. Own tools and
trial case. Age 28*, 9 years' exp.; 4 years as
manager of retttil business ; Al ref. West or
Middle West. State particulars and salary
paid. Address, " C 201," care Keystone.

AN Al optician and fairly good watchmaker
It wants position ; Al ref. A good, all-around
man ; South pref. Investigate. Address,
"5 199," care Keystone.

Al WATCHMAKER, good clock and jewelry
repairer, want position atter July 15th.

Own tools, no laud habits ; refit exchanged.
Lock box 464, llopedale,

TRAVELING or house position for wholesale
1 jeweler, by young mati, 31 years of age ,•
good appearance. Understand all branches of
the jewelry business. Worked 3 years at bench
and have conducted store carrying 85000 stock
successfully for 10 years. Best of ref. Will
consider any fair proposition. " B 184," care
Keystone.

IINGRA.VER, jewelry repairer and assistant
.11 salesman wishing to finish trade. Best refs.
Michigan pref. Address, G. W. Ferguson, 108
South Clay Street, Coldwater, Mich. 

WHO wants a first-class watchmaker? Have
IT the exp. and tools for high-grade work ;
rapid workman. Permanent place desired.
State salary you pay. Refs. Address, " 194,"
care Keystone.

RETAIL salesman, window-dresser and stock-
,' man ; some exp. In advertising. Permanent
position anywhere ; $75 per month ; now em-
ployed. Address, " K 178," care Keystone.

CAPABLE man, 28 years of age, with 10 years'

• 

practi,nal exp. in office and factory work in
the manufacture of jewelry I ii all its branches,
desires position as buyer Or manager or jewelry
department of notion or jobb' ng jewelry house.
Best of refs. Address, " C 189," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

/1001) watchmaker, engraver, wants situation
U at once. Can make at man if neces-
sary. Go anywhere; own tools and beach.
No $12 men need answer. State wages, hours,
and all particulars first letter. " L 193," care
Keystone.

RXPERT watchmaker wants good position with
Li good house. Married man, good habits and
good refs. Don't answer unless you have a
good position and want a good man. I do not
engrave. City pref. " It 192," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, with 2 years' exp. at the bench,

• 

wants position. Sober and reliable ; best
ref. Lock box 118, Lowville, N. Y.

-kiAltRIED man, 30 years old, Al refractionist,
I', frame-titter and salesman, 10 years' exp. in
all branches of the optical business, wants posi-
tion with first-class house; New York or New
England pref. Address, " L 190," care Keystone.

QTEADY situation by graduate watchmaker
Li and optician ; $18 per week. 8 years at bench;
married ; good recommends; willing to work.
Lock box 411, Pomeroy, Iowa.

fly first-class watchmaker, expert on tine com-
a plicated watches and railroad work. $22
per week. Address, "S 185," care Keystone.

MONOGRAM and plain engraver, optician,
au jeweler, watchmaker, wants position. Hon-
est, reliable, single, good ref. Bradley's Horo-
logical, Cincinnati or Indianapolis pref. L. R.
Olmsted, Versailles, Ind. 

YOUNG man would like position ill good Texastown, not over 10,000 or 15,000 inhabitants.
Good jeweler, clock repairer, salesman and
engraver. Fond of best society. Address,
"Texas," 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

WANTED situation by a practical silversmith ;
TV 5 years; exp. in Christiana, Norway. Know
manufacturing thoroughly. Wages can be ar-
ranged. Ad., Axel Brogger, Butterfield, Minn.

AS watchmaker and help wait on trade. Do
It engraving ; assist on optical work. Can
furnish Ifs& if neeessary. .Attended Bradley
liorologieal I nst it u te I year ; good refs. Willing
to work at fair salary. Address, Box 160,
Flushing, Ohio.

RIGHT years' exp. at bench, 2 years as tray-
1,1 eling salesman, wants position LIS traveling
salesman. Will eollSider any line ; prefer
watches, jewelry ; ref. W. D. Cox, Garden
City, Mo.

Y experienced, all-around man in retail store;

▪ 

good salesman, watchmaker and refractionist
optician, and difficult hard soldering. Will go
South. " le 117," care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, experienced in
I railroad inspection and watehes. Ilave own
tools and good ref. NO $12 man need answer.
Address, Arthur Pierce, 315% I Mittunnipaw
Avenue„Tersey City, N. J.

WANTED, position by young man ; AI refrac-
t, ting and mfg. optician. Eastern et. 2ulintitle
States. Salary, $20 per week. C. W. H11011p,
full) Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.
A 1VATCHMAKER, first-class jeweler and
a clock repairer, wants 1,1151tbei in some
Western city. Good clerk, with hest if habits
and ref.; 10 years' exp. " S 200," care Keystone.

RI' first-class, all-around engraver ; fancy en-

• 

graving a specialty. Taken a 6 months'
course at Philadelphia College of Horology.
R. W. Emerson, Florence, Mass.

IiIIRST-CLASS engraver desires position with a

• 

good retail, wholesale or mfg. jewelers ; 15
years' exp.; best of refs. " B 210," care Keystone.

IAETTER and monogram engraver, 20 years'exp., wishes permanent position—mfg. or
retail. " K 211," care Keystone.

u EFRACTIONIST, with the degrees "Doctor"
IL and "Oph. B.," Will 18188 State examination.
Also experienced ill grinding, drilling and
repairing optical goods; have own opi ical in-
strtnnents. Position with reliable establish-
ment only. "S 208," care Keystone.

USEFUL man In the workshop, at bench, in
U optical parlor or behind the counter. Not,
rapid, but steady , have tools, good ref. Mar-
ried, age 33. " D 213," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, refractionist, good
" salesman, good frame adjuster ; 15 years'
exp. To locate with party having good optical
department—Ohio, Pennsylvania. 0 D 214,"
care Keystone.

RLAIN, modern, letter engraver, lady, desires
I position Central New York. Will assist
with books and attend customers. At leisure
Oct. 1st, " I) 216," care Keystone.

RINE watchmaker, optician and salesman, with

▪ 

years of practical exp. on nigh-grade, com-
plicated Swiss and railroad watches, would like
responsible position with good house. Can fur-
nish very best of refs. " E 219," care Keystone.

VOUNG watchmaker, not *druid of work, wants

• 

position in the North. Reasonable salary ;
ref.; Philadelphia pref. " Workman," care
A. W. Biber, Spartanburg, S. C.

HIGH-GRADE man as traveling salesman, well
II experienced in jewelry business, desires
strictly first-class line—Indiana and surround-
ing territory. Unquestionable refs. ability and
integrity. Lock box 34, Macy, Ind.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

pOSITION with strictly tirst-class house by
1 high-grade watchmaker of 18 years' exp.;
tools, Al ref. Deliver or 'West pref. Ad., "C.,"
care J. H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake City, Utah. 

NEED a good man to do your watchmaking,
a engraving and do it right? Young man,
not afraid to work ; jewelry and clock work, if
necessary. Eastern Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
New Jersey pref. Moderate salary ; refs. "Watch-
fixski," 28111 N. Eleventh St., Philadelphia.

I WANT to represent some reliable Eastern
I wholesale house in Southwestern territory.
Am an experienced travelling salesman. Can
furnish Al ref. "AI 222," care Keystone.

UNGRAVER; young man, good character and
LI ability, can do plain, fancy, letter and
copper-plate engraving, wishes position. Can
furnish refs. and send samples. " W 225," care
Keystone.

RY Sept. 1st, a fair watchmaker, jeweler and
1-1 good engraver. Young man, good refs.;
some knowledge of optics. "D 224," care
Keystone.

QT. LOUIS pref. Experienced watchmaker,
13 salesman and engraver desires position.
Tools ; state salary. " Watchmaker," 57 Grand
River Avenue, Detroit, 51ielt. 

L11RST-CLASS mfg. jeweler and diamond-setter
C and repairer, 30 years at the bench. State
salary in first reply. "L 132," care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker desires position at
L once. New England States pref. Address,
" E. 11, B.," 45 Charles Street, Springfield, Mass.

TARST-CLASS, all-around, jewelry repairer is
I open for position in any min. of the West or
Northwest,. Refs. exchanged. Address, Carl
Thomas, 212 Roscoe Street, Chicago, Ill.

ItlIRST-CLAS.S watchmaker and Jeweler, plain
I engraver ; 10 years' store exp. Single, speak
Germain, and English ,• some exp. as optician.
J. B. Otto, Evanston, Ill.

A I ENGRAVER, watchmaker and salesman,
al also graduate optician, desires position as
engraver"with up-to-date firm in eity of not less
titan 15,ono. Is willing to assist in watch work
or optical work. Addrese, " K. F. T.," care
It in -I Tn rn I I. Kandler, 1119 Masonic Temple,
Chicago.

T, reliable watch repairing on all grades.
11 Familiar with railroad inspection. compe-
tent salesman, jeweler, fair plain engraver.
Age 28 ; 7 years' exp. Single. Best refs. Please
state requirements and salary. Come at once.
Tools or not ? Abbott, tot; Walnut St reet, South,
Lansing, Mich.

WATCH MAKER, engraver, opt ician, sales-
!, man, good man. 12 years' exit. Age 30.
Full set tools and trial case. Best refs. Capable
taking charge. Percy ‘Vilkins, New Hampton,
Iowa.

OTUATION wanted in good house by first-
), class watchmaker, salesman, good engraver,
reliable man. Inrect refs. Address, "

care Leys, the jeweler, Butte, Mont.

AN experienced watchmaker, engraver and
It graduate opt ician wishes a situation by Sept.
Prefer to be opt ician's assistant. Jay T. Brown,
119 Koch Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, thorough In every
LI branch of jewelry business. Aug. or Sept.
1st. Not less than $20. C. J. Osmond, box 337,
Minneapolis, Minn.

WATCHMAKER and graduate refracting °pH-
" ciao, 18 years' exp., wishes position with
first-class house. Own tools, etc. Please state
salary in first letter. Address, " C 166," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and salesman wants position
" for summer ,• 8 years' exp. with 2 of the
largest concerns in America. First-class man ;
will furnish exceptional refs. " C 226," care
Keystone.

'PERMANENT position as traveling represent-
, attic in South and West for established
jewelry house or kindred line. Will in vest
some capital. Strictly sober and attend to
business. " M 031," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

AT once, an AI watchmaker, jeweler and opti-
a clan. We have our own tools and trial case.
Friedman Bros., Caldwell, Noble Co., Ohio.

AGENTS for wholesale optical house to sell
11 goods in the United States, Cuba and the
Philippines. Address, " M 195," care Keystone.

Al WATCHMAKER. Good place and perma-nent position for the right man. Louis
Bechard, Oswego, N. Y.

W ATCHMAKER, one who can do jewelry
" work pref. W. Crago, 1619 Dryades Street,
New Orleans, La.

WATCHMAKER, one who repairs jewelry,
IT engraves, etc. Good town ; 7000 pop.; easy
to New York ; steady job. Address, "B 173,"
care Keystone.

WANTED, watchmaker, engraver, jeweler ;
the job you are looking for. Address,

"B 215," care Keystone.
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ALESAIAN for a wholesale optical house.
State salary expected and which States pref.

for selling. "Ill 206," care Keystone.

W ANTED, a fair watchmaker, jeweler and en-
graver. A settled man of good address.

$12. 1)1.. E. If. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla, 

A GOOD, all-around jeweler ; must be a good
11 salesman. Or will rent space in my store to
a good man. Pop. 2000. Talbott, druggist and
jeweler, Ladd, Ill.

WANT good watchmaker ; can give good per-
" 1111111/4111 situation ; wages $12.00 per week
to start. Write full particulars, age, exp., etc.
J. J. 'Reich, Paducah, Ky. 

UNGRAVElt for general lettering, monogram
14 and 80111oliir spoon work. State wages and
exp. " It 171," care Keystone. 

TRAVELINI■ salesman ; must have exp. and
11 thoroughly understand the business. Merry
Optical Company, Kansas City. 

PRACTICAL watchmaker, engraver li,let,dyo, 4jd813-
I clan. Good salary for manAl ,
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

aOOD watchmaker, Jeweler and engraver; $15.
U Send sample engraving, photo. J. H. Lepper,
Mason City, Iowa.

MANUFACTURING jeweler : must be first-
= class. State full particulars in first letter.
Want to purchase several good ship chrono-
meters. State conditions and lowest cash price.
Joseph Jessep, jeweler, Coronado Beach, Cal.

WANTED for our silver department, an expe-
" rimmed, wide-awake, energetic, successful,
ambitious, retail salesman. A man who can
show resttlts in his sales, who knows how to
keep up and keep in order a large stock of
silver, who is able to render us practical busi-
ness help—not WiThli—but actual assistance in
the successful management of lids tlepartment.
We would be glad to correspond with such a
man with a view to 0 permanent engagement.
CliVe 88 the fullest particulars in first letter,
together with your photograph if possible. No
attention will be paid to any but the applications
or men whose letters show evidence that they
Inure the necessary qualifications. Montgomery
Bros., jewelers and silversmiths, Los Angeles,
Californ la,

AT once, watchmaker, jeweler, engraver andsalesman. Pleasant, permanent position ;
state exp. and salary wanted. Box 264, Spring-
field, Toon.
W.111 '11M A K ER and engraver, with small
IT eapital, to take charge of department.
Patton Jewelry Co., Springfield, Tenn.

VOUNG, practical jeweler needed at Hampden,
I N. Dak., by MeGruer Bros. Must have
ref.; single man.

RELIABLE young man, some knowledge of
IL jewelry business

' 
to make himself generally

useful. $10 a week. Murchison Jewelry Co.,
Cheyenne, Wyo. 

AT once, first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
St engraver—all-around man—with store exp.
and able to wait on trade when necessary. Must
be well recommended and have tools except
foot-wheel for lathe. Salary, $100 per month ;
and if good optician additional inducement.
Address, John A. Black, Tucson, Arizona.

UIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and ()Wi-
t' clan. Permanent position, good salary.
Address, J. F. Carr, Kenton, Ohio. 

WANTED, at once, a young man %tjeweler ie
it can engrave pref. Steady position. Write
all particulars in first letter. Pfister Bros., New
Iberia, La.

YOUNG man, watchmaker; steady position.
refs. first letter ; also salary. M. I. Gold-

stein, Great Falls, Mont.

HOOD all-around man at once. State wages
1.1 expected. Chas. T. Fuller, Olean, N. Y. 

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker with exp. Cepa-
() ble of taking charge of repairing. Easy
hours and a nice place to work. Wages, 815 per
week to start. Give refs. in first letter. W. II.
Replogle, Shenandoah, Iowa.

$40 PER week for an assistant instructor.
Must he quali fled to repair chronographs,

repeating watches and all complicated work,
besides being competent to impart knowledge
to students. Stone's School of Watchmaking,
St, Paul, Minn,

RELIABLE young man, jeweler, engraver.
it Steady position. Refs. required. 1632 South
Compton Avenue, St. Louis, MO.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and salesman ;
IT must be well recommended ; eity exp.
Salary $100 per month. Only first-class, sober,
experieneed men need apply. Permanent p051-
tion. Chas. E. Davis, Great Falls, Mout.

(Continued on page 1158)
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9,1101tOUt11 watchmaker, jeweler, repairer,
I salesman. Fair wages. Permanent. Leslie
White, Lees Summit, Mo.

VOUNG man, ueat appearance, good on clocks

• 

aud jewelry, able to assist on plain watch
work. Steady place. State salary. Ross
Haseltine Co., Kokomo, hid.

A PERM A N ENT posit ion to an experienced
11 watchmaker. C. Aug. Carmany, Coates-
ville, Pa.

A GOOD jeweler, diamond-setter and engraver,
11 combined, in Southwest Texas. Will pay
$20 per week. A permanent position asssured
to the right man. Address, " 11 191," care
Keystone,

AN expert surface lens-grinder. State age,
It exp., habits, refs., and any other ether valu-
able information. Permanent position. " (' 204,"
care Keystone.

MAN to work on French clocks 111111 general
la jewelry rep:ill's—engraver pref. State what
you Call do and wages asked. le. It. 3Iason,
69 Court Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
AT once, a tit -it -•• watchmaker, fair engraver
£1 and jt.welry repairer. Reliable 1111111 antI
good refs. wanted. Pecticinciit, steady position
to the right part). sit lar). -Is pia• meek.
Apply at once to A Rabinowitz, 113 Atlantic
Street, Stamford, (lee.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

EXPERIENCD E watchmaker, optician, very
successful salesman, age 34, wetild like to

buy part interest in paying jewelry business ;
capable of taking entire charge if desired.
Refs. exchanged. " E 220," care Keystone.

R.VERY kind Of gold and silverware, jewelry.
JJ watches, platinum. Market value jiaid. Sent
by express or registered Midi. no( sal
factory I will return all articles. J. I.. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold and silver les-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philielelphia.

ROOD flat and ring rolls ; must be bargain.

• 

.T. II. Lepper, Mason City, Iowa.

WANTED,. working model for show window;
TI . anything, hut must be fine—no cheap,
flimsy arthile. Will rent, pay cash, or give in
'exchange line (!ngraving machine--perfeet con-
dition. Jes,•ph Jessup, Coronado Beach, Cal.

A GOOD, seemid-handed Eaton & r;lover en-
Li graving le:whine ; eheap. Address, Chas.
11. Feelhaver, 1 I 111111 1,11, Neb.

fiPIITHALMONI ET dry ItlittIS' or oil lamp.
✓ State make, bow leng used and price in first
letter. Address, Box 28, Lebanon .Iunet ion, Ky.

goon trinl case, second-hand ; cheap. Box
U 121, Gibsoliburg, Ohio.

WANTED, a thorough, practical man would
buy an interest in a well-established and

paying jewelly or drug and jewelry business in
the south, in a town 8000 to 20,000. Can put
into same $7000 to $9000 ; or would buy business
outright. Am 33. Can give the best of ref. and
would expect the smile, Have been a success.
If your business is not clean and Al, don't
answer. Southern Missouri, Arkansas, Louis-
iana or 'rexas pref. Extreme Southwest and
l'aiihandle excepted. Address, "Business
Chance," care E. W. Hoyt & Co., Holland Build-
ing, St. Louis, Mo.

$1000 
To(plt 1:2a00set otroe oirn 

partn 
egiumeigvoe

vicinity, or Pacific Coast pref. Ad., " T 205,4
care Keystone.

A LARGE lever escapement model In good coo-
n (Mon 

' 
• one with exposed pallets pref. Must

be cheap for cash. Not particular about glass
shade. Address, " Wanted," 504 East Broad
Street, Richmond, Va.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver, to take
''' an interest in old-established business, or
would sell out ; lett little cash required. Fail-
ing health req i11.1,'S a ellange. Address, C. H.
Phelps, Bismarck, N. Dak.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

VLF:GANT store; long lease ; booming town ;
11 Western Pennsylvania. Investigate this.
Address, "A 45," care Keystone.

A STOCK of drugs and jewelry at a bargain.
Al Free rent if needed. F. Loos, St. James, Mo.

etOOD-PAYING jewelry store, Eastern Wash-

• 

ington county seat ; 1200 inhabitants. Stock,
material and fixtures will invoice $2500. W.
Leidl, Goldendale, Wash.

WELL-ESTABLISHED paying jewelry biasi-
IT Denver, Colo.; Sixteenth Street—best
location. "C 137," care Keystone.

JEWELRY, music, phonograph store. Good-
paying business ; best location ; good run

bench work ; cheap rent ; established 16 years.
Reasons, interested in other business. Wahl-
passel) Co., 119 S. Illinois Street, Indianapolis ;
304 Mein Street, Lafayette, Ind.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A Mc% jewelry business. established 1889;
11 center of live town,. with wagon, buggy,
furniture and tobacco facteries. Good back
country and summer resort, with tine Hilda
waters. Will sell or rent real estate. Full par-
Heelers on request. Satisfactory reasou for
sellillg. N. Bohannon, Chase City, Va. 

fiNLY jewelry store in town of 600 ; will invoice

• 

about 81000 ; nearly new. Good trade and
cheap rent. (4. I), Elliott, New Hartford, Iowa.

$2c1111 JEWELRY stock, fixtures, good loca-
mist Don. Sales $6000 annually ; bent•li

work over $100 monthly. Must eleinge (lee at i%
"Jeweler," 515 Kansas Avenue, Topeka, Nails.

1E11' ELItY and notion business in pleasant
C village in tine farming, district. \VIII reduce
slisilf II, suit purchaser of smell timid's. Reason

selling, have other busini•ss. leg. Hoffman,
423 Slime() StiTet, Sur:mien,

W ILI. buy an tild-e.stithlished and good.
Ib' 1 paying retail opt ical lousiness in New
York City. In present store 20 yearttj over
22,111111 prescript 11,11111s. A chance O? it life-
time l'er It competent refractionist. Tile fullest
itivestigation invited, J1ddress, " A 118," care
Keystone_ • • 
TENVELRY business, .fixtures; one of New
Ii Jersey's most. One VI 115 cities. Established
10 years Great bargain if' sold quick. " I' 212,"
care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLTSHED jewelry business. 344
II Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio.

I E1V ELItY and optical business ; beautiful
11 store, new fixtures. Will sell fixtures sepa-
rate if (h•sired. (Peel business, plenty I've:tiring;
town 3000. NVill invoice, complete, abent $2300.
Alust go West. II. Hansen, Tanta, Iowa.

IN the heart or ow pity till the main street, a

• 

sniall je)velry some, hard weed nethegaitv-
finish fixtures. 11 ill invoice for about sli5011
complete. \VIII rethice to snit purchaser. ( mod
reasons for selling. .1ililres,), Pahum clry
Co., 126,34 Superior Street, (level:mil,

I ENV E LILY optical business, large New Etigland
'1 cif y ; $2500 requ i red. Business last year,
$15,000. " M 198," care Keystone.

$17 nfifliBUYS only jewelry store in rich farm-
g,lumbering and inalittfact tiring IOW111.

No opposition for 20 miles. Reason l'er
poor health. Must be sold at once. A. Wagner,
Edgar, AVIS.

fitTICE fixtures, stock, including opt ival Iii-

• 

St Melds Mid :l11110 1/1115C111Ill IlIllS. 1110011
location, 0 years' established ; city or ;too,ouo
pop. \Vitt sell ; ant going to study medi-
cine. " 1V 197," care I:eystone.

IIPTICA I. and jewelry store in town of about
✓ 7000 pep.; Bennington, Vt. Fine location ;
small stock about $2000. Splendid chance for
good repairer. Reason for selling, ill health.
E. E. Rawson,

NENE is your chance I A city of over 7000 and
11 only 't stores. I have the 2 main ones and
want I. sell one—too much Work to look after.
Will sell part, cash and balance on payments.
Electric cat's, lights and county seat. Write
B. le Humphrey, Centerville, Iowa.

Do you wish a paying jewelry store with up-to-date fixtures, in Missouri county seat, ; pop.
of town 3000. Bargain if bought before October.
For particulars address, " Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.

VINE opportunity to buy nicely established
I jewelry business ; very good location in
thriving Ohio city 20,000 pop. Small capital
required. " W 175," care Keystone.

PAY! MU jewelry and optical store. Sell emu-
plete or fixture); and good-will. Only store

in town of 4000. Very little competition.
Morse, Penacook, N. H.

fiNLYjewelry store, town 800 ; Northwest Iowa,
✓ Invoice $1500 ; repeit•s $1000 ; sales $1500—
yearly, Terms cash. Other busilIPSS requires
my attention. Address, " C187," care Keystone.

fiN account of the proprietor going into other
V lines entirely, a profitable and llItt-l'Cttlll-
Ilsehed retail jewt•lry 1111,111P8S 1111 I 1111 111/11 111V1,11
side in Chicago is oll'ered for sale. It has it tine
line of repair work and sales fair. il'h is ;inqui-
sition will bear investigation. Address, "Smith
Adams," room 601 Columbus Memorial Build-
ing, Chicago.

$3fin BUYS Site fixtures and safe. Exclumive
uu optical in city 10,000 inhabitents ; very

little competition. A big bargain ; must sell,
health failed. Ad., " II 186," care Keystone.

WILT.: sell store, with fiat, safe, show cases,
31 stock, fixtures, good-paying business, for
$4500 ; $2500 in cash. Satisfactory reasons
selling. Write at once. J. E. Taylor, 800
Tonawanda Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

JEWELRY store, $4000 stock In Central Minim-
Ii seta town of 7000 inhabitants. " C 882," care
Keystone.

fiNLY jewelry 111111 0111 10111 business, Indiana
Il town, 600 inhabitants; well-established,
invoice $500. Bert Lewis, Advance, Ind.

FOR SALE.
STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

INVESTIGATE this. Jewelry, ma Mal stock;
I or fixtures with as much stock as wanted.
Bench work pays expenses. Fastest growing
town West. 1'i i It is. \V rite at once for particu-
lars. Bargain if taken at once. "II 182," care
Keystone.

iAN account Id' the dangerous illness of Airs. 111.

• 

liert,ftei it, II i of the manager of the
Opera Noel. .1e■, ry Co., at Friend, Nebr.,
necessitating hi, presence in IllO East, the busi-
ness must lie solil immediately. Tories to suit
purchaser. only those intending to buy ad-
dress, Opera I iiiiek Jewelry Co., Friend, Nebr.

A GOOD-PA VINO jewelry business in a town
a of 1800 pop.; the only store in town. Good
reasons for selling. Come and see. " Z 177,"
care Keystone.

fiLD-ESTA 111.1511131/ jewelry business in Okla-
," homa City ; choice Ise:Ohm ; modern city of
30,000 pop. Steel: :aid 11511110S Will i II VOiCe
$9000. Can reduce sleek if desired. Will sell
at a bargain and Ii Ir cash only. Address,
"B 178,' care Keystone.

A 0001) business chance at. invoice price.
LI Stock and fixtures may invoice *2100. I did
86000 worth of business in 1903. Terms: Nish,
bal111100 OD eagy payments. No competition ;
count seat ; estern Kansas. Ad., " K 181,"
care keystone.

JEWELRY business in Illinois town of 600.
1-1 Stock and set ot' tools $350. Good chalice for
new beginner. Write for further information
to E. F. Vinci, Mason, Ill.

911 '11 EA RS established ; mile jewel ry store.
LA) 00011 tewn in Central Michigan. %Vont to
retire. Alamt$2500 required. Address," NV 172,"
care Keystone.

IEWEL1:1' store—stock, fixtures and all—in
)1 the heart of Allegheny City, Pa. Will sell cheap
it' bought at once.. " W 174," care Keystone.

$10fifi HUI'S smell, but well-paving je.welry
3,31 and optical inisiness. Selling lor no

fault of business. Geo. Lowell, 1:i tiglield, Ale.

VSTABLISIIE1) jewelry and optical business
11 II) prosta•rous town in Sonliteastern l'enn-
sylvania ; 25101 pep. No other town near its
size within a nulios of 110 miles; county pop. to
(lraw 10,000. Fresh steck, new fixtures ;
repairs pays all expenses and leaves a prefit..
Geo ll reasons Mr selling. Splentlid opportunity.
" I' 9s," care IVeystone.

111):S1 11)1 111.E jewelry business in growingt own.
1, Store and 6\1 ores. !-)25111); i'tilt reduce. I'm)
sale or exchange, 2011 jewelry ;LIM lilt ical adver-
tising cuts, with tuls for same. .1•1.ank (lemon!,
littrlon Landing, Vt.

[1(1411 (-PA 1'IN11 jewelry business, established
II 1882. in in the telephone htisim)ss which
needs all of (air attention. In the grits and oil
bell. City now lighted with gas, 15 cents per
1000 feel, Pop. 25131. Stock S'•ii/00 V1111 ite
rt•tliteed, rent building- best stand in the
city ; has 1111vays been jewelry store. Sit:Ingle,
Clietepa, Kai's.

[IAN reduce stock and fixtures to $350. Good
1-1 chance for watchmaker-jeweler Reason,
wife's health. Town 2000. Write for particu-
lars. R. A. Dunlap, Festus, Mo.

lEIVELRY stock, fixtures and good repair
Il business. Best town Lower Miehigan. 1000
inhabitants. No opposition. " AI 227," cure
Keystone.

,'
RST-CLASS jewelry, optical store; tine grow-
ing town within 10 miles Portland, Ore.

Stook, fixtures, sale null optical instruments
invoice $2500. A tine eliance for hustler ; little
or no opposition. fkildress, " II 229," care
Keystone.

ROOD-PAYING jewelry, optical business in
U Northern Mans. Established 20 years. 1000
pop. Only jeweler, Sleek about $2500. Good
reason for selling. It will bear investigation.
"A 223," care Keystone.

A JEWELRY store in town of 2000 pop. in Iowa.
ft Sleek and fixtures will invoice about 81500.
Best location in town. " H 108," care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED, steady paying, retail
ty jewelry business. Located in a section of
great resoureos in a good town in the great
Southwest. Nii Mimi climate on earth. Sleek
and fixtures about $11,000 ; can reduce. We
have 8 tributary towns, and no competition of
any kind, and 111111 keep it so. If you have the
money, and want. a sure proposition, this will
bear the closest. investigation. No chronic
"ad. answerers" need bother. " H 230," care
Keystone.

It"TIRING from business. Stock and fixtures
86000 to $70e0 ; (•:iii reduce. In a good,

healthy town in Celorado ; pop. about 6000.
Last year's business 810,000. B.," 1515
Tremont Si met, Denver, Colo.

A PLENDID chance for a good, bright, ener-
15  part). A first-class  jewelry store in
eleenet leeet ion, well established in city of
100,000. 11111111 II, 1f0I5011 of selling. 115000
cash will buy. Ad., " C 221," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

(0 7FlN jewelry, optical andv I$300 toieli& sta,dsellkcate 

good business. Fine Minn 0Minnesota town 44"
cheap rent, Address, " R 114," care Keystone.

ROSINESS established 1889, $15,000 ; prefits
I) yearly $2000 to 85000. A branch store $1000.
H. E. Thomas, Wilmington, Del.

(JOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry, cut glass,
Li musical instruments and bicycles, cheap.
Want to go West. le E. Lenhart, Argyle, Mien.

11,XCEPTIONALLY good opportunity for good
14 up-to-date watchmaker. Jersey town, 8000;
no opposition. Sell cheap. "A 176," care
Keystone.

MICHIGAN jewelry store, 2-story brick. Stock
111 and residence for sale or will trade for real
estate. " C 180," care Keystone.

OOKING for a first-class proposition as well
IA as loctit but ? 1V rite me about mine. $2000
to 83000 ; per. 13,000 ; only 2 other jewelers III
town. Phil Levy, ilendersou, Ky.

$15fifi SToCK and fixtures in town. of 800;
uu territory 15 miles in every direction.

Only stock Ill town. Snap. Write to F. E. Doty
(0 Co., Oxford, Iowa.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQU I PM ENT.

A 1,111051` new Jr. engraving block ; $4 takes il.
1.eslie E. Carl, Deposit, N. Y.

THREE gross watell glasses; $4 takes 'em.
1- Leslie E. Carl, Depesit, N. Y.

gENuINE Websier-Whilcomb hard lathe, 10-
U chuck ',idiot', cheep for cash. Nearly
new ; guaranteed 1,' jet. S. A. Weaver,
Northville, N. Y

fiN13 1903 Ihnubler, model "E," gasoline run-
u about, lwrreet for 8350, F. 0. B.,
Marietta, 011ie. Alenze semi, 5Iarietta, Ohio.

ROMP LETE set of watchmaker's tools for e50,
✓ cash. A. hloralz, Illomnington, 111.

TRIAL case ; stilt case style. "IV 188," care
1 Keystone.

"AVAIL oplithalmometer, in good condition.
U .Not lighted by artificial light. Is in goial
order. Geed, pi :lei alile luso muted, and Will
Milk(' It gmal ati% isement as well as dressing
up it eerier ; et Fred. liarshel, 517 Aladison
Avenue, Toledo, (alio.

THREE 8,1Mot oak wall cases, good as new;one 10-k let 111111 W1111 1.111-1., good shape ; oue
watch sign. II ill, spec. sign, im51t60 ; sell for $30 ;
Ill. ed years ; l ti, !Misch d iamend scales, cheap;
E. I leward 'vett later ; one trial ease cheap.
Write for description. A. E. Oyster, Alliance,
Ohio.

L'OR sale, a lot of KEYSTONES in good condition.
I B, II. Loftier, Robins, Iowa.

QAFE, Mosier, hurglar-proof; outside: 38, 38,
Ii 50 ; inside: 17, 23, 25. Bargain. Lozier &
Morris, Carrollton, Mo,

ilifi ASSORTED dies, $25 ; 200 cutters, $25;
k., a 900 assorted hubs, $25. It. J. Macnair,

Providence, R. I.

A WEBSTER chronometer in box: Charles
Roth, 1622 Curtis Street., Denver, Colo.

RENEVA trial case complete, trial frame, 840,
U cost 865. Never used. L. G. Abbott, Perry,
N. Y.

THE following goods, tile balance of a wholesale
1 stock, will be disposed at the following prices
for cash, 10 days: Several doz. 10 K. med.
weight, special finished ends, ridg. frames, at
$21 ; several doz. 10 K., same, extra heavy
weight, $24; several doz. med. weight 10 K.
ridg. mtgs., $18.30 ; extra for cab. temples, $6 ;
several doz. 10 K. E. G. frames, offset guards,
cork or zyl., $18.30 ; several doz. 10 IC. E. (4,
mtgs., reduced springs, cork or cyl., ;
10-year (1-10 stock 10 K.), ridg. filmes, extra-
finish ends, $b ; 10-year ( I-10 stock le K. ), ridg.
nitgs., $4.50 ; cab. temples extra, 81 ; 10-year
(1-10 stock 10 K.) E. G. frames, adj. and offset
guards, $4.50 ; 10-year (1-10 stock 10 K. ) E. G,
mtgs., reduced eprings, cork or zyl. offset
guards, 83; 10-year (1-10 stock 10 K.) ridg. tern-
pies, $2.25 ; 10-year (1-10 stock 10 K.) cab. tem-
ples, $3.25 ; 1-10 stock springs, at 60e ; 1-10 stock

. zyl. or cork guards, per doz. Ills., 90c.; a lot of
steel N. P. ridg. frames, extra finish, 81.60 ;
lot of alumnico ridg. and sir. frames, $1.40 ; a
lot of steel N. P., good quality, str. frames,
$1.25 ; a lot of steel N. P. str. and ridg. temples,
very cheap; 1 eye pea. lenses, per doz. 75e.;
0 eye pcx. lenses, per doz., 85e.; 00 pox. lenses,
per doz., $1.05 ; 0 eye pox. rimless, 8 holes, 81 ;
00 eye pox. rimless, 3 holes, $1.20, front y's to
6.50 D. All frames are 1, 0 and 00 eye. Not
less than 1 doz. of each item sent. Cash or
good business refs. must aecompany all orders.
Wm. Grossman, 416 South Pauline St., Chi-
cago,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

jOHNSToN refractone•ter, isist. ; 11111111

eye mtill' , cost $23 ; es gni, %valet' glasses ;
will send list of glasses if interested. Nlake
rash otter filr any or all, or \V hal have you to
ti•ade? Clark Bros., Lit I It Valls, NI inn.

(I,ENEVA retinoscope, gond as new, not com-

• 

bined with ophthalmoscope ; handsome in-
strument ; guarantee it perfect, for sale. Bar-
gain. Or will exchange for Swiss rounding-up
tool and other goods. " B 218," care Keystone.

nor() folding camera 4 x 5, fine lens, for 30 to
I 36'1 watch sign. Sourbeer & Co., Meade,
Kans.

VIN E Forced hammet•less shot gu II, 12 gage,
C new leather case, cost. $07.50 ; good as new.
Want engraver. Must. be li rst-class. Address,
J. 51. Alerlint,•ek, Florence, Kans.

0-T1'NE music box, first-class. " Jeweler,"
70 Morris Street, Springfield, Mass.

11'11.1T have ).ftti to trade tor a full set of
II Spencer Audemair trial set of lenses—about
180 pieves. (lest eriginally 885. Scott, the
jeweler, ( 111tio.

1,,011; sale, er I rade :or good farm n land, the best
store in the hest town in the Nliddle \Vest

that's 111r sale. This II'I liti $90P0
III 11E1. 011 Will D11111 ,11111 see the sbIre
11111 1111 \ 011 11111110. I hoe I s 1A110, Si 111 I: 111111
11X1111,-1 " cato 1< ■•■ Sh)ne

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

( 1.11,E schelarship in our college, including tli-
a plonk] and highest degree, lot only $7,50. SI111
011 11 aliV11111iti011111111, page 114e, and write for new
prospectus, South 'lend C111111g0 Or 0101(18.

FRE,13 s,ample pages of 1,11111'11S 111O1 leSS011S of
111TOS11111111111114.1 1'111111SC ill OW lOS will be

11111i1P(1 (11 readers or The Keystone, 011 I 11111iC11-
t1011 10 The Natienal College or Optics, Cedar
Ibtpids, Iowa. Ask for summer rates.

lioNI:1" loaned to jewelers. 1Vrite for informa-
Il 111,11. Tile I 'Iii lateral Loan and Banking Co.,
113 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

001.1..1 It buttons, tine plate, 60 cents per
12 dozen. R. .1. 31acnair, Providence, It. I.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VOU arc looking for a good, reliable firm to do
1 your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

HAVE you au old English watch case you want
Ii changed Into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wads wm•t Silversnut

nASII for watch material, odd movements,
✓ cases, etc. Yours 11a• business. " Watch-
maker," 79 51 orris Street, Springfield, Mass.
Letters confidential.

1HE1113 to receive the highest cash price for
every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of

sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. .I. I:. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

VIII,1 not send me your watch cases that need
repairing? Can replace any part of a case.

G.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'IlIdg.,Chicago,111.

ROM) and silver-plating,satin finish,engraving,
1.1 engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. le Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

IVANTED, jewelers to try our balance staffs;made by watch factory expert, Tarbox &
Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

111{1•113 sample pages of lectures and lessons of
L the Correspondence Course in Oldies will be
mailed to readers of 'Cho Keystone, no applica-
tion to The National College of Optice, Cedar
Rapids, lo)va. Ask for saintlier rates,

THE best American-made movements $1.50

• 

each, first-class condition, key-winders, chro-
nometer balance. James Broadbent, 4 South
Forty-second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

fiARADISI3 fish. 500 little fish hatched at one
1 time in your parlor aquarium. Most inter-
esting of all fancy fishes. Price, $2 per pair.
Address, George Petter, Cairo, Ill.

Itorological School, the oldest and most
O practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Eigin,I11.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

11'11 l onialet Willett-Repairing, Engiaving anti
I I iptieal hist Hole's success is the result of
superior k to ev ige gained by years of experi-
cilia. in the business. ID•cognizing  the demand
for a practical knowledge of this work, our
college has been founded on lilies to meet every
requirement. It has been added III front year
to year, until its requirements are eemplete ill
every detail. During the VlSI,. 111111 1111V11
elaps(•(1 sine, its has cream treill
0110 (0 11111111,, 111111 i. 141-111, 01111 Ur the
beet of its kind. lie )1011111:1dt iS i11110.1 ill Is
111Ore1111111g :1111111■111111•0 1111111111 1111i111 ill
file 811111111011 :111111 ag,■, awl completeness (tf in-
structions received. Write for prospectus. Dr.
Tarbox and (lord .11.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

1ILST-C1,.\ sS jeweler, repairer and stone-
sm ter wants position. Does not do engraving.

Best refs. West Or Southwest pref. .Aildress,
11. \Veber, 21 NV Wow St I'll' I, Chicago.

HELP WANTED.

\ NTE D, all assistant ; all-around young
11 man. Inie who can eller:aye; tall and niee
appearatico. Steativ place; hest of refs. required.
:1(1.,".1elveler," 812 E. State St., Jact:sonville, III.

PEARLS F1300RUGAH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
.Tewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to
CI-IAS. S. CROSSMAN & CO.
3 Malden Lame, New York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 18:40  

-- •

Repairing
for the Trade.

Our work is tile kind you call your own.

L. E. WINSLOW,
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Compliented and Ordinary

AVatelles, Wheel itiet Pinion I
t ing, I temagnet izing, etc., re-

y and po)iiIptly done by 1111
"'Peri. A. JETTE,

Este, 1 IS29. Lancaster, Pa.

°
Ii 11%1

TO US FOR. PPLICES
SAMPLES OF

ErIGRAVITIG
ATTRAGTIVE DESIGNING 1)0

PRiARTIZIG 0(1
INPARKENORAVIN6

,,<U. -\ =PRINTING CO.
MILWAUKEE. _1

•

EVERY JEWELER AND

ENGRAVER should have

a sample plate.

3tisT To AnvrirrtsE ourt
SCHOOL we will S111111 11 111`1111-
I engraved sit, IT-plated
copper plate with 111 I EVER-
13511' S LEs or Loo or
Monogram Engraving, for only
FIVE. 1101.1..kItS. \Ville to-
day—only a few at this price.

Rees
Engraving School,

Elmira, N. Y.
Steele Memorial Building.

1.14
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